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countdown by Peter Ediger

For Judah in 586 B.C., the countdown had come.

The army of Babylonia had besieged and captured Jerusalem.
Listen to the lamentations of the prophet:

"How lonely sits the city

that was full of people !

How like a widow she has become,

she that was great among the nations !

She that was a princess among the cities

has become a vassal'' (Lam. 1:1-2).

"I am the man who has seen affliction

under the rod of his wrath

;

He has driven and brought me
into darkness without any light" (3:1-2)

.

"My soul is bereft of peace,

I have forgotten what happiness is

;

So I say, 'Gone is my glory,

and my expectation from the Lord' (3:17-18).

"But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;

They are new every morning

;

great is thy faithfulness" (3 :22-24)

.

In the dark night of despair, a song of hope

!

In the countdowns of life, an upcount of faith.

In the year of our Lord 1963 our world is facing its countdowns.

In the year of our Lord 1963 the voice of the prophet speaks

:

But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;

they are new every morning;

great is thy faithfulness.

This has been the conviction of men of faith through the ages.

Consider Abraham.
For Abraham, the countdown came slowly but surely

with the countup of the years.

40 . .

50 . .

60 . . He was old, and no son.

70 .

.

80 . . Where was God's promise ?

90 . . But this I call to mind
and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;



They are new every morning

;

great is thy faithfulness.

The son was born. And then, another crashing countdown.
"Abraham! take your son, your only son Isaac whom you love,

and go to the land of Moriah,

and offer him there as a burnt offering."

That tortuous journey

!

10 . .

9 . .

8 . .

7 .

.

6 . . Father, where is the lamb ?

5 . .

4 . .

3 . .

2 . .

1 . . But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;

They are new every morning

;

great is thy faithfulness.

Consider Moses.

When Moses had grown up,

he went out to his people and looked on their burdens.

10 . . And he saw an Egyptian beating a Hebrew

;

9 . . And he killed the Egyptian

8 . . Who made you a prince and a judge over us ?

7 . . Then Moses was afraid, and he fled

6 . . A voice from the burning bush
5 . . Who am I, oh my Lord ?

4 . . Send some other person

3 . . Let my people go

!

2 . . Plagues . . Red Sea .

.

1 . . It would have been better to

serve the Egyptians

than to die in the wilderness

But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;

They are new every morning

;

great is thy faithfulness.

And in 1963, our convulsive world is ticking with the countdowns

of cruelty and injustice.

And we go out, and see the people and their burdens.

And we are faced with the countdowns of decision

!

10 . . Act
9.. Kill!

8 . . Flee to the wilderness

!

7 . . Christian ! Christian

!

6 . . I will send you

!

5 . . Oh God, I can't

!
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4 . . Go !

3 . . Caught between the devil

2 . . and the deep blue sea

1 . . Let's go back

!

But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;

They are new every morning

;

great is thy faithfulness.

Consider David.

A man of God. A popular king,

It happened, late one afternoon, that he saw a woman bathing
10 . . So David sent messengers

9 . . And she came to him, and he lay with her.

8 . . Set Uriah in the forefront of the battle.

7 . . And the Lord sent Nathan to David
6 . . The rich man took the poor man's lamb

5 . . The man who has done this deserves to die

4 . . You are the man.
3 . .

2 . .

1 . . Have mercy on me, 0 God,

according to thy steadfast love,

Against thee, thee only have I sinned,

And done that which is

evil in thy sight.

But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope

;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

his mercies never come to an end

;

They are new every morning;

great is thy faithfulness.

Consider Jesus.

The countdown came in a growing crescendo of voices.

8 . . Is not this the carpenter's son?
7 . . Why do your disciples not live according to the traditions ?

6 . . He is possessed by Beelzebub.

5 . . This man receives sinners and eats with them.

4 . . Crucify him ! Crucify him

!

3 . . I do not know this man . .

.

2 . . My God! My God! Why hast thou forsaken me?
1 . . Father, into thy hands I commit my spirit.

And if we can hear it,

above the crashing and the crumbling of the countdowns of our age,

the prophet speaks from the countdowns of another age

I am the man who has seen affliction under the rod of his truth

;

he has driven and brought me into darkness without any light.

But this I call to mind,

and therefore I have hope ;

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases,

His mercies never come to an end

;

They are new every morning

;

great is thy faithfulness.

4 January 1, 1963



Do We Know
How to Pray

Ralph K. Weber

"ERHAPSj THE GREATEST Sin Of the
hurch today is prayerlessness.

A Christian leader from India
aid: "You American Christians can
rganize lovely programs, sing
eautifully, and play many instru-

nents. But you do not know how
o pray."

The Bible constantly reminds the
hildren of God to pray, to wait on
lim, to call for His help, to seek
lis mercy, to ask His blessing, to

onfess their sins, and to intercede
or others.

Paul, along with the other bibli-

al writers, seeks to nourish and
ncourage the life of prayer. Often,

: is his own experience of prayer
lat shines through his writings
nd shows his own intimate friend-

hip with God.
Prayer, after all, is not a theo-

)gical proposition that can be de-

ined and neatly explained. It is an
xperience of God! It is a personal
onsciousness of His personality
nd His power. There is something
ery simple, and yet very profound,
bout every act of penitence, adora-
;on, intercession, and petition that
:>mes from a believing heart.

And so the great first-century

leologian writes to the Roman
hristians: "God is my witness,
rhom I serve with my Spirit in the
•ospel of his Son, that without
iasing I mention you always in

ly prayers" (Rom. 1:9).

His immediate concern is that he
might visit the city of Rome and its

colony of Christians ".
. . asking

that somehow by God's will I may
now at last succeed in coming to

you" (v. 10). But it is by no means
a selfish prayer, trying to bend the
will of God to his own mold. Rath-
er, it throbs with deep emotion,
born of his profound concern for
their own faith. By example, Paul
encourages the church to take up
the life of prayer.

A little lady, a veteran mission-

ary, while on her furlough, was
asked to come to the platform and
lead in a brief moment of prayer.

The tiny missionary climbed to her
place, beside the pulpit. She would
not have been seen behind it.

She said, "Every furlough, it has
been my privilege to visit this

church. Many years ago after my
first term in the field I was in

the audience and the pastor said,

'Would you come and lead us in

a season of prayer?'

"At my next furlough the pastor

asked me to come and lead in

prayer. At the next I was to lead

in a moment of prayer and today
in a brief moment of prayer."

This may represent a trend in

the church of today. It is probably

safe to assume that very few
among us have a disciplined life of

prayer. Brief family devotions,

though commendable, do not take

the place of a more intense and
personal fellowship with God. The
church's devotional life must first

be nourished in the closet.

This lack of prayer has also im-

poverished the spiritual life of our
Mennonite churches. We worship to-

gether, we plan together, we discuss

together, we work together, we play
together, we serve together. But
seldom do we join in the deepest

exercise of Christian fellowship, the

linking of our lives with Christ

through prayer.

Bishop Peabody of New York
says that there is a wide gap be-

tween private prayer and public-

worship that needs to be filled by
small praying fellowships. There
are various ways in which these

can come into being. Several coup-

les may band together. A Sunday
school class may become a prayer

group. Church school teachers may
share in prayer. Women with simi-

lar interests or problems may cen-

ter their lives in a prayer fellow-

ship. Many of similar vocational

interests may support each other

in a prayer circle. Still other groups

may initiate group prayer.

This is one of the greatest chal-

lenges confronting our pastors and

lay people—the renewal of faith

in the Mennonite Church through a

revival of the practice of prayer

at every level.

I HE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom. It is published weekly except

iweekly during July and August by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second class postage paid at

orth Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 per year; foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to Mennonite Publication Office. 7 20 ''

ewton, Kansas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main, Newton, Kansas. Postmaster: Send form 3579 to 720 Main, Ncwlon, Kansas.
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Mrs. At-home

Talks About

Mrs. Jobholder

Elaine Sommers Rich
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Let's face it. We women who have
deliberately chosen to stay at home
and attempt to do a good job of

rearing our children sometimes find

ourselves with resentments toward
mothers who hold jobs. Why? Are
there objective reasons? Or are we
guilty of psychological scapegoat-
ing? And above all, what is the
Christian solution to the problem?
Let us begin by listing three rea-

sons why non-job-holding mothers
may resent the employment of

other mothers.

Lack of a second income. The
mother who does not receive job
income attempts to manage the
household on her husband's pay
check. This may well require care-

ful shopping and cooking. It no
doubt requires giving up some tangi-

ble goods in order to have more
desirable intangible ones. When
the working mother next door takes
a vacation to Mexico with her fam-
ily, appears in a new wool suit, or
helps pay for a new house, Mrs.
At-home may find herself feeling

just plain jealous.

Heavy load of church and com-
munity responsibility. In order to
have a Christian education pro-

gram in the church, there must be
those who are willing to assume
responsibility in it. We must have
Sunday school teachers and Bible
school teachers. One of my friends,

serving as Bible school superinten-
dent, called eighty-two women, re-

ceiving fifty-two refusals, in order
to have a Bible school teaching
staff of thirty. High on the list of
reasons given for not teaching
was, "I'm working, so I just can't."

(A vicious circle can develop in

which as children receive less train-

ing at home, they need more at

church, but it becomes increasingly
difficult to find those who will

teach them.)

Likewise, a PTA program dedi-

cated to supporting and improving
the public schools requires parents
willing to invest their intelligence,

time and energy in such a venture.
When Mrs. At-home's phone rings

the third time on the same day with
a request for volunteer church or
community service, she may feel

that she is doing more than her
share of the work. She may at this

moment envy or resent Mrs. Job-
holder.

Non-remunerated care of work-
ing mother's children. A four-year-
old girl, supposedly in the care of
a ten-year-old older sister while
the mother worked, once spent eight
hours at a neighbor's home. Mrs.
At-home attempted to give her the
same care and teaching that she
gave her own but was finally
forced to set time limits to the
child's visits. It is not easy to hear
a child say, "I wish you were my
mother."

One summer another Mrs. At-
home found her yard the gathering
place for half a dozen children
whose various mothers were at

work. Her own children could not
have the experience of playing at
their homes in turn unless she was
willing to let them play unsuper-
vised. Mrs. At-home began to har-
bor hostile feelings toward the job-

holding mothers.

Martyrs and Scapegoats

What is Mrs. At-home to do? She
should recognize that jealousy, envy,
bitterness and resentment are sins.

She should confess her sins to God
and accept His forgiveness. She
should remind herself that she is

choosing to stay at home because
she believes in intangible values.

At the moment she is tempted to

envy Mrs. Jobholder's new house,
she should be thankful that she has
chosen to have more time to enter-

tain in the one she has. When she
is tempted to envy Mrs. Jobholder's
expensive vacation, she should re-

mind herself that she has more
time all through the year for those
"little vacations" to the park or li-

brary. At the moment she is

tempted to envy Mrs. Jobholder's
grand piano, she should be glad
she has time to play and sing with
her children around the twenty-
five dollar upright. In her heart she
knows she would not want anyone
else to discover her baby's first

tooth or hear her kindergartner's
enthralling report of that first day.
Having chosen to wear an apron,

let her do so with joy. If in addition
she must wear a martyr-complex,
she had better get a job also. Her
husband and children might well
be better off.

Mrs. At-home should not general-
ize about Mrs. Jobholder. She should
remind herself of the many work-
ing mothers who pull more than
their share of the church and com-
munity load. She should recognize
that many working mothers have
children better-behaved, more cour-

teous and more self-reliant than her
own. It is quite possible to be at

home all day long and still neglect
one's children. Indeed working
mothers may make better provis-

ions for their children than at-home
mothers. It is quite possible to use
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le working mother as a scapegoat
Dr inability to solve one's own
roblems.

On the other hand, Mrs. Jobholder
lould not be shielded and protect-

i from church and community
?sponsibilities. If she cannot pro-

ide food for a church function
c entertain visiting chureh-work-
ts, she may be glad to donate
ish or aid to the one who does.

she cannot transport children to

lusic practice, she may be glad to

elp pay for gas for the one who
3es. Perhaps a two-weeks' leave

'om her job, arranged with her
nployer six months or a year in

ivance, would make it possible for

;r to teach Bible school some year.

Finally, Mrs. At-home should con-

der it a privilege to share the

I orious Christian heritage with all

lildren, not just her own. She
lould consider the welfare of all

lildren. One day her love for a

•n-year-old boy may require of

?r an incredible strength. She
ay have to screw her courage

' the sticking point and say to

s mother in humility and love,

Were you aware that your son
as at our home six hours yester-

ly while you were at work?"
?rhaps the other mother will be
lted into awareness. Or perhaps
te will only say, "Well just send
m home."
To an empty house? Day after

ly? All day long? A ten-year-old?

. this case, Mrs. At-home has no
ternative but to go the second,

ird or fourth mile. She can pro-

de a home and be a mother to a

>y who has none.

This article has not considered
any facets of the subject. It has
>t covered the diversity of gifts

ith which women are endowed,
""or example, some mothers should
• doctors or math teachers and
>t attempt to sew coats or bake
okies.) It has not considered part-

ne work. It has not considered
e plight of the really poor nor of

e widow. Nor has it covered the
ligation of older women to teach
unger women to love their hus-
nds, homes, and children.

It has been written because of

e conviction that it is wrong for
in-working mothers to resent or
vy mothers who work. This di-

3es the body of Christ. Each
)man should attempt to discover
id's way for her.

"The Cook" by Jan Vermeer. 1632-1675

Woman's place is no longer just the home.

Modern industry and social customs changed all that.

But these new opportunities are not without problems

especially for the married woman with children.
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Kh shchev Gets Note on Jews
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No religious group works freely in

Russia. The Orthodox, Armenian,
Catholic, and Protestant churches
all suffer under restraining laws.

The same is true for Buddhism and
Islam. But of all major religious

bodies in the Soviet Union, the

Jews are under the most pressure.

American religious leaders claim

that Russia's three million Jews get

far less than the little offered to

other faiths.

Jewish congregations are forbid-

den to organize a central body.

They are allowed no contact with
Jewish groups in other countries.

Their leaders are abused.

In a cable sent to Premier Khrush-
chev, forty-six American clergymen
complained about the "blanket re-

straints" against all religions. They
underscored the oppression of the
Jews by listing the following

abuses:

"Since June 1961, synagogue presi-

dents in six cities have been arbi-

trarily removed from office; Jewish
communal leaders in Leningrad and
Moscow have been sentenced to

prison for the alleged crime of

meeting with foreign visitors to

their synagogues.
"Scores of synagogues have been

closed by the state. The few that
remain are served by rabbis who
were ordained more than 40 years
ago. For more than a generation,

Jewish theological seminaries have
been banned, except for a lone
Yeshiva in Moscow, opened in 1956.

Its enrollment, never permitted to

exceed twenty, was reduced to four

in April 1962.

"No Jewish Bible has been printed

in forty years. No articles for Jew-
ish ritual can be produced. This

year, for the first time in Soviet

history, even the sale of unleav-

ened bread, essential to observance
of the Passover, was banned. The
prayers of Judaism are said in He-

brew, yet the teaching of that lan-

guage is forbidden.

"Although half a million Jews
declared Yiddish as their mother
tongue in the Soviet census of 1959,

their hundreds of schools, their

once-flourishing theaters have been
stamped out. Much smaller ethnic

or linguistic groups have schools,

theaters, books and newspapers in

their own languages."

These conditions, the cable said,

revive "memories of the anti-Semitic

Stalin regime" which, it pointed out,

Premier Khrushchev has denounced.
The cable urged the Soviet Union

to implement its oft-repeated claim
that it is "a champion of human
dignity and equality" and "a defend-

er of minority rights" by lifting

these repressive measures. It called

on the Soviet government to con-

form its behavior "to its own pro-

fessed principles," and to the stand-

ards of the United Nations Uni-

versal Declaration of Human Rights.

Unless the Soviet government
takes steps to guarantee complete
freedom of religious practice, the

cable said, "It forfeits the confidence

of all peoples." It added:
"By deeds alone, can your govern-

ment confirm that the Soviet Union
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The

in truth .upholds the rights of mi
norities and the equal dignity of

man."
The full text of the cable was

published in the New York Times
and three other eastern newspapers
on Dec. 7. Among the Protestant,

ffe|{

Catholic, and Jewish leaders who
tril)

signed the statement were Harold
E. Fey, Editor, Christian Century;
George L. Ford, Executive Director,

National Association of Evangeli-
cals; Nelson Glueck, President, He-
brew Union College; Carl F. H.
Henry, Editor, Christianity Today;
John Wesley Lord, Bishop, Metho-
dist Church; Walter G. Muelder,
Dean, Boston University School of

Theology; Daniel A. Poling, Editor,

Christian Herald; Fredorik A.

Schiotz, President, Augustana Lu-
theran Church.
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STEWARDSHIP EDUCATION YEARS

An intensive stewardship education
program is being planned by the.

General Conference. This is to

be a "two-year Conference-wide pro-

gram covering every phase of

Christian giving and living, begin-

ning September 1, 1963, and ending
with the Conference sessions in

1965." Two committees have been
formed to begin plans. Robert Hartz-

ler, Carl Lehman, and Harry Mar
tens have been appointed to the

committee charged with planning

strategy. C. J. Dyck, Howard Raid,

and Erland Waltner will work on

literature for the stewardship edu-

cation program.

8 January 1, 1963
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ERMON CONTEST
?he Evangelism Committee of the

5oard of Missions is conducting an
Evangelism Sermon contest. This is

iot to be what is usually called an
vangelistic sermon, but rather a

ermon that will promote evange-

sm. The deadline for entries is

une 1, 1963 and the sermon must
ave been preached in a service by
hat time. The written portion for

he contest must be from 1200 to

500 words. There will be three

wards for the three rated best by
he judges. The awards are the

ame. Each will be given a set of

he Mennonite Encyclopedia or a

40.00 book order from a conference
ookstore. Basis for judging will

iclude content, structure, style, or-

anization and biblical content, but

|e main consideration will be the

irust and impact of the sermon
s determined by the judges. Send
ermons to Ward W. Shelly, 2110
irchwood Road, Lancaster, Pa., or

) Esther Wiens, Box 446, Rosthern,
ask.

The Evangelism Committee is also

eveloping a set of slides or a film-

trip with tape narration which
ill show evangelism activity with-

i the conference. If you have any
[ides or good pictures of such ac-

vity as workshops, door to door
isitation, baptismal service, instruc-

on class or other areas of evange-
sm the committee would appreciate
le loan of such material. Please
?nd them to Ward W. Shelly or
sther Wiens.

(lass on communism
ollowing a special course this fall

i "A Christian Attitude Toward
ommunism," those attending the
inual Leadership Training School
I the Elkhart (Ind.) County Coun-
1 of Churches issued a special two-
ige statement. The six evening ses-

ons were based on the recent "A
hristian's Handbook on Commu-
sm," published by the National
ouncil of Churches. Recognizing
iat the Christian faith and all

>rms of atheistic materialism, in-

uding communism, are basically

compatible, the statement adds:
lowever, all anti-communism is

>t necessarily Christian, nor are
1 people who show love toward
;rsons in Communist countries
;cessarily pro-Communist." The
Be and growth of communism is

ne in part to the failure of Chris-

A Statement on the Every Home Plan

When the General Conference Mennonite Church launched Hie
Every Home Plan in 1950, it began a new venture in the circulation
history of Christian periodicals. This was a daring and revolutionary
venture for our own denomination. Since then a number of other
denominations have copied our plan or introduced similar plans.
The aim of this plan was to bring the two official church papers,

Der Bote and The Mennonite into every home of our Conference.
Through the papers the church hoped to build unity and cooperation.
Has the plan really succeeded?
We believe the plan has worked very well. Most of our churches

belong to the plan. Before the plan was adopted circulation for
Der Bote was 3,000 and The Mennonite 7,000. Today the circulations
have increased to 9,000 and 16,500. This represents an increase of
255 per cent. When we look at growth that has taken place in our
membership and the growth that we have seen occurring in our
education, relief, and mission programs and when we see that this

growth parallels the increase in circulation of our papers, we believe
the Every Home Plan had a part in the growth of the Conference.
Not all the increase in circulation is a result of more readers in

Canada and the United States. Der Bote, especially, is being read
in substantial quantities in other countries such as Germany, Mexico,
Honduras, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay. We are glad to be able
to extend the witness of the Conference in these countries through
the Every Home Plan.

During the last ten years, costs have gone up. The inflationary
spiral has affected the cost of our papers. To offset the increase
in cost an adjustment in the subscription price is necessary.
The Council of Boards considered what the new rate should be.

Its decision was to raise the individual subscription rate for The
Mennonite and Der Bote to $3.50 beginning in 1963. The suggested
contribution for congregations participating in the Every Home Plan
was raised to $2.50 per home. The suggested contribution of $2.50 is

a flexible figure. It is something congregations can aim toward and
we hope many will be able to reach. Some congregations may not
be able to reach this goal immediately. If they will contribute what
they can, they will still be participating in the spirit of the Plan.

The aim of the suggested increase is to share equally the cost of
publishing our church papers between the congregations and the

Conference boards. During recent years, the boards have been
absorbing the larger share of the increased costs of publishing.

Through your support of the Every Home Plan you support the

work of the Conference in many ways. You strengthen the entire

Conference because you make it possible for one piece of Christian

literature to enter every Conference home each week. You build

contacts with our Christian brethren in many places, especially in

South America where Christian literature is scarce. Our church
papers are also an important tool of evangelism and witness for they

also reach many non-Mennonite and non-Christian homes.
We have appreciated your support of the Every Home Plan during

the last twelve years. The good response of your congregation and

others has helped the General Conference move forward with a bold

witness for Christ. We look forward to your participation in the

coming years.

Walter Gering, President, General Conference

C. J. Dyck, Chairman, Board of Business Administration

Robert Kreider, Chairman, Board of Christian Service

Vernon Neufeld, Chairman, Board of Education and Publication

Willard Wiebe, Chairman. Board of Missions
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tians to be sensitive to soeial injus-

tice in the world, the statement

continues, adding: "We believe all

Christians must act in the compas-

sion of Christ to help remove the

social evils from our nation and in

the world upon which communism
thrives." Cited are racial discrimina-

tion, poverty, illiteracy, economic

and political exploitation. Signers

of the statement also expressed

their belief that much current "anti-

communism" is "merely a smoke
screen for promoting personal

aggrandizement, racism, religious

bigotry or political extremism."

They therefore call upon all Chris-

tians in their county "to evaluate

carefully the real motives of those

who arouse emotions with such

scare words as 'pink,' 'dupe,' 'sym-

pathizer' or 'Communist.' " Among
the eleven signers of the statement

was Gordon R. Dyck, pastor of

First Church in Nappanee. He is

chairman of the Department of So-

cial Education and Action of the

Elkhart Council. Other churches rep-

resented in the class were the Church
of the Brethren, Church of God,
and Disciples of Christ.

SERVICE BUDGET GOES UP

The urgent need for funds to help

Mennonite Central Committee with
the Indian resettlement program in

Paraguay was one reason for a

higher budget for 1963. The Board
of Christian Service at the annual
Council of Boards of the General
Conference Mennonite Church re-

solved to help Mennonite Central
Committee with this extensive proj-

ect by providing additional funds.

Another of the primary reasons for

raising the board's budget to $252,-

000 for the coming year is the criti-

cal importance of bringing the

Christian peace witness in areas of

tension, such as the United State's

South, Congo, Japan, and Taiwan,
where a number of persons have
been placed by the board and Men-
nonite Central Committee.

CONFERENCE PLANNED
Six Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ conferences will participate

in a North American Inter-Menno-
nite Ministers Conference in spring.

Planned for May 7-9 in Chicago,
purpose of the meeting is prima-
rily "to provide a channel of com-
munication and fellowship among

active ministers in the various Men-
nonite groups." "Fellowship in the
Ministry," is the theme, based on a
study of Ephesians. Subtopics are
given as "The Minister as a Per-

son," "The Minister in His Rela-

tionship to the Congregation," and
"The Minister in His Responsibili-

ties Beyond the Congregation." Con-
ferences to be represented are the
Mennonite Church, Mennonite
Brethren, Evangelical Mennonite
Brethren, Evangelical Mennonite
Church, Brethren in Christ, and
General Conference Mennonite. Each
conference may name ten to fifteen

delegates. The General Conference
will be represnted by the three con-

ference officers, the executive sec-

retary, and two representatives ap-

pointed by each of the six district

and regional conferences.

A
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FAMILY PUBLICATIONS

Helps for the family are now avail-

able in several areas. The Board
of Education and Publication has
provided a number of publications

for use by families in the home
and in the church. The most recent
publication is Christian Family Liv-

ing, a discussion guide produced
under the sponsorship of the Com-
mittee on Education in Church,
Home, and Community. The manu-
script was written by Harold Buller,

hospital chaplain in Beatrice, Neb.
Mrs. Eldon Graber of Bluffton,

Ohio, prepared extensive bibliogra-

phies on books, pamphlets, and films

for each topic. The book is intend-
ed to stimulate thought and action
in Christian living. A guide on the
inside front cover lists topics for
discussion by church groups accord-
ing to age and interest. Topics are
listed for teen-agers, the newly mar-
ried, parents, the aging, the older
unmarried, and widows. Extra
copies of each section of the book
are available. Each section deals
with six aspects of a topic. For
example, the chapter entitled

"Launching Our Marriage" lists the
following subtopics: What Is Love?
Foundations of Stability, Choosing
for the Church, The Christian Wed-
ding, Home at Last, and Sex in Mar-
riage. The introduction gives guid-
ance to proper use of the book.
"A Christian Declaration on the

Family" has been printed in pam-
phlet form. This is the statement
adopted at the 1962 General Con-
ference and is being distributed
without charge.

For families with children, Our
Family Worships is published quar-
terly. The daily devotionals are
based on themes studied by the
children in the Sunday school. Be-
sides the daily readings, each quar-
terly contains several articles of
interest and help to parents.

Additional information on family
publications may be obtained from
the Board of Education and Publi-
cation, General Conference Menno-
nite Church, 722 Main Street, New-
ton, Kan.

The general theme of redemption is

currently being studied in children's

classes in Sunday schools that use
the Living Faith Graded Series.

This study may be supplemented in

the home by the use of Our Family
Worships, a magazine published
quarterly by the Board of Educa-
tion and Publication. Daily medita-
tions deal with themes studied in

the Sunday school. Writers for the
winter quarter are Mrs. Harris
Waltner, Moundridge, Kan.; Mrs.
Joe Neufeld, Rosthern, Sask.; and
Mrs. Ernst Harder, Hillsboro, Kan.,
and Montevideo, Uruguay. Besides
the daily meditations, the magazine
contains articles for parents. The
Sunday school theme is discussed by
Paul R, Shelly. Other articles are
"Thinking About the Ministry" by
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Irs. J. R. Duerksen, "Growing Into

Jood Reading" by Mrs. J. Lloyd
paulding, and "Television— Good
I Bad?" by Mrs. Milton Harder
nd Maynard Shelly.

Adult and youth classes in the

unday school will begin 1963 with
iie study of "Mark, Gospel of Ac-

ion." In the Introduction to the

'outh Bible Study Guide, the Gospel
f Mark is described as "a maxi-
lum of action and a minimum of

ilk." Carl Lehman, business man-
ger of Bluffton College, wrote the
outh study guide for the January-
larch quarter. The Adult Bible
tudy Guide was written by William
Lassen, professor of New Testa-

lent at Mennonite Biblical Semi-
ary. The German quarterly is

gain written by Walter Klaassen
Introduction), Assistant Professor
£ Bible at Bethel College; P. A.

empel (Exposition), retired minis-

% Altona, Manitoba; and H. C.

^heffler (Application), minister,

learbrook, British Columbia.

A 1963—48

or the last sixty years (with a few
iceptions) The Mennonite has been
ablished fifty times per year. The
iper was published weekly except
aring the weeks of Christmas and
ourth of July. No one knows ex-

;tly why. Perhaps to give the ed-

or and printer a rest. But the rest

ways came at the wrong time.

In 1963 The Mennonite will be
Ablished weekly except during the
onths of July and August. In
iese two summer months, the pa-

ir will be published biweekly. This
hedule will give fuller coverage
iring December when there is a
t of news, a lot of things going
i, and hopefully, when people are
home reading more. Coverage

will be lighter during the summer
months when news is lighter and
most people are reading less.

The new arrangement will also
effect a small economy. Total pages
for 1963 will probably be 808 as
compared to 820 in the last two
years.

To meet increased costs of publi-

cation, the publishers of The Men-
nonite have raised the individual
subscription rate to $3.50 per year.
For churches participating in the
Every Home Plan, the suggested
contribution will be $2.50 per year.
(See statement of board chairman
on page 9.

)

MARION TRAINS LEADERS

Four Mennonite churches in Mar-
ion, S. D., begin an eight-week
teacher training course on Jan. 7.

Two courses will be offered. Johnny
Reimer, pastor of the Evangelical
Mennonite Brethren Church will

teach a course on New Testament.
T. A. van der Smissen, pastor of
the Bethesda Church will conduct
the class on teaching techniques.
Other churches taking part in the
program are Bethel and Silver Lake
Mennonite Brethren churches.

GIFT OF FILMS

A gift of about 150 films has been
received by the Audio-Visual Li-

brary in Newton, Kansas. The films

are a gift of William M. and Edith
E. Zehr and represent their entire
film library, which was a carry-over
from an earlier business venture.

Walter D. Unrau, manager of Men-
nonite Publication Office and Book-
store, which houses the Audio-Visual
Library, estimates the value of the

films at from ten to twelve thou-

sand dollars. The films are sixteen-

millimeter sound motion pictures,

some of which are in color. There
are evangelistic, moral teaching.
Bible story, and educational films.

The Zehrs are members of the Cal-
vary Church in Barlow, Ore. They
hope that the films will "provide a
basis for further growth and de-

velopment in this area and be of
continued service in our churches
in furthering His kingdom."

BUDGET FOR 1963

Missions $ 931,200
Christian Service 252,000

Education and Publication 96,240
Business Administration . . 42,800

$1,322,240

CONSTITUTION REVISED

Work is to begin on revising the
Constitution of the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church. At the

annual meeting, November 28-30, the
Executive Committee appointed a
Constitution and Polity Committee
to work on a revision during the
next triennium, giving attention to

relating district conferences to the
General Conference. One of the

items certain to be studied by the
committee will be the feasibility

of having each district conference
elect representatives to each of the

four General Conference boards.

Two other major items for study
will be the relation of Conference
institutions to the General Confer-
ence and the relation of South
America and overseas churches to

the General Conference. Members
of the committee, which is a com-
bination of two committees working
separately, are H. A. Fast, L. L.

Ramseyer. Howard Baumgartner.
Vernon H. Neufeld, and David P.

Neufeld.

Mrs. Ernst Harder

William Klassen

Carl Lehman

(See Studies in Redemption,
and Church Record)
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Leo Graber has begun a short
term in the Winter Service program
at Gulfport, Miss. A member of the
Salem, Church, Marion, S. D., Gra-
ber will help in the Gulfport mis-
sion by painting, construction, elec-

trical wiring, and carpentry.

William Klassen, Elkhart, Ind.,

professor of New Testament at Men-
nonite Seminary, is the author of
"The Recovery of Joy" an article

appearing in the December Pastoral
Psychology. "Coals of Fire: Symbol
of Repentance or Revenge?" based
on Romans 12:20 will appear soon
in New Testament Studies. In De-
cember he read a paper, "Paul's

Good Conscience" to the Society of

Biblical Literature and Exegesis.

"Love Your Enemy: The New Tes-

tament Teaching of How to Cope
With An Enemy" was read to the
Church Peace Mission last June.
"A Time to Hate: The Biblical Per-

spective on Hate" was read to the
Chicago Society for Biblical Re-
search in November.

CALENDAR

Pacific

Jan. 4-6—Homecoming and Anni-
versary, First Church, Upland, Cal.,

Sunday, 5:00 p.m., Love Feast.

Western

Feb. 5-8—School for ministers,

Hesston, Kan., Western District

Ministers' Conference co-sponsor.

MARRIAGES

Howard Cherry, St. John Menno-
nite Church, Pandora, Ohio, to Shar-
la Seyer, Mission Church, Pandora,
Ohio, on Nov. 25.

Vernon Goertzen, First Church,
Reedley, Calif., and Kathleen White,
Pleasant View Baptist Church, Cam-
arillo, Calif., on July 15.

Donald Steiner, St. John Church,
Pandora, Ohio, to Gaylee Ann Hoch-
stettler, Emmanuel United Church
of Christ, Bluffton, Ohio, on Nov. 22.

DEATHS

B. A. Burge, First Church, Aber-
deen, Idaho, born Oct. 21, 1885, and
died Dec. 1. Two sons and one daugh-
ter survive.

Henry G. Dick, First Church,
Mountain Lake, Minn., born Aug.
16, 1890. His wife and four daugh-
ters survive.

Mrs. Susie Friesen, Eighth St.

Church, Goshen, Ind., born 1899 and
died Dec. 6.

William Raber, Meadows (111.)

Church, born July 30, 1879, and died

Nov. 15.

Jacob Schirch, Meadows (111.)

Church, born December 14, 1874,

and died December 9.

FORGOTTEN FARMER

Dear Editor: I just read Pete Edi-
ger's article, "The Call of the City"

[
Dec. 11] with consuming interest.

Those who have been close enougli
to know are aware of my enthusi-
asm and support for this new out-

reach in our Conference.
But I ask again. How about our

small struggling rural churches?
How long can we ask these folks
to support our urban work out of
their limited budgets when they are
hardly able to adequately carry on
within their own churches?
Less than a month ago one of our

fine younger farmers (not in Ohio)
said to me, "Our colleges, the semi-
nary, and the Conference aren't
really aware that we exist!" Wil-
liam H. Stauffer, Box 365, Sugar-
creek, Ohio.

OUT OF HIS MIND
Dear Editor: Concerning modern
art in our Mennonite publications

—

I would certainly vote no! This form
of art (?) is in line with the mixed-
up world in which we are living.

Recently a child in Sunday school
expressed the opinion that the per-

son pictured in one of these pictures

looked like he was out of his mind.
As Sunday school teachers we have
been impressed with statistics on
how much learning is done through
pictures. Wuat are we teaching our
children through this form of art?
I'd suggest that the purchase of this

art be left to those who wish to

have it in their homes and that in

the future it should be left out of

our publications. Mrs. Dan H.
Schrag, Box 111, Moundridge, Kan.

REAL CONTACT
To the Editor: I look forward to

each issue of The Mennonite though
the issues are several weeks late.

They provide a real contact with
home, and keep us informed on de-

velopments within our Mennonite
churches across the world. Some of

the articles are thought provoking
and others are informative or devo-
tional. May you continue to meet
some of the needs of our people in

this way. Loretta Janzen, 22 Girish
ch. Bose Rd., Calcutta 14, India

HIGH QUALITY

Dear Editor: Re: the letter from
Mrs. Claassen which appeared in

The Mennonite of December 11, I

vote to continue with "this modern
art." I think Mr. Regier is doing a
fine job. The art is not too extreme
by any means, and the photographs
are certainly of high quality. Lewis
Sprunger, 56 Lincoln Hall, Bluffton,
Ohio

GRUESOME
Dear Editor: On the queston that|

Mrs. Claassen from Newton, Kan-
sas, asks 'Do our people appreciate

this modern art appearing in The
Mennonite?' We do not appreciate

these modern arts. They are plain

gruesome sometimes. I too have
heard many complaints. Why don't

more write in? Mrs. E. F. Regier,

Route 2, Box 109, Inman, Kansas.

MOST MEANINGFUL

Dear Editor: In response to Mrs.
Claassen's question about the mod-
ern art appearing in The Menno-
nite we register very much in favor

of the high quality included. Par-|
ticularly are we grateful to Robert
Regier's consistently outstanding
contributions. His recent woodcuts
for de Jong's series, Strangers inj

the Bible, were most meaningful.
Walter and Mabel Paetkau, 2700

Benham Ave., Elkliart, Ind.
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Jean's older brother, Larry, had just played a

trick on her. A cruel trick. Indignation choked
in Jean's throat as the full knowledge of what

j jf
Larry had done broke over her.

- m § mjf Mr She'd had her girls' Sunday school class over

^yji > f^bV^4jt& ^or a business meeting on Saturday afternoon.

1/ Larry pretended to scorn all the girls, but Jean

knew he secretly liked Betty Ann, the president

of their class. When time for the meeting came.

Jean had shooed Larry out of the house. "G'wan.

This is a hen party."

When the refreshments were over and the girls

had gone, Larry returned. After dinner that
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Jean s anger mounted, laced with worry

what had they talked about?

evening when their folks had left

for a trip to the drugstore, Larry
grinned impishly. "Provided a little

entertainment for us this evening.

Listen."

Slowly, unbelievingly, she realized

the truth. She heard herself as her

guests had taken their coats to the

bedroom, then their voices as they

came back again. Larry had hidden

a microphone and made a tape re-

cording of the afternoon meeting!
Jean's anger mounted, laced with
worry — what had they talked

about? Anything Larry shouldn't

know? She listened apprehensively.

Through the cacophony of shrill

voices, Jean heard her own, sound-

ing a little louder than the rest.

Sheila who came to Sunday school

only occasionally was being in-

quired about. "She won't show up,"

Jean had stated. "Now if our meet-
ing had included the boys, she'd

have been the first one here!"

Jean felt her face getting red as

Larry remarked, "My charitable

sister." She wished she hadn't said

that about Sheila. When she heard
it played back now it sounded pret-

ty awful.

Betty Ann called the meeting to

order. Mavis led in prayer. The
first item of business was to de-

cide definitely on their social for
next month. Virginia, who had no
more imagination than a lump of

dough, suggested a hike. Jean heard
her own voice saying, "Ugh!"

"Hiking is good exercise," Vir-

ginia had pointed out in injured

tone.

Jean deflated her properly then.

"If it's exercise you're looking for,

Ginny dear, get yourself a member-
ship at the gym club!"

A chorus of giggles followed.

"Anyone else any suggestions?"
Betty Ann had asked.

Suddenly Jean's voice began to

outline things they might do. Her
ideas were good, she told herself.

She'd obviously done some thinking
on this subject, had her facts well
in hand. She presented the plans
well, with enthusiasm. Listening,

she looked over to see if Larry
seemed impressed. He was sprawled
on the davenport, arms locked be-

neath his head. "Jean Rowan, the

girl executive!" he announced with

contempt.

As the meeting progressed Jean
was embarrassed to realize she

was doing three-fourths of the talk-

ing.

They had decided on a cookout

to which they would invite the boys'

class. Jean urged them to have it

at Hunter's
,
Lodge, a wonderful

place they could rent for the after-

noon and evening for ten dollars.

Mavis said she doubted if they

could afford that plus the cost of

food. Jean met each argument with
a louder one of her own. She de-

bated each point of objection, met
each problem with a solution, in-

sisted on her own way.
It was with relief that she heard

Betty Ann call for a motion to

adjourn.

But that wasn't the end of the

tape!

Mercifully her own voice was
silent during the time she was
pouring the punch in the kitchen.

But she heard herself the minute
she returned to the living room.
The next few minutes were agony.

"You shouldn't really have any
punch, Mavis. It's loaded with
calories," she'd announced to the

plumpest girl in the room. A little

later during a discussion on clothes,

she'd said, "Mavis, baby, don't wear
plaids. They accentuate, you know.
Stick to plain, dark colors."

But the worst was yet to come!
During a discussion of vacations

Jean began to brag shamelessly

about the trip the family had taken
through the California redwoods.
"We stayed at this fabulous lodge
—wall to wall carpeting, maid serv-

ice. The dining room featured a
buffet every night."

The truth was they'd eaten one
meal there but their family had
stayed at a much cheaper place

in the same area. "The lodge is be-

yond our budget," her father had

said, which settled the matter.

Listening with her brother to her

own exaggeration, her distortion

of facts, Jean tasted the dregs of

humiliation. "Turn it off," she com-i

manded.
He did, but the silence was worse.

Swallowing painfully, Jean asked.

"Larry, do I always—am I really

like that?"

His face wasn't grinning insolent-

ly. It looked—well, almost under-

standing. "Most of the time," he
said gently. For Jean it was a ter-j

rible moment of truth.

"I don't mean to be—" her voice

trailed off. "It's just my tongue."

"Gives us all trouble sometimes,"
he agreed with kindness in his voice.

Resolutely, Jean marched to the
desk, took pen and paper. "Play
it again," she commanded. "From
the beginning."

Carefully she wrote, "I, Jean
Rowan, when I do not bridle my
tongue am guilty of the following:

1. Making unkind remarks about

people who are not present.

2. Ridiculing a person whom I do

not consider important.

3. Hogging the floor in a business

meeting.

4. Dominating the discussion; rail-

roading my own ideas through.

5. Giving unsought advice as

though I contained all wisdom.
6. Bragging to the point of nau-;

seating my friends.

7. Exaggerating and distorting

facts to glamorize my life.

When Larry shut the tape off

Jean looked at him through tear-

dimmed eyes. "I wonder why I have;

any friends at all!" she wailed.

"Maybe they see a pretty good
person behind all those thoughtless

words you throw at them."
Jean reread her list and shud-

dered, "I'll tell you what. If I stick

this in my mirror it'll depress me
so every morning that I'll have to

give up talking altogether. Instead

I'll make myself some rules for]

controlling my tongue. I'll read 'em|

every morning as I brush my hair!"

1. I will say nothing critical or

unkind about people who are notl

present. Ever.

2. I will not squelch, tease orj

ridicule a person however unim-
portant that person is to me.

3. I will not monopolize a busi-1

ness meeting or a conversation. II

will listen to the ideas of others!
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ind accord them the same courtesy

hope to receive.

4. I will not insist on having my
wn way. (More than my tongue

s at fault here. The ideas of others

iren't always bad. Only an insuf-

erable egotist thinks he's always
ight.)

5. I will offer no advice unasked.

]ven if my opinion is sought, I'll

emper my suggestions with tact

nd love.

6. I'll swallow hard three times

efore I say a word which could

e considered bragging.

7. I will not exaggerate, even a
little. I'll remember that in God's
sight all lies are the same color.

When Jean had finished writing,
Larry came and stood beside her,

reading the list over her shoulder.
"Sis, if you live up to that, people
won't recognize you!"
A deflating retort rose to her

hps. She checked it. A car drove
in the driveway. "I'm going to

practice on the family. But don't
tell. It's our secret—okay?"
He made a circle with his thumb

and forefinger. "Right."

lonfributions from Our Readers

eflections . . .

sat in the church
nd heard them sing

Take my life and let it be."

he chords were full

nd resonant,

'he technique was
erfect.

he effect was powerful,

he harmony
itisfied my
iscriminating

ar.

ut the

ords. . .

ley haunted
ie.

lizabeth Mae Janzen

UDGET FOR 1963

outh Office $3,000

outh Editor 400

utreach 900

German Material for

S.A. Youth $250

Mennonite Youth for

Peace $650

^ministration (travel) 800

rogram Helps 550

:ayer Calendar 1,250

;cretary Supplies 50

)uth Library

$7,050

VIN-CITY YOUTH MEETING
l Saturday, December 1, the Twin-
ty Mennonite Youth Fellowship,

. organization composed of the

UTH is sponsored by the Young People's

ion of the General Conference Mennonite
lurch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner, 722
BP, Newton, Kansas.

(Old) Mennonite, General Confer-
ence, and Mennonite Brethren
churches of Kitchener and Water-
loo, Ont., held its first program.
This program took the form of a
gym party. The evening consisted

of a sing song, games, and buffet

style lunch. R, N. Johnson spoke
briefly about the importance and
potential of an organization such as

this one. One hundred forty-seven

attended. Carol Anne Snyder

TEEN-AGERS GROW UP, GO HOME
"We hear teen-agers complain,

'What can we do? Where can we
go?"
"The answer is: go home! Hang

the storm windows, paint the wood-
work. Rake the leaves, mow the

lawn, shovel the walk. Wash the

car, scrub some floors. Help the

minister, rabbi or priest, the Red
Cross, the Salvation Army. Visit the

sick, the poor. Study your lessons.

And when you're through, if you're

not too tired, read a book.

"Your parents do not owe you
entertainment. Your city doesn't

owe you a recreation center. The
world doesn't owe you a living.

You owe it your time and energy
and your talent so that no one will

be at war or in in poverty or sick

or lonely again.

"You're supposed to be mature
enough to accept some of the re-

sponsibilities your parents have car-

ried for years. They have nursed,

protected, excused and tolerated you.

They have denied themselves com-
forts so that you could have lux-

uries. This they have done gladly,

for you are their greatest treasure.

Teen-agers, grow up and go home!"
—Author unknown
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COVER
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Peter Ediger, field secretary for city

churches, lives in Elkhart, Ind. He was
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Calif. Ralph K. Weber's article on
prayer was given as part of the confer-

ence sermon ai the Western District Con-
ference at Goessel, Kan., on October 20,
1962. Weber is president of the West-
ern District and pastor of the First Church
of Christian, Moundridge, Kan. Elaine

Sommers Rich lives in North Newton and
is the mother of four children.
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Henry Goertz stopped by my desk a few

days ago. We talked about things that

fellow-church members usually do.

Among other things he told me about

one of his concerns for the Mennonite church. One day either he or I will write

on the subject.

But as he got up to leave, Henry took me by surprise.

"When I tell my brother that I went to see the editor of The Mennonite"
he said with a smile, "he won't believe me."

For a few moments, I felt as famous as Caroline Kennedy.

But since that time, I have pondered the thought behind Henry's unguarded

boast. And now I must say, "I agree with you, Henry. I too am awed by

The Mennonite."

There are many things about it, that I find hard to believe and understand.

I know it is a magazine with sixteen pages. I know a little bit about its history

since 1885. With this issue we begin Volume 78 and that's a ripe old age.

I know something about its struggles and diseases. That it has survived at all

must be regarded an act of God. While it is hale and hearty in its advanced

age, its struggles go on. Struggle, after all, is a part of life.

Am I talking about The Mennonite as though it were a person? Yes, I am.

For to me, this is one of its mysteries. It is more like a person than a thing.

It has personality. But is it more than the extension of the editor's personality?

I believe it is.

The Mennonite is a person. And that person is the General Conference Men-
nonite Church, or at least a part of the General Conference. In a sense, The
Mennonite is also you.

The Mennonite is a person, but it is not a father. You may ask, "Is The
Mennonite the voice of the Conference?" And this is a good question, because

it assumes The Mennonite is a person. Only a person has a voice. But The
Mennonite is not one voice; it is many voices. It does not speak as a father

telling little children what they can or cannot do. It is rather the voices of broth-

ers and sisters in one family. Sometimes these brothers and sisters argue, not

in spite of the fact that they are members of one family and love each other,

but rather because of it. Any family has difference of opinions, but there is

general agreement on the fact that it is a family.

But no family is without its tensions. A few weeks ago someone noticed a

copy of our paper in the wastebasket of a village post office. Being a curious

person, he wondered who had placed it in such an undignified resting place.

He reached for it, to inspect the address. But he had been outwitted. The
address had been torn off.

I uphold a person's right to protest. I'd rather have him write and give me
his complaint. But I know that not everyone will write neither will everyone

read. I do not regard a copy of our paper in the wastebasket as a personal

insult. I really worry about the ones on the coffee table that are left unread

or worse—unlooked at.

But in spite of the problems, I am still awed by what The Mennonite is able

to do. The conference has grown, and The Mennonite has grown with it.

True. Dare we turn the statement around? The Mennonite has grown and

the Conference has grown with it. I believe it.
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. . as she sees herself Mary Gicsbrccht Bartcl

[n times past the minister's wife

vas the manager of a large farm
is well as a family. Often her

ireacher-husband left on evangelis-

ic tours for days and often weeks
it a time. Horse and buggy travel

lid not help the situation. The fam-
ly shifted for itself. The people of

he church helped little with fi-

lancial matters. Poverty, after all,

>red humbleness.

Outwardly circumstances have
hanged for the minister's wife.

3asically her responsibilities are

till much the same.

lesponsibility to Herself

The pastor's wife still has a re-

ponsibility to herself. She continu-

llly gives herself. Unless her re-

ources are replenished she will suf-

er from spiritual starvation.

The minister's wife must learn to

njoy a sermon. It is so easy for

er to drop into the role of a critic

s she listens to her husband's ser-

10ns week after week. She will

eport to him (probably at the Sun-

ay dinner table) on the material

nd its delivery. He may rely on her
or constructive advice. However
he must be careful not to fall into

tie habit of listening only for mis-

ikes and failing to get the needed
piritual help from the service.

The pastor's wife must maintain
ersonal private devotions. She
lust take time to read the Word,
> meditate, and pray. Nothing can
ike the place of such communion.
The pastor's wife must learn to

e victorious over her own frustra-

ons. Rather than making it a habit

> lean entirely on her pastor-hus-

and to make her decisions, she
lould learn to handle her own dis-

ppointments and rely on her own
idgments.

The pastor's wife must have a
enuine concern for people. She
mst have this especially in regard
) the people of the congregation
tid souls outside of Christ. She has
Hintless opportunities to do good
r to say a kind word. The love of

hrist must constrain her to give
?rself wholly to others.

esponsibility to Her Family

You have often heard someone
*y, "Preacher's kids turn out bad."

Actually, a young man does not
turn against Christianity because
his parents brought him into it

when he was a child any more than
he stops washing his hands because
his mother urged him to do so when
he was a child. Even so, the min-

ister's wife must make Christianity

an attractive and wonderful thing
in the lives of her children.

She must help her children love

the church. This is done as she sets

the example. Children sense the
slightest reluctance. They soon
learn to doubt that church is the

wonderful place mother says it is,

if she does not really mean it.

Every day she must respond to

the teachings of the church in her
own life. Under the constant pres-

sure of the pastorate, it is often

easy to be quarrelsome. Observing
youngsters notice the conflict be-

tween their parents' teaching of

kindness and sympathy and their

demonstration of the opposite.

At no time should the minister's

wife speak evil of the church or

its leaders—especially not in front

of the children. Rather, a close re-

lationship between the pastor's

family and the church people should

be established. In this way they can
prove to their children that Chris-

tians are the finest people in the

world.

Family devotions cannot be over-

stressed. It is a time when the

whole family stops to catch its spir-

itual breath. Most preachers' fam-
ilies find that breakfast time for

devotions offers less interruptions.

Among these other principles, the

wife of a minister has a great com-
mission to make her home a hap-

py place. If the home fails to be-

come that resource for new strength

and vigor, it has failed in its major
purpose. A clean parsonage is not

only for the sake of unexpected

company. It also builds morale for

all members of the family. A well-

ordered schedule is also important

for the same reason.

Responsibility to the Church

The pastor's family is to be an
example to the congregation. This

great responsibility rests on the

pastor's wife.

Amid their rapid speed of living,

many wives find themselves in a

whirlpool of activities. These may
range from criticizing their hus-

bands' sermons, to helping a trou-

bled individual, to baking cakes for
a church supper.

One minister's wife with some
thirty-eight years of experience said,

"The minister's wife must be will-

ing and able to participate in every
phase of church life—from singing

in the choir to teaching Sunday
school, to counselling the women
of the church."

Often a pastor's wife cannot es-

cape the many duties confronting
her. Unless a proper balance is

maintained, she can be over-

whelmed. Instead of doing every-

thing that presents itself and drag-

ging her body to and fro, the pas-

tor's wife should realize that the

Holy Spirit had truly wanted to

make her His temple by dwelling

within her in all His fullness. There
is a danger of taking on more than
can be handled effectively, thus

risking damage to her entire wit-

ness. One of the greatest tragedies

today is that too many wives are

doing too little.

Some wives think they are indis-

pensable while others prefer to re-

main unnoticed in the background.
Each pastor's wife should seek out

the will of God for her own life

with regard to her actual duties

in the church. She should not com-
pare herself with other wives and
try to keep up with them. The needs
of the church, the available per-

sonnel to fill those needs, and her

capabilities, all play a part in mak-
ing her decision.

Problems in the Parsonage

There are many problems in-

volved in parsonage living. They
may often become a source of over-

whelming annoyance.

Criticism is one. No one in the

congregation is subjected to more
severe criticism than the minister's

wife. She may be criticized for

what she has done or not done. She
is also held responsible for what
her husband does, or what her

children do.

When she is seen with her hus-

band, people will say nothing about

his conservative suit and necktie,
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but her choice of dress and her hat,

her care of the children, her abili-

ties and behavior are frequently

discussed. Most women are extreme-

ly interested in these things and
often terribly critical.

The congregation which she helps

to serve has set a standard of per-

fection for the minister's wife. It

expects her to be spiritual, friend-

ly, economical, neat, conservative,

and much more. Such a standard

is not even held for the pastor

himself. Consequently her miscon-

duct may lead to serious problems,

problems with her congregation,

her husband and her own attitude.

A safe rule for her to follow is to

let the conscience of the congrega-

tion be her guide in what she does

or wears. The pastor's wife should

be open to constructive criticism,

and let the rest fall if and where
it will.

Most ministers' wives face the

problem of other women. Catherine

Marshall in discussing her life in

a parsonage says that the problem
of attentive women will ever be

with us. It might be the older wom-
an who takes a motherly attitude

toward the young inexperienced

preacher There is the much con-

cerned saint who gives her well-

meant advice on every detail. And
then there is the temptress or the

longwinded phone call at mealtime.

It does not take facts, only gossip

to ruin a minister's influence in the

community. It is the wife's duty to

foster a happy home situation. This

will give no reason for rumors.
Wives face the problem of curi-

ous people. Among the many mem-
bers there are always those who
make it their business to count the

nnmber of towels and sheets on the

wash line. They clock the times
the pastor's wife drives to the mar-
ket. Every move is watched and
reported to fellow watchers. Such
a problem can become humorous
and interesting. When a pastor's

wife dedicates her life to help in

the ministry, she must realize her

private life will be scrutinized.

Emergencies such as family trou-

bles, deaths, and youth problems
call for immediate action when they

arise. It is not uncommon for guests

to stop in for a meal or overnight

without any forewarning. Whatever
the emergency may be, the minis-

ter's wife must be prepared to cope

with it. God's promise in Isaiah

26:3 is a good verse to remember
in these situations. "Thou wilt keep
him in perfect peace whose mind
is stayed on thee."

Occasionally the minister's wife

needs to hire help for such things

as baby sitting and cleaning. In

some congregations there are per-

sons who may work in the parson-

age and be a great blessing. Others

could be a source of embarrassment
to the pastor. Some wives prefer

hiring help outside their congre-

gational circles for this reason.

The minister's wife has many

bN

occasions to be a hostess to guests

Whether it is a family from the

church, or an overnight guest froir.

out of town, it is her privilege tc

entertain. Although many churches

provide special accommodations for

overnight guests, most depend or

the pastor to keep them. The pastor

and his family feel their lives being 1

enriched by those who stay with

them for varying periods of time.

It is the sincere desire for the mitt

ister's wife that the guests too be

enriched as they spend time in her

home. Not only physically but als@ p
spiritually she is responsible to

make it a refreshing experience &

for her guests.

In a pastor's life, there is a con-

stant threat of moving. What should

the family's attitude be toward r°
K

leaving? The best rule to follow is

to close the door on the old, and ^
give one's entire efforts to the new 5

work. It is not an easy thing to p
forget the close personal friends, or

the ideal living situations that have

been left behind, but if God has

called one to a new work, He will

give victory over the problems of

severing past connections.

"Lord, we confess our unworthi-

ness as ministers' wives. Help us

to see the responsibilities and priv-J[*
lf »

ileges that go with this calling

May we learn more of the spirit of|nv

self-sacrifice. Forgive us when we
fall behind in our dedication; sat™

rate our souls with Thy love and

compassion. Amen."

as others see her

I visit many people in the hospital.

Some of them are ministers' wives.

Sometimes they ask me to pull up a

chair and lend a listening ear.

In most instances a minister's

wife has set very high goals for

herself. The demands which she

makes on herself are not fully com-
prehended by her husband, by her

family, and by the members of her

church. She has taken courses in

seminary. Her teacher has im-

pressed upon her the important as

well as demanding roles which she

has to play in her husband's minis-

try. She may even have been told

that often a minister is chosen not

so much for his own qualities as

for the impressions which his wife

makes on the congregation. She

Arnold J. Regier

may feel that she can either make
or break the man in the pulpit.

Living in a Fish Bowl

The minister's wife is often aj

part of a large institution. She
finds little privacy for herself anca

her family. It is difficult for her v
to plan family activities because
her husband rarely takes one par ^

Ik
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ir

icular day of the week for himself
md his family.

Ministers' wives can speak clear-

y on some of the prevailing con-

;erns about the "busyness" of

hurch. Time magazine recently

mblished a statement by Loren
lalvorson of the Lutheran Church
'n the "crowded temples." He
ound these a threat to the vitality

f the Christian faith. The innum-
rable meetings, immersion in

churchiness;" the not-a-minute-to-

pare crowding of the temple calen-

ar, all these have left many min-
sters, ministers' families, as well

s active members exhausted both
i body and spirit.

Ministers' wives might also ask

ii]
heir husbands to re-examine the
ersonal needs which ministers have
3 organize new committees, attend
aore board meetings, and to spend
s much time away from home as

ossible.

In a recent survey Wallace Den-
>n learned that more than two-
lirds of the ministers' wives agreed
lat life in a parsonage is "fish-

owl" living. Fifteen per cent of

le wives mentioned the lack of

rivacy as the thing they disliked

lost about being a minister's wife,

ne wife said that she and her hus-

and frequently listened to the radio
I watched television at nights
ith the lights out and the shades
rawn so as to appear to be gone.

Another wife of an overly busy
astor related a dream. As reported
1 Pastoral Psychology: "I dreamed
ay husband had entered me at the
idianapolis Speedway. The craz-

•st thing about it was that I wasn't
t a car. Just as real as could be,

was lined up with a number on
ly back and had two children in

liy arms. Now I wonder what
puld make me dream a thing
ke that!"

It requires courage for a minis-
t's wife to be her real self in such
'ustrating situations. She recog-
izes that she is a woman and that
ie too has some personal needs,
o be the wife of a servant of the
lurch often distorts her basic role

3 a wife and a mother. Sometimes
is difficult for her to put first

ings first so that she may ex-
jrience growth in her personal
id spiritual life.

A minister's wife has set very high goals for herself.

The demands which she makes on herself are not fully

comprehended by her husband, her family, and

by the members of her church.

One minister's wife said that she
was lonely. Though the room in the
hospital was filled with flowers and
lovely remembrances, she still felt

isolated and alone. The members of

her parental family lived in another
state. Some of her closest friends

had moved away from the com-
munity. She did not feel free to

cultivate new friendships thinking
that her husband would soon be
transferred to another church. To
make and break such personal ties

so often had become an emotional
strain. It seemed to her that with
each transfer which she and her
husband made, the relationships

with friends in the community be-

came less meaningful to her.

Between Telephone and Diapers

At a recent conference some min-
isters' wives were asked to write

out some concerns. They expressed
themselves in the following manner.
"How much is expected of the

minister's wife as far as partici-

pation in church activities is con-

cerned? In establishing a stable

home life?"

"Is it possible for the minister to

leave parish problems behind when
he enters his home? Is it desirable

that he do so?"

"What about a minister's wife
working in order to make it possible

to send the children to college?"

"I become annoyed at frequent
phone conversations that seem
meaningless. A woman calls to ask
how you are or more often to tell

you about how she feels. How can
you ask her to stop calling? Or
should we listen? Is her need to be
listened to greater than my baby's
need for having his diaper
changed?"

"How can I get out of a situation

gracefully in cases where a woman
wants to criticize another church
family?"

How does the church view the
changing role of women today from
an extreme feminine role to a less

feminine role with masculine char-

acteristics? Is the church changing
its patterns and traditions to create

an atmosphere of acceptance for

this modern woman? Or does it

contend she should return to the
status of biblical woman? How does
this relate to the wife of a minister
and the way in which she consid-

ers her role?"

The church expects the wife of

the minister to share her husband's
sense of sacred calling. The two
form a team in the ministry. To
provide a home with emotional
balance and serenity as well as give

leadership in the church commu-
nity is a difficult task.

Where do ministers' wives find

the emotional strength? The min-
ister has learned to share his inner

struggles with his wife. It is a good
release. Sometimes these conversa-

tions take place late at night after

all members of the family have
retired. It is so nice to talk in bed,

unload his concerns (without shar-

ing her domestic responsibilities),

turn over and go to sleep. I have
learned that some wives stay awake
many hours after these conversa-

tions thinking about all the burdens
which they must shoulder the next
day. A few are able to fall asleep

before the husband finishes his

woeful tales.

I believe that most ministers'

wives have set up very high goals

for themselves. But they also have
deep insights and many spiritual

qualities to share.
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We Prayed

at the

Bargaining

Table

Stanford Smith

I wasn't exactly scared, but I was
worried. I was to meet a new chal-

lenge in my job. For a good many
years, I had been superintendent of

a plant in San Francisco. Now the

company had moved me to Cleve-

land to become manager of a larg-

er plant manufacturing anesthetic

gases.

Far from being put to sleep by
their work, the union group was,
and continues to be, a wide-awake,

aggressive group. So much so, in

fact, that top management had
moved me in to "straighten up
some things and get management
back running the plant."

Soon I was to negotiate a new
union contract. To add to my con-

cern, I had never met the chief

union spokesman, the "international

representative." Was he going to

be tough, unreasonable, bullhead-

ed? Was he going to demand the
moon on a silver platter or see our
problems as mutual ones?
The future of our plant depended

upon the outcome of our relation-

ship. I knew that my own future
depended upon it, too.

"A Good Idea"

I found myself praying about the
situation often as the date of our
meeting drew closer. Not that I

would drop to my knees or perform
any formalized motions of prayer.

Silently speaking to God, from my
heart, I asked Him to guide me.

And so the day came. We marched
quietly into the room. The inter-

national representative, Mr. Phil-

lips, turned out to be a genial fellow

with a quick smile and an easy

manner of self-assurance.

Here was a professional negotiat-

or, who did this sort of thing every

day. He felt at home in this atmos-

phere. A few words of introduction,

a couple of witty remarks and we
proceeded to sit down.
"Here is our list of proposals,"

began Mr. Phillips. With a twinkle

in his eye, he continued: "The boys

and I have prayed that we will get

all of these proposals. When you
pray for something, you always
get it, you know."

"I believe in prayer very strongly

myself. In a situation as important

to all of us as this one, maybe we
should start with prayer," I heard

someone say.

And then I realized with a start

that I was the one making the sug-

gestion. Mr. Phillips gave me a

surprised look, wondering if I were
kidding or serious. Finally he said,

"A good idea."

"Would you like to lead us in

prayer, since it was really your
suggestion?" I said.

"No, no," Phillips said quickly,

"You go ahead."

Acting Like Gentlemen

And so we all bowed our heads

—

the union shop committee of five

men, the international representa-

tive, my staff of four supervisors,

and my secretary.

In simple words, I asked God to

guide us, to help us act like gentle-

men and to give each one of us

understanding of the problems
,

whether they were problems of

management or of workers ".
. .

in the name of Jesus Christ. Amen."
During the meeting we acted like

gentlemen. We listened carefully

to the proposals from each side.

After two hours of discussion, we
parted in a friendly atmosphere.

Had the union succeeded in gaining

its proposals? Had management
"set the boys back in their place"?

To tell the truth, we hadn't gotten

anywhere. But we had learned a

great deal about each other and had
come to have a degree of mutual
understanding that had been absent

before.

This was the beginning. We hav(

prayed for guidance at the start oj

each meeting ever since that tiny

over the past eight years. My voice

has been the only audible one, bui

I am sure that God has heard manj
voices. Entangled in lengthy anc

complex problems, we have beconu
bullheaded and obstinate on botl

sides of the table—but not for long

as this is not consistent with prayer

A Higher Authority

A prayer at the beginning of e

meeting does not solve the problems
any more than raising a flag wins

the battle. I soon found that I had
in fact raised the flag in my owr
personal life and it was up to me tc

be true to it.

How would a boss be true to thejLia

flag of Jesus Christ? The men in $ti

the plant and in the office were
asking this question, not verbally

but in the way they approached
me. I knew this because I was made
aware that a filthy joke or a lac

of concern would ring untrue to th

stand that I had taken. Even an]

unbusiness-like decision tended to

reflect against the One for whom I

stood. There is no doubt in my min
but that this realization has given]

me a strength which I alone do not]

possess.

A prayer opening is a fine ges

m

ture, and this could have been all

it represented. But it has led to a

remarkable sense of mutual trust

and understanding for we cannot

help but believe that there is a

higher authority to whom we are

jointly responsible for what we do,

Mr. Phillips has reminded me on

several occasions that this has bee
his first experience of prayer inl

many years of negotiations. He|

told me of the only exception

After a hard and lengthy periodL

of negotiations, an agreement hadf

finally been reached between a com|
pany and an important union.

As the group stood to shakel

hands, a member of the union com
mittee spoke out: "I believe Gocj

has led us to a fair and good settle

ment. Shouldn't we thank Him fol?

what He has done for us?"

And so the member led the group
in a sincere prayer of praise and

™

thanksgiving. Mr. Phillips had been

obviously moved by this act on thd

part of one of his men. He showed
it in his voice as he told me of thf

occasion years after it had occurred

lull'

Mr;:

Poi

ar
s

letnht

lien

Hi

If;,.
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hureh Membership Shows Decline

or the first time in a hundred
?ars, the percentage of church
lembers in the United States has
gistered a decrease.

The decrease—a mere two-tenths

f one per cent—is significant. It

lay indicate a halt in the steady

se of the proportion of church
iembers in the total population,

hese statistics come from the 1963

earbook of American Churches.
The Yearbook gives membership
America's churches and syna-

>gues in 1961 as 116,109,929 for

1 faiths. This represents 63.4 per
mt of the population as against
5.6 per cent a year earlier. Records
church membership since 1850

low that a decrease was registered

lly once before, in 1870, when
lurch membership percentages
ere recorded as eighteen per cent

: five per cent less than the high
E twenty-three per cent ten years
irlier.

Of course, not all churches re-

nting employ the same recording
'stem. Some include infants and
1 family members while others
;cord only those received into

embership by baptism. The pres-

it Yearbook carries statistics fur-

shed by 258 religious bodies of all

tiths, one less than reported in

*60 and three more than in 1959.

For the first time since the last

ar seventeen years ago, church
embership percentage gains have
dlen below the estimated popula-
on increase. Church membership
ains were 1.4 per cent in 1961, con-

asting with an estimated rise of

6 per cent in the nation's popula-
on. The ratio has been 1.9 per
>nt against 1.8 per cent a year
irlier. For the second year in suc-

tion, this may indicate that mem-

bership potential has leveled off at

least temporarily.

The total number of pastors hav-

ing charges is given as 247,009,

while the number of ordained per-

sons is 381,252, according to a tabu-

lation of information from 236 of

the 258 religious bodies reporting.

Of all 258 bodies reporting mem-
berships, 228 were Protestant with
64,434,966 members, compared to

227 reporting 63,668,835 members a

year ago. This represents a gain of

766,131 members or 1.2 per cent.

The bulk of Protestants are in

twenty-three Protestant denomina-
tional groupings or "families," ac-

counting for an estimated ninety

per cent of Protestant church mem-
bers.

The Roman Catholic membership
figure is 42,876,665 this year, a gain

of 1.9 per cent over last year's total.

The Roman Catholic percentage

gain of 1.9 per cent represents a

decline in comparison with the 1960

gain of 3.2 per cent.

Other major faiths reporting to

the Yearbook account for 5,365,000

persons in Jewish congregations;

2,800,401 members of Eastern
churches; 572,897 members of the

Old Catholic Church, Polish Na-
tional Catholic Church, and the Ar-

menian Church, Diocese of North
America. The Buddhists, who had
reported 20,000 adherents last year,

give a membership of 60,000 in the

new Yearbook. This implies that

the reporting system of Buddhist of-

ficials was changed during the year.

Some 228 religious bodies report-

ed 286,661 Sunday schools in 1961,

with 3,715,221 teachers and officers

and a total enrollment of 44,434,291.

The Protestant churches reported

a loss of 3.1 per cent of the total

Sunday school enrollment; they now
account for ninety per cent of the

total, or 40,239,020.

A comparison of membership re-

ports of all faiths in the last ten

years shows 92,277,129 in 1952 and
116,109,929 in 1961. In the same
ten-year period the Protestant fig-

ure increased from 54,229,963 to

64,434,966.

The thirty-one member commun-
ions of the National Council of

Churches report 40,318,430 persons.

The figure in the previous issue of

the Yearbook was 40,185,813.

Protestants and Roman Catholics

each registered a 0.2 per cent de-

cline within the total population. A
table shows that Protestants were
twenty-seven per cent of the total

population of the U.S. population

in 1926; 33.8 per cent in 1950; 35.4

per cent in 1960; and 35.2 per cent

in 1961. The Roman Catholic popu-

lation increased from sixteen per

cent in 1926 to 23.6 per cent in 1960

and declined slightly to 23.4 in 1961.

Citing reports by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, the Yearbook
records a $32 million reduction in

the value of new church or religious

building construction, from $1,016,-

000,000 in 1960 to $984,000,000 in

1961.

The 1963 edition of the Yearbook
of American Churches also con-

tains updated directories of inter-

denominational agencies, state and
local councils of churches, theologi-

cal seminaries, religious periodicals

and other data on the nation's

church life. The Yearbook of Amer-
ican Churches 1963 edition is ob-

tainable from the National Council

of Churches, Office of Publication

and Distribution, 475 Riverside Dr.,

New York 27, N. Y., for $5.95.
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BIBLES SOLD IN COLOMBIA

Knock, knock.

"Excuse me madam, but would
you permit me to show you these

beautifully illustrated magazines of

the Holy Land? This picture shows
where Jesus was born, and here is

Nazareth—the home of Mary and
Joseph. Here you have the detailed

story of how Jesus was born, His

teachings, His wonderful parables,

and His amazing miracles. This is

part of the Holy Word of God. This

magazine you can have for twenty-

five cents. ... Or perhaps you'd be

interested in the Holy Bible—it is

the greatest book in the world. It

tells all about our Divine Lord."

Two by two, young people and
older members of our three church-

es in Colombia went from house to

house for three weeks in an en-

deavor to put the Word of God into

the hands of every person. Town
after town was invaded with the

Word of God. First the youth went
to Anolaima, then to La Mesa, La
Esperanza, El Ocaso, Cachipay, La
Florida, Anapoima, Apulo, and La
Capilla.

Confronted with the Word of God
—some people said, "I can't read."

Others said, "I don't have any mon-
ey." Still others were afraid to have
anything to do with the Book.
But the general attitude has

changed greatly during the last

two years and the people have be-

come less frantic, more open, and
ready to listen. They also dug into

their pockets and bought hundreds
of pesos worth of Bibles, Testa-

ments, and Gospel portions.

Among the many interesting con-

tacts made by the visiting colpor-

teurs was that of a young couple
who had recently moved to the
Cachipay area. They showed a deep
hunger for the gospel and gladly

accepted an invitation to attend the
nightly church services. On this

their first visit to a Protestant
church the Word of God spoke to

them and they gratefully accepted
God's free gift of salvation.

The visiting "two by twos" re-

turned rejoicing, enthusiastic, ready
to go day after day. Guiding the
campaign was the Bible society rep-

resentative, Carlos Hurtado.

UNREST IN QUEBEC

After a generation of "silent revo-

lution" the Canadian province of

Quebec is ripe for the establishment
of either a totalitarian Romanist
state such as Spain or an extreme
leftist one such as Cuba. This pros-

pect was discussed in a recent issue

of Winnipeg's Mennonite Brethren
Herald.

"The roots of the present unrest

began to form at the turn of the
century and have progressed to the

present hour," the article by Wilson
Ewin stated. Contributing factors

are an intellectual awakening which
has cast off old superstitions. Strong
Catholic anti-clericalism and a grow-
ing socialist movement have been

fanned by the urgent need for dras-

tic social reform.

There has been a rising indepen-

dence among the Catholic laity in

Quebec. One Catholic priest was
quoted as saying that if the prov-

ince were an island like Cuba, it

would already be on the brink of

revoltion.

The press operates with consid-

erably greater freedom than pre-

viously. Criticism of the hierarchy
which was unheard of 15 years ago
is not uncommon. The new free-

dom has also been of great help to

the work of Protestant groups in

Quebec who now preach without
strong opposition in public as well

as on radio and television.

The present freedom in Quebec
is the lull before the storm. Vying
for political dominance are a strong

Romanist bloc which wants to re-

store the power and prestige of the

Catholic Church, a strong socialist

movement, and a new militant

group known as Assembling of Na-
tional Independence.

Raymond Barbeau, a professor

at the University of Montreal,

heads the pro-Romanist group which
wants to form a distinct French-
speaking nation without ties to Can-
ada and with either a dictatorial or

republican form of government. He
says his group "offers the French
Canadian population a precise doc-

trine, a disciplined organization and
a dynamic and concrete plan of ac-

tion in a spirit of respect for the

religious faith of the majority."

"Unrest, dissatisfaction and the

cry for something new have gripped

the soul of Quebec like an epidemic.

The mounting tension can only be
released in a monumental reform of

gigantic and extreme proportions,"

the Herald said.

WMA PLANS FOR 1963

Women of the General Conference
Mennonite Church intend to raise

$80,000 in 1963. Projects they sup-

port are missions, publication, re-

lief, seminary, and missionary pen-

sions. The goal set at the meeting
of the executive council of the Wom-
en's Missionary Association in

Berne, Ind., Nov. 30 and Dec. 1. This

amount is $5,000 higher than the

1962 budget figure. Literature is one
of the major concerns of the

W.M.A. Dorothea Dyck has been ap-

pointed to the committee assigned

by the Board of Missions to study
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I

he possibility of combining exist-

ng mission field papers into one
ournal or magazine. The Litera-

ure Committee, which publishes an
innual missions study guide, now
s planning also to publish a Young
Mission Workers' manual.

IOSPITAL RAISES $700,000

Jethel Deaconess Hospital, Newton,
Can., set out last spring to raise

750,000 for a new hospital building.

| the end of the year, $700,000 had
een subscribed. Campaigns are un-

ier way in the Halstead and Burr-

on communities to raise additional

unds. The architect has begun work
n drawings. Construction will not
egin until government funds in

ne form of a matching grant are
vailable. This money will probably
ot be available until July 1964.

UTCH AID GHANA MOSLEMS

oelf S. Kuitse had once been com-
ussioned to go to Indonesia. He
as prepared to work in the Men-
onite mission to the Moslems. But
ational conditions now prevent
utch citizens from working in In-

onesia. But Kuitse will still fulfill

is original commission. He will

ork instead in Ghana. In Ghana
uitse will work as a consultant in

le Islam Project. He will be avail-

ole to all cooperating mission
roups who work among Moslems
. that area of Africa. He will ad-

se them on the content of the Mos-
m religion and the approach to

;e in mission work. Ghana is sim-
ir to Java in that it is no longer
colonial land. In a statement at

s commissioning service in Am-
erdam's Singel Church, Kuitse
)ted that press reports would lead
te to make an unfavorable judg-
ent of Ghana. He felt the Chris-
m should reserve such judgments,
uitse has been in Amsterdam since

e end of April, 1961, when he
uld no longer remain in Java.

|
has been making a special study
Islam in sub-Sahara Africa in

eparation for the work he will

dertake in this new assignment.

IURCH SERVES COFFEE

a Chicago neighborhood, men
d women going to work stop in
a little shop for coffee and dough-
ts. The time may be as early as
: o'clock in the morning. Later in
i day local business people come

CHURCH BUILDING TRANSFER Two congregations worshiped in one church bu.ld-
ing in Moundridge, Kan., on Dec. 16. The West Zion Mennonite congregation
transferred their former building to the Calvary Church, an independent con-
gregation. The ceremony took place on the church steps as the West Zion
congregation left following their last worship service for their new building.
Following the singing of the Doxology by both congregations, the Calvary
Church entered the former West Zion building to conduct its first worship
service. Harris Waltner. pastor of West Zion, presented the keys to Calvary
pastor. Charles Matthews. Taking part in the ceremony were (left to right)
N. W. Krehbiel, Richard Huxman, Willard Kaufman (representing West Zion);
Herman Eck, Orville Winsky, and Melvin Huxman, representing Calvary Church.

for a coffee break and conversa-
tion.

This is not an unusual scene real-

ly. What is unusual is that this

coffee corner is sponsored by a
church—the Woodlawn Mennonite
Church. Also unusual is that this

is not a money-raising project. Do-
nations are accepted, of course. But
the aim is to reach the man in the

street with a Christian witness.

Begun in November, the coffee

project is a continuation of the con-

gregation's bookstore. The store,

called the Quiet Place, was begun
a year ago. (See The Mennonite,
Nov. 28, 1961.) It aimed to contact
people in a place less formal than
a church. Religious books and pam-
phlets are sold, as well as records.
The coffee corner is now a part of

the bookstore operation.

Says Delton Franz, the congrega-
tion's pastor, "The conversations
and personal encounters that have
accompanied this new venture are
a genuine encouragement."
Franz also indicates that there is

a need for training on the deeper
aspects of communication with the
man on the street whom they con-

tact in this way. Questions that need
answers include: "How do we con-

verse with people? How do we help
people to feel free to express their

problems, concerns, hopes, and
fears? How do we share our own

faith in a way that is not repug-
nant, artificial, pious?"

CHAMPA HAS NEW CHURCH
Dedication of the new building for

the church in Champa, M.P., India,

was scheduled for December 30. A
procession from the old church to

the new church was led by Pastor J.

K. Asna and M. K. Roy, secretary

of the dedication committee. Mis-

sionary E. H. Burkhalter was in

charge of the cornerstone dedication.

Pastors J. K. Asna, S. Walters. T.

N. Paul, and P. A. Banwar, the

president of the India conference,

participated in the opening cere-

mony. H. Ratzlaff was in charge of

the church building dedication. Dea-
con Freddie Benn reviewed the

history of the new church building
for the visitors. Acknowledgments
were made by Missionary B. Sa-

watzky. Missionary Kenneth Bau-
man delivered the sermon. Mem-
bers of the dedication committee
were B. Sawatzky, J. K. Asna, P.

Lader, and F. Benn. A letter of in-

vitation to the Board of Missions
from M. K. Roy closed with a re-

quest for prayer for the program.

NEW MESSENGER FORMAT
Junior-age children in General Con-
ference Sunday schools are in for

a surprise. When they receive their

copy of the Junior Messenger on
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January 6 they will find that their

story paper has shrunk several

inches. The first issue in 1963, which
begins Volume 25 of the Junior

Messenger, will appear in a 6% x

8% inch format. It will have eight

pages. For the past six years the

paper has been printed on four 9" x
12" pages. The new size is the same
as that of the Living Faith Graded
Sunday school quarterlies. The Edi-

torial Committee authorized the

change in format in the belief that

the new size would be more con-

venient for children to handle and

that it is easier for the editor to

plan an interesting layout. Accord-

ing to Cornelia Lehn, who has edit-

ed this periodical for children since

1959, the Junior Messenger is de-

signed "to teach and to delight," to

develop Christian character in chil-

dren, and to contribute toward their

readiness to accept Christ. The
paper tries to familiarize children

with the work and history of their

church. There is also some correla-

tion between the junior Sunday
school lessons and the Junior Mes-
senger, though this is not neces-

sarily apparent. The Junior Mes-
senger is published weekly by the

Board of Education and Publica-

tion and is distributed by Sunday
schools. Circulation has grown year
by year until this year it is 5,130.

UNIT HOUSE FOR DENVER
Whether a unit house should be ob-

tained for men in 1-W service in

CALENDAR

Conferences
Feb. 12-14—Association of Menno-

nite Hospitals and Homes, Cincin-

nati

Feb. 28-Mar. 1—Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago
Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

ference

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

Denver was the question discussed

at a meeting in North Newton,
Kan., on December 20. Vern Pre-

heim, in charge of the 1-W program,

and other members of the Board of

Christian Service staff met with par-

ents of men currently in service in

Denver. Representatives from Mu-
tual Aid Services, who would be

concerned if a home were secured,

also attended the meeting. Accord-

ing to Preheim, about forty Gen-

eral Conference men are in alter-

native service in Denver at the pres-

ent time. About three-fourths of

these are from Kansas communi-
ties, hence the meeting in Kansas.

While the group felt that the pur-

pose was a worthy one, they felt

that serious difficulties had to be

cleared before such a project could

be undertaken by the Conference.

They inquired into the possibility of

renting a house for a period of

time to see if the plan of unit hous-

ing is workable.

JEWISH OBJECTOR JAILED

Rueben Abed, aged twenty, is refus-

ing to perform compulsory military

service in the Israeli army, accord-

ing to a story in the Oct. 26 issue

of Peace News. The Israeli law does

not recognize CO's, and Abed was
mobilized with other youths of his

age. His conscience began to bother

him as soon as he came into contact

with the army, and he took off his

uniform, declaring that he was a

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Canadian Conference
Jan. 24-26—Council of Boards,

Winnipeg
Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-

day School Convention, Winnipeg

Eastern District

Jan. 28—Conference meeting, Flat-

land Church, Quakertown, Pa.

Western District

Jan. 6-11—C. F. Derstine at Em-
maus Church, Whitewater, Kan.

Jan. 27—Menno Simons Lectures

pacifist. He was then sentenced to

fourteen days' imprisonment in Ath-

lith Military Prison. He went on a

hunger strike, and after he had

fasted for four days it was decided

to feed him forcibly. The jail's doc-

tor put a pipe down his throat, and
four military policemen held him
while he was fed. When Abed
would not give up his fast, even

after this force-feeding, he was sent

to a mental institution for a few
days. Then he was sent to see Zvi

Cohen, an Israel Defense Ministry

official, who is in touch with all

Israeli CO's. Abed told Cohen that

he had been beaten by the other

prisoners, who were encouraged in

this by the guards. He was beaten

by the guards themselves as well.

Abed also reported that the guards

often refused him food, saying, "A
pacifist does not deserve food." Mr.

Cohen replied briefly: "That's jail."

Abed is now working in a civil

defense unit of the Israeli army,

wearing his own clothes and not

carrying any weapons. The brutal

treatment he received—if only for a

short period—is very common for

Israeli CO's. About three years ago

Yesha'yahu Kolar was stabbed by a

needle which was put into his wood-

en bed. This paralyzed him partial-

ly for more than a year, yet when
he was released and demanded com-

pensation the authorities refused it

and showed him a psychiatrist's re-

port saying that he was a schizo-

phrenic.

by James Hastings Nichols, Bethel

College Church, North Newton, Kan
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Military Conscription and the Con
scientious Objector has been pre

pared by Guy F. Hershberger. This

report lists the draft legislation in!

various countries, and includes a

discussion of countries which havej

no provisions for conscientious ob

jectors, and those which have pro'

visions; it also gives a list of the]

countries which have military con;

scription and those who have dis*

continued it. The booklet is avail

able for twenty-five cents from
Peace Section, MCC, Akron, Pa
A Christmas bundle folder fod

1963 has been prepared by MCC toj
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guide individuals and groups as
1

ihey prepare bundles for the new
y'ear. A few changes have been

' made in the instructions. Instruc-

:ions for both regular and tropical

bundles are included. Labels are

1 Attached to each folder, for con-

?] /enience in sending the bundles.
M

The folders are available on request

:rom Mennonite Central Committee,

\kron, Pa. The deadline for the bun-

1 lies is July 1, 1963. A worship serv-

j ce guide may also be ordered. This

1 'ontains suggested programs and

j tems which churches may want to

ise in promoting the Christmas
>undle drive, or in a dedication of

, he bundles.

Aicdio Visual Resource Guide
or

' sixth edition), for use m religious

j 'ducation, has been published by
j he Broadcasting and Film Commis-
ion of the National Council of

j
Churches. It is available at $2.95

' >er copy from Mennonite Bookstore,

1 20 Main Street, Newton, Kan.
»'

m| TINERATIONS
a

' Mary Ann Ratzlaff, North New-
a on, Kan., daughter of Harold and

01 tuth Ratzlaff, missionaries to India,

S° poke at the New Hopedale Church,
a leno, Okla., on Nov. 5.

id.

a JEW ADDRESSES
ei
Jrica

d Tina Quiring, Boite Postale 117,

it
.uluabourg via Leopoldville, Re-

fe
ublic of Congo.

!D
Correction: The address of Betty

(uiring as given in the December
1 issue should have read: Gungu
ar Kikwit, Republic of Congo.
sia

Franzie Loepp, Minami-ekimae

J lg., 4053 Oaza-Tsunehisa, Miyazaki-
1 li, Kyushu, Japan.

alifornia

Henry Ewert, 3615 Ardley Ave.,

akland 2

in Lawrence Hiebert, 24186 Joshua,
re oron

LaVerne Schirch, 229 Wilson St.,

lbany

Raymond Schmidt, 5231 Scott St.,

arrance

nnsas
I. J. Dick, Box 92, North Newton
Leonore Friesen, Box 282, North
ewton
.Lloyd L. Plenert, 209 Kickapoo,
iawatha
innesota

Gust Johnson, Trimont
Robert Rupp, 102 Clark St., Man-
ito

Ohio
Homer Gerber, 5104 Silverdome

Dr., Dayton
John F. Lehman, 306 E. Oak, Orr-

ville

Ontario

Herman Enns, 418 Whitney Ave.,

Apt. 108, Hamilton
Ronald Hofstetter, 16 Austin Dr.,

Apt. 5, Waterloo

MINISTERS

Albert Epp resigned from Berg-

thal Church, Corn, Okla. He has
accepted the pastorate of the Men-
nonite Brethren Church in Corn.

Peter Retzlaff was ordained as an
elder in the Friedensfeld Church,
Turpin, Okla., on Nov. 11.

Wilmer S. Shelly, Bluffton, Ohio,

will serve as interim pastor of the

Church of the Good Samaritans,
Holland, Pa., until May 1.

Albert Unruh has resigned from
Grace Church, Enid, Okla., because
of ill health.

Donovan Unruh was licensed as a

minister in the Zion Church, King-
man, Kan. He will serve as a stu-

dent pastor of this church until next
fall when he plans to enroll at the
Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
Reinhard Vogt, Winnipeg, was or-

dained on Dec. 23. He has been
serving as one of the pastors of the
First Church, Notre Dame and Al-

verstone, Winnipeg.
David V/hitermore is serving as

interim minister of Grace Church,
Lansdale, Pa.

WORKERS
Dorothea Dyck has been appoint-

ed executive secretary of the Wom-
en's Missionary Association. She has
been employed on a part-time basis

in the WMA office at Newton, Kan.,

for a number of years.

Amos Hunsberger has been ap-

pointed interim-trustee for Bluffton
College by the Eastern District to

replace Harold Rosenberger.
Orlando A. Waltner, executive

secretary of the General Confer-
ence has been appointed by the Ex-
ecutive Committee to represent the
Conference at the Commission of

Faith and Order of the World Coun-
cil of Churches which will meet in

Montreal, July 12-26. This will be
the fourth world conference of the
commission. Invitations have gone
out to various denominations to send
delegates or observers.

Dorol lioa

Dyck (see

Workers)

BAPTISMS

Spring Valley Church, Newport,
Wash., on Dec. 2: Ronnie Hiebert,

Linda Lindhag, Lydia Baergen,

Katie Baergen.

DEATHS

Neoma Anderson, South Gate,

Calif., was born March 12, 1887, and
died Nov. 22, 1962. She joined Im-

manuel Church of Downey in 1955,

transferring from the First Presby-

terian Church, Bellflower, Calif.

Samuel P. Hofer, Hutterthal

Church, Freeman, S. D., born May
1, 1873, in South Russia, and died

Dec. 3. He was the father of five

children.

Mrs. J. J. Klassen, Goessel (Kan.)

Church, born July 24, 1881, and
died Nov 20. She is survived by
nine children.

D. N. Kopper, First Church, Aber-

deen, Idaho, born in Tashkand,
Russia, and died December 11. Two
sons and one daughter survive.

Letha Metzler, First Church, Nap-
panee, Ind., born Aug. 15, 1905.

died Dec. 13. Her husband, Dan,
survives.

Harold Rosenberger, West Swamp
Church, Quakertown, Pa., died Dec.

5. He was a trustee for Bluffton

College. Survivors include his wife,

Laura, and son.

Henry Schartner, Bethel Church,

Frazer, Mont., born Feb. 1. 1885,

and died Dec. 14. One daughter and
one son survive.

Marie Schmidt Rose, Alexander-

wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., born
May 12, 1873, in South Russia, and
died Dec. 16.

Lulu Johnson Suckau, the last of

the so-called pioneer missionaries to

India, died on Dec. 10. Her husband,
C. H. Suckau, predeceased her in

1951. The General Conference Mis-

sion in India was founded in 1900.
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Dr. and Mrs. Suckau went to India

in 1909 and served until 1928. After

their return to the United States,

they lived in Berne, Ind., where Dr.

Suckau served as pastor of the First

Churcli until 1943. Later he became
one of the founders of Grace Bible

Institute in Omaha, Neb. Mrs.

Suckau died at the home of her

daughter, Mrs. Edna Gerstner of

Ligonier. Pa. A son, Theodore

Youngs lives in Bloomington, Ind.

Mrs. Ervina Yoder, North Dan-

vers Church (111.), born May 20,

1876, died Dec. 17.

We appreciate your free and frank

response on our use of art. Each
opinion is carefully considered. In

choosing visual material we are not

bound, to any one form. We, of

course, rely heavily on photographs,

certainly the most popular illustra-

tive material in our age—except

perhaps for cartoons. Where art is

selected, we use a variety of forms,

both old and new. Religious art has

a truth to bring to us. As Christians

we can use art to convey our under-

standing of the gospel to the world.

During the coming months we hope
to do some things which will inter-

pret the place of art in the Chris-

tian witness. In the meantime we
have prepared a brief statement on
"Modern Art and the Christian

Faith." A copy will be sent to each

person requesting one. Write to:

The Mennonite, 122 Main, Newton,
Kan. M.S.

FAIL TO SPEAK

To the Editor: Mrs. Claassen sug-

gests (Dec. 11) to have a vote on
whether we appreciate modern art

in The Mennonite or not. I am not

sure whether our readers would re-

spond sufficiently to make a fair

evaluation since, it seems to me,
we are giving the impression it be-

longs. And this not only in The
Mennonite but also on many of

our General Conference church bul-

letins.

Personally, I like to study these

pictures enough so I can at least

see what the artist wants to convey

to us. But I do admit, and to say it

mildly, they fail to speak to me
as the artist no doubt would want
them to.

Modern art has its place in many
of the cultural magazines on the

newsstands, and we should try to

let it speak to us. However, I do

not appreciate it in The Mennonite
nor on the church bulletins. No, it

does not belong. Take this for one

vote. John R. Dyck, Box 68, Ros-

thern, Sask.

RELATED TO MODERN NEEDS

To the Editor: You should have at

least one voice which indicates that

the art work of Bob Regier con-

tinues to be appreciated with deep-

est gratitude. ... It is not only the

dedication of Mr. Regier to his task

and to the church but also the in-

cisive way in which he relates the

traditional message of the church

with modern needs that gives us

some hope that the church will have

a significant existence. William

Klassen, 3003 Benham Ave., Elk-

hart, Ind.

TIMELINESS FOR YOUNG ADULTS

Dear Editor: Modern art in The
Mennonite, according to Mrs. Claas-

sen's letter of your December 11

issue, is not appreciated.

I beg to differ. Mr. Regier is re*-

ceiving wide recognition for his

fresh, bold approach to art. His ren-

dering of sacred subject matter in a

contemporary way imparts an air

of timeliness and validity to modern
Christianity. The viewer feels that

Mennonites are on the move in a

changing world.

Many other leading religious mag-
azines also employ contemporary
art.

Here at Bluffton College, opinion

seems to be entirely for Mr. Re-

gier's art. The appeal is especially

great for the young adult, whom I

trust Mrs. Claassen does want to

read The Mennonite. Let us recog-

nize a good thing when we have it.

Ronald Conrad, Amstutz House,

Bluffton, Ohio.

CHUCKLE FOR ATHEIST

Dear Sir: I showed this picture

[Dec. 18, page 802] to my children

and of course they didn't know
what it was and I'm not sure I gel

half of it myself. This is not a chil-

dren's paper but I wish this sort

of thing were kept out of their quar-

terlies and papers. It's repulsive to

most of them as well as most adults,

I believe. I heard a man talk about

this very thing claiming it was com-

munist inspired. I doubt that but it

certainly must put a chuckle into

an atheist. Tilman Kaufman, Route

1, Moundridge, Kan.

THE PEOPLE OF CUBA

Dear Editor: Donald Imhoff's let-,

ter (Nov. 27) made me think. Ha
suggests that the writers of some
of the past articles in The Menno-

nite may have been clergy too busy

with their studies and their spiritual

life to have the normal experiences

of life. Could it not be that these

men have shown a clear sighted

discernment of the facts which the

rest of us don't—or don't want toj

—have ?

If we are so concerned about the

welfare of the common people in

Cuba that we think it would be;

worth bringing chaos to their coun-

try in order to "bring them a better

way of life," why did we not try to

help them during the many years

that "our man" was in power?

One of my friends served with the

marines who were called down to.

Cuba in 1920-21 to put down the re-

bellion against the Cuban govern-

ment at that time. Although this in-

formation did not appear in our

newspapers, the marines soon!

learned that they were there be-

cause American businessmen with;

large investments in Cuba had called

for help. The government head was
a ruthless dictator who kept the

common people in abject poverty.

The government was unspeakably

corrupt, but it did allow these busi-

nessmen to reap huge profits, so it

had to be kept in power, and it re-

mained in power until Castro over-j

threw it.

I am deeply grateful for the free-

dom we have here in the U.S. I cer-

tainly have no love for Commu-
nism and do not defend Castro.

But I hang my head in shame when
I think how little I knew—or cared,

about the miserable plight of the

people of Cuba during the time when
we "were calling the plays." Amelia
Mueller, 811 East. Sherman, Hutch*

inson, Kan.
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Few changes have been made in the game since basketball was first invented.

preacher who

invented basketball

Jim Naismith was born at Almon-
ton, Ontario, Canada, to a humble
Scotch-Irish farm family. The death
of his parents left him an orphan
at the age of eight, and he went to

live with an uncle. His first adven-
ture in sports was ice-skating. He
wore a pair of homemade skates
fashioned from a pair of wooden
blocks, to which he had fastened
the sharpened edge of an old file.

Jim was a fellow who decided the

best career for him was helping
others. To do this he chose the
preaching ministry. He worked as a
hired hand on farms until he was
twenty-two before he had enough
money to enter Canada's famous
McGill University in Montreal.

Since he lacked a formal high
school education, he had to hit his

studies hard in order to make the
grade. For two months, he scarcely
left his room. One evening two up-



perclassmen visited him and warned
him that he was studying too much
and needed to get a little exercise.

"Oh, I'm strong and I can take

it," said Jim, scarcely looking up
from his books.

"That's what I thought, too," said

one of the upperclassmen, "but look

at me now."

Jim looked, and he realized that

the senior knew what he was talk-

ing about, for he had suffered a

breakdown in health from over-

work, had nearly died from pneu-

monia, and had just returned to the

university after three years of re-

cuperation.

The next Saturday afternoon Jim
went out to watch the McGill foot-

ball team practice. Football was
very informal those days. The team
didn't have any reserves sitting on
the bench. "Won't one of you fel-

lows come in and play with us?" the

manager called to the students

watching on the sidelines. Jim vol-

unteered. The moment he snapped
the ball, the team knew they had a

natural-born player. Next game he
was in the starting lineup, and
there he stayed for all four years.

Jim Naismith entered Presbyteri-

an Theological College in Montreal
in 1887, and received his degree

three years later. He decided to

enter work with the Young Men's
Christian Association, a movement
then in its early days. So he came
to the United States to be part of

the forty-five-boy student body of

International YMCA Training Col-

lege, at the present-day site of

Springfield College in Massachu-
setts. When he got his diploma in

1891 the school asked him to teach

physical education at the school.

At that time the great Dr. Luther
Gulick was head of physical educa-

tion, and Amos Alonzo Stagg, who
is still living at 100, was football

coach. After Stagg's football play-

ers hung up their gear for the sea-

son, and before there could be any
thought of starting spring training

for baseball, there was a dull sea-

son of three months. During this

time the physical education classes

went through the dull calisthenics

drills.

Gulick suggested they ought to

invent a new game that could be

played indoors on cold winter days.

Jim Naismith went to work and a

few days later came up with a set

of rules which he explained to his

class of eighteen boys:

1. There must be a large, light

ball, handled with the hands.

2. There shall be no running with
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the ball, only bouncing or passing

3. No one on either team should

be restricted from getting the bal

any time it is in play.

4. Both teams are to play in the

same area, but there is to be nc

violent physical contact between

players.

5. The goal shall be horizontal

and elevated above the floor.

Naismith then nailed a pair oi

peach baskets to the ends of the

gymnasium balcony, and the game
was invented. The first improvement
they made to the game was to put

a hole in the bottom of the peach

baskets, so that it wasn't necessary

to have a freshman run out with a

ladder and retrieve the ball after]

each score had been made.
Field goals at first counted threel

points, later two. Some changes wereL
made in the rules as to what con
stitutes a personal foul, and the

teams were finally standardized at

five men on a side.

But it is amazing how few basic

changes have been made in the

game from the first day it was in

troduced by the young preacher. Iii

the first rule book published in 1892,

he laid down thirteen rules. Twelve
of them are in effect today.

The game caught on like wildfire,

When Naismith's students went to

YMCA camps that summer, they

introduced it. The boys at those
j

camps took it back to their Y's^
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'With refinements basketball would make a nice game for girls."



ad high schools and colleges. Hun-

reds of letters poured into Spring-

eld, asking for copies of the rules,

ulick and Naismith wrote a man-
al which soon became a best seller.

In 1893, some young ladies dropped

1 to watch the game that was be-

>ming so popular with the Spring-

3ld fellows. Their teacher decided

lat, with refinements, basketball

ould make a nice game for girls.

Naismith went over to watch the

rls play. Said he, "I shall never

»rget the sight they presented in

leir long, trailing dresses, leg-of-

utton sleeves, and in several cases

ith the hint of a bustle. In spite

their handicaps, the girls took

le ball and began to shoot at the

askets. None of the other funda-

entals were observed and often

lie ball was run half way across

le floor to shoot."

|
Snicker he might, but the girls

ked the game, and, quite appropri-

|ely, Naismith married one of the

rls who played on that first team,

id lived happily with her more
an forty years.

The YMCA quickly spread bas-

ptball throughout the world. The
inter-time sports gap was filled

1th a game that taught speed, co-

dination, endurance, and self-re-

raint, and that put a premium on
amwork and sportsmanship. And
1 you needed was two hoops and
mil.
Although Naismith preached ser-

ons occasionally, he was basically

sports teacher. He never returned
the active ministry, but became
interested in physical education

at he studied medicine and earned
. M.D. degree from the University
Colorado. Then he accepted a

aching post as director of physical
ucation at the University of Kan-
s where he remained until his

ath in 1939. He turned out some
the finest teachers of physical

ucation in the nation.

It seventy-four, Naismith watched
1 1936 Olympic games at Berlin
d saw basketball added to the list

Olympic sports, with teams from
;hteen nations competing. It is

I
only sport played in the world

which a single man can claim to

the inventor.

JTH is sponsored by the Young People's
on of the General Conference Mennonite
>rch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner, 722
n, Newton, Kansas.

i alone with God
p

youth prayer calendar 1963-

YPU Prayer Calender
Alone with God. These are the
words on the cover of the new 1963
youth prayer calendar.

The purpose of the prayer calen-

dar is stated in these words. Every
young person must spend some time
"alone with God" every day in or-

der to maintain his spiritual balance
and growth.

The calendar suggests readings
from the Bible for your time alone
with God. Verses have been select-

ed for each day of the year. They
follow themes which have been
picked out for every month.
A prayer memo is provided at the

back of the booklet. No prayer re-

quests are written down for you.
Write down your own problems,
other people or things for which
you want to pray, the things you
wish to thank God for, etc. Read the
paragraphs inside the front cover
for help in making your time alone
with God more meaningful.

If you have not received your copy
of the 1963 youth prayer calendar
ask your YPF president or sponsors
for one. Or write to Marvin Dirks,
Jr., Director of Youth Work, 722
Main, Newton, Kan., and he will see
that you receive a copy.

"Prayer is conversation with God.
It is putting God and His will at the
center of our attention, and forget-

ting ourselves and the impression
which we are making upon others.

It is talking to One who really un-

derstands our feelings and most
private thoughts" (from the prayer
calendar)

.
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Last week one of our articles talked

about working mothers. (The term

refers to women with children under

eighteen years of age who work outside

the home.) Says the Women's Bureau of the U. S. Department of Labor:

"Public interest in working mothers as a group is expected to remain high."

As background information, the Bureau answers the following questions

which we found interesting.

How does the number of working mothers compare with earlier years? In

1960 there were eight million working mothers. This is the highest number
ever recorded. In 1950 there were four and six-tenths million; in 1940 one

and a half million.

What per cent of all mothers with children under eighteen years work?

Almost one-third are now in paid' employment. In 1940 it was one-tenth.

Of all women workers, what per cent are mothers? Over one-third of the

22,516,000 women workers of 1960 were mothers with children under eighteen.

Do many working mothers have children under six years of age? About one

out of three have a child under six.

Altogether, how many young children do working mothers have? In 1957

there were three and six-tenths million children under six years of age whose

mothers worked. Of these working mothers, about seventy per cent had one

child, twenty-three per cent had two, and seven per cent had three or more.

What is the average number of children under twelve years of mothers em-

ployed full time? Such mothers have an average of one and eight-tenths children.

Does the presence of young children influence a mother's decision to work?

Yes, the percentage of mothers is relatively low in families with young children.

What per cent of mothers living with their husbands work? Less than three

out of ten mothers with husbands at home work, as compared with almost

three out of five other mothers.

Does family income influence a mother's decision to work? Yes, more

mothers work outside the home when the family income is low than when it is

high. In families where the husband earned less than $3,000 in 1959, almost

one-half of the mothers with children six to seventeen years and one-fourth of

those with children under six years worked. When the husband's income was

$7,000 or over, the proportions were one-fourth and one-tenth respectively.

How many women who are heads of families work outside the home? One-

half of the four and five-tenths million such women work outside the home.

Does the presence of female relatives influence a mother's decision to work?

Yes, particularly in families with young children, mothers are more inclined to

seek employment if there are female relatives in the house.

What is the average age of working mothers? The average age of working

mothers (with children under eighteen) is thirty-eight years—only slightly below

the forty-year average for all women workers.

How does the amount of education a mother has influence her decision to

work? Mothers who have attended college are more likely to work.

What is the chief reason mothers work outside the home? Most women (in-

cluding mothers) arc motivated to work primarily for economic reasons. Studies

list the following reasons: to support themselves, to contribute to family liv-

ing expenses, to help buy a house, or to help pay for their children's education.





THE MINISTRY
Some men are leaving the pastor-

ate. Concern arises because there

seems to be a lack of trained men
to serve congregations. One answer
to this shortage is for congrega-

tions to continue to ordain untrained

men from within their membership.

But more of our congregations seem
less willing to do this. Another an-

swer is to keep as many men as

possible in pastoral work and stop

the flow of men out of the pastor-

ate. The question then is, Why are

some men leaving the pastorate?

To find out exactly what the think-

ing of our ex-pastors is on this

question I asked about twenty of

them. Sixteen answered my letter.

The decision to train for pastoral

work is a profound one.

Said one man, "I entered . . .

[a training period] with full inten-

tions of training myself for the pas-

torate. ... I accepted the call from
the . . . congregation with the full

intention of remaining there for a

lifetime (even if not in that congre-

gation)."

And the decision to leave is equal-

ly profound.

"It came," said another, "after

years of careful and prayerful

thought and adequate counsel."

Short Term Plans

Two men said they always had
other work on their minds and al-

ways planned for a short pastorate.

"For myself, I have always had a

. . . ministry in mind, and I entered

the pastorate with the intention of

returning to the ministry of . . . on
a full-time basis."

Another said, "Before I was or-

dained I had planned for a [certain

types of other church work] . . . .

I wanted some pastoral experience

and preaching experience for what I

planned to do."

Should these men have entered

pastoral work for only a short

time? Why not? If congregations

called them in full understanding of

the implications and all believed

they were led to serve in this way,

cannot God work with congrega-

tions and with a man in this way?

Called to other church work

Seven men said that one of their

reasons for leaving the pastorate

was that a church institution re-

quested their services. They chose

to say "yes" to that request.

"I can only say that the Lord
seemed to be very definitely leading

from the pastorate into a position

|

in an institution] . . . and subse-

quent events seemed to have con-

firmed this direction our service has

taken."

Another said, "I left the pas-

torate because my training and ex-

perience indicated greater useful-

ness in other aspects of the church

program."
One man said simply, "The rea-

son I left was that [a church in-

stitution] asked me to [do a

job] . . . and I left pastoral work
to do it."

Still another observed, "My train-

ing and experience indicated great-

er usefulness in other aspects of the

church program."
Does a church institution have a

right to ask a pastor to leave his

congregation and work for it? Many
persons and congregations feel that

if a congregation calls a man and
ordains him as a minister, he should

never stop being a pastor. His call

is for life, and they feel that in-

stitutional work is not quite being

true to his call. Complicating this

may be the presence of some un-

Edward Stoltzfus

wholesome rivalry (under the su|

face, of course) between church ill

stitutions and congregations for m
service of certain types of men.

But there is an even more bas
5

question. What is the relationshi

between the call of the church a.

the life of a pastor, and the call oj

the congregation for his services

and his own inner desires? In tl

New Testament it seems th

Christ's call through the churc

was dominant. The person's inn

feelings were subordinate to it. B
in our time, if there are two voic

representing the church—the co

gregational call and the institutio

al call—the pastor may need to f

back on his own inner desires to

solve the seeming conflict.

The lines toward a solution mu
come with a more complete vie

of the church. The congregati
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some leave— others stay

one is not the church; neither are
le institutions. Is it not, therefore,

le total church, and not just a con-

"egation or an institution, which
ys claim to a man and his gifts?

) Much Work Undone

Another important reason which
tese men gave for changing their

ork was the strains of pastoral
ork.

"I was worn out by the unending
rains of the pastorate," said one
an.

Another said, "I faced the prob-

m of a lack of mental and physi-

1 health due to fatigue."

'I left the ministry at the doctor's

ders [because of the strains],"

clared another.

And still another said, "The deci-

m to leave the pastorate came
ter a long period of growing frus-

ation which finally became over-

lelming."

What were the causes for this

astration? One source was the
ick of clear definition of the work
the pastor—thus [there is] no
od way to judge effectiveness or
build a satisfying personal cal-

dar. Always the overwhelming
rise of so much work undone."
One man believes that "men are
iving because . . . neither congre-
tion nor pastor has as yet a suf-

iently clear and settled image of

1 new notion of the pastorate."
[ have a feeling he is right.

0 Many Debts

BAnother cause for frustration was
1

lack of income to support a fam-
The additional work from an-

lier job makes too heavy a load.

I 'I was making most of our own
|ing by farming," said one who

carrying on another major

church-related activity, "and trying
to pastor a church. ... It was too
much. ... It seems the church
needs a program which provides
security for the minister's family.

Our children need to be educated;
we need to prepare for financial

emergencies; and we need to pre-

pare for retirement."

Another said, "The financial prob-
lems became a constant concern.
In an effort to alleviate these, my
health, both physical and mental,
began to suffer from plain lack of

sleep and rest."

One man said, "I received insuf-

ficient support and then [was] criti-

cized . . . for having debts."

The Perfect Church Myth

A third strain mentioned by an
ex-pastor was "the implied Menno-
nite insistence on the perfect

church. . . . Other denominations
know that such a thing is impos-
sible, and do not hold their pastors

responsible for achieving it. But we
have not yet learned this. Many
people in our congregations are still

demanding such a Utopia, and when
it fails to arrive, they know who is

to blame. It is very obvious to them
that their preacher is either lazy

or prayerless or unconsecrated or

unspiritual or stupid with learning."

This frustration came from con-

ference relationships also. "My de-

cision to leave the pastorate . . .

was determined (partly) by a feel-

ing of frustration in the city pas-

torate because of the tension be-

tween rural and urban perspectives

within conference leadership."

A fourth source of tensions that

there was "little real source of

sensitive counsel from experienced
men."
"There was a barrier in fellow-

ship and counsel," said one, "par-

ticularly within conference, caused
by the throes of finding effective

ways to interpret and use the rules

of the church." This frustration

came from laymen, too. "I had to

face attitudes within the lay leader-

ship that were less than sympa-
thetic, less than open."

So the very place where some of

these ex-pastors should have found
help was denied them. These very

people became a cause for frustra-

tion.

Additional sources for frustration

were: "The paradox of preaching

the New Testament and yet bowing
to continuing traditionalisms"; "try-

ing to reconcile personal conviction

with churchly expediency"; "fac-

ing, at times, the possibility of ulti-

mate congregational rejection"; a

"sense of inadequacy for the preach-

ing ministry and the task of schol-

arship," "inexperience," and a lack

of adequate training for congrega-

tional pastoral leadership; a sense

of "inadequacy in the crisis minis-

tries to members"; "a sense of

failure to spend adequate time with

the family"; and finally, a "failure

to find or to appropriate in the gos-

pel the resources to maintain the

sense of hope and well-being to cope

with the above [and a] related

sense of hypocrisy in standing as a

representative of a power which
didn't seem to answer my own
needs."

Conferences and congregations

could lessen the strain on pastors

by thinking carefully with them
about their financial support and
about the role they wish for the

minister to fill. But these develop-

ments come only through experience

and time. No congregation can
learn it by proxy.
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In pastoral work individual needs can be met.

The saddest reason for some men
discontinuing their pastoral work is

because a congregation dismissed

them. They lost their "nerve" to

continue pastoral work in another
congregation. Several examples ap-

pear in this study. There are addi-

tional hints of such a possibility

by other men.

I Was Thrown Out"

"I did not voluntarily of myself
leave . . . the flock which God gave
me to serve . . . asked the shepherd
to leave. . . . There is much docu-

mentary data to footnote the above.

The congregation . . . gave me . . .

almost 200 pages of complaints,

criticisms, etc. If I want to relive

suffering, I merely have to go back
to those days, to those horrible

documents. ... So pray, tell me,
Brother, what can a pastor ... do
when the pastorate says, 'Get out'?

Shall I strive and say, T will not
get out'? What good would that do?
I do not personally like to think of

myself as one having left the pas-

torate. I was thrown out."

Another man said that when
"the alternatives were given, the

congregation made the final choice

that
1 1 1 . . . leave the pastorate."

This man gave the "alternatives"

because of the strain under which
he was working.
Demanding but rewarding. Ex-

hausting but satisfying. Wearing but
in God's will. What a job! Why do

pastors stay in pastoral work? I

asked a number of them and this

is what they wrote me.

Why Do Some Stay On?

"When I was ordained as a min-
ister (and later a bishop), I took
my ordination vow to mean a com-
mitment to serve the Lord by His
grace in His church as a pastor. . . .

I have stayed with the pastorate

because of my conviction that this is

God's call."

This comes from J. B. Martin
who started as a pastor over thirty-

five years ago and continues to

serve the Waterloo (Ont.) Church.
Kenneth Good, pastor of the First

Church, Hyattsville, Md., comments,
"I have stayed in pastoral work . . .

because of the lordship of God, who
I feel has placed me where I am."
And John H. Mosemann, pastor of

the Goshen (Ind.) College Church,
says, "I was guided into the pastor-

ate and feel that that guidance was
authoritative and genuine."

Unequaled Opportunities

"I have had a sense of call to the

care of established congregations.

... I have stayed in pastoral work
because congregations have extend-

ed a call to me, and, in my service

in their midst, have convinced me
that my ministry is acceptable to

them." So writes Arnold Nickel,

pastor of the Eden Church, Mound-
ridge, Kan.

These men all tell us they con-

tinue as pastors because of an innerl

conviction that they have been
called by God and by His people td

this work.

Nickel continues, "I have stayed

in pastoral work because its scop©
of service to people is almost un
limited. The pastor is able to serve;

all age groups; he can preach,;

teach, help, counsel, share, inter-

cede, and be a Christian friend ta

many. I have had wonderful op-j

portunities to serve."

"In pastoral work," says Good,'

"comes an overwhelming sense oi
mission to people, not as statistics

but as persons."

"I know of no more challenging]

field of service than the pastorate,"!

says J. B. Martin. "The task ofj

meeting the needs of the children^

youth, and adults keeps a person]

alert . . . never a dull day, constant]

ly new things, no two personalities

the same. Where is there a field on
service like the pastorate?"
Paul Roth, pastor of the MasonJ

town (Pa.) Church comments, "Inj

pastoral work individual needs caM
be met ... lives are changed, homea
are altered, the church takes oil

new meaning, and the community ii

transformed. For a pastor to hela
individuals and families find thl
Lord, to see them develop and grova

in their Christian experience, and
then to have them share in the worffl

of ministering is indeed rewarding!
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I'o minister to the crisis needs of

congregation gives meaning to

astoral responsibilities."

p Great the Need

Howard Zehr, pastor of Prairie

treet Church, Elkhart, Ind., says,

[ have stayed in the pastorate be-

kuse of a deep sense of conviction

Lat this is the area of the church's

reatest need. ... I realize the
ecessity of giving first place to

post urgent needs."

And on this Paul Roth also com-
lents, "I have stayed in pastoral

prk because of growing concern

»r the need of this type of min-

try. It is a service that has often

?en neglected or overlooked. Some-
le needs to care for the souls of

ien and shepherd the flock of God."

And John H. Mosemann com-
tents, "I believe that my basic

ill is best fulfilled in having the

pportunity to witness to Christ's

living deed." In pastoral work "I

^ace at the disposal of the church
. . the gifts with which I might

I
endowed [in carrying forward

is witness]."

it's Be Honest

It is refreshing to see how hon-

t these men are with themselves
id their work. They wonder about
\eir work as much as any normal
vrson.

Zehr says, "I have been tempted
leave pastoral work. The de-

ands of the pastorate and its cost

oneself and one's family have
ten seemed more than I felt ready
carry. But after serious consid-

ation, I have always been led to

. give first place to most urgent
•eds."

And Martin adds, "I express my
grets for my human limitations

a pastor." There is "so much
>rk undone," and so evident "fail-

te to really get across the spiritual

issage."

It is probably this type of hon-
ty and humility which has made
ese pastors and many more like

em so effective.

rst Things First

T would like to add one further
te," says Arnold Nickel in a post-

*ipt. "Unless we will do every-

g possible to provide trained
dedicated leadership for the

gregations in our conference, we
mot hope to build strong confer-

ence and institutional programs. I

believe that the conference itself

and every institution and organiza-
tion in the conference is finally de-

pendent upon the local churches
which make up the conference
body."

Therefore, he insists, the church
must continue a primary interest in

its pastoral leadership if its congre-
gations and institutions are to

thrive.

In a similar plea Zehr declares,

"No church group can make a vital

Very Practical

contribution nor long endure that

does not give first considerations

to its life at the grass roots (effec-

tive pastoral leadership for the con-

gregations). This I believe to be
an urgent concern for the Menno-
nite Church."

Kenneth Good concludes his re-

marks on his pastoral ministry this

way: "I only wish I had yielded

earlier to the call I attempted to

forget but couldn't. Nothing I have
ever done has provided more chal-

lenge and inner satisfaction."

The other Sunday morning I heard Dona Rosa pray

During the devotional period before Sunday School.

Then I remembered

What Pat had told me.

At the women's meeting tlve ladies had discussed our beliefs,

(Very practical. Not well-defined theology from learned tomes)
And to conclude, Pat asked those present

If tlvey, like other stalwart saints,

Would be prepared to die for their beliefs.

"I would," said Dona Rosa.

No adolescent fervor this, or thoughtless aspiration,

Or foolish seeking to gain human recognition.

In an attempt to dissuade her from church attendance

Her husband threatened to desert her,

To find another woman,

One wlw would not prate always of religious things

And run to church continually.

If he could leave their lovely children thus,

She gave him liberty, she said.

Then, too, he threatened once to lock the door

And bar her entrance if she left the house.

Undaunted still, she came to worship,

And afterwards, in spite of threats, he let her in.

That Sunday morning Dona Rosa prayed;

She interceded for Iver loved ones

And asked God's grace to save her husband.

To intercede for one who made her life a hell

Showed Christian virtue.

She meant what she had said.

"I would."

And now she lives her faith.

JOHN KLASSEN
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Leo Driedger

Almost seventy cents out of every dollar paid in taxes

to the American government goes for war and defense.

Of the $103 billion voted by Congress in 1962, 53.5 per

cent was for the current military program, 5.3 per cent

for war veterans, and 9.5 per cent for the national debt

(eighty per cent war created).

Only thirty cents of the tax dollar is used for non-

military purposes. These include foreign relations,

health, education, welfare, commerce, labor, post office,

roads, aviation, agriculture, and natural resources.

This thirty cents for non-military purposes creates

no problem. It is usually used for worthwhile needs.

But the seventy cents for war concerns many non-

resistant Christians. Are we responsible for our taxes,

knowing that most of them will be used for war and
defense?

Where does the government get its money? In 1962

the United States government expected to raise its

$103 billion as follows: fifty-five per cent from indi-

vidual income taxes, twenty-five per cent from corpora-

tion income taxes, eleven per cent from excise taxes,

and nine per cent from other receipts. We are fa-

miliar with the personal income tax which is the gov-

ernment's largest source of income. Those who do not

hold stocks and bonds would be less involved in cor-

poration income taxes, although banks, loan and insur-

ance companies often invest in corporation stocks so

they can pay interest and premiums for the use of our
money.
Most excise taxes are collected from alcohol and

tobacco sales. Gas and oil rate next. Other smaller

items on which there is excise tax are deeds, radio

and television sets, appliances, business machines, mu-
sical instruments, sporting goods, luggage, jewelry,

furs, toilet articles, telephone, admissions tickets, train

and bus tickets, sugar, trust funds, and phonograph
records.

Some think we should work out some alternative to

paying taxes. In the past some Mennonites paid for

other people to go to war in their place. We thought
this was wrong so we sought alternative service. But
we are still paying for war with our taxes. In order

to discuss our taxes intelligently we need to know
where we are paying taxes, and how it is spent.
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Can we escape paying taxes for

military use? It is hard to be con-

sistent. To illustrate, let us exam-
ine the excise taxes. Most of us do
not buy alcohol and tobacco which eliminates half of
the excise tax problem. The other half we pay on such]
items as gas and oil, telephone, transportation tickets,

and sugar (which we can hardly do without). Not to

pay any excise tax on anything would result in doing
without a lot of things we think are necessary. Fur-,

thermore, we might find ourselves spending much time
trying to decide when we are or aren't paying excise
taxes. Would this be good stewardship of time?
The twenty-six per cent that the government re-

ceives from corporation income taxes could be largely
evaded if we did not buy stocks and bonds in corpora-
tions. Many of our people however invest in stocks,

although a large percentage don't. But we would still

be involved in a small way in that our money in sav-p tl

ings accounts in banks and loans we make involve the
investment of some money in corporations and these
pay taxes. True, our involvement here is small.

Most of the government's money comes from per-

sonal income taxes. In the United States a single per-*

son can earn $600 and a childless couple $1200 per yeaaf1?*

before they have to pay income tax. In Canada this is

$1000 and $2000 respectively. We would find it hard
to live on so little, although I know of one Mennonitefl18 l>v

who has done this for years. Reducing our income
that much would leave little for tithes to the church!
Is this good stewardship of our money?
For some a large family solves the problem. In the*

United States tax exemptions permit a man to earn
at least $6,000 before he has to pay taxes. Not tool

many, however, are following that solution.

The Christian also has the positive option of givini

thirty per cent of his income to the church and taxi

deductible charities. Many of us should consider this

possibility seriously. I know of some Christians who
give that much and more to the church every yearJ

Each year a number of Mennonites include a loiter

of protest with their tax returns. They often ask fo

an alternative. Some members of the Society o

Friends have actually worked on a bill to present t
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I le government asking for the opportunity to pay their
I ixes to UNICEF, a welfare organ of the United Na-
tions. Securing an alternative will be difficult. Quite

few actually refuse to pay, and are imprisoned;
thers don't pay and get away with it. This is a com-
lex problem, for even if we were granted an alter-

ative on personal income tax, there is still the other
)rty-five per cent corporation and excise taxes which
ce not covered.

,1
The Gospels (Mark 12:17, Matt. 22:21, Luke 10:25)
te the well-known saying of Christ: "Give unto
aesar that which is Caesar's and unto God that which
God's." Did Christ mean we should pay our tax
oney to the government and ask no further ques-
ons? Although the coin had the inscription of Caesar
l it, did Christ not mean that all we have and own
God's, whose purpose is much greater? Did he

iean that taxes for roads, health, welfare, should be
iid to Caesar to administer these, but not money for
ar because this does not serve mankind and God?
r did Christ actually mean that His disciples should
-lp pay for Roman conquest and military persecution ?

Can we work out a perfect plan that will provide an
ternative to military taxation? That seems nigh
lpossible if we still want to be a part of society,

at, aware of our involvement, do we confess to it

id seek truly to make the best witness we can against
is evil use of our tax money? Without giving any
iib answer I leave a few questions for discussion:

1. Is it wrong to pay our taxes to government even
ough we know seventy per cent of this goes for the
eparation of war?
2. What does the Bible say about this question of
volvement ?

8. Is it really possible to withdraw from any involve-
ent, by either paying our taxes and forgetting about
or attempting to do without those things that involve
yment of taxes? Is this the best witness we can make?
4. Is there some way in which we can make a Chris-
m witness against programs of military spending?
3W?
5, Should we invest our time and efforts in working
r an alternative to paying taxes as we have done in

litary service?

MILITARY 68.3%

Current military program, 53.57c

Veterans and cost of past wars, 5.3%
National debt (80% was created), 9.595

NON-MILITARY 3 i.y%

Health, education, and welfare, 6.4%
Commerce and labor. 1.4%
General government. 2.1%
Agriculture and natural resources. 6.9'v

Post office, roads, and space, 9.59r

Foreign relations (including non-military aid). 5.4
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Tribal War Plagues Congo Mission

Katanga is one of Congo's trouble-

some provinces. But there are oth-

ers. Kasai is another one. This is

the -province in which Mennonites
have worked for fifty years. Last

fall Kasai was divided. The capital

of the new province ivas to be Tshi-

kapa. This city is also the head-

quarters for tlve Congo Inland Mis-

sion, the Mennonite mission agency.

Below Elmer J. Dick reports on
what happens when a new province
is born.

Upon our return to the field in

June we noticed a tremendous im-

provement in tribal relations. In-

tertribal travel and commerce were
steadily increasing. We were even
able to have a conference to which
all the tribes in our area were able
to send their delegates. We could
make plans for weeks ahead instead
of confining ourselves to the imme-
diate present. Our literature pro-

gram was very successful and our
evangelistic work could be carried
on everywhere without hindrance.
But in the background were the

rumblings of a new storm; that of a
new province with Tshikapa as its

capital. The new province, Unite
Kasaienne, is a consolidation of
some ten different tribes who op-

pose the Lulua tribe.

The Luluas felt that with the
moving of the Balubas to South
Kasai it would now be relatively

simple to establish a government
together with the remaining tribes.

But they soon found that the ma-
jor tribes of the area had turned
against them and were organizing
a new province. Sept. 15 was to be
the official flag raising day. This

would introduce a temporary gov-

ernment which was to be officially

installed Sept. 30.

The Luluas were determined that

the flag raising would not take

place. They managed to cause

enough disturbances and frustra-

tions that this public ceremony was
dropped. However, the officials of

the new province were not easily

frightened. They began moving into

Tshikapa, taking houses and offices

as they needed them.

The local diamond mining com-

pany protested. Our mission was
also pressured to give up some of

the buildings which we had leased

from the mining company.

Monday, Sept. 17

While listening to the news broad-

cast on Sept. 17, we were amazed
to hear an official declaration of

war by Chief Kalamba of the Lu-

luas. He gave orders that his people

must die for Tshikapa. They were to

use anything that could be used as

a weapon—appealing to 1 the women
as well as to the men.
A pickup load of soldiers attempt-

ed to make patrol tours through

the Lulua section but they were
quickly outnumbered. The soldiers

were disarmed and threatened. They
finally made a pact with the Luluas

to leave them alone if they would
only release them and give back
their weapons.

Tuesday, Sept. 18

The following morning Lulua

youths were harassing the police-

men who were guarding the new
government officials. Somehow they

t

to v

managed to relieve several of the

policemen of their weapons. Several

hundred Lulua women demonstrat-

ed by marching in front of the]

building occupied by the new govH
ernment officials, vowing death td

the enemy. While the women wera
carrying on, a number of the Lulua
youth began to break into houses

occupied by the officials. They car-

ried off what they could and de-

stroyed much of the rest.

In the afternoon a number of us]

missionary men were called to Rus-

sell Schnell's house for a confer-

ence with Kamanga Gregorie, tha
president of the new province, and
several of his aides. He was polite

but firm in his demand for some of
j

the buildings being occupied by the^

mission. Our reply was that these

buildings were officially leased fronr

the mining company and we were ||<

under contract for the same. There-

fore we could not give them permis-

sion to occupy any of these build-

ings unless we had an under-

standing with the company to re]

lease us from our obligations.

It was decided that the president

draw up a plan outlining his needs]

and this would be considered by our It ;

board and the mining company.
At this same period of the con

ference we saw crowds of men pour
ing off the hill on the opposite side A

i

of the Kasai River heading for the <i$ s

bridge. The bridge was being guard-

ed by a few Congolese soldiers.

They were so badly outnumbered
that they could do nothing to stod

this on-coming avalanche of Lulua
warriors. President Kamanga and
his aides bid us a hasty farewell
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md fled to safety on the other side

if the Tshikapa River. By the time
ye were ready to leave, the war-
iors armed with every kind of

weapon imaginable were streaming
ip the hill past the Schnell house
o the Lulua camp. They displayed

o hostility toward us.

Shortly before dark Dr. John Zook
nd I met one of the Lulua leaders,

le assured us that we had nothing
o fear as they had placed special

rmed guards at each of our houses
o insure our safety. People were
ushing around everywhere with
hings which they were getting out
f the government houses. They
lso entered one of the houses oc-

upied by a white man of the min-
lg company and took everything
nat was in the house.

All during the night and the next
ay we heard the noise of doors
eing broken down as more prop-
irty was destroyed and more things
olen. This was mixed with many
>ud arguments as they were fight-

lg over stolen goods.

Wednesday, Sept. 19

With daybreak of Sept. 19 open
arfare began. The fighting all cen-

Ted around the Tshikapa River
:idge. While some men were oc-

ipied with firing across the river

:hers were kept busy carrying
Nay more loot as well as their

irsonal belongings across the Ka-
j River.

The role of the Congolese sol-

ers at this time is unknown. They
ere nowhere in sight. There was
> way of getting any word to the
itside world as the telegraph sys-

m was broken. Missionary trans-
itters had been confiscated some
onths before.

Late in the afternoon the firing

jpped as if by prearrangement.
le warriors on both sides were now
Jking for food. In spite of all the
nfire there were few casualties,
le greatest loss of life took place
the hospital where some bedfast
iluas were murdered by some of

'brave" warriors.

k number of the Congolese spi-

ts -Suddenly appeared and began
disperse the looters who were

11 busy and by nightfall every-
ng was perfectly quiet.

ursday, Sept. 20

Hiursday morning the Congolese
diers seemed to be in control.

Orders had been given for all the
Luluas to vacate their camp and
move across the Kasai River. It is

difficult to picture the confusion
and anxiety. Everybody to the
youngest child was carrying what
he could. The soldiers made bag-
gage inspection and confiscated
what they felt was stolen goods.
The white men of the diamond

company were determined to break
through to Luluabourg and they
managed to get several authorized
policemen to accompany them. We
decided to try to send a car through
also. We got a couple of policemen
to go along but these men proved to

be a detriment.

The car was stopped at a road-
block about fifty miles out of Tshi-

kapa. The policemen were disarmed
and our missionaries endured sev-

eral anxious hours at the hands of
threatening village men. With the
approaching night, everything
seemed rather hopeless when all of

a sudden a convoy of Congolese
soldiers appeared. The yelling mob
disappeared as if by magic. Soon
one of the policemen brought the
keys for the car which had been
taken at gun-point earlier. The of-

ficer in charge of the convoy in-

formed the missionaries that there
were many roadblocks ahead and
that it would be impossible for them
to get through. He advised them to

accompany his convoy to Tshikapa.
We were grateful that the two

cars driven by the company men
had got through to Luluabourg.
There they gave a report to the
United Nations as to conditions at

Tshikapa.

Friday, Sept. 21

Friday morning a U.N. plane was
dispatched to Tshikapa to investi-

gate. After a strategy conference it

was decided that women and chil-

dren should evacuate. In some cases
it was thought best that the hus-
bands accompany their wives. Three
of the men and three of the nurses
decided they should stay. The Rocke
family across the Kasai River at

Kalonda had not had word about
this so they also were with us. We
had not been able to get word out
to Nyanga because of shortage of

the time and hazardous traveling.

The U.N. had brought their sig-

nal equipment along and were soon
set up sending word to Luluabourg
to send about twenty trucks and

jeeps with soldiers. These began to

arrive on Saturday and Sunday.
They immediately took control of
both bridges so by Sunday we found
ourselves alone. All the people from
our section had been evacuated to
the other side of the Kasai River
and nobody could cross either bridge
without a special pass.

Upon arrival in Luluabourg sev-

eral of our missionaries got passage
to Leopoldville where they gave a
report to the American Embassy.
They immediately grounded a Globe-
master in preparation for evacuat-
ing missionaries from Tshikapa, if

necessary. They now dispatched a
plane with several officers and Mel
Loewen, who is presently teaching
in Leopoldville, to get an on-the-
spot report.

Saturday, Sept. 22

Loewen reports below on the
flight. The embassy's two-motor
Beechcraft was dispatched by Mr.
Gullion, the American ambassador,
to check on the welfare of the mis-
sionaries at Nyanga and those re-

maining at Tshikapa.
Two pilots, a plane mechanic, two

consular officials and I left Satur-
day morning. We were to check in

with the U.N. at Luluabourg. On
our way we buzzed Nyanga station
and dropped a message saying that
if they were in danger we would
return that afternoon or the next
morning. The signal we received
indicated tension in the area. How-
ever, we saw some missionaries
moving about the station which was
a good sign.

When we arrived at Luluabourg
we found the U.N. commander well
informed on the situation in the
Tshikapa and Nyanga areas. He
had lists of the numbers of men,
women and children on the various
Catholic and Protestant stations in

the area in case of full scale evac-
uations. United Nations forces were
already at Tshikapa and others
were to leave the next morning.
Our plans were to fly to Tshikapa
the next morning—and from there
on to Nyanga, land there and make
a detailed survey of the local situa-

tion. In case there would be need
of evacuation only three of us
would go leaving another three
places free. A British officer with
the Nigerian U.N. forces at Lulua-
bourg, accompanied the American
pilot, and me.
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Sunday, Sept. 23

,A,t Tshikapa, we found U.N.

forces guarding the two bridges

and thus effectively separating the

two warring groups. Mel Claassen

and Elmer Dick had gone to the

farm, twelve miles from Tshikapa,

to check on the cattle; Dr. John
Zook and Glenn Rocke had left for

Nyanga, to check on conditions

there. Ina Rocke had stayed with

Keith at Kalonda and we found

only the three single ladies at Tshi-

kapa station CIM.

We had coffee with the ladies and
then took off for Nyanga. We flew

low following the road hoping to

spot John and Glenn in case they

had run into trouble. We spotted

them driving along near Nyanga.
We buzzed Nyanga, checking the

landing strip for logs or hogs. See-

ing neither we went in for a land-

ing. Hundreds of people came run-

ning to the plane giving us a friend-

ly greeting, with muoyos and wa-
bandas all around.

The friendliness on this Sunday
morning was camouflage for the

tensions of the day before. As we
walked together with the mission-

aries to their houses we heard of

the pressures and threats. Local

warriors with bows and arrows,

spears, and muzzle-loaders had de-

manded to be transported on the

mission truck to the fighting area

near Tshikapa; under mounting
threats the African church leaders

urged the missionaries to consent

to go to avoid serious trouble, so

finally Sam Entz and Ellis Gerber
took off with a truck load of war-
riors. It was then that we had
flown over Nyanga station and
dropped a note. By association, the

local people thought they were
about to be punished for their be-

havior. Thus it was that when we
landed a day later we had a warm
welcome. We did not see a spear
or a menacing gesture. The Lord
had again undertaken in His own
way.

[Said Dick in reporting on this

incident: "The local Christians who
had witnessed this struggle were
tremendously impressed when they

saw this American plane appear at

such a strategic hour."]

John Zook and Glenn Rocke ar-

rived by car thirty minutes later

and we all had lunch. Everyone was
relaxed and relieved.

When we returned to Luluabourg

that night we had a meeting with

the mission folks there. The ar-

rangements with them were that

they would stay in Luluabourg un-

til the men came from Tshikapa to

get them.

Monday, Sept. 2k

We again stopped at Tshikapa

and checked with the men. The Unit-

ed Nations was in control of Tshi-

kapa and had radio contact with

Luluabourg. CIM personnel was
free to cross into both tribal areas.

Though the diamond mining store

had been pillaged, the mission

houses had not been touched. The
men were optimistic hoping for

their families to return soon.

On our flight home to Leopold-

ville we dropped a note at Mukedi
telling them about the incidents

and indicating that the situation at

Tshikapa and Nyanga was under

control.

Mission work is difficult all over

the Congo in this post-independence

era. Mutual confidence and consulta-

tion are still in disrepair after the

events of July 1960. The mending
of relations between church and

mission is progressing. But we will

continue to have local political in-

cidents which will force us to be

more mobile.

SEVEN SCHOOLS PLAY BALL

Tabor College, Hillsboro, Kan., made
the best showing in basketball at

what was modestly called the All-

Mennonite Basketball Classic, Dec.

21 and 22. The Mennonite Brethren

school was host to six other Men-
nonite college basketball teams in

their new gymnasium. This was the

first time for all Mennonite schools

fielding basketball teams ever to

meet together.

The basketball competition was a

non-trophy affair. The teams did

not take part in a complete play-

off. However, by chance, both in the

junior and senior college divisions

the winners of the first round of

games met in the second round.

Tabor beat Bluffton (Ohio) Col-

lege 59-51 while Goshen (Ind.) Col-

lege took Bethel College, North
Newton, Kan., 73-64. In the second

round Tabor came from behind to

outshoot Goshen 88-82. In the con-

solation match Bluffton squeezed

out Bethel, its sister General Con-

ference school 65-57.

In the junior college rounds the

Mennonite Brethren made a slight-

ly better showing with Pacific Col-

lege, Fresno, Calif., taking Hesston

(Kan.) College by an overtime 72-71

and then romping over the Tabor

B team, 55-49. Freeman (S.D.) Jun|

ior lost to Tabor B, 69-59 and to

Hesston 79-48.

During the two day sessions,

teachers and students met for a one-

day workshop on intramural sports

and physical education programs.

Roman Gingerich, Goshen College,

and Vernon R. Wiebe, Tabor Col-

lege led the conferences. Director

of the meet was Delmar Reimer,

Tabor.

EMPHASIS ON MINISTRY

The time between mid-January and!

mid-February 1963 has again been

designated Ministerial Emphasis

Period. Through this means the

Committee on the Ministry, a sub--

committee of the Board of Missions,

seeks to call attention to the place

and function of the minister in tha

total life and service of the church.

It is a time when young people inj

our congregations should be con-

fronted with the claims of God oia

their lives; young men should, espe-

cially during this time, be chal-

lenged to consider the possibility,

that the Lord may be calling them.

During Ministerial Emphasis Pel

riod, The Mennonite will feature the]

work of the pastor. Pastors are en-j

couraged to preach at least one ser-j

mon in which they lift up the call

of God or another subject relatedj

to Christian service. For this puif

pose a suggested list of sermon tow
ics and texts, and a bibliography!

will be included in the January issues

of the Conference Visitor. Specia|

church bulletins are being made'

available free of charge to congrei

gations that are not using the regu-j

lar church bulletin service.

The Committee on the Ministry

concerns itself with a variety on

needs in relation to the total world

of the Conference. During the pasfl

several years a major emphasis had

been placed on recruitment for the]

ministry. A number of approaches

are being utilized: a letter i

mailed to all high school junior

and seniors semiannually; one-da"

Men and the Ministry Conferences

are being encouraged in the vara

ous geographical areas; new pam-

phlets are being planned to chal!
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;nge the entire church to give its

est young men to the ministry;

nd the committee has also partici-

ated in church vocations recruit-

tent teams on our college cam-
uses and are planning such an
pproach for the future.

In particular, two items of im-

jrtance concern the committee at

ie present time. First, there is a

rowing awareness of the need for

tore uniform ordination procedures
ithin the General Conference. Be-

mse ordination is carried on by
ie district conferences, a variety

| somewhat conflicting definitions
1 id procedures have arisen. One
msequence is that a minister may
ave a different status and be given
fferent privileges if he moves
•om one district to another, which,

ORKERS

Arthur Becker, Friedensberg
lurch, Avon, S. D., will begin his

N work in Denver.
Vernon Neufeld, president of

rthel College, North Newton,
an., will be the commencement
eaker at Bluffton College this

ring. The sixty-third annual com-
sncement exercises will take place
Monday, June 3.

John and Ruth Bauman of Bluff

-

n, Ohio, and Berne, Ind., returned
im India on December 2. They
ve completed a three-year term
service at Vellore Medical Chris-

n College, where Dr. Bauman
"ved as electronics engineer in

is not an uncommon occurrence at

the present time. For this reason,
as well as other related concerns,
the Committee on the Ministry is

again inviting the district confer-

ences to send representatives to the
next meeting which is set for Feb-
ruary 27 and 28, 1963, in Chicago.
A second major responsibility of

the Committee on the Ministry is

the task of revising the forms in

our present Minister's Manual,
which will be a part of the new
service book for ministers. The new
book, to be published in 1970, is a
joint venture with the Worship and
Music Committee of the Board of

Education and Publication. It will

not only contain forms similar to

those in the present manual, but
will also have a section on Confer-

medical equipment. He now plans
to continue studies in neurosurgery
in Cleveland.

Leonore Friesen, North Newton,
Kan., will return to Japan in March.
Ernst and Ruth Harder, Hills-

boro, Kan., will leave on Jan. 18

for Montevideo by way of Europe.
They will visit congregations in Ger-
many before they resume their

work with the Mennonite seminary
in Uruguay.
Helen Kornelsen, Watrous, Sask.,

will return to India in May or June.
Esther Patkau, Hanely, Sask., will

return to Japan in March.

Willie Walter of Jagdeeshpur, In-

dia, who is the missioner of the
"Mission to America" project spon-
sored by the Young People's Union,
has enrolled at Mennonite Biblical

Seminary for the second semester.
He has traveled in the United States
and Canada, reporting on youth ac-

tivities in India and challenging
American youth to closer fellowship
with God.

Vernon Neufeld

(See Workers)

Mrs. C. Henry Smith

(See Gifts)

ence polity and practice; suggested
orders of worship and other worship
aids; and a section for the pastor's
visitation ministry. Lester E. Janzen

CITY CHURCH SEMINAR

Seven Mennonite pastors represent-
ing four Mennonite groups are
sponsoring a City Church Seminar
in Fresno, Calif., on Jan. 23 and 24.

Paul Peachey, Executive Secretary
of Church Peace Mission at Wash-
ington, D. C, will be the speaker.
Peachey has done research on the
subject of "Mennonites and the
Urban Church Struggle" for the
General Conference and Old Men-
nonites. A survey of Mennonite
City Work and a panel discussing
"The Mennonite Image in Urban
America" will also be presented.

CALENDAR

Conferences

Feb. 12-14—Association of Menno-
nite Hospitals and Homes, Cincin-

nati

Feb. 28 -March 1—Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago
Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

ference

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967— Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Canadian Conference

Jan. 24-26—Council of Boards,
Winnipeg
Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-

day School Convention, Winnipeg

Eastern District

Jan. 28—Conference meeting, Flat-

land Church, Quakertown. Pa.

Pacific

Jan. 23-24—City church Seminar.
Bethany Mennonite Brethren
Church, Fresno, Calif.; Paul Peach-
ey, speaker.

Western District

Jan. 27—Menno Simons Lectures
by James Hastings Nichols, Bethel

College Church, North Newton. Kan.
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Feb. 17 Mission Festival, Alex-

anderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,

Verney Unruh, speaker.

Other

Feb. 14, 15 — Mennonite Disaster

Service meeting at Mennonite Breth-

ren Church, Hillsboro, Kan.
June 3—Bluffton College Com-

mencement Day. Vernon Neufeld,

speaker.

GIFTS

Bethel College received an unre-
stricted grant of $2,000 from the
Esso Education Foundation in De-
cember. The foundation is supported
by Standard Oil Company (New Jer-

sey), and six of its affiliates. Beth-
el's gift was part of a total of

$1,798,500 granted to 250 private

colleges and universities and Unit-

ed Negro College Fund.
The Schowalter Foundation has

allotted $3,000 to the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church for peace
promotion in 1963. A similar amount
was received in 1962. The money is

allocated for the four boards and
will be used in publishing peace
literature, promoting peace projects,

granting aid to ministers, and pro-

viding scholarships.

A gift of $26,000 is being given to

Bluffton College by Mrs. C. Henry
Smith, Bluffton, Ohio. The money
is to be used for the building of the

Dr. and Mrs. C. Henry Smith Men-
nonite Historical Library. Smith,

who died in 1948, was on the faculty

of Bluffton College for many years.

The gift is the first major contribu-

tion to the expansion of Musselman
Library.

MARRIAGES

Howard Bechtel, Deer Creek

(Okla.) Church and Judy Kater,

Methodist Church, Sedgwick, Kan.,

on Dec. 14.

Eleanor Jane Weinbrenner, Alex-

anderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,

and Willis Ray Herbel, First Bap-

tist Church, Durham, Kan., Dec. 26.3

Leanna Wiens, Goessel (Kan.)

Church, and Thomas L, Laswell,

Evangelical United Brethren Church,

Newton, Kan., on Oct. 28.

L II I

CONCERNS ON ART

Following are excerpts from this

week's mail on art. Anyone inter-

ested in our longer statement on
"Modern Art and the Christian

Faith" may have a copy by writing:

The Mennonite, 722 Main St., New-
ton, Kan.

Dear Editor: Frankly, I don't en-

joy modern art too much, but I can
abide by my father's favorite say-

ing, "Das muss man den Sach-

verstaendigen glauben, begreifen

kann man's nicht." (That one must
believe the authorities, one cannot
understand it.) But I have a sus-

picion that those who write appre-

ciative letters have had more train-

ing along that line. Marie J. Regier,

Whitewater, Kan.

Dear Editor: Modern art is the an-

tithesis to art as jazz is to classical

music, or slang is to rhetoric. For
me the effect is negative, and when
I see it, my first impulse is to throw
The Mennonite into the waste paper
basket. Jolvn Kaufman, 3201 Lincoln

Blvd., Omaha, Neb.

Dear Editor: I would like to see

The Mennonite launch an educa-

tional campaign in the interests of

modern art . . . for those of us who

are not quite as modern in our sub-

jectivism and as literate in our un-

derstanding of the "hidden mean-
ings" in modern art. I enjoy study-

ing these samples but I know a

number of my friends who don't

and I would rather have them edu-

cated as smothered! W. P. Regier,

717 Wolf Ave., Elkhart, Ind.

To the Editor: Its message is often

more clear and meaningful than
verbal communication. We are

thankful that God is able to use
many different media to impress
His truths upon His children. Jane
and Jake Friesen, 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart, Ind.

To the Editor: Even as a poem is

more than a sentence, and a song
is more than a story; so is art more
than a mere photographic picture.

Art can be an interpretation of

realities that are not always beau-

tiful in all respects. There are poems
and pictures that express joy, hap-

piness, and beauty; but some also

express poverty, sorrow, and suf-

fering—these are all real. Mere pho-

tographic imagery is often too lim-

ited to show realities of religious

experiences. An artist is forced be-

yond the familiar—not for the sake
of being different— but for some
sort of meaningful and communica-
ble expression. Marvin Bartel, 1560

Glendale, Topeka, Kan.

Dear Editor: It seems to me that

modern art is deceiving the public

by the clever principle that was ap-

plied in the story of "The Emperor

and His New Clothes." Only those

who are worthy would be able to

see the garments that the deceiv-

ers were supposed to have made.

So likewise only those who are

"worthy" are supposed to be able

to appreciate and understand thel

creations of the modern artists;

when actually they have robbed

their creation of all its reality.

Clarence Schmidt, Ferndale, Wash.

Dear Editor: The woodcut on thel

Faith of Abraham (Oct. 23 issue)

speaks to me of the Biblical account

of Abraham's obedience. Great

strength and emotion are shown in

the face and hands. It is a picture!

of faith in action. Mrs. Clayton

Goertzen, Elbing, Kan.

To the Editor: It is good for us asj

Mennonites to have "our eyea
stretched." We need to have some
of the type of painting and illus'

trating that deals with feelings oJ

emotion as well as the more usual

art that communicates the obvious

.... It can really be thrilling il

the person who looks at representa-

tions is willing to attempt to under
stand what the artist is doing. Dar>

vim, Luginbuhl, lflf6 W. Elm Street
l

Bluffton, Ohio.

Dear Editor: I am deeply hurt bjj

the horrible examples of moderii

"art" which have been disfigurina

[The Mennonite's] pages lately.

am pleased to read in recent issueq

that other readers are of like mim
Ely R. Fretz, Bedminster, Pa.
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BLEM
,l op the classroom was busy with
morrow's history assignment. All
t John, that is. John sat day-
earning for a few minutes and
m turned and punched his neigh-
r in the ribs. Their conversation
ast have been an enjoyable one
Iging from their laughs.
'John," the teacher called from

i desk, "better get back to your
son."

'Don't see why I have to," John
:
:orted. "The commies are going
blow us up anyway. Why work?
j've got to enjoy ourselves now."
>Ve have asked three people to

< swer John. J. Herbert Fretz is a
i nister from Freeman, S. D. Mrs.
] rvey Bauman is a doctor who re-

< ltly retired from mission work
i India. Leonard Kingsley has had
1 ich teaching experience and is the
( ector of Pupil Personnel Serv-
i s in Berne, Indiana. Read how
t y would answer John.

j
the more reason to study

i. teacher must immediately sense
1 motivation of a student's re-

mse in such a case. My imme-
te reaction to John's response
uld be one of doubt. The state-

ment seems too insincere to be taken
seriously. John is making a lame
excuse for misbehavior. If so, I

would reply, "If you really believed
this, John, you would delve into
your history to find an answer.
Better get back to your lesson."

If I felt that John was sincere, I

would visit with him after class and
draw him out, asking why he felt

that the "commies are going to

blow us up anyway." After listening

to him, I would endeavor to show
him the value in history, for such
"scare" reasoning appears on its

pages through the centuries by
those who failed to learn its recur-

ring lessons—first it was fear of the
Turks, then the Spaniards, next Na-
poleon, then the Germans, and now
the Russians! But more than this,

I would try to challenge him with
a positive outlook into the makings
of the modern world through a vi-

brant study of recent history, and
how he may have a part in shaping
this world by preparing himself
and going forth into the world to

serve. J. Herbert Fretz.

God holds the future

When one's heart becomes weary

and faith becomes weak then turn
your mind and think about God,
John. He is the ere,-.tor who is at
the helm of the universe and all

that pertains to it. God is mindful
of man because He made him a
little lower than angels and has
crowned him with glory and honor.
He has made him to have dominion
over the works of his hands, He
has put all things under his feet.

How do we wear the crown of
glory and honor? By giving up
hope and faith? Never. God has
even sent Jesus Christ to the world
to show us how to wear the crown
and how to care for the things He
gave us to dominate, and how to
bring honor and glory to himself.
An inspired writer says that he

saw in the place of justice that
even there was wickedness, and in

the place of righteousness, there
was wickedness. But he knew in
his heart, that God will judge the
righteous and the wicked, for He
has appointed a time for every
matter and for every work (Eccl.

3:16,17). So let us always pray for
each other that our God may make
us worthy of His call, and may ful-

fill every good resolve and work of
faith by His power, so that the
name of our Lord Jesus may be
glorified in us and we in Him, ac-

cording to the grace of our God
and the Lord Jesus Christ.

In this way we are to live and
occupy this world until Jesus comes.
Ella G. Bauman

Assume your responsibilities

John, I'm sure you are not the
first young person who has felt that
school work, and, perhaps life it-

self, is a bit purposeless. No doubt,

some would say it is a symptom of
our times, but whether or not it is,

doesn't give much direction in meet-
ing one's immediate problems.
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Your observation that the com-
munists are destined to overcome
us and so why work or why pre-

pare ourselves poses some interest-

ing angles. Some who have serious-

ly felt this way have apparently

adopted the attitude, "If you can't

lick them, join them," and have
found membership in the commu-
nist party some sort of solution to

their problem. However, for most
people, these feelings that commu-
nism will dominate their lives are

largely ways of escaping from the

realities of life, escaping from the

routine of study or work or the re-

sponsibilities that every growing

person must assume. I would have
to admit that society, including

schools, sometimes places unrealis-

tic demands on us as individuals,

but just as often we seek ways of

escaping the responsibilities that

are ours as members of God's so-

ciety.

Every normal person has certain

inherent potentialities, John, and
I'm sure you are no exception. The
degree of personal satisfaction you
achieve and the contribution you
make to society will depend greatly

on the manner in which you develop

your God-given talents. You might
solicit the assistance of your pastor

Instruments of His Peace

W. Frederic Sprunger

"Three high school seniors out for

adventure in New York City took a
room on the forty-fifth floor of a

large hotel, and then went out on
the town. Returning to the hotel

yery late at night, tired and foot-

sore after miles of sightseeing, they

were told by the desk clerk that the

elevator was out of order, but if

they liked, beds could be fixed for

them downstairs. At the prospect of

more adventure, they decided to

take the stairs. As they reached the

stairway, one of them said, 'Bob,

you sing for us, and Tom, why don't

you tell us some of your best jokes.

As we near the top I will tell a sad,

sad story.' The songs and jokes

spurred them on, but as they wear-
ily reached the last few flights, the
leader stopped, leaned against the

wall, held his head in his hands, and
said, 'Gentlemen, the sad story is

this: We left our key downstairs.'"

Somehow life is like that, full of

stairs to climb and keys to leave

behind. As you fellows face the

draft problem, you see a flight of

stairs that will take about two
years to climb, and a key is very
necessary when you start that climb.

But it is not only the fellows who
are involved—we all are. Living in

an age with the existent threat of

possible nuclear annihilation, no
one is merely an innocent bystand-

er. We must each declare the ap-

proach we will take.

What will our approach be? I

would like to develop three differ-

ent "key" approaches which we
might take toward the world-wide
problem of war and peace.

Live and Deny Life

The first of these is to "live and
deny life." This is a very negative

approach, but has been and still is

prevalent in the world. When the

Nazis murdered six million Jews,

they lived for self and denied those

Jews the right to live. When the

United States bombed Japan, killing

100,000 in a flash and injuring many
more, we denied those Japanese the

right to live. Is this not basically

what militarism stands for? It puts

self-interest first, denies the sacred-

ness of the human personality, and
appears to be obsessed with self-

preservation. Is our national pur-

pose so worthy and our lives so

valuable that we are willing to deny
life to another so that we might
live? This attitude is incompatible
with Christianity, and I would cau-

tion that we must not be led into

accepting it by deceiving words

or members of your high school

staff in discovering your strengths

in order that you may find some
direction and aim as you wrestle

with this problem of work and

study. Leonard Kingsley

Your question, please

Do you have a question you would
like answered? Send it to the youth

editor, 722 Main, Newton, Kan. Your
name will not be used with youra

question. Three people will be asked

to help us with an answer. Youh
identity will not be revealed to

them, only the question you have.

May we hear from you?
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As Christians we say that our

first loyalty is to God. When this

loyalty is challenged by militarising

and its approach of "living andi

denying life," we must affirm ovM
position by "obeying God ratheri

than man."

Live and Let Live

The second approach we might
take is to "live and let live." Wher
I was in Washington, D. C, with
group of students from Bluffton

College, protesting the possible ra

sumption of nuclear testing, we were
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live."
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akers," not simply those who think

;ace is a good thing or those who
dieve in it, but those who "make"
>ace a reality. Are we being "peace-

akers" by having "live and let

re" as our philosophy?

This concept of "living and letting

re" does not satisfy a conviction I

ive, that I should always try to

re by the highest ethic, or the

ghest value I know. In essence, I

el that this approach is self-

ntered and biased toward one's

m people or nation. But being a

iristian, I have discovered a value

at does satisfy my conviction. It

expressed in the life of Jesus

trist. His ethic is neither to "live

id deny life," nor "to live and let

|e," but rather to "live and help
re."

ve and Help Live

In sharp contrast to the first two
iproaches, to "live and help live"

a totally positive attitude. For
e potential of this approach to be
ost effectively realized, our ac-

ptance of it must be based on a

iristian foundation. Our motiva-

>n should be that "We love be-

use Christ loved, therefore we
rve because Christ served," and I

>uld add that "We help live be-

use Christ helped live."

Upon acceptance of this third ap-

oach we find it to be a most hon-
able and redemptive mission, for

ul says that "God was in Christ

fondling the world to himself . . .

d that he has entrusted us with
? message of reconciliation." This
/olves conduct which is difficult

:
?- the non-Christian to understand.
Khrushchev once said, "There are

: uiy things in the New Testament
' th which I would agree, but there
: one thing with which I cannot
i ree. If someone hit me on the
< ?ek, I would not turn the other.

] vould know his block off." This
: tement expresses the attitude

; i approach held by most non-
< ristians and the state, and even
1 many so-called Christians. As
i ividual Christians living among
i l-Christians and within a secular

j
te or nation, we can and must

J ept the responsibility entrusted
t us in "the message of reconcili-

£ :>n." No one else will accept it.

'his third approach calls us then
to the way of bombs, bayonets,

I destruction, but rather to the

V of reconciliation and service, to

the provision and distribution of

food, clothing, and shelter to those
who do not have even these basic

necessities of life. It is a sincere

witness of love and concern "in the
name of Christ," not one of war
and hatred "in the name of the
devil."

The Christian's Choice

Our approach to the problem of

war and peace can be one of these
alternatives: to "live and deny life,"

to "live and let live," or to "live

and help live." If we are Christian,

I believe we have no alternative
but to take the third approach of

"living and helping live." As I re-

flect upon what the Bible says to

me about the life of Jesus, I am
persuaded that this is what He
would have done. Being a Christian,

my life must be in accord with His
principle and action. Consequently,
my discipleship leads me to pro-
claim and enact the "message of

reconciliation." This means recon-
ciliation of man to God, motivated
by Christian love, with hope for
resultant peace among men. If we
are not obedient to Jesus in all

that we do, then we in effect deny
that He is Lord of our lives, and
our discipleship to Him becomes
meaningless and trivial.

When Jesus was on the cross, I

think He had power at His hand to

remove himself from that cross. I

believe that he could have gotten
back at those who were ridiculing,

mocking, and crucifying Him, but
He did no such thing. He simply
said, "Father, forgive them; for
they know not what they do." As
Christians, we too must be willing
to bear the cross of suffering. Re-
member that the central theme of
the Christian message is not safety,

but victory. The cross of Jesus ap-
peared to be a defeat, but beyond
that cross we can see victory—the
victory of the resurrection.

Our concern as Christians is not
to save our lives, but rather to

serve the will of God. If we do what
we believe is the will of God for our
lives, God will take care of the con-
sequences.

My hope and prayer is, with Fran-
cis of Assisi, that the "Lord will

make us instruments of His peace.
Amen."
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by R. L. Hartzler

Four Privileges of a Pastor. The role of a pastor

is often thought of in terms of its exactions and
toll-taking experiences. It is that, to be sure,

but there are also richly compensating privileges

which are peculiar to the pastoral ministry.

One of these is preaching. It is not only a high

function but also a rewarding discipline to have

to have a message at regular weekly due dates.

This may indeed at times become quite exacting,

while at other times sermon themes seem to

spring forth spontaneously.

Someone once asked Phillips Brooks how he

made his sermons, and his reply was, "I cannot

make a sermon. I receive messages from God
through the Bible, nature, history, current events,

human beings, and my own soul. When I re-

ceive one of these messages, I turn my heart

into a garden of the Lord, and plant that mes-

sage in it. I brood over it with my mind, pray

about it, and most of all try to live it. By and
by it grows and blooms, and when the time

comes for me to preach, I walk into that garden

and pluck one of the blooming plants and take

it with me into the pulpit, and ask my people to

enjoy its beauty and fragrance with me." Spir-

itually exacting, but highly rewarding.

Then there is the closeness to life which comes

in the experience of a pastor. To touch life at

its strategic, climactic, or tragic moments, and

thereby help people feel the nearness and par-

ticipation of God in their experiences of joy,

realization, sorrow or trial, and to always do it

vitally is not easy. To "rejoice with them that

do rejoice, and weep with them that weep" may
become the experience of a single afternoon with

all the emotional "shifting of gears" thus in-

volved. But this closeness to life and the feeling

of having in some way helped people to find

divine love and grace hallowing their joys or

irradiating their sorrows is a privilege incom-

parable, as many a pastor has realized when no
longer active in the same capacity.

A third high privilege is that of planning and
conducting public worship. The planning of

the worship service should be a highlight of his

week's work, and the conducting of that service

its consummation. To ponder such questions

as what hymns should be sung, what should one

read, what should be a chief burden of the

prayer, so that the needs of the largest number
may be met; to deeply feel about these, put

oneself into them, and then lead his people to

share that feeling—not many opportunities come
to a pastor that transcend this. And since the

church alone can offer this unique group expe-

rience, planning for it and leading in it becomes

for the pastor a challenge and high privilege.

Finally there is the exhilarating experience of

leading one's people in the spiritual buildup for

the great Christian holidays, Christmas and
Easter being the outstanding instances. Many
extra concerns are thus often entailed, perhaps

some personal problems, or failure of someone

to accept or promptly fulfill a responsibility;

but through it all a surge of common thought

and spirit on the part of his people culminating

in the celebrations peculiar to a particular event

—these are a source of inner satisfaction and be-

come subjects of cherished remembrance, as

many a one-time pastor can testify.

Many other rewarding experiences come to a

pastor, but these are particularly outstanding

and contribute much to the testimony of many
who have once tasted thereof, and then later in

life, despite everything to the contrary, say with

firmness, "If I could, I would do it again!"





What can a peace church do in the bitter struggle for racial justice?

Vincent and Rosemarie Harding

Pilgrimage to Alban
Christmas, 1961, was bright and

sunny in Albany, Georgia. The tem-

perature was pleasantly in the up-

per seventy's. There was little out-

ward indication of the tensions that

ran deeply into the heart of the

community. Things did indeed seem

to be calm and peaceful, just as the

city fathers claimed. They want to

woo new business to this thriving

city of 58,000.

Our first stop was at the home of

Slater King. He is vice president of

the Albany Movement. Here we lost

the veil of tranquility.

Just two weeks earlier Slater and

his wife leaving their three young
children behind had gone to jail

along with hundreds of other Al-

bany Negroes. Their imprisonments

had been the result of peaceful dem-

onstrations protesting the rigid seg-

regation of their city.

Earlier they had attempted to be

heard through the regular channels

of the city government. They had

been rebuffed. No white friends of-

fered help. No white ministers

sought reconciliation.

When an integrated group of

Freedom Riders had been arrested

for using the Albany bus terminal

—facilities legally under desegre-

gation orders—the Negroes of Al-

bany felt themselves without choice.

They would let their protests be

heard. If their voices would not be

heeded, then they would offer their

bodies in silent marches for justice.

So, they marched—soon joined by

Martin Luther King—until there

were 700 arrests. They were def-

termined not to stop until segre-

gation was erased from their city.

At the height of the marches, short-

ly before Christmas, the city

seemed to be relenting. A "truce"

was called which brought the re-

lease of all the prisoners. It later

proved a false hope.

So Slater and Marian were in

their home when we arrived. Here

we met William Anderson, the

young osteopath who headed the Al-

bany Movement. Later we stopped

at the house of C. B. King, Slater's

brother, who was lawyer for the

group. He is the only Negro lawyer

in Albany.

That Christmas Day we began

our periodic 165-mile pilgrimage

from Atlanta to Albany—our pil-

grimage in search of understand-

ing and reconciliation.

Before long we came to know the

Negro leaders of the city. They
accepted us into their councils.

From the first we sought to make it

clear that our first allegiance was
neither to Negro or to white, but to

Christ and His way of disciplined

love. We would walk with them,

sharing the burden of their oppres-

sion as long as we could do so in

the spirit of our Master. On these

terms they accepted us. And some,

especially Dr. Anderson, clearly

yearned for help in the way of

reconciling love. Often, in the midst

of some of Albany's darkest nights,

the two of us prayed together in

his room.
However, we had not come to the

South or to Albany to minister ex-

clusively to Negroes. And they un-

derstood this. They had their doubts

as to whether any of the white

leaders would speak to Negroes who
were also "outsiders." We under-

stand their doubts. But we were

determined to find out for ourselve

We needed to open communicatio

between the two groups.

So, through phone calls we beg-

to knock on many doors. It st

amazes us how many were open

wide. As the months went on

Albany, we spent an average

eight days each month there. Dr

ing the summer it rose to thr

weeks each month. Soon we we
speaking regularly with the may-

the chief of police, and some of I

religious leaders of the communi
Finally, someone suggested th

we try to get to the city comm
sioner who was reputedly the nf
segregationist-minded of all. Aga
the door opened wide and a frie^

ship actually developed—a frie'

ship in which we have seen t

man actually growing. Recent

when we suggested jokingly t"

we name our baby after him,

quickly said, "No, you should nar

him Freedom Harding."

An understanding grew araoi

the whites, too, of our purpose

the city. They knew we were n

neutral; as Christians we had to

against segregation. But they kne

too, that our ultimate goal was
help Albany find its true peace,

the deepest part of their hea

they really wanted this too. T"

were not free to act upon this lor

ing, though. Somehow they sen

that we understood their agon

and that our ministry was also

them.
Throughout the winter and spri

of 1962 we labored with Neg|

and whites. Twice we seemed n

to the edge of meaningful and j

resolution. But the powers of f
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i'rayer has forever been one means of struggling against the forces of evil.

)
i

ind mistrust are strong.

Finally, in what some persons be-

jieved to be a basically political

nove, Martin Luther King was
.'ailed back to Albany in July for

sentencing. He and Ralph Aber-
iiathy chose to serve the sentence
is an act of moral protest against
in unjust law. It was obvious that
hey were being sentenced for op-

oosing segregation, whatever the
:echnicality might be. They were
orepared to pay the price. After Dr.
King's mysterious release, Albany
.vas alive with protest again. Be-
fore the summer had ended more

than 400 persons had been arrested.

It was during July that Vincent

experienced his first taste of a jail

sentence. Marian King, now preg-

nant, and with her three-year-old

daughter in her arms, had been hit

and kicked by police officers as she

visited some of the imprisoned pro-

testors who had been sent to a

neighboring jail. (In October she

gave birth to a stillborn child.) That
night tempers were high and vio-

lence was threatened as many Ne-
groes swore revenge for so cruel

an act.

It seemed clear that some public

response needed to be made to this

public act. The Negroes of Albany
needed to know that evil could be
resisted without resort to further

evil. It had to be clearly resisted

though.

Prayer has forever been one
means of struggling against the

forces of evil. It was thought that

prayer before the city hall would
speak symbolically of the public

mourning and of the need for re-

pentance on every side. It would be

prayer, too, for the life of a citizen

of Albany and for her persecutors.

The worship of the sanctuary often
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Laurie Pritchett, Albany Chief of Police arrests Martin Luther King, Jr., and

William Anderson after they continue to pray on the courthouse steps.

needs to be taken into the market
place—always trusting that our mo-
tives might be predominantly pure.

The word must become flesh in the

midst of men's struggles.

Believing that such an act would
help to avert violence, Vincent in-

tended to go by himself out of our
personal affection for Marian King

and out of our concern for the en-

tire situation. Six other persons de-

cided to join him. They were all

arrested by the chief of police, after

a warning, in front of City Hall.

There was no violence that night,

but after Vincent had spent three

nights and two days in jail, there

seemed to be a danger again. Both

Dr. King and Police Chief Pritchet

urged him to come out and lea<

the search for a peaceful way. Hi
fellow prisoners agreed that thi

was best. Finally, Chief Pritchet

himself signed Vincent's bond, ask

ing him to continue the ministry ii

their city.

The next day, Slater's brother

Attorney King, was beaten on tfr

head by a sheriff in Albany. Agaii

violence threatened. Vincent wen
with a group of twelve men througl

the streets of Albany that nighl

speaking in bars, pool halls ant

barbershops, calling for a Chris

tian response to violence. Once mor
the night was quiet.

However, the quiet does not meais

that Albany had found its peac
Our task will not be done until i

appears to be on its way. Man;
things have changed since tha

Christmas Day in 1961, but th<

struggle for a new community o

respect and justice, encircled b

love still goes on.

We are convinced that a peac
church belongs in the midst of ever;

such struggle, ministering to bot)

sides, seeking and serving the causi

of truth. One thing we know fqi

certain: We shall overcome, not bt

cause of who we are, but because

of what God has already overcom
through Christ.

An Experiment in Peace

Mennonite House in Atlanta is a

new witness for our church. Below
Vincent and Rosemarie Harding tell

why and how.

Why do we have peace workers in

the South? What does race rela-

tions have to do with our peace

witness?

Five churches are burned in two
months, simply because individuals

gathered there (there is no other

large gathering place for Negroes
in the Deep South) to learn how to

register and vote. Houses are blast-

ed by shotgun pellets. One Negro
occupant in Mississippi is danger-

ously wounded. An armed white in-

truder is killed as he tries to force

his way into a house to intimidate

Negroes who registered to vote.

Twelve hundred arrests come in Al-

bany, Georgia, as a result of anti-

segregations protests. The mutilat-

ed body of a Negro is dredged up

from a river less than fifty miles

away from a voter registration cam-

paign spot in Mississippi. Some stu-

dents and many drifters riot on

the "Ole Miss" campus when one

man seeks to enroll.

Signs as these are clearly the

sounds of fearful strife. Can we
call ourselves a peace church and

yet stand back from such warfare,

offering no witness of love?

However, these are only the mor
obvious signs of conflict, the oul

ward manifestations of violence.

Rampant in the Deep South tc

day is another kind of violence

Each day that segregation last

(both in the South and in the North
it exacts a deadly toll upon th

human spirit.

On the one hand it robs men o

their dignity, convinces them tha

they are less than fully human. I

slashes deep wounds into the spiri

and leaves thousands of grea

minds undiscovered. Worst of al

it causes men to hate themselve
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he

le
. aecause of their color and their par-

j]
jnthood, eventually tempting them

II
:o curse God and die.

Inj

! On the other hand, it deceives

a ,
generations into believing that their

,,| :olor makes them superior. It cre-

ites a great abyss of fear and

h(;

:>ride, prejudice and ignorance, over

J.

vhich so many have never found

,jj
he courage to leap. They cannot

\t

)ear to think of what a new way

p|
night be like. Their very being is

„lf

hreatened. They stand in dread.

ai
Perhaps we saw it most poignant-

lrj
y in the face of a filling station

a
>wner in southern Georgia who told

is not long ago that men had called

e
, lim late at night and threatened to

j )low up his station if he served our

j; 'acially integrated Mennonite fam-

a
ly of workers. So he asked us not

lu
o stop there again. Fear had con-

U
juered his own regard for us.

i

This is the violence to the human

I

pirit not caught in the newspaper.
It is at the side of such suffer-

a(

ng men that our Master calls us

9
o stand. It is in the midst of such

0)

jvarfare that our Lord calls us to

J ie peacemakers. And, paradoxically

I
rnough, this peace cannot come

k
vithout hard, prayerful struggle. It

B
nust be fought for, perhaps died

u
or, always remembering that "our
jight is not against human foes,"

>ut "against the devices of the
levil" (Ephesians 6, NEB).
Clearly, then, the peace we seek

s not one of conformity to in-

C justice, but a molding of men's
tearts and institutions to the will

if God. Only then can we find the

>eace which brings down the divid-

ng walls of hostility. The Menno-
01 jiite Central Committee has sent
ia ts workers here because of these
' ihings. We know that the church
t vill wither and die of prosperity

id f it fails to involve itself in the
ileal, burning issues of life, suffer-

tliag poverty and persecution for the
tllause of truth.

How do we minister to a parish
J.s wide as the South? Mennonite
illouse in Atlanta, with its door al-

leys open, is itself a symbol of our
iilearch for peace. Those who come
tmn may hopefully find some sign of

afl>eace in the welcome of the house
ttjj.nd in the life of its occupants.
:|n a sense, we are saying to them,
i Here, imperfectly lived, is a sug-
gestion of what a true community
J'f brothers might be like; it is for
Mhis that we are working, that all
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might share our joy." It is from the

house, also, that the members of

our own "peace corps" venture forth

to their daily tasks of reconciling

service throughout the city.

As a couple, our own ministry is

less easily defined. Much of our

time is spent working with those

who are leading the struggle against

segregation, whether it be in Al-

bany or Atlanta. We seek to learn

from them and to share with them
our concern for reconciliation. Per-

haps Martin Luther King had this

in mind when he spoke to Vincent

just before King's jailing in July.

He said, "You must come down to

Albany and help keep this a Chris-

tian movement."
We work, too, with those who op-

pose the breaking down of walls.

Police chief and mayor, segrega-

tionists of many varieties are in-

cluded on our list of visits. In a

sense, we believe they need our

ministry most of all. Much of this

work is simply the long, patience-

rending task of sitting and talking

with men, listening to their ques-

tions, prejudices and fears, then

seeking to interpret a new way to

them. It does not come easily. But
we are convinced that this is the

church's task.

This is why so much of our time
has been spent with church leaders

in the South, especially those who
are white. Often the encounters

have found us acting as sympa-
thetic confessors. Many of these

men have suffered untold inner

agonies and many run so far from
their consciences that they find it

hard to return. At times they have
unburdened themselves to us. We
have sought to understand them
and yet to encourage them to re-

spond to Christ's call, a call that

ever involves the cross. This is not

a call that one answers without
trembling. We who have avoided

the call in the North cannot too

easily scoff at those who seek to

escape it in a place where it can
cost their livelihood or their life. So
we search and pray with such men
and women, our brothers in Christ.

It is likely, though, that few as-

pects of our task are more mean-
ingful, frustrating, and rewarding
than the encounters with our Men-
nonite churches of North and South.

So often we have been so isolated

as a church, intentionally and acci-

dentally. So often we have thought

of race as a problem confined to

the South, while it was spilling all

over our doorstep. We have asked

who our neighbor was while step-

ping over his broken body and

maimed spirit. So the task of inter-

preting the church's response to hu-

man need has been filled with joy-

ful pain, and because we love the

church—in all of its manifestations

—we have no choice but to go on.

In February we joined the na-

tional student pilgrimage for peace

to Washington, D. C. On this jour-

ney by bus from Atlanta we ac-

companied the first interracial group
from the South to participate in

such peace action. We shared in

this outward demonstration because

we were convinced that Christians

were meant to let the light of the

gospel of peace shine from the

mountain top. It appears that

Washington, D. C, is one of the

best peaks in the world. We went,

too, because we wanted the youth

who yearn for peace to know that

the church shares their concern and
is willing to walk through the

snow in front of the White House
with them. For it is only as we
trudge the barricades of peace with

them that we will have an oppor-

tunity to share with them our com-

mitment to the Prince of Peace.

On our return from Washington
we stopped at a Greyhound terminal

in Athens, Georgia, for breakfast.

The waitress would not serve us at

first. The students who had marched
miles for world peace now faced

again the realities of racial hos-

tility across a lunch counter. Vin-

cent was called upon to speak to

the waitress, manager and finally

to the students whose faces were
beginning to show deep resentment

and anger. Peace in Washington
had to be joined with peace in

Athens.

Finally, just before leaving, a

drunken white man threatened to

start a fight with the group. The
search for peace was finally nar-

rowed down to the lives of two
men, as Vincent sat with him on a

bench in a tense waiting room and
sought to calm his fears.

With our minds still seeing the

picture of two solitary men facing

each other, we left Athens realizing

that the search for peace is indi-

visible, beginning and ending with

the human heart, as that heart re-

sponds to the spirit of the Prince.



Leprosy Misinterpreted

Robert R. Schenck

In 1874 Armauer Hansen, a Danish

physician, found that a rod-shaped

bacteria caused leprosy. He used

simple staining methods and a

microscope. For the first time a

micro-organism was found to be the

cause of a specific disease.

Since that time, great advances

have been made in treatment. The

sulfone drugs were introduced short-

ly after 1940. Now we have recon-

structive surgery for deformity. In

fact, experts in the field believe

that almost all deformity can be

prevented in leprosy. Yet, because

of the many scientific unknowns

in this disease, there are many
things of great interest in leprosy

for the physician.

Leprosy is even more interesting

to every Christian. There are nu-

merous references in the Bible to

this disease. Such references range

from Exodus and Leviticus to the

healings by Jesus Christ in the Gos-

pels. But few diseases have received

such gross misinterpretation.

The belief of many scholars in

this field is that modern day lep-

rosy, sometimes referred to as Han-

sen's Disease, and caused by the

bacteria, Mycobacterium leprae,

has no connection with the leprosy

described in the Old Testament.

The Hebrew word zaraath in its

original usage did not describe only

one disease. The Greek word lepra

is equivalent to the Hebrew zaraath.

Both referred in a general way to

any scaly condition. From similar

roots come words found in Greek

poetry describing the bark of a tree

as lepra, and in the New Testa-

ment the widow's mites which were

very thin coins are referred to as

lepton. For the bark of a tree often

appears to be rough and scaly, and

the coins were like the scales of a

fish.

Read Leviticus 13 to 15. It is

apparent that a number of different

skin manifestations are described.

The signs described simply do not

fit with the findings on examination

of patients today with leprosy. Any

reference to a standard medical text

on leprosy will bear this out.

Most Christians are aware of the

deformities that neglected and un-

treated leprosy may bring. These

can include depressed nose, absorp-

tion of toes and fingers, contracture

deformities of fingers, large infil-

trations giving a "leonine" appear-

ance to the face, ulcers following

nerve involvement, and loss of eye-

brows. While the majority of people

with leprosy do not have these de-

formities, it is significant that no

mention is made of such deform-

ities in the Bible when leprosy is

described.

In addition the Leviticus chapters

describe a zaraath of houses and of

clothing. Obviously this could not

have been caused by the bacteria

M. leprae, since culture on all types

of material has been tried without

success for decades in medical lab-

oratories. More likely this was a

fungous condition, and the instruc-

tions for demolishing houses or the

burning of clothing were appro-

priate.

I personally believe wholeheart-

edly that there is no conflict be-

tween the Bible and modern day

scientific knowledge. Even so the

Bible should not be made a scien-

tific text. In the day the Bible was

written there certainly was no cata-

loguing of diseases as we have to-

day. It was appropriate that in-

structions for avoidance of defile-

ment should use a general term to

describe an unhealthy condition.

Only in the last hundred years

have medical men been able to dif-

ferentiate accurately on clinical

grounds between even the two dis-

eases, leprosy and syphilis. And

the detailed classification of skin

diseases in medical texts is even

more recent.

At the time of the translation

of the Bible into English it was not

unnatural that this word should be

applied to a disease then so myste-

rious, mutilating, and incurable.

Hence through a compounding of

errors, one disease has been isolat

ed today in common terminology tc

equate with the general term used

in the original scriptures.

Robert Cochrane, a world famou:

authority in leprosy and a devout

Christian, believes that the nomadic

Hebrews could not have had lepj

rosy. Their way of living preventec

the prolonged contact with othei

people necessary for transmission

of the disease. After settling dowr

in pastoral life in the promisee'

land leprosy could have been in

troduced and spread, so that by th<

time of Christ it was present.

But this in no way changes ou

responsibility to know the back

ground of the biblical terms am
their ceremonial significance,

would not be possible to know th

number of messages preached oi

leprosy as a type of sin. The ar

alogies of the disease and sin—bein,

alike in insidious onset, social stig

ma, and resultant effects—are us

ually seized upon, especially if olde

commentaries are followed.

At the same time enlightene

Christians must resist misinterpn

tation which in time could alio

criticism of Christianity as encou

aging prejudice and fear toward

group suffering from one particula

bacterial disease. It is true that i

some non-Christian lands, becaus

of ignorance of the cause of th

disease, there exist fear and preji

dice toward people with lepras;

Even in the United States there sti

exists an exaggerated fear of th

disease.

Leprosy is only feebly contagiou

Modern day treatment regularl

taken will cure it. Deformity is n(

a necessary sequel. At the san

time it should be said that lepras

is no more a type of sin than ar

other disease. Leprosy is no more
sin than disease so little one's fau

as appendicitis.

Only collectively are diseases tl

result of sin. The word leper co:

notes meanings full of misconce

tions and prejudices, many of whic

are unfounded but have been bui

up over the centuries. "Leprosy" <

"leprosy patient" are appropria

terms acceptable to the medic

profession and first recommendf

in 1948 by the Fifth Internation

Congress of Leprosy. (Hansen

Disease is a polite term but h

never been officially recommend*

by scientific groups.)

-
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inference 1962 Budget Goes Over Top

or the first time in recent years,

ieneral Conference congregations

ave passed their budget goal.

William L. Friesen, Conference

reasurer, reports 106.8 per cent of

he 1962 budget received. The bud-

et was set for $1,179,600. Received

/as $1,260,839 or an excess of more
han $80,000.

It is, however, the second year

hat the Conference has raised more
han a million dollars for its pro-

ram. This was in 1961 with con-

ributions of $1,020,411. This was
135,000 short of the 1961 budget.

The Conference budget includes

/lissions

Service

education

Administration

support for the four conference

boards: Missions, Christian Service,

Education and Publication, and
Business Administration.

The Board of Missions received

108.3 per cent of its budget, an ex-

cess of $69,000. The percentage for

the Board of Christian Service was
larger at 115.9 per cent, though its

lower budget makes its excess only

half that of the Board of Missions.

The Board of Education and Pub-

lication increased its receipts by

$18,000 for a total of $84,524. This

represents its highest annual in-

come. This is 89.1 per cent of its

Budget Receipts Per Cent

$ 840,000 $ 909,624 108.3%

216,400 250,819 115.9%

94,900 84,524 89.1%

28,300 15,872 56.1%

$1,176,600 $1,260,839 106.8%

1,400,000

1,300,000

1,200,000

1,100,000

1,000,000

900,000

800,000

700,000

600,000

500,000

*

budgets and Receipts. Budgets have always been ahead of receipts in the General
Conference. Until 1962, that is. That was the year the lines crossed. The budget
vas $1,179,600. Congregations gave 51,260,839. This was an excess of $80,000. The
:oal for 1963 is still a bit beyond 1962 receipts. It is $1,322,240.

budget. The board of Business Ad-

ministration raised $15,872.

Excess funds will be used to re-

tire a number of debts. These debts

developed during years when the

budget was not met. Some funds
will also be used to establish re-

serve funds to support future pro-

grams.

Conference budget for 1963 is

$1,322,240. This is still higher than
the 1962 receipts by $61,400. Bud-
gets are as follows: Missions, $931,-

200; Service, $252,000; Education,

$86,240; Administration, $42,800.

STUDENT STATISTICS

A survey of the school year 1962-63

shows 2,538 General Conference
Mennonite students studying in

schools in the United States and
Canada. Of these, 1,239 are in Con-

ference-related schools and 1,299 in

non-Conference schools.

The 1,299 students in non-Confer-

ence schools are studying in 364

schools—sixty-eight in Canada, 290

in the United States, and six in

foreign countries.

These figures are based on ques-

tionnaires made up by the Student
Services Committee and completed
by pastors of General Conference
congregations. While 336 question-

naires were mailed, only 258 were
returned. According to Milton J.

Harder, secretary of the committee,

eighty-three per cent of the church
membership was represented by the

completed questionnaires. Figures

for Conference schools are obtained

directly from the schools.

The committee sends several mail-

ings a year to students in non-

Conference schools in order to keep
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Thanksgiving

Historians will have much to say about 1962. Congo, Algeria,

Cuba, and other places were in the throes of civil strife. In some

of these places it was possible for Christians to witness

with the Word and with food and blankets.

Perhaps more Mennonites congregated at one meeting place than

ever before in 1962. At least 10,000 came together under one roof

at Kitchener, Ontario, on Sunday, August 5. A short time later,

General Conference Mennonites met at Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, to

chart a course for the next three years.

The year of 1962 was also one of two years in the past fifteen

when receipts booked at Central Offices actually exceeded the budget,

this time by 6.8 per cent. In 1951 the budget was over subscribed

by 2.2 per cent. This response will make it possible to retire

some of the indebtedness incurred when for a number of years the

budget was not met. This is not a time to boast about what we

have done. The challenge to greater consecration is ever before us.

Thankfulness should be in every heart, and it is for, that reason

that we would here share the prayer of our Conference president.

William L. Friesen, Conference Treasurer

A Prayer

Lord God, many are Thy wonderful works which Thou hast done,

and Thy thoughts which are toward us. They cannot be reckoned up

in order unto Thee; they are more than can be numbered.

Blessed be the Lord which daily loadeth us with benefits, even

the God of our salvation.

We give Thee thanks, O Lord. Not for the flow of earthly goods

which Thou hast poured upon our people and their kin; but for the

ever-widening stream of heartfelt mercy and compassion, inspired

by the Spirit of the Living God, for this we give Thee thanks.

We give Thee thanks, O Lord. Not for worldly treasures of the

mind where moth and rust so soon corrupt while multitudes in pain

and anguish writhe; but for the heavenly treasures of the soul,

which find their roots in Christlike spirit, for this

we give Thee thanks, O Lord.

We give Thee thanks, O Lord. Not for the men who thoughtless

live for ease and pleasure, immune to the challenge of the day, the

call of fallen brother in the night; but for the dedicated souls

of those, who toiling with all might, give hope and courage to the

weary, for these we give Thee thanks, O Lord.

For such who keep aglow the fires of faith, who refuse to lose heart

in the struggle for the right; who dare to believe that the Living

Christ still walks this earth and moves on to His Eternal Victory,

when the Kingdoms of this world shall have become the Kingdom

of our Lord—for these we give Thee thanks, O Lord.

For gifts of gold and silver, bathed in cloak of brother love,

multiplied beyond measure by the blessing of Thine Almighty hand,

transforming lives into the image of the divine, for coffer chests

opened in answer to the call, for these we give Thee thanks,

O Lord. Amen.

Walter Gering, President, General Conference Mennonite Church



RESPONSE TO NEEDS

[n a world where many people are

offering and dying due to a lack

)f material goods, the Mennonite
:hurches continue to give assistance

n many needy areas through the

Mennonite Central Committee. Both
hose who give and those who re-

vive are blessed through this as-

istance. Some of the specific proj-

'cts this past year have received a

ery encouraging response, as con-

"liregations with abundance have
flhared generously with less fortun-

te people.

Blankets. A church-wide project in

he form of a blanket drive on De-

cember 9 has brought a tremendous
slesponse. It is too early to report

he number of blankets collected as

. result of this concentrated effort,

i>ut it is expected that the original

foal of 25,000 will be exceeded be-

ause of the overwhelming response

0 this appeal.

Rice. German Mennonites learned

bout the food shortage in Indo-

iesia through a nurse Liesel Hege,
/ho has been serving in Indo-

'.esia under the European Menno-
ite Evangelical Committee and
hey decided to supply Indonesian
ufferers with rice. They asked
ICC to assist them in supplying
his essential staple to hungry In-

onesians during the months from
>ecember through March, when the
ood shortage is at its peak. Three
ources of money provided the
leans for the purchasing of the
ice in California. The majority was
Mitributed by the German Menno-
onites; contributions from dime
ards and from an interested con-

regation at Glenn, Calif., complet-

1 the necessary amount for 407
DO-pound bags of rice to be sent to

idonesia.

Wheat. Throughout the Midwest,
irge granaries hold food which

labeled as "surplus." Many
?chnical difficulties are encountered
irough a large-scale distribution

rogram, and for a number of rea-

ms the United States government
reatly curtailed the distribution of
our in Jordan, which was given
» Bedouin tribes in southeast Jor-
in. However, following negotia-
ons with the Jordan government,
was decided that the flour distri-

ution should be continued on a
rger scale, and the U.S. govern-
ment has now given permission to
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MCC for 2,453,000 pounds of flour

to be sent to Jordan in January
and February of 1963. Loren Ruegg
is coordinator of the flour distribu-

tion project and is working in co-

operation with a number of agen-
cies to see that the flour is distribut-

ed to needy families.

Raisin Drive. An annual event
sponsored by the West Coast Relief
Committee is the raisin drive, which
gives raisin growers in California

the opportunity to share their sur-

plus raisins with people in the Far
East. However, this year there were
no surplus raisins, and the cost

was considerably higher than pre-

viously. But churches all over Cali-

fornia responded to the appeal,

and through their funds made the
drive successful. Nine tons of rai-

sins were purchased and sent to

Hong Kong and Korea.
Food Drive. Another annual effort

to obtain food for relief is spon-
sored by the Oregon Relief Commit-
tee. The items collected this year
were peaches, prunes, beans, and
soap. Between eleven and twelve
tons of these items were received
this year, and will be sent to Korea
and Hong Kong.
This listing in no way exhausts

the amount of material assistance
given to the needy by Mennonites
who live in a land of plenty. Many
more drives could be included, such
as Christmas bundles and numerous
projects accomplished by groups in

the various Mennonite churches.
In spite of this strong response in

1962, we have no excuse to relax

Harvey Martin, an MCC worker serving under £i'rene, distributes blankets in Algeri



our efforts in a smug satisfaction,

thinking that the task of supply-

ing the world's needs is finally ac-

complished. The coming year will

again call for a united effort for

each Christian to give, in response

to God's command, as the Lord has

prospered.

VISUAL AIDS STUDIED

What is the purpose of the audio-

visual library in the General Con-

ference? How can persons in the

congregations be better informed

about the library's materials and

be helped to use them? Who will

evaluate slides and films?

A committee was appointed on

January 3 to study these and other

questions related to the Audio-Visual

Library at Newton, Kan. Martha

Miller, who has been supervising

the library for several years and is

leaving Newton to take up residence

in Illinois, gave her final report to

the committee. Chairman of the

committee is John Ewert of Free-

man, S. D. Other members are rep-

resentatives of the four Conference

boards.

GUATEMALA EVANGELISM

Last month Guatemala had a three-

hour war. The government quickly

put down the air force rebels.

But on the same day, the country

saw a more successful revolution.

For the first time all Protestant

churches united in an evangelistic

effort. For ten days Christians dis-

tributed posters, held prayer meet-

ings, and visited jails and schools.

There were programs on local ra-

dio stations.

The close of the rally came on

the Sunday of the revolution. More

than 30,000 people braved the drizzle

and threat of war to attend. The

parade of Christians stretched for

twenty-six blocks through the heart

of Guatemala City to the stadium.

Colorfully garbed Indians, bare-

foot farmers, and middle-class pro-

fessionals with tots in baby car-

riages, paraded through the streets.

Even President Miguel Ydigoras

showed up at the stadium. He sat

through the entire service, unshav-

en, without a necktie, and with a

machine-gun over his shoulder.

The thirty other members of his

party were equally armed, includ-

ing the president of the supreme

court and the senate.

Director of the program was R.

Kenneth Strachan of the Latin

American Mission.

CITY AND TOWN CHURCHES

There is a widespread belief that

most new church building is in the

suburbs. But this is not so.

More new churches are actually

being built in the cities and larger

towns. Only twenty-eight per cent

of the new churches are in the

country's new suburbs. The conclu-

sion: "Apparently Protestants are

not putting all their new church

eggs in the suburban basket."

Each year for the last three, the

country adds 3,266 new or remod-

eled churches.

And each year 1,938 churches are

closed. Most of these buildings are

in communities of less than 2,500

—

fifty-four per cent. This reflects the

decline in rural population.

ITINERATIONS

Marvin Dirks, Jr., Jan. 2-27—visit-

ing youth groups in British Colum-

bia, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and

California.

Andrew R. Shelly, Jan. 27, Mis-

sion Festival, First Church, Reed-

ley, Calif.

The above report was based on a

survey of forty-five major Protes-

tant denominations. It was made by

Glen W. Trimble of the National

Council's Division of Home Missions

and given to the recent Home Mis

sions Assembly in St. Louis.

NEW DORMITORY WING

Sixty boys from Goessel, White

House and Goerz dormitories as

well as those from the Goering Hall

basement moved into the first and

second floors of the new wing to

Goering Hall, January 1 and 2. The

wing houses ninety-six students and

is divided into six units of sixteen

each. Each unit has its own bath

and lounge facilities.

December 8 the women student

moved into the new addition tc

Women's Residence. Open house foi

both dormitories and dedicatory

program for the new dormitory ad

ditions will be held, January 27

REVEREND IS FOR GOD

The United Presbyterian Church's

Rio Grande Presbytery adopted

resolution at its recent meeting a

Ghost Ranch, N. M. They asserte<

that the title "Reverend" should b

reserved for God and not used fo

ministers. According to the resoli;

tion, presbytery ministers in th

future should be addressed as "Mr.

instead of "Rev." Ministers may b<

it said, referred to as "teachin,

elders," a Scottish custom. Religiou

News Service reported that Pasto

Harry G. Willson of Alameda, th

presbytery's clerk, was having ne^

stationery printed. "Mr." will pr<

cede his name.

WORKERS

Menno H. Epp, Clearbrook, B. C,

has been elected president of the

Canadian Mennonite Youth Coun-

cil. Other officers are Vernon Toews,

Ruthven, Ont, vice president; and

John W. Bergen, Drake, Sask., sec-

retary. Bernie Thiessen, Altona,

Man., and Cornie Hildebrandt, Dids-

bury, Alta., are members of the

council.

PUBLISHED

Basic Principles in Improving

Church and Conference Relations,

a fourteen-page booklet by Erland

Waltner, has been reprinted. Tl

original material was presented I

the Western District Ministers Co

ference in 1954.

Jugenbrief is a newsletter pu

lished by the Mennonite young pe

pie of South America. Editor

Bruno Epp, General Conferen.

worker in the Neuland Colony, Pa

aguay. Articles, letters, and ne\

are submitted by young people

South American countries.

The Moro's Spear by A. E. Janz<

is the story of the mission to t

Moro Indians of Paraguay in whi

Kornelius Isaak lost his life. T\

illustrated booklet of about fi

3
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'pages was written by the former
executive secretary of the Menno-
nite Brethren Board of Missions

and was published by the Board of

Missions at Hillsboro, Kansas. The
booklet is available at Mennonite
bookstores for fifty cents.

GIFTS

Swiss books, mostly Swiss classics,

have been donated to the Bluffton

College Library by the Swiss Con-

sul in Cleveland. The books were
donated to colleges and universities

known for their departments of

(Germanic languages and literature.

Ten thousand dollars of money
and instruments has been received

by Bluffton College toward the fif-

teen thousand dollars necessary for

'matching funds by the Kettering

Foundation.

A spectrophotometer was donated

to the Bluffton College science de-

partment by the Smith Kline and
Frend Foundation, a drug firm in

Philadelphia, Pa.

|\AINISTERS

Valentine E. Nickel, 611 Yale Rd.,

Chilliwack, B. C, formerly of Wy-
Tiark, Sask., has become the new
Dastor of the Eden Church, Chilli-

vack, succeeding H. H. Neufeld.

DEATHS

Mrs. Elizabeth Jantzen Bergman,
^irst Church, Newton, Kan., born
Vlay 8, 1884, and died Dec. 13.

David B. Eck, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., born April

9, 1880, and died Dec. 27. His wife
md seven children survive.

Amelia Schowalter Epp, Beat-

ice (Neb.) Church, born Feb. 13,

906, and died Dec. 17. She is sur-

'ived by her husband, Walter Epp,
md one daughter.

Mrs. Ella Guth, Calvary Church,
Vashington, 111., born Oct. 21, 1875,

nd died Dec. 16. Surviving are
hree sons and a daughter.
Clarence W. Harder, First Church,

/It. Lake, Minn., born Aug. 15,

915, and died Dec. 19. His wife
nd two daughters survive.

Barnard G. Hiebert, Walton
Kan.) Church, born June 24, 1896,

nd died Dec. 26. He is survived by
, is wife and five children.

Mrs. Margarete Epp Jantzen,
iethel College, Marion, S. D., born
>ec. 11, 1892, and died Dec. 13. She
'as the mother of six children.
John G. Rempel, Saskatoon, Sask.,

died on Jan. 1. Rempel was born in

South Russia on Feb. 1, 1890, and
emigrated to Canada in 1923. He
was an active member in the Con-

ference of Mennonites in Canada,
serving on various committees and
as author of several German books.

He succeeded David Toews as elder

of the Rosenort congregations in

the Rosthern, Sask., area. For many
years he was principal of the Bible

school in Rosthern. He served the

General Conference as a member of

the Peace Committee from 1938 to

1945 and of the Board of Publica-

tion from 1945 to 1953. He was edi-

tor of Der Kinderbote, a German-
language story paper for children,

from 1940 to 1957.

NEW ADDRESSES

California

Mrs. Clara Bates, 317 Dee Four
St., Santa Cruz
Donald Brightwell, 3227 E. Clin-

ton, Fresno
Elmer Penner, Box 351, Soquel

Gary Prnjak, 119 E. 11th St.,

Hanford
Loretta Vinogradov, 400-20 Ave.,

San Francisco

Indiana

Kenneth L. Bergen, 2307 Lafay-

ette Rd., Indianapolis 22

Magdalen Friesen, 2711 Benham
Ave., Elkhart

Donna Hunsicker, 800 W. Rudi-

sill Blvd., Fort Wayne
Bill Long, 8107 Aboile Rd., Rt. 1,

Roanoke

Kansas

Ivan Bottoroff, Rt. 3, Erie

Elbert Lynn Flickner, 207 W. 7

St., Fort Hays
Vern Preheim, 430 W. 10 St.,

Newton
Richard Ratzlaff, 831 S. New

York, Liberal

Irvin Voth, Rt. 2, Box 36, Hills-

boro

MARRIAGES

Florene Baumgartner, Bethel

Church, Fortuna, Mo., and Bud Hei-

naman, Versailles, Mo., on Nov. 23.

Cynthia Bear, First Church,
Sugarcreek, Ohio, to Dalton Bixler,

on Sept. 22.

Omar E. Blauch, First Church,
Sugarcreek, Ohio, to Mrs. Edward
Boyd, Moravian Church, Dover,
Ohio, on Oct. 21.

CALENDAR

Conferences

Feb. 12-14—Association of Menno-
nite Hospitals and Homes, Cincin-

nati

Feb. 28 - March 1—Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago
Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

ference

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Canadian Conference

Jan. 24-26—Council of Boards,
Winnipeg

Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-

day School Convention, Winnipeg

Eastern District

Jan. 28—Conference meeting, Flat-

land Church, Quakertown, Pa.

Pacific

Jan. 23-24—City church Seminar,
Bethany Mennonite Brethren
Church, Fresno, Calif.; Paul Peach-
ey, speaker.

Western District

Jan. 27—Menno Simons Lectures
by James Hastings Nichols, Bethel
College Church, North Newton, Kan.

Feb. 17—Mission Festival, Alex-
anderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,

Verney Unruh, speaker.

Other

Feb. 14, 15—Mennonite Disaster
Service meeting at Mennonite Breth-
ren Church, Hillsboro, Kan.
June 3 — Bluffton College Com-

mencement Day. Vernon Neufeld,
speaker.

John G.

Rempel

(See Deaths)
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A FULL WITNESS

The writer of the following letter

is the art editor of Motive, a publi-

cation of the Division of Higher

Education of the Methodist Church.

To the Editor: It seems to me that

you are producing an exceptional

church magazine with real meat in

it and an exciting format of art and

layout. It is so rare that one can

see such a church magazine, done

with taste and integrity—making

the utmost use of your budget-lim-

ited materials and staff. There are,

of course, more than enough highly

financed church magazines, but I

think they fail, mainly because they

do not dare anything. So, they pre-

sent only a slick facade to their

readers. Indeed, they might as well

be Reader's Digest or Time. But

what the church desperately needs

today, I am convinced, is not more

secular competition in slickness and

prettiness, but boldness and candor,

commitment and vitality. The Men-

nonite has this particular quality

which makes reading it a challenge

and a cause for renewed hope.

The articles are short and well

done. The photographs are excel-

lent. Your use of photos is sur-

passed in church literature by only

one other magazine . . . the Roman
Catholic magazine, Jubilee.—
The layout and art work—par-

ticularly the woodblock prints used

—are outstanding. I am especially

impressed to see The Mennonite

using art as it really ought to be

used by the church. You do not fall

into the trap of "using" art to act

as a come-on illustration for the

written art. Almost no other church

magazine allows the art its fullest

witness and service within the

printed pages. The artist is made
to do some average, uninspiring il-

lustrations for articles and so read-

ers have grown accustomed to a

kind of watered-down commercial-

ism about church publication art.

But what The Mennonite encourages

is a frank acceptance of art in all

its vigor and fullness, as a means
of visual praise, revelation and cele-

bration. It is marvelous to see that

you do not stamp out the artist's

individuality and uniqueness (any

more than you would stamp out a

writer's style) but let him produce

his art for the glory of God, using

his full powers and all the creativ-

ity and uniqueness in him.

Granted, such art is never popu-

lar. No more so than Rembrandt
was in his own day. I suspect your

readers, some of them, begrudge

the money spent on such art ex-

pression. Some of them may be of-

fended by the style which is so pro-

found and dynamic. Whenever some-

thing is really alive, many are of-

fended. But there are many others,

I among them, who rejoice to see

what you are doing. Again, only

the Roman Catholic church has con-

sistently shown such boldness, un-

derstanding of the visual arts and

literature as witness. It is a sur-

prise and a pleasure to find The

Mennonite. If it had not been for

your format creativity I never

would have wanted to read the first

article. Now I look forward both

to the articles and the art in each

issue. I have showed your various

issues to many friends — writers,

artists, church laymen and minis-

ters of several different denomina-

tions. So, your following in this part

of the world is growing, and appre-

ciation is deepening with each new
issue. Margaret Rigg, Box 871, Nash-

ville, Tenn.

TODAY'S WOMAN
Dear Editor: I enjoyed Mrs. Rich's

article "Mrs. At-Home Talks About

Mrs. Jobholder" in the January 1

issue of The Mennonite. It was an

interesting and a fair appraisal of

a modern situation.

Trying to determine just which

woman is doing her fair share of

the world's work is always a haz-

ardous business, however. And there

is one aspect of the matter which is

rarely considered. Today's woman
is being advised, admonished, lec-

tured, and cajoled endlessly about

her family responsibilities, social

aplomb, and church and civic obli-

gations. She is to be mentally and

socially well-rounded, physically at-

tractive, and a community dynamo

of good works. When she eventual-

ly staggers into the doctor's office

seeking relief from depressions,

vague aches, and tension headaches,

the doctor asks, "What have you

been doing these days?" Her recital

of the details of her hectic life is

interrupted in midstream by "Yes-j

but what have you been doing thai

you really enjoy?" There you havd

a startling idea. . . .

Assuming responsibilities of al

sorts is a basic part of mature liv

ing. It is true, moreover, that w^

can learn to enjoy many activities

once we actively participate in them;

But every woman's schedule need:

to have a certain amount of "free';

time in which to indulge the whin,

of the moment. This time varies

with the individual. We need to b<

able to try a new recipe, sew i

dress, read a book, or even take ;

nap or a long walk without feelinj

that the wheels of society are goini;

to grind to a halt. None of these acj

tivities needs to put a dime in thj

P.T.A. coffers, involve a committe;

meeting, or arouse community 1
terest. It needn't even be "worth

while" so long as it is personal!,

refreshing. In short, everyone need!

to retain some measure of contrc

over his own life without feelin

guilty about it. The right to firml

refuse even worthwhile projects, a

times, is not so much an excuse a

a responsibility.

It is sometimes easy to attach to

much importance to our contribij

tions. What family is ever ins

pressed, when faced with the proj

pect of the third cold lunch of th

week, to hear mother say "Bij

darlings—I'm doing it all for you

Perhaps our families need to hav

less done for them and more wit

them. Not every church function d

group project is automatical^

"holy." Our children will not suff<!

educational disaster or spirituJ

blight if cookies are absent fro|

the social hour, or if we refuse
\

count noses for a school census, <

if we miss a report on the need f<

diapers in the Congo. Perhaps

local P.T.A. groups, for examp]

were less eager to assume sch~

financial deficits and responsibi

ties, our school board and admin

trators would develop their o-

abilities of problem solving wi

greater efficiency. Not all P.T.A

are expected to furnish basic

brary books and playground equi

ment, you know. We still retain t

right to choose our activities on t

basis of personal concern and int

est. Today's urgencies are f

quently tomorrow's trivialities. M
Loren R. Schmidt, 2015 Terrace D
Newton, Kan.
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Why
I know
there is

a God

"Why do you waste your time going- to church?"
Another way of asking- the same question is prob-
ably to say, "Why do we believe in God?" I think
it follows that if we believe in God, we probably will
wind up in church. Is there a power greater than we
are? Is there really a God that we worship, or are
we just wasting our time? Have you ever doubted
there really is a God?

I certainly have many times, and I admit it freely.
I think perhaps this is part of our growth pattern
in Christian life—that we do doubt sometimes. We
may doubt that there is a God, and we search our
minds for signs that we really believe and that we
should believe in Him, Through such questioning of
ourselves, I think we may be better Christians.
When I was selected for the space program, one

of the first things I was given was a booklet. This
booklet is a space handbook put out by the Govern-
ment Printing Office, and it contains a lot of informa-
tion about our space program. But there was one
paragraph that concerned the hugeness and enormi-
ty of the universe that impressed me very much.
There is only one technical fact that you have to

know to be able to understand this particular para-
graph. You have to understand what a light year
is, a light year of distance.

Probably you remember that light travels at about
186,000 miles per second, about seven times around

Have you ever
doubted there

really is a God-
I have says
John Glenn.
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the earth every second. Now if you

start that light ray out straight and

let it continue on out for a year's

time, then that distance is a light

year of distance.

Let me quote now on the subject

of how our universe is: "When

we recall that our galaxy is some

100,000 light years in diameter, the

sun being an insignificant star some

30,000 light years from the galactic

center, circling in an orbit of its

own every 200 million years as the

galaxy rotates, we realize that even

trying to visualize the tremendous

scale of the universe beyond the

solar system is difficult, let alone

trying to attempt physical explora-

tion and communications. Nor is

the interstellar space of the galaxy

the end, for beyond are the millions

of other galaxies, all apparently

rushing from one another at fantas-

tic speeds. The limits of the tele-

scopically observable universe ex-

tend at least two billion light years

from us in all directions."

This shows us a little bit about

how big our universe really is. It's

tremendous. Still, we come back

from something of this size to what

we know of atomic structure, the

smallest particles we know of. They,

too have a great similarity to our

solar system and to the universe in

that they have electrons rotating

about a nucleus in regular patterns.

Now what's the point I am mak-

ing? It's the orderliness of the

whole universe about us from the

smallest atomic structure to the

greatest thing we can visualize:

galaxies millions of , light years

across, all traveling in exact pre-

scribed orbits in relation to one

another.

Could this all have just happened?

Was this an accident that someone

tossed up a bunch of flotsam and

jetsam, and it suddenly started

making these orbits all of its own

accord? I can't believe that's really

true. I think this was a definite

plan. This is one big thing in space

that shows me there is a God, some

power that put all this into orbit

and keeps it there. It wasn't just an

accident.

Let's go on to compare so'rheV of

our Project Mercury speeds to some

of these things we've been talking

about. We get to thinking some-

times that we're pretty good in this

project and that we're really going

out with some tremendous speeds.

But when you think about the tre-

mendous areas of space and speed,

our efforts from Earth here really

are pretty puny. We will get up to

about 18,000 miles an hour in orbit,

which is about five miles per sec-

ond. This is pretty fast by our

earthly standards. We'll be at an

altitude of a little over a hundred

miles. But thinking in terms of

what's already going on in space,

this is really a pretty puny human

effort.

We are used to dealing in scien-

tific terms in all the measurements

that are taken in science. But you

can't reach out and say, "I would

like to be a 110-volt Christian, and

I am only a five-volt Christian this

morning. I'll have to go get pumped

up some place."

You can't measure God in that

way. We can't see, feel, smell or

touch our religious power. It's an

intangible something.

The same thing is true if we are

getting ready to test a new air-

plane. It may have the most pow-

erful engine in the world. It can

have the finest aerodynamic design.

It can go the fastest. But for the

airplane to fulfill its mission, what

do we have to do? We have to give

it a direction. And how do we do

this? We do this by reference to our

compass in the airplane.

Now the force that runs the com-

pass, you can't see, feel, touch, taste,

smell. It defies all of our senses. But

how do we know it's there? We
know it's there because we see the

results. We can look on an instru-

ment here in the cockpit, and we

can see that our compass is point-

ing a certain direction. And we

have faith that the force making

that compass work will continue to

work. All of us who fly have staked

our lives literally thousands of times

on the fact that this compass will

give us the proper reading and will

guide us where we should go.

The same thing is true of the

Christian principles in our lives.

If we will let them guide us, our

senses don't have to pick them up.

We see the results of it in our lives

and in the lives of other people.

So we know it's there. There's no

doubt about it. We see the results

of it. We're going to believe in God

and the teachings of Christ. But

what was this man Christ like

whom we're going to follow?

He's revealed to us in the Bible.

As far as physical characteristic!

go, we don't know too much abou

Him. My impression of Christ physi

cally is not the popular impression

I'm afraid. Somehow the idea o

Christ the weakling, Christ, the on<

on whom everybody heaped abuse

has never been an appealing one

The emaciated Christ we see ii

the pictures is not my idea c

Christ. I think He was a real man
man. I think He's someone we'd a]

be proud to follow. I read an ai

tide in which some place in th

Bible said that Christ led His di

ciples from one spot to another i

a day's time. They had measure

this distance, and it turned out th

was some thirty-two miles, I b

lieve it was, in a day's time. Ho
many of us could start out th

morning and walk thirty-two mil<

by tomorrow morning, leading

group of men? I doubt if I coul

do it. I think Christ was a re

man's man. He was someone real]

to follow.

This is borne out to a degree, to

in one of my favorite passages. Tl

Jewish Passover was approachin

and Jesus made the journey up

Jerusalem. In the temple, He di

covered cattle and sheep deale

and pigeon sellers, as well as mone

changers sitting at their tables, i

He made a rough whip out of ro]

and drove the whole lot of thei

sheep and cattle as well, out of tl

temple. He sent the coins of tl

money-changers flying and turm

their tables upside down.

The important thing is not t

physical strength that Jesus us

in this example. The importa

thing is that Jesus had His I

liefs, and He had the courage

His convictions to act upon the

to live by them. He believed, a:

He acted. These guidelines guid

Christ in His everyday life wh
He was here on earth. The gui

lines He used are available to

today, and they are just as tin]

less today as they were in Jes

time.

These guidelines apply just

much to one business as they

to another. But the choice is o

We are the ones who have to m
the choice. God hasn't said,

will do this." We have been pla

here as free agents to decide wh
er we will or will not live by th

guidelines. The choice is ours.
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Can

You

Carry

i Tune?

Vlarriette S. Jeans

F YOU CAN CARRY A TUNE yOU Should

3e in the youth choir of your

hurch. You don't have a youth

hoir? Then why not start one?

"How?" you say.

Why not first form a singing

;roup of your Sunday evening fel-

owship? Your minister would be

lad to have you sing some Sunday
vening in the worship service.

Uiter you have sung together in-

ormally and found the pleasure

hat comes from such an activity,

hen you could go into the more
ormal program of organizing a

hurch youth choir.

The music committee of the

hurch would be your first visit,

'ell them of your wish to organize

youth choir. The music committee
an help you to secure a leader and
n accompanist.

It will help if there is an adult

/ho has had formal education in

lusic and likes young people.

An accompanist is very impor-

ant. Possibly you have an accom-
iished pianist in your group al-

eady. This person must be adapt-

ble in order to follow the choir

ader. An accompanist cannot be

soloist except where it's written

i the music!

The next important step in de-

eloping your youth choir is to set

he day and hour of the rehearsal.

>o not plan on less than an hour
or a rehearsal. If you sing each
'eek, this will hardly be enough
me as it is. That is, if you really

/ant to do a good job each time
ou sing. Try rehearsing towards
le end of the week if possible,

fowever, if a day in the early
art of the week must be chosen,
len try to have a fifteen-minute

^fresher rehearsal prior to the
ervice during which you will sing.

Perhaps there is a member of

our youth fellowship who wants

HE AAENNONITE

to be part of your choir group, but

who really cannot sing and knows
it. Ask that person to be your li-

brarian. This is a very important

job. The music must be out and
ready for use before time for re-

hearsal, and all put back into the

music closet afterwards in good
condition. During the rehearsal this

same person could mark the attend-

ance, place on record any new mem-
bers, and write out cards to ab-

sentees to be ready for mailing.

Oftentimes music needs mending.
The librarian can fill many impor-

tant jobs.

Don't sing the most difficult an-

thems at first. In fact, the difficult

anthems should be few and far be-

tween, unless you happen to be a

group in which everyone reads mu-
sic extremely well.

Never disparage the use of a

hymn for special music. There are

beauties in harmony and message
to be found between the covers of

your hymnbook. Unique arrange-

ments of many of the well-known
hymns are available. Your choir

will really enjoy these numbers.
They are not particularly easy, but

the difficult spots can be turned into

trios or quartets. They are con-

stantly a surprise package of har-

mony, changing key frequently and
tossing the melody from one group
of voices to another.

Your choir can become just as

active and effective as you want it

to be. Convalescent homes, homes
for the aged, detention homes, your
own church shut-ins—all are places

where you can bring real cheer
with your singing.

Social life for your youth choir

is also part of the picture. You
might try an "eating rehearsal."

Use the first rehearsal in the fall

and the final rehearsal in the spring
for this purpose. Just rehearse what
is absolutely necessary, then have
fellowship and food. You might
want to use the rehearsal date be-

tween Christmas and New Year's

for some special party. This would
keep you from having a break in

rehearsals, but would be used most-
ly for social. If you sing for an
early service, try having orange
juice and doughnuts afterwards.
This is especially helpful for those
members of your choir who roll

out of bed too late to eat and get

to church, too! Generally one of the

mothers will perform this service.

If you have read this far, you
must be interested in forming a

choir. Does it seem more possible

to you now? Singing in a youth
choir gives you a chance to learn

good music, the rudiments of sing-

ing, and is an opportunity for you
to serve in your church as well.
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THE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom.

Do you read the fine print? I often do. Especially

in magazines. It usually tells me more than the big-

black headlines. Our finest print appears each week

on the fourth or fifth pages. This, of course, is our

housekeeping closet. We keep a number of things

here to keep the rest of the pages tidy.

There you find our obligation to the post office.

Here we also carry information on our prices. It is

the only place where we hide our mailing address.

(And I'm glad so many folks find the right address.

Our mailing notice on this page says North Newton,

but while we mail from one post office, we get our

mail through another post office. Confusing? It is.

But that's the kind of world we live in, isn't it?)

To all of this we have added a new line. It is the

line reproduced here. Read it now, if you haven't

already. Read it again. It deserves re-reading.

These three things—witnessing, teaching, and fel-

lowship—catch up the Christian task, don't they?

These are the tasks of the church—your local con-

gregation. The conference has the same job. After

all, it is only a group of congregations working to-

gether. But a magazine—does it have the same job

as a church? If it is a church paper it does. It

cannot do it apart from the church. The church

paper is not the church. But it is part of the church.

This means that the church paper is more than an

errand boy. It does more than carry messages back

and forth. No matter what any Christian is doing

at any moment he is always a Christian witness.

Yes, our church paper also has a program to sell.

We want people to know about the work of the

Conference. Why? So they will pray for it and

pay for it.

But how? A friend once held a big newspaper ad

before my face.

"See," she said, "how the bakery is making a big

fuss trying to sell a new kind of bread. The church

should do the same with the gospel."

It is as simple as that. The church must give its

all to share the gospel. If we spare our resources

we fail.

But it is also hard. How many people brush then-

teeth regularly? About sixteen per cent. And after

all the billions that the toothpaste people have spent'

Tooth brushing is promoted by the mighty publi

cchool system. After all this—sixteen per cent!

I respect the advertisers of today. These children

of the world's darkness have much to teach the chil

dren of light—that's us, I hope. But the gospel go

beyond teeth and stomachs. It must reach the soul

And the soul is stubborn. It is not easily converted

It will not repent of the favored sins it calls virtues

Who then can be saved? With man it is im

possible. Not with God. But man struggles.

"I don't need help," he says. "In just a bit, I'll

be all right. I can get along. I'm not so bad."

How do we get through? Christ works in us

God's work in us speaks. God uses us—His chose

ones to do this work. The world knows God's savins

power as it sees it in us.

This witness comes through people. One lif

touches another life. And where two or three ar

gathered—there God is. The church paper has

problem here. It is not people. It is paper. But i

it represents people whom God is saving then it serve

to bring two and three together.

But the people that the paper represents must b

real. It is so easy to pretend on paper; to write th

good word to hide a feeble spirit; to print the wind

word to cover the empty heart. But God's salvatio

brines truth. When we saw the truth about ourselve.

we turned to God and repented. But this is not th

end of truth—not the last truth.

Christian living is a search for the truthful life. Th

conversation of a church paper is a part of that searc
T

This is not an easy and popular search. But it is th

Christian's vocation. It is witnessing and being

witness.

The witness of a church paper is not confined t

its words. Words sometimes lose their meaning. Ar

photography, design, and type can speak where wor

will stretch no further. All testifies to a concern f

Christ. This is the witness a church paper can mak

Space is gone. Next week we need to speak

teaching and fellowship also.





He wants to work for the biblical future

A
COMMUNIST
FINDS THE
MENNONITE
CHURCH

In 1961 A. J. Koejemans, a former communist pub-

lished a book called Van Ja tot Amen (From Yea to

Amen). The author was no ordinary card-holder. He

was once editor of the Dutch equivalent of Pravda.

He was once a member of the Dutch First Chamber

as a Senator for the Communist Party.

Today instead he is editor of In This Amsterdam,

church paper for the United Mennonite Church of

Amsterdam. He also sits on the bench as a member

of the church council.

A. J. Koejemans' life is a pilgrimage in search

of justice and truth. He early envisioned the new

society portrayed by John in Revelation 21:1-5. It

was imprinted in his memory—the new heaven and

new earth without crying and pain.

As a youth he saw the crowded streets of old Rot-

terdam. He knew well the mourning and the crying

and the pain, especially in the slums where his mother

worked as a midwife. But the church which he knew

did nothing about the injustices which created this

pain. The church only stressed what appeared to be

sterile credal statements. It pictured God as an

angry deity who played tricks to get even with men
who defied Him.
At the same time certain political parties stressed

the need for social justice. They rallied around the

needs of the common worker. Liberal ministers

with a social gospel worked enthusiastically for such

parties.

Gradually Koejemans became involved in these

parties. He worked to meet the needs of the hungry

after World War I. He crusaded for a just wage and

shorter working hours. He campaigned to obtain free-

dom for a humanistic conscientious objector.

These activities captured his imagination, loyalty,

and energy for socialism. The Russian revolution ap-

peared to be a triumph of the oppressed masses.

The Marxist dialectic offered a way to truth combined

with social justice. In January, 1920, Koejemans

joined the Communist Party.

Throughout the next twenty years he was im-

mersed in party work. A trip to Russia in the spring

of 1933 strengthened his hope in the new society.

Here he was a member of a group who put on plays

to promote communist doctrine. So complete was his

dedication that his mind refused to accept reports of

injustice used in Russia to promote and maintain the

party.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that Koeje-

mans was always a Dutch and not a Russian Commi1

nist. He was more committed to Marxist philosoph

and view of economics than to the Russian politica

machine.

His later studies of the history of socialism showe

him the difference between communism in Russia an

western Europe. Western Europe had felt the i

pact of the Reformation and the French Revolutio

in a way which Russia had not. Communism
western Europe, therefore, could never complete

lose sight of the value of the individual when seekin

social justice. In the search for truth it retain

freedom and tolerance for dissenting views.

In World War II new events caused changes. Th

developments opened his inquiring mind to a wid^

view. Events took place for which the Marxist M
lectic could not give a satisfying answer. There we

a unity among Dutchmen in response to Nazi dor

ination. This unity rose above partisan difference

When the party discipline insisted on dividednes

after World War II as a deliberate method of buiL

ing its own power, Koejemans could not abandon h

appreciation for co-workers from other groups. Nc

could he abandon his own sense of truth and justic

A trip to the United States with other Dutch jou

nalists also changed him. In a meeting with sever;

eminent American atomic scientists he saw that the

too were sincerely seeking peace and justice. Debatt

with Pastor Buskes of the Dutch Reformed Churc

raised some doubts about whether the Marxist di

lectic was the best method to get at all the trut

especially the final truths about life. He had a vagi

uneasiness. But there was no open admission thi

Christianity might have answers that were bett

than the Marxist dialectic.

His refusal to toe the party line when it did n

seem just or true to him led the top officials of tl

party to ease him out of one job after anoth

Finally he was left with no job and no influence.

He set about to write a history of socialism,

studies led him to read the Bible since most Westei

ideas about social justice have their roots in i

teachings, particularly in the Prophets and the teac

ings of Jesus.

Study of history and the Bible made him awai

that Russian Communism had fallen into some error

Christianity was more than the brittle and unimagi

ative church and Sunday school teachings of h

youth. The disclosures connected with destalinizati

by William Keeney
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. J. Koejemans (center) left the Dutch Communist Party to join the Am-
erdam Mennonite Church. As editor of the church's monthly magazine he
infers with J. A. Oosterbaan and Frits Kuiper, editorial board members.



also made him take serious thought

about the illusions he had concern-

ing justice under the man whom he

had accepted as a great champion

for these causes. An idol was
smashed.
What were his conclusions? He

saw that he had not abandoned

religion, but had been asked to ac-

cept a new one. Communism had a

myth in the party, a high priest in

Stalin, a Sanhedrin in the political

bureau, a book in The History of

the Communist Party of the Soviet

Union (oddly enough, not in Das
Kapital by Karl Marx! ).

He also recognized the intoler-

ance, the terror, and the oppres-

sion of communists in Russia. He
excused this as the excesses of a

young movement seeking to become
established. He also recalled that

Christendom with its inquisitions,

crusades, persecution of heretics,

and religious wars had not been

entirely guiltless of similar excesses.

The final break came when he

saw that in the face of error, com-

munism lacked a consciousness of

guilt. It had no expression of hu-

mility and no means of forgiveness.

At Christmas and Easter, as he

wrestled with their significance, he

came to see that communism as the

way ran into a dead end. Dialectic

was not the truth. Truth was to be

found in Jesus Christ.

Koejemans broke with the Com-
munist Party and withdrew his

membership on October 18, 1955.

But he did not immediately join a

Christian church. That came about

three years later. Rather than re-

turning to the Dutch Reformed
Church in which he had been raised

as a child, he joined the Mennonite
Church in Amsterdam.
When asked to explain this choice

he gave several reasons. He saw it

as one slight means for purging

himself of some of the guilt he

shared for the persecution of Men-
nonites by communists in Russia.

He also put it as follows in a

statement for the church council

when he was examined as a candi-

date for baptism:

"But I would like to be a worker
with you on the biblical future.

Therefore I come to you. I have

come because I believe that biblical

thought is interpreted by you most
purely. The emphasis which you lay

on personal freedom, but also on

the logical consequences of it—on
personal responsibility, your peace

witness, the universality of your
brotherhood, the knowledge of be-

ing bound with the Jewish people,

your history also—these are the

many factors which have deter-

minded my choice. Jesus said: 'By

this shall they recognize that you
are my disciples, that you have love

for one another.' May God grant

to me something of that love to-

wards my family, towards my
Church, and toward all men."

A Light

My people,

Let your light glow
In this troubled world
Where war threats are rumbling
And sword words are hurled . . .

Like this bright star,

A steady shining eye

Among the thunderheads
In the night sky.

EMMA SCHWARTZ

How does Koejemans now stand

in relationship to communism? The
search will be vain for those who
expect to find in him a vehement
antagonist, a bitter opponent of his

former associates. He respects the

men with whom he labored ardent-

ly for social justice and truth, for

righteousness and peace. He may
recognize that they have erred in

the means and have not recognized

the dangers. He may sympathize

with those who pursue a way that

leads to a dead end and wish that

they might be able to overcome
their illusions.

He will not attack them with the

object of destroying them. He does

not fear such men. He cannot seek

to expiate his own guilt by condem
nation of those still in error. His

own commitment was too deep anc

sincere, too slow in relinquishing

its hold on cherished ideals ant

false idols. He has too many humar 1

bonds of affection with these mer U

as persons. He cannot turn in hatt

to them because he has now discov '

ered the forgiving love of God h

Christ Jesus.

Indeed he would warn the Chrisj

tian church not to consider com
munism as a threat to Christian

ity. That would give communisn!
more status than it deserves. I

would consider it as an equal anc

give credence to its implied clain

to be a religion.

Instead it should be seen as ;

judgment on Christendom. Chris

tians who should have known o

social justice and righteousness a

well as personal salvation, of fret

dom and truth and peace did no f

apply what they knew. Marxisn
and communism learned these val

ues from Christianity. They did no
create them. They sought and seel

earnestly, if wrongly, to realiz

them in economic and social justice

Their own efforts for such and th

failure of those claiming to b
Christian were only proof to th

communist that they had the trutr.

Christians need to make more ev
dent the truth which they have dis

covered in Jesus Christ. Koejeman
would admonish his fellow believer!

as he does in his book: "The Biblj;

is no less steeped in the expectation!

of such a new order where the wor!

of righteousness shall be peace an

the folk shall live in still, quie:

places. But above that—and as

condition for it—it speaks of th

common ownership of divine things

For after all, Jeremiah prophesie

that no one shall any longer say t

another: 'Teach me to know th

Lord,' because God lives in eac

heart. And God is, according to th

Bible's testimony, Love. Is that nc

a firmer foundation for truth an
righteousness?"

Jesus Christ is the only leader an

the only way. To subject oneself t

Him is the only basis upon whic

true freedom and righteousness, pe

sonal and social, are to be found.
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Five

Years

in

Haiti

Helping the

poorest country

in North America

Hurricane Hazel in 1954 first drew
the attention of the Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee to Haiti. A plan of

help was presented to the Haitian

government. But before it could be
put into practice the government
collapsed. It was not until 1957 that

another program was drawn up.

In January 1958 the first two
workers, Charles Suderman, New-
ton, Kan., and Marlin Pankratz,
Mountain Lake, Minn., set foot on
Haitian soil. Since then the work
has expanded rapidly. Today a total

of twenty-five workers serve in

three locations: Petit Goave, Hos-
pital Albert Schweitzer and Grande
Riviere du Nord.

Mountains and Disease

The Republic of Haiti is less than
one-third the size of Indiana. It oc-

cupies the mountainous western
part of the second largest island in

the West Indies. The Dominican Re-
public borders Haiti. Miami is two
and a half hours away by air.

Under French rule and with slave

labor, Haiti became one of the
richest colonies in the New World.
The slave, driven to work at a re-

lentless pace, revolted when Napo-
leon and France were busy with
revolutions. National independence
came in 1804.

Decades filled with revolution

and political corruption came to a
climax in 1911 to 1915, when Haiti

had seven presidents in four years.

During these decades cash crops
diminished and foreign trade al-

most disappeared. Huge debts crip-

pled the treasury, from which the
country never fully recovered.

Most of Haiti is so mountainous
that it is hard to farm. There is

less than one acre of useful land
per person.

Social class is rigid in Haiti. It

regulates the whole life of the Hai-

tian from the cradle to the grave.
At the top of the social structure

is a small, educated class, common-
ly referred to as the elite. From
this group come government offi-

cials, teachers, doctors, lawyers,
and technicians. If the peasant im-

proved his lot, the position of the
elite and governing class would be
threatened.

The peasant is non-political. He
tries to avoid trouble. He lives in a

Disease takes a heavy toll of life in Haiti.



hut, often only a single room, with

bare dirt floors. The peasant woman
runs the household, cares for the

children, carries water from the

stream for household use, launders

at the stream, cooks, helps her hus-

band till the fields, and carries crops

to market.

Children slip into their work roles

at an early age. It is not uncommon

to see four-year-old boys and girls

carrying home tins of water on their

heads.

About eighty-five per cent of the

population can neither read nor

write. Many children do not attend

school. Parents cannot purchase

schoolbooks because they do not

have enough money. The few rural

schools are far apart. Many peasant

families depend on their children

for a large share of the work.

The close companions of illiteracy

—poverty and disease — occupy a

prominent place among the nation's

problems. The per capita income

is from $25 to $65 a year. Most peas-

ants show signs of undernourish-

ment. Because of a low intake of

protein, many people are anemic.

This, along with superstitious be-

liefs, poor sanitation and polluted

water, makes it possible for disease

to take a heavy toll.

Statistics of disease do not exist.

It is estimated, however, that about

one-fourth of the infants die in their

first year and only fifty per cent

of the survivors live to adulthood.

Most of the deaths in Haiti are at-

tributed to infectious and parasitic

diseases. The number one killer is

tuberculosis which accounts for

over forty per cent of the deaths

in the period of young adulthood.

Agricultural Aid

Six volunteers have worked with

Marco Depestre, a Haitian Metho-

dist pastor, near Petit Goave. De-

pestre has developed an agricultural

cooperative which centers on a six-

acre farm just outside the town.

Through this extension program,

the fellows have had an opportu-

nity to enter into the community and

church life of the peasant farmers

in nearby mountain districts.

In January, 1960, Elaine Bru-

bacher, a nurse from Kitchener,

Ont., began a medical and health

education program. She treated peo-

ple in the surrounding mountain

area, making trips to outlying sta-

tions by horseback. Since Miss Bru-

bacher completed her term, the

work is being continued by two Hai-

tian nurses.

At present only one volunteer,

Henry Koop of St. Catharines, On-

tario, is working at Petit Goave.

Plans are to discontinue assistance

there when he terminates his serv-

ice this month.

Medical Aid.

Hospital Albert Schweitzer began

when a Texas rancher, oilman, and
banker, William L. Mellon, became
so impressed with Albert Schweitz-

er's philosophy of service that he

sold his ranch to enter medical

training. At the same time Mr. and

Mrs. Mellon established the Grant
Foundation in order to build and
operate a modern 100-bed hospital

at Deschappeles in the Artibonite

Valley of Haiti.

In June, 1956, Hospital Albert

Schweitzer was completed and Dr.

Mellon became its first doctor. The
hospital is now in full operation,

serving over 1,000 patients weekly.

The staff now includes eight doc-

tors.

The first two Mennonite nurses

for Hospital Albert Schweitzer ar-

rived in February, 1958. Several

months later, a laboratory tech-

nician and two other nurses fol-

lowed.

A communnity development pro-

gram was begun by the hospital in

1959. The program includes sanita-

tion projects, education, preventive

medicine and agricultural work in

connection with the 200-acre farm
owned by the hospital.

Presently eleven volunteers are

serving at the hospital and commu-
nity project, working with the oth-

er employees.

In 1958 the Mennonite Central

Committee became aware of an un-

used hospital in the northern plains

of Haiti. Investigations revealed

that the Haitian Department of Pub-

lic Health had erected this twenty-

bed hospital but had never placed

it in operation because of lack of

funds and shortage of personnel.

After contact with Haitian gov-

ernment officials, the Mennonite
Central Committee was invited to

staff and operate Hospital Grande
Riviere du Nord. In July 1959 an
agreement was signed with the Re
public of Haiti. It provided a five-

year rent-free lease of the facilities

and $200 for medicines per month.

The United States International Co-

operation Administration provided

$15,000 for equipment.

Dr. John Bender, Goshen, Ind.,

pioneered the work at Grande Ri-

viere du Nord, holding the first

clinic day on December 9, 1959. Dr
Bender was joined by three nurses

and a maintenance man. The staff

now includes four doctors, three

nurses, a maintenance man, a dieti

cian, a laboratory technician, and a

director in community development

Haitians are serving in every ares

of the hospital, including two med
ical doctors.

Hospital Grande Riviere du Norc

has a maximum capacity of thirtj

with over half of the beds desig

nated for children. Only critically

ill patients are admitted; the resi

are seen in clinic and treated on ar

outpatient basis. Many patient

come in from the hills, some frorr

a distance of eight hours away—
either walking or riding a burro.

General clinic is held three time;

weekly, with an average of 121

treated on a clinic day. Specia

clinics such as those for tubercu
;

;t

losis and eye disease are held a

regular intervals. Mobile clinic

are also held in several nearb

towns. In July, 1962, over 3,700 pa;

tients were given clinical treatment

Much effort is spent in preventiv<

aspects of medicine. The work o:

two fulltime Haitian public healtl

nurses, the production of a fifteen

minute radio health program ead

two weeks, health posters, dail;

clinic lectures and preventive healtl

clinics are among the means nov

employed. An immunization pre

gram is also being organized.

Several of the unit members a

Grande Riviere du Nord are alsi

active in the area of communit
development. They have been gi\

ing encouragement and guidance
|

a Community Council, which is trj

ing to carry out a program in san

tation and education.

Two men have also been stationer

at the Grande Pre Agricultural Cer

ter several miles from Grande R:

viere du Nord. The farm, operate

jointly by the Haitian governme
and the United States Internation

Cooperation Administration, serv

as a training center for farm youth

and extension agents and as a. rt

search and demonstration center fo

new breeds, varieties and teel

niques.

...
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ilankets Airlifted to Algeria

^proximately 12,000 blankets are

cheduled to be sent to Algeria by
hartered aircraft on Tuesday, Jan-

ary 22, by the Mennonite Central

Committee.

Bedding is urgently needed in Al-

exia. Some estimate that over

00,000 in the Constantine-Batna

rea alone are without blankets.

Loss Orr, an American relief work-
r in Algeria, stated recently, "Each
lorning bodies of these homeless
eople are found lying against the

utside wall of buildings, in bombed-
ut homes, or on the road . . . dead,

can't say how urgently we need
lankets."

The Mennonites have been send-

ing bedding to Algeria throughout
the fall. Over 5,500 went to that

country in the last half of 1962. In

November the Mennonite Central

Committee cleaned out its Akron,
Pa., warehouse with its final ship-

ment for the year. The generous re-

sponse of the churches of Canada
and the United States to the blanket

drive on December 9 again replen-

ished the stock.

After the blankets started to

come in, plans were made for an-

other shipment to Algeria, but a

dock strike along the eastern sea-

board of the United States prevent-

EW CHURCH IN BUHLER. In 1960 the formerly rural Hebron congregation of Buhler,

Can., decided to relocate to the north edge of the city of Buhler. Groundbreaking for

tie new church took place in April, 1962. The estimated cost of the new sanctuary
nd educational unit was $100,000. A dedication service is being planned for March 31.

ed the blankets from being sent by
boat. Halifax was tried, but its fa-

cilities were taxed to the limit be-

cause of the U.S. strike. No shipment
could be scheduled from that port

until March, much too late to help
the freezing Algerians.

Peter J. Dyck, MCC director in

Europe and North Africa, in re-

sponse to a query whether blankets
should be airlifted, cabled: "650,000

blankets needed . . . only 60,000 ar-

rived to date . . . therefore believe

paying $12,000 (to) airlift 400 bales
... is best."

Various airlines were asked to

give quotations on a charter. KLM
was finally given the task. The
blankets will be loaded later this

week, and the flight is expected to

leave New York on January 22. Re-
lief workers are standing ready to

distribute the blankets as soon as
they arrive.

The flight will cost nearly $12,000,

or approximately one dollar a
blanket. Half of the cost is being
covered by contributions which
came in during the recent blanket
drive. It is hoped that the rest will

come in from concerned friends.

Contributions for the airlift should
go through regular relief channels.

CAMP DIRECTORS CONVENTION

The first international convention

of the Christian Camp and Confer-

ence Association will be held March
26-29 at the George Williams Col-

lege Camp, Williams Bay, Wis. Its

purpose will be to help camp di-

rectors, managers and board mem-
bers share ideas and information
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on camping programs and camp
and conference operations.

Featured as speakers and re-

source people will be Betty van der

Smissen, an expert on Christian edu-

cation and camping programs; Jack

Wyrtzen, director of the Word of

Life camps in New York, Brazil and

Mexico; Fred V. Rogers, former

president of the American Camping
Association, Henry Brandt, Chris-

tian psychologist and personnel ex-

pert; and Oswald Goering, Profes-

sor of physical education at North-

ern Illinois University.

REASONS FOR JULY 1965

Sessions of the General Conference

Mennonite Church have traditional-

ly been held in August every third

year. For the next session the pat-

tern will change, and the confer-

ence will be held July 10-16. Orlando

A. Waltner, executive secretary of

the General Conference, gives rea-

sons for the change:

"At the Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,

General Conference sessions last

August a 'straw' vote indicated that

the assembly disapproved the last

two weeks of August 1965 as pos-

sible dates for the next triennium

sessions. The manager of the YMCA
grounds at Estes Park was asked

to cancel the tentative reservations

of the August dates he was keeping

for us. It was then that he shared

with us information that a week
during July was available during

which the triennial sessions could

be scheduled. This information had
not been available to us at the time

of the Bethlehem meetings.

"The Executive Committee of the

Western District Conference, which

will host the 1965 conference, stud-

ied the possibility of convening the

sessions in the month of July. This

committee submitted a recommen-

dation to the Executive Committee
of the General Conference which in

its November meeting in Berne ap-

proved the scheduling of the 1965

sessions for July 10-16 in Estes Park,

Colo. This decision is the result of

considerable investigation and con-

sultation. It involved the judgment
of individuals living in widely scat-

tered sections of Canada and the

United States.

"The 1965 sessions should be an
experience of Christian fellowship

and worship, of Conference review

and projection, of discussion and

study, and under the lordship of

Jesus Christ of involvement and
commitment to new and greater re-

sponsibilities—all this within the re-

laxing yet stimulating environment

of the Colorado Rocky Mountains."

AUGUST STUDENT SEMINAR

Many university students would like

to relate their Mennonite heritage

to their intellectual development.

Some have taken a year off either

before or after graduate training

to go to a Bible college or semi-

nary. But many can not afford this.

Nevertheless they want to become
more familiar with the rich biblical

and theological heritage of the Men-
nonite church. Theology is no long-

er the "queen of the sciences" if it

ever really was. But a theological

orientation is essential if significant

witnessing is to take place.

The three major groups of Men-
nonites in the United States and

Canada have planned a summer
seminar. By doing so the church

recognizes the validity of graduate

study and encourages its graduate

students to remain in vital contact

with the church as they pursue

their studies.

The seminar will be held in Elk
hart, Ind., using the facilities of;

Mennonite Biblical Seminary. The
dates are August 12-23.

One of the aims of the program!

is to introduce students to sound

methods of Bible study. Core of the

seminar is a daily two-hour course

on Mennonite beliefs. There will

be special interest groups to study ||i

the relation of Christianity to the

behavioral and physical sciences

William Klassen, associate pro-

fessor of New Testament at Men
nonite Biblical Seminary will serve »

as director of the seminar. Klassen

has taught at the seminary for the

past four years with one year out «

to study psychiatry at the Mennin-

ger Foundation, Topeka, Kan. He
did his doctoral work at Princeton

Theological Seminary where he

graduated in 1960. He served as co>

editor of Current Issues in Neu
Testament Interpretation (Harpers

1962). In addition to directing the!

seminar, Klassen will teach tht

course on Mennonite beliefs.

Two men will be serving in the

area of Bible instruction. One oi

these, David Ewert, will be leading

the participants in a week of Bibk

study in the New Testament. Eweri

Estes Park, Colorado, site of the July, 1965, General Conference sessions.



reaches at the Mennonite Brethren

Bible College, Winnipeg. He is a

graduate of the University of Brit-

sh Columbia and of Central Baptist

?eminary in Toronto. He has done
idditional graduate work.

Millard Lind will lead a week of

3ible study in the Old Testament.

And is assistant professor of Old

Testament at Goshen (Ind.) Col-

ege Biblical Seminary having

ierved as pastor, writer of Sunday
ichool material, and editor of Chris-

tian Living. He is a candidate for

he doctor's degree at Western Theo-

logical Seminary, Pittsburgh.

In the field of theology and ethics,

. Lawrence Burkholder, associate

irofessor of pastoral psychology at

larvard Divinity School will lec-

ure. He spent five years in India

md China in relief service for

Church World Service and UNRRA.
n 1958 he received his doctorate in

heology at Princeton Seminary.
He has been deeply involved in

he life of the Mennonite church
nd his commitment to it is evi-

enced by his contribution to the

ormation of a Mennonite fellow-

hip in the greater Boston area. It

> anticipated that he will share

'ith members of the seminar some
f the experiences that have come
s a result of the interrelation of

hurch and university at Harvard.
Albert J. Meyer, dean of Bethel

College, will also join the seminar
Dr one week. Meyer has a Ph.D. in

uclear physics from Princeton Uni-

ersity (1954) and has had several

ears of relief work experience in

lurope. As Kent Fellow he spent a
ear (1953-54) studying theology
nd physics at Basel. His experience
i student work, in research and
.'aching physics, as executive sec-

tary of the Puidoux Theological
mferences, and his ability to acti-

ate concerns about the nature of
le church all promise to make his

>ntribution to the seminar a sig-

ficant one.

Other personnel will be drawn in

; resource persons. John Howard
ader will present several lectures
the group. While working as an

Iministrative assistant at the Men-
mite Board of Missions and Char-
es, Elkhart, he has continued to

irsue theological dialogue, last

>ar participating in discussions
>out the church's mission at the
orld Council of Churches.
Otto Klassen, medical director of

Oaklawn Psychiatric Center, will

spend one evening with the group
exploring the subject: "Change and
Stress Within the Family During
Graduate School." Klassen is a

graduate of the Medical School of

the University of Illinois (1953) and
also of the Menninger School of

Psychiatry, Topeka, Kan., (1957).

While allowing for flexibility the

program has a number of specific

goals. One of these is to introduce

students to sound methods of Bible

study. It is hoped that the student

will acquire an adequate method of

studying the Bible and that the con-

tents of the Bible will be more
meaningful to him.

The core of the seminar will be

the course on Mennonite beliefs. It

will begin by tracing the broad
outlines of the history of the Ana-
baptist-Mennonites and then pay
special attention to those aspects

of our heritage which justify our
continuing existence, such as the

nature of the church, the nature
of the Christian life, the world and
Christian ways of overcoming evil.

Outside resource people will be

used in this course to give a wider
perspective on the richness of the

dynamic elements of our heritage.

Attention will be paid to communi-
cating our heritage in our time.

Free time will be provided so

that individual interests and con-

cerns can be pursued in the library

of the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries. Seminars dealing
with special interests (e.g., "Christi-

anity and the Behavioral Sciences,"

"Christianity and the Physical Sci-

ences,") will be available as elee-

tives for those desiring them.
The Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries central campus, located

at Elkhart, Indiana, will be host to

the Seminar. Apartments will be
available as well as dormitory
rooms for single students. The cost

of room and board will not exceed

$30 for single students for the two
weeks and the cost of room for
married students will not exceed $30.

The seminar is designed primarily
for graduate students in the arts

and sciences who have not had op-

portunity to work seriously at inte-

grating the Christian faith with
their field of work. A limited num-
ber of mature undergraduates will

be admitted. Preference will be giv-

en to men who have completed an
A.B. degree or its equivalent with

the number of participants limited
to twenty-five. Some consideration
will be given to representation from
the various groups supporting the
seminar. The tuition costs will be
covered by the supporting organiza-
tions. Travel stipends are available
to applicants otherwise eligible to
attend. All inquiries should be ad-
dressed to: William Klassen, Direc-
tor of Summer Seminar, 3003 Ben-
ham, Elkhart, Ind.

HYMN CONTEST

The Mennonite Song Festival Com-
mittee has announced that there is

still time for interested persons to

obtain rules and information about
the fifth annual hymn-text contest.

This year's entries are to center on
the theme of World Peace and
Brotherhood, since there is a lack
of good hymns on this subject. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the best

entries as judged by the Hymn So-

ciety of America. The deadline for

the contest is March 1. Write to

Hymn Contest, North Newton, Kan.,
for detailed information.

LESSONS IN GENESIS

In February, March and April, a
series of thirteen lessons devoted
to the Book of Genesis will be pre-

sented on "Frontiers of Faith."

Hagen Staack, professor of religion

at Muhlenberg College, Allentown,
Pa., will be the lecturer. Originally

trained in Germany as a geologist,

Staack also teaches a graduate
course in geology at Temple Univer-
sity, Philadelphia.

Assigning a thirteen-week series

to lessons represents a policy de-

parture for "Frontiers of Faith."

It is being done because the Broad-
casting and Film Commission of

the National Council of Churches
believes this approach has not been
used before in network television

and it is "time to try to see if this

is good, reasonable and worthwhile
use of its TV network time."

Going back to the Old Testament
for program source material is an-

other departure for "Frontiers of
Faith," which in recent seasons has
been largely pegged to contempo-
rary issues. It reflects Staack's be-

lief that modern Protestantism has
"largely neglected" the Old Testa-
ment and that it is time to "take
the Book off the shelf, undust it,

bring it alive and show it is really
relevant to our day."
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CALENDAR

Conferences

Feb. 12-14—Association of Menno-

nite Hospitals and Homes, Cincin-

nati

Feb. 28 - March 1—Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

ference

May 7-9_inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Canadian Conference

Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-

day School Convention, Winnipeg

Western

Feb. 5-8 — School for Ministers,

Hesston College, Hesston, Kan.

Western District Conference and

South Central Mennonite Confer-

ence, sponsors.

Feb. 17 — Mission Festival, Alex-

anderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,

Verney Unruh, speaker.

Other

Feb. 14, 15—Mennonite Disaster

Service meeting at Mennonite Breth-

ren Church, Hillsboro, Kan.

June 3 — Bluffton College Com-

mencement Day. Vernon Neufeld,

speaker.

DEATHS

Julie Ingraham, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Lee Ingraham, Country

Church, Monroe, Wash., born Nov.

6, 1962, and died Jan. 2.

Mrs. Oliver Kaufman, Salem

Church, Freeman, S. D., born Dec.

14, 1899, and died Jan. 5.

David Andrew Kaufman, Conger-

ville (111.) Church, born Oct. 6,

1871, and died Dec. 10. Surviving

are five sons and one daughter.

Martha DeLong Lrikkas, Friedens-

berg Church, Avon, S. D., born Sept.

27, 1890, in Kieinre, Netherlands,

and died Dec. 18. She was the moth-

er of nine children.

Mrs. Katie Mutchelknaus, Sugar-

creek, Ohio, born May 20, 1895, and

died Dec. 17.

Rudolph H. Penner, First Church,

Beatrice, Neb., born April 29, 1901,

and died Dec. 25.

Martha Preheim Schrag, Salem

Church, Freeman, S. D., born Sept.

18, 1898, and died Dec. 21.

Mrs. Mary Goering Stucky, First

Church, Pretty Prairie, Kan., born

March 27, 1884, and died Dec. 19.

Surviving are two sons and two

daughters.

P. S. Voth, Alexanderwohl Church,

Goessel, Kan., born July 14, 1879,

and died Dec. 29. His wife and four

children survive.

Mrs. D. R. Winsinger, West Zion

Church, Moundridge, Kan., born

March 7, 1879, and died Dec. 22. Her
husband, one son, and one daugh-

ter survive.

Peter B. Woelk, First Church,

Newton, Kan., born 1888 in South

Russia, and died Dec. 9.

Mrs. J. R. Krehbiel, First Church,

Pretty Prairie, Kan., born June 3,

1879, and died Jan. 6.

Mrs. Abr. E. Kroeker, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan., born April 20,

1894, and died Jan. 12.

BAPTISMS

Faith Memorial Church, Filer,

Idaho, on Oct. 7: Ardean Lang; on

Dec. 23: Gary Shetler, Ira Lee Stutz-

man.

J. Lawrence
Burkholder,

David Ewert,

Albert Meyer,

(see: August
Student Seminar)

5

,3

[(

da:

MARRIAGES

George R. Ediger, Bethel Church

Inman, Kan., and Margaret Irene

Voght, First Church, Glenmore St.
;

Kelowna, B. C, on Dec. 22.

Gordon Gerber, First Church

Sugarcreek, Ohio, to Sandra Dannis

United Church of Christ, Sugar

creek, Ohio, on Aug. 18.

Irwin Loeffler, Bethel Church, In

man, Kan., and Mrs. Marilyn O

Toole, First Church, Newton, Kan.

on Dec. 28.

Celia Ann Vogt, and Jerald Franz

First Church, Newton, Kan., or

Dec. 29.

Donna Wedel, First Church

Moundridge, Kan., and J. Clydi

Bradbury, Methodist Church, or

Dec. 30.

Kay Wedel, First Church, Mound
ridge, Kan., to Paul McKnab, Pres

byterian Church, on Nov. 23.

Larry Zimmerly and Diana Smith

First Church, Bluffton, Ohio, or

Nov. 10.

WORKERS

Adolf Ens, field secretary for stu v

dent services, will contact student

in universities on the west coas

January 15-21. He will be in Fresn

and Reedley, Calif., and in Var

couver, B. C. He will also see sti

dents in Winnipeg, Man., where h

will attend the annual Council o

Boards of the Conference of Mei

nonites in Canada on behalf of th

Board of Christian Service.

Abe and Henry Hildebrand, Berj

thai Church, Winkler, Man., ar

helping in the construction of th

Liberal, Kan., church under th

Winter Service program. Arrivin

in Liberal on Jan. 7, they will r

main with the project until it

completed. Alfred Miller, Mario

S. D., joined the project on Jan. 1

He is also serving under the wint

service program.

Walter Klaassen, assistant prof*

sor of Bible at Bethel Colle?

North Newton, Kan., will serve

the main speaker at the annual

ble Week lectures to be held at 1

Canadian Mennonite Bible Colle

in Tuxedo, February 18-20.

study will be based on Colossia
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\AINISTERS

J. W. Schmidt has recently be-

come the minister of the Sterling

ivenue Church, Winnipeg, Man.
John Sprunger, pastor of East

Swamp Church, Quakertown, Pa.,

innounced his resignation after the

worship service, Sunday, Jan. 6.

3is resignation will become effee-

ive as of June 23. Sprunger has

iccepted the call to the Church of

he Good Samaritan, Holland, Pa.

J. L. Zacharias and his wife of

^learbrook, B. C, celebrated their

jolden wedding anniversary on Dec.

iO. Zacharias has been serving as

issistant pastor of the Clearbrook
Church for the past two years.

HE LAYMAN'S WIFE

Dear Editor: After reading the two
articles on ministers' wives (pages
.8-21) one wonders why young girls

vould ever submit themselves into

his position (especially after they
lad read these articles). We, the

aymen's wives, must certainly be
;pared of a lot of "frustrations" we
iren't aware of. Haven't we been
•onsiderate enough of our minis-

ers' wives so as to justify such ar-

icles in our church paper? Laura
^laming, Rt. 2, Hillsboro, Kan.

\ HAPPY MINISTER'S WIFE

)ear Editor: When The Mennonite
jJan. 8] arrived this morning I

iaturally read with eager interest

'our two articles concerning minis-

ers' wives — for I am one! The ar-

icles contained many good points,

>ut like most articles on this sub-

ect I have read they were much
xaggerated. I grew up in a minis-
er's home and now I am married
0 a minister and I have never
ound life in the parsonage to be
s grim and exacting as these ar-

icles lead one to believe. Maybe I

m just fortunate or our congrega-
ion is especially considerate, but I

an honestly say that no one pries
lto our private affairs except in
ie spirit of genuine concern which
1 given to all members of our
tiurch. I have time to change my
aby's diapers, no one counts my

sheets and towels on the line, or

marks my coming and going about
town, or criticizes my clothing.

There are some real problems to

being a minister's wife, but the joys

and satisfactions far outweigh any
difficulties. Most situations can be

handled by common sense, a sense

of humor and real devotion to the

Lord and the people He has given

us to shepherd. There isn't anything
I'd rather be! Dorothea (Mrs.

Heinz) Jamen, 109 E. Adams St.,

Washington, III.

GIRL FRIGHTENER

To the Editor: Are there two kinds

of Christianity—one for the minis-

ter's wife and another for the rest

of the congregation? All of us who
belong to Christ should love and
serve one another. Surely a minis-

ter's wife should be as free as any
other Christian to become the per-

son God wishes her to be. Perhaps
she feels called to prepare literacy

materials for new converts rather
than to keep a spotless house. Per-

haps she can grow geraniums to

the glory of God much better than
she can teach a Sunday school class.

Let her be herself. If a minister's

wife wishes to play golf before
breakfast or take aviation lessons,

I think she should feel perfectly

free to do so without asking first

whether everyone in the congrega-
tion would approve.

Is it not cruel to have some 200
women in a congregation critically

supervising the housekeeping or
clothing of one woman? Is it not
also cruel to expect a minister's

wife (or minister) to have no close

personal friends? After all mere
human beings need one another.

If a young woman thinking of

marrying a fellow about to enter
seminary were to read those two
articles, I should think she might
be so frightened by the standards
set up that she would beg her fiance

to do something else instead. Elaine
Sommers Rich, Box 27, North New-
ton, Kan.

ON BEING HERSELF

Dear Editor: I wonder what would
happen to the organization of the
Church if we were to grant minis-

ters' wives the right to be them-
selves? I feel any woman (and es-

pecially a minister's wife) makes
the greatest contribution to those

around her and her family when she
is creatively and uniquely herself.

She, in turn, becomes most effective

when she allows her family and
associates to be normal, integrated

individuals with their own interests,

abilities and peculiarities (without
the fears and frustrations of "hav-
ing to be an example"), and when
she is feminine enough to contrib-

ute to the welfare of others be-

cause she receives them in an ac-

cepting way.
If I am basically open-minded

but put on a conservative front,

for the sake of convenience, then
I am really neither; and if I put
on airs of orderliness and am nat-

urally not so meticulous, I am worse
than either extreme could be—for

to myself I am total confusion.

The complicated and irresponsible

demands we make on the minis-

ter's wife would not exist if we
realized the impossibility of fitting

her into someone else's mold.

I find it hard to believe that the

minister's wife is so weak that
she needs this "personality skeleton"

as a crutch by which to stand be-

cause she isn't individually unique.

Or do we perhaps wish to force all

ministers' wives into this mold to

free us as a congregation from the

uncomfortable job of choosing per-

sonalities which are the most con-

genial to our needs, and as indi-

viduals from having to face the

personal demands these real people

and their vision of Christ make
upon us? Marilyn (Mrs. William)
Klassen, 353 W. Cleveland, Elkhart,
Ind.

NOT A TRUE PICTURE

Dear Editor: I am not a pastor's

wife. Am merely the husband of a

pastor's wife, but I feel the article

in the January 8 issue on the min-
ister's wife as she sees herself may
be relevant in some situations or in

some few areas but generally is not
applicable. It is not a true picture.

However, since this was now writ-

ten the people will sure be watching
the minister's wife and the article

will make the wives conscious of

this watching. Am sure the situa-

tion as described in the article ex-

isted in every church years ago but

in very limited number of cases to-

day. Please so advise prospective'

wives of prospective ministers.

Ward W. Shelly, 2110 Birchwood
Rd., Lancaster, Pa.
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Inflation

or Luxury,

which?

The General Conference Council

of Boards meeting in Berne, Indi-

ana, in late November, adopted a

budget of over one and one-quarter

million dollars to carry on the work
of the conference for the year 1963.

Every year the Conference budget

has edged upward and this year

marks the fourth time that it has

exceeded one million dollars. Even
though the budget is increased ev-

ery year, the Conference program
has not been expanded substantial-

ly. Costs to perform the same serv-

ices have increased due to inflation.

Based on a Conference member-
ship of 50,000, the budget of the

General Conference represents an

average of about $25.00 per mem-
ber annually or about fifty cents

per week. This represents the cost

of coffee in a daily coffee break.

For the larger outreach that the

conference represents, this amount
does not appear too burdensome, or

too sacrificial.

The General Conference budget

does not include money contributed

for local church operation, building

programs, community homes and
hospitals, educational institutions,

or other charitable causes. Base. 1
,

on information compiled in "The
General Conference 1962-63 Hand-
book of Information," the total giv-

ing (local church operating and
building, hospitals and homes, edu-

cational institutions, district and
General Conference, and non-Confer-

ence causes) of all the Conference

members was about $5,500,000. dur-

ing the year of 1961. On a per mem-
ber basis this figure represents a

contribution of about $110.00 or

slightly more than $2.00 per week.

Considering inflated, prosperous

times, this amount seems very small.

It is impossible to calculate ac-

curately in percentage of income

what the total giving of the mem-
bership of the Conference repre-

sents. However, by assuming aver-

age figures it may be possible to

estimate percentages. Assuming that

50,000 members represent 17,000

family units with an average in-

come of $4,000. annually. This would

mean that each family unit would

have contributed $330 to all causes

listed above. Since a tithe would

be $400, the average giving would

be a little more than three-quarters

of a tithe. This may not be accur-

ate but could be an indication.

The U. S. government provides

that up to thirty per cent of an in-

dividual's gross adjusted income

that is contributed to a charitable

institution may be income tax free.

Simply stated, the government per-

mits a giving of three tithes to

charitable institutions income tax

free. The membership of the Con-

ference, probably, takes advantage

of an average of about three-fourths

of a tithe.

Much complaint is heard today

about the high cost of living and

the difficulty of balancing the fam-

ily budget. The increasing spiral of

inflation is, undoubtedly, causing

financial stress to many segments

of the nation's economy. People

with small fixed incomes are having

difficulty in making ends meet. The
small businessman is faced with in-

creasing overhead due to inflation

and decreasing margins of profit be-

cause of intense competition. In

many homes the wife and mother
is seeking employment to help meet

the family budget.

In contrast, even though there is

complaint of high food costs, sta-

tistics indicate that the people in

America today are spending a small-

er percentage of their income on
food and eating better than at any
time in history. Stated another way,

it means the American people are

working fewer hours to earn their

daily bread than they ever did be-

fore. It also means they are spend-

ing more money on non-food items

such as more elaborate homes,

automobiles, clothing, gadgets of

convenience, entertainment, and

sports than ever before. This is true

in a world where a good percentage

of the people do not have sufficient

food to satisfy their dietary needs,

In the light of these facts, it may
be fitting to stop occasionally and

examine our personal giving as well

as our living habits to see if they

conform to Christian standards.

Although inflation is blamed for

the financial stress of our time, tht

hard truth is that the high cost of

living is due mostly to the fact that

we live in extravagant luxury. Lux
urious living not only drains our

financial resources but tends to duY

our sense of stewardship. Ever

though large incomes make luxury

possible, Biblical stewardship does

not justify self-indulgence.

The majority of the laymen make
their greatest contribution to the

work of the church and Conference

by financial gifts. A deep sense o:

dedication is required for able men
to give sacrificially in periods of

prosperity. Dedication is acquirecj

only when men have a genuine con
|

cern for the lost and unfortunat(

people of the world.

The revealing fact about studyinf I

the Conference budget is the smalf
[

individual obligation in financial

support it represents in the ligh

of its world-wide witness. Th<

great challenging fact is that if eacl »

member of the General Conferenc<

in the year 1963 would set asid< a

only one dime per day for the year

in addition to the dime per workinj si

day they contributed last year, th :t;

Conference budget would be doi V

bled. The implication is not tha ts

the budget is easy to raise or ir

crease but that on the average i

represents such a small percentag

of our personal spending habits. W
must consider the fact that avei

ages are sometimes misleading an

that many need to go considerabl;

above the average to balance thoS

many who cannot or do not com
up to make the average. The gres

challenge is that we can meet an

increase our church and Conferenc

budgets if we have the dedicatio:

to plan our giving according to ou

ability and then give consistently.
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\llan Eitzen

/e were all sitting under the
orte cochere of the driveway at

larry's house when we saw a po-
ce car drive slowly by. "Dumb
atfoots!" said Harry belligerently

nder his breath. Then he laughed.
They'll be looking for those car-

>ns of cigarettes a long time," he
tid.

I had a creepy, tingly feeling
ong my spine. For I was part of
ie small crime that had been com-
itted last night—except that I had
3t been a part of it deliberately,

mean, I hadn't known the gang
as going to break into Green-
ood's Grocery Store and steal

omething. I was fairly new with

Nellie M. Stewart

the gang and still thrilled that they
allowed me to ride around in their

souped-up jalopy with them, be-

cause I was a year younger than
any of them and they sure didn't

want kids with them. So I tried to

act older than my thirteen years
by agreeing with anything anybody
else said. Deliberately I copied new
slang words they used and some-
times I laughed at things that were
said though I didn't really know
what they were talking about.
Like the evening Harry said non-

chalantly, "You guys hear about
Slinky?" And without waiting for a
reply, "I fixed his little red wagon

—

but good!"

The others laughed and I laughed,
too. And it was quite a while later

before I discovered that there had
been a gang fight and that a boy
named Marvin would be disfigured

for life because of knife gash
wounds inflicted by Harry.

I don't rightly know why I want-
ed so much to be a member of this

gang, but I did. I was in my junior

year in high school now, having
graduated from junior high a little

younger than most boys. That was
how I came to be hanging around
the Owl Drugstore in our neighbor-

hood instead of at the malt shop
with the other kids my own age. At
the drugstore there was another

MO RIGHT TO CRY
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group from the high school and I

sat on the high stool along with

them ordering double fudge sundaes

and banana splits and one day
when the gang was about to go

riding in Harry's rebuilt convertible

somebody said, "Come on, Larry,"

and I went along with them. After

that I just sort of tagged along

with them—and I was always

scared somebody would look at me
suddenly and say, "Hey, what's this

kid doing with us?" Because I knew
I was younger than they were.

But so far nobody had, and I was
beginning to feel secure. I mean, I

hardly ever thought of being thrown

out any more. My big concern now
was to have plenty of spending

money in my pockets — and that

was why I sold my skates and my
bicycle and the telescope my aunt

had sent me for Christmas. I hated

to let them go, but I had to keep up

with the gang somehow and the

dollar a week my parents gave me
for an allowance wouldn't do it.

My folks found out about the bi-

cycle and skates and telescope and

were angry. "What do you need all

that money for?" my father de-

manded. And my mother said, "You

are running around with the wrong
bunch of boys, Larry. No good will

come of it. Why don't you go around

with Mike and Skeeter the way you

used to?"

But I didn't want to go with Mike
and Skeeter any more. I used to

see them playing ball on the corner

empty lot sometimes and I noticed

that two or three of the kids were
little kids, only ten or eleven years

old—and I thought I was 'way past

them. I mean, they did things I

never would have thought of doing

—and I was astonished and appre-

hensive. Like the day the Ringling

Brothers Circus came to town. At

first I wasn't going to say anything

to the gang about it, thinking may-
be at their age they'd not be in-

terested in it. I had an idea I'd just

go see it by myself some evening.

Then one night Harry said, "Let's

go to the circus—huh?"
I perked up my ears and Pete

McClaffy and Dave looked up with

interest and asked, "How we gonna
get in?"

I opened my mouth (I was about

to say that I had four dollars and

I'd share it as far as it went) but I

closed it again as I saw Harry's

grin. Like the others I waited for

him to tell us what he had in mind.

"I've been scouting around a little,"

said Harry, smirking. "And I found

something." He waited until the

words sunk in for us and until we
all waited expectantly, and then he

said: "There's a ditch drain under

the fence down at the north end.

You can't see it unless you know
where it's located — but I walked

around the fence and I found it."

The circus was being held on the

old fairgrounds and the grounds

were enclosed by a high chain link

fence. It was very effective, being

the kind of fence that is too tightly

woven for anybody's foot to fit in

the small links, so shinnying over

the top of it never had been easy.

Besides, it was about nine feet tall.

But a drainage ditch at the bottom

would mean we might be able to

crawl under. . . .

And that was what we did. The
tickets to the circus were only eighty

cents and all of us had money
enough for that, but we didn't buy

tickets. We followed Harry and

found the ditch (which had some
water in it so that all of us got

inside the grounds with muddy
clothes) and we didn't buy tickets.

But I didn't enjoy it, somehow. I

kept looking at the mud on my blue

jeans and I kept feeling guilty, and

I kept thinking that for only eighty

cents we could have had the free-

dom of knowing we hadn't done

something wrong.

But I didn't say anything. I fol-

lowed Harry and the others around

and presently I was sitting on a

make-shift seat along with the oth-

ers. About half-way through the

show Harry disappeared for awhile

and presently came back carrying

half a dozen bags of popcorn. I

was astonished; I wanted to ask

where he got them; did he pay for

them? Then I swallowed the

thought; I knew he hadn't paid for

them. I never did find out just how
he managed to get them.

We went to the festival the same
way—Harry found an entrance to

the grounds without going through

the main gate and buying tickets.

The festival was something like a

regular state fair, with exhibits and
a huge flower show. No kiddihg, the

flower show was terriffic. I never

saw flowers arranged in so many
spectacular ways and there was one

orchid room that was so beautiful

I had a sort of feeling of sacredness

I

:,f.

just looking at it. So when we were

outside and I happened to look at

Harry and saw that he was wearing

a gorgeous purple orchid pinned to

his sweater, I was a little bit sick

to my stomach. "Here, you guys,"

Harry said, grinning, "Wear an

orchid on me!"
The other guys grabbed theirs »

but I said, "Harry, how'd you get; iy

them?" And he chuckled and re-i

plied winking at me, "Ask me no id

h

questions and I'll tell you no lies!

Pretty, aren't they?"

I could tell you plenty of other

things that happened, but there'd By

be no use. In three months' time, leir

however, which was how long I q

was with the gang, I learned plen- pi

ty. I mean, I learned plenty about

how Harry got anything he wanted. K

If I saw him munching a candy bar

I never thought to myself that he'd as i

bought it; I knew he'd "snitched" it i ea

off a counter somewhere. If he camel a

up with a new pen or billfold or a

nice tooled leather belt I never ate

asked questions: I knew Harry's fii

way of getting things wasn't to bu> sa

them.

So why did I stay with the gang? »
Why didn't I look the whole thing Ml

over, and get out of it? I guess ] me.

don't rightly know. But I knew the mo

whole setup was wrong because ] Hie

never—and this is the absolute trutl a

—I never deliberately went aftei scktr

anything myself or stole anything if

And I guess I sort of thought tha' un

let me out—not being one of thos( sn

who tried to outthink and outwl to

the law. ml

So there I was, sitting under the hy

porte cochere of Harry's drivewaj $t

at his home and knowing that it 4
the back of Harry's car were four Afte

teen cartons of cigarettes and sev Hi

eral boxes of candy bars taken frorr ft

Greenwoods Grocery Store the nigh t»

before. I hadn't known Harry hac it;

this thought in mind—getting th«<

cigarettes—when all of us piled intejl

his souped-up built-down convertible

the night before. We'd been driv It a

ing around a while in the early eve

ning and then, suddenly, Harry said

"It's pretty dark now. Let's go ge

some cigarettes."

Even then I didn't tumble. I didn'

smoke—I'd figured out a while be

fore that smoking was not for m
and I thought—well, I guess I didn'

really think at all. I had stoppec

thinking a long time before. Whei
Harry pulled up behind the grocerj
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tore, down a dark alley, and all the

thers piled out, I got out too. Then
got a break. Harry said, "We

an't all go in. We got to get in

rom a little square window here

t the back. I looked it over the

ther day when I happened to be

ere. You come with me, Pete, and
ou others get in the car and get

eady to move when we come out

gain. Dave, you sit at the wheel
nd have everything ready to lam!"
It took them a long time, or

laybe it just seemed long to me.
iut presently Harry and Pete came
urrying out, both of them with
ieir arms full of packages, and
umped them into the car and Har-

y said, "Okay, get rolling!"

It was as simple as that. I re-

lember thinking with astonishment
gain that it was no wonder there

'as so much crime when it was
3 easy! We drove around awhile

mger; Pete and Dave and Harry
moked some of the new cigarettes.

ate a candy bar feeling sick to

ly stomach over the whole thing
nd at the same time wondering if

le boys thought I was a kid be-

ause I ate candy bars instead,

inally Harry dropped me off at

ome. "Drop over to the house to-

lorrow afternoon," Harry said.

The police car drove on past but
len, abruptly, it stopped and began
acking up. At Harry's driveway it

opped and two uniformed police-

len got out. I wanted to run; my
sart began to pound and I knew

—

knew—they had found what they
ere looking for. I don't know why
arry and the others didn't know;
:aybe they did, and were just pre-

nding—but me, I knew.
After a few preliminary questions
hich didn't amount to much, one
)liceman said quietly, "All of you
)ys come along with us. We don't
ant any trouble—come quietly. If

m've done nothing wrong, you
n come back in a little while."
It's queer how different things
ok at a police station with uni-

rmed men going in and out and
police sergeant standing there
king questions, looking at you and
rough you, and writing down an-
gers. But it isn't funny and when
heard Harry giving smart an-
gers and pretending it was funny,

'UTH is sponsored by the Young People's
ion of the General Conference Mennonite
urch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner, 722
iin, Newton, Kansas.

I was disgusted. Why, oh why, I

thought did I ever want to run
around with him?
Why, oh, why ... I asked myself

that question over and over, and
my parents asked me, too. "Why
did you do it, Larry? Why?" Could
I tell them that I had thought
Harry was hot stuff? That I had ad-

mired him? I said, "I don't know,"
and that was the truth.

Because we were all under age
there was a closed hearing and for
a little while I was relieved and
glad. Then nobody would know
what I had got myself into! I said

as much to Harry. "When this is

over I'm going to be different. It

didn't touch me this time, and I'm
not going to get anywhere where
it will touch me!"
Harry gave me a withering

glance. "Didn't touch you? Look,
kid," (I winced when he said that;

it meant 'little boy' to him) "you
got a record now. Didn't you know
that? Yeah, you got a record—as
long as you live, they'll have this

record of you helping rob a store!"
I didn't believe him—and yet I

knew it was true. When the proba-
tion officer came in I asked him
about it. He nodded. "Yes, that's

what so many boys don't under-
stand," he said sadly. "In spite of
everything we can do to protect
you, you've got a record now, son."
Then he added, "But let it be a first

and last offense, son."

I wanted to cry. I wanted to sit

down and bawl and shout to the
world—to the judge, the officers

—

that I hadn't really done anything
wrong. But I didn't. I sat numbly
and listened to the lecture, the warn-
ing; listened to my mother's muffled
sobbing and I knew something they
didn't know: I had known what I

was letting myself in for when I

started running around with Harry
and his gang. I had known most
of the things the gang was doing
were wrong. I'd gone along with
them—and I had no right to cry. I

had no right to cry. . . .

When it was my turn the judge
said, "This is your first offense, son ;

let it be your last. Get out of bad
company; that seems to have been
your worst mistake, getting in with
the wrong crowd. Let it be a lesson
to you—

"

There was more, but that was
enough. Some lessons are pretty
hard to learn, but I learned mine!
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THE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom.

Can you teach an old dog new tricks? You've

probably discussed this question many times. And
you have your own answer, I'm sure. Too many
people shake their heads from side to side. I prefer

to believe what I heard one dog trainer say. He
said, "Yes, but you have to know more than the dog."

We often apply this to people. I have a lot of

faith in dogs, But I have more faith in people.

Most people who try to teach adults make one big

mistake. They try to teach them like children. Now
children don't know too much about the world.

The teacher knows quite a bit more. So the teacher

tells the children.

But you can't do this with adults. Here the so-

called pupils may know more about the world than

the so-called teacher. But most of our Sunday school

classes, church meetings, and church papers act as

though the teacher, leader, or writer knows it all and

the audience knows nothing. This would even be

bad dog training. It would insult the dog's intelli-

gence.

The point is that adults have to work together if

they are going to learn. Learning is not the teacher

bringing a bucket of soup and ladling a little of it

into each pupil's cup. Rather it is everybody bring-

ing their half-filled cups to share in one common pot.

It takes quite a bit of stirring and straining (discus-

sion and study) to get a decent soup out of this kind

of potluck. But it is the basic way for learning.

How does The Mennonite teach? Our Letters

provide one way. Time after time someone will say,

"I always read the Letters first." Or, "I never miss

reading the Letters." And why? Well, there are

many reasons. Many of the letters are well written.

Here is some back talk, and all of us like to see the

authorities put in their places. But I think it is

because Letters is a classroom without a teacher. We
find out how other people think. Sometimes there

are new ideas. In the sharing, someone is learning

something. I am. I hope you are.

We try to carry over the spirit of Letters into other

parts of the magazine. Most articles come, I hope,

in the spirit of testimony. Here is one person's expe-

rience. Here is another person's conviction. But as

a reader, you must test it. Does it agree with your

experience? Through this testing you are learning.

But where are the authorities? Don't we have a

place for them? Yes, on any subject there are people

who have studied more than we have. We need to

give them special attention. But we hope that in

their efforts to share they remember how hard it wa;

for them to learn too.

And what about the authority of the church? Th
individual is not the final source of truth. The indi

vidual tests his truth. But it must also be tested b;

the church, by the Bible, and by God.

The Mennonite, we hope, represents one part

the church in its testing of truth. This testing in

eludes new ideas and old ideas. One day we ma'

discuss and even challenge the church's peace witne~

through alternative service, a program on which mos

of us agree. Certainly, the Conference has take"

official action on this subject. On another day w
may propose tax refusal as a way of witness. Her

the Conference has not spoken.

Sometimes someone will say, "This (or that) mus

be the Conference position, because I read it in The

Mennonite." To guard against this type of mis=

understanding someone proposed that we should carr;

a fine print notice: "Views expressed herein do nc*

necessarily represent the official position of the Gen

eral Conference Mennonite Church." This, of course

would be true.. Many other magazines do the sam

thing. But our official board didn't feel quite righ

about this statement. It was hitting the nail o

the thumb.

So they said, "The Mennonite seeks to witness

teach . . . within the context of Christian love an

freedom." And isn't this enough of a ground nil

for adult learning? Education is an effort to under

stand and to be understood. So let's prepare to

understanding rather than for misunderstanding.

This kind of learning is the best Christian witness

1 hope that somewhere someone will pick up l hi

magazine and say, "Behold how these Christians lev

each other and learn from cadi other."





the ministei

Sixty-four people,

chosen at random,

talk about their minister.

What do you feel is the most

important work of the min-

ister? Why?

To be a shepherd and tend the

sheep. Who else but he knows the

sheep by name and cares for them?

Who else can the sheep trust com-

pletely with their sins and prob-

lems ? Housewife, kk, Idaho

Giving his encouragement and

counsel to the various church or-

ganizations so that the church mem-
bers will take an active part in

the work ol the church. Mail car-

rier, 34, Kansas

I feel that the most important

work of the minister is that of or-

ganization in directing the work
of all departments of the church.

Teacher, 41, Saskatchewan

To bring a living example of the

power of God's presence in all ways

of life. I think he would practice

his faith. Woman, 45, Indiana

We feel that the most important

work of the minister is to guide

and counsel and encourage his con-

gregation. Mechanic, 35, S. D.

Presently I think the most im-

portant work of the minister is to

lead those within the church to a

definite conversion experience, or at

least recommitment to Christ. Stu-

dent, 22, Ohio

Preaching the gospel. The rea-

son I attend church is to hear it

preached. The social life, sermons

on sex and marriage, and music

and arts are very much secondary.

I believe all ministers should do

some evangelization work within

the congregation from the pulpit

and with individuals. Salesman, If2,

South Dakota

To me the most important work
of the minister is to interpret the

Word of God in such a manner that

members can understand the rela-

tionship of the Christian religion

to our modern society. Our way of

life is different than in biblical

times. . . . The Christian religion

will be expressed differently by dif-

ferent groups and people conse-

quently the minister must preach

love, prayer, giving, life after death,

evangelism, correction, and show the

direct relationship to, and effect on,

our total society. Executive, 33, Ne-

braska

I feel that the most important

work of the minister is to teach

the gospel message by word and

deed. Preaching is important of

course, but certainly the day by day

living will have more effect on the

people he comes into contact with

than all the silver-tongued oratory

that may be at his command. Farm-
er, 53, Kansas

The Sunday morning sermon.

Here he reaches more people than

in any other service. The true gos-

pel being delivered so common peo-

ple can understand it. Farm couple,

48, Nebraska

To preach the gospel. For that is

what the sinner needs to be saved

and the Christian to be strength-

ened and feast on. Housewife, 62,

Washington

Getting every member of his con-

gregation to work. Seemingly an

impossible task in this day of apa-

thy and indifference. But for their

own good and the good of the min-

ister every member should be

worker somewhere, for God has

place for each one. Herdsman, 4

Saskatchewan, 5'

The most important work of tl

minister is to keep unity in a Chri

tian church. Telling others aboi

Christ and the way of salvation

not the most important becau:

there are many other people in tl

church that can make that the

service to God. Student, 18, Kansi

Preach the Word and shephei

the flock. The Word of God co

victs people of their sins and it ali

promises and provides forgivene

for the penitent. Farmer, 59, .

nesota

To preach the Word of God ai

to visit the sick. Housewife,

Kansas

Being an example of the beliej

ers in word, in conversation,

spirit, in faith and in purity. Whj
In this day of unrest, turmoil ai

communism we need more to he

the whole word of God. Cook, J,

Oklahoma

I feel the most important wo:

of the minister is to teach ai

preach the Word of God. Becau

unless congregations are given go

solid food for their souls there

spiritual dearth, shallowness, lei

argy, lack of spiritual growth, ai

vitality—a dryness and lack of li

in the church. Missionary, 49, Te

nessee

Personal contact. Man., 65, Briti

Columbia

The minister must proclaim t

whole counsel of God and he mi
also shepherd his flock. It is n<
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ssary to be intimately acquainted

ith the flock so as to meet their

eeds effectively in the message.

sacher, 29, British Columbia

This question brings to my mind
le German expression Seelsorger.

hat is that which he has been

died to do. Carpenter, 60, Calif.

To preach the pure Word of God,

?cause stories we can read. Farm
mple, 50, Minnesota

To rightly divide the Word of

ruth. The minister is expected to

>end much time in study and thus

ive a clearer understanding of

le scripture and in that way help

convey this to his church mem-
jrs so they can apply it to their

/es. Relief worker, 45, South
akota

/hat do you appreciate most
bout your minister?

My wife and I have both been
itients in our local hospital sev-

•al times. We both appreciated our
mister's visits. Teacher, 64, Kansas

In this day and age, how many
inisters can one really sit down
id talk to about his own little

orld without becoming a sermon
Ubject? How wonderful it is to hear
minister say, "I don't know how
can help you but you certainly will

ive my prayers." Isn't that what
a need—an ear and a prayer?
echanic and wife, 40, Kansas

His sincere messages on Sunday
ornings and his "even-keel" per-

>nality. Professional man, 39, Kan.

He is always trying to do what he

can for us all to seek eternal life.

Farmer, 66, Illinois

His desire to help. Minister, 40,

Pennsylvania

Thorough training which enables

him to explain the Holy Scriptures

and apply their messages to the

time in which we live. Manufactur-
er, 44 Pennsylvania

We appreciate the wonderful way
he deals with people. He shows a

personal interest in everyone. Me-
chanic, 25, South Dakota

Friendliness. A willingness to de-

vote an unlimited amount of time to

God's work. A desire to involve

members of congregations in church
activities. School administrator, 33,

Ohio

The fact that he is sincerely

friendly and interested in me as a

friend, with never an air of superi-

ority or "more holy than thou" at-

titude. Salesman, 36, Pennsylvania

We appreciate the most of our
minister that he is a loving min-

ister and brings the word of God
in trust, yes, and he is friendly as

we members should be too. House-
wife, 78, Kansas

He takes a special interest not

only in my spiritual problems but

also shows concern and interest in

my job. Salesman, 4®, South Dakota

I appreciate our minister for his

message of inspiration and his deep
convictions. Farmer, 52, Illinois

He presents his convictions and
beliefs simply and clearly. On con-

troversial subjects he is tactful and
sympathetic to those who disagree
with him. Farmer, 45, South Dakota

His faithfulness in visiting the

sick and injured. Also his prayer

and encouraging words when mis-

fortune strikes someone. Farmer,
61, Kansas

Since I have been away from my
home church for three years, I

greatly appreciate periodical visits

from him when he comes to New-
ton and the manner in which the

college students are welcomed when
we are home on visits. Student, 20,

Kansas

He gives our youth encourage-

ment to talk their problems out

with him. When we were our chil-

dren's age, we were a little afraid

of our ministers. Corn sheller, 40,

Nebraska

That he is wholeheartedly out to

win souls for Christ. There are so

many things I appreciate about our

minister. I have experienced, like

in time of sorrow words cannot ex-

press what a comfort he has been

to me and my family and many
others. Housekeeper, 62, Washington

He is quite forward with his

sermons and does not beat around
the bush to spare the feelings of

some person or group of people who
may be offended. Foreman, 35, Ont.

The way he deals with all our

problems with kindness and under-

standing. Farmer, 40, Pennsylvania

His honest, sincere and steadfast

fundamental preaching and teach-

ing, and his fervent efforts for mis-

sions. Also his friendliness. Farm-
er, 59, Minnesota

His sermons are direct to the

point. He does not need many words
to say something. Farmer, 59, Kan.
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His interest in our church youth

group. My wife and I have worked

with the youth of our church for

several years as leaders or spon-

sors. . . . Though his responsibili-

ties are many he always has enough

time to give an idea or thought

that will lead you to an unlimited

number of ideas. Farm couple, 28,

Kansas

I appreciate his friendly smile

and his kindness to all. Farmer, 49,

Minnesota

He is not swayed by every wind

and doctrine. Farmer, 45, Kansas

I'm very impressed by his gen-

uine simplicity and friendlness.

Housewife, 70, Illinois

We have a minister that lives

the life of a worthy minister but

the feeling is that he is not of a

help to a congregation of elderly

people, since he is unable to bring

new life or blood into the church.

Craftsman, 1ft, Pennsylvania

His ability to expound God's

word. Missionary, 49, Tennessee

His doctrinal services which stay

aloof from the controversial, and

his unselfish services in the time of

need. School administrator, 61, Ne-

braska

His consecration and willingness

to serve at any time and in any

way possible. His character and

personality — particularly his sin-

cerity and understanding. His many-
sided abilities—as a preacher, teach-

er, business manager, pastor, etc.

Professional man, 55, South Dakota

His good sermons and keen in-

terest in his members. Housewife,

59, Ontario

I appreciate the minister's per-

sonal contact with people and his

interest in everyone. Laborer, 58,

Washington

I appreciate my minister most
when he speaks from the scrip-

tures instead of everyday occur-

rences and newspaper headlines.

Craftsman, 46, Pennsylvania

I found most helpful messages

in the church where I was an

associate member while in college

and nurses training. In my home
church I cannot recall ever hearing

a simple salvation message. I was
saved through a message given by

an outside speaker. Missionary, 32,

Africa

His concern about me. Farmer-

minister, 30, Manitoba

How have you been helped by

your minister's sermons?

They have been so inspirational.

Christianity is preached without an

apology. After every sermon, we
feel more secure in our Christian

faith. Teacher, 64, Kansas

By his touching and impressive

ways of preaching the gospel. Pro-

fessional man, 39, Kansas

Through the week you meditate

on some of the things he has said.

Farmer, 66, Illinois

I am sorry to say I teach Sun-

day school and rarely stay for

church but on the occasions I have

heard him it's his sincerity in his

teaching of the word. Woman, 45,

Indiana

I am disappointed in the sermons
delivered at our church during the

past years. The sermons are steeped

in theology and clerical cliches that

are beyond the comprehension of

the average lay person. School ad-

ministrator, 33, Ohio

I can usually find spiritual enrich-

ment from the minister's sermon,

but my feeling is that many of our

ministers are not down-to-earth, and

present what I call a "theological

soliloquy." Student, 22, Ohio

I have been helped by our min-

ister to renew my faith as I am old

—over 79 years—and I need love

and strength. I need the minister

and the church. Housewife, 78, Kan.

I have been helped by my min-

ister's sermons, by his sincerity and

his extensive study of the Scripture.

Farmer, 52, Illinois

The minister's sermons have giv

en me assurance and comfort at

times when I have been in doubt

or disappointed. They also "woke

me up" at times or on subjects to

which I have been indifferent or

complacent. Farmer, 45, South

Dakota

I have felt that many times hisj

message was especially meant forj

me. His sermons have challenged

my everyday living and Bible study

Farmer, 57, Kansas

Have definitely led me to signjl

the Student Volunteer pledge to bej

come a missionary as a life calling])

Missionary, 90, Montana

His sermons are from the BibW
but they aren't applied to ourselves!

I

enough. They do not stir our soulsfl

to repentance. Farmer, 49, Minne\

sota

The way he expounded to us the

Word of God helped one to searchj

the Scripture. At times he brought

us a series of sermons on Sundajl

morning. This proved very inter!]

esting and one was looking forwarcj

to it. Homemaker, 71, Kansas

He doesn't preach, he just reads

the Bible. Homemaker, 76, Indiani

This seems to me the most diffi

cult question to answer. I do

preciate his short sermons. No usdfc

repeating yourself only to lengthens
the sermon, especially when it i

read most of the time. He uses o:

reads a lot of poetry by which h<

tries to bring out his point. Hi

sermons have taught me humilit;

a broader scope on life, not only t<

face one side of a question, but both]

Craftsman, 41, Pennsylvania

My spiritual life has increas*

and my church duties have bee:

strengthened. Stewardship is als

practiced. He is one of the fe1

ministers who I have been privilej

ed to hear, who makes me feel in|

side that I wish his sermons woul
be longer so that I might hear mor
what God is saying through hirr

Insurance salesman, 38, Ontario

Our minister has helped me t
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row spiritually and I do enjoy him
ery much. Laborer, 58, Wash.

By the sincerity of his sermons,

tie "ring" in his voice, by challeng-

lg me to do better. Teacher, 67,
! h'to

]

They led me to accept Christ as

ly personal Savior. They opened
fry eyes to Biblical truths. They
(trengthened my testimony as they
ncouraged witnessing. Farmer-
linister, 30, Manitoba

Vhat can the congregation do
o lighten the load of the min-
uter?

The congregation can try a little

lore of the thing called brotherly
>ve so that the minister is not so
•ften left as a buffer for minor dis-

greements. Mechanic and wife,

), Kansas

Pray continually. Raise salary if

ot sufficient. The minister's wife
should be] give[n] more considera-

on and treated kinder. We as lay
^ople must do all we can to keep
le man we love instead of expect-
ig him to move the first opportuni-

f he gets. Housewife, 44, Idaho

By granting the freedom of the
alpit, supporting his right to

reach the Word, as God puts it on
is heart—even when one may dis-

?ree or feel strongly opposed. By
illing him only when there is real
^ed, so his time can be given to the
arsons most in need at a given
loment. Minister, 59, North Caro-
w

Help to relieve him of business
>sponsibilities such as building pro-
-ams, etc., so that he is free to
)end all his time in the spiritual

lase of the work of the church.
mister, 40, Pennsylvania

Have lay members do most of the
iministrative work of the church.
Iso, have deacons and others in

le congregation help in visitation

: the sick and aged. Manufac-
turer, 44, Pennsylvania

Live a life that will encourage
m instead of discouraging him.
minister that will see improve-

ent among his members will not

notice the load. I believe that a

minister should receive wages that

are equal or above the average in-

come of his members. His time is

too limited to worry over financial

problems. Salesman, 42, South Da-
kota.

The family group is the basis of

our society and must have access to

a minister but I wonder what per-

centage of visits are merely asking
for the minister to condone what we
are doing, or petty problems that

could be resolved with a little dis-

cussion among the participants. Can
the minister retain his spiritual ef-

fectiveness to the entire congrega-

tion if he must publicly voice his

opinion regarding certain problems
but not all problems need to go to

the minister? Manufacturer, 33, Ne-
braska

Love one another as God has
loved us. If there was true love

between members of the church
they would be concerned about the

spiritual welfare among themselves.

This would help to lighten the load

of the minister tremendously. Fore-

man, 35, Ontario

We should always pray for those

that have rule over us and that

God's will be done. Farmer, 40,

Pennsylvania

When problems or situations arise

that are not particularly liked, mem-
bers of the congregation should talk

with the minister directly instead of

talking behind his back. Student,

18, Kansas

Not only go to him when in trou-

ble. Pay him a social visit. Fann-
er, 59, Kansas

By keeping your eyes and ears

open. Sometimes trying to read be-

tween the lines. There are times

when one does not agree with ev-

erything that he says and does. Be-

ing negative to your minister would
be one of the ways to greatly in-

crease his load. Farm couple, 28,

Kansas

Daily uphold him in prayer!

There is great strength in prayer,

but used so little. It is said of a

home "The home that prays togeth-

er stays together" and I believe it

holds true to a church. Farmer, 45,

Kansas

Another way that the congrega-

tion can lighten his load is by re-

specting his study time and not call

on him then unless an emergency
has arisen. Teacher, 29, British Co-

lumbia

Support his program. Attend serv-

ices other than the Sunday morn-
ing service and pray for him instead

of criticizing him. Homemaker, 75,

Ohio

The families of this church have
been challenged to go door to door
calling in the neighborhood to invite

the people to attend the services.

Many have done this and have re-

lieved the minister of that responsi-

bility. Carpenter, 60, California

Try to solve their own disagree-

ments with the next person without

the aid of the minister. School ad-

ministrator, 61, Nebraska

What encouragement or coun-

sel would you give to a min-
ister if he asked for such help?

To preach the word with integrity

and honesty, in love. That there

is no substitution for love and for-

giveness in the pastoral ministry.

There must be no resentment, what-
ever the provocation. When the

harmony of the parish begins to

fade, the pastor should change his

field of labor, rather than "split"

a congregation. Minister, 59, North
Carolina

Tell him of times and ways in

which he has helped me and my
family. I encounter many problems
that are similar to his. Teacher, 41,

Saskatchewan

That he would be extemporaneous
in his sermons, be himself in the

pulpit and speak to his congrega-

tion with conviction of the subject

at hand. Salesman, 36, Pennsylvania

I would advise him to preach what
the Spirit wants him to preach not

what we want to hear. He might
not be with us too long but he
would receive a blessing. I would
also advise him to take a text from
the Bible and stay with it. There
is no reason why they should quote

the Reader's Digest, Shakespeare or

other sources. The Bible teaches
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the complete gospel. Salesman, k%,

South Dakota

I believe a minister should not

be too concerned about the number

of souls he can bring to God or how
much his church membership has

grown. I think if he is faithful to

his calling and serves to the best of

his ability God will some day say

"Well done, thou good and faithful

servant." Farmer, ^5, South Dakota

A minister is not held responsible

for fruit but he's required to be

faithful in giving out the word of

God. Farmer, 61, Kansas

It is our duty to bolster him up

and encourage him in his work, not

by flattery but by simple truth. If

we do not agree with him, we
should not be too hasty to criticize

but certainly not be timid if we
truly feel that he should be cor-

rected. Especially is this true when
a beginning minister makes mis-

takes. He should be reminded of

his high calling. I dare say that

more young ministers are "spoiled"

by the first charges they have.

Farmer, 53, Kansas

Many ministers are good doers

but not good leaders. Some are

hesitant in assigning tasks to oth-

ers. Many members would like to

take a more active part in church

work but feel at a loss to know
where to start. Student, 20, Kansas

The best encouragement I feel for

a minister is if the members come

regularly to church and are atten-

tive in the whole worship and rev-

erent. Housewife, 77, Pennsylvania

He should slow down and not try

to be everywhere and at every meet-

ing. The second suggestion is that

he should not make a lot of changes

in one year, especially if he is a

new minister at that particular

church. Student, 18, Kansas

I suggest personal work among
members (also others) is the key

to being a successful minister. A
minister who only preaches to a

congregation and does not show

interest in personal problems, youth

problems, 1-W service, church activi-

ty functions, etc., will have some

difficulty. F'armer, 57, Kansas

Tell him to avoid remarks that

amuse the congregation. Mission-

ary, 90, Montana

Have a full church program, Sun-

day evening services, and not to let

anything interfere with Wednesday
night or Sunday night services.

Man, 82, Kansas

It takes an awful lot of study

and prayer to prepare a sermon,

and I think the older ones in the

church could give him some help

in more ways than one. Homemak-

er, 76, Indiana

That he should not refer to him-

self too frequently in his message.!:

Teacher, 29, British Columbia

Express thankfulness for his will-

ingness to give of himself to our!

community. Encourage further)

training in area of group and indi-i

vidual counseling. Develop study

sessions with parents of children

as related to Sunday school mate

rial. Maintain a certain dignity

in dress and public mannerisms!

Administrator, 50, Nebraska

I would do everything that I was

able to do, and if I felt someont

else was more capable, I would trjl

to get that person to help as well

Insurance Salesman, 38, Ontario

Seek to make your sermons anc

other work in the church pleasinj

to God as you understand and inteij

pret the Scriptures, rather than try

ing to please members of the con

gregation. Housewife, 33, Pennsy'i

vania

Hew to the line, "let the chips fal

where they may," "stay on the fii

ing line," be the boss but don't b

bossy. Teacher, 67, Ohio

I would tell him to preach sin-

ply but forthrightly so that all wh
attend and hear might understand

Pastor, ltk, Kansas

SUMMARY
People feel that sermons are impor-

tant, but in spite of this they like

the minister better than his ser-

mons.
This seems to be the overwhelm-

ing conclusion of this study. More
than half (54%) of those asked in-

cluded the sermon as the most im-

portant work of the minister. But

less than half (35%) felt the ser-

mon was so important it could stand

by itself. The rest of those who
mentioned preaching combined it in

importance with pastoral services

or the minister's own personal ex-

ample.

Pastoral services (visitation and

counseling) rated high (37%). One
out of four rate it above preaching.

What do you feel is the most im-

portant work of the minister?

Preaching 35%
Pastoral services 24%

Preaching and pastoral

services 12%
Preaching and personal

example 6%
Teaching and personal

example 3%
Leadership 9%
Personal example 5%
Evangelism 3%
Teaching and evangelism 2%
Combining each item mentioned,

we have the following list:

Preaching 54%
Pastoral services 37%
Personal services 12%
Leadership 9%
Evangelism 6%
Teaching 5%

But even though sermons are rat-

ed high, people like the minister

better for what he is, than for what

he says. Perhaps he is his own best

sermon. Over half (65%) mention

positive qualities of personal char-

acter. Qualities mentioned mos
often were: interest in peopl

(32%), sincerity and friendlines

(both 13%).

The other things mentioned sounj

as if they came straight from th

Boy Scout Manual: tact, sympathj

reverence, promptness, persuasivt

ness, unselfishness, loyalty, balance

love, faithfulness, trustworthiness.

What do you appreciate mos
about your minister?

Positive personal character 654

Preaching 26*;

Leadership 18";

Pastoral services 15 (
\

Training 8'

The other questions are more d

verse in their response. Thus the

are not so easily catalogued. TH
verbatim responses printed perhad

adequately reflect the majority a

replies.
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The
Gospel

with a

Cup of

Tea

Blaise Levai
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This is the story of Andreas Din,

formerly a Muslim priest. Before

he became a Christian, Andreas
was in charge of a large Muslim
temple in South India. One day,

while he was a patient in a mission

hospital, he overheard an evange-

list preaching in the hospital. The
earnestness of the man and his mes-

sage haunted him for days after-

wards. Andreas was surprised and
pleased when the evangelist visited

him in the ward and prayed for his

recovery. He was even more sur-

prised when he learned that the

evangelist was a former Muslim.
After Andreas was discharged

from the hospital, he secretly pur-

chased a New Testament. When
some of the staunch Muslims dis-

covered that their priest was read-

ing daily from a New Testament,
they drove him out.

"The shame and degradation of

that experience," he said later, "I

could not have borne alone. The
Lord helped me, even as He prom-
ised in His Word." After his con-

version he boldly returned to the

same city he had served as a Mus-
lim priest. In order to support him-

self he opened a tea stall near a

crowded bus stop in the bazaar.

Andreas decided that his would be
the finest-flavored tea, with an am-
ple amount of milk and sugar.

Near the tea stall is a railway
crossing where all buses and trucks

must stop. While the bus waits for

the train to pass, "Tea and the

Word of God—all for two annas,"

he calls as he enters the bus crowd-

ed with people and luggage. With
his portable tea tray he makes his

way through the bus.

"This Gospel tells you the secret

of life. It promises you peace and
joy. The secret of life is contained

here in this Gospel. It is nice to

drink tea; but he who drinketh of

His Word shall never thirst," he

continues, as he waits for them to

finish sipping their tea. And the

expression of inward peace and
gladness in his life are there.

Andreas sells on the average 400

gospel portions each month. It is

difficult to keep him supplied.

Several years ago Andreas mar-
ried a convert. They named their

first son "Gift of God." In faith the

couple work courageously together.

Occasionally someone in the bus

rudely asks Andreas: "How can you
possibly do this—you who served

us as a Muslim priest? Aren't you
ashamed?"
"Ashamed? No. I am gloriously

happy. I never dreamed life could

be so full of joy. I wonder how I

ever was able to live without Christ.

I want you to know Him too," he

tells all.

Andreas has become a well-known
figure, and is winning the respect

of the villagers.

Andreas Din, the former Muslim priest, is embraced by a Brahmin convert.



Ten Cities Marked
for Race Crusade

A joint statement, "An Appeal to

the Conscience of the American peo-

ple," was adopted unanimously by

almost 700 clergymen and lay dele-

gates at the National Conference

for Religion and Race held in Chi-

cago on January 14-17. The state-

ment called for the elimination of

racial barriers, equal voting rights

for all, and renewed leadership of

churches and synagogues in mat-

ters of such moral concern as ra-

cial discrimination. The "appeal"

condemned racism as "our most
serious domestic evil," deplored that

"patterns of segregation remain en-

trenched everywhere," and asked

the American people "to work, to

pray, and to act courageously in the

cause of human equality and dig-

nity while there is still time."

Religious groups in ten cities have
been asked to provide leadership

in an attack on racial bias on an
interreligious basis. The ten cities

are Atlanta, Ga., Chicago, 111., De-
troit, Mich., New Orleans, La., Oak-
land and San Francisco, Calif., St.

Louis, Mo., San Antonio, Texas,

Seattle, Wash., and Pittsburgh, Pa.

In the opening session Abraham
Joshua Herschel, professor at the

Jewish Theological Seminary of

America, New York City, asked the

churches and synagogues to rein-

force their convictions, "return to

the Word of God, and to properly

emphasize the religious and moral
principles for racial justice."

Franklin H. Littell, professor of

church history, Chicago Theological

Seminary, urged the churches "to

become truly the church, disciplined

as a community for the helpless

and defenseless." Littell said the

Church must mean what she says

and maintain "an internal service

which would do honor to her uni-

versal Lord, enforcing a standard

of order which would civilize and
cultivate some of the untamed
jungles of our social existence."

On the hopeful side, he listed a

growing awareness of the race prob-

lem by Christians in America and
the fact that there has been no
"intellectually competent theological

defense" of racialism in America.

He said that the churches which
practice racial discrimination do so

with a bad conscience: "They know
that they are denying their own
commitment to liberty, to missions,

to Christian universalism."

The interreligious character of

the conference was understood at

the evening session of the first day,

when conferees were addressed by
Albert Cardinal Meyer, Roman Cath-

olic Archbishop of Chicago, Rabbi
Julius Mark of New York, president

of the Synagogue Council of Amer-
ica, and J. Irwin Miller of Colum-
bus, Indiana, president of the Na-
tional Council of Churches.
Rabbi Mark viewed the confer-

ence as an effort "to impress upon
the entire American people the ur-

gent necessity of translating into

daily practice the noble concepts of

human equality" which religion pro-

claims.

Cardinal Meyer referred to the
one hundred year old Emancipation
Proclamation as "the nation's un-

finished business . . . despite all

progress, the process of liberation

remains partially unfulfilled." He

said "Our Heavenly Father him

self" must wonder at the inconS

sistencies and weaknesses of a naj

tion that can launch astronauts intd

outer space, "yet apparently we ar<

unable to banish prejudice and grosij

ignorance and cruel racial injustice!

from our communities."

J. Erwin Miller warned: "It i

very clear that this nation cannoj

continue to preach to the whoM
world—with a certain smug self if (

righteousness — the brotherhood o: U
man and equal opportunity to ever] 'm

citizen in a free society, and at th<j Dm

same time continue to deny th^ f*

fruits of that brotherhood and tru< Bgh

opportunity wherever it is convenij :*

ent and pleasing to the majority a

to do so."

In an address Martin Lutheij «

King told an overflow audience tha win,

the churches need to assume a "proi tl

phetic role and do it now." Now i: m

the time to realize the Americar k

dream. Now is the time to trans lei

form the bleak and desolate mid! to

night of man's inhumanity to mart Ian

into a glowing daybreak of justic<[ wa

and freedom. Now is the time tc all

open the doors of opportunity to al I,

of God's children."

President Kennedy expressed ir isloi

a message to the conference his in

wholehearted support of the aimi ikil

and purposes of the interreligious lis

meeting. ^
Will D. Campbell of Nashville M

Tenn., declared the North did no' sE

really win the Civil War, becaus< ae

the racial theories which the soutl it, a

was attempting to preserve can stil i!8l

be found in every area of Americar U

life. *
Campbell, who is a Southern Bap ^ia

tist clergyman and associate direcj ll

tor of the National Council oi ».1

Churches' department of racial am
cultural relations, emphasized tm

basis on which the interreligiou:

conference was called. He said tha

religion and race should never hav
become an issue in churches am
synagogues, since the Bible shar<

by the major faiths makes it clea:

that God makes no distinction be- toss

tween persons because of race. Sev u

eral speakers found racism on com-j|i!5;

mon ground with communism in op

position to true religious belief.

Most of the workgroup recom
mendations concentrated on com-

munity programs and how to re-

move racial bias in housing, in

churches, and employment.
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Refugees in the Heart of Africa

n July the Norman Wingerts left

or Rwanda and Burundi on a two-

ear Mennonite Central Committee
ssignment. They are working with
he Church World Service and the
Vorld Relief Commission of the Na-
ional Association of Evangelicals,

lelow Wingert tells of the work in

Yfrica.

ligh up in Central Africa, where
nountains and tablelands form the
/atershed that separates the
lighty Congo from the storied
Jile, and where the footprints of

avingstone are traceable, live two
eoples who have recently come
ato the spotlight of world events.

The larger of these two groups,
he Bahutu tribe, outnumbers the
Vatutsi tribe by a ratio of more
nan five to one. Yet for centuries
was the Watutsi who were the

verlords of the Bahutu. Tall and
lin, averaging over six feet in

eight, the Watutsi have been a
astoral folk on the hills and the
lountainsides, while the smaller
ahutu have been the hard-working
lore primitive agriculturalists in
le valleys.

Before World War I, the land of
le Bahutu and Watutsi tribes
)rmed a part of German East Af-
ca, and was called Ruanda-Urundi.
i 1919 it became a Belgian Man-
ited Territory of the League of
ations, and in 1946 it became a
elgian Trust Territory of the Unit-
l Nations. In recent years, the
nited Nations was moving in the
rection of independence for Ruan-
i-Urundi by 1962.

Over the years, the Belgians had
»en on the side of the Watutsi,
anting them economic and educa-
)nal advantages whenever they
nied the Bahutu. But with the
nds of independence blowing
ross Africa, the government and
e Catholic Church read the hand-
iting on the wall, and almost
ernight both transferred their
pport to the Bahutu so as to
ve the goodwill of the winning
le in the upcoming free elections
lich the United Nations was plan-
ig for Ruanda-Urundi for 1960.
Long the underdogs, and with an

accumulation of grievances, the Ba-
hutu grew constantly bolder, so that
from 1959 on there were frequent
and bitter attacks on the Watutsi.
Then in the spring of 1961 the Ba-
hutu staged a coup d'etat in Ru-
anda, apparently unhindered by the
Belgians, that brought them into
sudden political power. In these
three years they killed 15,000 Wa-
tutsi, wounded thousands of others,

burned their grass huts, killed their
cattle. One hundred fifty thousand
Watutsi fled for refuge, south into
Urundi, east into Tanganyika, north
into Uganda, and west into the Kivu
Province of the Congo. That same
spring there was a crop failure to
add to the general suffering.

Mission stations throughout Ru-
anda-Urundi received the brunt of
the fleeing refugees. The decimated
giants filled every nook and corner
on and around the mission grounds.
To those who operated the stations
it seemed there would be no end.
There have been six evangelical

Protstant missionary groups, oper-
ating more than twenty-five mission
stations in Ruanda-Urundi. The nor-
mal programs of each keep the per-
sonnel more than busy. It is hard
to find a missionary who is not
overlooked. Furthermore, they op-

erate in an atmosphere that is tre-

mendously frustrating and taxing.

Only those who have lived continu-
ously among densely-populated prim-
itive tribesmen (220 per square
mile here as compared to fourteen
in the Congo) can appreciate the
downpull and deadweightness in

their spiritual and teaching and
medical programs. They face daily
the forces of darkness.

Imagine, then, the task of the mis-
sionaries when, besides their on-
going programs, some of their sta-

tions were inundated by thousands
of these frightened, homeless tribes-

men. The situation has offered a
tremendous opportunity for Chris-
tian witness; indeed hundreds have
been turning to a lively faith in

Christ. But for the mission workers,
the task has been enough to drain
human strength. At one single mis-
sion station I have seen a "congre-
gation" of 12,000 who had come, not
for an hour's service, but for all

night for over a year, looking to

the mission for food, solace and
protection.

On July 1, 1962, independence
came to Ruanda and Urundi. Their
new names are Rwanda and Burun-
di. Today there is an uneasy quiet
in the two lands. Most of the refu-

Voting in the first election in Urundi. Many voters
particularly women, arrived as early as 3:00 a.m!
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gees in Burundi have been moved to

three major resettlement camps not

far from the Tanganyika border,

through the combined efforts of the

Office of the United Nations High

Commissioner for Refugees, the

League of Red Cross Societies, the

Burundi Government and the Prot-

estant Alliance of Burundi.

For the missionaries the night-

mare is about ended. Now the task

will be to reorganize the disrupted

programs, to replenish the exhaust-

ed mission treasuries, to restock the

emptied hospital shelves with medi-

cines. And it will be for the mission

groups, through the Protestant Alli-

ance, to follow up with both a spir-

itual and material ministry to the

refugees in the resettlement camps.

The experience, however, has not

been all loss. There has been a tre-

mendous spiritual gain. There has

been a rising tide of pro-Protestant

sentiment, and there have been hun-

dreds of accessions to the African

churches.

And so the long, hard haul will

continue ahead. In the midst of in-

credibly low standards of living,

unstable political situations, and

thick spiritual darkness, the nearly

200 missionaries of Rwanda and

Burundi and their African brothers

and sisters in Christ will continue

to carry the Gospel forward in Liv-

ingstone's "heart of Africa."

WORKCAMP AT FRIEDENSWALD

A workcamp will be held at Camp
Friedenswald, Cassopolis, Mich., the

first week in May. This activity

will be open to any single person

age twenty or over. In December a

retreat was held at Friedenswald

for the same age group.

EVANGELICALS CRITICIZED

Alan Redpath, the well-known Brit-

isher who until a few weeks ago

was the pastor of Moody Church in

Chicago, has criticized evangelical

Protestants in the United States for

their "Phariseeism." Now returned

to a pastorate in the British Isles

after ten years in 'fHfe U. S., Redpath

voiced the criticism in an article in

a recent issue of The Sunday School

Times.

He commended the American
evangelical movements for their

evangelistic outreach and their gen-

erous missionary giving, but chided

them for preaching a "mutilated

gospel" which "majors.on free grace

but minors on full obedience." He
said it had "produced a generation

of independent evangelical Chris-

tians who simply have not pro-

gressed with God and who do not

grow."

Redpath said that the separatist

movement in the United States

has "become involved in a Pharisee-

ism which I believe is grieving to

the Holy Spirit." He held that to

demand complete identity of theo-

logical views was to be "guilty of

Phariseeism" and suggested that

this was the result of relegating

the ethics of the Sermon on the

Mount to a future kingdom rather

than the present age.

SPONSOR CUBAN FAMILY

The Centennial class of the Lor-

raine Avenue Church in Wichita,

Kan., is sponsoring a Cuban refu-

gee family who arrived in Wichita

on Dec. 17. Help in finding employ-

ment and contributions toward their

resettlement is given. The family

sponsored by the Lorraine Church

is Mr. and Mrs. Francisco Perez

and their son. Other Wichita church-

es have also taken part in the re-

settlement of Cuban families as a

part of a Wichita Council of Church-

es project.

OHIO CERAMIC EXHIBIT

Two local Bluffton artists and two

graduates of Bluffton College had

some of their work accepted for

showing in the Fifteenth Annual

Ohio Ceramic and Sculpture Show.

They are Richard Minck, Darvin

Luginbuhl, Jack Earl, and Paul

Soldner. Minck, a studio potter in

Bluffton, is a graduate of Bluffton

College. Luginbuhl is professor of

art at Bluffton College. Earl, also

a Bluffton graduate, is at present

teaching art at St. Marys. Soldner is

currently teaching art at Scripps

College, Claremont, Calif. A record

506 works were submitted for this

annual show. Of this number only

284 were accepted.

SCHOLARSHIP-APPRENTICESHIP

A Scholarship-Apprenticeship Pro-

gram was recently begun by the

Bethesda Church, Henderson, Neb.

Darrell Fast, a member of the

church, was the first participant in

the program which is designed for

young people having an interest in

church vocations. Fast is now at-

tending the Mennonite Biblical Sem-

inary in Elkhart, Ind., on a scholar-

ship provided by the church. Last

summer he served as an apprentice

to the pastors, John Gaeddert and

Paul Isaak. Some of the objectives

of the summer program were to ac-

quaint Fast with the various areas

of pastoral duties, to tell the congre

gation of its responsibility in pas

toral recruitment, and to encourage

others interested in church voca-

tions.

A paper, read at the annual con-ljj

gregational business meeting, states

the conviction of the Bethesda

Church. "It has been of grave con

cern to many of our Christian

churches that there are so many
of our pulpits empty because of

the insufficiency of ministers. . .

There are those of our young peo

pie who feel called of the Lord to

go into some church vocational

work but somehow cannot see their

way through some of the prepara

tory areas. Since the demands oi

our churches today are for those;

who are academically prepared, and

yet the salaries are quite meagei

in comparison to those of similar

education and experience serving ir ?

other fields, we believe they shoulc

receive some help in procuring

their training. These young people

could also be spared many discour ^
agements could they have felt the

'pulse of church work' before finish

ing their training. . .
." The congre

gation will continue the prograrrl|

again next summer.

.'is

STATEMENT OF CONSCIENCE

The following statement with sig

natures of members of the Lor fet

raine Avenue Church, Wichita, Kan. *

was published in the Wichita Eagl H

and Beacon. "We wish to make <

declaration of our belief in the prin

ciples of equality vital to America!

life. We believe that Wichita, th

All-American city, should have opei

occupancy in housing. In signinj

this statement, each of us declare

that no qualifications about race

color, religion, or national origi:

ought to be applied, nor so far a

we are concerned will be applie

to prospective residents in ou

neighborhood."

The statement was a demonstr

tion of support for fair housin

Wichita now ranks as the fourteent

most segregated city in housin

among 211 major cities in the Uni

ed States.
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:alendar

Conferences

Feb. 12-14—Association of Menno-
dte Hospitals and Homes, Cincin-

lati

Feb. 28-March 1—Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago
Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

and, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

erence

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ers Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 20-23—Northern District Con-
erence

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
nce, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-
nce

'anadian Conference
Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-
ay School Convention, Winnipeg

'entral

Feb. 10—Bluffton College A'cap-
ella choir concert, First Church,
luffton, Ohio.

/ester

n

Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-
ons, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at
abor Church, Newton, Kan.
Feb. 5-8 — School for Ministers,
^esston College, Hesston, Kan.
Western District Conference and
outh Central Mennonite Confer-
ice, sponsors.

Feb. 17 — Mission Festival, Alex-
iderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,
erney Unruh, speaker.

nst Harder, Franklin
ttell (see Workers)

Other
Feb. 14, 15—Mennonite Disaster

Service meeting at Mennonite Breth-

ren Church, Hillsboro, Kan.
June 3 — Bluffton College Com-

mencement Day. Vernon Neufeld,

speaker.

WORKERS
Ernst Harder and his family were

scheduled to sail from Italy on Feb.

1 for Uruguay. He will resume his

work on the faculty of the semi-

nary in Montevideo in March. The
Harders visited Europe as a result

of an invitation by the South Ger-

man Mennonite Conference to pre-

sent to Mennonites in Germany the

challenge for Mennonites in South
America. He spoke in Germany and
in Basel, Switzerland.

Franklin H. Littell, Professor of

Church History at Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary, will speak at the
Bethel College Commencement this

year. Littell is a Consultant to the

National Conference of Christians

and Jews and the National Associa-

tion of Coordinators of University
Religious Affairs. He is the author
of several books, one of them a
tribute to Menno Simons.
Irwin M. Friesen, Henderson,

Neb., has been employed by Bethel
College on a three-months voluntary
service basis. His duties will consist

of maintenance work on the cam-
pus at North Newton, Kan.
Abe Peters, Bergthal Church,

Plum Coulee, Man., began short-

term service at Newton, Kan., on
Jan. 7. He is assisting in the con-

struction of the industrial therapy
building at Prairie View Hospital.

NEW ADDRESSES

Arizona
Mrs. Laura Dluehost, 5841 E. Fair-

mont, Tucson
George H. Friesen, 1833 W. 6, Mesa

British Columbia
Helen Friesen, Black Creek

Colorado
Wesley Nickel, 553 Forrest St., Apt.

10, Denver 8

Leland Thiessen, 1300 Peoria, Apt.

3, Aurora

Illinois

Dennis Epp, 7250 N. Western, Chi-

cago
Edwin Joseph Conaty, 2547 Forest
Glen Parkway, Wood River

Cecil Rocke, 103 W. Henry, Pontiac

Robert Traskell, 7840 Escanaba, Chi-

cago 17

Indiana

Alden Bohn, Box 6, Elkhart
Ervin P. Penner, Route 2, Clayton
Leonard Smucker, Box 504C, Route

4, Elkhart

Kansas
Richard Gundy, 213 1

2 N. Pine,

Newton
Raymond Hiebert, 2028 Gloria St.,

Emporia
Eldon Pauls, Route 1, Johnson

Latin America
Howard Habegger, Apartado 2240,

San Jose, Costa Rica

Laverne A. Rutschman, Juan Jose

de Arteaga 1376, Montevideo,

Uruguay

Maryland
Roland Leisy, 5330 Kenwood Ave.,

Chevy Chase 15

Mrs. James E. Tomlonson, 4949

Battrey Lane, Bethesda

Minnesota
Mrs. Robert Dwight, 521 y2 North
Broad St., Mankato

Marcia Quiring, 227 Lincoln St.,

Mankato
Merrill D. Walters, General Deliv-

ery, Bena

Pennsylvania
Mrs. Elsie Brittain, 631 Gordon St.,

Allentown
Mrs. Howard W. Detweiler, 200

Stump Road, Rt. 1, North Wales
Wilmer Shelly, 964 Holland Road,

Holland
Dennis Sprunger, 1015 Liberty St.,

Allentown
Curtis Voth, Apt. A-103. 631 Dupont

St., Philadelphia

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Wanted: Registered Nurses. Con-

tact: Elda Hiebert, R.N., Bethesda
Hospital, Goessel, Kan.

MARRIAGES

Irvin Isaak, First Church, Aber-

deen, Idaho, and Bernice Schroeder,

First Church, Reedley, Calif., on
Dec. 28.

Jacob P. Krahn, First Church,
Reedley, Calif., and Kathleen-

Cairns, on Nov. 30.

Harley Kroeker, First Church,
Reedley, Calif., and Goldie Dugan,
on Dec. 22.

Thomas Steele, Eighth Street

Church, Goshen, Ind., and Elsa Teu-

fele, Ginsheim, Germany, on Jan. 12.
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We prefer to print our letters with-

out cutting. But the volume during

recent weeks means we can give

only excerpts. We apologize to our

writers. We do welcome your letters

and will always try to use them in

as full a form as possible in the

future. Editor

NEEDED PROBE

Dear Editor: The scope of expressed

criticism regarding The Mennonite

demonstrates its vibrant format and

content. Religion can never be static

as life itself is progression. Those

who honestly wish to affect life

with religion find that constant

probing is a necessity. The Men-

nonite has become refreshing and

sometimes disturbing as we strive

for a meaningful, religious life.

Allen Linscheid, 5015 East Lewis,

Fresno 2, Calif.

ART GETS IN YOUR EYES

To the Editor: The best tradition-

al art has much beauty, but some-

how it does not speak to or in-

spire me in the way of the better

"modern art." Many of the contri-

butions and sketches by Bob Regier,

Kathe Kollwitz, etc., have been

among the highlights in The Men-

nonite. I hope they continue. Lois

Smucker, Box 50kC, Rt. h, Elkhart,

Ind.

To the Editor: I can't believe mod-

ern art is inspired by the right

power. Truth should be made plain

and easily understood. W. P. An-

derson, 9530 San Vincente, Apt. E,

South Gate, Calif.

Dear Editor: [If] instead of going

forward down a narrow path, we
did more often try using the brain,

which was given us, we might begin

seeing and having new meaningful

experiences, which funny as it may
seem, does prove exciting. Robert

Boyer, 2125 Walnut St., Philadelphia

3, Pa.

To the Editor: To me the picture

on the cover of The Mennonite (Jan.

8, 1963) is a thousand times more
beautiful and meaningful than a

dozen so-called "modern art" cover

pictures, or pictures elsewhere in

the magazine. Mrs. Ralph Ewy, Rt.

1, Box 2lf, Halstead, Kan.

Dear Sir: Is this [Dec. 18, page 802]

by any chance an artist's interpre-

tation of the poem on the page op-

posite? To me it appears more to

be a horrible scene of death de-

signed to frighten grown people and

to terrorize little children into be-

having. I see only the hands of the

devil groping in a gloomy casket

to take the sinner to hell for eter-

nity. Ralph F. Quiring, 3213 Avalon

Ave., Las Vegas, Nevada

To the Editor: Some of the discus-

sion on modern art has revealed a

disturbing lack of perception, if not

an abhorrence for things cultural.

To me modern art is another ve-

hicle to communicate an idea aes-

thetically and imaginatively per-

ceived. To say there is no place for

modern art in our church publica-

tion is almost like saying there is

no place for music.

If we possessed a more mature

understanding of our culture, of per-

sonality, of man's aesthetic quali-

ties, his emotional actions and re-

actions, we might begin to look

upon modern art, not merely as a

picture, but as an interpretation of

life. If we understood twentieth-

century man; or better still, if we
understood ourselves and the sur-

roundings which engulf us, our love,

our hate, our fear, and our yearn-

ing, could we deny the reality of

art forms giving expression to these

living issues in our very lives?

Following the line that art is an

interpretation of an aspect of life,

the suggestion that the more "grue-

some portrayals" of the luring evils

of human nature are in bad taste

leads a preacher to ask, "Would

you like a sermon on sin?" Do we
dislike modern art or do we dislike

what modern art reveals of our-

selves?

Of all the things that have been

started in our church, I would say

the use of art in recent years has

been one of the things that has

had a mature beginning. I want to

lend my continued encouragement

to those people whose art has found

its way into our church publica-

tions. In not a few cases the por-

trayals have added a deeper percep-

tion of the theme than the article

which accompanied it. This is a mild

tribute to the fertility of the ar-

tist's mental activity which has en-

riched the themes of the Gospel,

has depicted the church in its strug-

gles in the world, has often revealed

a truth so real as to make words

seem obsolete. Let the artist too find

in his church a sphere of service.

William Unrau, Bethany Church,

Freeman, South Dakota
Slur

CI

To the Editor: If it is necessary to

use modern art to appeal to your

younger readers, will you please

also publish a short analysis of the

pictures so that we older folks may
also be inspired? Osmund R. Fretz,

46 E. Grandview Ave., Sellersville,

Pa.

Dear Sir: A strange experience at

our house sometime ago came as a

result of these pictures. I found The
Mennonite [Jan. 28, 1958] in the »

bathtub and the door closed one

day. I returned it to the coffee table

in the living room where my hus-

band and I read it as time allows

Two minutes later our two and a

half year old was sitting in the mid'

die of the room with a frightened 1

look on her face. "There is a 'scarey

on the coffee table," she whispered.

I carried the magazine up to her

daddy's study. She was not satis

fied, because now the 'scarey' was
upstairs. Daddy brought the paper

down and using his best psycholog

ical approach, tried to remove thejP

scare by explaining the picture (The *

Good Samaritan). It didn't work

too well, so Daddy finally burnt that |
r«

copy. This type of art does not go

over with any of our children

Elizabeth (Mrs. Edward) Enns, Boafl*

211, Rosthern, Sask.

To the Editor: And while in our

church art still seems to serve some
what of a utilitarian purpose (to

"illustrate" an article, to "tie in'
1

^
with a theme) the Publication Office

has seen fit to use an artist anc ^
his work in their own right as th(

letters prove. . . . However, thf

time has come to have a series oJ ,.
y

articles on art, symbolism, etc., tc

parallel the output of our artists

In the meantime, Regier's statemen

"Modern Art and the Christiar

Faith" should be read by all wh<

are interested or disagree. [Copiei

still available from our office. EdA

tor.] It is a very good statement

Jan Gleysteen, Staff Artist, Menno
nite Publishing House, Scottdale

Pa,
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viuriel Thiessen

conversation with a 1-W

'he 1-W program is under fire. We
alked of the criticisms of 1-W's. We
11 agreed on that. We were sitting

round casserole and carrot jello at

trailer-house sized table. The man
t the head of the table was a 1-W.
"And the criticism leveled at it is

rrgely justified," our host went on.

Too often the 1-W program is too
asy. A fellow takes off in his new
ar for two years in a well-salaried

)b. Makes a person wonder just

'hat he is saying to the world that
dds to the witness of a peace
lurch."

Admittedly, the problem has been
ascribed in larger, more respon-
ble circles, but here was a spokes-
lan from the inside. So we pressed
m further.

"What has caused the problem?"
e asked.

"For one thing," came the answer,
i lot of fellows enter service too
>ung. Their two years are merely
•mething to get out of the way as
>on as possible. Our situation here
a little better because the jobs
quire more training. As a result
tr unit tends to have older 1-W's
ith more experience behind them."
There was a pause, so someone
serted, "I've noticed that in the
irly solid Mennonite communities
fellow doesn't have much choice,

s assumed that he will register

3, and the assumption isn't backed
i with enough answers to why."
"I'm afraid a terrific responsi-
!ity falls on parents at this point
and on church and community,
guy has to be free to choose and
w can he when he doesn't know
e two sides of the issue, when
has no basis on which to make
decision." And the way he said
is had overtones of "I know."

Our hostess remarked, "We have
really discovered these two years
to be ones of learning to know our
church, the reasons for its doctrines,

and its roots in history. You've got
to be able to tell why you're doing
something contrary to general prac-

tice. You've got to know for your-
self whether it adds up."

"And here," her husband went
on, "is where it has really helped
us to be close to a new and grow-
ing church. We have needed it and
it has needed us. Getting involved
in it has forced us to examine our-

selves. And, boy, when you've helped
with the building from foundation
on up, it's part of you ever after."

It was time for dessert. We hadn't
mentioned solutions. And yet per-

haps the word solution had become
flesh. A representative of it was
sitting across the table from us.

"Sometimes I feel a bit guilty,"

concluded our host, "being part of a
program that has merited so much
criticism. And yet maybe this was
God's way of leading us here, to a
church where we can work and to a
job that may become a vocation."

A little later we cleaned up the
floor with a broom that had been
worn down to an approximate
stump. Our hostess laughed, "It has
swept out the church basement a
few too many times!"

"What is the 1-W saying to the world that adds to the witness of a peace church?"
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American Youth

and Communism
J. Edgar Hoover

s in

veil

JSC*

pir I

lan

Deep religious belief is one of the

prime deterrents to communist ad-

vancement. The communists, being

aware of this, are making an effort

to destroy religion in the countries

which they control. This is being

done through exerting pressure to

keep young people away from the

church and permitting a restricted

worship to older citizens. By per-

mitting an aging congregation to

practice restricted worship, the com-

munist masters try to keep alive

the freedom of worship myth.

As anyone can plainly see, when
an aging congregation does not re-

plenish itself with younger people,

it will eventually die away. With the

entire group of older churchgoers

dead, there will be no more to at-

tend church and, hence, no church.

The communists, believe that, event-

ually, religion can be completely

eliminated.

If an infusion of new blood is

vital to the future effectiveness of

a religious organization, it is just as

essential to the future of communist
organizations in those areas in

which the conspirators have not as

yet seized absolute control. Com-
munist functionaries in the United

States know they cannot achieve

their objectives if they are isolated.

They constantly need young blood.

They know they must draw young
people into communist activity if

they are to command an effective

force in the future. This reasoning

was behind the campaign launched

in 1959 directed toward the estab-

lishment of a communist-controlled

mass youth group.

The uninformed may say, "Well,

what's so bad about that? Isn't the

Communist Party just another po-

litical party like the Democratic

and Republican parties?"

The Communist Party, USA, since

its very inception in September,

1919, has clearly revealed itself as

being an integral part of the inter-

national communist conspiracy. The

June 4, 1951, decision of the Su-

preme Court of the United States

affirmed the lower court's convic-

tion of eleven top leaders of the

Communist Party, USA, for con-

spiring to teach and advocate the

overthrow of the United States gov-

ernment by force and violence.

These communist leaders served

prison sentences subsequent to their

conviction on the conspiracy charge.

It will shock only the uninformed to

learn that today two of these con-

victed conspirators occupy top posi-

tions inside the Communist Party,

USA, namely, Gus Hall as general

secretary and Benjamin J. Davis,

Jr., as national secretary. Other top

communist leaders today who have

also been similarly convicted are

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and James
Jackson.

On June 5, 1961, the Supreme
Court of the United States again

rendered an important decision af-

fecting the Communist Party, USA.

In this instance, the court upheld

the conclusion of the Subversive Ac-

tivities Control Board that the Com-
munist Party, USA, "was substan-

tially directed, dominated, or con-

trolled by the Soviet Union. . .
."

Here, in legal terms the courts

of our land reveal the deadly com-

munist menace for what it is —

tf!

flue

lea

k s

not a bona fide American political P&
party, but a foreign-directed con-

spiracy secretly working for th4

eventual revolutionary overthrow of

our government.

The communists are today active

in all fields of American life—par-
:

ticularly in the area involving young

people. Today, communists not only

are trying to infiltrate youth groups

already in existence, but they also

have been successful in establishing

new youth organizations which are

becoming increasingly active.

There is no doubt that the com- «

munist subversives will stalk their

prey more intently and with more] n

subtlety than ever before. They are to

determined to entrap you, the young ta,

people of America.

How can you avoid the trap? How
can you be ensured that you wil
not be mislead by the communists?

I can do no more than give you a

rule which will point you in thi Kfa

right direction. The rule is: »

Learn to know and understand -list

the true magnificence of your in
"

heritance as an American and strive

to live up to it."

Shakespeare said, "What's past

is prologue." It depends upon ym
to make the 185 years of our na

tion's existence the superb begin

ning to the story of our freedom.

Learn all you can about those *li

immortals whom we call the "Found (
nil

ing Fathers." You may be aston- if

ished to learn that at a crucial mo-

ment of the struggle against an ,

early tyranny, many of the great

men of our past were scarcely be

yond their teens.

Seek to know fully the circum

tea

ilitv,

Hi:
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Hitances which give birth to our con-

I ititution. Read and reread that mar-
I'elous document. Strive to under-

stand that it can protect our rights

lis individuals and serve us effec-

ively only as long as each of us
l iischarges his obligations of citizen-

ship.

| Absorb the history of our brief

past. Steep yourself in the docu-

ments, books, and letters of men
vhose faith and idealism shaped
|nd molded a form of government
which is an unceasing expression
If faith in the individual. Contrast
iur form of government which puts
nan on his honor to do his best
|/ith that of totalitarian commu-
dsm. The latter strait-jackets the
nind, enslaves the body, and kills

he spirit. It teaches that there is

lio God, that there is no soul, and
Ihat all religions must be destroyed.
It abolishes human dignity. It de-

lies the morality inherent in the
pen Commandments, and teaches a
Ihilosophy of "the end justifies the
peans." It reduces man to the state
If high-grade animal, and it makes
|he utmost use of force to keep him
enned behind barbed wire and
Blockhouse barricades. Communism,
|i short, is inherently cynical, utter-

b deceitful, and wholly ruthless.

I Learn what communism is. Never
|e talked into thinking you can
[lean the truth about communism
S-om communists or their apolo-
lists. Be wary of propagandists.
|urn, instead, to those who have
fcarned through disillusioning expe-
|ence the great gulf between com-
liunist promise and communist re-

fity.

IValue your name. Keep in mind
lie fact that communist tactics re-

wire the development of "fronts"
1-legitimate-sounding causes and or-
knizations—from behind which the
wicealed communist can operate in
lifety. Do not permit your name to

• used by subversives on petitions
id membership rolls.

Seek to inform yourself. Strive
keep current with events in this

cciting age. Develop an inquiring
jind. Question, but avoid cynicism.
h willing to search beyond the
Hef report to get facts from the

>UTH is sponsored by the Young People's
ion of the General Conference Mennonite
urch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner, 722
lin, Newton, Kansas.

original source.

Study your local government.
Learn from the men and women
who administer it as well as from
textbooks. Think about your stake
in good government. Debate it with
your friends. Prepare yourself to

play your proper role in it. Only
by accepting civic responsibilities

can men and women retain self-

government.

Strive to become politically ma-
ture. Our forefathers could not fore-

see the insidious machinations of
the communist conspiracy. Indeed,
they could not visualize it as pos-
sible that any group of American
citizens, however small, would one
day spurn their birthright of free-

dom of the individual in order to
place themselves wholly at the serv-
ice of a foreign-directed tyranny
more brutal and more degrading
than any previously known through-
out the recorded history of mankind.
How could they, who enthroned all

that is spiritual and idealistic in

the constitution of our great repub-
lic, dream there would be those who
would use this constitution to pro-
tect themselves while at the same
time they seek to destroy our form
of government?
Give your support to the faith of

your choice. The communists would
outlaw religion and morality—
those factors which George Wash-
ington called indispensable sup-
ports of political prosperity. Our
first president said:

"Let it simply be asked, where is

the security for property, for repu-
tation, for life, if the sense of re-

ligious obligation deserts the oaths
which are the instruments of in-

vestigation in courts of justice? And
let us with caution indulge the sup-
position that morality can be main-
tained without religion. Whatever
may be conceded to the influence of
refined education on minds of pe-
culiar structure, reason and expe-
rience both forbid us to expect that
national morality can prevail in
exclusion of religious principle."

Take pride in your magnificent
heritage, but never take freedom
for granted. Balance the words
"rights" and "privileges" equally
with those of "duty" and "obliga-
tion." Make principle your sole com-
pass, and the communist conspir-
acy's effort to reinvigorate itself

by misleading American youth can-
not succeed.
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THE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom.

Why do you print those New Addresses? I don't

see any point to it. Wasted space! These are a

few of the comments we get on one of our depart-

ments. We appreciate each remark. We want to

learn. But let's try to share ideas before we take

any action.

The General Conference Mennonite Church is a

fellowship of congregations and individuals. This

means that we are interested in each other as people.

Many of our folks are moving. We would like to

keep in touch with the friend who moves away.

We also want to know about the stranger who moves

into our neighborhood. We can't print everyone's

new address. Space doesn't allow it. But we try

to get the most important moves, usually the longest

ones. Here is a symbol of our concern for each other.

But this is just one way to build the fellowship.

News reports also help. Thus we get to know each

other. The human information about life and death

including marriage keeps us up to date on each other.

As Christians we are especially interested in the Chris-

tian witness. This includes baptism. We publish the

names of those baptized as an act of prayer for those

who take Christ to be their Lord. We cannot record

all the many things Christians do for their Lord. We
hope the few notes under Workers, Ministers, and

Gifts will be a symbol of each person's witness.

Building the fellowship includes everything that

happens to us when we get together. Fellowship is

more than play. Fellowship comes through work.

The Mennonite is the church at work. As we have

tried to show two times before, this church paper

aims to witness and teach for Christ. The church

paper is a mission of the church in which all of us

share. Some people say, "We don't want any mis-

sion money used for The Mennonite." I fail to under-

stand this prejudice. The church paper is a mission-

ary right here and now. It is carrying the Christian

message to the pagans of America. And all of us

take part in this paganism, I fear. Perhaps what the

objectors are trying to say is, "I don't want to pay for

a missionary who works with me." But this is pride

—a yard wide and a mile long.

The church paper is a work of the Conference.

It is also a symbol of all other Conference activities.

We hope that it brings all of us together so that we 2

can do Christ's work.

The Mennonite is one of the chief things that make

a congregation a member of the General Conference

Mennonite Church. Once in a while a congregation

raises a question about its participation in the Every

Home Plan (which provides this church paper or

Der Bote for every home) . "Why should we belong?"

My answer is, "Because your congregation is a mem-

ber of the General Conference Mennonite Church.

You want to be a part of its fellowship. Only a few

of your members will ever attend a General Confer-

ence meeting. But they can receive the church paper

each week. In this way they can become a real part

of the fellowship."

A few congregations have not joined the Ever

Home Plan. I don't know why. My best unde:

standing is that these folks are saying by their refusal,

"We don't want to be bothered. We don't want an^

influences from the outside." This is a denial of

fellowship. May we overcome these barriers.

But there are many other problems. We know that

many people don't read. Others read little. Others

find the articles we print hard to read. They find the

words and sentences too difficult. This is sometimes

the writer's fault. It is also the editor's fault. We^

work on these problems. Solutions must come fromj

at least three directions. Readers must learn to read

better. Writers must write better. And editors muj

keep up with both. The church paper unread is the

Christian fellowship unbuilt.

But this problem is simple compared to the em

tional and spiritual barriers that keep us apart. Muc

of it is fear. We fear others. We fear ourselvei

All of this keeps us from growing in Christ. For vti

are buried under the dead debris of self-righteousness

and pride. These are also denials of fellowship

These things will be the last to give way. As long

as they remain they are the colored glasses that keep

out the true beauty of God's world. It will tafl

more than a little weekly church paper to bring light

But we will work toward it and if we all join oui

hands, we can know the full lordship of Christ.

.1





This article was adapted from a paper presented to

the Church and Society Conference in Chicago in

November ig6i. This paper was developed by a

group of leaders in Chicago: Delton Franz, Curtis

Janzen, Ed Riddick, Julius Belser, Paul King, Rich-

ard Harmon, and John Miller. Chairman of the

group was Vincent Harding.
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ew words are used more glibly and
*eely within our conference than
le word, challenge.

"You presented us with a great
lallenge."

"This issue really challenges us."

"Thanks for the challenge."

But there is rarely any connection
stween challenge and appropriate
jsponse in actions. We are satis-

ed to be titillated or even dis-

irbed. That usually ends the story,

he failure of the church to re-

jond positively to Christ's way in

ice relations is the clearest ex-

mple of such a situation.

We say that all men are sinners,

'e proclaim the good news that

od has come in Christ to recon-

le all men to himself. We say that

le way of grace is open to all

ten. Here we proclaim the most
asic equality — one that cannot be
liritualized away.
We speak of love as being basic

man's relationship with God and
ian. We cannot love God and fail

love our fellow man. Our church
based upon this ethic. We are not
norant concerning the way to go
race relations.

Our failure to apply what we
now and what we say we believe

as been attributed to our isola-

on from the problems of race. In
>me ways this isolation has been
sal. Often it has been imagined

—

1 imagination growing out of de-

re. At times this isolation has
?en accidental. Though accidental
has sometimes been continued in-

ntionally.

But we have been slow in shar-

g our personal and congregational
/es even with other white persons
our communities. Indeed, many
us have deep interpersonal prob-
ms within the fellowship of our
vn congregations. Somehow we
lve found it difficult to learn to

ve those who are nearest to us.

The outsider in the community
id the nonconformist in the fellow-
ip may well provide the first real
st of this love that we need to
rry into the midst of vexing ra-
il problems.
At this moment in history the
estion is no longer, "What shall

j
say to these things?" Rather, it

"What shall we do about these

things?" For words — even words
of abject confession—will no longer
suffice. The movement of God in

the social structures around us has
left us with no other course than to

believe the words of James: "What
use is it for a man to say he has
faith when he does nothing to show
it? . . . Faith divorced from deeds
is lifeless as a corpse" (NEB).
After so long a period of disobedi-

ence, it is certain that many of the
deeds will involve a great price.

Some of us will have to leave our
rich and comfortable farms (Is this

wrong in a time of farm surplus?)

and go to live in those places where
uncomfortable men need us to live

near them and to make our living

in as meager a way as they make
theirs.

Some of us who go to the suburbs
to live will have to go there not to

share the pleasures of materialism,
but to wage war against such un-

christian elements of life. Some of

our churches will need to bear the
persecution of losing "weighty"
members as a result of a new at-

tempt at racial inclusiveness. Some
of our denomination's reserve funds
will need to be used for building

low income housing which can be
rented on an integrated basis.

Our churches find themselves in

several types of situations in regard
to race, situations on which we pro-

pose to comment and urge action.

We do this not simply to point out
specific areas of need and inaction,

but to suggest guide posts for re-

deeming deeds.

The places studied can serve only
as a partial look at our task in

this area as congregations. Includ-

ed here is one congregation and
community in each district of the
General Conference. In each of

these communities a sizable number
of non-white people reside, many of

which are not churched, nearly all

of which have not received the full

opportunity of employment and
housing now being enjoyed by our
Mennonite families.

We believe that the mission of an
obedient church centers in the task
of bringing all men into Christian
fellowship. We can only interpret

this to mean that all those of other
racial background who reside with-

in the area where our congregations
are gathered were meant to be in-

cluded in our fellowship. For our
Lord most assuredly taught that
the dividing wall of hostility should
be broken down. "For in Christ
Jesus we are all sons of God,
through faith . . . there is neither
Jew nor Greek, there is neither
slave nor free." Thus there can be
neither colored church nor white
church but one Christian church.

Philadelphia

The First Mennonite Church,
Reese and Diamond streets, Phila-

delphia, is the oldest city church in

the General Conference. The neigh-
borhood in which this church is lo-

cated has undergone racial transi-

tion in recent years. Presently
about seventy per cent of the popu-
lation here represent Puerto Ricans
and Negro. Some Puerto Ricans and
Negroes have been in attendance at

Sunday school. About twenty-five to

thirty families of First Church have
moved from the community in the
past decade. The congregation has
voted to relocate in Huntingdon
Valley, a northern suburb, where
an increasing number of their ac-

tivities and meetings are being held.

The church council is open to the
possibility of turning the ministry
in the First Church community over
to the Eastern District Conference
or to our General Conference. The
offer of support for such a ministry
with funds and personnel was also

made by the council of First Church.
Philadelphia, the "city of broth-

erly love," is where the first Men-
nonites coming to America estab-

lished a congregation. Here they
participated in the signing of the
first written protest against slavery
in America. This city, is now a

place which Mennonites are leaving.

Dare we leave this historic site with-
out our witness?

We would call those members of
First Mennonite Church who would
commit themselves to assist in the
ongoing ministry of the church at

Reese and Diamond, by retaining
their membership, their residence
(for those who have not yet moved)
and their full support in this loca-

tion, and to invite both the white
people of the community (non-mem-
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bers) who have been attending and

those who have not and the non-

white residents, to participate in

their venture in discipleship. We
would encourage the Eastern Dis-

trict Conference (and General Con-

ference as needed) to extend a call

for pastoral leadership, for volun-

teers, and concerned individuals and

families to join hands in a renewed

ministry in this community to peo-

ple of all backgrounds.

Elkhart

In this city of 42,000 people the

number of Negro people has dou-

bled over the past decade and now
numbers 2,200, coming mostly from

the rural South. Virtually the entire

Negro population of Elkhart resides

in a ghetto area, many finding them-

selves in predominantly Negro

schools and segregated Negro

churches. Because of discriminatory

practices, in employment, school-

ing, and housing, the incentive of

the Negro people in Elkhart is in

need of a "lift" through new oppor-

tunities and the assistance of con-

cerned Christians. The concern of

students at Mennonite Biblical Sem-

inary for the plight of the Negro

people of this city has been ex-

pressed through their study of the

existing situation and by the meet-

ings which have been held conjoint-

ly with Negro representatives. Be-

cause the newly organized Hively

Avenue Mennonite Church as well

as the seminary are within close

driving distance but not in the im-

mediate area of the Negro commu-
nity it is difficult to establish natural

relationships.

To make possible a real break-

through in housing, serious con-

sideration should be given to the

possibility of offering lots for the

building of homes on the land

owned and under control of our

seminary. The evil of housing seg-

regation can perhaps be defeated

only when concerned Christians

make explicit offers in the sale of

property to those who have been

denied the opportunity of purchas-

ing lots and housing because of

their race. The seminary and Hive-

ly Avenue Church should consider a

cooperative venture.

Such a venture could more nat-

urally lead to establishing relations

with the Negro people living in the

community where church members
reside, with the opportunity to in-

vite such Negro residents into the

Christian fellowship of the Hively

Avenue congregation.

We believe that real estate oper-

ators who are members of the Men-

nonite fellowship should be ap-

proached in Christian concern and

asked to go out of their way to

open opportunities for Negro buy-

ers. In the same way, Mennonite

businessmen and professionals who
are in a position to hire and dis-

charge should be urged to seek out

qualified Negro help in other than

menial tasks. (For instance, in Elk-

hart a Negro of high moral char-

acter was unable to obtain a posi-

tion as a dental technician—a job

for which he has been well trained

—primarily because of his race.)

Newton

This town of 14,877 people has two

non-white groups— about 700 Ne-

groes and 625 Mexicans. A recent

survey made of the non-white popu-

lation by a Bethel College student

revealed that less than 100 of the

700 Negro people of Newton are

actively a part of Newton's three

Negro churches. (Less than thirty

per cent are even members.) The
only Negroes belonging to any other

churches are the three who are

members of St. Mary's Roman Cath-

olic Church and two who are mem-
bers of the Christian Church.

Most Mexicans are members of

the Mexican Catholic Church and

have a much higher proportion of

active participants in their congre-

gation.

The prevailing attitude among
our white church membership which

says, "they are happier in their own
churches," when referring to non-

white citizens in our communities is

an irresponsible attitude. Apparent-

ly the assumption in Newton has

been that the Negro people were

being adequately cared for spirit-

ually by the ministry of "their own"
churches.

A nucleus of concerned members
from each of the three Newton
Mennonite churches should explore

ways in which to establish rela-

tions with Negro people in an effort *
to understand their problems (e.g., f{

in gaining employment and in hous- P 1

ing). In terms of numbers alone,

the Mennonites of Newton should

have a strong voice and an effec-jJ.M»

tive hand in bringing about the best|

possible circumstances for the

Negro people (and Mexican) of

Newton.
Explicit efforts should be made to

move from the friendships estab-

lished to bringing friends won intoj|il st

the fellowship of our churches. We
have welcomed them as students at

Bethel College, we have served themflitoiK

in our hospital at Bethel Deaconess,

but we have not shown any aggres-

sive concern in asking them to shares

in our deepest experiences within'-

the fellowship of the church.

Minneapolis

Of the six districts where oppor-

tunities are cited for interracial wit-

ness, the possibility of the North-

ern District congregation meeting in aw

Minneapolis was the least tangible lit

o

in 1961 when this study was made. Ill

At that time some consideration !

was being given to the possibility,

of locating in one of the suburban^

areas of the city. Serious thought)

had been given by some of "the!

members to the possibility of es-

tablishing contact and fellowshipU|!ly i

with non-white people.

Before congregations in the proc-j

ess of establishing themselves in a|

final location come to their deci-J

sion, it seems imperative that due

consideration be given to the ques-|

tion of their responsibility in out

reach. Who will we minister to? m
Who is most neglected by the church t no

and its gospel in our total city nil

area? To whom is our message ol sses

discipleship and our way of lovqjflx

and peace most relevant?

Reedley

This is a mixed community Qj

about 6,000 with a sizable numbei)

of non-white citizens, includir

Mexicans, Japanese, Filipinos, Ko

rean, Armenians, Chinese, Greeks,^*

Syrians, and others. The childrer
^

of these many nationalities and
|

races are classmates in the public
,

sl

schools. Their parents belong to thl
%{

same Rotary Club, serve togethei
?Jp
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I

I the Chamber of Commerce, are

I part of various boards and com-
ittees in the community on a mu-
ll al basis. The non-white people of

teedley live scattered throughout
Be town. The community accepts

1 ; non-white citizens quite well.

I From the information received, it

ijtpears that the only institutions

Hat do not have non-white mem-
I rs are the churches.

This again is the kind of silent

lit sobering commentary on the

I iristian church which we have so

I ten been unaware of or seemingly
iiconcerned about. If "good rela-

Ims" prevail among the people of

Ipdley as they are reported to

id if it is true that "we all have
Br friends from the various

l oups," is it not a rather serious

Jpictment on the nature of our
liristian fellowship within the

lurch when these same relations

K.d friendships do not carry over
to the deepest of human relations,

I at which we have under the Lord-
lip of Christ in His church?
Members of the Reedley congre-
I tion together with friends repre-

Ijating other racial groups should
Igin meeting to share common
I :erests with the eventual purpose
I inviting the non-white persons
I d their friends to participate more
Illy in the life of the congrega-
n. The children and young peo-

1? who have non-white classmates
H the Reedley public schools should
I encouraged to invite their

lends to Sunday school and other
lurch activities. Serious efforts

lould be made to make better em-
Ipyment possibilities available to

jp non-white citizens of Reedley
well as housing. Adult education

Uses and other practical steps
liy be necessary to make possible
Ip sharing of our rich opportu-
iies in life with those of less op-
fflrtune circumstances. These con-
Irns may well be applicable to

I; migrant laborers who come to
irk in the Reedley area.

Mnnipeg

Several thousand Indians reside
Winnipeg (260,000). These people
Ih struggling to make the jump
I'm the reservation to the city.

Iving come from the reservation
I ere life was lived in closely knit
inily groups, they are lonely. Often
I' loneliness and lack of assistance

cause them to give up their jobs,

and thus they have become poor

risks in the eyes of most employ-

ers. Even for those who try to stay,

the living standards remain low.

They are looked down upon and os-

tracized by the white population.

The problems of the Indians in Win-
nipeg are: lack of education and
training on the reservation; diffi-

culty in obtaining and keeping jobs;

and deplorable living conditions

such as ghetto housing, drinking,

broken family life.

With five General Conference
Mennonite congregations in Winni-

peg and a total Mennonite popula-

tion in the city greater than that of

any other, the resources and poten-

tial of these members should be ade-

quate to provide a Christian an-

swer. A serious responsibility re-

mains to be met by our brethren in

Winnipeg.

We would encourage our people

in Winnipeg to appoint representa-

tives to study the problems of the

Indian people in the city and on the

reservation. Serious consideration

should be given to a program of

education, vocational training, and
spiritual nurture for both the In-

dians on the reservation and those

already in the city. The possibility

of establishing a newcomers pro-

gram in which trades and skills for

jobs would be taught, job oppor-

tunities sought, and placements
made, family budgeting and finance

discussed, and establishment made
within the churches now in exist-

ence or yet to be formed, are all

worthy of consideration. Mennonite
businessmen and factory owners
should be asked to make provisions

for the employment of Indians. Ob-
viously second-mile patience, train-

ing, and assistance would be needed
to prepare the Indian for useful

work in these businesses.

Suggestions for Everyone

There are many communities in

which Mennonites make up the pre-

dominant or most influential Chris-

tian group, but in which there are
no members of racial minorities. In
such communities we feel it is ur-

gent that school boards go out of

their way to seek qualified Negro
(or other minority group) teach-

ers. We believe that business should
search for Negro workers. And,
most intimately, we would encour-

age families who are contemplating
child adoption to consider strongly

the great good that could be done
by adopting a Negro child into their

family.

Most often our Mennonite institu-

tions have either been silent on
racial policies or have simply said,

"Our doors are open to all." We
believe the Christian imperative
for this time of crisis must carry

us even further. We believe that

hospitals, schools, and homes should

actively seek out (through registry

services, for instance) qualified Ne-
groes to serve in teaching, nursing,

and other professional or skilled

positions in these institutions. We
believe that our homes and hos-

pitals must be as clear as possible

in stating their welcome to all per-

sons who may wish to come as resi-

dents or patients.

In a more general vein, we would
urge all young persons and youth
counselors to consider seriously the

opportunities now open to them to

engage in Christian race relations.

There are numerous voluntary serv-

ice situations open both in the north
and south for those who would seek

to live and work in places where
our church is on the front line of

racial opportunity. Most important,

though, we believe that no young
person ought to make his choice of

vocation or of residence without
considering his possible role in the

church's struggle to be truly Chris-

tian in race relations.

Finally, the various protest move-
ments (sit-ins and freedom rides,

for example) and the many opinions

that have been voiced concerning
them surely call for some clear word
from our pulpits and publications.

We would ask all those who are
leaders in the church to examine
carefully these movements. They
are dramatic protests against humil-
iation and injustice that have been
heaped upon the Negro for genera-
tions, and they are protests for
reconciliation between the races

and for the practice of democracy
to approach the theory. They have
come at this moment in history not
through some subversive plot, but
in response to and as a part of the
great movement toward freedom
that is now turning our world up-

side down. Men are asking where
the church stands. We must at least

seek to give an answer.
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Ca Hpu left China to save his sons

Dash Through the Jungle

John Po

Ca Hpu was born forty-five years

ago in the Chinese village of Loi

Poe Toe. This was about a day's

journey from the mission center of

Bana where he was baptized when
he was twelve. He went to school

for nine years, and can read and

write Lahu, some Chinese, Burmese
and Shan.

As an adult, the life of Ca Hpu
and his family continued to center

around the church. "We prayed, we
worshiped and we were happy with

our families," he said of those days.

He tilled a small plot of land to

raise food for his family, adding

meat and fish to their fare by hunt-

ing and fishing. After a day's work,

he would rest, sing and romp with

his children.

But all this was changed when
the Chinese Communist soldiers

started to come. After a time the

mission workers found it necessary

to flee to Burma. At first Ca Hpu
and other Chinese Christians were
permitted to continue attending

their church, but then came the

day when congregational worship

was forbidden.

"We prayed and worshiped indi-

vidually. We said only silent prayers.

And we hoped and waited for better

days," said Ca Hpu.
But worse times were in store.

At harvest time the soldiers seized

half the produce, leaving too little

for the people to use for food and
to sell for clothing and other neces-

sities. Ca Hpu could no longer hunt

for food, for his firearms were
taken from him.

He started raising pigs and poul-

try, but soon this too was forbidden.

Then whole families were forced

to work in the communal fields.

Wives went with their husbands,

taking with them small babies and

all their children ten and over.

Younger children were left at home
to be cared for by brothers and sis-

ters who were themselves of tender

years.

"We had to get up before dawn
and after we had eaten, we went
to work by torchlight," said Ca Hpu.
"We labored in the fields the whole
day until about 5:00, when we were
exhausted with hunger and toil.

"We stopped work and returned

to our homes to find our children

asleep or exhausted from hunger.

On many occasions I cried when I

saw them. I prayed to God for de-

liverance.

"At 5:30, after a quick supper,

we had to return to the fields to

work until after dark. Then came
lectures in which we had no inter-

est. We had no such things as rest,

recreation and family gatherings

—

all were tired and hungry and could

not show love and affection to one

another.

"It was often after midnight be-

fore we could go to sleep, knowing
for certain that the morrow would
be the same day of toil, hunger and
disgust.

"Things were even worse during

harvest. There was no night and
day—we worked in shifts. Harvest

time in China was no longer a time

for joy and thanksgiving as in by-

gone days."

Ca Hpu had heard conditions were
better in Burma, where the mission-

aries and some of his Lahu breth-

ren had gone. It was said a man
could get all he worked for there.

There was peace, and children were

free to roam, romp and play.
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This news came through Chinese^*

who ran away to Burma and re

turned for their families. When Ca »

Hpu felt he could endure no more,

he suggested to his wife that thej|

escape to Burma. She urged tha

they wait in the hope that condi

tions might improve.

"Thus we waited and waited for

things to change for the better, bu

it got worse and worse instead,'

said Ca Hpu.
"One day we heard something

which made our decision. It was «

that our children would be taker it ft

away from us for a number oi ri

years—seven or more, according tc 'As

their age. tas

"We could not bear to lose oui ?tr

children, because even if they coulc i\

come back after ten years or so (ml

what would we mean to them? W( Sue.

would be just an old, unenlightened iw

couple, just strangers. They woult i"

no longer love us.

"I decided we would flee to Bur Mr

ma and set up a home where w< iin

could enjoy life. I told my wife ij m
we must die, we would die on th< H(,

way to Burma. But we would no Hpt

continue to live here."

Ca Hpu waited for a group o: iff

men coming back from Burma t( -»

fetch their families. Luckily he cam* ley

in contact with such a group. Th< :ai,

men took pity on him, but saic i j

they could not take any women o)

children in addition to their owi

families. There would be much less fe

chance of escaping across the bordei

if the group were too large.

Ca Hpu asked for a chance tdfcl

accompany them, taking only hli pi,

eldest son. They could help the es

caping families, learn the way, am
then return for their own family
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Because the Chinese had border
( iatrols posted along the frontier,

fie fugitives dared not use even
he least frequented jungle trails.

[They had to cut their own way
I hrough the jungle by night, ford

fitreams waist-high, go up slippery

Hillsides, over rocks and boulders.

| After five nights' travel, they

j
eached a Lahu Christian village on

Ithe Burma side of the border with-

out mishap, and they thanked the

[Lord.

I Ca Hpu and his son rested a day,

hen traveled on until they found

| suitable place for a home to be

luilt later. They then made contact

|/ith three men also returning to

'hina for their families; the village

Ii China where the men lived was
Ibout three miles from their own.
The second night of their return

[rip to China, they ran into a Chi-

[ese patrol, were shot at and ran
pr their lives. They regrouped, but

pst their bearings.

I "For two days we wandered
ibout the jungle without food, as

I'hat little rations we had were
pst," said Ca Hpu. "We lived on
loots, shoots and leaves. We be-

ame so weak we thought we would
Hie from hunger and never see our
imilies again.

K "As I was losing all hope, I saw
I basket of rice by the side of a
Big tree. I could not believe my eyes

Intil I felt it with my own hands.

I could not say how it came to be
liere. We thanked God and dis-

ributed the heaven-sent food among
|s.

They regained their strength, got
Sieir bearings and made it safely

1) their village. Ca Hpu secretly

pntacted his wife and fixed the
late, time and rendezvous for the
I scape.

I At the appointed time and place,

Ive families—thirty individuals in

111—made their bid for freedom.
Ihey marched furiously the first

light, covering eighteen miles; then
Kd and rested during the day.

|
The next night was not easy, as

liey had to cross rugged mountain

J
Train. Adults carried babies and
pall children on their backs, leav-

ing their hands free to cling and
I'awl, and to drag along by the
land older children who just could
ht understand why they were in
iich a hurry.

I "A sad event occurred that night,"
Hid Ca Hpu. "Just before dawn one

of my children, a boy, died of hun-

ger and exhaustion. My child gained
his freedom, though not in the way
I had desired. The Lord had chosen
the way for him.

"We buried our child and waited
for nightfall. As the evening shad-

ows started to fall, we prepared to

continue our flight. With tears well-

ing in my eyes, I left my boy's

grave.

"As before, we walked through
streams, climbed slippery slopes

and went through thickets. Cutting

our way through the jungle, we
ran into a Chinese patrol.

"We fled in all directions, and
had to give opium to babies and
little children to silence them lest

we be found by the soldiers. When
dawn came, the patrol had gone.

We regrouped ourselves and re-

mained quiet the whole day.

"Waiting for night to fall, we
were restless, anxious and worried.

We were also sad, as this night

would be the last in the land of

our beloved ancestors.

"By night we made our final dash
for freedom through the jungle,

over hills and through valleys.

Finally at dawn we marched into a
village on the Burma side of the
border, hungry and exhausted—but
free."

Ca Hpu and his family continued

on to Kentung Mission Compound.
There they were told by the son of

their former missionary that they
need go no further; a settlement for

refugees fleeing from China was
about to be started nearby.

"The new village was named Naw-
noon," said Ca Hpu. "One day a

Burmese Christian, the Rev. John
Thetgyi, director of the Burma
Christian Council Relief Committee,
came to our little village with an
American doctor, Dr. K. Dahlberg,
to see what our needs were.

"Soon after their visit we re-

ceived warm clothing, blankets and
tools.

"The Burmese Christian came
again, this time with a German mis-

sionary, Dr. B. Ohse. We then re-

ceived seeds, tools and implements,
buffaloes and ploughs to work the

fields, and sufficient rice to last un-

til harvest.

"Then we started to build our
home and clean land for cultiva-

tion. We were very busy, but there

was great joy for us in the work.
"We now have a little church and

a young pastor, and school for our
children. They are learning to read
and write, and are free and happy.

"The next harvest will be ours!

We thank the Lord. We thank those

who have helped us and those who
are helping us now."

Ca Hpu and his family after they arrived in

Burma. One son stayed behind in a jungle grave.
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Fifth Mental Hospital Planned

A mental hospital for Bakersfield,

Calif., was tentatively approved at

the annual meeting of the Menno-
nite Central Committee on January
18 and 19. This will be the fifth

institution within the framework of

Mennonite Mental Health Services.

The 1963 budget, as ratified by

the Chicago meeting, calls for a

total of $1,256,820 for its five ad-

ministrative departments — foreign

relief and services, peace section,

voluntary service, Mennonite Men-
tal Health Services, and Mennonite
Disaster Service. This does not in-

clude the income from the mental
hospitals and Ailsa Craig Boys
Farm. The budget anticipates about

the same level of giving as in 1962.

Kings View Hospital, Reedley,

Calif., was asked in 1962 by the

Bakersfield Memorial Hospital to

open a psychiatric hospital there.

The Kings View board of directors

studied the proposal. It felt that it

should take advantage of this in-

vitation. The request has been ap-

proved provided that the Kings
View board can work out an ac-

ceptable working arrangement with
the medical staff at Bakersfield.

Plans call for the securing of Hill-

Burton government funds to cover
one-third of the construction costs.

Another third would come from the

state of California.

Other actions by the committee
included: A joint office of Interna-

tional Education Services to be es-

tablished at Akron, Pa. The Council

of Mennonite Colleges and the Men-
nonite Centra] Committee will joint-

ly finance the office and employ a
full-time secretary. A six-man ad-

visory council representing the par-

ticipating groups will be established

to formulate and coordinate policy

related to international education.

Mennonite mission boards are also

supporting this project.

Following is a resume of the pro-

gram planning for 1963:

Europe. The need for relief and

service work in Europe is diminish-

ing. East-West projects now occupy

a large part of the program. During

1963 explorations with European
Mennonites for an international

Mennonite relief project will be

made. Workers continue to serve

in Greece, Germany, Switzerland,

Austria, and Holland.

North Africa. Algeria holds the

center of attention. Self-help proj-

ects and food and clothing distribu-

tion will be carried on. A small con-

tingent of Mennonites will also

serve in Morocco.

Sub-sahara Africa. The Congo pro-

gram continues in cooperation with

other Christian agencies. The Pax
program is expected to grow.

Teachers Abroad Program, which
sent twenty-three teachers to Africa

in 1962, is hoping to send thirty-five

more in 1963.

Middle East. Beit Jala prepara-

tory school for boys joins the He-

bron elementary school which has

been operating for many years.

Clothing and food distributions to

the refugees will be given a major
overhaul.

Asia. Plans call for activity in

Korea, Hong Kong, Vietnam, India,

Nepal, and Pakistan. Work in Thai-

land will be discontinued when the

present four workers terminate. In

Indonesia work on the island of

Halmahera will be discontinued and

the work in Timor enlarged.

South America. One of the major
projects here in 1963 will be In

dian settlement.

Exchange Visitors (Trainee) Pro-

gram. The first North American
young people will go to Europe un-

der the Exchange Visitor Program r,

this year. Seven Pax-trainees went
ff j

for a six-month period prior to theU^

jiti

Pax assignment in 1962, but thus

far no North Americans have gone

to Europe under this program on a

full-scale exchange.

Child Sponsorship. The number of

children supported by this program
will level off at 950 this year. This

effort provides a channel for con-

tributions that otherwise flow toi

interdenominational agencies.

in

MDS WORKSHOP
The Mennonite Disaster Service will

hold a workshop for local units on

February 14 and 15, in the Menno-|j\

nite Brethren Church, Hillsboro,

Kan.
Major features of the meeting will |-j \

emphasize the practical aspects ofifcii,

MDS activity. Social worker Orvubm
Shoemaker will address the groupfc.

speaking on the subject on counsel-jRj.jf

ing with victims of disaster. Wilifetif

liam Snyder will discuss the organifhit
j

zation of MDS as it relates to the?|r

local congregation, to the local unit.

and to the regional and interna-Bo,;

tional organization. Albert EdigeiuLt

will present a demonstration oflr

MDS field operations, which will in ^
elude the display of a mobile unit)

and other equipment which has
j„fr

been purchased by the Kansas unit
. y

A banquet will be held for the
s

>

public at 6:00, p.m., February 14. ^
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:OUNTRY CHURCH SEMINAR
i. pastor's seminar on "Town and
!ountry in Transition" will be held
t Mennonite Biblical Seminary in

:ikhart, Indiana, April 16-19. Paul
liller, a faculty member of Goshen
College Biblical Seminary, will be
he main speaker.

Making plans for the seminar are
lennonite Biblical Seminary and
he Committees on the Ministry and
in City Churches operating under
le Board of Missions.

While recently more emphasis
as been placed on city churches,

lis seminar is scheduled because
iaders feel that the great chal-

mges to the church and in evange-
sm are in the town and country.

UDGES NAMED IN CONTEST
udges for the Evangelism Com-
littee's sermon contest have been
nnounced. Ward M. Shelly, chair-

lan of the committee, reports the
blowing appointments: J. N.
mucker, Goshen, Ind.; I. I. Friesen,
Winnipeg, Man. ; Howard Baumgart-
er, Berne, Ind.; and Ward W. Shel-
', Lancaster, Pa.

The sermon contest was planned
y the Evangelism Committee to

romote evangelism in the congre-
ation. Sermons being entered must
ave been preached before the con-
ist deadline, June 1, in order to

aalify for an award.
Information may be obtained
om and entries submitted to Ward

Shelly, 2110 Birchwood Road,
incaster, Pa.; or Esther Wiens,
:>sthern, Sask.

?AFT LAW UP FOR EXTENSION
le National Service Board for Re-
jious Objectors states that the
irrent general authority to draft
en will expire on July 1, 1963.

lis to extend this drafting will be
ken up by the U. S. House Armed
rvices Committee in February. A
ur-year extension of the draft law
s been proposed. Currently the
taft is at a low of 4,000, but is

pected to reach 9,000 in March.
A total of 14,727 persons have
en assigned to "civilian service in

u of induction" since July 1, 1952.
ie number of persons currently
ssified in Class 1-W (objectors
ing alternative service) is 2,158,

increase of 600 over last year's
al. The increase includes 216
>re Mennonite and Brethren in

•ist men than last year, the (Old)

Mennonite Church having the larg-

est increase (92). The Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ total since

1952 is 6,882.

Four years ago, when the draft
was also scheduled to expire at

the end of June, one of the first acts

of the 85th Congress was to ram
through a four-year extension. There
are indications that similar strat-

egy will be used this year in order
to forestall opposition and broader
debate of some of the admitted de-

fects of the Universal Military
Training and Service Act.

TRANSLATION OMITS LEPROSY
The word "leprosy" will not appear
in the new translation of the Old
Testament scheduled for publication
in 1966, according to Godfrey B.

Driver, professor of Semitic philolo-

gy at Oxford University, and head
of a group of scholars who have
been working on the new transla-
tion.

"Leprosy," one of a number of
words to be eliminated or changed
to give the new translation a "whol-
ly new idiom and rhythm," disap-

pears because it has changed its

meaning, Driver explained. "What
the Greeks called leprosy signified

a disease which produces a whiten-
ing and flaking of the skin. To our
doctors it is the disease called 'pso-

riasis.' Modern translations of Ex-
odus say Miriam's hand became
'leprous, white as snow.' We could

hardly say Miriam's hand was 'pso-

riatic,' so we shall probably use
some phrase like 'had a disease of
the skin.'

"

Robert G. Cochrane of London,
technical medical adviser for Amer-
ican Leprosy Missions, who consult-

ed with Driver on the change in

terminology, says that "historically,

medically and exegetically" there is

no justification for applying the Old
Testament conception of leprosy to

the disease we now know by that
name.

In his recently reissued booklet,

Biblical Leprosy, A Suggested In-

terpretation, Cochrane maintains
that the Hebrew word Tsara'ath,
meaning "smitten of God," was mis-
translated "leprosy" in the early
translation of the English Bible.

SYMBOL ON DATE STONE
The conference symbol appears in

a date stone of a Wichita, Kan.,
church. The stone was laid in a
ceremony on Jan. 27. It marks the
new education addition of the Lor-
raine Avenue Church.
Reuben Janzen of the building

committee said that the symbol
has been provisionally adopted by
the General Conference Mennonite
Church as an identifying mark. The
symbol contains the cross, orb, and
bar.

In the closing act of the cere-

mony, the pastor, Paul Goering,
asked James Heidebrecht, chairman

BLANKET AIRLIFT. Nearly 12,000 blankets were flown to Algeria on January 23.
The blankets are distributed by MCC to alleviate the intense needs of war vic-
tims there. John Hostettler, material aid director of MCC, accompanied the
flight and will help set up the program of distribution. Persons or groups
interested in paying for the airlift, made necessary because of the dock strike,
should give their gift to their congregational treasury marked for that use.
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of the building committee to break

a glass to illustrate the words of

the Psalmist: "Except the Lord

build the house, they labor in vain

that build it."

In a three year campaign begun

in October 1961, members and

friends have pledged $105j000 to the

building fund.

NEW ENGLISH PAPERS

On January 11 Mennonitism gained

a new English language magazine.

This one is called The Messenger.

The Evangelical Mennonite Confer-

ence (formerly Kleingemeinde) will

publish it for its 3,000 members. D.

K. Schellenberg, 502 Fifth Ave.,

NW, Portage la Prairie, Man., edits

the eight-page biweekly.

The Messenger takes the place

of "Christian Family Circle" which

for five years was an English sec-

tion of ChristUoher Familienfreund.

The German paper will continue to

appear on alternate weeks.

Another publication in English and

in Canada is Conference Highlights.

This twenty-eight page quarterly

T
JL

CALENDAR

Conferences

Feb. 12-14—Association of Menno-

nite Hospitals and Homes, Cincin-

nati

Feb. 28-March 1—Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago

Apr. 16-19—Town and Country

Seminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

ference

May 7-9—Inter-Mcnnonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference

July 14-18—Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg

will review and promote the work
of the Conference of Mennonites in

Canada. Editor is the group's ex-

ecutive secretary, David P. Neufeld,

600 University Blvd., Winnipeg 29,

Man.

SEMINARY LECTURES

Each Wednesday afternoon for

eight weeks beginning January 30

various faculty members and stu-

dents of the seminary will be lead-

ing a religious study at the Elkhart

YWCA. Chairman of the group is

Jake Friesen of Alderbrove, B. C.

C. J. Dyck, professor in histor-

ical theology, will begin the series

with a lecture on achieving a better

community, nation and world."

For the succeeding lectures Leslie

Norris, Baton Rouge, La., will speak

on the gospel message for contem-

porary racial issues ; Willard Stucky,

McPherson, Kan., on practical Chris-

tianity in rural Mexico; Takeshi

Naruse, Japan, on challenges facing

Christianity in Japan; Peter Foth,

Germany, on the Christian influence

on the political and public life in

,1

July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967 — Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Canadian Conference

Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-

day School Convention, Winnipeg

Eastern

Feb. 13-Mar. 13—Lectures on Gen-

esis every Wednesday evening by

Jacob M. Meyers, professor of Old

Testament, Gettysburg Lutheran

Seminary, Fairfield (Pa.) Church.

Western

Feb. 13—Walter Gomez, guest

speaker, First Church, Clinton, Okla.

Feb. 14, IS—Mennonite Disaster

Service workshop, Mennonite Breth-

ren Church, Hillsboro, Kan.

Feb. 17—Mission Festival, Alex-

anderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,

Verney Unruh, and Rebecca Nickel,

speakers.

Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-

Germany today; Lala K. K. Dey,

India, on the Christian message and

the Hindu society; Clarence Bau-

man, professor of theology and

Christian ethics, on Christianity and ILj

communism; and Lawrence Hart,

Hammon, Okla., on the Christian

message and the Cheyenne culture. u,
nf(

MCPHERSON CHURCH BURNS

On the afternoon of January 29,

the First Mennonite Church, Mc-

Pherson, Kan., burned to the ground

with the exception of the brick

walls. Contents of the building were

completely destroyed.

The first sign of fire was discov-

ered at 4:30 when a group of girls

were meeting in the basement. The
fire spread quickly and firemen

were unable to stop the spread of

the blaze.

The building was insured for

$53,000.

The congregation, formed in 1945,

has 130 members. Its building at

740 East Kansas Avenue was dedi-

cated Oct. 30, 1949. Curt Siemens,

Buhler, is the pastor.
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sions, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.

Apr. 19-20— Oklahoma Church
Workers Conference, First Church,

Clinton, Okla., Verney Unruh,

speaker.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Mennonite Men of the Pacific Dis-

trict Conference are making $500

available to a student preparing foi

Christian service. The scholarship

available to a qualified student fro

the Pacific District who is preparini

for ministerial, educational, or med
ical missionary service. The Com-|

mittee will ask for the approva

of the Board of Missions of thi

General Conference before final ao

ceptance. Alvin L. Funk of Aber

deen, Idaho, is chairman.

Tlve Graduate Assistance Program

of Mennonite Mental Health Serw

ices will again give grants this yeai

to students who are preparing tj

work in the mental health prografflj

The grants will be given during tto

1963-64 school term. Anyone inter

ested in this should apply to Men

is In
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1 onite Mental Health Services, Ak-
Ipn, Pa., before February 15, 1963.

\INISTERS

I Claude Boyer will assume the pas-

l)ral duties of the First Church,
I ugarcreek, Ohio, in July. He is a

Native of eastern Pennsylvania and
Hirved the Deep Run Church, Bed-
I inster, Pa., from 1953 to 1960. Since
I ugust of 1960 he has been Associ-

ate Director of Voluntary Service
IE the Mennonite Central Com-
I littee and also director of the Sum-
lier Service program. He is an as-

Ipciate editor for The Mennonite.

Workers

I Lloyd Voth, Alexanderwohl
I hurch, Goessel, Kan., was commis-
I oned for 1-W service Jan. 6 He is

Iprving at the University of Kansas
Ipdical Center, Kansas City, Kan.
I Suhko Das, was elected president
I: the Indian church conference at

11s sessions in Champa, December
|.-January 3. Das was the Indian
?legate to the Mennonite World
onference last August. He also at-

nded the General Conference and
sited many Mennonite congrega-
3ns in Canada and the United
:ates before his return to India.

Margaret Dueck, Altona, Man.,
is been assigned to the service

•ogram of the Board of Christian
>rvice in Mexico. A registered

Iirse, she will serve as a public
'alth nurse in the Cuauhtemoc
'ea. She is scheduled to arrive in

exico in February.

C. J. Dyck, Elkhart, Ind., will pre-

nt a series of devotional messages
the annual meeting of the Asso-

ition of Mennonite Aid Societies
len it meets in Chicago, Feb. 28
id March 1. Theme of the meeting
"Mutual Aid in a Changing Econ-

ay." Dyck is director of the In-

itute of Mennonite Studies and a
minary Professor.

aide Boyer (Ministers), Suhko Das, Mar)

Jacob T. Friesen, Bluffton, Ohio,

will be the guest speaker at the
Inter-Mennonite Sunday School
Convention, Winnipeg, Feb. 21-24.

The convention will feature forty
different workshops and displays by
four Mennonite publishers.

Peter and Claire Harder termi-

nated service in Mexico the middle
of January. They completed a six-

months term in the agricultural de-

partment of the Board of Christian

Service's program in Mexico. Last
summer they served as directors of

the youth caravan, and before that

they spent about five months in

Colombia, assisting missionaries at

Cachipay. They are now returning

to Doylestown, Pa.

William Keeney, Bluffton College

professor now serving the Menno-
nite Central Committee in the Neth-
erlands, was elected chairman of

the Peace Section of the MCC
at its annual meeting in Chicago
on January 17. He was the chair-

man of the Peace Section European
Committee during the past year.

He succeeds Harold S. Bender who
was chairman of the Peace Section
until his death in September.

Erna Neufeld, Reedley, Calif.,

was recently employed as assistant

bookkeeper of the Mennonite Pub-
lication Office. She succeeds Bertha
Wedel.

Marianne Neufeldt, Laird, Sask.,

is a volunteer stenographer for the
Conference of Mennonites in Can-
ada. She is working in the Con-
ference office at Winnipeg.

Stanley John Schmidt, Glendale
Church, Lynden, Wash., is doing his

1-W work in the White Memorial
Hospital in Los Angeles, Calif. His
wife is also working in the same
hospital as a nurse.

Mr. and Mrs. Art Schrag, Pretty
Prairie, Kan., will spend two months

;aret Dueck, C. J. Dyck, Jacob T. Friesen,

in voluntary service in Denver, be-

ginning February 1. They have been
appointed unit leaders by the Board
of Christian Service. Recently a
house was rented by the 1-W men
serving in Denver. Besides helping
the men organize, the Schrags will

investigate possibilities of other
1-W opportunities in Denver, call-

ing on various social agencies. The
current program consists entirely
of hospital work by men in 1-W.

Griselda (Mrs. Maynard) Shelly,

Newton, Kan., is working temporar-
ily in the Sunday school order de-

partment of the Mennonite Publi-
cation Office. She succeeds Martha
(Mrs. Herbert) Miller.

MARRIAGES

Mary Franes Froese, Eden Church,
Inola, Okla., to Roy Lee Brothers,
First Christian Church, Sand
Springs, Okla., on Dec. 22.

Kermit Nikkei, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., and Marilyn
Koehn, Tabor Church, Newton,
Kan., on Dec. 28.

Shirley Ewy, Garden Township
Church, Hesston, Kan., and Waldon
Wenger, Moundridge, Kan., Jan. 26.

Patricia Stahl, Bethany Church,
Freeman, S. D., to Terrence Vogler,

United Missionary Church, Dec. 29.

ITINERATIONS

Erwin C. Goering and Edmund J.

Miller, to California churches, Feb.

11-23.

Andrew R. Shelly, to Oraibi, Ariz.,

and California churches, Jan. 24-

Feb. 8.

BAPTISMS
'

Good Shepherd Church, Sioux

Falls, S. D., on Jan. 13: Andrea
Kinkel, Diane Schroeder, Judie Mil-

ler, Greg Miller, Harry Kunkel, Jr.,

David Kuhns, and John Schmidt.

William Keeney (Workers l.
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HARD WORK OF PRAYER

Dear Sir: Thank you for Ralph

K. Weber's article, "Do We Know
How to Pray?" [Jan. 1]. However,

Mr. Weber presented the problem,

but really gave no solution. Most

people will read the article, put it

down and say "He's right, we should

pray more," and leave it at that . . .

because real prayer is hard work.

May I recommend three books for

those who are sincerely interested

in prayer? They are: Prayer by O.

Hallsby (IVF Press); Prayer, Con-

versing With God by Rosalind Rink-

er; Thomas Haire, Praying Plumber

of Lishon by A. W. Tozer. Eliza-

beth Mae Janzen 1322 College St.,

Saskatoon, Sask.

Dear Editor: Thank you very much
for the article sent in by Mr. Weber
in regard to prayer. There is within

the local church a lack of knowing

how to pray. It is indeed not always

easy to pray. It calls for hard work
such as self-denial, self-sacrifice,

faith, believing, hoping, living in

accordance with divine order and

so much more. It is a well-known

fact that so many other things,

however good, have taken the place

of prayer. Jens R. Kramer, 2302

College Road, Goshen, Indiana

A DARING VENTURE

The writer of the following letter

was chairman of the Board of Pub-

lication in 1950 when the Every

Home Plan was first adopted.

Dear Editor: I was delighted to

read the statement on the Every
Home Plan in the January 1, issue

of The Mennonite.

As one of the co-authors of the

plan it is satisfying to know that

now after more than a decade of

operation this plan has the full

endorsement of the president of

our conference and the chairmen

of the four boards.

We felt at the time that it was,

as the statement puts it, a daring

and revolutionary venture for our

denomination. However, it was
launched on the premise that a live,

active, and progressive conference

must necessarily have an informed

membership. H. J. Andres, 213 Pine

St., Newton, Kan.

DUTCH APPRECIATION

After the Mennonite World Con-

ference at Kitchener and the land

tour following it, the Dutch dele-

gates held a 'reunion in Utrecht on
October 27. About 80 out of the 120

delegates were there for the reun-

ion, indicating the high interest of

the group. The group was deeply

appreciative of the hospitality they

received everywhere. They have
tried hard to express their gratitude

in the following letter. Even so,

William Keeney felt that the letter

was but a pale reflection of the

genuine enthusiasm which he sensed

at the reunion.

To the American Mennonites:
Many of you will have been won-

dering about what happened to us

after our departure from your town.

It certainly must have given you,

our hosts during the conference and

for our post-conference bus-tour,

strange feelings after receiving us

with perfectly prepared arrange-

ments and then seeing us vanish

after a short time into the infinity

of your American country. Nothing

remained—only the memory.
So we felt that it was our duty

to write you a letter with the ex-

pression of our gratitude and also

giving some of our impressions.

Therefore we, the Dutch partici-

pants in the World Conference and

the land tour, made a date to meet
each other in Holland afterwards

to compose this letter and to ex-

change opinions. . . .

Everyone was deeply moved by

the huge gathering of so many Men-
nonites. For us the main point of

significance of "Kitchener" was the

meeting with Mennonite fellow be-

lievers, not to emphasize the differ-

ences between us, but to- seek anx-

iously for those aspects of our be-

lief in Jesus Christ which bind us

into one fellowship. That this fel-

lowship could express itself in the

Sunday morning service, and in the

communion on Tuesday morning,

made us feel very grateful. Though
the different language gave some
of us some difficulties, the will to

understand each other was every-

where apparent, and always a help.

On our tour these impressions

were accentuated, though we were

often in your midst too briefly to

have more than superficial discus-

sions. Many of us spoke with ad-

miration of the way in which your

churches participate in projects for

missions and relief work, and we
learned much during our visits to

your publishing and administration

centers, as in Newton, Harrison-

burg, Scottdale, Akron, just as we
were impressed by the way in which

your colleges stimulate and train

your students.

The mothers among us were en-

thusiastic about the equipment for

the children in your churches, and

everyone of us could mention many
good ideas from the way you treat

your young ones in your church

life. We also discussed with each

other the possibility of adopting

your Sunday school system for our

churches. Some of us wrote about

our unique impression of going

through history in meeting a gen-

eration whose members still keep

alive the memory of troublesome

days of persecution and the hard-

ship in maintaining their tradition,

while the younger ones try at the

same time to express more open-

ness to this world by living as

Christians in the midst of its prob-

lems.

Though we as Europeans from a

very densely populated country are

conscious of our different ways ol

life and thinking, we felt stimulat-

ed by this visit to you and youi

churches to dedicate ourselves more

earnestly to the task which Jesus

Christ calls us to take upon us in

these days, as He earlier called our

fathers.

"Kitchener" is not over and done

with; it is still among us as a

source of work, study and discus-

sion in all the villages and towns

where Dutch Mennonites live an|

want to hear about it. And behind

all our talking about the confer-

ence and the land-tour lies our

warm feeling of gratitude and

friendship towards you, who en-

abled us to participate in this his-

torical meeting. May God bless you

all in the coming year and there*

after, and help us to be true and

worthy builders of His Church.

On behalf of all participants from

Holland of the World Conference!

and the land tour 1962, Rein Kuin,

Lenie de Groot, Elske Wildschut-

Veen, Rubenslaan 115, Utrecht, Th&
t

Netherlands.
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a psychiatrist

talks about

As I was trying to get togeth-

er some ideas about what I

might say to you today, my
son came in on his way to bed.

I told him that I was coming

here today to tell you what

a psychiatrist does.

He said that sounded pretty

dull to him. I asked him what
he would talk about if he were

I, and he proceeded to tell

me the details of the "Twilight

Zone" television show he had

just seen, a fascinating story

about what happened when
the earth got out of orbit. I

agreed with him that the

"Twilight Zone" would be

hard to beat.

But let me tell you some-

thing about what a psychi-

atrist does anyway. Most of

all he sits and listens and

doesn't talk much. This after-

noon I am going to let you be

the psychiatrist, and I am go-

ing to do the talking. I am
going to tell you what a pa-

tient told me.

I'll call her Mrs. X. Mrs. X



John B. Scofield talks

to a high school class.

is a twenty-three-year-old young

lady, a pretty girl, but the sadness

and concern in her face looked like

it would have taken many more

than twenty-three years to accumu-

late. She said she had come to see

a psychiatrist because she had re-

cently become so despondent that

she had seriously considered taking

her own life.

She didn't think that mattered

much except that she had three

little girls, and she guessed it would

matter to them. The oldest was five,

the youngest eight months. She

showed me a picture of the younger

two, and I agreed that it would cer-

tainly matter to them.

'Ruined His Life'

She said that she didn't think it

would matter much to her husband

—for very long anyway. She felt

she had ruined his life; he never

said so but she knew deep down
inside he felt that way.

He was so unhappy with his job

as a draftsman in the engineering

department of a large factory. He
had always wanted to be an archi-

tect. She said she could never forget

that it was her fault that this

dream of his would never come true.

She described how much her hus-

band had changed in the last few

years—nothing much seemed fun

for him any more except maybe

his coaching Little League baseball.

He seemed to resent the fact

that they had only little girls and

no boys. The first sign of a smile

came when she said she thought

the four-year-old girl was trying

hard to be a boy—she seemed to

know her daddy wished that she

had been one.

Her smile faded as she said, "We
both lost part of our lives—maybe

the best part. It's as if we went to

sleep and suddenly woke up to find

that we are old people. My husband

and I hardly talk about anything

but bills and the things that need

fixing around the house. He just

watches TV, and I pick up toys and

wash, and cook, and iron clothes."

She said the worst part of all

was the children—they didn't de-

serve what was happening to them.

They were really good kids. Particu-

larly Nancy tried so hard to keep

her parents in good humor, but

most of the time she was trying

to do something that was impossible.

Mrs. X broke into tears and said

at times she believed she hated her

children and wished she could get

away from them and never see

them again. Particularly the baby

—

she seemed to need something from

her all the time.

"So many times, by the time eve-

ning comes I feel I have given all I

can give and somebody has to see

that it is my turn, but I don't think

a mother is ever supposed to have

a turn," she said. "When I feel this

way, I just look for an excuse to

pick on the kids. It sounds terrible

to say, but I am jealous of them

—

I would like to have fun and do

what I want to do. Bob and I have-

n't gone out in over a year now."

She went on to tell me that she

and her husband had known each

other since grade school and had

dated since she was a sophomore

and he was a junior. They planned

to marry after he got through the

first two or three years of college.

Couldn't Wait

Somehow when it was time to

graduate from high school it seemed

impossible to wait that long. "I

couldn't see running the risk of

losing him to some college girl," she

said. "I am sure we loved each other

very much then, but we're different

people now.
"I went to college with him—it

was fun for awhile. We lived in a

trailer, and I had a job for awhile,

until I got pregnant. Finally Bob
said he refused to take any more

help from our parents and he went

to work in the job that he has now.

"My folks insisted that we take

enough money from them to keep

us going, but there were strings at-

tached—you would have to know
my parents to understand. Though
they said they didn't want me to

marry so young and seemed to want

us to wait, I can see now that they

were so afraid that I wouldn't get

married or that I would get preg-

nant, particularly Mother. I believe

she was really relieved when we
eloped.

"I am not sure she realized it

herself—I never thought about it

before—she would make fun of old

maids, and read the wedding news
in the paper loudly like it was such

a big deal. She was so darned con-jfs 1

cerned that I be popular. I believe

she would have been more upseti*!'

if I hadn't had a date for a party »
than if I had gotten an F on mypto.

report card.

"And the funny thing is that shejfcist

was trying so hard to do what she

thought was best for me. I can't ttt(

bear to let her know how miserable scial

I am now. Why did they let us if

start dating so young? It was like ut f:

I was in training to catch a man "H

and nothing else mattered."

She clenched her hands into fists l«

when I told her she talked as if ltd

her marriage to Bob had been en- ftonj

gineered by her and her mother, !»

Didn't Bob have anything to say up

about this? She said she knew Bob jjt

had been very much in love with i

her when they were in high school *
and for a little while after thej i>

were married. But boys are differenl ico

from girls in more ways than the} rto

realize.

In effect, she said, boys are noi *

as mature in some ways as girls an She

when they are in high school. Bot »
was like most boys at that age, hac So.

some kind of turmoil going on in

side. He needed so much to prov<|«

that he could become a powerful

worthwhile person, but at the sami

time he was afraid inside.

He Was Really Shy

It's funny, with other fellows hi

looked so confident and strong. Witl

his parents and other people h

was different, he was really sh;

and sometimes acted as if he hai

a chip on his shoulder, as if he ha*

to hide the idea that anythin

meant very much to him.

"Since we have been married h

is pretty much that way with me,

she said. "But before, he was
different person entirely. He coul

talk by the hour with me and te

me how he felt about most thing

Things like religion, death, an

what he wanted to make of his lift

"With me he could let the litt]

boy feelings show and it didn't seei

to embarrass him. Deep down insid

he needed me to be a kind of

reassuring mother to him, and i

J

the same time he needed me in a:

other way—having everybody kno :

he was going steady with me wi

like wearing a sign around his nec

to make sure that no one doubt'

it

i
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is masculinity, like loud cars and
riving wild. But I am sure he
eally loved me too.

"I think it was really the little

oy part that agreed to marry me.

Iven though Bob did love me, his

aying O.K. to getting married then

/as like taking the line of least

distance. The little boy part was
Tightened to think of having to

et to know new girls and compete
Dcially with other fellows. Mar-
iage to me then was kind of a hide-

ut from a more adventurous life.

"It's a funny thing; I think Bob
ied to make himself believe that

allows who get married when they

re teen-agers are courageous and
rong and more grown-up than the

allows who wait. But I think that

eep down inside Bob feels that

y getting married when he did, he
ind of chickened out. He let his

ature be taken out of his hands
ithout really fighting to make sure

e could get life headed in the di-

?ction he wanted it to go. He
lould have been strong enough to

take us both wait."

She paused for a moment, then
er voice took on a subdued fervor.

STo, I geuss I was the one who
lould have been strong enough to

.ake us both wait. Girls at that

ie can see things a lot more clear-

than boys can. They know what
tey are insecure about—about be-

ing attractive enough, being paid at-

tention to, and being able to get

married.

Not Enough Time

"I was so sure that the only
thing I had to worry about in life

was getting a husband. I didn't

think much about what we had to

give up to get married. We needed
more time to be young, to buy a

new hat, instead of an electric bill,

to get around and see some of the
world, to try out some foolish ideas.

If only we had had more time to

grow up—I wouldn't feel jealous of

my own children, and Bob wouldn't
resent me and the kids so.

"What can I do—I don't see any
way out."

All right, you are the psychia-
trist; what are you going to do to

help Mrs. X find a way out? Maybe
you feel as uncertain as I did when
I first thought about this problem.
But as a matter of fact you do have
the solution that I was unable to

provide.

What I didn't tell you is that be-

fore I could get my son to go to

bed, he convinced me I should tell

you a "Twilight Zone" story. Mrs.
X came to see me on November 22,

1968, five years from now. And you
know Mrs. X very well—she is sit-

ting in the second row, and Bob is

over there near the back.

estimony Time at Bedeno
athan Hege

was a new way to end a term of

hool at Bedeno, Ethiopia, but it

emed the right thing to do. Pupil
nduct had improved so consider-

)ly over that of the first term that

e believed God was working in

arts. When one teacher said, "Let
give opportunity for testimonies
the last day," we all readily

reed.

The boy that got the award for
st conduct was quick to get to his

t. "The first term I got 50 in de-

rtment and that was generous,
•ay for me that I serve the Lord
th all my heart."

One boy who had had a bad tem-
r did not fear to reveal his past.
i said, "I swore, I fought, I argued
th my teachers, but the Lord has
ned me in."

Another caught the meaning of
ace when he said, "If we entered

heaven by brawn, only giants would
get there."

Often in worship services our
brethren pray, "Lord, we have come
empty-handed, but don't send us
away empty-handed." One young
man described emptiness when he
said, "Without Christ we are simply
a hollow beehive."

We often become concerned
about discipleship and fear that
new believers do not always sense
the need of a changed life. But may-
be this concept is getting across,

for one said, "It's not a nickel or
dime we surrended to the Lord,
but our whole life."

Then a girl summed up something
of the cry that is in all of our
hearts as we reach out to know
Jesus better. "I'm but a little child,

and I'm still on the edge, but I

have a longing to know more."
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by Harold Regiet Gulfport, Mississippi

The second Sunday of February was

Race Relations Sunday. The observ-

ance, sponsored by the National Council

of Churches, began thirty-three years

ago. Race Relations Sunday is over-

looked almost entirely here in the South, no doubt, because it is too much

of an embarrassment to the Christian Church. As Joseph Johnson of Fisk

University has said, it is really a contradiction that there has to be such a

thing as Race Relations Sunday in the Christian Church. The church

stands for brotherhood. If the church is really the church, it will be a

brotherhood of believers, not a brotherhood of Negroes or a brotherhood

of whites or a brotherhood of intellectuals.

This matter of human relations is everyone's responsibility. Jesus illus-

trates this beautifully in the story of the Good Samaritan. The lawyer's

burning question after recognizing the importance of loving the neighbor,

was, "Who is my neighbor?" His interest was to get by with the minimum

of effort—with the minimum of loving. The Jewish concept of neighbor

was a friend as over against an enemy. The Pharisees went a step farther

and defined a neighbor as one who kept the law in the strictest manner.

With these definitions, it was permissible to love your friend and hate your

enemy.

Could it be that these definitions plagued the conscience of the lawyer?

At any rate, he wanted the opinion of Jesus on this lively question of the

rabbis. How tight a fence would Jesus build around the neighbor?

The parable of Jesus threw a new light on the whole concern of the

neighbor. Jesus ended His story with a new question, "Which of these

three . . . was neighbor?" The question that the lawyer asked was the

wrong question. Rather than "Who is my neighbor?" the important ques-

tion is "Who was a neighbor?" "Who treated the dying man in a neigh-

borly way?"

This is the question that we are reminded of after Race Relations Sun-

day. It should be faced by all of us. To define our neighbor with fences

in our day of a shrunken world is to miss the point. Rather, it is our re-

.-ponsibility to be a good neighbor.

The Good Samaritan proved to be a good neighbor. How? First of

all as a good neighbor, he loved. Unless he would have been moved by

compassion and love, he too, would have passed by on the other side. Sec-

ondly, he acted. He not only saw, he responded to the need. Thirdly, he

risked. He risked further plunder. He risked ridicule from his fellows for

such a daring act of kindness to one who was probably a Jew. His reputa-

tion was at stake and could have been badly mishandled by the racists of

the day. And fourthly, he befriended. He was willing to meet all of the

man's needs that he was capable of meeting. He saw him through to the

end. His friendship did not end with leaving him in the inn. His friend-

ship was genuine.
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Levi Keidel

During the past month $5,000

worth of literature was sold in

Congo's Tshiluba language. This

was done through the distribution

network developed by the Librairie

Protestante du Kasai (LIPROKA).

LIPROKA was organized to

launch and implement a cooperative

distribution program among Prot-

estant missions working in Central

Congo. This is the Tshiluba lan-

guage area. It is equal in size to

three midwestern American states

and has a population of four million.

Ready Market

Pre-independence selling of liter-

ature convinced us that, while the

Congolese were poor, the market

they offered for literature far out-

stripped our supply. Post-independ-

ence developments have increased

that market. The Congo franc has

inflated. Today the average Congo-

lese finds more money in his hands

than he has ever had. Because of

import restrictions, he has a smaller

variety of things to spend it on.

Politics vitally affect the personal

well-being of the ordinary man.

Thus it has stimulated his search

for ideas.

These factors add up to a liter-

ature market that can only be de-

scribed as phenomenal.

Plan Conceived

The plan was born of a seed plant-

ed in my mind by a Congolese jour-

nalist who accompanied me on a

literature sales tour in 1958.

When he saw how people bought

literature, he said, "Somebody ought

to be in the road doing this all the

time. The next trip we'll plan for six

months instead of six weeks. We'll

have a four-ton truck loaded with

books following us, and we'll stop

Hi'.

£1

lid

:ipn

M

re;

at every one of these centers."
( f0

:

From this sprang an idea: to s(

up circuits of stores and suboutleti
j

s i

reaching all main population cei

ters in Central Congo. They coul

be supplied regularly from a specia
j fa

ly-built four-ton van working oi
[rei

from a centrally located suppl

depot.

Funds Raised

Following the political upheav

in July 1960 we found ourselves id™

the states. Mrs. L. C. Vass, liter

ture missionary of the America s
f 5

Presbyterian Congo Mission, undei

took to raise funds for a vastl k

expanded literature program incluc lffl
I

ing the proposed distribution ne

work. At the request of the Presbj

terian mission, the Congo Inlan

Mission released my wife and m
to help launch the program. Th

Presbyterians gave funds to pn

pare the van.

P
ltd

1

III

Van Prepared

I purchased a Ford truck chassi

which hauls a five-ton payloai

Upon it was mounted a twelve-fo(

steel body built by General Bod

Corporation, Chicago, Illinois. It ha

twenty-nine-inch wide rear entr

door with window, a window mi^

way on the left side, another o

the front (all jalousie-type), and

large locking double door on ii

right side to cover a built-in reta

sales cupboard. It is insulated wit

two inches of Fiberglas, has tw

twelve-volt ceiling lights, and w«

painted two-tone white and dar

green, matching the cab. We pain

ed "Buy Books" in large letters o

its sides and "He that hath Jesi

hath life" (from John 3:36) on ii ^
front above the cab. The body co*
$1,400.

I designed the inside cupboar
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ace to hold four tons of books. A
Methodist layman who is a retired

Irpenter lined the body interior

Ith plywood, built the retail cup-

Iiard inside the right wall, and then
lilt wholesale stock cupboards
out two feet deep along the in-

lle walls. This allows a thirty-two-

j:h aisle, an ample width for open-

ly
cupboard doors.

(Beneath the window on the left

lie is a Formica work surface

Bout two feet square. Six-foot

ligths of the cupboards along the

it rear and right front side walls

Is four feet high, providing two
|rfaces for unrolling mattresses
id sleeping. The first right rear

pboard holds a spade, an ax, a

ving chain, general road tools,

d camping equipment. The first

t rear cupboard contains a stain-

s steel ten-gallon milk can with
spigot as a ready drinking water

;

?ply. All cupboard doors open to

i rear, and are held shut with pos-

/e-lock spring lift-handle latches

nmonly used in house trailers.

The truck is equipped with two
ge gas tanks, two twelve-volt bat-

ies hooked in parallel, heavy duty
Ings, and a front mounted ten-

1 capacity winch with 250 feet of

Die for pulling oneself through
agmires and sandpits. The com-
bed van cost just over $5,500 plus

;an shipping and- customs costs.

ntral Depot Established

n the meantime Mrs. Vass had
oined her husband in Congo. They
ited a lot with two dwellings
3 a large warehouse to use as
literature supply depot in Lu-

ibourg (pop., 80,000), a provincial
)ital centrally located in the Tshi-
ia language area. They set up a
ikstore in the city, and began
lering books for the depot.

Vhen it became clear they would
:ome directors of the mission
?ss which would print most of our
'nacular literature, they invited

. and Mrs. Alastair Scougal of

Westcott Mission, the third ma-
mission working in the language

'a, to return to Congo and be in

fiirge of the central supply depot.
Idy family and I returned to Con-
I in August, 1962. We planned our
lit trip to set up stores and outlets
Ban area that was politically stable
|i had four major centers of popu-

||
ion. We sent advance letters to

church councils along the way, in-

troducing the program and asking
them to plan the particular type
of outlet that would fit their needs
and to select a responsible man.

First Circuit Established

The trip was made in mid-October.
We were on the road eight days
and traveled 540 miles. When we
left, truck cupboards were stocked
with $2,300 worth of books. We
returned with a remaining inven-

tory worth $450. We left a train of

disappointed potential customers be-

cause of our depleted stocks.

We established three bookstores
and five suboutlets in cooperation
with local church committees. We
left clerks and colporteurs with
stocks worth $1,350, and sold $450
worth of literature from the truck's

retail side cupboard. In an hour and
a half at a native market. I sold

$61 worth of literature including
twenty Bibles.

In mid-November we re-ran this

circuit to take inventories, pick up
sales credits, and resupply stocks.

This time we determined not to dis-

appoint our customers and packed
the truck cupboards with literature

worth $5,000. Our stock included 524

Bibles, 725 New Testaments, and
2,000 Scripture portions.

We found the eight outlets had
sold stocks worth $700. We set up
two additional outlets and laid the

groundwork for a fourth bookstore.

Program Costs

The logical question at this point
is, 'What does this operation cost?"

Such a program in a politically un-

stable underdeveloped nation may
be very good. But if it must be
kept alive by heavy transfusions of

foreign subsidy, its life expectancy
is very poor.

It has been our aim from the

outset to organize a distribution

program that is financially solvent.

The truck can carry all these books and many more to Congo's distant villages.
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As the value of such a program is

sold to national church leaders, it

can eventually become integrated

into the Congo church without tax-

ing the church's limited budget.

We marked up stock prices to

give us an average profit margin of

thirty-five per cent. A full-time

clerk operating a store is paid a

basic salary plus five per cent com-

mission on total sales. A colpor-

teur, in charge of a suboutlet, sells

on his own time and is paid a

straight ten per cent commission.

Discounts are given only on quan-

tity stocks destined for resale. In-

dependent bookstores are allowed a

twenty per cent discount if they

pay transport, or fifteen per cent if

the stock is delivered by the LIP-

ROKA vehicle. Individuals buying

quantity stocks for resale are given

a ten per cent discount on a pur-

chase of a minimum of twenty items

totaling $30 or more. All stock must
be resold at marked retail prices

established by LIPROKA.

Secular Materials

It has always been my policy in

Christian literature distribution

work to stock limited amounts of

secular materials that are in popu-

lar demand but not readily avail-

able, and that make a positive con-

tribution to a person's moral or gen-

eral well-being. I carry a small vari-

ety of good quality French diction-

aries, grammars, how-to-learn-Eng-

lish books, Boy Scout manuals; and
popular texts on history, geography,

agriculture, carpentry, pedagogy,

mathematics, accounting, and medi-

cine. I handle small staple-bound

notebooks, paper, and pencils for

primary school students.

There are three definite reasons

why I feel stocking such items is

important in our situation. First,

interest in these items brings a

much broader clientele into contact

with the gospel. I would say that

the number of customers coming
into a bookstore or to the truck

side-cupboard is at least doubled by
our stocking these general-appeal

items. After a customer has happily

bought a hard-to-find nonreligious

item, he will seldom refuse the prod-

dings of the clerk to take with him

a Gospel of John or a booklet on

the path of salvation. If he does

refuse, he can still be reached by a

gospel tract that previously has

been slipped inside the covers of

the secular items he bought.

Secondly, we work in a revolu-

tionary and politically volatile cli-

mate. Experience has proved that

in time of crisis, it is not the sound-

ly Christian minority that decides

whether or not we stay. It is rather

the masses who decide. If the

masses recognize that we have been

making a valuable contribution to

their general well-being, they will

urge that we continue to minister

among them. Regularly stocking

popular appeal secular books helps

establish for us such a reputation.

Finally, these are good profit

items that help make our total oper-

ation financially solvent. Popular

demand for these items allows a

greater profit margin on their sell-

ing price, which in turn permits low-

er pricing and increased turnover of

strictly Christian literature. Thus
from the financial standpoint, stock-

ing these items directly facilitates

the wider distribution of Christian

literature.

Keep Objective Clear

It is important that everyone

clearly understands that our pri-

mary purpose is spreading the gos-

pel of Jesus Christ. Our inventory

sheets reularly used in stocking cir-

cuit outlets lists 124 strictly re-

ligious items and fifty-three secular.

While the church council of a par-

ticular area decides what paritcular

type of literature outlet will best

suit the needs of its local popula-

tion, we insist that profits of local

sales cover expenses. This means
that a full-fledged store can be

opened only if profits from monthly
sales will pay the clerk's salary,

building rental, and other expenses

connected with the operation. This

requires a regular monthly turn-

over of at least $138.

Financial Prospects

The Luluabourg city store with

two full-time clerks, is easily carry-

ing itself financially. It is too early

to predict on which side of the ledg-

er our total circuit operations wilffl

fall, but results to date are encourll

aging.

Van expenses are set at twenty*
seven cents per mile, a rate de«
signed to cover fuel and mainteS
nance, but not replacement. OujB
first trip was to set up outlets

hence there were no salaries oh'

commissions to pay. The only profit*
of the trip were on sales made fronjp

the side cupboard. This fell fifty-ona]

cents short of covering mileage ex
penses of the truck and salaries oJ

two van clerks who traveled with

me.

I have not included my own sal

ary in these figures. This means the

salary of a truck chauffeur would
eventually have to be added to cur

rent expenses. Neither have I fig

ured in clerks' salaries for the time

it takes to stock the truck before

departure and take inventory upon
its return. But experience to date

indicates the operation will not neec

heavy foreign subsidy to survive.

Future Is God's

I have related details of a single

circuit's operation. We've been in

vited to set up a total of five such

circuits, which will keep the var

in the road continually, and gives

promise of blanketing Central Con
go with the gospel of Christ. Be
cause of currently disrupted postal

communications in outlying areas,

it is our hope that the completed

distribution network will also facili-

tate the wide and regular distribu

tion of a proposed Tshiluba monthly
Christian magazine.

While we have ambitious plans,

continually shifting political loyal-

ties and sporadic outbreaks of tribal

fighting remind us that their ful

fillment can only be accomplished

in the will and purpose of Christ

We are fully convinced that the

$5,000 worth of literature currently

distributed monthly is being used oi

God to save souls and strengthen

believers. This in itself is a most

worthy investment of our time and

energies. If the future, in His hands

permits the fulfillment of these:)

plans, we'll rejoice for the part we

have in virtually saturating Central

Congo with the printed gospel.

THE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom. It is published weekly exc»pt

biweekly during July and August by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second class postage paid at

North Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 per year; foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to Mennonite Publication Office, 720 Main,

Newton, Kansas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main, Newton, Kansas. Postmaster: Send form 3579 to 720 Main, Newton, Kansai.
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END
CONSCRIPTION

IN

1963
On June 30, the United States Gov-
ernment's authority to induct young
men eighteen and one-half to twen-
ty-six into the armed forces will ex-

pire. So far there has been no offi-

cial statement by President Ken-
nedy or his Administration on draft

extension. But there are indications

that, like his predecessor, he will

take the advice of the Department
of Defense and ask for a four-year
renewal.

It is important that the American
public be alerted to the expected
legislation. Previous extensions of

the draft in 1955 and 1959 were
rushed through in less than five

weeks after Congress reconvened.
There was no time for adequate
public discussion.

The 1959 Record

In 1959, opposition to the draft

centered on the alterative of a two
year extension with a civilian com-
mission to review the whole mili-

tary manpower situation. This pro-

posal gained substantial support.
Both labor and the Chamber of

Commerce urged a two-year exten-

sion. But an amendment to limit the
extension to two years was beaten

on the House floor after Carl Vin-

son, chairman of the Armed Services

Committee, promised to hold hear-

ings on deficiences in the draft law.

In the Senate, a motion by Wayne
Morse of Oregon for a two-year ex-

tension was beaten 67-24. Then-
Senator John F. Kennedy voted
against both motions.

The House vote on final passage
was 381-20; the Senate vote was 90-

1. (Senator William Langer, North
Dakota, opposed.) In 1955, the

House had voted 394-4 for draft ex-

tension and the Senate did not even
have a roll call vote.

During the 1959 hearings, Assist-

ant Secretary of Defense, Charles
C. Finucane, told the House Armed
Services Committee that continu-

ation of the draft is "absolutely es-

sential" because 1) the threat of be-

ing drafted encourages voluntary
enlistments, and 2) it helps fill the
gaps in the armed forces. Lieuten-

ant General Lewis B. Hershey, Di-

rector of the Selective Service Sys-

tem suggested that 4-F's be required

to serve in civil defense programs.

When the bill was debated on the
floor, Rep. Carl Vinson said: " we
have no choice" but to extend the
draft in order to "ensure our con-

tinued existence as a free nation."

A four-year extension would "make
clear to the world, and to the Amer-
ican people, the extent to which we
assume our responsibility among
the free nations of the world" and
permit "more orderly administra-

tion procedures in all the services."
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"I think the draft bill itself is being offered really

as a part of a mistaken policy on the part of our country

that war can be prevented by seeming to take

warlike steps.
1

' Senator Wayne Morse.

Criticisms from past debates

Here is what lawmakers said

about the draft in 1959: "It is a

continued invasion of the rights of

privacy of American citizens. It is

alien to our historical tradition; in-

deed, many of America's settlers

were people who came here to es-

cape the militarization of European

countries."

Promotes militarism. "It extends

the military influence on American

life contrary to our constitutional

intent to maintain civil dominance

over the military."—Representative

Byron Johnson.

Disrupts lives. "I am voting for

this legislation with a heavy heart

and with great misgivings. I just

completed ... a very intensive sur-

vey in Chicago on teenage gangs

and juvenile delinquency, and I find

that the draft has a very important

effect on the present development

of our young people. . . . Hundreds

of thousands . . . are forced to live

in a shadow of constant doubt as to

their future when actually only a

few thousands are ultimately drafted

.... Many young men who gradu-

ate from high school and who do

not, or cannot because of economic

reasons, go to college find it impos-

sible to get decent employment be-

cause the first thing they are asked

by a potential employer is what is

his draft status. ... I could not

begin to tell you the hardships that

situation is causing."—Representa-

tive Roman C. Pucinski.

Discriminates against the poor.

"A large part of the burden of con-

scription has fallen unfairly upon
youths who for economic reasons

are unable to obtain draft defer-

ment. These men cannot afford to

attend college or must postpone

marriage and the raising of a fam-

]y. . . . [they] are the ones who
must enter the army at pay rates

much lower than those prevailing

in civilian life, thereby adding to

their low economic status."—Repre-

sentative Leonard Wolf.
Obsolete. The draft constitutes

the "labored application of nine-

teenth century, Prussianized, mili-

tary techniques to the incredibly

complex . . . problems of the nu-

clear, space age. . . . Ordinary
draftees are not performing, and
cannot adequately perform, the ex-

tremely technical tasks of the

Armed Forces in this missile age."

—Representative Phillip J. Philbin.

Hinders constructive alternatives.

"I think the draft bill itself is being

offered really as a part of a mis-

taken policy on the part of our coun-

try that war can be prevented by
seeming to take war-like steps. But
war will be prevented only when we
carry out the great teaching of

Arthur Vandenberg, who used to

plead on the floor of the Senate for

the establishment of an interna-

tional system whereby the rule of

law would settle our disputes."

—

Senator Wayne Morse.

What Is the Alternative?

Historically and traditionally

Americans have opposed peacetime
conscription. Before World War I

and after World War II, the draft

was a major national political issue.

Yet by 1959, there was only a deso-

lutely, four-hour House debate on
draft extension while many legisla-

tors were attending a party honor-

ing Representative Charles Halleck.

Perhaps one measure of the in-

roads of a military orientation

among United States Citizens in

recent years is the placid accept-

ance of the draft.

Public interest has shifted now to

the development of weapons of

mass destruction and to ever more
complex and expensive weapons
systems. Yet conscription helps sup-

ply the forces to man the over-

whelmingly destructive and diverse

United States war machine.
The aim, of course, is to prevent

totalitarian communism from ad-

vancing around the world. Yet in the

process of mobilizing the nation's

manpower, industry, educational

system and resources into formi-

dable cold war weapons, we take on

more and more the characteristic

of that which we seek to defen
ourselves against. Regimentatior

conformity, and increasing stat

control follow in the wake of coi

scription, high taxes, cold war a

mosphere, and a growing militan

industrial alliance. Abroad, concer

tration on military methods to oj

pose communism diverts energ
and resources from the essentia

task of helping the underdevelope
countries to meet the rising expei

tations of their people in a dem(
cratic framework.
What is needed is a massive e:

fort to end the arms race and buil

a world of law and order. Ther
must be even greater efforts to e)

pand the work of the Unite

Nations, its specialized agencies, th

International Court of Justice, th

International Atomic Energy Agei
cy, and many other international ii

stitutions. There must be a greatl

intensified effort to develop an
refine United States proposals fc

general and complete disarmamen
to negoiate for them with renewe
energy, and to strengthen and ei

pand the United States Arms Coi

trol and Disarmament Agency.
It is argued that giving up th

draft would reduce, by some ui

known quantity, the number c

men available to serve in the arme
forces and weaken the resolve of

number of our NATO allies, wh
might be inclined to follow th

British and Canadian example an
abolish conscription.

Yet the abolition of conscriptio

in the United States could be an in

portant step toward peace. This i

the kind of clear and unambiguou
initative which carries conviction t

the other side of a real desire t

lessen the intensity of the arm
race and to move toward peactj

Such an act could help break thj

logjam on general disarmament n<

gotiations. It should be followed b

a concerted effort through th

United Nations for the internatior!

al abolition of conscription.

An end to the draft would end th'

inequities of the present syster

and allow young men to plan thei

future with assurance. It. woul
also release their energy for th

constructive work in underdevej

oped areas through an expande
Peace Corps program. Already th

Peace Corps has 3471 men and won
en in thirty-eight countries.
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'The Mothers" by Kathe Kollwitz. Courtesy, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Warren Kliewer

An Adaptation from Georg Trakl's "Im Osten"

Like the wild organ fugues of a winter storm

Is the mob's dark rage,

The purple waves of slaughter.

Stars stripped of leaves.

With shattered brows, silver arms,

Night beckons dying soldiers.

In the shade of the autumn ash

Sigh the spectres of the slaughtered.

Thorn-hedged savagery girds the town.

The moon drives from their blood-gushed doorsteps

Frightened women.

Wild wolves break the gate.
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A world study conference dealing

with obstacles and opportunities in

Christian unity will be held on the

campus of McGill University, Mon-
treal, Canada, July 12-26.

Regarded by theologians and
church leaders as one of the most
significant meetings of the mid-

twentieth century, the conference

will bring together 500 leading Prot-

estant, Anglican, and Orthodox theo-

logians from all parts of the world.

Church historians, sociologists, pas-

tors, and laymen also will be there.

Formal title for the conference is

the Fourth World Conference on
Faith and Order. It is sponsored by
the Commission on Faith and Order
of the World Council of Churches

whose chairman is Douglas Horton,

Randolph, New Hampshire. Confer-

ence chairman will be Anglican

Bishop Oliver Tomkins, " Bristol,

England.
The Faith and Order movement

has worked for many years for the

unity of the church. It involves

study of the deepest differences of

conviction between the churches.

Under discussion at this meeting

will be such questions as differing

conceptions of doctrine and issues

such as baptism, holy communion,
worship, the ministry, and church

government.
The Montreal conference will be

the first such world meeting since

the faith and order conference held

EIGHTY THOUSAND LOAVES OF BREAD. This is the amount of bread baked each

month in Saigon. Vietnam. Rudolph A. Lichti. Parlier, Calif., directs the dis-

tribution of bread to child day care centers, hospitals, leprosariums, reforma-

tories, and needy families. At Christmastime the MCC distributed 4,000 loaves

of bread and a can of lard to 2,000 families. In most cases children came for

the supplies.

in Lund, Sweden, in 1952. In tWL^
intervening decade many develop ^
ments have taken place in Christiar

iyde

unity, including a growing dialogue p j

between the Roman Catholics anc

others.

"In one sense much progress ha;

been made in Christian unity, ii|

another little. Although there is

great deal of cooperation, th<

churches are still shamefully divid

ed on such matters as communion
recognition of each other's minis

try, and doctrine," says Robert S

Bilheimer, associate general secre

tary of the World Council of Church

es, and director of the Division

Studies.

At Montreal there will be 317 dele

gates from the World Council's 20!
,„.£

member churches. Advisers, staff
,

(

special youth representatives, an< K ]

guests will bring the total registra
p,

tion up to 500. The General Confer
f[

ence Mennonite Church will be rep ^
resented by an observer in the per

son of its executive secretary

lando A. Waltner, Newton, Kansas

They will be divided into five sec iin v

tions for intensive study: th( mj s

church in the purpose of God; scrip fiu
;

ture, tradition, and traditions; th( »stt

redemptive work of Christ and th<

ministry of His church; worship

and the oneness of Christ's church .

and all in each place: the procesi

of growing together.

Across the world forty local anc

regional study groups are helping

to prepare for the Montreal Conferf

ence. According to Dr. Bilheimerj

no other World Conference on Faitlj

and Order has received such wide

study by local groups in advance.

Planners of the Montreal meet

ing stress that the program empha

0r

5
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l izes study and will seek to main-

ijain "the depth and theological in-

fjgrity of that study."

1 "There will be sufficient freedom
rom 'hustle' of every kind to en-

Iburage sustained efforts to pene-

Irate the main issues, and, where
lossible, to register some advance
In our common thinking for the

Jenefit of the churches," a prelim-

I lary announcement says.

I Four meetings for the general

l ublic are planned during the two-

Ireek session.

lOLOMBIA CONSTITUTION

lot one country that has become
Independent in recent years has
Barred missionaries from serving

here, according to a statement by
lllyde Taylor in the Evangelical For-

Ij.gn Missions Association's bulletin.

his fact indicates increasing oppor-

tunities in missions today.

Even in Colombia, which has been
|lidependent since 1810, emphasis
las recently given to an old guar-

antee of its constitution regarding
Ipligious liberty when Andres Hol-

nin, attorney-general of Colombia,
?clared that "the government may
p prohibit public non-Catholic

orship in the national territory or

i any part thereof." He declared
(constitutional the Circular Or-

?rs, which date back to the 1953-57

jriod. Such circulars ordered that

sn-Catholic pastors "may not carry
l proselytizing work or public

orship."

Dr. Holguin stated in a report to

te president of Colombia that re-

?ious proselytism and the dissem-
ation of religious literature are
emitted in all parts of Colombia
ind may be legitimately carried
l in both private and public places,

.at is, in houses or residences, as

ell as in chapels and churches, in

;e streets, or in the public squares."

Andrew R. Shelly, executive sec-

retary of the Board of Missions of

the General Conference Mennonite
Church, says that if this declaration

becomes operative throughout Co-

lombia, evangelical outreach will

face its greatest opportunity in

years.

MERGER VOTED DOWN
The Missionary Church Association

planned to join the Christian and
Missionary Alliance.

[
See The Men-

nonite, Sept. 25, 1962, page 616.
|

The new body was to have been
called the Missionary Alliance. Ap-
proval was given by the 100,000

member Christian and Missionary
Alliance. Their delegates approved
the move with an 82 percent ma-
jority.

The Missionary Church Associa-

tion required a polling of its local

churches. The necessary two-thirds

vote failed by less than one percent.

PROJECT BEGUN IN S. D.

The McCrossan Boys Ranch at Sioux
Falls, S. D., is the most recent list-

ing for voluntary service by the

General Conference. A home for

twenty-one boys who needed a home,
the ranch is northwest of Sioux
Falls. It employs ten persons.

Vern Preheim, director of Volun-
tary Service for the General Con-
ference, who in November explored
possibilities for service in Sioux
Falls, reports that help is badly
needed. Plans are to increase the

number of boys housed to thirty.

Richard Guderyahn, administrator
of the ranch, is ready to accept im-

mediately a volunteer couple to

serve as houseparents and a girl

to serve as secretary. He is also

looking for a social worker to be
added to the salaried staff.

"I am impressed with the leader-

ship which Mr. Guderyahn is giving
the ranch and his vision for its

future," says Preheim. "He definite-

ly has a concern for the boys and
has much patience to work with
them. He insists that our people
also have a love for boys, for if

they don't they will not be able to

stand up under the pressures of the

work."

The Board of Christian Service,

722 Main St., Newton, Kan., is now
receiving applications from volun-

teers for these positions.

PASTORS' SEMINAR

The mission of the church is one
mission with many arms that need
to work together. From this view-

point ministers, resource persons,

and others will explore the theo-

retical and practical aspects of the
current problems of rural congre-

gations and communities at a pas-

tors' seminar on "The Town and
Country Church in Transition" on
April 16-19. They will try to develop
some understanding of the agri-

cultural problem and its effects on
as well as challenge to the town
and country church. The seminar
is sponsored by the Board of Mis-
sions of the General Conference
Mennonite Church and its Com-
mittee on the Ministry.

Speakers for the seminar are Paul
M. Miller, Professor of Practical
Theology at Goshen College Biblical

Seminary; Shirley E. Greene, Sec-

retary for Town and Country
Church, Board of Homeland Minis-
ters, United Church of Christ; How-
ard D. Raid, Professor of Econom-
ics and Business Administration,
Bluffton College; Leland Harder,
Associate Professor of Practical

Theology at Mennonite Biblical

Seminary; Marvin T. Judy, Profes-

sor of Church Administration and
Rural Sociology at Perkins School
of Theology, Southern Methodist
University; and Gideon G. Yoder,
Professor of Christian Education
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at Hesston College and pastor at

Burrton, Kan.
The seminar, which will be held

at Mennonite Biblical Seminary in

Elkhart, Indiana, is considered to

be "one of many necessary steps in

our Conference to help our town
and country churches to be effec-

tive in their Christian ministries in

a time of general population de-

cline on the rural scene."

OPPORTUNITIES FOR 1963

At the close of 1962, 607 persons

were serving in the MCC program.

Throughout 1963, approximately 200

persons will need to be recruited to

replace workers who are terminat-

ing during this year, or to serve in

new areas. A list of some specific

needs follows.

Relief and Pax Medical doctors

are needed for Algeria and Congo.

Relief administrators will be needed

in Austria, Pakistan and Congo.

Program directors will serve in Bo-

livia, Indonesia, Hong Kong and
Jordan. A Bible school teacher and
minister with proficiency in German
is needed to teach at Bienenberg
Bible School and to serve in Euro-

pean Mennonite churches.

Other opportunities for service in

relief include: a social worker for

Korea, a fraternal worker for Indo-

nesia and two young women for as-

signment in a children's hospital

and home for the aged in Johannes-

tift, Germany. A secretary with

some knowledge of German is need-

ed for Asuncion, Paraguay, to serve

as secretary to the Mennonite Cen-

CALENDAR

Conferences

Feb. 28-March 1 — Association of

Mutual Aid Societies, Chicago
Apr. 16-19 — Town and Country

Seminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
land, Iowa

tral Committee director. An elec-

trician is needed to serve in Fern-
heim Colony in Paraguay.
A variety of openings are to be

filled by Paxmen. They will serve

in Indonesia, Europe and North Af-

rica, Congo, Hong Kong, Pakistan,

Bolivia, Jordan and Burundi. Agri-

culturalists, maintenance men, me-
chanics and general workers are

needed for Pax in these countries.

By June, a mature young man is

needed to serve in general shop,

welding and metal work in Crete.

TAP The Teachers Abroad Pro-

gram is well under way now in both

Newfoundland and Africa. Due to a

shortage of qualified teachers in

certain areas of Newfoundland,
MCC has been asked to supply fif-

teen additional elementary and sec-

ondary teachers to Newfoundland
schools this year.

Secondary and teacher training

schools in Africa are in great need
of teachers, and TAP hopes to place

thirty to thirty-five teachers in these

schools in Nigeria, Congo, Northern
Rhodesia, Nyasaland and in East
Africa.

Voluntary Service Numerous op-

portunities are available for those

wishing to participate in the Vol-

untary Service program, both in

United States and in the countries

of Haiti, Newfoundland, and Mex-
ico. Secretaries, nurses, teachers,

farmers, mechanics, builders and
nursery workers are needed to serve

in various institutions, such as chil-

dren's homes, hospitals, and schools.

Several nurses with supervisory and

May 2-5—Eastern District Con-

ference

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference

July 14-18—Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967 — Mennonite World Confer-

ence

general experience are needed in

Haiti and Newfoundland. Short term
assignments will be arranged at Na-
tional Institutes of Health for per-

sons over twenty-one years. Two
men are needed in Haiti to work in

community development. This in-

cludes assistance in agriculture,

construction, mechanics, literacy

and teaching English. A senior med-
ical student is needed to serve for

several months between completion

of his senior year and internship.

Mennonite Mental Health Service

In the three hospitals and one psy-

chiatric center operated by MCC,
there are openings for registered

nurses and psychiatric aides. Other
persons may serve as activities or

crafts assistants. Specific needs aris-

ing this year will be for a psycholo-

gist, social workers, secretaries, oc-

cupational therapists and dietitians.

MCC Headquarters An immediate
need at headquarters is for an ac-

countant-controller in the office oif]

Menno Travel Service. Other open-

ings throughout the year will be for

assistant directors of several de-

partments, an administrative assist-

ant for the Peace Section, a cook,

operator for the MCC canner, an
office manager and a number of sec-

retaries. An editorial assistant, au-

dio-visual assistant, and layout ar-

tist are needed to serve in infor-

mation services.

Anyone interested in serving in

any of these programs may write

to the Board of Christian Service,

722 Main, Newton, Kan.

Canadian Conference

Feb. 21-23—Inter-Mennonite Sun-

day School Convention, Winnipeg

Central

Mar. 24-29—Lenten Services, Grace
Church, Pandora.Ohio. Guest speak-

er, Verney Unruh.

Eastern

Feb. 13-Mar. 13—Lectures on Gen-

esis every Wednesday evening by

Jacob M. Meyers, professor of Old

Testament, Gettysburg Lutheran
Seminary, Fairfield (Pa.) Church.

Northern

Mar. 28, 29—Schmeckfest, Free-

man Junior College Women's Aux-

foes
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iary sponsors, Freeman, S. D.

Vestern

Mar. 1—World Day of Prayer Un-
:>n Meeting, First Church, Ransom,
Can.

Mar. 2—Mennonite Men Work-
hop, Golden Plains School, Newton,
Can.

Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-

ions, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church
Vorkers Conference, First Church,
linton, Okla., Verney Unruh,
peaker.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

'abor Church, Newton, Kan.

WORKERS

Eldon Graber's resignation from
lie Bethel College faculty was ac-

epted by the Board of Directors
n January 11. Graber had been
ranted a two-year leave of ab-
ence to Bluffton College, Bluffton,

>hio, from the fall of 1961 to the
pring of 1963. He presently plans
) stay on at Bluffton College as
:egistrar and as assistant in their
?acher education program.
Menno S. Harder is retiring at
le close of the present school year,
larder has been Chairman of the
'ivision of Applied Sciences and
rofessor of Education and Sociolo-

y at Bethel College since 1945.

reviously he taught at Tabor Col-

(ge, Hillsboro, Kan. The Harders
lan to move to Winfield, Kan., to

itire where their two daughters
re living. He has accepted a posi-

on at Southwestern College as
rofessor of English for the next
rhool year.

Orie O. Miller, Akron, Pa., who
;rved as executive secretary of
le Mennonite Central Committee
•om 1935 to 1957 reached the re-

rement age of 70 last year. At its

ijmual meeting in January, the Men-
Dnite Central Committee voted to
lake him a life member and execu-
ve secretary emeritus.

Henry J. Pankratz, Mountain
Lake, Minn., has been appointed a

member of the Board of Business
Administration by the Conference
Executive Committee. He is a farm-
er and a member of Bethel Church,
Mountain Lake. He will serve until

the 1965 conference. He replaces

Betty van der Smissen, Iowa City,

Iowa, who resigned.

Marie J. Regier, Whitewater,
Kan., is spending several weeks in

Mexico. A missionary to Taiwan,
she will serve in Bible classes and
other meetings in Cuauhtemoc as

well as visiting her nephew Fre-

mont Regier, who is serving in the

agricultural program of the Board
of Christian Service.

Kenneth Smoker, Newton, Kan.,
has joined the staff of the Menno-
nite Bookstore, Newton, Kan., to

serve on special sales assignments.
Robert D. Suderman, Paso Robles,

Calif., has been appointed by the
Board of Education and Publication
to serve as an associate editor for

The Mennonite. Also named to this

office was Willard Claassen, execu-
tive secretary of the board. They
succeed C. J. Dyck, Elkhart, Ind.,

(who served since 1957) and Robert
W. Hartzler, Goshen, Ind. (1955).

Robert Ramseyer, missionary in

Japan, was one of the speakers at

the annual missionary seminar in

Japan on Jan. 2-4. The seminar is

an interdenominational meeting of

missionaries. This year's topic for
discussion was "Christian Disciple-

ship in Japan." Another Conference
missionary, Ferd Ediger, who is in-

volved in the peace witness for
Mennonite denominations in Japan,
was in charge of arrangements for
the seminar.

DEATHS

Mrs. Robert Adler, First
.
Church,

Upland, Calif., born Feb. 8, 1891,

and died Jan. 10. Her husband and
one son survive.

Henry Broun, Grace Church, St.

Catharines, Ont., born in Russia and
died Jan. 11, 1963, at the age of

forty-eight.

Clifford Donel, Carlock (111.)

Church, born 1904, and died 1962.

He is survived by his wife and two
sons.

Jake B. Enns, First Church,

Hutchinson, Kan., born Feb. 4, 1902,

and died Jan. 14. Survivors include

his wife, one son and one daughter.

John P. Ewy, First Church, Hal-

stead, Kan., born Feb. 2, l y88, died.

Jan. 13. Survivors include his widow,
four daughters and two sons.

Arthur T. Friesen, Laird, Sask.,

born Mar. 2, 1901, and died Dec. 20.

He was ordained into the ministry

on June 6, 1948, and served the

United Mennonite Church of Laird

as one of its ministers.

Willis D. Griffin, Sr., Calvary
Church, Washington, 111., born May
30, 1891, died Jan. 13. Survivors are

his wife and four sons.

Mrs. Peter H. Janzen, First

Church, Newton, Kan., born May 5,

1891, in South Russia and died Jan.

16. Survivors include her husband,
two sons and two daughters.

Mrs. John E. Wiebe, Beatrice

(Neb.) Church, born Aug. 29, 1875,

in Marienberg, West Prussia, and
died Jan. 14. She is survived by
four sons and one daughter.

Mrs. Louisa Yoder, First Church,
Bluffton, Ohio, born April 7, 1875,

and died Jan. 9. She was a former
matron and cook at Bluffton Col-

lege.

Zacharias J. Decker, Bethel Lus-
tre Church, Frazer, Mont., born in

Russia Feb. 20, 1875, and died Jan.

23. He is survived by his wife and
six children.

Mrs. Artie Hostetler, First Church.
Sugarcreek, Ohio, born March 20.

1883, and died Jan. 26. She was a
charter member of the church.

Henry T. Penner, Johannestal
Church, Hillsboro, Kan., born Feb.

16, 1873, in Poland, and died Janu-
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ary 15. Six children survive.

Daniel E. Ruth, Garden Township
Church, Hesston, Kan., born Oct. 6,

1879, and died Jan. 19.

Elnora Schmidt, Kansas City

(Kan.) Church, born Nov. 17, 1936,

and died Jan. 29. Her husband, Clin-

ton, one daughter and one son sur-

vive.

Mike Stahl, Bethany Church,

Freeman, S. D., born May 12, 1896,

and died Jan. 2. He is survived by

his wife, two daughters and six

sons.

DIGNIFIED DRESS

To the Editor: Thank you, Mr. Ed-

itor, and you should be compliment-

ed for giving The Mennonite of

February 5, in make-up and format,

the dignity of a long coat. I have

seen religious magazines, having a

similar dress as your last edition,

receive cherished awards in a close

contest. The judges were from the

Butler Typo-Design Research Cen-

ter, a well-known association in

our (printing) industry. G. H.

Willms, 131 W. 6 St., Newton, Kan.

NO REVEREND, PLEASE

Dear Mr. Editor: In the January 22

edition of The Mennonite you print-

ed a brief article entitled "Rev-

erend Is For God." May I comple-

ment both the Rio Grande Presby-

tery for the action they took and
you for printing the article. Per-

haps the reason I was so pleased

with it is because it documented

my own prejudices.

Aside from that, however, I think

this business of 'reverend' has been

overworked to the point of nausea.

I object to seeing 'reverend' on my
incoming mail; I am very reluctant

to give anyone the credit of being

'reverend' when I write to a minis-

ter. Hang a 'reverend' onto a man
and all kinds of doors open to him
which the average man does not

have access to. He is allowed all

sorts of privileges he is not entitled

to. But that is not all: who are we
to call each other 'reverend'? I am
of the same opinion as are the New
Mexico Presbyterians that God alone

is Reverend and that a minister

has no right to that cloak of piety

which 'reverend' gives him. There

would be a much more realistic ap-

proach to the work of the minister

with his people if he were called

just plain 'Mr.' Hats off to the Pres-

byterians who were able to recog-

nize an improper use of a perfectly

good term. Gerhard Klaassen, Fair-

field, Pa.

TAXES AND WAR
Dear Editor: Generally the articles

which you print in The Mennonite

are satisfactorily written and fre-

quently provide informative and

stimulating reading. Occasionally,

however, articles, including editori-

als, which are poorly written, fac-

tually incorrect, and show lack of

intelligence, find their way into The

Mennonite. One such article, ap-

pearing in the January 15 issue is

Leo Driedger's article entitled, "The

Taxes That Go To War."
A few examples will illustrate

my point: Mr. Driedger points out

that banks and loan companies in-

vest deposit funds in corporate

stocks. The National Bank Act does

not permit national banks to invest

in corporation stocks. Loan com-

panies invest their funds in per-

sonal or consumer type loans or

real estate mortgages, depending

upon the type of loan company.

Commercial banks do, however, ex-

tend large sums of money to cor-

porations in the form of loans,

some amounting to millions of dol-

lars. However, commercial loans to

corporations are rather insignificant

and remote as far as the depositors'

responsibility for corporate income

taxes is concerned.

Mr. Driedger also makes a point

of one being responsible for a cor-

poration's income tax through an
individual's investing in corporate

stocks and bonds. Bonds, of course,

are a form of a loan and as pointed

out above, loans to corporations are

remote and rather insignificant in

regard to one's responsibility for

corporate income tax. Funds ob-

tained by a corporation from the

sale of stock is fixed capital and
used primarily for fixed invest-

ment, not current expenses. No de-

finable proportion of the funds in-

vested in stocks and bonds goes for

income taxes. Would not the pur-

chase of products manufactured by
corporations tie in more to one's

responsibility for corporate income

tax, inasmuch as sales produce the
j

income that is taxed, and a defin-

able proportion of the sales dollar

goes for income tax?

If Mr. Driedger is interested in

avoiding income tax, (incidentally,

the word is tax avoidance, not tax

evasion as used by Mr. Driedger.

Tax evasion is illegal; tax avoidance

is legal.) why did he not mention

investment in municipal bonds, from
which the income is tax exempt?
Municipal bonds do provide funds

for some very peaceful, humane,
and worthwhile purposes. Why did i

he not mention the tax credit ap-

plicable to dividend income, the

lower tax rate on capital gains, or

the lower tax rate applicable to

corporation income?
These are just a few examples

that contributed to making a poor

article. My criticisms are intended

to be constructive and, it is hoped
that they will be taken in that light.

Walter M. Philipp, 3079 Broderick

St., San Francisco 23, Calif.

SLAVE AUCTIONS

To the Mission Office: I am some-

what concerned about a short item:

in The Mennonite of December 4,

1962, on page 783, where it says

"the Young People's Group of the

Grace Hill Church, Whitewater, held il

a slave auction. . . . Approximately u

thirteen slaves were sold." Now, not s

having been in the U.S. for several! 'ih

years, I have no idea what this if

means, but knowing America and up

our churches, I don't think it meansj st

what it actually says. However, I «fei

am worried about our nationals who *:

get The Mennonite and who read ltjf ttt

from cover to cover. They take uj

what they read at their face value, ite

They do not know American idioms

and terminology. Just what will it

they think of our young people's ifc

organizations and of our churches? It

Missionary, India.

IA slave auction is a way of malt- li

ing money for youth projects. A %

young person offers his service to a

the highest bidder. He becomes a k

"slave" for a day agreed upon by ift

himself and his "master." Girls are

often "sold" to help clean house,

babysit, hoe gardens, or whatever. &

Boys may put tip hay, paint fences,

mow lawns, etc. The money earned ijj

is given to the treasurer of the

sponsoring organization. Youth

Editor.]
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Observations ^

from

Willie Walter

most of you probably know I

me here last June on the invi-

tion of the Young People's Union
the General Conference Men-

nite Churches of North America,
le prime purpose of my coming
•is to attend the World Mennonite
inference and the General Confer-
ee; and to itinerate in the various
urches in the United States and
inada. My tour is now over and
ifore going back to India next
ne, I plan to study in the Men-
•nite Biblical Seminary in Elkhart
r five months.
am, indeed, grateful to the Young
ople's Union for the invitation

d to people in various churches
rich I visited for their warm
ection and cordial hospitality.

[ cannot claim to have performed
/ duties to the fullest satisfaction

all concerned. I am well aware
my own limitations and short-

mings; and therefore, beseech
ur forgiveness for any failure in

I ministry.

ft is natural that you expect me to
rrate my impressions and obser-
tions. There is much that can be

said in appreciation and in criticism

as well. But I will refrain from
both; instead, I wish to make a few
suggestions.

1. The need for and the signifi-

cance of organizational efficiency to

a proper degree should not be over-

looked and underrated.

2. Youth desires and deserves in-

telligent guidance and wise leader-

ship at all levels. Hence ample and
able leadership must be provided at

the right time, at the right place
and by the right person. Failure in

this will always result in failure of

all programs. Working with and
among young people is difficult. So
work with patience and persever-
ance, with a soft heart but strong
hands; always impressing rather
than suppressing.

3. The following facts need to be

in

j

deeply infused in the young people."

"Entering by the wide gate and
walking on the broad road" is not in

keeping with the teachings and ex-

ample of Christ. The Christian way
of life necessitates and consists in

"Entering by the small gate and
walking on the narrow road."

The Christian way of life revolves

around the axis of willing obedi-

ence to both God and men. We like

to talk like Paul and we have talked
enough. Let us now walk like Paul.

Freedom is one of the greatest
gifts from God to mankind. Misuse
of freedom is slavery to the other
master, namely Satan. Let not our
freedom provide a pretext and a

screen for our wrongdoing.
4. It is essential and imperative

that such programs as would en-

able the young people to approach
and witness to the people around
them, should be worked out and im-
plemented effectively. Such pro-

grams would favorably influence
our lives as well as the lives of those
whom they intend to reach. Let us
not be playing and singing while
Rome is burning.
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What Did Willie Say?

Milton Harder

William Walter's "Mission to

America" is completed. It was a

difficult mission. Its success depends

on whether or not we heard and
take seriously what he told us. To
me he spoke powerfully both with

words and as a person.

The Young People's Union asked

Willie to tell us about Mennonite
youth work in India, but we wanted
him to do more than that. We in-

vited him to minister to our spirit-

ual needs. We called him to chal-

lenge our Christian faith and walk
from the perspective of his Indian

background.

Willie was reluctant to accept the

YPU's invitation to come to Amer-
ica for six months because he was
dedicated to his teaching profession

at home. But after earnest prayer
and encouragement from his family
he felt it was God's will that he
should go.

Willie took his mission seriously.

For six solid months he gave unre-

servedly of himself as he traveled

the length and breadth of our land,

both in the United States and Can-
ada. He spoke to scores of youth
groups, congregations, and confer-

ences. He entered into personal fel-

lowship and discussion with hun-

dreds of us in our homes.
Now as we look back, what did he

tell us? No doubt, we did not under-

stand everything he was trying to

tell us because he spoke as an Ori-

ental and we were listening with
Western ears. You may have heard
and observed differently than I did.

During the course of his six month's
tour I heard him speak nine times

and no two speeches were alike.

Willie lived with our family his

first ten days in this country. He
quickly became a member of the

family. Our children loved him and

he them. He was pleasant to have

around and we did not feel we had

to entertain him. When he left there

was an empty place in our home
and the room in which he slept re-

mained "Willie's room" for some
time.

We were impressed with his will-

ingness and ability to adapt himself

to the new situations. He did it so

smoothly we were scarcely aware
of the tremendous adjustments he

was having to make. English was
a foreign language for him but he

used it fluently and made no issue

of language. Our food was strange

to him but he ate it graciously.

Only once did I hear him say point

blank, "I don't like it," and that was
when he gagged on a hot dog with

mustard! Before he came he had

spent hard earned money to buy
Western type clothing so that he

would fit in. The day he arrived he

told us that this was the first time

he ever wore a Western suit and
shoes. American money was differ-

ent from India as was the weather.

He experienced his first frost and
snow. He had never been out of his

home province in India but now he

was called upon to travel thousands
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E miles in all kinds of convey-

nces and live out of a suitcase for

x months. All of this he took in

ride and never complained nor
>emed to feel sorry for himself. He
ist quietly observed how things

ere done, asked a few questions

hen necessary, and then made the

?st of the situation.

How different from most Ameri-
ins I have seen abroad who take
merica with them wherever they

I and often look condescendingly
oon the "native way" of doing
lings. Also here at home, we are
'ten slow to make minor adjust-

ents for the purpose of Christian

itness and unity.

Willie seldom expressed a nega-
ve opinion. "It is better to light a
indie than curse the darkness,"

i would say. For example, he was
)t favorably impressed with our
merican materialism but he did

)t attack it directly. Instead he
itnessed that the philosophy of

leir family is, "Simple living but
eat thinking." It has made me
alize that petty thinking seems
go with an over-emphasis on

hings." Willie agrees with Gandhi
;at three changes of clothing

ight to be sufficient for a person.

Even though Willie has a humble
timate of himself, he was bold to

tness for Christ. In every talk I

?ard him give he injected, "I stand
;re as a living witness to the great
ings God has done in India."

hen do you and I witness this di-

ctly to the power of God?
Willie expressed gratitude for the
ission efforts of our Conference in

dia. "I stand here as living evi-

nce that your prayers and your
forts have and are still bearing
uit in India," he would say. He
as concerned that our help in In-

a continue but he also observed
at we have a mission field right
re in America. "To be a Christian
to be a missionary," he said, and
at also at home.
Related more specifically to the
uth program in our churches,
illie sensed a general lack of mis-
m and urgency among our young
ople. We spend much time playing
td entertaining ourselves "while
>me is burning." Willie comes

UTH is sponsored by the Young People's
on of the General Conference Mennonite
jrch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

from a country where Christianity

is not taken as much for granted as

it is in this country. In India Chris-

tianity is a minority religion which
could face persecution at any time.

There are also more apparent out-

ward differences between Chris-

tians and non-Christians. How can
Christian young people in our coun-

try develop a greater sense of mis
sion and urgency for the cause of

Christ? Willie was impressed with
the many resources our young peo-

ple have available for their youth
program. "To us as Christians

much is given, therefore, much is

required," he warned.
He also carefully observed the

life of Christian young people in

our churches. I think he enjoyed the

informality and the freedom with
which he could move among them.
He observed that human nature is

pretty much the same, no matter
what country. He expressed reser-

vations about our dating system, es-

pecially dating among high school

students. Being a high school teach-

er himself, he felt that this distracts

from serious study. In India mar-
riages are arranged by the families

and he prefers that system to ours.

He admitted, however, that Chris-

tian young people in India gener-

ally like to help choose their mar-
riage partners.

I was impressed with Willie's

good knowledge of the Bible and the
way he used Scripture. In his earlier

talks he quoted Scripture exten-

sively from both the Old and New
Testaments. He was attempting to

speak to us through carefully cho-

sen passages of Scripture. It didn't

work too well. The message wasn't
getting through to many of his

listeners. One disappointed listener

remarked, "We have the Bible. We
don't need to have someone come
from India to read the Bible to us."

Willie sensed this lack of communi-
cation so he changed his method of

presentation considerably. Could it

be that the Bible is so common
among us that we sometimes fail

to listen seriously to its message?
On the other hand one listener was
so moved by one of Willie's "Scrip-

tural" messages that he suggested
they be published.

Willie's sincerity as a Christian
readily won the respect of those
who heard him and associated with
him. God spoke to us through Willie.

Did we hear the message?
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Agnes Thiessen, Sardis, British Colum-

bia, teaches a class of children in Peru.

It is a school for missionary children.

In one report, she writes: "In devotions,

my first and second graders show their simple faith through their practical

prayers. Robbie seriously prays 'Thank you for dying on the cross for me
and please help me stop sucking my thumb' all in one sentence."

Stop sucking your thumb, Robbie? But why? to please your parents,

no doubt. The thumb in your mouth disappoints them. It doesn't seem

right to them. They feel that somewhere they have failed you. In this

way you are not like the other kids. They would like you to be like the

big boys and girls who don't do such baby-type things.

And you want to stop sucking your thumb, don't you? But it isn't that

easy. You need the relief it gives. You are separated from your parents a

great deal. Sure, you say you like school. You know your folks have work

to do and you can't be with them all the time. But what you say and

what you feel are two different things. You don't feel so good.

Why should you hide it? Is this going to be your religion—the denial

of every human pleasure? Where is joy? Does the road of redemption

include a crucifixion of the thumb?

And will this become your way of dealing with your feelings, Robbie?

You may get your hand out of your mouth, but how do you get the hurt

out of your soul? Will you always try to hide the way you feel? Is it

better to smile on the outside when you are burning on the inside? Will

your next prayer be, "Help me be sweet even when I feel sour"? Is the

Christian the one who has his foot on the neck of his squirming passions?

Can we ever keep our feelings hidden for more than a moment? Is this

the beginning of a two-faced life?

Well, Robbie, I guess a second-grader can't answer all these questions.

I can't, and I distinctly remember having gone to college. You prayed a

simple prayer. Perhaps we should leave it at that. You didn't use the

words I would have used. Of course, I don't suck my thumb. I wish my

bad habits were as simple as that. But you prayed about your thumb.

Perhaps you're ahead of me there.

I don't know how you expect God to answer your prayer, Robbie.

Will it be that one day you will no longer be sucking your thumb? Once

you needed to do it, now you no longer need to. It could happen that

way. I know that the God to whom you prayed has made us new creatures

in Christ. Do new creatures in Christ suck their thumbs? Some of them

do, perhaps. But they have power to overcome. Is that your simple

faith? That's mine too.





OUR WOODEN HANDS

Jose Maria Gironella Some months ago a woman of dis-

tinguished appearance was arrest-

ed in Rome; she was an expert in

stealing from handbags left on

church benches. To commit her

crimes, this woman had adopted an

ingenious system, of Russian origin

I believe: the wooden hands. Two
wooden hands in an attitude of

prayer—curved, the fingers inter-

laced—protruding from her sleeves.

Kneeling, and with head bent, she

simulated praying while, from be-

neath her wide cape, her two natur-

al hands worked freely, sweeping

up whatever valuable objects rest-

ed on the nearby seats.

Interrogated by the police, she

declared, "The moment of commun-
ion is the best time, when the faith-

ful go to receive the sacrament."

Then she added that she herself,

with infinite patience, had made the

wooden hands and their correspond-

ing wire arms articulated at the el-

bows.

I suppose it would be difficult to

find, in our time, a more perfect

symbol to represent the attitude

of many of us who call ourselves

Christians, being so by the grace of

baptism. In effect, the hands—and

the heart—that we use to pray with,

are orthopedic, made of wood from
a forbidden tree; they lack flesh

and blood, or pulse; while taking

advantage of the confidence that

our faith inspires, we gather up
whatever is put within our reach.

One fact encourages us in this

work; there is usually considerable

booty. And this is because human-
ity, for strange reasons of weari-

ness, easily abandons on any public

bench the treasures that belong to

it: married happiness, ties of

friendship, virginity of the soul.
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According to experts, the most pro'

pitious moment to act is also that

of communion: when someone, need-

ing consolation, gives himself to us,
j(

hands over the intimacy of his

thoughts, his very own substance.

It's impossible to minimize the

gravity of this act. Impossible for

one particular reason, among other

thousands: because in feigning, we
Christians sin doubly, since we have

previously declared ourselves the

repositories of truth. We bring

about the opposite of redemption, jj'

we distill a liquid which blinds the

non-baptized, which makes fools oi

them, ridicules their anxiety, real

or imagined, for light. We delay

their ransom.
A painful scandal, of gigantic pro

portions. Because the Christian has

always been, since Golgotha, the

focus of all eyes. This is our gold

braid, glorious for its discomfort

The eyes of a stranger's pain accusej

the promises of brotherhood which

we formulate when we are bap

tized; the eyes of justice accuse us

the eyes of tolerance. How could il

be otherwise? We have proclaimed

that we consider the last place thf

most honorable; suffering a privi

lege; the flesh submissible; death

victory; the resurrection a mirack

of certain realization. What a mar
velous challenge flung at medioc

rity! "For you were heretofore

darkness but now are light in th<

Lord."

We are, no more and no less, th

point of universal reference, a mat

ter for scandal. Our obligation is t(

be perfect. One gesture of arro

gance can fill our neighbor witl
,|j

disgust. To make the sign of tht

cross with frivolity can be the ori

gin of a spiritual commotion with

A Spanish novelist tells a parable about honesty ir

evangelism in a translation by Terry Broch Fontser£
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i whomever sees us. The positivis-

c scheme to which our friend may
iapt his life might be charged to

; because one day, standing by his

de at a funeral, we did not hap-

in to bend our head properly. We
hristians must wear God on our

reheads, show ourselves sensitive

any phenomenon of beauty,

veep from our hearts the useless,

;e horrified in the face of the most
inor temptation to cruelty. They
1 demand of us—the men, the

omen, the animals, the vegetable

id mineral worlds, whatever is

irmonious or simply alive. Even
e insane demand of us. This ex-

igency is a recognition of superi-

ority. To sin is to kill them and kill

ourselves.

In the Epistle of James, one
reads: "From whence are wars and
contentions among you? Are they
not hence, from your concupiscences,

which war in your members?" And,
before that: "So faith also, if it has
not works, is dead in itself." "Thou
believest that there is one God. Thou
dost well: the devils also believe

and tremble." And further on:

"Even so the tongue is indeed a

little member and boasteth great

things. Behold how small a fire

kindleth a great wood." "The tongue

is placed among our members, which
defileth the whole body and inflam-

eth the wheel of our nativity, being

set on fire by hell."

The tongue, the faith without
works, the wars and contentions

—

painful trinity of our common life.

To it we must add, God forgive us,

the system of the wooden hands.

When history interrogates us, one
by one, as it does from time to time,

what do we declare? When it inter-

rogates us anew, what shall we de-

clare? That we ourselves manufac-
ture this trinity in the interior of

our cold hearts, of our brains, with
infinite patience.
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Why I Don't

Pay All My
Income Tax
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/I personal testimony

John Howard Yoder

As I grew, in my late teens and

early twenties, into my earliest un-

derstandings of what it means to

be a disciple of Jesus Christ, one

of the deeply significant aspects of

this discipleship which I sought to

understand was what my teachers

called nonresistance. I came to un-

derstand this word as pointing to

one of the ways in which personal

fellowship with Jesus Christ through

His Spirit will normally work itself

out in the life of the believer.

Two things stood out in this un-

derstanding of discipleship in non-

resistance. First of all, to follow

Christ on this path involved being

enough different from the surround-

ing world to be considered unlik-

able or undesirable by certain pow-

erful people and groups in the

world. As a result of this opposition,

the way of nonresistance may be

called the way of the cross; it in-

volves suffering.

Secondly this position should be

a witness. A witness should show
the world that the way it operates,

through an interplay of selfishness

against selfishness and violence

against violence, is subject to the

condemnation of God and destined,

even in this age, to ultimate judg-

ment.

One other thing my teachers told

me was that, according to God's

will, the assignment of civil govern-

ment is to keep the peace. The
Apostle Paul instructs Christians to

offer "supplications, prayers, inter-

cessions, and thanksgivings . . . for

all men, for kings and all who are

in high positions, that we may lead

a quiet and peaceable life ..." (1

Tim. 2: If., RSV). Obviously, we
pray for a "quiet and peaceable

life" not because we wish to be left

alone but in order that the church

may carry on her ministry, so that

all men should find salvation and

"come to the knowledge of the

truth" (verse 4). The church's task

is to bring men to know the truth;

just as clearly, the place of the

state in God's purposes is that dis-

order be kept to a minimum and

peace maintained.

Now when I went out into life

with these convictions I was in-

creasingly struck by the fact that

there was precious little in my own
experience or that of the church

that I knew to correspond to this

description.

The governments under which I

lived were making a major contri-

bution to the terror which threat-

ens all the nations of the world.

They were taking the greatest in-

itiative in poisoning the outer at-

mosphere of the globe and the in-

most springs of heredity with nu-

clear tests. Statesmen were making
their bids for election primarily on

the basis of how "firm" they were

prepared to be in threatening the

other half of the world with nuclear

destruction.

Not only Christians, but even in-

telligent unbelievers in other parts

of the world, asked me what testi-

mony was being given in America

by nonresistant Christians, and at

the cost of what suffering, in order

Hi

tot

Ml

sstl

ises

no

to proclaim the judgment of God HI

upon this development of weapons ector

which can be used only to break lit

and not to defend the peace. It is a me,

growing conviction of many that it if

is an insufficient answer to say thai m
many young men of nonresistant ticli

conviction refuse military service irpo:

and render some other useful serv- aime

ice to society in its place. The post told

tion of the conscientious objector is [pn

right for the young man to whom it axo

applies. *
But in the western nations where |r i

military authorities have found a

convenient way of shunting such ob

jectors into inconspicuous alterna

five service, the Christian testimon;

to the state requires more than thi

if it is to be an adequate testimon;

against war. Alternative service it

says clearly that the Christian can

not wage war, and that he does )Ik

desire to serve his fellow men in £

useful way. It does not say thai item

the task of the state is to mak(

peace. And for the great bulk

Christians of nonresistant convic

tion, conscientious objection and al

ternative civilian service involve nq|*

suffering and little sacrifice.

These were my thoughts when
was reminded that there is on<

point at which almost every citizen

or at least every family, once

year does make a personal contri

bution to the moral and financia

support of the military monster

This gesture of support is carrie(

out each spring when almost everj

wage earner forwards to the feder

al government a share of his earn

m
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|ngs, more than half of which will

[sot be used to keep the peace.

For a number of years, I had no
hance to exercise responsibility

Iver this use of a share of my in-

|ome, since my employer withheld

lie amount involved from my earn-

ligs. In the spring of 1962, for the

Irst time, it fell to my personal re-

ponsibility and initiative to for-

ward to the United States govern-

ment's Internal Revenue Service an
pditional amount, going beyond
rhat had been withheld. This addi-

pnal amount due was significantly

•ss than the proportion of my total

ixes which I knew were being used

>r non-peaceful purposes.

1 1 therefore submitted to the Di-

lictor of Internal Revenue a full

lid conscientious report of my in-

ipme, but wrote that I could not

Lke the moral responsibility of

prwarding to the government funds

Ihich I knew would be used for a
prpose contrary to that which gov-

rnment is supposed to be serving.

I told him that I had no intention
:

profiting personally from my
ax objection." I was therefore for-

larding an equivalent payment to

e Mennonite Central Committee
|r use in overseas war sufferers'

|lfef.

iln the course of time, I received

|i answer to this letter in the

Irm of a conversation with a local

ternal Revenue Service inspector.

a very polite and gentlemanly
ay he informed me that he could

»t consider this as acceptable in

pu of payment to the Director of

ternal Revenue. He therefore

lew from my bank account the

nount which I had not forwarded
the routine way.
This much is my story; what re-

ams is to ward off mistaken inter-

etation of what I did and what
meant.

\The point is not to keep the gov-

\nment from getting the money.
>t only would this be legally im-

ssible; the New Testament is

par that the Christian will respond
any kind of coercion, legal or

pgal, by giving not only his shirt

t also his coat. (See Matt. 5:40.)

[ice it was clear that the Internal

I'venue Service inspector was dis-

sed to take upon himself the re-

pnsibility for forcefully collecting

p funds, as a "second mile" ges-

pe I told him where he could find

the money with the least difficulty.

The idea is not to avoid involve-

ment in the evils of this fallen

world, to "keep my hands clean"
morally. Involvement in one form
or another is avoided by no one,

and I would not be avoiding it if I

had no taxes to pay. My concern is

not to be morally immaculate by
making absolutely no contribution

to the war effort, but to give a tes-

timony to government concerning
its own obligation before God.

This is not tax evasion. I filed at

the proper time a full and conscien-

tiously accurate report on my in-

come, and when further informa-
tion came to light I amended my
report accordingly. There is no in-

tention to defraud and no liability

to criminal prosecution.

This is not obstructionism. Nu-
merous Christian and non-Christian
pacifists express their disapproval
of militarism by such symbolic ges-

tures as illegally entering a missile

base, sailing a boat into a restrict-

ed part of the Pacific just before
bomb tests, or in other ways seek-

ing dramatically to catch the atten-

tion of the public or of govern-
ment administrators with their ob-

jection.

The action I am describing here
differs from theirs in a number of

ways. In the first place, I made
clear, not only in my letter to the
Director of Internal Revenue, but
also in my conversation with the
local inspector, that I now have and
wish to maintain a healthy respect
for the legitimate functions of gov-
ernment and for the persons who
carry them out. I do not express
my objection by getting in the way
of some military sentinel or civilian

truck driver whom I thus put in

the embarrassing position of either

being disobedient to his superiors

or harming me, nor by becoming
a problem for some judge who has
no choice but to apply the law.

I witness rather by writing and
talking calmly to responsible civil

servants who are my most direct

contact with the process of govern-
ment.

The only cost of this witness was
paid in the form of a gift for relief.

The actual amount of tax collected

was increased by only a few cents'

interest covering the time elapsed
between April 15 and the date of

collection. If the equivalent amount
I had given for relief had been ac-

cepted by Internal Revenue Service
in lieu of tax payment, I would have
considered it as such in the next
year's reporting. However, since

that payment was not accepted, I

shall report it as a deductible con-

tribution.

The way present tax laws oper-

ate, this approach would cost the
most (in the form of relief contri-

butions) to those who are most able

to bear it because of their greater
income. This is significant in con-

trast to the fact that the brunt of

the sacrifice involved in being a
conscientious objector, especially in

time of war, is laid upon teen-agers
who are not chosen with a view to

their being most qualified to bear
it. If action something like my own
were taken by a significant num-
ber of mature Mennonite wage
earners, this would be the first

time in the history of our nation
that the testimony to nonresistance
was given primarily through the
initiative of and at a certain cost

to the most mature and responsible

people in the church.

One question remains, which both
the Internal Revenue Service in-

spector and my Christian brethren
have already asked:

Does not the New Testament in-

struct us to pay our taxes ? Certainly
it does; and I want to pay my taxes,

and to pay them willingly as far as

the functions of the United States

government resemble what Jesus
and Paul and Peter were talking

about. The lesson of the entire New
Testament is that Christians should
be subject to political authority be-

cause in the providence of God the

function of these authorities is to

maintain peace. This is what I, in

accordance with the instruction of

the New Testament, am asking the
American government to do.

I am in fact even willing to pay
for a certain amount of waste and
fraud and incompetence, as well as

for welfare services going beyond
what Jesus and the apostles had in

mind. But the one thing I am not

prepared to support voluntarily is

something which Jesus and Paul
did not have in mind because it did

not exist in the time of the New
Testament.

The government of Rome was
not spending more than half of its
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New Testament attempt to inform

us, about significant political pow-

ers outside the Roman Empire. But

we can say with certainly that

there were no such powers, in any

way comparable in importance to

Rome itself, which Rome was pre-

paring to destroy. There is thus in

this teaching of the New Testament

no easy discharge from the duty to

test which of the demands of "Cae-

sar" are really "the things that are

Caesar's" and when what he asks

for is not his rightful due.

It is not my purpose at present

to agitate for others to follow my
example. I am rather asking coun-

sel from, my Christian brethren

concerning the way I have been led.

At the same time I am asking

whether others have found more

appropriate ways to render a worth-

while testimony against their na-

tion's trust in the sword.

resources on preparations to destroy

the rest of the world. The authority

which Jesus and Paul recognized

was an authority within a given

empire, an authority which in spite

of its violence and corruption and

the fraudulent procedures of its tax

collectors did effectively maintain

peace within the entire known

world at the time the New Testa-

ment was written.

We know very little, nor does the

The Working Man
and His Witness

Arnold Reimer

I am a small fruit grower and pack-

er in the San Joaquin Valley of

California. I employ some fifteen

to twenty people during certain sea-

sons of the year. I am a working

man working with my employees.

These are sometimes Mexican na-

tionals with whom I can talk only

through an interpreter or through

sign language. More often they are

Filipinos living in small labor

camps in our community following

the harvest of various friuts, vege-

tables, and cotton crops in Arizona,

California, and Oregon. They also

include permanent neighbors,

friends, and fellow Christians.

How can I witness to these people

so that I really communicate the

gospel to them? Seldom will these

people respond to an invitation to

our church for either the regular

services or to special evangelistic

meetings.

But a personal witness is under-

stood by all men if translated into

everyday living and speech as you

work side by side with them. People

are sensitive to the attitude of their

employer or fellow workers. They

soon know if I'm only interested in

how much they produce or if my in-

terest extends to their personal wel-

fare and that of their families. It

is only after I sit with them during

a rest period or talk with them

during the lunch hour that some

will open their heart's door slightly

and let me in on their troubles and

deep desires for inner peace and the

better life. It is in times like these

that I have had the opportunity to

point them to Christ the Saviour of

all who accepts them. Seldom is

there a person who knows nothing

of the gospel. But so few accept it

and relate it to life.

It is easier to disregard the spir-

itual needs of the man with whom
I work perhaps a month or two

and may never see again. Or will I

see him again? It is easier for me
to look after my own spiritual needs

than to those of the man next door.

But: Jesus died to bring salvation/

For the rich and for the poor;/

Men of every tribe and nation—

/

He includes the man next door.

In the last twenty years millions

of people have left their home com-

munities to seek new jobs. Many of

these people are Christians and they

find a church home where they set-

tle. But many others leave their

commitments to Christ behind. And
many never have made and do not

care to make this commitment.

A mission field has moved in next:

door. The work in this field does

not require a sizable budget. It re-:

quires first of all a deep desire that

the neighbor and fellow worker

might have the joy and assurance

of salvation that we have. It re-

quires a little "going out of our

way" to be a friend; a little time to

help. It requires a frank discus-

sion of the great issues of life and

a presentation of the claims of

Christ. It may require an increased

budget to enlarge our church build-

ing or for the construction of a

new building in a new area.

This all sounds simple. One would

expect new churches to spring up

everywhere like dandelions. How we

wish that it would be so. But inffl

country and culture as ours, where

Christianity has been known and

the benefits of it have been en-

joyed by believer and unbeliever

alike it becomes quite a task to

show people that the benefits de-

rived from a Christian culture and

personal salvation are quite dif-

ferent. The person with a good pay-

ing job, social security, and good

health is self-centered and satisfied

until he realizes that there is a parlj

of life that cannot be seen withl

physical eyes or grasped with his

hand. Every person is called into

this world for a purpose and he

must answer to a righteous and|

loving God.

Now there is no set rule,

working force in our land varies

from the factory worker to the mill'

er to the agriculture worker to th(

highly specialized technician. Ever}

Christian working man must find

his own way of witnessing to hish

non-believing fellow worker.
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Russian Churchmen Visit in March

here are more Christians in Rus-

a than members of the Communist
arty. This does not mean that

tiristians have more influence. It

es show that the church is sur-

ving under the most difficult cir-

imstances.

Americans can ponder this fact

i sixteen church leaders from Rus-
a arrive in Denver on February
They will spend three weeks in

le United States as guests of the
ational Council of Churches.
First stop on their visit will be
ie midwinter business meeting in

snver of the National Council's

neral Board. Here they will ob-

rve how decisions are made by
e Protestant church's largest co-

ierative body.

As a country that officially denies
3d, Russia continues to talk ac-

"ely about religion. This talk is

Dstly against religion, but it still

proves there is something to talk

about.

Science and Religion, an atheistic

Russian monthly has recently dis-

cussed the problem of atheism. An-
other article reported on isolated

religious communities in Siberia.

These colonies had hidden them-
selves in Siberia's forests in order
to practice their faith.

Siberian Christians also traveled

to Moscow in January to seek aid

from the United States embassy to

leave the country. The rejection of

their request made headlines around
the world.

Khrushchev's mail has also car-

ried correspondence about religious

matters. One letter in December
from Jews and Christians in the
United States asked for improve-
ment of life for Jews in Russia.

(See The Mennonite, Jan. 1, page 8.)

Another note to the Soviet Pre-

|iKLAWN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER The Oaklawn Center, a day hospital for treat-
it of mental patients, opened on February 11. The administrative staff of
hospital includes: Robert W. Hartzler, administrator, Melba Bechtel ad-

-nistrative secretary, and Loretta Hilty, secretary. On the clinical staff are
to Klassen, M.D., Leonard Smucker, psychologist, Donald Munn and Alden
Uhn, social workers. Melvin Funk, psychologist, and Margaret Jahnke, a social
Jrker, will join the staff this summer.

mier came from German Christians.

It was a proposal to allow Germans
—from both West and East Ger-
many—to work in the Soviet Union
as a "token of repentance action."

This is a program begun in 1958.

German Christians have served
abroad as volunteers expressing re-

pentance for the suffering caused
by the Nazis. They build churches
and social centers, and work on
other welfare projects. The Nether-
lands, Greece, Norway, France, and
Israel have permitted such activity.

To date no projects have been al-

lowed in the Soviet Union, East Ger-

many, or the communistic-bloc coun-
tries.

Khrushchev promised to study the

proposal that was given to him
while he was in Berlin attending

the recent East German Commu-
nist Party Congress. It was handed
to him by Erich Mueller-Gangloff,

director of the Evangelical Acad-
emy in Berlin.

What will become of the above
proposal is uncertain. Equally un-

certain is the fate of the thirty-two

Siberians who called at the Ameri-
can embassy last month. Their
identity has also been the source of

much discussion in the United States

and Canada.
Some speculated that the thirty-

two were Baptists; others thought
they were Pentecostalists; and still

others felt they were members of

one of the dozens of sects which
exist in Siberia. The first thought
of North and South American Men-
nonites, of course, was that they
were Mennonites.

The Mennonite Central Commit-
tee's East-West office in Europe has
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been following the incident very

closely, and they have come to the

conclusion that it was not a Men-

nonite group. No names are known,

except Die Welt, a German news-

paper, mentions Alexej Keudasch-

kin who apparently was one of the

leaders. This is obviously not a Men-

nonite name. .

All reports seem to agree that the

group came from Tschernogorsk,

which is approximately 2,000 miles

east of Moscow. There appear to be

only a handful of Mennonite fami-

lies living in that area. Altogether

the MCC files for the entire large

province of Krassnojarskij Kraj in-

clude only a few dozen names.

It is believed, from a number of

inferences, that the thirty-two were

probably Jehovah's Witnesses. Ap-

parently U. S. Embassy officials sug-

gested that the group contact the

Baptists in Moscow, but they did

not follow through on this sugges-

tion.

Regardless of the group's religious

affiliation, their plea, "Those who
believe in God and Christ, help us!"

should not go unheeded. The ques-

tion is: "What can Christians do?

Perhaps the best thing they can do

at present is pray. They can pray

for these thirty-two, but also for

other persecuted Christians in Rus-

sia and other lands.

Some have suggested that this

group be ransomed like the Cuban
prisoners were, but James Donovan,

who was involved in the return of

both Gary Powers and the Cuban
prisoners, was pessimistic. "I'm sure

it would be rejected," he said.

Other signs of religious life come
from Soviet publications. A recent

article in an atheistic journal tells

about hidden religious colonies in

Siberia only recently discovered.

"On the Shore of Black Magic"

tells how air reconnaissance and se-

cret police expeditions uncovered

the groups in the wilderness. These

settlements were in the upper re-

gions of the Dubches River, a tribu-

tary of the Yenisei, 2,000 miles

east-northeast of Moscow.

The colonies were peopled by

monks and nuns from the Old Be-

liever sect. This group seceded from

the Russian Orthodox Church in the

seventeenth century in protest

against ritual innovations. Some
members of this sect fled to China

and Brazil in recent years. (See The

Mennonite, "Old Believers in Bra-

zil," Sept. 12, 1961, page 584.)

Like the other Siberian Christians

who went to Moscow, it is not clear

what has now happened to these

newly-discovered colonies. The ar-

ticle refers to them in the past

tense. Radio Liberty, an organiza-

tion of Russian refugees based in

New York, guesses that the main

body of the group was rounded up

and liquidated.

Another article in the same mag-

azine laments the slow spread of

atheism. Generally, atheism is mak-

ing "some progress," the article

said. But religious groups are gain-

ing. "In fact, in whole republics, in

comparison with the situation be-

fore the revolution, the number of

various religious sects has actually

increased."

What is the reason for this? The

author, A. Vyeschnikov felt it was

due to the larger "freedom" allowed

by the Soviet constitution. Before

the Communist revolution and un-

der the Czar, "non-Orthodox sects

were persecuted, while the Soviet

constitution gives freedom to all."

The Communist Party has allo-

cated special funds for the intensi-

fication of atheistic propaganda and

the training of atheistic workers.

Visits of American churchmen to

Russia in 1962 confirm the strength

of the church there. But the rela-

tion of the church to the state is

difficult for Americans to under-

stand. J. Irwin Miller, president of

the National Council of Churches,

said after his return, "We found

the churchmen with whom we talked

loyal to their government and na-

tion even though they do not share

the Leninist-Marxist atheistic and

materialist ideology of the Commu-
nist Party. They make a distinction

somewhat unbelievable to an Amer-

ican between the government and

the party. They make it perfectly

clear, however, that Christians in

the Soviet Union are a loyal seg-

ment of the 'new socialist society

which is being built.'
"

The delegation found the Russian

people friendly toward the United

States. But there was a widespread

fear that the United States may
start an aggressive war.

Obviously a better understanding

of conditions in the other's country

is needed by people both in the

United States and Russia. The visit

of Russian clergymen during the

next three weeks should help.

Heading the Russian delegation

will be Archbishop Nikodim, of Jar-

oslavl and Rostov, president of the

department of external church aim

fairs of the Moscow Patriarchate.

Other Russian Orthodox church-

men include, Bishop Philaret of

Vienna; Bishop Nicolai of Muka-

chevo and Uzhgorod; Vitaly Mik-

hailovitch Borovoy, professor of the

Leningrad Theological Seminary;

Archimandrite Pitirim, inspector of'

Moscow Theological Academy; Vse-

volod Dmitrievitch Schpiller, rector

of the Church of St. Nicholas in

Moscow; Abbott Juvenaly, member
of the department of external

church affairs; Vladimir Vladimi-

roff, Patriarchal Cathedral of tha

Transfiguration in Moscow; Boris

S. Kudinkin, member of the del

partment of external church af-

fairs; A. A. Vladimiroff, assistant

in the department of external

church affairs.

Representatives from churches

other than Russian Orthodox in-

clude: Abbott Ilya, Orthodox Church

of Georgia; Bishop Parkeff, Mos-

cow, rector of the Armenian

Church; K. E. Ryatsep, of the Karl

Church Parish, Tallinn, represent-

ing the Evangelical Lutheran

Church of Estonia; A. D. Kaulinsch,

of the parish of St. John in Riga,

representing the Evangelical Lu-

theran Church of Latvia; A. I. Mitz-

kevitch, Moscow, associate general

secretary of the Union of Evangel-

ical Christian-Baptists of the Soviet ^
Union; and A. N. Stoyan, Moscow,

director of the foreign department

of the Baptist body.

STORES IN INDIA AND TAIWAN

Bookstores were opened in India

and Taiwan during the past fd|

months. In Hwalien, Taiwan, a book-

store had been in operation in Men-

nonite Christian Hospital for sev-

eral years, but the location was uiij

satisfactory. Last fall a new loca

tion was found downtown.

India missionaries have opened

bookstore at Basna, with a branch

office in Saraipali. Manager of the

Christian Bookshop is a graduate oi

Union Biblical Seminary in Yeot

mal. The store is associated with

the Basna Reading Room. Library

books, books for sale, and con*

spondence courses are also mad<

available to the villages by a young

man who tours the villages.

1,4!

3C.0
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:eived

Jan. 31

06,481

1

1

Needed

by Jan. 31

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$1 09,746

8.3 %

INFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

was possible at the end of 1962

liquidate some indebtedness,

nuary of this year was a bit dis-

vLENDAR

nferences

Feb. 28-March 1 — Association of

itual Aid Societies, Chicago
^.pr. 16-19 — Town and Country
minar, Elkhart, Ind.

kpr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
id, Iowa
Vlay 2-5—Eastern District Con-
ence

Vlay 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

s Conference, YMCA, Chicago

couraging, but then it had only four

Sundays which likely had an effect.

We will again attempt to keep

you informed relative to budget re-

ceipts during the course of the year.

Many of you have told us that you

appreciate knowing what the finan-

cial requirements are in carrying

on a program to which we are all

committed. We will also attempt to

report on money and property re-

ceipts as a result of estate settle-

ments. It seems quite apparent that

a growing number of Christians re-

member the work of their church in

their wills. Wm. L. Friesen.

THREE YEARS IN ONE SUMMER

Volunteers will do three years of

work this summer. It is expected

that about 160 persons will enlist

in the Summer Service program of

the General Conference and partici-

pate in more than twenty projects

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-
ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967 — Mennonite World Confer-
ence

Central

Mar. 24-39—Lenten Services, Grace
Church, Pandora, Ohio. Guest speak-

er, Verney Unruh.

Eastern
Feb. 13-Mar. 13—Lectures on Gen-

beginning in April and ending in

September.
Last year 142 persons served in

the Summer Service program of the

General Conference. Another thirty-

one General Conference people

served in the Summer Service pro-

gram of Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. There will be a number in

MCC service again this year.

Projects include work in hospitals,

boys' homes, work camps, retreats,

city churches, migrant camps, and
others. The jobs last from a week
to five months, depending on the

project and on the volunteer's free

time.

The Board of Christian Service

has published a folder listing the

projects and time required for each

one and the number of people need-

ed for each. Copies will be distrib-

uted to prospective volunteers. Ap-

plications are now being received

by Adolf Ens, Director of Summer
Service, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

esis every Wednesday evening by

Jacob M. Meyers, professor of Old

Testament, Gettysburg Lutheran
Seminary, Fairfield (Pa.) Church.

Northern
Mar. 28, 29—Schmeckfest, Free-

man Junior College Women's Aux-
iliary sponsors, Freeman, S. D.

Western
Mar. 1—World Day of Prayer Un-

ion Meeting, First Church, Ransom,
Kan.
Mar. 2—Mennonite Men Work-

shop, Golden Plains School, New-
ton, Kan.
Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-

sions, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Mar. 5—Bethel College Peace

group at Deer Creek (Okla.) Church.
Mar.' 10-15—Spring services, Eden

Church, Inola, Okla., Victor Sa-

gHerbert Fretz, Susan Funk, Donald Meyers (Workers), E. J. Miller (Ministers), Annamarie Quiring, Arnold J. Regier (Workers).
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watzky, speaker.

Mar. 10-15—Spring services, Deer

Creek (Okla.) Church, Arnold Epp,

speaker.

Mar. 19—Women's Spring Meet-

ing, Emmaus, Whitewater, Kan.

Mar. 20—Bethel Deaconess Hos-

pital Association, First Church,

Newton, Kan.

Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church,

Clinton, Okla., Verney Unruh,

speaker.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.

May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.

CONGREGATIONS
Mennonite Mission Church, Seven

Persons, Alta., was dedicated on

August 26. The church is sponsored

by the Alberta Mission Committee

and is meeting in a building pur-

chased from the United Church.

Thomas, Okla., Church, has been

officially closed. This action was
taken because many of the Indians

formerly attending the Thomas
church have moved to larger cen-

ters. Herman Walde, minister of the

Indian church at Clinton, continues

to be available to the people in the

Thomas area.

MINISTERS

E. J. Miller, North Newton, Kan.,

has been asked by the Grace Hill

Church, Whitewater, Kan., to serve

them on a part-time basis. He has

been supplying the pulpit since the

first of the year. He will continue

to serve Bethel College as its direc-

tor of development.

WORKERS

J. Herbert Fretz, pastor of Salem
Church, Freeman, S. D., will be the

baccalaureate speaker at Freeman
Junior College on May 26. The com-

mencement address on May 31 will

be given by Robert G. Borgwardt.
Borgwardt is the pastor of the First

Lutheran Church of Sioux Falls,

S. D.

Susan Funk, Oliver, B. C, will

begin a period of service at Kings

View Hospital under MCC.
Donald Meyers, Perkasie, Pa., has

been assigned to Boys Village for

his period of service under MCC.
Annamarie Quiring, Calgary,

Alta., has been assigned by MCC
for service in Atlanta, Ga.

Arnold J. Regier, chaplain at

Bethel Deaconess Hospital and

Home for Aged, was the Religious

Observance Week speaker at the

United Mennonite Educational In-

stitute, Leamington, Ont., from Feb.

4-8. A series of evening services

were also given in the United Men-

nonite Church.

LaVern Smith has accepted the

pastorate of the Evangelical Men-
nonite Brethren Church at Luton,

Iowa. Smith graduated from Grace

Bible Institute and was a member
of First Church in Newton, Kan.

ITINERATIONS

John Bauman, First Church, Bluff-

ton, Ohio, Feb. 3.

NEW ADDRESSES

Asia

Loretta Janzen, 22 Girish Ch., Bose

Rd., Calcutta 14, India

Cordell Geissinger, Kotak Pos 8,

Kupang, Timor, Indonesia

Arkansas
Walter Sims, Jr., Rt. 1, Alma

California

Mrs. Jens List, 4806% Live St., Cud-

ahy
Mrs. Parviz Monsef, 2318-33 St.,

Santa Monica
Mrs. Sophia McLaughlin, 6665 Long
Beach Blvd., Long Beach 5

Harold Steider, Apt. 39B, 11709 Dow-

ney Ave., Downey
Wayne D. Schroeder, 10601 Pala-

dium Ave., Garden Grove

Iowa
Mrs. Ronald Gholson, 309% North

Adams, Mt. Pleasant

Henry J. Schrag, 1219 Buchanan,

Des Moines 16

Michigan
Lee Eitzen, 13265 Burwood, Detroit

38

New York
Carl R. Andreas, PMCI US-AID,

APO 271, New York
Walter Adrian, 319 W. 101 St., New
York 25

North Dakota,

Mrs. Leona Ruth Brewer, Indian

Hospital, Belcanst

Ohio
Mrs. Joseph Garza, 243y2 Crystal

Ave., Findlay

Oklahoma
Earl Dean Schmidt, Box 207, Sen-

tinel

Saskatchewan
Korney Martens, Box 545, Rosetown
Rudolf P. Wiens, 162 24 St. W, Prince

Albert

South Dakota
Charles Tieszen, Renner
Leo L. Waltner, Route 1, Hartford

Texas
Eliot Bailey, Box 151, Seabrook

Mrs. Richard Buckner, 516 E. Guen
ther, San Antonio 10

Don D. Franz, 1102 V2 Burnette, Api

3, Wichita Falls

William Swope, 111 Kilkenny Dr.

Valley Hi, San Antonio

Washington
Daryl E. Amstutz, 8814 Wadswortl

Rd., Tacoma 99
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PUBLISHED

A Christian Declaration on th

Authority of the Scriptures isj

twenty-four-page pamphlet that coi

tains the statement on the Scrii

tures adopted by the General Cor

ference last August. The pamphle

also carries the amplified statemen

Available from the General Cor

ference Mennonite Church, 72

Main St., Newton, Kan.

Serve and Bear Witness, 1962 is

four page folder listing thirty-seve:

missionaries commissioned or rf
turned to seven different fields o

service during 1962. Available fror|

the Board of Missions, 722 Main St

Newton, Kan.

tin,
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VING GIFTS

the Editor: Your November 20

ue evoked within me, particular-

an Appalachian folk tale which

I like to share with you and your

aders. The tale seems to me to

m up that issue and since the

)ry is one that I often tell, you
II have some idea of the impact
that issue:

Once, not too long ago, an elder-

mountain couple invited the Lord
r dinner. They were, as are many
ch folk, poor, with just enough
ovisions for three persons and so,

the time the Lord was appoint-

to come, there were three plates

food on the table.

But, the Lord did not come. In-

iad, there as a knock on the door,

was a child, his clothes ragged
d dusty, his face and body thin

th hunger. He was, he explained,

iking his way north to join his

mily and had seen the lights of

e cabin. He had had nothing to

t for three days.

'We are waiting for the Lord,"

| old man explained, "but I am
t hungry. Please eat from my
ite."

Soon after the young man had
t, there was another knock. It

is another traveler, this one an
I man, bent with time and weary
th travel. The woman, setting

ide her own hunger, bid the man
eat from her plate.

The old man left and again the
iple waited. Soon, there was a
rd knock, and, this time, it was
; Lord. "Come and eat," they bid

n; but with a gentle smile he re-

ed, "Twice this evening have I

eady eaten in your house."
hael J. Gramlich, Box 271, Ny-

c, N. Y.

PPORT FOR STUDENTS

& Editor: "The Mennonite seeks
witness, teach, and build the
ristian fellowship within the con-
it of Christian love and free-

n." This is a tremendous state-

Int. I have found The Mennonite
be exactly that. Our church paper
I; been meaningful and helpful

to me at college, particularly be-

cause I am attending an interde-

nominational college where I have
little contact with Mennonites. The
articles presented in The Mennonite
on a variety of church-related topics

serve to inform me of my church's

total program — missions, service,

witness, and fellowship. To mention
a few things specifically, I can keep
aware of some of the opportunities

for Christian service offered by
MCC, periodically review the finan-

cial status and needs of our con-

ference, read news of conference
workers—both ministers and lay-

men, reports on the Council of

Boards, articles on the Christian's

attitude toward problems in our so-

ciety—mental health, race relations.

All our conference churches
should provide The Mennonite for

its young people who are away at

school. The Mennonite helps stu-

dents to face boldly many problems
we meet each day, to think incisive-

ly as to the proper Christian ap-

proach, and to act intelligently in

the context of Christian love and
freedom. Curtis Liechty, Wheaton
College, Wheaton, III.

PROGRESS

To the Editor: It was refreshing
to read the comments by Margaret
Rigg (The Mennonite, Jan. 22) on
the degree of excellence in the field

of art expression attained by The
Mennonite.

Surely some sort of cycle must
have been completed in such a trib-

ute after we have been accustomed
to thinking our greatest virtues in

the past have been those of thrifty,

efficient farming, and unparalleled
proficiency in preparing mouth-
watering recipes in our kitchens.

This must be a sign of progress!
To be placed one-two with the

budget-unlimited Roman Catholic
church in this regard is also note-

worthy.

May you continue to use fine, ex-

pressive artistry and photography
to bring to our readers the loveli-

ness of His blessed face, the reality

of our redemption, and the primacy
of the gospel. D. E. Croyle, 204
Ladrach Building, Wadsworth, Ohio

POWERFUL WITNESS

Dear Brother Shelly: Just a word
of appreciation for the continuing

character of The Mennonite. The
January 22 issue, with the powerful
witness of Vincent and Rosemarie
Harding, deserves to be read far

beyond the confines of the General
Conference. In the few months that
they have been at Mennonite House,
many of us have already begun to

thank God for their fearless, hum-
ble witness to the Living Christ,

in Whom God is "reconciling the
world unto himself." May their
tribe increase.

In your January 8 issue, the letter

concerning Cuba, from the pen of

Amelia Mueller, is food for real

thought. In 1937-38 I heard Major
General Smedley D. Buttler speak
several times. Among other things,

he said, "When I retired from the
marines, I decided to find out why
I had taken them to South America.
I thought I had taken them there
to make the world safe for democ-
racy. I was shocked to learn I had
taken them there to make the
American dollar safe for Wall
Street."

Incidentally, we shall lose other
countries in South America, Africa,

and Asia to totalitarian commu-
nism, unless we let "justice roll

down like the waters."

Many of us are praying for you,

and thanking God for having our
lives enriched by the many pene-
trating articles and editorials you
send our way each week. May God
bess you richly! Carl J. Landes, Box
8112, Greensboro, N. C.

BANKRUPT BUDGET

To the Editor: We have enjoyed
the controversy in the letters col-

umn about modern art. Both sides

have been ably defended. I would
like to bring to our attention a

different matter, which could in time
cause dire consequences to our be-

loved country. It is the matter of

unheard of spending, proposed by
the President in his State of the
Union Message to Congress, for de-

fense and space programs.
These two items as proposed may

well bankrupt the U.S.A. and one
of them, space, brings us no credit.

I do believe it is against God's will

to try to conquer space. The Tower
of Babel is an example. Would it

not be wise if we would write to our
representatives, senators, and con-

gressmen protesting against these
expenditures? J. F. Sawatzky, 1617
North Poplar, Newton, Kan.
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Projects for

Mennonite Men

At the Bethlehem Conference last

August, the General Conference

Mennonite Men adopted a budget

of $15,000 for the next triennium.

At this meeting the Men voted to

support Boys League work in the

amount of $1500, and a vocational

trainee from South America in the

amount of $1000. Other projects

were to be studied and submitted

by the executive council. H. A. Fast

of the Board of Christian Service

has suggested four projects to the

council.

Mennonite Disaster Service

Mennonite Disaster Service has

quickly caught the imagination of

men in our brotherhood because it

offered such meaningful opportu-

nity to witness of Christian love to

people hurt by disaster, natural or

man-made. As a result, disaster

units have sprung up spontaneous-

ly in almost all Mennonite commu-
nities. Generally they are inter-

Mennonite in character.

There was no overall organiza-

tion that could respond adequately

to larger disasters that challenged

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.
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the combined efforts of many local

units. This need was carefully

studied and subsequently a central

office under MCC was set up to

function as a Mennonite Disaster

Service Section. Wayne Clemens
serves as executive coordinator. The
United States and Canada have been
divided and organized into six re-

gions. Under this new organization

the spontaneity and quick mobility

of the local unit is fully retained.

The financial support of this cen-

tral office is prorated to various

MCC constituent groups according

to membership. The General Con-

ference share is $2,000 for 1963.

Paraguay Indian Resettlement

The Lengua and the Chulupi In-

dian tribes have for years lived in

the immediate proximity of Menno-
nite villages in the Chaco settle-

ment. Mennonites furnished them
work in cultivation of soil and in

planting and harvesting crops. Men-
nonites have mingled with them in

work and in the villages. They have
also proclaimed to them the gospel

and have in recent years experi-

enced the joy of seeing large masses
of these Indians turn to Jesus.

Accepting the Christ proclaimed

to them by Mennonites meant an

abandoning of their old life and
adopting the new life made real to

them by Mennonite communities.

This pressure for a settled life for

themselves and their families has

been going on for years but now
has built up to such proportions

that the resettling of these Indians

in available nearby land complexes

is no longer desirable option, but an

urgent necessity.

Providing a settled existence for

4,000 Indians is an undertaking en-

tirely beyond the resources of South

American Mennonites and the Chaco

Indians. It involves many factors

other than a plot of ground, a mod
est house, and a few simple tools

Very soon there should also be

schools, churches, additional medi-

cal services, etc. It is estimated

that it would take about $300 mere-

ly to settle a family on land with

simple accommodations.

East Harlem, New York

The Protestant Parish Youth Re
habilitation Program is a church

sponsored program in a badly over-

crowded slum-type area of New
Your City. It is a year-around pro

gram but the Board of Christian

Service has assisted with summer
service help when it could locate

mature qualified young men. The

summer months are crucial because

young people out of school have

time on their hands.

This work involves leaders in

many social and recreational ac-

tivities, personal relationships, and

in counseling situations. Summer
service personnel, therefore, nee

to be trained and mature. In manyij

respects this is a most fruitful train

ing and service opportunity for stu-

dents in seminary. Seminary stu-

dents need an opportunity to re

build their finances for further 1

study. r,

ill to

ted I

Mexico Public Health

The hospital and nursing sorviceM

which we have helped to provide ^
for Mennonites and Mexicans in thi

Cuauhtemoc, Mexico, area has beei

a wonderful opportunity to expres

Christian love. It has helped to 11%
the level of health and health ca:

in the community and to establisl

relations of mutuality and friend

ship with people.

Mexico public health official! | e

have appealed to us to help furnisl

qualified personnel to inaugurati

an extended health service. Thii

would involve furnishing a statioi

wagon.
The executive committee woul< ?

like to raise at least $10,000 in th<\

next triennium for these four proj

ects.

n
lis
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TO

Wayne C. Lee

Rattletrap pR1DE
m Ledford couldn't believe his
?s when he first saw the old truck
: in front of the school building,
en he wished he didn't have to he-
re them.
ie had known his folks were
nning to drive over from Cirele-
m to visit him, but he hadn't ex-
ited them to drive right up to the
looI building.

t had taken him a long time to
rk his way up the social ladder
•e in Elmwood High. In two min-
s that old truck out there could
r down what it had taken him
nths to build up.

t wasn't that he didn't want to
his parents. He had a million

igs to tell them. And they'd
en like it was the greatest thing
the world. They always took a
at interest in everything he did.

'hat was the reason he was going
school here in Elmwood. Since
Ledford family was going to

ve here before the school year
B3 over, they decided it would be
ter for Tom to begin the school

r here. So Tom had come to Elm-

wood to stay with Uncle Henry un-
til his parents moved here them-
selves.

"Going home now?" a girl asked
behind Tom.
Tom turned. Gwen Parsell was

smiling at him. He had walked her
home several times lately, and ap-
parently she was expecting him to
now. But he couldn't go out there
with Gwen, not with that old rattle-

trap truck there. His parents would
call him over, and the instant Gwen
saw that old truck his whole world
would come crashing down.

"I thought I'd do a little work in
the library upstairs before going
home, Gwen," Tom said.

"I'll see you," Gwen said and went
out the door.

Tom watched her go; then he
went upstairs. Five minutes later
when he came back down all the
students were gone. The old rattle-

trap truck was still waiting. Now
Tom ran out to it. After greeting
his parents, he got in the truck, and
Mr. Ledford started it.

"We were beginning to think you

weren't at school today," Mrs. Led-
ford said. "How are you getting
along?"

"Fine," Tom said enthusiastically.

"I've got a swell bunch of friends.

There's Herbert Brantley, the bank-
er's son. And John Grove, the son
of the county judge. And Shelby
Waldron. His father owns a chain
of hardware stores."

Mr. Ledford whistled. "Sounds
like you're coming up in the world."
Tom smiled proudly. "I sure am.

There are about a dozen of us who
chum together. We're going to

Marysville tonight to a roller skat-

ing party. Chartered a bus. Of
course, I don't need to go," he added
quickly as he saw their disappoint-
ment. "I didn't know you were com-
ing today."

"Don't let us keep you home,"
Mrs. Ledford said.

"How's the trucking business.
Dad?" asked Tom.
"You mean draying," Mr. Ledford

said. "About as usual, I guess. I

just hope I can work up as good a
business here in Elmwood when we
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It wasn't this old rattletrap truck that

the gang had voted to be its sponsor.

move over next month."

Tom was silent, swallowing the

lumD in his throat. Draying was the

word all right, not trucking. Tom's

father made a living hauling things

nobody else would touch. People

called the drayman to haul away
junk or to bring stoker coal for

their furnaces. This old truck wasn't

fit to be on the same street with

decent cars.

He hated to use the word, but he

was ashamed, ashamed that his

father made a living driving this

old pile of tin. He had told the oth-

ers here at Elmwood High that his

father was a trucker, which was the

truth in one sense of the word, even

if he didn't paint an accurate pic-

ture.

Tom had worked hard to get into

the select circle that he now called

his friends. But if they found out

that his father drove this old rattle-

trap doing all the dirty jobs around

town that no one else would do, it

would be the finish for him.

"Can't you get a decent truck,

Dad, before you move over here?"

Tom asked.

"I'd like to," Mr. Ledford said.

"Old Betsy has about had it."

"How about trying to get a good

trucking job while you're at it?"

"What's wrong with draying?"

Mr. Ledford asked. "It's an honest

living, just as honest as banking

or selling hardware. Lots of people

won't do it, so the field isn't crowd-

ed."

Tom said no more. When the Led-

fords moved to Elmwood a month
from now, everyone would know.

He'd better tell his friends before

that. But how could he? He had
worked so hard to get where he was.

That night Tom walked back to

the school building to get on the

chartered bus for Marysville, polite-

ly declining his father's offer to

drive him over in the truck. When
the bus pulled away, Tom tried to

forget his worries and be as gay as

the rest of the crowd. Then, less

than a mile from town, a front tire

on the bus exploded, sending the

bus careening into the ditch.

There was complete confusion for

a minute. Then the driver got the

door open and everyone scrambled

outside. It took only a couple of

minutes to make sure no one was
hurt. The only casualty was the bus

with a ruined tire and a crumpled

fender. It wouldn't be completing

the trip to Marysville.

"I'll call Dad and have him
spread the word," one boy said and

ran toward a house a short distance

away.
Tom soon decided he must have

done a good job of broadcasting the

news, for cars started streaming

toward the disabled bus. At the tail

end of the procession of cars, Tom
saw his father's old truck. His spir-

its sank. Now he'd have to face it.

And he hadn't even had a chance to

prepare any of his friends for the

shock.

After each parent had reassured

himself that his offspring wasn't

hurt, the confusion began to die

down.
"How are we going to get to

Marysville?" Herbert Brantley

asked, looking at his father.

Feet shifted uncomfortably, but

no one spoke. Tom was surprised.

He had expected a half dozen offers

from these parents, most of them
with big cars, to take the group to

the party. But no offers came.

Then Mr. Ledford stepped for-

ward. Tom felt like crawling into

a hole. "If you don't mind riding in

an old rattletrap of a truck, I'll take

you over," the man said.

Tom expected to see shock and
embarrassment on the faces around

him. But if there was any, he didn't

detect it. Gwen spoke up first.

"That's a grand idea. We'll have

a whale of a time riding in a truck.

What do you say, kids?"

As the group chorused their ap-

proval, Gwen touched Tom's arm.

"That's your father, isn't it?

re tl
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Won't you introduce him?"
Tom made the introduction brief.

Then Mr. Ledford started the truc|

and the couples climbed aboard.

"Hang on," Mr. Ledford called. !

"I thought your father was a reg-

ular trucker," one boy said as th$

truck rattled over the highway.

"Short hauls," Tom said, sure that

everyone could see the embarrassed ii

flush on his face even in the dark-

ness.

"Didn't your dad have anything

else to do tonight?" Gwen asked.

"He's visiting my uncle," Tom
said.

"All my dad is doing is watching

TV," one boy said. "He never does

anything with me."

Tom listened as others made simi-

lar complaints. Finally Herbert

Brantley turned to Tom. "Does your

dad do things like this often?'

Tom nodded. "He's always done

things with me. I figured every),

father did."

"You're lucky," Herbert said

Tom was confused. But he didn't

let his confusion keep him from en-

joying the party. As far as he could

see, the gang treated him just as

they had before, unless they made a

special effort to be more friendly. L
On the way home, Gwen asked Tom m
a question.

"Your folks will be moving here,,

before very long, won't they?"

"Next month," Tom said.

"Do you think your father would

consent to be our sponsor? We want

some grownup to help us plan oui

outings and go along to overset

things. We talked about it at the

party tonight. We want your Da*

if he'll take the job."

Tom grinned. "He'll take it if

ask him to. He's always done thi:

for me when he could."

"You must be proud of him."

"I guess I am," Tom said slowly

"Real proud." Looking at the olc

truck, Tom was even proud of it. H(

had let it become a symbol of hi!

father. It wasn't that at all.

It wasn't this old rattletrap true!

that the gang had voted to be it!

sponsor. They could see righ

through the draying job to the rea

man doing the job. Tom—becaui

of his pride—was only the oi

who had been blind.

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People'*

Union of the General Conference Mennonitf

Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.
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it's a

PRoBLEM
onna, I really wish you wouldn't
with Judy so much."
'But Mother, what do you have
ainst Judy? Just because a lot of

1 gossips are spreading stories

out her is no sign we should be-

ve them. Even if they were true,

3y is fun to be with."

Donna's mother hung up the dish

vel before replying. "It isn't just

;sip, Donna. Your father saw
3y and Marvin Olds driving
>und at one this morning. You
dw as well as I do that no self-

pecting girl would go with Mar-
. And certainly one is too late

- a teen-ager to be out."

You've always taught us not to

snobbish Mother. Besides aren't

ristians supposed to love every-
?"

Obvious Answer

"here is no obvious answer to the
>ve story; the fact that it is com-
ated gives indication that it is

2 to life. Both Donna and her
ther are in some ways right and
:ome ways wrong.
>onna is right in understanding
t a Christian is to be a witness
the way of love and that this

never be done by being snob-
i or isolating herself from all

influences. Her attitude is wrong
in she attempts to justify Judy
her behavior,

ut look at her mother. Obvious-
he was right in recognizing the
>ng and lasting influence of
nds and that non-Christian as-

ations may tend to give us non-
istian values over a period of
However, she is wrong in her

liness to begin new gossip
ut Judy.

ather than telling Donna, "I
ly wish you wouldn't be with
Y so much," she might have at-

ipted to discover Donna's feelings
yd Judy by asking: "Donna,
do you find Judy as a friend?

it are her values in life?" In
way she might be able to help
na see for herself the danger of
t associations. At the same time

she could guide Donna in her re-

sponsibility as a Christian witness.

John Esau, pastor, Faith Church,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Check the Reports

Donna, it may be that your moth-
er has been too hasty in judging
Judy. Gossip is vicious and it is

wrong to promote false reports.

However, your mother may have in-

formation she doesn't care to reveal.

Perhaps you should suggest to

your mother that she check out a
few of the reports that are circu-

lating. Remember that reports like

this do not usually originate in a
vacuum. Most of us earn our repu-
tation.

You should also attempt to under-
stand and appreciate your mother's
concern. Good parents are always
concerned. When children fail, par-

ents often suffer most.
You likely have a pretty good

idea about the actual character of
Judy. Since "Judy is fun to be
with," it may be difficult for you to

face the facts. If it is likely that
Judy's character is open to ques-
tion, then you should take a careful
look at your own spiritual resources.
Do you have the character and
strength to help Judy if she needs
help? If Judy is going in the wrong
direction and you are not able to

help her, then you should be less

intimate in your friendship. Why
not be frank? Tell Judy what you
like about her but raise questions
about wrong practices. Check your-
self to see that you are not show-
ing a superior attitude. Continue to

show interest in Judy, but don't
compromise your principles. Gideon
G. Yoder, teacher, and pastor of
Burrton Church, Burrton, Kan.

Someone Will Be Influenced

If I were Donna I would remem-
ber the verse, 1 Cor. 10:13, "Wheth-
er therefore ye eat, or drink, or
whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory
of God." I would pray that the Lord
would lead me in my relationship
with Judy, that He would help me
show her love, and that our associa-

tion together would bring nothing
but glory to His name.

If I were Donna's mother I would
try to show my trust in my daugh-
ter, and add a gentle reminder that
one of them is the stronger. Either
Donna will influence Judy, or Judy

will influence her. It's up to Donna
to decide. And, of course, I would
not forget to pray. Mary Bentch,
former teacher and mother of four,
Versailles, Mo.
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World Day of Prayer comes up this Friday—the first

Friday in Lent. This program is basically a women's

project. It has been going on in various ways for

seventy-five years. About 20,000 communities take

part in it and services are held in 150 countries. In

some villages and towns it is one of the few times

that Protestants go into the church buildings of an-

other group. It is good for people to pray and wor-

ship together. It should happen more often.

But in the World Day of Prayer, I find one sour

note. It is a small one to be sure, but it is a symp-

tom of a problem we have in our Protestant ecumen-

ical relations (if anything is truly ecumenical when

it is only Protestant). And that is there are two

groups providing material for the World Day of

Prayer exercises. There is no reason that there

should not be a variety of programs to choose from.

The problem is that the two differing materials be-

come weapons to fight with, if not over.

The major supplier of material on the Day of

Prayer is the United Church Women, 475 Riverside

Drive, New York. Theme for 1963 is "More Than

Conquerors," an idea taken from Romans 8:37.

The basic service has been prepared by a group of

Korean women, which emphasizes the effort to make

this an experience with world dimensions. Posters

promoting this service feature a Korean woman.

Offerings received at these meetings are contributed

to home and foreign missions sponsored by the Na-

tional Council of Churches of Christ, of which the

United Church Women is a department. Projects

include twelve colleges for women in Asia and Africa

and the migrant ministry in the United States.

A secondary source for material comes from the

National Association of Evangelicals, Box 28, Wheat-

on, Illinois. Their theme is "Witness Unto Me" tak-

ing a cue from Acts 5:32. The program emphasizes

the word of witness, the work of witness, and the walk

of witness. The program was prepared by the asso-

ciation's president, Robert A. Cook. The theme is I

intended to be a follow up on the group's 1962 rnajj

program to "Return the Bible to the Heart of thfl

Nation." Offerings are received at these meetings

for the work of the association, although this is nol

a major source of revenue since the meetings spoil'

sored probably number well under a thousand. Th<

National Association of Evangelicals has providec

material during recent years in response to requests

from its member groups. Most of them were seeking

an alternate to the material provided by the Unitec

Church Women.
This is all right in theory. What happens in prac

tice is that the ladies sit down in a meeting to plar

the program. One lady has one packet which sh<

assumes is it. Along comes someone else with anothei

batch. There is the possibility of a struggle and divi

sion. In spite of their popular reputation, women an

probably able to solve these problems better thai

men. A compromise is sometimes worked out, or ;

decision made on the merits of the case. It can be

come a power struggle, though. The possible out

come of two interdenominational prayer services in

small village can happen.

Is a gentle question in order? I know it isn't

big issue, but I wonder whether the LInited Churc

Women (since they are bigger and older—in th
!

business, of course) couldn't do something to straigh

en out this small confusion? The National Associ-
1

tion of Evangelicals has a strong resolution on th

willingness to enter into dialogue and discussion.
(

think they could extend it to include prayer. Comma
themes, if not common materials, could be the &
aim. Joint projects like world relief or race relatio

might be a good idea too. It would be nice if o

one day of the year we could get the supporters

both camps and all of us little people in the middl

together to pray in the sanctuary without any bickf

ing in the vestibule.





Orlando A. Waltner

The church needs missionaries who act on behalf of the church but not instead of the church.

Sent to the Frontier
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The missionary call comes
to every Christian.

iat actually is a missionary? Every

son in confessing Christ becomes a par-

pant in Christ's mission to the world,

e body of believers makes up the church

ssionary. A church that is not engaged

or committed to God's redemptive con-

n is not really the church,

t is painful to think that in many re-

cts and in many places the church is

ifferent to Christ's mission. It has come
be an absolute, an idol, an end in itself

hout regard for its true nature as a

vant and witness to Jesus Christ.

Tet let there be no mistake about this:

claim to be the church, no historical con-

uity, no unbroken tradition, no theological

hodoxy, no ecclesiastical unity, no politi-

power, no liturgical pageantry can be a

istitute for the church's missionary conse-

tion to the redemptive purpose of God in

fist Jesus. Regarding those churches that

call younger—such as churches of Asia

I Africa—but which in many instances

older than the churches of Europe and

rth America, no degree of autonomy, no

asure of harmony, no attainment of all

requisites of self-government and self-

port, and no primary concern for church

ture can be a substitute for a church's

ication to her missionary task. The
irches of Asia, Africa, and South America

n as they are missionized must engage

mission to the vast non-Christian popu-

on among which the churches find them-

tres. The moment the church in any of

The martyr witnesses not so much by
his death as by the use of his life.

its determination begins to glory in any-

thing that it is or claims to be and neglects

its task of witness it falls short of being

the real church.

The missionary call comes to every Chris-

tian. It is nothing else than the call to

acknowledge Christ and to join the fellow-

ship of His church. To this church and all

its members the mission is given to tell

every man that the God of our Lord Jesus

Christ wills to enter into fellowship with all

men and be Lord over all creation. "Through

Him God planned to reconcile in His own
person, as it were, everything on earth and

everything in heaven by virtue of the sacri-

fice of the cross" (Colossians 1:20). This

fundamental Christian call is the mission-

ary call; there is no other and it comes
from God.

It follows, therefore, that any assembled

body of believers should be an assembly of

missionaries.

But even within this assembly of mission-

aries is an order of missionaries. This group

is composed of "missionaries sent to the

frontiers." In the world are strategic places

in which witness to Jesus Christ must be

carried out. These places, because of geo-

graphical remoteness or the peculiar nature

of the work involved, are not naturally

available to every Christian. Unless the

church sets aside and sends appointed mis-

sionaries, the gospel is not proclaimed in

these strategic places.

That which distinguishes the missionary

i
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sent from those not sent is that his

fellow church members have shared

with him their conviction, given un-

der the inspiration of the Holy

Spirit, that he must go to a par-

ticular frontier and that the church

members will support him in this

special task with their prayers,

their fellowship, their counsel, and

their financial resources. The one

sent goes as one marked by con-

firmation of the Holy Spirit—a con-

firmation that his calling has been

fitted to the right strategic fron-

tier. His being sent does not make
him a missionary. He is already a

missionary before he is sent. In

being sent the missionary is sepa-

rated for particularized witness in

particularized places.

The church needs for its life an

order of missionaries sent, who act

on behalf of the church but not in-

stead of the church. The church

needs this order of missionaries be-

cause of the church's commitment
to the Saviour whose gospel is to be

proclaimed to the ends of the earth

and the end of time. This commit-

ment cannot be expressed without

persons.

Within our church conference the

"orders of missionaries sent" in-

cludes 185 regularly appointed mis-

sionaries and twelve short-term

workers or Missions-Pax personnel.

Included are those newly appointed

and ready to leave for fields of as-

signment. We thank God that you
are distinctive people — distinctive

not in the sense that you have been

called to a higher calling than the

rest of us, but that you have re-

sponded so nobly to the demands
of your calling.

You are people of faith, hope,

and love. We believe these three

words describe your dedication, wit-

ness, and service.

People of Faith

You are people of faith. Your
faith is more than confidence in the

power of God to do mighty works.

Your faith is essentially a commit-

ment to God. It is a depth of dis-

cipleship because of which God is

enabled to follow through with His

redemptive concerns for the world.

We have spoken of your sacrificial

faith. We have named some of the

sacrifices required in your assign-

ments—giving up the comforts and

conveniences of one's country and

culture; separation from relatives,

friends, and immediate family; giv-

ing up the opportunities of using

special talents and skills; sacrific-

ing health and strength in trying

environments; and even losing your

physical life, enduring death in your

tack.

But there is a more costly char-

acter of your faith. Your commit-

ment enables you to give up these

and many other things, but it makes
possible a new dimension of free-

dom in Christian witness so radi-

cal that not only is death not for-

eign to it, but "dying daily" is the

living character of it. The word
describing this kind of faith is

"martyrdom." Used in this way
martyrdom does not refer to the

missionary unlucky enough to be

caught in the situation where he

needs to die for a cause, but it re-

fers to a witness that has already

faced the extremity of death and is

free in the face of it. We are re-

minded of Paul's words, "I die ev-

ery day." Paul speaks of a dimen-

sion of his life; he does not speak

of his death. He speaks of a living

out of his vocation before the cross

where in the death of Jesus Christ

he saw his own death and in the

resurrection of Jesus Christ he saw
his new life and the power and
strength of his witness. This daily

humiliation, so profound that it

means the death of all that we are

or hope or plan, is the indispensable

inner content of the life of witness.

In it freedom and simple, strong,

plain witness are possible. And this

you, our fellow missionaries, have
learned better than we. This is your
faith. Martyrdom is a life—not sim-

ply a death. The martyr witnesses

not so much by his death as by the

use of his life. "To die daily" is de-

manded of any who follow Christ. It

is the missionary sent who best

exemplifies this life of faith com-
mitted.

People of Hope

Then, again, you are a people of

hope. In the last two decades you

have seen and experienced enough

to know deep disappointment, heart-

breaking discouragement, and paiif

ful defeat. China is still a harsh

memory of reversals and loss. Con-

go is a more recent reminder that

Christian witness always takes

place in historical situations. And
the historical situation may bg

cruel. Smashed printing presses,

wrecked hospitals, and looted bunga-

lows can disrupt a church's build-

ing program; but, the really bitter

heartache comes from wrecked his

man relations because of which ill

will and resentment make worl
difficult. Others of you have vivid

memories of capable, highly trained,

trusted Christian leaders succumb-

ing to greed and power and in siJ

disqualifying themselves from lead-

ership positions. Still others, aftet

the first flush of success in estab-

lishing a church, have seen thfl

greater number of Christian mem-
bers swept into complacency and

indifference to discipleship respon-

sibilities. And perhaps most of yof

have looked to the churches of the

West and longed for more evidence

on our part of consistent and com
cerned prayer support. By the

world's standard you are people

who should have every reason to

be downhearted and ready to quit,

but you maintain your intercessory

prayers in behalf of China. You r#

turn to Congo with new supplies

and programs of work. You encour-

age the church of India in its train-

ing of leaders and responsibility of

evangelism. And in Japan, Taiwan,

Colombia, Brazil, Uruguay, Para-

guay, Mexico, and among the In-

dian Americans, you continue to

plead with people to accept thS

Lordship of Jesus Christ.

Missionaries sent have learned

not to trust in the goodness of man.

Consequently they are not over-

whelmed by the shortcomings o|

man. Your hope rests in Jesus Christ

the crucified and risen Lord him-

self. By Christ's advent, crucifixion,

and resurrection the world has be

reconstituted and the human situi

tion has been re-defined. In Christ

there is a new creation. Yours is 1

confident affirmation that God i&

faithful, that He will complel

what He has begun. Yours is a
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The work of the missionary is subject to uncertainty and reversal as
in China. A neighborhood Bible class once met in Taming, China.

ent expectation which waits for
id's purpose to be fulfilled and

i

ists God to move in His appoint-

time and in His accepted way.
this world in which Christ is

:ablishing His Kingdom, Christ's

•dship can be discerned by faith,

ur hope waits for a fuller ex-

?ssion of this Lordship among
people to whom you are sent,

is your confidence that the Christ
10 is to come and who will judge
! world is already the boundary
yours and your people's lives. A
jv age has begun. It is your con-
ence that God's power can draw
in out of sin and establish him on

' ys of righteousness and truth.

: is your confidence that God's
'. igdom shall "reign where'er the
i 1 does his successive journeys
] l."

- iple of Love

I fou are people of love. The full

; h meaning of Christian mission
i graphically communicated by
] ans of a classical but forgotten
1 lical image. I refer to the image
( the servant. The servant image
i the essential image of the Chris-
i n religion. It is the image that
: 'ds the truest light on the mis-
n which God set for himself in
tory. It is the image that illum-
s the mission of Israel as a peo-
i. It is the image that lights up
mission of Jesus Christ himself
well as the mission of Chris-

ns, both individually and collec-

ti ely.

n the Old Testament prophets,
ests, and kings are called God's
vants who do God's will and car-
out His purposes. Israel as a
>ple was to fulfill its destiny un-
God by being God's servant,

iah writes, "He said to me, you
my servant, Israel, in whom I

I be glorified ... I will give you
a light to the nations, that my
/ation may reach to the end of
earth." In the New Testament
servant image is reflected in

incarnation of God in Jesus
•ist. In the words of Paul, "Christ
us . . . though he was in the
m of God, did not think equality
h God a thing to be grasped,
emptied himself, taking the

m of a servant." The Son of God
ame a servant of God in order
t He might fulfill the mission of
i. In His ministry, Christ identi-

himself with His Father in
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purpose when He said, "The Son of
Man came not to be served but to

serve, and to give His life a ran-

som for- many." In the upper room
on the night in which He was be-

trayed, Jesus asked for a towel and
a basin of water. With His hands,
to which the scepter of universal
dominion belongs by right, Jesus
did a servant's menial act. In the
form of a servant He washed and
dried the grimy feet of His dis-

ciples. The servant image may well
be called a "bridge category." It

serves to unveil the inmost nature
and glowing passion of a God who,
in order to fulfill His mission, took
the form of a servant. And this can
happen only when God is a God of
love. The same image provides a
pattern and norm whereby the
church as a whole may learn how
to fulfill its God-given mission.

The Towel and the Basin

You, the missionaries sent, are
motivated by love for God and love
for underprivileged, suffering, and
sinful mankind. You have taken
upon yourselves the role of a serv-

ant. The towel and basin of Jesus'

day assume many forms in today's
world of sin and misdeeds. But, it

still requires love to use the towel
and the basin in serving man in

his hunger, ill health, illiteracy, so-

cial displacement, political subjec-
tion, societal tensions, and spiritual

lostness. And from this you have
not turned your lives. You are peo-
ple of love.

Today we thank God for your
lives of witness. When all things
are shaken, when familiar land-

marks of world mission are blotted
out, when war and tumult engulf
us, when all human pride and pre-

tensions are humbled, you proclaim
anew the reign of the crucified and
ascended Lord Jesus Christ. You
summon us to come forth from se-

curities which are no more secure,

and from boundaries of accepted
duties too narrow for the Lord of
all the people. You challenge your
people and us to the task of bring-

ing all things into captivity to Jesus
Christ and of preparing the whole
earth for the day of His coming.
It is our prayer that God will con-

tinue to use your faith, hope, and
love.



The Federal Council of Churches,

the nonresistant ethic,

and city life are all signs of dynamic

Tension in the

General Conference

Leland Harder

The leadership of the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church is in the

hands neither of right wing con-

servatives nor of left wing inno-

vators. I am speaking of the Con-

ference as a whole, and not of dis-

tricts in particular.

Moreover, I believe there are two

types of motivation among our Con-

ference leaders. One is a middle-of-

the-road approach that recoils from

tension and conflict. Some of our

Conference leaders are elected to

office because they are neutrals.

They are peace-loving individuals

who exemplify the Stillen-im-Lande

Mennonite image. They represent a

certain public image that the hesi-

tancy to take sides is precisely what

our Conference stands for.

But there is also the approach

which Peter Berger calls alterna-

tion. He means that no labels such

as "right wing" or "left wing" can

contain all of the truth. The only

legitimate road forward is one that

recognizes the integrity of alter-

native stances.

Leaders of this stripe play a pre-

carious role. As Berger points out,

"The very awareness of alternation

in this sense may well lead to a

great hesitancy to jump anywhere

at all." This leads to the middle-of-

the-road approach. When alterna-

tion becomes routine, it quickly slips

into a fearful neutralism. A neu-

tralist stance can hardly be called

Christian, in view of the trans-

forming essence of the gospel, which

is rooted in uninhibited commitment.

How, then, can an attitude of

alternation turn a Christian leader

into a courageous guide? On the as-

sumption that alternation ceases at

the point where leaders are yielded

to the lordship of Christ, our ablest

leaders have come to affirm that

tension itself is a source of dynamic

within the Conference.

In the light of its early docu-

ments, culminating in the first writ-

ten constitution of 1896, the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church

started with two basic aims exist-

ing in dynamic tension. These can

be labeled "mission in the world"

and "opposition to the world."

The note of assent to the world

in the first of these aims involved

the affirmation that the world is

the object of God's love and re-

demption. This made inevitable cer-

tain forms of accommodation to the

social order. This meant adjust-

ment to avoid conflict. It meant

active cooperation based in an atti-

tude of mutual interdependence.

The note of dissent to the world

meant a deliberate separation from

realms where the lordship of Christ

was unrecognized. Suffice it to say

that the "Go ye" and "Separate ye"

motifs of Matthew 28:19 and 2 Cor-

inthians 6:17 provided ample bib-

lical justification for these two

courses of action.

Federal Council of Churches

It was the attitude of assent that

prompted the Conference to become

a charter member of the Federal

Council of Churches in 1908. As the

editor of The Mennonite put it in his

report of the first session of the

Council (April 29, 1909), "The re-

i E

port on 'international relations' The

might safely be taken up by us as igfr

denominational literature since it

defines a stand against war and

for peace which we feel all Chris-

tians should show."

The "stand against war" was pre-

cisely one of the most conspicuous

areas of tension between the dual

attitudes of assent and dissent ex-

pressed by leaders of Conference.

The onset of World War I and the|Ch

entrance of the United States in|«e

1917 were disillusioning experiences

for them in view of their previousl

high hopes for peace. In its rapidj

enactment of conscription legisla

tion the Congress made no provi-

sion for pacifists unwilling to a&

cept military service. Many Mennc-

nite conscientious objectors were ar-flroum

rested, imprisoned, and mistreated,

Moreover, many congregations, es-fcjl

pecially those in which German wasf

still the principal language of wor

ship, suffered indignities at the]

hands of war-incited patriots.

But one of the biggest disappoint

ments was the energetic promotio:

of the war effort by the Federa

Council of Churches, with whom tin

Conference had thought to find SM

unity. A statement issued by the ;fe

Council in 1917 prayed for a fight ^
ing spirit and demanded justice first

i(y

and then good will. It listed sevei ^
teen duties to which the church ft

must be committed in war time, but H

not a word of the duty of the church
| ies

to pray and work for peace. When]
j, a

the question of continued member n

ship in the Council came up in thi

1917 triennial session, the delega

gates voted for withdrawal.

In his letter to the secretary o:

the Council, the president of th<

General Conference gave the fol

lowing explanation: "Before the out

break of the present world war ouj ^
people had reason to be greatly en

3„( |.

couraged in their historic attitud<

on this question by the emphasis
Sll

given in the Federal Council. * 4 Mate

But all this, it was argued, had beei
^

cast overboard when the Counci ^
tacitly approved the entrance o;

our government upon the extensiv<
^

scheme of military preparedness ^
and later the entering of the natioi

ft

into active participation in the wa
^

.... How could we longer wal

with those who were so far fr<

being one wth us in our conviction

on so vital a question?" (See Cor

ference Minutes, 1920, pp. 39-40.

( II;
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The acts of joining and withdraw-
ig from the Federal Council repre-

nted, not Stillen-im-Lande neutral-

m, but courageous decisions borne
xt of some sense of a dynamic ten-

on between alternative courses of

tion. Of course, the step of with-

awal resolved one tension only to

ibstitute another. If we participate

discriminately in all levels of ecu-

enicity, we may desert the norm
Christ over that of culture; but

we withdraw into closed ethnic

mmunities, "the torch of our
nristian faith will be taken from
and given to those from all na-

ns and races who are willing to

with Christ among the publicans

id Samaritans and even to the

oney - changers on the hostile

ounds of the Jewish temple"
lmer Neufeld, Mennonite Quar-
ly Review, April 1958).

titudes on Nonresistance

The attitude of the Conference
ttween the two World Wars was
arked by three things. One was a
tided pessimism regarding the

issibility of Christianizing any
•anch of the social order as such.

3 one leader put it, "It is utterly

;eless for the Christian to attempt
impose upon an unregenerate

arid the righteousness of Christi-

lity, for the righteousness of

iristianity is a righteousness that

ust be born of God before it he-

mes acceptable. . . . Let the Chris-

in and the church use their ut-

ost diligence in their mission of

•eparing a regenerated citizenship

r the new world age that is so

pidly approaching" (The Menno-
te, April 26, 1917).

The second attitude was a desire

develop new avenues of coopera-

m with other historic peace
urches and especially with other
anches of Mennonites. The most
lportant product of this concern
as the organization of the Men-
mite Central Committee in 1920.

The third attitude grew out of the
nsion that was implicit in the corn-

nation of the other two. The ethic

nonresistance is an "impossible
'ssibility" for an unregenerate so-

?ty, and yet its positive dimension
a peacemaking that, says Elmer
sufeld, "will appropriately find ex-

ession in actions that do have po-
ical relevance."

The theological resolution of this

nsion was a concern that the Con-

ference expressed through its new
Peace Committee in 1933, and which
culminated in 1941 with the adop-

tion of a formal statement denning
the Conference position on war and
peace. This position, it was asserted,

is based in Christ and His teachings

regarding the life of love and good
will toward men, even enemies, and
the renunciation of force and vio-

lence in settling disputes. War was
designated as carnal sin and com-
pletely contrary to the teaching and
spirit of Christ and the gospel. In

the same breath, willingness was
expressed to aid in the relief.

One cannot fail to note the at-

tempt to resolve the tension be-

tween a mission in the world and
an opposition to the world.

In the period between World War
II and the present, the inevitable

existence of a dynamic tension was
recognized more clearly. The form
it now took was a concerted at-

tempt to reconcile the "Separate
ye" of the peace position with the

"Go ye" of the Great Commission.
Typical of numerous statements
emerging from post-war study con-

ferences was the resolution which,

three years after the adoption of

the peace statement of 1941, stated:

"We further acknowledge our com-
mon guilt of not having taught and
lived more fully our Christian life

as a way of peace and love and
good will toward all, and so recom-
mend that when the men are demo-
bilized we engage in a service of

humble penitence and prayer for

the forgiveness of our common sins

and rededicate ourselves to a more
honest effort to follow the Prince
of Peace and to spread His Gospel
of Peace and love among all men"
(Conference Minutes, 1945, p. 41).

This attitude was not just pious

mouthing. The mandate of evange-
lism has been taken more seriously

by Conference leaders in the past
two decades than ever before. This
was the period of urban church ex-

tension, and the recognition that

the mobility of our people from
farm to city was the opportunity
to make dispersion the seed of the
Church. It is not insignificant that

scores of urban churches have peti-

tioned Conference for reception

'into membership since 1941. Most
of them exemplify in one way or

another a new evangelistic thrust

apart from the rural context of

ethnic community.

Tension in City Life

But herein lies the latest tension

of them all: the apparent incom-
patibility (to date) of urban exten-

sion and conscientious objection,

and the evidence that our nonre-

sistant ethic is deeply rooted in a

rural life. The following table pre-

sents the percentage of conscripted
members in military service and
alternate service by rural-urban
type of congregation for the entire

General Conference in 1960:

Men in Men in
Military Alternate
Service Service

141 Country Churches 43.3% 56.7%

124 Town Churches 60.5% 39.5%

85 City Churches 11.8% 28.2%

It would appear that the more
urban a Conference congregation,

the less likely is a member to regis-

ter as a war dissenter; and yet we
have said that urban church exten-

sion is a forward evangelistic

thrust. The dilemma is more gen-

erally recognized in the Conference

today than in past generations; and
yet since World War II, the dual

aims in apparent contradiction have
both been inculcated more vigor-

ously than ever. The group's post-

war introspection has led to renewed
commitment to the ethic of nonre-

sistance, and to the mandate to go
into the world to spread the gos-

pel. Although a tension exists be-

tween these two aims, the General

Conference has not lost ground with

either in the past two decades.

The tension which thus motivates

the ablest leaders in our Conference

today is not basically an incoher-

ency of ideas or an ambiguity of

norms. Unlike these types of con-

flict which can pull a group apart,

a tension of the kind we have been
discussing is a system of forces that

tend to pull together. Although it

is a system in which there is a pull

and counterpull of opposing influ-

ences, its tendency is to counteract

the threat of separation of parts

that belong structurally together.

From the evidence that has been
analyzed, it would appear that this

is the present state of affairs with-

in the General Conference Menno-
nite Church — an inner tension

which, while denoting that there is

strain, also denotes that there is

a common desire to move together

toward deliberate and transforma-
tional resolution.
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First Inter-Mennonite Ministers Meeting

Ministers from eight different Men-
nonite groups will meet in Chicago,

May 7 to 9. Seventy-five to one
hundred ministers are expected.

It will be the first time in Men-
nonite history for Mennonite minis-

ters to gather for a fellowship meet-

ing. There will be representation

from all parts of the United States

and Canada.
At this time, six conferences are

actively participating. These are the

(Old) Mennonite Church, General
Conference Mennonite Church, Men-

nonite Brethren Church, Evangeli-

cal Mennonite Brethren, Brethren

in Christ, and the Evangelical Men-
nonite Conference. The Evangelical

Mennonite Mission Church and the

Church of God in Christ, Menno-
nite are also being invited.

The larger conferences will each

be sending fifteen, the smaller ones

ten. The planning committee has sug-

gested that a cross-section of min-

isters from each conference attend.

It is hoped that there will be minis-

ters from larger and smaller church-

EXCHANGE VISITOR CONFERENCE A mid-term conference for forty-one exchange
visitors who are currently spending a year in America was held recently at

the Oak Grove Church, West Liberty, Ohio. Speakers at the conference were

Roy Umble, Goshen, Ind., Ray Balr, Elkhart, Ind., and Edward Stolzfus, West
Liberty, Ohio. Following the conference the trainees moved to the homes of

their new sponsors, where they will spend the second halt of their year's visit

in America. Addressing the group Is Roy Umble.
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es, from city and rural churches

and from mission churches.

The theme, of the ministers con

ference will be "Our Fellowship in

the Ministry with Christ." The Let

ter to the Ephesians will be the

foundation of the Bible study and

discussion

This will not be a decision-making

conference. There will be no study

papers. Fellowship will be the dom
inant note.

Stimulus for this conference came

from the late Harold S. Bender

former president of the Mennonite

World Conference. Initial plans

were made at the World Conferenc

session in Kitchener, Ontario, las|

August. There a committee was cho

sen for planning the conference]

Erland Waltner, Elkhart, Indiana

was appointed chairman; Archie

Penner, Iowa City, Iowa, secretary

Nelson Kauffman, Elkhart, Indiana

and Henry Dick of Shafter, Call

fornia, are also members
The General Conference will be

represented at the conference by its]

officers: Walter Gering, president

Elkhart, Indiana; Henry Poettcker,

vice-president, Winnipeg, Manitoba

and Harris Waltner, secretary

Moundridge, Kansas. Also attend

ing will be Orlando A. Waltneri

Newton, Kansas, the conference's

executive secretary.

Each of the six district and re!

gional conferences will send twc

ministers to attend. Names so fai 7

have been Ralph Weber, Mound
'

ridge, Kansas, and Elbert Koontz
™

Hillsboro, Kansas, for the Western
^

District; and George Kopper, Mori'
^

roe, Washington, for the Pacifl<
'
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VINNIPEG WRITERS CONFERENCE
n July, Mennonites will hold their

rst writers conference in Canada,
everal Mennonite groups will join

i sponsoring this conference in

Winnipeg, July 14-18.

Four lecture courses form the
eart of the conference. Subjects
or the courses are fiction, news and
rticles, poetry and devotional lit-

rature, and the elements of plain
'riting.

Special feature of the conference
ill be afternoon seminars that will

riticize manuscripts submitted by
mferees. The seminars will be led

I a person with experience in this

eld.

The conference will open on Sun-
ay evening/ July 14, and will close
hursday noon, July 18. Site for the
mference will be Canadian Menno-
ite Bible College, 600 University
oulevard, Tuxedo, Winnipeg 29.

Sponsors of the Conference are
le General Conference Mennonite
hurch, the Mennonite Brethren
hurch of Canada, Canadian Men-
mite Publishing Company, and
anadian Mennonite Bible College,
ne General Conference Mennonite
iiurch has sponsored or co-spon-
ged earlier conferences in Goshen,
|id. (1961) and Newton, Kan. (1959).

Registration is open to interested
|;rsons from Canada and the Unit-

I
States. Conferees do not need
be members of the Mennonite

urch. Registration is $5. Food
|id lodging will be available on
e college campus at a nominal
st.

Lecturers and program people
II be announced at a later date,
tirther information is available
5m Maynard Shelly, 722 Main St.,

wton, Kan.; or H. T. Klassen,
Sterling Ave., Winnipeg, Man.

XMEN RETURN

ily two percent of the people of
?st Pakistan are Christians. There
tensiftn between India and Paki-
n regarding Kashmir. Young
>ple are hesitant about taking in-

itive because they are subordi-
te to the oldest member of the
aiily.

These are observations shared by
nold Harder of Mountain Lake,
nn., in an interview after com-
ting three years of service in
1st Pakistan. He and Markus
iver of Scottdale, Pa., were pio-

rs in Mennonite Central Com-

DEMONSTRATION CLASS John Zacharias, Rosthern, Sask., is teaching a demon-stration class at.the Canadian Mennonite Bible College in Winnipeg
g
EachTues-
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on students under the direction of their instructor,Helmut Harder take turns teaching a Sunday school class. A team of three
«ftPr^fl

rat^M Whlle th
„
e

-

re^ °i
,he c,ass observes. An evaluation period is heldafter the children are dismissed.

mittee's first project there.

Reporting on the project, Harder
said that they had been assigned
to the Thai Desert, an area opened
by the government only fifteen

years ago. The government had
promised to level the land for the
new settlers, but had been unable
to keep up. With equipment sup-
plied by the West Pakistan Chris-
tian Council, the Paxmen took up
the work of leveling land. The area
is watered by the Indus River.

During the summer months, when
the extreme heat prevented them
from carrying on their regular
work, Paxmen studied language, at-

tended technical schools, or con-
ducted boys' camps.

MENNONITES IN BOSTON
The Mennonite Congregation of

Boston, organized in April, 1962,

began the New Year with a new
meeting place and a changed pat-
tern of organization. Membership
has increased to twenty-two, some
of whom also maintain a relation-
ship to "home" congregations. A
number of others attend regularly.
After more than a year of meet-

ing several times a month in pri-

vate homes, the group has now in-

itiated weekly Sunday evening
meetings in the chapel of the First

Congregational Church of Cam-
bridge. The focus of most meetings
is Bible study and discussion, with
a period of worship and opportu-
nity for congregational counsel.

In a December meeting, functional
officers were selected. Lawrence
Burkholder, of the Harvard Divin-
ity School faculty, has been desig-
nated as elder and continues to have
general spiritual oversight of the
congregation. Robert Jungas, re-

search fellow at Harvard Medical
School, is deacon.

The function of minister, respon-
sible for program and organization
for witness and service, is carried
by J. R. Burkholder, a doctoral
candidate at Harvard University.
Treasurer of the group is Owen
Gingerich, of the Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory and the Har-
vard science faculty.

The membership and activity of
the Boston area group presents sev-
eral unique aspects. Almost all the
members are engaged in higher ed-
ucation, either as students or as
teachers and scholars. Many are
also active in the life of other
church congregations, in addition to

the Mennonite fellowship. Having
come together from several Men-
nonite conference bodies into a new
form of congregational responsibil-
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ity, the members of this young Chris-

tian community are seeking togeth-

er for meaningful and relevant

ways to express their faith.

PASTORAL CARE FOR MINISTERS

A new, one-year program of min-

isterial training has been estab-

lished by the Department of Pas-

toral Care of Brook Lane Farm
Hospital, Hagerstown, Md., in col-

laboration with the Washington

County (Maryland) Council of

Churches. This program is called

"An Internship Year in Pastoral

Care."

Under the direction of Chester A.

Raber, Th.D., chaplain of Brook

Lane Farm Hospital, the internship

is to provide an opportunity for one

year of intensive study and training

in pastoral care for ministers. This

is not primarily intended as a chap-

laincy internship but it may be so

adapted if the intern's vocational

goal is the chaplaincy. The intern-

ship is intended to specifically fur-

ther prepare a minister to fulfill

his pastoral care and counseling

ministries, and generally comple-

ment his total theological educa-

tion. This program is intended as a

complement to the standard theo-

logical curriculum and is not a sub-

stitute for it nor in opposition to it.

During the internship, the intern

will work as a chaplain in several

hospitals, collaborate with other

professional people in the care of ill

persons, assist in administrative

planning, and carry out such other

duties as may be in keeping with

his ministry. An adequate stipend

is available for this internship, and

no other employment need be

planned during this period.

The program will begin in the

fall of 1963. A complete prospectus

and description of the program,

and application forms, are avail-

able from the Department of Pas-

toral Care, Brook Lane Farm Hos-

pital, Route 5, Hagerstown, Md.

CANADIAN COLLEGE BUILDS

On January 25, the Board of Direc-

tors of Canadian Mennonite Bible

College drew up final plans for the

construction of two additional wings

to the existing students' residence.

The entire structure will provide

accommodation for 114 single stu-

dents, fourteen married couples,

kitchen personnel, and house par-

ents. The dining room and kitchen

will accommodate up to 200 people.

The $235,000 building is to be com-

pleted by January, 1964.

The Board acted further to intro-

duce Sabbatical leaves for faculty

members. Under this arrangement

a faculty member may be released

for further study after completing

a seven year term.

CATHOLICS GROW IN CANADA
Canada's latest government census

shows that the Roman Catholic

Church has increased by two mil-

lion members in the last ten years.

Since 1931 they have doubled their

membership which now stands at

8,342,826. This represents forty-six

percent of the Canadian population.

The Protestant count is also about

forty-six percent.

It is quite possible that Canada
will be over half Catholic in twenty

years. Immigration has swelled

Catholic rolls. This has been par-

ticularly true in Canada's major

cities. In the last forty years the

Catholic population in Toronto has

increased seventy-nine percent. In

Ontario, Hamilton has increased by

seventy-five percent and London by

140 percent. In western Canada, the

increases are: Winnipeg, fifty per-

cent; Edmonton, 140 percent; Cal-

gary, 180 percent; Vancouver, sixty

percent.

In the United States, according to

the 1963 Yearbook of American

Churches, Roman Catholic member-

ship is 42,876,665 as compared to a

Protestant membership of 64,434,-

966. The United States makes no re-

ligious census, so that these figures

are based on reports from the

churches themselves. This probably

makes the figures more conserva-

tive than the Canadian census. (For

example, the Canadian census in-

dicates a religious connection for

all but four percent of the popula-

tion; the Yearbook report for the

United States covers only 63.4 per-

cent of the population.) Accepting

the Yearbook figures for the United

States for comparison with Canada,

this means that the Roman Catho-

lics are 23.4 percent of the United

States population and Protestants

fifty-five percent.

Other figures from ^the Canada
census list the United Church of

Canada, 3,664,008 (20%); Anglican,

2,409,068 (13%); Presbyterian, 818,-

558 (4V2 %); Lutheran, 662,744

(3y2 %); Baptist, 593,553 (3.3%);

Jews, 254,368 (1.4% ); Eastern Or-'

thodox, 239,766 (1.3%). The remain-

ing three percent is divided bei

tween Ukranian Greek Catholics,

Pentecostals, and Mennonites.

The 1951 Canadian Census listed

Mennonites and Hutterites at 125,938

or less than one percent (0.9%) of —
the population. This includes chifl"

dren. Membership of the General

Conference Mennonite Church iifl

Canada is about 29,000, including

children.

NOBEOKA CHURCH GROWING it'i,

nee

Maj

isC

While most churches report low

attendance during the summer
months, missionary George E. Jan-

zen reports that "attendance at the

Nobeoka (Japan) Church has coni

sistently been double that of previ-

ous months." He reports further: Jjerenc

"And the spirit of the group is a

beautiful thing to behold. Christians

are full of joy. They are bringing Jfi

friends and relatives to the services.

They take eager part in the meet-

ings. They are looking for ways,

and means to express their salva-

tion in practical things.

"Two weeks ago a group of young

people, entirely on their own initia-

tive, bought fruit and other items|Ji

for a very needy family that has

recently begun attending the meet-

ings. The man of the house, whoHj,

had been saved at our summer
camp, was so overwhelmed by this

expression of spontaneous love thai

he turned around and gave 1,000,

yen ($2.80—a very large amount for]

him) as an offering to the church.

"Then the ladies' group got busyj

and went to his house (there are

four small children and no mother)_,
s

for an all-day cleaning operation

.... Furthermore, they decided to ^
do something like this at least onc€ ^
a month. The very next day a group

j E;

from the church came to the house
fc,

with ideas for a simple little church ^
organization. Until now there has

been none at all since the grouj

was so young. Steadily increasing
1

numbers has made it necessary. Al! t

this has been their own doing-

nothing that a foreign missionarj I

has handed down to them. All I

have done so far is to preach thl 1

gospel.

"Attendance now averages 20-2(|!

for our Sunday meetings, almosjl

totally different audiences, one I

young peoples' meeting, and th<

other, for all wishing to come."
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ALENDAR
onferences

Apr. 16-19—Town and Country
eminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
ind, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-
nce

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-
;rs Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

\ ice, Dallas, Ore.

ii June 20-23—Northern District Con-
\ irence, Carpenter, S. D.
I July 14-18—Writers Conference,

ij anadian Mennonite Bible College,
I Winnipeg
si July 18-23—Canadian Conference,
ilretna, Manitoba
llOct. 25-29—Western District Con-
iftrence, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ice, Estes Park, Colo.
1967—Mennonite World Confer-
ace

sntral

Mar. 24-29—Lenten Services, Grace
fiurch, Pandora, Ohio. Verney Un-
ih, speaker.

Mar. 24-31—Spring meetings, Eb-
lezer Church, Bluffton, Ohio. Ver-
>n Duerksen, speaker.
Mar. 28—Bluffton College Choir
•ncert, Zion Church, Donnellson,
wa.

Mar. 31-Apr. 4—Pre-Easter meet-
gs, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., H.
Harder, speaker.
Apr. 11-14—Easter week-end serv-
es, Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa.
J. Esau, speaker.
istern

Mar. 10-13 — Evangelism work-

ieda Dick, Henry Dick. Rnv Just. Donald G.

shop, Souderton (Pa.) Church.
Northern
Mar. 28, 29 — Schmeckfest, Free-

man Junior College Women's Aux-
iliary sponsors, Freeman, S. D.
Mar. 30—Northern District Re-

treat Workshop, Bethel Church, Mt.
Lake, Minn.

Apr. 7-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Bethel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn. Ver-
non Neufeld, speaker.

Apr. 9-12—Pre-Easter services, Sa-

lem Church, Freeman, S. D. Erland
Waltner, speaker.

Pacific

Mar. 25-28 — Pre-Easter services,

First Church, Aberdeen, Idaho, J.

Herbert Fretz, speaker.

Western
Mar. 3-8—Spring meetings, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan. J. J. Esau,
speaker.

Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-
sions, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Mar. 10-15—Spring services, Eden

Church, Inola, Okla., Victor Sawatz-
ky, speaker.

Mar. 10-15—Spring services, Deer
Creek (Okla.) Church, Arnold Epp,
speaker.

Mar. 19—Women's Spring Meet-
ting, Emmaus, Whitewater, Kan.
Mar. 20—Bethel Deaconess Hos-

pital Association, First Church,
Newton, Kan.

Apr. 1-5 — Pre-Easter services,

Hoffnungsau Church, Inman, Kan.
Harold Thieszen, speaker.

Apr. 8-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Grace Hill Church, Whitewater,
Kan. O'Ray Graber, speaker.
Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church,
Clinton, Okla., Verney Unruh, speak-
er.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.

Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Miller, Arnold M Wedel, (Workers)

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 26—Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.
May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Menno-

nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.
Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton
College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

WORKERS
Henry and Frieda Dick, Calgary,

Alta., have been assigned by the
Mennonite Central Committee to
serve in Lubundai, Congo. Dick is a
dentist.

Mr. and Mrs. Margin Duerksen
have been transferred from Argen-
tina to Paraguay by the MCC. In
Paraguay he will work in the devel-
opment of the Voluntary Service
and the promotion of peace inter-

ests in Latin America.
Pastor Homma, who has served

the congregation in Miyazaki City,
Japan, has moved to Tokyo because
of his wife's ill health. This places
major responsibility for the church
on Missionary Bernard Thiessen.
Roy Just, Fresno, Calif., sociolo-

gist has been named president of
Tabor College, Hillsboro, Kan., by
the Mennonite Brethren Board of
Education. He will take up his new
duties with the beginning of the
1963 fall term. He is a 1947 gradu-
ate of Tabor and a native of Dinu-
ba, Calif.

Donald G. Miller, president of
Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, is

the speaker for the Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries Lecture-
ship. The lectures will be given
Mar. 4 and 5 at Elkhart and Go-
shen, Ind. "Biblical Preaching" is
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this year's theme.

Arlo and Leontina., Raid, Zion

Church, Donnellson, Iowa, are

spending six months in Voluntary

Service at Mennonite Headquar-

ters in Atlanta, Ga. Arlo is doing

carpentry and other similar work
at Good Will Industries. Leontina

is cook and caretaker of the MCC
House. Last year the Raids spent

six months in Haiti.

Arnold M. Wedel, mathematics
professor at Bethel College, has

been granted a National Science

Faculty Fellowship Award. He will

study at Cornell University under

the fellowship during the 1963-64

school term.

DEATHS

John Butter, First Church, Hills-

boro, Kan., born July 5, 1887, and
died Jan. 30.

SCORECARD

We acknowledge letters on the sub-

ject of art from the following: Mrs.

Albert Harder, 92k E. 37, Topeka,

Kan.; Henry Hege, 109 E. 7 St.,

Geary, Okla.

CIVILIAN INCOME TAX

To the Editor: Sometime ago I re-

ceived the enclosed copy of "A Pro-

posed Bill" from Franklin Zahn of

Pomona, California, (836 South

Hamilton Blvd.) concerning the es-

tablishment of "an alternative,

peacemaking use of income taxes

paid by individuals whose con-

sciences do not permit them to give

any kind of support to military

preparations." Although this "Civil-

ian Income Tax Act" prepared by

the Pacific Yearly Meeting of

Friends was intended for implemen-

tation during 1961 it has not yet

become law because of,- much apa-

thy among Christians as well as

government reluctance to put such

a law into effect. I believe it would

not be out of order to suggest that

this proposed bill be given wider

circulation in some Mennonite pub-

lications. Perhaps The Mennonite

would be as suitable as any. No

Mrs, Bernard H. Schmidt, First

Church, Newton, Kan., born April

6, 1889, in Asia, and died Jan. 28.

Her husband, two children, and six

step-children survive.

Tobias A. Nightengale, First

Church, Halstead, Kan., born Oct.

27, 1876, and died Feb. 1. Ten chil-

dren survive.

Adolph Gerhard Wiebe, First

Church, Paso Robles, Calif., born

Feb. 15, 1913, and died Jan. 24.

GIFTS

The Canadian Mennonite Bible Col-

lege was the recipient of three be-

quests recently. Two were designat-

ed for the general fund: Fifty dol-

lars from the estate of Ezra Funk,

Drake, Sask., and $500 from the Jo-

hann Teichroeb Estate, Sask. A third

bequest of $1600 was from the estate

of A. G. Toews, Morden.

doubt this could be done either as

an enclosure or as a reprint, de-

pending upon which procedure suits

you best. Don D. Kaufman, Djl.

Pendjawi ^8, Pati, Djawa, Indonesia.

Further information on the Civil-

ian Income Tax may be obtained

from the Pacific Yearly Meeting of

Friends, Box 61, Claremont, Calif.

THE TEACHING MINISTER

Dear Editor: I am writing in re-

sponse to the recent article entitled:

"The Minister Viewed from the

Pew." (Feb. 5) The statistics given

indicate that our people consider

teaching as the least significant role

of the ministry. It seems to me that

this is quite appalling and I am
wondering what the reason is. Is it

because we as a church have no de-

sire to learn or do we really have

an anti-intellectual bias? On the

other hand, does this indicate that

we as ministers have not taken the

initiative in a solid teaching min-

istry and thus our people expect

nothing of us?

It has been said that the- one justi-

fication for the paid ministry today

is that of teaching. All other roles

tend to view the minister as a pro-

fessional religionist, a title which

we certainly must avoid.

It seems quite evident that if we
as a church are to go forward we
must do a better job of teaching

BAPTISMS
Four Japanese Christians were bap-

tized in the Hyuga church in Japan.

After the baptism a fellowship meal

was held.

NEW ADDRESSES

Correction: Through a misinter-

pretation of a postal order, we list-

ed some months ago a new address

for Magdalen Friesen. Her address

continues to be: 2711 Benham Ave.,

Elkhart, Ind.

ITINERATIONS

Jacob J. Enz, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., Feb. 10-15.

Verney Unruh, Hoffnungsau

Church, Inman, Kan., Mar. 3.

Peter Voran, Bethel Church,

Pekin, 111., Mar. 10.

Harry Martens, to Eden Church,

Inola, Okla., on Feb. 17.

than has been true in the past. We
certainly must go beyond the pious

Sunday school stage when we sim-

ply repeat to each other what wd
already know.

A recent report in Christian Cen-

tury quoted D. Elton Trueblood as;

saying that "if he were a minister

he would place his major emphasis

on teaching and would 'start an

adult class in serious theological

study and make it as tough as I

knew how.' And he contended that

teaching is so important that if nec-

essary door-to-door visiting should

be sacrificed in its favor."

We just received the last Mennonite

(Feb. 12) with article on "Race Re-

lations in Six Cities." Needless to

say, the report which was given byj

Frank Epp in 1961 is by this timel

outdated [for Minneapolis]. Ratheij

than the suburbs indicated, we have

cast our lot with the inner city. Thd

opportunities here for interracial

witness are substantial. John A,

Esau, 2801-22 St., E., Minneapolis,

Minn.

Dear Editor: I have read with deep

appreciation your two editorials or

j

"witness" and "teach," [Jan. 22 and

29] and am looking forward for thfjj

next one on "build." Thank you foij

presenting worthwhile reading mal

terial every week. Keep it up. John

H. Neufeld, Bethel Bible Institute],

Route 1, Abbotsford, B. C.
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hey Went to

tlanta

Vincent and Rosemarie Harding

It was a year ago when the call
first for "climbers for a southern
hill" went out from Atlanta. We
had been in Atlanta five months
then, and were just beginning to
understand the basic elements of
our ministry of reconciliation. By
that time it seemed clear to us that
we needed help. So, we called for
climbers to come and join us in the
trek up the southern hill. We need-
ed fellow servants who would vol-

unteer their lives in daily tasks of
reconciling work. Two months later,

through Mennonite Central Com-
mittee's Voluntary Service program,
they began to arrive.

Pauline Sawatzky and Marnette
Abrahams were first to arrive in

May. They had both been raised
among the Mennonites of Kansas
and had attended Bethel College.
Since the fall of 1961 they had been
voluntary servants at the National
Institutes of Health in Bethesda,
Md. Now, they came to Atlanta, in

search of new service, new adven-
ture, new doors to be opened. On
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the same evening Bill Cooper's bus

pulled into the terminal. He had

stopped off at Akron, Pa., but his

journey had begun up in Toronto

where he had been a student at the

university for two years. Only re-

cently committed to Christ he had

stumbled—by a strange providence

—onto the Mennonites. Now he was

in Atlanta, too.

For a month they formed the van-

guard of fellow climbers, sharing

the house with us and with the

many visitors who were constantly

among us. Marnette worked with

children in a day-care nursery; Bill

befriended countless youngsters in

a day camp and on the steps of

Mennonite House; Pauline, mean-

while, found a desk and a typewrit-

er in the office of Martin Luther

King's Southern Christian Leader-

ship Conference.

Then in June the pilgrimage of

summer servants to Atlanta began.

Carol Rick had just graduated from

Goshen College and was a member
of First Mennonite Church in Phila-

delphia. Bringing her skill as a

nurse and her ever present laugh-

ter, she sat waiting for us in the

Atlanta terminal station one eve-

ning.

Mary Bixler was not far behind,

though her trip had begun from

home in Elkhart, and her bus had

come from Chicago. As she pulled

into Atlanta and neared the ter-

minal, Mary was frightened, lor she

wondered how she would greet us,

especially Rose, her long-time

friend. How would she greet us in

the midst of the South's sadly di-

vided life? The thought flickered

faintly inside of us, too; but when
we saw each other in the terminal,

love overcame segregation, and she

embraced and kissed without a

second thought. More than a few

persons, were obviously amazed, but

we were glad for them.

As Curtis Burrell traveled by bus

from St. Louis, there arose within

him those strangely mixed thoughts

that only a Negro can know as he

travels south. Would he find a place

to eat, a place to use a restroom?

Would he be forced to the back of

the bus? Would he be injured in

any way before arriving? All went

well, though, and by the time he

came, Nancy Amstutz and Kay

Schrag had already arrived by sep-

arate cars from Minnesota and

Kansas. Only as the summer went

on would they learn — and learn

well _ what Curtis' apprehensions

really meant.

Liz Moore came, bringing her

own apprehensions, for she was a

Southern Baptist, and her denomin-

ation had often borne the criticism

of being among the strongest sup-

porters of segregation. Neverthe-

less, Liz came. She came because

she sought a new way. It was not

easy, though, and when Vincent met

her at the Trailways terminal it

was only then that she realized the

Hardings were Negroes, and it took

all of her strength to shake a Ne-

gro's hand in public for the first

time; it took all of her composure

to walk through the station with a

Negro man. The new life was not

easy, but she was determined to

live it, for she knew it was the

Christian life.

Before long, the rest of the group

had arrived. Norma Dickson flew

from California by way of New Or-

leans, wondering what these Men-

nonites would be like, (armed with

pins in case she needed to do away

with her buttons!). Jane Souder

came from Earlham College by

way of Souderton, Pa. Tina Rede-

kopp made the long journey from

British Columbia by plane, too, and

Charles followed Mary's trail from

Chicago by train.

After several days of orientation

with the group that was to serve in

Nashville, life at Mennonite House

Volunteers for service in Atlanta arc found there the year round.

If you are interested in spending a summer—or a longer period of

time—in Atlanta write to Summer Service, Mennonite Committee,

Akron, Pennsylvania.

began in earnest. Soon we discov-

ered that we were becoming a farrJ

ily. With the help of others, Bill

and Vincent had built a great round

table, and there the family's life

centered. There we ate together,

spilling over into long discussions.

There we worshiped together. There

we confessed our faults to one an^

other, and sought to learn how

Id s

Fur

really to bear each other's burdens. ^
There we searched together in week

ly study of the Bible.

The table was not ours alone,

though. For it was shared with
|(

many guests—guests who came from IL,

as near as across the street and
f

as far as Africa. Students, of every
j|,

color came. Our neighbor, Coretta

(Mrs. Martin L. King, Jr.) shared

it too. Whites and Negroes, young

and old, came together in a circle

of unity, sharing with us the house n,M,

of reconciliation.

There were also uninvited guests.

We discovered before long that our

phone was being tapped, and wl
took the opportunity to make good

use of this unusual channel of wit-

nessing. Guests from the police

force regularly rode by or parked

near enough to watch the house.

However, we could never entice

them to come in, nor could their

presence tempt us to move away.

For we had decided that it was

right for Christians to live together

wherever they might be, even if it

went counter to the customs of the

society. We were willing to pal

whatever the price might be for

that. However, we knew that phone

tapping and police surveillance were

unimportant prices, compared to

what others had suffered

For us the house was only the

base of operations. We had comi

to offer to Atlanta not only the ex-

ample of our life together in Men-

nonite House, but the meager gift

of our individual lives in reconcil-

ing service throughout the city.il

Each morning the servants wentj||

out to their work. Two went as

teachers to day-care nurseries. Two

others taught in the vacation Bibl

school programs of several church-

es, (and their children were amazedj

when they heard that this Negroj

and his blond fellow servant were!

actually "brother and sister," and)

really lived together). Two mem
bers of the family walked frod

home to work in a girls' club in a

low income housing project for Ne-j

iyb

test

fit

is ii

V:
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I roes. Another pair went by bus
ver to a Methodist-sponsored com-
aunity center. At Goodwill Indus-
tries, Tina offered her loving service

a a class of mentally-retarded

oung adults who happened to be
rhite. Meanwhile, Mary stayed
ome to cook and care for the

ouse.

For those who went out, the

'ork they met was not such as

3uld be defined by a job descrip-

.on. They went to teach, to lead, to

uide—all these—but primarily they
'ent as servants of reconciliation

mong Negroes and whites. They
ent to befriend and to share. They
ent to offer some balm to those
hose wounds were so deep. They
ent to climb the hill, the steep hill.

On the streets of Atlanta, this fam-
i stopped traffic again and again,

>r we were simply going against
le grain of the Deep South's pat-

rn. Trusting, however, that we
'ere in the grain of God's will, we
mtinued to walk and talk and
.ugh. Most often we hardly heard

occasional curses that were
rown our way. Such are the costs

loving, we thought.

At Koinonia farm in Americus,
a., we relived, through memories,
e embattled days of this Chris-
m community (persecuted not
ily because they dared believe that
irist had brought black and white
gether in His cross, but because
ey dared act on that belief). We
>rked and worshiped and prayed
th them.

In Albany, we caught the spirit

a mass meeting. In a Georgia
ate park we caught the immedi-
5 attention of a sheriff who told
with mixed feelings that he had
en sheriff there for thirty-five

ars and he hadn't seen anything
e us yet. (We live in hope that
will not have to wait another

rty-five years to see brothers
elling and playing together in
ity.)

Thus we lived, worked and played
til we could no longer escape the
:ging reality: the summer's end
s drawing near. One by one the
nily's members had to leave. No
$ wanted to go. Those of us who

JTH is sponsored by the Young People's
3n of the General Conference Mennonite
rch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

would remain could hardly bear to

see them go; and all of us were
comforted only by the joy of what
we had shared and by the hope that

we would some day meet again,
perhaps at Mennonite House.
When the time for partings came,

Atlanta's terminals and airport

shared a new experience. Here was
this strange band of pilgrims of

varying shades (almost everyone
tried to see everyone else off) walk-
ing hand in hand, taking leave of
each other with tears and kisses,

sometimes singing "We Shall Over-
come" as a parting song.

Perhaps the most meaningful de-

parture of all came at the same
bus terminal where Liz, the South-
er Baptist, had arrived. In June she
had hardly been able to bring her-
self to shake Vincent's hand or to
be seen walking with him in public.
That evening in August, as a crowd
waited to board the bus, Liz em-
braced us.

It did not end there. For when
Liz boarded the bus, not one man
would even look at her as she
struggled to put her suitcases on a
rack, nor would they speak to her
as she sat down. She had chosen to
love the oppressed, counting the
cost. There on that bus, in a small
but meaningful way, she was pay-
ing it—with great joy.

Now the buses, cars, trains and
planes begin to deliver their pas-
sengers to us again, as the year-
round voluntary servants arrive.
On World Communion Sunday the
new and old members of the family
shared with God and with each
other in a time of confession, feet
washing and partaking of the Lord's
supper. None knew where the path
would lead from that table. We
only remembered where it had led
from the first table in Jerusalem.
However, we left it with a confi-

dence that we would overcome, that
we would overcome all of the pow-
ers of evil and fear and injustice
which threaten to separate men
from each other. Because of what
God had done in Christ we knew
that there was nothing that could
separate us from Him and from
each other, whatever our colors
might be.

Meanwhile, the doors of Menno-
nite House continue to stand open
to all who would share with us in

this adventure of reconciliation, this

experiment in peace.
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Last summer I sat for one hour under the trees in a Trappist monastery.

It was the end of a pilgrimage for me. I had come to meet a friend whom|

I had met before only through his writings and what people said about

him. He was Thomas Merton. Since 1941 he has been a Trappist monk.

Coming from Protestant background, he found Christ in the Roman

Catholic Church. He found purpose for his life in the severe discipline

of the Trappists. For twenty-one years he has lived a life of contempla-

tion and prayer in a monastery in the hills of Kentucky. He has been isoj

lated from the world, yet few people have witnessed so vigorously to the

world as he has. He' is certainly one of his church's leading pacifists,

It was our common concern for peace that brought us together. He

had never met a Mennonite before. I had never met a Trappist monj

before. As we talked of the world's need for Christ, we learned from eacl

other. I am sure I learned more than he.

We spoke about understanding between Protestants and Catholics. H<

spoke about his church's forthcoming Vatican Council. He said that som|

people expected great things from the council. It would give answer d

problems and tell people where to move, they thought. But Merton disj

agreed. The answers have to come from people as they meet together

Unity cannot come from the top. It must come from the hearts an<

desires of people.

In an earnest discussion like this, I came to realize that in spite of th

apparent wide gulf between Catholics and Protestants, at the core of ou

spirits, we pray the same prayers. I looked about the monastery commu

nity. It is basically a rural village with a large dairy farm, a church, am

a library. To see young monks in their farm clothes reminded me of

Mennonite village in Kansas. The young boys in their eagerness to lear

the monastic life captured my attention. Had they been Mennonites the

would be Paxmen.

But here they were, building a community of prayer and obedience

God. Their way is not our way, but we have much in common,

believe in obedience too—at least, our tradition of church discipline cal

us to this obedience. Their obedience is rigorous with silence, fasting, ai

prayer. They take a vow of poverty. Their property is at the disposal (

the community. We hold onto our property, but our historic teaching sti

places it at the disposal of the community. The monks take a vow

chastity, and at this point we differ. The church fathers of the middle ag<

were concerned about the misuse of sex. So the monks took a strong stal

against it in the form of celibacy. When the Mennonite church saw tl

light of day in Switzerland four hundred years ago the problem w,

militarism. It was this problem that absorbed the attention of our spi

itual ancestors. So we went the way of nonresistance rather than celibac

The Trappist responds to the call of Christ by building a community

prayer in the physical wilderness. Mennonites respond in much the san

way. Our community of obedience may not be in a real wilderness,
J

the spiritual wilderness is all about us. Who has the most difficult jol

That is not ours to say. Ours is hard enough,

t
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The Layman in a Secular Job Overseas Is a

More citizens of the nominally

Christian countries are residing in

"non-Christian countries" than ever

before. Clearly this should be the

great striking force of the Christian

cause.

Thus Bishop Stephen Neill sums

up the role of the Christian layman

abroad in world mission today.

While Christians are gradually be-

coming a minority, while the

strength of the Western based mis-

sionary outreach is diminishing and

while doors are closing for the old

type of organized mission work,

the missionary witness of laymen

abroad represents a vast new op-

portunity and a widening task for

the church.

New and Unparalleled

Life Magazine estimates that

about two million Americans were

working abroad in 1958. Up to 2,000

German technicians have been in-

volved in the construction of the

Rourkela steel plant in northeast

India.

At the same time there is a con-

tinuous stream of Puerto Ricans

flowing into New York; West Indi-

ans, Pakistanis, and Indians into

England. Denmark welcomes each

year several hundred participants

from Asia, Africa, and Latin Ameri-

ca to specialist courses under the

United Nations technical assistance

program. A rising flow of people

missionary

with a

ale

I a]

is criss-crossing the world today.

I hesitate to use words like new
and unparalleled (frequently mis-

used as they are). But it is difficult

to talk about this movement with-

out using both. This is not only a

numerical climax to the movement
of people across the face of the

earth, which Vasco da Gama started

in the sixteenth century. This is

new in a double sense: there have

never before been such great num-

bers and such a variety of people

involved.

Technicians, engineers, skilled

workers, scientists, lecturers, teach-

ers, doctors, nurses, businessmen,

administrators, experts in all sub-

jects, students, youths, in short

everyone who seriously desires to

go abroad can find a job or an op-

portunity for overseas service.

There have never existed before

so many points of contact between

people of different nations and re-

ligions.

Many barriers which separated

the West from people in Asia or

Africa have broken down. Close co-

operation with people is the very

condition of employment in most

cases.

Besides the common professional

jargon, the use of English as lingua

franca throughout the world and

an ever more unifying pattern of

civilization provide a new frame-

work for communication and con-

new
look

all

ri'u:
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tact. It reminds us of the situatic

in the old Roman Empire of tl

first century when the Christia

faith spread following the roa<

and the network of cultural e

changes connecting this Empir

At that time Christianity spree t

chiefly through the missionary w:

ness of laymen.

Certainly many Christians goiij

abroad have only a loose contal

with the church and a broken rell

tionship to their faith particular]

if they come from the West. Bi

there must be others: committd

laymen, loyal members of tha

churches, Christians living in tha

faith. What is their role in woq
mission?

There has always been an ill

portant role for laymen in missiol

By laymen we mean those S°i%,

abroad in a "secular" capacity. Tm\
Protestant missionary movemer
owes much to such Christians w|

have neither been sent nor beJ

paid by a missionary society. Wl
it not a German watchmaker wl
evangelized in East Java befol

any organized missionary work wl

heard of? Was it not an Englil

shipwright who prepared the wl

for missionaries in Jamaica? Wl
it not an African slave who brougj

the gospel to Sierra Leone?
The growth of Christianity

South India—and indeed beyondl

has to a considerable extent bel
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rthered by the immigration of

imil speaking Christians and
Ihristians of the Tinnevelly area.

>th groups were forced by eco-

imic pressure to leave their home
llages and to emigrate to other

igions of India (Genesis 12:1).

liere they formed an evangelizing

icleus in their new neighborhood.
More recently Sir Kenneth Grubb,
r instance, established a small

ale Christian business exchange
d appointment bureau in London,
irough contacts with businessmen
ainly in Latin America he was
gularly advised on vacancies in

:al branches of British firms. In

•itain Sir Kenneth passed on the

formation to training centers and
her places where Christians with
propriate qualifications were
ailable. In this way he placed

any keen Christians in key posts

erseas.

New mission fields are now
lerging at a breathtaking rate in

four corners of the world. The

flow of people in one or the other
direction indicates a frontier situa-

tion.

Uprooted People Everywhere

Take for instance the Lido-Ger-

man steel project in Rourkela, in

northeast India. In the heart of a
rural district which has not changed
for the last 3,000 years one of the

most modern steel plants in the
world has been built. Around it

extends a completely new township
designed on the drawing board.

First, foreign technicians pour in;

then they are replaced by Indians
from all parts of the country.

The labor force is largely local,

recruited from villages of the neigh-

borhood. However, the people of

all shades drawn together here
have something in common. They
have all been uprooted in every
sense of the word. They are now
exposed to a new, bewildering situa-

tion: the caste system which is

still the backbone of Indian rural

society crumbles. Familiar customs
and religious habits become mean-
ingless. The old social and family

system breaks down.
Instead the structures and powers

of a technological world dominate
life, enforcing new rhythms, new
relationships, a new understanding
of one's purpose in life, and a radi-

cal questioning of old standards

and beliefs. If there are Christians

in this situation, as in Rourkela,
they are quite unprepared for the

challenge and therefore equally be-

wildered.

Laymen in Key Positions

Now here is a missionary task

among people living in a world to

which the gospel has not yet been
made relevant. It is a situation into

which Christ's visible presence has
not yet been translated. And there

are more than half a dozen in-

dustrial projects of this kind under
construction in India alone, not to

speak of other Asian countries.

layman abroad can help Africans penetrate industry and science with the Christian message.



Jim Yoder, Berne, Ind., with his fam-

ily lives in Bogota, where he is a

teacher in the English school. He has

contact with the Christian witness in

that city, and is of service to the

Mennonite mission in Colombia.

Or take two illustrations from

Africa. There industry has built

new cities. For Africans who have

been driven into these cities there

is a complete breakdown of their

old world, represented by tribal

society and the joint family which

had previously given strength and

steadiness to their total existence.

The missionary task here is to com-

municate a new Christian meaning

of family and of one's place in

society. The light and peace and

salvation of Christ must be brought

to people in the midst of their per-

plexities.

Similarly the drive for education

embraces the whole continent. What
is at stake is more than a passing

on of knowledge. Africans have

to come to terms with a scientific

and technological understanding of

life and world, which originated in

the secular or atheistic West. To
preach the gospel in this situation

means to work out its claims on

this contemporary world, for the

individual in his personal life, as

well as for his relationships in

modern society.

This is close to what seems to be

one of the prominent missionary

tasks in Europe and North America

itself. For have we in the West
really penetrated industry and sci-

ence with the Christian message?

All these new tasks in mission

throughout the world have one

common characteristic: they put

laymen in the key position. None
of these challenges can be met
without the missionary witness of

Christians who go right into these

situations.

This does not mean the end of the

ministry of professional missionar-

ies. On the contrary, increasing

numbers will be needed in the fu-

ture to follow up the work of lay-

men to deepen the understanding

of the Christian faith and to help

build up a church,

But the spearhead of Christian

missionary presence is the layman.

Only a Christian scientist or tech-

nician can relate his faith to a

scientific and technological world.

Only the Christian in a secular job

who lives in the situation itself can

reach people in similar situations,

identifying himself with their lives.

Cells of Christian Presence

A few people with vision have

started pioneering endeavors which
provide preparation courses for

Christian laymen going abroad.

There are the Werkmissionar (in-

dustrial workers') courses in Basel,

the program of Oversea Service in

Britain, the work of the Kerk Over-

zee in Holland, of the Arbeitsgem-

einschaft fiir Dienste in Uebersee in

Germany, the Institute of Overseas

Churchmanship and the Layman
International Scheme in the United

States, to name only some of the

more prominent. Other programs
like the Oversea Registers of var-

ious national student Christian

movements attempt to interest

Christians for service abroad, to

assist them through vocational

guidance and—as the case of the

Overseas Fellowship of the Church
of Scotland or the Associate Scheme
of the London Missionary Society

—to help them to become integrated

into the life and witness of the

churches in the receiving country.

But much more needs to be done

(quite apart from strengthening

and extending the already existing

programs): More laymen must be

challenged to regard going abroad

as their missionary calling. It is a

shocking experience to see that

there was hardly a handful of com-

mitted laymen among the 2,000 Ger-

mans in Rourkela. Churches have
not yet begun to educate their lay*

men for mission and evangelism. To
take an appointment overseas at

one of the strategic frontiers bel

tween belief and unbelief, to go

abroad deliberately for Christ's sake

has not yet been understood to be

a particular Christian vocation.

Such laymen must receive better

equipment for their tasks. Since

more than a personal witness

through the quality of one's work!

and relationship at home and of
the job is required, laymen musf
be able to understand and to inter

pret the ferment of complex situa

tions, must have a sound biblical

knowledge, and must learn how to

communicate their faith to other;

people of different background. Oil

viously not every layman going

abroad can be expected to tala

training. Many go for a brief pa
riod or are assigned to a post whiclf

will give them little opportunity for

missionary witness. But we ne^
more laymen providing missionary

leadership, equipped to guide other

laymen and to gather frontier

groups around them, who might

form active missionary cells of

Christian presence in an unevan
gelized situation.

Laymen abroad need fellowship

and association on an international

and ecumenical basis. Nothing short

of a joint witness by laymen frolS

the country itself together with lay-

men from other nations and denom-

inations will do. As the machines

in an Indian steel plant and thfi

people who work with them com]

from all parts of the world, so

the very nature of the challenge

these new mission fields of a u
versal character. Only the undivi

ed and unpartitioned reality

Christ can redeem people who li

under conditions of this kind.
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Voluntary Service

Grows Up
Old and New Questions About a Growing Witness

[gar Stoesz A Church of the Brethren leader
says that he feels voluntary service
is one of the most significant devel-
opments in his church during his
lifetime. This statement applies to

the Mennonite church also. Since
its beginning in 1946, over 1,600
years and approximately 2,800 sum-
mers have been contributed through
the Mennonite Central Committee's
voluntary service program. An even
larger number of young people
have served in one of the several
conference sponsored programs. A
large percentage of our homes and
almost all of our congregations
have been directly touched by volun-
tary service.

It is difficult for us today to real-

ize that voluntary service was not
immediately looked upon with un-
reserved favor. Some were skepti-

cal and raised numerous basic ques-
tions.

Do you mean that we are going
to allow inexperienced young people
to represent our church to the
world? This responsibility had tra-

ditionally been given to profession-
als who were older and more ex-
perienced. One of the valuable les-

sons we learned from Civilian Pub-
lic Service was that young people
could, with proper guidance, be
trusted to represent the church to
a curious and at times hostile world.
The discovery was an exciting one

for youth and church leaders alike.
Here was a program of, for, and by
young people. In voluntary service
young people had found an outlet
for their energy and imagination.
They responded in unexpected num-
bers. Here was a cause they could
support enthusiastically. The church
had found a new mission and re-

source. Church and Christian life

responsibility took on new meaning
to its members.

How do you expect to finance
such a program? Then, as now, it

appeared the church had assumed
maximum obligation. Here is where
Civilian Public Service taught us an-
other lesson. We had learned that
young people can live on an allow-
ance of ten to fifteen dollars per
month when maintenance and trav-
el have been provided. Even these
costs are frequently offset by the
agency employing the volunteer.
Some years elapsed before a satis-

factory pattern of financing volun-
tary service emerged, but today the
program is largely self-supporting.
In voluntary service the church has
found a way to expand its work
at comparatively small cost.

You mean you are going to work
for nothing ? This question has been
asked of many who enter service.

One of the greatest benefits the
Mennonite church has received from
voluntary service has been its quiet
but effective witness against the
problem of materialism which is as
old as the church itself. As young
people have served without pay,
they have experienced a deeper and
more meaningful philosophy of life.

They leave taking the benefits of
this experience with them to their
homes and churches.

You surely don't expect these
young people, often unmarried, to

live together in one house? To the
skeptics this arrangement seemed
unthinkable. However, the experi-
ence of living together in small
units of generally from four to

eight members has proven to be one
of the most valuable dimensions of

MENNONITE
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Many who have attended college feel the educa-

tional value of a term of voluntary service is equiva-

lent to an equal period spent in school.

the voluntary service experience.

Young people are required to as-

sume responsibilities which had pre-

viously been borne by older and

more experienced people. Units func-

tion as miniature congregations with

an appointed leader and each mem-
ber assumes a part of the responsi-

bility. They plan their own activi-

ties, manage their own budgets, and

arrange their own work. Here is a

program intended for young people,

involving young people, and direct-

ed by young people.

Attracting young people into serv-

ice projects will interrupt their edu-

cation! This was the fear of many,
and in particular our college lead-

ers. They were afraid underclass-

men would drop out and never com-

plete school. On the contrary it has

been learned that a voluntary serv-

ice experience can contribute great-

ly to the educational process. A sig-

nificant number of volunteers who
enter service with no intention of a

college education change their mind
and enroll after they terminate

from voluntary service. Many who
have attended college feel the edu-

cational value of a term of volun-

tary service is equivalent to an
equal period spent in school.

These are some of the questions

that were being asked ten to fifteen

years ago. Experience has provided

the answer. Whereas in 1946 volun-

tary service was an experiment, to-

day it has proven value. In a sense

it has come of age.

But this may also be its most cru-

cial hour. Today we need to ask a

new set of questions. Does volun-

tary service still "fire the im-

agination" of our youth? Do the

projects speak to contemporary
needs? Is voluntary service still

fresh, alert, creative, responsive?

Or has it, like so many programs
before it, become staid? Are our
college leaders still concerned with

voluntary service or have these two
programs, which are so influential

to our future church, grown apart

to the point where they are hardly

aware of each other? The answer to

some of these questions is yes.

To use a familiar phrase, "How
do we get voluntary service on the

move?" How do we keep the revolu-

tion alive? I would offer several

observations.

Voluntary service is in constant

danger of losing contact with its

constituency. This possibility exists

in every continuing program but

particularly on one which has par-

ticipants with short tenure. The
challenge of voluntary service re-

quires constant reinterpretation and
promotion. Each year a new group
of young people grow into eligibil-

ity. The challenge of voluntary serv-

ice must always be before them in

a fresh and appealing form. The
job is never completed.

From the very beginning the

goal of voluntary service has been

to provide a service opportunity for

any and all properly motivated

Christian young people, regardless

of level of formal training. Volun-

tary service should never be a pro-

gram for professionals. But are we
really giving all of youth an equal

chance?
When the 1-W program began it

was hoped that a majority of the

young men would enter church re-

lated projects, something which was
not possible in Civilian Public Serv-

ice. In 1962 only one-third of our

1-W men are serving in church-re-

lated assignments. The percentage

does not appear to be increasing.

In spite of the compulsion of Se-

lective Service, women are clearly

in the majority in voluntary service.

Why have we failed to challenge

men more effectively?

A major reason, in my opinion, is

associated with the fact that a

large percentage of voluntary serv-

ice projects do not produce callouses.

We are still serving a rural constitu-

ency where the majority of our men
prefer physical, outdoor work. Men
have not found ample outlet for

this preference in voluntary service

and therefore, as a second choice,

they have gravitated to the cities,

where, all too often, we have looked

on them as problems.

Whereas initially 1-W men resist-

ed hospital work, today, as an outf

growth of necessity, they have ac-

cepted it as a fact of life. I did not

realize the extent of this fact until

I heard a young man say that he
just could not tolerate the smell of

ether or the sight of blood and

therefore concluded that he could

not enter 1-W: he would need tqj

go to the army.
I am concerned over the lack of

coordination and even awareness,

which exists between voluntary

service and our colleges. The volun-

tary service experience has signifi-

cant education value. On the other

hand, there is no place where more
young people are congregated than,

on our college campuses. It is of

utmost importance that there ba
close coordination between the two!

College campuses need to have m
strong service emphasis. Students!

and student counselors need to ba
aware of the opportunities which|

exist in voluntary service.

Have we begun to take voluntary]

service for granted financially? Fra
quent references were made to voB
untary service when it had develj

oped a sizable deficit. Gradualla

voluntary service has, probably of

necessity, developed a philosophy of

financing which makes it largely

self-supporting. In many ways this

is desirable but we must still ra

member the present-day truth of thi

Bible verse, "Where your treasure

is, there will your heart be also.'f

We must also take recognition

of the fact that a self-supporting

voluntary service program cannolj

involve itself with the greatest s"

cial needs because such prograr

are limited in their resources an?

cannot make a donation for volun

tary service maintenance. In ordei

for voluntary service to operatj

effectively and meet urgent need^

and to keep it in the forefront q
our minds, it will continue to

quire subsidy. It may even be th

future events will require us

designate a greater percentage Of

our budget to voluntary service. B4

what, better investment could th!

church make than to make it

sible for its young people to

tribute themselves to the needs

our day?
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Algerian Villagers Learn to Help Themselves
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Geoffrey Murray, a World Council

writer reports on his visit to a

Mennonite service unit in Algeria.

on the exposed plateau fifty miles

south of Constantine, a team of

thirteen Mennonites, young men and

women from the United States, Can-

ada, and Holland, are bringing

self-help to the people of Henchir

Toumghani whose need is desperate.

It is winter now in the village.

Snow falls frequently and a pierc-

ing wind whistles across the ex-

posed uplands. For this is not a

Mediterranean climate, balmy and

warm, but one more akin to that of

Northern Europe.

The change is explained by the

height at which the village stands.

Henchir Toumghani is at an altitude

of more than 3,000 feet above sea

level and there are no trees to offer

windbreaks against the freezing

gales.

With the backing of the local

authorities, the Mennonite team has

Alvin Friesen, Dinuba, Calif., watches an Algerian remove the signs of civil war.

>i in



loved into a farmhouse and taken
/er a cluster of modern buildings

ft behind by the French who, since

lgeria gained independence, have
>ne back to Europe.

The team, led by Alvin Friesen of

inuba, California, is starting a
jmonstration farm to introduce im-

oved farming methods to the vill-

?ers. They have a tractor, some
limals, and modern strains of

eds and with these they hope to

low how to step up the standards
farming locally. They plan also

initiate a big poultry project,

'ilhelm Peters, a trained agricul-

ralist from Mission City, B. C,
in charge of the farm.
At the same time, Lies Dirkmaat,
om the Netherlands, and Marian
DStetler, from Ohio, have opened
) the school, and are giving twen-
four girls their first lessons in

•ench and sewing.
Lies and Marian are also teaching
others and brides-to-be how to can
id preserve food, home economics,
id child care.

Peter Neufeldt, from Laird, Sas-
itchewan, has started a milk sta-

p and is daily distributing milk
an average of more than 100 vill-

?e children, including those under
hool age.

Curiously, although the boys
nk the milk with gusto, the girls

•e much more shy and have to be
icouraged to take more than sips.

Mrs. Elizabeth Peters, R.N., from
ssion City, B.C., has joined the
m and will care for the sick.

e team is also taking part in a
orestation project locally which
part of a huge program which

lis for the planting of at least

,000,000 eucalyptus, cypress and
e trees in the departments
unties) of Constantine and Batna
1964.

11 these team activities are being
vetailed into the total program
the Christian committee for Serv-

)
in Algeria with which the Men-

nite Central Committee is cooper-
ing.

(The Christian Committee for
rvice is an independent, interna-
>nal body in which seventeen
urches and church organizations
e represented. These include the
?nnonite Central Committee, the
arid Council of Churches, Church
arid Service, the Brethren Service
mmission, and others,
ft was formed so that a united

MDS AFTER TEN YEARS William T. Snyder, executive secretary of the Mennonite
Central Committee addressed the annual meeting of Mennonite Disaster Service
in Hillsboro, Kansas, on February 14 and 15. MDS developed first as local units
as far back as 1952, with a young married couple's Sunday school picnic con-
cerned with helping others in need. Then came the national organization and
finally the international organization in 1962. MDS has local units from the
East Coast to the West Coast and from the Gulf of Mexico to Canada to help In
reconstructing and salvaging of damaged possessions in times of local disaster.
MDS unit's have helped during time of disaster in British Honduras.

Christian witness could be given
to the Algerians. The government
of the new country, though secular,

has the characteristics of Islam and
wished to deal simply with the
church of Jesus Christ, rather than
many different kinds of Christians.

The authorities have asked the

Christian Committee to be responsi-

ble for the two million people who
live in Constantine and Batna de-

partments. Of these, it is officially

said that 1,300,000 are "in total

need" without jobs, money, or ade-

quate clothing because of the ravag-
es of eight years of warfare and
political upheaval.

Algeria as a whole is estimated
to have a population of five million

potential workers, but of these only
900,000 have jobs. Thus, more than
eighty percent of the people are
wholly unemployed.
One of the ways in which the

Christian Committee is setting

about meeting this situation is

through its reforestation program.
This is currently providing work
for 12,000 workers who receive their

wages in the form of food. As each
worker has an average of five de-

pendents, this means that 72,000
men, women, and children are be-

ing fed who would be starving.

It is planned to increase the num-
ber of people who will benefit from
the forestry program to 93,000 dur-
ing the next few weeks.

The Christian Committee is also
providing emergency relief and is

undertaking a health program in

the scattered villages of the bled
(waste lands), educational activi-

ties, and social services.

All this calls for a budget of

$1,200,000 to support the work
throughout 1963. The World Coun-
cil of Churches has appealed to

congregations to subscribe this

money. It has also asked the church-
es to find at least 650,000 blankets,

1,300 tons of clothing, and immense
quantities of food to keep necessi-

tous people alive throughout the
winter until the next harvest can
be reaped.

"We have found wonderful friend-

liness on the part of all the Al-

gerians we have met," Alvin Friesen
told me when I visited Henchir
Toumghani recently. "They have
made us at home in the village."

Marian Hostetler broke in to say
that they visit women in their

homes every day to encourage them
to send their children to school and
to come to the social center.

"Every day we return from these
visits with our hands full of eggs
that the people have pressed upon
us," she told me. "They are all ex-

traordinarily kind and cooperative."
Our greatest needs are for lesson

books in French and illustrated

with lots of pictures, and for sew-
ing kits for the women."
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THE MENNONITE IMAGE IN URBAN AMERICA was discussed by these men at the

City Church Seminar, Fresno, Calif., Jan. 23,24. Taking part were: Richard

Showalter, psychologist, Seventh Street Church, Upland, Calif.; John Kreider,

pastor, Faith Church, Downey, Calif.; Nobel Sack, pastor. Alberta Community

Church. Portland, Ore.; Lyman Hofstetter, pastor, Bethany Community Church,

Santa Fe Springs, Calif.; Elmer Martens, Butler Avenue Church, Fresno. The

Seminar was an inter-Mennonite study sponsored by the ministers of the Los

Angeles area. Featured speaker was Paul Peachey, Washington. D. C, who

reported on his research, "Mennonites and the Urban Church Struggle."

BLUFFTON TEACHES SELLING

The establishment of a sales semi-

nar is a new phase of the Bluffton

College Business Management Lab-

oratory for the second semester.

Howard Raid is head of the busi-

ness administration department.

Norman Triplett, vice president in

charge of sales at Triplett Electrical

Instrument Company, Bluffton,

Ohio, conducts this seminar. Trip-

lett received the first award ever

offered for the outstanding sales-

man in electronics industry. He has

also been engaged in the conduct-

ing of a number of sales seminars

throughout the country.

The first meeting of the seminar,

held February 12, dealt with the

general field of selling, providing

the student with an opportunity to

consider selling as a profession or

also to view it within the context of

the total economy.

PRIMARY S. S. MATERIALS

The German translation of primary
teachers manuals in the Living

Faith Graded Sunday School Series

was completed this February. While

in English there is only one manual
for each year in the three-year cycle,

in German there are twelve—one

for each quarter. This was done to

make it possible to get material

ready for use by Sunday schools at

the beginning of each quarter.

The translations were made by
Anneliese Dyck Birky. Printing of

the manuals has been done up to

the current quarter and will con-

tinue until the project is complete.

Work is now being done on the

translation of teachers manuals for

the junior and intermediate classes.

The first quarter in each is expect-

ed to be ready for use when the new
Sunday school year begins in Oc-

tober.

Translation of the pupils quarter-

lies was finished earlier. They are

available in German for primary,

junior, and intermediate classes.

These translations were made by

Henry Wall, Cornelia Lehn, and

Anneliese Birky.

Other translations in the Living

Faith Sunday School materials are

for kindergarten classes. Leaflets

are available in Kindergarten I and

Kindergarten II. The teachers man-
uals have not been translated to

date.

Mennonite Publication Office dis-

tributes these German materials to

Sunday schools in South America
and to some in Canada.

INTER-MENNONITE MISSIONS

Four Mennonite conferences in Par-

aguay are planning a united mis-

sions outreach. Delegates from Gen-

eral Conference churches, Evangel-

ical Mennonite Brethren, the Menno
Colony, and the (Old) Mennonite
Church met in Asuncion on January
24 for discussion and planning.

They elected a missions committee
and anppointed Bruno Epp execu-

tive secretary.

According to Henry Dueck of

Asuncion, "this already is an an-

swer to the continuation of the

mission work at the leper station."

Earlier, missions was a part of the

Vermittlungskomitee (Coordinating

Committee), which has many other

responsibilities in the work of the

church in South America.

MIGRATION OPPORTUNITIES

Since the beginning of World Refu-

gee Year, July 1, 1959, many coui

tries have taken a more liberal

approach to immigration. As a re-j^

suit, 7000 migration opportunities
1

have been made available—4000 for

handicapped persons and 3000 for

their families—to persons who ear-

lier were not admitted.

Immigration laws in most coun-

tries place definite restrictions on

handicapped persons. Since United

Nations-sponsored Refugee Year,

persons with tuberculosis and phys-

ical disabilities and some with penal

records have been admitted to counj

tries that formerly barred their

entrance. Many of these people had

not only physical disabilities, bu1

many were suffering morally froi

long years in camps cut off froS

normal life. Belgium, Denmarkj

France, Norway, Sweden, Switzeri

land, and the United Kingdom ha
adopted special i m m i g r a t i

schemes.

F. A. S. Jensen, psychiatric

medical doctor and an experienced

officer of the Australian Oversea!

Migration Service, was lent to thf]

United Nations High Commission
for Refugees by the Australian go'

ernment to examine each individui

case and assess the chance of su<

cessful re-establishment of such i:
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migrants within the framework o

a special action that would take inl
"ar

account specific handicaps, be thejfl*
1

physical, social, or mental. Acco:

ing to Jensen, the success as a mi 1181

grant is determined by the refugee'!

state of mind rather than his actua

handicap. Results of his survey a ^ '

cases in at least seven countriei ui»

are published by the United Nation ^
High Commissioner for Refugee "f 9

in "Opening Doors," a Special R( 1

port Presenting a Cross Section o ^
International Experience in Rese W

tlement of Handicapped Refugees'^ 1

Authorities in several countries « ^
pressed astonishment at the spee *fr

with which handicapped refugee!*;

are able to make good.
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mm
NERATIONS
Andrew R. Shelly, Warden, Ritz-

le, and Newport, Wash., Mar. 3-8;

d Lame Deer and Glendive, Mont.,
ir. 10.

LENDAR
nferences

A.pr. 16-19—Town and Country
minar, Elkhart, Ind.

A.pr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
id, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-
ee

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

's Conference, YMCA, Chicago
Tune 6-9—Pacific District Confer-
ee, Dallas, Ore.

rune 20-23—Northern District Con-
•ence, Carpenter, S. D.
July 14-18—Writers Conference
nadian Mennonite Bible College
nnipeg

tuly 18-23—Canadian Conference
etna, Manitoba
3ct. 25-29—Western District Con
•ence, North Newton, Kan.
.965, July 10-16—General Confer
e, Estes Park, Colo.

.967—Mennonite World Confer-
ee

ntral

lar. 24-29—Lenten Services, Grace
urch, Pandora, Ohio. Verney Un-
l, speaker.

tfar. 24-31—Spring meetings, Eb-
izer Church, Bluffton, Ohio. Ver-
l Duerksen, speaker.
lar. 28—Bluffton College Choir
icert, Zion Church, Donnellson,
/a.

/Ear. 31-Apr. 4—Pre-Easter meet-
s, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., H.
arder, speaker,

pr. 11-14—Easter week-end serv-
s, Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa.
r
. Esau, speaker.
ttern

lar. 10-13 — Evangelism work-
p, Souderton (Pa.) Church,
.pril 7-17—"New Life Meetings,"
;t Swamp Church, Quakertown,
Wilbert Regier, speaker.
rthern

lar. 28,29 — Schmeckfest, Free-
n Junior College Women's Aux-

iliary sponsors, Freeman, S. D.

Mar. 30—Northern District Re-

treat Workshop, Bethel Church, Mt.
Lake, Minn.

Apr. 7-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Bethel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn. Ver-

non Neufeld, speaker.

Apr. 9-12—Pre-Easter services, Sa-

lem Church, Freeman, S. D. Erland
Waltner, speaker.

Pacific

Mar. 25-28 — Pre-Easter services,

First Church, Aberdeen, Idaho, J.

Herbert Fretz, speaker.

Western
Mar. 3, 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-

sions, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Mar. 10-15—Spring services, Eden

Church, Inola, Okla., Victor Sawatz-
ky, speaker.

Mar. 10-15—Spring services, Deer
Creek (Okla.) Church, Arnold Epp,
speaker.

Mar. 10-15 - - Revival meetings,
Herold Church, Cordell, Okla., Ben
Rahn, speaker.

Mar. 19—Women's Spring Meet-
ting, Emmaus, Whitewater, Kan.
Mar. 20—^Bethel Deaconess Hos-

pital Association, First Church,
Newton, Kan.
Mar. 23—Western District Vaca-

tion Bible School Workshop, First

Church of Christian and West Zion.

Moundridge, Kan.
Mar. 31-Apr. 5—Pre-Easter serv-

ices, First Church, Ransom, Kan.
John Thiessen, speaker.

Apr. 1-5 — Pre-Easter services,

Hoffnungsau Church, Inman, Kan.
Harold Thieszen, speaker.

Apr. 8-10—Pre-Easter services, Ar-
vada (Colo.) Church. Arnold Nickel,
speaker.

Apr. 8-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Grace Hill Church, Whitewater,
Kan. O'Ray Graber, speaker.
Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church,
Clinton, Okla., Verney Unruh, speak-
er.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.
Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,
Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 26—Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.
May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton
College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

NEW ADDRESSES
Africa

Levi Keidel, B.P. 900, Liproka,
Luluabourg via Leopoldville, Congo

Charles E. Sprunger, % J. Dyck,
Gungu via Kikwit via Leopoldville,

Congo
Asia

Abe Cummings, Mission Home,
Basti, U.P., India

Mrs. Robert Kampars, Village Jit-

garh, P.O. Khera, via Choharpur,
Dist. Dehra Dun., U.P., India
Melva Lehman, Champa, M.P.,

India

California

Elmwood W. Dyck, 206 Bonita,
Ridgecrest

Donald S. Goering, 7395 Emily
Lane, Downey

Gertrude Krehbiel, 240-14 St.,'

Santa Monica
Viola Montgomery, 365 Neptune,

Niponna
George Reeser, 709 W. Camilla,

Whittier

Mrs. Margaret Koehn Revell,
2404 Marina Circle, Apt. 2, Rancho
Cordova
Velma Teichroew, 522 B-Center,

Watsonville

Florida

Leroy R. Albright, 7991-52 Lane
N, Pinellas Park
John A. Harder, Clermont
Mrs. Clara Miller, 35 N. Good-

rich Ave., Sarasota
R. M. Stemen, Aloha Trailer City,

Sarasota
Indiana

Ruth Conway, 310 W. Main St..

Cambridge City

Darrell Fast, 3003 Benham Ave.,
Elkhart

Marvin Roth, Rt. 1, Box 344.
Elkhart

Donald Wismer, 353 W. Cleveland,
Elkhart

Kenneth Worden, Rt. 1, Grabill

MINISTERS

Walter Sprunger, Dalton, Ohio,
will become the summer assistant
pastor at First Church, Aberdeen,
Idaho. He is a second year student
at Mennonite Biblical Seminary in

Elkhart, Ind.
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Abe Wiebe, Freeman, S. D., in-

structor at Freeman Junior College,

will become the interim pastor of

Bethel Church, Marion, S. D. August

Ewert, Macksburg, Iowa, will be-

come the pastor in August.

DEATHS

Mrs. Dietrich J. Buller, Bethel

Church, Mt. Lake, Minn., born May
23, 1896, and died Jan. 20. She is

survived by her husband and three

sons.

Estelle Camp, First Church, Sum-

merfleld, 111., born Dec. 29, 1893, and
died Jan. 4.

Emma Lydia Krebill, Zion Church,

Donnellson, Iowa, born Aug. 14,

1887, and died Dec. 7.

Samuel Nafziger, Calvary Church,

Washington, 111., born May 23, 1877,

and died Feb. 15. His wife, three

sons, and one daughter survive.

Mrs. Jonath J. Preheim, Salem
Church, Freeman, S. D., born Nov.

16, 1890, died Feb. 12.

Maria Toevs, Hoffnungsau Church,

Inman, Kan., born Jan. 23, 1873, in

South Russia and died Dec. 27.

Lydia Auernheimer Baer, First

Church, Halstead, Kan., born Janf

24, 1887, and died Feb. 19. Foui
grandchildren survive.

Dan Harms, Grace Hill Church,

Whitewater, Kan., born 1897, and

died Feb. 13. His wife and two sons

survive.

John F. Schmidt, Goessel (Kan.)

Church, born May 25, 1890, and died

Feb. 17. His widow, a son, a daugh-

ter, and three stepchildren survive.

REVEREND PLEASE

Dear Brother Shelly: I like your

paper which I read from cover [to

cover]. I beg to differ with the

letter of "No Reverend Please." I

have many friends that have la-

bored faithfully and long and have

well earned the little prefix, "Rev."

which I would not want to deny

them of. And as to who could merit

it, a person that gives his life and

his all so that he can preach the

gospel of our Blessed Lord and min-

ister to the spiritual needs of the

souls of men is not a common man
but a new creature in Christ Jesus.

Let us help him as such. S. J.

Blough, Middlebury, Ind.

METHODIST HEAT ON 1 -Ws

To the Editor: The Mennonite 1-W
program is indeed under fire, and I

would like to personally add some
Methodist heat.

During the fall of 1961, I moved
to Chicago from a distant city to

work on an independent 1-W assign-

ment. At that time, I had no close

friends in Chicago, and was living

alone in a rented apartment. I heard

from a clergyman acquaintance that

a considerable number of Menno-

nite 1-Ws assigned to Evanston Hos-

pital were living at the Hendry
House, and I visited the dormitory

in hopes of meeting some people of

like mind.

The first time that I visited the

Hendry House, I met some of the

older and more mature 1-Ws who
were quite sincere and invited me
to join them. I was impressed and

deeply appreciated their hospitality.

Due to the heavy responsibilities

of my job as editor for a national

agency in the Chicago loop, it was
several months before I returned to

renew the relationship. I was then

over twenty-one. In the meantime,

my earlier friends had completed

their 1-W assignments and returned

to Kansas. There was a "new gen-

eration" at the Hendry House.

In the following months, I visited

the Hendry House several times and

found myself an outsider viewed

with hostility. Only a few of the

1-Ws made the slightest effort to

be friendly, and that was generally

limited to an offer to play pool.

On one occasion we discussed sal-

aries, and when some of them be-

came aware that I was earning

more than they were, they became
childishly jealous. The fact that I

am almost a college graduate, have

studied my vocation overseas in sev-

eral European countries—including

the Soviet Union, and engaged in

such research for two years to ob-

tain my job apparently meant noth-

ing to them.

Another evening, I brought with

me to the Hendry House a letter of

commendation from the White
House concerning my contribution

to the national effort during the

Berlin Crisis. I returned later to my
auto (an old 1958 model) to find the

right rear tire totally deflated. The
valve cap had been removed—clear-

ly indicating a juvenile prank.

Muriel Thiessen wrote in The
Mennonite on February 5 [p. 93]

that "a lot of fellows enter service

too young." I would add that most

of the 1-Ws I met at the Hendry
House were green punks that prob-

ably belonged home with their moth-

ers. Most of them acted more like

spoiled brats and juvenile delin-

quents than Men of Peace.

Due to overwhelming pressures on

me (the Department of Justice

Hearing and what-not) and lack of

local support, I was eventually

forced to resign my job in down-

town Chicago. Had I received even

minimum assistance from the 1-Ws

at the Hendry House, my situation

could have been radically altered.

Having personally viewed what

your 1-Ws are "saying to the world,"

I have a little more than base con-

tempt for what you Mennonites al-

lowed to exist at the Hendry House.

It's time your leaders took a good

look at what you are holding out

to the world in Evanston. There is

. . . little your 1-Ws are saying that

adds to the witness of a historic

peace church. Ronald W. Nelson,

3504 Beldare Ave., Cincinnati 20,

Ohio

UNFORTUNATE NAMES
Dear Sir: Just a few comments: I

am very pleased with the photo-

graphs, poetry and art work used in

The Mennonite. Modern art can con-

vey a message with more emphasis

than words at times. I like the dis-

tribution of space to the various de-

partments—gives us a well-rounded

magazine.

One criticism—I too was disturbed

by the "Slave Auction" of the young

people. The idea is good—but the

name very unfortunate. Even in this

country "slave" has a very unsavory

connotation, especially applied to

girls. I know this is not apt to enter

the minds of young people but could

very easily be associated with it byl

others. I hope other groups of youth|

will not apply this title to their
j

services. Mrs. Claude True, Lebancn,\\

III.
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^ student's pRayeR
Make me uncomfortable, O God.

Make me uncomfortable about what I'm doing with the mind
you have given me . . . about studying too little and too sloppily

. . . about memorizing facts rather than seeking Truth and
Knowledge . . . about working for grades rather than
for the excitement of learning.

Make me uncomfortable about my future hopes . . . about wanting
college as a means toward gaining a better paying job,

more security and social prestige rather than toward
fulfilling your highest purpose for me.

Disturb me, O God.

Until I sense that my true calling as a student is . . .

To grow into the broadest, deepest, most vital person possible

To seize now this awesome opportunity for searching out wisdom
To find joy in reading and grappling and grasping
To live richly and responsibly

To do my part to help create a better world

To be constantly grateful for the capacity, creativity, and courage
that are given to me . . . freely ... by Thee. Amen. Kay Lorans



We Met in Chicago

Sitting around the rectangular

table in the Lincoln room of the

YMCA Hotel in Chicago on Febru-

ary 18 and 19 were Marvin Zehr,

Glenn Baughman, Hugo Peters,

Larry Kehler, Anna Marie Peter-

son, Marvin and Ruthann Dirks,

Jacob T. Friesen, and I. It was the

first YPU cabinet meeting for some

of us.

Have you ever wondered what

your YPU officers are like and

what they talk about at these meet-

ings? I certainly have. I wish you

could have been there to gather

your own impressions. Since you

weren't may I give mine.

Meet Your Leaders

The agenda was presented by the

YPU president, Marvin Zehr. Mar-

vin is the assistant pastor of First

Church, Berne, Indiana. His term

as president ends in 1964. He has

blonde hair, a crew cut, and a foot-

ball player's build. After the meet-

ing adjourned Tuesday he spent his

time before the 6 o'clock train look-

ing for a gift for Jeannie, his wife.

The gift had to fit both Jeannie

and a minister's pocketbook! Not

only is he proud of his family but

he is also proud of his young people

in Berne and the entire Conference.

In fact, love and concern for all

YPU members and people who
should be YPU members is an evi-

dent characteristic of all the cabinet

members.
In 1964 Glen Baughman, now vice-

president, will become president of

the YPU. Tall, dark haired, and

quiet speaking Glenn graduated

from Bluffton College in January.

His home is in Iowa. He will spend

the next two years working in the

business office at the Mennonite

Central Committee headquarters in

Akron, Pa. This will be his period

of 1-W service. Glenn is looking

forward to associating with a youth

T
Jl

group in Pennsylvania during his

stay there.

Also tall but with blonde hair was
Hugo Peters, a student at Canadian

Mennonite Bible College in Winni-

peg, Manitoba. He is the recently

elected Faith and Life Chairman.

His term expires in 1965. Willing-

ness to serve became an obvious

characteristic of Hugo when he ac-

cepted the no small job of writing

next year's prayer calendar.

A Canadian working in the Unit-

ed States is the Fellowship Chair-

man, Larry Kehler. His term ex-

pires in November 1963. Larry

works for information service at

MCC in Akron, Pa. He is the father

of two children. Recently Larry be-

came the youth sponsor at Bethel

Church, Lancaster, Pa.

Red-haired and friendly, Anna
Marie Peterson is the Service Chair-

man. Like Glenn she also comes

from Iowa. She is now teaching

fourteen super-active Negro kinder-

gartners in Atlanta, Georgia. This

alone would be a job but having stu-

dent kindergarten teachers observe

her at work makes it even more so.

The Quaker church, where many of

the Mennonite House family in At-

lanta attend church, has no youth

group as such. The experience she

is getting, however, will make Anna

Marie valuable to a youth group

when she comes in personal con-

tact with one again.

Marvin and Ruthann Dirks ar-

rived in Chicago a bit tired but very

excited over their visit to Pacific

District youth fellowships which

they just completed. A bout with

the flu bug couldn't even dampen
their enthusiasm over their trip,

over their job, and over life in gen-

eral. Marv shared with the cabinet

some of their observations. You

will learn more about this trip later

in the Youth Page. Because Mary
Ratzlaff, Yankton, S. D., resigned

as secretary-treasurer, Ruthann
took down the pages and pages of

minutes.

Jacob T. Friesen sat at the table

as Youth Advisor. He is the pastor

of First Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Jake's ever present wisdom and wit

Elvera Baumgartner

were appreciated by all. He has

had wide experience in youth work
in his own church and as a speaker

in many other churches and re-

treats. A very busy man, Jake is

never too busy for young people.

Now that you have a sketch of all

the cabinet members but me—I'm

sketchless—let me share with you

some of the subjects we discussed.

These Things Were Discussed
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Here are some of the things youj

YPU officers feel you would like tl

see on the youth page. If they are

wrong why don't you tell both then|

and me! 1. More articles written)

by young people themselves. 2.,

News of Conference YPU projects,

3. Subjects such as "What does it

mean to be a Christian," steward-

ship, etc. discussed. 4. Shorter ar-

ticles. 5. Information on program
helps, books for youth libraries, eta

Discussion was held as to how

the YPU meetings in the local

church, at rallies, and during com

ferences can be improved. Worl
was begun on the youth meeting^

at the 1965 General Conference in;

Estes Park, Colorado. You won!
want to miss a meeting. It's going

to be different than the usual fO'iJ

hour business only period.

A session was held on program

helps. It was the feeling that pea

haps one fault of these helps is that

they are written with too large a

group in mind. The average YPU »

group has from eight to twenty
[

members according to the informa*

tion sheets you have sent in.

It was decided to wait till thd'

council meeting in November t(

elect a secretary-treasurer. The jot

itself was defined more clearly.

Discussion was held on the mis

sions projects. You will hear mtij I

about these later.

The cabinet decided to hold thjfce

1963 council meeting at the YMCipie

Hotel in Chicago in November.

We Talked About You

These and other things were dii

cussed around the rectangular ta

in the Lincoln room and over I

breakfast, dinner, and supper tab!

ft
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at above all you were discussed.

you ever get the idea that the
3U exists just to be existing I hope
u can also sit in on one of these
eetings someday. Your officers

e most of all interested in you.
•ley want the YPU to be an ave-

le through which you can grow
your Christian experience. They

ant the YPU to provide Christian

fellowship among the youth in your
own church and with others. They
want the YPU to be a training or-

ganization where you learn to share
with others your faith and where
you learn to be good leaders and
followers.

This is a terrific job. After the

cabinet meeting in Chicago I be-

came convinced the job will be done.

outh American Workshop

>rty-seven young people, coming
Dm as far as Sao Paulo, Brazil,

Dntevideo, Uruguay, and Fern-

im, Paraguay, gathered on Janu-

y 16 for a four-day workshop. For
e first time young people from
urches in three countries of South
nerica were making this contact

th each other.

The meeting place was the agri-

Itural school of the Brazilian gov-

nment at Foz do Iguagu, which
d been given to the group with
extra cost. Thirty-two of the

ung people came from Sao Paulo,

ritiba and Witmarsum. Traveling
a big bus the group had brought
th them groceries and other

pplies. The cooking was divided

long the twenty girl participants

th the boys chipping in. The
ather during the workshop was
ry favorable, not so sultry as is

y often the case in Iguagu in

Timer.

rhe time was spent in Bible study,

ture and discussion, singing,

eet meetings, excursions and busi-

s. The South American Youth
nmittee, composed of members
m all countries involved, was
sponsor of the workshop. Par-

pants traveled mainly on their

n expense, although some had
financial backing of their

rches.

n three sessions the group dwelt
Matthew 7 during which time
ee main themes were discussed:

ging, prayer and false prophets.

i lectures concentrated on such
jects as: content and form of

devotional part of our young

ITH is sponsored by the Young People's
in of the General Conference Mennonite
ch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

people's work; training our young
people to Christian service; and so-

cial life in our communities. Reports
were heard from each of the fifteen

groups. There was much individual

and group singing and at least

three times the group made excur-

sions to the falls, the international

bridge and other renowned places

on the Parana and Iguacu rivers.

Twice the whole group went out to

conduct street meetings. At the clos-

ing exercises testimonies were heard
from a number of the participants.

The group expressed the willing-

ness and necessity for a repeat

workshop as soon as possible, per-

haps next year. Also at the business

session the South American Young
People's Committee was supported
by the assembly in such endeavors
as:

1. Active support of the Jugend-
brief—the letter that ties Menno-
nite Youth for Christ together.

2. The establishment of a Young
People's treasury, each group do-

nating ten percent of its annual in-

come to this cause.

3. The publishing of a youth man-
ual.

4. Contribution of articles and re-

ports to our South American papers,
Bibel und Pflug and Mennoblatt.

5. Sending of youth delegates to

the Gartental, Uruguay, South
America, Conference in 1964.

6. Exchange of workers at our an-

nual retreats.

7. The appointment of an assist-

ant South America youth worker.
Participants and the committee

feel that this workshop was worth
the effort put into it, and trust that
similar workshops on an interna-

tional scale will be held from time
to time.
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I wonder whether there is anything in our culture that

is a srreater stench in the nostrils of God (Amos 4: 10,

Joel 2:20) than religious (socalled) radio programs.

If I have a choice between listening to jazz and

a gravel voice belting out the Bible, I never flip a

coin. Why? I prefer something that is neutral to

something that is anti-Christian—especially when it

claims to be serving in the name of Christ. Yes,

there are some exceptions. I'll mention them later,

after I've let off my steam.

My first dish of "wrath crispies" goes to the man

who dares to call himself "your radio pastor." How
dare he? I never joined a radio church, and I never

intend to. This, of course, is the kind of fellow who

never mentions the church unless he has something

bad to say about it. He runs down the church and

his leaders. (So today, I'm taking some of that equal

time. ) And he wants to be a radio pastor ! Yes, he

wants his own comfortable church—a radio church

with one-way communication. He talks. He defines

pure doctrine—all by himself.

And so the man that criticizes the church, sets up

the worst kind of false church. It is the kind of

church in which no one has to be responsible to any-

one else. This form of religion calls on people to

tear down the churches rather than build them up.

This, of course, is a comfortable kind of religion-

all play and no work. It gives you such a nice reason

for being an un-nice person—it is the other people

who are bad. No need to be involved in the messy

work of trying to get along with cranky people. It

supplies a good excuse for criticizing the churches

and for staying away from them. After all, the voice

on the radio said something about the churches that

didn't sound good.

But I can endure criticism of the churches. They

deserve criticicm— though in reasonable amounts,

please. But the man who blames the churches for

preaching what he supposes is false doctrine, and then

turns around to preach a more false gospel- what

does he deserve? A hating cup, perhaps?

The gospel of most radio preachers is usually "bad-

spel." Franklin H. Littell, speaking about one of the

anti-church groups, in this case the self-styled Chris-

tian anticommunists, said that these folks have "re-

placed the Good News that all is being made new

with the bad news that everything must stay the way

it is." I wish I had said that.

Many of the radio preachers are easy to listen to.

(Why doem't our preacher preach like that?) Tb
appeal to our fears. We don't like change. And th

tell us that we don't have to change. (But the Bible

says, "Repent.
1

') Let's go back to the old time

religion (though there never was their kind of old

time religion—praise God!). This keeps us facing

ourselves, but true repentance can only begin here.!

Radio religion at even its mediocre best is usually

rather thin gruel. It is a watered down religion that

makes religion a matter of words. Therefore, a per-

son or a thing is religious if it makes religious sounds.

If you want a Christian pencil or a salt shaker, put a

Bible verse on it. Ridiculous? But this forms our

judgment about life. Put Bible verses, religious words,

and religious-sounding music around a harangue and

it is a sermon. Put a lot of religious trash on a radio

station and you have a religious broadcasting station.

So much for the buckshot blast. Let me narrow the

target. Yes, there are some good religious broadcasts.

How can we tell which they are (or aren't)? By

and large they are those associated with a particular

denomination or groups of denominations. But even

here, few are doing a really good job because they

often allow the independent and irresponsible broad-

casters to set the standard for them. Even here they

follow the pattern that a thing is religious if it makes

enough religious noises. And even the better broad-

casters stumble on the doctrine of the church. Their

understanding of their role seldom comes through

clearly. I suspect that it is weak in many cases.

Most methods used by the better broadcasters art

quite limited in doing what they profess most loudly

as their aim. They seldom reach the unsaved, be-

cause they seldom begin with an understanding ffl

the unsaved.

Yes, I know that in spite of all our bungling, G<M

does bless. God uses the foolish things of this world

to accomplish His work. And I am sure that some

people are even helped by the rantings of the worst

religious radio racketeers. For God surely turns thr

wrath of men to His praise (Psa. 76:10). But

we have to have so much on the radio? And

there is so much, do we have to listen to it?





He Was a Loud Pilgrim from a Quiet Town

The Two Lives

of a Salesman

Lee Eitzen

This midwest mennonite showed the halting differ|

ence. A plain walk, toeing in. Outwardly, hesitant

toward the distant USA—the USA furiously selling,

building, and cutting up the land.

Here in his hometown, Mountain Lake, Minnesota,

was thick English speech in German word order. Here

was a solemn way of life; sometimes tomfoolery ol

dirty stories or cornet bands and banners, sure, but all

in the light of orderly, quiet Sundays.

When Isaac (Zeke) Wiebe (pronounced Weeb%

sauntered off the train, set down his satchels and lit

a cigar, he told of a different world.

He was a salesman, a Yankee by now. Once a yeal

we saw him, knew again his cocksure words and walk,

and then he was gone. For Zeke Wiebe in his easiest

days, the days of Coolidge and Lindbergh, the Chris-

tian way was cut off with a sharp line from the slick

talk, two-tone shoes, and high hopes for tall buildings.

That was true for any smalltown American. But for

the son of immigrant Bible-pacifists? A plain-folk

farmer? Twice as sharp. And in the selling game'

One day, just before our day of a Roman Cadiol

president, he was to die, leaving nothing much in

canvas bag and a cardboard box. But he also left 1

name under the big title of a small booklet. Nin<

hundred copies of a useless, rambling, awkwardly

worded pamphlet; nevertheless, a wonderful, coura-

geous creed quite ahead of his time. As a former

high-type salesman working the school territory, Zeke

had a view unpopular among his Bible-belt brethren.

He went far beyond his last nickel to dictate words

that didn't hit print until he was buried.

Isaac Wiebe, Christian, former representative of

Encyclopedia Britannica, Incorporated, did not wantj
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ligion taught in the public schools of his time!
Zeke (he called himself Ike in the outside world)
ay never have seen the play Death of a Salesman,
which Willy Loman lives for "personality" and dies
double shame. Zeke's own life as a snappy dresser
the big town is hidden in his own solitude, lost in

e echo of nights when a fading steam wail and the
tme Santa Fe sounded exciting and strange. But
:ke asked himself about selling and truth, and when
talked, talked fast and hard, he had real ideas

out it.

Today we still wonder about the American salesman
a moral man. The easy margin and the smooth

ty have angered many a young man who then turned
jobs where you don't sell your persuasiveness too

"ectly.

What is a fair picture of the man who sells? Here
is Zeke who said what he meant. He lived when
•ving an American Protestant Christ might mean
mnding your salesmanship. It might mean your
llmgness to sound like a good guy to have around
latever the situation, to close the deal no matter
lat—this ability might have to suffer.
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Zeke knew the ways and he remembered names.
Your name Swerenson? Say, I know a fella down
in Tulsa name of Swerenson. Has a jewelry store.

Real swell fella. Relative of yours?

Another friend, another contact. Only there was a
difference. Zeke was a certain kind of man who said

things and was willing to pay for saying them.
You tend to remember Zeke in a finely checkered

suit, perhaps as one of the first to tell you how tough
a sharkskin suit is, and to look classy telling it. But
he was not always so. As a boy, he was known as a
plodder, and he thought he got the butt of things.

On his father's farm, he resented the way his father
hit his name oftener when he woke the boys, calling

in Low German, "Boys, get once up! Isaac, George,
Claus, Isaac, Frank, Isaac!"

Later, in the village school, the fellows picked on
him. He didn't finish high school, even after going
to Mechanic Arts in St. Paul on his own. He lost a
sweetheart and never became involved again. Not
that he couldn't have been. He had a handsome face
and a rich baritone voice to go with a fine manner.
The fine manner was marred, though, by his fidget-

ing. In a town, a room, or a parlor chair, he would
constantly move about; if seated, lurching and squirm-
ing. His opinions as American traveler would begin
with a dart look about, lick of lips, fingers up before
face, and "Well now, I'll tell ya," and the torrent was
on—loud.

When he was older and deaf, he once talked so hard
(about his "soft line" on Communism) on a Minne-
apolis street car that his young friend, a well-mannered
pastor, was embarrassed among the strangers. He al-

ways embarrassed by loud talking in his later days.



Second Generation Mennonites

In a picturesque style, Lee Eitzen

interprets the oddities and profundities

of one second-generation Mennonite who

moved out into the world and quite

deliberately rejected his ethnic heritage

in pursuit of the American dream. No

doubt many readers of The Mennonite

will wonder why this profile was pub-

lished in our Conference paper. Is it

only the portrait of a single idiosyn-

cratic individual for whom town and

country Mennonitism went sour and for

whom a free enterprise political system

became the means of escape? What sig-

nificance does it have in relation to the

objectives and norms of our church?

We live in a time when the mobility

that was unique in the life of Zeke

Wiebe has become the common expe-

rience of hundreds of members of our

Conference. We live in a time when the

ethnic definition of a Mennonite and

the religious definition have got to be

untangled if our church is to survive as

a particular witness within the family

of churches and world. We live in a

time when the third and fourth and nth

generation have the opportunity and re-

sources to reclaim the faith of our fa-

thers in a way that was not true of

Zeke Wiebe and his second generation

of birthright Mennonites. I believe Lee

Eitzen's article can help us to under-

stand this phenomenon more clearly.

In the sociology of religion there is

a "law" attributed to Marcus L. Hanson

that reads as follows: "What the son

wishes to forget, the grandson wishes to

remember."

The sons and daughters of Mennonite

immigrants to this country were really

in a difficult position. They were mar-

ginal persons, too foreign for the en-

croaching world and too American for

the first generation in the home com-

munity. They were forced to live in two

worlds without belonging fully to either.

This leads to rootlessness, which is the

inevitable source of despair.

Zeke Wiebe licked this problem by a

feat of no small proportion. He mas-

tered the ways of the world. Every per-

son needs to belong. He requires arl

object for self-identification and social

location. Zeke found his referencJ

group, and it was none other than th<[

total country of his parent's choice. ThJ

fact that he discerned the hand of Goc|

in the founding of this nation madji

this identification easier, but the fac

that he finally "made things right witlS

his Master" indicated that his new idenl

tification with the American dream waj,

not ultimately satisfying (or perhapJ

that his old identification with th I

church back home was not entirely foil

gotten )

.

We who are members of the ntf

generation do not suffer from Zeke

handicaps. Our speech neither betray

a foreign background to the world no

renders us outcasts in our home churc'

Still, we too need an ultimately satisfi

ing object for self-identification; and f

many of us who are living out in t

cities of our land, this object has b

come by rediscovery and choice th

"faith of our fathers." Leland Harder

He never had a wife to tell him.

In his move from the farmyard to the office, he

was among the first to personify the daily struggle be-

tween the faith of his fathers and the American

dream. His people claimed quietness and humility,

but his work demanded getting there first and being

in the know. Selling seems a logical choice, looking

back, because he liked people and talk; he was inter-

ested in the outside world and—frankly—he had to

get away from the family.

It must have taken something out of a man to hold

his two lives together in those days. The teaching of

his people held knowledge of martyrs through three

emigrations. It was absolutely against soldiering and

for the inner change in a man. They saw life as

tenders of fields, whether in Old Judaea or New Amer-

ica, and thought much about life's known ending.

On the other hand, the teaching of Wiebe's new

towns and trade seemed toward fighting down the

prairie, making life faster, softer, but full of pep.

A life that is great, a market on every Main Street

with a Great White Way and I'll tell you a grand

opening at the new Movie Palace next Saturday night!

On top of that, most of the steeples from Omaha

to Fort Worth, where worship in English gels full

credit, also cover prayers on behalf of Grant, Lee, and

Pershing; Wall Street and war! They stand for Chris-

tian women who bob their hair and maybe even pi

cards. That long, drawn-out joke at home abo

heaven, how there'll be "also a few Mennonites"; w

SAID that? Jake Sawatsky. Men's ready-to-wea

S'good question. You gonna be right-or-else? Or

the majority? Or maybe just good? But who can b

You simply have to fit things together somehow?

And then the public schools themselves. Zeke so

reference books for schools and for a while for docto

But still, all the education talk doesn't square with t

gospel. Hoiv do you raise all those youngsters in t

nurture of the Lord when their schoolteacher, putti

ideas in their heads all day, might be a Mormon or

Seventh-day Adventist or even a Roman Catholi

The questions eventually pierced his light-heart

moralism. His cousin John Warkentin, a Minneapo

electrical engineer, writes: "I recall him in my b

hood days as quite the man-about-town type. Dapp

jaunty, and always well dressed; flashy neckties a

colorful vests, with his white sailor hat cocked well

the side of his head. Mother, speaking with him

Low German, once asked him, "Isaac, when are y

going to quit smoking?"

"He encountered with, 'When I have this ci

smoked up.' But after a moment, 'until I the n

one light!' Then followed what seems to me now

almost ribald burst of laughter.
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"He was always full of merriment and congeniality,
but as years went by, as he told me, he could not go
on as he had been. At the South Side Mission in
Minneapolis, where a cousin worked, he testified he
made things right with his Master and turned over a
new leaf. He was just as carefree, but the swagger was
gone and he would account for an action or belief with
'I feel I am a better witness.'

"

He had always spoken out strongly, for cities which
had good, moderate-priced hotels, against high-pressure
evangelism or selling. But at this point a "conviction
entered his way. Also, whether for sparse home ties,

or type of work, or growing ailments, his centers
moved from the lower to the upper Midwest. Soon
he spoke of tough jobs selling "blind" by phone all day.
Regardless, he still had contagious enthusiasm, spoke
eagerly of the interests of young people, and of his

own new plans "when I feel better."

Then one day in Milwaukee, John Warkentin's
brother George received a call from General Hospital.
Isaac Wiebe—stroke—arms paralyzed. George War-
kentin found Zeke's things, mostly soup cans and
crackers, in a cheap room, and helped get him to
Minneapolis.

Zeke's mission church was now an arm of his boy-
hood church (Mennonite Brethren) and there he was
briefly janitor in exchange for a room. Soon this
jattempt had to end, and he lived in several shoddy
rest homes in the city, swinging in and out of bed with
leg force, scolding senile roommates, asking cousin
George to bathe him and firmly telling him how. He
spurned talk of the new rest home in his native vil-

lage and did not complain of his lot. He weakened
and died, and was buried from his boyhood church in
Mountian Lake, in July, 1959. His final possessions

were merely a boxful and a bagful, except perhaps for
some stray pieces of furniture.

We do not know how Isaac Wiebe the Christian
viewed the jaunty manner of Ike Wiebe the salesman.
We do know that in the moralistic faith he knew, that
was where he changed when he took a stand. Perhaps
this pioneer from the old faith to the new lingo was
saying No to the big god Progress and his little re-

quirements. Who can say?

After Wiebe's burial came the pathetic surprise.
His sister, Mrs. A. A. Klaassen of Mountain Lake,
revealed that in his final year Zeke had been writing
a book. In the rest homes, a niece would take dicta-
tion and type a manuscript. Zeke gathered a few
hundred dollars (some of it solicited), arranged for
printing, and put off specific questions with "You'll
read it when I'm gone."

Few have and probably few will. It is a gray book
in cheap, job-printing format, but bearing names and
facts remarkable for an unschooled man. The cover
wording has a handbill style and claims considerably

too much

:

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY ESTABLISHED
IN THE U.S.A.

MEET
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, JAMES MADISON

HORACE MANN, ROBERT RAIKES
AND OTHERS

ALL IN ONE STORY

A discussion on: Religion in the Public Schools,

the Holy Bible, the United States Constitution,

and also the Development of the United States

Secular Educational System.

\\ street in Mountain Lake: Here was a solemn way of life.



The horizons he explored were being

changed at a new pace by all the un-

comfortable Americans like him.

The flyleaf has a dedicatory thanks to God for the

religious liberty provisions of the Constitution, a Psalm,

and
3

the entry "Ike Wiebe, Editor." The last page lists

five suggested readings, mostly reputable. Zeke not

only read in the books he sold; he apparently used

libraries.

The sixteen pages of fine print, in spite of poor

punctuation and expressions like "our young folks,"

would probably have earned Zeke a decent grade in

history in a college course. However, the intensity of

his remarks on pluralism in action (his time was not

blessed with the term), not to mention his surprising

foresight, would be rare in a college boy.

He begins with lengthy quotations from the apostle

Paul, switches to American history, and places side by

side Franklin's Deist statements and Christ's words in

a bold way only recently done by American theolo-

gians. Then he attempts that uneasy thing, a religious

view of American history. He proceeds from the

matter of prayer at the Constitutional Convention to

illustrations of contrasting religious minorities in com-

munity, and into the touchy problem of the nature of a

high school baccalaureate.

The closing paragraph has provincial but allowable

statements about "prayers of godly people in 1787,"

about released time, and combines "for doctrine, for

reproof," "Christian Schools and Colleges," and "radio

and television" in an awkward omnibus of phrases in

King James rhythm.

Nevertheless, no one can help being stirred knowing

about him and reading sentences like these: "But in

appraising the United States Constitution, we must

come to one conclusion. Our great omnipotent and

omniscient God, in His unbounded mercy towards us,

saw to it that no atheistic nor agnostic nor legalistic,

arrogant, spiritually blind nor morally corrupt religious

hierarchy could impose its will on the American people

through governmental establishment." Or: "Let us

thank God that we have courts that know how to read

and interpret the United States Constitution."

In the new American turn toward real freedom for

real worship out of real choice and desire, Zeke Wiebe

seems far from wrong. He would probably look

askance at compulsory prayers from secular boards.

As American skeptics, Christians, and Jews share more

understanding of each other, they must expect
^

a

stronger personal investment from those who identify

with a faith at all. Crutches of public and political

statements will seem increasingly weak, except from

church groups with deeds somewhere near their words.

Two statements from the new-found voice of re-

ligion in safeguarded higher education hardly contra-

dict our humble salesman's credo. One is from dj

Harvard Roman Catholic professor: ".
. . in order tJ

understand the religious state of the modern world!

we must recognize the existence of two contrary tenden I

cies. On the one hand the standards of the religioujj

minority have been steadily rising, while at the samijj

time the general level of religious practice among thjj

majority of nominal Christians has been rapidly sinkl

ing. Therefore the general tendency is for moderil

Western Society to become increasingly pagan while sit

the same time Christianity considered as a minorit I

religion retains and perhaps even increases its vitalit I

and its internal strength" (Christopher Dawson ijl

The Crisis of Western Education, Sheed and Ward)!

The other is in a new religious history by Franklijj

H. Littell, a Methodist from the University of Chicago!

an authority on Christianity under dictatorships anjj

also on the Mennonite church. Littell says the necejf

sity to declare one's own faith is a new high in humai

religious arrangements, until now overlooked by churcjl

historians with old European thinking. The few earll

American Christians sought to found their own variovJ

new forms of state churches here, he claims, and thejj

footings are all around us.

A balanced structure of respected freedoms for gemjj

ine commitment is only now arising: "Over a centuil

ago the great scholar Philip Schaff expressed in prcjj

phetic words the special potential of the America^

religious setting. 'The glory of America is a free Chri
J

tianity, independent of the secular government, aril

supported by the voluntary contribution of a free pel

pie. This is one of the greatest facts in modern histodj

Schaff, whose education and extraordinary perceptidl

as church historian made him one of the ablest intel

preters of European and American religious life, look<jl

to the day when the American potential would til

understood and realized ... to this day its implicatio I

have neither been fully realized or even accepted!

(From State Church to Pluralism, Doubleday)

.

Isaac Wiebe's pamphlets, nine hundred of the!

lying useless in a family box, only hint of a life th I

was as valiant as many which may be more propeil

honored by plaque or footnote.

The horizons he explored were being changed at I

new pace by all the uncomfortable Americans lil

him, by all their mingled muscles and accents, thjj

paved roads, sprouting buildings, and overhead wirl

Among men, this swaggering Yankee with a Lojj

Dutch heart was more alone than we can ever knol

because his few kinsmen were still bunched in thjj

village or two. His solitude must have been greai

because he saw so far beyond his trudging task.

But he knew his greater home; his struggling book

proclaims it. He was not lost among smoky depi

and dusty hotels. Zeke Wiebe, the pacing talker,

ceived rare sight. He could drop his grip in a barr

room and see past the dangling bulb, past the lonfl

blinking of neon sign, beyond time of earth and spz

of suns, into the promised light.
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Nurse Faces Health Threat in Bolivia

Mary Ann Epp, a nurse from New-
ton, Kan., on assignment from Men-
nonite Central Committee in Bolivia

since last fall reports on medical
work in Bolivia.

The small village of Tres Palmas
is located fifteen miles from the
city of Santa Cruz, Bolivia. You
might travel these last fifteen miles

over rough, rutty, and sandy roads
by jeep "taxi" or by tractor and
wagon of one of our colonists.

The hot wind from the north is

our constant companion. It shifts

drifts of sand from one place to

the other day by day. If you look at

some of the people we work with
each day you might feel their exist-

ence is about as futile as the drift-

Native Bolivians have a futile existence. They are the victims of circumstance.

I

ing sand. They seem to be pushed
along day by day, sometimes by
good and sometimes by bad influ-

ence. They seem to have little or no
initiative to help themselves im-
prove. The native Bolivians seem
to be almost completely victims of
circumstance.

Originally Mennonite Central
Committee came into this area to

aid the Mennonites from Paraguay
who had settled here. These people
seem to be doing quite well. They
are able to help thmselves. But they
still need assistance. Our medical aid

to them is still important since it

gives them care they would have
to be without.

But the work among the Bolivians
is perhaps the most important as-

pect of our work. It not only gives
them the help they so badly need;
it also gives us the opportunity of
being an influence of good in their
lives. This service is the chance for
us to become acquainted with them
and opens many other areas of serv-

ice as well as witnessing for Christ
to them. Their confidence is easily
won because they are very grateful
for any help they receive.

Nevertheless, the work with these
people does not always run smooth-
ly. It takes much patience not to
become annoyed at the many little

superstitions and some of their
knowledge of half-truths concern-
ing illnesses or drugs. This involves
a good deal of our time to educate
and explain to them clearly as we
proceed with treatments. Another
problem is to get them to see the
necessity of finishing a treatment.
Frequently a course of several days
of medicine is necessary for an in-

fection or illness. If they feel much
improved after one day, they may
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not return. Sometimes no harm is

done, but frequently they return

with a relapse about a week later

that requires much more treatment

and also makes it more severe for

them.
We have the usual rounds of in-

jections or medicine distribution for

upper respiratory infections and in-

testinal disturbances. Most of the

latter are caused by parasites. The

diet of most of these people is so

inadequate that malnutrition, espe-

cially for the children, makes them

ripe for an infection to set in.

The next big problem is the lack

of sanitation. Water supply is prob-

ably the basis of this problem.

Usually they get water out of pud-

dles standing in the ground. They

use this for drinking, washing, and

any other need for water. The ani-

mals probably have already used

this same water. Boiling the water

for their own consumption is not

thought of unless they happen to be

a family who has been instructed

by us or some other source, but

these are few. When these puddles

are not available because of dry

weather, they must come for water.

Many walk miles every day with

just a crock that they are able to

carry on their heads to get water

from our well or from neighbors

who have wells.

Our clinic building also contains

several patient rooms so that we
are able to keep patients overnight.

This is mostly for maternity care.

The mothers usually stay for three

days after delivery if everything

goes well.

Another area of activity for us is

food distribution. So far we have

had to limit our supply of powdered

milk or produce to Mennonite fami-

lies. We would desperately like to

get more of a supply so that we
could get some of the much needed

milk into the poor Bolivian homes

also. We have not been able to get

permission from the government to

allow our shipments to come into

the country duty free.

Pray with us concerning the need

of a vehicle for our use. We need

one primarily for ambulance pur-

poses but also for hauling. I have

almost been desperate for a vehicle

several times in my short stay here.

The wagon and tractor can be very

slow and tiresome to get patients

into the hospital or to the doctor,

especially if they are seriously ill.

CHRISTMAS IN JAPAN The main emphasis at Christmas in Nebeoka City, Japaii

was on evangelism. George Janzen reports that the group pictured represent!

about one-half of those who attended. The young people were so inspired by th}

meeting that weeks later they decided to organize and call themselves "Th
Immanuel Group."

1-W ORIENTATION PLANNED

An orientation school for men
planning to enter 1-W service is

scheduled to be held in the Newton,

Kan., area on April 22-26. There

will be five evening sessions.

The school is planned primarily

for those within driving distance,

though others may also register,

according to Vera Preheim, director

of 1-W. Inquiries should be directed

to the 1-W director, Board of Chris-

tian Service, 722 Main Street, New-
ton, Kan.

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

Received Needed

by Feb. 28 by Feb. 28

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$170,356

1 2.9 %

I

$21 9,492

16.6%

Last year $180,263 was received dur-

ing the first two months at Central

Office in support of the General

Conference program. This year

$170,356 was received during th

same period. Needless to say, 1

this trend continues, drastic cu:

tailment of program in some area

will become essential before verj

long. We have seen some of th

fruits of our labors. Dare we ghj

less support than we have given}

Your comments relative to thj

way in which we have been reporj

ing on Conference financial matter

during the last year or two are veij

much welcomed. We would urg

you to feel free to communicaj

your concerns. Wm. L. Friese

Conference Treasurer.

BOOKSTORE SALES IN 1962

General Conference bookstores so

books and Sunday school suppli<

for $181,196 in 1962. This is an i

crease of 11.7 percent over the pi

vious year. Each of the three boo

stores registered an increase

sales: Berne, Indiana, $52,298,

increase of 2.3 percent; Newto
Kansas, $59,719, an increase of 1£

percent; and Rosthern, Saskatcl

wan, $69,179, an increase of U
percent.

ARIZONA PRAYER SERVICES

Christians on the Arizona reserv

tion have caught the ecumenic

spirit. Once every month Hopi a

white Baptists and Mennonites me

for a day of prayer and fellowsh

In February the meeting took pla

at a Baptist mission church at S

ond Mesa. Fellowship was enjoy

through prayer in the afterno

and a meal in the evening.
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CALENDAR
Conferences

Apr. 16-19—Town and Country
Seminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-
ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.
June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.
July 14-18—Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,
Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

1 Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.
1967—Mennonite World Confer-

m
| ence

Central

Mar. 24-29—Spiritual Life Empha-
sis Week, First Church, Normal, 111.
Lotus Troyer, speaker.
Mar. 24-29—Lenten Services, Grace

Church, Pandora, Ohio. Verney Un-
ruh, speaker.

Mar. 24-31—Spring meetings, Eb-
|enezer Church, Bluffton, Ohio. Ver-
non Duerksen, speaker.
Mar. 28—Bluffton College Choir

concert, Zion Church, Donnellson
fowa.

Mar. 31-Apr. 4—Pre-Easter meet-
ngs, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., H.
V. Harder, speaker.
Apr. 11-14—Easter week-end serv-

ces, Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa.
J. Esau, speaker.

Eastern

^

April 7-17—"New Life Meetings,"
jJEut Swamp Church, Quakertown,
,

'a. Wilbert Regier, speaker,
ii

Torthern

t S Mar. 28, 29 — Schmeckfest, Free-
'

' wn Junior College Women's Aux-
il

iary sponsors, Freeman, S D
H Mar

- 30-Northern District' Re-
ov 'eat Workshop, Bethel Church Mt
i

ake, Minn.
Mar. 31-Apr. 5—Lenten services,

If
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First Church, Madrid, Neb. Leo
Miller, speaker.

Apr. 7-12 — Pre-Easter services,
Bethel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn. Ver-
non Neufeld, speaker.
Apr. 9-12—Pre-Easter services, Sa-

lem Church, Freeman, S. D. Erland
Waltner, speaker.

Pacific

Mar. 25-28 — Pre-Easter services,
First Church, Aberdeen, Idaho, J.
Herbert Fretz, speaker.

Western
Mar. 3. 10, 17, 24—School of Mis-

sions, Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Mar. 17—Peace Institute, Eden
Church, McPherson, Kan. Dan West,
speaker.

Mar. 20-^ethel Deaconess Hos-
pital Association, First Church,
Newton, Kan.
Mar. 23—Western District Vaca-

tion Bible School Workshop, First
Church of Christian and West Zion,
Moundridge, Kan.
Mar. 31-Apr. 5—Special meetings,

Zion Church, Elbing, Kan. Albert
Epp, speaker.

Mar. 31-Apr. 5—Pre-Easter serv-
ices, First Church, Ransom, Kan.
John Thiessen, speaker.

Apr. 1-5 — Pre-Easter services,
Hoffnungsau Church, Inman, Kan.
Harold Thieszen, speaker.
Apr. 7-10—Holy Week Services,

Buhler (Kan.) Church, Russell Mast,'
speaker.

Apr. 8-10—Pre-Easter services, Ar-
vada (Colo.) Church. Arnold Nickel,
speaker.

Apr. 8-12 — Pre-Easter services,
Grace Hill Church, Whitewater,'
Kan. O'Ray Graber, speaker.
Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church,
Clinton, Okla., Verney Unruh, speak-
er.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at
Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
May 5—Mennonite Song Festival

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.'
June 9—Dedication of new church

building and Eightieth Anniversary
of the congregation, Zion Church
Elbing, Kan.
Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.
May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 26—Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.
May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.
Borgwardt, speaker.
June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

DEATHS
Frances Conrad, Wayland (Iowa)

Church, born Jan. 16, 1897, and died
Feb. 17.

Mrs. John (Delia) Christner, Way-
land (Iowa) Church, born April 20,
1887, and died Feb. 28. One daugh-
ter survives.

George Ensz, First Church, Mon-
roe, Wash., born April 16, 1898, and
died Feb. 21.

Karl Elton Krehbiel:, Deer Creek
(Okla.) Church, born on Feb. 3,
1951, and died Feb. 18.

Bill Williams, Zion Arapaho
Church, Canton, Okla., died Jan. 25.
He was a leader and lay minister of
the Indian Church in Oklahoma.

WORKERS
Leonore Friesen, North Newton,

Kan., and Esther Patkau, Hanley,'
Sask., will sail aboard the S/S

The Church
Camp Program

mm

In camp young people find Christ and
His way of life. Camp leaders need this

help to train workers and plan a pro-

gram. By Betty van der Smissen. $1.50

at Mennonite Bookstores
Berne, Indiana Rosthern. Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas



Leonore Friesen, Esther

Patkau, Orlando Waltner

Bernie Wiebe (Workers),

Bill Williams (Deaths).

Oriana for Japan on March 29.

They will begin their third term of

service there. Leonore will be in-

volved mainly in women's and chil-

dren's work and general evangelism

and Esther will have charge of lit-

erature distribution.

Levi Keidel reports several of his

book routes have had to be discon-

tinued because of fighting in the

Bakwanga area of the Congo. The

routes will be resumed as soon as

travel is again permitted.

Elvera Neufeld, Winnipeg, Man.,

began a period of voluntary service

in Chicago on Feb. 24. She will be a

nurses aid at LaRabida Sanatorium.

Myron and Birdie Prelwim Paine,

Salem Church, Freeman, S.D., have

been accepted by International Vol-

untary Service. They will work in

rural development in Laos.

Orlando Waltner will become Sec-

retary of Ministerial Placement on

April 1. This position will be in-

cluded in his current post as execu-

te

tive secretary of the General Con-

ference. The secretary of ministerial

placement helps district conferences

and individual congregations to se-

cure pastors as well as helping

available pastors find a suitable

church.

Bernie Wiebe, Albion, Ind., has

been named dean of students for

Mennonite Collegiate Institute, Gret-

na, Manitoba, beginning next fall.

He is a senior at Mennonite Biblical

Seminary, Elkhart, Ind.

Heinrich Wiens, Fernheim Colony,

Paraguay, has been invited to Can-

ada as a trainee for ten months.

His sponsors are the men of the

Bethel Church, Winnipeg, Man. For

six years Wiens has been studying

bookkeeping and accounting in As-

uncion. He will be studying the credit

union procedure and policy in Can-

ada as further training. He plans to

return to Paraguay after ten months

to become the bookkeeper for the

Fernheim Colony Co-op.

MARRIAGES

Gerald Friesen, Bethel Church

Mt. Lake, Minn., to Sally Zehnei

Baptist Church, Whittier, Calif.,

Nov. 15.

Shirley Goertzen, Bethel Churcl

Mt. Lake, Minn., to Marvin Thie.

zen, Bethesda Church, Hendersoi

Neb., on Dec. 28.

Sarah Kratz and John W. An
both of Grace Church, Lansdal

Pa., on Dec. 28.

John Kulp, Grace Church, Lan

dale, Pa., and Janice Barr, Comm
nity Dutch Reformed Church, Clea

water, Fla., on Jan. 19.

Loren Pauls, Hoffnungsau Churc

Inman, Kan., and Janet Brisco

First Christian Church, Hutchinso

Kan., on Feb. 3.

Harry Dale Voth, First Churc

Moundridge, Kan., and Catherv

Agnes Heagney, Our Lady of P<

petual Help Church, Downey, Cali

on January 26, 1963.

PRAYER TOGETHERNESS

Dear Brother Shelly: I found your

interesting editorial in the Feb. 26

issue of The Mennonite and was re-

minded of the observance of this

day [World Day of Prayer] in India.

It must have been somewhere in the

1930's when I first found out there

was such a day. I remember the

thrill it gave me to know that on

that day women all over the world

who had come to a living faith in

Christ were reading the same scrip-

ture portion and following the same

topics for prayer as we in the Kor-

ba church were doing.

In many of our Indian churches

men asked to be a part of this

praying group and in some places

three services were held on the Day

of Prayer. The men joined us at

the sunrise service. How long was

this day of prayer? Starting with

a sunrise service in Japan and

closing with an evening service on

the western coast of U.S.A. made

a thirty-six hour day. My heart

thrilled to the togetherness of the

day. In your editorial you suggest

that "There is no reason that there

should not be a variety of programs

to choose from." To me that would

take away from the togetherness of

the observance.

After coming back to U.S.A. I

learned that there was another

program put out by the N.A.E.

and that the theme and scriptural

basis are entirely separate from the

original program put out by the

Women's organization. To me this

was a great disappointment becai

we were no longer lined up with t

women of the world. If the Ev

gelicals did not like the empha

in the Women's organization p

gram material, they could hi

taken the same Scripture passaj

and emphasized what they felt v

not receiving due emphasis. In t.

way there would still have beei

feeling of togetherness with

world organization. Christ*

Duerksen, 345 - 13 St., Paso Rob

Calif.

DISTURBING TREND

Dear Sir: For some time I h i

been disturbed by the trend of i

articles appearing in The Met

nite. I no longer wish to rec

The Mennonite. Please take

name off the mailing list. Moun

Lake, Minn.
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Elizabeth Eicher

It was her first day on the job.
She could hardly believe that she,
Jane Walker, was actually working
and earning money instead of wast-
ing her time in high school. Last
Friday at this time she was in
civics class listening to Mr. Haw-
thorne drone on about the Bull
Moose Party. Now, she was behind
the salad counter in the best cafe-
teria in town, earning money.
She had dreamed of this day for

so long, ever since Paula had quit
school and got a good job. Paula
Meyers was still her best friend;
Jane felt grateful for her friend-
ship.

"Keep the rows filled up," the
supervisor said sharply behind her.
'You've got three empty spaces."
"Yes, ma'am," she said, startled

'rom her dream, and quickly re-
)laced the empty spaces with grated
carrot, cole slaw, and congealed
nut plates.

"And don't dribble the dressing
,»ver the edge of the plate!"
Jane flushed. It made her nervous

o have the supervisor watching her,
ut she recognized the necessity.'
>rdinarily a counter girl had a few
ays' training beforehand, then
'ent on duty under the tutelage of
n established counter girl. But The
aptain needed her services im-
lediately. She'd try not to let the
ipervisor's presence rattle her;
ie'd think instead of the money.
It was wonderful to be working,
ivmg the cash to spend whenever

she saw an adorable blouse or skirt.
Of course, she didn't have any
money yet; this was her first day.
But she'd seen how wonderful it

was from Paula's experience.
Her parents had objected. They

expected her to get a fine education,
graduate from high school. They
seemed to have forgotten they had
not finished high school themselves.
"You don't understand, Mom,

Dad," she explained patiently, "all
these months are time wasted."
"But when you graduate," Mom

protested, "you sit up on the plat-
form, show people how smart you
are, maybe make a speech."
"Not me, Mom. I wouldn't be a

speaker." She made B minuses and
C's. "Besides, I won't graduate for
three semesters."

"It don't seem so long," Dad said.
She made a face. "A year and a

half is forever. What good does it
do—all this studying about things
you never need to know? The Bull
Moose Party, for instance."
Dad frowned. "Them Commu-

nists?"

"No. It's way back in American
history. See what I mean? We're
living now, not way back there
among people you never heard of."

"It don't seem right somehow,

w U
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your quitting school."
"I have to quit sometime."
"You'll miss the kids."

' "We'll still be friends. It's sort
of childish to keep on going to
school when a person is grown.
Look at the head start I'll have
over them. By graduation time I'll
be making lots of money, and they
will just be looking around for jobs.
They won't know the first thing
about getting a job. People like
Paula and me, we'll have all the
good jobs."

They gave in. After all, they want-
ed her to be happy, and she wasn't
happy going to school. She was a
smart girl, and if she thought it
was best to quit, well-
She hadn't announced her inten-

tions at school. She would have been
sent to the dean of girls, just as
though she were a disciplinary prob-
lem. Miss Evans would have given
her a long lecture on the value of
education. To Miss Evans, the high-
est pinnacle in life was winning a
high school diploma.
The first day on the job was over.

It had seemed long, but that was
understandable. She was behind the
counter from eleven to two, from
five to eight. It was the time be-
tween two and five that was bother-
some, but she would become accus-
tomed to the odd schedule.
At two o'clock she'd gone over to

the Big Store, anxious to tell Paula
her experience. But Paula worked
in the stockroom, and it seemed as
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difficult to get into as a bank vault.

"Is it important?" a middle-aged

woman with snapping, black eyes

demanded. "Do you have a message

for her? I'll deliver it."

Jane sighed. "No, no message.

I'll wait."

The black eyes pierced her. "Miss

Meyers is at work. On the job is

no time for schoolgirl conversation."

The color rose in her cheeks. "I'm

not a schoolgirl."

The woman wasn't impressed.

"That's too bad. You should be."

It was humiliating, and she could

scarcely wait to tell Paula. Paula

only shrugged. "Oh, her. Nobody

pays any attention to her. Tell me

about your day. Did you get any

big tips?"
()

"Behind the counter, you don't.'

"That's so. Too bad." Paula fluffed

out her fine blonde hair. "I'm think-

ing of getting a red outfit. I tried

some on during lunch time."

"I thought it was blue."

"Oh, I've got the blue on lay

away. I put a dollar down last week.

I m thinking of the red now."

"Two new outfits at once. Paula,

you're the luckiest thing. I envy

"OU."

You don't need to, Honey. You'll

be doing the same, soon as you get

your pay check. Oh, Janie, it's won-

derful to go in and buy anything

you choose!"

Things went more easily the next

day at The Captain. She went win-

dow shopping between two and five

o'clock. After this week she needn't

confine herself to looking, she'd

have money.
She did miss the crowd, Danny

especially. Danny had taken her

out on a few dates. She didn't have

a steady boy friend. Now she wasn't

in the places the crowd frequented

She was free at eight, but somehow

by the time she'd gone home and

changed into a dress, it was too late

to start somewhere on the chance

that she'd see someone from the

crowd.
Paula didn't seem to mind not

seeing the crowd, but Paula had

Tony. He was eighteen and he'd

been working two years. He thought

school kids were juvenile.

Friday was payday. Jane found it

harder than usual to keep her mind

on cole slaw. She wouldn't receive

a full week's pay, of course, but

next Friday and every Friday there-

after, she would. Her eyes were

bright with hope.

The manager handed out the en-

velopes. Jane was the last. She tore

the envelope open, drew out the

green slip and the pink card. The

green slip was the check. There

were a lot of deductions, it seemed.

She glanced at the pink card.

"Termination of employment"—

what did it mean?
"I ... I don't understand," she

quavered.

"What don't you understand?"

"It says I'm—" she couldn't say

"fired." "I've only been here three

days and
"Oh, you're the salad girl. You

were taking Connie's place. Why,

you were only temporary, Miss

Walker. The regular girl was in the

hospital, and the assistant, Connie,

was off a. few days. But she'll be

back tomorrow."

"Oh." She stared at the pink card.

Temporary. No one had told her.

Now, her job was over.

She couldn't go home, tell Mom
and Dad that her brave new ven-

ture had ended so disastrously. Like

a hurt animal, she wanted to hide

away. But first she would tell Paula.

She dropped a dime in the pay

phone.
Paula came on the line, sounding

impatient, "What is it, Jane? I'm

trying to get my hair up."

"I have to see you."

"What for? What about?"

"I have to see you, Paula. To-

night."

"Well, all right."

Paula had succeeded in achieving

the elaborate coiffure by the time

Jane arrived. "Come on upstairs,

but I'm expecting Tony any minute

so make it short," she said ungra-

ciously.

Once in Paula's room, Jane hand-

ed the pink card wordlessly to her

friend. Paula glanced at it. "Oh,"

she said flatly. "It didn't last long,

did it?"

"Only three days. They said I

was temporary ... I hadn't known

"Don't look so tragic. You didn't

do anything to get fired."

"But I don't have a job!"

"What of it? Get another. Em-

ployers are crying for help."

"I was so happy," she mourned.

"My goodness! What you need is

a little morale boosting. Get a new

hat, some shoes—the Big Store has

darling bags on sale this week.

Then, when you're on top again, go

job hunting. The employment of-

fice finds you jobs free. And you

can say you've had job experience,

too; you worked at The Captain."

"You think so?"

"I know so. You didn't want to

push salad plates all your life, did

you?"
Paula was probably right. She'd

take Paula's advice.

The stores were crowded on Sat

urday. She bought one of the dar

ling bags, paying cash so she coulc

take it with her. The cardigan, th<

cute dress, and the sandals she re

luctantly bought on lay away. N<

one else could buy them, and a

soon as she had her next pay checl

she would see about finishing th

payment.
She had an uneasy twinge at th

thought of her next pay check

where was it coming from, an

when? Well, she'd not worry abou

that. It was nearly noon, too lat

to go to the employment office. Sti

would go there first thing Monda

morning. Besides, she needed a fr<|

day-
On Monday she was assigned

Mr. Ames, the interviewer. She to

an instant dislike to him. E

glanced at her application blan

"Dropout, aren't you?"

She stiffened. "I was a junior."

"Dropout," he repeated, and mai

a mark on her application. "I"

training or experience, then."

"I have had experience."

"Where?"
"Captain's cafeteria. It was at t!

salad counter."

"How long?"

"Well, three days." It sound

an awfully short time.

"Three days! That's your ent

work experience? No on-the-job

cational training?" He shook

head. "You kids. The least

could do is finish high school."

She refrained from agrument

could mess up her chances fo

job. He talked as crazy as D
Evans, thinking a high school

ploma meant everything.

"Well, there's mighty little oj

for you dropouts. Big Store ne

a stock girl. Give this card to

personnel manager there."

After that it was easy. Bef

noon she was at work in the st

room, not the same one as Pa

but in the kitchenwares and hoi

hold furnishings section. She
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a smock to wear over her street
dress, a booklet about the Big
Store's policies, and Mrs. Boiling
for a boss.

The next few days sped by. By
skipping lunch, she could go shop-
ping. It was wonderful to make
purchases on lay away—and there
was the ten percent discount for
employees, too.

One day she met Marge and Ann
from her class who were on voca-
tional training. They typed. They

knew absolutely nothing about stock
room operations. Jane couldn't help
feeling superior.

Since she'd left school, she hadn't
seen Danny. She missed him. It
was Marge who mentioned the
party on the coming Friday night.
"I've got a new dress," she confided.

"I've got to wear an old one,"
Ann mourned. "You should see
Kitty King's. It's an original—I for-
get whose."

"She and Danny look well to-

Nobody moved to make room for her in a booth. Nobody
asked her about her day. She didn't fit in any more.

gether," Marge said.

"Danny?" Jane asked.
"He's taking her. They've had

three dates in ten days. It must be
serious."

"Oh," Jane said. She made some
excuse to walk on. Danny was tak-

J
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"Dropout," he repeated, and made a mark on her

application. "No training or experience then."

ing Kitty King. That hurt. She was

still smarting with the pain of it

when she met Paula for lunch.

"Danny didn't even ask me," she

wailed.

"Don't be silly. Only high school

kids can go."

"They say he's dated her three

times already."

"What of it? You're out in the

big world, not fenced into a high

school play pen. There are dozens

of fellas you can date now. Real

spenders, too." Abruptly Paula

changed the subject. "There are the

most darling skirts coming out on

sale next week."

Jane let her prattle on about the

skirts, but her thoughts were back

in the high school corridors, watch-

ing Danny pass, saying "Hi," casual-

ly, letting him sling her books onto

his own.
"You buy yourself a bracelet or

something, boost your morale,"

Paula advised. Well, maybe Paula

was right.

When pay day arrived, she paid

a dollar on this account, a dollar on

that one. It was surprising how

little cash was left. But, of course,

the circumstances were unusual;

once she had these accounts paid,

there would be nothing to buy, ex-

cept spring and fall outfits, Christ-

mas presents, an Easter suit, and

gifts. When all her lay away ac-

counts were paid, it would be time

to make the next purchases.

She was very thoughtful that

evening. In her mind she went over

the employees: Mrs. Boiling, her

supervisor; Miss Lentz, the top-

ranked clerk; Mrs. Higgins. Miss

Lentz wasn't too good; she didn't

know where to find the rubber bath-

mats. Mrs. Higgins was the buyer

and practically never came near the

department.

Jane frowned. She was as good

Miss Lentz. She was ready for ad

vancement, really needed the extn

salary to pay off her debts, but rig

wouldn't mention that. Mrs. Bollinj

would see that Jane was a bright

energetic girl who was going places

not content to spend her life f

stock room girl. She would have

serious talk with Mrs. Boiling
"

the morning.

At Jane's question, Mrs. Bollm

gave her an odd look. "What's

your mind, Miss Walker?"

"I'm serious about getting ahead

Jane said, striving to sound maturj

"Well?" She was noncommittal.

"I'm really interested in advanc

ment." It was more difficult tha

she'd expected. "I'd like to be
1

clerk
—

"

"You just began last week.

"I know, but I've learned a lc

I know where things are . . .
ev«

Miss Lentz doesn't know where tl

rubber bathmats are. . .

."

Mrs. Boiling suddenly seem

nine feet tall. "Miss Lentz's duti

are much more important than

knowledge of where stock is ston

She is a valuable employee; sh<

had special training in merchand

ing, in addition to majoring in bt

ness in college."

"Oh."

"You youngsters are all alike,

month, and you think you could

a buyer; years elapse before

clerk becomes a buyer. A compl

knowledge of merchandise and rr

chandising is required. All you th

of is your pay check. You did

even finish high school, did yoi

"No, but—"
"So you think you can outdo

pros. If you really want to advai ,

go back and finish high school, t 1

get technical training, learn so -

thing, and stick to it. Then 1

|

about advancement."

Angry tears filled her eyes,

she blinked them away. Mrs. Bol %

was mean. She was hipped on fir i-

ing high school like Dean E\ s

and Mr. Ames. They loved to pre i.

Jane went back to pasting pjje

tags on barbecue forks.

She was too upset to stay h

that evening. She dressed caref I

as though it were a special (
e.

There was no place to go but «

drugstore. The crowd was tl e.

They said "Hi, Jane," "Hi, Cs »

Girl," and went back to their
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versation. Nobody moved to make
room for her in a crowded booth;
nobody asked her about her day.
She didn't fit in any more.
She hung about uneasily until the

crowd got up and left the store.
There was still one boy sitting alone
in a booth and brooding over a
small Coke glass. She recognized
him as a former student. After a
few moments she walked slowly
toward him.
"May I sit down?"
"Help yourself." His dark eyes

looked up briefly, dropped again.
"That crowd doesn't know what

work means."
"Huh?"
"The high school gang. They're

not like us—knowing what it means
to earn money."
"Yeah," he sighed. "They're

lucky."

"What?"
"Lucky. The favored few. Do I

have to spell it out for you? Sorry.
Don't know what got into me—yes,
I do, too. But no reason to take it

out on you."

"That's all right. I understand. I
had a hard day, too." Suddenly she
found herself babbling about her
talk with Mrs. Boiling.

"I'll bet I can tell you exactly
what she said. 'You dropouts, you're
all alike. Go back to school. Learn
something.' "

"I know. I've heard it from my
bosses. Even in the garage, and the
guy never finished the eighth grade
himself. Finish high school, get a
diploma. That diploma is the most
important piece of paper in a guy's
ufe when he's trying to get a job."

But it's so silly. History, biologv
ill that stuff."

^'

"That's what I thought, too. Silly
^ow, I don't know."
She gazed at him. "You don't

010W?"

"Yeah. Maybe they're right. Peo-
'le like us—we never get a chance
t the good jobs. Unskilled; that's
ur title."

"But you're wrong! Look at your
oss. He got somewhere."
"That was twenty-five years ago.
hings are different now. Anyway
5s not in the big money. I don't

;

aow-lve been thinking. Maybe
dj

11 go to ™Sht classes, graduate,

ut
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Ed 'tor, Elvera Baumgartner.

It'd take two years, but it might
pay."

"Oh."

He stood up. "Think I'll go talk
with a guy who's going to night
school now. So long, kid. Luck to
you."

"Thanks," she said dully, "luck
to you, too."

She sat gazing sightlessly at the
table top. He was a dropout, too,
and talking about going back to
school. Oh, he was wrong! Dropouts
could advance. They got a head
start over the on-the-job training
kids. Anyway, what good was a di-
ploma, a piece of paper that nobody
looked at a second time?
He needed someone like Paula to

boost his morale. "Get a new hat,
a necklace. Get another job—there
are dozens of jobs," she could hear
Paula talking blithely now. But the
new hats and necklaces and all the
other purchases Jane had made--
most of them were still on lay
away, still unpaid for. And the jobs
she'd found so far—salad counter
girl, stock room girl—well, they
weren't really interesting.
But you had to start at the bot-

tom even the on-the-job kids did.
But they started higher. They were
chosen for classes at the store, giv-
en opportunities to learn and ad-
vance. People like Paula and her-
self weren't offered the same oppor-
tunities.

She'd thought working would be
such fun. It wasn't nearly as much
fun as being in school. There were
the parties and the boys and, well,
even the classwork wasn't too bad'
It was better than pasting tags all
day long on kitchenwares.
In one and a half years she'd be

graduated—if she went back now.
She'd been a dropout less than two
weeks. She could make up the work
She'd lose all the lovely things she
had on lay away because she could
not pay the balance.
Maybe next semester she could

take on-the-job training, be a fa-
vored one. Then in June she'd have
the piece of paper that somehow
unlocked doors otherwise closed to
her and other dropouts.
She smiled suddenly. She'd phone

Mrs. Boiling Monday she wouldn't
be m any more; and then she'd
rush to classes and maybe, just
maybe, Danny'd carry her books
home that afternoon.
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* ppayeR foR the hungry
Martin Niemoeller

Almighty God, whose blessed Son had compassion on the

multitudes when they were hungry and gave them to eat and

who has promised thy blessing upon those who give food to

the least of thy children, hear our prayers this day for the

hungry in the world of our times, 1 We are mindful that

all men can only live—as we do—through thy grace and if

they are granted the daily bread for which our Lord Jesus

Christ has taught us to pray. In penitence we confess that

enjoying thy bounty and grace we think too often of ourselves

and forget the multitude that have nothing and starve, 1

So we pray that thy love may awaken in us the response of

love and charity that we may recognize him who is hungry

as being thyself seeking our devotion. Teach us that, even

in plenty and abundance, we are poor without thee and that

as we owe our life to thee we cannot live it without sharing

with them who are in need. 1 Help us therefore to a sacri-

fice of service. Bless the plans and operations of the Food

and Agricultural Organization and the Freedom from Hunger

Campaign and the churches' cooperation in it, lead men into

constructive brotherhood and give to thy children that new

earth in which men shall hunger no more. Through

Jesus Christ our Lord, Amen.





James Hastings Nichold

PROTESTANT REPORT
on the Second Vatican Counci
The Second Vatican Council began

meeting in Vatican City on October

11, 1962. It adjourned on December

8 'after eight weeks to resume meet-

ing again in September. This his-

toric council of the Roman Catholk;

Church was attended by almost

forty non-Catholic observers. Re-

cently one of these observers shared

his observations with Bethel College

(North Newton, Kan.) students and

teachers. Following is an abbrevi-

ated transcript of that report and

the discussion that followed.

Some of you may have seen the

issue of Time magazine which made

Pope John XXIII the Man of the

Year. This I suppose is on the

strength of the council and what

the editors of Time think its sig-

nificance is. This council involves

probably half the people that call

themselves Christian in the world.

And it is in Roman Catholic un-

derstanding an occasion which is so

watched over by the Holy Spirit

that whatever decision this council

makes will be preserved from error

and can and should be treated the

way they treat the Bible.

There have been only about twen-

ty councils like this in all church

history. The first one—if you do not

count the meeting of the Apostles

as described in Acts—would be the

council held at Nicea called by the

emperor Constantine at the begin-

ning of the fourth century. This is

the one that first began to draw up

a creed for the whole Christian

church.

Since that time there have been

nearly twenty others which the Ro-

man Catholic Church acknowledges

as valid councils—only two since

the Reformation. One came at the

Reformation itself to express the

reaction of the Catholic Church to

the proposals of the reformers. This

was the council of Trent. That one

went on for something like eight-

een years—not continuously, but in

groups of sessions. The decrees of

the council of Trent tell the Ro-

man Catholic what the official an-

swer of the church is with regard

to all these points raised by the

reformers: the relation of Scrip-

ture to the teaching of the church,

the matter of justification by faith,

questions of the sacraments—sac-

rament of penance, the mass, bap-

tism. Everything that had been chal-

lenged by the reformers was now

officially decided by the Roman

Catholic Church gathered in coun-

cil in such a way as to show where

the reformers are wrong.

Since then there has only been

one other council, that of the Vati-

can which was called in 1869, not

quite a hundred years ago. It was

broken up when the Franco-Prus-

sian War broke out. The council

had to be called off so that the

various bishops could go back to

their home countries in the war.

Many people thought there would

never be another one. Because it

was this first Vatican Council which

laid down the doctrine of the in-

fallibility of the Pope, that when

the Pope speaks in his official capac-

ity—of course not when he ex-

presses an opinion on a horse race

—but in his official capacity as

teacher of the Roman Catholic

Church—on matters of faith and

morals is infallible. When he acts

in this way he is preserved by the

Holy Spirit from any error.

If you have an infallible pope

why do you need any more coun-

cils? The Pope can decide it all by

himself without calling a council,

according to this doctrine. So many

thought we won't have any more.

But the present Pope decided all

by himself, we'll have a council-

somewhat to the dismay of many of

his officials at the Vatican, the men

who conduct the various boards an

bureaus which make up what the

call the Roman Curia.

Most councils from the very fir

one had been organized when the

was some controversy in the churc

Constantine, the Emperor, called t

first one because they were havi

a big theological row. There were

group of people in the church w
were raising questions about t

divinity of Jesus Christ, so-call

Arians. One of the main jobs of th

council was to settle this theologic

controversy. And this has been tr

of most of the councils.

But this one, says the Pope, is

against anybody, or anything. It

not out to condemn anything. T

one is not to be primarily a d

trinal council at all. It's to be a p

toral council. It's to concern its

with the pastoral mission of

church—the church's task to prese

the faith to the world. And in t

connection it's to bring the chur

up to date.

And then he added another p

pose which is I suppose the ch

reason why I'm here talking to y

about it. He said, this council a

is to be ecumenical.

This Pope is more interested

non-Roman Catholics than any Po

has been since the Reformati

He has been more generous

gracious in the way he talks

them and he is really concerned

eliminate at least all unnecess-

bases of tension and disagreem

between Roman Catholics and n

Roman Catholics who also

themselves Christian. So to

amazement of his assistants he

nounced that he wanted non-Ro

Catholic visitors invited to this co

cil to see what was going on.

There are so many Protest

churches, of course, you couldn't

sibly ask for one from each chu

there wouldn't be room enough
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c. Peter's, but you can get a kind
representation if you pick out

ie big denominational families. I
as one of three from the World
Uiance of Reformed and Presby-
rian churches. Out of this you got
me forty non-Roman Catholic
iests at the council. A little over
n were from the churches of the
ist. Two came from Soviet Rus-
t> from the Orthodox church of
issia. There were also two Rus-
in Orthodox from the exiled white

Russians. There were a couple of
Egyptians, somebody from Abys-
sinia.

Nearly thirty Protestants—a few
of them invited personally who were
known to have a particular interest
as Protestants in Roman Catholi-
cism. For example, there were two
Protestant monks there. You may
know this Protestant community in
France, the so-called Taize Brothers,
who wear a garb. They looked as
handsome as anybody at the solemn

The Second Vatican Council

met in St. Peter's

Basilica in Rome.

opening with long flowing white

robes. They participated fully in the

mass, they said all the responses

and they knelt and went through
all the prescribed gestures in the

mass. In their own worship in their

monastery they follow a service

which is very close to the Roman
Catholic service. They regard it as

their vocation in a way to try to

bring about better understanding
between Protestants and Catholics.

The Pope said, these observers

were not to be stuck in a corner

somewhere. When the council met
they were to have good seats.

So they gave us the best seats in

the house, right in the middle of St.

Peter's Basilica. We were closer to

the Pope himself when he opened
the council than the Cardinals were.

We were given the official docu-

ments which the Fathers were dis-

cussing.

We heard the speeches — three

hours of Latin speeches a day, five

days a week for two months. This
was sometimes not the most excit-

ing thing in the world.

But there were some very inter-

esting and exciting things. The Pope
went way out of his way to be gra-

cious to us. He held a private audi-

ence for these observers. Forty
men—that's a lot of people—we sat

in a big semi-circle, and he went
around the room and shook hands
with everybody. Well, the Orthodox
didn't shake hands. They all knelt

down and kissed his ring, they knew
how you do these things, but we
Protestants just shook hands.

He was breaking all kinds of

protocol. Of course, he shouldn't
have had any of these heretics in

there anyway, according to Roman
Catholic views. He had a big throne
at the end of the room but he didn't

sit on that. He had to bring in a
chair at floor level so he could be
down with the rest of us. This has
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been the attitude that he has taken

personally all through this. He's a

very warm, outgoing, likable human

being and I guess he cut some

corners.

We were not merely observers.

They had a special commission—

a

secretariat they called it—that was

supposed to deal with the guests.

This secretariat arranged a confer-

ence for us once a week at which

they would bring in some expert—

perhaps somebody who had worked

on the drafting commission of what-

ever proposed draft was then under

discussion. This man would explain

how this thing came to be put in

this way and what its intention was,

and reasons for this and that. And

then we would ask questions. We
were urged not merely to ask ques-

tions for information but to express

reactions. So you had quite differ-

ent types of Protestants expressing

judgments on what they thought of

what was being said. They told us

that these comments were being

taken back to the working commis-

sions. It seemed to me that you

could practically say we were un-

officially consultants. They wanted

to know how we thought the people

of our churches would react to this

or that kind of statement. And they

were making every effort to put Ro-

man Catholic doctrine in a way

which would not be offensive.

In two months of speeches—of

course, I didn't understand every-

thing, I'll concede this freely.

There's a lot of difference between

different types of Latin as spoken

by English, American, Spaniards,

Portuguese, and so forth—but of

what I understood I didn't hear in

two months a single reference which

was calculated to affront or humili-

ate Protestants. Whatever the Fa-

thers thought about Protestants or

Eastern Orthodox they were going

way out of their way to be courteous

and to avoid any unnecessary diffi-

culties.

I'm sure that for the great ma-

jority this ecumenical attitude,

which on the instructions of the

Pope they have now adopted, was

really a matter of tactics—under-

neath it all, the problems still re-

mained.

But this isn't all the story. I think

that the one thing that impressed

me most at the council was to dis-

cover that there is in the Roman
Catholic Church a genuine ecumen-

ical movement. That is, there is a

group of men who are profoundly

convinced that it is part of the faith

that Christians should be so unified

that their unity will be a witness

to the world of the power of God in

them. And that there is an obliga-

tion on all of us in our several de-

nominations to rethink and restudy

all our traditional attitudes toward

each other to see how much of this

is based on history which no longer

applies and how much is absolutely

essential to the truth of the gospel.

I was profoundly impressed with

the intellectual and spiritual matur-

ity, self-control and breadth of at

least a group of Roman Catholic

theologians and bishops who are the

spearhead of the ecumenical move-

ment in the Roman Catholic Church

and to whom the Pope is giving all

the rope in the world.

One of the startling things about

the council is the change in the

status of some of the new theolog-

ical tendencies in the church. At the

council there were a whole lot of

periti (expert advisors). Among
them you had the best brains in

the Roman Catholic Church, the the-

ologians, the scholars, the writers.

The bishops would have various un-

official meetings in afternoons or

evenings apart from the regular

sessions and they would ask this or

that man to lecture on some subject

that was under discussion. It was

very startling to see who was asked

and who was heard with the most

interest. I got the impression that

the men who were getting the most

lively hearing were the men who

had been publicly spanked quite re-

cently as being dangerously far out.

Some disciplinary regulations had

been applied to them because it was

felt that they were too liberal, too

experimental, too dangerous in vari-

ous respects. And these are the men

who all of a sudden over night were

getting the hearing of the council,

were being asked to lecture to vari-

ous groups of bishops. And now the

bishops are going home all over the

world with long lists of books by|

various people that they are going I

to read up on, filled with ideas.

I

Some of them never heard any ofl

this before — new biblical scholar-

1

ship, new theological thought, new!

work in church history, the whole!

range of ecumenical problems—sol

that you can say the whole episcojl

pate of the Roman Catholic Church) I

has had a kind of theological rejj

fresher course.

Most of these men are getting!

along in years. They've been verJ

busy in practical matters, they havJ

not studied and kept up with new!

currents of thought—probably hav#

not read much since 1920 or 1925 •

And now they are introduced to thffl

best of what the younger minds caJ

do. And I am sure this is going tl

have an enormous influence on thll

whole outlook of the Roman Cathc|

lie Church for the rest of this ger|

eration while these men are alivJ

I understand that liturgical r<|

forms were approved like changing

tlie ynass from Latin to the la<M

guage of the country. Is this som«L

thing that the average layman hm
been waiting for?

This varies a great deal. In sorrl

countries especially Germany, th|

Netherlands, Belgium, France, trj

laymen have wanted this for a lor*

time and the bishops have gone pre|

ty far. I heard bishops from Austr

I

and from South Germany sayini

that since they had had more ail

more of the liturgy in German, M
tendance had increased. Where n
fore people just listened and didrj

know what the words meant — I

wasn't any of their business real!

to take part in it. But now they hal

learned what the thing says, whl

it means and they go now to tal

part in a common service of w<|

ship. They sing the hymns and hej

the scriptures in German too.

This is not too widespread in tl

states. There are a few periodica

and you'll find scattered "liturgicJ

parishes about. But I suppose tl

average American parish has do!

very little about this and probatl

the average American bishop has!

been much interested.

How does the Catholic harmonm

the authority of the Bible with W
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an unusual man.

mm
l
authority of the early church fa-

mthers? The impression I get is that
™the Catholic Church is tradition,

while we think that the Bible is the
I church. How do they bring that to-
* gether?

Well, this was the single hottest
7

!

issue at the council. The one vote
that really showed you which way
the wind was blowing at the council
was just on this issue. On this one

IK|you had a real split. The proposal
: 'which was put before the fathers
"fcame from a very conservative corn-
s'' mission headed by Cardinal Ottavi-
Jani, who runs the Holy Office, what
fused to be called the Inquisition.
®mnd the draft was anti-Protestant.
-Jrhat is, it put the Catholic answer
%> tnis question in a way about as
ufar as they could get it from the
* vay a Protestant would put it. In
fc substance what they said was there
Are two sources of revelation—one
«s Scripture, God speaks to us
through the written word; the other

l js tradition in the church. It was asm you got some things from Scrip-
Mure and then there were other
'ioings which were not in Scripture

if jut which were revealed to the
a ' march, which you needed to know
s 'nd you couldn't get from source

,

umber one, and that these two
)« purees stand side by side. And this

as rejected.

j

You hear
, other Catholics saying,

I

hat we mean is that we under-
hand Scripture from the way it is

;

j-ught and preached in the church,
he average layman discovers God's

revelation first of all through the
teaching of the church. So that real-
ly it isn't that you get some things
out of Scripture and some things
out of the church. It's the same rev-
elation in both. These are two dif-
ferent channels through which God's
revelation comes to us individual be-
lievers."

Now if you talk that way you're
getting pretty close to where you
can talk to a Protestant. Person-
ally, I think we Protestants have to
rethink this one. We've often said,
"The Bible and the Bible alone."
But this isn't really what we

have done. Because nobody gets the
Bible alone. Everybody reads the
Bible in the light of some tradition,
whether it's the Presbyterian tradi-
tion or whether it's the Mennonite
tradition. You and I when we pick
up our Bible, don't come to it with
a blank mind. We come having
heard sermons and Sunday school
discussions, and sung hymns and
heard prayers for whatever it may
be forty or eighty years and all this
has shaped our opinion of what's
in the Bible. We've been told what
the Bible says and now when we
read the Bible—sure enough that's
what it says. But there may be
some other things in the Bible that
our particular tradition hasn't em-
phasized in the same way.
And then there is another rea-

son too — the modern biblical schol-
ars emphasize the degree to which
the church played a role in the writ-
ing of the Scripture. The church
was preaching the gospel for a gen-
eration or more before it got writ-
ten down. So that the stories as
we have them, say the Sermon on
the Mount, is almost certainly not
the way Jesus preached it, but this
is the way the church had put to-
gether what people remembered of
what He preached on the same sub-
ject. The Gospels of Matthew, Mark,
Luke and John are the gospel al-
ready shaped by church tradition
so that you may say the Bible itself
is partly involved with tradition.
This is a very complicated busi-

ness trying to sift our tradition and
gospel. I think we can't just say
the Catholics are wrong when they
talk about tradition because as a
matter of fact we are using tradi-
tion too. I'm pretty sure we don't
agree with them in the way they
use tradition—but we've got to be a
little more precise and clear as to

HE MENNONITE

why we don't agree with them and
just what we think we are doing
with tradition.

What about the inter-marriage
question ?

Hasn't come up yet. But they
know this is a ticklish one. We
never saw the full agenda of the
topics that are to come up for dis-
cussion but since the council ended
there has been a public announce-
ment that there is a draft on reli-

gious liberty, which is also going
to interest Protestants a great deal.
From the excerpts it's clear that
this one goes much further than
the Roman Catholic Church has
ever gone in the past.

Was this invitation of Protestant
observers intended to be a tacit
recognition of the validity of Prot-
estant Christianity?

This is a very delicate and impor-
tant question. If you enter into
"dialogue"—that's the O.K. word—
this implies that you recognize that
there is at least some legitimacy to
the other fellow's position. If he's
just completely dead flat wrong,
you are not even going to talk with
him. In some ways, especially the
American Roman Catholic Church
has really been operating on the
assumption that Protestants don't
have any position. And now if they
go over to dialogue, I think they
are a little puzzled as to just how
much they are committing them-
selves for in this way. The Pope
greeted us, for example, as "friends
in Christ." Cardinal Bea talks this
way. Nobody ever said "heretic";
we were always separated breth-
ren. All those who have been bap-
tized, according to Roman Catholic
theory, in some sense belong to the
Pope. Because baptism brings you
into the church and the Pope is the
proper head of the church. So there
are a lot of loose ends as to just
what's involved in all this.

And some would frankly admit
that since the Reformation the
Catholic Church has turned its anti-
Protestant face to the world. If
there's something the Protestants
don't like, say the cult of the Virgin
Mary, well then you really plunk
for that—if there's something the
Protestants do, like singing hymns
in the vernacular, which would oth-
erwise be harmless, you won't touch
it, because the Protestants do it. In
this way the Catholic tradition has
become distorted. You pick and
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choose in what is rightly yours to

get the thing that will annoy the

Protestants.

So now if you talk with the Prot-

estants you may actually recognize

what the Protestant says as some-

thing that you have a right to that

is really part of Catholic truth that

you haven' been bringing out be-

cause you've been so argumentative

about this. They will say that a

Catholic who in principle has all

truth can still gain truth in concrete

cases from discussion with the sep-

arated brethren. Which again im-

plies that there is considerable

truth in the separated brethren.

What is there about the Pope's

personal theology or personality

that makes him so much different

than previous popes?

Well, it's not really his theology.

He's not a theologian.

And then he's had a long career

on the fringes of the church.

One of the great troubles with

these fellows at the Vatican is that

most of them have had a completely

insulated education. They were born

in a Catholic home, they've been to

Catholic schools all the way up

through university and graduate

work, and then they sit down at the

Vatican and never meet anybody

but Catholics—never talk to any-

body but Catholics. And they are in

a country where Catholicism is at

least theoretically the state religion

although the number of really prac-

ticing Catholics is not impressive.

This Pope spent something like

ten years out in Bulgaria, an East-

ern Orthodox country. He had many
friends there. And he is very much
interested in Eastern Orthodox and

possible Catholic relations to them.

And then he was sent to France.

Most Frenchmen are atheists, they

don't have anything to do with any

religion. He got along well there

too. He talks to the Communists.

He talks to anybody. So he has

spent much of his life dealing with

people who don't follow the ortho-

dox line and he has discovered that

they're human beings too. And some

of them apparently he likes.

So you have this tremendous hu-

man sympathy in this man—and a

skepticism about the complete ade-

quacy of all the inherited theolog-

ical formulations about things.

7s the threat of Communism per-

haps a reason for this ecumenical

movement ?

I think partly. I think the Pope

himself feels that our divisions are

a luxury. One of the theologians was

quoted at the council as saying,

"Most of the world doesn't believe

in God and here we are arguing

about St. Joseph." The whole world-

wide situation of Christianity is not

one where we can afford our present

pattern of relations— partly Com-

munism and partly just the modern

scientific materialistic mind.

/ have the impression that the

Pope is concerned about the large

element of nominal Christians withr

in the church. Almost every so-called

Catholic country has this. How is

this problem being worked at?

It struck me that the line which

went deepest in the speeches that I

heard came just at this point. In

part it was a geographical line.

One wing of the church, this is

the wing I call the more flexible or

ecumenical or perhaps you might

say more apostolic—the ones that

are more concerned to witness

—

this is the wing of the church of

those who recognize the situation.

They know that France, for exam-

ple, is a missionary country. It used

to be the Catholic country, but now

four to five Frenchmen are nothing

religiously. The church must ap-

proach France the way it approach-

es China. This is true in Germany.

And by and large the Catholic hier-

archy in these countries know it.

They admit it to themselves and

they are trying to act in the light

of it. And apparently in just about

the last five years some Latin Amer-

icans have faced up to this and are

beginning to act this way. These are

the people that are ecumenical. They

say they can't afford to fight with

the Protestants. Anybody that be-

lieves in Jesus Christ and can stand

up and be counted, he's our brother.

But then the other wing, the Ital-

ians and the Spaniards, and I regret

to say a great many of the Amer-

icans. They think Italy is a Catholic

country. They think Spain is a Cath-

olic country. They think America,

if it isn't, it's going to be shortly. I

think they are kidding themselves.

I agree profoundly with those

other people who say the job of the

church is to recognize this mission-

ary situation and to rethink all your

strategy.

Rome is a heathen city. Nine out

of ten Romans, if you pulled the

Catholic church out of there, would-

n't even know it was gone except

they wouldn't see these fellows run-

ning the streets with all these cos-

tumes on. That's a more heathen

city than Chicago or New York.

So I think this question really is

almost the best question to sort out

the men that are really facing the

future and the ones that are hold-

ing onto a past that perhaps never

existed but certainly doesn't exist

any longer. Also I think that a lot

of this applies to Protestants.

What things do you think we can

learn from Roman Catholicism?

Almost everything that came up

more or less directly bore on Prot

estant problems. After all we fact

much the same kind of problems

There are a whole lot of thing:

which Roman Catholic theologian;

and bishops discussed which made c

great deal of sense to me. I and m:

church could learn a good bit fron

some of the things that were sail

even about liturgy. They even talka

about the preaching of the Word ii

a way that would really jack u

some Presbyterian preachers that

know if they took it seriously.

Do you really feel that there ca

be a comprornise between the Cat)

olics and the Protestants? Whc
was your purpose for accepting th\

invitation ?

I had several letters before I le:

from people who were horrifie<

What's a Protestant doing thei

anyway? Well, I am ecumenical]

inclined by conviction. I still agr*

with the program of the Reform

tion, which is that there is 01

Catholic church and it needs to 1

reformed by the Word of God.

think if at any time the Ronu
Catholic Church opens the door

conversation a Protestant not on

may but has an obligation to \

half way. Here's a man who clair

to be a fellow believer in Jes

Christ. We both believe that the

should be one people of God

carry on His mission in the wor

We disagree on how this should

organized and how they should

it, but if he's willing to listen to i

I don't dare turn my back on hi

I would be betraying my comm
sion as a minister of the gosp

Up to this time the Roman Catho

Church has been so sure it w

right, there wasn't much chance 1

discussion. But any time the Pc

says let's discuss, if you are a Pr

estant you've got to discuss.
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Americans Can Live in Europe for a Year
Mennonite Central Committee's
trainee program is now a two-way
exchange. Peter J. Dyck, European
director, gives the details in the ar-
ticle below.

For thirteen years we have heard
about European trainees coming to
America, but now the one-way street
has been widened for two-way traf-
fic to enable young North Americans
to go to Europe.
"Since August 4, 1962, I have been

living with a young German fam-
ily," writes Melvin Flaming of New-
ton, Kansas, "and find it very edu-
cational in many ways." Gary Walt-
ner of Freeman, South Dakota, now

calls Walter Landes "Onkel Walter,"
not because he is related to him,
but because the Walter Landes' are
his host parents for six months and
Gary lives with them like their own
son on their large "Hof" or farm in
South Germany. Steve Gerber of
Apple Creek, Ohio, says, "I was real-
ly impressed with my new family
and really felt accepted by them,
and I also was made to feel at
home."

Everything for the trainee is new
when he arrives in Europe. The
food is different, the work is strange,
and the language is a Babel. Soon
after arriving in France Lyle Miller
of Kalona, Iowa, wrote to the

Melvin Flaming, Newton, Kansas, an American trainee in Germany.
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Frankfurt MCC headquarters for
Europe reminding us that MCC Ak-
ron had said that "If things don't
work out after a trial period, I could
transfer. I know it may be too soon
for this, but I'd like to have you
think seriously about changing my
six months to three months." Less
than a month later, Lyle wrote
again saying, "It was quite a big
adjustment to make, and I'm still

adjusting, but I like it here real
well with the family. I'll hate to
leave when the time comes." Ron
Stutzman of Corry, Pennsylvania,
reports that "The first week was
the hardest for me. I was terribly
lonely and confused as to what I

was supposed to do, but after the
first week things started to change."
Ron has passed the hurdle of the

first week and says, "I think I have
adjusted to everything so far ex-
cept maybe the breakfast. I can't
get used to hard bread and coffee."
This made some veteran relief
workers and Pax fellows smile be-
cause they find the typically white,
spongy and anemic American bread
hard to look forward to upon re-
turning stateside. In regard to food,
Lyle Miller probably sums it up best
for the trainees when he says, "The
food is great and plenty of it."

A trainee, whether a European in

America or an American in Europe,
is expected to work. The purpose
of going abroad is not work but
work is nevertheless basic to the
program. Work done by the trainee
finances the entire operation, mak-
ing his trip and stay abroad pos-
sible. In work, young people with-
out special training and language
skills can nevertheless make a valu-
able contribution. Through working
they improve their own skills and
learn new ones. Working together
with people of other nations, cul



tures and languages is one of the

best and quickest ways of breaking

down barriers and building bridges

of lasting friendship and under-

standing.

On the whole, the work is varied.

One trainee writes, "My work con-

sists of everything from A to Z,"

and another reports that when he

arrived it was just the beginning

of harvest so he helped with the

combining of wheat, barley and

rapes. "I had the job of driving the

combine," he says. "Then came the

plowing and preparing of a seed

bed and planting. We are also build-

ing a large barn. ... At present

there are approximately 6,000 laying

hens, 6,000 broilers and 175 hogs to

be taken care of. My work has been

feeding the hens and caring for the

chickens, which takes a minimum

of time since most of the equipment

is automatic."

If the one found automatic equip-

ment at his place, the other reports,

"We have been having considerable

amount of trouble with the machine,

but what can be expected when it

is ten years old?" One trainee

writes, "Everything is going fine

here and there is plenty of work,"

and another says, "I have never

really liked working with chickens,"

but adds philosophically, "probably

it will get better as time goes on."

While one of the trainees on a

dairy farm works primarily with

cows and another with chickens, a

third seems to have landed—with

the Prodigal Son of Luke 15—among

the pigs. "Because the regular

'Schweinenmeister' has been ill for

the last eight weeks I have been

given the work in the pig barn."

But unlike that other son this one

left home with his father's blessing

and mother's best wishes and writes

them a loving letter every week,

sharing all the new and wonderful

experiences he is having.

All of the trainees put in fairly

long hours of work, but most of

them have Saturday afternoons free

and all have Sunday off. For the

most part a trainee is not left alone

at the work and if he is not work-

ing alongside a member of his host

family, he has other workers beside

him. "My contacts with the workers

on the farm have been most reward-

ing," writes one of them. "The work-

ers have all seen Americans, mostly

military personnel, and know who

they are but for many of them, this

is the first prolonged contact with

the American civilian. The workers

are eager to help me with the new,

strange ways and methods of work.

The workers are eager to talk and

ask about America, how I happened

to come to Germany, where I will

go after my work here, and other

related and unrelated questions."

HOUSE VISITATION IN FORMOSA Sunday afternoon Is home visitation time for

Z youth 'roup in Huallen. They call on those who have attended the Saturday

night youth meeting for the first time.

In a world of tension and suspi-

cion, young people in the trainee

program are given the unique op-

portunity to go abroad and through

personal contact help wipe away

misconceptions, clear up misunder-

standings, erase prejudices and in.

fact become ambassadors of recon-

ciliation. One trainee writes, "In

learning to know these people

through their daily lives and

through worship, one finds that they

have many of the same concerns

and problems that we have back

home. We can learn much from

each other."

Regular trainees, American and

Canadian, young men and women,

twenty years or over, are to b«

processed during the spring and

early summer and arrive via th€

MCC in Akron in Europe about Sep-

tember 1, 1963. Application forms

and all details are available froi

MCC, Akron, Pa. Think it over. Per

haps this would be the thing foi

you. Applications are due April 15

MISSIONARY SWINDLERS

An evangelical missionary leade:

has sounded a warning against th

public getting bilked by fake relig

ious charities. Clyde W. Tayloi

executive secretary of the Evangel

cal Foreign Missions Associatio

(EFMA), writing in United Eva

gelical Action magazine urged

investigation of these organization

to see if they are reliable and eth

cal.

He reported several instances

which self-seeking individuals s(

up a missionary organization (

religious charity to raise funds f(

their own advantage.

Most missionary organizations a

thoroughly reliable and worthy

public confidence and support, E

Taylor said, but he urged dono

to investigate those organizatio

about which they know little. P

said that agencies which belong

either EFMA or the Interdenomir

tional Foreign Missions Associati

are evangelical in character a

have the highest ethical standan

He suggested that agencies whi

are not members of these t

groups should be checked to see

if they have a reputable board

directors, (2) how they choose

direct their missionaries and

tional workers, and (3) how

ciently they spend their funds.
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INTRODUCTION The Mennonite Central Committee, now compl

ing 42 years of service, was established by the M
nonite and Brethren in Christ churches of the Uni

States and Canada to give a Christian witness in

areas of relief, service, peace, and mental heal

This ministry of love and sacrifice now extends to

countries.

During 1962, at a time when conditions eve

where were fraught with anguish, fear, and misr

derstanding, the MCC again attempted to stretch

a hand of compassion and reconciliation to the ne

and distraught in the name of Christ and the broth

hood. It tried in a real way to bear the burdens

those who were laboring under the heavy loads

hunger, disease, illiteracy, hate, and nakedness, be

ing in mind the words of the Scriptures, "But if

one has the world's goods and sees his brother

need, yet closes his heart against him, how d

God's love abide in him? . . . Let us not love in w
or speech but in deed and in truth" (I John 3:17, 1

Our prayer is that the MCC's humble effort may h

helped to glorify Him in whose name we serve,

that we may, consequently, come to a new realizat

of His passion and power.

This report, which lifts up some of the high lig

of 1962, is dedicated to all those who gave so fre

of their services, goods, and prayers during the p
year.



Nursing care for « diseased Haitian baby.
Mechanical training for boys in Crete.

Food for hungry Chulupi Indians in Paraguay.

Sewing lesson for Greek girls.

1962 . . . YEAR OF
CHALLENGE

The period of time covered by this report was rich

with opportunities for witnessing of the love of Christ

through our words and deeds, but it also had its

moments of testing and frustration. On these pages
is a review of some of the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee's most significant projects and experiences in

1962.

IN MEMORIAM
BELOVED FRIENDS AND CO-WORKERS PASS

The death of Dr. Harold S. Bender on September
21, 1962, was a blow to the MCC, as well as to the
total Mennonite brotherhood. Dr. Bender was a
member of the MCC Executive Committee since

1930. He also served as chairman of the Peace Sec-
tion from the time of its founding in 1942 till his

death. He made numerous commissioner visits

abroad for the relief and peace departments. One
of his major contributions was his role in bringing
about a closer relationship between European and
North American Mennonites.

Joseph N. Byler, director of the Foreign Relief
and Services department from 1945-60, passed away
on February 14, 1962. He had retired as relief

director in 1960, but he continued to administer the
child sponsorship program until his death.

Recent months also saw the passing of several other
dear friends and supporters of the MCC. Among
these were Amos Horst, Akron, Pennsylvania, for-

mer MCC member; Ammon Troyer, Sugarcreek,
Ohio, MCC member; and T. O. Hylkema, of the
Netherlands.

These men contributed much to the cause of the

kingdom. They will be sorely missed by the Men-
nonite brotherhood.

GENERAL
THE AFTERMATH OF THE SEVENTH WORLD

CONFERENCE

The Seventh Mennonite World Conference at

Kitchener, Ontario, was a significant milestone in the
history of inter-Mennonite activity. There seemed
to be a vigorous undercurrent of sentiment in favor
of more inter-Mennonite cooperation. Repeatedly,
the Mennonite Central Committee was mentioned as

an example of the good that could come from a
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united, spiritually motivated effort. A meeting of the

representatives of the various Mennonite relief

agencies during the conference serves to illustrate

this point. Members of Indonesian, Dutch, German,

South American, United States, and Canadian relief

agencies met informally to discuss their projects and

plans for the future. Robert S. Kreider, vice-chair-

man of MCC, when asked to summarize the reports

and discussion, said, "Our brotherhood is small, but

I am grateful for the way in which God has used our

resources. It is similar to the way in which Christ

used the boy's loaves and fishes. Our brotherhood

enjoys an overseas influence far out of proportion

to our numbers." In trying to summarize the senti-

ment which he felt in the meeting, he said, "We

sense a continuing persistence of need . . . and that

we ought to be working together more." One of the

men had suggested that a relief project involving all

the groups represented at the meeting be tried on an

experimental basis.

VOLUNTARY SERVICE REEVALUATED

A thorough study was made of the Voluntary

Service department during the past year. VS has

grown steadily since it first began 16 years ago.

Several of the Mennonite conferences have developed

this concept within their own circles and now have

large, meaningful programs of their own. For a

number of years the high income from projects in

Newfoundland and elsewhere made the MCC Volun-

tary Service program virtually self-supporting. Now,

however, many of the earning opportunities are

diminishing, whereas the projects requiring financial

support have remained. These factors led to a re-

evaluation of the structure and support of the VS
program. A plan was drawn up and submitted to

the annual meeting in January, 1963, where it was

approved. The plan, basically, calls for a direct

relationship between the VS department and the

MCC Executive Committee. This is the same ar-

rangement that the other administrative sections

have.

MENNONITE DISASTER SERVICE ORGANIZED

Mennonite Disaster Service section was organized

as a section during 1962. It became the fifth section

in the total MCC operation, joining Foreign Relief

and Services, Mental Health Services, Peace Section,

and Voluntary Service. To facilitate administration,

and yet to maintain as close a relationship as possible

to the local units, it divided Canada and the United

States into six regions, each of which will have its

own director. The local unit remains the prime focus

of the organization. The MDS philosophy is that

only by seeing that the objective of the local units

—

"serving people in need"—is carried out, is the

objective of the entire MDS organization served. The

new section is described in greater detail on a later

page.

THE TRAINEE PROGRAM BECOMES A TRUE

EXCHANGE

Since 1950, when the Exchange Visitor (Trainee)

Program began, 403 European, South American, and

Jordanian young people have come to spend a year

in American Mennonite homes. However, no Amer-

ican young people went to Europe or South America

under the program until this year. Thus, the program

was an exchange in name only until 1962, when

seven Pax trainees went to live in German and

French homes for six months before beginning theii

two-year Pax terms. It is hoped that by autumn,

1963, a number of American young people can be

sent to Germany for one year, thus initiating an ex-

change program in the true sense of the word. Unti

recently, of course, economic conditions did not

permit European Mennonites to provide for th<

transportation and maintenance of American ex-

change visitors.

TEACHERS ABROAD PROGRAM BEGUN

Formerly, teachers were placed primarily in New
foundland schools, but in 1962 a Teachers Abroac

Program (TAP) for Africa was begun. Twenty-thre<

teachers became the pioneers of this new undertak

ing. Twenty are teaching in Tanganyika, Keny£

Nyasaland, and Northern Rhodesia, and three ar

studying French in Belgium in preparation for teach

ing assignments in the Congo. Thirteen teacher

are serving in Newfoundland, bringing the total nui

ber of teachers in these two areas up to 35. Th

pioneer group in Africa has responded well to th

challenge of education on that continent. The church

related schools in which they serve are highly ap

preciative of their services. The overseas expense

of TAP-Africa are paid for out of salary grants mad

available to the schools by the governments. Thes

funds cover transportation, room and board, pe

sonal and vacation allowances, and medical expense

Administration and orientation expenses are pa;

out of contributed funds.

Africans are hungry for education. The Teach

Abroad Program is meeting a real need on t

con tine

m
r!



ese are two refugee children in Hong Kong whose
kool tuition is being paid by Mennonite sponsors
North America.

CHILD SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM ENLARGED

During 1962 the Child Sponsorship Program was
3adened to include a total of approximately 930
lildren in Jordan, Korea, Hong Kong, and In-

lesia. The number of children assisted in this way
as almost doubled during the year. Sponsors par-
cipating in this program may choose from three

"Terent plans according to their interest and finan-

1 resources. The orphan support plan costs $17.50
lonth. This amount completely pays for a boy's
jcation and maintenance in one of the Mennonite
hools in Jordan or Korea. Family-child assistance,

sting $ 1 0.00 a month, is a new plan to place chil-

en who are in institutions back in their homes and
I encourage poor parents not to leave their children

|

orphanages. The third plan, costing $3.00 a month,
is children from poor families in Indonesia and
ang Kong the privilege of going to school. The
1.00 pays for their tuition and school supplies.

OVERSEAS NEEDLEWORK AND CRAFTS PROJECT

The Overseas Needlework and Crafts Project be-
ne a part of the Foreign Relief and Service de-
' lent in 1962. It was originally begun by Mrs.

Byler 18 years ago. The project attempts to
/ide needy women in underdeveloped countries
i a meaningful way of earning a living. Orders
taken in the United States and Canada for needle-
rk done by Arab refugee women in Jordan and for
"dicrafts made in other countries where Men-
kes are serving. The needlework project in Jor-
provides an income for 150 Arab women and
them an opportunity to spend their time in a

ative way. They embroider items such as table-
ts, scarves, and pillow tops with traditional Arab
jns. Sample kits are sent to interested groups on

AFRICA
n MAJOR THRUST IN ALGERIA

One of the most exciting ventures in which Men-
nonite churches joined in 1962 was the relief work
in Algeria which began in earnest shortly after the

seven-year civil war finally came to an end. The
MCC had projects in this country during the civil

war, but its efforts were greatly increased after peace
finally came to this agitated land. It is working to-

gether with other Protestant churches, the Christian

Committee for Service in Algeria (CCSA), in bring-
ing emergency help to the hapless Algerians in the
Constantine-Batna area. Besides working with CCSA,
the Mennonites are developing a special agricultural
project on a farm at Ain-Kercha near Constantine.
This farm is becoming the center for a variety of
material aid and self-help efforts. Altogether, the
Protestants are responsible for 1,400,000 destitute

people. CCSA is planning to help these people
through a massive feeding program, using U.S. sur-
plus foods; clothing and bedding distribution; medical
services through mobile clinics and the placing of
medical personnel in unstaffed hospitals; and a re-
forestation venture in which 21 million trees are to
be planted during a two-year period. CCSA had 75
workers in Algeria at the end of 1962, 19 were
Mennonites. The MCC is working hand in hand
with the Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities,
which has mission interests in Algeria.

A COOPERATIVE EFFORT IN RWANDA AND
BURUNDI

Tribal conflicts in the two new African nations of
Rwanda and Burundi have left many refugees who
need relief. The Protestant Alliance in these two
countries appealed to the churches of the world for
assistance, and an unusual, but nonetheless happy, co-
operative effort resulted. The World Relief Com-
mission of the National Association of Evangelicals,
Church World Service of the National Council of
Churches, and the Mennonite Central Committee
joined hands to start relief work. Norman and Eunice
Wingert, veteran MCC workers, are in charge. Steps
have successfully been taken to arrange for the duty-
free entry of relief supplies into landlocked Burundi.

LIMURU CONFERENCE

March, 1962, marked the first time in the 50-year
history of Mennonite and Brethren in Christ church
work in Africa that representatives from all the re-
lated groups south of the Sahara met in Christian
fellowship and consultation. The meeting, which had
Discipleship in 20th-century Africa as its theme, was
called through the cooperative efforts of the Men-
nonite and Brethren in Christ churches in Africa,
their sponsoring mission boards, and the MCC. It
was estimated that the 19 delegates from seven
African countries represented 45,000 Mennonite



1962 . . . Year of Challenge

Christians. The MCC was represented by Orie O.

Miller and Elmer Neufeld. The latter led the group

in a series of Bible studies. They reported that a

deep sense of spiritual unity and of a united witness

for Christ pervaded the conference sessions.

ASIA
DANIEL GERBER ABDUCTED

One of the sad notes in 1962 was the abduction of

Pax man Daniel Gerber, together with two Christian

and Missionary Alliance workers, by communist guer-

rillas in Vietnam on May 30. Efforts are continuing

to learn the three workers' whereabouts and to gain

their release, but thus far these attempts have been

unsuccessful. The positive side of this experience

may be the opportunity these three workers now have

of giving medical attention to the people in com-

munist-controlled communities.

FOOD FOR CHINA

The relief department has made an intensive study

of ways of sending food to the famine-racked people

of mainland China, but there seems to be little hope

of sending large-scale shipments of food to this

overcrowded nation. Because the doors were closed

for the movement of large quantities of food into

China, a three-month experimental project, in which

100 poor families in Hong Kong were helped to send

food parcels to their relatives in China, was begun.

Each family was given $5.00 per month with which

to buy the basic food items that their relatives needed.

Invariably the recipients requested more help; how-

ever, it is doubtful if this program can be continued.

It was learned recently that U.S. legislation may not

permit the use of American funds for such a project.

MIDDLE EAST
BEIT JALA PREPARATORY SCHOOL

The MCC opened its second school, the Mennonite

Preparatory School for Boys, in Jordan in 1962. This

secondary school is located in Beit Jala, a little village

near Bethlehem. A new, 40-room stone building is

being used by the school. The other Mennonite

school in Jordan, at Hebron, teaches the six ele-

mentary grades. After a boy finishes the six classes

at Hebron, he is promoted to Beit Jala. Fourteen

boys were transferred in 1962. Additionally, 34 other

boys were enrolled. The students are all orphans or

boys who come from families that are too poor to

give them the basic necessities of life and to provide

them with an education. Each of the boys is spon-

sored by an individual or a group in the United States

or Canada. The school has four Jordanian teachers.

All the subjects, except English, are taught in Arabic.

Walter Martin, Jordan MCC director, has high praise

for the two schools in Jordan. He said, "We are con-

vinced that this educational effort is a very important

program and needs to be increased as funds become

available. Here we can teach the principles of Jesus

Christ as set down in His Word and try to make a

lasting impression upon these young minds."

SOUTH AMERICA
INDIAN SETTLEMENT IN PARAGUAY

In 1962 the Mennonites of North America,

through the MCC, began a three-year program to

help the Paraguayan Mennonites to settle culturally

uprooted Indians in the Chaco. Many of the Indians

have expressed a strong desire to leave their nomadic

way of life. The problem became more urgent dur-

ing the year as more and more Indians requestec

help from the Mennonites. The settlement boarc

which had been established to administer the resettle

ment could not handle all the Indians that came t(

them for help; consequently, the situation became

tense. Frank Wiens, South America director, reportec

that "during the latter part of 1962 ... the Chulupi:

became restless . . . and demanded that we speec

up the settling of more families. . . . This total Indiai

problem has become serious and may well become

a threat to the happy existence of our Mennonite

colonists." It is hoped that the North Americai

Mennonites will give more support to this project ii

1963.

AT HOME
RACE RELATIONS PROJECT IN THE SOUTH

The race relations project in the United State

South began in late 1961. This work has resulted ii

an enthusiastic response from the constituency; but

frequently, it has been a very frustrating work. Th

project has no precedent in our history. It needs th

prayers of the brotherhood and the best counsel an

guidance that it can give.

A Mennonite House has been established in Atlan

ta. This has been the center of Vincent and Rose

marie Hardings' ministry, but they have also wi

nessed in other parts of the South. The Hardings hav

discovered many open doors for the witness (

Biblical love, nonresistance, and reconciliation, whic

they hope to bring to the situation of racial strife i

the South. Their contacts have been primarily wit

the Christian church. They have attempted to mail

tain communication with both white and Negr

churchmen. In circumstances where emotions an

partisan feelings sometimes get out of hand, the wi

ness of the Christian who is not trying to promote a

organizational cause, but simply bringing the Spirit <

Christ to bear on the situation, is a difficult and d<

manding task. They spent much time in Alban

Georgia, which was one of the focal points of inte



cial strife during 1962. Their contribution con-
ted of visiting with white ministers to discuss the

oral issues involved in the racial struggles, meeting
*th civic and business leaders to gain a better under-
nding of the problems and to clarify the Christian
rspective; and, perhaps most important, serving as

source persons for the Negro movement in Albany
call the Christians there continually to the way
the cross in human relations. The witness in the
uth has been bolstered by a Voluntary Service unit

Atlanta. A summer service team demonstrated that

roup of Christians can live and work together with-
t being affected by the racial barriers which society

s thrown up. After the summer service people left,

eral long-term VSers came to work in Atlanta,

ennonite House has become a center for fellow-

p, service, and witness to the unity of the Christian
lily.

EXPANSION OF MENTAL HOSPITAL FACILITIES

All four of the hospitals belonging to Mennonite
ntal Health Services are in the midst of construct-
new facilities or planning further expansion for

near future. The Oaklawn Psychiatric Center,
'hart, Indiana, is nearing completion. February 15,

63, has been set as the opening date. The total cost
the center is in the vicinity of $950,000, of which
church has about $150,000 yet to raise. In New-
Kansas, Prairie View Hospital's 4,000 square

t industrial therapy building is also nearing com-

pletion. Brook Lane Farm Hospital, Hagerstown,
Md., dedicated its new chapel on July 14, 1962. The
administration feels that this new building has be-

come a real "symbol of concern." Kings View Hos-
pital, Reedley, Calif., is planning to expand its facili-

ties to make room for expanded outpatient program,
a more adequate dining and activity area, and for ten

additional beds. It has also been invited by the

Bakersfield community, 80 miles south of Reedley,
to build a psychiatric hospital there. The MCC an-
nual meeting gave this plan its tentative approval in

January, 1963.

AILSA CRAIG BOYS' FARM EXPANDS FACILITIES

Ailsa Craig Boys' Farm in Ontario is a Christian
treatment center, home, and school for emotionally
disturbed adolescent boys. Since its beginning in

1955, this inter-Mennonite institution has admitted
over 85 boys. At present 20 boys are residing at the

farm. The facilities are overcrowded. In 1962 the

MCC approved the board of directors' plan to con-
struct three new cottages. This will increase the

farm's capacity to 30, but the new facilities will also

mean more personal attention for each boy because
there will be three families of ten boys each, rather
than one family of 20 boys. The old farmhouse will

be used for staff quarters, offices, and a central

kitchen. This expansion program will cost $150,000,
half of which needs to come from concerned friends.

The new chapel at Brook Lane Farm Hospital is a

"symbol of concern."

refugee woman puts the finishing touches
'tee of embroidery which will be sold in

North America by the MCC.

A summer service worker goes for a walk with two
of her charges in a school for retarded children.



SUMMARY OF 1962 FOREIGN ACTIVITY

MATERIAL AID

COUNTRY
No. of

Workers Total Cash
Material

Aid Total Clothing ( 1

)

Food (1)

Algeria 19 $125,941.93 $5,834.93 $120,107.00 $77,216.00 $21,450.00

Argentina 2 10,062.88 10,062.88

Austria 11 51,224.28 13,442.08 37,782.20 9,048.50 7,481.20

DVllv la g 9,631.58 8,456.58 1,175.00 875.00

Brazil 2 3,176.58 3,176.58

Diiiioii nunuui do 5 33,735.81 22,489.91 11,245.90 342.00 3,897.65

13 « i i*i in/11Durunui 4 10,279.08 1,309.08 8,970.00 5,670.00 3,300.00

Chile 77.47 77.47

Congo 30* 62,104.61 49,504.41 12,600.20 6,346.00 541.70

England 1* 58.90 58.90

Prance 5,258.40 19.90 5,238.50 5,238.50

Germany** 21 70,879.33 51,196.83 19,682.50 7,902.50 8,050.00

Greece 15 21,131.13 21,131.13

Haiti4 25 65,770.08 46,039.46 19,730.62 4,473.00 8,174.25

Holland 7* 8,105.71 8,105.71

Hong ICong 4 428,708.90 27,801.90 400,9Q7.00 34,670.50 88,737.60

India 9 24,626.62 23,984.60 642.02

22 97,535.89 43,840.19 53,695.70 657.50 28,074.00

Japan 1 3,996.00 3,996.00

TnrdanJ W1 V-l Cll l 14 399,705.62 77,528.46 322,177.16 223,803.50 14,245.10

Korea 14 313,578.76 62,590.49 250,988.27 79,590.00 37,794.75

Laos 93,091.19 43.76 93,047.43 18,639.50 14,850.00

Lebanon 2*

Liberia 1 775.08 775.08 . ,

Mexico4 5 8,207.73 8,207.73

Morocco 2 5,375.62 5,375.62

Nepal 3 3,529.45 3,529.45

Pakistan 3 3,065.15 3,065.15

Paraguay 23* 125,811.39 90,474.86 35,336.53

Peru 2 2,657.73 2,657.73 15,yy4.5U

Switzerland5 4 2,180.36 2,180.36

Taiwan 64,890.10
£. A OOA 1 A64,8yu.lU

Thailand 4 4,698.68 4,698.68 5,226.00 44,565.00

Uruguay 2 1,903.13 1,903.13

Vietnam 6 255,438.89 20,009.26 235,429.63

Teachers Abroac 23 11,496.97 11,496.97 18,041.00 63,060.15

Clothing, Food,

Literature Purchases 3,524.42 3,524.42

Indirect Expense 102,646.90 102,646.90

Administrative Expense 170,500.64 170,500.64

Loan Repayments and
$345,097.00Interest 25,740.05 25,740.05 $512,859.00

Totals 294 $2,631,123.04 $937,477.28 $1,693,645.76

Gov't Special

Surplus (1) Projects (2

198,252.60

35,616.63

100,799.07

59,557.93

$21,441.0"

21,252.5

300.0

5,712.5

3,730.0

7,083.3

79,246.3

642.0

24,964.2

48,511.9

32,804.4

1 Market value.

2 Includes Christinas and leprosy bundles, school supplies, and

soap.

3 The cash item of $51,196.83 includes administrative costs for

the entire Europe-North Africa area, nonreimbursable freight on

material aid, Pax, and East-West services in behalf of Mennonites

in Eastern European countries.

4 Administered by Voluntary Service.

5 Represents MCC's cooperative share in the Agape Verlag

publishing program with Mennonite Publishing House giving

similar amount.

Note: Totals in this summary do not coincide with disbursemen

figures in the Financial Summary on the last page because thi

summary covers the total expenditures of the relief, Mennonite Ai

and Pax programs and the foreign portions, with their propor
tionate share of indirect and administrative expenses of the Pea'

Section and Voluntary Service program.
• Includes Menno Travel Service.

Archie Graber, veteran missionary and relief

distributes chickens to resettled refugee

Congo. Mennonites sent 2J.000 chicks to th





FOREIGN RELIEF
AND SERVICES

The dimensions of this world's need are stagger-

ing. There is so much privation that it is difficult for

the human mind, especially the mind of a well-fed,

warmly clothed Canadian or American, to grasp its

true scope and significance.

For one thing, the world's population is mush-

rooming at an incredible rate. Every time the clock

ticks there is another mouth to be fed. In less than

40 years the present population of three billion will

have doubled to six billion. The alarming fact is not

the number but the time. According to some experts,

the world can support as many as 18 billion people

by the use of human ingenuity and the compassionate

snaring of resources; but, unless we start doing some-

thing now—in a world in which more than half the

people are underfed, many of them to the point of

starvation—to alleviate the present situation and

prepare for the increasing numbers, we face a losing

battle.

Hunger is not the only problem. The awful specter

of needless disease and untimely deaths still stalks

most of the earth. For example, 50,000,000 persons

in tropical and subtropical climates suffer from yaws,

a dreadful disease, but one which can be cured witfl

one shot of penicillin. Many other examples could be

given.

Hunger, disease, overcrowding, nakedness are the

rule, not the exception, in our world. And it is in

this setting that the Foreign Relief and Services de

partment is attempting to minister in the name o

Christ.

Since the need is so widespread, and since it take

on so many forms, the projects of MCC, of necessity

are very diverse. The following are some of its gen

eral categories of activity.

Self-help. Less than half of the people of the worlc

are estimated to be properly fed, and distribution o

all large Canadian and United States farm surpluse

—if that could be accomplished—would probabl]

provide food for the needy of the world for only i

few months. The MCC feels that the wisest waj

to help the underfed is to help them improve thei]

food-producing techniques. For this reason we di

agricultural extension work in Bolivia, Paraguay, th

Congo, Algeria, India, Pakistan, Korea, Indonesia

and Greece.

Much needed blankets and clothing were distribute

in Algeria during the cold wintei



Pax construction teams continued to be active in

Austria, Germany, and Greece during 1962.

Self-help endeavors can also take other forms. In

>rea, for example, widows are being given courses

sewing so that they can make their living by this

ide. After they graduate from the course, they are

vided with a sewing machine at a nominal cost,

le Mennonite schools in Korea and Jordan are

ier examples. In Belize, British Honduras, a store

been established to sell the produce coming from
several Mennonite colonies in that country.

Medical work. Healing the diseased and witnessing

them of the love of Christ is another relief depart-

:nt activity. At present 15 medical doctors and 29
ses are serving abroad. In Paraguay, for example,
John R. Schmidt is serving in a cooperative

•rosy project which looks after 575 patients. Five

1C doctors are serving in the Operation Doctor
ogram in the Congo. Medical services are also

ng rendered in Jordan, Indonesia, Korea, Vietnam,
lailand, India, Algeria, Bolivia, and British Hon-
as.

Material aid. Food and clothing distribution con-
lues to be one of our biggest overseas operations.

chart in the center of this report indicates the

lue and destinations of the various material aid

ipments in 1962. This important part of the relief

igram could not be carried on were it not for the

mg support of hundreds of women's organizations,

1 relief committees, and other concerned groups
individuals. For example, in 1962 the largest

amount of meat was canned since 1954. A total of
Over 230,000 two-pound cans of meat were proc-
essed. Clothing and bedding donations totaled over
660,000 pounds, also a record. Forty per cent of the
clothing and bedding was new. Christmas bundles
were also contributed in record numbers. Over

,700 came in.

ie government surplus food program also con-
led in 1962. The MCC is responsible for the dis-

tion of 8,494,000 pounds of various surplus
lodities in Korea, Jordan, Vietnam, and Para-

r. A contribution of $1.00 enables MCC to dis-

ite at least 300 pounds of surplus food to the
ly in these countries.

ie MCC is a member of Interchurch Medical
istance (IMA), an agency which solicits drugs
hospital supplies and equipment from com-
ial sources for its members. Since March, 1961,
IMA was organized, the relief department has

received $135,000 worth of supplies from this source

at an overhead cost of $2,250.

Pax. Pax men continue to make a very worth-
while and meaningful contribution in various fields of

endeavor throughout the world. Elmer Neufeld,

Congo, reports, "There are a number of urgent re-

quests for (Pax) assistance. ... We can look forward
to a growing Pax program with more selectivity of
projects." In evaluating the performance of the Pax
men in North Bihar, India, Vernon Reimer, MCC
director in India, writes, "The Pax fellows have done
a remarkable job." Frank Wiens, in his report on
Bolivia, says, "Our four-man Pax team is working out
well. The boys are happy; so are the Methodists who
are using them in a settlement and community de-
velopment program." Naturally, there are also some
instances of frustration and disillusionment among
the Pax men. The causes for these difficulties, when
they do arise, range from homesickness to problems
of interpersonal relationship and difficult assignments.

Children's work. Much of the relief department's
assistance is geared, directly and indirectly, to help
children. This is as it should be because no one is

quite as much in need of aid as a helpless, suffering

child. Millard Moser, Hong Kong director, in his

1962 report, commented that "over one third of
Hong Kong's population is under fifteen years of age.

As Dr. Andrew Roy says, 'Children are everywhere;
one steps on them, is pestered by them, thanks God
for them, tries to forget them, and is haunted by
them. They are the hope of the future, and if more
is not done, its potential curse.' Yet children look
at the work in such a special way reserved only for

them. Consider the case of Choi Kai Wah, a little

eight-year-old boy, who cheerfully, yet full of honest
concern, wrote to his American sponsor, 'How is

your health in that foreign country?' "

The MCC is the only Protestant relief agency which
is distributing surplus food commodities in Vietnam.
Workers in that country report that the need
continues to be appalling.

n
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PEACE SECTION
"War is horrible, and increasingly unthinkable, but

Christians and the church must do more to seek

peace. They must be peacemakers. They must get

at the roots of the war problem. They must follow

Christ through the tangled jungle of human society

in sincere and practical steps that relieve the pres-

sures from which war explodes. . . . We must hasten

to make practical arrangements for meeting glaring

human need around the world. ... Is it not some-

thing of a commentary on the state of our spiritual

alertness that we are far more shocked by the threat

of war than we have been about the vast expanse of

human misery all around us?" These are the words

O God, whose will is life and peace

For all the sons of men,

Let not our human hates release

The sword's dread power again.

Forgive our narrowness of mind;

Destroy false pride, we plead:

Deliver us and all mankind
From selfishness and greed.

-Rolland W. Schloerb.

of Haskell Miller and Dale White in their little book,

Meeting the Needs of the World's People. And this

is the arena in which the Peace Section is attempting

to witness. Its ongoing work represents a cooperative

effort on the part of the various Mennonite groups

to focus the convictions and concerns of the church

on the unending problems of hostility, prejudice, fear,

and violence in today's world.

The Peace Section has felt called to witness beyonc

the borders of Canada and the United States because

the need and hunger for peace is universal. Slowly

the Mennonite people have come to the understand-

ing that a Biblical peace witness means more thar

merely speaking out against participation in war

They have begun to discover that it involves speak

ing and acting in Christian love in situations where

there is injustice and hostility. This new approach tc

the peace witness has led the Peace Section to plac(

representatives in Japan, Europe, the Congo, and th(

United States South.

The representative in Europe, William Keeney

made many contacts in the interests of the peac<

witness during 1962. He also served on the Europeai

Peace Section Committee, which works closely witl

other peace groups, especially those related to th(

Mennonite churches in the Netherlands and Ger

many.

The peace witness in Japan is carried on as part o

the total mission effort. Ferd Ediger, the representa

tive, works under the guidance of an advisory com
mittee which includes the field chairmen of most o

the Mennonite-related mission boards working

Japan. A peace seminar for students, literature dis

tribution, completion of the Japanese translation o

the sound track for the film Alternatives, and a vis

to the churches in Taiwan were some of the hig

lights of 1962 activity.

Two other important facets of the Peace Sectio

program, the Limuru conference in Africa and th

race relations project in the South, were describe

in the opening section of this report.

On the home front, one of the most significai

developments in the peace witness during 1962 wa

the reorganization and revitalization of the Churc

Peace Mission. Paul Peachey has now assumed th

position of executive secretary on a full-time basi

The new Church Peace Mission is to be "an instri

ment for theological and ethical study, discussion,

confrontation on the subject of war and peace ar

the church's responsibility in the crisis of the nuclei

age."

The Peace Section continues to serve in a liaise

relationship between the Selective Service System an

the over 40 agencies and institutions of the Mennonii

and Brethren in Christ churches which use I-W
During the first 9Vz months of 1962, 374 men we

assigned to alternative service projects through tl

MCC. Of this number 131 entered the MCC pn

gram and the remaining 243 entered conference pre

ects.



Migrant laborers continue to be one of America's
forgotten minorities. Tiuo summer service units

again worked with these unfortunates in 1962.

oluntary Service units are located in the United

, Canada, Haiti, and Mexico. At the close of
135 volunteers were serving in these four coun-

s. These workers have opportunity to address
mselves to some of the most urgent needs of our

Their service usually results in a threefold

ssing. It benefits the following:

he persons residing in the institutions in which

y are serving. They receive extra assistance which
uld not be available if the VSers would not be
re.

he regular staff members. VSers inject a refreshing
uence into the life stream of an institution,

e volunteers themselves. One volunteer testified,

rving under the VS financial arrangement made
realize that I could live happily without many

that 1 once thought I needed."
nited States. There are eleven units in the United

*es. They serve in children's homes, institutions for

nquents, mental hospitals, community and race
tions projects, the National Institutes of Health,
MCC headquarters. Their services include nurs-
clerical work, maintenance, teaching, supervis-
handicrafts and recreation, driving truck, cook-
and doing laundry.

'exico. Last year marked the first complete year
peration for the agricultural project in Mexico,
four-man unit is busy with a variety of activities,

y started experimental plots of a number of
s, helped the Mexican Department of Agriculture
soil samples, introduced trench silos, and dis-
ted some livestock and poultry to the farmers

vicinity.

o other VSers are serving in Mexico under
er Project, Inc. (HPI). These young men assist

he delivery of livestock brought into the country
HPI.

'aiti. Hospital work constitutes the largest seg-
t of VS activity in Haiti. Six nurses, a laboratory

technician, and a pharmacist serve at Hospital Albert
Schweitzer. A three-man community development
team is connected with this unit. The VSers have
made a very significant contribution at the hospital,

both in terms of the services they have rendered and
the way in which they have strengthened the religious

life of the hospital.

The MCC hospital at Grande Riviere du Nord con-
tinued to develop in efficiency and service during
1962. It had approximately 40,000 clinical consulta-
tions during the year. The 30-bed hospital is usually
full to capacity, and often to overflowing. A very
gratifying experience here has been the good rela-

tionship which has developed between the Haitian
staff, which now numbers over 30, and the eleven
Mennonite workers.

Since 1959 five VSers have been assigned to a
Haitian Methodist agricultural and medical program.
The results of this project have not been dramatic,
but the over-all accomplishments of this partnership
have been significant. For example, the Methodist
minister there is initiating a VS program, patterned
after the MCC program, for Haitian young people.
The last of the Mennonite workers there was sched-
uled to terminate in January, thus ending a small, but
nevertheless fruitful endeavor.

Newfoundland. The teachers' program in New-
foundland and the nursing service at the hospitals in

Twillingate and St. Anthony remained at about
the same level as the previous year. At present there
are 20 volunteers serving at five locations.

Summer service. The 1962 summer service pro-
gram saw a reduced number of participants, but
worth-while contributions were made, nevertheless,
at over a dozen locations in the United States and
Canada. One of the most stimulating projects was
the work among migrant laborers in the state of New
York.



MENNONITE
MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES m

Mennonite Mental Health Services (MMHS) co-

ordinates the operation of four hospitals for the

mentally ill. The fourth one, Oaklawn Psychiatric

Center, Elkhart, Indiana, is scheduled to open its

doors February 15, 1963. The three other hospitals

are Brook Lane Farm, Hagerstown, Maryland;

Prairie View, Newton, Kansas; and Kings View,

Reedley, California. Each of the hospitals is ad-

ministered by a local board composed of representa-

tives from the various Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ churches in the vicinity of the hospital.

The three existing hospitals admitted a total of

753 patients during 1962. Ten per cent of these

were Mennonite and Brethren in Christ. Additional-

ly, the hospitals recorded a total of 7,487 outpatient

treatments, interviews, and evaluations.

The total inpatient capacity of the three hospitals

is 117. They had an average daily census of 101.6

meaning that they were operating very nearly at ful

capacity throughout the year.

One of the problems facing the hospitals is th

recruitment of well-trained, properly motivated sta

members from the Mennonite and Brethren in Chris

churches. Psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers

nurses, and other therapists and ward personnel ar

being sought. Naturally, the hospitals look first t

the supporting constituency for these workers, bu

they do not limit themselves to hiring only Men
nonites. To encourage more people to go into th

field of mental health, MMHS is giving two $1,00

grants each year to exceptional graduate students

Applicants must show interest in the MMHS pro

gram, but they are not obligated to join an MMH
hospital staff if they decide not to do so.

The four hospitals at present employ 148 people

1 8 of whom are professional. MMHS is studying th

best way to make the religious aspect of its progra

effective, in line with the concerns which the churc

had—and continues to have—when they establishe

the hospitals. MMHS members are- seeking to lea

the constituency into a full exploration of the relation

ship between the Christian faith and psychiatry.

MENNONITE
DISASTER SERVICE

An international MDS team made daily rounds in

Belize, British Honduras, early in 1962, to help

widows and old people repair houses which had been

damaged by Hurricane Hattie-

Local Canadian and U.S. MDS units again helpe

during times of disaster on several occasions durin

1962. Several Eastern U.S. units, for exampl

worked in New Jersey and Delaware following

floods and storms that lashed the Eastern seaboar

during early March. And an international MDS te£

worked in British Honduras until February, helpi

to provide shelter for the people who were ma
homeless by Hurricane Hattie in late 1961.

The new organizational structure of MDS coi

tinues to place primary emphasis on the local unit

but the six regional directors and the executive c

ordinator will help them to work more effectivel

The regional director is responsible for the efficie

coordination of the units within his region. F
example, he will see to it that individual units r

quiring additional help in a disaster will receive th

help. He will also provide his units with inform

tion of a practical or educational nature. Addition

ly, he is responsible to acquaint himself with gover:

mental and nongovernmental disaster agencies

which his units would have to relate themselves du

ing disasters.

The executive coordinator, stationed at Akro

Pennsylvania, will encourage and promote the inte

change of information, serve as a point of referen

to which other disaster agencies can relate, see to

that no disaster is overlooked, and, generally spea

ing, attempt to keep the total organization functio

ing properly.
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TO PLOW IN HOPE. Perhaps nothing symbolizes

the fullness of a happy life better for a poverty-
stricken person than a plowman tilling his soil. A yoke
of bullocks and a simple plow may not impress us as

being symbolic of the better life, but for farmers in

many emerging countries this simple implement
already marks a big improvement over the crooked

tree branch they formerly used which merely
pulverized a thin layer of the topsoil. This picture

stands for far more than the agricultural work which
the Mennonite churches are doing through the MCC.

It is symbolic of the total effort of the program to
help the poor and downtrodden who are aspiring to

better things.

MENNONITE
CENTRAL
COMMITTEE
*AtIee Beechy
Mennonite Church

*H. Ernest Bennett
Mennonite Church

Ira J. Buckwalter
Lancaster Mennonite Conference

C. A. DeFehr
Mennonite Brethren Church

J. Winfield Fretz

General Conference Mennonite
Church

Ted Friesen

Canadian Mennonite Relief
Committee

Albert Gaeddert
General Conference Mennonite
Church

Kenneth Geiger (Associate)
United Missionary Church

Andrew Gingerich

Conservative Mennonite Church
Tillman Habegger (Associate)

Missionary Church Association
*P. C. Hiebert

Life Member
*Waldo Hiebert

Mennonite Brethren Church
*C. N. Hostetter, Jr.

Brethren in Christ Church
Elam L. Kauffman

Beachy Amish Mennonite Church
Clayton Keener

Lancaster Mennonite Conference
Robert S. Kreider
General Conference Mennonite
Church

John E. Lapp
Mennonite Church

Orie O. Miller

Executive Secretary, Emeritus
J. B. Martin

Mennonite Church
David P. Neufeld

General Conference Mennonite
Church

Fred Nighswander
Conference of Historic Peace
Churches

C. J. Rempel
Nonresistant Relief Organization

George J. Rempel (Associate)
Emmanuel Mennonite Church

Sam J. Schmidt
Evangelical Mennonite Brethren
Church

*WiIIiam T. Snyder
Executive Secretary

E. J. Swalm
Brethren in Christ Church

*J. J. Thiessen

Canadian Mennonite Relief and
Immigration Council

F. H. Wenger
(Harry Wenger, Alternate)
Church of God in Christ, Mennonite

Merlo M. Zimmerman
Evangelical Mennonite Church

*Executive Committee



FINANCIAL SUMMARY
For the year ended November 30, 1962

Income

Gifts of cash

Gifts of materials:

From the churches

From the U.S. and Canadian governments

Income from institutional operations

Other income (Note 1)

Disbursements

Relief—material aid

Relief—cash

Mennonite Aid

Pax

Trainee

Peace Section

Voluntary Service

Mental Health coordination

Mental Hospitals and Ailsa Craig

Headquarters housekeeping, housing, etc.

Excess of income over disbursements

Increase in applied, reserved, and designated funds

Combined available fund deficits December 1, 1961

Less: Appropriations

Combined available fund deficits November 30, 1962

*Indicates red.

(Note 2)

(Note 3)

$1,172,194.00

1,198,248.00

510,786.00

1,080,057.00

279,299.00

1,693,645.00

523,022.00

203,612.00

103,229.00

28,608.00

49,351.00

187,964.00

17,084.00

1,117,265.00

52,411.00

7,835.00*

3,322.00

4,240,584.00

3,976,191.00

264,393.00

362,858.00

11,157.00 !

109,622.00

Note 1 : Income from Voluntary Service units, material

aid repayments, income from headquarters

housekeeping and housing, and trainee repay-

ments are included in this amount.

Note 2: Increase consists primarily of additional equity

in mental hospitals and Ailsa Craig Boys' Farm
through operations and expenditures against

real estate and equipment,

real estate and equipment.

Note 3: The combined available fund deficit increase<

by $101,787 during 1962. This is primaril

due to insufficient income to cover the relief

Mennonite Aid, and Voluntary Service Fund

program activity and reduction of mortgage

against staff housing real estate. Funds t<

cover these deficits have been taken fron

designated and savings accounts and will nee<

to be restored there.

Gifts to the Board of Christian Service, General Conference Mennonite Church,

722 Main, Newton, Kansas, maintain the Mennonite Central Committee relief work

as well as a

varied testimony of peace and healing. This work of love depends on you.

Give generously.



MAGAZINE FEATURES EASTER
An Easter Service," written by Mrs.
larold Buller especially for families

vith young children, is featured in

he April, May, June quarter of Our
family Worships. Articles in this

ssue of the magazine are "On Mak-
ng Choices" by Esko Loewen, "Let
our Child Learn" by Esther
Jroves, and "Redemption," the in-

erpretive article on the graded
essons, by Paul R. Shelly.

Writers for the daily meditations
or this quarter are Marian Franz,
!hicago, and Winifred Waltner, Elk-

art, Indiana. Meditations are based
n the themes in the Living Faith
raded Sunday school lessons.

JD IN MOROCCO FLOOD
luropean young people serve vol-

ntarily in Morocco under the In-

wnational Christian Service for
eace organization, known as Ei-

?ne. Tom Storrie, director of Ei-

zne in Morocco, reported recently
n the flood disaster in Morocco.
In January, Storrie inspected the
ooded area by helicopter and ob-

?rved the following: "The area and
verity of the devastation are enor-
.ous — whole villages completely
vept away; vast areas still under
ater; an estimated 72,000 people

ff|>meless and much loss of livestock
id crops." He also mentioned that,

anks to prompt action, danger of
sease and epidemics was kept at
minimum.

* Although only a few people per-
iled in the disaster, those who sur-
"Ived are in need of emergency re-
ij'f. The people lost everything they
B.d! Storrie says that the homeless
111 need to be cared for until the
m ginning of April.

M Blankets were given priority on
Me material aid list. Other urgent
Jeds are clothing, tents, and food.

| number of agencies have been
Applying the Moroccans with these
icessities. Eirene volunteers serv-
Ir in the Agidir area have been
nporarily reassigned to serve in
Wjrthern Morocco, where the flood-

m occurred. They are distributing
milk, and also assisting the

AMssant Rouge organization in dis-

wpution of food and clothing.

COLOMBIA SCHOOL OPENS
General Conference missionaries
hosted a Congress and Institute for
evangelical teachers of Colombia in

January. Sponsored by the Associa-
tion of Evangelical Schools of Co-
lombia, the institute made possible
an interchange of ideas.

Approximately 130 primary and
secondary school teachers from all

parts of Colombia heard inspiration-
al lectures and participated in study
classes. Leaders in organizing the
institute were James Goff of the
Colegio Americano of Bogota; Hec-
tor Valencia, director of the Colegio
Americano of Barranquilla; and
Gerald Stucky, director of the Cole-
gio Americano of Cachipay.
Also in January the annual re-

treat for Mennonite young people
of Colombia was held at Cachipay.
The camp ground of the mission
school was the site. About seventy
young people took part in the pro-
gram under the direction of Ross
Cleminger and Glendon Klaassen.
The young people's oganization of
the Mennonite church of Cachipay
was sponsor of the retreat, with
Mary Hope Stucky as counselor.
Following these activities the mis-

sion school—the Colegio Americano
—began its seventeenth year. One
hundred and forty-eight students
are enrolled this year. Seventy-six
are day students, who walk from a

half hour to an hour and a half
each day, while seventy-two are in

boarding. Of the boarding students,
thirty-five are children of parents
with leprosy.

The school officially has five

grades, which are taught by four
Colombian teachers and one mis-
sionary, Hulda Myers of Quaker-
town, Pa. Missionary personnel are
involved in advanced studies for
students who wish to remain after
the fifth grade. Usually there are
about a dozen of the graduates who
remain for further instruction.

Colegio Americano is operated by
missionaries of the General Confer-
ence Church and is under the direc-

tion of Gerald Stucky.

SEMINARY STUDENT EXCHANGE
A Seminary Student Exchange Pro-
gram was begun this year with the
I n t e r-denominational Theological
Center at Atlanta, Ga. The program
has been promised financial support
for the coming year by the Zion
Church at Souderton, Pa. The Zion
Church is making this a special
Lenten project. The church will also
be supporting Paraskevas Paraschou
of Thessaloniki, Greece, in his study
at the Seminary next year. A Greek
Orthodox theological student, Par-
aschou became interested in the
Mennonite Biblical Seminary
through the witness of paxmen.
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CALENDAR

Conferences
Apr. 16-19—Town and Country

Seminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence
May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967 — Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Central

Mar. 27-31—Special services, Car-

lock (111.) Church, Erland Waltner,

speaker.

Mar. 28 — Bluffton College Choir,

Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa

Mar. 31-Apr. 4—Pre-Easter meet-

ings, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., H.

N. Harder, speaker

Apr. 11-14—Easter week-end serv-

ices, Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa.

J. J. Esau, speaker

Eastern
Mar. 28-31—Dedication of new ad-

dition and renovated sanctuary, Pine

Grove Church, Bowmansville, Pa.

April 7-17—"New Life Meetings,"

East Swamp Church, Quakertown,

Pa. Wilbert Regier, speaker.

Northern
Mar. 28,29 Schmeckfest, Free-

man Junior College Women's Aux-

iliary sponsors, Freeman, S. D.

Mar. 30 — Northern District Re-

treat Workshop, Bethel Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn.
Mar. 31-Apr. 5 — Lenten services,

First Church, Madrid, Neb. Leo

Miller, speaker.

Apr. 7-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Bethel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn. Ver-

non Neufeld, speaker

Apr. 9-12—Pre-Easter services, Sa-

lem Church, Freeman, S. D. Erland

Waltner, speaker.

Pacific

Mar. 24-30 - Pre-Easter service,

Spring Valley Church, Newport,

Wash. Philip A. Wedel, speaker.

Apr. 14—Dedication of new sanc-

tuary, First Church, Paso Robles,

Calif.

Apr. 19-21 — General Conference

Fellowship Convention, First
Church, Paso Robles, Calif.

Western
Apr. 7—Du Bois' "Seven Last

Words of Christ," sung by Bethel

College Choir, Bethel College
Church, North Newton, Kan.

Apr. 9—Bach's "Christ Lay in

Bonds of Death" by Bethel College

Choir, meditation by Walter Klaas-

sen, Bethel College Church, North

Newton, Kan.
Mar. 31-Apr. 5—Special meetings,

Zion Church, Elbing, Kan. Albert

The Impact of

Atomic Energy

I IIISIl

iATOMIC ENERGY

The atom tells its history for the lay

reader. Scientists, politicians, and re-

ligious leaders speak for and against

disarmament. By Erwin N. Hiebert. $4.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

•

ill

En

Epp, speaker.

Mar. 31-Apr. 5 — Pre-Easter serv

ices, First Church, Ransom, Kan
John Thiessen, speaker.

Apr. 1-5 — Pre-Easter services,

Hoffnungsau Church, Inman, Kan.

Harold Thieszen, speaker.

Apr. 7-10 — Holy Week Services,

Buhler (Kan.) Church, Russell Mast,

speaker.

Apr. 8-10—Pre-Easter services, Ar-

vada (Colo.) Church. Arnold Nickel,

speaker.

Apr. 8-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Grace Hill Church, Whitewater.

Kan. O'Ray Graber, speaker.

Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church
|j

Clinton. Verney Unruh, speaker

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir al

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.

May 5—Mennonite Song Festival

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan
June 9—Dedication of new churcl

building and Eightieth Anniversary

of the congregation, Zion Church

Elbing, Kan.
Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service

Freeman Junior College, J. Herber

Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 26 — Commencement, Bethe

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinne

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Mennt

nite Biblical Seminary.

May 31 — Commencement, Fre<

man Junior College, Robert

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffto

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Teachers and nurses are needed i

schools and hospitals for Indians i

Arizona. At present there ai

enough teachers in government ar

public schools in Oraibi. The Ho;

Mission School in Oraibi, which

operated by the Board of Mission

will need one or two teachers f<

the coming school year. Teache

are needed in Tuba City by bot

public schools and the governmei

school. Qualified teachers interest*

in teaching Indian children in Tul

City should write to the Principi

Tuba City Public School, Box C

Tuba City, Ariz. Persons interest

in teaching in the governme:

school may obtain Form 57 at tl

post office. This form is also

218 March 26, 1 9-



(uired by nurses who wish to serve
n the Public Health Hospital in
\iba City. Further information on
/ork in mission centers may be ob-
ained from the Board of Missions,
22 Main Street, Newton, Kan.

JEW ADDRESSES

'ansas

Mrs. Mark DeArthur, 1531 West
5 St., Topeka
Ronald Graber, 123 W. 10 St.,

[utchinson

Irvin Hiebert, 909 N. 11 St., Ar-
ansas City

Mary Belle Janzen, 901 S. Chest-
ut, McPherson
Eldon Klaassen, Meade
Kenneth Lindteigen, West Side
railer Court, Abilene
Ervin Pauls, Rt. 1, Johnson
Waldo C. Reimer, 921% S. Main,
Duth Hutchinson

Melvin Voth, 1821 N. Roosevelt
St., Wichita 8

Latin America
Mrs. B. J. Ellsworth, Peace Corps,

Consulato de Los Estados Unidos,
Guayaquil, Ecuador
Ernst Harder, Juan Jose de Ar-

teaga 1376 Montevideo, Uruguay
Albert Neufeld, Chamc, Rep. de

Panama
Herman R. Nickel, Casilla de

Correo 788, Montevideo
Nebraska
David B. Quiring, Box 17, Lushton
Donald L. Schmidt, 1124 Mayhew,

York
Fred Wiebe, Veterans Hospital,

Lincoln

Dewy Wiens, 950 N. 12, Broken
Bow
Ohio

John H. Bauman, 3345 W. 25 St.,

Cleveland 7

Cheryl Geiser, 1792 E. 100 St.,

Apt. 19, Cleveland 6
Gordon Gerber, 120 North St.,

Chardon
Robert Mutschelknaus, 365 V2 S.

State St., Marion
Mrs. Gary Sprunger, 2041 E. 96

St., Apt. 22A, Cleveland 6
Jenifer Whiddon, 1660 Magnolia

Dr., Cleveland 6

MINISTERS

John A. Esau, pastor of Faith
Church, Minneapolis, Minn., will be
ordained on Sunday, Mar. 31, by
his father John J. Esau. J. Herbert
Fretz will speak at the service.

WORKERS
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Wiens, Beatrice,

Neb., began service on an interim
basis at Moencopi, Ariz., on Feb. 24.

They spent several months there
earlier this winter as part of the
Winter Service program.

\DIO PROGRAMS

3ar Editor of the Mennontte: I

st finished reading the March 12,

* issue of The Mennonite and
me to the editorial page to find a
ost disgusting article on radio pro-
ams. First of all I think your two
fole references in regard to "the
mch in God's nostrils" were com-
pely taken out of context.
Hie emphasis which our church
ices on peace and nonresistance
the light of Christ's prediction
iy be responsible for many a soul
suffer eternally in hell because
have overemphasized insignifi-

it points at the expense of essen-
ts such as Christ's atonement, re-
ltance and salvation, etc. Rev
18-19.

t seems to me that radio min-
ers are more at the mercy of
ir audience than ministers of the
al church because the support
ich they receive is regulated by
messages delivered,

'here is no question but that

||
of the gospel radio programs

I

fulfill Christ's command of "go-
into all the world." Also Mat-

[
12:30 gives us Christ's senti-

ments on the subject of your edi-
torial. Harold Harder, Rt. 3, El
Dorado, Kansas.

PIOUS EFFORT ON TAXES
To the Editor: In regard to the ar-
ticle, "Why I Don't Pay All My In-
come Tax" (Feb. 26), I am appalled
at the hypocrisy expressed in that
article. What virtue is there in not
paying your income tax willingly
instead forcing the Revenue Inspec-
tor to collect it himself from the au-
thor's bank account? ... To quote:
"I am willing to pay for a certain
amount of waste, fraud and incom-
petence" but not for something that
did not exist in the time of the New
Testament. Don't fraud and cor-
ruption lead to war? He describes
Rome as a government that didn't
spend as much on war as our gov-
ernment and that Rome "maintained
peace" certainly it maintained peace
but how? With terrible brutality
and with the sword. The Romans
had a horrible slave system. Their
birthday parties were illumined with
flaming crosses of burning Chris-
tians. It was a totally pagan gov-
ernment. That's the kind of a gov-
ernment to which Jesus and Paul
paid willing taxes. They had more
important things to do than to
picket the government and complain
about the taxes.

Don't we as Mennonites have any-
thing more important to think about

than how we can draw attention to
ourselves by being very odd so that
others might notice how pious we
are? Mrs. M. Wiebe, 1516 S. 4th,
Beatrice, Nebraska.

TAX WITHHOLDING
Dear Sir: Regarding the tax with-
holding witness: The personal testi-

mony of John H. Yoder [Feb. 26]
was timely, since it will stem a
tide of misconceptions as to his

motives for his actions. And since
he seems to be unsure of his own
position as to the right or wrong
of his actions, as one fighting in

darkness where he is not sure
whether his testimony will hurt
friend or foe, I would urge him to
read a book obtainable from the,

Canadian Intelligence Service,
Flesherton, Ontario. The title of the
book is Pawns in the Game by Com-
mander RCN. Wm. Guy Carr. In
fact, I would urge all. pastors and
teachers to procure it, in order to

be able to bolster all our forces in
the Lord's ranks, that we will be
thus better able to withstand the
wiles of Satan. Teachers of history
will find it of inestimable value, an
essential book to interpret histori-
cal events. The price of $2.00 is in
my opinion the best investment we'
can make for our own enlighten-
ment. It will give our witness pur-
pose and direction. Peter G. Harms,
Snowflake, Man.
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Internationa I MDS

Annual Meeting

Representatives of Disaster Service

units from thirteen states and three

provinces of Canada gathered at

the Hillsboro Mermonite Brethren

Church on Feb. 14 and 15 for the

seventh annual meeting of Menno-

nite Disaster Service.

This meeting was significant in a

number of ways. It marked the first

time the annual get-together was

held in a Mennonite community or

local Mennonite church. Before all

meetings have been held in either

Chicago or Denver. It was the first

time MDS met as a special section

of the Mennonite Central Commit-

tee. This organization was affected

during the past year by the estab-

lishment of six MDS regions, four

in the United States and two in

Canada. Also with a registration

totaling about 180, it was in terms

of attendance the largest of any

meeting held in the history of MDS.
William Snyder, Executive Secre-

tary of MCC explained that the pur-

pose for establishing regional areas

and an international organization is

to provide better coordination when

more than one unit is needed for

larger disasters.

Ivan M. Martin, Blue Ball, Pa.,

chairman of the MDS section,

opened the Thursday morning pro-

grams with words of welcome. On
Thursday evening a large group at-

tended a banquet at which Harry

Martens of Elkhart, Ind., vice-chair-

man of the MDS section, presided.

President Tilman Smith of Hesston

College gave the address on this

occasion on "The Laymen's Trust."

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

MM

A feature of the program was a

realistic demonstration of field op-

erations by members of the Kansas

MDS group and the Hesston Rescue

Unit. Officers and volunteers of the

Kansas unit assumed a tornado had

struck the town of Hillsboro near

the meeting site. They demonstrat-

ed the actual procedure used in get-

ting men to the disaster area. The

rescue unit actually picked up a

mock victim, administered first aid,

and rushed him to the hospital in

an ambulance with siren blaring.

These ambulances are privately

owned and by special permit are

equipped with sirens, stretchers,

and other necessary equipment for

rescue operation. Also on hand was

the MDS bus which is used as head-

quarters office in case of actual dis-

aster. This bus is equipped with

short wave two-way radios, emer-

gency flood lights, and other equip-

ment used in disaster work.

In the meeting on Friday, the Ex-

ecutive Coordinator of MDS section,

Wayne Clemens, spoke on "Relation-

ship to Non-MDS Organizations."

He stated it is in this area where

conflict arises with regard to our

peace position and our desire to wit-

ness through disaster service. In

regard to Red Cross, he said, "We
have an informal relationship where

both of us recognize the other's abil-

ities and our mutual interest in

serving disaster victims in need. The

area of most severe conflict be-

tween our peace position and our

witness through service arises in

the relationship to Civil Defense.

We are searching information about

the Civil Defense program to see

how it fits in our peace concept."

W.D. PLANNING CONFERENCE

The ninth annual workshop of the

Western District Mennonite Men
was held on March 2 at the Golden

Plains School near Newton. The

purpose of these annual meetings

is to plan for men's work both o

a district and local level. Elme
Ediger was the conference directo

The theme of the conference w~

"Expecting More of the Laity.'

Most of the morning session w:

devoted to Bible study and revie

ing activities of local men's group

Local representatives were given o
portunity to share their project

programs, and concerns.

Ideas on how the laity can a

sume more functions on local a:

conference level in support of it

church ministry were studied in tJ

afternoon. Resource leaders spo"

in five areas of church work whe
the layman may help. Arnold Nick

spoke on "Visiting and Speci

Needs." He indicated that lay pe

pie are often in a better position

do effective visitation than the mi

ister because they have closer co<

tacts and may understand econom
and social needs better. Layman
layman visitation in such crisis s

uations as economic loss, marit

difficulty, physical disability, J
ployment strains, and parent-chi

difficulties may be helpful.

"Church Administration, Loc

and Conference," was discussed

Willard Linschied. He said that

though the minister is the shephe

of his flock, layman can and shou

take responsibility for administ"

five work.

Jay Spaulding and Rudy En
discussed, "Teaching and Leadi

Youth Groups." They expressed t

idea that a team teaching approa

of four or five people may be he

ful in teaching and leading you

The topic "Preaching: On Serm
Issues, and Substitute Preachin

was discussed by Elbert Koontz.

advocated the idea of a "lay-m

ister" to be appointed by the cong

gation to assist the minister in

itation, administration, youth wo
and in preaching.

Elmer Friesen spoke on "W
Ministers Need Special Support."

pointed out the fact that only o

half of the churches in the West

District have full time minist

The other half have a minister o

on a part-time basis. He indica

laymen can do much to encour

their minister, especially in tir

of personal hardship or strain.

The evening session was devo

to planning the Western Dist

Men's retreat at Camp Mennos

to be held on April 27 and 28.
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here are thirty

service choices

Arizona Mennonite Mission; work

with the Hopi people; 3 men and 6

women; 4 weeks, May 31-July 1.

(GO
Atlanta, Georgia; Work with chil-

dren. Must have interest in inter-

racial living and peace concern and

should be at least 20 years of age.

Both men and women needed.

(MCC)

British Columbia Work camp; de-

velopment of newly purchased re-

treat grounds of B. C. Mennonite

young people near Hope; 12 fellows

and 12 girls. (GC)

camp landon Work in a typically

Southern town, Gulfport, Mississip-

pi; 2 men and 4 women; 7 weeks,

June 10-July 27. (GC)

eloy Arizona; work with migrants

at the mission station in Arizona;

2 women; May 24-June 11. (GC)

priedenswald Central District re-

treat grounds near Cassopolis, Mich-

igan; assist in camping program;

6 men and 6 women; 1-10 weeks,

May-October (GC)

For further information on General

Conference (GC) service and for

application forms, write to: Board

of Christian Service, 722 Mam St.,

Newton, Kan. For Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee (MCC) write to:

Voluntary Service, Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee, Akron, Pa.

friendship house Washington, D.C.

Work with various age groups of

children on an interracial basis in

summer camping program; 4 or 5

men and women. (MCC)

grande prairie Alberta Hospital;

RNs, orderlies, and aides; 12 per-

sons; 3 months, May-August. Cream-

ery; 1 butter printer and 1 assistant

in ice cream department; 1 man and

1 woman; June 15-August 31. (GO

Hastings and Fergus falls Minne-

sota; Student or psychiatric aides in

state mental hospitals; 5 to 6 men

and women. (MCC)

hydro, Oklahoma Mennonite re-

treat grounds; Assist in camping

program; 2 men and 4 women;

July 15-27. (GO

institute of logopedics Wichita,

Kansas; Mentally retarded and

handicapped children; 4 women to

serve as substitute teachers. (MCC)

junior village Washington, D. C;

Nursery, play-school, recreational,

cooking, and other activities with

children; 3 men and women. (MCC)

langhorne Pennsylvania; Fill va-

cancies created by vacations of the

regular staff at Woods School; men-

tally retarded children; 6 to 8 men
and women. (MCC)

loyalty mission and Kansas City

Mennonite Church; 1 man or couple

for exciting task in emerging parish

program; 2 men and 2 women for

Bible school and service projects in

church community; June through

August. (GC)

maplewood Mennonite Church, Fort*,

Wayne, Indiana; teach Bible school;

3 women; June 10-21. (GC)

mccrossan boys ranch Sioux Falls,

South Dakota; work will include

directing physical activities, wood-

working and crafts, 4-H and FFA
projects, gardening, and camping;

2 men; 12 weeks, June 1-August 31.

mennonite youth farm Rosthern,

Saskatchewan; work with crippled

children and invalids, kitchen, laun-

dry, gardening work; men and wom-
en; June-October. (GC)

mennoscah Western District re-

treat grounds near Murdock, Kan-

sas; assist in camping program; 1

man and 5 women; 5 weeks, July 1

August 4. (GC)

men-o-lan Eastern District retrea

grouds near Quakertown, Pennsyl

Vania; assist in camping program;

8 men and/or women; 6 weeks, Jun

30-August 10. (GC)

nashville Tennessee; Communit
center, vacation Bible school, an

possibly tutorial work; 6 to 8 me'

and women, 20 years of age o

older. (MCC)

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALT

Washington, D. C. Participate i"

medical research; 8 to 10 men an

women. (MCC)

new york Religious programs, va

cation Bible school, recrea^io"

homemaking and health education

etc., with migrants at Hamilton an

Waterville; 6 men and wome"

(MCC)

north battleford Saskatchewan

government hospital for mentall.

ill; orderlies, ward aides; 12 pe

sons; 4 months; May through Se

tember. (GO

northern cheyenne Mennonit

Mission at Busby, Montana; 6 me
and/or women; June. (GC)

Oklahoma Mennonite Indian churc"

es; 7 women; 2-5 weeks, May 2

June 30. (GO

Portland Oregon; 1 man, 2 worn

for Bible school, recreation a

crafts in Alberta Community Me
nonite Church; July 29-August

(GC)

silver lake Camp ground of t

Ontario young people near O
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Sound; assist in camping program;
6 men, July 27-August 10; 6 women,
August 11-24. (GO

warden Washington; assist small
Mennonite church in community
canvass and Bible school program;
2 women; June 10-21. (GO
woodlawn Chicago; 4 girls and 2
fellows for work in integrated Men-

nonite church; day camping, Bible
school, counseling, and visitation;

June 24-August 2. (GO

youth caravan Traveling work-
camp, Palisades Mennonite Camp,
Idaho, and Tongue River Indian
Reservation, Montana; 8 girls and
8 fellows, high school grades 10-11-

12; July 1-21. (GO

From Our Readers

YOUTH SUNDAY ACTIVITIES

First Church Youth Fellowship,
Nappanee, Ind., observed Youth
Sunday with the morning service in

charge of its young people. The
youth choir sang "O Master Let Me
Walk With Thee." Short talks on
"Ten Rules for Teen-age Christians"
were given by Luther Adkins, Mar-

)'
! lene Reichert, Ed Stump, Rod
Clouse, Stephanie Clouse, Cheryl
Mullett, Nancy Peltier, Dennis Yo-
der, Jane Stump, and Janet Reed.

Salem Youth Fellowship, Dalton,
Ohio, used "Youth Needs the
Church" as the theme for their
iTouth Sunday program. Carol Bix-
ler, Gene Gerber, John Hofstetter,
Roelif Badertscher, Lucretia Wilson,
and Elaine Mishler discussed this
subject. The youth choir sang "Holy,
tfoly, Holy." A choral reading, "Our
search for a Purpose" was present-
Hi by the young people at the eve-
ling service.

leedley (Calif.) Youth Fellowship
aad "Young Christian Witnesses" as
heir theme. Talks were given on
witnessing at school, among friends,
it home, in my vocation, etc.

',oar Young People's Fellowship,
Valdheim, Sask., had an evening

service for the entire church on
Youth Sunday. Zoar youth reporter,
Shiela Epp, writes that the program
was given entirely by young people.
Included on the program was a
quartet, a recorder group, vocal and
piano solos, and a dialogue sermon.
Carl Ens spoke on "Youth With a
Purpose" at the morning service.

TWIN-CITY YOUTH MEET
February 16 was the date of the
second Twin-City Mennonite Youth
Fellowship meeting. It was held at
First Mennonite Church in Kitchen-
er, Ont.

The program of the evening was
a panel discussion on Mennonite
tradition and its relation to the
emergence and existence of the var-
ious divisions in the Mennonite
Church. Salome Bauman represent-
ed the (Old) Mennonite Church,
Herbert Enns and Milton Good, the
General Conference Mennonites, and
Henry Dueck, the Mennonite Breth-
ren Church. Norman High, Dean of
University of Waterloo was the mod-
erator. Refreshments and a great
deal of open discussion on the topic,

"Let's Understand Our Mennonite
Traditions," followed the formal
portion of the program. About 100
attended.

MY PRAYER
Fashion me according to Thy pattern, O Lord,
I come to Thee but a simple length of cloth,
Torn by the cares of life,

Cut by the scissors of hatred,
Rent by sorrow and grief,

Never a complete garment, except by Thy guiding hand.
Take me, mend me, renew me.
Let Thy mercy, love, and grace,
My faith, courage, and hope,
Be the threads of the seams,
Let temptations, trials, and troubles come
To test the strength of the seams,
Until I, at last, shall be a complete garment,
Perfect and fit. —Lois Duerksen
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If Jesus Christ should come today as He

did that first time in that first century,

where would He go? In what form

would He appear? How would He

live? How would He die? These are the questions Fritz Eichenberg asks us in

his woodblock, "Crucifixion." (See cover.) His answers bear study.

If Jesus came today He might come as a Negro. He would certainly identify

himself with a minority group. He would seek out the persecuted and down-

trodden. The Jews were such a people in the first century. They had a proud

tradition. They remembered a time of glory under David. They had a cove-

nant with God who brought them out of Egypt. They looked for God to act

again. For many centuries they waited. The}' hoped—only to be disappointed.

But they remembered a covenant. While they waited they studied the law of

God. They were still the people of God.

This is how the Jews saw themselves. But did their picture match the image

others had? Hardly. The Romans saw the Jews as people who needed to be

ruled and as source of money for the colonial army. To the Greeks the Jews were

rustics who needed culture. The Samaritans saw the Jews as a proud people

with a narrow religion.

Is there a parallel here to the Negroes of today? We need not insist on agree-

ment at every point. The Negroes have come up out of great bondage. A
proud people, they look for the promised land of equality. But as they live in

hope they suffer. The abuse of their fellows, though cruel, is certainly the least

of their suffering. The scars of years of spiritual suffering cloud their eyes and

they wander in a barren land waiting for someone to lead them out.

And if Jesus should come again, would He die as He did at Calvary? Was

it sin that killed Him on that black day so long ago? The fear and pride of men

combined to nail Christ to a cross. These were the clouds that darkened the sky.

Today sin again blots out the heavens. Swirling about the dying Christ is

radioactive fallout. And what is this but the sin born of man's fear and pride.

Man fears other men because he knows the evil in his own heart. The atomic

tests are. not the only sin in 1963. But all other sins are like this one. And the

wages of this sin are death—death for us and for our children. Can Christ save

us from this death? Can He save us from the pride of racism? Can He save us

from the pride of atomic power?

He can. But this is no easy answer. For where Christ meets your sin, He dies.

There is the cross you have built.

"And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of man

be lifted up, that whoever believes in him may have eternal life" (John 3:14, 15)

.

"By his wounds you have been healed" ( 1 Peter 2 : 24)

.



OTHER FOUNDATION CAN NO MAN LAY THAN THAT IS LAID, WHICH IS JESUS CHRIST



David Habeggei

THE MEANINGS OF THE LORD'S SUPPER

My first experience with the Lord's

Supper was at Busby, Montana.

Here with our Cheyenne brethren I

shared in this sacred ritual. There I

felt in a deep way the "tie that

binds our hearts in Christian love."

Later, in Berne, Indiana, where

the communicants numbered in the

hundreds, I began to know the

greater extent of that tie. Since

then I have participated in services

in many churches and in several

different denominations.

There is an outer difference be-

tween the informal service in Mon-

tana and the formal service in the

First Mennonite Church, Newton,

Kansas, where the people hold the

bread in spotless white handker-

chiefs. Yet the inner meaning of

this service is the same.

Commemoration

Mennonites have called the Lord's

Supper an ordinance. Christ ordered

or instituted this practice. At the

last meal with His disciples Jesus

said, "Do this in remembrance of

me." Thus the practice is commemo-

rative. We call the bread and wine

that are used symbols of Christ.

They point back to the crucifixion

where in the broken body and shed

blood of Christ God was manifest-

ing His love in order that men
might come to Him and be saved.

We find this remembering a mean-

ingful act. We are inclined to forget

that we do not save ourselves by

living the good life. We are saved

through the vicarious suffering of

God. The death of Christ has been

much more than a moral example

to us. We need salvation. We have

not been able to do those things

which we desire. And not only that,

but we find ourselves actually do-

ing those things which we despise.

It is only by the amazing grace of

God that we are called His children.

In the Lord's Supper we recog-

nize that we too have crucified

Christ. It was for us that He prayed,

"Father, forgive them." It was for

us He hung and suffered there.

Even though we find much mean-

ing in this commemorative aspect

of the memorial meal, there are fur-

ther meanings. To emphasize this

truth alone, and leave other depths

unplumbed is to cut ourselves off

from a wealth of meanings.

Communion

Another familiar word for the

Lord's Supper is communion. The

word is particularly fitting. It em-

phasizes our fellowship with Christ

and with fellow believers. The Greek

word for communion and fellow-

ship is the same. It is koinonia. It

can also be translated participation

and sharing. In the Lord's Supper

we have a common union. And that

common union is Christ.

In our present observance we are

inclined to be too individualistic.

We think of our fellowship as being

only with God. But to have fellow-

ship with God we need to be in

fellowship with our brothers also.

Those who participate in the service

without being reconciled to their

brothers are forgetting Christ's

words. Reconciliation with the

brother must come first if we are

to have fellowship with God (Matt.

5:24).

Here we see the need for a pre-

paratory service. The preparatory

service should be one in which we
not only confess our sins to God,

but in which we confess our sins to

the one we have wronged. The com-

munion service has lost some of its

strength because of the absence of

confession and cleansing by the

Holy Spirit.

h

In First Corinthians 11 som< al

Christians were sick following

communion service because the] 1

had not observed the body. The bes

interpretation of this verse is tha [S

the people came to the service o

communion without having acknowl
edged their sin against their broth

ers, who were in the body of Christ

There were divisions in the churcl

and the love feast had become
scandal. They were seeking fellow

ship with God when the fellowshii

with their brethren was broken. Th< ft

way to God was blocked. The sii f
which they did not confess took it

toll.

The unity we have in Christ is i

unity of spirit. When Christians an
willing to share and suffer for on*

another, Christ is present in thei:

lives.

This unity can be expressed in th<

way the ritual is ordered. As thi

bread is passed the people are aske<

to hold it until each has been serve(

that they might eat together as

symbol of oneness. Then when thi

cup is passed each person is aske<

to drink as the cup is passed as

symbol of personal relationship t(

Christ. This has been worthwhile

for it not only aids the elderly peo

pie who cannot hold a glass withou

spilling, but it points to the fact tha

Christ died for the church (Eph
5:25) and that we need to come t<

Him unitedly if we want to be ac

cepted individually.

Commitment

Some people misuse the word com
munion. They say, "I took commun
ion today," as if the bread and win<

were the communion. But commun
ion is not with the elements bu
with persons—with our brothers an<

with our ever-present God. In thi

service our communion is with thi
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A Service With Many Moods

Father and with His Son Jesus

Christ (1 John 1:3).

The Lord's Supper means a re-

newal of our commitment. This is

emphasized by the word sacrament.

We have refrained from the use of

:this word because of its meaning to

Roman Catholics. But we can use

the word with its original meaning
;and find it helpful. Menno Simons

used it frequently.

Originally the word referred to

the vow that a soldier took when
he enlisted into the army. Thus the

fevord came to refer to baptism

which was the Christian's enlist-

ment into the hosts of God. Then it

came to be used for the Lord's

Supper. It applies very well for

without an affirmation of our faith

the whole service is weakened.

This was emphasized in the Mon-
tana services I first observed and

later participated in. There all Chris-

tians came forward and took the

front pews during the Lord's Sup-

per. This separated those who were

committed and those who were not.

By going forward the Christians ex-

pressed their commitment. Those

who were left behind were im-

pressed with the fact that they

were not a part of the church.

And it was at just such a service

that Milton Whiteman accepted

Christ as his Saviour. When his wife

went forward and he had to remain

behind he decided that he too need-

ed to make this commitment. Later

he became the first ordained Chey-

enne minister in Montana.
To emphasize commitment it is

meaningful to occasionally have the

communicants go to the front of the

sanctuary. It need not be done this

way every time. Any set pattern

tends to grow stale. But to go for-

ward in response to an invitation

and to have the minister speak di-

rectly to those being served can add

greatly to the service.

This emphasis can also be had by

the singing of such commitment
hymns as "Just As I Am" before

the communion service.

The Lord's Supper is also sacra-

mental because God becomes real

•Gelhsemane" by Robert Hodgell. The Lord's Supper means a renewal of our commitment.



to us in eating the bread and drink-

ing the wine. As Anabaptists we
have rejected the concept that God

is somehow present in the elements

—either by what is called transub-

stantiation or by consubstantiation.

But in so doing we forget that

Christ is present and revealed in a

vital way through this ceremony.

Frank Laubach tells that the

Christians of the Pacific Islands,

who were cannibals at one time,

find much meaning in the Lord's

Supper. Formerly they ate men not

because they were hungry or had

no other meat, but because the per-

son whom they ate was a great per-

son. They ate to get the person's

keen mind, leadership, personality,

or spirit. It was a compliment to be

eaten by cannibals! In the Chris-

tian ceremony they were led beyond

a crude custom to one in which they

experienced the presence of Christ

in their midst as they ate of em-

blems that represented Christ.

J. B. Phillips points out that we
would deeply cherish the robe of

Christ, the chalice, or a lock of hair,

for these would bring Christ close

to us. In my own experience I have

found it meaningful to possess a

handwritten letter of my grandfa-

ther. A photograph of great-grand-

parents has made these relatives

live. But God in His providence has

not allowed the survival of physical

objects. Instead He gives us an au-

thentic and living tradition. Through
this tradition Christ speaks to us

and makes us aware of His pres-

ence. Did He not say, "Lo, I am
with you always"?

In the Bible the words seeing,

feeling, and tasting are used as

often as hearing in describing the

divine presence. The Word is a

metaphor of revelation through the

sense of hearing. As such it is a

symbol, for all words are symbols.

In like manner should not symbols
that can be seen, touched, and tast-

ed make God as real to us as those

that are heard? As long as we are

spirit-body we should use such

means without apology for God can

show himself to us through them. I

hug and kiss my children not only

because I love them, but to express

my love. So too, in the communion

service, Christ is not only remind-

ing us of His loving concern and

forgiveness, but He is graciously

present revealing himself to us in

a unique way through the service.

In one of the prayers following

the communion service the minister

says, "Grant, we beseech Thee, that

we may so partake of the very life

of Christ that He may live again

in us." This lays emphasis upon the

fact that Christ is present and can

live in and among us.

Celebration

Another word that is used for the

Lord's Supper, but one that is not

common to Mennonites, is eucharist.

This is a Greek word meaning
thanksgiving. The service is also a

celebration. As Christians had fel-

lowship at the Supper they rejoiced

and gave thanks for the great act

of mercy that God manifested in

forgiving their sins in Christ. Thus
the service can be one of praise and
an expression of gratitude.

When I first came to Pennsylvania

and learned that many churches ob-

served the Lord's Supper on Easter,

I was quite surprised. At first this

seemed like having a sorrowful

service on a day of rejoicing.

Our forms of service have empha-
sized remembrance and have lacked

a strong note of thanksgiving. Be-

cause of our sin Christ was crucified.

But this note of joy is real. The
death of Christ was also a volun-

tary act, an expression of divine

love and grace. Humanly speaking,

Christ could have avoided the cross.

We may feel quite strange partici-

pating in a Lord's Supper that

strikes the note of victory. But how
fitting it is to sing songs of joy

when we remember that we have
died and have been raised to new-

ness of life in Christ.

Consummation

This divine service also has an

eschatological emphasis. It looks

forward to a final consummation of

air that God has been doing here

on earth. At the Last Supper with

His disciples Jesus said that He
would not drink of the fruit of the

vine until He would drink it new in

the Kingdom of God. And in various

parts of Scripture we read of the

great eschatological banquet that

shall be held at the wedding of the

church, as the bride, to Christ, the

groom. Revelation 19:9 has this

beatitude, "Blessed are those who
are invited to the marriage supper
of the Lamb."
We affirm that our life is not

fulfilled here on earth. We look for-

ward to its consummation in heav-

en. What a tremendous occasion

that will be when men shall come
from the east and the west and sit

down with Abraham and the patri-

archs of old. The disciples will be

there and all the saints of history.

All who have washed their robes

white in the blood of the Lamb will

be present.

The Lord's Supper is much more
than a memorial meal. Our present

forms of service have limited us.

They have not provided a variation

of mood or of emphasis. How much
better it would be to have forms of

service that would highlight each
of the aspects of this meaningful
ritual. Then on various occasions the

form of service that was most ap-

propriate could be used. On Good
j

Friday the service that emphasized
the commemorative aspect could be
used. During the summer, the affir-

mation of the present and living

Christ would be fitting. And what
better emphasis could be had on
World-wide Communion Sunday
than that of consummation for we
would then look with anticipation

to being together with Christian

brothers of all denominations on the

dawn of that eternal day.

Many congregations observe com-

munion only once or twice a year. -

This has been a pattern from the

days of the Reformation. Yet we
who desire to be in keeping with

the practices of the New Testament
have overlooked the fact that the

early church frequently observed

the communion meal. It does not

lessen the meaningfulness of the

service to observe it three or four,

times a year. Rather a more fre

quent observance seems to enhance

its value and becomes more mean
ingful as people are given oppor

tunity to meditate upon this mosl

sacred of all religious observances
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Algeria's 'prime minister,

Ahmed Ben Bella planted the

first tree in a forestation

program to stop erosion

and reclaim wasted land.

A Tree

Grows in

Algeria

Geoffrey Murray

On a hillside near Constantine,

Algeria, a tiny tree is growing all

alone. Soon it will be joined by tens

of thousands of others.

It is a special tree, because it

was planted recently by Ahmed
Ben Bella, Algeria's prime minister.

His action expressed official approv-

al of a huge scheme of reforestation

which is being carried out here by

the Christian Committee for Service

in Algeria.

The scheme calls for the planting

of 21,000,000 trees by 1964. These
trees include eucalyptus, cypress,

and pine.

The project began in September
1962. A pilot undertaking had

proved the idea to be sound. Al-

ready more than 2,000,000 seedlings

have been planted in seventeen

tree nurseries.

These nurseries will soon be in-

creased to twenty-eight. One nurs-

ery is prepared for 500,000 seed-

lings.

Today, about 12,000 workers are

employed on this forestation proj-

ect. They receive their wages in the

form of food for themselves and

their families. As each worker is

the head of a family with an aver-

age in Algeria of five dependents,

this means that the scheme is cur-

rently feeding about 72,000.

The system is a complex one. The

local authorities nominate the men
who are to be employed at the

nurseries. They do ten days' work
and are then paid with rations cal-

culated to last six people for six

weeks. Meanwhile, another team of

workers is sent by the authorities

to do a ten-day's stint. This enables

a far greater number of people to

benefit than would otherwise be

possible.

I went recently to see the work
in operation on a number of chan-

tiers, as the worksites are called.

These are sometimes on level

ground in the valleys, but often

they are on the slopes of steep hill-

sides. Wherever they are, the nurs-

ery has to be carefully prepared,

rocks removed, the soil sifted, and

holes of exactly the right size dug,

or they will collect water which

will freeze in the night and kill the

seedlings.

Plastic bags are filled with special

soil and the seedlings are planted

in these. Then bag, soil, and seed-

lings are placed in the hole that

has been made to receive it.

So the work goes on. hour after

hour, day after day, and already

the number of trees planted is be-

coming astronomical in size. Ulti-

mately these trees will stop the soil

erosion which is one of Algeria's

gravest economic problems.
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Correspondence on the i-W Program

Friendly Diagnosis

Quite a few people have respond-

ed to the letter by Ronald Nelson.

(Mar. 12) about our 1-W witness.

For other comments see Letters,

page 236, and Editorial, page 2JfO.

NEED FOR 1 -W DISCIPLINE

Dear Editor: In response to Mr.

Nelson's letter of March 12, as a

fellow 1-W I should like to make a

few comments.
I would not go so far as to say

that most of the 1-Ws are "green

punks." It is true though that the

two years between nineteen and
twenty-one do make a great differ-

ence in maturity. The fact that we
have problems in our programs no
one who has observed it will deny.

Basically the root of the problem
is spiritual. Because we have dwelt

on nonresistance as it pertains to

war and peace to the neglect of its

total aspects or to other doctrines,

our young people have no real con-

cept of Christianity. Instead we are

trying to beat the pacifists at their

own game.
Secondly is a lack of discipline.

Whenever you get four or more fel-

lows in one house without super-

vision there is going to be trouble.

Somewhere we have gotten the idea

that the boys will resent it if the

1-W sponsor is concerned about their

private and spiritual lives. When a
young fellow enters the army he
gets real discipline. Actually youth
today is looking for real concerned
leadership and will be resentful if

they don't get it.

The need is not so much for a
witness in service but that the Lord
might give an enlarged vision of a
world lost without Christ. If we
have the vision, the witness will

take care of itself. "Where there is

no vision, the people perish." Ralph

A. Claassen, 3935 State Line, Kansas
City 11, Mo.

ROOT OF 1-W WITNESS

Dear Editor: The 1-W program
seems to be under considerable criti-

cism of late with most of it focusing

on the 1-Ws themselves. My hus-

band and I spent 1956-58 in 1-W
service in Evanston, Illinois. It hurts

us to hear these bad reports of the

unit there and others too. I would

like to share some concerns I have.

First of all I do not believe that

the fault lies entirely with the 1-Ws

themselves. What about the parents

of these 1-Ws, the home congrega-

tion, and the Conference itself? It

was said that some fellows were

holding down more than one job

and the "almighty dollar" was of

utmost importance. Let me ask you

this, how important is the dollar to

the folks at home? Have the par-

ents led their children to believe

that they are privileged to be giv-

ing two years in a special service

for the cause of peace or is it just

two years to get over with ?

Now let's take a look at the home
congregation. When we left for serv-

ice a few said "Goodbye," others

said "Isn't it too bad that you had

to break up your farming opera-

tion and go into service" and there

are also those who really never

seemed to know that we went into

service. How much more it would

mean to the 1-W if he knew great

things were expected of him and

there was a personal concern for

his peace witness among his fellow

church members. I don't mean to

say there aren't any who have a

personal concern because I know
from experience there are. We ap-

preciated it so much when a family

from our church did take the trou-

ble to look us up. But, there are

not nearly enough who have a real

personal concern.

When we entered service the unit

was fairly new but with a sizable

number of 1-Ws. We found no

church which could be classed as

the unit church and also no per-

manent unit sponsor. Many of us

felt the need of a unit church and
we made our need known to our

conference. Nothing was forthcom-

ing and to my knowledge there still

is no church. Some of us attended

church at the Mennonite Biblical

Seminary which was in Chicago at

that time. Many of the students and
the minister did a great deal to

help us, but since it was a twenty-

mile drive one way through the

heart of Chicago not too many at-

tended. Finally the last summer we
were there we were able to rent a

church for the summer months. It

proved to be very successful. We
had a fine attendance with even the

single fellows who lived at the Hen-
dry House attending and we were
self-supporting. When fall came the

unit was again faced with the prob-

lem of no church. When you com-
bine this situation with the other

concerns I have mentioned you can

see the result as we find it today in

the poor witness we too often find

in our 1-W program.
When we look back over our two

years of 1-W service we remember
those who didn't quite understand

our position and the situations we
sometimes faced where we could

have been wiser and been a better

peace witness for Christ. But we
also remember the mother in the

Catholic family with whom we
shared the house we lived in who
said, "I'm sure sorry to see you go

and I wish you the very best." My
husband remembers a member of

the hospital staff who said, "I don't

know how we'd get along here in

the hospital without you 1-W fel-

lows." Then there are the many
friends we made from coast to coast

and of various denominations. These

things make us feel good inside. We
received much more than we gave.

This 1-W program will be as good

or as bad as each 1-W, each parent,

each home congregation, and the

Conference will make it. How good

will we make it or is it already too

late? Mrs. Raymond Brandt, Rt. 3,

Hillsboro, Kan.
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Congress Extends Draft
The United States Congress has

extended its military draft for an-

other four years. Only three men
voted against it in the House of

Representatives when the bill was
discussed on March 11.

No roll call vote was taken in the

Senate when it was adopted four

days later. Wayne Morse, Demo-
cratic Senator from Oregon, entered

an absentee protest. He indicated

that had he been present, he would
have voted against the draft. Morse
accompanied President Kennedy to

Costa Rica.

Voting against the draft law in

the House were: Homer E. Abele,

Jr., Ohio, and H. R. Gross, Iowa,

both Republicans. They were joined

by George E. Brown, Jr., Demo-
crat from California.

Except for the Morse statement
no voice of protest was raised in

the Senate. By comparison the dis-

cussion in the House was lively.

Most attention here was given to an
effort to shorten the four year ex-

tension to two years. The effort was
talked down.
Before the draft bill came to Con-

TEACHERS IN AFRICA After forty years of meeting the needs of people through

material aid and medical assistance, Mennonites have added a new dimension.

i
It has been a response to the urgent need for educators in underdeveloped coun-

tries. Newfoundland was the first place to receive Mennonite teachers. Last

: year twenty teachers went to four African countries. This was the first year

for the Mennonite Central Committee's Teachers Abroad Program. Most of the

teachers have taught in mission-related secondary schools and teacher colleges.

gress, hearings were held by both

Armed Services Committees. Rep-

resentatives of the Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee appeared before

these committees on March 1 and
12 to testify against the bill. Edgar
Metzler, executive secretary of the

Peace Section, and Alvin Beachy,

pastor of the Zion Mennonite
Church, Souderton, Pa., made the

two presentations.

The Friends Committee on Na-
tional Legislation called the House
hearing "One of the most preemp-

tory hearings on the draft in his-

tory." Two government witnesses

appeared before the committee on
behalf of the bill. Eleven witnesses

testified against draft extension or

in favor of broadening the defini-

tion of "conscientious objector" in

the law. Chairman Carl Vinson of

Georgia permitted very little ques-

tioning of these witnesses.

Metzler in his statement to the

House committee said: "We seek

no special privilege for ourselves,

but urge the broadening of the con-

scientious objector provisions of the

present act to include all who, for

the sake of conscience, must abstain

from war and from military train-

ing and service."

He then went on to deal with

something which he said was of far

greater concern to him, that was
conscription itself. "We believe," he

said, "that the national aims of the

United States can be achieved

through the constructive employ-

ment of the energies and abilities

of our young people in such activi-

ties as the Peace Corps. Allowing
conscription authority to cease

would release finances and person-

nel for programs that work at the

real structure of peace by relating
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to the urgent needs of the peoples

of the world."

Alvin Beaehy's testimony at the

Senate hearing was similar to Metz-

ler's. He listed the following five

areas in which the draft will do the

nation incalculable harm:

( 1 ) The continuation of the draft

will tend to make the economy of

the nation more and more depen-

dent upon the military-industrial

complex, against which President

Eisenhower warned in the closing

weeks of his administration.

(2) It will cast us more and more

in the mold of the totalitarian re-

gime of Communism, whose plan

for world domination we are now

committed to resist.

(3) It places a cloud of uncertain-

ty over the education and training

of those who plan to continue for-

mal education beyond high school.

(4) While conscription is theo-

retically universal, it has actually

become under the present system

highly discriminatory.

(5) The vast sums now spent on

the procurement of weapons and

for the military training and indoc-

trination of our youth do nothing to

alleviate the most urgent needs of

the peoples of the world.

Both the House and Senate com-

mittees voted unanimously to recom-

mend the bill for passage.

In presenting the bill to the Sen-

ate, Majority Leader Hubert H.

Humphrey, Minnesota, said, "I hope

the bill will be passed unanimously."

It was, except for the protest from

the absent Morse.

In his statement inserted into the

Congressional Record, Morse called

the draft "a rickety, wasteful, and

completely unfair method of filling

the ranks of the army." He found

the draft "discriminatory in its se-

lection" and "unfair to the young

men of the nation."

About conscientious objectors,

Humphrey said: "Some religious

groups have earnestly suggested

that the draft should be ended. I

do not question their good faith,

but I am utterly unable to under-

stand their reasoning. If we are not

militarily strong the chances are

that we would be conquered by a

system that does not believe in God

and that discourages religious wor-

ship. Until the communists show

some of the religious characteristics

that we are urged to demonstrate by

those who would end the draft,

termination of Selective Service

would tend to suppress a religious

point of view instead of promoting

it."

Conscientious objectors were men-

tioned in the House debate also.

Clyde Doyle, Democratic Repre-

sentative from California said that

General Lewis Hershey, Selective

Service Director had told him that

"The question of conscientious objec-

tors is no longer a major problem

but is working out satisfactorily."

Hershey was quoted further as

saying: "We have had several

thousand in the last fifteen years

that have served abroad, and I

don't believe you have heard much
about it, which is a pretty good in-

dication that it is working. The re-

ligious groups have paid their way,

so the government hasn't had to

worry about money. I was the per-

son who had to decide and be re-

sponsible whether what they were

doing was in the national safety

and interest. I think my association

with the religious groups—I am
very proud of it—but they better

speak about how well they like it.

I think we are getting along very

well indeed, and I think you would

hear more about it in the paper if

we weren't."

George E. Brown in his argument

against the draft said: "We have

put our faith in the power of force,

violence and destruction to create

a world of peace, freedom and se-

curity. These means are incompat-

ible with our goals. We can neither

suppress the ideology of interna-

tional communism by force nor

spread the ideology of freedom for

all men by force."

H. R. Gross said, "I am for an

extension of the draft bill but not

for four years." He supported the

amendment for a two year exten-

sion, hoping for an intensive study

in the meantime.
While voting against the draft

bill, Representative Abele did not

participate in the floor debate.

Although voting for the draft bill,

Representative R. W. Kastenmeier,

a Democrat from Wisconsin, spoke

strongly against the bill. "We may
tolerate the draft, but we do not

approve of it," he said. He also

added: "Every time we extend the

draft for an additional four years,

we increase the likelihood that the

draft will become permanent."

In an oration after the House

vote had been taken Kastenmeier

said: "I voted today to extend the

draft for an additional four years.

I did so with a heavy heart. I do not

know whether we really need the

draft in order to meet our man-

power defense needs, and I do not

believe that anyone in this Congress

knows."

And Anally, he said: "We in

America cannot settle for a per-

manent system of compulsory con-

scription. Sooner or later an alterna-

tive system must be found. I will

do whatever I can to see that the

present method of conscription is

questioned and challenged constant-

ly, so that a future Congress can

find, in its wisdom, that the draft

can eventually be terminated."

WORLD CONFERENCE FINANCES

These statements represent the fi-

nancial transactions of the Seventh

Mennonite World Conference

The first statement is that of the

General Treasury, which carries all

World Conference costs except those

which were the responsibility of the

local committee. The expenditures

from the General Treasury were

financed through two sources: con-

tributions from member bodies of

.007 cents per member annually,

and offerings received at the time

of the conferences. A substantial

part of these offerings was given

to causes agreed upon.

Theo Glueck, Karlsruhe, has been

the European treasurer for the Sev-

enth World Conference and Harold

Schmidt, Baden, Ontario, the North

American treasurer. The European

treasury as of November 15, 1962,

was DM 7894.91. The North Ameri-

can statement is, as follows, the bal-

ance being used for the necessary

subsidy for the printing of the pro-

ceedings of the conference, as well

as for postage and other expenses

in connection with the preparation

for the Eighth World Conference.

General Treasury

Receipts

Offerings at Conference $22,078.66

Sale of Program Materials 3,401.46

Translation equipt. rentals 226.00

Evan. Menn. Miss. Conf.

donation 25.0C

Sundries 10.3C

$25,741.42

Disbursements
August 1, 1962, debit bal. 39.0";

Translation equipt. rentals 4,155.91
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Displays

Programs, hymnbooks
Printing, stationery,

supplies

Publicity and posters

Telephone and insurance

Offerings

:

Paraguay Indians

Algeria relief

Indonesian churches

Bienenberg Bible School

Balance, Nov. 15, 1962

348.57

1,555.65

1,230.32

1,013.48

192.11

$ 8,535.17

$ 5,286.53

2,382.65

2,374.71

2,143.06

12,186.95

? 5,019.30

The following financial statement

covers all activity of the local

committee and its treasury. The
Ontario churches have contributed

substantially to local costs includ-

ing the entire cost for the rental

of the facilities.

Local Treasury

Receipts

Ontario (Old) Mennonite $ 1,272.26

Ontario Amish Mennonite 616.66

Ontario Gen. Conf. Menn. 1,090.00

Ontario Menn. Brethren 640.68

Ontario Brethren in Christ 100.00

Sale of Meal Tickets 20,047.28

Sale of Tour Tickets 2,714.00

Sale of Sleeping Cots 245.00

Excise Tax Refunds 463.11

Courtesy Car Donations 148.85

Sundries 180.72

Disbursevients

Kitchener Auditorium
Rental

Cost of Meals
Cost of Land Tours
Stationery, Printing and
Supplies

Entertaining Conference
Presidium, Aug. 1959

Purchase of Cots

Local Publicity

Excise Tax Charges
Bank Charges

$27,518.56

$ 3,225.00

19,615.70

2,171.18

1,333.96

273.78

257.50

103.76

463.11

11.59

$27,355.58

Balance, Nov. 15, 1962 $ 62.98

CHOIR BENEFIT CONCERT

A benefit performance for the build-

ing fund for the First Mennonite
Church of McPherson will be pre-

sented by the Bethel College Choir,

April 7 at 8:00 p.m. at the First

Methodist Church, McPherson, Kan.
The choir, directed by Walter Jost

will sing, "The Seven Last Words"
by DuBois. Soloists are Rosiland

THE OVERSEAS NEEDLEWORK AND CRAFTS PROJECT, a part of the Mennonite Central

Committee relief department provides opportunity for American women to help

women in Jordan, Korea, Greece. Hong Kong, Formosa, and Haiti. Three kits

of sample tablecloths, scarves, dolls, purses, mother-of-pearl pins, etc., have been

prepared by Mrs. J. N. Byler. Akron, Pa. The kits travel through the United

States and Canada, and orders are taken from them. MCC workers fill the

orders in the various countries. It also provides the material for the projects.

Enns, Newton, Kan., Soprano; Ken-

neth Riesen, Hillsboro, Kan., Tenor;

Doyle Preheim, Marion, S.D., Bari-

tone; Mrs. Esko Loewen is organist.

The choir will present the Mass in

G by Schubert and Magnificat by

J. S. Bach together with the Newton
Civic Chorus and Orchestra May 12.

The choir together with the Tabor

College Choir of Hillsboro will per-

form the Brahm's Requiem in May.

Charles C. Hist, University of South-

ern California, will be conductor.

STUDY OF PSALMS

The Psalms will be the basis for

study in the adult and youth Sun-

day school classes that follow the

uniform Sunday school series. The

first two lessons in the AprD, May.

June quarter will continue the cur-

rent study of the Gospel of Mark,

but the rest are on the Psalms.

Writer for the Adult Bible Study

Guide this quarter is C. J. Dyck.

Professor of Historical Theology at

Mennonite Biblical Seminary. Ralph
K. Weber, pastor of the First Church
of Christian, Moundridge, Kan.,

is the writer of the Youth Bible

Study Guide. The German quarterly

for adults. Bibcl Studi&n fuer Er-

wachsene, is written by Walter
Klassen, Professor of Bible at Beth-

el College; P. A. Rempel. retired

minister, Altona, Man.; and Hugo C.

Sheffler, pastor, Clearbrook. B. C.

POSTERS AVAILABLE

Posters with space to advertize sum-

mer camps are available at twenty-

five cents each for twenty or less

posters and twenty cents each for

twenty-one or more. They may be

obtained from the Mennonite Book-
store, 720 Main, Newton, Kan.
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CALENDAR

Conferences
Apr. 16-19—Town and Country

Seminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence
May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967 — Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Central

Apr. 11-14—Easter week-end serv-

ices, Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa.

J. J. Esau, speaker

Eastern
April 7-17—"New Life Meetings,"

East Swamp Church, Quakertown,
Pa. Wilbert Regier, speaker.

Northern
Apr. 7-15—Holy Week Services,

Bethesda Church, Marion, S. D.

Apr. 7-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Bethel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn. Ver-

non Neufeld, speaker
Apr. 9-12—Pre-Easter services, Sa-

lem Church, Freeman, S. D. Erland

Waltner, speaker.

Pacific

Apr. 14—Dedication of new sanc-

tuary, First Church, Paso Robles,

Calif.

Apr. 19-21 — General Conference
Fellowship Convention, First
Church, Paso Robles, Calif.

Western
Apr. 7—Bethel College Choir ben-

efit performance, First Methodist

Church, McPherson, Kan.
Apr. 7-12—Union Holy Week Serv-

ices, Moundridge, Kan. Clarence

Jordan, speaker.

Apr. 7—Du Bois' "Seven Last

Words of Christ," sung by Bethel

College Choir, Bethel College
Church, North Newton, Kan.

Apr. 9—Bach's "Christ Lay in

Bonds of Death" by Bethel College

Chapel Choir, meditation by Walter

Klaassen, Bethel College Church,

North Newton, Kan.

Apr. 7-10 — Holy Week Services,

Buhler (Kan.) Church, Russell Mast,

speaker.

Apr. 8-10—Pre-Easter services, Ar-

vada (Colo.) Church. Arnold Nickel,

speaker.

Apr. 8-12 — Pre-Easter services,

Grace Hill Church, Whitewater,

Kan. O'Ray Graber, speaker.

Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church
Workers Conference, First Church,

Clinton. Verney Unruh, speaker.

May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.

Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite
Country Boy

The Early Yeans of C. Henry Smith.

What happens when a boy leaves the

farm to go to school? One boy found

the greatness of the folks back home. $4.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 26 — Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.

May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Biuffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES
Experienced office secretary by May
20. Typing essential, dictaphone and
filing experience helpful, shorthand

not required. Write to Board of

Christian Service 722 Main, Newton,

Kansas.

y
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WORKERS
Marie Duerksen leaves India on

April 8 on completion of her second

term of service for the Board of

Missions. She will arrive at Hous
ton, Texas, on the "Neder Elbe'

about a month later and will pro-

ceed to Hesston, Kan., from there

Walter Quiring, Rosthern, Sask.,

editor of Der Bote since 1955 has

published information indicating

that he has offered his resignation

to the General Conference Menno-
nite Church, to become effective

September 15. Quiring's statement

published in the February 19 issue

of Der Bote indicated that he had
accepted a position as instructor o:

German and Russian in Winnipeg
The Board of Education and Publi-

cation, publishers of Der Bote for

the General Conference has not

taken action on the resignation in

the absence of a meeting of itsi^

officers. At its annual meeting in

December at Berne, Indiana, the

Board asked Quiring to continue

serving through 1963. This is in

keeping with General Conference

procedure of giving its workers a

yearly term of service following

sixty-five subject to annual review

The Board of Education and Pub
lication has taken steps to secure

a new editor.

MARRIAGES
Charles McKemmey, Apostolic

Church, Trenton, Ohio, to Patrick

Ann Trautwein, Hamilton, Ohio, or

February 9.

Naomi Reimer, First Church
Beatrice, Neb., to Donovan Unruh
Bergthal Church, Pawnee Rock
Kan., on Mar. 3.
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Judith Ann Shaffer and Dean
Auckland, both of East Swamp
Church, Quakertown, Pa., Feb. 16.

BAPTISMS

Bethel Church, Hammon, Okla.,

Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Standing Wa-
ter on Feb. 24.

DEATHS

William B. Augspurger, Apostolic

Church, Trenton, Ohio, born April

7, 1867, and died Feb. 27.

Florence Augspurger, Apostolic

Church, Trenton, Ohio, born Sept.

25, 1872, and died March 3.

Mrs. P. A. Epp (Katharine Rem-
pel) Eigenheim Church, Rosthern,

Sask., born in 1889 and died on Feb.

28. Her husband and two children

survive.

Peter C. Jamtz, Bethel College
Church, North Newton, Kan., born
Dec. 18, 1892 and died March 3. Sur-

viving are his wife, one daughter
and two sons.

Mrs. P. P. Klassen (Gertrude Berg-

L JL J

THE OTHER SIDE

Ron Nelson's letter is unfair. The
majority of all 1-Ws give a testi-

mony to their faith and are an as-

set to the total witness of the

church. He points a finger of accu-

sation at the Conference for not

providing adequate leadership. This

criticism is partly justified and pain-

ful to us all.

The Board of Christian Service

and staff are keenly aware that we
have not provided the leadership

which the program needs. We are
trying to do better. We have failed

Sdue to a lack of qualified leaders

ready to devote themselves to this

|ask. Financial resources have been
insufficient to support them. We
need more support from our church-

es in this challenge. Vern Preheim,
|-W Director, 722 Main, Newton,
Kan.
Dear Editor: Pertaining to the let-

ter submitted by Ron Nelson to The
Mennonite [Mar. 12], I would like

to say that it sounds like purely a
case of slander and I am sure you
don't care for any of this going on.

man) First Church, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

born June 14, 1887, and died Mar. 3.

Three daughters survive.

Susanna Kohli (Mrs. Aldine) First

Church, Bluffton, Ohio, died Mar. 1.

Surviving are two daughters.

Phil A. Krehbiel, West Zion
Church, Moundridge, Kan., born De-

cember 25, 1895, and died Feb. 24.

His wife, four sons and two daugh-
ters survive.

Christian Lichti, First Church,
Paso Robles, Calif., born in Ger-

many on Sept. 8, 1871, and died

March 11.

Edna Rupp, West Zion Church,
Moundridge, Kan., born Oct. 8, 1887,

and died March 10.

Mrs. Martha (Richert) Schmidt,
Grace Hill Church, Whitewater,
Kan., born Feb. 24, 1896, and died

March 9. One son and one daughter
survive.

Wilhelm Schmidt, West Zion
Church, Moundridge, Kan., born
March 14, 1886, and died March 9.

His wife, three daughters and two
sons survive.

It was stated in the letter that a
tire was deflated and it was clearly

blamed on the guys at the Hendry
House. No one knows who deflated

the tire but God above, and I don't

see how someone here on earth can
be qualified to judge others. He
doesn't know that we deflated his

tire, but he clearly states that we
did it.

The Evanston Unit is not nearly

perfect nor is anyone else. We have
our faults but I am sure Ron Nelson
has not been here often enough to

really see any of them. He came to

us telling us of all he is doing and
will do. In general he went on all

evening bragging about what he
did and never really trying to see

our side or to get acquainted with
us. . . . Lowell SJwwalter, 2727

Girard, Evanston, III.

Dear Mr. Shelly: During the past

nine-year period, 243 young men,
mostly Amish or Mennonite, have
entered the Evanston Hospital 1-W
Unit. It would seem unreasonable

to expect that all members of any
group of this size would be models
of excellence and decorum. How-
ever, I am sure that I speak not

only for myself but for the admin-

istrative staff of the hospital when

Mrs. Jacob Voran, Bethany Church,

Kingman, Kan., born Nov. 28, 1884,

and died Feb. 25. Two daughters

and three sons survive.

Gustav William Wiebe, First

Church, Halstead, born April 8,

1890, in Danzig, Germany, and died

Feb. 16. Five children survive.

PUBLISHED

A Church Constituency Record is

now available from Mennonite Book-

store in Newton, Kan. The congre-

gational record for ministers was
designed and donated to the book-

store by Orlin F. Frey. The book
provides for three records—a per-

manent record of each church mem-
ber, a temporary record, and a full-

page form listing all members as

they join or leave the church. A
number of General Conference con-

gregations are using this record sys-

tem. Samples may be obtained for

inspection from Mennonite Book-

store, 720 Main Street, Newton,
Kan.

I assure you that we have found

both the attitudes and capabilities

of these young men a credit to their

religious and home training. I fur-

ther believe that most of them have
been able to maintain commendable
personal standards in their off-duty

life, despite some of the undesirable

influences which are a part of any
metropolitan area. Mary E. Eichel-

berger, Personnel Director, Evans-

ton Hospital Association, 2650 Ridge

Avenue, Evanston, III.

To the Editor: We, the Evanston

1-W Unit wonder if it was wise for

the Editor to publish such a letter

as written by Ron W. Nelson . . .

without checking the validity of his

accusations. . . . We feel that Ron
Nelson completely distorted the

truth about the Evanston unit and
himself. The letter is a vain at-

tempt to tear down the Evanston
unit and to inflate his own ego. If

his application for employment at

Evanston Hospital would have been

accepted by the personnel depart-

ment, perhaps his attitude would
have been different.

We feel the 1-W witness in Evans-

ton is better than the critics of the

program would want us to believe.

At the present time two of our 1-Ws
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are among seven candidates nomi-

nated for the honor of being em-

ployee of the year at Evanston Hos-

pital. The 1-W witness is not what

it could be, but we believe that with

adult leadership from the church

and renewed dedication of ourselves

we can greatly improve our witness

here. Morris Mast, Unit President,

The Evanston 1-W Unit, Evanston

Hospital, Evanston, III.

Dear Sir: The letter [Nelson, Mar.

12] reminds me of the gentleman

who had a short winter stopover be-

tween planes in Miami, Florida. The

day happened to be rainy and un-

comfortable. To this day this gen-

tleman strongly states that Miami,

Florida, is not a place where the

weather is comfortable and warm.

The gentleman gives no heed to

the experiences of others; he gives

no heed to what he reads in the

weather portion of his favorite

newspaper. So Mr. Nelson. He casti-

gates based upon his one personal

experience; he does not give heed to

the experiences of the vast majority

of 1-Ws who have performed admir-

ably; he merely perpetuates his dis-

torted view of the 1-W program

which, on even skimpy analyses, is

obviously biased and inadequate. R.

Wayne Clemens, 48 West Summit

St., Souderton, Pa.

For additional comments on the 1-W

program, see pages 230 and 240.

Editor.

RADIO' LESSONS

Dear Brother Shelly: I have fol-

lowed your recent editorials with

considerable interest. My thinking

has been challenged even if I could

not endorse everything. Your edi-

torial of March 12 left much to be

desired. Will you pardon the follow-

ing criticisms?

1. You failed to distinguish be-

tween the good and bad in gospel

programs. "—there are some good

religious broadcasts—few are doing

a really good job."

2. You object to a man calling

himself, "your radio pastor." As

pastor of a church, almost every

man serves people who are not

members of his church. In case of

sickness, trouble, marriage or death,

he becomes the pastor to such.

3. You claim radio pastors in gen-

eral criticize or run down the church.

Most gospel broadcasters are not

guilty of this accusation. I would

not accuse the following: The Hour

of Decision, The Mennonite Hour,

The Lutheran Hour, Light and Life

Flour, Showers of Blessing, Back to

the Bible, Back to God, The Old

Fashioned Revival Hour, Radio

Bible Class, etc.

4. You claim radio broadcasters

fail to preach the gospel. This is a

gross exaggeration unless you mean

the social gospel. Most evangelical

broadcasters do a better job than

the average pastor. How many pas-

tors equal M. R. DeHaan, Theo. Epp,

Charles Fuller in Prophetic Bible

exposition? Who exceeds Billy Gra-

ham in the presentation of evange-

listic preaching? What is wrong

with Quinton Everest or B. Charles

Hostetter in the emphasis on repent-

ance and practical Christian living?

5. You apparently prefer less re-

ligious broadcasting and more jazz.

Would you also prefer more West-

erns, more violence, and more soap

operas?
Now I have this off my chest. I

agree there is too much profes-

sional and some racketeering in the

field of religious broadcasting. I am
not interested in the professional,

unethical healing program of . . .

and others. The time has come when

our constituency should demand an

accounting of any organization be-

fore financial support is given. We
have no' way of knowing how much
money is given outside of our

churches to support unworthy inde-

pendent broadcasts.

Few people realize the potential

in radio and T.V. publicity. Some
worthy organizations are flushed

with funds because people have con-

fidence in the program of a radio

personality. Often our own denom-

inational program suffers for lack

of adequate publicity. . . .

Personally, I would rather have

more religious broadcasting and

less jazz. We ought to become en-

raged about the violence, the moral

filth and trash revealed in the soap

operas and Westerns with the bally-

hoo of the commercials on T.V. Also

the glorification of war on some of

the new T.V. programs should be of

great concern to us. E. G. Steiner,

E ditor, Evangelical Mennonite,

3100 Addison Ave., Fort Wayne, Ind.

To the Editor: It is pathetic that

people think they are doing a noble

deed by supporting some of these

preachers and later find that most

of their life savings have been spent

on a fraudulent person. There is al-

ways the danger that if the illegiti-

mate preacher is curbed the legiti-

mate one might get hurt also. . . .

Businessmen protect themselves

against unscrupulous dealers by or-

ganizing a better business bureau.

They investigate their business and

if it is unethical they make it known
to the public. This does not elim-

inate all corruption but it helps. If

the Mennonite Men would create a

similar organization and send ques-

tionnaires to these broadcasters;

prying into their financial affairs

how much money they receive, what
their salary is, and how all their

money is used, that might shed

some light on the subject.

We certainly do not want to say

what people must say and believe

but these programs apparently havejj

turned into a financial racket. Sam
Regier, North Newton, Kan.

To the Editor: Now this editoria

I want to frame and hang on mj
wall. Just last week I got a Magna
vox Astro-sonic A.M. F.M. so I car

hear more religious programs. I

cost me over $500 and I think it'

worth it. Mrs. D. O. Liechty, 630 E
Water St., Berne, Ind.

Dear Mr. Shelly: Here we go ii

regard to your latest editorial-

March 12, 1963. I guess I "must le

off steam," too. ... I agree tha

not all religious broadcasters ar

"saints"—Amen to that. But I mus
hasten to add that not all preacher

of churches are "saints" either-

there are also the ones who are no

serving God. But just because som
preachers are not what they shoul

be, we still go to church and receiv

a blessing. Likewise, just becaus

some broadcasters are imposter

we still can listen to such exceller}

programs as The Calvary Hou
Mennonite Hour, Back to the Bib]

Broadcast, Back to God Hour, <

cetera. Paul S. Liechty, Rt. 1, Bo

134, Berne, Ind.

To the Editor: It is appalling

read such an editorial in a Menn
nite paper. You may listen to ja

if you prefer, but we will contini

to support good radio Bible ministr

Because there are millions who ca

not be reached in time any oth

way. . . . Marvin Oraber, Rt.

Kingman, Kan.
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two kinds of sin J. A. Davidson

Dorothy Sayers pointed out in one
of her books that there are two
kinds of sin, "the warm-hearted or

disreputable sins" and "the cold-

hearted or respectable sins." In the

Parable of the Prodigal Son (St.

Luke 15:11-32) these two kinds of

sins are delineated in the characters

of the two brothers.

The young prodigal was a warm-
hearted or disreputable sinner. He
squandered his money in riotous

living: life for him became one long,

exciting, wild party—for as long as

the money lasted.

The elder brother, on the other
hand, was a cold-hearted or respect-

able sinner. His sins were the kind
we ordinarily do not condemn; in

fact we sometimes look upon them
as virtuous. He was an eminently
respectable man and his sins were
eminently respectable, the kind of

sins we all go in for at least a
little, morbid self-esteem, petty per-

sonal pride, resentment and snob-

bery, even though we generally give

them more pleasant labels.

The sins of the younger brother

were sins of action, the sins of a

careless and impulsive life. The sins

of the elder brother were those of

the spirit, the kind of sin that John
Morley described as "a horrible im-

pediment of the soul."

Recall the closing scene of the

Parable of the Prodigal Son. The
young prodigal has repented and
been taken back into his father's

home. But the elder brother stands

outside the door, scowling and com-
plaining, wallowing in self-pity and
resentment, kept from going in to

his father by the terrible force of

his most respectable sins.

Jesus was uncompromising in His

condemnation of the warm-hearted

sins, the sins of the flesh, for He saw
that they corroded the soul of man.
But He did teach that the cold-

hearted sins of the spirit are the

deadlier, for they make a man spir-

itually blind and keep him standing

outside the door, powerless to enter.

One of the principal lessons of the

Parable of the Prodigal Son is in

this warning about the deadly dan-

ger of the cold-hearted or respect-

able sins. These sins are subtle and
insidious, and they can dominate a

person's life without him really

knowing what has happened to him.

The warm-hearted sins, the disreput-

able ones, are generally rather ob-

vious and readily discerned — and
discussed. The cold-hearted sins are

not so easily recognized, and they

often adopt strange disguises: we
are easily fooled by them.

It is a wholesome and valuable

spiritual discipline—especially when
you are feeling pretty well satisfied

with yourself — to ponder on the

character and fate of the elder

brother in the Parable of the Prodi-

gal Son.

T
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The Christian on the Job

School will soon be out. New jobs will be in order. How
does a Christian witness to his faith at work? A number of people

were asked to give an example from their own experience.

Some time ago while chatting with

one of the supervisors in our depart-

ment the matter of giving to chari-

table causes versus the ever increas-

ing cost of living came up for dis-

cussion. The supervisor was quite

concerned over the fact that his giv-

ing to his church had not reached

anywhere near the ten percent

mark. I then related the instance

when during my 1-W service my
wife and I decided to stop tithing

and use this money to pay some of

our outstanding bills. It was amaz-

ing to us to see that our debts did

not disappear but got larger. After

a very brief time we returned to

setting aside the minimum portion

for the Lord and soon were able to

see the way open to take care of our

obligations. I have spoken to others

about giving our small portion in

return for the great abundance God
has given each of us. Clayton Aur-

enheimer, Sanitarian for the Fresno

County Department of Public

Health, Reedley, Calif.

One day a salesman called at the

bank where I work. I happened to

be the one who talked to him about

his product. Through the course of

conversation I learned that he was
unmarried. Since it was nearing

mealtime and supposing that per-

haps he was tired of restaurant

food I invited him to our home for

lunch. After warning him that our

lunch usually consisted of soup or

eggs, he still readily consented to

come. As we visited together we
learned that he was a Roman Catho-

lic. After joking a bit about the fact

that we were eating eggs instead

of steak since it was Friday, we
talked about our respective church-

es. He was interested in our mission

program, our peace witness, the

reasoning for adult baptism, and
other areas of our church witness.

Many times since we have remarked

about the fact that because of shar-

ing a dish of scrambled eggs we
were able to give a witness. Fredrick

H. Liechty, Ass't. Bank Cashier,

Berne, Ind.

Many of our patients are fearful,

others are grumpy, and some are

overly sensitive from extreme pain.

I try to greet all patients with a

friendly concern and an expression

of optimism. During the moments
of quietness in the darkroom while

X-ray films are developing, I use

the opportunity to pray for guid-

ance for the radiologist and my-

self. I also ask God to bless the

patient. Honesty and integrity play

a very important part in performing

tests and reporting them to the

physician. We are working with hu-

man life—a gift from God. There

is no place for harsh words, cheat-

ing, laziness, or indifference in this

type of business. Often the manner
in which we work with others and

the attitude we have toward them
testifies more to our faith than

words can express. J. Norman Ver-

cler, Medical Technologist and X-ray

Technician, Bluffton, OMo

Several years ago my immediate su-

perior and I were making a business

trip. For twenty minutes or SO' we
discussed business matters. Then,

during a lull in the conversation, he

turned to me and said, "Who do you
think was the greatest man that

ever lived?" It was such an unex-

pected question that I said a com-

petent answer would require some
thinking. He said, "I'll tell you, it

was Jesus Christ." Although I had
been associated with him for about

eight years, I could not recall that

we had ever discussed religion. I

told him I heartily agreed with him
but that Jesus Christ was more than

mere man -that He was God in man,
which made Him different from any

other individual that ever lived, and

gave Him the power to become our

Saviour. My friend said that, as a

boy, he had been trained to sing in

a boy's choir in an Episcopal church

and had accepted the beliefs of the

church without question. As he

grew older he began to have doubts

about the virgin birth, miracles, and

the resurrection and was now an

agnostic. When I told him that my
faith had been deepened to a point

where it was able to sustain me in

all circumstances he turned to me
and said, "I envy your faith." He
died about seven years later, still

undecided. Retired business execu-

tive, Pa.

The Acid Test Ratio for a business

is to have a good ratio between your

ready cash assets and liabilities.

The Acid Test Ratio for any Chris-

tian is applying Christ's teachings

when you roll up the shirtsleeves

for a good day's labor. Gal. 2:20

is a tremendous calling for all Chris-

tians. What am I to say to the per-

son who comes into my store giving

me a dire need story that he must

have shoes right now in order to go

to work and will promise to pay

later? Already three other persons I

can definitely remember in the past

gave me a similar plea and never re-

turned. After listening, I search for

a pair that might give him some
good wear and that I can offer at

a reduced price to help. But, as yet,

he has never returned to make his

word good. What will my action be

to the next customer of a similar

plea? This is only a small sample

of the Acid Test Ratio for my Chris-

tian faith. Wendell Metzler, co-man-

ager of Metzler Shoe Co., Nappanee,

Ind.

The Lord opens up many opportu-

nites for witnessing to our faith

if we take advantage of them.
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A few years ago I did some busi-

ness with another transporter.

About three weeks after our meet-

ing I met this same man at a Chris-

tian Businessmen's Dinner Meet-

ing. One of his first remarks was,

"Maurice, I didn't know you were
a Christian when I was talking to

you the other day." "Did I do any-

thing to make you think that I

wasn't?" I asked. His reply was,

"No, you didn't." This was a real

experience for me because often we
try so hard not to do the things that

would be unchristian that we fail

to show we do have a Christian

faith by which we live. Anoth-

er businessman and I frequently

discuss his Catholic faith and my
Protestant faith and share with one
another very openly our different

beliefs. Sometime ago in a business

transaction with this man, he made
the remark, "Maurice, I didn't think

you would do a thing like that as a

Christian." I do not recall any more
what I did but it shows that he
knew what I stood for and what
I believed. Although he did not be-

lieve the same, he watched me to

see if I demonstrated my belief in

my actions. Maurice Stahly, presi-

dent of Maurice Transport Co., Inc.,

Morton, III.

The most thrilling and adventurous
life is a life completely dedicated

to God and willing to be led by His
Spirit. At times I longed to be a
minister, but He led me to a differ-

ent kind of service. With Him as

partner and with the help of Chris-

tian friends, my family launched
a business missionary enterprise,

the results of which exceeded our
fondest dreams. We had two deliv-

ery trucks, serving about 400 custo-

mers in Philadelphia with farm pro-

duce. I have many pleasant memo-
ries of helping customers in all walks
of life solve various family prob-

lems. I did this by prayer, personal
counselling, tracts, poems and Bible

verses. . . . We need more minis-

ters and missionaries, but we also

need many more ambassadors for

Christ in our vcations! N. W. Wis-
mer, farm produce salesman, Hill-

town, Pa.

"Weidner, you don't ever get mad or
swear, are you a Christian?" This
observation from one of my custom-
ers gave me an opportunity to wit-

ness and invite him to church. An-

other time a "cross and crown"
lapel pin I was wearing aroused
curiosity and made it easy for me
to speak of my faith. A religious

program on the TV in a ser vice sta-

tion gave direction to our conversa-
tion so that I was tactfully able to

state where my allegiance lay. he-

Roy K. Weidner, salesman (whole-
sale tires)

, Allentown, Pa.

We were talking about the work
Vincent and Rosemarie Harding
were doing in Georgia and their

reasons for it. It was a long drawn
out discussion but in the end some
admitted that actually they had
never really known a Negro as a

personal friend. Maybe if they did

know someone they could feel differ-

ently. Some of them could simply
not conceive of white people socializ-

ing, working with and going to

church with Negroes. Convinced?
No. They were not. But at least a

few of them took a new look at

their own prejudices, their reasons
for it, especially when they called

themselves Christians. Nurse, Mo.

As an attorney I have an opportun-
ity to witness on basis of personal
habits. It is fashionable in profes-

sions to smoke and drink. I do nei-

ther. This witnessing often changes
ideas of others less strong. In com-
plex situations, such as marital mis-

understandings I talk of the church
and Christ's teachings. Sometimes a

home and family are saved. In fam-
ily property misunderstandings I

often have a chance to give the
message of Christian brotherhood.

I try to show how unimportant
property rights are compared with
family love and unity. Attorney, III.

In the busy rush of "clock time"
work there is no time for preaching
—but we must be careful to be an
open witness when opportunity aris-

es. Such opportunities do come. Re-

membering we must be honest with
our employer's time our witnessing
depends largely on our day to day
living. How are we to show the

world we are His peculiar people

(1 Pet. 2:9)? It is not by being odd,

somber, proud, or over-piously dem-
onstrative. It is only as we allow

the Holy Spirit to take over and
control our lives and as we yield to

His will that we become effective

witnesses for Christ. Mrs. Mary
Hardin, factory employee, Ver-

sailles, Mo.
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by Edgar Metzler

Since the first conscientious objectors were assigned to

work in 1952, under the present program, 13,769

young men (as of March 1962) have served. Ap-

proximately seventy percent of these have been Men-

nonites. Almost 10,000 Mennonite young men have

spent two years in 1-W service as an alternate to

military service. What an unprecedented opportunity

for peace witness

!

But can 1-W be considered a witness for peace?

Can it even be considered Christian service? The

two years of 1-W are not voluntary service, but dic-

tated by the demands of law. ( I am not speaking of

the voluntary service program, but of the voluntary

nature of any true service to Christ.) This is not to

say that some of these young men would not have

spent two years in service apart from the compulsion

of conscription. But the simple fact is that the 1-W

program is a government program that is adminis-

tered by Selective Service.

Even though the young person works for a civilian

or religious agency he is under the orders of the

government. A recent government document says,

"Thus the l-O man assigned to an approved agency

is to all intents and purposes a civilian employee of

that agency working under orders from Selective Serv-

ice." The Christian, who accepts his orders from

Christ, may find himself in the situation where the

state orders him to do work that he should be doing

anyhow as a servant of Christ. That work may well

be authentic Christian service and effective peace wit-

ness. But the alternate to military service provided by

the government is not the same alternate provided by

the gospel. A man may be in 1-W service but by his

work and general attitude speak not even a whisper

of the yes to human need.

As a matter of fact, his 1-W service may not even

be a no to war. After all, in a world of push-button

warfare, where the fighting can be done by generals

in their reinforced concrete offices far under ground,

what is the significance of an individual soldier or of

the man who refuses to be a soldier? In the day

when land armies were crucial, conscientious objection

had some significance. In today's world of techno-

logical warfare, it hardly matters.

The government has found in the alternate service

program a convenient and quiet way to deal with

what could be a troublesome prick on the national

conscience. In a nation that devotes the major part

of her national budget to war, here is a small minority

of her citizens whose actions and values stand in

judgment of her militaristic policies. How deal with

them? Give them what they want, shunt them off

in a corner, let them go their quiet and peaceable

ways and no one will even know about them. The

result: conscientious objectors in the United States

can pursue a course that respects their conscience but

costs them nothing and effectively silences their pro

test against the preparations for mass murder. Thus,

for a stand that once caused Christians to be a public

scandal the only scandal now is when a 1-W has had

so much to drink at a party that he cannot report foi

work the next morning.

The 1-W program has not channeled young men

into the areas of greatest need. I do not want tc

discredit the good work done by many 1-Ws in man)

hospitals and other institutions throughout the Unitec

States. About fifty-five percent have served in menta

and general hospitals. I only ask : What is the testi

mony of compassion and peace when the vast ma
jority of young people forced to service by the govern

ment spend their time in public hospitals in a lane

where the level of medical care is, to the under

privileged people of the world, unbelievably high

We have not seen the connection between ou

service and our peace witness. How valid is ou

claim to be conscientious objectors to war if we d

not devote ourselves unstintingly to the task of recon

ciliation? How sincere is our proclamation of being-

peace church if we do not give ourselves more whole

heartedly to the things of peace? I do not blam

the young people. Their service will have spiritua

validity only as it is part of the reality of ethical con

viction and courageous discipleship in the local con

gregations from which they go. When their eldei

at home become as concerned for peace as they ar

for prosperity, then out of their life together wi

come an army of dedicated young people who ca

and will be peacemakers for Christ in today's work
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The Liberty of

ASTER
"Do people die with you? Have you

no charm against death?"

This sad question of the people

gathered around David Livingstone

in deep Africa many years ago

voices the query in every heart.

To the dark-skinned men of that

continent, the white man who had

come from across the rolling seas

represented a new possibility for an

answer to the problem of death.

This same expectancy gripped the

people with whom Jesus walked in

days long gone. To them He seemed

as one from a far country. But then

He died on a cross.

On the day of the crucifixion,

what happened to the long-desired

charm against death?

The answer to the cry of all

hearts is found in one word

—

Easter! This term has become the

amulet of the spirit and the assur-

ance of immortality. And yet there

are some who wish for a better

word; they trace Easter to a Teu-

tonic goddess who bore that name,

a deity of the springtime. Is it not

possible, however, that Easter

stands for the universal meaning of

new life and resurgence, and that

the Germanic originators of the ex-

pression were trying to articulate

the searchings of the heart? In any

event, when Easter is mentioned

among us no one thinks of a man-
imagined idol but of an empty tomb.

That empty tomb (the exact loca-

tion of which has been lost in the

scurryings of time) has become both

the proof and the symbol that the

fear and power of death concern

us no more. Death had taken and

buried a man in a massive, rock-

hewn sepulcher; callous soldiers had

closed the corpse in with a huge
door stone; and across the face of

the unyielding surface the soft rays

of sunset and sunrise had passed

twice. In the meantime, hopeless

mourning was creasing the souls of

the deceased's family and friends

for the third day.

But on that third day. . . !

On that third day the empty tomb
took its place in history. Early

morning visitors to the burying

place found the ponderous boulder

rolled away and no signs of the

erstwhile dead man. They found,

instead, a messenger with a word
for them and all mankind. "He
whom you seek is not here—he is

risen." Easter had come into the

world

!

And how shall we describe Eas-

ter? It was that astounding, disturb-

ing, inescapable event of the long

ago and the new . . . the time when
time was not and eternity was . . .

that dawn when death was melted

away in the morning sun, and life

pulsed out from a stone-walled

prison.

Dating from Easter, life took on

a newness which made it a different

kind of life not known before, life

that is contagious and will not be

content until all the world comes

alive. Despair is death and despaii

faded from the minds of men whc
believed; fear is death and fear nc

longer invaded the still hours; cow
ardice is death and cowardice ceasec

to be a part of those who knew

Easter.

This strange transformation came

to pass first among immediate fol

lowers of the living Lord. Out fron

rooms where they had hidden them

selves for fear; out from fishing

boats where they had fled to for

get; out from old and arid haunt

they swarmed around the world t<

tell the good news. "He is risen

the Lord is risen! became the rally

ing cry to which gathered the gen

erations. This is our charm agains

death; no longer do men die amonj

us.

Even so, after centuries of the elc

quence of Easter, men pause one

a year to question the bearers o

such good tidings. It happened oi

the third day? But it could not hav
happened on the third day, on th

thirtieth day, on the three milliontl

day—that a man choked by deal

breathed again—and to a man dea

by such a death, a death that wa
inexorable, exulting — death tha

held its victim fast to a cross an
drained His life through the cros

pieces and the upright and the drj

ing rays of a hot sun and the spear

of the guard. How could this be?

Yes, we pause to doubt and woi
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Glenn H. Asquith

on

der, but we accept the great gift.

We do not know how it can be but

we know it is. Even the careless

deck themselves in new clothes, and
walk with a new joy, and sing

new songs, and go among men with

new faces of hope. Unworthy shar-

ers of the resurrection, men, women,
and young people respond in the

depths of their beings to the liber-

ating mystery of Easter.

Perhaps our half-way doubt can

be forgiven when we remember that

fthe intimate companions of Jesus

doubted, too. Had He not said to

them that if His temple was de-

stroyed He would rebuild it in three

rdays . . . that He must walk today

and tomorrow and the third day be

perfected. They did not receive this,

and the empty tomb surprised them
as men ill-prepared for that which
had been foretold. Even after the

empty tomb Thomas continued to

doubt until he could put his fingers

in the wounds.
Happily, to us as to them, the

tomb is proof, the testimony of the

many is proof, the power that at-

tends the preaching of Easter is

proof, and — greatest of all— the

meeting up with the Savior who has

gone before us in proof. Death has

been swallowed up in victory. The
proof has fortified the martyrs of

the arena, the cross, the stake, the

firing squad who have known that

their vulnerability was of the body
only. Paul was the spokesman as

Despair is death and despair

faded from the minds of men;

cowardice is death

and cowardice ceased to be.

Detail from "Angel of the Sepulcher" by Benjamin West.

-
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The Broken Vase

You can crush the vase to riven bits

And whisk the dustlings to the air,

But the prostrate rose outlingers time

In breath that's kin to mother-prayer

Interceding for her erring child

—

Though shorn of words such love still finds

True as homing birds, the heart of God

—

Still mellows men's indurate minds.

Motherhood, like incense in an urn,

Consigns her ash that life may be.

Storms the toils of death and burning out

Gives meaning to eternity.

God is not a storied urn or rose,

Nor scarce a figment of the mind,

But He dwells where selfless folk are spent

Beneath the lift they give mankind.

Immortality is love's ennui

Unless conceived upon a cross,

Where its kindly breath can blow new life

Into a soul cocooned in dross.

H. W. Berky

he kneeled for the headsman's ax

and murmured, "For me to live is

Christ, but to die is great gain."

Fortified as the martyrs were

fortified we look across the land-

scape of the world and are stricken

with puzzlement. Why, after the

many birthdays of the empty tomb
do we find men bent on destroying

one another, threatening to take the

lives of millions, building up weap-

ons stores and machines of fright-

fulness, considering even the erasure

of mankind from the shores of time?

Has Easter no power in this year of

our Lord?

Oh, Easter is the same. No one

can shut the tomb. No one can kill

the Lord again and put Him into

the dark place sealed with a Ro-

man seal. What has been done is

done forever. Death has no legions

to rally to turn the tide of battle

decided once and for all. Where,

then, lies the difficulty?

Could it be that the racing eager-

ness of the early disciples to tell

men of the great thing that had

happened for them has cooled to' a

desultory word whispered from our

comfortable habitations; could it be

that the hatred of the young church

er

*

ill

ht

for darkness has changed to a

slight distaste; could it be that love

for this world is choking out love

for a better world?
Perhaps the sharing of Easter

needs to be more like the old Gree
Catholic custom on Easter Eve i

the ancient church of Holy Sepul

cher when fire, holy fire was though

to come down from heaven at the

place of the tomb. And when the

Are descended it was passed by

taper and torch, from hand to hand

by foot, by horseback, by ship to

all the Christian world.

Or is it like the leading of Moses

who had found his freedom but

must go back with a message of a

burning bush to stir his people tc

their God-given promised land?

How hard to learn that selfishness

and life cannot be sliced off for car-

rying away into an individual bomt
shelter.

In trembling, let us refresh oui

souls at the fountain of the first

Easter joy.

There were the women steeling

themselves to do service to a deac

leader, there were the guards drows

ing away a long and futile night

there was the stir of a morning

beginning, there was a delicate

fragrance in a garden. Then, sud

denly, there was journey's end

there were the affrighted soldiery

there was the luminous angel, anc

beyond the gaping, uninhabitec

tomb.

And then the urgent and positiv(

tones of the heavenly visitant bid

ding the women begone .to seek th(

disciples that they might know wha
had happened and be on their wajf

to meet their Lord in Galilee-. An
the women dashing away in obedil

ence, and the men in their turr

running to tell others until the holj

fire of the news of life eternal wa
shining in heart after heart aftei

heart in all the known world.

In our turn we pause at th(

empty tomb. The messenger is

there as ever; the word is the sam<

... go and tell.

In our day, also, the man nex
door, the man around the corner

the man across the seas is asking

"Do people die with you? Have

you no charm against death?"
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The African Methodist Episcopal

Church, Durham, N. C: ."Over my
head I see freedom in the air,

I

There must be a God somewhere."

The Freedom Songs

of the New Negro Crusade

Robert Sheldon

Negro folk music, which has been

singing of a promised land since the

days of slavery, has become a vital

force in fulfilling that promise in

the South today.

Integration leaders agree that

music sets the tempo of their move-

ment. A survey in Albany, Georgia;

Durham, North Carolina, and other

tension points throughout the South

indicates that spirituals, hymns, and

gospel songs are used to bolster

the morale of integrationists and to

disarm the segregationists.

A new and turbulent tributary of

"freedom songs," bold words set to

old melodies, is making the deep

river of traditional Negro protest

in song run faster.

The songs, old and new, are used

at mass meetings, demonstrations,

prayer vigils, on freedom rides, in

jails and before sit-ins. The music

rings with the propaganda bombast

of election songs, the sanctity of

marching tunes for a holy crusade

and the spirit-building of fraternity

anthems.

"The freedom songs are playing

a strong and vital role in our strug-

gle," says Matrin Luther King, Jr.

"They give the people new courage

and a sense of unity. I think they

keep alive a faith, a radiant hope.
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in the future, particularly in our

most trying hours."

A young Negro leader, Charles

Jones, says: "There could have been

no Albany Movement without mu-

sic." The Albany Movement is a

coalition of civil rights groups. More

than 1100 arrests were made in 1962

of those working to end racial seg-

regation in that Southwest Georgia

city.

In one night in Albany one can

hear the old spiritual:

Go down, Moses.

Way down in Egypt's land,

Tell old Pharaoh,

To let my people go.

To the same melody a younger

Negro, who speaks of "the new-time

religion," will sing:

Go down, Kennedy,

Way down in Georgia land,

Tell old Pritchett [Police Chief

Laurie Pritchett]

To let my people go.

This and other freedom songs are

sweeping the South by word of

mouth and song-sheets. Many of the

verses are being written by younger

people in the desegregation move-

ment while they are in jail.

The freedom songs represent

probably the greatest mass topical

song-writing rage in this country

since the days of the organized drive

of the labor movement in the 1930s.

They promise to become as contro-

versial as those songs of the labor

movement.
The freedom songs reflect the new

attitude of the younger generation

of Negroes. As one observer puts it:

"They are not thinking about pie in

the sky, in the bye and bye, but a

piece of that pie now."
The young activists of the Con-

gress of Racial Equality wear dark
arm bands to signify the "dark past

of segregation." They don't sing,

as their slave forebears did, "Gwine
to sit at the welcome table," but

some have changed the words to

"I'm going to sit at the white man's
table."

But it is not only the new, more
militant lyrics that are doing the

proselytizing. A Georgia official of

the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People re-

calls the power of traditional reli-

gious music at an organizing meet-

ing of the Hart County chapter in

Hartwell. "The people were cold

with fear," he said. "Music did

what prayer and speeches could not

do in breaking the ice."

This use of folk music has to be

heard in context to be fully under-

stood. Recordings and Northern

"concerts" tend to make freedom

songs seem like stale tub-thumping

and sloganeering. But "a priori"

judgments can disappear in the ac-

tual setting. A young woman on the

unlighted stairs of an Albany church

chants:

Over my head I see freedom in

the air,

There must be a God somewhere.

As she sings, over her shoulder

one sees a police patrol car pass

three times' within fifteen minutes.

One must feel the emotional im-

pact of 1,000 voices at a mass meet-

ing in Albany's Mount Zion Baptist

Church singing the universal theme

song of the movement, "We Shall

Overcome," adapted from an old

Baptist hymn attributed to C. Albert

Tindley:

We shall overcome,

We shall overcome,

We shall overcome, some day.

Deep in my heart,

I do believe.

We shall overcome, some day.

The infectious quality of the sing-

ing has not affected only the Ne-

groes. Police Chief Pritchett, while

saying "Their singing is a method

to incite them," added, "These peo-

ple got a lot of feeling and rhythm.

I enjoy hearing them sing. They're

catchy."

Pritchett recalled that last De-

cember, while booking more than

260 persons in a mass arrest, his

jail guards were singing and hum-
ming songs along with the prison-

ers.

There are stories to the contrary.

In Dawson, Georgia, singing was
forbidden in jail. In Camilla, Geor-

gia, a prisoner was allegedly

slapped for singing. In Rock Hill,

South Carolina, a group was put in

solitary confinement until they

stopped their protests in music.

Desegregation leaders agree that

singing gets better the more intense

the situation. One white observer

called the "Freedom Chant" at the

December 16, 1961, mass arrest in

Albany "hair-raising."

In Baton Rouge, Louisiana, last

December 15, 1500 demonstarted

against the jailing of fifty Negroes

for picketing stores and for sit-ins

at lunch counters. The protest, to

the tune of "America" and "We !

Shall Overcome," was ended when
the police used tear gas.

Groups of up to forty have ser-

enaded four prisoners in Durham,
North Carolina, county jail, arrest-

ed in the CORE "Freedom High-

way" campaign to desegregate

restaurants on main roads.

The new lyrics are proliferating

around the South. A jazz-flavored up-f

tempo modern gospel song, "Woke
Up This Morning With My Mind
Stayed on Jesus," retails the con-

temporary beat, but substitutes the

word "Freedom" for "Jesus."

An old white spiritual, which was
transformed by Negro slaves, went:!

We are climbing Jacob's ladder,

Soldiers of the Cross.

This can be heard today as:

Do you, do you, want your free-

dom?
Soldiers of the CORE.

To the tune of "St. James Infirm-

ary," William Bradford and Weldon

Rougeau have written:

We tried so hard to keep from

crying,

Our hearts felt just like lead,

But we'll keep on fighting,

Until we all are dead.

In the Savannah, Georgia, "free-

dom now" movement, which began

in March, 1960, the topicality of

verses almost made a living news
paper of the Sunday song sessions

led by Wesley W. Law, president

of the city's NAACP branch:

We shall not be, we shall not be

moved.

Just like a tree planted by the

water,

We shall not be moved.

We're fighting for our 7'ights,

we shall not be moved.

Our parks are integrating,

we shall not be moved.

We're sunning on the beaches,

we shall not be moved.
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Questions

About

Mennomte Editors Probe the

Policies and Programs of an

Inter-M ennonite Agency.

The following discussion was a

press conference by mail. Taking
part are the following editors: John
Drescher, Gospel Herald; Frank H.

Epp, Canadian Mennonite; Rudy H.

Wiebe, Mennonite Brethren Herald;

and Maynard Shelly, The Mennonite.

Drescher: In what way is MCC
an integral part of the program of

the church and in winning souls for

Christ?

William T. Snyder, executive sec-

retary: If I understand you cor-

rectly, you are really asking two
questions— (1) In what way is MCC
an integral part of the church and
(2) how does it win souls for Christ.

I will divide my answer this way.
In what way is the MCC an in-

tegral part of the program of the

church? The MCC was organized

by several Mennonite conferences

and relief organizations to do a job

which was too big for any of the
founding groups. It was really a

matter of the Mennonites uniting to

meet an urgent need. The MCC was
a servant of the member groups.

The same relationship still exists, al-

though the organization has grown
considerably in its program of ac-

tivities. Basically, the MCC is an
integral part of the church in the

following ways:
It is directly responsible to the

central committee which consists

of the official representatives from
the various member groups. Its bud-

get and program are planned and
approved by committee members.

It is dependent on the member
groups for its personnel, and its

cash and material aid contributions.

It meets periodically with mem-
bers of conference mission boards,

relief and service boards, peace
com\ littees, and others, to discuss

program, philosophy of operation,

and theological implications. The
meeting of th^ mission board sec-

retaries with the MCC executive
committee once or twice a year has

MCC
been very helpful in keeping MCC
well related to the mission thrust

of the churches.

It often consults with specialized

organizations within the church be-

fore it launches a new project. For
example, in addition to meeting
with various conference representa-

tives, it carefully discussed the

Teachers Abroad Program with the

Council of Mennonite and Affiliated

Colleges before going ahead with

the program. The reorganization of

the voluntary service department is

presently under way. The confer-

ences are being consulted frequent-

ly during this time to make sure

that the proposed reorganization

meets with their approval.

It should also be pointed out that

none of the member groups are ob-

ligated to participate in a program
in which they do not wish to co-

operate. The Lancaster Mennonite
Conference, for example, does not

participate in Mennonite Mental
Health Services program because it

has a similar project of its own.

The Mennonite Brethren do not par-

ticipate in some Peace Section proj-

ects. These are exceptions, but the

member groups have this freedom.

How is the MCC active in win-

ning souls for Christ? The MCC has

been specifically commissioned to

do work in the areas of relief and

service, peace, and mental health.

Evangelism and mission work, in

the restricted sense, are the work
of the mission boards. This does not

mean, however, that MCC has not

been active, directly and indirectly,

in the winning of souls for Christ.

We believe that we have been in-

strumental in leading people to the

Saviour.

There are numerous instances of

where the MCC has indirectly fur-

thered the church's evangelism ef-

forts. For example, some of the

present mission projects of our Men-
nonite churches were originally be-

gun by MCC including Ethiopia,

Puerto Rico, Mexico, Formosa, Gulf-

port (Miss.), Vietnam, and Japan.
There are other ways in which

MCC indirectly helps the cause of

evangelism. Take the Mennonites in

Paraguay, for example. They have
a real sense of mission; yet, for

many years they were able to do
very little because of their extreme
poverty. The MCC has had a hand
in improving their economic lot

and, consequently, they are able to

send more people into mission effort

in Latin America.
Many people have also been won

to Christ through the testimony of

individual workers. Christian serv-

ice can be a powerful testimony. In

numerous places a Ch votian service

is held at the time of material aid

distributions. In the Middle East the

workers have been successful in ob-

taining radio time for a Christian

broadcast. This is one of the few
Christian groups permitted to broad-

cast in this Moslem land.

The MCC also works actively with
national churches and mission

groups in many countries. It par-

ticipates in inter-Protestant projects

in the Congo, Algeria, and Burundi.

It works with Haitian Baptist mis-

sion interests. It is assisting the

poor, but rapidly growing, Menno-
nite and other Protestant churches

in several areas in Indonesia. By
helping in the area of Christian re-

lief and service, the MCC is under-

girding their evangelism efforts.

Our organization seriously at-

tempts to do all its work in the

name of Christ. It does not have
the winning of souls as its main
aim when it goes out to feed the

hungry, clothe the naked, and heal

the sick. It attempts to serve people

in need (regardless of their race.
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color, or creed) simply because they

are in need and not because we want

to make Christians of them. In other

words, we feel that we must extend

help to them "without strings at-

tached." It is marvelous, though,

how God can use such disinterested

service in bringing people to himself.

Canadian Service Organization

Epp: How does MCC look upon

the proposed reorganization and re-

alignment of the peace, relief, and

service organizations in Canada as

proposed from several quarters,

most recently from the annual

CMRIC meeting in Saskatoon on

October k (and the council of his-

toric peace churches meeting in

late November) ?

Snyder: The Canadian peace, re-

lief, and service organizations are

free to organize as they desire as

far as relationship to MCC is con-

cerned. Each of the member bodies

in the MCC is autonomous, the MCC
being a voluntary association of

these bodies. As a general principle,

I believe that most MCC members
would be happy to see a closer

working relationship within the

Canadian brotherhood, but it is en-

tirely a Canadian decision as to how
or when that is accomplished.

Strategic Areas

Epp: What, in the opinion of the

MCC executives, is the most stra-

tegic area and field of work MCC
is presently engaged in?

Snyder: It is difficult to say

which is the most strategic. Gener-

ally speaking, Africa, Asia, and
South America are equally strategic

because each has in them younger

Christian churches that need the

help of North American Christians.

We have a tremendous mission on

these continents. On the other hand,

Europe and the Middle East are

strategic for other reasons. We are

finding new relationships to our

brethren in Europe and possibly

will increasingly work side-by-side

with them in the underdeveloped
countries of the world where our

Christian testimony is sorely need-

ed. The Middle East, where Is-

lam is so strong, represents a tre^-

mendous challenge, although its

strategic importance may not com-
pare to the three continents first

mentioned, As for the most impor-

tant field of work, I feel that relief,

service, peace, and mental health

work are all vitally important.

Screening Personnel

Wiebe: In obtaining MCC work-

ers: What sort of screening, if any,

is given to MCC workers before

they are accepted? Must they pro-

fess any particular belief or stand-

ard of conduct before acceptance?

Urbane Peachey: MCC workers

are screened by the following proc-

ess: (1) They complete a Personnel

Information Form. The form in-

cludes questions under the following

categories: personal data, church

and Christian life, education, occu-

pational experience, interest and

abilities, and assignment interest.

(2) References are secured from the

three persons listed by the appli-

cant, plus the pastor, employer, and

one of the schools attended by the

applicant. The complete list of quali-

fications for MCC personnel are in-

cluded in the MCC Handbook. Per-

sons are accepted for assignment

on the basis of a sincere Christian

commitment, evidence of good rela-

tionship to the home congregation,

and evidence of a high standard of

conduct consistent with Christian

faith and confession.

Standards for Workers

Wiebe: Do the same standards

of behavior and belief apply to both

summer and long term workers?

Claude F. Boyer, associate vol-

untary service director: Basically,

yes, with some variations. We do
accept more non-Mennonites in sum-

mer service than we do in the long

term program. Additionally, we do

not require summer service partici-

pants to be conscientious objectors,

although most of them are. Those
who are not are specifically asked

to express their views on the posi-

tion. They are asked to conduct

themselves, within the program and
unit experience, in a way that will

not be detrimental to the philosophy

and purpose of the program.

In our statement of purpose and
standards, we have the following

statement of personal qualification.

(All applicants are asked to give

their assent to these standards. Men-
nonite participants, in addition to

their references, are also approved

by their respective conferences, just

as in long term service.)

"The summer service volunteer

should be: a sincere Christian in

good standing with his local church

and representing it worthily; moti-

vated in his work by a Christ cen-

tered 'love for neighbor' which

makes no distinction of race, class

or creed; of good moral character,

free from the use of alcoholic bev-

erages and tobacco; willing to

strengthen the Christian witness of

the summer service unit as an arm
of the Mennonite church—this at-

titude includes respect for the Men-

nonite peace testimony and for Men-

nonite convictions against social

dancing, card playing, and other

questionable amusements; regular

in attending church services as

work schedules permit. . .
."

Worker Discipline

Wiebe: 7s any control exercised

over MCC workers once they are

on the field? Are they ever dis- i

missed {or disciplined) for any rea-

son? If so, what reasons?

Peachey: MCC workers are gen-

erally administered by either a field

director or unit leader. While the

normal channel for administrative

purposes is from the individual

workers through the unit leader

and /or field director, each worker

does retain direct relationship with

the Akron administration, with the

possibility of direct communication

with that person and direct commu-
nication of the worker with MCC ad-

ministration. Persons may be dis-

missed from service or transferred 1

before termination for reasons such

as the following: health, personal

and emotional problems which make
the continued effectiveness of the

individual impossible or jeopardize

both the individual and/or the pro

gram where the person is serving

and breakdown in interpersonal re-

lationships and spiritual motivation

Earthquake in Iran

Epp: MCC is known to be on the

spot immediately when a natural

disaster occurs such as in Chile 01

in Hong Kong. For what reason dia

MCC not enter the field of the

earthquake in Iran?

J. M. Klassen, assistant director

of foreign relief and services: The

earthquake struck Iran on Septem
ber 4, 1962. The magnitude of the

disaster was not immediately knowr
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to the outside world, but when the

news finally broke, MCC respond-

ed. We do not have a program in

Iran, therefore we could not expect

a firsthand report from our own
workers. The Akron office was in

contact with the Agency for Inter-

national Development of the U. S.

government and with Church World
Service, since both of these had ac-

cess to firsthand information. As a

result of our consultations, we sent

a letter to a Protestant missionary

doctor in Hamadan, which is near

the disaster area.

Following is a paragraph taken

from my September 12 letter to Dr.

Alvin Roberts, Presbyterian Hos-

pital, Hamadan, Iran: "At the pres-

ent time we have over 250 workers

in approximately thirty countries

around the world doing a variety

of jobs such as material aid distribu-

tion, medical work, rehabilitation

and education. In Southeast Jordan

we have a single doctor and also

a nurse who are serving the Bedouin

tribes with a mobile medical clinic.

If the need should warrant it, we
would consider transferring Dr.

Kreider and possibly the nurse, Sue

Epp, also, for a few months to help

with emergency medical care. How-
ever, before we would make such a

decision, we would appreciate re-

ceiving from someone on the scene,

a report of what the needs are and

an evaluation of whether we should

help by sending a doctor and a

nurse."

On September 20, Dr. Roberts re-

sponded as follows: "The earth-

quake of September 4 was rather

severe. This very fact resulted in

massive assistance from govern-

ments and charitable organizations

throughout the world. The medical

needs are well supplied at this time.

My impression is that about every-

thing has been supplied but shelter

which depends on someone—namely

the Iranians—getting housing built

or other shelter arranged in the

next two months before winter

comes to this high and barren plain.

We are seeing a few victims at our

hospital here in Hamadan, but most

of the people have stayed in their

own area and are being cared for

adequately. We have made some
visits to some of the areas and have

been pleased with the overwhelm-

ing response of people everywhere.

Your man, Dr. Kreider, is likely do-

ing more in his present situation. I

am happy that we need not cry for

more help."

We also thought of sending emer-

gency construction teams to Iran

similar to the ones we sent to Brit-

ish Honduras following Hurricane

Hattie. However, Iran is almost

halfway around the globe and the

expenses of such an operation would
have been high.

In the past two years or so, MCC's
resources have been strained so that

we were not as mobile as we would
have liked to be. Had we responded

with a program in Iran, it would
probably have had to be at the ex-

pense of an existing and badly need-

ed program somewhere else.

Witness of 1-Ws

Shelly: Delegates to the Gen-

eral, Conference sessions in August,

1962, expi'essed considerable dissat-

isfaction with the end-result of the

present 1-W program. There was a

general feeling that the program
was not making an adequate peace

witness. Do you agree? Have the

groups participating in the 1-W co-

ordinating board felt that this ap-

proach is strengthening this pro-

gram ?

Edgar Metzler, executive secre-

tary, peace section: As I stated in

an article recently released through

our news service [published as an

editorial, The Mennonite, April 2], I

do not think that our 1-W program

is making an adequate peace wit-

ness. The two years of 1-W are not

voluntary service, which would be

the only kind of Christian service,

but dictated by the demands of the

law. The 1-W program is a govern-

ment program administered by Se-

lective Service. A man may be in

1-W service, but by his work and

general attitude he may show him-

self to be completely unaware of

the human need which exists in to-

day's world.

Furthermore, his service may not

even be a conscious no to war. The

1-W program has not channeled

young men into areas of greatest

need. I do not want to discredit the

good work done by many 1-W's in

many hospitals and other institu-

tions throughout the United States,

and approximately fifty-five percent

of the conscientious objectors have

served in such capacities; but I

would like to ask: What is the

testimony of compassion and peace

when the vast majority of young
people forced to service by the gov-

ernment spend their time in public

hospitals in a land where the level

of medical care is unbelievably high

when compared to many of the un-

derdeveloped lands of the world?

We cannot blame the young peo-

ple for this shortcoming. It is my
belief that their service will have

spiritual validity only as it is part of

the reality of ethical conviction

and courageous discipleship in the

local congregations from which

they go. When the church mem-
bers at home become as concerned

for peace as they are for pros-

perity, then out of their life to-

gether will come an army of dedi-

cated young people who can and

will be peacemakers for Christ in

today's world.

In answer to your second question,

I cannot speak for all the groups,

but I do have the impression that

there is considerable frustration as

to the best way to work at a cooper-

ative approach. The best solution to

the 1-W problem would have been

the defeat of legislation to renew the

draft. Unfortunately, this was not

done.

At Last—Overhead

Drescher: What is the overhead

cost of MCC in comparison to other

relief and service agencies ?

Willis Detweiler, assistant treas-

urer: For 1961 I consider our over-

head as being seven percent. In the

term overhead I included all ex-

penses incurred by the Akron and

regional offices (Newton, Reedley,

Kitchener). I also included execu-

tive committee expenses, including

administrative trips to foreign coun-

tries, and all departmental staff al-

lowances and travel. The MCC pro-

gram on which this seven percent

is based includes the value of ma-

terial aid contributions but excludes

the mental hospitals' operations, the

Mennonite Mental Health Services

coordinator's office, and the Ailsa

Craig Boys Farm's operations.

The term "overhead" can be mis-

leading because different items are

included in this category by differ-

ent organizations. We believe that

the MCC figure compares favorably

with those of other similar organi-

zations, but we do not have their

exact figures on hand in order to

compare.
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All Germans Responsible for Nazi Crimes

All Germans must accept responsi-

bility for Nazi crimes. It makes no
difference if they were directly in-

volved or not. This is what the Coun-
cil of the Evangelical Church in

Germany declared at a recent meet-
ing at Bielefeld, Germany.
"Even those citizens who were not

involved in the crimes, and know
nothing about them, share the re-

sponsibility for them, because they
did nothing about the perversion
of all the ethical and legal stand-

ards in our country," the Council
said in a seven-page statement.

The statement declared that the

Nazi crimes were made possible

"only because our people entrusted

the political power to a regime
which adopted the 'Nordic race' as

its ultimate ideal, instead of God
and His Holy Commandments;
which believed in the nation and its

'leader' instead of believing in God
and its Saviour Jesus Christ; and
which despised other nations and
regarded its political opponents as

devils instead of regarding its fel-

low men with respect and love."

Churches and all German Chris-

BLANKET DISTRIBUTION COMPLETED Thousands of blankets contributed by MCC
and other relief agencies have somewhat alleviated the desperate situation of
need in Algeria this winter. Most of the blankets were distributed through the
regular channels of Christian Committee for Service in Algeria, the organiza-
tion with which MCC Is cooperating in various projects of aid and education.

tians are implicated in these crimes.

"It was the duty of all Christians to

confront us with the message of

truth entrusted to us by publicly

confessing the irrevocable Lordship
of God over every sphere of life,

thus protecting the victims of that

system, especially the Jews living

in our midst. But very few had the

courage to resist."

The trials of Nazi war criminals

force the older generation to face

the question whether they "have at

last recognized the extent of the

mass crimes carried out with in-

describable cruelty by the German
people in obedience to the orders

of the State during the national-

socialist period, and whether they

are prepared to face that past in-

stead of trying to forget it and re-

fusing to accept any responsibility

for it.

"Injustice is not settled by being

hushed up, and it is nonsense to

speak of fouling one's own nest

when the real need is to clean up a

nest which has already been hor-

ribly befouled. It is no use either

to take cover behind the wrongs in-

flicted on German people by other

nations during and after the war.

That will not blot out the guilt for

the mass murder of Jews and other

ethnic groups, for which we Ger-

mans are responsible."

The statement notes that the

trials of Nazi war criminals con-

front the German courts of law
"with an incredibly difficult task."

"They have to look into abysses

of evil and inhumanity which sur-

pass the normal bounds of the im-

agination. Our courts of law will

have great difficulty, after such a

long time, in discovering the exact
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facts and determining rightly to

what extent the accused were re-

sponsible," it said. "In every single

case they will have to bear in mind
what a powerful influence was exert-

ed at that time by the terror of the

party and the State, through cun-

ning propaganda and suggestion

upon consciences which had been
systematically lulled to sleep for

years, or systematically trained in

the wrong direction, and by the

temptations presented by positions

of uncontrolled power."

JAZZ USED FOR EVANGELISM

A coffee bar atmosphere and mod-
ern jazz music would hardly be con-

sidered an ideal setting for an evan-
gelistic campaign, but a British

youth movement has been making
effective use of such unorthodox
means to reach teenagers who are

unchurched.

Traditional methods of youth ev-

angelism have proven to be largely

non-effective with them. British

Youth for Christ has begun a special

program of coffee bar and pub
evangelism. Under it, teams of

young people go to the teen hang-
outs and present a short program
of spirituals and folk music. Then
they invite the young people to a

concert and free coffee and biscuits

at a nearby union hall after the

pubs close.

"The young people come to the
hall glad for the opportunity to

hear the music and to have an ex-

cuse to stay out later," says Alan
Davis, a Youth for Christ Interna-

tional staff evangelist who recent-

ly spent some time in this ministry.

"At the hall which is set up with
tables and chairs the teenagers
have a chance to enjoy southern
spiritual and folk music while drink-

ing coffee and talking," Davis ex-

plains. The host at each table is an
older Christian who serves the re-

freshments and makes the young
people feel at home.
The show concert is followed by

a pointed five-minute message on a
popular phrase or expression. "After
the message," Davis says, "the
teenagers at the table are con-

fronted personally with the claims
of Christ and are given an opportu-
nity to make a decision for Him."
One of the most ambitious under-

takings of this sort was the recent
transformation of a large ballroom
in the Eastbourne area of London

into a giant coffee house for a week-
long series of meetings like this.

Catching the attention of the teen-

agers was a former dance band
trumpeter who played "When the
Saints Go Marching In" and other

popular songs with a familiar beat.

The coffee bar kids were thorough-
ly at home and the refreshment
bar did a brisk business.

On one occasion the teenagers at

one table even started a card game
which soon caught the watchful eye
of one of the crusade leaders. But
the interest in the game waned as

the evangelist got up to speak on
the phrase, "I couldn't care less."

"God," the evangelist explained,

"couldn't care more, and to prove
it He sent Christ to die for our
sins." His message was brief, sim-

ple, direct. The audience gave se-

rious and thoughtful attention as

he told them, "God knows about
the kind of problems you face . . .

dirty thoughts . . . your lost virtue

and habits that have a vice-like grip

on you." As they listened the teen-

agers left their refreshments un-

touched, their card game unfinished,

and not even the crunch of a potato

chip bag was heard.

Results from meetings like this

are surprisingly good, Davis re-

ports, and he says they reach a

class of young people who would
otherwise have no contact with
Christianity. Socializing in the cof-

fee bars and pubs is unique to the

young people of Britain and the

continent, according to Davis. He
attributes it to the fact that they

find the strong cultural emphasis
on television rather dull and don't

have cars to drive around in as

their American counterparts do.

NEW MCC SLIDE SETS

Two new slide sets, "A Bale of

Christmas Bundles" and "The Men-
nonite Witness in British Hondur-
as," have been prepared by MCC
Information Services and are now
available for showing to church and
school groups.

"A Bale of Christmas Bundles"
follows a bale of bundles from a

clothing depot in North America to

the distribution point in Hong Kong.
It concludes with a brief look at

Christmas bundle distributions in

other lands. The set has forty slides,

a script, and a taped narration.

The set on British Honduras tells

about the country, the Mennonite

colonies located there, MCC activi-

ties, and closes with a description
of Mennonite Disaster Service
efforts to clean up in Belize after

Hurricane Hattie. This set has fifty

pictures, a script, and a tape re-

corded narration.

Either of these sets may be bor-

rowed free of charge from the MCC
offices at Akron and Kitchener.
Catalogues are available on request.

SPANISH PUBLICATION

El Discipulo Cristiuno is the (Old)
Mennonite answer to a literature

need. The Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions and Charities, under the di-

rection of Urie A. Bender, Secre-
tary for Literature, has published
a Spanish-language magazine since
January 1962.

According to Bender, the maga-
zine is intended to be a "serviceable
journalistic mouthpiece for all of
the Latin American Mennonite
churches," A variety of articles in-

cludes devotionals, Bible commen-
tary, biography, and news.

0/SC/PU10
CRISTIANO

El Discipulo Cristiano is published

in Buenos Aires, Argentina, with
contributing editors in various South
American countries as well as in

North America. While the (Old)

Mennonite Church has taken the

initiative in this Spanish publica-

tion, the General Conference now
cooperates in the project through
the Board of Missions. Gerald
Stucky, missionary in Colombia, is

a contributing editor. LaVerne
Rutschman, professor at the inter-

Mennonite seminary in Montevideo,

is a member of the administrative

committee. The Board of Missions
annually allocates funds for the pub-

lication of this magazine.

CAPTIVES IN GOOD HEALTH

On February 8, 1963, the Christian

and Missionary Alliance in New
York received this heartening tele-

gram from Vietnam: "Authentical-

ly reported three alive good health
halleluja."

This cable was sent by Grady
Mangham, the CMA director in

Vietnam. Further details in a letter

from Mangham revealed that the

Vietnam government forces have
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recently captured a communist sol-

dier who claims to have been the

leader of the Viet Cong group

which captured the Christian work-

ers in May, 1962. In
; a raid on the

Banmethuout Leprosarium, the Viet

Cong captured Daniel Gerber, an

MCC Pax worker, and two other

workers at the leprosarium, Dr.

Vietti and Reverend Mitchell.

The captured communist leader

also reported that he saw the three

captives almost every day, and they

were being used to care for sick

and injured soldiers. Until his own
capture on February 7, he was in

contact with the captives.

COSTS GO UP IN INDIA

The cost of living increased during

the past year in many areas of the

world. In one country it was twenty-

two percent. By contrast, in the

United States, according to the De-

partment of Commerce, the cost of

living went up less than one per-

cent last year.

In India the cost of construction

went up twenty-five percent. This

has caused serious complications to

the building progress at Union Bib-

lical Seminary in Yeotmal. In a

letter to the Board of Missions the

president of the Yeotmal Seminary,

Frank Kline, says, "In the next

three months we are going to have
bills of some $15,000 to $16,000 to

meet. If it is at all possible, there-

fore, for your mission to give the

1963 building allotment it would be

a great boon indeed! What we will

do otherwise I cannot tell. We have
no way of financing ourselves any
other way. . . . We pray that the

Lord will guide all together for His

will to be done now in these mat-

ters in the next three months."
In reply, Andrew R. Shelly, ex-

ecutive secretary of the Board of

Missions, said: "If we believe the

gospel, how can we say we will cut

back at the 'cutting edge of the

church'? If we believe in the spread

of the gospel, how can we say we
will hinder the work of preparing

eager, consecrated Christians to pro-

claim the gospel? . . . So, the long

and short of it is that while many
practical considerations would seem
to suggest that we must postpone

sending the $3,000 until late in the

year we are sending it now. Some-
how I feel the Lord would have us

step out on faith, taking Him at

His word that He can fulfill Ephe-

sians 3:20 again and again."

In addition to a modest amount
for regular support of the seminary
which is training approximately one
hundred young people, the Board of

Missions pays $3,000 a year toward
expansion. During the past year a
new library was completed. The
General Conference also supplies

faculty in the person of Kenneth
Bauman, and for the past two
years Tina Block has served there

as secretary-treasurer.

attend your

i I me
camp

POSTERS AVAILABLE

Posters with space to advertise sum-

mer camps are available at twenty-

five cents each for twenty or less

posters and twenty cents each for

twenty-one or more. They may be

obtained from the Mennonite Book-

store, 720 Main, Newton, Kan.

SUDAN BARS MISSIONS

Missionaries of the Sudan Inter-

ior Mission will stay on in that

country "although severely ham-
pered" by Sudan's Missionary So-

cieties Act of 1962, according to a

report published by the organiza-

tion headquarters in New York.

"The door in Sudan seems nearly

shut, but not quite. There are still

opportunities, and as long as they

exist we will continue, by God's

grace, to represent Him there," the

report said, adding, "we believe our

people should stay in the Sudan,

even though (their activities are)

curtailed, to encourage and instruct

St

fe

the national church. We must pray

and trust God to work out His will."

Founded in 1893, the Sudan In-

terior Mission is the world's larg-

est interdenominational missionary

society with nearly 1,300 missionar-

ies serving ten African nations.

The publication, Sudan Witness,

said under the Sudanese Act Chris-

tian missionaries are forbidden, pub-

lic witness to Muslims, and are se-J

verely hampered in pursuing many
conventional missionary methods of

evangelism.

"The letter of this law ... is se-

vere, and missionaries feel that the

Act may well become the Axe."

Sudan's government has claimed

that the Act has largely affected

teaching missionaries, those not re-

quired for educational duties in that

country during a time when schools

have been nationalized in an at-

tempt to unify the northern areas

(Arabic and Muslim) and the south-

ern regions where most of the

Christians live.

SUMMER SCHOOL AT SEMINARY

The Mennonite Biblical Seminary at

Elkhart, Ind., is offering three terms

of summer school this summer.

Each term is three weeks long. Tui-

tion costs are ten dollars for each

semester hour. Room rent for single

students is one dollar a day. Mar-

ried students may rent an apart-

ment for twelve to fifteen dollars

a week.
Courses to be offered and instruc

tors are: Christian Discipleship,

Clarence Bauman; Sociology of Re-

ligion, Leland Harder; Christian Ed-

ucation of the Family, Ross T. Ben

der; Old Testament Seminar, Mil

lard Lind; Worship Seminar, Orlan-

do Schmidt (June 5-21) ; Isaiah

Jacob J. Enz; Missionary Methods

J. D. Graber; Cultural Anthropology,

J. Howard Kauffman; Evangelism

Seminar, Paul Miller; Missions Sem
inar, S. F. Pannabecker (June 26-

July 12); Biblical Interpretation,

William Klassen ; Life and Theology

of the Early Church, or Existential-

ism and Christian Faith, C. J. Dyck;

Preaching Seminar, Erland Walt-

ner; and American Church History

C. Norman Kraus (July 16-Aug. 2)

Applications should be sent in be-

fore June 1. If credit is desired for

the courses, include transcripts of

previous academic work. Direct all

inquiries to Erland Waltner, 3003

Benham Ave., Elkhart, Ind.
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CALENDAR

Conferences
Apr. 16-19—Town and Country

Seminar, Elkhart, Ind.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-
ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 -— Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Pacific

Apr. 14—Dedication of new sanc-

tuary, First Church, Paso Robles,

Calif.

Apr. 19-21 — General Conference
Fellowship Convention, First
Church, Paso Robles, Calif.

Western
Apr. 14—Bethel Church, Inman,

Kan., church choir Easter concert.

Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church,
Clinton. Verney Unruh, speaker.

May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.

O titer

May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert

Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 26 — Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Menno-

nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

GIFTS

A gift of $10,252 for use in foreign

missions was recently given to the

General Conference by Helen Best-

vater. A member of the First

Church, Newton, Kan., Miss Best-

vater died in October 1961.

MINISTERS

WiJlard Wiebe, Mountain, Lake,
Minn., has accepted the pastorate
of the Salem Church, Freeman,
S. D., to begin in the summer of

1964. He has been pastor of the First

Church, Mountain Lake, since 1955.

At Freeman he succeeds J. Herbert
Fretz who leaves this spring for

Eighth Street Church, Goshen, Ind.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Experienced office secretary by May
20. Typing essential, dictaphone and
filing experience helpful, shorthand
not required: Write Board of Chris-

tian Service, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

For sale: Hardware store in cen-

tral California. Mennonite popula-

tion in area. Lease building. Con-
tact Mutual Aid, 722 Main, Newton.
Kan.

PUBLISHED

Frank H. Epp, Altona, Man., is

the author of Mennonite Exodus, a

history of the work of the Canadian
Mennonite Board of Colonization in

resettling the Russian Mennonites
in Canada. The book recounts the

clash of the Mennonites with the

Soviets after 1917. Cost : $6.

Russell L. Mast, North Newton,
Kan., is the author of Lost and
Found, seven sermons on the four

parables of Luke 15, pointing the

way from lostness to salvation. Her-

ald Press published the book for

$2.50.

Hans Hillerbrand, Durham, North
Carolina, is the compiler of A Bib-

liography of Anabaptism, 1520-1630,

published by the Institute of Men-
nonite Studies, 3003 Benham Ave-

nue, Elkhart, Ind., for $8. The vol-

ume contains 4,611 entires. A second

volume to cover later writings by
and about Mennonites is planned.

WORKERS

Lester E. Janzen has been appoint-

ed stewardship secretary of the Gen-

eral Conference by the Board of

Business Administration. He will

serve for a three-year period be-

ginning Sept. 1. Presently he is the

pastor of the Menno Church, Ritz-

ville, Wash. His duties will involve

stewardship education, working with

congregations, and districts in the

promotion of dedicated giving and
living.

Cornelius Krahn, language and

history instructor at Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, Kan., has been

given a grant by the German Aca-

demic Exchange Service for the

summer of 1963. He will observe

and study the methods and facili-

ties used to teach the German lan-

guage to foreign students in Ger-

many.

Rudy Jansen, Calgary, Alta., has

been appointed building supervisor

of the proposed residence extension

at Canadian Mennonite Bible Col-

lege. Plans are to begin building

this summer.

Herman R. Weaver became chap-

Frank Epp. Hans
Hillerbrand (Pub-
lished) Lester Janzen.
Cornelius Krahn
(Workers). Willard
Wiebe (Ministers).
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Mennonite
Encyclopedia

The only reference work that covers

400 years of world Mennonite history.

It contains 14,000 articles, 463 illus-

trations, and over 100 maps. Edited

by Harold S. Bender and C. Henry

Smith. $42.50 for the four-volume set.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

lain of Kings View Hospital, Reed-

ley, Calif., in February. He is a

graduate of Goshen College and
Seminary, Goshen, Ind., and Per-

kins School of Theological South-

ern Methodist University.

DEATHS

Darlene Janzen, Fenwich, Ont.,

was born June 8, 1962, and died

March 10. She is survived by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jan-

zen.

Jesse Peters Loewen, Glendale
Church, Lynden, Wash., born Nov.
16, 1899, in South Russia, and died

March 14. One son and four daugh-
ters survive.

Mrs. R. S. Martin (Ella), Eighth
Street Church, Goshen, Ind., born
June 28, 1882, and died March 5.

H. G. Penner, First Church, Beat-

rice, Nebr., born in Germany, July

17, 1872, and died March 3. He was
a doctor in Beatrice for over fifty

years. Survivors are his wife and
one son.

Clarence Preheim, Bethany
Church, Freeman, S.D., born March

28, 1925, Freeman, S.D., and died

March 4. Survivors include his wife

and a daughter.

Jacob P. Jantzen, Beatrice, (Neb.)

Church, born Oc t. 20, 1889, and died

March 19.

Peter Plett, Bethesda Church,

Henderson, Neb., born Oct. 28, 1880,

in Russia, and died Feb. 14.

NEW ADDRESSES

California

Vernon Graber, 743 Smalley Ave.,

Hayward
Eugene E. Schmidt, 4955 El Camino

Rd., Atascadero

Kermit Staffer, 521 East Ocean
Blvd., Apt. 8, Long Beach

Ray Suter, Lincoln Park Motel, 4101

East Valley Rd., Los Angeles 32

Mrs. Lorena Wagner, 575 E. Athens,

Altadena
Ervin J. Zielke, 2116 Dufour Ave.,

Redondo
Colorado

Anna Baerg, 1500 E. 10 St., Denver
18

Waldeen Epp, Riverdale Club Park,

Rt. 2, Lot 16, Pueblo

Donald S. Harder, 311 S. Leydon,

Denver 22

Delmar Kaufman, Box 143, Bennett

Georgia
Mrs. James Diss, Box 134, Louisville

John S. Harper, 2307 B. Lindmont
Circle, NE, Atlanta 5

Illinois

Albert Bauman, McLean
Jac. M. Duerksen, 3429—32 St., Crt,

Rock Island

Byron Fox, 17514 Roy St., Lansing
Max Kirkton, Gridley

Kansas
Ernest R. Hiebert, 1008-18 PI., In-

dependence
Mrs. A. M. Lohrentz, Box 292, North
Newton

Paul Rempel, 1716 Vaugh Drive,

Manhattan
Paul Steider, 9141 West Branch

Drive, Shawnee Mission
Mrs. G. E. Wiens, 1950 S. Lorraine,

Wichita
Mrs. Pete Willems, 2906 N. Monroe,
Hutchinson

Louisiana
Mrs. James Berry, 3213 Schuler,

Bossier City

Robert Chase, Ponchatrain Trailer

Court, Slidell

Fred Cherry, 3641 Elizabeth St.,

Slidell

Manitoba
Edward Cornelson, Box 183, Boisse-

vain

F. B. Sawatzky, Tourond
David Winter, Box 1072, Morden
Minnesota
Melvin Baerg, Truman
Viola Kintzi, 307 - 1 Ave., NW,
Austin

Raymond Voshage, Rt. 1, Odin

Patricia A. Vytlacial, 418 Pierce St.,

St. Paul 4

Missouri

Mrs. Jack D. Eighmey, Box 129,

Neosho
George Flasschoen, School of the

Ozarks, Point Look Out
Harvey Quiring, 7114 Clayton Rd.,

Richmond Heights 17

Montana
Margaret Brien, Crow Agency
David Deckert, 1504 N. Kendrick

Ave., Glendive

New Jersey

James Bean, 477 S. Maple Ave.,

Glen Rock
Muriel Sandaver, Box 235, Villas

Ontario

Herbert Bast, Newton
Herman Enns, 135 Lower Horning

Rd., Hamilton
Nancy Anne Litwiller, 35 Carfrae

Cres., London
John Rogalsky, 49 Merrygale Cres-

cent, Islington

Oregon
DeVera Schmidt, 4246 SE Salmon,

Portland 15

Melvin D. Schmidt, 1095 New Haven
Drive, Salem

Mrs. C. Vorheis, 9812 SE Boise, Port-

land 66

William M. Zehr, 13703 SE Salmon,
Portland 33

Pennsylvania
Arthur Geigly, 2654 Harrisburg

Pike, Lancaster

Peter Harder, 156 Green St., Doyles-

town
Mrs. Paul Nyce, 3 St., Quakertown
Clayton Roenberger, 111 S. Heller-

town Ave., Quakertown
Clarence Swisher, Box 106, Logan-

ville

Daniel Wendiz, Edison
Texas
Ronald Blumenshine, 202 Carnahan,
San Antonio

Mrs. Richard Buckner, 2006 Ave. T,

Lubbock
Mrs. Edna May Clark, 1200 S. Mor-

an, Midland
John R. Goering, 2661 Wasina Dr.,

Dallas 34

Clyde J. Hiebert, 5022 Bousser Ave.,

Apt. 2, Dallas 9

Marilyn Janzen, 1756 West Main,

No. 6, Houston 6
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Those Who Have the Least to Say

Not all of your readers will under-

stand and emphathize with your
"buckshot blast" at religious radio

in your editorial of March 12. I can
visualize at least two reader groups,

who will take exception to your
vigorous expression.

There is the group which has

probably found the kind of religious

radio you decry quite acceptable

and, indeed, indispensable. This

group will "buckshot-blast" you
back.

A second group will not know
what you are talking about, for not

all Mennonites in North America
are exposed to the kind of religious

radio (in quality and quantity) you
have in Kansas.

This latter group should know
from another source that you have
good reason to "let off steam." Some
of us who have been temporary
residents in Kansas have often won-
dered why the good people of that

state did not rise up in protest over

their religious radio fare a long

time ago. To be sure Kansas does

not stand alone in this.

It is indeed a sad state of affairs

that Christian broadcasters are

among those who have prostituted

the mass media. Very low ethical,

theological, and musical standards,

plus the lack of internal self-criti-

cism and discipline among many re-

ligious broadcasters, are the reasons
why so many councils of churches,

so many radio stations and so many
members of the listening public

have turned completely sour on re-

ligious radio.

What is even sadder is that those

who know better haven't done much
better than to blast what is bad.

What, for instance, has the General

Conference Mennonite Church real-

ly done in all these years that its

central offices, as well as one of its

major educational institutions, has
been located in Kansas, to correct

the situation?

Before pressing this question too

far, I will admit that doing some-
thing isn't as easy as it may appear
on the surface.

One reason for the difficulty is

that radio, like television, is an en-

tertainment medium rather than an
educational medium. It is that by
virtue of the American concept of

broadcasting as another opportu-
nity for private enterprise, and by
virtue of its present role as a con-

stant companion (background noise)

for many people in homes, cars,

offices, and on the streets.

Realizing this dimension of radio,

many of the religious broadcasters

have adapted their approach to fit

into the entertainment function of

radio. This is why they use the most
popular songs and the most popular
themes. Those who don't believe that

the gospel message can be enter-

taining in either form or content

face a dilemma here.

A second reason is related to the

first. Radio, like television, as a

mass medium, needs a mass audi-

ence. To get a mass audience you
must have a minimum message. The
mass communicator must, generally

speaking, present a diluted message
which majority groups can accept.

This is true of religion as it is true

of politics.

The gospel, however, is a maxi-

mum message which does not guar-

antee a maximum audience. Few
there be that listen to it and re
spond to it. This raises the question

whether the gospel (with its maxi-
mum message) is at all compatable
with the mass media and the mass
audiences demanding minimal mes-
sages.

A third reason for the reluctant

approach to religious radio is our
hesitation to become part of a phe-

nomenon whose image we ourselves

find almost intolerable.

While the obstacles to wholeheart-

ed participation in religious radio

and television are nigh unsurmount-
able, we still may not stand idly by.

We must do more than diagnose the

illness. We must work toward the

cure.

In my opinion, two things must be
done without too much delay if we
want to meet the challenge of the
situation: 1) the mass communica-
tion department of the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church must be
strengthened; 2) Mennonites must
seek a cooperative approach to the

mass media as they are seeking co-

operative approaches in other fields.

There should be a meeting of all

concerned, perhaps under the estab-

lished umbrella of mission board
and MCC secretaries.

It should not be, that, by default,

we leave the largest audiences to

the religious broadcasters who have
the least to say! Frank H. Epp, Box
720, Altona, Man.

RADIO LESSONS—CONCLUSION

Dear Mr. Editor: Your editorial on
radio broadcasting was no doubt in-

tended to stir your readers. Well, it

did just that to me. In fact, it did

more than that as it gave me a

number of sincere concerns. I want
to express them to you personally.
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and I feel that our general con-

stituency has a right to know what
some of the readers think on this

subject.

First, you, as an exponent of Bib-

lical nonresistance (you do hold this

position, don't you?) surprised me
with your militant attack on a man
of God whose radio ministry has

been a blessing to many. I know
several families who came to Christ

through the ministry of "gravel"

voiced Dr. DeHaan of the Radio

Bible Class. These folks are very

active in the church today.

As a firm believer in Biblical non-

resistance I am convinced that it is

inconsistent for one to decry literal

warfare while engaging in driving a

PEN knife into the back of a broth-

er in Christ. Please give this some
thought in the light of Romans 14:

10. I'm glad I did not say, "If I have

a choice between listening to jazz

and a gravel voice belting out the

Bible, I never flip a coin."

Second, you, as editor of The Men-
nonite, should seek to unify rather

than divide our people. The editorial

in question takes the attitude
—

"I

have a right to condemn you 'funda-

mentalists' because I have the inside

track on all truth." How Pharisaical

can one get? It is this type of edi-

torializing which is promoting divi-

sion in our Conference constituency.

The General Conference was or-

ganized as a fellowship of churches

which granted local autonomy to

each group. Freedom to exchange
thoughts was a part of our fellow-

ship and may eventually make it

necessary for another Oberholtzer

to promote a movement which will

restore these historic principles. I

plead with you to show Christian

charity toward those who preach

Christ even though they do not con-

form to your particular "filter"

brand. Philippians 1:15-18 speaks

very pointedly on this issue.

I agree that some religious broad-

casts have exploited the people. Does
this justify your editorial? Is it

Christian, let alone Mennonite to

do what you have done? As a broth-

er in the Lord I want to encourage
you to retract your editorial and
apologize to our conference constitu-

ency. Harold D. Burkholder, 1515

South 10 St., Omaha 8, Neb.

The portrait of radio broadcasters

was a composite one. Any resem-

blance to any one broadcaster, liv-

ing or dead, was unintentional and
purely coincidental. I apologize to

anyone who identified my word-

sketch with any specific person.

Editor.

Dear Brother Shelly: Sometimes
the radio broadcaster does not use

his means of communication wisely.

There is sometimes undue begging

for funds and quite possibly even a

false belief is propagated. There are

times when the writer also- misuses

his pen. Such a time most certainly

was a recent editorial which ap-

peared in The Mennonite on the

evils of religious radio broadcasts

.... I encourage you to sit down
some morning with a radio beside

you and actually listen to these re-

ligious broadcasts. Most of the na-

tionwide broadcasts have some of

the best musical talent of the coun-

try and one might add some of the

better Bible exposition is available

from their speakers. Many of our

Mennonite youth talents are lost to

us because we do not have the radio

programs of the caliber of "Word of

Life" and "Back to the Bible Broad-

casts" and "Morning Melodies."

Ernest W. Neufeld, 29M N. Frank-

lin St., Philadelphia 33, Pa.

Dear Brother: You have done it

again! Before the wrath of "radio

Christians" demolishes you, let me
extend a word of deep appreciation

for your courage and insight. Peo-

ple who join the flock of "your

radio pastor" get about what they

deserve—but let no one assume that

this is Christian faith. Radio reli-

gion is symbolic of America's hol-

low "religious revival": a voice

without body, a faith without form,

a church without discipline. J. R.

Burkholder, 36 Oakland St., Newton
58, Mass.

Dear Sir: I have been deeply dis-

turbed by a recent series of articles

and editorials in The Mennonite
which have stressed cooperation and
unity among some groups who- hold

no claims to salvation through the

shed blood of our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ. I believe the Bible

teaches unity only upon such confes-

sion and possession.

Then follows a printed blast at

N.A.E. [Feb. 26, editorial] and
Christian radio just to name two.

One begins to wonder which way

we are heading as a denomination.

If more money was spent for

printer's ink and, yes, even radio

time, fighting our common enemy
and less on fighting each other there

is no telling how much we could

jointly accomplish to the Glory of

God and to the exalting of the name
of the Lord.

There are, to be sure, those in

radio who are not true witnesses

but I do not believe that this gives

us any right to generalize and dis-

credit an avenue that has been so

used of the Lord. . . . Roy Ensz,

Dolton, S. D.

Would you please print editorials

which are uplifting and Christ-

honoring, rather than fault finding.

Susan Steiner, Route 1, Box 90, Pan-
dora, Ohio

Mr. Editor: I feel like spouting too

—some of these radio programs
with their altogether Bible preach-

ing are much more inspiring than
some of our Mennonite services

where the pastor sings a lullaby

to the congregation, giving quotes

from great literary pieces and giv-

ing sermons so as not to offend any
of the more influential members. I

feel that we have fallen far short

as far as giving out soul-winning

and up-building services. Maybe we
can take some lessons from these

radio programs. Harold E. Isaak,

Box 128, Aberdeen, Idaho

Dear Editor: While there are too

many programs of the kind you so

vividly describe, you fail to give

due credit to the really fine ones on
the air. . . . You haven't one sincere

compliment for the programs with
high standards and pure motives.

Perhaps you haven't had opportu-

nity to hear them. Just what kind

of radio stations do you have in

Kansas? Mrs. Leslie B. Lehman,
420 Van Buren, Berne, Ind.

Dear Editor and Readers: May God
have mercy on us and forgive us

that we have been such poor wit-

nesses for Christ that the editor of

The Mennonite dares to be so brazen

in his attack on the radio pastors

.... Eternity will reveal how many
people who had considered the min-

istry or Christian service were led

to abandon this decision after read-

ing your editorials. Mrs. John J. F.

Goering, Rt. 2, Box 1^1, Galva, Kan.
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Easter

at the

Student

The student union cafeteria is

without doubt the least private place

on campus, but it's also the best

place to feel utterly solitary. Sit-

ting there is like looking at and
hearing all the channels on televi-

sion at once. This time, however, I

didn't have much choice as to what
to 1 listen to.

"Do you mind?" someone said,

and I looked up.

"No," I said. He had the careful

articulation that marked him as an
educated foreigner. He sat down
and began tearing the ends off

three little envelopes of sugar, pour-

ing the contents into his cup.

"Are you an American?" he asked.

"Yes," I answered.

"I thought perhaps you were a
European," he said, and began stir-

ring.

"That's sort of a compliment," I

said.

He smiled a little.

"How long have you been in

America?" I asked, not wanting the
pause to become too long.

"Seven months," he replied. "I

had planned to come last year but

my father became ill. He died exact-

ly one year ago."

I wasn't sure what to say and how
much he would consider polite. He
didn't seem to expect words any-

way.
"Are you looking forward to the

vacation?" he asked.

"Oh, yes," I answered. "Seven
lovely days."

"Ironical," he said. "Because
Christ died, students get a week off

to catch up on their school work."
It was the kind of statement to

which there are no responses.

"I am a Christian," he added sud-

denly, as if realizing the explana-
tion was necessary for understand-
ing his previous remark.

"I am too," I said, chastened at

the same time to think that I had
given words to my faith only at his

invitation.

"I became a Christian when my

cmT
JL

Muriel Thiessen

father died," he said.

"Really?"

He looked up as if to test the sin-

cerity with which I had said it.

Apparently he felt a go ahead sign.

"Yes," he went on. "Before my fa-

ther died I was nothing religiously

—by choice, you understand. I had
chosen that way at university be-

cause I concluded that all religious

people were narrow-minded. My par-

ents were sad about my attitude

though they were not then Chris-

tians. ... So I was nothing. With
my whole strength, and even a lot

of effort, I was nothing. My life in

those days could provide some
shocking details for a modern ver-

sion of the story of the prodigal

son. Are you familiar with that

parable?"
"Yes," I said. It was hard not to

add "Of course."

"Anyway," he continued after a

minute, "then my father became ill

and I was called home. He had
never spoken to me about his new
faith. Now he said, 'Just as you
have come home to me, so I am
going home to my Father.' At
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first I thought it tragic that his

last words to me should be tinged

with incoherency. Then I remem-
bered with a start that one of my
friends had said that Christians

think of God as a father."

"Yes," I said. "I have thought of

God that way ever since I can re-

member."
He looked at me quizzically. "Then

you have also been a Christian as

long as you can remember?"
"It's not quite like that. A person

still has to say his own yes or no,

no matter how he has been brought
up."

"And have you?"
This man was relentless. I felt

slightly transparent. "Yes," I man-
aged. (Of course I have, of course.

And it's none of your business, real-

ly.) But I calmly added, "Go on
about your father, if you don't mind
telling me about it."

"No, I don't mind. My father died

soon after that. He died joyfully. It

wasn't natural. It wasn't even right.

Our people don't die that way.
Death is a fearful thing, a great
black unknown. At the most, some
die with indifference. Happiness only
implies insanity. But my father was
not insane. And he died joyfully. I

will never forget it. It turned my
whole life up-side-down. I went back
to school and spent the next term
trying to forget my father. I suc-

ceeded in forgetting about him only
when I was drunk."
He stopped and sipped his tea. I

was glad for the pause. A line from
a play I saw recently was coming

INDIANA YOUTH SING

Joining together to praise God in

song Sunday afternoon, March 10,

were about 130 young people from
the Northern Indiana Young Peo-
ple's Unions. After an afternoon of

rehearsal, getting acquainted, re-

newing camp and other old acquaint-

ances, and fellowshiping around the
supper tables, the youth gave a con-

cert for the evening service at the
First Church in Berne.
The concert was composed of vari-

ous selections of music from the
Mennonite Youth Hymnal and Men-
nonite Hymnary, plus solo and en-

semble numbers from several of the

to life in my head: "You were so

innocent in your sin; I have been

so sinful in my righteousness." It

was fitting uncomfortably well.

"The rest is hard to tell," he went
on finally. "When I had sobered up

for good, I decided to give my fa-

ther's religion a try. I began experi-

mentally, of course. That way I

could make it sound very clinical

when talking to my classmates. It

was hard to get past the experi-

mental stage. It was as difficult as

leaving the safe student laboratory

to begin making your own living.

I don't know—is it possible to ex-

plain how a person actually turns

over the controls of his life? I

simply said, 'I've made a mess of

things, God. Please take over.' He
did. I have no proof except myself.

I was changed."

I wanted to pray or shake his

hand very firmly or something. In-

stead I lamely looked at my watch
and said, "I'm terribly sorry. I have
a class to get to. The last one before

Easter, you know."

"Certainly," he said.

Still I couldn't just walk away.
It wouldn't do to get watery-eyed

either. "Thank you," I said. "Thank
you very much."

He smiled and said, "I under-

stand."

I passed the tables and tray-clatter

unaware of everything except that

I had been introduced to a new and
unexpected cast of characters for

the old story that ends, "He was
lost and is found."

participating churches. Freeman
Burkhalter, minister of music at

the Berne Church, led the combined
chorus.

PENNSYLVANIA PROJECTS

First Church Youth Fellowship, Al-

lentown, are writing to their mem-
bers who are in college, voluntary
service, and military service.

East Swamp Youth Fellowship, Qua-
kertown, presented a program to

the inter-racial youth group at Sec-

ond Church in Philadelphia.

Pine Grove Youth Fellowship, Bow-
mansville, attended a concert by the

Korean children's choir.
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Down through the centuries the cross

has been the most-used Christian symbol.

Churches have been built in its shape.

by Elaine Sommers Rich It has been silhouetted against the sky

atop giant cathedrals. The cross has

appeared on the covers of hymnals and prayer books and been worn on

lapels and necklaces. The atonement, symbolized by the cross, has been

the topic of thousands of sermons, and rightly so.

But what of the empty tomb? If we Christians have the cross without

the empty tomb, we are of all people most miserable. If we preach the

atonement without the resurrection, we preach a religion that is powerless

and vain.

"I believe that Christ rose again from the dead on the third day."

The enormity of this confession dazzles the imagination ! We seek for a

symbol which accurately conveys this truth. We find none. A bulb lies

brown in the earth all winter to flower in spring. But the bulb has not been

dead. If I take a bulb into my kitchen and boil it before I place it into the

ground, it will not bloom in the spring. The butterfly emerges from its

brown chrysalis, but it has not been dead. Jesus Christ was dead and buried

and He arose from the dead ! Nature, the created, can suggest, but not

portray, what happened to its Creator.

Critics of Christianity have often accepted the historicity of the cross

but not of the empty tomb. "His friends stole his body." Yet the ex-

planations of these critics remain logically inadequate. What happened

to those dazed guards at the tomb? Were the people, including Thomas,

who said they saw Jesus after His resurrection all liars? What other

than the resurrection can explain how that little band of scattered and

disheartened followers became the courageous early church? An appari-

tion in the mist above the Sea of Galilee will not do.

The resurrection was central in the message of the early church. It is

central in our message. Jesus Christ is Lord ! He conquered death.

In 1963 He is Lord of outer space, of the atom, of the nations. As His

followers, we are to show forth in our lives the power of His resurrection.

Because of it we are to be not fearful but courageous.

We cannot build cathedrals in the shape of an empty tomb. We can-

not adequately paint a picture of the resurrection, although Rembrandt

was more preoccupied with painting the appearance at Emmaus than

the crucifixion. We cannot place a symbol of the resurrection around our

necks or on our hymnals. We must be living symbols of that resurrection.

He is risen ! He is risen ! He is risen

!





Paul B Anderson The major Christian groupings in

Russia, in the order of their size,

are the Orthodox, the Armenians,
the Roman Catholics, the Lutherans,

the Union of Evangelical-ChristianH Baptists, and the Reformed. These

I I I H/fe are registered, legalized bodies.

J

I ^LJ| In addition, there are groups of

I i
i 4 «*J

people who gather for prayer or

ik worship secretly. Generally they re-

fuse to register because some parts

of their religious practice conflict

with Soviet law. Some are of the

type of sect which rejects any formChurch
Grows ii
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Russian women make a pilgrimage to the cathedral at Zagorski. On the opposite page: a worship service at Alma Ata

of civil government. Among the

latter are the Jehovah's Witnesses

and extreme forms of Pentecostals.

The total number of Christians

may be thirty million. There are

about twenty million Moslems.

There are two million ethnic Jews,

some of whom, however, may have

rejected religious belief. This would
bring up a total of about fifty mil-

lion believers in God, which is a

quarter of the population of the

country. [Estimates place the num-
ber of Mennonites at about 45,000.]

Atheism

On the other side of the picture

we see the growth of atheism. With
some it is a matter of conviction.

With others it is mere neglect of

thinking about it. With party people

atheism is accompanied by over-

tones of emotion which make it ap-

pear as a faith if not as a religion-

in-reverse.

The Communist Party at its Twen-
ty-second Congress in October, 1962,

reaffirmed its purpose to eliminate

religion. The party believes that this

can be achieved by two ways. One is

based on the Marxist theory that

religion is the product of suffering.

insecurity and frustration. The
party plans to establish in this gen-

eration a mode of life in which
suffering, insecurity and frustration

will disappear, and thus religion as

well.

The second way is educational.

This refers especially to formal

school education and mass media of

all kinds. But there is also a person-

to-person effort on a grand scale to

explain the faults of religion and
the reasonableness of atheism. It

hopes to get people to leave the

church and eradicate religion from
their lives.

Eradication of Religion

Three forces are at work. The
Communist Party is the primary

one. It is ever present and the

ultimate authority.

Second come the agencies of the

party, that is, the communist youth

organization, the Society for the

Promotion of Political and Scientific

Knowledge (a rebirth of the Mili-

tant Godless Union), and the KGB

—

the Russian initials for the State

Security Police. These secondary

agencies are the chief instruments

for informal education. Their meth-

Russia

ods vary from the smothering of

any religious impulses in youth by

substituting other intellectual, so-

cial, and emotional experiences to

third-degree methods of physical

and psychological pressure.

Constitution and Laws

The third force, the Soviet gov-

ernment, is in name the neutral ar-

biter between the party and the

faithful. Its constitution (Article

124) says, "In order to ensure free-

dom of conscience to citizens, the

church in the U.S.S.R. is separated

from the state and the school from

the church. Freedom of religious

worship and freedom of anti-reli-

gious propaganda is recognized for

all citizens."

Its laws permit any twenty per-

sons to register as a religious so-

ciety (congregation) for the conduct

of worship. The twenty may request

the use of an existing church build-

ing, all such buildings having been

nationalized in 1917. or to rent or

build a house of prayer, on condi-

tion that the premises and furnish-

ings be properly maintained against

weather, damage, or loss.

The laws prohibit any religious

activity other than worship, which

must take place in the churches or

houses of prayer. They provide for

national and regional organization,

and for a limited number of theo-

logical schools (currently seven)

where men on achieving maturity

may train for the priesthood.
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Worship in the Moscow Baptist Church: "The faith of the Christian people in

the Soviet Union is still the faith of the church universal."

There is one school training im-

ams for the Muslim faithful.

In the Soviet Union, as contrasted

with Hungary and some other states

in the communist orbit, the church-

es, among the Orthodox, depend on
their own people for money. Income
is chiefly derived from plate collec-

tions and from profit on sale of

candles or other ecclesiastical items.

The churches have enough money
for their needs, partly because the

prohibition of educational or relief

work. This means that there are

no expenses except for the upkeep
of buildings and the salaries of pas-

tors.

Income, Expenses, Taxes

Taxes are assessed on income
from sale of candles. The clergy

pay income tax in the highest brack-

et, up to 81%.
The state pays for the renovation

and upkeep of those church build-

ings (as in the Kremlin) which
have been taken over as historic

monuments and in which no church

services may be held.

Church and State

The connecting link between the

Soviet authorities and the registered

religious bodies is found in two

state organs: the Council on Affairs

of the Russian Orthodox Church
and a similar Council on Religions

(for all except the Orthodox). These
organs operate parallel to the or-

gans of the churches. Religious bod-

ies must get the approval and as-

sistance of one of these councils on
all matters in their life which touch

upon the state: property; materials

for religious use, paper for printing

the three or four church periodicals,

metal for making sacramental ves-

sels or other utensils, wax for can-

dles; and permission to purchase
foreign exchange with the rubles

which they collect from the faithful.

The council is also the agency
through which the churches may
apply for and receive passports and
visas. This is the control exercised

by the state.

An important aspect of "separa-

tion" is the exclusion of any possi-

bility for religion to include the

"prophetic" note—criticism, judg-

ment or recommendation on secular

matters of government, society, or
culture. The party claims it does not

even want the churches to help build

the new society, lest thereby religion

slip in and remain in.

However, an exception is made in

one respect. Realizing that churches
pray and Christians long for peace,

the party welcomes the participation

of Soviet churchmen in furthering

its peace program. It is at this point

that Soviet churchmen enter the
field of propaganda and find them-
selves charged with being Soviet

agents when they issue or sign state-

ments which press the Soviet side

on international issues, or when
they attend and assume a prominent
place in "peace" rallies abroad.

A vital thing to bear in mind is

that Soviet Russia is under a dicta-

torship. Supposedly this is a dictator-

ship of the proletariat (the working
class). Actually the Communist
Party is the dictator. In such a dic-

tatorship "revolutionary legality"

supersedes all provisions of consti-

tution, law, custom, or morals.

Revolutionary aims pervade every
nook and cranny of life. Dictator-

ships tend to erase the line between
what they want and what they com-
pel. They demand loud support even
where honest feeling would reject

k
iff;

n
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what is proposed. In this area one

may find persons in the service of

churches who have been persuaded

or compelled for personal safety to

do things required by government
authority which they would not do

voluntarily.

There are many thousands of

clergy and faithful lay Christians

who have suffered in Soviet jails

and labor camps. The exuberance

of the police or local officials for

the revolution was often responsi-

ble. The experience weighs heavily.

It is used as a threat by the party

and government officials.

The communist position on reli-

gion comes from its complete confi-

dence in the human mind. It believes

that the human mind using the sci-

entific method can solve all prob-

lems, personal, national, or world.

It believes that society is divided

into two classes. The solution of

problems will come through the tri-

umph of one class in a world-wide

class struggle.

A View of Conscience

Back of this position is the belief

that conscience is not supreme. It

is not related to a God-given sense

of universal right and judgment.
Conscience is only a function of the

class struggle. In this sense "free-

dom of conscience" really means
that citizens are free to become
aware that their place in the class

war is on the side of the workers.

An independent conscience is on the

other side, and is subject to destruc-

tion in class war.

Why Religion Persists

The persistence of an independent

conscience and of religious belief in

one-fourth of the adult population

of the Soviet Union forty-five years

after the revolution constitutes a

fundamental contradiction of com-
munist theory. Current Soviet writ-

ers explain it in various ways.
Communism, they say, demands

an intellectual acceptance of man's
complete capacity to run the uni-

verse. But this has not yet proved
true. For this reason some people

naturally hold that God is still there.

Also it is noted that Soviet women
have been given equal standing with
men, yet they have not been emanci-
pated from food queues, kitchen,

and the washing of diapers, and so

they suffer. In their frustration they

turn to religion. Further, until com-

munism has triumphed in all coun-

tries, the vestiges of religious faith

will enter even communist countries

over the radio and in other ways
from lands where religion is free

and active.

Russian Christians Are Christian

Christians in the churches in the

Soviet Union make the contradic-

tion clear in another way. They feel

a sense of sin (a word not in com-
munist vocabulary). They hear
Christ's words of redemption and
life eternal. In Christian faith they
find the guide to life here and the

promise of life eternal. In the

church and particularly in the sac-

raments they meet God, and they
meet with other faithful people who
believe in love and mercy (also not
in communist vocabulary).
The faith of the Christian people

in the Soviet Union is still the faith

of the church universal. At each
service of worship the tens of mil-

lions of Christians in the Soviet

Union join with Christians of t In-

United States, Canada, and all the

world in praying for the union of

all God's people in His holy church.

The entry of six churches of the

Soviet Union into the World Council
of Churches is an expression of this

common hope and prayer.

The exchanges of delegations be-

tween the churches of the Soviet

Union and those of the United
States have as their purpose the in-

crease of mutual understanding.

They are an important contribution

to the effort, which every Christian

must make, to bring courtesy, jus-

tice, wisdom, and love of, neighbor
(rejected in communist vocabulary)

into play in international relations.

Does God So Speak?

Woe unto you, you wlw call yourself righteous

And come vainly before Me in Sabbath worship.

I, the Lord seek to be your God;

And not a mere image to be plucked from your mind at will.

How can you say you worship wlien you come before Me
distraught and troubled about your daily affairs

and not ready to lay your burdens down ?

How can you say you worship wlien you mumble words of

songs and do not even realize the meanings thereof?

How can you say you worship when you come so weary

from your weekly labors that your mind and eyes

close in slumber?

You do not hear Me speak because you do not listen.

You come in garments worked by costly craftsmen.

You come adorned as beautiful roses, but no sweet

perfume arises from within.

You tell the world you worship—by your presence in

My sanctuary, and stand before Me as a body in a

casket without desire or purpose.

How I would tliat you come to seek forgiveness and alter

your lives; for My heart longs for you.

Great power I luxve in store for the labors

only you can do for Me.

My love is great, My patience is long, My steadfastness

is true.

Coyne, My heart longs for you.

Lola Miller
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Why
Do We

Witness?

Personal Evangelism

in South America

Emilio Castro

This is a surprising question. It is

surprising because the Latin Ameri-
can Protestant who communicates
his faith to his neighbor has never
asked himself.

Talking about his faith is some-
thing so natural and spontaneous
that he has not needed to inquire
why he does it. The knowledge of

the redemptive power of the gospel
of Jesus Christ has had such an ef-

fect on his character that inevit-

ably he feels possessed by a joy im-
possible to control. How could he
hide from his neighbors and family
the great event of history and the
great event of his life!

This does not have anything to do
with pronouncing judgment on the
way of life or convictions of his

neighbors. It does not involve dem-
onstrating the superiority of ideas
which he professes. It has to do
simply with having experienced the
freedom from yesterday, the power
for today, and the hope for tomor-
row that comes from the contempla-
tion of Jesus Christ. And immedi-
ately that joy demands to be com-
municated. It overflows from the
inner life.

Jesus has a beautiful parable
which illustrates something of this

joy. He tells us of a woman who
has lost a coin. She painstakingly
sweeps her house until she finds it.

And once she has found it, her joy
is so great that she has to go and
tell her neighbor about it.

In all areas of life the same thing
happens when joy possesses us. We
need to share it. We cannot keep
quiet. This is the root of the enthu-
siasm of the Protestant Christians

in Latin America. Having found the

secret of the Christian life, they
have no other choice than to com-
municate it and share it with others.

We find the explanation in the
love that floods the heart of the

Christian. In Christ he has felt

loved by God and called to live

loving his neighbor. He cannot do
anything less than share that which
for him is the supreme good, the
final value.

Again, this does not involve a re-

proach of his fellowman; it simply
involves the inability to say that he
loves his neighbor and then to avoid

helping him to find that which is

the most precious thing for his life.

This arises from the knowledge that

with him a real miracle has been
performed: the miracle that the

God of heaven and earth is con-

cerned for man in general and for

him in particular.

A young man, who worked as a

plumber, went to make repairs in a
family house. The lady of the house
talked to him quite naturally about
her evangelical faith. The young
worker confessed himself an atheist

and a fighting communist.
After days of conversation he ac-

cepted an invitation to attend a wor-
ship service in the Church. Without
any other comment he began to buy
and distribute Bibles among his fel-

low workers and comrades in the
party.

One day he came to me and
asked: "Is it not possible to hold

Christian services in my house? I

want my brother and my mother
and my neighbors to have a chance
to know the gospel."

In such a simple way a new house-

congregation appears and a chain

of conversions is established. No
one had said to him: "You must
speak." He, like many evangelicals

in Latin America, would be sur-

prised at your question.

The prophet Amos says: "The
lion has roared; who will not fear?

The Lord God has spoken; who can

but prophesy?" The Latin American
Protestant has felt that God has
spoken to him. How can he keep
still? He has to go out onto the

roads, into the workshops, homes
and classrooms, and there transmit

his joy, give witness with his life

of love and trust, that the miracle

that has been performed in him will

also be performed in those that

hear him. God loves all equally.
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African Churches Unite For Witness

Some 350 Christian leaders from
forty-two African countries will or-

ganize the All-Africa Conference

of Churches in Kampala, Uganda,
April 20-30.

The new co-operative body will

be the first continent-wide organiza-

tion of this kind. It will bring to-

gether churches of the Protestant,

Anglican, and Orthodox commun-
ions. The churches come from every
country in Africa, including Mada-
gascar. Its membership also will

include national Christian councils.

The theme of the assembly will

be: "Freedom and Unity in Christ:

Towards a Renewed Church in a

New Africa." The major action of

the meeting will be the adoption of

a constitution.

The meeting will be a milestone
in African church history. It marks
the growing sense of unity which
has been developing among Afri-

can churches during recent years.

These years have seen not only the

independence of an increasing num-
ber of African nations, but also the

forming of self-governing churches

throughout the continent.

CHICKENS TO CONGO Elmer Neufeld and Larry Landis supervise transfer of

new chicks from Trans-Atlantic plane to local air cargo plane as Congolese air

terminal workers assist. A poultry project has been carried on at the demonstra-

tion farm in Tshikapa. The farm serves as a center for extension work and

supplements the diet of the Congolese. Chicks are obtained through Heifer

Project, Inc. Plans have been made to import 50,000 chicks in 1962-63.

Plans for the new organization

were first made in 1958. Repre-

sentatives from twenty-five African

countries set up a committee with

headquarters at the M i n d o 1 o

Ecumenical Center near Kitwe,

Northern Rhodesia. Donald G. S.

M'Timkulu, of South Africa, has

been general secretary, and James
S. Lawson, of Dahomey, has been

associate secretary.

The "parish" of the new body will

be the most complex in the world.

It will cover more than 11,700,000

square miles in which more than

200,000,000 people live. Its consti-

tuency will speak, in addition to Ara-

bic and four European languages,

more than 700 African languages

or sub-languages.

African speakers during the ten-

day session will include: Francis

Ibiam, governor general of Eastern

Nigeria; K. A. Busia, of Ghana;

Adeolu Adegbola, of Nigeria; Jean

Kotto, of Cameroun; R. Andriaman-

jato, mayor of Tananarive, Mada-

gascar; and Ndabaningi Sithole of

Southern Rhodesia.

Speakers from outside Africa will

include: W. A. Visser -

t Hooft, Ge-

neva, general secretary of the

World Council of Churches; and D.

T. Niles, Jaffna, Ceylon, general

secretary of the East Asia Christian

Conference, a similar regional group

founded in 1959.

Functions of the new body, as out-

lined in the draft constitution, in-

clude: keeping before the churches

and national Christian councils the

demands of the gospel for evange-

lism, witness, and unity; provision
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for a common program of research

and study; encouragement of closer

relationships and mutual sharing

among African churches; and assist-

ance to the churches in finding,

sharing, and placing personnel.

Membership in the conference,

as outlined in the draft constitution,

will be open to all churches which

subscribe to its basis which defines

it as "a fellowship of churches

which confess the Lord Jesus Christ

as God and Saviour according to the

Scriptures and therefore seek to

fulfill together their common call-

ing to the glory of the one God,

Father, Son and Holy Spirit."

Participants are expected from

the following countries: Algeria,

Angola, Basutoland, Bechuanaland,

Cameroun, Central Africa Republic,

Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo
(Leopoldville), Dahomey, Ethiopia,

Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Guines,

Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Libya,

Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique,

Niger, Nigeria, Northern Rhodesia,

Nyasaland, Rwanda, Senegal,

Seychelles, Sierra Leone, South Af-

rica, South West Africa, Sudan,

Tanganyika, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda,

United Arab Republic, Upper Volta,

Urundi, Southern Rhodesia, and

Swaziland.

TRAINEE SPONSORS NEEDED
The opportunity is again open this

year for North American families

to entertain guests from other coun-

tries. On August 15 a group of ap-

proximately fifty-five trainees will

be coming to this country for a

year's visit in United States and

Canada. The trainee program is de-

signed to be a two-way exchange.

A sponsor's family is privileged to

learn about another country, and at

the same time is giving the trainee

an insight into American life and
customs. Trainees are capable of

performing a variety of tasks. It is

also the challenge of a sponsor to

give guidance and training in some
areas of work. Contact Emma
Schlichting, MCC, Akron, Pa., if you
are interested in sponsoring a

trainee. Early applications will re-

ceive preference.

WORK CAMP AT BROOK LANE
The Mennonite Central Committee
is sponsoring a work camp at Brook
Lane Farm Hospital near Hagers-
town, Md., August 3-24. Forenoons
will be given to work projects of a

physical nature. Afternoons will be

used for study and discussion. Spe-

cial talks and lectures will be given

by members of the Brook Lane Farm
Hospital staff. Presentations will be

in such areas as "Vocational Oppor-

tunities in Mental Health Work,"
"The Treatment and Understanding

of Mental Illness," and "The Role of

the Church in Mental Health."

Time will be allotted for field trips

into nearby areas, such as Wash-
ington, D. C, and Baltimore, Md.,

to observe programs and institu-

tions related to mental health work.

Up to twenty persons can be ac-

commodated in the work camp.

Those with a special interest in men-
tal health will be given first prefer-

ence. The aim is to provide an ex-

perience in an actual mental health

setting, with the hope that persons

will be encouraged and stimulated

to enter mental health professions.

Both men and women are needed.

Because of housing limitations, mar-

ried couples cannot be accommodat-

ed. The hospital will provide meals

and lodging. Campers are responsi-

ble for their own travel to and from
the work camp and for any personal

expenses incurred during field trips

and other activities. Apply to the

Summer Service Office, MCC, Ak-

ron, Pa.

CONGO HOMES IN DANGER

In spite of the renewed uprisings

and troubles in the Congo, Archie

Graber, Mennonite relief worker
serving with the Congo Protestant

Relief Agency, reports that relief

work is continuing at Bakwanga.
One serious problem which relief

workers encounter is the disruption

of families and homes by the con-

stant warfare. One such instance is

illustrated in the story of Kapsa-

bele, who told the following story

to Graber:

"When the rebels came on Janu-

ary 2 and 3, burning houses and
killing people, five of my seven chil-

dren ran into hiding with some
schoolteachers. My wife and two
children also escaped through the

tall grass.

"I was hiding in the church with

seven other men. The rebels came
into the church and found us. We
were severely beaten and taken out,

they told us, to be burned. Someone
said, "This man is a teacher-evange-

list and is not in politics, so we bet-

ter let him go.' We did escape, but

they broke into my house and every-

thing was stolen, including money I

had saved for buying a car. I have
only the clothes that are on my
back. If only I knew where my chil-

dren were."

Unfortunately, the story of Kap-

sabele is not an uncommon one.

Similar reports come in every day.

Refugee problems continue to

mount. An estimated 200,000 persons

are living in the tall grass and
bushes by the river, near Bakwan-
ga, because they are afraid to re-

turn to their homes. Their existence

is marked by fear and hardship, as

they are without shelter and med-
ical care.

The relief agency distributes milk,

vegetable oil, and flour to about

1,000 refugees in the area, but can-

not reach those who are in hiding.

Chick shipments continue to fill a

need, and are very much in demand.
In January, Graber reported, they

received 3,000 chicks from North
America. He reports a growing in-

terest among the Congolese for

chick raising and use of incubators.

This is a self-help project which
may have longer-range effects than

mere giving out of food.

TWO SPEAK TO RUSSIANS

Robert W. Miller and Jacob M. Klas-

sen of the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee relief department were two
of the North American churchman
who met with seven Russian church

leaders at the American Baptist Con-

vention headquarters, Valley Forge,

Pa., March 12.

Miller and Klassen were especial-

ly interested in talking to the two
Baptists in the group—A. I. Mitzke-

vitch and A. N. Stoyan—to discover

how the Mennonites in Russia are

faring. However, the Russians' late

arrival in Valley Forge and their

crowded schedule during the day
prevented the men from having an

extended interview with the two
Baptists. Klassen was able to speak

briefly with Mitzkevitch, who speaks

German, during the group's tour of

the headquarters. He was aware
that there are Mennonites in Rus-

sia, but was under the impression

that they had been assimilated into

the Baptist church.

During the brief interview, Mitz-

kevitch gave a short history of the

Mennonites in Russia, saying that

they had brought on persecution by

refusing to do military service. He
said that because of the persecution
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the Mennonites were now widely

scattered throughout the country.

The group that came to Valley

Forge was part of a delegation of

sixteen Russian church leaders who
are visiting the United States for a

three-week period at the invitation

of the National Council of Churches.

QUAKERS SPEAK ON SEX

A group of influential British

Quakers are the authors of a sev-

enty page report which appeals for a

more tolerant attitude toward un-

conventional sexual behavior.

Titled "Towards a Quaker View
of Sex," the group condemns the

severe view society takes toward
adolescent sexual intimacy, extra-

marital sexual relationships, and
even homosexual affection.

The report, although not "an offi-

cial policy statement," was issued

by the Friends Home Service Com-
mittee. It was prepared by eleven

individual members of the Society

of Friends, including six of the

movement's elders.

Eric Baker, study secretary of the

Committee, said the report was pub-

lished in the full knowledge that

it might offend some of Britain's

21,000 Quakers, especially those

with puritanical views, but the work
was scholarly and authoritative.

The report "rejects almost com-
pletely the traditional approach of

the organized Christian Church to

morality, with its supposition that

it knows precisely what is right and
what is wrong, that this distinction

can be made in terms of an ex-

ternal pattern of behavior, and
that the greatest good will come
only through universal adherence
to that pattern."

The group held that there had
to be a morality of- some sort to

govern sexual relations, but added:
"Sexuality, looked at dispassionate-

ly, is neither good or evil—it is a

fact of nature."

Homosexual affection, the group
held, is not morally worse than
heterosexual affection and should
be judged by the same standards.
An act that expresses true affection

between two individuals and gives

pleasure to them is not sinful sim-

ply because it is homosexual, the
report stated.

"It seemed to us," it continued,

"that morals, like the Sabbath, were
made for man, not man for morals,
and that as society changes, and

ALGERIAN SCHOOL FOR ADOPTION Lies Dirkmaat, Netherlands, and Marian Hos-
teller, Ohio, are teaching fifty children in an Algerian village. The school build-

ing is new but materials are scarce. Books, sewing kits, knitting needles, wool,
etc., are badly needed. The teachers are hoping some church congregation will

adopt the school. The adopting group could search for children's picture books
in French and prepare sewing kits. The school has a sewing machine. A work-
shop is also furnished but no teacher is available to teach woodwork and handi-
crafts to boys. The MCC works through Christian Committee for Service in Algeria.

conduct with it, we must always be

searching below the surface of hu-

man behavior to discover what is

in fact happening to people, what
they are seeking to express, what
fruits, good or bad, they are har-

vesting."

COMMUNIST CONVERSIONS

American Christians should make
an all-out effort to convert commu-
nists to Christianity. This is better

than spending energies in programs
to "stop communism." Thus says

C. N. Hostetter, Jr., in the April

issue of United Evangelical Action.

Hostetter is a bishop in the Breth-

ren in Christ Church and is chair-

man of the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee.

Hostetter recently visited a church

in Indonesia. "In that church," he

said, "are leaders and teachers who
once were communists, but who re-

ceived the truth, left the party and
become committed Christians.

"This young church (in the Muria
mountain district of Java), born in

the travail of suffering, passionately

preaches Christ and faithfully teach-

es the Word. The truth about social

justice, righteousness, freedom and
equality has not been clouded by
the church becoming entangled with

economic involvements or political

partisanship."

Scolding American evangelicals.

Hostetter said they have been so

active trying to "stop communism"
that they have grossly neglected

their responsibility to witness to

communists.
"How much has the church striv-

en to bring communist teachers, stu-

dents and inquirers into a living en-
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counter with Christ and His truth?"

Hostetter asked.

He asserted that "forty-five years

of communist history bear witness

that the goals of social justice and

economic righteousness can never be

realized in society unless man finds

release and deliverance from a self-

ish, rebellious tyrant that resides

in his own bosom.

"Christ . . . provides this release

and is the way to justice among men
and a righteousness that banishes

oppression, domination and tyran-

ny."

He suggested that Christians "quit

confusing the issues and clouding

the encounter with Christ by polit-

ical and economic polemics and

apologetics."

A-WEAPONS FOR CANADA
An editorial advocating defensive

nuclear weapons for Canada ap-

peared in the United Church Ob-

server, official publication of the

United Church of Canada.
Commenting on the controversy

over nuclear weapons which recent-

ly toppled the Canadian govern-

ment, and has been the subject of

widespread discussion among
church leaders, A. C. Forrest, editor

of the Observer, said he could not

accept as moral the arguments of

Canadians who are ready to sup-

port the United States in its use

of the nuclear deterrent as long

as all nuclear weapons were kept

south of the Canadian border.

Much of Canada's present con-

fusion, he said, can be blamed on
"the false moralizing that preoc-

cupies the nation, for which church-

men and editors, as well as poli-

ticians, must share responsibility."

Since the fall of Prime Minister

John Diefenbaker's government, the

editorial said, Canadians have been
in the position of holding a great

national debate over issues "on
which we are not clear, public dis-

cussion on technical matters on
which most of us are not informed,

and a political campaign over issues

. . . which should be decided by re-

sponsible people elected to act in

the national interest."

GOD'S FAITHFUL STEWARD

One of the first persons to work
with the Mennonites in their medi-

cal work in Taiwan was Ming Jen
Kao. His work began with the MCC
mobile clinic during its early stages.

During the years that followed the

hospital in Hwalien developed and
needed an interpreter and business

manager. Kao was called to this job.

He was more than an interpreter

and business manager, however. He
often was the first assistant in the

operating room, because he was
quick to learn and could speak and
understand English well. Fluent in

Japanese, English, Mandarin and
Taiwanese, he was an interpreter

of more than words—of history, cus-

toms, thinking and behavior of the

Taiwan peoples as well.

>
. t.

As business manager of the hos-

pital, Kao's working day includes

bookkeeping and giving assignments

to assistants. Often he is called

upon to check equipment in the

operating room or elsewhere in the

hospital. Equipment upkeep is not a

minor matter in a country where
little or no hospital equipment is

manufactured. Supervision of any
building program naturally falls on

Kao. Frequently he is called upon
for consultation by patients, staff or

foreigners. This may be a personnel

problem or some minor misunder-

standing requiring interpretation of

cultures. .

Before coming to work with MCC
in 1948, Kao was a teacher of Eng-

lish and athletics, first in a middle

school in a mountain village and
then in the Taitung Agricultural

School which was primarily for the

tribal people. He gives this testi-

mony:
"Coming from a Christian home,

I am a fourth generation Christian.

During the early years of my life I

took Christianity in stride, accept-

ing it only in name. Somewhere
around the time when I was twenty-

four years old, newly graduated
from Normal University, I was
faced with the problem of what I

really wanted to do with my life. I

had taken up smoking when I was
eighteen and had become a heavy
smoker. Standing firm on Christian

principles was hard and I was dis-

satisfied with my half-hearted ef-

forts. During these days of indeci-

sion and futile attempts to quit

smoking I was greatly influenced by
a Christian friend. Through his con-

stant encouragement and his expe-

rience of prayer and inspiration out

of Bible reading I began to study

the Bible with new insight and
meaning. I relied on the Lord en-

tirely to do away with the smoking
habit knowing that my own strength

had failed when I tried before. He
gave courage and strength to over-

come; and at that time I made my
decision. I grasped the power of

God to live for Him and received

baptism. In the years since He has

never failed me."

Shortly after that Kao was asked

to help with the mobile clinic of

MCC. All through his busy life with

MCC and the hospital, Kao has been

very active in the church. His in-

fluence is felt wherever he goes.

Sophia Brown.

MEN IN OVERSEAS VS

Information received by the Board
of Christian Service points up the

need for additional funds to support

men in Pax service. For this year

as for former years the board had
budgeted $75 per month per person.

A study by Mennonite Central Com-
mittee shows that $90 per month is

needed to take care of a volunteer's

travel, room, board, and a small

allowance. According to H. A. Fast,

executive secretary of the Board of

Christian Service, this means that

additional funds above budget fig-

ures will need to be raised before

the end of the year.

For men serving in Missions-Pax,

the Board of Christian Service pays

the Board of Missions $100 a month
per man. Five men are currently

in the Missions-Pax program, which
means that they are associated with

a General Conference Mennonite
mission. Twenty-seven General Con-

ference Mennonites are in the MCC
program, which has ninety-two men
in all.
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CALENDAR

Conferences
Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-

land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence
May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-
ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,
Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Pacific

Apr. 19-21 — General Conference
Fellowship Convention, First
Church, Paso Robles, Calif.

Western
Apr. 21—Bethel College Choir at

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.
Apr. 19-20 — Oklahoma Church

Workers Conference, First Church,
Clinton. Verney Unruh, speaker.

May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.

Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 26 — Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,
Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Menno-

nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

DEATHS
Martha Richert Schmidt, Grace

Hill Church, Whitewater, Kan., born
Feb. 24, 1896, and died March 9.

One daughter and one son survive.

Frank H. Bauman, Alexander-

wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., born
May 24, 1878, and died March 12.

Survivors are one son and two
daughters.

Mrs. Grace Bowman, Topeka
(Ind.) Church, born Feb. 17, 1884,

and died March 24. Six children sur-

vive.

Susan Diller, First Church, Bluff-

ton, Ohio, born Dec. 30, 1870, and
died March 16.

Henry Dyck, Emmaus Church,

Whitewater, Kan., born Oct. 9, 1894,

and died March 16.

Mrs. Nettie (Siemens) Regier,

Bethesda Church, Henderson, Neb.,

born Sept. 1, 1889, and died March
13. Survivors are her husband, three

daughters and one son.

William S. Steiner, Ebenezer
Church, Bluffton, Ohio, born July 17,

1878 and died March 6.

John G. Stucky, First Church of

Christian, Moundridge, Kan., born
Oct. 12, 1891, and died March 18.

Mrs. Vernon Yoakam, First

Church, Bluffton, Ohio, born Sept.

24, 1883, and died March 21. Sur-

vivors are her husband and two
children.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

For sale: Hardware store in cen-

tral California. Mennonite popula-

tion in area. Lease building. Con-

tact Mutual Aid, 722 Main, Newton,
Kan.

NEW ADDRESSES

Arizona
Mrs. Eugene Doyle, 9822 N. 11 Ave.,

Phoenix
Walter Keim, 5142 Liberty Ave.,

Tucson
Leroy Stoller, 1916 East Southern.

Phoenix
Gary Warkentin, Tempe

PUBLISHED

Christian Responsibility to Society,

A Biblical-Theological Statement, is

the second publication in the Church
and Society Series. As its subtitle

indicates, it gives the theological

basis for the church's taking a

position on social issues and getting

involved in them.
Beginning with "Christ's Work

of Creation," the study continues

with "The Redemptive Work of

Christ," and concludes with "The
Redemptive Work of Christ in Con-

summation." The manuscript was
originally prepared as a paper for

presentation at the study conference
on the church and society hold in

Chicago in 1961.

WORKERS
Ted E. Claassen, Newton, Kan.,

Harold M. Regier, Buhler, Kan., and
C. B. Thierstein, Whitewater, Kan.,

were re-elected to the board of di-

rectors for three-year terms at the

annual meeting of the Bethel Dea-
coness Hospital Association in New-
ton on March 20.

Omer R. Gall'e, Chicago, 111., will

become Instructor in Sociology at

Bethel College, North Newton, Kan.,

this fall. He entered the University

of Chicago Graduate School after

receiving his degree from Bethel in

1959. He is a candidate for a doc-

tor's degree from the University of

Chicago.

Dale A. Nebel, Greeley, Colo., has
been appointed Assistant Professor

of Education at Bethel College. He
was born in Olds, Iowa, and taught

in Iowa schools. He was a relief

director for MCC in the Far East
from 1946-49 and 1952-53. He will

receive his doctor's degree from
Colorado State College in May.

The Story of the

Mennonites

The standard work covering the 400 year

journey of the Mennonite people. No

other book tells so much in such simple

language. By C. Henry Smith. $4.50

at Mennonite Bookstores
Berne, Indiana Rosthern. Saskatchewan

720 Main Street. Newton. Kansas
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NO MORE CUBAS

Dear Sir: We get our second-class

mail rather delayed in Bolivia, so

this letter may seem a bit out dated.

I did want to express a reaction to

your editorial of November 13, 1962,

concerning the Cuban situation.

You presented the problem in the

midst of the Cuban crisis so we can
well understand why you presented

only solutions for the situation at

hand. I feel our approach for the

church should be an entirely differ-

ent one. We should not dwell so

long on the solution for the present

situation, but should concentrate on
efforts to prevent further "Cubas."

We as a church and nation have al-

ready failed to do this in Cuba, so

now we have this sore thumb on our
hands. There is hope for settlement

and we should not abandon our ef-

forts in peaceful help in all that we
can. Our main concern, however,
should be potential communist coun-

tries all over Latin America, and
other parts of the world. We should

be concentrating on prevention
rather than the cure. Prevention is

always less expensive and a less

traumatizing experience for all con-

cerned.

This program can be started by
sincere efforts of aid in physical

areas, but more important in direct

contact with the people. By living

with them and witnessing to them
of the love of Christ and living ex-

emplary life of this love. There will

be expenses involved of personal
sacrifices in service and providing
the cost for necessary supplies. If

we as a church could urge to de-

velop such a program the cost

would never be as great as what
it has already cost in Cuba by mon-
ey or by human lives. Furthermore,
the rewards will be of more far-

reaching values than we can know
here on earth. This is the positive

definition of our position of paci-

fism which is sometimes neglected
because of the other strong ap-

proach of no participation in war
efforts. If we as a church make a
beginning, perhaps we can be an in-

fluence to our nation to follow suit.

Mary Ann Epp, Casilla de Correo 8,

Santa Cruz, Bolivia

BURNED UP

Dear Sir: I like your paper very

much. But I can'l read everything

for I receive the Bote and Canadian
Mennonite also. And when I don't

read it, I feel bad. So please don't

send it any more.

Those copies with the modern art,

I threw in the fire as soon as I

saw them, without reading it. I think

sometimes your minds are crooked.

Ontario

ALCOHOL SLAUGHTER

Dear Brother Shelly: You may
have noted the concern expressed

before the Kansas Legislature urg-

ing adoption of a bill which would
permit local option votes on the sale

of 3.2 beer in communities. At the

present time,, sale of 3.2 beer must
be licensed by the State if the estab-

lishments meet all of the necessary

qualifications. This invasion of our
communities in the past, e.g., Buhler,

Inman, has been grievous and cause

for an apologetic Christian witness.

Dr. A. O. Ebright, a superintend-

ent of the Methodist Church in Kan-
sas United Dry Forces, told the

House State Affairs Committee in

Topeka, that he believed it was time
the voters of Kansas had an oppor-

tunity to vote on the over-all mat-
ter of prohibition. Many persons

were confused over the wording of

the proposition in 1948 when repeal

was approved. Many others have
been disillusioned by the high in-

crease in drunken driving accidents,

volume of liquor sales, and the sky-

rocketing of juvenile delinquency
associated with alcohol usage. Our
highways have become "slaughter

ways". . . . Hundreds of deaths are

caused by alcoholic consumption in

comparison to the two or three

deaths from capital punishment
each year in Kansas alone. Need
we greater cause for action ? Letters

of concern addressed to William
Ferguson, Attorney General, and
Governor Anderson are welcome at

this time. John Enns, Jf91ff Belinder,

Shawnee Mission, Kan.

MAINSTREAM UNION
Dear Editor: Having just received

The Mennonite of March 5, I want
to express my appreciation for its

spiritually enriching contents. Ar-

ticles like the one by Leland Har-

der, "Tensions in the General Con-

ference," make The Mennonite an

outstanding periodical.

I did not know, and was therefore

very much interested in his state-

ment that the General Conference
became a charter member of the

Federal Council of Churches in 1908,

which union was resolved in 1917

when the F.C.C. became war mind-

ed. Obviously here was a point of

tension which left the Conference

no alternative but to withdraw.
However, this picture has changed

today. The National Council of

Churches is not a war supporting

group of churches. In fact strong

statements against armament and
nuclear testing made by a number
of the major denominations are

right in line with the Mennonite
biblical stand against war.

Let us get into the mainsteam of

the ecumenical movement. Our posi-

tion of withdrawal has become in-

defensible. The time has come for

the General Conference Mennonites
to join in a more closely knit union

with other Christians who are also

of Christ's fold. . . . Adolf Friesen,

503 N. Riverside Blvd., Goshen, Ind.

COVER PICTURE

Your cover picture [Mar. 12] was
one of the most poignant and mov-

ing pictures ever seen in The Men-
nonite, and it bears eloquent testi-

mony to the sympathetic and under-

standing work of our voluntary

service workers. Russell A. Lantz,

Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio

THE TITLE DIVIDES

To the Editor: Have been waiting

for comments from this side of the

border on the article, "Reverend Is

for God" [Jan. 22, p. 58], but to

date none have appeared.

The border line that divides us

into two nations has no affect on

our Conference Christian fellowship.

But the title, "Rev." divides the

body of Jesus Christ into two parts,

overemphasizing the one side and

underemphasizing the other. This

attitude is foreign to the body, in

which all members belong to the

royal priesthood. The twelve apos-

tles, who are the foundation stones,

never dreamed of titles to their

names or going in different garb. I

sincerely believe that when the

church sees its true calling this

practice will immediately be

dropped. J. H. Thiessen, Box 69,

Swan Plain, Sask.
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Milton Lehman

From Akron, Pennsylvania, to

Leopoldville, Republic of Congo, is

a long step—more than 5,000 miles

long, in fact. It is a step across the

Atlantic ocean, across the mighty
gulf between the sophisticated cul-

ture of the West and the ungar-
nished life of sub-Sahara Africa, and
across the barriers which separate

the "advanced" white man's world
from the "primitive" black man's
kingdom.
Elmer Neufeld, his wife, and their

five children took that long step in

March, 1962. For the Neufelds this

going across was only the first step

among many that were to follow.

Some steps were difficult and trying.

Some, like the first one, involved

the entire family in a sailing from
the New York harbor to Atlantic's

lower east side. Some too, like El-

mer's fight across the vast African

continent to the discipleship confer-

ence at Limuru, Kenya, meant a

period of separation for the entire

family. But in each step, whether
jetting at 600 mph. or river boating
at six mph., the Neufelds were guid-

ed by a faith in the God who knows
the first step from the last.

Even before Elmer left quiet 9th

Street in quiet Akron, he knew that

he was headed straight for a new
and challenging assignment. He was
commissioned to serve as the MCC
Peace Section representative and to

share with African Christians in a

search for the understanding and
expression of Christ's peace in a

troubled continent. In addition to

his task as an emissary for peace,

he became director of the total MCC
program in the Congo.

In a very real sense Elmer serves

The TPU has

ission to

West
Africa

as a missionary to the peoples of

West Africa. His mission is much
like the mission of the Christian

evangelist. As missionary and "evan-

gelist" he is the bearer and sharer
of a vital and dynamic message.
His message is an ancient one—it

was first proclaimed to shepherds
on a Judean hill (Peace on earth,

good will to men). But his message
is also a very modern one. In a day
when tribal warfare is a common
news headline, and in an age when
evil forces drive races of men from
unity to divisions, the old message
of peace becomes new and refresh-

ing and urgently needed.

Elmer's first assignment as mes-
sage bearer for the Peace Section

took him to East Africa. He was in-

vited to participate in the first all-

Africa Christian conference involv-

ing all the Mennonite and Brethren-

in-Christ mission groups working in

Africa. He was responsible for the

leadership of two Bible study ses-

sions at the Limuru conference.

After spelling out the tragic broken-

ness of human society and the hope-

lessness of man's answers, Elmer
spoke his faith: "In the church God
is working out His purposes. The
people of the world will say that we
must use power and might to win
our ends. The same objection was
made to Jesus. But He went the way
of the cross. Our answer is of faith."

Elmer's assignment as peace

worker is simply the sharing of this

aside $650. for its share in this

faith. He is aware that the gospel

of faith has been shared before his

arrival in Africa. Missionaries and
martyrs have shared the faith. But
recent events in the Congo and all

Africa have led the Peace Section

and the mission boards to recognize

that a new and serious challenge

faces the western Christian mission-

ary in Africa. Africans are breath-

ing deeply the air of political inde-

pendence. This air has proved to be

extremely invigorating. It has

charged those who breathe it to a

high pitch of nationalistic fervor.

Men have suddenly become devoted

nationals; they have forcefully re-

jected old ideas and customs which
have kept them bound in the white

man's chains. Many are ready to

fight violently for the overthrow of

the colonial powers who remain in

some countries.

Into a world of rising expecta-

tions, shifting moral standards, and
changing directions. Elmer has been

sent to share the answer found in

Christ. Sometimes this sharing

takes place in a quiet room with

only a few persons present. But

these few may be strong native lead-

ers who influence large groups of

people. Sometimes the sharing of

faith will occur at a mass meeting

with hundreds of first-generation

Christians present. And sometimes

this sharing of commitment and

concern will find expression through

Elmer's pen and typewriter. But in

whatever manner, Elmer's goal will

be the same. For Elmer and all

Christians the goal can only be one
—the honoring of God through faith-

fulness to His will made known in

Christ.
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Three Weeks

at Silver Lake

Irene Waltner

"Irene Waltner, General Delivery,

Center Sauble P.O., Sauble Beach,

Ontario, Canada." This was my ad-

dress for three delightful weeks this

past summer. The first week I

spent as an assistant to the assist-

ant cook for sixty-five boys. The
next two weeks I was a work-camp-
er along with eleven boys and
thirteen other girls.

The boys' camp was held at Silver

Lake. The camp is about 100 miles

north of Kitchener. Two years ago
the Ontario Youth Organization

bought this property. The grounds
had been improved to the extent

that a eampfire site had been
cleared and made very usable, a

small dining hall had been built, a
small tool shed had been put up
but was not completely finished, and
a rude shelter on poles had been
erected. All the work had been done
by various church youth groups.

As I stepped out of the car at

Silver Lake I was warmly greeted
by Bill and Mary Dick. I was free to

wander around for a while. I want-
ed to run in all directions at once.

Everywhere I looked there was
something that I just had to see.

After snooping into several places

I finally stepped into the dining

hall where I was going to be spend-

ing most of my time for the next
week. To my shocked eyes what

did I see, but wood shavings all

over the floor, plus nails, hammer,
etc. There were boxes piled in heaps
and stacks everywhere and there

was no food on the shelves. Here
and there a broken cup or part of a
pan showed its head.

After overcoming the initial shock
I hunted up a broom and started

to work on what seemed to be an
impossible job. In a little while I

was joined in my efforts by Mrs.
Dick and Mrs. Fred Neufeld. To-

gether we got the place into a

recognizable kitchen. During that

time I found out that this was the

first official retreat to be held at

Silver Lake. Up until this time the

only retreats up here were for work-
ing and making improvements.
About three o'clock that Sunday

afternoon the regular cooks arrived.

I was really glad to see them for I

had visions of having to prepare
supper for sixty-five hungry boys
all by myself. The fact that we had
no running water, no ice in the ice

boxes, no electricity, and the oven
always heated up to 475 degrees

didn't stop Mrs. Bergen or Mrs.
Thiessen. \

At the same time that the cooks

arrived, the boys started arriving.

I was appointed camp secretary and
was told to make it my business to

meet each boy, ask his name, ask

for his money and his health cer-

tificate. This gave me a good oppor-

tunity to meet lots of Canadian
parents and children. I really never
had so much fun in my whole en-

tire life! The boys were divided by
age and camp experience into four

different groups. Starting from the

youngest, they were the Pioneers,

the Eagerbeavers, the Frontiersmen,

and the Cilts, which is short for

Campers in Leadership Training.

Each day one group took a turn in

helping us in the kitchen.

The evening campfires were al-

ways the high point of the day.

They often lasted two hours and
every minute counted. I didn't miss

one! The major part was devoted to

games, stories, and singing. And
how those boys could sing—in parts,

too. The last part of the program
was always the devotional. After

the devotions the boys would walk
single file down to the kitchen

where we usually had cocoa and
cookies waiting for them as a bed-

time snack. Then they would shut-

tle off to bed. Our last duty in the

day was to wash all the cups from
the cocoa and put them away. I

always enjoyed this task, no matter

what my mother may think. Doing
dishes by kerosene lamp has more
appeal than the usual way.
When boys' camp ended I went

home with some of the counselors.

Sunday morning I met some of the

kids that had come for the work
camp.
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When we went back to camp we
found that it had rained over the

week end and that some of the tents

leaked. The girls slept in rectangu-

lar type tents which were up on
wooden platforms. The boys slept

in tents that looked like teepees and
they were right on the ground. I

don't know why the boys' tents

never got wet but the tents that

were up on platforms sure leaked!

After getting acquainted, which
didn't take long, we looked over

the agenda for the next two weeks.

We discussed some of the projects

at some length because it was too

wet outside to do any work.
Getting running water was one of

the major projects. The boys helped

deepen a well that so far had been
unsuccessful in getting the water
piped into the kitchen. (We kept our
pop cold by lowering it into the

frigid water in the well in a big

bucket over night. That did the job

better than a cooler could have done
it.) Once the water was piped into

the dining hall we found out that

it was contaminated. To try to re-

move the cause of the contamina-
tion the boys had to move one of

the "outhouses." Need I say more?
Jobs that the girls helped with

YOUTH sponsored by the Young People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

were not quite so hard. One thing

we did was put wood preservative

on the roofs of the dining hall and
the shelter and the tool shed. A girl

and I stripped the bark off the

logs that the tool shed was made of.

While we were "skinning" the cabin,

others were blazing nature trails

and clearing incidental campsites.

The major project was to build

an outdoor chapel. As a group, we
went all over the property looking

for suitable sites. We found one
after not too long. It was a sloping

hill that made a natural amphi-
theater. We cleared the slope and
split logs to make benches. At the

bottom we placed three big tall tree

trunks, silver birches of course, and
nailed some smooth logs on top to

make it into a pulpit. Later we held

a wonderful dedication service

there.

After lunch each day we had a

"reflection period" in which we di-

vided into three groups to discuss

various social problems that we had
each suggested in a planning meet-

ing earlier. After the group dis-

cussions we would all come back to-

gether and summarize our ideas. I

had my eyes opened more than once
and found some good material for

youth group discussions here.

I would urge every young person

to engage in a project of this type

at least once in his life. I know
what it did for me and I know what
it did for the others. I am sure that

everyone will agree with me in

saying that the only regret one ever

has after an experience of this type

is that it did not go on forever.
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Pay attention, please; we are about to begin. The
title of this piece is, "A funny thing happened to me
on the way to the fiery furnace." Pastor Shadrach

is speaking: Fd finished my sermon a little earlier

than usual this week. It was still Friday afternoon.

Perhaps it was because I knew what I was going to

say before I started. I had been putting this sermon
off for a long time. These were touchy subjects.

And I knew how my people felt. They preferred

the biblical sermons. Those pull a lot of good com-
ments at the door: "Good sermon, preacher." "I

enjoyed that a lot." "A real blessing." "We need
more sound preaching like that." In this congrega-

tion you don't just speak up about political affairs.

You pray for the rulers of this nation, and leave it

go at that. At least, that's what the former minister

told me when I met him at a general conference. Of
course, he didn't have to tell me. I noticed the hard

line in the adult Bible classes when I sat in with them.

And I saw the magazines on the coffee tables when I

went out to call. I knew what was in the ones with

the wrinkled covers. So I wondered what the con-

gregation would say about my sermon on the Chris-

tian and the three Cs—Cuba, communism, and the

colored races. They could put me down for a mod-
ernist, and that wouldn't be too good in this congre-

gation. I felt sort of good when after my first few
sermons, one of the deacons who reads a lot of those

magazines said, "I'm glad we don't have one of those

liberal ministers like that other church does." I felt

real proud. Just then the telephone rang and a voice

said, "You all ready for the fiery furnace on Sunday
morning?" It was Meshach from the church on the

other side of town. We had talked about this many
times. I told him my wife was worried. She was
getting ready to move. We had always said that our

first pastorate wasn't going to be one of those short

ones. And we couldn't really afford to move now
with all our debts—school, furniture, baby, and car.

And if we get tossed out of here, would any other

church take us? Well, I guess I could go back to

house painting. Meshach laughed. He said, "You're

making too big an issue of it. The people expect you
to speak your convictions. They'd be disappointed if

you didn't." It was easy for him to talk. He'd had
several important offices in his denomination. And
his people are more loyal to their denomination.

Well, I went over my sermon again.

Sunday morning came and went. So did the ser-

mon. It's Sunday evening now and I'm just getting

over the shock. And it's not quite like I thought it

would be. It was much like any other Sunday. I

never count the "Good sermon, preacher" mumbles.

I might (my wife thinks I have enough conceit to do
it), but it is all I can do to remember the names.

But the people seemed to be the same folk as usual.

One lady squeezed my hand harder than usual. Guess

I looked a little pale. But there were the same kind

words. Even that deacon I was telling you about

said, "You gave us something to think about." The
only thing different today was that I did have a brief

chat with Abednego, our Sunday school superin-

tendent. He does his job well and never says much.

As we walked to the parking lot he mentioned the

problems his labor union was having. He said,

"There are some times when you can't go along with

the crowd." I thought he was referring to my ser-

mon where I said that the Christian stand is often

not the popular one. I was too surprised by this sign

of support to say any more. But I still feel good

about it as I sit here in the living room this evening

peeling an apple. The rest of the family is in bed. I

just wanted to be alone to think for awhile. But I

didn't feel alone at all. My mind was racing fast.

I tore the apple peels apart and stuffed them in my
mouth. When the telephone rang, I knew who it

was. It was Meshach with his old question. "Funny
thing about that fiery furnace," I said. "It wasn't

there." He laughed so loud and long that I think I

could have heard him without a telephone. I laughed

too. But I was glad he was on the other end of

the line. I was wiping my eyes with my shirt sleeve.





Faith
on the

College Campus

The Christian faith on the college campus can be an adventur-

ous and inquiring faith, committed to Christ and His kingdom.

Vernon Neufeld

Not all is right between education!

and the Christian faith. The rela-P

tionship between the church and
liberal education is like an uneasy
truce of peace between traditional

enemies. The church looks with

suspicion at higher education. The
world of learning does the same
for the Christian faith.

How does liberal education relate

to the Christian faith? This is not

easy to answer. This question has

been debated almost since the be-

ginning of Christianity. It has
received no permanent solution.

I believe that the Christian faith

and liberal education can be brought

together. But this is a subject

which requires much thought and
discussion. What I have to say

here is but a beginning.

Origin of Liberal Education

So-called liberal education appar-

ently began in ancient Greece. This

means that liberal education began
before Christianity. In the begin-

ning the word liberal as it refers

to education distinguished the freed-

man (liber) from the slave. Slaves,

like domesticated animals, were
trained and disciplined for specific

ends—to serve their masters. Freed-

men, however, were educated for

their own good. They themselves,

not a specific job or service, were
the end toward which their educa-

tion pointed.

For the Greeks, education was re-

lated to the state. An educated man
is a good man, and a good man is

a good citizen.
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Can we bridge the gap between the Christian faith and liberal education?

Plato said, "If you ask what is

the good of education, the answer
is simple—that education makes
good men act noble, and conquer

their enemies in battle because they

are good."

Furthermore, education was for

the leisured class. The highest life

was one of cultured leisure. Knowl-
edge was pursued for its own sake.

Man was an end in himself. Man
must be considered as an end, not

as a means to be used by other men.

The Christian Attitude

This identifies liberal education

with culture in general (that is,

secularism). Its objective is man
himself (that is, humanism). It has

an aristocratic spirit. It purposes

to build the state. All this brought

suspicion upon it in early Chris-

tianity.

Clement and Origen of Alexan-

dria (during the latter second and
early third centuries) attempted to

combine Christianity and the Greek
heritage. To them Christianity was
the culmination of philosophy. Lib-

eral education was the way to dis-

cover true Christianity, for this

makes possible the intellectual un-

derstanding of the mysteries of the

faith.

But the suspicion of education

grew deeper. Tertullian was wary
of pagan culture and learning. He
denied that Christianity had any-

thing to learn from classical cul-

ture. He did, however, see the need
for it in his own educational expe-

rience. The early Roman Chris-

tians, not having their own schools,

reluctantly sent their children to

the secular schools. Augustine and
Jerome said that culture was good

only so long as it served the Chris-

tian life.

During the early Middle Ages, sec-

ular learning continued the Greek
heritage with the seven liberal arts

—grammar, dialectic, rhetoric, mu-
sic, arithmetic, and astronomy. Sep-

arate from the liberal arts was dog-

matic instruction in the Scriptures,

the church fathers, and the church

doctrines. The two realms remained

separate.

The scholasticism of the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries brought

secular learning and the Christian

faith together for a brief time. Abe-

lard, for example, investigated the

doctrines of the church and brought

everything under the scope of rea-

son. This put theology under the

sway of philosophy.

Thomas Aquinas accepted the

dogmas of the church without ques-

tion. He arranged them in a form
derived from Aristotle.

The universities of Europe de-

veloped under the influence of scho-

lasticism. These schools put more
emphasis on freedom of thought.

This, in turn, led to the great Ren-

aissance with its opposition to au-

thority and the assertion of individ-

ual liberty. The chief marriage of

the church and education in medi-

eval scholasticism ended in divorce.

Each went separate ways.

One other thing must be men-

tioned. This is the present empha-
sis upon the separation of church

and state, particularly in the United

States. How does this relate to

education?

Separation of Church and State

The state during the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries demanded
minimum knowledge of its citizens.

The intention was to benefit both

individual and state. Man was free

to direct his life apart from relig-

ious considerations. It was assumed
that rationalism excluded religion.

Descartes had advocated that man
must prove everything by reason.

He can accept nothing which fails

to stand the test. The Christian

faith had no place in secular ed-

ucation.

The church, on the other hand,

through the several denominations,

was intent on maintaining its be-

liefs and practices. This spirit

helped to remove the last ounce of

Christianity from secular education.

Thus the rift between the church

and liberal education was widened.

In this tradition we stand. We
imply that it is for the state to ed-

ucate the child and young person

in the three Rs, in the sciences, in

the arts and skills of aesthetic and

phvsical education. In short, the

state is concerned with the mind
and body.

It is the task of the church, how-

ever, to save the soul and to nour-

ish it in spiritual matters. The gulf

remains. Education is generally

,3
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viewed as being secular, from kin-

dergarten to university. It is the

task of the state to educate the per-

son for society, and jealous care is

given to keep religion out of the

schools, for religion is in a class by
itself. It is the job of the church.

A Radical Approach

At one extreme end is the sec-

tarian position. This approach to

education is aimed primarily at self-

preservat'on. It teaches its own
dogmas as unquestioned truth. It

adopts the method of the catecheti-

cal schools with its developed and
final answers, to be memorized, as-

sumed without question, and passed

on without change to the next per-

son or the next generation.

This type of school purges from
the curriculum subjects which ap-

parently do violence to the accepted

church dogmas and practices. In

a real or figurative sense these for-

bidden books are kept under lock

and key. Such a school can actual-

ly instruct the mind to be closed

to new and discomforting ideas. If

an A.B. or B.S. degree is necessary

for a determined end, well and
good; but in taking, for example,
biology or philosophy, only go
through the motions, meet the re-

quirements, pass the courses, but

do not be influenced by what you
read or hear.

Clearly, this approach is apolo-

getic and defensive. Its presuppo-
sitions rest upon certain preconceiv-

ed ideas and its purposes are in-

timately related to the preservation

of such ideas. The so-called truth

which the school seeks in its pro-

gram must conform to> these pre-

suppositions or it is not truth.

The abuses of this position are
obvious. Its objective is an un-

worthy goal, that of maintaining
the religious status quo. This view,

as it has been presented, no doubt
represents an extreme statement,
and yet there are some schools
which follow this pattern in its

most obvious points.

The Secular Approach

At the other extreme, in approach-
ing the problem of the separation
of Christianity from education, is

what one might call the secular po-

sition. Here the college pursues

purely academic matters. It for-

gets about the church and Chris-

tianitv. It emphasizes freedom of

individual thought and action. When
religion and morality are consid-

ered, they are viewed with complete
detachment and objectivity. Chris-

tianity and the church are looked

unon suspiciously as being subjec-

tive, emotional, and traditional, and
thus outside the realm of a liberal

education.

Perhaps most colleges tend in

this direction, for the rational ap-

proach makes good sense and con-

forms to our accepted pattern of

thought. But to reduce everything

to obiectivity, to the rational, is

to neglect the realm of the spirit,

of faith, of the divine. To attempt
to prove everything by logic is also

to fail—even in the liberal arts and
sciences, let alone the Christian

faith.

Church-related colleges, in vary-

ing degrees, tend to throw them-
selves into one or the other ex-

treme. Perhaps even worse, the

attempt is sometimes made to ac-

cent both alternatives: to be a sec-

tarian liberal institution ( !)—some-
how to promote and maintain tra-

di^'onal teachings, emphases taught
in the church, and yet to teach ob-

jectively the liberal arts and sci-

ences as done elsewhere in the aca-

demic world. But here the gap be-

tween the Christian faith and lib-

eral education is not really bridged.

A Third Alternative

There ought to be a third alter-

native which avoids the pitfalls of

extremity presented here. The gulf

between the Christian faith and lib-

eral education can be spanned. The
church-related college is in a posi-

tion to do just this. There is such
a thing as Christian liberal educa-

tion which violates neither the es-

sence of the Christian faith nor
the essence of liberal education.

Christ and the Christian faith is

the beginning point in considering

such a relationship. We speak here
of Jesus Christ, the one who lived

in history as the incarnate Son of

God, who lived and died and was

raised for man. We are talking

about the reigning Christ, who is

Lord of all—Lord of man, Lord of

the earth, Lord of the universe,

Lord of history. All truth—whether
in the realm of what we call sci-

ence, natural or social, in the realm
of the metaphysical, in the realm of

the beautiful—all comes under the

dominion of God as we know Him
primarily through the person of His
Son.

In beginning with Christ, we are
not merely considering theological

matters, but more critically the per-

sonal matter of commitment. The
so-called liberal arts and sciences

are joined to Christianity when the
student and teacher are themselves
committed Christians. They are
committed not to a collection of

dogmas, certain hypotheses, set tra-

ditions or customs—they are com-
mitted to Jesus Christ. In Him
comes truth for He is the embodi-
ment of truth. When one's life is

dedicated to Christ as Saviour and
Lord, liberal education is another
part of the total truth of which he
has already tasted.

The prime presupposition under-
lying the relationship between
Christianity and liberal education

is commitment to Christ. With this

commitment higher education sup-

plements and builds the Christian

faith. Without it the separation is

maintained and even widened. It

is a basis not of ideas, teachings,

preconceived concepts, but a foun-

dation in Jesus Christ—the person
of God's incarnate Son.

A second point of importance in

relating education to the Christian

faith has to do with our understand-
ing of the nature of man. The bib-

lical accounts teach that man as

man must be understood on the

basis of several truths.

Man was created (and, we might
add, is created) for great ends. He
was created to serve God in a free

and perfect relationship, and fur-

thermore he was created in the im-

age of God—with self-conscious rea-

son and the capacity to respond to

God. It was God's intention for

man to remain in fellowship with
Him and to conform to the image.

But by deliberate choice, and knowl-
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edge of the consequences, man fell

away into a state of sin or separa-

tion. The image of God became de-

faced and marred, though not de-

stroyed. The Bible teaches that God
has continually sought to restore a

fallen mankind to Himself—through

Moses and the prophets, but pre-

dominantly and supremely in Jesus

Christ, God was reconciling the

world to himself.

It is the latter point that becomes
our primary concern here— the res-

toration, the reconciliation, yes, the

salvation of mankind. What is it

that needs to be saved? The soul,

the spirit, the heart? Ah, here our
Greek heritage manifests itself, for

we tend to say yes.

While the Greeks tended to divide

man into the compartments of body,

mind, and soul, the Judeo-Christian

rightfully points to the truth that

man is a whole. He is a total per-

son. It is the total man that needs

salvation or restoration, not only

a phase or a part of his personality.

This means, then, if we take se-

riously the work of reconciliation,

that the Christian is charged with

the responsibility of ministering to

the needs of the total person. The
church must present Jesus Christ

as Lord, yes, but also engage in a

program of educating the student

in the wide expanses of learnings,

of meeting his intellectual, social

aesthetic, physical needs, so that

all work together in remaking him
into the imano dei (image of God),

truly into one who is en Christo (in

Christ).

Thus, liberal education — educa-

tion of the total man—is not incom-

patible with the Christian faith.

It becomes an integral part of it.

There is then a third conviction

which relates to our problem. The
bridge between the Christian faith

and liberal education must be built

by the community of Christian

.scholars. The idea of the Kingdom
of God was taught by Jesus during

His ministry, as the concept of the

church was taught by Paul in early

Christianity. Christianity is com-
munity and fellowship. Though
made up of individuals with several

abilities, functions, and services, yet

the church is one body under the

leadership or lordship of Christ.

The Christian college, then, if it

would bring together Christianity

and liberal education, needs to be-

come a segment of God's people.

A college—a collegium or a gather-

ing of those with a specific mission

—is a community of Christian schol-

ars, dedicated both to the lordship

of Christ and to the pursuit of

knowing and doing the truth. It

is the setting for research, for dis-

cussion, for consideration of new
ideas, for experimentation—but all

in the larger context of the heart

and life of the Christian faith.

It is necessary, yes, imperative,

that if liberal education (the natu-

ral sciences, social sciences, and
humanities) is to be integrally re-

lated to Christianity, this must oc-

All truth comes under the dominion of God as we know Him through the person of His Son.



cur in the Christian college or com-

munity, where, in the association

of learners and teachers, the truth

of God can be pursued, discovered,

considered, accepted, and related.

The Christian Contribution

Finally, one might note that the

Christian faith does have something

to contribute to the general field

of liberal education. Christianity is

that way of faith and life which
illumines liberal education. As
E. Harris Harbison points out, "The
goal of the liberal arts is to pro-

vide hindsight and foresight of vary-

ing degrees of exactness in this uni-

verse of things and events; the

part of Christian belief is to pro-

Christ's great commission is all-

inclusive. There is no place in

which the call to go and make dis-

ciples does not apply. It applies

to> college and university campuses.
There is a special need for such

evangelism. These schools influ-

ence the thinking and future course

of young people. These young peo-

ple are now in their formative
years. They are making decisions

of vocation, marriage, and the ul-

timate values of life.

Even though many of the oldest

and greatest universities were
founded on Christian precepts, the

prevailing philosophy of education
and research today is more secular

than Christian. Today the campus
elevates scientific progress and suc-

cess. Each of these represents a
certain authority (or god). To these
the student submits. All truth
must come from science and any-
thing that cannot be scientifically

investigated does not really exist.

Worldly success and the obtaining
of the material things of life are
the things which are most desired.

The most crucial problem with
which thinking men are concerned
today is the nature of authority.

Our culture can be characterized by
a breakdown of authority. There
is a resultant lack of direction and
purpose in life. Evangelism em-
phasizes the authority of Christ

vide insight." Learned and devoted

Christians in the field of liberal

education, in humility and devotion

to truth, can shed light on the wid-

er meaning of subjects they teach.

Related to this, and more vital,

is the truth that the Christian faith

provides purpose to liberal educa-

tion. Here the Christian view de-

parts from the traditional Greek
view. Christian liberal education

does not have man as its ultimate

end, nor the preparation of man for

service to the state. Christian lib-

eral education views the prepara-

tion of man for his ultimate goal

in God—the restoration of the ima-

go dei and his dedication to- the

work of the further reconciliation

who said, "I am the way, the truth

and the life; no one comes to the

Father, but by me" (John 14:6).

A program of evangelism on the

campus is a difficult one. It re-

quires wisdom and divine guidance.

Both the churches and Christian

students have been showing an in-

creasing interest in this problem.

That our Conference has a student

services committee and a person to

work in this field are steps in the

right direction.

Even though the churches can

assist in this work, the main initia-

tive will have to come from the

Christian students themselves. It

is these students who are in daily

contact with the other students on
the campus. Evangelism is always
largely a personal matter.

This evangelism has two sides.

First, there is the need for strength-

ening and clarifying the convictions

of the Christian students them-
selves. Secondly, there is the win-

ning of those who' have not com-
mitted themselves to Christ.

On many campuses today there

are already Christian fellowships

giving a Christian witness. The
student may have to choose the

one in which he feels his own wit-

ness can become most effective.

Our witness always becomes strong-

er when we are a part of a dedi-

cated group. Sometimes it may be

of others. Thus a Christian liberal

arts education, contrary to Greek
thought, must prepare man for serv-

ice to God and man.
The Christian faith on the col-

lege campus can be an adventurous

and inquiring faith, committed to

Christ and His kingdom, not to any
particular dogma, creed, or pat-

tern. In this sense it must, as in

Greek thought, remain liberal, ex-

isting for freedmen—free from their

environs, mores, traditions, but free

in Christ.

To relate liberal education to the

Christian faith is a big job. The
Christian scholar, as a person and
in community with others, can do

the job.

I. I. Friesen

found that various organizations

supplement one another. One may
give a more denominational and
another a more interdenomination-

al emphasis.

Where there is a Christian fel-

lowship, the responsibility of such

a group on the campus is great. It

cannot accomplish its task by rely-

ing only on human resources. Such
fellowships have therefore encour-

aged students to get together for

prayer and Bible study and to seek

the direction of the Holy Spirit.

Since there is often an inadequate
understanding of what the Chris-

tian faith really is, the fellowship

will find out by Bible study and dis-

cussion what the Scriptures say,

what they mean, and how they can
be applied in daily life.

Such a fellowship needs leader-

ship. It requires students whose
lives are above reproach, who feel

that God has called them to this

task, who- have a sense of personal

inadequacy but who are willing to

step out in faith trusting in the

power of God.

After such a group has come to

some sort of unity through prayer
and discussion, non-Christians may
be invited to participate. In this

way they can see how a Christian

fellowship operates and also have
the opportunity to ask questions

about the meaning of the gospel.

University Evangelism
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India's Hope at the Communion Table

Five Students and Their Faith

Ruby Dare

It is 6:30 a.m. in Yeotmal, India.

The seminary chapel is crowded for

a communion service. All faces

are serious as the students meet to

commemorate the sacred event in

the life of their Lord. For the first

time the service is being planned

and conducted by Indians, without

even advice from foreigners.

There stands the minister, a

handsome Indian professor in spot-

less white trousers and high-col-

lared black dress coat. On the

platform, of course, he is barefoot.

The removal of sandals is a mark
of respect.

He shows dignity and poise. What
an example he is of the transform-

ing power of the Christ that the

service honors. This gentleman is

only one generation removed from
low caste village life.

The elements? The students hap-

pily use what they have. Now they

worship with raisin juice and bits

of chapatty—a simple bread cooked

over an open fire.

Here come the seminary students

to kneel in rows before the altar.

Their clothing is worn, but they

are models of neatness in white.

Some are in trousers and some in

the dhoti wrapped as a skirt. Most
of them have left their sandals at

their seats and brown bare feet

are much in evidence. The demands
arising from their decision to fol-

low Christ in a non-Christian land

have made them daily dependent on

the power of that shed blood they

remember today.

Here is a youth from a church

in which very few have a mission-

ary vision. But he plans to go to

tell the good news in an area of In-

dia where the gospel is unpopular.

I had asked him a few days before

how he would be supported if his

church was not back of him. He
replied, "God has called me. I must
go by faith."

There is a senior, soon to grad-

uate. He feels he must go to Kash-

mir where, we had been told in

chapel, the population is twenty

million, but there are only five

hundred Christians.

Beside him is a young man from
Nepal whose family had broken

all contact with him when he be-

came a Christian. He is aware of

the nine Christians imprisoned for

their faith in one of the cities of

Nepal for a year. Yet he is plan-

ning to go home for hot season.

Perhaps it is for this that he is

praying as he lifts the cup.

A bit farther along is a young
man with unusual marks of polish.

He has already promised to become
pastor of a thriving church in one
of the largest cities of India.

At the end of the row is a man
with much sorrow written into his

life. He had grown up in the utter

poverty and misery of the village.

Just last year as he was trying to

get his education for Christian serv-

ice his wife died under tragic cir-

cumstances, leaving him four small

children. But everyone recognized

and admired the sweetness of his

humble Christian spirit. He had
recently concluded the answer to

a question on an examination in

John with his testimony: "Jesus
is my bread and water to whom I

love like everything."

There they all are, men from In-

dia, from Nepal, Burma, Japan, Ni-

geria — most of them desperately

poor. Kneeling in the midst of

them is a prominent professor visit-

ing from a leading American semi-

nary. All are worshiping at the

foot of the cross. How level the

ground is there! Together they ex-

perience the strength which comes
as the Spirit witnesses to them of

Christ: "This is my body. This is

my blood." Such men, such faith,

such dedication, such Christian

training are India's hope.

Students at Yeotmal taught by Kenneth Bauman, General

Conference missionary. "Such men are India's hope."
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Central District Studies Its Mission

We are just beginning' to see that

the home church must be strong if

we are to have any mission away
from home."

This was the response of Dan
Graber, Cassopolis, Mich., to a ques-

tion about the state of the Central

District. Graber felt that the most
important trend in the district was
its "interest in home missions and
local church missions."

The Central District meets this

week in Wayland, Iowa, for its an-

nual meeting. Other Conference

leaders also noted the inside and
outside dimensions of the group's

work. On the one hand is the growth
of several young congregations.

Other activities point to more
strength in the older churches also.

R. L. Hartzler, Bloomington, 111.,

felt that "the growth of our new

churches at Elkhart and Fort Wayne
[Ind.]" were most encouraging. "The
former has reached its capacity in

terms of attendance and the latter

has experienced a notable upturn

. . . with its new church now in use."

S. F. Pannabecker, Elkhart, Ind.,

the chairman of the district's mis-

sions committee called attention to

still another point of growth. "The
Markham (suburb on the south side

of Chicago) church has been grow-

ing both in Sunday school and

church attendance under the direc-

tion of Larry Voth and offers pos-

sibilities and problems."

All of these churches were estab-

lished several years ago. Heinz Jan-

zen, Washington, 111., the confer-

ence's vice president, took account

of this fact. Said he, "Though no

new churches were established this

past year, the several recently es-

tablished congregations have been

meeting their problems successfully

and have been growing in number
and strength."

Other positive expressions came
from Adrian Lehman, Berne, Ind.,

a member of the missions commit-

tee: "I feel our district has always

shown a real interest in missions

and has always done its part." Rob-

ert R. Coon, a pastor from Flana-

gan, 111., also agreed. He said, "I

am encouraged that the district is

spreading out its witness in this

way."
Though no new work was begun

during the past year, studies are

being made. The city of Peoria, 111.,

was studied by Peter Ediger and

Leland Harder, Elkhart, Ind., field

secretary and chairman of the Gen-

eral Conference Committee on City

Churches. Peoria has been the site

MEXICAN MENNONITES CONTRIBUTE TO ALGERIA After learning of the need of
war sufferers in Algeria, G. J. Rempel and his son sent a check of sixty-four
dollars to MCC designated for Algerian relief. Rempel lives in a Mennonite
colony at Cuauhtemoc, Mexico. The Kleingemeinde Church of Chihuahua, Mexico,
has given three hundred dollars for general relief aid to Algeria. A Mennonite
team at Henchir Toumghani, Algeria, distributes relief materials. They also
teach in the village school, help the villagers improve their farming methods,
and give instruction in food preservation and child care.
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of one of the district's oldest ven-

tures in city church work. S. T.

Mover, Pekin, 111., a missions com-

mittee member commended the

work done here by Samuel Ummel,
recently retired, who for seventeen

years rendered outstanding services

"under most difficult circumstances,

in which years the membership was
doubled, largely from non-Menno-

nite people."

The purpose of the Peoria study

was to secure guidance for future

development in Peoria.

The conference has also been ac-

tive in leadership education, camp-

ing, and stewardship.

The interest in leadership educa-

tion shows up on the conference pro-

gram at Wayland, April 25 to 28.

Jacob T. Friesen, Bluffton, Ohio,

chairman of the education commit-

tee reported on these events. "On

Sunday morning there will be a pri-

mary and a junior Sunday school

class taught by a trained teacher

open for visitors who will observe.

There will be an evaluation of this

over the noon hour. This is the sec-

ond year we have done this as part

of the conference and it is well re-

ceived."

The General Conference's Living

Faith Graded materials will be pre-

sented and interpreted at a Satur-

day session.

Camping has always been a sig-

nificant part of Central District life.

Its Camp Friedenswald has been a

leader in camping education in Men-

nonite circles. In the last year it has

made advance in winter and canoe

camping. Its facilities at Cassopolis,

Mich., are in active use all year.

Dan Graber has been hired as its

first full time year round director.

Earl W. Lehman, Bluffton, Ohio,

secretary of the camp committee,

noted other gains. Bus service will

be offered to all areas of the con-

ference during 1963 to transport

campers to camp. The camp will

also offer a course on camp coun-

seling. Given during the summer,
the course will carry college credit.

In the area of stewardship, the

conference has developed a Commit-
tee for the Encouragement of Estate

Planning. Representatives from the

various schools and institutions in

the district are on the committee.

These include Bluffton (Ohio) Col-

lege, Meadows (111.) Home, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary (Elkhart,

Ind.), Mennonite Hospital (Bloom-

ington, 111.), Mennonite Memorial
Home (Bluffton), and Parkview
Home (Wayland, Iowa). The com-
mittee aims to encourage a greater

sense of responsibility toward the

church in the planning of personal

estates. Contacts have been made
by the conference's field secretary

to promote this program. He has
contacted church councils.

The Mennonite Men of the Cen-
tral District have started another
venture in stewardship. Called a
Kingdom Builder's Pledge, the pro-

gram enlists men to give a ten dol-

lar love offering to each future con-

gregation established in the Cen-

tral District. President of the or-

ganization is Stan Hostetter, Wads-
worth, Ohio.

But the conference is not without

its needs. Queries to several confer-

ence leaders brought a variety of re-

sponse. A common feeling expressed

was for more unity in the confer-

ence. This is partly understandable
in a conference of 44 congregations

with 8,000 members scattered in

eight states. The states stretch

from Ohio to Nebraska. Major cen-

ters are in central Illinois, northern

Indiana, and Ohio.

Conference meetings help to build

this unity. But this is not without

its problems. Said Heinz Janzen,

"The district will need to develop a

greater sense of unity among its

lay people who do not ordinarily

attend conferences. This will be

helped by a greater attendance of

youth at camp and college. This

could be helped by a greater amount
of filtering back of reports and en-

thusiasm of conference affairs by
delegates and participants in spe-

cial committees and events."

Janzen also added, "Publications

that have been most helpful on air-

ing disagreements in the brother-

hood could also help by highlighting

areas of agreement."
Marvin Zehr, assistant pastor of

the Berne (Ind.) congregation also

noted the "need to gain a greater

sense of togetherness among our

churches. The distance across our

conference makes it difficult to spon-

sor conference-wide meetings to pro-

mote this togetherness."

Another dimension of unity is co-

operation with other Mennonite
groups. One such experiment has

been in a city church. The city is

Columbus, Ohio. The church's mem-
bers come from both the General

Conference Mennonite Church and
the (Old) Mennonite Church. The
Central District has kept informed
on this work. Says Minerva Hilty,

Bluffton, Ohio, a member of the

education committee, "The story of

the fellowship at Columbus, Ohio,

was exciting as it was presented at

conference sessions a year ago."

The Columbus fellowship would
prefer to be related to both Menno-
nite conferences — an untried pat-

tern. Comments Pannabecker: "Co-

operation with the (Old) Menno-
nites in certain city church projects,

for example, Columbus, Ohio, and
in other ways is one of the prob-

lems for which we must find a way.
Most everybody agrees in principle

but no actual plan for operation has

been proposed for discussion."

In spite of the interest in city

churches, the churches of the Cen-

tral District are largely rural. Hartz-

ler described the situation as a need
to "wrestle more effectively with the

erosive process population-wise in

our rural areas. This pertains main-

ly to the western half of the con-

ference area. Such erosion will per-

force continue, but every effort

should be made to lessen its effects

that more folk may stay and earn
in our church communities."

Of immediate practical concern

is the district's search for a field

secretary. Hartzler has served the

conference on an interim basis for

the last two years.

Presiding at the conference ses-

sions which begin on Thursday eve-

ning is Gordon J. Neuenschwander,
district president. He is pastor of

the First Church, Berne, Ind.

William Klassen, professor of New
Testament at Mennonite Seminary,
will give a series of Bible lectures.

Other speakers at the conference

will be Otto Klassen, medical direc-

tor, Oaklawn Psychiatric Center,

Elkhart; Don Wismer. Elkhart;

Robert Kreider, dean of Bluffton

College; and Verney Unruh. New-
ton, Kan., missionary to Japan.

GROWTH AT AGAPE-VERLAG

Agape-Veiiag is the only Mennonite
publishing organization in Europe.

The concern for a project which
would publish Christian educational

materials grew out of relief work
in Europe in the late 1940's. The
work began when MCC workers
translated into German and French
portions of the Mennonite Publish-
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ing House summer Bible school ma-

terials. They mimeographed these

lessons for use in camps and com-

munity projects.

Agape-Verlag was organized for-

mally in 1952, for the purpose of

producing summer Bible school ma-

terials. To get the production un-

der way, Mennonite Central Commit-

tee and the Mennonite Publishing

House agreed to serve as co-spon-

sors of the project. Financial sup-

port in the past was equally shared

by the sponsors. Now the operations

are practically self-supporting.

The location of the publishing

work was decided on as Basel, Swit-

zerland, near the home of the Euro-

pean Mennonite Bible School. Stu-

dents at the school could become ac-

quainted with the materials which

were being printed, and be trained

to serve as teachers in the children's

Bible schools.

In 1960, Agape-Verlag received of-

ficial acceptance among European
Mennonites. Also in that year, a

new relationship was established.

The board of the European Menno-
nite Bible School assumed responsi-

bility for Agape. Following this, a

committee was set up in order to

ease the transferral of responsibil-

ity from North American to Euro-

pean Mennonites.

By spring of 1961, the Bible school

materials were completely published,

including pupils' and teachers' ma-
terial for nine grades in the French
and ten in the German languages.

Following the completion of Bible

school materials, the Agape staff be-

gan working on German Sunday
school materials. At present, Sunday
school materials are being prepared

in French. In 1962 Agape was com-

missioned by the Methodists, Bap-

tists, and Evangelical free churches

in Germany to publish an edition of

22,000 workbooks for Sunday
schools. Many of the German mate-

rials are also sent to German-speak-
ing people in Canada and South
America.

CANADIANS SPURN A-ARMS
Ninety-six Canadian clergymen of

Anglican, Baptist, Mennonite, Pres-

byterian, United, and Unitarian

churches denounced nuclear arms
for Canada. Their statement asked
that no Canadian troops serve with

NATO in Europe. Leaders of the

Jewish and Buddhist communities
signed the protest also. This was

before the April 8 election brought

about when the Diefenbaker govern-

ment was toppled by opposition par-

ties. The issue was nuclear weap-

ons. This matter is as great a con-

troversy as unemployment and Can-

ada's general economic woes.

MINNEAPOLIS HAS 1-W UNIT

A 1-W unit is now functioning in

Minneapolis. Although about a doz-

en men have been in non-military

service in Minneapolis for a number
of years, the men were not organ-

ized into a unit until February of

this year. Officers are Abram Baerg,

chairman, Wallace Clement, vice-

chairman, and Hugh Long, secre-

tary-treasurer.

The unit is interdenominational

as well as inter-Mennonite. Sponsor
for the General Conference is John
Esau, pastor of the Faith Church in

Minneapolis.

INDONESIA SUNDAY SCHOOLS

At the quadrennial synod meeting
of the Javanese Mennonite Church
on Oct. 28-30, it was decided that the

goal of the churches during the

next few years should be to revital-

ize the spiritual life of the congre-

gations. A Sunday School Commis-

Prairie Pioneer

Prairie

Pioneer

The. Christiun Krehbiel Story. The pulse, the

spirit, and the humor of life in Iowa, Illi-

nois, and Kansas in the last century. $3.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

sion was one of these formed. At
its first meeting plans were made
for a conference of Sunday school

teachers. This conference, the first

of its kind in the history of the

Javanese Muria Churches, was held

in Pati on Feb. 20-22. Because of

small financial resources, attend-

ance was limited to three represent-

atives from each church.

The main lectures were presented

in the morning while the afternoon

and evening sessions included Bible

study, group discussion, and reports

from each Sunday school represent-

ed. The sessions ran from 8:00 a.m.

until after midnight with a brief

rest period in the afternoon.

Reports from the Sunday schools

indicated a thirty to forty percent

increase in Sunday school attend-

ance during the past three years.

Present enrollment is about 5,000.

The Sunday schools operate against

seemingly insurmountable odds,

with shortage of teachers, lack of

space, large classes and almost no

equipment (even Bible, paper, and

pencils are too difficult to obtain for

the majority, and pictures are too

expensive). Most classes have a

five to seven year age range and

include up to two hundred children

in a class. Prepared curriculum ma-
terials from the Indonesian Council

of Churches are used by a very

small minority. These monthly pub-

lications for the teachers provide

outline materials for small children

and older children. Most of the

teachers simply choose a Bible story

or topic each week. One pastor pre-

pares a year's outline of lessons for

the four Sunday schools in his area.

MCC presented a large teaching

picture to each of the fifty-six Sun-

day schools in the Muria area, and

a piece of flannel for flannelgraph

to the twenty-two Sunday schools

represented. Eleanor Kaufman

1963 CULTURAL CONFERENCE
The 1963 Conference on Mennonite
Cultural Problems will be held on

June 6 and 7 at Eastern Mennonite
College, Harrisonburg, Va. Subject

of this year's conference is "The
Mennonite Church on International

Frontiers." This is the fourteenth

conference. They are held biannual-

ly and generally on the campuses of

the various colleges and Mennonite
seminaries in a rotating order. The
conference is open to all interested)

people. No admission is charged.
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DEATHS

Herbert J. Augspurger, Apostolic

Church, Trenton, Ohio, born Sept.

14, 1893, and died March 13.

Mrs. Fred Donelson, Boynton
Church, Hopedale, 111., born Feb. 26,

and died March 29, 1963.

John Zweiacher, First Church,

Geary, Okla., born Jan. 7, 1871, in

Canton-Bern, Switzerland, and died

Mar. 10. He is survived by his wid-

ow, six sons and four daughters.

WORKERS
Maurice Kaufman has been ap-

pointed assistant professor of biol-

ogy at Bluffton College, Bluffton,

Ohio. He has his doctor's degree
from the University of Illinois and
is now in Paraguay, S. A., under the
MCC.
Jacob Klassen, presently the as-

sistant director of relief, is under
appointment as executive secretary
of Canadian Mennonite Relief and
Immigration Council. His successor
at Akron will be Wilbert Shenk, Eu-
gene, Ore.

Doris Liechty Lora will join the
Bluffton College faculty as instruc-

tor in organ. She is presently work-
ing on her master's degree at Ohio
State University.

Loren Preheim, Freeman, S. D.,

will serve as administrative assist-

ant in the MCC Peace Section. He
will graduate from Bethel College
this spring.

La Verne Schirch will become as-

sistant professor of chemistry at

Bluffton College. He has his doc-

tor's degree from the University of

Michigan and is doing post-doctoral
work at University of California.

Keith Sprunger, Champaign, 111.,

will join the Bethel College faculty
as Assistant Professor of History.
A graduate of Wheaton College, he
is doing his graduate work at the
University of Illinois. He will re-

ceive his doctor's degree this sum-
mer. Sprunger is from Berne, Ind.

Dianne Waltner, Columbia, Mo.,
will join the Bethel College Faculty
for a one year term as Instructor
in Chemistry, while Ronald Rich

takes a sabbatical leave. She will

receive her master's degree from
University of Missouri this summer.
She is a native of Freeman, S. D.

CALENDAR

Conferences
June 4-15—Modern Mathematics

Workshop, Bluffton (Ohio) College.

Luther Shetler, director.

June 24-28—Church Music Work-
shop, Bluffton (Ohio) College. Earl
Lehman, director.

Apr. 25-28—Central District, Way-
land, Iowa
May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence

Western
May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.
June 9—Dedication of new church

building and eightieth anniversary

of the congregation, Zion Church,

Elbing, Kan.

Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 26 — Commencement, Bethel

College, Franklin Littell, speaker.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.

May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

PUBLISHED

Evangelism Notes, winter issue,

has been issued by the Evangelism
Committee and has been mailed to

ministers and to persons on the

Jacob
Klassen

(See

Workers)

prayer list which is compiled from
cards sent in to the committee.

Copies of this quarterly publication

may be obtained from the missions

office by persons who are not now
receiving it. It contains reports on

evangelistic activities in various

congregations at home and abroad.

Immigrant Group Settlements by

J. Winfield Fretz has been published

by Bethel College, North Newton,
Kan. The book is a result of Fretz's

research in South America in 1958

and 1959. It is being distributed by

the Intergovernmental Committee
for European Migration

NEW ADDRESSES

Alberta

Henry G. Retzlaff, 27 Bow Bend
Trailer Park, Montgamery

A Heinrichs, 15909-92 A Avenue, Ed-

monton

Arkansas
A. R. Nickel, 508 Hillwood Dr.,

North Little Rock

California

Mrs. Charles Buszeskie, 661 Empire
Ave., Ventura

Earl Faubel, 4808 St. Lynn Jane,

Carmichael

Duane Kroeker, 787 Sunshine Dr..

Los Altos

Mrs. Parviz Monsef. 18082 Stones

St., Los Angeles 25

Mrs. Sharon L. Reams. Box 290,

Atascadero. Calif.

Europe
Lowell Teichroew. Hotel Cok, Wil-

lemsparkweg 131, Amsterdam Z..

The Netherlands

Indiana
Robert A. Unruh, 2307 Lafayette

Rd., Indianapolis

Iowa
Roane Deckert. 1320 1

2 Mt. Pleasant

St., Dubuque
Karen Kay Graber, 320 N. Stone St..

Sigourney

Kentucky
Mrs. Forrest Kohler, Rt. 1. Box 77,

Prospect
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New York
John D. Heese, Apt. 10, 275 Ply-

mouth Ave., S., Rochester 8

Mary Jean Ramseyer, Room 415,

Johnson Hall, 411 W. 116 St., New
York 27

Bonnie Weaver, 336 E. 19 St., New
York

North Carolina

Mrs. Delmer Balcom, Diamond Mo-

tor Court, Elizabeth City

Saskatchewan
Abram Neufeld, 1692 103 St., North

Battleford

Washington
Ray Senner, Box 401, Battle Ground

Wisconsin

David Gaylord, 3336 S. 76 St., Mil-

waukee

It has come to our attention that

some of our readers write letters

of concern directly to those people

who submit letters to this page or

those who write articles. This is

good and we only want to encour-

age this practice. That's why we
publish full addresses. We believe

it is a good Christian custom to tes-

tify to each other, exhort, correct,

admonish, support, and build each

other up. But we have also heard

that some write anonymously—that

is, without signing their names. This

is a bad practice and slwuld be dis-

continued. Unsigned letters are cow-

ardly. If a person was brave enough
to expose himself in public, his crit-

ics should have enough courage to

identify themselves in private cor-

respondence. If an idea is worth
writing down it is worth bearing

its author's name.
And while we're on the subject,

we should say again that we don't

publish anonymous letters—as two
or three people find out every year.

Now everyone knows it. In certain

situations we will withhold a name
for valid reasons, but the request

must be signed. Editor

ART OF WRITING LETTERS

Dear Editor: Your practice of pub-

lishing the letters you receive from
your readers goes against my grain.

It matters not whether they be good
or bad nor if they represent my side

of an issue or the opposite view.

Your task, I realize, is not an easy

one. To provide a well-balanced

spiritual diet and a report of all

phases of the activities of our de-

nomination that will communicate

to all levels of comprehension is a

man's job.

Even though you seem to be ex-

tremely busy I would urge you to

read each letter twice. Then I would

urge you to forward them to the

members of the Board which em-

ploys you. If ever in the judgment

of the Board of Education and Pub-

lication or of the editor the print-

ing of an article or editorial seems

to have been a mistake the editor

should be sufficiently Christian and

enough of a gentleman to apologize

to the readers in bold type on the

front page of the very next issue.

If on the other hand the Board
which employs an editor feels the

letters persecute the editor unjustly

they should come to his defense in

no uncertain terms. We can't af-

ford to let our official organ become

an "unloading chute." Louis A. Jan-

zen, Route 3, Newton, Kan.

To the Editor: I have just finished

reading the April 2 edition of The
Mennonite and want to congratu-

late Edgar Metzler on the fine edi-

torial regarding alternate service.

It was good to see that even when
the program has been criticized (as

per Nelson letter, Mar. 12) we don't

immediately have to jump to the

defense. Perhaps Nelson has done

us a favor in stimulating us to sin-

cerely evaluate the whole program.

The editorial seems to me to be a

good start in that direction.

In writing this word of congratu-

lation, I must also express a deep

concern that is upon my mind. To
me it has been rather disturbing,

and quite revealing as I have read

the letters to the editor in the past

months. When such issues as the

RSV-KJV; modern art; radio-relig-

ious broadcasts and lately the 1-W
program; are raised and some state

an opinion, others immediately re-

spond in an almost vicious fashion

and these responses are then coun-

tered by more attacks. It seems to

me that if we are truly nonresis-

tant, we would not always have to

become so violently defensive when-
ever a touchy issue is raised. I can

hardly see how these "verbal fisti-

cuffs" are an example of "loving our

enemies." Is it not pathetic that we
must display our aggresive tenden-

cies in this manner? I wonder if

it is not just as evil in God's eyes

when we attack a person with words
as it is when we attack him physi-

cally. Maybe it is time not only to

re-evaluate our 1-W program but

our whole claim to "non-resistance."

Bernie Wiebe, Route 3, Albion, Ind.

RADIO—POSTSCRIPT
Dear Sir: Am saddened to see no

one supports your little lesson on

radio evangelism. I thought enough
Mennonites knew better by now.

I tend to agree with your indict-

ment. The majority of fundamen-

talist preachers, as their own theolo-

gian Carnell declares, has an empty
hate left over from their good fight

with modernism. They are also im-

personal, like the real sin of com-

mercials: using the listener like a

thing instead of a person. Also, we
are usually hollered at as though

mikes hadn't been invented. The
sound of their emotion betrays frus-

tration, not conviction. Most Amer-

icans, not raised on gospel language

and mindful of its recent political

blindspots, are repelled by these

programs. Most Americans hear

only the nasty tone of voice until

they get that station changed fast.

So the gospel shouter gets a buck

from the man who can remember
the sound from the old days and

therefore likes it.

Jazz, long divorced from its broth-

el origins, is now so universal an au-

ral background, half-ignored, that

people would prefer it to gospel

songs behind a serious conversation.

You and I love the simple hymns, but

the average American hears them
as a crude twang from an obsolete

minority that is mostly angry. To
get this minority's grace and virtue

through a midget speaker next to

the car ash tray is to get camel

through needle's eye. A real live

Christian neighbor does it better,

and a little background jazz (FM?)
won't mar him.

U.S. AM radio in general is a

prostituted mish-mash of its past.

No thoughtful person in touch with

his time takes it seriously. Its poor

gospel prophets only reconvert yes-

teryear's sinners. Let's encourage

the few ministers who use the mi-

crophone personably, wisely, chari-

tably. Lee Eitzen, 13265 Birwood,

Detroit 38, Mich.
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THE DOCTOR
Tom C. Hamm

He was of rugged build with a

strong face ruled by searching

brown eyes. He sat quietly with
his patient in Isolation, his massive
shoulders in a tired droop, his steth-

oscope bunched awkwardly in his

lap. His position commanded a

view through the window of the

small cubicle which the boy on
the bed could not share.

The moment was removed from
his professional pathway, apart

from the undertoned instruction to

the nurse, and the quick flip of the

medical chart. It was gentle and
unhurried and provided a fixed

armament against the grim mon-
ster crouching between them.
The boy was strangely indifferent

to the crushing lick the monster had
dealt his twelve years. His face

mirrored the strain of extended
heat therapy to afflicted limbs, but

large sea blue eyes mastered the

inertia and gave the doctor the

message he sought.

Seeking the message had become
a daily ritual at the boy's bedside.

It was, indeed, an elemental factor

in the doctor's drive to pierce the

monster's armor. Somehow, the

odds had stabilized the fight into

a game of wait. Always wait until

it had simmered down into a weak-
ened pulsation of hope.
Wait an hour, wait a day, wait a

thousand days. Little boy, one arm
and one leg knocked out, and now
our only weapon is wait. For what?
Victory? Defeat? Or worse?
The boy's devotion blocked the

adversity of his plight, and cap-

tured every movement the doctor

made in perfect attunement. It was
his love for a friendly man, a fami-
ly man, a man who loved little

children; whose love became the

guiding instrument of the healing

artistry placed in his hands.

The doctor's voice was warmly
patient as he addressed a scene in

the park across the street. "They're
organizing for the stickball game,
Johnny," he murmured. "The tall

boy in the sweat shirt will pitch

again today. He's a buddy of Dave,
my boy." A long pause ensued and
he seemed to have difficulty in con-

tinuing after his boy's name had
crossed hs lips. Johnny batted his

eyes and waited.

"Looks like Bennie is up," the

doctor intoned. "Not sure of the

catcher, but believe it's your friend,

Jeff."

"Mus' be Jeff," Johnny replied in

a small voice. "He alluz catches."

"Here comes the last strike," the

doctor exclaimed. "Bennie swings.

Wow! Struck out! Now, the fel-

low in the red sweater is up; the

one Dave always said was hard to

pitch to. . .
."

"He got a hit yesterday," Johnny
recalled with vigor.

"Yes. A hit. Yesterday, I re-

member."
At times the doctor's eyes paced

over the bulging sheet which cano-

pied the lower limbs—limbs that

w u

in

Jl

might never run the bases—to wipe
out the shadow of the monster
which loomed menacingly between
them.

The doctor droned on, building,

describing, climaxing each scene in

a tight intensity. No single move-
ment escaped his probing diagnosis

of the erratic stickball game. He
was a master broadcaster, bringing
color and hope to a dreary Isolation

bedside—to span the gap of fear

and uncertainty—and defeat.

Suddenly, the hospital's P.A. sys-

tem started blaring, "Calling 15,

Calling 15 . . . report to Wing G
. . . report to Wing G."

"Time out, Johnny. My number.
They found me." The doctor got

to his feet laboriously. An imper-

ceptible shadow of pain crossed his

face and bit into the corners of

his eyes, giving them a hemmed in

look.

"Takes time to make good ball

players, Johnny," he said slowly.

"Like medicine and getting well.

It's slow." He waved his hand
toward the park contest. "The boys
are good, but in time they will be
better—much better. Takes time.

We're together there. We under-

stand about waiting, don't we? To
play ball, to get well? We've got

a deal, haven't we, Johnny?"
"Sure, our deal's the greatest.

Dr. Walters." He said it slowly,

with feeling.

"S' long, pal," Dr. Walter's hand
came up in a smart salute, and he
walked away before the crystal

sheen in Johnny's eyes had pushed
too hard against the abruptness
of the moment.
Away from the small island of
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hope and the brooding exponents of

polio therapy the doctor walked.

On down the corridor he moved, his

shoulder droop gradually rising like

the slow emergence of a huge tur-

tle gently breaking a calm surface.

He reached the ward desk and

nodded perfunctorily to the nurse

on duty. He picked up the phone

and answered his call. The P. A.

system suddenly ceased its blaring.

Outside, at the foot of the stairs

leading to Wing G—he gripped the

brassy handrail and braced for the

short upward flight. Softly muted
sounds entered the cathedral quiet-

ness of the stairwell. Outside, a

great city went on its noisy clam-

oring way. But here for a silent

moment he found he could reach.

With eyes closed, his lips moved.

He did not ask for victory, nor re-

lease from his fight, nor even an
intermission. Instead, he simply

asked for strength against exhaus-

tion's nagging claim—which threat-

ened his big test in Wing G.

Now, as always, some indefinable

something drove him back into the

maw of his struggle, prodding him
on against swaying fatigue that

emerged in a ratio to the deadly

factors involved in this turnstile

of life and death.

He raised his head slowly and
started upward with renewed, meas-

ured step. One challenge had been

met. Not heroically, nor brilliant-

ly, but head-on. The knowledge that

the second challenge was too great

did not bind him nor deter him.

The world's headlines would height-

en the harsh reality of his defeat

—yet there would be a living quali-

ty which would emerge from it

—

because he had dared to meet his

challenge with all of what he had!

Inside Isolation at the ward desk

a young student nurse paused brief-

ly to speak to the charge nurse who
was busy with records. "Dr. Wal-
ters is going into his sixteenth

hour," she said. "How does he do

it?"

The metallic thud of dropping

charts ceased abruptly as the charge

nurse looked up from the quiet ded-

ication of her duties. A faint, puz-

zled smile played around the cor-

ners of her mouth. "Tell me, what
did Dr. Walters tell Johnny he saw
in the park today?"
The young nurse compressed her

lips and replied almost sadly, "An-

other ball game. But, of course,

there wasn't any game. I only saw
a little girl strolling near the pond,

calling to the ducks."

The charge nurse ran her fingers

affectionately along the edge of

Johnny's chart. "It's ironic. About
the ball game. Reality for Johnny
and just a dream for Dr. Walters."

The young nurse was plainly

startled. "No?"
"Didn't you know that Dr. Wal-

ter's boy, Dave, is upstairs in Wing
G," the other replied patiently,

"with leukemia? A matter of days

now?"
A deep silence ensued. The older

nurse spoke again. "It's often this

way. Doctor and patient play a

strange game in the matter of get-

ting strength. Dr. Walters gets

his strength here—for his need up
there!"

it's a

problem

Dear Bill, Guess you've heard that

Marv is joining the Air Force as

soon as school is out in June. Al-

most wish I could go with him. The
Air Force sure has a neat program.

The recruiting officer explained it to

us yesterday during study hall.

They send you to specialized schools,

you get to travel all over . . . why
say more. You know all about it.

Oh, don't get worried. I've regis-

tered as a l-O. I don't want to

hurt mom and dad or Pastor Enns,

so I don't say anything. But just

between you and me, Bill, I'm not

sure I should have taken the l-O

position. It seems to me to be a

pretty easy way out really. Just

work in a hospital or something
for two years and that's it. But
there aren't any fringe benefits like

the armed services offer. I've

never talked about this with Mary.
I'll bet she would be more proud

of me in an Air Force uniform than

in an orderly outfit though.

Sometimes I feel all mixed up in-

side, Bill. But then I doubt that

you would understand what I mean.
This was never a problem for you.

Guess your kid brother is getting

too serious minded. Have to watch
that! Don't say anything about this

to mom or dad. They miss you
enough without worrying about me.

Bob.

Dear Bob, I am happy that you
shared your problem with me. This

matter of two i years of service is

something that we all face. How
we sometimes wish that we would
not have to make a decision.

These recruiting officers for the

Air Force certainly can present an
interesting program. When you see

them in their spotless uniform, hear

of all the possibilities of getting an
education, seeing the different parts

of the world, being together with

the majority of young men of your

own age, then you feel that you

would want to be one of them. I

sometimes wonder how they must
look and feel when they come back

after having bombed a city with

many innocent children?

Bob, you know, you and I, we
all want to be part of the crowd.

We do not want to be different.

But at the same time we are re-

sponsible to God with what we do

with our time and talents. I feel

that we are here not so much to

please our parents and our pastor

but to please God. I also know
that our parents and our pastor

have a lot of experience and under-

stand and see things that we do

not fully understand and see. They
certainly are concerned that we
make our life count.

It seems to me to take the l-O or

1-W position is not so easy after

all. It means becoming a part of a

minority group, it means menial

tasks in the hospital, it means fore-

going all the glory and pomp that

the Air Force offers in education,

in uniforms and in travel. It means
long hours of service without much
praise. But it also means much
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joy in having helped suffering hu-

manity. It means having played

the part of a good neighbor. It may
also* mean the clasping of the hand
of someone and giving him new
courage and a new hold on life.

Bill. (H. B. Schmidt, Pastor, Hope-

field Church, Moundridge, Kan.)

Dear Bob, Thank you for your last

letter. I realize that you do- not

ask my advice, but somehow I sense

that perhaps you would like my
opinion.

I expect there must be others

who like you ask for l-O because

of their parents or pastor but do

not really believe in the position

themselves. Isn't it a bit hypocriti-

cal to do one thing and believe an-

other? I believe that those who
simply follow tradition (borrowed
faith) harm the 1-W program. This

would suggest that you should not

take the 1-0 classification if it is

not your position. I realize, how-
ever, that this still does not solve

the problem of our parents or pas-

tor. Perhaps they too will one
day realize that there is no particu-

lar virtue in pushing everyone into

an alternative service program.
So the recruiting officer was a

smooth promoter! I think we must
admit that from the materialistic

point of view, the army can offer

much more than the church can.

But this officer did not tell you the

whole story. I am sure he did not

tell you that the army's basic pur-

pose is to kill "the enemy" and that

in our age of nuclear warfare and
missiles we are all in danger of be-

ing blown to bits. More than ever

before, one can make a case for the

way of love.

So you're worried about what
Mary will think of you. Well, let

me tell you, I wouldn't be very
proud of you either if you just went
to work in a hospital. Have you
ever thought of going into Pax
service? We would be happy if

you would. Nothing could be more
challenging than to help poor peo-

ple in an underdeveloped country.

The rewards of learning to love

and to live with another people of a

different culture and traveling

about are greater than any material

gain which one could realize during
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the same time either working here

at home or joining the army.
Take it for what it is worth. I

hope that God will help you work
through your problems. Let me
know what you finally decide. If

I can be of any further help, please

write. Bill (Vern Preheim, Asso-

ciate Executive Secretary, Board of

Christian Service, Newton, Kan.).

Dear Bob, Are there other things

you do in life just because you do

not want to hurt mom and dad or

Pastor Enns? The very strange

thing is that often when we try

so hard to not hurt persons we end

up hurting them most. Your pas-

tor and parents would be terribly

hurt if they knew that you are not

willing to share with them the

doubts you have about 1-W service,

and I fear that Mary will feel as if

she is not very important in your

life if you have not discussed your

place of service with her.

I am not sure if the 1-W office

or Pastor Enns has filled you in on

all the possibilities of 1-W service.

In 1-W service you do things be-

cause they need to be done and it

is your privilege to do them—not

because some superior officer or-

dered you to do them. Bob, have

you had the opportunity of partici-

pating in the 1-W Peace and Mis-

sions Pledge system outlined for

you? If you haven't, please ask

Pastor Enns about it. No doubt

you will want to give every spare

moment of time to helping in the

local church in the area where you

will be doing your service. Pastor

Enns can help you get located

where he is certain that opportuni-

ties exist, where you can put all

of your talents to work not for the

Air Force, not only for your 1-W
assignment, but for the Church

which has been organized in the

name of Jesus Christ. Bill, fLarry

Voth, Pastor, Markham Church,

16154 Kedzie Ave., Markham, III.)

Do you have a question you would

like a problem panel to answer?
Write it down and send it to: Youth

Editor, 722 Main, Newton, Kan. The
question will be rewritten and sent

in its new form to two or three peo-

ple for an answer. Yotir name will

not appear with the problem; how-

ever, we will not accept your ques-

tion if you have not included your

name and address.
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Let's talk about the people that aren't here today.

Doesn't sound nice, does it? But we often do this

—at prayer meeting or at church. I don't think it

will hurt. In fact, we might turn up some good

things in the process. For the people that I want to

talk about are the non-readers. (There we go, calling

people names. It's bad because it makes all of us

readers feel good because we are readers. We are

not like all those unreading people over there. We
feel superior when really we aren't.)

But this world is a word world. The people who
shape it are the people who read, write, and talk.

(Proof? The most successful business executives are

those with the largest working vocabulary.) For us

who do these things it is hard to think of another

kind of world. But there is one.

There is a world in which there are few words

that get through. People live by symbols and actions.

When they want something done, they don't talk

about it. They do it. Or they try to do it. Like the

rest of us, they run into obstacles. They have trouble

talking out their problem. The}' may act out their

problem. They are clumsy in their actions some-

times. Then we scold them with words.

Or they want to say something about their faith.

But they can't preach a sermon. Yes, they can speak

some words. But to do so would embarrass them.

More than that, they can't. They would rather act

it out.

I've discovered these two worlds—the world of

words and the world of symbolic deeds. Actually they

aren't sharply separated from each other. All of us

live in both, perhaps at different times.

We often put the Christian faith in the word world.

The Christian ideal is often put down as a personal

evangelist who speaks to all he meets about Christ.

This is good, especially for all of us who are word-

world citizens. But not everyone is, and I don't think

we should act as though everyone could become a

citizen if he just tried hard enough.

It isn't a matter of courage and it isn't a matter

of education. Perhaps it is a part of temperament.

People are different. (Of that we are sure.) There

are different gifts. We need to accept them and ap-

preciate them when they appear in others. They have

something we lack.

I note the response to Mennonite Disaster Service

and voluntary service. That people take part so will-

ingly says something to me—in a non-word way.

Many folks may find it hard to talk. But they can

act. That these people can find a place to witness is

a source of praise.

I do note efforts sometimes by the word-people to

put a word test to these activities. How many tracts

(words) passed out? How many discussions on re-

ligion? And somehow, we feel that the program has

been worthwhile if we can point to one discussion

on religion brought about in disaster service. This is

good. But it only shows that we came across a word-

person. Perhaps in our non-word way we also witness

to non-word persons. Just because no words resulted

doesn't prove we failed. There are other tests besides

word tests.

Yes, I'm an editor. I live by word of mouth and

eye. It's a great world that only needs one thing to

improve it—more words and better words. Words

and words alone, it seems to me, can do a lot of good.

As they help us to understand ourselves and to under-

stand God, they can make us—us word people-

better people.

But I realize that there are many people I will

not reach by my words or anyone else's words. I

may reach them through non-word symbols, non-word

deeds, and even non-word pictures. It is interesting

to note that all of our past and previous discussion

on art has been by word-people. No one has ever

communicated on a different level. This may only

prove that the non-word people are slow to read and

slower to write. Obviously communication is slow at

this point, laregly because we word-people have estab-

lished the rules- word-rules, of course.

I end with no lesson or easy moral. I can only saj

that there is another world besides the one we live in,

To know this is enough to begin with.





Do We Have a Plan to

Evangelize a Pagan World?

NEW
WAYS FOR

MISSIONS Verney Unruh

The base for

outreach is

wherever the

church is.
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The younger churches
are accepting
the missionary challenge.

Today paganism has no geograph-
ical frontiers. Churches and Chris-

tians are but points of light and life

in a vast sea of darkness and death,

a surging sea of growing pagan
populations, a surging sea of mount-
ing hostility and frustration. Chris-

itans and their churches increasing-

ly find themselves in the position of

a nonconformist minority in the

world."

These somber words by the able

home director of the China Inland

Mission, Arthur Glasser, clearly

point up the gravity of the situation

confronting the Christian church to-

day. Not since the first century has
the church faced such a challenge.

One group of Christians sees the

threat of communism as the only
enemy of the church. Real as this

is, we must realize that communism
is only one of the many isms seek-

ing to win man's allegiance and of-

fering solutions to all his problems.

Secularism, materialism, sensual-

ism, intellectualism, nationalism,

racism, me-first-ism— all are ene-

mies of Christ and His church. All

are pagan gods that reject God and
set up their own false idols. These
tides of paganism threaten to over-

whelm the forces of righteousness,

as they sweep in with the astound-

ing changes taking place in the

world today.

This world of 1963 is a vastly

different world than the world of

1900 when our first foreign mission-

ary, P. A. Penner, went to India.

Newspapers, radio, television and
other mass communication tools

have helped keep us informed of

rapid changes. Has our thinking in

terms of mission responsibility kept

pace?
When Penner first went to India

it took over a month. Today one

can leave from any part of the

United States by commercial air-

liner and be in any other part of

the world in forty-eight hours. In

those days it required months for

an exchange of letters; today the

exchange takes place in a matter

of days. Then, even telegrams took

days to reach their destination;

now, in case of emergency, most of

our mission fields can be contacted

by overseas telephone in a matter

of an hour or two.

In 1900 the average American
thought of the world in terms of

continents—he spoke of the dark

continent, Africa, or mysterious, ex-

otic Asia, or the unknown jungles

of South America. In 1963 we gen-

erally speak of individual countries,

some forty of which have gained

independence in the last fifteen

years.

Rural and jungle life with simple

patterns of living dominated much
of the world six decades ago. Now
these are fast giving way to com-

plex urban societies. All over the

world cities mushroom as people

swarm to these centers in hope of a

better way of life. The rural econ-

omy is rapidly being replaced by an

industrial economy and with it

world-wide inflation. The State De-

partment cost of living index indi-

cates that there are a number of

cities in the world, including coun-

tries where we have missionaries,

where it costs more to live than in

Washington.
Literacy was the exclusive privi-

lege of a small minority of white

people in 1900. Today about a mil-

lion people in all parts of the world

are learning to read each week. In

addition, there is a hunger and crav-

ing for education that overtaxes

school facilities.

At the turn of the century the

population of the world was a little

over a billion and a half. Today it

has doubled and stands at over

three billion with the prospect of

doubling again by the year 2000.

The birth rate now doubles the

death rate with the result that pop-

ulation increases by 6,000 every

hour. This is why it is aptly called

a population explosion.

How has the church fared during

this period?

At the turn of the century the

church was moving forward in a

great missionary advance, now re-

ferred to as the great century of

missions. At present the world pop-

ulation is growing faster than the

Christian church. There are more
people today who do not know about

Jesus Christ than there were last

year. The percentage of Christians

in the world population is shrink-

ing. In all the world eight percent

of the people are Protestant Chris-

tians; if the present trend contin-

ues, it will be six percent in fifteen

years and only two percent by the

year 2000.
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These facts then call for a new
look at our responsibility in the

evangelization of the world for

Christ. The challenge demands that

we face the issues squarely and up-

date our thinking about missions.

To many, the day of missions is

a fading glory. The withdrawal
from China and the threatened with-

drawal of missionaries from other

countries have led some to conclude

that the day of the missionary is

past. Is it true that the role of the

missionary is changing but the need

is as great as ever? A recent survey

of eighty-seven mission boards and
societies listed specific requests for

18.347 new missionaries.

Further, the World Mission News-
letter, May, 1962, reported that

when nationals were asked if mis-

sionaries were still wanted, they

replied, "We want missionaries who
are real Christians. We want men
of God."

Before we write off missions let

us also remember that the Great
Commission of Christ has never
been repealed. "The commission of

Christ to His church to disciple all

nations is of unchanging validity

until He comes again," says Leslie

Newbigin. The forms in which the

church carries out this summons
may change; indeed they must
change to speak effectively to- each
generation. But the message re-

mains unchanged. Christ is the only
hope for a rebellious, sinful world.

As long as there are people who
have not heard or who have not be-

lieved the gospel, the need for mis-

sions remains.

Realizing then that we face an
unfinished task, how shall we up-

date our thinking in missions? How
shall we meet the advance of pa-

ganism in our day? I suggest that
we give serious thought to the fol-

lowing areas.

A United Front

We need to join hands with all

Christians around the world and
present a united front. I am not

thinking here primarily of organi-

zation but of cooperation and mu-
tual encouragement at the grass
roots level.

In Miyakonojo, Japan, where we
worked for two terms there are

now four churches. The Christian

population is probably less than 100

in a city of 90,000. All churches face

uphill battles.

This year, for the first time, all

four churches met together on the

World Day of Prayer, with twenty-

six in attendance. It was a special

blessing to the Baptist minister

who was discouraged. For several

Sundays he and his wife were the

only ones present at their morning
worship. "I thought we were the

only two Christians left in this city,"

he testified. The inspiration of find-

ing others gave him new courage to

keep working for Christ.

Stressing nonessentials, compet-

ing for converts, multilating the

body of Christ by arguing, slander-

ing and harsh judging—of these

sins the church everywhere must
repent if she is to fulfill her mis-

sionary task.

Role of the Younger Churches

We must also realize that the re-

snonsibilitv of witnessing includes

the new Christians in the younger
churches abroad. For the past cen-

tury the home bases for missions

have been located primarily in

North America and Europe. We
have talked of taking the gospel to

Africa or Asia or South America.
An African Christian violently ob-

jects to this kind of talk. "Jesus

Christ is not an American export,"

he rightly insists.

Today the truth is dawning on us
that the base for outreach is wher-
ever the church is, in any country.

If the Great Commission is binding

on all Christians, then each believer

in the younger churches must also

be vitally concerned that every per-

son have the opportunity to hear
the Good News.
There is evidence that the young-

er churches are accepting the mis-

sionary challenge in sending work-
ers to other lands. A recent study

has indicated that 619 missionaries

have been sent out from churches

in Asia and Africa.

The Masses in the City

With urbanization a world-wide
trend we need to keep exploring

ways in which we can reach the

masses of people in urban areas.

About twenty percent of the

world's population now lives in ur

ban areas; within twenty-five years
that percentage will likely double.

Today there are a million cities

and towns in the world where there

is no Christian fellowship or meet-
ing of any kind. This includes vast
areas of suburbia, U.S.A. Eugene
Nida of the American Bible Society

warns: "If Protestantism fails in

the city, it will never recover from
the blow."

Our committee on City Churches
is a step in the right direction. It

needs our encouragement and sup-

port.

Missionaries with a New Look

With new opportunities for lay-

men to serve overseas (See The
Mennonite, March 12.) we must
challenge those who are able to

accept this call to serve, and be-

come a part of our overseas wit-

ness. These self-supporting mission-

aries of course will not replace fully

supported missionaries, but they can
be a vital force as they work side

by side, with national Christians as
well.

Sacrificial Support

We must realize that our mission
outreach will require sacrificial giv-

ing for years to come. The church
is challenged to move forward and
this requires financial support.

Younger churches are learning that

consecrated stewardship is part of

the gospel and slowly taking their

share of responsibility.

However, with world-wide infla-

tion it means that we must give
more to only maintain our present
program. In recent days the follow-

ing reports have reached the office:

From Uruguay: "Milk has risen

fifty percent and sugar one hundred
percent in the last week." "Colom-
bia had a prosperous year in 1962

. . . some key economic areas showed
remarkable increases over 1961 fig-

ures." From Yeotmal, India: "Build-

ing costs here at the seminary have
increased twenty-five percent since

the first of the year." From Japan:
"The only considerable change here
has been in the field of prices, which
are going up, and that, of course, is

not a change."
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biweekly during July and August at North Newton, Kansas, by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second
class postage paid at North Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 per year; foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to 720 Main Street, Newton,
Kansas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main Street, Newton, Kansas. Postmaster: Send form 3579 to 720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas.
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The population of the world increases at the rate of 6,000 every hour.

There has been a healthy growth
in the support of missions during

the past ten years. Those of us who
represent the Conference on the for-

eign fields deeply appreciate this.

Without the support of our church-

es we could not carry on the work
entrusted to us.

At the same time a valid question

is, have we reached the limit of our
giving?

Here I express a concern about

the trend in our Conference toward
budgeting the giving for benevo-

lences. Planned giving and careful

stewardship are biblical principles.

But, also according to the Bible,

the outreach of the church must
take top priority in its program.

A word of warning about this

comes from J. D. Graber. "Our big-

gest danger is the domestication of

missions; placing the world mission

of the church meekly in a slot

alongside the coal bill, the rent, the

Sunday school supplies, the local

budget, the mortgage on the build-

ing. Is the mission of the church in

the world just another of the

church's functions? Can the thrill

and dynamic of world evangeliza-

tion survive if it is tied in the same

stall with these humble cattle? I

fear not. . . . When the vision of

the church's primary task in the

world thrills us . . . we should be

free to respond lavishly. All calcu-

lations of budgets and ceilings

should be forgotten and we should

respond by giving as Mary gave
when she broke the alabaster box

of ointment on the feet of Jesus."

The Personal Touch

We must not forget that God's

primary method of extending His

kingdom is still faithful men and

women. In this day when there is

emphasis on mass communication,

mass production, mass meetings and

the like, we may forget this simple,

yet profound truth.

Nothing will ever take the place

of a radiant Christian testimony

lived out in the daily experiences of

life. So while we utilize all the vari-

ous tools that modern science and

technology have provided, let us not

forget that God's method is still

men and women who deny them-

selves, take up their cross daily and

follow Christ in humble obedience;

who witness to the redeeming love

of God in their own sphere of activ-

ity and influence—in neighborhood,

shop, store, office, school, home

—

wherever they meet people.

A communist, writing for the

French communist paper, Peace
and Liberty, flings a challenge at

the Christian church. "The gospel of

Jesus Christ is a much more power-

ful weapon for the renewal of so-

ciety than is our Marxist doctrine.

All the same we will beat you. We
communists do not play with words.

Of our salaries we keep only what
is strictly necessary; the rest we
give for propaganda purposes. . . .

You Christians give only a little

time and hardly any money for

spreading the gospel of Christ. Be-

lieve me, it is we who will win, for

we believe in our communist mes-

sage and are ready to sacrifice ev-

erything, even our lives. But you

—

you are afraid to soil your hands."

Is the charge justified? Are we
only half-hearted in our allegiance

to Christ? Are we really losing the

battle against paganism?
It remains for us to dedicate our-

selves anew in full commitment to

Christ, and carry out His commis-

sion in the power of the Holy Spirit.

Onlv then can we turn the tide.
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The Faith of African Youth
Willard Claassen reports on a meet-
ing with young people who want to

give the gospel its true meaning.

While traveling through Africa
last January, we were fortunate in

being able to schedule a stop in

Nairobi, Kenya, during the time
the All African Christian Youth
Assembly was in session. We at-

tended several days sessions of this

assembly.

Here we met youth from all parts
of Africa—intelligent, questioning,

searching, hopeful youth. They
came by plane, by car, and by bus.

We wonder how many sacrifices

were made for this trip to Nairobi.

One chartered plane blew a tire

when it landed at Nairobi. Fortu-

nately no one was hurt.

The gatherings were held on the
campus of Royal College in Nairobi.

The college buildings were new
with a strikingly modern design.

The college dormitories were used
for housing.

Delegates to the assembly came

in native dress, but many of them
appeared in European dress also.

Both French and English were spo-

ken. Earphones for translation

were available at every chair.

We heard two major addresses.

One message was on the renewal
of the church, the other on evangeli-

zation in Africa. Both of these
messages were penetrating and
spiritually stimulating. They gave
us an insight into how the African
sees evangelism and the work of

the church.
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We sense something of the sharp

cutting edge of Jean Kotto's address

from the following paragraph:

"The gospel came to Africa, with

some notable exceptions, almost at

the same time as colonization. The
western missionary had as a broth-

er by color, the colonizer, who pro-

tected him in need and sometimes

helped to make his task easier.

"It is true that the missions in

Africa began, for the most part,

in their national colonies. In spite

of the missionaries' independence

of the colonizers, a certain confu-

sion of the two because of histori-

cal circumstances has arisen in the

mind of the African. Many mission-

ary societies constituted their

churches at the same time when
the colonial powers gave political

independence to these countries.

"Don't the rivals of Christianity

say that the gospel is the white

man's religion and the opium of

the blacks? As the colonizers came
to 'civilize' the savage of Africa by

taming him, the missionary pro-

ceeded or followed closely behind

to pacify the pagan through evan-

gelization.

"Now that Africa is rejecting

colonialism, might she not also re-

ject the gospel? It is time, there-

fore, to avoid confusion and to give

the gospel its true meaning in the

heart of our people."

I observed an unusual eagerness

on the part of the delegates to join

in the discussion after the address.

Four, five, and six persons asked

for the floor at the same time. It

was the first time African Christian

youth had come together in this

manner.
One person who had a large part

in planning the conference told me
he had no assurance it would turn

out as well as it did.

I was struck by the fact that no
Mennonite delegate was present. I

sensed here the self-confidence born
of the independence that is sweep-

ing through Africa today. One of

the speakers expressed the convic-

tion (and it seemed to me he had
the support of the assembly) that

while the Africans were grateful

that white missionaries had brought
them the gospel the African must
now be responsible for bringing the

gospel to fellow Africans. After

all the African is best qualified to

witness his Christian faith to fel-

low Africans.
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Eastern District Probes Leadership

Many Mennonite churches find their

members moving to the city. This
is true in the Midwest. But in Penn-
sylvania, the city is moving out to<

the churches. Most of the thirty

Eastern District churches are lo-

cated in eastern Pennsylvania be-

tween Philadelphia and New York.
Once this area was the rural hinter-

land. Now the cities are moving
out to engulf the rural hamlets.

Alvin J. Peachy, pastor of the

Zion Church, Souderton, Pa., says
that the conference must "be alert

to the fact that we are no longer
living in a rural area and adapt
the strategy of our church program
to our changing culture.

"This does not mean," he added,
"that we should conform to un-

christian aspects of our culture but
that we must learn to communi-

cate with it."

The Eastern District churches

will try to do this at their annual
meeting that begins this week. Its

president, Wilmer B. Denlinger,

Quakertown, Pa., will lead the ses-

sions at Lancaster, Pa., beginning

on Thursday morning, May 2. Den-
linger is pastor of the Bethany and
Flatland churches.

How successful will the confer-

ence be in meeting the need? There
is some pessimism.

One layman, contacted in a sur-

vey of conference leaders, said, "I

have come to the point where I be-

lieve we should face up to the fact

that we are dying on our feet and
are not only unable to hold our own
but actually losing ground."

The Eastern District is the old-

est of the General Conference's six

area conferences. It has developed

a number of important institutions

including its Mennonite Home for

the Aged, Frederick, Pa., and its

campgrounds, Men-O-Lan, near

Quakertown. Both are well admin-

istered and making good contribu-

tions in their fields.

In reflecting on the projects and
the programs of the conference, the

layman, who asked to be anony-

mous, said, "It seems to me that

most of our time is really spent in

simply oiling the machinery of our

organization!"

He added, "I used to think the

Eastern District Conference was
way ahead of the more conserva-

tive Franconia [Conference of the

(Old) Mennonite Church]. At least,

when we separated 115 years ago,

MUTUAL AID GIVEN LENGUA INDIANS. A tractor and several implements were
provided by Mutual Aid Services, Inc., and the Board of Christian Service to
Lengua Indians in Paraguay. Mennonites in Paraguay have been assisting the
Indians in settlement projects. A Mennonite from the colony has been hired
to operate and maintain the tractor. To equip every Lengua family with a
team of horses and a few tools would have cost more than the purchase price
of a tractor. In addition to plowing and preparing land for seeding, the
tractor and trailer are used to haul crops, building materials, relief foods, and
as a bus to provide transportation to churchgoers.
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they chose to stay conservative,

didn't they? We (our forefathers)

felt we had greater and better

things to do, and they were so right.

But, what did we do with this op-

portunity? I feel that Goshen Col-

lege and the Ohio Conference both

have been instrumental, perhaps

somewhat indirectly, in causing a

real awakening among these breth-

ren. I do not see this in the Eastern

District Conference at present."

A similar concern was expressed

by other members of the conference.

Said Frank G. Ward, Schwenks-

ville, Pa., "I believe strongly that

we need a revitalization throughout

all the levels of our district life

and work. We desperately need

persons who are creative and not

bound by old, nonproductive pat-

terns of thought and action."

Ward is pastor of the Eden
Church and editor of the district's

periodical, the Messenger. He added

"I think we need to recognize that

there is a very fine line between
trusting in the Spirit and good old

inertia and stagnation. Platitudes

and cliches do not make the gospel

relevant any more than they guar-

antee the authenticity of one's faith.

In a word, we need new wineskins."

Where the new wineskins will

come from is not immediately clear.

Several suggestions did turn up in

other interviews.

Said John Sprunger, Quakertown,
"Basically I feel that the district

conference needs to face up to the

disciplines of total commitment to

Jesus Christ. We need very much
to change the general position of

the member and church in the

realm of outreach, witness, evan-

gelism. We need to seek to be cre-

ative in this field as we have been

in the field of peace and service."

Sprunger, who is pastor of the

East Swamp Church, and pastor-

elect of the Church of the Good
Samaritans in suburban Philadel-

phia, saw hope in the work of the

lay ministry. During recent years

several laymen have been licensed

as evangelists.

Richard Simons, Bally, Pa., secre-

tary of the Men-O-Lan Board, was
one who saw this trend as a hope-

ful sign. He coupled this with an
interest in evangelism which he

noted. "The most encouraging de-

velopment is the increased empha-
sis on evangelism. The General
Conference Evangelism Notes have

given considerable help."

Stanley R. Fretz, Lansdale, Pa.,

saw the laymen of the district in-

volved in church extension. Among
encouraging signs he noted "the in-

terest in mission outreach of estab-

lishing new churches. This is a step

forward and an opportunity for our

district laymen and women."
Fretz is a member of the Home

for the Aged board and the Ger-

mantown Corporation. The latter

organization was formed to assist

in the work of the Germantown
Mennonite Church in Philadelphia.

The conference has a special inter-

est in this historic church, the old-

est Mennonite Church in North
America. The corporation sponsor-

ed a study of the Germantown com-

munity by Peter J. Ediger, General

Conference city church secretary.

The aim is to extend the congrega-

tion's outreach. The district's com-

mittee on education and publication

is also exploring the possibility of

establishing a Mennonite Informa-

tion Center in the Germantown
Church. This would utilize the his-

toric site and be a significant con-

tact with the American public.

Should the district approve this

plan, leadership would need to be

found. And leadership seems to be

one of the key problems reflected

in interviews with district leaders.

The layman quoted above felt

this. He said, "Perhaps it is lack

of good leadership. This is especial-

ly true of the laymen. The laymen
select their own leaders, including

the pastors and conference officers.

I think, therefore, that we should

begin to restudy the basic founda-

tions of our faith."

This call for a teaching ministry

was also echoed by Harvey R. Bau-

man, Quakertown, Pa. This veter-

an missionary to India is now a

member of the Home for the Aged
board. He saw the minister as the

key to a more intelligent laity.

Bauman said that the district

needed to "get permanent pastors

for all the churches. This should

be done with much prayer and wait-

ing on the Lord. Get more of our

young men interested in the gospel

ministry and get them fully trained.

The importance of trained, dedi-

cated leadership cannot be over-

stressed. The need for a teaching

ministry is ever before us."

One specific need for teaching

was mentioned by Oscar Frei,

Quakertown. He said, "I would like

to see some program or method put

into effect to educate our youth in

the peace position of our church

so that when the time came for

them to make their choice of wheth-

er or not to take the c.o. stand, that

they could do it wisely and con-

scientiously." Frei is a member of

the Peace and Service Committee.

Ernest W. Neufeld, Philadelphia,

another member of this committee,

reported on a foster home study

made by the group. The commit-

tee will encourage members to open

their homes to foster children from
various agencies.

The conference will be held in

the Bethel Church, 2100 Manor
Ridge Drive, Lancaster, Pa. Lec-

tures from Ephesians 1 will be giv-

en during the four-day sessions by
Walter Gering, Elkhart, Ind., presi-

dent of the General Conference.

Other speakers include Emma
Schlichting, Akron, Pa.; Mrs. Lubin

Jantzen; Peter Harder, Doylestown,

Pa.; and Dr. Ella Bauman, Quaker-

town. Pastor of the Bethel Church
is Ward W. Shelly.

NEW BOOK PUBLISHED

The latest book title listed by Faith

and Life Press is Look to Your Faith

by J. N. Smucker. A book of medi-

tation, inspiration, and contempla-

tion, it is a collection of the best

5 LOOK TO YOUR

j FAITH
P j. n. SMUCKER
bi -

I

editorials written by Smucker while

he was editor of The Mennonite

(1951-61). Publication of the book is

the Board of Education and Publica-

tion's tribute to his ten years of

service as editor.

Chapter titles are I Believe. The
Claims of Christ. Goals Set by Jesus
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Tina Block, Annie
Falk, Peter Falk,

Harold Graber (Workers),
James Reusser
(Ministers)

.

Christ, The Lord's Prayer, Looking
Within, Contrasts at the Cross, Say-

ings Around the Cross, and Through
the Year. The book sells for $2.50

and is available from Faith and Life

Press and local bookstores.

COURSE FOR RURAL PASTORS

An interdenominational school for

rural leaders will be conducted at

Garrett Theological Seminary in

Evanston, 111., July 1-26. Orlando A.

Waltner, executive secretary of the
General Conference, has received

an invitation to nominate pastors
for scholarships which the school
is offering to college graduates,
preferably seminary graduates.
The school for rural leaders is

sponsored annually by Garrett
Theological Seminary, a graduate
school of theology of the Methodist
Church, as "an ecumenical service

on behalf of the rural church."
Courses offered this year are Rural
Sociology by Walter L. Slocum,
Professor of Sociology and chair-

man of the Department of Rural
Sociology, Washington State Uni-
versity, Pullman, Wash.; and Agri-
cultural Economics by William N.
Thompson, Professor of Farm Man-
agement and Policy, University of
Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Ministers in the General Confer-
ence interested in this study should
write to Orlando A. Waltner at 722
Main Street, Newton, Kan. Appli-
cations for scholarships must be
handed into the school by May 15.

CUBA CHURCHES STRONG
Work of the evangelical churches
in Cuba is characterized by a "very
strong vitality." They look forward
to enlarging their work and in-

fluence in the future. They are
limited mainly because of the na-

tionalization of private schools.

This was the feeling of some 100
leaders who met in Camaguay,
Cuba, for the recent annual meet-
ing of the Cuban Council of the

Evangelical Churches. The three-
day meeting approved a new consti-

tution, elected officers, and heard
speeches. Topics included forms of

evangelism, and new perspectives.

A report from the Cuban Bible
Society indicated that 27,000 Bibles,

35,000 copies of the New Testament,
and 100,000 other portions of the
Scriptures were distributed in 1962.

The figure is less than for the pre-
vious year because of "transporta-
tion problems and other difficulties."

Members of the council are the
Methodist, Presbyterian, Friends,
American Baptist, and Free Bap-
tist churches, the Salvation Army,
the West Indian Mission, the Evan-

gelical Theological Seminary at

Matanzas, and the United Bible
Societies. Officers are: Adolfo
Ham, Baptist, president; Rafael
Cepeda, Presbyterian, vice-presi-

dent, and Jorge Leon, Methodist,
executive secretary.

1-W REUNION IN TOPEKA
A reunion of 1-W workers in To-
peka will be held June 2 at the
Southern Hills Church, 511 East
37th St., Topeka, Kan. Food, drinks,

and table service will be furnished.

Reservations should be made by
May 19. Contact Jake Ediger, 1159
Garfield, Topeka, Kan., or Gene
Wedel, Route 1, Moundridge, Kan.

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT
Received Needed

by Mar. 31 by Mar. 31

$246,420

18.6%

I

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$330,560

25%

Receipts in support of the four-

board program of the General Con-
ference during the first quarter
have fallen far short of what was
received during the same period in

1962. The decrease amounts to

about $26,887. The chart below
gives a breakdown of receipts and
a comparison with last year.

Christian stewardship involves
our time, talents, and money. Rec-
ognizing that stewardship of money
is not all important, nevertheless,

our Christian witness is seriously
restricted without a committed, and
regular sharing of money. It is in-

deed difficult to know why this

should fluctuate so much from year
to year. Win. L. Friesen, Confer-
ence Treasurer.

Receipts
3anuary-March

Percent of

Total Budget

Missions

Christian Service

Education and Publication

Business Administration

Three months = 25%

1962 1903 1962 1963

$197,667 $178,084 23.2 19.1

57,314 49,472 26.5 19.6

17,419 14,213 18.4 14.8

3,907 4,651 13.8 10.9

$273,307 $246,420 23.2 . 18.6
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CALENDAR

Conferences

June 6, 7—Mennonite Cultural

Problems Conference, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence
May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Oct. 25-29—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Central!

May 26—Dedication of Maplewood
Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Northern
May 5—Freeman Jr. College

Peace Day. Vern Preheim, speaker.

Western
June 2—Topeka unit 1-W reunion,

Southern Hills Church, Topeka,

Kan.

May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.
June 9—Dedication of new church

building and eightieth anniversary

of the congregation, Zion Church,

Elbing, Kan.

Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert

Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 26 — Associated Seminaries

Closing Program, Elkhart Ind.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

WORKERS
Glenn Baaghman, Bloomfield, Io-

wa, began work at MCC headquar-

ters, Akron, Pa., in March. Baugh-

man, a business administration

graduate of Bluffton College, is re-

placing Rollin Rheinheimer as of-

fice manager.
Tina Block, who served as secre-

tary-treasurer at the Union Biblical

Seminary in Yeotmal, India, for two

years is on her way home. After

visiting her parents in Steinbach,

Man., she will rejoin the Central

Office staff in Newton, Kansas.

Peter and Annie Falk will return

to the Congo in August. Falk has

been studying at the Princeton The-
ological Seminary the past year.

Jake Friesen, Aldergrove, B.C.,

will become assistant director of

MCC Voluntary Service in June.
Friesen, a graduate of Mennonite
Biblical Seminary, succeeds Claude
Boyer, who has accepted a pastor-

ate in Sugarcreek, Ohio.

Harold and Gladys Graber who
have been serving the Huttertal

Church, Freeman, S. D., the past

year will return to the Congo in

July.

BAPTISMS

Apostolic Church, Trenton, Ohio,

on April 7: Kenneth Ehresman, Don
Neubrander, Sue Schubert, Mark
Wineberg, Tom Zigler, Mrs. Roberta
Johnson.

First Church of Christian, Mound-
ridge, Kan., on Mar. 24: Jerry Voth.

First Church, Normal, 111., on
Apr. 7: Walter Alsene, Steve Han-
nie, Harlan Hieser, Brenda Miller,

Gary Miller.

First Church, Upland, Calif., on
Apr. 12: Sharyn Brandt, Steven
Dowding, Daryl Oswald, Donovan
Lichti, Larry Rempel.

MINISTERS

James Reusser, Dalton, Ohio, has
accepted the call to Stirling Avenue
Church, Kitchener, Ont. Reusser has
served for the past eight years as

pastor of the Salem Church, Dalton,

Ohio.

L JL J

VATICAN COUNCIL

Dear Editor: I am writing in re-

gard to your recent editorial of

March 5, in which you wrote of your

visit with a Trappist monk. As a

Protestant, I take exception to the

statement, ". . . at the core of our

spirits, we (Protestants) pray the

same prayers (as Catholics)." Even
a casual examination will show a

great difference between the Scrip-

tural doctrine of prayer and the

Roman Catholic doctrine of prayer.

I do not pray to the virgin Mary,
nor the rosary. Neither do I pray

for the "dead in purgatory," nor to

the departed saints. Let us not for-

get that these (praying to the vir-

gin Mary, praying the rosary, pray-

ing for the dead in purgatory, and
praying to the departed saints) are

official Roman Catholic doctrines.

The "Protestant Report on the sec-

ond Vatican Council" [Mar. 26] is

interesting reading. But is it not

slanted to woo the Protestant

churches back into the "fold"? Is

it not evident that much of the

Vatican Council is for the purpose

of bringing the "separated breth-

ren" back into the Catholic Church?
Would it not be well, in the light

of present day developments, Ecu-

menical movements, the Vatican

Council, etc., to publish some ar-

ticles in The Mennonite on the Ref-

ormation and the great blessings

that resulted? Let us ever keep in

mind the great price we paid in

martyrdom for our liberty from the
Roman System. Frank W. Busenitz,

Whitewater, Kan.

Dear Mr. Shelly: Ever so often I

feel like writing to express appre-

ciation of some article or editorial,

and now I'm finally doing it.

The article about the Vatican

Council (in the March 26 issue) real-

ly impressed both my husband and
me. If the author should return

to Rome for the September session

I hope you will print his further

impressions.

And we like your editorials. So
much punch, and to the point! Also,

bravo on the modern art! Carolyn

Schnell Yost, USPHS Indian Hos],i-

tal, Tuba City, Ariz.
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Mennonite Men
Approve Budget

In the February 26 issue of The
Mennonite, projects of Mennonite
Men were presented; however, no
definite figures were quoted for any
of the projects except those that

were definitely passed at the Bethle-

hem Conference. Since then, the

executive council in meetings and
correspondence has definitely ap-

proved the following budget for this

triennium:

Administrative Expenses $ 1.500

Boys League 1,500

MDS National Office 4,500

Paraguay Indian Resettlement 3,000

East Harlem Youth Reha-
bilitation Program 500

Mexico Public Health 2,000

Vocational Trainee 1,000

Bible & Christian Literature 1,000

Total $15,000

Item seven was designated for

the vocational training of a Para-

guayan Mennonite. In fulfillment

of this project, Heinrich Wiens of

Fernheim Colony, Paraguay, has
been invited to Canada as a trainee

for ten months. In addition to

the $1,000 that Mennonite Men has
provided, his coming is also being
sponsored and supported by sever-

al laymen from the Bethel Church
of Winnipeg, Man. Wiens has been
studying bookkeeping and account-
ing in Asuncion for six years. In

Canada he will be studying the

credit union procedure and policy.

After ten months of training in a
Canadian Credit Union, he plans
to return to Paraguay to assume
the responsibility of bookkeeping for

the Fernheim Colony Cooperative.

Item eight is the Bible and Chris-

tian literature project. There is a

real demand for reading material,

as literacy is increasing all over the

world and especially on our mis-

sion fields. Christians need to be
more faithful in providing reading

material to underprivileged peoples

of the world as they become liter-

ate. Anti-Christian influences are

using every opportunity to make
reading material available.

The executive council of Menno-
nite Men submits this budget to

all district and local men's organi-

zations for their consideration and
support. The fulfillment of these

undertakings would not only make
an impact on the recipients, but

would help to unite Mennonite Men
into a closer fellowship.

This $15,000 budget is to be met
by the time of the next General
Conference session to be held in

Estes Park, Colo., in 1965. This
represents $5,000 per year, or about

$1,000 for each district per year.

In addition, each district and local

fellowship may have their own proj-

ects. The local projects could be
money-raising or in the form of

a service project, since distances

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

mm

would not be a barrier.

Undoubtedly, money-raising proj-

ects are not the main function of

Mennonite Men; however, working
together in a common undertaking
unites men and stimulates church
interest. The completion of the

Paraguay road project has stimu-

lated awareness of what can be ac-

complished by men working togeth-

er. Fulfilling the present projects

should tend to strengthen men's
organizations on both the local and
conference levels.

MORE TO DOGS THAN PEOPLE

The following article appeared in

the Kansas CROP News Bulletin.

What applies to Kansas undoubt-
edly applies to other parts of the

nation.

Dogs are an enjoyable part of Kan-
sas life. Dogs are here to stay.

Dollars do go to dogs for food and
veterinary services.

The average cost for a Kansas
family to keep an average dog for

one year is about $100. (There are

about 250,000 dogs in Kansas.) The
per person annual income for peo-

ple living in underdeveloped areas

is $95.

Low incomes prevent undernour-
ished populations from buying foods

required for good nutrition. Fur-

ther economic development is need-

ed to raise per capita income and
bring farmers into the commercial
economy.
The Christian Rural Overseas

Program, a program of Church
World Service, is on the forefront

of a newly developing self-help

program for thirty-four Protestant

denominations.

Kansas CWS-CROP will continue

to send self-help tools to under-

developed areas as county CROP
boards designate funds for this

purpose. The program will grow
as the public is motivated toward
self-help rather than direct feeding.

Some direct feeding will always be

necessary in emergencies, of course,

but for long-range rehabilitation,

self-help holds great promise for

church relief.

Kansans are urged to keep peo-

ple dollars at least equal to dog
dollars in church and CROP benev-

olences. There are other types of

dollars to equate with religious con-

victions. No offense intended to-

ward fat dogs.
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"Don't bother me. . . .

I'm looking for a

verse of scripture to back
up one o£ my preconceived
notions

!

Charles M. Schulz ©, 1963, by Warner Press,

Kenneth F. Hall

For eight days Charlie Brown stood

under the tree where his kite was
caught while millions of "Peanuts"
readers waited. He would hang on-

to the string of that kite no matter
how much Lucy fussed. Finally it

rained. When Charlie was sure the

kite was getting wet, too, he march-
ed victoriously home.
Most readers got a quiet chuckle

out of that episode. One minister

even got a sermon idea: "A First-

Rate Dedication to a Second-Rate
Cause." And some people felt again

their kinship with that futile Charlie

Brown, the little boy who simply
solves life's problems by holding

on until something happens.
Charlie Brown is practically flesh-

and-blood to perhaps thirty million

readers of some four hundred news-

papers today. To them the man
who hatches out all these comic sit-

uations is not nearly so real. For
instance, when Charlie Brown got

sick, he received two get-well cards.

But when Charlie's creator, Charles

M. Schulz, fell ill, he got only one
card.

This man Schulz, however, has

been coming in for quite a bit of

attention in the last few years.

Yale students cited him as "Humor-
ist of the Year" in 1958. In 1956

he was named "Cartoonist of the

Year" by fellow members of the

National Cartoonists Society. Ap-

parently everybody from the news-

boys to JFK must follow "Peanuts"

these days.

Some of the national magazines

who have taken a look at Charles

Schulz have been impressed by the

fact that he is a religious man.
They generally start off by saying

that he doesn't "drink, smoke, or

swear." "That," Sparky Schulz

would be quick to tell you. "is only

a surface thing as far as the mean-
ing of true religion is concerned."

He hopes his faith goes much deep-

er. It involves his attitudes toward

life and other people.

Certainly Sparky would not like

to be known as a pious snob about

his religion or about even the sur-

face disciplines of his life. One

T
JL
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Charles M. Schulz drawing Lucy and Snoopy.

time he contributed some drawings
to a Minneapolis group. In appre-

ciation they sent over a secretary
to give him a bottle of expensive
liquor. He debated about accept-

ing it and then getting rid of it

later. Finally he said, "Thank you,

but I don't drink."

In such instances, there comes
an inevitable question: "Why not?"
Here his sly humor came to the

rescue. "I'm a religious fanatic."

Actually, Schulz's religion is an
intensely personal thing. He grew
up in a family of "drifted church
members" where Sunday was most-
ly a time for fishing or relaxation.

Then, when he was in high school,

his parents found new meaning in

life through a minister who went
out of his way to introduce them to

vital Christianity. It was shortly
after he came from Army service

in World War II that his own
life was turned around, and he be-

came a committed Christian. A
wide reader, he delved deep into

the literature of his own church.
He continues to study widely in

order to reach his adult class or to

lead a week-night study group at

church or to be a growing person.
His faith finds practical expres-

sion in service to the church. Be-

fore moving to northern California,

he kept busy in Minneapolis' First

Church of God. He served at vari-

ous times as treasurer, Sunday
school teacher, member of the
board of deacons, the board of
trustees, and on occasion as speak-
er in Sunday church services. He
was a member of the board of di-

rectors for the Minneapolis Council
of Churches before he moved. He
finds the same things to do in Cali-

fornia. He has contributed cartoons
and other drawings to national

church agencies. He demonstrates
that stewardship involves all that
a man has—his time, his talent, his

money.
While specific references to re-

ligion are not possible in his news-
paper work, the reader looking be-

neath the surface sees his relig-

ious philosophy coming through.
You can figure out your own appli-

cation of religion in episodes like

this: Patty keeps goading poor ol'

Charlie Brown with comments like,

"My father is richer than your fa-

ther." Charlie just answers, "That
must be very nice for you."
Perhaps you're a teen-ager with

a talent for doodling and you want
to know, "How can I become a car-

toonist?" A quick look at Schulz's

life might help supply some an-

swers. As a bright six-year-old

growing up in the home of a St.

Paul, Minnesota, barber, Sparky
could draw a reasonable facsimile
of Popeye. His dedication toward
becoming a good cartoonist stems
from that year. He was always
doodling. As a high school senior
he drew some cartoons for the
school annual, but evidently the ed-

itors didn't think they were good
enough to publish. This just con-

firmed for Sparky that he was no-

body around high school. Having
been jumped ahead several grades
because of his brightness in elem-
tary school, he was the youngest

and smallest and most ignored boy
in the eighth grade. He promptly
flunked, and later added algebra,

Latin, and a few other subjects to

that string. He did play golf, but
lost his important matches. And
he says he was too "stupid" to ask
girls for dates.

Out of high school, he enrolled in

a correspondence course offered by
Art Instruction, Inc. Although the
school was just across the river in

Minneapolis he was too shy and
too unsure of his work to risk go-

ing over for personal conferences
with his instructors. Then came
Uncle Sam with beckoning finger.

By the time the war was over he
had grown into a 175-pound man
almost six feet tall with the rank
of a sergeant. The one time it

looked as though he might have to

toss a hand grenade in self-protec-

tion, a little dog wandered into

range, and he didn't have the heart
to let go. To this day he can't get

interested in hunting.

Back in St. Paul he found him-
self at loose ends. He drew a few
stray cartoons and played quite a
bit of golf. Then one day his old

'Can't we go someplace and sit down?"
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correspondence school invited him
over to Minneapolis as an instruc-

tor. He spent several years in that

work, and as he climbed toward
fame with "Peanuts" the art school

provided a penthouse studio for

him above their downtown offices.

Eventually he began to sell a few
gag cartoons to the Saturday Eve-

ning Post. In 1950 he mailed out

a batch of samples to United Fea-

ture Syndicate in New York. Be-

fore long "Peanuts" was going out

to its first eight newspaper clients.

As circulation has grown, so has
his income, and the demands on his

time. Now several assistants work
with him on a variety of cartoon

projects at his woodland studio in

California.

Schulz offers some specific sug-

gestions for would-be cartoonists.

1. Get a broad education and wide
experience. After all, a cartoonist

has to have some background and
perspective. 2. Sharpen that sense

of humor. This is a thing that can't

be honed overnight. Few cartoon-

ists show any promise until they

are well up toward thirty. They
must always keep growing. 3. Take
specific courses in cartoon work.
Generally, it is necessary to do this

through a correspondence school.

4. Although there are only a few
openings, it would be valuable to

gain experience assisting a success-

ful cartoonist. 5. Keep drawing reg-

ularly. 6. Dedicate to the task;

"hang on the kite," waiting for op-

portunity to come along. Be will-

ing to risk the heavy odds that run
against a new cartoonist in a field

where only the few dozen syndi-

cated cartoonists make a good liv-

ing.

Where does a cartoonist get

ideas? Well, Sparky's family in-

cludes his wife Joyce and five chil-

dren, and so the stock question is,

"Do you get many ideas from your
family?"
Sparky's answer: "Of course, I

go home and find my golden re-

triever sitting in a tree and imitat-

ing a vulture. Where else would
I get that idea for Snoopy?" Ac-

tually, almost all of his ideas come
as he sketches at his drawing board.

They come as he thinks about the

"slightly warped" little characters

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

with adult vocabulary whose per-

sonalities he has developed across

the last twelve years. He feels that

this approach offers more possibili-

ties and less danger of accidental

plagiarism than in starting with
an object and seeing what can be
made funny about it.

So "Peanuts" humor grows direct-

ly out of characters like that No-
body called Charlie Brown and that

champion fussbudget called Lucy,

whose library includes such titles

as / Was a Fussbudget for the F.B.I.

In this day of insecurity and search-

ing for peace of mind, young Linus
has the answer—a yard of outing

flannel, which, clutched to his face,

gives him "immeasurable happi-

ness."

Then there are Patty and Violet

who can't stand Pig Pen, the only
little boy in the world who can get

dirty while walking through a snow
storm. Despite his filthy exterior

Pig Pen says he "thinks clean

thoughts." Schroeder is the dedi-

cated musician who won't go to

school on Beethoven's birthday. He
can play even the most difficult

pieces on his toy piano where the

black keys are only painted on, "be-

cause I practice a lot."

Through such lovable little crea-

tures as these Charles Monroe
Schulz speaks to millions every day.

"When I think of that it scares

me," Sparky says. For he does take

this humorous business seriously.

Through it he performs a kind

of Christian ministry to a world
that often takes itself too serious-

ly, that is often stuffy and pomp-
ous, that has sometimes forgotten

how to laugh at those things that

deserve laughter.

RETREAT FOR YOUNG ADULTS

The Central District Young People's

Union is sponsoring a retreat for

young adults. The retreat which
begins Friday evening, May 3, and
ends Sunday noon, May 5, will

be held at Camp Friedenswald.

Peter Ediger will be the speaker.

A large part of the time will be

spent in cleaning the campgrounds
and preparing it for summer. The
retreat is limited to high school

graduates who are single and over

eighteen years of age. Further in-

formation may be obtained from
Alice Sprunger, Route 1, Berne, Ind.
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Holy Week is past. It is last week as I am writing.

It will be two or three weeks past when you get to

reading. I have some notes left over—and next year

they may be too late or stale. So holy or not, here

they are.

Palm Sunday plus one—the Canadian elections. I

rounded out this day by catching the results of Can-

ada's first national election for this year. Diefenbaker

was losing. It was obvious to everyone but him. Also

becoming obvious was that you can't win an election

on anti-Americanism even in Canada.

And if you want to push this thought further

—

and I do—you seldom win by being anti-anything.

In spite of Palm Sunday there were some Jerusalem-

ites who were anti-Christ. They put on a good show,

you must admit. But it wasn't good enough.

And we're always beset by anti-doctrines that aren't

quite good enough. I don't think Arminianism has

ever made the grade. It was too concerned about

being anti-Calvinist. And in our day, we have had

fundamentalism—an ism with a lot of good points.

But I wonder whether its strongest points haven't been

its anti-points — anti-modernist, anti-liberal, anti-

National Council of Churches, anti-Revised Standard

Version? Whether any of these things are good or

not is not the question at the moment. Even the

best things need opposition or they won't stay good.

The point is that good health demands that you be

more pro-something than anti. The question is not,

"What are you against?" It is, "What arc you for?"

This brings us to home base. Some people say,

"The Mennonite is too negative." I have no defense

—although I don't agree. I would prefer to let his-

tory argue the question. I admit it is easier to be

negative. Obviously, it isn't good enough.

Maundy Thursday—129 men plus one. Before

leaving for our communion service I heard an hour-

long report about the sinking of the submarine

Thresher. It was an odd kind of preparatory service.

One hundred and twenty-nine men lost in the dark

cold of the Atlantic Ocean. It was a brutal death.

They were on a test mission. In a sense they were

explorers. But they were also on a war mission for

the Thresher was a pursuit-attack craft. The final

purpose of such a ship is to catch and then kill an

enemy before he catches you. Many questions came:

Why? For what purpose?

And I took these questions to the communion table.

What about the death of Christ? How is it different?

The answer is in who He was and what He did. The
answer is also in what He is making of us.

Easter—all men of goodwill plus one world. I

spent my free time on the Easter week end reading

the letter Pope John had sent me. It wasn't a per-

sonal letter, really. It was an encyclical (circular

letter) sent to "patriarchs, primates, archbishops,

bishops . . . and to all men of goodwill." I counted

myself in the last group. I must be because I am
always greeted so by the Jehovah's Witnesses evange-

lists. The Puritans of old New England must have

had a special torture for any citizen who read papal

literature on a high holy day. Fortunately Menno-
nites aren't that legalistic.

The letter was called Pacem in Terris—"Peace on

Earth." I found nothing anti-Protestant. The Pope

encouraged me to be a Mennonite—"Every human
being has the right to< honor God according to the

dictates of an upright conscience." He even encour-

aged my vocation when he said that man "has the

right to be informed truthfully about public events."

There was little that could be called pro-Catholic.

His belief "For men are redeemed by the blood of

Jesus Christ, they are by grace the children and

friends of God and heirs of eternal glory" is mine also.

But the letter was a plea for the rights of human
beings. One of these rights is peace. The Pope

called on the nations to see that we get peace. Racism

must end. Some form of world government must be

developed. There must be disarmament. It was a

strong order. It will take a lot of goodwill to fill it.
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Third Child:

June ii, ig62

Third child, it's crowded in my house
and heart. But here, I'll make a place

for you to lie, and sleep and cry.

Your world is crowded too: the mouse
is trapped, the kitten drowned, and dogs chase

dogs away, no place to stay,

no place to rest. The predatory

order of our days sharpens the claws

of children as they grow. I know
the center has not held, the glory

prophesied has died stillborn because

there was no room, there is no room . . .

No room for gentile or for Jew;
East and West grapple in the dark

tied in one bag, cramming a flag

down one another's throats. And you,

third child, will seek in city parks

the room to run, but when the sun

sets it is not safe. You'll ask,

But why, why should I be afraid?

And I will say, Gretchen, the way
of man is dark, his face a mask,

his outward life a grim charade

concealing narrow rooms, revealing

nothing. Of course, I won't say that,

I'll say, Don't be afraid.

There's nothing to fear. I called you here

because it's bedtime, and that's that.

It's time you knelt beside your bed and prayed.

J. PETER MEINKE



ARTISTS

The artists contributing to this

feature come from six different coun-

tries—France, Mexico, England,

Hungary, Germany, and the

United States.

Georges Rouault called his etching,

"War Which All Mothers Hate"
(co\ er) . He was born in France in

1871. This is a 1927 work.

Jean Chariot is a French-Mexican
graphic artist born in 1898 who lives

in Hawaii. "Mother and Child"

(far left) is a lithograph in color,

reproduced here in black and white.

Courtesy of the Museum of

Fine Arts, Boston.

Henry Moore's bronze sculpture,

"Family Group'' (center left) was
produced during the period from 1945

to 1949. The artist was born in

England in 1898. This piece is on
exhibit in the courtyard of the

Museum of Modern Art, New York.

Photo by Soichi Sunami.

Bernard Karfiol (1866-1952) painted

his "Mother and Child" (near left)

in 1941. He was a Hungarian-
American artist. This painting is in

the private collection of Dr. H.
Bleitman, and is reproduced here

by permission of the artist's family

and the Downtown Gallery.

Kaethe Schmidt Kollwitz (1867-

1945) lithographed "Mother With
Child on Her Arm" (above) in 1916.

A German artist, she is one of the

few women of this century to

achieve the stature of greatness as

an artist. Courtesy of Galerie

St. Etienne, New York.

For information on reproductions of

several of these pieces see Comments
on page 307.



The Family's Role

in a War-Plagued World

Pockets of Peace

We are tomorrow's children . . .

We plead for our lives, our loves,

Our time of being.

Make peace, oh our parents,

Make peace!

FRANCIS ORR

Dorothy Hunter

Dennis the Menace prayed a prayer

the other day: "God, don't let the

world blow up before I've seen the

rest of it. Amen."
This is our world, and many of

us, like Dennis, are not at all sure

that it will be around when our

children grow up.

There is something that we can

provide our children, however. We
can create pockets of peace in our

homes and neighborhoods and com-

munities so that they can know
what it means to live at peace

—

even in this war-plagued world.

Such a pocket of peace is creat-

ed: when a man and a woman come
together in marriage to grow in

understanding and appreciation of

each other all the rest of their lives;

when parents train their children in

acts of thoughtfulness and in expe-

riences of sharing that expand their

horizons beyond their own imme-
diate concerns; when neighbors take

the time out of their too cluttered

lives to learn to know and share

each other's problems and joys; and

when the members of a commu-
nity band together to build bridges

of understanding between groups

of differing economic, religious, and

racial backgrounds.

Peace, in other words, is the pres-

ence of ever-expanding bonds of un-

derstanding and appreciation be-

tween individuals and groups.

A Good Marriage

The home must provide the first

pocket of peace. Marriage is the

foundation of the home.
A good marriage is made up in

large part of small, simple, ordi-

nary, day-by-day, hour-by-hour acts

that pull two people together until

it is literally impossible for one to
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think of himself as separate from
the other. It is the husband, remem-
bering that his wife likes chocolate-

covered nuts, sharing with her some
interesting experience of the day,

and offering to make the salad for

dinner. It is the wife, baking her

husband's favorite desert, saving

green stamps to get him a fishing

rod, and not disturbing him when
he is reading the paper.

These acts, multiplied many times

over, make a marriage—a growing

experience in which two people

never stop reaching out to each

other in appreciation and love. Chil-

dren born to such a marriage have

a native land that is truly a small

pocket of peace.

However, parents have a respon-

sibility to their children beyond this.

They must provide experiences

which will lead to involvement in

the lives of others.

They can, for example, join their

children in learning a foreign lan-

guage. They can have people of

other races and from other coun-

tries in the home fairly regularly.

They can encourage their children

to cross racial and cultural lines in

choosing their friends.

One of the good experiences I

have had was to discover that the

schoolmate who seemed to be my
ten-year-old's favorite friend was a

Negro, and that it had not once

occurred to Bill to mention Gregg's

race. He was a boy who was fun.

Friendly Neighborhoods

A second pocket of peace that we
can create for ourselves and our

children is in the neighborhood.

Most of us are too busy to be neigh-

bors to each other. Marriage, di-

vorce, birth, death, joy, and trag-

edy go on all around us. We read

about it in the papers. How can we
have concern for the Laotians, the

Cubans, and the Africans when we
don't care about the family across

the street?

I suggest we drop out of one of

the too many clubs to which we
belong and devote that time to get-

ting acquainted with our neighbors

—seeing if we can help with the

children where there is illness,

dropping in for a visit where there

has been death, having the new
woman in for coffee along with two
or more neighbors, making some
gesture of friendliness where scan-

dal has touched, taking the aging

woman up the street out some place

for lunch or to do a bit of shopping.

Open Churches

Finally, there is the larger com-
munity of which our homes are a

part. The church provides an ex-

cellent agency through which fam-
ilies can work to bring peace to

their community.
Families will want, first of all, to

reach out into their community to

include within their fellowship rep-

resentatives of as many different

racial, cultural, and age groups as

possible. Then they will want to

carefully plan projects that will

bring these people together in ways
that will lead to growth in their

understanding of each other. These
church projects might include:

week-end work camps on some proj-

ect of interest to all—perhaps, a

crippled children's camp in their

area; a group trip to give blood

at the local blood bank; or forming
a community council to deal with

some problem in the community.
Often growing out of projects like

the ones mentioned above comes
the realization that a church must
serve its community—wherever a

service is needed that is not being

performed. This may involve prod-

ding the already constituted author-

ities to perform the service. It may
mean families doing it themselves.

My own church has been perform-

ing such a service for some years

now. We opened our church base-

ment for after-game open house,

and, until it became necessary to

limit the number, we were having

from five hundred to a thousand

young people from all religious and

economic backgrounds packed there

after every game.
To serve where we see need in

our own immediate community is

also to sharpen our awareness so

that we recognize need wherever

we see it as a call to action rather

than an occasion for turning aside

with the glib assertion that it is not

the church's business.

One such need that the church

has come to recognize in recent

years is that of the millions of

refugees in the world. A friend of

mine relates an experience she had
in the school her children attend.

The daughters of a Dutch-Indone-

sian family that our church had

resettled were placed in this school.

In a study group held some weeks
later, mother after mother spoke of

what the experience with these girls

had meant to her own children.

They had been coming home with

smatterings of Dutch words, with

all sorts of odd bits of information

about the Netherlands, and with a

curiosity about this other culture.

Perhaps some of you are not

sure that all this really has any-

thing to do with the family's

chances for world peace. We have
so long thought of peace in terms

of being prepared for war—stock-

piling weapons, jockeying for posi-

tion, playing one nation against an-

other in a desperate effort to keep

some kind of balance of power.

To think of building bridges of

understanding and creating pock-

ets of peace seems pretty tame
stuff. Yet, let me suggest that all

of the efforts that we have dis-

cussed may well carry with them
a bonus that extends far beyond
our own small corner of the world.

To build bridges between Negro
and white here in America is to re-

duce just a bit the growing bitter-

ness among the colored races all

around the globe. To bring a foreign

student into our home is to send

back a friend to some other coun-

try whose friendship we may des-

perately need. To know another lan-

guage is to be able to communicate
in depth with people of other coun-

tries. To welcome refugees to our

shores is to demonstrate that this

powerful country of ours is still

capable of compassion.

We are long overdue for some
experiments in the making of peace.

Even if we are too far along to

avoid the final explosion, we and

our children shall have known the

meaning of living at peace and
shall have provided glimpses of this

meaning for many others.
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PRAISE --

- - IT'S A MIRACLE

When I praise the most,

life runs on

smoother wheels.

Enola Chamberlin

If you think praise cannot work
miracles try for just one day to say

nothing but praiseful words. You
will find in it such a tremendous
spiritual experience you will note

you are living a fuller life. You will

be making the lives of those around
you fuller and richer as well. My
own introduction to this adventure
came about by accident.

One day Timmy, my small son, be-

ing all boy, needed, at least to my
way of thinking, to be corrected

pretty severely. That night, still

with my complainings, scoldings,

on his mind, he kneeled down to say
his prayers. After the usual bless-

ings and thanks had been attended
to, he hesitated. When he went on
my throat constricted so I could
scarcely swallow.

"And, God," he said, "please help
Mother to notice when I have done
nice things just the same as she
does when I have done not-nice

things. Amen."
I did not sleep much that night.

And when I did drop off a picture
of me which I didn't like at all

stalked life-size through my dreams.
I was a good mother, I thought. I

gave my child care. I gave him love.

I called his attention when he had
done not-nice things so he would
cease doing them for his own good
as well as for the good of others.

I tried always to guide him into the

right path that he might walk hap-

pily with his fellow creatures and
gloriously with God.

But that night I saw that I had
failed in my trust because I had
failed to put emphasis on the posi-

tive side of living. I had failed to

praise the nice things as I should

have done.

Before I did finally go to sleep I

decided that the next day, all day
I would utter no words to anyone
that were not, when they fell in that

category, words of praise. That if

people not present should become
subjects of conversation, I would
say praise words only.

My test started early. Timmy
spilled his milk. It was downright
carelessness. I bit my tongue to

head off the scolding words. I

thought hard.

"My, my, Timmy," I said cheerily

at last, "it's been a long time since

you've spilled your milk. You're get-

ting more careful every day."

If I had wanted pay I had it right

in that child's eyes. Expecting to

be scolded, his face was set in a re-

bellious, belligerent scowl. At my
words the hard lines melted.

"I'm sorry, Mommy," he said.

"I'll keep on being more careful

every day."

I was cheered. I had done more in

making him want to be careful

with praise than I had ever done be-

fore with reprimands. I kissed my
cherub. This was going to be easy.

How little I knew!
Having taken the morning off

to drive a bunch of boys to the ski

slope, my husband came home at

noon. I could see by his face as he
opened the door that he was all set

to defend himself.

"Well, I took the good car," he
blurted. "One of the boys tore the

upholstery with a ski boot. Another
one broke a window with a ski."

How I did bite my tongue. We
were always taking youngsters some-
place and we had agreed that our
old station wagon was the vehicle

to use—that never would we sub-

ject our new car, while it was new,
to the carelessness of a bunch of

youngsters. And here my husband
had taken it and it had been dam-
aged.

I have never got over being

thankful that that day I had prom-
ised myself to say only praiseful

words. Otherwise no telling what I

might have said. As it was I had a

hard time.

What could I say in praise of my
husband's act? To say nothing
would have been worse than re^

criminations. They would have
cleared the air of its heavy weight,

at least. Finally, after not too long

a time, I managed a smile.

"It was nice of you to want to

give the boys a ride in the new
car," I said. "I suppose our insur-

ance will cover the damage."
My husband's planned words of

rebuttal at his expected tirade from
me caught in his throat. The pug-

nacious look on his face gave way
to one of concern.

"Are you ill?" he managed to

stammer.
Well I laughed and he laughed.

The damage to the car lost its im-

portance in both our minds. It be-

came only a minor annoyance—

a

little skippity cloud in a beautiful

day.

Now I am not going to say that

after one day I continued to say
only words of praise and refrained

entirely from words of non-praise.

After all, I am only human and I

had a habit to break. I backslid

many times at first. I still do back-

slide.

But the experience of that one
day impressed me so much that it

did start me to giving praise, with-

holding blame far, far more often

than I had ever done before. And I

have found that on the days when
I praise the most, blame the least,

life runs on smoother wheels. My
home life with husband and chil-

dren is happier, more peacful, more
worth the living for all of us. My
contacts with people outside the

home are pleasanter, more satisfac-

tory. My friends are eager always
to do nice things for me. Can it be
because they know how highly they
will be praised?

Now what I have done you too

can do, and you and you and you,

and even in greater measure. Give
praise where it is due. Give praise

whether praise is due or not. And
little by little you will see life's fric-

tion parts give way, to be replaced

by a patina of velvet over which
your annoyances will glide smooth-

ly into oblivion.
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Africa Gains Strong Radio Voice

People in Africa and the Middle

East can now hear a new radio

signal. The sound is the first four

notes of Martin Luther's hymn

—

"A Mighty Fortress Is Our God."

Along with the signal go words in

various African or Arabian lan-

guages: "This is Radio Voice of the

Gospel, E-T-L-F, Addis Ababa, Ethi-

opia."

The powerful shortwave station

began broadcasting on February 26.

It went into full operation on May
2. It has two large 100-kilowatt

transmitters. It is the first private

radio station ever built in Ethiopia.

Its 200,000 watts make it the most
powerful short-wave station operat-

ed by a Christian group.

Lutheran World Federation owns
and operates ETLF. Franklin Clark

Fry, New York, the group's presi-

dent says, "We have erected this

station for only one purpose—to be

what its name implies—a voice of

the world-wide gospel, not to engage
in special pleading for any one area

or culture, east or west, north or

south—still less for any one nation."

Presently programs are beamed
in eight languages to eight world

areas. The first daily broadcast

periods runs from 3:30 to 7:00 p.m.,

Greenwich Mean Time. This is

beamed to the Middle East and
four African countries.

Following half-hour intervals, the

broadcasts are sent in turn to Mad-
agascar, the eastern Arab coun-

tries, Ethiopia, Tanganyika, the

western Arab countries, and South
Africa.

Programs during this initial period

are in eight languages — Amharic
(the official language of Ethiopia).

Malagasy, Afrikaans, Sesotho, Ara-

bic, Swahili, Zulu, and English. The
number of tongues used is expected

to rise to twenty. Most programs
are tape recorded by church agen-

cies in the target areas and shipped

to Addis Ababa for broadcast.

Haile Selassie, the emperor of

Ethiopia, took part in the opening

ceremonies. He pressed the button

starting the transmitters. The sta-

tion has ten transmitter towers.

Since May 2 it has been broadcast-

ing sixteen hours per day.

Participating in the operation with

the Lutherans is the Committee for

Intercontinental Broadcasting. This

committee includes specialists from
several cooperative church agencies.

Emperor Haile Selassie started the transmitters of ETLF,
the world's most powerful Christian short-wave station.
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A German engineer and Ethiopian laborer

view two of the station's ten transmitter
towers which wiJl carry the voice of the
gospel to thirty-two countries.

These include the Near East Chris-

tian Council, East Asian Christian

Conference, All Africa Conference
of Churches, the World Council of

Churches, and the National Coun-
cil's Radio, Visual Education, and
Mass Communications Committee.
Though the most powerful, ETLF

is not the first missionary radio sta-

tion. Pioneer in this field is HCJB,
Quito, Ecuador.

Another early station is TIFC,
San Jose, Costa Rica. Begun in 1948

by the Latin America Mission it

was recently turned over to a new
group. The new board of directors

consists largely of Costa Ricans.

CHINA MISSIONARY SPEAKER
AT WRITERS CONFERENCE

Paul H. Bartel, Regina, Saskatche-
wan, will address the opening ses-

sions of a writers conference in

Winnipeg, July 14-19. Formerly as-

sociated with a Mennonite mission
in China, Bartel will speak about
writing in a mission field situation.

The conference, sponsored by sev-

eral Mennonite agencies, will be
open to all persons interested in

improving their writing skills for a
Christian witness. Other lectures at

the conference will deal with fiction,

devotional literature, poetry, ar-

ticles, and the elements of writing.

Bartel was born in north China
of missionary parents. The field of
endeavor was part of the work of

the China Mennonite Mission So-

ciety. Workers came from the Krim-

mer Mennonite Brethren, Evangel-

ical Mennonite Brethren, Mennonite
Brethren, and Missionary Church.

During his youth he assisted his fa-

ther in evangelism in Shantung
province.

In 1930 Bartel entered missionary

service with the Christian and Mis-

sionary Alliance. He worked in the

mountain provinces of Kweichow
and Szechwan with brigands and
opium smokers from 1932 to 1949.

Bartel has worked extensively

with Chinese literature. He has

translated books and pamphlets. He
has written a devotional commen-
tary in Chinese on the first fifty

Psalms. For several years he was
director of the China Alliance Press

and co-editor of the Chinese Bible

Magazine. In 1955 he founded the

popular Chinese magazine, Dengta
(Lighthouse). Published in Hong
Kong, the magazine has a circula-

tion of 22,000 in seventy countries.

In 1960 Bartel returned to Can-
ada to become dean of Canadian
Bible College, Regina.

Also appearing on the program
will be another person born on the

China mission field. She is Mar-
garet A. Epp, Waldheim, Saskatche-

wan. She is an active writer of

children's stories and the author of

more than sixteen books published

by Moody Press. She will present

four lectures on fiction.

Paul Erb, Scottdale, Pennsyl-

vania, former editor of the Gospel
Herald, will lead a course on poetry
and devotional literature. George
Derksen, Winnipeg, will direct a
section on article writing. Frank H.
Epp, Altona, Manitoba, will instruct

on news writing. Derksen is an edi-

tor and publisher of trade maga-
zines. Epp is the editor of The Can-
adian Mennonite and author of Men-
nonite Exodus.
Others appearing on the confer-

ence program will be Lloyd Sie-

mens, Winnipeg, United College pro-

fessor of English; Rudy H. Wiebe,
Winnipeg, editor of the Mennonite
Brethren Herald and author of

Peace Shall Destroy Many; and
Maynard Shelly, Newton, Kansas,
editor of The Mennonite. Shelly

will serve as the conference's di-

rector.

In addition to the several series

of lectures on writing, time will be
given to evaluate material written

by the delegates themselves.

The conference will open on Sun-

day evening, July 14, at 7:00 p.m.

with a lecture by Bartel on trans-

lation work on the mission field.

The conference will be held on the

campus of Canadian Mennonite
Bible College, 600 University Blvd.,

Winnipeg. The meetings close

Thursday noon, July 19. Bartel will

also lecture on the following eve-

ning on editing magazines on the

mission field.

Sponsors of the conference in-

clude the General Conference Men-
nonite Church, Christian Press

(Mennonite Brethren Church), the

Canadian Mennonite Publishing

Company, and Canadian Mennonite
Bible College. Persons planning to

attend or desiring more information

should contact Maynard Shelly, 722

Main Street, Newton, Kan.

MIXED MARRIAGES EASED

Hans Kung says the Catholic

Church should recognize mixed mar-
riages in Protestant churches as

valid. Kung is a leading Catholic

theologian. He was a consultant

to the Second Vatican Council.

The Swiss-born priest is dean of

the theological faculty at the Uni-

versity of Tubingen, Germany. In

an interview at Chicago he said that

he considered it "absolutely neces-

sary to do something" to change
the rules. Revisions are especially

needed in the United States, Eng-

land, and northern Europe. Here
mixed marriages occur frequently.

He also favors change of the

church's law requiring the Catholic

partner to work for conversion of

the Protestant partner. Instead he

supports the idea that "each part-

ner has to respect the Christian

faith of the other."

It is even more important that the

Catholic Church recognize mixed
marriages performed in Protestant

churches. "They are now consid-

ered invalid," he commented. "It is

a very sad and tragic situation. It

is not good for the mixed marriage.

It also is not good for the church."

Further, he said, it was "intoler-

able" that children of mixed mar-

riages stemming from non-Catholic

rites are not considered legitimate

by the Catholic Church. As to the

baptism and education of children

of mixed marriages, Kiing said he

feels "it would be better left to the

conscience of the parents."
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Earlier, in an interview in Notre

Dame, Ind., he called for the "inter-

nationalization" of the Roman Cu-

ria, the central government of the

church.

Noting that the Curia has been

staffed predominantly by Italian

prelates, he declared, "the center of

the Catholic Church must be catho-

lic. Every country, every mentality

within the church must be repre-

sented." He observed that the Unit-

ed Nations' secretariat "is more
catholic than the Catholic Church."

COMBINED CHORUSES TO SING

The oratorio choruses of Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, Kan., and Ta-

bor College, Hillsboro, Kan., will

sing Brahm's Requiem on May 12

at 3:00 p.m. in Memorial Hall on

the Bethel College campus. The
concert will be the last event of

the Bethel College Music-Lecture

Series. Directing the combined

choruses will be Charles C. Hirt,

head of the music department at

the University of Southern Califor-

nia. The college and community or-

chestra will also take part in the

program.

NEW SUMMER JOBS

A total of ninety-six persons have

to date made themselves available

for service this summer. Up to April

26, the Board of Christian Service

had made sixty-three assignments,

and thirty-three applicants had not

yet been assigned.

Since the Voluntary Service fold-

er was distributed, the board has

added six projects to the original

list of twenty-two. The new projects

are Grace Mennonite Church, Chi-

cago — for painting, repair, and

minor construction; Mayfair Men-
nonite Church, Saskatoon—for com-

munity calling and a preaching-

teaching ministry in a new commu-
nity; Chicago work and study proj-

ect at the Baptist Graduate Student

Center; Fresno Mennonite Commu-
nity Church—Bible school teaching,

office and community work; Mexico

—Bible school teaching and agri-

culture assistance; and Cachipay

—

Colombia, teaching or general as-

sistance.

ASSIST FLOOD VICTIMS

In the middle of March, portions of

Virginia, West Virginia, and Ken-

tucky were stricken by floods, and
several thousand persons were

forced to leave their homes. Lewis
S. Britsch, Region II director of

Mennonite Disaster Service, con-

tacted the Red Cross to determine
the seriousness of the situation. Con-

sequently, a group of seven men
from Ohio went to the disaster area

to clean up and repair buildings

damaged by the five state flooding.

They worked closely with the Red
Cross in disaster areas in Kentucky
and West Virginia.

COUNTRY CHURCH SEMINAR

The pastors' seminar on "The Town
and Country Church in Transition"

was held at the Mennonite Biblical

Seminary, April 16-19. Sponsored by
the Board of Missions, the seminar

was under the direction of Leland

Harder, Associate Professor of Prac-

tical Theology. Twenty-nine men
were registered, twenty-four of

whom were pastors of town or

country churches ranging from On-

tario and Ohio to California.

A paper, "Mennonite Town and
Country Churches in Transition"

was read by Leland Harder. It re-

flected a sociological study of Men-
nonite churches during this century,

surveying the congregations first

regionally and then according to

type, whether rural, small town or

urban. It noted changes are occur-

ring in the size of congregation,

occupations and education of mem-
bers, and age and sex distribution.

Howard Raid of Bluffton College

lectured on an "Economic Portrait

of the Mennonite Community in

1963." He pointed out the powerful

force which economics is playing in

altering the structure of our com-
munities. Questioning whether the

power of economic "pull" might bo

more powerful in our communities
than the power of the Holy Spirit,

he stated that the church must
learn how to meet economic forces,

"and either overcome them or use

them for the building of the king-

dom of God."
In order to relate the informa-

tion received to problems on the

local level, various pastors shared

with the group "case studies" of

their communities or congregations.

Each of the pastors registered

was assisted in making self-study

charts of his own congregation, de-

picting membership growth and de-

cline, membership composition and
occupational classifications.

Out of convictions formed at the

seminar the participants jointly re-

solved that since most Mennonites

are still members of rural or town
congregations and since these areas

are facing the break-up of social

and economic institutions, the

church must study these forces to

discover how to use them to develop

and strengthen the truths of the

gospel as the church seeks to make
them relevant to today's world.

MINISTERS AT MEETING

Sixteen General Conference min-

isters are attending a conference in

Pastors making "self-study" charts of their congregations at seminar on "The Town

and Country Church in Transition." From left to right: Arnold Epp. Newton. Kan.:

Leland Harder, Elkhart, Ind.; Lamont Woelk, Inman, Kan.; Albert Gaeddert, Moun-

tain Lake, Minn.; and Herbert Miller, Danvers. 111.
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Chicago. It is the first Inter-Men-

nonite Ministers Conference held.

Ministers are expected from eight

different Mennonite groups. The
meeting from May 7 to 9 will em-

phasize fellowship and Bible study.

(See The Mennonite, March 5, page

152.)

Representatives of the General

Conference include the conference

officers, the conference executive

secretary, and two ministers from

each of the six regional conferenc-

es. They are: Walter Gering, Elk-

hart, Ind.; Henry Poettcker, Winni-

peg; Harris Waltner, Moundridge,

Kan.; Orlando Waltner, Newton,

Kan.; Curtis Bedsworth, Philadel-

phia; Henry B. Grimm, Bally, Pa.;

H. N. Harder, Bloomington, 111.;

Virgil Gerig, Pandora, Ohio; Ralph

K. Weber, Moundridge; Elbert

Koontz, Hillsboro, Kan.; Willard

Wiebe, Mountain Lake, Minn.; Paul

Goossen, Carpenter, S.D.; George

Kopper, Monroe, Wash.; Lyman
Hofstetter, Santa Fe Springs, Calif.;

Ernest Wiebe and D. P. Neufeld,

Winnipeg.

SUBSCRIPTIONS INCREASE

The circulation of the Junior Mes-

senger reached 6,342 in March. For-

ty-nine congregations responded to

a three-months free trial subscrip-

tion, which accounts for 1,374 sub-

scriptions. Many of the congrega-

tions have already arranged for reg-

ular subscriptions when the free of-

fer runs out. The trial offer is still

in effect.

The Junior Messenger is a story-

paper for junior-age children (9-11),

published weekly by the Board of

Education and Publication of the

General Conference.

BLUFFTON COLLEGE WORKSHOPS

Two workshops will be held at Bluff-

ton College this summer. They are

open to teachers and other people

of the area. A Workshop in Mod-
ern Mathematics will be held June
4-15 and a Church Music Workshop
for directors and organists will be
held June 24-28.

The workshop in modern mathe-
matics is directed by Luther Shetler,

Bluffton College associate professor

of mathematics. This workshop is

designed to be of specific help to

teachers at the elementary and ju-

nior high school levels. The course,

for two hours of credit, will meet in

the morning, afternoon, and evening.

The Church Music Workshop
for directors and organists will be

directed by Earl W. Lehman. Rich-

ard Hoffland will serve as choir

leader and Doris Liechty Lora will

head the organ sessions.

This workshop is designed to be

of specific help to the directors of

choirs and organists in the church,

for elementary music teachers, and
other interested persons. One hour
of college credit may be obtained

if applied for in advance. The work-

shop will include clinic choirs from
grades three through adult choir,

encompassing the total music pro-

gram of the church.

WORDS AND DEEDS

Edgar Stoesz, Akron, Pa., director

of Mennonite voluntary service,

after a visit to agricultural proj-

ects in Mexico: "The question of

witnessing in the Mexican context

is not easily resolved. Due to the

attitude of the local Catholic

Church and the Mexican govern-

ment, our influence may need to be

expressed largely through deeds as

in other countries such as Greece,

Algeria, and formerly Jordan. We
may eventually earn the right to

help them with their spiritual prob-

lems after we have demonstrated
a capacity to relate to them in a

material way."
Kenneth Mullet, Ohio, and Martin

Reimer, Kansas, operated the MCC
portable canner this year. They
helped can 136,000 cans of meat
and meat products which with 90,000

cans from stationary canners will

go for relief to Algeria, Congo, Hong
Kong, Korea, Vietnam, and many
other countries.

Sam Entz, a Congo missionary,

went to a banquet for government
officials of Kasai province: "I sat

beside, and chatted with the vice

president of the assembly. I had
brought a copy of a book I'd just

assembled of Bible verses directed

to government authorities entitled

'God's Word to Rulers,' which I

showed him. After reading in it for

some time, he said, 'This is an affair

of happiness. This is good. May I

have a copy? We'll have stencils

made and run off copies of it for

all our government authorities in

the province.' I told him we have
extra copies and would send each
one a copy by mail. He wrote their

names on the two sides of a three
by five card and on one side of a

napkin. This was truly an oppor-

tunity arranged of God."

The Committee for Nonviolent

Action, 325 Lafayette St., New York
12, is sponsoring a Quebec to Wash-
ington to Havana to Guantanamo
walk for peace. The walk will be-

gin in Quebec on May 26 and con-

tinue for seven months to promote
nonviolent resistance and mutual
aid as the way toward peace.

The Congo Inland Mission is con-

sidering taking part in the new
Congo Protestant University. It will

be a project of the Congo Prot-

estant Council. The mission will

also take part in a theological school

operated by the Mennonite Brethren.

CONGO NEED

Congo churches still need mission-

aries from overseas. This was the

report of Pierre Shaumba, general

secretary of the Protestant Council

in the Congo. But it also wants to

send out its own missionaries. He
stated this to the annual meeting

of the Council in Stanleyville.

Speaking of the Congo govern-

ment's relation to the various

churches, he defended its neutrality

and declared that "our government

is constituted for everyone; and we
want it to be . . . without confes-

sional bias."

Also of interest to Congo Protes-

tants was the election of Isaac Ka-

lonji to the Congo Senate. He is the

son of a Protestant minister. He
worked for the American Mission in

the Congo for six years.

NEGRO-WHITE VISITS

Recently about 2,000 Negroes were
guests in 500 white homes of Chi-

cago. It was the second massive In-

terracial Home Visitation Day spon-

sored by Protestants, Catholics, and
Jews. The visits were a sequel to

the first project of its kind in Chica-

go history when approximately 2,500

white persons were entertained in

450 Negro homes last January 6.

The program was sponsored by an
interreligious committee represent-

ing the Church Federation of Great-

er Chicago, the Catholic Interracial

Council of Chicago, and the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations

Chicago Federation. Also cooperat-

ing was the Chicago Conference on
Religion and Race which represents

the interdenominational federation,

the Chicago Catholic archdiocese,

and the Chicago Board of Rabbis.
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CALENDAR

Conferences

May 2-5—Eastern District Confer-

ence

May 7-9—Inter-Mennonite Minis-

ters Conference, YMCA, Chicago

June 6, 7—Mennonite Cultural

Problems Conference, Eastern Men-

nonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Central

May 26—Dedication of Maplewood
Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Northern
May 26—Sunday school conven-

tion, Lustre Bible Academy, Frazer,

Mont.
May 27-June 2—Children's Evan-

gelistic meetings, Bethel Lustre

Church, Frazer, Mont., Joe Gallop,

speaker.

Western
May 5—Mennonite Song Festival,

Memorial Hall, North Newton, Kan.

June 2—Topeka unit 1-W reunion,

Southern Hills Church, Topeka,

Kan.
June 9—Dedication of new church

building and eightieth anniversary

of the congregation, Zion Church,

Elbing, Kan.

Other
May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert

Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Baccalaureate Service,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 26 — Associated Seminaries

Closing Program, Elkhart Ind.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

May 31—Commencement, Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.

May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

WORKERS
Correction: The picture of Jacob

Klassen published in our April 23

issue, page 287, was not the Jacob

Klassen to whom the notice in this

column applied. The correct picture

is published below. It is Jacob M.
Klassen, Akron, Pa. (formerly of

Steinbach, Man.), who will become
executive secretary of the Canadian

Mennonite Relief and Immigration

Council. (The picture we published

two weeks ago was Jacob K. Klas-

sen, Altona, Man., director of the

Mennonite Radio Mission.) Our
apologies to both K. and M. Editor.

Peter R. Kaufman, associate pro-

fessor of industrial arts at Bethel

College, will be on leave for the

year 1963-64. During this period he

will become supervisor of the in-

dustrial therapy shop at Prairie

View Hospital, Newton, Kan. For

three years Prairie View Hospital

has been active in developing a

program of remunerative industrial

therapy for patients. Over 25,000

upholstered seats have been made
for various manufacturing com-

panies. Kaufman will also assist

in developing a woodworking shop

and in extending therapy projects

Our Family Worships

A devotional magazine for families with

children. The readings follow the Liv-

ing Faith Graded Bible Lessons. Pub-

lished quarterly with articles on fam-

ily life. 35 cents per copy in bulk

subscriptions; $1.60 per year, single sub-

scription. Order from Faith and Life

Press, 720 Main St., Newton, Kansas.

into homes for aged in surround-

ing areas.

Carl and Sandra Liechty, Berne,

Ind., are scheduled to go to Japan
under Missions-Pax this summer.
Liechty is a 1967 graduate of Bluff-

ton College and is currently teach-

ing school in Lima. They will take

up the work now being done by
the Franzie Loepps after a period

of language study. The Loepps
will return to the United States in

1964.

William Siemens, Drake, Sask..

will enter the Missions-Pax pro-

gram in Taiwan this summer to re-

place Martin Buhr who finished his

term. Siemens has just completed

a course of study at Swift Current

Bible School. In Taiwan he will

work in milk distribution and with

the mobile clinic associated with

Mennonite Christian Hospital.

Paul H. Bartel. Margaret Epp. Paul Erb

(News: Writers' Conference). Jacob

M. Klassen (Workers).
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William Siemens,

Daniel and Dale Souder

(Workers)

Daniel and Dale Souder will enter

Missions-Pax in India. They are

members of the Grace Church,
Lansdale, Pa. They have two
children. The Souders will be sta-

tioned at Jagdeeshpur.
A. Wayne Wiens, on leave of

absence from Bethel College for

doctoral study in physiology at

Northwestern University has re-

ceived word that his National Sci-

ence Foundation Fellowship has
been renewed for the academic year
1963-64.

MINISTERS

J. W. Bergen, pastor of the

Meadow congregation at Colby,

Kan., for eight years, will transfer

to Tampa, Kan., at the end of July.

MARRIAGES

Karen Anderson, First Methodist
Church, Bluffton, Ohio, to Marvin
Gormatter, Ebenezer Church, Bluff-

ton, Ohio, on March 30.

Mary Alice Baumgartner, Grace
Church, Pandora, Ohio, to Dennis
Dildy, Luthern Church, Ann Arbor,

Mich., on April 6.

Betty Friesen, Bethesda Church,

Henderson, Neb., to Fredrick L.

Weisheit, Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Elmwood, Neb., March 24.

Sally Parish, First Church, Bluff-

ton, Ohio, to Alex Wolff, on Feb. 6.

Sharon Schmidt and Larry Hie-

bert both of Alexanderwohl Church,

Goessel, Kan., on Apr. 9.

Allan W e del, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., and Karen
Stahlheber, Zion Lutheran, Newton,
Kan., on Apr. 7.

BAPTISMS

Grace Church, Pandora, Ohio, on
Apr. 7: Frances Baumgartner, No-
lan Bucher, George Farling, Phyllis

Geiger, Robert Hilty, Ruth Hilty,

Joyce Luginbill, Rodney Schey,

Thomas Schumacher, Paulette
Schutz, Beverly Sommer, Sharla
Sommer, Eugene Suter, Judy Suter,

Jeanene Welty.

Kansas City (Kan.) Church, on
Apr. 7: Glenda Campbell, Marge
Campbell, Robert Goertz, Matthew
Lewis, Bessie Messick.

Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa,

on Apr. 7: Pamela Neff, Joyce

Lowenberg, Sandra Spohnheimer,
Bobby Koller, Alex Neff, Cheryl

Woodley, Sherry Sprenger, Barbara
Jabour.

L JL J

UNDER GOD'S WRATH
Dear Editor: Thank you for shar-

ing with us the statement of the

Evangelical Church in Germany on
the guilt of the Nazi crimes [Apr.

9, p. 250]. This is a timely state-

ment for us because it speaks di-

rectly to our present American at-

titudes.

Secretary of Defense Robert Mc-
Namara said recently that in a nu-

clear war as many as 100 million

Americans would be killed. He did

not say how many millions of "en-

emy" men, women and children our
American bombs would kill. We are
told that the American military

capability is such that a 100 million

Russians would be killed in a few
hours in an allout nuclear war. Yet
the majority of American Chris-

tians condone and support prepa-
rations for such diabolic killing. We
have in the United States nearly
115 million church members and
professed Christians. We would ex-

pect Christians to speak out against

it; but the great majority of Amer-
icans tacitly support it. What will

the end be if we do not change?
Dr. Eric Rust in his Bethel Col-

lege Bible Week lectures said re-

cently that the wrath of God may
be described as a historical process

in a historical situation. He point-

ed out that communism came to

Russia as a consequence of the

loveless attitudes of rich Russian
Christians toward the poor, and he
said that this was an illustration

of the wrath of God, the Lord of

history. Similarly we can say that

Cuban communism is an expression

of the wrath of God against the

lovelessness of American financial

corporations which kept the Cubans
in poverty by blocking reforms. Peo-

ple do not realize that we have to

do primarily not with communism
but with God's moral order of life.

If God should give us up to per-

sist in our loveless ways in Cuba,
we may reap what the Nazis reaped.

I, for one, am very much afraid of
our massive disobedience to Christ,

lest God give us up to go on in

our sinful, loveless ways to our own
destruction. Maybe your article on
"All Germans Responsible for Nazi

Crimes" will help to awaken us. We
hope so. W. F. Unruh, North New-
ton, Kan.

IDEALISM AND REALISM

Dear Editor: The success of the

Mennonite Central Committee is a

striking example of what dedication

to the cause of humanity can do.

From agricultural extension work
in Paraguay to TAP in Africa a
unique combination of idealism and
realism is evident. Mennonites have
long been peculiarly gifted with the

former, but Tlve Mennonite issue of

March 26 indicates that the latter

also exists. Relevancy is of pri-

mary importance. In a world which
is witnessing the development of the

unfamiliar areas, the appeals are

for education, vocational guidance,

medical supplies, and food. The
means to satisfy part of these re-

quests exist. The MCC is respond-

ing and a concomitant of this re-

sponse has been an effective at-

tempt to unify its program under
the universality of Christian ideals.

We as Mennonites should continue

to recognize the timeliness of these

efforts. Ronald Lora, 71 W. 9 Ave.,

Columbus 1, Ohio.
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He Became Korea's First Martyr

in Heathen America

by James R. Adair

Murder . . . cold-blooded, brutal,

heartless . .
." as wantonly fierce as

ever stained a jungle thicket," a

newspaper editorial writer charged.

The place: Philadelphia, the City

of Brotherly Love, the cradle of lib-

erty . . . home of Independence Hall

. . . city of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence whose preamble declares

that all men are endowed by God
"with certain inalienable Rights,

that among these are Life, Liberty

and the pursuit of Happiness."

The date: April 25, 1958.

The victim: In Ho Oh, twenty-

six, a quiet, pleasant Korean ex-

change student at the University of

Pennsylvania whose ambition was
to return to his country to become a

government leader.

On that mild spring evening, In

Ho, in shirtsleeves, had slipped out

of his uncle's apartment near the

Penn campus to mail a letter at

the corner mailbox to his parents

in Korea. Doubling back, he was
attacked by a gang of nearly a

dozen hoodlums, all teenagers.

They wanted money to attend a

From the book, God's Power Within, edited by

James R. Adair, © 1962 by Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.

neighborhood dance. With two boys

shackling the arms of the slightly

built Korean, other gang members
knocked off his glasses and beat,

kicked and blackjacked him into

unconsciousness. Searching his wal-

let and socks, the gang got nothing.

In Ho had left his money at home.
Arriving on the scene minutes

later, investigating officers found

the Korean student dying, his face

battered beyond recognition and his

blood spattered over fourteen feet

of pavement. In Ho died eight min-

utes after arrival at nearby Pres-

byterian Hospital, despite a desper-

ate attempt to save his life.

Who was In Ho Oh? A writer

for International Students' paper,

Conquest for Christ, called In Ho
"the first martyr among mission-

aries from Korea to heathen Amer-

ica." In Ho considered himself a

missionary to America and was es-

pecially concerned about juvenile

delinquency.

T
JL

Born December 17, 1932, in Hoon-
chon, Manchuria, In Ho grew up in

a Christian home where family wor-

ship was conducted daily. His uncle,

Ki Hang Oh, studying for a Ph.D.

in Philadelphia, described In Ho as

a "very smart man," explaining that

he reasoned things out for himself.

In family worship, for instance, In

Ho spoke of things God had done

for him and had revealed to his

heart through the Bible. The uncle

recalls that In Ho, in his middle

teen years, accepted by faith that

Jesus Christ had borne the penalty

for his sins and had been raised

from the dead to give him everlast-

ing life.

In Ho had his taste of the oppres-

sion and terrors of Communism.
Before the Korean War broke, he

fled with his family from North
Korea (where they had earlier

moved from Manchuria) to South

Korea, to escape communist reli-

gious persecution. The flight took

place at night in the cold of winter.

Getting past border guards proved

no simple task, as several members
of his family were captured and
detained for two weeks before they

were released to continue their
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journey southward.
At sixteen, In Ho became a Sun-

day school teacher in the First

Presbyterian Church
.
of In Chon,

Korea. Later, at Young-Do Presby-

terian Church in Pusan, he became
a deacon and served as president

of the college young people's group.

During the Korean War he was
an interpreter at the Koje Island

prison camp. After the war he con-

tinued his studies at Seoul National
University, where, as expected, he
got top grades, for at Jungdon High
School in Seoul, where he had been
president of the student body for

one year, he had graduated first in

his class.

Ajround him in Korea, In Ho saw
a great need for positive Christian

leadership and determined under
God to prepare himself fully through
study in America and return to

Korea to become a Christian states-

man.
Thus, in the summer of 1956, he

came to Philadelphia and entered
Eastern Baptist College for comple-
tion of his senior year. He plunged
into deep study as he wrestled with
the problem of a new language.
Graduating in May of 1957, he en-

tered the University of Pennsyl-
vania graduate school for political

science study the following fall.

"In this country it is easy for a
foreign student who is a Christian
to lose faith," In Ho's uncle Ki
Hang explained in an interview.

"The language problem causes one
to spend so much more time study-

ing." But, as the uncle pointed out,

In Ho did not neglect his Bible or
regular worship. Every Sunday aft-

ernoon he attended services at the
campus Christian Association for

Korean Christians.

On April 25, 1958, polite and stu-

dious In Ho faced three more years

of school, then lie would return to

his beloved Korea. That night he
was murdered. " f

Why? So a gang of young thugs

could have thirty-five cents each to

attend a dance.

Across the United States and into

Canada citizens angrily denounced
the youths. In Ho's uncle and aunt
in Philadelphia received long-dis-

tance telephone calls and bundles of

letters offering sympathy; some
Philadelphians called, others wrote
apologies for the actions of the

criminals who had brought shame
to the City of Brotherly Love. Most
citizens felt that the severest pun-

ishment would be too good for the

youths and all others like them.
On the other side of the world in

Korea, In Ho's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ki Byung Oh, viewed the trag-

edy differently. Their letter to Phil-

adelphia authorities stirred hearts

everywhere

:

"We thank God that He has given
us a plan whereby our sorrow is

being turned into Christian purpose.
It is our hope that we may some-
how be instrumental in the salva-

tion of the souls and in giving life

to the human nature of the mur-
derers. Our family has met together
and we have decided to petition that

the most generous treatment pos-

sible within the laws of your gov-
ernment be given to those who have
committed this criminal action with-

out knowing what it would mean to

him who has been sacrificed, to his

family, to his friends, and to his

country."

How could the Ohs write in such

terms of forgiveness? Ki Hang Oh,

the uncle, explained: "As Chris-

tians, we first learn how to forgive

others. In the Lord's Prayer, we ask
God to forgive us as we forgive

others. We read in the Bible that

Christ taught His disciples to for-

give seventy times seven. On the

cross, Christ has a forgiving spirit

toward those who crucified Him.
And He forgave us freely of our
sins. If a Christian believes God's

Word, he must forgive—even a ter-

rible thing like murder."
The letter from the parents con-

tinued :

"In order to give evidence of our
sincere hope contained in this peti-

tion, our whole family has decided

to save money to start a fund to be
used for the religious, educational,

vocational and social guidance of

the boys when they are released.

In addition, we are daring to hope
that we can do something to mini-

mize such juvenile criminal actions

which are to be found, not only in

your country, but also in Korea,

and, we are sure, everywhere in

the world."

The Ohs asked that Philadelphia

"spare a piece of land" so that In

Ho could be buried in the "home-
land for Christians and people of

the democratic society." The par-

ents expressed hope that his tomb
would be a monument which will

call attention to the need of reach-

ing juvenile delinquents with the
gospel of Jesus Christ and Christian

guidance.

In Ho Oh was buried in a ceme-
tery adjoining historic Third and
Scots (Old Pine) Presbyterian

Church, a half-dozen blocks south

of Independence Hall.

PRSBLEM
Dear Aunt Dorothy: This has been
a miserable day. As you well know
there is nothing one can do around
here. We live in Dullsville itself.

And as if that isn't enough, my
mother and father are laying down
rules right and left. Ever since a

girl from our church became preg-

nant, got married, and quit school,

they haven't let Susan and me do
anything. I'm beginning to think

they don't trust us at all. I'll bet

grandma and grandpa were never
as strict with you as our parents

are with us. I sure wish I were
grown up and could do anything I

wanted to do like you can do.

Our science class went on a field

trip yesterday. We drove to . .
."

Dear Alice, It's always good to

hear from one of my special nieces

and your letter was no exception.

You feel rather boxed in by your
mom and dad's restrictions just

now, don't you. Being fifteen is a
big job any way you look at it but
dating is one of the important things

which make it fun. And now you
find "Dullsville" becoming still more
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1

dull with additional restrictions at

a time when you thought you'd be

getting more freedom and responsi-

bility.

Ann's "trouble" has shaken your

mom and dad. I can hear mom say-

ing, "Ann is from a good family.

How could it have happened to

her?" And mom and dad know
that practically no one sits down
and plans to go the road Ann has

taken. Rather, in "a thousand small

uncaring ways" a person heads

down a road to a "point of no re-

turn" and now Ann finds herself

in a situation in which life will

never be quite the same again.

This is not to say that what Ann
has done is an unforgivable sin (It

is not) or that she cannot have a

good life again. (This is exactly

what redemption is about - - the

"everlasting possibility of a fresh

start.") But we can feel sure that

the path Ann is on is one which
she would give a great deal to undo
if she could.

Mom and dad do care about you
—a great deal—and right now they

want to make sure that a "thou-

sand small uncaring ways" do not

take you down Ann's path. So here

you are, stuck with restrictions

when you feel that you're very cap-

able of taking care of yourself.

Of course you know that time is

all on your side. Each day you're

getting older and, with your par-

ent's help, more capable of taking

care of yourself. And over a period

of time, you will be getting more
freedom, not less. But that doesn't

take care of Dullsville now, does it?

Why don't you and Sue put your
good minds to work and plan some
"fun" thing for your gang that can
have mom and dad's approval.

What about a scavenger hunt? Get
a game or party book from the li-

brary and put your imaginations to

work. Invite mom and dad to be
there too. They'll be glad to help by
taking care of the hamburgers or

whatever. This will give them addi-

tional chance to know the gang and
develop confidence in them and in

you in particular. They'll find out

(if you let them) that yo do have a

grand bunch of friends.

Let me hear from you again

—

real soon. And if I can do anything

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People*s

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

to help, just shout. Aunt Dorothy
(Mrs. O'Ray Graber, pastor's ivife,

Buhler, Kan.)

Dear Alice, Being a teenager al-

ways creates lots of problems for a

person. People tend to make that

period between childhood and adult-

hood some type of major dilemma
like "being between the Devil and
the deep blue sea" when it really

shouldn't be that way at all. But
there are difficulties and some of

them are certainly not easy to re-

solve.

By the time we are teenagers it

is obvious that God has given us a

great deal of untapped resources

... a virtual reservoir of energy
and strength, of ideas and hopes

that we had never dreamed we
could possess. Yet it is not ours

alone. The question we must always
ask ourselves is how can we put

this to its best use. Often we are a

bit immature to make this decision

alone so our parents, our teachers,

our youth fellowship directors, or

our pastor is present to give some
direction to our thoughts and acts.

We need these people because they

know that if we are to be disciples

of our Lord, we need to be disci-

plined. We need to have some order

(creative order, not simply robot

obedience) in our lives. We need to

understand that with each action

there are consequences. Thus when
we sometimes allow ourselves to

get "carried away" on a date we
may ruin not only our own lives but

the lives of others who are inter-

ested in us and who are interested

in those who hold our interest.

Of course, as teenagers we are

going to be pretty hopelss creatures

unless our parents and other adult

advisers learn to trust us. For how
else will we ever be able to develop

a sound moral character based on

deep self-reliance and inner disci-

pline? Our questions must be an-

swered with frankness and honesty

and not simply shoved aside or

pedantically told that "it's for your

own good." It is for the good of

all adults to recognize teenagers as

human beings and not impulsive or

silly misfits. With sound and con-

structive adult supervision teen-

agers can be a community's great-

est human asset; without it they can

be its worst liability. Aunt Dorothy
(Ed RiddicTc, social worker, 5431 S.

Dorchester Ave., Chicago 15, III.)
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The Germans have a word for it. The
word is secret. But the Germans say

Geheimnis. It comes from Heim (home)

.

Thus a secret is a "homeness." It is

something known and kept within the four walls of a home. A man's home
is his castle, yes. It is where he can be himself. And no one will find out

about it. It is his secret place. When a man invites you into his home
he honors you. He is letting you in on his secrets—his inner life.

For all of us have two lives. Besides our private life there is our public

life. It is the life we live before people. I like people. I like to be with

them. But let's admit it. People push. If they want us to be happy, we
make with happiness. If they want us to be sad, we comply. They say

buy, we buy. Run, and we run. Be religious, and we sober up. Work,

and we move. People are pressure. And that is bad enough. But there

are pressure machines—newspapers, radio, television, organizations, adver-

tisements, groups, films, committees, meetings, telephone calls, assemblies,

letters, revivals, editorials—they put us in a pressure cooker, clamp down
the lid, turn up the heat.

Is this bad? Yes and no. It is the kind of world we live in. Besides,

I have a vested interest in this kind of world. You see, I run a pressure

cooker, namely, this magazine. I'm trying to make people do things. We
coax people to read—with all kinds of subtle devices—just so they act

(like we want them to, hopefully). Sometimes I hear the anguished cry

from inside the boiler
—"More devotional articles, less emphasis on action;

more meditation, less stimulation." I'm not deaf to these cries. But I'm

in a pressure cooker too. The fire I sit on is stoked with coals that cry for

more readers, more support for the Conference, more money for the bud-

get, more results, more conversions, more testimonies. Is this Christianity?

Or is this just the American interpretation of Christianity? Theologians,

please, help me. While we're waiting for the doctors, I predict we'll all

keep going around in the squirrel cage of activities.

But in between times, we can all go home. Home is where we de-

pressure-cooker-ize ourselves. Here, for perhaps a few hours, we can get

out of the squirrel cage. We can take off our shoes and put on our old

clothes. Here we can live our second life—our private life. Even at home

we cannot escape the radio, the television, and the magazines that scream.

But if there is any place where we have an opportunity to reflect it must

be at home. Here we must find out who we are and what we are. It is

not easy, but it is our homework.

One fourth grade boy comes home from school. He pouts like a pre-

schooler. He plays with his teddy bears. Mother is worried. At school

she observes how grown-up all the boys and girls act. Is her child sick?

Why can't he be as adult at home as he is at school? The boy knows what

a home is for. In fourth grade they push you. At home you can be the

real you.

Really, I'm not anti-politencss. It is a good cloak for our native sav-

agery. But I am pro-honesty. And honesty begins at home. So do reflec-

tion, meditation, and prayer. If we are going to live in a pressure cooker

world, we will have to get the starch for our souls and spines at home.





Paul R. Carlson

The Cross and the Needle
Few tourists—other than those out for "kicks"

—

ever pass the storefront at 306 East 103 Street in

New York City. Even those familiar with the as-

phalt jungle that surrounds the building pay little

attention to the sign above the doorway.
Yet that sign—showing the Cross smashing a hypo-

dermic syringe—offers help and hope to the scores of

narcotics victims of East Harlem whose bodies are

crying out for another "fix."

The innocent-looking white powder is illegally sold

for three dollars a packet—sometimes for more. The
person who is "hooked" often spends between twelve

and fifteen dollars daily to remain "high." The fren-

zied search for temporary release from the pains of

life often drives the male addict into crime and women
into prostitution.

New York's estimated 30,000 addicts have few
places to turn when they do want to "get off the

stuff." There is the overcrowded Federal hospital

at Lexington, Kentucky. A few beds have been allo-

cated at three of the city's hospitals. What's more,
treatment in private hospitals costs about $60 a day,

and only a handful of the city's 20,000 doctors will

even make an appointment to see an addict.

East Harlem Protestant Parish stepped into the

breach after one of its laymen became obsessed by
the tragedies he encountered among teen-age addicts.

Its narcotics program today not only makes refer-

rals to hospitals, but also operates a clinic for those

seeking withdrawal at home.
The grim tragedy of it all is ever present. Not

long ago, for example, a teen-age addict was rushed
to the hospital in a coma. He had taken an overdose
of heroin. What had started out as a teen-age ad-

venture almost ended as a date with death.

Most outsiders know little—and care less—about
East Harlem. Yet close to a quarter-million people
look upon this square-mile of ramshackle tenements
and fetid pavements as their home.
East Harlem may be a place where the more ad-

venturesome can hear the "strains of Spain." But
it is also an area which groans out "the blues in the
night." For East Harlem is—and always has been

—

a slum bordered by affluence.

Among its first residents were the immigrants who
flooded into the United States in the 1890s. They
sought cheap housing and a place to dream about
making their way into the mainstreams of American

life. But many of these dreams died in the midst

of sordidness.

Now only ten to fifteen percent of the population is

composed of the descendants of these first immi-

grants. The rest is made up of Negroes and Puerto

Ricans.

Some 4,000 persons—almost 1,000 of them under six-

teen—live in one block. But the density of the popu-

lation is not the only problem. Residents also face

racial discrimination, poor housing, broken families,

over-crowded schools, juvenile delinquency, alienation

from meaning in work, and problems involving the

use of leisure time.

"In this swarming area there are few vigorous out-

lets for the spirit of youth except fighting, dope, and
sex," a college official lamented recently. "And fight-

ing, dope and sex play an excessive and degrading

part in the lives of Harlem's youth."

Religious influences were almost entirely lacking

in this area. Its Spanish-speaking inhabitants had
brought with them a vapid brand of Catholicism.

Until 1948, none of the major Protestant denomina-

tions were ministering to the needs of the community.
In October of that year, New Yorkers picked up

their morning newspapers to read, "Protestants Open
First Unit in New Storefront Church Plan." So it

was that several denominations banded together to

establish the East Harlem Protestant Parish.

Its purpose was expressed in Luke 4:18-19 "The

Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anoint-

ed me to preach good news to the poor. He has

sent me to proclaim release to the captives and re-

covering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty those

who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year

of the Lord." Its motto is: "To be native in all

things save faith and morals."

The first worship service was held in a bare store-

front. There was little to encourage the two young
seminary graduates who conducted that first service.

Only an elderly Puerto Rican woman showed up. It

was to be a long time before the parish was to break

through suspicion, distrust, and indifference. It had

to win the acceptance of the community it sought to

serve.

Today the parish conducts an interdenominational

group ministry from three church centers—two of

them storefronts—all within six blocks of each other.

Plans are now under way to erect a new center—
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Can the church

help the

dope addict?

One group is trying.

The crowded city has few outlets

for the spirit of yoitUi

except fighting, dope, and sex.



East Harlem Protestant Parish began

in 1948 in this storefront. Among early

workers was Hugh Hostetler ( in door-

way), a Mennonite seminary student.

the Church of the Resurrection—at a cost of $220,000.

Of this, $22,000 will be raised locally. It will feature

a sanctuary seating 150, classroom space for 100

children, and a fellowship hall, and kitchen.

The parish also operates a medical center and con-

ducts extensive mental health, social service, and
Christian education programs. However, its narcotics

program and Conservative Clubhouse for teenagers

who want "to go social" have been among the more
successful endeavors to win both community accept-

ance and world attention.

Parish workers have confronted narcotic addiction

at the point of its real tragedy. They see the prob-

lem from in life perspective rather than from an
institutional viewpoint. They know that the addict

will have to face his toughest battle for freedom
right in East Harlem long after he leaves the pro-

tection of an institution.

"The program attempts to follow up the addicted

person, whether he goes to court and prison, to the

hospital, through our program, or back to the street

and addiction," says the program's director, Norman
C. Eddy. "We attempt to help with jobs, counseling,

psychotherapy, legal aid, family education, recreation,

and emergency food, shelter and clothing."

Each year since 1961 youth groups of churches

through World Youth Projects have raised $500 for

this work. In 1962 the entire amount was contribut-

ed by the young people of the Presbyterian Church,

U.S. In 1963 the money has been pledged by the

National Christian Council of Korea and the Ecu-

menical Council of Austria.

Admittedly, the program's success cannot be meas-
ured in numbers. Of the 500 reached each year, only

a fraction are able to remain free. But this does not

mean that the program is a failure.

"At no time will striking results occur," said

Elliott Dunlap Smith, formerly provost of Pittsburgh's

Carnegie Institute of Technology, after a recent

visit. "The very nature of the parish and its work
makes this impossible."

"It is in the character of the people who are dedi-

cating their lives to this work and the character of

the relationships which they have established that it

can most truly be judged," said Smith.

"I have been impressed by the importance in such

pioneer work of freedom to feel the way when the

way is unknown, freedom to explore when one cannot

be sure of results, and freedom to accept unexpected

opportunity and follow its vision before it vanishes.

Heroin --

Opiate of the Poor
The following discussion has been adapted from a
statement prepared by the workers of the East Har-

lem Protestant Parish.

Some doctors have said that heroin is in fact less

injurious to the body than many tranquilizers. The
difference is that heroin is addicting. It is illegal

to buy, sell, or possess it. Today it is the narcotic

drug most commonly used by addicts in the world

of music and entertainment and among the people of

the lower income areas of the great American cities

across the country. Addicted doctors usually use

morphine.

Like morphine, heroin is derived from the opium
poppy. Sometimes it is taken through the nose, like

snuff; more often it is injected into the skin or into

the veins of the forearm. The resulting "high" has

been compared with a religious experience by some,

to a sexual orgasm by others.

Within a few weeks of beginning to take it regu-

larly a person becomes completely dependent upon

it and is addicted.
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Knowing that others are interested in them is important to the youngsters

whose impersonal common denominator is poverty, disease, and discrimination.

Like all narcotics, heroin is an effective pain-killer.

It eases the suffering of the body and stills the tu-

mults of a troubled soul and mind. This ability to

kill pain may be the reason that it takes such per-

manent possession of a man's mind, body, and soul.

Mankind long has sought release from the pains

of this world. When Marx described religion as the

opiate of the people, he knew the bitterness and
sorrow of the poor who could not afford the escapes

from life's pain afforded to the rich through alcohol

and narcotics and through the myriad pleasures of

sports, entertainment, social life, music, and art. Iron-

ically, heroin today has become an opiate of the

poor who largely turn away from the churches.

In an age of prospering churches, middle class

America might ask itself if religion has become for

some another one of life's opiate, turning the mind
and soul from the pain and suffering of life in an
unrealistic way.
At the center of the Christian faith stands a cross

with a naked man hanging on it. However interpret-

ed, Jesus' cry, "My God, my God, why hast thou for-

saken me?" is understood with quick burning sym-

pathy by those who are in misery and despair. Jesus

faced and passed through the greatest pain inflicted

upon him. Few care to follow him. Rather than

endure suffering, men have always found ways to

ease their pain. Narcotics and pseudo-religion are

two excellent painkillers and escapes from reality.

In the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ,

the Christ, the Christian church claims to have the

answer to life's riddles. Jesus chose to set His face

toward Jerusalem and to walk toward certain suffer-

ing and death. This He did only because He knew
that He was doing God's will. The church of today

is the custodian of this legacy. Each church in its

own situation is obliged to face pain, not to avoid it.

Heroin addiction is only one of the tragedies in the

lives of the people of East Harlem. The reasons why
we have chosen to devote special amounts of time,

money, and personnel to facing the drug problem are

varied. The love of our friends and neighbors who
are afflicted by addiction is the first.

A second reason has gathered force for us over

the years. Heroin addiciton as an answer to the

eternal problem of suffering is effective—diabolically

effective. A man sells his soul to the devil in powder
form. An alternative answer is that of Jesus Christ.

A third reason has also become clear. Addiction

in our type of neighborhood is a visible symptom of

a deep-rooted social disease. As a Christian church

we have to help build a healthy community at the

same time that we are working with individuals. A
frontal assault on heroin itself is not enough.

Many addicted men, women, and youth are particu-

larly intelligent and sensitive. Their very gifts have

made them see the injustice of the prejudice, dis-

crimination, and lack of opportunity in their lives. It

is our belief that many people of this caliber have
quite unconsciously rebelled against society and ex-

pressed their hatred by throwing themselves into the

state of walking death known as addiction. It is our

purpose not only to save these men and women from
their habit, but to enlist their talents in our common
fight under God to build a Christian community here

in East Harlem where addiction and like manifesta-

tions of social disease will be impossible.

We do not want to oversimplify a complex problem

the causes of which no one knows, but we as a Chris-

tian community have felt a particular obligation to

expand our work with narcotics addiction for these

three reasons at least.
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New Hope for Rural Churches

Lamont Woelk

Some twenty-five persons met at

Mennonite Biblical Seminary in Elk-

hart, Indiana, for the Town and

Country Church Seminar the week
after Easter. Our purpose was to

study the problems facing the rural

and small town churches. In a

letter, Leland Harder stated our

expectations: "While we don't ex-

pect to solve the complex problems

confronting us, we will pray that

the Holy Spirit might use this sem-

inar to show us His way for us in

the days ahead."

Except for some of the resource

persons, all but one of those at-

tending were pastors. One Kansas
farmer on vacation attended. His

presence added much. We had the

feeling that the clergy-laity barrier

did not exist. It would have been

good to have had more such con-

cerned persons present.

Leland Harder, professor of prac-

tical theology at Mennonite Biblical

Seminary, laid the ground work for

our study. He said, "No longer can

it be said without qualification that

the typical Mennonite is a farmer.

No longer is it true that the typical

Mennonite worships in an open
country church."

Using information he had gath-

ered in his study of Mennonites,

Harder pointed out that 39.5 per-

cent of our people are rural farm
people and 42.2 percent are rural

nonfarm people (this includes those

living in rural areas but employed
in town and those living in towns
up to 2,500 population). The rest,

18.3 percent live in cities. As Men-
nonites leave the farm they enter

the professions more than any other

vocation. This shows that Menno-
nites as a whole tend to move up
the social and economic ladder.

While we do have some large

congregations, forty percent of our
congregations have less than 100

members. Our median average
membership is only 125.5 mem-
bers. Because many of our young
people (the 20 to 49 age range)
leave the Mennonite church, rural

churches have a disproportionate

number of older people. All of the

gain in membership in the 1950s

came from forty-five new churches

and the Canadian churches. Estab-

lished United States congregations

had a net loss of 138 members.
Background of a more general

nature on the farming situation

came from two pamphlets written

by Shirley E. Greene, secretary of

town and country church for the

board of national missions of the

Evangelical and Reformed Church.

He was to have been present but

could not because of the death of

his wife the day before the seminar
began.

Green pointed to the revolutions

taking place in American agricul-

ture. The technological revolution

makes large-scale farming possible

and reduces the number of farms
and farmers. This is evident to all.

There is also an economic revolu-

tion. While the number of farmers

has steadily declined, a good forty

percent of our labor force falls with-

in what is known as the agri-busi-

ness complex—suppliers of farmers,

farmers themselves, and processors

of farm commodities.

A further trend and serious threat

is "vertical integration"—the con-

centration of land ownership in the

hands of a few large corporations.

This "represents ... a far greater

threat to the freedom of the Amer-
ican family farmer than any or all

of the federal farm programs thus

far undertaken in the interest of

sustaining farm income or adjust-

ing farm production."

The sociological revolution has
blurred the distinctions between
"rural" and "urban" traits. This re-

sults from the modernization of

farming and farm homes, move-
ment of city people to rural areas,

small farmers taking part-time jobs

in town, farmers' wives working in

town or city. The shopping center

in the cornfield is a characteristic

of this revolution.

In this setting the rural church

faces new conflicts and challenges.

The conflicts arise from the differ-

ences between the traditional farm
people and the new class of "rur-

ban" people with whom they must
learn to live and work. The chal-

lenge is to minister to both groups

of people, seeking to make the gos-

pel relevant to the needs of both

and to help both realize that they

are a part of one church.

Leland Harder directed us in mak-
ing a self-study of the churches we
represented. Each pastor made
three charts showing: the trend of

membership (rise and decline) since

the beginning of the church, the

distribution of people according to

age and sex as compared to that

for the general population in the

same community (to show what
might be the future growth of our

churches), and an occupational an-

alysis, showing the kind of occupa-

tions our people engage in as com-
pared to that of the general popu-

lation in the same community.
As Leland Harder opened our

eyes to what is happening in our

churches so Howard Raid, professor

of economics and business admin-

istration at Bluffton College, opened

our eyes to what is happening to

our communities and people. In his

paper, "An Economic Portrait of the

Mennonite Community in 1963" he

asked, "Which is the most powerful
force in our present day Mennonite
communities — the Holy Spirit or

economic pull?"

He said, "There is usually little

question but that we will work and
invest our money and ourselves

where the return is the greatest. . . .

Seldom do we seriously ask the

question, 'Is this what God wants
me to do?' or raise the question,

'Is this the way the Holy Spirit

would lead me?'

"

He added, "Agriculture changed
only slightly from the beginning of

time until 1820. By then the Amer-
ican farmer was able to feed and
clothe himself and three others. . . .

In 1963 the individual American
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farmer can feed and clothe himself

and twenty-eight others."

Increased efficiency plus increased

production on the acreage in cultiva-

tion has helped to greatly reduce the

number of farmers and the num-
ber of acres in production. Not only

are Mennonites affected by this

trend, but communities which were
once solidly Mennonite now have
non-Mennonites living on and own-
ing many of what were once Menno-
nite-owned farms. And as Menno-
nites go into other types of business

and vocations they often make their

choices on the basis of where they

can make the most money.
Yet he was not pessimistic about

the future of the family farm which
has been the source of Mennonite
livelihood for many generations.

Quoting from The Fact Book of

U.S. Agriculture for 1963, he point-

ed out that in the last decade the

number of adequate family farms
has increased by sixty-four percent

while the number of smaller farm-
ers as well as the percentage of

farms using more hired labor than
family labor has decreased. He at-

tributed this improvement in status

to the improved efficiency in farm-

ing. This fact plus the increase in

rural nonfarm people gives new
hope for our rural churches.

Another note of hope came from
Marvin Judy, professor of church
administration and rural sociology

at Perkins School of Theology, Dal-

las, Texas. He indicated that since

1908 there has been increasing con-

cern for the problems of the farm-

er and the town and country
churches. Most major denomina-
tions, beginning with the Presby-

terians in 1910, have established

town and country committees or de-

partments. The National Council of

Churches also has an active town
and country church department. He
encouraged us to make use of the

insights and resources of these

bodies.

The final two lectures were given

by Gideon Yoder in which he told

the story of the growth and develop-

ment of the Burrton, Kansas, Men-
nonite Church. It was an inspiring

story and a fitting note on which
to close the seminar.
One note of disappointment was

felt. The smaller rural churches
that, in many cases are struggling

for their existence, were, for the

most part, not represented. Only

The rural church must minister to people who are both rural and urban.

six of the twenty-two churches rep-

resented had a membership of less

than 100. The average median mem-
bership of churches represented

was 225. And one entire district

was not represented at all. It was
a disappointment felt in brotherly

concern for those churches that

could not see their way clear to

have their pastors attend. They prob-

ably needed the seminar experience

more than most of us attending,

for they are farther down the frus-

trating road of seeming hopeless-

ness in which many rural pastors

and churches feel themselves

caught.

We who were present left with

the feeling that what had been per-

plexing problems were, instead,

challenges and that as the Holy
Spirit had guided our study and
thinking during that week so He
would guide us in using the in-

sights gained and the tools acquired.

In order to assure an even broader

use of these things a statement

was drawn up and unanimously
agreed upon urging the Board of

Missions to "utilize the insights

gained in this seminar in initita-

ing a program designed to provide

the help our churches need . . . and
that the Board make us aware and
help to provide, as much as possible,

leadership resources and materials

both from within our own fellow-

ship and from other denominations

that have already pioneered in this

work."
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South America Has Three New Churches

South America has three new Men-
nonite church buildings. These

buildings in three different coun-

tries resulted from the efforts of

people on two continents.

Dedication services for these

buildings were held in March and
April. The cities involved were Asun-

cion, Paraguay; Witmarsum, Bra-

zil; and LaMesa, Colombia.

Economic conditions in South

America make fund raising even

more difficult than in the United

States and Canada. Church Exten-

sion Services, an agency of the Gen-

eral Conference provided long term
loans. Additional support for the

three churches was given by the

Boards of Missions and Christian

Service.

In commenting on this brother-

hood venture, Andrew R. Shelly,

executive secretary of the mission

board said: "It has been our aim
to work together as fellow-work-

ers: not we and they, but us. Thus,

in the erection of three church

buildings in South America . . .

active cooperation was achieved.

This involved full participation of

the local group in the areas, with

decision making lodged in the group.

They participated financially."

The churches in Asuncion and
Witmarsum were built on hills.

Said Henry Dueck, pastor of the

Asuncion church: "The building is

situated on a hill. It cannot be hid.

Many people of the city know of

this place. Of vital importance is

it that they also learn to know the

Saviour and Lord whom we worship
here. Pray with us that we may
be a light, showing the way to

those who are lost."

Mennonites first started to come
to Paraguay in 1927. They passed

through Asuncion as their port of

entry. None stayed. They all set-

tled in the country's hinterland.

Dueck reported that eventually

the direction of travel changed. "At

various intervals more Mennonites

came to Paraguay and some began

to move to the city. A few families,

some students, and working girls

constituted the first Mennonite com-
munity in the capital of Paraguay.
For a number of years they gath-

ered in private homes, read sermons,

or had a visiting minister. For the

last fifteen years the church build-

ing of the mission of the Plymouth
Brethren was used for worship
services on Sunday afternoons.

Bruno Epp works with the Men-
nonite colonies. Like Dueck in Asun-

cion he was fascinated with the

location of the Brazil church. "Wit-

marsum church stands on a high

hill, its tower being visible for

miles around."

Epp reported that this was the

second church that the Witmarsum
congregation had built in fourteen

years. "Settling in Santa Catarina

in the 1930s, poverty prevented

them from erecting a church then,

two years before the settlement

was liquidated and the Mennonites

moved to within sixty kilometers

The Mennonite churches in Asuncion, Paraguay, and Witmarsum,
Brazil, are both built on hills. The Asuncion church (78' x 39')

was begun in Aug. 1961 and dedicated on Mar. 17. It has a sanc-

tuary and basement. The church at Witmarsum was dedicated

on the same day. It will seat 850 people. Work has begun (o

add a Christian education building.
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The church at LaMesa, Colombia, will seat
200 people. Built ot brick with a. partial

stcrte veneer, it has pews of solid cedar.
Adonai Rojas, a member of the congrega-
tion, did the work with volunteer labor.

of Curitiba, a church was erected,

with all Mennonites cooperating.
' But poverty was not too far re-

moved and during a financial crisis

twelve years ago the colony was
disbanded. The majority of the Men-

1 nonites moved to Bage in Rio
1 Grande do Sol, and the remaining
1 ones to the vicinity of Campo Largo
' and Ponta Grossa, where the new

Witmarsum was established."

Elder David Nickel presided at
' the church dedication. A man in his
' sixties, he gave much leadership to'

the building project. He said, "I do
not see a work that we have done,

1 but the grace and compassion of

God."

He added: "It is not so important
that we now enter into a new
church, but this is important: that
God was our ever present help and
stay."

About sixty-five believers worship
in the new church building at La-
Mesa, Colombia. The beautiful new

J

structure with a 200 seating capacity

|
takes the place of a room in a
home formerly used for worship on

-

(

Sundays and as a schoolroom dur-
' ing the week. Dedication services

I for the new church were held on

i
April 11.

The congregation has no pastor.

Missionary Vernelle Yoder is a
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schoolteacher at LaMesa and directs

many of the activities of the church.
Worship services are conducted by
Missionaries Gerald Stucky, his son
Peter, and Glendon Klaassen of

Cachipay, which is about an hour's

drive from LaMesa.

CENTRAL DISTRICT OFFICERS

The Central District Conference
elected Jacob T. Friesen, 117 S.

Spring St., Bluffton, Ohio, as its

president. Pastor of the First

Church, Bluffton, he follows Gor-
don Neuenschwander, Berne, Ind.,

in this office.

The conference re-elected its other
executive officers including: Heinz
Janzen, 109 E. Adams St., Washing-
ton, 111., as vice president; Wilbert
Mosiman, Mackinaw, 111., as treas-

urer.

Newly elected at the district's

yearly meeting in Wayland, Iowa,
were: Adrian Lehman, Berne, Ind.,

to the missions committee; Virgil

Gerig, Pandora, Ohio, and Robert
Kreider, Bluffton, Ohio, to the edu-

cation committee; Mrs. Vinora Salz-

man, 2935 S. 6 St., Elkhart, Ind., to

the historical committee; Willard
Schrag, Topeka, Ind., and Lawrence
Voth, 16154 S. Kedzie Ave., Mark-
ham, 111., to the peace and service

committee; Joseph Atherton, Con-
gerville, 111., Alden Bohn, Route 4,

Elkhart, Ind., and Roy Henry, 142

Beck St., Wadsworth, Ohio, to the

Camp Friedenswald committee;
Paul Roth, Carlock, 111., to the pro-

gram committee; Mrs. Edward
Brookmyer, 211 S. 7 St., Goshen,
Ind., and Dale Schertz, Remington,
Ind., to the publication committee.

Re-elected were the following:

Howard Baumgartner, Berne, Ind.,

as trustee; E. J. Bohn, 1800 S. 13

St., Goshen, Ind., to the ministerial

committee; Delton Franz, 4606

Woodlawn Ave., Chicago 53, and
Maurice Stahly, Box 409, Morton,

111., to the missions committee; and
D. D. Hostetler, Sugarcreek, Ohio,

to the board of trustees of Bluffton

College.

HAITI WORKERS SAFE

Haiti faces a possible revolution.

The United States and Canada have

both expressed concern for its citi-

zens there. Though these govern-

ments were taking steps to evacu-

ate their citizens from Haiti, the

U. S. State Department, as of May

7, informed the Mennonite Central

Committee that there was no undue
cause for worry about the safety

of its twenty-three workers there.

A dispatch from the Mennonite
Central Committee made this com-
ment: "In spite of the fact that

the United States Government has
decided to cut off aid to its little

neighbor country of Haiti, MCC con-

tinues in contributing to the needs
of the Haitian people. Political ten-

sions have long been a part of Hai-

tian history and they now appear
to be reaching a climax as the pres-

ent term of President Duvalier is

nearing expiration and the opposing
forces are threatening an overthrow.
Although the outcome of the politi-

cal showndown cannot be known
at present it is expected that MCC
units will be able to continue func-

tioning in the future. The first MCC
workers went to Haiti in 1958 four
years after a plan of assistance had
been drawn up and approved." (For
further information on the work in

Haiti, see The Mennonite, Jan. 29,

page 68.)

At the present time there are two
service units in Haiti. The one at

Hospital Albert Schweitzer, Saint

Marc, has eleven people. Ten are
assigned to Hospital Grande Riviere

du Nord.

General Conference personnel at

Saint Marc include: Hubert Loewen,
Topeka, Kan.; Marvin Penner, Bea-

atrice, Neb.; Ruth Klassen, Leam-
ington, Ont; and Mary Ann Woelk,
Grand Forks, B. C.

ENROLLMENT IN MONTEVIDEO
Seminario Evangelico Menonita
de Teologia in Montevideo, Uruguay,
began its eighth school year in

March. Enrollment this year soared

to forty-six from twenty-eight last

year. Twenty-one of the students

are from Paraguay, seven from
Argentina, ten from Uruguay, four
from Mexico, two from Brazil, and
one each from Bolivia and Colom-
bia. : Thirty-five percent are Latins

and the others are German.
Nelson Litwiller, president of the

inter-Mennonite seminary, reports

that last-minute building additions,

remodeling, and equipment pur-

chases had to be made to accommo-
date the larger than expected en-

rollment. He reports a number of

urgent needs of the seminary. The
increased enrollment requires more
instructors, houseparents. and a



business manager. Funds also are

immediately needed, the budget for

the year having been made with a

student body of about twenty-five

in mind. Prices in Uruguay have

increased. In the past few weeks

the price of sugar doubled and milk

increased fifty percent.

A church is to be established near

the seminary. While not connected

officially with the seminary, the

church is to be an evangelistic out-

reach in the large unchurched area

surrounding the seminary and will

be a church home as well as an ave-

nue for practical work for students

while in Montevideo, according to

President Litwiller.

SOCIAL PROBLEMS ON TV

A television broadcast on May 24

will examine the urgent social prob-

lems of our time. Civil rights will

be one.

Ray Scherer, correspondent for

the National Broadcasting Com-
pany, will narrate. The program
will show how the church is becom-

ing involved in social work. Clergy-

men of the three major faiths will

appear.

The Christian Mission

;n;-; C'Uhihti-vn mission

An informal account of the

mission work of one Men-

nonite group with facts, fig-

ures, names and pictures. $1.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Ray Scherer, NBf reporter, will detail the

church involvement in social affairs.

Called the "Quiet Revolution," the

one-hour program will be carried

by the NBC-TV network on Friday,

May 24 at 10 p.m. (New York time).

"When John Wesley preached in

the English coal mines in the eight-

eenth century," explains Scherer,

"the primary aim was saving souls,

not raising wages. But, as modern
Methodist historians tell us, he soon

learned that poverty had a direct

bearing on salvation.

"A concern with worldly prob-

lems is nothing new in Wesleyan
religion. But the dynamism and di-

rection of that concern is. In mid-

century America, this new thrust

of the churches has been most dra-

matic in race relations. But as one

sympathetic observer put it, no ur-

ban renewal committee is complete

today without a resident minister,

and no migrant labor camp is of-

ficial without a visiting priest."

Just how persuasive is this 'quiet

revolution,' why it has suddenly

manifested itself and what are its

origins and goals will be explored in

the special telecast. The program
will include:

A close-up of the East Harlem
Protestant Parish in New York,

where George W. Weber, director

of the parish, and his fellow min-

isters operate a clinic for narcotics

addicts, provide counseling for peo-

ple with problems, work with chil-

dren, and seek to alleviate slum
conditions.

An interview and tour of Chicago
slums with Don Benedict, a Pres-

byterian-United Church of Christ

minister, who is director of the Chi-

cago City Missionary Society.

A visit with Harold Lundgren,

American Baptist and head of the

Migrant Ministry in Arizona who
is fighting for the rights of migrant

workers.

An interview with Rabbi Walter

Plaut of Great Neck, N. Y., who
took part in a freedom bus ride.

Other clergymen participating in

the program include Martin Marty,

Lutheran pastor and associate ed-

itor of the Christian Century;

George Higgins, director of the So-

cial Action Department of the Na-

tional Catholic Welfare Conference;

Theodore Hesburgh, president of

the University of Notre Dame; A.

Dudley Ward of the Methodist

Board of Social Concern; Wendell

Elmendorf, Methodist minister and

director of a Reform Democratic

club in New York City; Robert

McAfee Brown, one of several cler-

gymen who participated in a free-

dom ride to Florida; Albert Car-

dinal Meyer, Archbishop of Chi-

cago; J. Irwin Miller, first lay presi-

dent of the National Council of

Churches; Rabbi Julius Mark, presi-

dent of the Synagogue Council of

America, and Monsignor Daniel

Cantwell, chaplain of Chicago's

Catholic Interracial Council.

"The Quiet Revolution" also will

present the point of view of those

clergymen who feel that the church

perhaps is becoming overly con-

cerned with temporal problems.

Speaking for these more conserva-

tive clergymen will be Carl F. H.

Henry, a Baptist minister and the

editor of Christianity Today.

ENGLISH REFERENCE BIBLE

The American Bible Society has just

published a new reference Bible. It

has been in the works since 1946.

The text follows the King James
Version. The volume was developed

to provide an inexpensive study edi-

tion. It is the first reference Bible

ever prepared by the society. The
group is an interdenominational

agency founded in 1816 for the

translation, publication, and distri-

bution of Scriptures "without note

or comment and without purpose of

profit." All references in the new
volume are made directly to other

portions of the Scriptures. The pur-

pose is thus to avoid theological

controversy.
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CALENDAR

Conferences

June 6, 7—Mennonite Cultural

Problems Conference, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Canadian
June 13, 14—Spring Missions Con-

ference, Canadian Mennonite Bible

College, Winnipeg, Man.
June 16—Commencement, Cana-

dian Mennonite Bible College, Win-
nipeg, Man.

Central!

May 26—Dedication of Maplewood
Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Eastern

May 19—Junior Choir Festival,

West Swamp Church, Milford

Square, Pa.

May 26 — Homecoming service,

Flatland Church, Quakertown, Pa.

Northern
May 26—Sunday school conven-

tion, Lustre Bible Academy, Frazer,

Mont.
May 27-June 2—Children's Evan-

gelistic meetings, Bethel Lustre

Church, Frazer, Mont., Joe Gallop,

speaker.

Western-

June 2—Topeka unit 1-W reunion,

Southern Hills Church, Topeka,
Kan.
June 9—Dedication of new church

building and eightieth anniversary
of the congregation, Zion Church,
Elbing, Kan.

Other

May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Associated Seminaries
Closing Program, Elkhart Ind.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Menno-

nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

WORKERS

Jacob Friesen, Bluffton, Ohio, was
elected president of the Central Dis-

trict Conference at Wayland, Iowa.

Friesen is the pastor of the First

Church in Bluffton.

William M. Gering will become
assistant professor of speech and
drama at Bethel College, North
Newton, Kan. Gering is candidate

for the Ph.D. degree from the Uni-

versity of Indiana.

Robert Kreider, Dean of Bluffton

College, and Verney Unruh, mis-

sionary from Japan will be the

speakers at the Canadian Menno-
nite Bible College, June 13, 14.

Norman Lofland, instructor in

speech and drama at Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, Kan., for the

past three years, has accepted a

teaching position at the Beirut Col-

lege for Women in Beirut, Lebanon.
Gordon A. Palmer, Lake Zurich,

111., will join the Bluffton College,

Bluffton, Ohio, music faculty next

fall. He will direct the band and
orchestra and give private lessons.

i

Dick Rempel, Mission City, B. C,
will become the Sunday school sec-

retary for the General Conference.
Besides handling orders for Sunday
school materials and counseling Sun-
day school officers and teachers, he
will also be the contact man for the
Audio-Visual Library.

Esther Tsui, Hualien, Taiwan, is

spending one year in advanced nurs-

ing at Bethel Deaconess Hospital,

Newton, Kan. A member of the Po
Ai (Mennonite) Church in Hualien,

she served as head nurse in Men-
nonite Christian Hospital in Hua-
lien for three years after her gradu-
ation from a Seventh-Day Adventist
Hospital. She had trained for one
year at the Mennonite hospital

prior to its beginning a three-year

nurses training program (1959). She
speaks English, having begun lan-

guage study in high school. On her
return to Taiwan, Miss Tsai is sched-

uled to rejoin the nursing staff of

Mennonite Christian Hospital.

MINISTERS

Evangelist Chhoa is the new pas-

tor of the Meilun Church in Tai-

wan. Missionaries report increased

attendance at the church since the

pastor's arrival in January. The
church had been without a pastor.

Gerhard Peters will become pas-

tor of the Huttertal Church, Free-

man, S. D., in July. He will be grad-

uated from Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inary this spring. He served in the

Evangelical United Brethren Cir-

cuit, Bourbon, Ind., while at sem-
inary. Prior to this he was pastor
of the First Church, Burns, Kan.
Wendell Rempel, Reedley. Calif.,

has accepted the call to the pas-

torate of the First Church in Hutch-
inson, Kan. He will be graduated
from Mennonite Biblical Seminary
this spring and will begin service in

Hutchinson on August 1. He replaces

Leonard Metzker who will take
charge of the First Church in Al-

lentown, Pa., on June 1.

Jacob Friesen. Robert

Kreider. Dick Rempel,

Esther Tsai. Verney Unruh.

(Workers).
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WORDS AND WITNESS

Dear Editor: I have just re-read

your article about the word and non-

word people. It expresses so well a

growing conviction of mine. During

the teens I can recall idealizing cer-

tain speakers and teachers who
could express their ideas so well.

Their service even included last min-

ute substitution done willingly and
easily. I suppose I was a little

ashamed that some of my own fam-

ily members did not fall in this

category and I felt in my inexpe-

rienced, youthful way that their de-

votion to the Church and to God
was not what it might have been.

Recently I heard a minister tell

his congregation that during the

coming week he wanted everyone

to witness (verbally) to someone
about their souls, and on the follow-

ing Sunday those who had done so

were to raise their hands. I simply

could not fulfill his request. Not, I

told myself, that I was ashamed of

my faith but that it was really not

"like me" to go about things this

way. I suppose I liked to hear from
the Editor of The Mennonite that

God uses non-word people too.

I firmly believe that the most ef-

fective way of touching others is an
individual and personal thing —
something intangible and often non-

verbal. It's a far more difficult thing

to truly give of yourself to another

individual in a spirit of unselfish,

understanding love than to "wit-

ness" to him by quoting Bible verses

or handing out tracts. This witness

is often done to complete strangers.

What do we have to lose? They'll

never be able to see how our reli-

gion affects our everyday living.

Having said this, I realize that

your reference to word people in-

cludes more. It takes great courage
to express controversial views rath-

er than to steer carefully away from
all loaded subjects. We heartily say

Amen as we read, but never think

that a word of encouragement or

appreciation to word-men such as

you may be helpful. May I say now
that your paper with its thought-

provoking editorials has been most
welcome each week in our home.
These invitations to think have

made Christian living more mean-
ingful for us. Thank you. Mrs.

Ardis L. Zerger, 23302 Hollander,

Dearborn 7, Mich.

IMAGINATION AND TASTE

The writer of the following is an
editor of an industrial magazine.

Dear Mr. Shelly: I have now re-

ceived several copies of your publi-

cation, following your suggestion

that we exchange magazines; and I

cannot resist writing to express my
admiration for its quality. The
choice and use of photos and the

layout in general strike me as being

most imaginative and tasteful. And
though I am not a co-religionist, I

find much that is of interest in the

magazine. If it is your aim to stimu-

late and challenge your readers, it

seems to me that you succeed re-

markably well. Robert W. Stock,

New York 20.

WE HAVE COMPROMISED

To the Editor: I was told about

Menno Simons when I was just a

boy. I can still remember the pic-

ture of him on the wall in one of

our Sunday school rooms. I thought

then that he looked like a man of

strong character and one that had
strong convictions and beliefs. I

knew very little about him except

that he was a converted Catholic

priest, who because of his beliefs,

broke away and founded what we
know today as our Mennonite
church.

As I became a man, my thoughts

concerning this man became
thoughts of admiration for being

the kind of a man we all would
like to be, a man not faltering in

his beliefs. I realized, too, that he
had to suffer for his beliefs and
many times he was forced to flee

for his life. This to me was a mark
of a true saint of God.

Recently I was brought face to

face again with this man Menno
Simons when I was examined for a

lay preacher's license of our Men-
nonite Conference. It became neces-

sary for me to once again look at

the doctrines of our Mennonite
church founded by Menno Simons.
I felt guilty when I realized that I

was just like a lot of other people

of our denomination who lost sight

of the teachings and beliefs of our
Mennonite church.

I began to ask myself, How im-

portant are the doctrines of our

Mennonite faith? This and many
other thoughts and questions went
through my mind when I was being

examined for this lay preacher's

license. Especially in recent weeks
this thought entered my mind as

different situations arose in our
church and conference. The fact

that God had led me into a decision

to serve the Lord as a lay minister

made this question more and more
important and vital to me and for

my future plans, if God saw fit to

use me in His service.

We have made our stand as Men-
nonites on a number of issues. The
gospel of peace, state and church
separation, simple worship, believ-

ers baptism and other issues of our

church which were very important

to men like Menno Simons. Of
course, we all know that the most
important issue in our church should

be our relationship to our Lord and
Saviour. If we do this, does this

mean then that the doctrines of our

church are no longer important?

I have a feeling that there are

people joining our Mennonite
church who have no conception of

our Mennonite faith and doctrines.

We have been so anxious to bring

them into our church, that we have
forgotten to let them know what
our beliefs and doctrines really

mean to a believer. We have been
guilty of letting them join on their

terms, and not on the terms of what
our church really stands for. We
have been compromising with peo-

ple who have no business in the fel-

lowship of God. In our haste in

trying to add members to our church

and increase the number on the roll,

we have been letting the standards

down and in many cases have been

getting church members who really

aren't ready to dedicate their lives

in service to Him. We are weaken-
ing our Mennonite churches through
these inconsistencies.

Maybe I'm making too big an
issue out of my concerns. When I

think of how my Anabaptist fore-

fathers suffered and were persecut-

ed and even died for these prin-

ciples, I feel ashamed.
Another important doctrine that

my Anabaptist forefathers fought

for was the freedom of speech

which we as Mennonites enjoy to-

day. That is why we are called

Mennonites today. Wilmer Martin,

Jr., 127 S. 9 St., Quakertown, Pa.
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Burton Harding

Transition
Talking with Christian students
I've gotten the impression that they
often begin life in Christ with a

burst of emotion only to find sooner
or later that this "ecstasy" subsides.

Certainly many of us became ex-

cited when we first met the God
of the universe and found our pent-

up, frustrated feelings released by
the first taste of forgiveness. But
sooner or later this warm, soft

feeling inside gives way to what
appears to be deadness, lifelessness

and emptiness. Of course, confusion
results.

If this is happening to you per-

haps you're saying, "But isn't life in

Christ supposed to be full of joy

and peace?" Yes, it is. But a lot of

us are fooled into thinking that

Christian joy depends largely on
how we feel.

When I was a young Christian I

supposed that the rest of my history

in Christ would be characterized by
tingling experiences and a great

sense of wonder. But when I was
spiritually about one year old, that

first flush of sentimental excite-

ment began to ebb and I lost much
of the tidal wave of motivation,

exhilaration in prayer and the like.

Naturally I began to wonder what
was wrong.
Was I losing "the joy of my sal-

vation"? Was I out of fellowship

with Jesus Christ for some reason?

Did I not belong to Him after all?

My chief ambition became to re-

capture the feelings of those first

months.

I had the good fortune—not an

accident — of knowing an older

Christian who had been through

some of this. He was a wise person,

mature and stable in his relation-

ship with the Lord, and from him I

received some valuable counsel dur-

ing this time of transition.

Early one evening after a busy

day for both of us we took a stroll

to one of God's beauty spots. We
were shaded by whispering pines

and flanked a few hundred feet

away by a smooth, emerald-colored

lake. Here I shared with my friend

my deadness and apparent lack of

reality in Christ. He asked me to

close my eyes. "Let me ask you,

Burt, now that your eyes are closed,

is the lake still there?"

"Of course," I said.

"Are the trees still standing?"
"Sure," I replied, my eyes still

closed. "But what does that have
to do with not feeling so good about
my Christian life?"

"Plenty," my friend answered.
"The fact that you can't see the
trees and lake doesn't alter the fact

that they still exist. They are there
in all their beauty whether you see

them or not. The same is true of

Jesus Christ."

He didn't have to say much more.
For the first time I began to see

that at any moment I might not feel

as though I was vitally related to

Jesus Christ, but this didn't alter

His unchanging character or my
relationship to Him. He didn't

change and fluctuate with my emo-
tional ups and downs. He was con-

stantly the same.
That day I began to learn that

God wants me—and all of us—to

live by faith, faith that recognizes

the objective reality of the Living
Christ apart from my subjective

feelings at any moment. On many
occasions since then, I have been
glad that I learned this early.

Of course we must never forget

that the trouble may be caused by
guilt feelings arising from sin.

Pride, dishonesty, evil thoughts,

disobedience, offend the Spirit of

God who lives in us. In such a case

the issue isn't one of faith, but of

confession. To confess our sin I ad-

mit it frankly and honestly before

God) is the way He has appointed
for restoring fellowship with us.

I guess you might say that being

a new Christian is like being a
newborn infant. For a new baby,

assurances of love and a sense of

security and acceptance come from
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"But you don't understand . . . I'm like Samson.
. . . Take away these sideburns, man, and I'm nothing!"

being held, rocked, and sung to. But
these don't last forever. As the child

grows up he is no longer rocked,

yet his ties with his parents re-

main the same.

God knows our need much better

than we think. In our spiritual in-

fancy He often gives us striking

evidence of himself, unusual forms
of guidance, stirring experiences in

prayer, Bible study, etc. But as we
grow toward maturity in Christ, we
must be careful not to depend upon
such things as evidence of our re-

lationship with Him. Rather our

relationship with Him must develop

on the basis of the objective truth

of Scripture. We are childish when
we crave support and confirmation

by sentimental whirlwinds in our

soul.

Recently I was with a Christian

friend who had felt empty and dead
inside for many months. He sensed

none of the "reality" in his walk
with Jesus Christ that he had known
before. "How can I get back the

glow?" he asked. As we talked, a

new illustration occurred to me:
Here's a fellow who figuratively

speaking has gotten married, had
his honeymoon and begun to settle

down to the realities of married
life. But he liked the honeymoon so

much that he wants it to character-

ize the rest of his married life.

Isn't this what so many of us

crave in our experience with Christ?

Sometimes it takes us a while to

realize that life in Christ isn't a
continual experience of soft, warm
feelings inside. We find struggle,

conflict, wrestling, and warfare.

We must remind ourselves that

our desire to be on a life-long emo-
tional binge is both selfish and
sinful. We want hard duties to be

easy: motivation to speak to non-

Christians, obedience to Jesus

Christ, discipline in prayer, consist-

ent study of Scripture and academic
books. We want life to be pleasant.

A minor revolution took place in

my life when I began to under-

stand that God did not exist pri-

marily for my benefit, enjoyment
and pleasure. It's just the other way
around. I have been created for His

pleasure. The question isn't how
good I feel or how thrilling my ex-

periences are. The crucial aim for

every Christian is the glory of God:
we are to focus our attention on
Him.
The writer of Hebrews strongly

rebukes those who continue as ba-

bies in the Christian life with no
development toward maturity (He-

brews 5:11-14). He reprimands those

who want to perpetuate their milk
diet rather than eat meat, who pre-

fer the uncomplicated experiences

of infancy to the challenging, de-

manding experiences of adult life.

God is calling us "to go on to ma-
turity" (Hebrews 6:1).

"Reprinted by permission from HIS, stu-

dent magazine of Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship."

take a spring holiday

Paul Wiens (Cast: Ted, the preacher's son;

Randy, youth fellowship president;

Junkie, the enthusiast; Wheels,
the cynic; George, the "yes man.")

A typical Mennonite church has just

let out and the fellows high-tail it

out of the closeness of the church
into the cool shade of a nearby elm
in the parking lot when Junkie
comes out with:

Junkie: Spring is sprung, Grass
is griz, I wonder where my folks is.

Randy: What's your main prob-

lem?
Junkie: I'm teed-off. Just about

out of school and now dad says the

fences have to be fixed, the fields

worked down, the hog barn cleaned

out. Starting the day we get out.

What I need is a break—I wish my
folks would come so I could go
home and hit the sack.

George: Yeah, don't feel like the

Lone Ranger.
Randy: Oh no, I forgot to

—

Wheels: You always forget. Face
it, you're just a half wit, you'll nev-

er be a success.

George: Yeah.
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Ted: Speaking of half-wits

—

Randy: Forget it willya. I just

remembered that the Western Dis-

trict Youth Fellowship is sponsor-

ing another

—

Ted: Spring Holiday.

Randy: You took it right out of

my mouth.
Wheels: Unsanitary.

Randy: Howdjew know?
Ted: The W.D.Y.F. sends all its

announcements through my dad so

I sometimes get a preview of what's

supposed to happen.
Junkie: Well just don't stand

there with your teeth in your mouth,
clue us in. Did I hear you say some-
thing else then clean the barn?
Randy: Hey, Junkie, this may

be for you; it's May 30th at Camp
Mennoscah. Every youth in the

Western District is invited.

George: Yeah.

Wheel: Huh. I wouldn't go
sixty miles to that hot sand-box
for a set of "flippers."

Ted: Why not? You'd go farther

for a baseball game, and it's not a
hot sand-box. It's a place where
lots of people have had real honest
Christian fellowship and worship.

Oh yeah, it gets pretty uncomfort-
able during the afternoons some-
times, but this year they're going
to have a brand-new swimming pool

ready for the camping sessions.

Junkie: No lie?

Ted: And don't knock the sand.

It's never muddy when it rains.

George: Yeah.
Randy: Preaching must be hered-

itary.

Ted: I thought you were on my
side. . . .

Randy: Actually I am. Say guys
since I won't be able to see every-

body before next Sunday, why don't

I give you the works and you can
talk it around.

George: Yeah, that sounds good.

Randy: We're supposed to ar-

rive at 9:30 that morning ready to

work—which means jeans and en-

ergy. You know that worthless dam
on the river, well, we're going to

help repair the thing.

Junkie: I remember when the
dam was OK; we would sit under
the waterfall that went over it.

Ted: Yeah, well we're not all

going to get to work on that. Some
of us will carry firewood and paint

the cabins and hoe out sandburrs
and dig around trees.

Randy: You're stealing my thun-

der again.

Ted: Sorry, O great fearless lead-

er. Teach us what we will be doing
after dinner.

Wheels: I'll bet they preach at

you till you faint.

George: Yeah.
Randy: You guys are "out to

lunch." Look, there's going to be a

guy by the name of Jim Stucky
who's going to lead in recreation

all afternoon. He's so big, Wheels,
that if you two got in a tussle all

he'd have to do would be to sit

on you and you'd give up.

Junkie: That I'd like to see.

Randy: Then we'll eat again.

Probably have a wiener roast or

cook our meal in tin-foil over hot

coals.

Wheels: That sounds good. Right
now I could use four wienies with
ketchup and mustard and pickles, a

couple of handfuls of potato chips,

and a cold Pepsi.

George: Yeah.
Randy: Then comes the best part.

Just before dusk, and when we've
all had our fill, Vern Preheim, who
just got back from two and one-half

years of relief work in Algeria will

talk to us.

Wheel: Hey! I'll bet he was
there during the Algerian Civil

War. I wonder if he saw any of the

street fighting in Algiers?

George: Yeah.

Ted: And George, he's going to

talk on something that especially

concerns you, "The Guilt of Passive

Consent."

George: Yeah—I mean—what?!
Randy: Convict him.

Ted: Guilty.

Junkie: Guilty.

Wheels: Crucify him.

George: Ah, lay off.

Randy: Actually we're probably
all guilty. It'll do us good to hear
him. And one thing more. It makes
me mad when they ask us to show
how many came from our church
and we only have a couple, especial-

ly when they ask for Eden church

and one-fourth of the whole group
stands up. A percentage would prob-

ably tell representation more truth-

fully, but it would give me a bang
if we could out-do them by sheer

numbers.
Wheels: I'll bet we could do it

if we tried.

Junkie: Hey, here come our folks.

Randy: At last. I can't figure out

why their meetings take so long.
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This is God's world. I like it that

way. I can't say that I always felt

that way. That I feel this way now
may be the result of the aging process.

When I was younger and more energetic I was sure that this was my
world. I was sure that I could shape it.

But I changed my mind. I can't remember the date. But I re-

member the place. I was sitting in a hearse. I was the officiating

minister. The funeral director put me in the front seat to get me
out of the way. He had to line up the tour to the cemetery. I had

time to think about death and life. It was a warm spring day.

Young people laughed gaily on their way home from school. Their

laughter broke my thought waves into small ripples. Here I was

mourning the loss of a friend. But the world kept on at its regular

pace. The boys and girls went to school. The shopkeepers were

keeping their shops. The farmers worked their fields. One man had

died, but the world trudged on.

One man is indeed important. God died for this one man. But

the man is still a man. He is not God. It is so clearly true, but so

often I had missed it. And whenever I go to a funeral, or to a ceme-

tery, or hear of a death, this thought comes back to me. (This hap-

pens often enough to keep this part of my theology rather clear.)

It is so easy for me to think and act as though the world couldn't

get along without me. This thought, of course, makes me very active.

I am needed. If I hadn't planted those peas and beans in my garden

they would never have grown. God's sun and soil would have not

made them sprout if I had left the seeds in that bag on the shelf.

So I have a part in God's stewardship. But after the beans are in the

ground my job is almost done. The rest is pretty much up to God
and His forces.

And here's where I make my mistake. Having done my share of

the job, I want to do it all. I confuse my work with God's work. I

need to find out every day who I am. And though it sounds impious,

the most religious thing I can say is, "I am not God." This puts me
a long way down the road of knowing who I am and what I must do.

A footnote on all of this comes from CBS's Old Testament scholar,

Jackie Gleason. As I heard it reported, he once met NBC's stellar

announcer, Jack Lescoulie with this greeting: "You think you're a

pretty good radio announcer—one of the best in the field, don't you?"

Lescoulie confessed as modestly as he could, "Yes, I do." "Well,

just remember this," said Gleason, "the man who is going to take

your place has already been born."





Can the church grow in a Moslem country?

1V|

Wilbert Shenk

Last year two men from Indonesia

visited Mennonite churches in the

United States and Canada. They
also attended the Mennonite World
Conference in Ontario.

They reported that in ten years

Mennonite membership of baptized

adults has more than doubled.

Presently it totals about 11,000. This

rapid growth in the Indonesian

church has taken place during a

period of political unrest and social

chaos. The two men were S. Djojodi-

hardjo (pronounced joe-joe-dee-har-

joe) and Herman Tan. They have
a concern for the future. Their

churches are feeling the pinch of

economic hardship.

Djojodihardjo, 44, has been lead-

er of the Javanese Mennonite
Church for the past sixteen years.

Tan, 40, was elected chairman of

the Chinese Mennonite Church in

1955. He had just returned to In-

donesia following nearly five years

of study in the United States. Both
men are third-generation Christians

and have followed their fathers in

the Christian ministry.

Ten years ago the Javanese

Church had an estimated member-
ship of 3,500 and the Chinese about

1,200 members. Today the Javanese
have 8,450 members and the Chi-

nese some 2,500. This rapid growth
of the Christian church (other de-

nominations are also experiencing

growth) in a country which is ninety

percent Moslem has aroused much
interest.

Both Tan and Djojodihardjo feel

that the long years of war and un-

rest through which Indonesia has
passed since 1940 have left the peo-

ple weary and uneasy. Many are

seeking spiritual answers to their

problems. The Christian church is a

small minority. But it has been in-

fluential in national life far beyond
its size. This new respectability may
have worked to lessen the stigma
of becoming a Christian.

However, to others who have been

in Indonesia, these explanations do

not seem complete. The people be-

coming Christians are generally

from the lower classes and poorer

people. It is still a costly thing to

become a Christian particularly on

the island of Java. New Christians

often face serious consequences.

They may be disinherited. Others

are cut off from society.

A Mission Foundation

J. P. Matthijssen is a former
Dutch missionary to Indonesia. He
points out that the church simply

by being the church has served to

attract the non-Christian. The Chris-

tian faith offers an alternative and
an answer to the perplexities of

life.

Although the Indonesian church

is not considered "activist" and
does not possess an aggressive evan-

gelistic program, there has been a

steady growth in outreach. The Jav-

anese congregation in Pati, for ex-

ample, of which Djojodihardjo is

pastor, conducts weekly services at

nine different places. Almost all of

these new groups have developed

within the past eight years. Some

Chinese Mennonites in Java have always been an
independent church. They have no history as a mission.



of these are in the process of be-

coming independent congregations.

Djojodihardjo personally preaches

at three or more different places

each weekend. But this outreach

could not continue to grow without

active lay participation. The Javan-
ese and Chinese churches make
much use of laymen. Many church
council members take their turns

at preaching. This active involve-

ment of the laity may be one of the

more significant factors in the pres-

ent rapid growth. The majority of

contacts leading to the establish-

ment of new preaching points have
been made by laymen—often Chris-

tian teachers

—

and have not been
made because of any organized out-

reach program.
One observation may serve both

as warning and encouragement: this

present rapid growth in member-
ship is taking place only after 100

years of mission work which was
always slow and often beset with
difficulties.

The Javanese Church is continu-

ing to develop along the lines es-

tablished by the European Menno-
nite mission. It has a hospital, clinic

program, and schools. To support

these programs the Javanese have
sought and received fraternal aid

from the European and American
brotherhoods — both personnel and
financial. At the present time a new
hospital building is going up on the

site of one of the mission hospitals

destroyed by Moslem fanatics dur-

ing the war.

The medical work is carried on in

an especially needy area. During
the past year the medical staff was
able to render an unusual service

to the community during a cholera

epidemic which broke out following

a severe food shortage. The schools

are handicapped by lack of qualified

teachers and finances. Many stu-

dents come from poor homes and
cannot pay for an education.

Chinese Evangelism

The Chinese Mennonites have al-

ways been an independent church
and have no history as a mission.

In the past ten years they have
established a number of Christian

schools. The Chinese have also be-

gun to hold annual Bible camps and
evangelistic meetings as the result

of initiative taken by the young
people. These annual week-long
meetings have been held the past

A girl in a seminary in Java. Young people are

preparing for special Christian service.

There is a new interest in the origins and
foundations of the Mennonite Church.

Java is a crowded island. There is not

enough low land for rice fields.

Terraces have been built on the hillside.
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Herman Tan (right), Tan King Ien, Mrs. Tee Tat Sien, and Mrs. Tan King
len. Tan has studied in United States schools including Bethel College.

S. Djojodiharjo has been a leader of Javanese Church for sixteen years.

Morning devotions at the Mennonite Hospital, Pakis, Java.

four years—each time in a different

congregation.

At this year's meeting in Pati, 120

young people from the Muria area

attended (both Mennonite churches

are situated around the Muria
mountain). Herman Tan noted re-

newed faith. Sixty percent of the

participants gave a written pledge

of their lives in service for Christ.

Says Tan, "There is a new con-

sciousness among the young peo-

ple of their responsibility to give

their lives in commitment and to

take initiative in getting training."

A study was made of personal

evangelism. The group canvassed

the city of Pati (population 45,000),

passing out tracts and invitations to

the evangelistic meetings. After two
hours the group reassembled to

share their experiences. Later there

were visible results of their efforts

when 300 people came to the evan-

gelistic meeting. (The church build-

ing's capacity is 200!)

As a result of the Bible camp pro-

gram, three young people are now
studying in seminaries in prepara-

tion for special Christian service.

There is a new interest in the ori-

gins and foundations of the Men-
nonite church.

Both Djojodihardjo and Tan ex-

pressed concern about the worsen-

ing economic situation. How can

the church best speak out against

the crumbling morals of the na-

tion? Among Christians there is

too little awareness of the moral
and ethical implications of the gos-

pel. The Christian family just like

the non-Christian family feels the

pinch of inflation and lack of goods

to buy in the store. The church's

programs are the first to feel the

effects of a depressed economy
since these are always on a tight

budget. How can stewardship be

taught in such a situation?

The Chinese brotherhood is con-

fronted with another tension. For
all practical purposes the Chinese

are foreigners in Indonesia. Each
political crisis brings new restric-

tions or actions against them. Even
those who have chosen Indonesian

citizenship are classed as "non-

original" although their families

lived in Indonesia for generations.
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I Went to a Mennonite Church

Mary Alice Holden

I went to a Mennonite church last

Sunday. At least it said "First

Mennonite" on the door.

Some folks seemed glad to see

me, and I said to myself, "This is

real Pennsylvania Dutch hospital-

ity." But some faces certainly didn't

look very Dutch to me. Then the

names I heard! Well, there were
Millers and Yoders, Landeses and
Detwilers. But I never did hear of

any Tribolds or Veroskis being Men-
nonite.

The pastor was a younger-looking

man who had been to college. After

some good congregational singing,

he announced that the regional over-

seer would preach that morning. If

I hadn't heard that a regional over-

seer is the same as we used to call

a bishop, I really would have been
puzzled.

But no matter who preaches, it

is always worthwhile to go to a

Mennonite church to hear the good
congregational singing. Everybody
there usually knows how to carry

a tune without getting it out of a

box. These people seemed no ex-

ception. Why, I have heard singing

from our church at home a quarter

of a mile through the timber that

would make you think you were
getting close to heaven and the an-

gels were singing.

Our bishop used to weep during

his sermons because of the world-

liness of some of his people. This

regional overseer didn't weep, but

he seemed greatly disturbed about

some things. Maybe some of his

people are worldly, too. Could be!

We used to have a preacher for

each Sunday of the month, and
neither one had to preach too often.

That way they each had time to

take care of their farms or busi-

nesses on the side. This pastor us-

ually preached twice every Sunday
(when he couldn't put it off on the

regional overseer or some visiting

minister). He seemed perfectly cap-

able of such a feat, but it must
take up much of his time.

Our older bishop used to preach
in German, and the older people

did enjoy it. Then there were groups
of people before and after church
who talked Pennsylvania Dutch to

each other. If anybody here knew
any language besides English, it

didn't appear to be Dutch.

One thing did puzzle me, though.

All the men were sitting with their

wives and the children sat on the

same seat. I always thought Men-
nonites had a better way. The moth-
er took the baby and girls to the

women's side and the father took

the boys and toddlers. That way
there weren't so many to squabble

before church was out.

Maybe it is worldly for the wom-
en to sit by their husbands. But it

must seem awful nice to have a

husband who loves you to sit be-

side. At least all the men seemed
proud of their wives. The minister's

and choristers' wives looked lone-

some by themselves.

However, God seemed to be bless-

ing the service. They had many peo-

ple there who were not Mennonites.

They came because they wanted to

be there. They must have thought

God was passing out something

there they wanted. Not that their

parents had gone to that church,

but that they liked the service.

Suddenly the congregation grew
quiet and somebody started singing,

"Spirit of the living God, fall afresh

on me." I bowed my head too and
asked God to open up my heart

to the fullness of His grace. And
I'm very sure that He did.

God seemed to be blessing the service. The people who came must

have thought God was passing out something there they wanted.



In the mountains or in God?

Donald G. Miller

John Henry Newman once sat on

the deck of a Mediterranean steam-

er becalmed in a fog off the coast

of Sardinia. His mind was perplexed

with baffling problems. The gloom
of inner disquietude had settled

over his spirit as stealthily as the

fog had enshrouded the silent sea.

During this period of inner con-

flict, Newman composed that great

prayer which we often sing: "Lead,

kindly Light, amid th'encircling

gloom,/ Lead Thou me on;/ The
night is dark, and I am far from
home;/ Lead Thou me on."

Some experiences of great mo-
ment may be recorded immediately

in a day-by-day diary. Others must
await the leisure of time and the

mood of recollection when one can
walk undisturbed through the corri-

dors of memory and jot down his

musings about bygone experiences

which now stand out in clearer per-

spective.

The writer of Psalm 121 has
brought together two types of writ-

ing into a unity which combines
at one and the same time the values

of immediacy with those of retro-

spect. He begins with a few lines

which were the spontaneous over-

flow of an agitated heart, then
couples with the deliberate, thought-
ful statement of the life conclu-

sions which he has reached through
reflective meditation on his earlier

experience.

The Psalm opens with a cry of
necessity. It reflects a crisis which
threatens one at the very core of

Security

his life. In haste, almost in panic,

help is sought. It is almost as though
one has suddenly heard the cry,

"Fire!" and impulse commands ac-

tion. The first suggestion that comes
to mind is escape. "I lift up my
eyes to the hills." Glee! There is

safety in the hills. There are hid-

ing places in the mountains. Secur-

ity is to be found in withdrawal
from the conflict. Survival depends
on escape to some remote fastness

above the confusion and struggle.

But wait. Does safety really lie

in escape? Can we find security in

withdrawal from conflict? No. Flee

to the hills as we will, we may be
pursued and discovered. The con-

flict comes to us. Struggle invades

our secret hiding places, and often

strikes terror into our hearts just

when we think we have evaded it.

"From whence does my help

come?" There is only one source of

help in crisis, "the Lord, who made
heaven and earth." Whether it be

in the sudden thrust of strong

temptation, or in the frustration of

disappointed hopes, or in the end-

less drag of overburdened days, or

in the throes of death, "Our help

is in the name of the Lord, who
made heaven and earth."

Following the cry of necessity

comes the voice of experience. We
move from the troubled seas of a

great crisis into the calm harbor

of a lifelong trust. The Psalmist

assumes the attitude of recollection

and reflection. As he looks back
over the years since the crisis, he

affirms that what he discovered to

be true had stood the test of time

and circumstance. God's help is

always available. "He will not let

your foot be moved." Here is true

security. And this security is con-

stant. "He who keeps you will . . .

neither slumber nor sleep." And
this security is complete. By day
and by night, He "will keep you
from all evil." Your entire life,

"your going out and your coming
in," are in God's keeping "from this

time forth and for evermore."

Here is security in the midst of

trouble, hope in the presence of

frustration, victory in the very mo-

ment of defeat. Here is the gracious

action of God in behalf of our hU'

man weakness, the God who' later

thrust himself into the arena of

human brokenness in His Son, who
said: "Let not your hearts be trou-

bled. In the world you have tribu-

lation; but be of good cheer, I have
overcome the world."

This gives us heart to sing: "No-

body knows the trouble I've seen,/

Glory, Hallelujah!"

This is life lived in the persua-

sion that nothing—literally nothing,

in life or death, time or eternity

—

can "separate us from the love of

God in Christ Jesus our Lord."
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German Mennonites

Unite to Serve

It took the Mennonites of Ger-

many over a decade following 1945

to recoup the spiritual and physical

strength which they lost during the

war. During these years they de-

pended heavily on North American
Mennonites for material and spirit-

ual encouragement. Now they are

taking their place alongside the

Mennonites of Canada and the Unit-

ed States in extending a helping

hand to needy people.

The German Mennonites and the

Mennonite Central Committee are

cooperating through an organiza-

tion called Diakonie-werk der Men-
noniten. Literally translated, this

means "deacon-work of the Menno-
nites."

Once German Mennonites depend-

ed on the MCC to provide leader-

ship in this type of work. This is

no longer the case. At a recent

meeting the American representa-

tives were late in arriving. Later

one of the German representatives

quipped: "Isn't it wonderful; we've

progressed so far now that we can
even start before the MCC has ar-

rived!"

It is hoped that the French, Swiss,

and Dutch Mennonites will event-

ually join this group. A part-time,

unsalaried secretary has been ap-

pointed by the committee, but a

full-time secretary and a permanent
office may become necessary as this

cooperative effort grows.
Thus far this committee has met

seven times. The exchange visitors

(trainee) program, a clothing pro-

gram, and concern for the Menno-
nites in South America have been
the chief items of business.

There is much enthusiasm for

North American exchange visitors

in Europe. The seven Pax-trainees

who pioneered in the North Ameri-
ca-to-Europe exchange have got this

phase of the program off to a good
start.

The group has named Hans-Die-

ter Horsch of Landau in the Pfalz

as trainee secretary. He will be as-

sisted by a committee consisting of

Oskar Wedel, Heinz Landes, and
Robert Wohlgemuth. They will

screen North American applicants

and place them in German homes.
They also select the European train-

ees who are to go to North America.
The decision to begin a clothing

program was made some time ago.

Mechthild van der Smissen, who is

presently in the United States as a

trainee to observe the North Ameri-
can Mennonite clothing program, is

a possible candidate for the German
clothing program.
There will be one central clothing

depot where the clothing from all

Germany will be processed, baled,

and shipped. This depot might also

assume responsibility for parcel

shipments to Russia.

South American Mennonite stu-

dents in Germany and the visit of

several South American church lead-

ers to Europe in recent months have
helped develop a keen concern for

the brethren in South America.

On February 16, representatives

met with a number of non-Menno-
nites interested in Paraguay and
several Mennonite leaders of the

German conferences. They discussed

possible assistance to the South Am-
erican Mennonites, especially in the

Indian settlement program in the

Chaco.

There are over 14,000 Mennonites,

including children, in Germany.
There are sixty congregations and

two conferences, the Verband and
the Vereinigung.

NEW HYMNAL PUBLISHED

The United Missionary Church and
the Brethren in Christ have pub-

lished a new hymnal. It is called

Hymns for Worship and contains

583 songs and hymns. The book

carries ten different indexes includ-

ing a scriptural index listing 600

passages and a ten-page topical in-

dex with 132 subjects.

For the United Missionary Church
this is the first hymnal published

in fifty years. For the Brethren in

Christ this book takes the place of

Spiritual Songs and Hymns pub-

lished in 1935.

In evaluating the new collection,

the Gospel Banner, United Mission-

ary publication, said, "It contains

a wise balance between the new gos-

pel songs and the old, time-tested

hymns of the church."

Kenneth Geiger, general superin-

tendent for the United Missionary

Church noted that the collection

carries "a definite emphasis of the

Wesleyan-Arminian doctrinal posi-

tion and the evangelical and mission-

ary outreach of our denomination."

The book was compiled by a com-
mittee of fifteen.

It sells for $2.50, available from
either publisher for the groups:

Brethren Publishing House, 1819 S.

Main St., Elkhart, Ind., or Evangel
Press, Nappanee, Ind.

Both churches come from Menno-
nite ancestry. The Brethren in

Christ are members of the Menno-
nite Central Committee; the United

Missionary Church is an associate

member.
The General Conference published

its Mennonite Hymnary in 1940.

Currently work is in process to pro-

duce a new hymnal in cooperation

with other Mennonite groups by

1970. The General Conference will

publish next year a German hym-
nal. Editor of this work is Henry
H. Epp. Waterloo, Ont.
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World Food Must Double

Man does not live by bread alone.

But the history of man is the his-

tory of his struggle for daily bread.

In most cases he didn't get it. Fam-
ines have killed more people than

war. Twelve million Russians

starved to death after World War
I. In 1943 famines in India and

China claimed six million lives.

But not all people starve. Some
hang between life and death. The
daily diet of many in India amounts
to 1,000 calories. This is living star-

vation. Someone noted: "It is too

much to let you die quickly; it is

too little to let you live long."

World food supplies must be dou-

bled by 1980. By the end of the

twentieth century they must be

tripled. All this if there is to be a

"moderate improvement" in the

levels of nutrition of the peoples

of the world.

The Food and Agriculture Organ-

ization says that an estimated 300

million to 500 million people do not

have enough to eat. One-third to

one-half of the present population

of 3,000 million suffer from either

hunger or malnutrition.

By the year 2000, according to a
forecast of population growth pre-

pared by the United Nations, world

population will have exceeded 6,000

million.

Hunger means an insufficient cal-

orie intake per person. This can

lead to loss of body weight or re-

duced physical activity or to both.

Malnutrition, on the other hand,

applies to the quality of the diet.

The quantity might be sufficient.

But the high percentage of such

foods as potatoes and cassava and
the lack of meat, milk, fruit and

American surplus grains can do little to stop spreading starvation.

Self-help and a farming revolution are needed more urgently.
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Children are the most tragic victims of hunger. This is a child in Congo.
Expanding populations demand an expansion of the world's food sources.

vegetables often lead to such de-

ficiency diseases as Kwashiorkor,
edema, dysentery, tuberculosis, beri-

beri, rickets, and anemia. It also

contributes to general poor health

and a high rate of child mortality.

"According to medical opinion,"

says the Food and Agriculture Or-

ganization, "there is no cure for

deficiency diseases except better

food."

D. V. Sukhatme, director of

FAO's Statistics Division, says that

the magnitude of the problem of

hunger and malnutrition and the

"continuing inadequacy of food pro-

duction in the 'hungry regions' of

the world present a challenge to all

who think in terms of a better and
peaceful world. Such a world is im-

possible in the present circum-

stances.

"A hungry man is a social liabil-

ity. He cannot work effectively on
an empty stomach; he cannot study

and learn as he must to improve
his conditions of life; he cannot

think beyond his immediate needs,

of which food is dominant; he can-

not build up resistance to disease;

and, in short, because he can be

counted in millions, he retards not

only the economic and social devel-

opment of his country, but also the

prosperity of the world."

In using his estimates of food

consumption to indicate the world's

food needs in the coming years,

Sukhatme says that even to main-

tain present levels of nutrition for

a population likely to be doubled

by the year 2000, food supplies

would have to be doubled for Af-

rica, trebled for Latin America (ex-

cluding Argentina, Uruguay and
Paraguay), and raised by 150 per-

cent for the Far East and the Near
East.

What about North America's food

surpluses? At best they would be

only a temporary solution. They
could not last long in a world that

is growing so rapidly. There is lack

of transportation to take this food

to the places where it is needed.

Once delivered to a country of need
there are few storage places.

And not everyone will eat Amer-
ican grains. Even though starving,

people from other cultures often

will not eat strange food. Accord-

ing to Margaret Mead, anthropolo-

gist, people accustomed to eating

brown rice may reject even white
rice. Hindus will not eat beef. Jews

and Moslems avoid pork. Religious

or social taboos also apply to eggs,

oranges, and milk in some parts of

the world.

Most needful is self-help. Seventy

percent of the world's farmers still

use a hoe or wooden plow. Fertiliz-

er is unknown. Modern farming
methods— irrigation, crop rotation,

pest control — if applied might in

themselves double food supply.

Only one-tenth of the world's land

is under cultivation. Much land is

too dry, too cold, or too hilly. But
even so, the amount of cultivated

land could be doubled.

The increase of food supply is one

of the world's most urgent prob-

lems. It is a key to peace. There

can be no peace in a hungry world.

Says B. R. Sen, the director-gen-

eral of the Food and Agriculture

Organization: "One man's hunger
and want are every man's hunger
and want. One man's freedom from
hunger and want is neither a true

nor secure freedom until all men
are free from hunger and want."

MDS AIDS OLD BELIEVERS

The Mennonite Disaster Service is

helping in a resettlement project of

240 immigrants from Turkey. The
immigrants are the last descendants
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of an old sect that split from the

Russian Orthodox Church in the

seventeenth century.

Identified by the name Old Be-

lievers, this little agricultural com-

munity of men, women, and chil-

dren will be arriving in the United

States under the sponsorship of the

Tolstoy Foundation on May 15. They
will settle at Sea Brook Farms, N.

J., in a migrant camp site which

MDS is making livable.

Ancestors of this sect left Russia

in a band of 5,000 more than 300

years ago settled in Turkey. Since

1959 they have been under pressure

by the Soviet Union to return to

Russia. Three years ago, about 1,000

of the group, in search of better

living conditions, moved back to

Russia. The group coming to Amer-
ica is the last of the descendants.

Attorney General Robert F. Ken-

nedy reported, "The Soviet pressures

on those remaining to join the first

group intensified and the morale of

this small group is declining. Im-

mediate action is required to pre-

vent its complete demoralization."

On April 29, MCC went to Sea
Brook, N. J., to look over the camp
site and to make plans for prepar-

ing the "new homes" by repair

work. In surveying the situation, an
agreement was made to have MCC-
MDS provide up to $2,000 for the

purchase of supplies needed by the

MDS teams to replace glass, fix

roofs, lay linoleum, and supply

linen, towels and soap. The Tolstoy

Foundation will supply crushed

stone for the camp roadway, install

heaters where missing, and will

send an exterminator for sanitation

of the interiors. Inviting to the Old

Believers will be the village com-
pactness of the circle of huts with

its central dining hall and kitchen.

Also available are a shower house
and a store house.

According to The New York
Times, members of the sect have
not changed their ways from their

seventeenth century Russian parent-

age. There is strict abstinence from
smoking and drinking, and their

dress resembles the old Russian
peasant garb with men wearing
beards and women and girls wear-
ing scarf headgear. They forbid

marriage with non-Christians. The
sect is a young and hearty group,

about half between the ages of one
and eighteen and half between nine-

teen and fifty-five.

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

January to April receipts in support

of the four-board budget total about

$40,000 less in 1963 than in 1962. In

April alone, support of the Mission

Board program totaled $62,648,

whereas in April of 1962 the figure

was $78,198.

The work of the Conference is

truly a work of faith, dependent
upon the month to month support

you and I give it. May this be a

prayerful consideration as we share
the unmerited blessings we are
daily receiving. Wm. L. Friesen,

Conference Treasurer

Received

by April 30

$335,357

25.4%

Needed

by April 30

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$440,306

33.3 %

EASTERN DISTRICT OFFICERS

The Eastern District Conference re-

elected Wilmer Denlinger, 724 Juni-

per St., Quakertown, Pa., as its pres-

ident. Denlinger is the pastor of

Bethany and Flatland Churches.

Other executive officers elected at

the conference in Lancaster, Pa.,

were: Curtis Bedsworth, 1407 Hunt-

ingdon Pike, Huntingdon, Pa., as

vice president; Paul E. Detwiler,

New Britain, Pa., as treasurer; and
Erwin Miller, Jr., 301 Franklin St.,

Quakertown, Pa., to the executive

committee.

The following people were newly
elected to conference offices: A. H.
Schultz, Box 105, Richfield, Pa., to

the program committee; Mrs. Er-

nest Neufeld, 2944 N. Franklin St.,

Philadelphia, Pa., and Marvin Ros-

enberger, Milford Square, Pa., to

the education and publication com-
mittee; Samuel Bleam, 225 Cali-

fornia Road, Quakertown, Pa., Mrs.

Norman Geissinger, Rt. 1, Zions-

ville, Pa., and Paul Wikerd, Rt. 1,

Sinking Springs, Pa., to the peace
and service committee; Herman
Frei, Trumbauersville, Pa., to the

Men-O-Lan board; A. F. Hunsberger,
Rt. 1, Bechtelsville, Pa., and Ronald
Krehbiel, Bedminster, Pa., to the

Bluffton College Board of Trustees;

David Whittemore, 624 York Ave.,

Lansdale, Pa., to the retreat com-
mittee; and Arthur Voth, Akron,
Pa., and Howard G. Nyce, 300 E.

Broad St., Quakertown, Pa., to the
missions committee.

Re-elected were the following:

Paul Clemmer, Rt. 1, Barto, Pa., to

the education and publication com-
mittee; Curtis Bedsworth, to the

ministerial committee; Stanley

Fretz, 200 E. 5 St., Lansdale, Pa.,

to the Germantown Corporation;

Robert Landis, Bowmansville, Pa.,

to the missions committee; Oscar
Frei, Rt. 2, Quakertown, Pa., to the

peace and service committee; Nor-

man Geissinger, Rt. 1, Zionsville,

Pa., and Byron Spallinger, Rt. 1,

Collegeville, Pa., to the Men-O-Lan
board; Stanley Fretz, 200 E. 5 St.,

Lansdale, Pa., Henry Grimm, 412

Main St., Bally, Pa., and Willis

Moyer, Harleysville, Pa., to Menno-
nite Home board ; and Arthur Isaak,

146 Penn Ave., Souderton, Pa., to

the retreat committee.

WORDS AND DEEDS

George Bennet, midwestern rep-

resentative of American Leprosy

Missions: "We may be able to ar-

rest leprosy on a world-wide basis

in our lifetime, but there's a big

hurdle to overcome: lack of money
to fight the disease because of

apathy on the part of churches."

The Church Center at tlie United

Nations will be completed in June.

The twelve-story building on the UN
Plaza, New York, will be a place

for service and education in inter-

national relations. The building

will also provide a pastoral and
worship ministry. Leader in this

venture is the Methodist Church.

The Seventh-Day Adventists have
developed a five-day plan— partly

physical, partly psychological — to

help smokers stop smoking. Lec-

tures, films, diet, physical therapy,

and group psychotherapy are part

of the plan developed by J. Wayne
MacFarland, Washington, D. C. The
potential nonsmoker also repeats

aloud, "I choose not to smoke."
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CALENDAR

Conferences
June 6, 7—Mennonite Cultural

Problems Conference, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-
ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Canadian
June 13, 14—Spring Missions Con-

ference, Canadian Mennonite Bible

College, Winnipeg, Man.
June 16—Commencement, Cana-

dian Mennonite Bible College, Win-
nipeg, Man.

Central!

May 26—Dedication of Maplewood
Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Eastern
May 26 — Homecoming service,

Flatland Church, Quakertown, Pa.

Northern
May 26—Sunday school conven-

tion, Lustre Bible Academy, Frazer,

Mont.
May 27-June 2—Children's Evan-

gelistic meetings, Bethel Lustre
Church, Frazer, Mont., Joe Gallop,

speaker.

Western
June 2—Topeka unit 1-W reunion,

Southern Hills Church, Topeka,
Kan.
June 9—Dedication of new church

building and eightieth anniversary
of the congregation, Zion Church,
Elbing, Kan.
Other

May 26 — Baccalaureate service,

Freeman Junior College, J. Herbert
Fretz, speaker.

May 26 — Associated Seminaries
Closing Program, Elkhart Ind.

May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,
Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Menno-

nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.
Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

BAPTISMS

Flatland Church, Quakertown, Pa.,

on Apr. 7: David Harold Fosbenner,
Karen Eileen Frei.

Po-Ai Church, Hualien, Taiwan,
on Apr. 14: Eleven persons received

baptism. Evangelist Sia, pastor of

the church, had charge of the serv-

ice. Peter Kehler, missionary in

Hualien, reports that many of the

new members are already active in

the work of the church. He requests

prayer for the new members "that

they may grow in the knowledge
of God and continue to witness to

their relatives and friends."

First Church, Fredonia, Kan.,

April 14: James Loflin.

First Church, Shatter, Calif., on
April 28: Bill Willard, Mrs. Marie
Willard, Mrs. Estella Barjon, Henry
Clutts.

ITINERATIONS

Elmer Friesen, April 7-10, First

Church, Fredonia, Kan.

MINISTERS

William Stucky, McPherson, Kan.,

will be the summer assistant pas-

tor at the First Church, Reedley,

Calif. Stucky will be a senior at

Mennonite Seminary next fall.

W. Fredrick Sprunger, Dalton, O.,

will be the summer assistant pastor
at the First Church, Aberdeen,
Idaho. Ho will be a middler at
Mennonite Seminary next fall.

WORKERS

The J. H. Edigers and P. T. Neu-
felds, Bethel Church, Inman, Kan.,
spent two weeks at Gulfport, Miss.
They helped build furniture for the
library and other repair work.

L. L. Ramseyer, president of
Bluffton College, was granted a
leave of absence for the summer
for a tour of Formosa, Hong Kong,
and Japan. A three-member com-
mittee will handle the college ad-

ministration work during his ab-
sence. Robert Kreider, and Carl
Lehman will be assisted by a third
member to be appointed.

Waneta Voth, First of Christian
Church, Moundridge, Kan., has ac-

cepted a secretarial position with
the Board of Christian Service.

Sherrill Wedel, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., was recently em-
ployed as a secretary with the
Board of Education and Publica-
tion. She and her husband, Tony,
recently returned from their 1-W
assignment in Denver, Colo.

Anita Warkentin, Chilliwack, B.
C, will serve in the personnel office

of the MCC, Akron, Pa., beginning
in July. She has been employed by
the Board of Christian Service for
the past four years.

John Howard Yoder, Elkhart, Ind.,

will address the closing program
of the Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries on May 26. Yoder
is a seminary instructor and an ad-

ministrator for the Mennonite Board
of Missions and Charities.

Jesse H. Ziegler, Dayton, Ohio,

will deliver the address for the Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary commence-
ment, May 31. Ziegler. formerly a

professor at Bethany Biblical Sem-
inary, is executive secretary of the

American Association of Theological
Schools.

John Howard

Yoder (Workers)
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HE LIKES PEANUTS

To the Editor: It is with some re-

luctance that I pronounce myself

guilty for having violated Article 1

of the Common Reader's Code which

reads: No person shall willfully

scan over a printed publication and

then, with serious intent to read,

pick out the most appealing stories.

Fortunately, several of your lat-

est articles in The Mennonite have

had dire results in choking this

evil, and I've reformed to the point

where, with wettened fingers, I page

straight to the feature stories and

proceed to read seriously.

One of these latest articles was
"It Scares Me" by Kenneth Hall in

the April 30 edition. Quick! Send
that guy a bonus! I thought it was
a very well-composed story, packed

with reader's interest. This story

—

you recall—gave some insight on

the life of a man called Charles

Schulz, the inventor of that intel-

lectual cartoon strip, "Peanuts."

I would like to see more of these

occupation-witness type feature sto-

ries, and the capable authors who
write them, appear in The Menno-
nite. There are many newsworthy
people such as Schulz who are

Christian witnesses in today's world.

They may be ministers, construc-

tion workers, or congressmen; they

may be leaning over your shoulder

or they may be in South America.
If their lives can be exposed to

some extent in print not only does

it expand The Mennonite's area of

available news sources but it may
be another person's decisionaire in-

stead of questionnaire when applied

to everyday decisions. . . .

The feature story can be a print-

ed form of Christian witness. The
Schulz story was more than that.

It oppressed any spiritual stuffiness

and gave an indirect testimony that

will linger long in my mind. And
how many readers of that story

will draw more than just a chuckle

out of "Peanuts" the next time
they pick up a newspaper? Make
feature stories specialties in Tlw
Mennonite. Loren Pauls, 405 Vattier,

Manhattan, Kan.

WHO'S ANTI-AMERICAN NOW?
Dear Editor: Your misgivings (April

30 editorial) about the Thresher
"mission" are as "anti-American" as

Diefenbaker's conscience against

our total nuclear arsenal. The rea-

son why a man with a conscience

against nuclear brinkmanship can't

win an election, even in Canada,
much less here, should be as obvi-

ous to us as the fact, but more dis-

turbing. Clarence Bauman, 3003

Benham Ave., Elkhart, Ind.

MORE THOROUGH THEOLOGY
Dear Editor: The Mennonite has
been receiving some letters regard-

ing the discussion of controversial

issues which appear in The Menno-
nite at different times. It appears
from some letters that have been
published that it is a concern of

some to divert from the discussion

of controversial issues rather than

1121 S. Minneapolis, Wichita, Kan.

to fully agree with the statement

"The Mennonite is too negative."

This appeared in the editorial of

The Mennonite in the April 30 issue.

It seems to me if there would be a

more thorough discussion of the

generally accepted theological think-

ing and other policies along with

the reports of church and confer-

ence activities [it] would be accept-

ed with greater interest and satis-

faction by the readers. Emil W.
Friesen, Box 65, Central City, Neb.

HAPPINESS AND SEX

Dear Mr. Shelly: I had read of the

Quaker report [on Sex, April 16,

page 269] earlier, still it took my
breath away to see it reported in

The Mennonite. Surely, for this, your

broad editorial back will receive

many stripes.

A re-evaluation is needed. Sexual

mores in the past, including Old

Testament times, were based partly

upon the continuing fear that the

human race would not survive.

Homosexuality is an aberration,

but we do not know to what extent,

or if at all, moral choice is involved.

Our attitude toward it, as toward
mental illness, should be governed

by the understanding, redemptive

Spirit of our Lord. In ignorance, we
may have thanked God that we
were not as other men, "or as this

publican," when in the eyes of God
we may be the greater sinners.

The various aspects of Christian

moral standards will now be dis-

cussed more frankly; but after that,

will we not come again to the high

ideals of chastity and self-disci-

pline? As (former) dean and coun-

selor of young people, I have ap-

proached a disregard of Christian

standards, not so much as "sin,"

but rather as a sure way to lose a
lot of happiness, self-respect, faith

in each other, and, if discovered,

status in tlie community. Adulter-

ating a product, cheapens it, and
can make it completely worthless.

We are made in the image of

God. Blessed are they who learn

early to appreciate how sacred, ten-

der, stronger-than-death, yet fragile

and delicate, is the love between a

man and a woman.
Perhaps many will rise to your

defense. Silently, many will thank
you for coaxing us to think on these

things. Name withheld by request.

Ohio

yi^^w^ faro.
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Don Richardson

Normally the Graysons ate their

Sunday evening snack in the kitch-

en, but not tonight. That morning
on the way to church Patty had
managed to upset family routine
for later in the day by saying. "May
I ask him for supper, Mother?"

In keeping with the compromise
made six weeks earlier, Marge had
answered, "Yes, dear."

That brief conversation between
mother and daughter was why
Perry Grayson, father, found him-
self drafted to set the dining room
table that evening. He had ven-

tured a playful protest, but Marge
merely smiled and said, "It's all

part of the compromise. Remember,
you agreed to help in every way
possible."

Perry mumbled something to the

effect that this was not what he
meant. Then he went quietly to the
buffet and started getting the
plates out. Marge was busy in the
kitchen, and Patty was still upstairs
primping. He set the plates in place
slowly, pondering the whole matter
as he moved around the table.

It all started, he reminded him-
self, six weeks ago on a Friday
night. He'd been playing volley-

ball with the church league and
got home after eleven. Marge was
sitting in the living room when he
came in. She had no book, no cro-

cheting, nothing. Television wasn't
even on. She was just sitting there.

"Anything wrong, dear?" asked
Perry.

Marge looked up, "Patty," she
said, "Patty's in love. She came to

me tonight and said she was in

love with this Marvin Davis."

Compromise

"The boy from the church," said

Perry. "Fine. He's a good kid. Mar-

vin, Doug Wills, Bob Patchin —
they're all good kids. Remind me to

congratulate Patty."

"Patty's only fifteen years old,"

said his wife, raising her voice

slightly. "She's too young. Oh, what
can we do, Perry? We've got to put

a stop to this thing right now."

"Stop it?" said Perry.

"It can't go on. Patty doesn't even
know what love is. It's only some
kind of infatuation."

"Granted," answered Perry. "But

you know what they say about

puppy love? It's real to the pup-

pies."

Marge looked up quickly at him.

"Is that supposed to be a joke?"

she said. "You'll excuse me if I

don't feel like laughing. Your own
daughter may be making the big-

gest mistake of her life, and you
try to be funny. I almost get the

idea you think we should encourage

her. Is that what a Christian father

should do?"
"Why not?" replied her husband.

"Why not?" said Marge, raising

her voice again. "Why not? Don't

you realize what could happen?"
"Yes," Perry said. "Patty could

have a happy, innocent, normal
courtship experience if we only help

her."

"Oh, dear husband, come off it,

please. This isn't some fairy tale.

It's real life, Patty's life," Marge
shot back. "I knew some parents

once who egged their daughter on

like you're suggesting we do Patty."

"And I'll bet they all lived hap-

pily ever after," said Perry. "Just

like Patty's going to do."

Marge shook her head.

"No?"
"No," she said. "The poor girl

didn't stand a chance. They insisted

she bring the boy over for dinner

every other night, and afterwards

made it convenient for them to

spend the rest of the evening to-

gether in the living room—alone.

After the way her folks talked and
acted, if the girl ever had any
doubts about her infatuation being

the real thing, they didn't last."

"Don't tell me the kids got mar-

ried," injected Perry.

"They only talked about it." an-

swered Marge, looking away. "The
real tragedy was that two kids, who
should have been enjoying things

with others their own age. were
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"All right," said Marge quickly, "I'll com-

promise. I'll meet you half way." She

still looked out the window. Perry walked

over and put his hands on her shoulders.

spending all their time taking each

other too seriously. They were only

fifteen, Perry, Patty's age."

"I still say it's better to encour-

age kids like that than try to

squelch them," persisted Perry. "I

used to know a pair of parents who
messed up things royally for their

kid."

"I'll bet he was grateful for it

afterward," said Marge.
"Not that I know of. They acted

as though the boy's little romance
was a big joke. They wouldn't let

him have the girl over. In every

way they could they tried to dis-

courage his attention toward her

and force him to go out with other

girls."

"Good for them."

"Bad for them," countered Perry.

"They only succeeded in driving

him away from themselves and to-

ward the girl. He thought he was a

martyr to true love."

"I still say they did the right

thing," insisted Marge. "And that's

what we're going to do with Patty.

I'll have a nice long talk with her

in the morning and explain things

to her."

"Explain what?" said Perry.

"That she really isn't in love when
she's so dead sure she is? Oh no.

We're going to help her, not hurt

her."

Marge looked straight at her hus-

band. There was a frightened, plain-

tive aspect in her eyes. "Please,

Perry," she said, "help me stop her.

Believe me, this can be a terrible

thing for Patty. I know. You don't

understand. I do."

Perry took his wife by the hands.
"I know one thing," he said. "I

know it's time we act like two

sensible Christians and pray about

this. We should have done that be-

fore we started yelling at each
other."

"You're right," she said, looking

up. "Maybe we can come to some
decision after we pray."

Their prayers were short and to

the point. They both expressed their

love for Patty and for each other,

and then asked wisdom to do what
was best for their daughter. Perry
felt a strong sense of satisfaction

as he and his wife rose from their

knees.

Marge looked at him and offered

a slight smile. "Well," she said,

"I'm willing to compromise if you
are," he said. "That's what I think

we should do, Marge. I think we
should each give in a little. You
think you're right and I think I am."
His wife walked over to the win-

dow and looked out of it into the

dark night. She stood there a long
while with her back to Perry. With-
out turning, she finally said, "I'm

right, though. I know what I'm
talking about. You see . .

."

"Marge, we have to agree," in-

terrupted Perry. "We can't each
tell Patty something different. I'm
just as sure that I'm right. I've

never told you this before, but . .
."

"All right," said Marge quickly,

"I'll compromise. I'll meet you half-

way." She still looked out the win-

dow. Perry walked over and put his

hands on her shoulders. "Okay," he
said, "neither of us will encourage
Patty. We won't treat her and Mar-
vin like an engaged couple. If Patty
wants him over he can come, but
we won't urge her to ask him, and
we won't ask him ourselves. We
won't try to make her go out with

Doug or Bob or any other boys

from the church. No light talk about
Patty's romance, no serious talk.

We don't want her to think we are

all for it or all against it. That's

my compromise."
"But . . . ," his wife began to ob-

ject. Then she checked herself.

Slowly she turned around, nodded
and fell into Perry's arms.
That was the compromise Perry

and Marge had made six weeks ago.

and which both of them had abided

by ever since. There were times

—

like the evening Patty had Marvin
in after a church league basketball

game—when Perry wanted to tell

his daughter what a fine couple she

and Marvin made. He imagined the

broad smile from Patty that such a

remark might produce, but he said

nothing.

It was hard on Marge too. Perry
overheard her conversation with
Patty while the two of them were
washing dinner dishes one evening.

Patty had let Marvin kiss her the

night before and had asked her

mother if that was all right. Perry

expected his wife to explode. Marge
did no such thing. She only paused
a long while and then merely re-

minded Patty always to limit her

kisses to the one she would really

love.

In spite of those moments when
Perry had to reject his urge to give

his daughter a little consolation

and approval, he had to admit the

middle course he and Marge had
agreed upon was working out bet-

ter than either of them had dared

hope. Marge seemed to think so too.

Patty freely confided in them
both, especially in her mother.

Marge cherished Patty's confidence

and admitted to Perry she probably

would have forfeited it had she

pursued her policy of outright dis-

approval.

Both hoped Patty would not tie

herself down to Marvin. They said

nothing about it to Patty, but they

made it a constant matter of

prayer. And as the weeks passed

they saw the whole matter happily

resolved.

Now, as Perry finished setting

the dining room table for Patty's

guest, a feeling of satisfaction and
gratitude came over him. He walked
out to the kitchen where his wife

was stirring the hot chocolate. She
smiled as he approached her.

"You know, Marge," he said,
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"there's something I've always
wanted to tell you ever since that

night we made the compromise."
Marge looked back at the hot

chocolate. "Oh? What was that?"

"I tried to tell you that night,"

started Perry. "You remember I

mentioned a kid I knew whose folks

made a mess of things by trying

to fight his case of puppy love?"

"I remember."
"Well, I was that kid. That's why

I felt so strongly when you wanted
to do the same thing to Patty."

Marge smiled without looking up.

"I thought so."

"How come?" asked Perry in sur-

prise.

"Mostly I guess," said Marge, "be-

cause / was the girl in my story.

That's why I was so upset over

your whole attitude that night. It

so reminded me of my folks."

At that point Patty appeared in

the kitchen. "How do I look?" she
asked.

"You'll do," said Perry.

Marge tilted her head and raised

an eyebrow slightly. "Lovely," she
concluded, as if deliberating.

"I hope Doug thinks so," said

Patty. "He should be here any
minute."

"That's right," said her mother.
"It is almost six o'clock."

Patty walked over to the plate

of cookies and picked one up.

"Doug's awful nice, isn't he?" she
said. "He's a lot funnier than Bob
or Marv. I don't think I'll get as
dizzy over him as I did Marv, but
I like him better."
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Grove Church, Smithville, and Sa-

lem Church, Dalton, were present.

Leaders at the two day session

were Marvin Dirks, Jr., Conference
Youth Worker; Roy Henry, pastor,

Wadsworth Church; and Ward Hof-
stetter, youth sponsor, Salem
Church. Ways of having a more ef-

fective program in all of the three
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areas (Faith and Life, Fellowship,

and Service) were discussed. A ban-
quet was held Saturday evening
with Marvin Dirks, Jr., as speaker.

The young people were in charge
of the Sunday morning worship
service. On Sunday afternoon vari-
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Groups visited the mental hospital
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materials to be used in the therapy
department of the mental hospital.
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day evening.
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minority racial group. The discus-

sion gave new understanding to

those present. On March 10 the

youth fellowship members were
guests of the Grace Lutheran youth
group. The meeting was a fun-

inspirational sharing period. April
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the drama "The Veil of Mystery
Lifted" and a guided tour of the

Cleveland Health Museum.
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Billy Graham deserves much credit for his service to

the Christian cause. He has become to many the

symbol of the Christian's concern for the souls of

men. Some have pointed to the limitations of his

mass evangelism. Graham agrees with his critics.

There is room (and need) in the church for a variety

of gifts. Graham's contributions to the church have

been largely positive.

He has tended to be positive in the area of social

relations. He claims that he has never held a racially

segregated preaching mission. He believes that all

church congregations should be integrated. Obvi-

ously he has something to say to our own clannishness.

Says Graham, "I was born and raised in the South,

but when God came into my life, I began to love

people that in my human nature I could not."

But Graham, like other people in the talking and

writing business, can talk too much. A few weeks

ago he was tempted beyond endurance when a news-

paper reporter asked him what he thought about the

struggle of Alabama Negroes for their civil rights.

The Birmingham ordeal had just begun. Graham
had some advice for Martin Luther King, Jr., and

other Negro rights leaders.

"Coming at this moment, the timing is question-

able," he said. "They ought to put the brakes on a

little bit."

He expanded his point. "I seriously doubt, from

what I have heard from friends, that the Negro

community there supports it." This was spoken a

month ago. Later reports should have changed his

mind on this matter.

He said he felt that "great progress was being-

made" in the field of race relations. But he had a

suggestion. "What I would like to see now is a

period of quietness, in which moderation prevails."

What he says makes a lot of sense. In fact, it is

quite good sense. Many people will endorse what

he has said. The trouble is that good sense is not

always Christian. It can be cowardice.

Happily the evangelist did not preface his civil

rights advice with, "The Bible says." His attitude

toward change is quite humanistic. It is the rich

man's point of view. "Don't upset anything. My
pennies may get lost in the shuffle." We who have

property, position, and freedom have no right to,ad-

vise the man who has none of these things. We should

rather say to him, "Tell me what I should do."

The Bible advice that Graham should have given

should have been, "Love thy neighbor." He could

have spoken it to his Negro friends, but it is obvi-

ously more needed by his white friends right now.

There is a great need for people to practice their

Christian faith. The white Christians in Birming-

ham— the people that Graham forgot— need this

message.

We need it also in the places where we live. Have
we been living in the light of the gospel? Will judg-

ment one day come to our door as it is now knocking

at the doors of the Christians of Alabama?

And there is still one more lesson to be wrung

out of this event. It is Billy Graham's backwardness

in the face of change. We live in the age of revolution.

Things are changing all around us. Graham's im-

patience with Martin Luther King is quite biblical.

It is like that of the Thessalonian Jews toward Paul

and Silas: "These men who have turned the world

upside down have come here also" (Acts 17:6).

And we the spiritual sons of Silas and Paul are

more like those Thessalonians than like the apostles.

It is kind of sad. It is sad because the world is

turning us upside down. We should be out doing

the job. But we are busy with the baggage of yester-

year. We look at things with yesterday's spectacles

and live in a world that never was. God help us to

be God's men in these latter days.
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William Klassen

A
MINISTER

LIKE

I have written to you very boldly . . . because of the grace giver

me by God to be a minister of Jesus Christ . . . in the priestl)

service of God. . . . In Christ Jesus, then, I have reason to bt

proud of my work for God. For I will not venture to speak o

anything except what Christ has wrought through me. Rom. i[

The greatest missionary of all time

was Paul. Men have pondered his

greatness. They have imitated his

form. They have tried to recapture

his enthusiasm. But it is all in vain.

His greatness defies analysis. His

form defies imitation. His enthusi-

asm defies recapture.

With respect to the ministry of

the church no one can teach us as

much as Paul. In Romans 15:16 we
find one passage which throws some
light on Paul's effectiveness. This

basic theme of "serving the gospel"

has three meanings.

Authority of Grace

There is an affirmation of au-

thority which we might describe as

the authority of grace. You will not

find the word authority here but

the idea is clearly expressed in

verse 15. Where does Paul get his

boldness? What right does he have
to write to this church at all?

Indeed this is a question which
will haunt the minister throughout
his days. What is the basis of your
authority? Many answers have been
proposed.

Some say that natural gifts and

talents, given to us by God, be

come the basis of authority. Sureh
these are not to be belittled. But i

public speaking is the only require

ment for the ministry then Winstoi

Churchill would be the greates

preacher of our day. Yet, as it is, hi

has never preached one sermon
Natural gifts and talents are ele

ments in authority but they are no

the essential ones.

Some insist that authority come
as a result of a rigorous training

period. Often a minister has spen

as many years in school as a phys

cian. He has spent more time ii

study than most lawyers, and hi

training has been every bit as rigor

ous. He speaks with authority be

cause he has a good education. Ales

ander Pope was right when he sail

that knowledge is power. This i

true also in the ministry.

But remember what a sixteentl

century Moravian Anabaptist said

"The people who knew Latin, Greek

and Hebrew were the ones wh
nailed Christ to the Cross!" Reali2

ing this danger does not mean tha

we must throw overboard the neei

for a thorough training. Minister

who work with the souls and th

consciences of men must have ever;

bit as thorough and rigorous a trair

ing as those who heal their bodies

But note that God's spirit is so\

ereign. He has worked in the pas

and works today through men wh
have never had a formal seminar

training but who have learned thei

lessons in the school of life. Th
basis of authority is not educatioi

Nor does a minister's authorit

rest in that important ordinatioi

rite. That alone cannot do. But tha

together with what Paul here refer

to is indeed the basis of authority

What is that basis? Look at vers

15: "Because of the grace given m
by God." There you see it! Not evei

Paul, surely one of the most giftei

of men, could appeal to his nature

gifts! Not even Paul, the most edv

cated of all the early apostles, ti

fers to his learning as a basis fo
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authority. Not once does he refer

to his ordination at the church of

Antioch. Not once does he appeal

to his apostleship. He appeals to the

grace given him by God!

Paul had experienced so deeply

the grace of God, that he fears lest

somehow he would not be faithful

in sharing it with others. Power, H.

L. Mencken used to say, is misused

by ninety-five percent of the people

who obtain it. Unfortunately, the

church is no exception. What ter-

rible things have been done in the

name of God by those who fail to

recognize that their authority has

its basis in the grace of God!

Suppose a businessman wants to

share his inner spiritual life with

his minister. He has made a mis-

take. Now it is natural for the min-

ister as a person in authority to

say: "Well, the reputation of the

church is at stake; we must disci-

pline you."

It is quite another approach to

weep with a man like that, one

who has genuine sorrow for his sin,

to recognize that but for the grace

of God the minister would be in a

worse state himself. It is the grace

of God which enables the minister

to weep with those caught in the

web of sin, those whose existence

is pock-marked by the hideous re-

mains of a life lived as a sacrifice

to sin. It is the first responsibility

of a minister to weep with a sinner

rather than to join in the gloating,

gleeful crowd which stands ready to

hurl stones.

The Priesthood of a Message

People come first. Then comes

the minister's message. What is this

task? Many voices cry out trying

to define and redefine the work of

a minister. They say he is a coun-

selor, an administrator, a pastor, a

preacher, a healer of souls. All of

them are right. And all of them are

wrong if they shout so loudly that

they drown out the others. This is

the glory of the ministry, it is a

many-splendored thing. Its many
sides call for every gift that God
has given.

Paul here lifts up the priesthood.

The priesthood is not of a ritual

but of a message.

As Protestants we have always

rightly affirmed the priesthood of

all believers. Let us not however
lose sight of the more limited aspect

here expressed by Paul. There is a

special sense in which a minister

of the gospel holds the precious

gospel in his hands. He is charged

with its proclamation and the de-

fense of its purity. Above all he is

given the mighty responsibility of

sharing the good news of the cross.

His authority centers in his mes-

sage. When he leaves that, when
he starts cultivating the fields of

human interest and neglects the

fields of human need, he has lost

his authority because he has sub-

stituted empty husks for the glori-

ous good news of Christ.

John Bunyan in Pilgrim's Prog-

ress portrays a preacher like that.

He calls him Rev. Itching-Ears. And
John Byng uses an equally sugges-

tive phrase to describe the private

chaplain of the Duke of Marlbor-

ough when he calls him "a sub-

servient Dr. Tickletext." Such a

preacher's work is easy. He adapts

his message to what the people

want. He plays with his eye to the

gallery and his ear to the grand-

stand. If they want only cornflakes,

then don't serve steak.

The most disturbing temptation

for the modern minister is to sub-

stitute a works-religion for the gos-

pel. The hardest battle fought in

the sixteenth century by our fore-

fathers was to prevent the Refor-

mation from degenerating into a

works-religion. Some spent their en-

ergies arguing whether a black coat

was better than a red one and other

ridiculous nonsense. The same bat-

tle was fought in the first century

by Paul. The minister will find it

easier to preach about the peripher-

al things. To him I would say, "Stay

in the center of the gospel. Remind

your people and yourself that it is

at the cost of Christ's life that they

are renewed. It is by grace that

they are saved. The gospel is a

promise of a new life, not primarily

a code of conduct."

A. J. Gossip tells of his experi-

ences when he preached his first

sermon in an important church in

Edinburgh. His seminary professor

was there but in spite of this he de-

cided to preach on John 3:16. Later

the professor came to him and said,

"You did not do justice to that text,

but nobody can. But by all means

do not avoid preaching on the great

texts just because you cannot do

justice to them."

If we stress the authority and

uniqueness of the ministry, is there

not a danger that the minister will

fall a victim of pride? To be sure.

Paul too was accused of being

proud. We find often enough the

words boasting and ambition in his

writings. Therefore, we call atten-

tion to a third relationship that is

mentioned in this passage, namely
the minister's relation to himself.

Notice again the way in which Paul

describes himself in Romans 15:17-

18. He is intimately involved in his

message. He was united to his peo-

ple in a most intimate way. When
he wrote to the Thessalonian

church, "being affectionately desir-

ous of you, we were ready to share

with you not only the gospel of God,

but also our own selves, because

you had become very dear to us"

(1 Thess. 2:8), he was not overstat-

ing the case. Paul does not keep a

professional distance from his peo-

ple as the modern pastor is some-

times advised to do. Here are inter-

personal relations in their profound-

est depths.

The Pride of Christ

This is the reason why Paul can

speak so openly about his pride.

His pride is after all not in what

he has done. He is concealing noth-

ing from them. He boasts not in his

own achievements, but in what
Christ has achieved through him.

Luther's rendering here is beauti-

ful, even though it is not as true to

the Greek. It says in effect, "For I

would not boast or dare to speak

of anything, where Christ does not

move me." The emphasis is upon

Christ working through Paul. It

was a verse dear to the Anabaptists.

In another place Paul makes it even

more explicit by stating that Christ

is speaking in him (2 Cor. 13:3).

The problem of authority and

pride is related to the presence of

Christ and to His church. Christ's

presence checks the way in which

this authority is used. Furthermore

Christ dwells not only in the life

of His apostle but also in His

church. So these two are joined to-

gether. The minister must have a

certain amount of pride in his work
and achievements, but it is always

an achievement which Christ has

wrought through him. The minis-

ter's pride is never the pride of po-

sition, never the pride of education

or appointment but the conviction

that through his efforts God's mar-

velous work is being accomplished.
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Rachel Moore

DON'T /*£H THEM INTO THE MINISTRY

Last Sunday after church I noticed

my fifteen-year-old son on the steps

talking earnestly to his Sunday
school teacher. After he had joined

some young friends in the yard, his

teacher, a wonderful person and
wife of a retired minister, came over

to me. "I'm going to make a min-

ister of your son," she said.

I searched for a reply, not wish-

ing to offend one so genuinely in-

terested, but I longed to say, "Please

don't. Please don't push him."

We cannot make a minister out

of every good Christian youth and
we must stop trying.

Our intentions are the best. Every-

one concerned is justly proud when
a young person decides to go into

full-time Christian service. It is a

credit to the parents' training, com-
munity environment, and the over-

all church program.
In our family the feeling goes

even deeper. I can count twenty-

three ministers in my own family
background, including three broth-

ers, two grandfathers, and a fragile

little grandmother who was a cir-

cuit rider in the Tennessee moun-
tains. Naturally my husband and I

would be overjoyed if Glenn carries

on their work.
The urgent need for young dedi-

cated men and women in the field is

emphasized to those closely connect-

ed with the work of the church to-

day. This, no doubt, accounts for

the eagerness with which older min-
isters urge youngsters to consider

the ministry, and it was the reason

behind my son's teacher's constant

weighing down of him with liter-

ature pertaining to this training.

My son does not read the papers.

The wastebasket in his room re-

ceives most of them when he reach-

es home. The remainder I take from
his pockets before I wash his pants.

He accepts them out of politeness,

but he doesn't yet have enough in-

terest to read them.

We must realize that simply be-

cause a youngster takes more than
an average interest in Sunday
school, enjoys his Bible, and asks
questions not expected of his age,

this does not necessarily mean that

he will ever have the many qualifi-

cations for the ministry. It may be
possible that the youth is just grow-
ing into a fine Christian layman.
Young people change their minds

frequently. It is the natural thing

to do. How many of us today are
following the line of work we wished
to follow when we were fourteen or

even older? A youth should have a

chance to change his mind without

embarrassment. He is certain to be-

come distressed if the entire com-
munity, his church, and his parents

are sitting back waiting with baited

breath for him to follow up his

earlier ambitions when he has found
another profession to which he feels

God has called him.

How can he tell everyone that

he has had a change in plans, that

he doesn't feel he should become a

minister, after all, when Mom and
Dad could not resist telling Grand-
ma that her favorite grandson is

going to be a minister? Now Grand-
ma introduces Johnny to all of her

friends as "My grandson, who is

going into the ministry."

It places him in the unhappy sit-

uation of having to choose between
what he feels he should do and
what he is expected to do.

A friend of mine, a minister, re-

cently told me of his own experi-

ence a few years back. A wonderful
young minister headed his home
church when my friend was in his

teens. He was the boy's ideal. Of
course, to be like him, he felt he
must also become a minister.

"My family snatched at my inter-

est," he told me, "and soon every-

one in the town thought of me as a
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Lead them gently, and youth may make their own decision to speak for God; push them and they may panic.

minister-to-be."

"Well, you didn't disappoint

them," I said.

My friend laughed. "No," he said,

"but I came very close to it. While
at college I felt that I didn't pos-

sess the qualifications for the min-

istry at all. I wrote the news home.
My parents didn't go along with my
switch."

He went on to say that eventually,

after a tough struggle with his

family, he won the right to choose
his life's work himself. A few years

later he felt an overpowering call

to the ministry and, on his own
decision, he began training.

Another side which may trouble

a young person who switches to

another profession is the fact that

the church and community will

never completely forget that at one
time the young man wanted to be-

come a minister. It makes little

difference to the folks at home that

he is living a full, useful life and
doing countless good work for the

Kingdom in the community. They
are not going to forget his earlier

ambitions. For years, when his

name enters any conversation, some-

one is sure to say, "He was go-

ing to become a minister, remem-
ber? Wonder whatever went
wrong?"
On the other side of the picture,

none of us believes that a youth's

ambitions should be ignored or

treated too lightly. If anything, this

approach is even more discouraging.

Here is not a child to be treated

laughingly as when he wanted to

become a fireman or a "raggedy
man." This is a young person search-

ing himself to discover what it is

he actually should do with his life.

He will need our help. Help of the

right kind.

He will need to know that we are

firmly behind him in any line of en-

deavor he chooses. He needs our un-

derstanding while he is finding

God's way.
Under the proper home, church,

and community environment a new
harvest of dedicated ministers is

sure to ripen. When ripened, we
will all be proud of these young
people and our pride will be doubled

in the knowledge that the decision

to work for God's Kingdom was
their decision alone.

Reprint from Sunday Digest by permission.
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The Bride - Centered

Can Something Be Done About

Wedding

Rudy H. Wiebe

In many cultures the customs that

surround marriage are the hard
core of that culture's peculiar tradi-

tions. This is true for several rea-

sons. A major one is that at mar-
riage a new home is being formed
which alone can carry on these tra-

ditions if they are not to be lost to

the next generation. Small wonder
that unique customs at weddings
persist long after other distinctive

cultural expressions disappear.

The traditional type of wedding
in our circles, though varying under
certain conditions, usually had the
following distinctives: the couple
walked in together while the con-

gregation stood singing a hymn;
they seated themselves near the
front and listened to one, perhaps
two, long serious messages after the
marriage statement and blessing,

they (and perhaps their parents)
prayed; another hymn was sung and
then all followed the couple out for
the wedding supper. There were no
formal attendants at church. The
dress of the couple was simple. On
the whole, the ceremony concen-
trated on the Christian message and
the home about to be established.

The contrast to the modern wed-
ding is fairly obvious. The bride has
become the center of what, in many
cases, can only be called a "spec-

tacular." The audience (not congre-
gation), the preacher, the groom,
his attendants, all stand waiting ex-

pectantly for her. And she keeps
them all waiting. First the flower-

girl, then, slowly, one by one, the
bridesmaids float down the aisle,

and, finally, the bride herself—on
the arm of her father. And the key
words of the minister, "Who giveth
this woman in marriage," are an-

swered by the father: "I do."

The center of today's wedding is

the bride. And not even a lengthy
message (if there is one) after that
exaggeratedly slow advance down

the aisle will alter it.

The veneration of woman, as of

man, is pagan. It is true beyond
doubt that Christ placed the woman
on an equal spiritual basis with
man. Christianity is the only world
religion which does so to this day,

but Christ certainly did not place
her in the center of creation to be
adored. Chivalry, driven to its ex-

treme, is anti-Christian. The chival-

ric code, as we know it, arose dur-

ing the Middle Ages, probably
stirred up by the Crusaders' con-

tact with Arab thinkers, the rise of
the Virgin Mary cult in religion,

and the evolution of the "courtly
love" philosophy under troubadours
of the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries. With such origins, it can
hardly be called Christian. And,
whereas the early chivalric code
centered largely in a spiritual ven-
eration of woman, the logical step
is the modern adoration of the
physical, altars to which can be
found anywhere from scummy bur-

lesque halls to our own living

rooms. With this unmitigated em-
phasis on the woman as such and
on her distinctive form, it is small
wonder that the modern bride, in

what has been too aptly called her
"moment of glory," plans her wed-
ding around herself and her ward-
robe.

It would seem to me that we are
dealing here not only with a cul-

tural phenomenon but with a per-

tinent aspect of our faith. We need
not incriminate the bride or her in-

dulgent parents. If a minister ob-

jects, he can be avoided, but if the
groom would talk this over with
his bride, the whole ceremony
could receive a different slant. Even
at this stage of the home relation-

ship the man should be aware of
his position of spiritual leadership.

In something as significant as the
formation of a new Christian home,
surely Christ, the head of both per-

sons involved, and not one of the
human partners, is most important.
Each couple should talk this over
very seriously with their minister:

what impression will we give by
doing this or this? If the older

ceremony no longer suits, we may
have to work out our own wedding
form which will leave no doubt in

anyone's mind (especially those non-

Christians who invariably attend):

Christ, and He alone, is the focal

point of the ceremony.
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Korean Child Care Training Program

Korea is the home of many un-

claimed, unwanted and parentless

children. In the Pusan area alone

there are more than 100 orphanages.

Not all the children in these in-

stitutions are actually orphans.

Some have been abandoned by their

parents due to financial stresses at

home.
In 1962, Mennonite Central Com-

mittee developed two projects aimed
at helping unfortunate families and

The child care training program is designed to provide orphanage staffs

with advice, guidance, and Christian instruction on the care of children.

children in Korea. The one, Family
Child Assistance, is an attempt to

keep children of poor families in

their homes, by providing educa-

tional support for one child. The
other program, Christian Child Care
Training, is designed to provide or-

phanage staffs with advice, guidance

and Christian instruction on the

care of children.

Helen Tieszen, Marion, South

Dakota, was assigned to Korea to

develop this program of training.

Her first year in Korea was devoted

mainly to the study of the Korean
language. This was a very impor-

tant aspect of the program, if she

was to communicate adequately

with officials, leaders and children.

During the course of her language
study, Miss Tieszen reported, "One
can be friendly to others through
the help of an interpreter, but this

does not begin to compare with the

fellowship possible through direct

communication." She also observed

that people do not appreciate hav-

ing their language used incorrectly.

They insist that even a learner

speak it perfectly.

A final reason for the need of

language study, she mentioned, is

that "there are ways of expression

in any language which throw more
light on a particular facet of life

than the counterpart in another lan-

guage. For example, the Korean
word used to describe an abandoned
baby is stronger than the English

word 'deserted.' It means 'a baby
who has been thrown away.'

"

After many months of study and
of laying the groundwork for the

training program, the first course

has now been started. Miss Tieszen

is assisted in her work by a social
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worker from Seoul, Chi Dong Yol.

The course was originally planned
for the housemothers of the or-

phanages, but since that position is

somewhat temporary, it was decid-

ed that the wives of orphanage
superintendents would be given the

priority.

When the curriculum of study
was completed, it was translated
into Korean and approved by the
League of Social Workers. The
course includes lectures, discussion

groups, demonstration and observa-
tion, field work by the trainees, and
visitation by the staff to the or-

phanages represented by the train-

ees. Christian teaching is incorpor-
ated into the curriculum, and pro-

vision is made for a daily devotion-
al experience.

The length of the course is two
months, with one half the time be-

ing spent in study at the institute

and the other half in working out
special assignments of a practical
nature in the institution.

A recent decision by the Korean
government requires orphanage per-

Look to Your Faith

i LOOK TO YOUR

I FAITH

A book of short devotional meditations

on challenging tenets of the Christian

faith. The meditations are selected edi-

torials of the past editor of The Men-

nonite. By Jesse N. Smucker, $2.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

sonnel to hold a certificate indicat-

ing that they have completed a six-

month prescribed course. The gov-
ernment gives credit for this course
toward the required certificate.

On March 27, the opening cere-

monies of the Christian Child Care
Training were held. Elder Do, chair-

man of the League of Social Work-
ers, officiated. Karl Bartsch, direc-

tor of MCC relief in Korea, gave
the sermon. Also taking part in the
affairs were the mayor of Taegu
and the chief of the provincial bu-
reau of health and social affairs.

Forty-three applicants arrived at
the opening of the course, but only
thirty could be accepted at one
time. The remaining thirteen were
promised that they could be part
of the next group. Concerning the
selection of trainees, Miss Tieszen
remarked, "The thirty trainees se-

lected are largely the matrons
(often superintendents' wives) and
some housemothers. Even those from
the country insisted they would at-

tend regularly. All the trainees are
really living up to this request. None
are late and they all come every
day."

Much of the credit for success
which has been realized thus far,

says Miss Tieszen, is due to her
Korean assistant. "Miss Chi, my
assistant, has been doing a fabulous
piece of work both in interpreting
and in her contacts with all these
people — government officials, or-

phanage superintendents and train-

ees, as well as children. Without her
dedication, we would not be able to
function."

Although the program is still in
its beginning stages, it has been
very rewarding to experience en-
dorsement of the program by the
Korean people, both in government
and private welfare work, and to
realize that the influence of this
program can have far-reaching ef-

fects in the lives of many people.

WORDS AND DEEDS

Alvin Friesen, Dinuba, Calif., dis-

tributed Christmas bundles to 2,300
people in three Algerian villages in

the Sahara desert: "These people
all live in dirt caves built into the
banks of a dry river bed. During
the war they lost all of their sheep
and now have no resources of any
kind except what is given to them
in distributions. Rains did not come
to their particular area, so they

were not able to plant anything.
The two days that we spent with
these people were perhaps two of
the best days of my life. I will never
forget the sight that first morning
as we were getting ready to begin
the distribution. About a half hour
before we were scheduled to begin,

approximately 300 of these children
came up out of the ground from all

directions and walked toward our
truck. They seated themselves on
the ground, girls separate from the
boys, and there they patiently wait-
ed for their bundles. It was a real
privilege to give these bundles to
each child in these villages and
then to see them take off their old
rags and put on a neat new dress
or a pair of pants and shirt."

The Internal Revenue Service re-

voked the tax-exempt status of the
Fellowship of Reconciliation, Nyack,
N. Y., a religious peace organization.
The reasons given were that the
pursuit of peace is not a religious

but a political activity.

MEDICAL GEAR FOR INDIA

The 1-W unit in Kansas City has
undertaken to crate medical equip-
ment for shipping to India. The
Kansas University Medical Center
donated medical equipment to Mis-
sionary Joe Duerksen, who is cur-

rently in post-graduate study at the
medical center, where many of the
fifty men in the Kansas City 1-W
unit are serving. Duerksen will be
returning to India this summer. The
medical equipment is much needed
in his work at Mennonite Christian
Hospital in Champa.

SERMON CONTEST

The deadline for the Evangelism
Sermon Contest has been extended
to July 1 according to Ward W.
Shelly, chairman of the Evangelism
Committee. Sermons being entered
must have been preached before
the contest deadline July 1. The con-

test has been planned to promote
evangelism in local congregations.
Information may be obtained

or entries submitted to Ward W.
Shelly, 2110 Birchwood Road, Lan-
caster, Pa.; or Esther Wiens, Ros-
thern, Sask.

49 MISSIONARIES TRAVEL

Missionary travel in the General
Conference Church is expected to

be unusually heavy this summer. A
report from the Board of Missions
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office states that forty-nine mission-

aries will travel to or from nine

fields between April and September.

The largest number, fifteen, are

traveling to or from India. More
than the usual number of mission-

aries are on furlough from Japan
this year. Very few will be on fur-

lough in 1964.

Andrew R. Shelly, executive sec-

retary of the board, stated that

funds are urgently needed for this

large expense. Missionaries usually

begin their furloughs or return to

the field during the summer months
when their children are not in

school. These are the months when
contributions to the Board of Mis-

sions are at the lowest figure. The
board has already received several

special gifts toward the travel fund.

MCC SUMMER OPENINGS

Four projects remain open under
the MCC Summer Service Program.
A married couple is needed for lead-

ership in the migrant ministry in

New York. A married couple is also

needed to assist in camp programs
and educational activities among
migrants in Hoopeston, 111. Teach-

ers are needed to assist in school

classroom programs in Atlanta,

Ga., and Nashville, Tenn. Vacation
Bible school teachers are also need-

ed in these cities to assist in church
programs. Men and women with

mental health and social work in-

terests are needed for a work camp
at Brook Lane Farm Hospital in

Maryland.
The New York migrant project

begins the end of June, and the

Brook Lane work camp dates are

Aug. 3-24. The other programs be-

gin around the middle of June. Con-
tact Summer Service Director, MCC
Headquarters, Akron, Pa.

GROWING NEED FOR MISSIONS

The government in India has raised

salaries for teachers twenty-five per-

cent. This touches the General Con-
ference mission program. The
church supports schools there that

must meet the country's standards.

In North America inflation moves
slowly. In foreign counties inflation

is almost rampant.
These costs of evangelism were

shared by the officers of the Board
of Missions in a letter sent to con-

ference homes a few weeks ago.

The letter was signed by Willard
Wiebe, Mountain Lake, Minn., chair-

ANSWERED PRAYER IN TAIWAN When Akyou's husband was imprisoned for a

small crime she became a cook for Han Vandenberg and Roy Habecker to earn
money for her family. Soon she began attending Bible study classes taught by
Peter Chao, a laboratory technician at the Mennonite Hospital in Taiwan. Her
family rejected her when she became a Christian. She gained new friends and a
stronger faith as she assisted Marie Regier in church work. Instead of wishing

to divorce her husband she found new love for him. Several months after his

release from prison he became critically ill. Akyou's prayers were answered
when he became a Christian while a patient at the Mennonite Christian Hospital.

man; John P. Suderman, Lynden,

Wash., vice-chairman; Walter H.

Dyck, Arvada, Colo., secretary; and

S. F. Pannabecker, Elkhart, Ind.,

financial secretary.

The letter was written following

a recent meeting of the missions

executive committee. The men list-

ed a number of special concerns.

"At the time of the executive com-

mittee meeting we were $69,000 in

debt in our current account. Gen-

erally, income has been lower dur-

ing late spring and summertime. . . .

Gifts given now are double gifts

in that they eliminate costly inter-

est on loans and expensive delays

in the work."

While income is low in summer,
expenses continue and in some cases

increase. "One of these is the travel

of missionaries. Because of school

and other considerations most mis-

sionaries travel in late spring and

summer. We need $30,000 for this

purpose during these months. Be-

cause of the nature of the witness,

voluntary service payments are

highest in summertime."
On a happier note, the officers

note the response of youth to the

missions program. "We have many
young people with a holy restless-

ness to serve in missions. Within

our living memory we cannot think

of a time when there were as many
willing to be used of the Lord."

Even this good response has

problems. "But it costs money to

send workers out. We struggled

hard with the problem as to how
many workers to send."

The letter, sent from the mission

office at 722 Main St., Newton. Kan.,

concluded with this appeal: "The
challenge now is the same as it al-

ways was: the Lord's will for each
life. Each person and each family

needs to seek to discover the part

the Lord would have each to take.

Then Christian witness becomes a

joyful anticipation. Let us pray that

the Lord's will be done in all our
work."
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CALENDAR

Conferences
June 6, 7—Mennonite Cultural

Problems Conference, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.
June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-
ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,
Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-
ence.

Canadian
June 13,14—Spring Missions Con-

ference, Canadian Mennonite Bible
College, Winnipeg, Man.
June 16—Commencement, Cana-

dian Mennonite Bible College, Win-
nipeg, Man.

Central

June 22-23—Central District Men's
Retreat, Camp Friedenswald, Cas-
sopolis, Mich.

Western
June 2—Topeka unit 1-W reunion,

Southern Hills Church, Topeka,
Kan.
June 9—Dedication and anniver-

sary service, Zion Church, Elbing,
Kan. Commissioning of Elda Hie-

bert for mission service.

Other
May 30 — Senior-Alumni Dinner,

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
May 31—Commencement, Menno-

nite Biblical Seminary.
May 31 — Commencement, Free-

man Junior College, Robert G.

Borgwardt, speaker.

June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

MARRIAGES

Diane Anderson, First Church,
Newton, Kan., to Jim Blair, on Feb.

18.

Duane Kaufman and Marie Pre-

heim, both members of Salem
Church, Freeman, S. D., on April 13.

Caryn Krehbiel to Elwin Harder,

both of First Church, Newton, Kan.,

on March 30.

WORKERS
Marvin Bartel, Topeka, Kan., has

been employed as head of the Arts

and Crafts Department at Prairie

View Hospital, Newton, Kan. He
will also teach part-time at Bethel

College.

Glen Baughman, Bloomfield, Iowa,

will serve as office manager for

the MCC in Akron, Pa.

Abe Dyck, Grand Prairie, Alta.,

and Arthur Siemens, Plum Coulee,

Man., have entered the Pax pro-

gram. They will serve in Bolivia.

Philip Dyck, Chilliwack, B. C, will

replace Fremont Regier as director

of the agricultural program in Mex-
ico in June. Fremont and Sara Re-

gier, who have served in Mexico
for two years, are committed to

service under the Congo Inland Mis-

sion Board.

Alvin T. Friesen, missionary for

the General Conference Church in

Taiwan, returned to Canada on fur-

lough with his wife and son the

end of April. The Board of Mis-

sions is granting him an extended
furlough for post-graduate work in

medicine at the University of Sas-

katchewan. Their address is Mea-
dow Lake, Sask.

Ruby Penner, Altona, Man., has
begun short-term service in Mexico.
She is hostess and housekeeper at

the unit center in Cuauhtemoc.
Mary Woelk, Grand Forks, B. C,

has entered Voluntary Service un-

der the MCC. She is assigned to

Haiti but is temporarily detained

due to the political upheaval there.

Mary Zacharias, Winkler, Man.,

will serve in the MCC relief pro-

gram. She has been assigned to

Paraguay.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Housekeeper to live in with 12-

year-old boy in Wichita. Contact
Mutual Aid, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

DEATHS

Fred A. Butter, Friedensberg

Church, Avon, S. D., born Nov. 26,

1872, in Karolswalde, South Russia,

and died May 2. He was the father

of seven children.

Mrs. Emma Cone, First Church,

Chicago, 111., born May 11, 1871,

and died March 25.

Aaron C. Ellenberger, First

Church, Monroe, Wash., born June

1, 1890, and died Apr. 14. Survivors

are his wife and five children.

William F. Fast, West Zion

Church, Moundridge, Kan., born
Nov. 3, 1890, and died Apr. 25. He is

survived by his wife, one son, and
two daughters.

Mrs. Jacob Fehdrau, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan., born May 3,

1880, in Russia, and died May 1.

Eight daughters survive.

R. A. Gaeddert, First Church,

Hutchinson, Kan., born Nov. 4, 1899,

and died May 4. Survivors include

his wife, one son and two daughters.

Ben P. O. Graber, First Church
Pretty Prairie, Kan., born Mar. 13,

1886, and died May 2. Survivors in-

clude his wife, five daughters, and
one son.

Mrs. Elisabeth Kopper, First

Church, Pretty Prairie, Kan., born
Nov. 15, 1879, and died Apr. 25.

Survivors include five daughters and
seven sons.

Glen Baughman, Abe
Dyck, Art Siemens, Mary

Woelk, Mary Zacharias
(Workers)
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Mrs. Edna L. Krebill, Zion Church,

Donnellson, Iowa, born June 3,

1896, and died May 1. Her husband
Harry and two daughters survive.

Jacob H. Matthies, Alberta Com-
munity Church, Portland, Ore., born
Nov. 21, 1882, in Russia and died

April 7. His wife, a son and a daugh-
ter survive.

Mrs. Katie Koop, Lorraine Ave.

Church, Wichita, Kan., born March
25, 1889, and died Feb. 26. Six chil-

dren survive.

Gustav B. Martens, First Church,

Newton, Kan., born March 17, 1895,

died Apr. 3. Survivors are his wife,

two daughters, and three sons.

Mrs. Mary Schynidt Hildebrand,

Lorraine Ave. Church, Wichita,

Kan., born Jan. 31, 1897, and died

Feb. 19. Her husband, a son, and
two daughters survive.

David J. Hofer, Bethany Church,

Freeman, S. D., born Aug. 24, 1902,

and died April 10. Survivors in-

clude his widow, two daughters, and
three sons.

Hilda (Schmidt) Schroeder, Tabor
Church, Newton, Kan., born Sept.

20, 1915, and died April 20. Sur-

vivors are her husband, one son,

and one daughter.

Emma Eyynann Ruth (Mrs. Abra-
ham J.) First Church, Upland,
Calif., born Nov. 14, 1876, and died

April 3.

Eugene V. Siebert, Bethesda
Church, Henderson, Neb., born Sept.

29, 1923, and died April 9. Survivors
are his wife, two daughters and one
son.

John J. Waltner, Salem Church,
Freeman, S. D., born Dec. 24, 1863,

in Russia, died April 26. He was
one of the charter members of Sa-

lem Church.

NEW ADDRESSES

Africa

Franklin Laemmlen, Africa Inland
Mission, P. O. Box 20, Kapsabet,

Kenya, East Africa

Peter Toews, Mennonite Central

Committee, BP 3101, Leopoldville,

Kalina, Congo
Asia

Paul I. Dyck, Bethesda Hospital,

Champa, M.P., India

Leonore Friesen, Esther Patkau, 39

Matsubashi cho, 1 Chome, Miya-

zaki City, Miyazaki ken, Japan
Carl J. Yoder, Mennonite Central

Committee, Box 75, Nhatrang,
Vietnam

Florida

Edgar Dalke, 835 Delaneo, Indian

River City

Marion Clymer, 5800 NW 12 St.,

Fort Lauderdale
Mrs. Marvin Zigler, 4719 Beaumont,
Tampa 11

Minnesota
Gary Dunker, Route 1, Alpha
Ivan Harder, 1351 Circle Terrace,

Minneapolis 21

Robert Rupp, 127 Washington Ave.,

N, Hopkins
Ohio
Fred Gratz, 109 E. Market, Lima
Mrs. Aldine Kohli, 1525 Charlotte

St., Ironton

Richard Reimer, Rt. 3, Waponeta
Oklahoma
Milton Harms, 214 W. 7 St., Chero-

kee
Mrs. Elizabeth Lowen, Box 16, Rt.

2, Claremore

ARE WE KEEPING PENTECOST?

To the Editor: The custom of the

Mennonite church in days gone by
was to keep Pentecost as a holiday,

just as important as Christmas and
Easter. Today we seem not to lay

the proper emphasis on this day.

When we consider what Pentecost

stands for, we must admit that its

importance in the Christian life is

equal, if not surpassing, that of

Christmas and Easter. . . .

On this day we remember the

gift of the Holy Ghost to the apos-

tles in Jerusalem. The outward vis-

ible sign was cloven tongues as of

fire sitting on each of them filling

them with the Holy Ghost, who
gave them power to speak in

tongues, so that all the nations rep-

resented, heard in their language,

the praises of God for accomplish-

ing salvation, which is the gospel

message according to 1 Corinthians

15:14. The result of the Spirit's

preaching through Peter was 3000

souls added to the church. This

same Spirit the Holy Ghost enters

into every one, when he in repent-

ance comes to God, and by faith

receives Jesus Christ as his Saviour.

He comes to abide in his life.

He is the third person of the

trinity. Poured out upon all flesh

(Joel 2:28-29). This pouring out of

the Holy Ghost was what Jesus

called baptism. "Ye shall be baptized

with the Holy Ghost not many days

hence" (Acts 1:5). Here in Jerusa-

lem on the day of Pentecost this

promise was fulfilled. The result

was the conversion of many souls.

The Holy Ghost is a comforter

(John 14-26). As such He teaches

the believer all things. How to walk
on life's pathway, how to lead oth-

ers to the cross of Christ. He brings

to our memory the very scripture

passages needed to convince a sin-

ner of his evil ways. He gives us

power to witness effectively (John

15:26-27) of the saving grace of

Christ. He reproves the world of

sin, of righteousness, of God, and

the judgment to come. . . .

It is the Holy Spirit that every

Christian needs. ... It may be well

for our churches to examine them-

selves to know if our religious pro-

grams, our exercises and teachings

are in line with the moving of the

Holy Ghost and what other day

than the day of Pentecost when we
remember the great event that hap-

pened on that Pentecost morning,

is more appropriate to turn with

all our being to worship in Spirit

and in truth.

If then the Holy Spirit is the God
of the trinity given to the world,

who forms the church by uniting

the believer together with Christ

by the baptism of himself so that

the body of which Christ is the head

is built upon the foundation Jesus

Christ and groweth into an holy

temple in the Lord, an habitation

of God through the Spirit (Eph.

2:19-22), it is evident that without

the Holy Ghost neither the church,

nor the individual believer, could sur-

vive. Then we would see the impor-

tance of the Spirit's presence and
His direction in our Christian life.

Let us therefore listen to His voice

in directing us and be obedient to

Him so that He can be with us,

in us. and upon us. J. F. Sauxitzky,

1617 N. Poplar St., Newton, Kan.
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Camp Mennoscah

Retreat

The eleventh annual, retreat of

the Western District Mennonite Men
was held at Camp Mennoscah on
April 27 and 28. Attendance this

year reached record levels since

nearly 900 men and boys gathered

for this annual spring event. A
total of 858 were served the noon
meal by the Tabor Church men of

Newton, and nearly 500 were on
hand for breakfast served by the

Pawnee Rock Church men.
The sessions were held in a large

tent erected by the Bethany Church
men of Kingman. On Saturday night

more than 100 men and boys spent

the night camping out either in

tents or in the camp facilities. Dur-
ing the evening Eldon Rich of New-
ton showed slides of a tour he and
his family made to Europe.
The theme of the retreat program

was "Expecting More of the Laity
in a World of Revolution." The
morning program was in charge of

Edwin J. Schmidt, president of the

Western District Mennonite Men.
Special music was given by the

men's chorus of the Bethel Church
of Inman and a male quartet from
the Buhler Church. Jean R. Unruh
of Newton was the song director

during the day. Men of the Lor-

raine Avenue Church of Wichita
served as Sunday school teachers
for the various boys' classes during
the morning Sunday school hour.

Virgil Flickinger of Inman presided

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

mm

at the afternoon service.

In the morning service a group
of four pre-ministerial students

gave a brief testimony on "How I

Have Been Led Toward the Min-
istry." These students were Marlin
Kim, Richard Hirschler, Sheldon
Sawatzky, and James Dunn. The
primary factor that led these young
men to choose the ministry, ac-

cording to their testimony, was the

influence of their Christian parents

and the home background. Other
factors that were mentioned were
1-W and Voluntary Service experi-

ences, the Christian emphasis of the

schools they attended, opportunities

of taking part in local church work,
and seeing the great need for more
ministers. Art Waltner reported the

recommendations of a special Min-
isterial Salary Study Committee.
The afternoon service featured

brief talks on new tried experiences
in Men's work. Elbert Koontz, Hills-

boro, spoke on "One or Two Year
Volunteers as Lay Ministers." The
short-term lay minister idea has
been tried in his church and has
proved helpful. Dan Epp, Bethel
College Church, spoke on "We May
Disagree but Let's Talk it Over
Programs." This was a report of
programs of informative and con-

troversial subjects that were at-

tempted by the Bethel College
Church men. Albert Ediger of Buh-
ler spoke on "Mennonite Disaster

Service Help in Building New
Churches." He reported that seven-

ty-five men from the central Kansas
area contributed 175 man-days of

labor toward the construction of

the new house of worship at Lib-

eral, Kan. J. H. Ediger of Inman
spoke on "How Retired Men Can
Help." Some of his suggestions
were: keep out of the way of those
who are busy; be observing; form a

club to help others; and visit people
in homes-for-the-aged and other
places. Art Schrag of Pretty Prai-

rie spoke on "Adult Volunteers for

Our 1-W Program." He challenged
men of the churches to devote more
time to the young men who are serv-

ing in the 1-W program. Schrag
spent two months in Denver as a

1-W counselor.

The featured speaker of the re-

treat program was John Howard
Yoder, administrative assistant for

overseas missions of the Elkhart
Mission Board. In the morning his

message was on the subject "Being
Christian Men in a World of Revolu-
tion." In the afternoon his message
was "What I Would Like to See
Men of the Church Do." The follow-

ing is a resume of his messages:

In speaking of the revolution that

is taking place in the world, Yoder
indicated that basically it is being

brought about by spiritual forces

through the influence of Christian-

ity. God is using this revolution for

His purpose. Since this is true, Chris-

tians must not try to resist or im-

pede its progression, but must get

on board to help bring it about.

Some of the changes that are tak-

ing place are these: The influence

of farm or rural life is becoming
increasingly less dominant because
the percentage of farm people is

decreasing. The fact that the world
has been dominated by Christianity

and particularly Protestant Christi-

anity is changing. The number of

Christians in the world is decreas-

ing percentage wise primarily be-

cause the non-Christians are increas-

ing in population more rapidly. The
white race has ruled the world in

the past ages but the center of grav-

ity is turning from the white race

to non-white primarily because the

literacy rate is increasing very rap-

idly among underdeveloped nations

of the world. The rising expectation

of hungry people is coming to the

forefront.

Yoder suggested that Christians

can help bring about this change
for God's purpose by looking for

the point of greatest need in the

world for our service. This may
mean giving up lucrative jobs and
comfortable homes here and using

our capabilities in underdeveloped
lands. This cannot be accomplished
only by young people but mature
people should also serve.
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Kenneth F. Hall

Star Athlete --Star Patient

Roger Winter gasped for breath. He could feel the air

pressure in his iron lung draining away, seeping out through
a service door which had fallen open near his neck. Alone
in the hospital in the middle of the night and paralyzed

from the neck down, Roger Winter realized he could not

last long this way. The doctor's instructions came back to

him: "Click hard with your tongue when you need help."

Roger clicked, at first feebly. Again, desperately. Long
minutes stretched out until

k finally a nurse heard his call

X, and came in to check around

X the darkened room. She found

nothing wrong and hurried

away at the call of another
^\ X patient. Almost beside him-

self now, Roger wondered if

he had come through the in-

itial, terrifying attack of bul-

bar polio that summer of 1952

only to die in a hospital acci-

dent like this. He had survived the first onslaughts of

polio when others had died all around him in the epidemic

at South Bend, Indiana. He had come through a hectic,

sudden tracheotomy that had restored his breathing after

his lungs had filled with fluid. Roger worked his tongue

again, louder, still more urgently. When finally the nurse

returned, she asked, "Is it your tracheotomy?" Roger
could not speak then, but he did manage to gasp a faint

"Yes " He knew if she checked around his throat she would

find the open door. So, once more the young man's life

was saved.

Saved, but what for? The world he had built for himself

had come tumbling down when that odd summer cold had

turned into paralysis. Here he was about to start what
looked to be the greatest year in his life as a senior at

Kalamazoo College. He was engaged to a lovely girl, the

campus queen. He had been elected vice-president of the



The coordination that once made Roger Winter a star athlete now enables

him to type thirty-three words a minute with the peg in his mouth.

student body and president of his

fraternity. And, most of all, there

were sports. At home on his desk

lay letters from two professional

football teams, the Los Angeles

Rams and the New York Yankees.

These inquiries had stemmed from a

brilliant football career that set

national records at "K College." He
also carved out for himself a star

niche in basketball and track. Just

over the horizon also loomed his

long-dreamed-of career as a coach.

Now all this had crumbled. A world

had come to an end.

As Roger lay in the iron lung, his

mind went back over earlier days

here in South Bend, Indiana. His

home had not been too' different

from most, although his parents had
recently separated. Both of them
had always been interested in him,

even though his dad had a lot of

irons in the fire, including a tavern

in Mishawaka, dates to play his

banjo all over the area, the jewelry

business, or auto racing. There had-

n't been much place for church in

the Winter family schedule.

From grade school days on, sports

had come to take an increasing

place in Roger's life. Having to fight

extra hard because of his small size,

Roger had worked his way up
through the ranks of scrub teams
to starting positions on the football

and basketball teams at Riley High
School in South Bend. After riding

the bench for the first three games
of his senior year, Roger got a

chance to show his wares at right

half on the varsity against neigh-

boring rival Adams High. That
night he ripped off sixty yards on

wide end sweeps the first few times

he got his hands on the ball and

wound up averaging nine yards a

carry. In his second night out he

clinched his position on the team
when he scored the winning touch-

down against Elkhart. The fact he

weighed only 135 pounds didn't stop

him.

It was the same story in basket-

ball, where the fact that he stood

only five feet seven couldn't keep

him on the bench. When he finally

cracked the lineup he hit twenty-

two points against Michigan City,

wound up being voted Most Valu-

able Player on the team. He
crowned his scholastic sports ca-

reer with a miraculous, blind, over-

the-head catch of a "home run" ball

hit by South Bend Central deep into

center field.

Roger was always a good student

when he studied and a natural lead-

er when he got beyond his shyness.

He took a good look around at col-

lege possibilities and wound up at

Kalamazoo, a small Baptist school

with a national academic reputa-

tion, fifty miles from home. Roger

liked the school, loved the social

life, and wound up the first semes-

ter with two F's, a D, a C, and a B.

He was ineligible for sports that

second semester and had to buckle

down.
If 135 pounds is small for high

school ball, it is only a drop in the

bucket in college. Dripping wet,

Roger got up to only 140 pounds by

his sophomore year and was ready

to quit the team in order to become
trainer. But, Coach Lloyd Grow per-

suaded him to give the game an-

other try in the split T formation

he was installing that fall. It fit

Roger like a glove. He scored his

first two college touchdowns as Kal-

amazoo came from 20-0 behind

Hillsdale to win, 28-27. Against De-

Pauw University Roger ran wild,

scoring three touchdowns and reg-

istering 232 yards gained personal-

ly. By his junior year the "Mighty

Mite" was drawing national atten-

tion. He became an all-conference

selection and was named most valu-

able player on the K College squad.

In basketball the little fellow was
also holding down a starting guard

spot.

Then came that fateful polio sum-

mer for Roger. No more swift

sweeps around end for him. No
more fast breaks down the basket-
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ball court. Life seemed over, but

there were some people around to

help him start out on a long pil-

grimage that would take him to a

new life. One of these was a local

pastor, Lawrence Reynolds, in

whose church Roger had visited a

few times. The minister had called

on Roger regularly during his time

in the hospital and arrived on the

scene almost miraculously just as

Roger was being wheeled to surgery

for his emergency tracheotomy. "Do
you trust God?" Pastor Reynolds

asked. Roger managed to whisper,

"I do." These were simple words

spoken under the stress of the mo-

ment. Yet, they served to launch

him on a spiritual quest that would

bring him to a time of deep com-

mitment later. They would set him
off on a quest which is still under

way.
Another visitor Roger had in

those days was Bill Lisenko, who
operated a little eating place called

"The Chili Bowl," just two doors

away from Winter's tavern. Bill

was the kind of fellow who would

drop anything to talk to a customer

about God. He talked to Roger

about God, too; he told him stories

out oJUthe Bible that Roger had

never hearckbefore.

Later that\ fall Roger was trans-

ferred^bv truck to Bronson Metho-

dist Hospital in Kalamazoo so that

he could be closer to the college

and perhaps work out a way to

finish his schooling. Here he met a

special duty nurse named Theresa

Drenth. She was working in those

days as an office nurse for an or-

thopedic surgeon but had been per-

suaded to come over and help out

in the shorthanded polio section

where Roger, once a star athlete,

was now the star patient. Theresa's

temporary week-end nursing turned

into a permanent thing. Roger
would take time out from a chess

game with the physical therapist to

wink at her from his iron lung. She

would blush, and thus the friendship

between nurse and patient grew.

Other times he would grouch at her

for bringing breakfast so early. It

all resulted in a wedding in October,

1954. "Dob" Grow, Roger's coach

at Kalamazoo, was best man at the

ceremonies.

Since that time the Roger Winter
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story is an account of two sensitive

people exploring together to learn

more perfectly the will of God for

their lives. They live in their own
home in South Bend, where both

are active in their church. Roger
coaches the church basketball team,

attends services faithfully, and gets

deeply involved in every church

project that comes along. The Win-

ters run a magazine service in

South Bend, and Roger is regional

manager for an institutional fund-

raising organization. Their family

has grown with the addition of a

small daughter named Lori, who
became "head of the house."

Roger, still paralyzed, has learned

to "frog breathe," and can spend

many hours each day outside his

respirator. In this process he must
consciously swallow gulps of air,

since his diaphragm will not do this

work for him. He types an accurate

thirty-three words a minute on an

electric typewriter with a peg in

his mouth. The Winters' Lark is

rigged to carry his wheelchair and

portable respirator. With Theresa

chauffeuring, he's always on the go.

Sometimes Roger and Theresa

get to talking about his condition,

and why he, of all people, had to

come down with polio. Roger would
like to be rid of his affliction, no

doubt of that. But, he has come to

see that everyone faces his own
kinds of trouble. This just happens

to be his. So, joy has become a key-

note in Roger's life. He goes along

with 1 Peter 1:8 where it speaks of

the Christian who believes and

therefore can rejoice with "joy un-

speakable and full of glory." Roger

lives this joy in front of the people

he meets around South Bend and

wherever he goes. He knows how
to kid and be kidded. He knows how
to joke about a hand that he can-

not move or a foot he cannot lift in

a way that sets everybody around

him at ease.

Roger likes to write and talk about

the new and deepening religious

faith that came to him in the depth

of his affliction. He has had an op-

portunity to do this on television, in

national magazines, and on cam-

puses and in churches throughout

the midwest. He says, "If I had to

take my choice between having all

that I had before polio but without

Christ and all that Christ now
means to me, I would choose polio

and Christ."
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Do all the good you can,/ By all the

means you can,/ In all the ways you

can,/ In all the places you can,/ At all

the times you can,/ To all the people

you can,/ As long as ever you can.

This was John Wesley's rule of living. And Wesley was a man strong

on rules. He was intent on getting religion by all means. He was looking

for salvation which for him meant a life without sin. As a student at

Oxford University he belonged to a group of likeminded students. They
were jearingly known as the "Holy Club" or "Bible Moths." Another

name that stuck longer was "Methodists." And they had a method. They
prayed, fasted, and read the Bible on schedule. They also had hours for

good works—visits to jails, contributions to charity, and aid to neglected

children. With these rules and deeds, John hoped to gain perfection and
save his own soul.

But it didn't work. "I alarmed no consciences; I influenced no lives;

I preached much but saw no fruit to my labor."

So he decided to do one last big good work. He became a missionary.

He took a ship to Georgia to preach to the Indians. (He lived in Eng-

land.) But the trip was rough. In a storm at sea he grew scared. But

others were not. A group of Moravians on their way from Germany to

America sang calm hymns in the tempest. What did these people have

that he did not?

It was hard to be a missionary. He made no headway with the Indians.

He wrote, "I went to America to convert Indians, but, oh, who shall con-

vert me! Who, what is he that will deliver me?"
Back in England, John Wesley went to a meeting in Aldersgate Street

in London. There were some Moravians there. It was May 24, 1738.

A lay preacher started to read from Luther's Preface to the Epistle to the

Romans. It was at 8:45 p.m. when he felt his heart "strangely warmed."
He had come to faith.

"I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation: and an assurance

was given me, that He had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me
from the law of sin and death."

God delivered Wesley from his religion of ritual and cant. He lost his

doubt and fear. He became the leader of a religious revival that is still

going on. When he could no longer preach in the established churches, he

preached in the fields and mines. The poor heard him gladly.

He preached of the work of God through the Holy Spirit. He preached

about the fruits of grace. He preached about perfection—we are made
perfect through faith. He built a church in which the Holy Spirit was
active—a church with discipline. For the same Spirit who converts and
restores, redeems and perfects the church.

John Wesley still warms our hearts with his warm faith. The fire leaped

from Hosea to Paul to Luther to Wesley. New names can be added to

the list.





Robert Kreider

Our Vocation -World Witness
Christ, compassion, witness, the
world—these four words I set before

you.

Our world witness begins with
Christ. "He is the head of the body,
the church: who is the beginning,

. . . that in all things he might have
the preeminence" (Col. 1:18).

We who accept Christ as our Lord
and Savior are called to holy obedi-

ence. We are invited to take up His
cross and walk in His footsteps

(Matt. 10:38). We are asked to "try

to be like him, and live in love as
Christ loved" us (Eph. 5:1). We
are called to a life of servanthood.
This life is a following after, an
obeying, a life of holiness. From
this yieldedness to Christ flows a
life of compassion and witness.

Compassion

Throughout the New Testament is

the recurring theme: "Jesus saw

"I cannot separate into neat compartments the soul-winning work of mis-
sionaries ana the activities of relief and voluntary service." Archie Graber,
a Mennonite missionary directed the resettlement of Baluba refugees.

the multitudes and he was moved
with compassion." (Mark 6:34) The
leper, the two blind men, the griev-

ing mother, the hungry throng

—

for them He was "moved with com-
passion."

Compassion is tenderness and sen-

sitivity, and sympathy and concern,

mercy and love, the sensitive leap

of understanding. Compassion is an
emptying of oneself in behalf of

another. It is feeling. It comes from
within. It is mind but it is also

heart. It is the "love of Christ con-

straining us" (2 Cor. 5:14).

Witness

I pray also that God might call

us out of our comfortable commu-
nities to be a witnessing brother-

hood.

Witness means to announce good
tidings, a victory—Christ's victory

over sin and death. It comes as a

personal mandate: "And how could

anyone spread the news without a
commission to do so?" (Romans
10:15 NEB). The witness shares a
single, whole gospel— not a frag-

mentary one. The witness brings re-

ports of high urgency that call for

immediate response and decision.

The witness addresses himself to

basic issues and thus it is a univer-

sal word of salvation. The witness
communicates in word and work, in

talking and walking, the saving
word and the healing deed.

The witness is a fellowship-based

witness—a witness made most win-

some and eloquent when the broth-

erhood is speaking and acting with
solidarity. This community is not

an ordinary community. It is a
wholly new community to which the
Holy Spirit has given power.

World
Christ, compassion, witness — and

new the field — the "field is the

world; the good seed are the chil-
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Mennonltes arc united in service In the

trouble spots of the world like Algeria.

"We pray for the direction of the Spirit that we may faith-

fully perform our missions as effective witness for Christ in

a world replete with economic greed, hate and warfare."

dren of the kingdom" (Matt. 13:38).

Listerrto^ the words of our Mas-
ter: "Go ye\herefore and teach all

nations" (Matt. 28:19).

"For God-^o loved the world, that

he gave his only begotten Son . . .

that the world through him might
be saved" (John 3:16-17).

"As thou hast sent me into the

world, even so have I also sent

them into the world" (John 17:18).

"And ye shall be witnesses unto

me . . . and unto the uttermost part

of the earth" (Acts 1:8). The utter-

most parts may be Allentown or

Algiers, Pandora or the Pentagon,

Kitchener or the Kremlin. The
church's mission is concerned with

the ends of the earth.

God has placed us in the stream

of history at this tragic and won-

derful moment for a ministry of

reconciliation, a calling to compas-

sion, a vocation of witness.

Service and Evangelism

Do not minimize the gravity of

this hour. We cannot be certain

whether this be at the moment of

dawn or at the moment of twilight.

The data from the newspapers is

somber: the division of the world

into two massive power blocs—the

collapse of old value systems and
the emergence of hate-saturated

secular religions like nationalism,

communism, militarism — the popu-

lation explosion and the declining

proportion of Christians in the

world — the rejoicing in the emer-

gence of two score new nations in

the last decade, but the shock that

the post-colonial period is more
tense, explosive, and unpredictable

than the colonial struggle itself

—

three-fourths of the world's popula-

tion receiving only one-fourth of

the income — two-thirds of the peo-

ple of the world hungry tonight —
American agricultural abundance in

a starving world — a great blanket

of poverty from the China Sea to

the Congo to the valley of the Ama-
zon — and the world's population

doubling every forty-two years —
emotions of millions rubbed raw in

this confused, clawing epoch of

rapid social change — and fearful,

secular, calculating men holding in

their trembling hands the nuclear

instruments capable of the total

destruction of mankind.
Barbara Ward, a British econo-

mist, has written passionately in

her book, The Rich Nations and tlie

Poor Nations, that this is "the most
tragic and urgent problem of our

day"—the luxuriantly rich countries

growing richer while many of the

poor nations are actually becom-

ing poorer.

Miss Ward concludes: "I wonder

if we realize how fast time is run-

ning out ... If we do not have the

sense of urgency now, can we be

certain it may not be too late?"

Against this backdrop, look at

ourselves — compared with three-

fourths of the world's peoples, ev-

ery one of us is fabulously wealthy:

well fed; well clothed; well housed;

equipped with an amazing arsenal

of labor-saving gadgetry; well edu-

cated; and I trust, secure in a faith

that gives meaning to life. At this

juncture of history as we find our-

selves with so much, God expects

much of us.

This past year I traveled in Eur-

ope, Africa, the Caribbean, and
Mexico. I speak out of a grateful

heart for the way in which the Holy
Spirit has been moving through our

brotherhood, sensitizing hearts to

the world mission of the church.

When I think of our world wit-

ness I cannot separate into neat com-
partments the soul-winning work of

missionaries and the activities of

relief and voluntary service. I have
seen relief workers leading souls to

Christ and missionaries repairing

carburetors and distributing relief

supplies. Preaching without deeds

of love becomes "sounding brass, or

a tinkling cymbal." Service which
does not give "reason of the hope

that is in vou" is constricted with
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selfishness. Service and evangelism

both emerge from the same solid

reality, the new being in Christ

Jesus.

A United Mennonite Witness

As I see the world witness of our

little brotherhood there are many
things for which I am grateful.

I am grateful that increasingly

our seventeen varieties of Menno-

nites are making a united witness

overseas. In Africa as I visited al-

most all the Mennonite and Breth-

ren in Christ mission programs, I

made a simple discovery. These were
not their programs to be distin-

guished from our program in the

Congo. All of these were our mis-

sion programs. Wilbert and Rhoda
Lind in Somalia, Chester Wenger in

Ethiopia, Mahlon Hess in Tangan-
yika, David Climenhaga in Southern
Rhodesia, John Kliewer in the Con-

go, Edwin Weaver in Nigeria—none
of these members of my conference,

yet I was their brother and they

were my brethren in the mission

of the church in Africa.

When the Lancaster (Pa.) County
missionary, Merlin Grove, was
stabbed to death by a Muslim fan-

atic in Mogadischu, Somalia, last

July 16—I felt as though we had
lost our missionary. Less than a

month later in Kitchener the sev-

eral Mennonite mission boards and
the Mennonite Central Committee
met to discuss how we might in-

crease our witness to Muslims. At-

tending that meeting were the par-

ents of Merlin Grove! Two weeks
before they had lost a son, but there

they were seeking with others God's

leading as to how we might carry

on—how we might leap across the

barrier of hostility to bring Christ

to the Muslim, even the assassin.

Compassion for the Needy

I am grateful for the compassion
which our total Mennonite brother-

hood has for the hungry, the home-
less, the ill clothed. In the past
fifteen years our families have sent

overseas 385,000 Chrismas bundles,

worth almost four million dollars.

These come from boys and girls,

each with his "five loaves and two
fishes."

Recently I learned that the total

relief giving of our brotherhood to

the hungry and to the refugees of

Germany after the last war totaled

750 railway carloads of food and
clothing — seven long trains of a

hundred cars each. This is the com-
passion you have shown.

I am grateful for the way in which
the Holy Spirit has been working.
I think of Dr. Ralph Ewert and Dr.

John Zook seeing 200 to 300 patients

that day at Nyanga in the Congo,
or Dr. Gras serving 90,000 in East-

ern Nigeria, or Samuel Stover the

only doctor for one quarter million

on Timor.
A pediatrician at Albert Schweit-

zer Hospital in Haiti told me at

the end of his first day in the hos-

pital, "I have seen more pathology
in this one day than during all my
eight years of practice in Rockford,
Illinois."

Ambassadors of Reconciliation

I am grateful for the ambassa-
dors of reconciliation whose services

have been available to the church
through the Peace Section of the

Mennonite Central Committee —
Edgar Metzler in Akron, Vincent
Harding in Atlanta, Elmer Neufeld
in the Congo, William Keeney in

the Netherlands, Ferd Ediger in

Japan, and Paul Peachey in Wash-
ington. These men have remarkable
gifts. Their services have been
placed in our hands for a ministry
of reconciliation.

These men encourage Christians

to sit down together to discuss what
the Scriptures have to say concern-
ing the peace of Christ. After 400

years a series of discussions in

Europe opened up a dialogue be-

tween Anabaptists, Lutheran, and
Calvinist theologians.

A similar discussion was held last

year with a group of young Amer-
ican biblical scholars. Harold S.

Bender and Douglas Steere brought
together in Prague twelve Protes-

tant churchmen from United States

and fifteen churchmen from Europe
(six from Germany, six from Prague,
one from Budapest, one from Po-

land, one from Moscow) to break
down the middle wall of partition

which divided them. Bender said

that, the three days of roundtable
discussion were overwhelming to the

American delegation. They found
the men from the East "Christian

hearted, vital, vigorous" — brothers

in Christ. It took the intercessory

labors and prayers of a Quaker
and a Mennonite to bring East and
West together.

Where the Going Is Tough

I am grateful that our people
have left their tranquil communi-
ties to minister where the going is

tough. Our people serve all along
the perimeter of the communist
world: Austria, Greece, Pakistan,

Nepal, Thailand, Vietnam, Hong
Kong, Formosa, Korea, and near
the wall in Berlin.

This involves risk and insecurity.

Daniel Gerber is today in commu-
nist guerilla hands in Vietnam. He
risks to serve Christ in the no-

man's land which blankets so much
of southeast Asia. It is right that

our brotherhood witnesses and serve

where East meets West. Our Lord
said: "I pray not that thou should-

est take them out of the world, but
that thou shouldest keep them from
evil" (John 17:15).

Our people have been called to

serve in other arenas of conflict:

in Jordan where the ancient hos-

tilities of Jew and Arab have not
been reconciled; in Algeria where
a seven year war has left the coun-

try in shambles; in the Congo where
tribalism and extremism brought
chaos; in Indonesia where commu-
nism is making a bid for general

acceptance; in Albany, Georgia.

A small brotherhood often can
carry out missions of mercy denied

to larger bodies. A high official

in the United States embassy in

Leopoldville told me that in his

book the greatest American in the

Congo is a Mennonite missionary,

Archie Graber. Graber, as a modern
Moses, has led some 32,000 Baluba
tribesmen out of the refugee camps
—virtual prisons—in Katanga Prov-

ince to new homes in South Kasai.

Who are the great ones of Af-

rica? The great ones, the really in-

fluential ones in the history of the

Congo may be ones like Archie
Graber, his fellow missionaries, Af-

rican colleagues, and Paxmen.
Before my trip to Africa I con-

ferred with a certain leading mis-
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The Teachers Abroad Program "deals with the continent's most urgent need: education." Similar

in some ways to the work of this Peace Corps volunteer, TAP "undergirds the church, in Africa."

sionary statesman. I wanted his

counsel for our Teachers Abroad
Program. He urged us to place

teachers in a certain area. Why?
Because it borders on potentially

explosive regions. He wants work-

ers poised for service on the spot

where there may be trouble. He
said he had profound appreciation

for what Mennonites can do in emer-

gency situations. He spoke of the

Congo and the work of the Congo
Protestant Relief Agency and Op-

eration Doctor. He said that what
Orie Miller and his colleagues were
able to do in bringing together the

churches and missions of the Congo
in a crash program for relief and

refugee work no one else could have

done. Without this Christian min-

istry in this period of tribal violence

the story of the Congo might have
been quite different — and much
more tragic.

I am grateful for the readiness of

our people to volunteer in abundant

numbers for overseas service. Jacob

Duerksen told the Mennonite World

Conference that fifty-five Paraguay-

an Mennonites are in voluntary serv-

ice. This young church has a vigor-

ous witness in South America.

Many Volunteers

Last fall twenty-two teachers went

to Africa in the Teachers Abroad
Program to teach in mission and

church secondary schools of Africa.

This program deals with the conti-

nent's most urgent need: education.

Here many young people were ready

to use their professional gifts to

undergird the church in Africa.

I have observed with appreciation

how short-term workers—although

not career missionaries—seek out

and identify themselves with the

nearest mission. A leader of a large

denomination told me that Menno-
nites have made two decisive con-

tributions to all churches: the great

number of Mennonite volunteers

for service, and their readiness to

do the most humble tasks without

credit. This is witnessing to the

world through servanthood.

Unity Overseas

I am grateful for the unity of the

churches which our workers over-

seas seek and cultivate. This is one

of my moving impressions from Af-

rica. Wherever I traveled I found

that Mennonite missionaries and

workers had the best of rapport

with the whole spectrum of Prot-

estantism — from the staid, estab-

lished churches of the right to the

separatist faith missions of the left.

The night I arrived in Nairobi I

was guest in an Africa Inland Mis-

sion home. There awaiting us was
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an invitation to have tea with the

Anglican bishop of Tanganyika.
Many Mennonites in Africa have a

unique gift in their ability to cul-

tivate loving relationships with all

these brethren. For the most part

this is a natural, spontaneous, un-

calculated relationship. As a result

we have received invitations to place

teachers in the schools of Anglicans

and faith missions, Quakers and
Scotch Presbyterians^—Methodists
and Southern Baptists.

There is a calling for bridge build-

ing even in the Christian church.

A leader in Christian literacy work
told me that he appreciates having
Mennonites in this work because
they are a catalytic agent for bring-

ing the more liberal and the more
fundamentalist churches together
in a common task. And so it is. In

Leopoldville at LECO, the Protes-

tant publishing center for the Con-
go, four Mennonite missionaries are
in key positions.

With Mennonites recognized as

an evangelical world-minded broth-

erhood, I have sensed cordial en-

tree in my contacts this year with
officials of such diverse groups as

the World Council of Churches, the
National Association of Evangel-
icals, faith missions, the National
Council of Churches, and many

"I am grateful for the readiness of our
people to volunteer." Franzie Loepp
and Ivan Regier are at work in Japan.

more. I think of one of our mis-

sionary couples in Africa who came
to their heavily churched region

three years ago and found discord

and frigid relationships among the

missionaries. They have begun to

visit every cluster of missionaries

in their region to seek Christian fel-

lowship. There is now a new spirit

in this area. This is the unity, I am
confident, which Christ prayed for

in His high priestly prayer.

Last summer Norman Wingert
and wife, a Brethren in Christ cou-

ple, flew to Usumbura, the capital

of the tiny new country of Burun-
di. There they supervise for the

Mennonite Central Committee a ref-

ugee and relief program. The re-

markable thing about this new min-
istry of service is that the Wingerts
are being jointly supported by
Church World' Service of the Na-
tional Council of Churches and the

World Relief Commission of the

National Association of Evangel-
icals. This is bridge building in

world mission and witness.

Challenge of Different Cultures

I am grateful that through the

world ministries of relief and mis-

sions we are called into conversa-

tion with those of radically differ-

ent cultures — religions, ideologies,

cultures which present no challenge
or threat to us in Bluffton, Mound-
ridge, or Winnipeg. In the Congo
it is animism. In Greece, Eastern
Orthodoxy. In Jordan and Algeria,

Islam. In Berlin, Vietnam, and Hong
Kong—communism.
Our brotherhood is the richer for

the struggle to communicate the
gospel in word and living presence
in these settings. At the Bethlehem
(Pa.) General Conference we ap-

proved a statement on communism
and anticommunism. When J. J.

Thiessen, Peter Dyck, and Jacob
Penner and others spoke—the con-

viction came to me that there are
few denominations in America with
a greater right than our brother-

hood to speak on these issues—out
of heart-rending encounter of many
of our brethren with communist
tyranny and as our servants minis-

ter in the borderlands of the com-
munist world. I shall never forget
J. J. Thiessen's testimony of con-

cern. To me this was his finest hour.

I am grateful for the imaginative
program which our workers develop

in response to the challenges of

radically different cultures. I think

of the joint Missions-Christian

Service program at Cuauhtemoc in

Mexico, the Mennonite Central

Committee ministry at Atlaomulco
near Mexico City, the volunteer

medical ministry at Grand Riviere
du Nord in Haiti. After visits to

these places I glowed with grati-

tude for the youth whom God has
placed in the service of His church.

Imagination and Creativity

One illustration lingers in my
mind from Addis Ababa. In the

center of this capital city of Ethio-

pia — as in New York where
forty-second Street meets Broadway
—is a Christian bookstore: the

Menno Book Store. One hundred
yards down the street is the Soviet

information center and a hundred
yards beyond, the United States in-

formation center. I visited all three

and counted heads. All three were
well patronized but actually that

day the Menno Book Store had the

most patrons. Here were the great

options open to the new Africa to-

day: the Marxist, the humanist, the

Christian. (To make the story per-

fect there should have been on that

street a Muslim information center.)

I am thankful for a courageous
church which dares to compete for

the faith at the great intersections

of the world.

I speak out of a heart of thanks-

giving. I could have spoken a mes-
sage of woe and warning. But I felt

led to lift up a prayer of gratitude.

This message of thanksgiving is ap-

propriately concluded with the final

words of a statement we adopted at

Bethlehem last year: "We urge the

brotherhood to be more concerned
to live out the gospel fully in all

areas of life, and to give itself to

prayer to the end that the provi-

dence of God may overrule in the

affairs of nations, that peace may
prevail. And we pray for the direc-

tion of the Spirit that we may faith-

fully perform our mission as effec-

tive witnesses for Christ in a world
replete witli economic greed, hate,

and warfare, and struggling with

competing ideologies, remembering
that we are pilgrims here whose
citizenship is in heaven, and who
are looking for the consummation
of all things in the return of our
ascended Lord and in His ultimate

eternal kingdom."
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NIGHT CHILD

Peter Ewing

I stood by night on a little veranda
on the second story of a large Chi-

nese restaurant in India. I saw the

need of the world.

The evening sky of Calcutta

seemed to be a living thing. Mon-
soon clouds, low and threatening,

reflected the strong glow of the

neon signs of the city.

In the distance was the silhouette

of a hotel. There the rich pay forty

dollars a day for an air-conditioned

room. Along the streets, the head-

lights of a thousand cars moved in

twisted lines.

Below me in a side street a child

began to cry. A coolie shouted, and
a passerby cleared his throat. When
I lowered my eyes I saw, not twen-

ty yards away, a little girl. She
couldn't have been more than thir-

teen years of age. Her black hair

shone in the street lamplight. Her
gaily colored cotton frock looked

brave against the background of

hovels where she lived. A little girl,

brown-eyed, gaily dressed, thirteen

years of age— perhaps less — and
she was a prostitute.

As I watched a man approached.

He entered into a sly conversation.

Then they disappeared into the

chaos that was her home.
The streets were lined with crude

hutments. Filth and disorder breath-

ed an almost definable sadness.

A little girl, brown-eyed, gaily

dressed, a little human being who
before her parents became refugees,

might have had a chance to have
grown into a mother with a family

and a home.
Today on the streets of Calcutta

another generation is growing up.

It has no knowledge of green fields,

or blue skies, or of goodness or bad-

ness. These are the children of the

multitude of refugees who still

haunt this city. They have no home,
no fireside, no love, no hope.

I lifted my eyes and saw on the

wall of a building, just above the

place where the little girl had been

standing, a large cross of a Chris-

tian church. In my mind's eye I saw
the Christ who had suffered upon

that cross. He looked at the little

girl in her brave cotton frock with

compassion and understanding. And
then He looked at me. I felt naked

in that moment, for I knew that I.

who had so much, had given so

little for that child of His with the

black hair and the brown eyes.

Night after night that little girl,

and hundreds of others like her, live

this way. There is no other way for

them, and there never will be until

you and I give of ourselves and our

substance to work the works of God.

whose world this is and whose need

He has done all that He can to

meet.

A little girl, brown-eyed, gaily

dressed—and she is a child of God.

Her destiny may well be in your

hands and mine.
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Pacific District

Turns to the City

What happens when twenty-five

churches are scattered over five

large states? The Pacific District

Conference is the answer. This iso-

lation and separation mark its per-

sonality.

Says Lester E. Janzen, the con-

ference's president, "Face to face

encounters are too rare, and while

more meetings is not the answer,

ways must be found to make each
church member feel he is a part of

the conference."

Conference meetings are limited to

the annual June meeting and a

smaller midwinter meeting. This
year the yearly meeting is being
held at Dallas, Ore., June 6 to 9.

Janzen, who is pastor of the Menno
Church, Ritzville, Wash., will pre-

side.

"With congregations now located

in five states, with as much as

twelve to fourteen hundred miles
between the most distant churches,
ways must be found to bring more
homogeneity to this fellowship of

churches," says Janzen.
This concern is echoed by a num-

ber of other conference officers.

Arnold C. Reimer, Reedley, Calif.,

says, "One of the most needful
things in our Pacific District Con-
ference, I feel, is a closer fellow-

ship and to get more in line and be-

hind our whole General Conference
effort. Our first loyalty is to Jesus
Christ and the second to the work
which He has entrusted to us."

Reimer is a member of the Home
Missions Committee.

Another member of this same
committee, Alvin Voth, Aberdeen,
Ida., interprets this as a need "to

educate and instruct the leaders

and some ministers [in] the impor-

tance of loyalty to the General Con-
ference principle in order to work
more harmoniously."

Also from Aberdeen is Marvin
D. Linscheid, a member of the

Christian Service Committee. He
feels the conference should "work
towards a definite spirit of unity."

E. H. Widmer, Albany, Ore., a

trustee, saw more harmony if the

group could "work more closely

with the seminary at Elkhart and
the Grace Bible Institute."

Of the five men who listed unity

as the first need of the conference,

only Janzen is a minister.

Another effort at unity grows out

of questions raised at last year's

meeting. At that time delegates

from the Onecho congregation, Col-

fax, Wash., raised concerns about
disturbing trends that they felt they
saw in General Conference activi-

ties. Most of these charges were
documented with quotations from
the General Conference's publica-

tion, TJw Mennonite. Assurance
about the positive nature of the

General Conference program was
given at that meeting by Erland
Waltner, Elkhart, Ind., the General
Conference president in 1962. In

an attempt to provide additional

assurance, the district conference
agreed to study the editorial policies

of The Mennonite and the peace or-

ganizations with which the General
Conference cooperates.

Reports on these studies were
made at the conference's midwinter
meeting. Further reports will be
made at Dallas this week.

The Onecho congregation will

probably not be represented. In an
announcement in the June issue of

the Pacific District Messenger, Jan-

zen said: "It was with deep regret

that word was received from the

Onecho Mennonite Church, Colfax,

Wash., that at a congregational

meeting on April 7, the church
voted to withdraw from the Pacific

District Conference and the General
Conference Mennonite Church. We
continue to pray for the Lord's

blessing upon them in their minis-

try for Christ in their community."
A brighter area of conference ac-

tivity has been in Phoenix, Ariz.

This congregation joined the con-

ference last year. The Conference
has purchased a one acre lot to

start a new building there. Albert
H. Epp, Downey, Calif., chairman
of the Missions Committee reported

on the purchase. "The site is on
Northern Avenue within a half mile

of the Black Canyon Highway, an
important freeway which runs from
the heart of Phoenix, north to the

edge of town."

The conference faces other calls

for church extension. Says Epp,
"We need to face our growing re-

sponsibility due to the great influx

of people into these Pacific states.

Now that California has become the

most populous state in the union,

we need to rise to the challenge

with an agressive outreach in our
urban areas."

Lyman Hofstetter, Pico Rivera,

Calif., agrees. He sees a need to

"set up some concrete guiding prin-

ciples for the establishment of new
churches in the city. Together with
this concern is the need to expand
our vision for the Mennonite church
in the city."

Jack Nikkei, a trustee from
Shatter, Calif., puts his finger on
one problem Mennonites face. He
said the conference needs to "gear
itself to meet the demands of diffi-

cult days and learn to accept the

non-German as a Christian and ac-

ceptable church member."
In building urban churches, Epp

raised the question of priority:

"Some way will need to be found to

spend less home mission money on
struggling rural churches, and more
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Six of the seventy attending the North American Mennonile Minister's Conference were:

John D. Friesen, Evangelical Mennonite Mission Church, Saskatoon. Sask.; Henry H.

Dick, Mennonite Brethren. Shatter, Calif.: Nelson Kauffman. Mennonite Church. Elk-

hart, tnd.; Archie Penner, Evangelical Mennonite Church. Iowa City, Iowa; E. J.

Swalm, Brethren in Christ, Duntroon, Ont. : and Erland Waltner. General Conference

Mennonite Church, Elkhart, Ind. Dick, Kauffman, Penner and Waltner were members
of the planning committee.

on new urban developments."

Alvin Voth expressed a concern

for the other churches. "The Home
Missions Committee could use more
financial support to help the small-

er churches of our conference."

Peter Peters, Sweet Home, Ore.,

feels that some congregations could

become self-sustaining. He feels

there should be "a more pointed en-

couragement (by paring requested

conference subsidies) to young
churches to become self-supporting

as quickly as possible."

The bulk of the conference's

money goes to home missions. This

has its strength and weaknesses.

Says Janzen, "While we did not

fully meet our operating budget,

possibly more money was received

than in any previous year." He sees

this due to the interest stimulated

by the Phoenix project. "The con-

tributions to a conference are to

an extent a barometer of the inter-

est of the people."

Hofstetter, pastor of a church at

Santa Fe Springs, Calif., sees in this

a need for "a deeper sense of

stewardship. The majority of our

budget is directed toward the work
of home missions. We are limited

in our outreach because we have not

met our budget for a number of

years."

Other projects of the conference

during the last year include a re-

treat workshop held at Portland in

December. Fifty-seven people from
twenty churches attended. An inter-

Mennonite ministers meeting studied

evangelism and city missions.

The conference is taking an in-

creased interest in the General Con-

ference work among the Indians in

Arizona. A resolution at the group's

winter meeting agreed to invite

"the Arizona missionaries and Hopi
leaders ... to attend the Pacific

District Conference." Contacts with
other Mennonite workers in the

state are also planned.

Other programs and reports will

be discussed. Says Janzen, "I would
like to see a frank evaluation of our

conference by the delegates. Are we
moving in the right direction? What
can we do to strengthen the con-

ference? What new areas should we
move into? Where does there need
to be improvement?"
He adds, "It seems we have much

to learn from those not in office or

on committees, if they will only

speak out and tell us."

MINISTERS PROBE THEIR ROLE

Who is the pastor's pastor? This

question came up at the North
American Mennonite Minister's

Conference in Chicago. This seemed
to be a circular question to end all

circular questions. But they topped

it. Who is the pastor's wife's pastor?

The group agreed that both the

pastor and his wife need a pastor.

There was testimony that a wife

can have her spiritual needs met
by her pastor-husband. This was at

best secondhand evidence apparent-

ly, since no women were listed

among the seventy registrants at

this inter-Mennonite meeting.

Most pastors expressed apprecia-

tion for opportunities to have some-

one else serve himself and his wife

in the role of a pastor. Sometimes

this might be another Mennonite

pastor or a pastor from another

church. Persons within the congre-

gation may also serve in this ca-

pacity.

Theme of the conference, May 7 to

9, was "Our Fellowship in the Min-

istry with Christ." The group stud-

ied the Epistle to the Ephesians.

Purpose of the meeting was fellow-

ship.

Other discussions studied the per-

son of the minister, his calling, his

loyalty, and his witness.

One session talked about change.

Pastors need a philosophy of

change. They must see trends and
plan for the future.

On the negative side the group
agreed that Mennonites do not wit-

ness enough. Emphasis on separa-

tion from the world may be the

cause. But separation should not be

segregation. Some churches have

felt that non-Mennonites might
"weaken the faith and cause trouble

for the faithful.

There is also a feeling that to be

good a group must be small. This

reflects a feeling of inferiority.

The real problem is that Menno-
nites do not witness enough. They
need to believe that men can be

won. Christ can keep His witnesses

faithful in their witness.

A related concern was contact

with ministerial associations. The
group felt that contact with such

groups could be helpful.

This was the first meeting of

Mennonite ministers for fellowship

and Bible study with representa-

tives from eight different groups.

The meeting was organized within

the framework of the Mennonite
World Conference. It was envis-

ioned by Harold S. Bender, presi-

dent of the world conference, who
died last September.
Representation at the conference
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was as follows: General Conference,

eighteen; Mennonite Church,

twenty-two; Mennonite Brethren,

fourteen; Brethren in Christ, seven;

Evangelical Mennonite Brethren,

five; Evangelical Mennonite Church
formerly Kleine Gemeinde), three;

Bergthaler, one; and Evangelical

Mennonite Mission Church, one.

SUMMER SERVICE OPENINGS

Ninety-five voluntary service open-

ings for this summer have been

filled. Twenty-two additional appli-

cations are being processed. Volun-

tary service personnel are still need-

ed however. A vacation Bible school

teacher and an ag assistant are

needed in Mexico. There is an open-

ing at McCrossan Boys Ranch,

Sioux Falls, S. D., for a recreation

director and gardening and shop

work supervisor. Fellows and girls

to assist in work with our Indian

missions are needed in Montana,
Arizona, and Oklahoma. The unit

at Eloy, Arizona, needs volunteers

to help with migrant work there.

Write to Summer Service, 722 Main,

Newton, Kan., for more information

on these projects.

Peace Plays

I MUST GO
j^^AIiVlillL,

1 THE I'RIENDl.Y WAV
(

H

Three one-act peace plays. Per-

formance time 20 to 30 min-

utes. No royalty. 75 cents each.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

EVANGELICAL RACE STAND

The teachings of Christ are violated

by race prejudice. Each man has
inherent worth in the sight of God.

All legitimate means should be used

to eliminate discrimination.

This was the judgment of the Na-
tional Association of Evangelicals

in its recent annual meeting. The
group met in Bluffalo, N. Y., April

23 to 25.

Gilbert W. Kirby, London, Eng-
land, warned the group that the

"day of white man's undisputed

supremacy is over." He felt that

Christians must look upon the less

favored races as "the white man's
responsibility and opportunity"

rather than as the "white man's
burden." Kirby is general secretary

of the World Evangelical Fellow-

ship.
;

In stating the position of the as-

sociation, George L. Ford, its di-

rector said that the group "means
to be vigorously and constructively

involved with the issues of our
times. . . . We are not going to re-

act against our culture as the neo-

fundamentatlists have done. Nor do

we intend to accommodate to our

culture as the liberals have done.

We intend to follow the example of

the New Testament church and
penetrate our culture with the

transforming gospel of Christ."

Ford took the occasion to deny
rumors that the association is con-

sidering merger with either the

American Council of Christian

Churches or the National Council

of Churches. He explained that the

ecumenical movement presents or-

ganizational unity as the answer
while the "neo-fundamentalist move-
ment"—a term he used to describe

the American Council—offers organ-

izational separation as the answer.

Negroes as a group or as indi-

viduals have not been active in the

National Association of Evangeli-

cals. In the past they have been
more evident in the National Coun-
cil of Churches.
Recently a group of Negro church-

es have organized the National Ne-

gro Evangelical Association.

"We do not see this as being in

competition with the National As-

sociation of Evangelicals or any
other group," says Howard O.

Jones, an associate of Billy Gra-
ham. Jones is one of the group's
eight directors.

Reports at the Buffalo meeting

indicated that a Canadian evangeli-

cal group was being considered. It

would be similar to the National

Association of Evangelicals which
is a United States group with head-

quarters in Wheaton, 111.

MISSIONS MAILING

Members of the General Conference

responded enthusiastically to a re-

cent direct mail campaign by the

Board of Missions. An early count

showed that 112 people from six-

teen states sent in gifts averaging

$27. Gifts varied from $1.00 to $500.

The board is appreciative of the

response and is hopeful that contri-

butions will continue to come in

throughout the summer to make
possible the continuance of its work.

CENTRAL DISTRICT MEN'S RETREAT

The annual Central District Men-

nonite Men's Retreat at Camp Frie-

denswald will be held June 22-23.

"The Church in a Changing World"

is the theme of the retreat. Speaker

for the retreat will be Shirley E.

Green, St. Louis, Mo. He is senior

secretary for the Town and Coun-

try Church of the United Church of

Christ. Lotus Troyer will serve as

camp pastor.

The charge to be paid to Camp
Friedenswald will be $6.00 per per-

son. This includes four meals (Sat-

urday noon through Sunday), in-

surance, and lodging.

INDIANS IN PARAGUAY

There are about 4,300 Indians in the

Chaco of Paraguay, according to

statistics released by the Board of

Missions of the General Conference

Church. The Chaco is in the area

where the first Mennonite immi-

grants to Paraguay settled. Three

of the seven Mennonite colonies in

Paraguay are in the Chaco.

Missions to the Indians are car-

ried on in nine locations by the

Mennonite Brethren Church, the

Menno (Old) Colony, and the Evan-

gelical Mennonite Church. The Gen-

eral Conference assists the Menno
Colony by providing some personnel

(currently, two) and financial sup-

port.

There are four tribes of Indians:

Lengua, Chulupi, Sanapana, and
Toba, the Lenguas being the larg-

est group. Of the total 4,300, Indians

who are church members number
about 1,300.
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Conferences

June 6, 7—Mennonite Cultural

Problems Conference, Eastern Men-
nonite College, Harrisonburg, Va.

June 6-9—Pacific District Confer-

ence, Dallas, Ore.

June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Canadian
June 13, 14—Spring Missions Con-

ference, Canadian Mennonite Bible

College, Winnipeg, Man.
June 16—Commencement, Cana-

dian Mennonite Bible College, Win-
nipeg, Man.

Central

June 22-23—Central District Men's
Retreat, Camp Friedenswald, Cas-

sopolis, Mich.

Northern
June 30-July 3—Youth Conference,

Salem Church, Munich, N. D.

Western
June 9—Dedication and anniver-

sary service, Zion Church, Elbing,

Kan. Commissioning of Elda Hie-

bert for mission service.

Other
June 3—Commencement, Bluffton

College, Vernon Neufeld, speaker.

MINISTERS

Peter Funk, Park Valley, Sask.,

will become the pastor of the Unit-

ed Church in Laird, Sask. He was
a mission worker at Park Valley.

John Harder, Elkhart, Ind., will

become the pastor of the newly or-

ganized church in Thompson, Man.
Harder is a 1963 graduate of the

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
Arthur E. Reiser, Quakertown,

Pa., has been called as pastor of

Grace Church in Enid, Okla. He will

go to Oklahoma the first of July.

Norman Schmidt, Filer, Ida., has
resigned the pastorate of Faith Me-
morial Church, effective August 31.

Herman ~Wal.de, Clinton, Okla.

has accepted a call to become pas-

tor of the First Church, Edmonton,
Alta., this summer. He follows

Arthur D. Dick, who is now a coun-

selor for the Alcoholism Foundation
of Alberta.

Lamont Woelk, pastor of the

Hoffnungsau Church, Inman, Kan.,

has been granted a leave of ab-

sence for nine months beginning in

September.

Dietrich Rempel, Chilliwack, B.C.,

will serve Hoffnungsau church, In-

man, Kan., during their pastor's

leave of absence. Rempel completed
his first year's study at Mennonite
Seminary in May.

WORKERS

Paul and Lois Dyck and their

four children are scheduled to fly to

India from Calgary, Alta,. on June
4. The Dycks completed one five-

year term in India in 1962. During
their furlough year they have been
in Elkhart, Ind., studying at Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary.

Everett Graber, Pretty Prairie,

Kan., was recently nominated for

the Evanston (111.) Hospital's Em-
ployee of the Year award. He is be-

ing recognized for his initiative in

improving methods and reorganiz-

ing the hospital print shop. He is

doing 1-W service at the hospital.

Elda Hiebert, Elbing, Kan., has

been appointed a missionary to the

Congo. She will serve under the

Congo Inland Mission Board with

which the General Conference is

affiliated. She is scheduled to leave

July 24.

Robert W. Regier, Newton, Kan.,

has resigned as director of art for

Faith and Life Press effective end

of August 1963. In September he

will begin study toward the Master

of Fine Arts degree in painting and
printmaking at the University of

Illinois at Urbana.
David, Unrau, Salem Church,

Munich, N.D., will leave June 9 for

1-W work in Alaska.

Ronald Rich, North Newton, Kan.,

of the Bethel College Chemistry De-

partment has accepted an invitation

from Harvard University to do re-

search there while on sabbatical

leave from Bethel. He plans to car-

ry on some laboratory projects al-

ready started at Bethel and to finish

a book manuscript there.

Allan Wedel, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., was com-

missioned for his 1-W service. He
will do work at a hospital in Los

Angeles, California, area.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

Housekeeper to live in with 12-year-

old boy in Wichita. Contact Mutual

Aid, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

ITINERATIONS

Verney Unruh to Pulaski (Iowa)

Church, on June 8.

PUBLISHED

The Lordship of Christ, a book
composed of the reports given at

the Seventh Mennonite World Con-

ference was recently released. En-

titled with the theme of the con-

ference held in Kitchener, Ontario.

August 1-7, 1962, the book is dedi-

Paul ;ind Lois Dyck.
Elda Hiebert (Workers)

;

Arthur Keiser. Herman
Walde (Ministers).
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rated to the memory of H. S. Bender.

Bender was president of the world

conference for fifteen years and died

shortly after the last conference.

The book is available from Menno-

nite bookstores for $4.00.

The Ministry, A Most Rewarding
Work has been published by the

Faith and Life Press for the Com-
mittee on the Ministry. The eight-

page pamphlet was written by

Lester E. Janzen. Free copies may
be obtained from the Board of Mis-

sions, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

Poverty is the subject of Concern

Pamphlet, No. 11, available from
Don Reist, 721 Walnut Ave., Scott-

dale, Pa., or from the Mennonite
Bookstore, 722 Main, Newton, Kan..

It sells for one dollar.

MARRIAGES

Joan Helen Cudo, St. Peter and
St. Paul Church, Weyerhauser, Wis.,

to Erland Stucky, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., April 20.

Diana Opletz, Grace Church, Chi-

cago, 111., to Walter Aschenbrenner

,

Englewood Church, Chicago, on
April 20.

Barbara K. Phillips, Dennis (Kan.)

Baptist Church, to Virgil L. Klassen,

Johannestal Church, Hillsboro, Kan.,

on Feb. 17.

Elaine Schmidt, Grace Hill

Church, Whitewater, Kan., to Lowell

Miller, Beemer, Neb., on April 20.

Douglas Shaffer, East Swamp
Church, Quakertown, Pa., to Bar-

bara Gottslia.il, Eden Church,

Schwenksville, Pa., on March 23.

Kathryn Kay Loganbill, West
Zion Church, Moundridge, Kan., to

Steven E. Goering, member of Eden
Church, Moundridge, Kan., April 5.

Mary Miller, Grace Hill Church,

Whitewater, Kan., to Bruce Kauf-
man, Bethel College Church, North
Newton, Kan., on May 4.

Herb Ruebke and Mary Ann Who-
mans, both of First Church, Pretty

Prairie, Kan., on Apr. 28.

Carol Kay Schrag, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Ralph W.
Penner, Johannestal Church, Hills-

boro, Kan., on May 4.

Elmer Schrag, First Church, Pret-

ty Prairie, Kan., to Laura Ann
Miller, Newton, Kan.
Grace Nickel, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., and Marvin
Regier, Tabor Church, Newton,
Kan., on May 25.

Donna Pankratz, Lorraine Ave.

Church, Wichita, Kan., to James De-

witt, First Baptist Church, Augusta,
Kan., on March 4.

Dorothy Schertz, First Church,

Normal, 111., to Maurice E. Hunter,

on Apr. 16.

Carol Voth, First Church, New-
ton, Kan., to Percy Merle Holde-

man, on March 28.

Larry Bartel, United Mennonite
Church, Wolf Point, Mont., to Re-

becca Epp, Bethel College Church,

North Newton, Kan., on March 15.

Abe Harder, First Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn.; and Margaret Sa-

watzky, Bethel Church, Mt. Lake,

Minn., on May 18.

BAPTISMS

Bergthal Church, Pawnee Rock,

Kan., on May 19: Esther Deckert,

Frances Deckert, Thaine Dirks, Ann
Schmidt, Kathy Schmidt.

Bethesda Church, Marion, S.D.,

on May 26: Bonnie Ford, Judith

Hofer, Janice Kehn, Bonnie Schmidt.

Boynton Church, Hopedale, 111.,

May 10: Mrs. Rosa Haning.

Calvary Church, Barlow, Ore., on
April 14: Diane Schumacker, Shar-

on Graham, Linda Rabe, Sandra
Morris, Donita Bond.

First Church, Wadsworth, Ohio,

on May 5: Walter Brady

Johannestal Church, Hillsboro,

Kan., on May 5: Mrs. George
Nelson.

]-W INFORMATION CENTER

Dear EiDItor: No doubt many 1-W
units caught under the recent cross-

fire of criticism have been consider-

ing ways for extending their peace
witness. I hope some of them are

thinking about being peace infor-

mation centers for the communities.
Besides examining the basis for

their own Christian peace position,

interested members could gather
materials on national and interna-

tional peace issues from various

sources. (The Friends Committee
on National Legislation, 245 Second
St. NE, Washington 2, D. C, is espe-

cially helpful.) Letters to news-
paper editors and Congressmen can
express concerns on current issues.

And panel-discussion teams could
make themselves available to clubs,

church groups, and student organi-

zations at nearby universities to

present their own peace principles

and concerns—and perhaps to de-

bate with non-pacifists. If there are

other peace groups in the city

—

Fellowship of Reconciliation, SANE,
etc.—they could provide local con-

tacts and a stimulating exchange
of ideas.

The typical 1-W unit, due to its

location and organization, has an
opportunity almost unique among
Mennonites for this kind of witness-

ing. Anna Kreider, Box 451, Gradu-
ate Residence Center, Bloomington,
Ind.

THE COLOR OF CHRIST

To the Editor: Do you mind if I

give my impressions of the Negro
Christ and the logic of your argu-

ment [Mar. 26, page 224] ? Frankly,
you are way off the beam. Jesus

never came to the Jews because
they were in the minority. For
those committed to the infallible

scriptures He could never and would

never come as a Negro. He was to

come of the tribe of Judah and there

would be no other way. In line with

your argument I would rather say

that He came neither black or white

but in a blended color. On the other

hand, God's chosen have always
been in the minority. Furthermore,
while I respect the Negro I must
still go along with the Bible which
has pronounced a curse on the de-

scendants of Ham. Part of this

curse is still being experienced. God
forbid that I should contribute to-

ward that curse. However, I must
recognize the present dilemma as a

part of the fulfillment of God's

Word.
No! A thousand times no! Ac-

cording to God's infallible Word,
the Messiah would never appear as

a Negro, not even if He came today.

It's a fanciful idea but as God's

leaders we dare not dabble in fancy.

Your deductions reflect on your view
of the Holy Scriptures. Harold.

Burkholder, 1515 South 10 Street,

Omaha 8, Neb.
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Elma Waltner T
JL

My desk is placed so that I have a

good view of the front door," the

head of a large employment agency
explained. "When a job applicant

comes through that door my first

view of him tells me a great many
things about him. I can usually tell

whether he is a good job candidate

or not. Some other factors later

enter in, of course. You can't ignore

a job record and excellent refer-

ences which he may be bringing

with him, but I have found that my
first impression is generally quite

reliable."

The owner of a music store told

us, "Looking for a job is a job in

itself and should be worked at

conscientiously."

The personnel manager of a large

bookstore added this observation,

"When a person comes to apply

for a job, if he can't 'sell himself

to me, I am rather doubtful that

he will be able to sell my merchan-

dise to a reluctant public."

These three, as well as others

whom we interviewed, were saying

essentially the same thing, "First

impressions are highly important."

They are often a deciding factor in

the decision of whether to hire the

applicant or to turn him down po-

litely by saying, "We'll let you
know if anything turns up."

Not fair, you say?
We are inclined to agree with you

—in part at least. However, since

that seems to be the way things

stand, it is best to accept the fact

and go to a job interview prepared
to make the very best first impres-

sion you possibly can.

How do you go about "selling

yourself"?

The businessmen who passed along

the "first impression" bit had more
concrete advice to offer on the

subject.

1. Plan your strategy. Decide
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what kind of job you would espe-

cially like to have; then consider

what qualifications you may have
lei fill that job. Have you taken any
courses in school that might be a

help—business methods or typing

(if you are interested in office work)
or shop courses (if you lean toward
mechanics)? What extracurricular

activities have you engaged in that

might have given you valuable ex-

perience — business manager for

your school paper, for instance?

Write down anything you can think

of which might be a point in your

favor.

2. Know what you want. List your
preferences as to type of job, so

that when the man on the other side

of the desk asks, "What sort of job

did you have in mind?" you can tell

him. The "I don't know; but I'm
willing to try anything" attitude

might show you are willing, but it

could also be interpreted by him as

indecision. True, you might have to

settle for something that is not your
first choice, but you can at least

try for the job you would especially

like.

3. Dress the part. Put your best

foot forward and be sure it is clad

in a neat, well-polished shoe. That
goes for the rest of your appearance
too. Fellows, wear a suit or well-

pressed slacks and sport shirt. A
fresh shave and hair neatly combed
will help to give you that fresh, well-

scrubbed look that spells "good
grooming." Girls, don't wear your
party frills, but no sloppy sweaters
or bobby socks either. The type of

thing you would choose for working
in is proper. And, by the way, park
your gum in the wastebasket be-

fore leaving home. It's a "pet peeve"
of many a businessman.

4. Don't be a "ten o'clock scholar."

" 'In the beginning God created the

heaven and the earth.' . . . How's that

for being able to quote scripture?"

If your appointment is for nine-

thirty, don't show up fifteen minutes
later. Punctuality is a necessity

on the job, and it is equally so

when you go for a job interview.

It is better to be five minutes early

than fifteen minutes late. If, for

any reason, you cannot keep your
appointment, be sure to let the man
know.

5. Have some idea of how much
you are worth. The question of sal-

ary always comes up. Usually it is

best to let your prospective em-
ployer decide and, as a rule, he will

have a fixed rate. However, should

he ask what you expect to be paid,

tell him. Your decision should be

based on some before-hand research

concerning the prevailing rate of

pay for young people for that par-

ticular type of work.
6. Believe in yourself. Know your

strong points and don't be afraid to

do a bit of "horn tooting." No brag-

ging, of course, but when the man
behind the desk asks questions, an-

swer them fWly and clearly. Em-
ployers don't enjoy having to pry
out every bit of information and
soon lose patience with a "yes, sir

—

no, sir" game.
7. Give tlie man a break. One man

told us that his main gripe, espe-

cially with young people, is that

"they don't know how long they

will stay with the job." Don't give

him the impression that you are

taking the job only until you can
find something better. He might get

the idea that you won't give it your
conscientious attention. If you want
only part-time or temporary em-
ployment, be sure to say so.

8. Say your piece, then leave.

After the interview is finished, don't

hang around. Thank the gentleman
courteously for the time he has

given you (even if he didn't give

you a job) and walk out promptly.

9. Don't give up. If the first job

you try for doesn't pan out, that's

no sign there may not be one wait-

ing for you somewhere else. And
don't overlook the smaller business

establishments. They are sometimes
more willing to hire young people

than larger places and they more
frequently hire part-time help. No
matter how small and unimportant

you feel the job is, if you are hired

and accept, give it your best. It is

invaluable training for the higher-

paying job you will someday hold.

Copyright 1962 by Conquest

Youth Retreat in Mexico
That screech of "jay, jay" through
the woods of the "La Golondrina"
valley at about 6:00 p.m. on April
15 was meant to notify the wild-life

that some twenty-six humans had
arrived on the scene. The amount
of provisions and bed rolls seemed
to indicate that they would stay a
while. Ponderosa pine, evergreen,
oak, a sheltered valley, and a brook

make this spot an ideal retreat

from the world.

Before nightfall camp was made.
In a clearing some boards put up
on stilts and a fireplace for cooking
served as an ideal open-air kitchen.

Somewhere north of the stream the

boys set up a dormitory. The girls

chose the shade of a majestic pine

south of the stream as their spot.

At 6:30 a.m. Fremont Regier rang
the bell to announce the arrival of

a new day—in case the fresh air

and the birds' singing had not al-

ready made us aware of it. The cold

water of the stream removed all

traces of sleepiness. Alert for the

day, each group went with its coun-

selor to begin the day with morn-
ing devotions. To make sure the
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group was complete, we numbered
off before our morning anthem and
breakfast: "Eins, zwei, tres, vier,

fiinf, seis, siete, ocho, nueve, zehn,

elf, zvoolf, thirteen, fourteen, feff-

tien, sastien—" and so on in four

languages. The food always matched
our appetite — both were hearty.

After the dishes were washed, water

was dipped, garbage buried, and

wood cut, each group went to its

respective class.

Frank Isaac, Steinbach, Man.,

chose as his classroom a dried tree

trunk. In clear, simple, and con-

cise messages he helped us see what
prayer, stewardship, and a complete

surrender to God means. In a thick-

et, removed from camp noises, Abe
Rempel interpreted the epistle to

the Philippians to us. Under the

leadership of Anne Neufeld we com-

peted with the birds in raising a

joyful noise to the praise of God.

"Wir weilen bei dem Lebenswasser"
was our retreat theme song.

Youth News
ILLINOIS YOUTH MEET

The annual Central Illinois Area
Mennonite Young People's Union
Spring Rally was held May 5 at the

Calvary Church in Washington, 111.

Officers for 1963-64 were chosen.

Elected were: President: Leo
Desch, high school teacher, First

Church, Normal; vice-president:

Dan Sharp, Eureka high junior,

Congerville Church; secretary-treas-

urer: Karen Streid, Chenoa high

senior, Meadows Church; faith and
life chairman: Jerry Hoffman, 1963

I.S.N.U. graduate, Carlock Church;
service chairman: Ronald Row, Mid-

state College of Commerce 1963

graduate, Calvary Church, Wash-
ington; and Cinda Roth, Mennonite
Hospital School of Nursing, First

Church, Normal, 111.

Additional cabinet members to

fill out the committees will be ap-

pointed from Illinois area churches

not already represented.

The cabinet is responsible for an
area wide program in which the

youth groups of the churches can
get together for times of inspira-

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

After a hearty dinner there was
rest period, crafts, volleyball, moun-
tain climbing and nature hikes. In

the evening we gathered again, this

time to discuss problems of youth.

The campfire service started later

with a short program led alternate-

ly by the different groups.

The final campfire service will

remain indelibly impressed in our

memories. The wall of rock behind

it reflected the warmth of the camp-
fire to us, sitting in a semicircle

around it. Above were the myriads
of stars and the soft whisper in the

pines. A hushed silence fell on the

group as we listened to the chal-

lenge: "Choose whom you want to

serve." Camper after camper stepped

forward to give a testimony and
add his fagot to the burning fire.

After the breeze carried away the

last strains of the song "Alles was
ich bi/n und habe, alles weih ich dir"

light after light lit up the dark
path that led to the camp. Helen Ens

tion, Bible study, and fellowship.

This past year's program has in-

cluded three rallies, and a three-day

Bible conference. Robert Coon

CANADIAN WORKSHOP
On April 29 a group of young peo-

ple of the United Mennonite Church,

Waterloo, Ont, held a workshop.
H. H. Epp, pastor of the United

Church, was the leader. The theme,

"Decision Making," was approached
through role-playing.

After dividing the group in two,

each half was given a choice of a

particular role to play. The first

chose a family setting with the

problem of a girl wanting to go out

on a date with a Jewish boy and

the second that of a Youth Execu-

tive Meeting planning a controver-

sial New Year's Eve church meeting.

From the "plays" we observed

that in all decision making numer-

ous points entered in. First of all

there was argument caused by ten-

sion, secondly closed mindedness,

thirdly there were alternatives nec-

essary, fourthly consideration for

others and understanding. We also

found that fact finding and the at-

mosphere played leading roles.

Victor P. Rempel
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Peace. How do we get it? The United

States government started an argument

on this subject. Let's listen in because

it might include us someday. The gov-

ernment picked this fight with one of the world's leading peace organizations.

(How about that?) It is the Fellowship of Reconciliation. It has offices at

Nyack, New York, just outside the Big City. The fellowship was organized in

England in 1914. It has 13,000 members including many ministers and some
Mennonites. The group says that "love, such as that seen pre-eminently in Jesus,

must serve as the true guide of personal conduct under all circumstances."

Some of these circumstances include war, military service, and nuclear testing.

The fellowship seeks "to demonstrate this love as the effective force for overcom-
ing evil and transforming society into; a creative fellowship."

On January 10 the Internal Revenue Service (an important government
agency, you will admit) decided that the fellowship was not really a religious

organization. It was political. Therefore it had to pay taxes. And the people

who contribute to it cannot deduct these gifts from their taxes. This hurts. And
there are many questions. But more background first.

The man from Revenue said that the fellowship had done three things. It

opposed moving Japanese-Americans from their homes during the last war. It

tried to get the United States to send surplus food to famine victims in China.

It campaigned against weapons of mass destruction.

Says the government man: "Your main objective is the attainment of inter-

national peace by the abolition of armaments and other revisions in our program
of national defense. This is an objective that can only be obtained by legislation."

That last sentence raises the question. How do we get peace? Will it come
through laws? No. Says the fellowship, "Peace will not be made only through

legislation, or indeed through legislation at all. Peace will be made as reconcilia-

tion and brotherhood become operative in international relations as in personal."

The aim of the fellowship is to change the world by changing people. This is

an aim of the churches too. Someday the government man may come to us with

the same complaint. The government may decide to take away our tax exemp-
tion. Perhaps churches and religious groups should not be spared from taxation

anyway. We have grown accustomed to this right. We have expected it as a

God-given privilege. Actually it is only a nation-given privilege. The govern-

ment cannot be expected to approve of what the church is doing. If it is doing

God's will it may eventually displease the state. This happened to the prophets.

It happened to Paul. It is happening to the Fellowship of Reconciliation. We
should be irked with envy. Why hasn't it happened to us? Haven't we been

trying hard enough to change the world?

It has happened in Russia. State laws keep the church pretty much inside the

walls of a church building. The only use that the government there makes of

the church is to try to get its support for its peace propaganda. Perhaps the Rus-

sians are cynical and insincere about peace. But America doesn't always rate

high on the sincerity score. This tax act is a case in point.

As always, the world wants to confine the church to harmless exercises. Talk
about religion, that's fine. But don't bother us. The church gets this advice

quite often. Thank God, we have (and are) a bothering church.
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Capital

Punishment
The following is a slightly condensed transcript of a
discussion that students and faculty of Bethel College
had with John Howard Yoder.

With this kind of a group it would be out of place
simply to try to reproduce off the cuff what I already
put in a pamphlet* which you could read if you want
to. I would only make two background points.

One of them is the fundamental question whether
it is the Christian's business to speak at all to the
government on anything of which, of course, capital
punishment would be one example. And then one
later question of more narrow biblical nature.

The State in God's Plan

Because of our nonresistance, people have told

us "You can't participate in government," and we
said, "OK." Basically the position has been that our
discipleship was not consistent with major respon-
sibilities at least in the police arm of government
or in the policy-making executive parts of govern-
ment. Assuming that that's right, what business is

it of ours to speak to the people who are where we
can't be about how they do what we can't do?
Assuming that the Christian church can do nothing

in this realm as Christians and that all the people
who are doing this are pagans, have we anything to
say? (Of course, both of those assumptions are
questionable. There are Christians in positions of
political responsibility and we are not necessarily now
completely out of the realm. But I'm trying to pose
the problem in the sharpest form.) Assuming that
we are a tiny Christian minority in the Roman Em-
pire of A.D. 60 or in the Soviet Union in 1960; what
business have we to speak to a pagan government?
The answer in the New Testament, I think, is quite

clearly the proclamation that even though the powers
that be don't know it they have a place in God's
plan for the salvation of the world through the
church. We know about it. This place is to keep
the peace and defend man. Nobody will tell them
if we don't. Telling them is part of the gospel be-

cause we are proclaming that God's purpose in this
world is to save the world through the church, within
the framework of the interplay of violences that we
call the political order. Christ is Lord not only over
the church but also over the world. The Christian
proclamation is the proclamation that Christ is Lord.
This not only qualifies us but orders us to speak to
anyone about divine righteousness and the place of
the social order in God's ultimate purposes.
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and Our

Witness to

Government
Genesis 9:6

The second question is a much narrower one but

similar in a way. The earliest Anabaptist confes-

sional document, the Schleitheim Confession of 1527,

says that the sword is ordained of God for the pun-

ishment of evildoers. "Outside of the perfection of

Christ," which means in the world in general and

under the law of the Old Testament, this is proper.

In the New Testament it is not proper. This, we have

taken it to mean, authorizes certain kinds of violence

in the fallen world (not in the church, of course).

This includes at least punishment—eye for eye and

tooth for tooth—and perhaps the entire military op-

eration—but at least the police function and the puni-

tive function. This has seemed to be supported by

the way in which the Old Testament legislation for

a whole people of Israel—the Mosaic Laws or even

the earlier very brief text in Genesis 9 in the form of

God's orders to Noah—seemed to be orders for ethics

for the whole world. These provided for some kind

of death penalty and so it seemed to be said that we
have two levels.

The death penalty is certainly not the way to deal

with sinners in church but it is someone's responsibil-

ity thus to deal with offenders in the social order,

and the text says, textually, literally, "If a man sheds

blood, by man shall his blood be shed." And this

is the one point at which actually textual debate-
understanding of the meaning of the biblical passage

—does contribute to the present conversation.

The closer we come to that Genesis passage

—

which I think is the basis of all the other things in

the Old Testament and will suffice for now—the

clearer it becomes that the reason man should not

shed blood and the reason, therefore, that if a man
sheds blood his blood shall be shed—is not a moral

or a political reason, is not on the level of defending

the social order or on the level of right and wrong,

because we know that in primitive cultures the taking

of human life doesn't have that kind of moral ap-

probrium. It's a ritual concern, a "cultic" concern if

we use the terminology of the anthropologist.

The blood of a human being is sacral—sacred. It

is God's because it's used in the sacrificial rite. It

is only God who owns this blood and only He can

shed it. If an animal is killed, it can be killed only

in a sacrifice. There was no secular slaughtering

done in primitive peoples nor in early Israel. When
an animal was killed, it was first of all a sacrifice

and the blood belonged to God, and then some of the

meat belonged to the man who brought the beast.

We see this in a number of ways and the closer we

John Howard Yodcr

look at the text the more we see it. But it's striking

especially in the fact that if a man is gored to death

by a bull, then the bull shall be killed. That's not

a moral problem, not a political problem; this is a

ritual concern. Where blood has flowed, regardless

of the reason, the guilty party's blood must flow.

We sometimes think we have simply risen above

this kind of ritual sense of what is proper and im-

proper, what is holy and what is profane. Maybe
we have. But if we have it's only because there was
something to it. And that valid meaning of ritual

has somehow fit into the gospel. The valid meaning
of ritual is that man does offend against the divine

order of things and something like propitiation or

expiation—to use technical terms—something like

setting the moral order right again through sacrifice

is called for. Why? I can't explain it—speaking as

a philosopher, historian of religion, anything else that

I'm not—but at least it seems to be the presupposi-

tion of Old Testament faith that it is the case, that

when you interfere with the order that God has

established by taking a life which only God has a

right to take, then the order of creation is warped

and to set it right calls for a sacrifice, namely, the

sacrifice of the life of the murderer. But he is not

punished because he has been entitled to punishment.

He sacrifices himself because he is interfering with

the divine order of things.

This was also the meaning of the holy wars of the

Old Testament. They were not wars; they were

sacrifices, they were cultic acts, they were ritual.

We shouldn't relate them to the problem of whether

or not you should have wars.

Well, what does that mean if I'm saying that the

Old Testament has something to say to us? How
does that relate to what we now do about the death

penalty? The statement of the New Testament is

that this entire ritual order of sacrifice and expiation

was meaningful, was proper, was revealed, was re-

quired by God; but Christ has done away with it.

His sacrifice of himself at the cross ends all sacrifice

and is the end of all ritual. So if we can rise above

ritual, it's because that whatever happened in Christ

—and this is of course ritual language—has freed

us from the older way of dealing with this same
problem. We deal with each man as a man. each

neighbor as a neighbor in whom God dwells, whom
we have to deal with as if Christ were in him.

Limiting of Vengeance

This means the end of dealing with moral offense

through expiation or for that matter through ven-
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All the sociological and criminological arguments

are against the death penalty. It does nothing

to decrease the crime rate and it does a lot of

things to interfere with the prosecution of justice.

geance. Most of the rest of the death penalty held

in the Old Testament was rather vengeance than

expiation. When we read that the punishment shall

be eye for eye, tooth for tooth, burning for burning,

dagger wound for dagger wound—this is not prescrib-

ing of vengeance nor is it the ritual that we have just

been talking about, but it's a limiting of vengeance

—

for one eye, no more than one eye. If a man steals

you don't cut off his hand, as the Arabs still do. The
punishment shall be no greater than the crime.

So from the very start the Mosaic Law was limiting

vengeance rather than calling for vengeance. The
normal extension of this process is that in Christian

times, times when the Christian gospel has an effect

on a larger society, the vengeance that is capital

punishment—or the expiation that is capital punish-

ment—have come to the end of the recognition we
had given them. Therefore we don't simply say:

"The Old Testament is one level and that is still

right for government; the New Testament is on an-

other level which is right for us." We say: The
"validity of Christ's lordship applies in such a way
that the Old Testament right in its place, in its time,

in the process of God's working with man, is not the

standard now not even for government."
These two questions—the Old Testament demand

for vengeance or for expiation and the general ques-

tion of whether or not Christian people can speak to

the government—are the only general questions we
need to look at by way of introduction. But they

are really central in a sense because all of the socio-

logical and criminological arguments are against the

death penalty. It has pretty well been demonstrated
that it does nothing to decrease the crime rate and it

does a lot to interfere with the prosecution of justice.

There are long lists of common sense and sociological

arguments against the death penalty. So your prob-

lem is dealing with the reasons why we have thought

in the past that we shouldn't speak on the subject

or that God wanted the death penalty.

You say that "an eye for an eye and tooth for

tooth" was to limit vengeance. Do you think the

Jews would have permitted the violation of one of

their members without retaliation?

No, that's just my point. Retaliation is built in,

not only to the human nature but also to primitive

societies. In fact, the "institution" that carried this

out was the avenger of blood—that's the way it's

sometimes translated. It's actually the same Hebrew

word as "redeemer"—the person who sets the moral
order right after somebody is offended. It's the

responsibility of the avenger of blood, usually the

next of kin or the uncle, when there has been a mur-
der, to go out and murder the other man. That was
the normal procedure. But this was subject to abuse
because, just as it still works in Sicily or in the Appa-
lachians, usually to make one murder right it takes
two. So the Mosaic Law was really setting a stake

here, limiting it to punishment fitting the crime.

Then over the years there were rabbinical develop-

ments, for instance, there was more and more concern
for being sure that the punishment wasn't too much
and by the time of Jesus most of these penalties were
replaced by financial payments for damage, which
is a sign of the way in which the prophetic impact
upon vengeance is always to limit it; and Jesus just

did this to the end. It is a matter of vengeance and
not of justice in the sense that the "moral order"
calls for another death or another piece of suffering.

There is nothing just and nothing moral about that.

JVowi how was an excess of vengeance handled?
Who then administered justice?

Then the other party started. Just like in the Appa-
lachians again. If the correction was greater than
the crime then there was more correction which was
still greater; a snowballing of corrections—which is

precisely what happens in certain societies. These
feuds go on for generations. So then the Mosaic
Law came along and said, "No, we're going to have
judges and the punishment is going to be no more
than the offense," this was a terrific wallop in face

of this normal drive. There is special significance

to the story of Cain's descendants, which is the first

tableau we have of what sin means. They built the
first cities, made the first metal instruments and the
like. . . . The line ends with Lamech who boasted
about the fact that he always avenged himself seven-

fold. This is the epitome of fallen society. In the
New Testament it's precisely this figure, "sevenfold,"

which comes up in the description of Christian forgive-

ness. These are the extremes and justice is some-
where in between. There is no pure justice, but there

are ways of limiting drives to vengeance and the

ritual that motivated the drive to expiation.

If the sociological and empirical evidence is so con-

vincing as you imply, then why is it so hard for us
to convince society?
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I would feel that there are two explanations. The
> one is, in North America, a kind of fundamentalism
which misunderstands the Old Testament—and it

is especially strong in the West and Middle West

—

which actually believes that there is some kind of

divine imperative for vengeance. And on the other

hand there is a deep down emotional feeling that's

just the same as in the time of Lamech. And when
there has been this kind of offense, "this guy's just

| got to get it!" It is an emotional, subrational—not
irrational—but just a visceral response to an offense

1 against our security to think that the only thing

e ' we can do is get that person out of the way.
» There is one further reason that we need to have

more respect for and that is that there is one point

s i at which the death penalty might have a deterrent

? I effect. That is when somebody who is already in

prison for life is trying to escape and shoots his guard

i because he has nothing more to lose by being caught

; and everything to gain by getting free. And so prison

guards and policemen sometimes press for what they

think is the protection of the death penalty. At

i

' least one state abolished the death penalty except for

i
crimes against prison guards and policemen. Now

! that's understandable. I wouldn't agree because I

i
don't think evidence proves even there, but at least

you understand those people. They have a messy
job, given them by society and they feel especially

threatened. Anything that reassures them is a help.

. I've heard that the justice of God demands that

this capital punishment be carried out. Would you
say that this doesn't hold because Christ was the

\ final sacrifice?

There are different ways of saying it. We can be-

gin with the history and say "the justice of God" is

another word for the ritual need for restoring the

order of the universe. But then we also have to be-

I

lieve the New Testament when it says this ritual need

,
has been satisfied. The other more abstractly theologi-

cal approach would be to say that it is Christ—and
J no philosophy or no legal order—who defines for us

the justice of God. What does the Bible say when
it talks about the justice of God? It says He "is

faithful and just to forgive." Justice isn't a matter of

recompense. Human justice is a matter of recom-

pense. But the justice of God is precisely not that.

It's a mistranslation, partly. The Greek and Hebrew
words which are translated "justice" are more proper-

ly translated "righteousness," in the traditional ring

that those words have for us. And they don't mean
really anything about "eye for eye" or the impartial-

ity or neutrality that we ask of a just man; it's rather

faithfulness, reliability, Very close to the word
"justice" is "steadfast mercy," another Hebrew term

,
that bears similar meaning.

There wasn't always a need to fulfill this ritual

basis of vengeance, was there? It seems to me they

also had cities of refuge where the slayer was taken.

Yes, there was this one exception for unintentional
' killing. There were certain places where a person

could be protected from the avenger. But the fact
1 that these certain places were centers of sacrifice

where there was a Levite operating, again demon-

strates the fact that this too was a ritual matter. The

men came in under the ritual protection of the altar

and the priests in that place. But there is one qualifi-

cation that needs to be added. There began then to be
consideration for whether the killing was intentional.

How much can we expect the government to provide

a society to live up to our expectations ?

The issue of the death penalty is an excellent

example because it is a point at which the connection
is quite clear. Other questions, like whether we tell

the government that persecuting minorities or en-

forcing racial segregation is wrong—in this kind of

thing the connection between what we ask of the state

and Christian morality is not always quite as clear.

Traditionally we've felt that we were imprisoned
between two possibilities: We could either be puritans

—using this word with a small "p" for a type—re-

ferring to the traditions of the churches which told

the world how to operate. You set up a pattern;

this is the way it must be in the city of Geneva and
the nation of the Netherlands or the province of

Cape Cod—and the government's responsibility is

to make the whole society live on a Christian

standard. This we're convinced is wrong. Wrong,
partly because in order to do il you then have to

lower the Christian standard, but wrong also because
it gives people a misinterpretation of the foundation
of Christian behavior. It gives people the idea you
behave like a Christian because you have to. This
gets people "all screwed up" for generations later.

The other alternative was that we work clearly

with a dualism—on one level church ethics, disciple-

ship, nonresistance, forgiving, and on the other level

world ethics, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, capital

punishment, war—and that there is no way to speak
between the two. Traditionally Mennonites have
thought you must choose one or the other. And since

we can't be puritans then we must pull out of the

whole thing.

My conviction is that both of those possibilities are

wrong. The New Testament simply says we can
speak to the authorities about what it means to be

decent, what it means to be human, what it means
to be honest, case by case. We can never really say
what an ideal Kansas government would look like

—

that's a contradiction in terms, at least in Kansas.

It's a contradiction in terms because the only ideal

we know is the Kingdom of God. We can't have
that where men are in rebellion. But what we can

do is tell the statesman what he can do better. And
here we can speak to him on any issue if we know
enough to be able to be sure that what we're saying

is on the subject and that it's a live option. If he's

hanging all the criminals, we can say, "Don't do that!"

We can even explain it in his language—not only

our language. And if he's poisoning the atmosphere

with nuclear tests we can say, "Don't do that!" Not
because a Christian disciple wouldn't but because an
intelligent statesman would not.

So case by case we speak to a definable offense

by suggesting to the statesman the way he could be

more just, more intelligent. We are under no obliga-

tion to have a total pattern for society that would
work according to our convictions. That would be the

church. We take into account the fact that the state
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is one of the expressions of unbelief and violence and

hatred. We know that God is using that expression

of unbelief and violence and hatred to hold things

together. At certain points it could be a little less

violent; little less unbelieving, little less hateful.

To what extent do you think the government is

the arm of God or God ordained?

To what extent? I don't think it's a matter of

extent. That is, it isn't that we know that God
can use certain things the government does and other

things He can't use. So whatever government does

God can use it, but that never makes it right. God
can use Hitler, God can use Stalin, God can use

George Washington, and God can use Assyria. (Isaiah

10 is one of the clearest passages on this sense of

how God makes meaningful the brutality of pagan
nations.) But that never means that what they are
doing is right. If we come at this thing like Puritans

we say we must have a proper pattern, and then you
measure any government by whether it lives up to

the proper pattern. Romans 13 doesn't do that. It

doesn't say that because Caesar is a relatively good
guy or because the Romans at least had a constitu-

tion that therefore the powers that be are ordained
of God. No, it just says, "whatever ruler is there,

you are to accept and not rebel against him. You're
to believe that somehow God uses that pagan ruler

in His purposes." So it's not a statement on how
good or bad the government is. It is on our attitude

toward any government.

This whole Romans 13 passage is sometimes used
to preserve a separationist attitude—that things are
OK the way they are. Is tliere some way that this can
be a little more constructive?

Romans 13 explains why it's not the Christian's

business to attempt to set up a counter-government
—to rebel against the state on its own terms and
with its own methods. But the broader proclamation
that Christ is Lord gives us not only reasons, "not
only an excuse, but a mandate" to speak to anything
that's wrong with our society saying that it must
be better, saying also, "We as Christian disciples, are
aiming still higher; but as a statesman you should at
least do this much better."

I think one of the best examples is one which was
cited once for me by a French friend who was trying
to work in Algeria. The French police could stop
anybody on the street, without any restrictions, with-
out any kind of a warrant, and subject him to all

kinds of physical mistreatment in order to get secrets
out of them about what the rebels were doing. Most
of the people probably did know something but this

is not due process of law and is extremely inhuman
and illegal according to any courts including the
French. Now he didn't say to the policeman, "How
can you do that and be a disciple of Jesus?" The
policeman wasn't interested in being a disciple of
Jesus. But he said, "How can you do that in the
name of liberty, equality, and fraternity?"—which
was on the policeman's letterhead, of course, as an
agent of the French state.

Now this doesn't mean that liberty, equality, and
fraternity are discipleship. They don't even exist,

they're mythology. But it means that we speak to

the man in terms of the ideals to which he himself
commits himself. We say, "At least live up to that.

At least be a man. At least be decent." We don't

tell him that if he does decide to be a man and be
decent that we'll be satisfied. No, we still wish he'd

be a disciple. And if he gets as decent as we ask
him to be now, we'll find new places where we'll

ask him to be still more decent. There is no level of

decency with which we would be satisfied in the

pagan world. We are always asking for more. And
really we're never asking for decency but we're
asking for discipleship which is way up there some-
where on the scale of degrees of unselfishness. And
yet we have a mandate at every level to tell people
that the only way they can move and be human, be
moral—is up.

We can look at our own government and say we
have certain qualities here that we want to preserve

and we can see places where it is not very good, but
in communism it is hard to see any good in that.

How can we look at this as an arm of God?
Paul's willingness to accept the Roman government

had nothing to do with his looking at it and finding

some things he could like. It was a government
which had crucified Christ and was probably going
to crucify him. The very next year, after he wrote
they made living torches out of the Christians in

Rome. It was nothing to do with our approval of

the thing. It's just the way it is and God's using it.

God doesn't want us to spend our time getting that

dictator out.

Obviously, we have some preferences; although it's

only in North America that the difference between
communism and what we have looks this important.
The common man in Brazil would rather have
Khrushchev, from what he knows about Kennedy.
Maybe that's because he doesn't know the right things

about Kennedy. In any case the difference is not as

black and white to most people as it seems to be to

us. But even if it were, the responsibility of Chris-

tians in the Soviet Union is to pray for their govern-

ment and be subject to it and do the best they can.

And our responsibility to Christians in Soviet Russia
is to encourage them to do that and not try to make
fifth columnists out of them.

Would, you say then that our Mennonite fore-

fathers were wrong when they left Russia and other

countries because of the condition of the state?

What I think is clearly wrong is rebellion against

the state. I don't think emigration is the same
issue. It's still an issue but, of course, some stayed

as well. If you say they were running away from
military service in Russia in 1870 then that might
sound irresponsible. If you say they were going to

evangelize the American plains then that sounds
good. But if they had risen up and said, "We're going

to resist this thing," I wouldn't have seen the grounds
for this. And certainly there are some places where
the Christian's duty is to stay. I think the Christian's

duty in East Germany now is not to emigrate.

And those who do are falling down on their responsi-

bility. Not only that but they are getting the gospel

mixed up with Western military power.
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Peacemakers

in Taiwan

Martin Buhr

The first-time visitor to Free

China chuckles at the thought of

tiny Taiwan devouring the giant

mainland. But soon he knows that

it is not a pretense. The uniformed
soldiers, the screaming jets, the

steel and concrete forts are real.

Everywhere there is grim purpose.

Taiwan is like a nut in the paws
of a nutcracker. In the land area

and population Formosa is dwarfed
by her tormentor across the straits.

Nevertheless, several factors favor

the Nationalist Chinese.

Considering themselves wronged,
the Chinese are implacable foes.

And in their books there is no
blacker record than the day democ-
racy was uprooted, causing a bat-

tered army to flee for her life. The
restless spirit of democracy in exile

can know no peace until wrong is

righted, until the torch of freedom
burns again in every high and low
place throughout mainland China.

Newspapers, schools, and recruit-

ing centers reflect the temper of

Taiwan. The headlines trumpet
glorious victories in future encoun-

ters with the Reds. Schoolgirls and
boys learn early to act out skits

portraying the atrocities suffered

on the mainland. Here is visible

the growth of a new nationalism.

Students do not identify themselves

as Taiwanese, Cantonese, Hakka,
or aboriginese, but as Chinese.

Every morning they all sing the

same national anthem, salute the

same flag, and speak the same
language in the classroom.

Young draftees heading for their

military training carry the spirit

of the nation. From many railroad

stations the boys leave in special

cars. Feelings run high, prompted
by red ribbons, cheering crowds,

stirring drums, deafening firecrack-

ers, and flying flags.

Chains do not shackle the soul

of this race. Whether in San Fran-

cisco, Vancouver, Hong Kong, Bang-
kok, Singapore, or Manila, loyal

Chinese have China flowing through
their veins. Considering then the

nature of these people with their

centuries of family unity, it is not

too strange to think of their going

back en masse to the land that

spawned them though it be a

pilgrimage of broken bodies and
spilt blood. Here is a nut that will

smash the nutcracker!

Many bloody battles have been

fought over Taiwan. The greatest

threat to freedom and national

safety is from the 800 million

Chinese living on the mainland
whose shores are a scant 100 miles

away. The United States Seventh

Fleet patrols the Pacific. Hundreds
of years ago a foreign religion came
to Taiwan. It taught nonviolence.

From India to China came Budd-

hism. Today there are more Budd-

hists on little Taiwan than there

are in huge India. India is noted

for her neutralism and for her

pacifism whereas Taiwan bristles

with weapons. It seems ironical that

Buddhism, which corresponds with

India's political views, should be

on the decline there while it gains

followers in a country committed

to battle.

A Buddhist monk takes a sacred

vow to preserve life. Strict Budd-

hists are vegetarians. Monks can

be seen at market places buying

fish that still show signs of life.

They then restore them posthaste

to the streams. However, Buddhists

are not exempted from the draft.

They take military training.

We held a seminar on peace at

a mountain retreat. On the grounds

military fortifications were being

constructed. But religious freedom
allowed men of peace to meet and
discuss unmolested in the midst of

activities by men of war.

Lest one shout hallelujah too

soon, there are serious problems.

Taiwan is subject to martial law.

Security measures curb all forms of

anti-government activity. Prisons

restrain the citizen suspected of

political activity. There are prison-

ers in the prisons. Occasionally, the

government bars foreigners from
returning because of suspicious

sympathies or careless words.

A preacher refused to obey his

draft summons on the ground of

biblical principles contrary to kill-

ing. A letter to the editor of a news-

paper explaining the provisions

other countries have made for con-

scientious objectors did not free the

preacher from jail. Where religious

people behave with moderation,

there is religious freedom. But there

is hardly accommodation for an

outwardly soft touch such as paci-

fism. Foreign motion pictures with

pacifist themes are rejected by the

censorship board.

Living in this part of the world

we are faced with the overwhelm-

ing task of reconciliation. How are

man and man reconciled? How
are God and man reconciled? How
are God and the communist recon-

ciled when Christianity and commu-
nism are opposed? Who will lead?

It must come by the instruction

of the Holy Spirit. Christians as

obedient disciples cannot do less

than follow the commands and pre-

cepts of Christ. But as foreigners

we cannot press too hard. We need

fear no ill for preaching peace be-

yond expulsion from the country.

Others live in the shadow of the

gallows. Let rather the Holy Spirit

of God choose whom He wills to be

a martyr in executing His purposes

in the affairs of mortal men.

I believe in peace and think of it

as a force that must be harnessed

and put to work. And if I should

have to give my life for this con-

viction, that is but little suffering

compared to the suffering I would

have to endure if I took the life

of another. In the question of

whether to fight or not to fight, it

is a matter of who should die

—

the man on the enemy side or my-
self? And so I would choose to die

rather than to take his life equally

undeserving of death.
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Protestants View Parochial Schools

A RECENT PROTESTANT Study Opposes

the use of tax funds for religious

schools. Such use "undermines our

historic ideal of separation of

church and state ... it would also

severly damage, if not destroy, our

public school system and our edu-

cational standards."

Such support would also split so-

ciety. "It would accelerate the frag-

mentation of our society and par-

ticularly increase religious con-

flicts."

Roman Catholics have argued for

taxes for their parochial schools.

These schools, they say, perform a

public function. They teach such sec-

ular subjects as mathematics, Eng-
lish, and science. They feel that

there is no constitutional bar to re-

ceiving tax funds "in a degree pro-

portionate to the value of the pub-

lic function" these schools perform.
There seems to be weight to this

argument. The courts, including the

United States Supreme Court, have
allowed public funds for books and
school bus transportation for paro^

chial school children.

However, the court has estab-

lished specific limits in these cases.

The aid went directly to the child

or to the parent. No religious or-

ganization or school acquired new
property because of the state action.

None of the books or the buses
could be used for the teaching of

religion. The state kept complete
control of the administration of all

state funds.

Also arguing against further use
of tax funds is the Catholic philoso-

phy of education. It is similar to

that held by other religious groups
operating their own schools. All

teaching in a parochial school, what-

ever the subject, should be perme-
ated with a religious viewpoint.

A common complaint from Cath-

olic parents is that they are doubly
taxed when they pay for parochial

schools while paying taxes for pub-

lic schools. Says the study, prepared
by George LaNoue, a doctoral can-

didate in political science at Yale
University, "Public schools are sup-

ported by many taxpayers who do
not directly use them, for example,
single persons, childless couples, and
corporations. Public school taxes

are not use tax or substitute tui-

tion payments but are a share in

the total community responsibility

for education."

Does refusal of tax support in-

fringe on a parent's freedom of re-

ligion? No, says LaNoue. Religious

liberty in America consists of free^-

dom for people "to achieve their re-

ligious goals without help or hin-

drance from the state.

"The financial sacrifices parents

make to send their children to par-

ochial schools are no different from
the financial sacrifices other people

make to achieve their religious

goals."

The LaNoue study was commis-
sioned by the National Council of

Churches' Department of Religious

Liberty. It has been published in a

fifty-six page pamphlet, "Public

Funds for Parochial Schools?"
As a solution to the parochial

school dilemma LaNoue suggests a
"shared time" pattern. Shared time
allows students primarily enrolled

at parochial schools to take part of

their course work in public schools.

The parents are already paying
equal taxes for these services. Stu-

dents from public schools could also

take courses in religion during
school hours but on church prop-

erty and under church teachers.

This would be at the pupil's own
expense.

This plan would ease the growing
financial burden of supporting

church schools. "At long last it

would be possible for public and
parochial school educators to co-

operate in a constitutional way in

the primary task of educating our
nation's youth while giving religion

the place in education it deserves."

WRITER HAS MANY READERS

Margaret A. Epp always knew that

she would have to write some day.

But she also knew, she says, "with

desperate clarity that I never, nev-

er could!"

Yet fourteen years ago she de-

cided to become a full-time writer.

Since then she has published six-

teen books and written a growing
number of stories for children and
teenagers. She has also written an
adult novel about Mennonites in

Saskatchewan. The novel is being

serialized and may soon be pub-

lished in book form.

In July she will lecture on fiction

writing to a Writers Conference
that will be held in Winnipeg.
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GERMAN HUNGER CLOCK Three "Hunger Clocks" were used at the launching of

the German Protestant churches' Fourth Bread for the World Campaign. Seen

by tens of thousands of passers-by, the clocks, erected in West Berlin. Cologne,

and Frankfurt, ticked off the number of people who had starved to death some-

where in the world minute by minute. Martin Niemoller. chairman of the

Protestant church in Hesse and Nassau and one of Ihe WCC's six presidents,

inaugurated the Hunger Clock in Frankfurt.

Margaret A. Epp lives and works

on a farm near Waldheim, Sask.,

—

the farm on which she was born.

A member of the Evangelical Men-

nonite Brethren Church, she has

many readers outside her denomi-

nation. These include Baptists,

Methodists, Nazarenes, and Luth-

erans. Many other denominations

have used her stories time after

time in their publications.

Most of her books—stories for

children—have been published by

Moody Press, Chicago. Zondervan

Publishing House, Grand Rapids,

Mich., will soon publish her first

major nonfiction piece. It will be a

400-page book on Christian socials.

At the present time she is work-

ing on a missionary biography. It

will detail the lives of John and

Mary Dyck who lost their lives in a

plane crash in 1957. This manu-
script will be published by the Men-

nonite Brethren Board of Missions,

Hillsboro, Kan.
She received part of her education

in Canada, and part in China. For

six years she lived in China with

her parents. They were serving

under the China Mennonite Mission

Society. A longer period of service

was prevented for reasons of health.

In Canada she attended Bethany
Bible Institute, Hepburn, Sask.;

Prairie Bible Institute, Three Hills,

Alta; and the University of Sa-

skatchewan. She has also taken a

correspondence course in writing.

What led her to writing as a ca-

reer? She lists four things: parents,

teachers, a missionary, and an in-

jury.

It was her "parents who read

aloud to their family on long north-

ern winter evenings, and who
prayed that each child might find

the place God intended for him."

She is one of eight children.

Of her teachers she says: "A
teacher in grade school got me in-

terested in the dictionary! Anoth-

er aroused my imagination, or rath-

er, channeled it. I was pronounced

introvert, painfully bashful, and

distrustful of myself and my ability

to do anything. This teacher gave

me confidence."

Though she once "knew" that she

could never write, it was in China

that she knew that she would. "A
missionary in China gathered all of

us MKs [missionary kids] around

her once a week for a story hour.

That was when I knew that some

day I'd write stories for children."

About the fourth factor, she says:

"A special injury early in life shut

me up to writing—in a manner of

speaking. Because of it I had to

make an all-or-nothing choice when
the time came. This threw me into

full-time writing fourteen years

ago."

Would she advise this course for

others? "This is discouraged by

most writers and editors, and how-

ever slow I'd be to advise anyone

else to do what I did, yet for me I

believe it was right. To be sure, I

felt strongly guided to take this

step of faith. And God has been

true to His promises."

Margaret Epp will give four lec-

tures on writing fiction at the Men-

nonite Writers Conference which

will be held in Winnipeg, July 14 to

18. Also appearing on the program

will be a former missionary to

China who was born on the same
field where Margaret Epp once

lived. Paul H. Bartel, Regina, Sask.,

dean of Canadian Bible College will

speak about missionary literature.

The writers conference is spon-

sored by a number of Mennonite

groups and agencies. These include

the General Conference Mennonite

Church. Mennonite Brethren

Church, Canadian Mennonite Pub-

lishing House, and Canadian Menno-
nite Bible College. The conference

will be held on the campus of Ca-

nadian Mennonite Bible College, 600

University Blvd., Winnipeg.

Other members of the conference

staff include Paul Erb, Scottdale,

Pa., former editor of the Gospel

Herald, who will teach poetry and

devotional writing. George Derksen,

Winnipeg, and Frank H. Epp, Al-

tona, Man., will give instruction on

article and news writing.

Also appearing on the program
will be Lloyd Siemens and Rudy H.

Wiebe, Winnipeg: and Maynard
Shelly, Newton, Kan.

A special feature of the four-day

meeting will be the opportunity for

writers to have their material eval-

uated. Afternoon seminar groups

will examine manuscripts and offer

practical help to writers. These sem-

inars and the conference are open

to all writers and those interested

in writing regardless of experience.

Persons planning to attend or

desiring more information should

contact H. T. Klassen. 11 Sterling

Avenue 8; or Maynard Shelly. 722

Main Street, Newton. Kan.
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FIRE DESTROYS SCHOOL

Fire completely destroyed the main
building of Mennonite Collegiate In-

stitute, Gretna, Man., on May 7.

Built in 1946, the building was val-

ued at $100,000 and insured for half

that amount. Lost in the blaze were
the school's records and library.

The school was founded in 1890

by H. H. Ewert. The current prin-

cipal is P. J. Schaefer.

The Canadian Conference which
had been scheduled to meet on the

Gretna campus, July 18-23, has been
transferred to Altona, Man.

BUDDHA DAY FOR HAWAII

April 8 would be designated as

Buddha Day in Hawaii and become
a legal state holiday under a bill

expected to be approved by the

state's House Committee. No op-

position was voiced at a public

hearing. There are about 100,000

Buddhists in Hawaii. Supporters of

the legislation said creation of a
Buddha Day would promote world
brotherhood, and improve United
States relations in the Far East.

MORE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

In spite of a good response to the
appeal for workers in the summer
service program, the Mennonite
Central Committee needs people for
its ministry and in the units at

Nashville and Atlanta.

In Nashville, where workers have
opportunity to serve in a tutorial

program with elementary children,

four certified teachers are request-

ed. Both men and women are also
needed in Atlanta, to work in Bible
schools, recreational activities with
children and teenagers, and in club
programs. These opportunities pre-

sent themselves to persons intensely

concerned with the challenge of in-

terracial reconciliation. Recent de-

velopments in the South, while cre-

ating new pressures, also increase
the need for a positive Christian
witness. Volunteers for work in At-
lanta and Nashville should be twen-
ty years or older.

As service to migrants is expand-
ing, additional personnel are re-

quired for the migrant program.
Added to the units in New York who
are working with Negro migrants
from the South is a unit which has
been newly opened this summer at
Hoopeston, 111., to serve migrants
coming from the Rio Grande Valley

in Texas. Men and several married
couples are urgently requested to

consider the possibilities available

in the migrant program in New
York and Illinois.

Since all the projects begin in

mid-June (with the exception of the

New York migrant ministry which
begins at the end of June) appli-

cants should respond immediately,
in order to be incorporated into this

summer's program. Where mail
service is more than one day, a

phone call would be in order.

The workcamp which is planned
for August 3-24, 1963, at Brook Lane
Farm Hospital, is also open for

additional applicants. This program
consists of work, study, worship and
recreation and is tailored to attract

persons interested in the general
field of social work.
For participation in either the

summer service projects or the Aug-
ust workcamp, apply to Claude
Boyer, Summer Service Office, MCC,
Akron, Pa. Deadline for workcamp
application has been set as June 15.

INCREASED MEDICAL SUPPLIES

Although a number of doctors serv-

ing under the Mennonite Central
Committee are in areas where the
local government is responsible for
supplying medicines and equipment,
many of the clinics lack even the
most essential equipment and are
always short of medicines. In an
effort to provide at least the basic
equipment, contacts are being made
with dealers in used equipment and
hospitals that are converting to

modern facilities or discontinuing.

Letters have been written to 400
Mennonite physicians in the United
States to request that they share
any information they may have on
the availability of used equipment.
The MCC also receives help from

agencies such as Inter-church Medi-
cal Assistance (IMA), Christian
Medical Society (CMA), and Medi-
cal and Surgical Relief Committee
(MSRC). After becoming an IMA
member, MCC requested each of its

doctors to submit a list of needs
for his practice and to indicate the
amounts of each item he could use
in one year. IMA offers a purchas-
ing service for items not obtainable
donated or in sufficient qualities to

supply all the requests. Two percent
of the donations go to the MCC.
This percentage is based on the
scope of medical work it does.

A handling charge of four cents

per pound for items received from
IMA has been paid for by the
"Dimes for Medicine" project. This
project is a Sunday school and
youth group activity which consists

of saving dimes and turning in the
proceeds to MCC.
Medical supplies have been

shipped to Java, Timor, Halmahera,
Haiti, Vietnam, Bolivia, Taiwan,
Algeria, and the Leprosy Mission
in Paraguay. A shipment to India is

also planned.

LAY MISSION OPENINGS

Americans go abroad for many rea-

sons. Some are missionaries sent

by the church. Others go for busi-

ness and the government. Some are

teachers. Others are engineers, elec-

trical workers, radio operators, li-

brarians, nurses, or translators.

These people too can be mission-

aries. Their Christian witness on
the job and outside of working
hours can preach the gospel. It is

no easy task, because living in a
foreign country is difficult. Terms
of service may be short. The num-
ber of jobs available are not as

plentiful as sometimes thought.

Information on the types and
sources of foreign employment have
recently been published. Openings
in both the United States and Can-
ada are listed. This item also gives

suggestions on how to witness over-

seas. Persons interested should send
ten cents for "Vocational Witness
Overseas" to Inter-Varsity Christian

Fellowship, Missionary Department,
1519 Astor St., Chicago 10.

WORDS AND DEEDS

The seven presidents of the World
Council of Churches in a declara-

tion for Pentecost: "There is much
hopeful talk at present of Chris-

tian unity, and what was once the

pursuit of the few has become the
search of all. But unity in the Holy
Spirit will undoubtedly demand sac-

rifices, as we venture into new paths
chosen not by us but by Him."
A Danish film to be released in

fall treats the "shameful methods"
used by the Jehovah's Witnesses.

Says the producer, Paul Vedel, "The
hammer will fall hard on the heads
of the leaders, but to a great extent
they deserve it. They are responsi-

ble for seducing hundreds of thou-

sands of people into a base and
irreligious system."
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Conferences
June 20-23—Northern District Con-

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference,

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference,

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con-

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Canadian
June 13, 14—Spring Missions Con-

ference, Canadian Mennonite Bible

College, Winnipeg, Man.
June 16—Commencement, Cana-

dian Mennonite Bible College, Win-

nipeg, Man.
June 30—Staff reunion at Menno-

nite Youth Farm, Rosthern, Sask.

Central

June 22-23—Central District Men's

Retreat, Camp Friedenswald, Cas-

sopolis, Mich.

Eastern
June 23—Dedication Service, First

Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

Northern
June 30-July 3—Youth Conference,

Salem Church, Munich, N. D.

Western
Aug. 2 — Commencement, Bethel

Hospital School of Nursing, New-
ton, Kan.

WORKERS
Alden Bohn, Route 4, Elkhart,

Ind., was elected president of the

Association of Mennonite Social

Workers on May 4. Other officers

are Curtis Janzen, Chicago, and Ada
Shaum, Indianapolis.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Entz, Emmaus
Church, Whitewater, Kan., will soon
leave for Ethiopia for service under
the Sudan Interior Mission.

Orlando Wiebe, Donnellson, Iowa,

has been appointed to the staff of

Tabor College to teach in the Bible

department. He is pastor of the

Zion Mennonite Church in Donnell-

son and is a candidate for the Ph.D.
at the University of Iowa.

Norma Nickel, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., will teach in

the Hopi Mission School in Oraibi,

Ariz., beginning this fall. A member
of the Voluntary Service unit, she

will go to Oraibi in late summer.
Rebecca Nickel, Newton, Kan., re-

turns to migrant work this summer,
following a year of furlough. She
has been in migrant work in Ari-

zona since 1951.

Menno Wiebe, Clearbrook, B.C.,

has accepted a call to become ex-

ecutive secretary of the Board of

Missions of the Canadian Confer-

ence to begin in June 1964. Cur-

rently he is a student at Mennonite
Seminary.

DEATHS

Abe H. Bestvater, Alexanderwohl,
Church, Goessel, Kan., born May 1,

1876, in South Russia and died April

30. His wife and ten children sur-

vive.

Henry Buhler, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., born June 24,

1884, died April 24. Four sons and
five daughters survive.

Andrew L. Deckert, Bethel Church,

Marion, S. D., born March 11, 1878,

and died May 8.

Henry William Dyck, Menno
Church, Ritzville, Wash., born Oct.

9, 1903, and died Apr. 22. He is

survived by his wife.

Henry J. D. Janzen, First Church,

Shafter, Calif., born in 1888, died

May 5. Surviving are his wife, six

sons, and one daughter.

Mrs. P. P. Quiring, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., born Aug. 16,

1882, and died April 25. Surviving
are six children.

Mrs. H. U. Schmidt, Alexander-
wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., died

April 25, 1963. Surviving are two
daughters.

Jake Schritter, First Church,
Aberdeen, Idaho, born Sept. 6, 1911,

and died April 24. His wife, two
sons, and two daughters survive.

J. E. Hartzler, Goshen, Ind., was
born Feb. 2, 1879 at Ligonier, Ind.,

and died May 24 at Lancaster, Pa.

He taught Bible at Goshen College
and at Bethel College, North New-
ton, Kan. He was president of Go-
shen College, 1903-18; Bethel Col-

lege, 1920-21; Witmarsum Theologi-

cal Seminary, Bluffton, Ohio, 1921-

31. He became professor of philoso-

phy and ethics at Hartford (Conn.)
Theological Seminary in 1936.

Christian C. Kaufman, First

Church of Christian, Moundridge,
Kan., born Dec. 6, 1879, died May 21.

Peter C. Hiebert, Hillsboro, Kan.,

born April 7, 1878, and died May 27.

He was the first chairman of the
Mennonite Central Committee serv-

ing from 1920 to 1953. In 1922 he
served as a relief worker in the

Ukraine. He served Tabor College
from 1908 to 1933. From 1926 to

1957 he was chairman of the Men-
nonite Brethren Conference Welfare
Board. He was a member of the

Hillsboro Mennonite Brethren
Church.

MINISTERS

Henry V. Friesen, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

became the assistant pastor of Beth-

el Church, Mt. Lake, in December.
He is a native of Saskatchewan and
has served as an assistant at St.

Catharines, Ont., and Beatrice, Neb.
Chryston Harms, Warroad, Minn.,

became the pastor of the Woodland
Church, Warroad, in January. He is

a native of Oklahoma, and has

J. E. Hartzler. Peter C.

Hiebert (Deaths) :

Norma Nickel. Rebecva

Nickel, Merino Wiebe

( Workers).
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served churches in Council Bluffs,

Iowa, and Shattuck, Okla.

David Whitermore, Lansdale, Pa.,

has been called to serve the Grace

Church, Lansdale. He had been

serving as interim pastor. 1

Willis Thiessen, Ebenezer Church,

Gotebo, Okla., was ordained a min-

ister on May 19. Thiessen is serving

as pastor of Ebenezer Church and

preparing for missionary aviation

service.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

At least seven teachers are needed

for the Congo right away. Accord-

ing to Congo Contact, published by

the Congo Inland Mission at Elk-

hart, Ind., many teachers have left

to take more lucrative positions in

the new provincial governments.

Congolese state school inspectors

have warned that the missions

schools will be closed unless quali-

fied teachers are found. About 150

students will have to forego a high

school education in a Christian

school unless teachers become avail-

able soon. The CIM field committee

is asking for seven people to teach

pedagogy, mathematics, and science

on a secondary school level.

BAPTISMS

Lehigh (Kan.) Church, on June 2:

Patty Sue Birkle, Rosalie Frances
Epp, Mrs. Nancy Hiebert, Connie
Marie Jantz, Iris Fern Ratzlaff, Jo-

lene Carol Schmidt, Dennis Wade
Duerksen, and David Allen Goertz.

New Hopedale Church, Meno,
Okla., on May 26: Kay Buller, Shar-

on Jantzen, Verna Eck, Mrs. Roland
Koehn.
Salem Church, Freeman, S.D., on

May 19: Belva Graber, June Graber,

Wayne Penner, Marlys Preheim,

Randall Preheim, Maureen Senner,

Lee Ann Unruh, Carolyn Waltner.

Salem Church, Munich, N.D., on
May 26: Evonne Dick, Darol Hoff-

man, Shirley Hoffman, Diana Hoff-

man, Melroy Schultz, Harvey Jan-
zen, Larry Dick, Lorraine Schultz.

Walton (Kan.) Church on Mar.
24: Mary Sue Hiebert, Linda Lou
Friezen.

Bethel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

on May 26: Lynn Buller, Elaine

Fast, Margaret Franz, Paul Fuller,

Sawai Gadroen, Kathy Gaeddert,
Joyce Goertzen, Steve Gruhlke, Al-

frieda Gunter, Bobby Hiebert, Jan-

lee Loewen, Dorothy Nickel, Charles
Lehman, Barbara Pankratz, La-

Verne Pankratz, Richard Peters,

Kay Quiring, Mary Ann Quiring,

Roger Rahn, JoAnn Rahn, Glema
Regehr, Marianna Schultz, Jerilyn

Wieler, Richard Wiens, Victor Klas-

sen and John Strenge.

Emmaus Church, Whitewater,
Kan., on June 2: Cheryl Claassen,

Carolyn Busenitz, Gwendolyn Claas-

sen, Joann Harder, Martha Thies-

sen, Blanche Esau, Elwyn Busenitz,

Alan Klaassen, Marlin Thiessen,

Donald Wiens.

PRAYER FOR THE SOUTH

Dear Editor: Thank you for your
recent editorial on "Billy and Bir-

mingham," as I might call it [May
21]. Mr. Graham has fled his native

Southland and its problems; in so

doing, he has abdicated his share

in the glory that belongs to those,

both colored and white, who have
remained in the South and have
resolutely faced the problems of the

area and its people, bearing each
other's burdens and looking for-

ward rather than backward. It be-

longs to such men as Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., who, like Moses
of old, accepted the reproach of his

people, suffered with them and is

leading them to freedom. It belongs

in no less measure to the many un-

sung white ministers who are lead-

ing their congregations to open
doors and open hearts. Many of

these have paid a high price for

their faith and courage. It will

belong to the congregations of God's
people of all skin colors who will

be found equal to the tasks and
efforts needed. Because of these

who stayed, America will yet be

spared the dreadful dregs of Di-

vine judgment foreseen by Abra-
ham Lincoln in his Second In-

augural Address ninety-eight years

ago.

It is to these men and women of

the South who have remained and
witnessed that the future of their

region belongs, rather than those

who left or those who preached
hate. As Mennonites we know that

no group strongly committed to tra-

dition, such as we or the white
South, moves forward into new
conditions without resistance. We
also know that when the steps of

courage are finally taken, there is

a great quickening of new life, as

the coming of spring after a long
hard winter. This must be our
prayer for the South. Victor A
Dirks, 12800 Dupont Ave., S., Sav-
age, Minn.

DRAFT AND LOVE

To the Editor: Perhaps because of

mail's travel, this letter may be in-

appropriate. I have enjoyed recently

the discussions about the 1-W. I

was so glad for Nelson's alerting

letter. I feel sorry for those read-

ers who choose to generalize from
his comments about the whole pro-

gram; I sensed that even he did

not do this. Now the April 2 issue

reaches us and hallelujah for Metz-

ler's splendid editorial raising ques-

tions about the motivation of re-

sponse of the 1-W!

As a non-participant with the
draft law, I recall raising these
questions with persons back in 1948

upon the renewal of peace time
conscription, and the soon-to-be 1-W
program. The issue of reason for
response to government by indi-

viduals, and, the issues of conscrip-

tion as an unchristian act in addi-

tion to militarism itself.

In these fifteen years, as a family
man, still approached by the draft

board, I've known those longings
of one in prison, the pangs of the

alley beatings, and the coldness of

the Mennonite shunning. But we
continue to pay the price with a joy
and a freedom. We sense that free-

dom from those fears which bind
persons caught in the tragic mili-

taristic hysteria, and the blanket-

government-obedience concept. We
sense a joy that enables us to give
in Christian love before, during,

after, and despite the draft call or

the law—not because of fear of

what will happen if we don't, but
in confidence in what will happen
when we do. Because we have been
loved and given to, there wells up
within that innate desire to share.

Eldon Bargen, Cachipay, CiduL.

Colombia
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I Came --

You May Too
Anna Marie Peterson

I left the life I had always known
—a small protectant farming com-

munity. I transplanted my home to

the city.

Instead of corn and bean fields I

see a skyline of tall buildings; in-

stead of farm noises I hear city

traffic, sirens, and children's voices

as they play on the city sidewalks.

Instead of living where the radius

of a community is miles it is

measured in blocks; instead of liv-

ing in a community of predominant-

ly one skin color it is various

shades.

Instead of a family of one skin

color I live in an integrated house-

hold of fourteen. (Mennonite House
in Atlanta is an MCC unit house.)

Instead of allowing only a few
minutes to drive four miles to work
one allows time for a dozen traffic

lights and heavy lanes of traffic; in-

stead of seeing friends to wave at

one usually sees only strangers.

Instead of being accepted as a

family in any church or eating

establishment we can easily be

turned away; instead of people's

heads being turned to us because

of possible acquaintance they stare

with disbelief.

Instead of teaching in a small

farming community I teach children

who have never seen a corn stalk,

cow, or big; instead of consciously

teaching subject matter I also un-

consciously teach brotherhood (the

children are classified Negro, I am
white)

.

I left the life I had always known

!

I am no exception. Today hun-

dreds of Mennonite young people

wonder where they shall go after

graduation and hundreds of young

people reach the conclusion their

best opportunities are in the city. I

did!

I live in a beautiful city. Magnolia
blossoms burst forth in springtime;

tall columns on homes show history

in its glory.

I live in a progressive city. Large
buildings continue to rise; express-

ways continue to be built; the popu-

lation continues to grow. I live in

a city of improvement. A senate

seat is filled by the first Negro
since 1907; eating in the restaurants

of large department stores where
one trades is now permissible.

I live in a city of action. A sign,

"Don't buy here, unequal opportun-

ity," and a boycott is almost one

hundred percent effective; a mayor
is elected and there is equal repre-

sentation on all city commissions.

But strange to say:

I live in an ugly city. Slums
stretch their area to many blocks;

many children can only play on

bare playgrounds.

I live in a backward city. The
color of skin many times deter-

mines the availability of a job; il-

literates number in the thousands.

I live in a city of segregation (al-
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though not as segregated as it once
was). Living areas are distinctly

defined; many churches and eating
establishments still close their
doors.

I live in a city of action. Our in-

tegrated family hears remarks of
hate; a Negro living area comes
too close to a white area and streets

become walls.

Yet I live in a place which is

more than all this. I live where one
must stand up for his beliefs in

Christ and His way; where one is

forced to think beyond emotion;
where one can witness history each
day. I live on a frontier . . . one the
world watches!

I searched for a city—one in

which I could become involved in

the real issues of life (not only to

give but to grow). Thought, study,

and prayer led me to Atlanta,

Georgia.

One doesn't come to a city unpre-
pared, alone, and not knowing which
way to turn.

When coming to a city one packs
his Christian values and principles,

brings them along, and unpacks
them. He comes with a purpose and
he comes prepared to find himself

in the church fellowship.

I left the life I had always known.
You may too.

Some of Anna Marie's students

at play. Lisa (top right) will go to

Trinity School, a Presbyterian

private school, next fall. She is

the first Negro child to be
accepted by the school.



For a vacation that is fun

and worthwhile too

Go to a

Retreat

Canadian Retreats

Alberta

July 14-18

Teens Camp
Camp Valaqua, Alberta

July 19-21

Youth Retreat

Camp Valaqua, Alberta

Manitoba

June 28-July 2

Manitoba Youth Retreat

Assiniboine Mennonite Mission Camp, Headingly, Manitoba

Saskatchewan

July 12-14

Senior Youth Retreat

Elim Gospel Beach, Swift Current, Saskatchewan

United States Retreats

California

August 23-30

Young People's Retreat

Lake Sequoia, California

Idaho

July 13-18

Young People's Retreat

Palisades Church Camp, Palisades, Idaho

Kansas

July 29-August 4

Senior High Retreat (grade 9 completed)

Camp Mennoscah, Murdock, Kansas

July 29-August 4

Senior High City Camp (grade 11 or 12 completed)

Kansas City Church, 3950 Rainbow, Kansas City, Kansas

Michigan

August 5-1

1

Teenage Retreat (grades 10, 11, 12, and 1963 graduates)

Camp Friedenswald, Cassopolis, Michigan

July 29-August 4

Boys Canoe Trip (grades 10, 11, 12)

Camp Friedenswald, Cassopolis, Michigan

August 5-11

Girls Canoe Trip (grades 10, 11, 12)

Camp Friedenswald, Cassopolis, Michigan

August 12-18

Go-Ed Canoe Trip (high school graduates and over)

Camp Friedenswald, Cassopolis, Michigan

Missouri

July 9-14

Youth Retreat

Camp Redbud, Lake of the Ozarks State Park, Kaiser, Missouri

Oklahoma

June 24-28

High School Indian Retreat

Oklahoma Retreat Grounds, Hydro, Oklahoma

July 20-21

College Age Youth Retreat

Oklahoma Retreat Grounds, Hydro, Oklahoma

July 22-26

High School Youth Retreat

Oklahoma Retreat Grounds, Hydro, Oklahoma

Oregon

Plans for a fall or winter retreat incomplete

Pennsylvania

June 30-July 6

Young People's Retreat (grade 10 and above)

Camp Men-O-Lan, Quakertown, Pennsylvania

Washington

August 12-17

Teenage Retreat

Camp Gilead, Monroe, Washington

©

"I'm writing home fo tell my mother about how the boy's

camp is separated from our camp by a raging streaml"
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Youth News

Eastern District weekend volunteers at Brook Lane Farm.

Eastern District Project

Even though it was not Arbor Day,
tree planting was in order for a

group of young people participat-

ing in a weekend work project at

Brook Lane Farm Hospital.
Eighteen young people representing

five churches in the Eastern District

Conference reported for work on
Saturday, April 27. The group ar-

rived at Brook Lane the previous

evening and spent the time then in

fellowship activities. The emphasis
of this project centered around
work, education and fellowship.

Myths and Facts on Married

1. Opposites Attract. Instead, indi-

viduals marry persons like them-
selves or their fathers or mothers.

2. There is only one person pre-

destined as a mate. The truth: any
well-adjusted person could probably
marry another well-adjusted person.

3. Love is all that matters. There
are a great many other factors.

4. Marriage is taken lightly to-

day. High school student surveys

show 90 per cent think marriage
should last a lifetime.

5. Marriage solves personal prob-

lems. No, it very rarely does. It

brings its own special problems.

6. In a Christian home there is

no conflict. Conflict is inevitable in

The weekend volunteers had op-

portunity to learn how Brook Lane
Farm Hospital carries on its pro-

gram of treatment and prevention

of emotional and mental illness.

They talked with staff personnel

about mental health; took part in

the Sunday worship services in the

hospital chapel and found recrea-

tion and fellowship with members
of the hospital community. Their

work detail consisted of transplant-

ing some 140 evergreen trees to

their permanent setting.

Life

any marriage.

7. I'm not marrying her family,

I'm marrying her. But, younger
marriages mean more dependence

on parents and in-laws.

8. A good sex life means a happy
marriage. No—some couples had
satisfying adjustment up to the time

of divorce.

9. More marriages are breaking

up in America than ever before.

The rate, rather, hit a peak in 1946;

it is now decreasing.

10. It takes a baby to cement a

marriage. Babies are hard on a

marriage, cutting down the time for

husband-wife companionship— Dr.

Evelyn Mil'lis Duvall
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A great deal is being said -about the

fast pace of modern life, and the effect

it has upon the physical and emotional
by Paul F. Barkman health of our times. It would be well

to take another look at the so-called

"killing pace" to see if it has been correctly understood. Let me suggest

that a fast pace of living may not be our real problem, but the sort of inner

compulsion which drives us to that pace. The swift runner who wins the

race feels that his fast pace makes him a stronger person each time he en-

gages in it. There is also some truth to the statement that "hard work never

killed anybody." If these are true, then why should a hard, fast pace be so

bad? Perhaps there is a deeper problem, indeed.

There are, in fact several deeper problems. Among these is that our

times offer so much that no person can do or enjoy it all. Unfortunately

there are some of us who are not mature enough to be happy with what we
have. We must always have something we don't have. Since there is so

much more nowadays to be had, that means there is so much more now
that makes us unhappy. In other words, many of us lack the maturity

to appreciate what we have, so we will kill ourselves running after the

things we don't have. It isn't the pace, it's the desire.

Also, there is too often a lack of maturity to easy, "No." With so many
things which this or that person can ask of us we do not have a good enough
sense of values to sort the really necessary things from the merely good
things. Therefore we overload ourselves and do nothing well. This too is a

lack of maturity.

There are people who have not yet discovered that life never offers com-
plete and lasting satisfaction. For instance, even the meal leaves us satisfied

for only a few hours. These people go on a hopeless chase for some condi-

tion in which every worry, concern, fear, pain, care, and desire will be

completely taken care of. They do not find it, and in their disappointment

and ignorance they keep working harder, and accumulating more of those

things that cannot satisfy, in the hope that some day they will. This, too,

is childishness. Earth is not heaven, and we should grow up to realize it.

Perhaps underneath it all is a basic human need to feel satisfied with one's

self. We want to feel worthy and successful. We want not only to be able

to say, "I did well," but "I am good." The trouble is that we try by exter-

nal activities to gain inner goodness—and it doesn't work. Even Christians

are materialistic enough to think—or perhaps they are not thinking—that

they gain happiness by working harder. We keep trying until we fall from
physical and emotional exhaustion.

Let's face the truth. We are not good and cannot make ourselves good.
God can and will forgive and accept us. When a man can stop and look

into the face of God and know that his bad, ineffective self is good enough
for God to love, then what else is there that is really worth rushing around
for? It may be that for such a person there won't be a "killing pace" any
more, or it may be that the pace just won't kill.
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An imaginary account of what a father learned about camping.

no bugler,

no campf

C. F. Messinger

My son, George, has just signed up
for junior high camp this summer.
He had such a good time last sea-

son that he could hardly wait until

the application forms were avail-

able for this year's big adventure.

I was rocked back on my heels a

little when George returned from
Hemlock Cove last July. What he

related was a far cry from what I

was expecting. I guess I was want-

ing him to relive exactly the expe-

riences I had at church camp back

in the thirties. I had been expecting

to receive and admire that inde-

scribable craft article which would
eventually find its way into my
lower desk drawer or his mother's

sewing basket. I was prepared to

put my hand on his shoulder and
listen to a play-by-play description

of how his team won the all-camp

softball league title. I was ready to

hear how the daily tent inspection

wound up in a tight contest and how
the campers resorted to all kinds of

devices to get the director to award
them the top honors for the day.

I don't know why I had expected

camping to be the same. Everything

else has changed in the last twenty-

five years.

When we greeted our camper on

the closing day last summer and

failed to hear a report on any of

the above, I thought how dull camp
had become. But, judging from
George's enthusiasm, I couldn't safe-

ly conclude that camping had just

degenerated over the years.

Since he ignored my queries about

time-honored activities like softball

and daily inspection, I decided to

question him about the instructional

part of the program. After all, this

was a church camp, and certainly

classes must have occupied a major

part of the time! I pressed George

further and learned that there were

no classes, no all-camp hymn sings,

no all-camp vespers, and no weep-

ing girls at a last-night fagot serv-

ice. In total confusion, I stumbled

into the car with the last of George's

wet clothes, snatched from the line,

and asked myself, "What did hap-

pen?"
The next few weeks at home

proved a genuine education for

George's mother and me. Yes, things

had happened to church camping.
Thank goodness they had! In my
middle-aged way, I may be nostal-

gic for some things, but three years

on our Christian education commit-
tee have taught me how hanging
on to the past can make for dead
church teaching in the present. My
long-past "glorious" memories of

camp don't dull my eyes to the

values of what camp planners are

doing nowadays.
One of the first things I learned

was that Hemlock Cove was organ-

ized in a completely different way.
I had fully expected George to show
me a mimeographed bulletin set-

ting forth the daily schedule. When
I questioned my son about this, he

told me that his "explorer group"

planned the program. This was a

switch. It sounded like disorganiza-

tion! Imagine twelve, thirteen, and
fourteen-year-olds planning what
they would do.

To my mind, this seemed like giv-

ing entirely too much freedom to

young adolescents! I could envision

only a kind of teen-age anarchy

—

gum-chewing campers lolling on the

grass, hunched over comic books,

fishing, wrestling, listening to rock-

and-roll on their transistor radios.

But, no. My camper-son informed

me differently. The explorer group

(I had not yet learned what kind

of assault force this unit was!) sat

down with the counselors. They
talked over why they had come to

camp and some of the things they

had been looking forward to doing

during the ten-day stay. That was
the beginning of their planning.

Evidently this planning was suc-

cessful. The group set forth a

rather ambitious program of activ-



Hies. Nol one of (hem seemed to

lake it as an opportunity for a

pure lark or a general bugging

around. The group set some time

aside each day to do some work
with their Bibles. Here I thought I

spotted the influence of the coun-

selors, although I couldn't find any

earmarks of coercion. George called

this period Bible exploration. It

seemed to me to be more of a

wrestling with questions and prob-

lems the campers had on their

minds. The questions were not the

easiest in the world. They delved

into such things as: What is man?
What do I want to do with my life?

Why be a Christian?

This explorer group was still a

puzzle to me. When I pursued the

matter, I realized that the whole
layout of the camp would have
looked strange to me if I'd taken

time to survey it. An explorer group
was made up of five boys, five girls,

a man counselor, and a woman
counselor. Here was the organiza-

tion around which everything at

camp revolved. Each group had a

camp site of its own. The boys'

tents and the girls' tents were in

the same cluster. No longer was
there a boys' campus and a girls'

campus separated by a fifty-acre

meadow.
I had expected George would be

in several different groups. There
would be a group with which he
lived, an athletic team, a study

group, and perhaps another group
with which he ate. But, no, the ex-

plorer group was all these groups
rolled into one!

One of our reasons for sending

George to camp was parental con-

cern—or is it anxiety?—that he get

to know other young people. I won-
dered if being in a small group
wouldn't be a handicap there. Then
I found out that it was considered

important for the counselors to

know a few campers to a depth
where they could be of some help

to them. It didn't take too much
readjustment of my traditional

thinking to see that this was better

than having counselors deal with a

larger number of young people sup-

erficially. It worked out the same
way in the campers' relationships

with one another. In the explorer

group, my son learned to know and
more fully appreciate a few other

junior highs. I found that this really

meant a great deal to him; it gave
him a better understanding of and
a greater concern and consideration

for other people.

Having been a Sunday school

teacher myself, I was interested in

the way the Bible exploration was
handled. If it wasn't a class, what
was it? It developed that the group
spent some time each day in search

and study, but it wasn't always the

same hour. Initial discussion may
have begun during the morning, and
the group may have returned to it at

different times during the day. Much
depended upon what else the group
had planned. Some members did

independent study and research and
reported back to the group. Role-

playing, drama, and reading were
used. Discussions were often at the

group camp-fire circle. Sometimes
they were held along the trail or,

on rainy days, in the activity shelter.

Generally, the discussion of the day
turned up as the theme of conversa-

tions just before retiring.

Next I started exploring what had
happened to worship. When I asked
our camper who served as the

vesper speaker, he informed me
that there was no vesper speaker.

He quickly explained that he felt it

was better for his group to provide

for its own worship. As I was
trying to adjust my thinking

to this new idea, George ex-

plained that the explorer group
decided that worship was neces-

sary to their daily life. They
talked it over, did some study about
it, and planned worships for them-
selves. They used various approach-
es and held their worship in differ-

ent settings. Only once during the

ten days did the entire camp come
together for a service of worship,

and then the explorer groups did

the planning through their repre-

sentatives. About the camping part

of the program, I found that

George's group did things at camp
that seem much more interesting

than the activities we had when I

attended junior high camp. He did

not seem to miss the emphasis on
competitive sports, inspections, stunt

nights. "After all," George said, "we

play plenty of softball at home, and
besides, it isn't every day that we
can climb a mountain or broil chick-

en in the coals!" Outdoor cookery,
hiking, canoeing, swimming, and
camping out provide plenty of op-

portunity for adventure and the
learning of new skills.

My research with George added
up to the fact that this was a real

camp, not just a church conference
held out of doors. And it was real

living together, not just an extended
Sunday evening fellowship meeting.
With this, I was willing to wrap it

up and let it go at that.

But, later, at a church meeting
I talked to one of George's counse-

lors and learned that I knew only

half the story. The people who
planned that camp had deeper mo-
tives in mind, which I had been able

to see only dimly in George's re-

ports. For example, as this coun-

selor saw it, an overnight campout
gave young adolescents just the

kind of situation they needed in

which to assume responsibility.

They worked shoulder to shoulder

in essential activities. The entire

group was responsible for all their

gear, food, and shelter. If the stew
was burned or spilled, no one could

run to the supermarket for more.

If a storm arose, they had to depend
upon their own shelters. The main
camp was too far away for a night

hike in the rain. These fundamental
life experiences gave the campers
numerous situations in which they

had to examine their daily actions

in terms of their Christian faith and
beliefs. Some of them—for the first

time—began to realize what it

meant to be the church for seven
days a week—morning, afternoon,

and night.

Well, I learned that a camp could

be a church camp without a routine

of chapel services, classes, and
campers carrying Bibles wherever
they go. The fact is that Hemlock
Cove probably contributed more to

George's Christian education than
if there had been only formal class-

es. Not that formal classes are all

wrong; they do have their place.

My new view of camp has convinced
me that it does not seem the place

to line young people up in a row
and conduct a lecture.
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I found that George's leaders

were interested more in the way the

campers interpreted the Christian

faith in terms of daily living than

they were in mere knowledge or

factual learning. Learning at Hem-
lock Cove took place around the

clock. All activities seemed to as-

sume some importance in the learn-

ing experience. Not that every

activity was planned in some arti-

ficial way to produce an experience

that would make the camper a

better Christian, but every activity

did fit into a pattern that gave each

camper a chance to work with

others in new and different situa-

tions.

I still don't exactly know where
the counselors got their basic di-

rections. Certainly there must have

been some course outline or book!

George says that his leaders never

used any course manual, but that

the campers were directed to many
books in the library in camp. I

think that I am not too old to learn,

so I want to investigate this a little

further. Who knows, I might teach

Sunday church school again, or

even become a camp leader.

As my son gradually unwound
and told us about his first junior

high church camp experience, we
began to develop a new appreciation

for the men and women of our

church who volunteer a week or ten

days of their summer. This time is

in addition to several days' training

at the camp site and an ambitious

reading program. It certainly must
take a lot of patience. Not only

patience, it must take a lot of know-
how, dedication, and understanding.

It is difficult for me to imagine my-
self, perfectionist that I am, allow-

ing campers to make errors and

produce imperfect results, and then

sit down and evaluate what they

did. It takes understanding and in-

sight to focus attention on the pro-

cess and the learnings that take

place en route. But that is where
the importance lies rather than in

the finished project. Maybe I should

try the counselor's way here at

home sometime.
George has just returned from

mailing his application. Last week
he checked his camping gear and
sewed the tear on his sleeping bag
without a word from either of us.

Soon he will be counting the days

until he leaves for another ten days

of adventure at Hemlock Cove.
Copyright © 1962, W. L. Jenkms

LETTER

FROM

JAIL

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Birmingham churchmen said that

demonstrations for racial justice

were unwise and untimely.

Non-violent direct action seeks to

create such a crisis and establish

such a creative tension that a com-

munity which has consistently re-

fused to negotiate is forced to con-

front the issue. It seeks so to drama-
tize the issue that it can no longer

be ignored.

We concur with you in your call

for negotiation. Too long has our

beloved Southland been bogged in

the tragic attempt to live in mono-
logue rather than dialogue.

We have not made a single gain

in civil rights without determined

legal and non-violent pressure. . . .

We know through painful experi-

ence that freedom is never volun-

tarily given by the oppressor; it

must be demanded by the oppressed.

Frankly, I have never engaged in

a direct action movement that was
"well timed," according to the time-

table of those who have suffered un-

duly from the disease of segrega-

tion. For years now I have heard

the word "wait." It rings in the ears

of every Negro with a piercing fa-

miliarity. It has been a tranquiliz-

ing thalidomide, relieving the emo-

tional stress for a moment only to

give birth to an ill-formed infant of

frustration.

When you have seen vicious mobs
lynch your mothers and fathers at

will and drown your sisters and

brothers at whim; when you have

seen hate-filled policemen curse,

kick, brutalize, and even kill your

black brothers with impunity; when
you see the vast majority of your

twenty million brothers smothering

in the midst of an affluent society

—then you will understand why we
find it diffiicult to wait. I hope, sirs,

you can understand our legitimate

and unavoidable impatience.

3
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Northern District Strengthens Its Union

From February 5 to 7 the North-

ern District ministers met at Butter-

field, Minn. Thirty-seven from five

states took part. They studied fifty

pages of papers on the subject of

Christian witnessing. During the

three day period the group took a

bus trip to visit Faith Church in

Minneapolis. This is a new congre-

gation sponsored by the Northern
District.

The conference produced exuber-

ance and a feeling of unity. Abra-
ham Friesen, pastor of Zion Church,
Bridgewater, S. D., commented on
this experience. He said, "This re-

flected a growing interest in the

fellowship and working unity of the

conference."

For the Northern District unity

is both an achievement and a need.

Says Paul Isaak, "It seems to me
that we are getting to the place

where we are better able to com-
municate our differences of opinion

which are evident in our Northern
District churches. The area of com-
munication is perhaps more evident

on the ministerial level." Isaak is

assistant pastor at Henderson, Neb.,

and peace committee secretary.

Divisions in the district have
often occurred over matters of edu-

cation. J. Herbert Fretz, formerly
of Salem Church, Freeman, S. D.,

saw the need to increase "com-
munication between Bible institute

supporters and college-seminary sup-

porters." Related to this, he felt

was the need to see the relative

"merits of conference-supported mis-

sions versus independent missions,

and the related issue of denomina-
tionalism versus ecumenicity." Fretz
left the district earlier this month

to take up a pastorate in the Cen-

tral District. He had been a mem-
ber of the committee on the min-
istry.

John Gaeddert, pastor of the Be-

thesda Church, Henderson, was also

encouraged by the "willingness to

talk midst differing opinions." He
did feel, however, that the district

needed to "strengthen our confer-

ence loyalties."

Isaak added a specific area in

which more unity should be at-

tained. He said the district needed
to "find ways of bringing the young
people of the district closer together

in fellowship."

Young people were the concern of

a number of other men. Said Ver-

non Buller, Omaha, Neb., a mem-
ber of the business committee, "I

feel that more could be done to re-

cruit young people for the Chris-

tian service ministries, particularly

for the pastorate and missions. I

think that a greater attempt should
be made to foster a spirit of fellow-

ship and unity on a spiritual basis

rather than attempting this through
more organization and greater con-

ference control."

But in the discussions with dis-

trict officers, rural-urban strategy
loomed largest. This has been true

in all other areas of the church.

Generally there was appreciation

for what has been done. Here the
two most recent ventures have been
churches established in Sioux Falls,

S. D., and Minneapolis. But there

was concern for an overall strat-

egy. There was a special plea for

the waning rural church.

Said Buller, "It is encouraging to

note that the Northern District is

maintaining a strong interest in

missions. The attitude of the con-

ference toward the need for city

churches is also commendable."
Willard Wiebe, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

found special encouragement in this

latter fact. "It seems to me that

our district shows increasing in-

terest in our responsibility toward
the Christian witness in the city.

This is doubly significant in light of

the fact that a high percentage of

our churches are rural—and small."

Wiebe is pastor of the First Church
and chairman of the district's com-
mittee on the ministry.

The interest in city churches has
increased giving to the district's

budget. Abraham Friesen, secretary

of the missions committee noted,

"Home missions outreach by our dis-

trict has been very encouraging to

the committee in that the churches

have prayed and given in a most
kind and abundant way to the

work."
E. A. Albrecht, Bloomfield, Mont.,

saw a need to increase this sup-

port. "One of the encouraging de-

velopments is that the conference

has expressed a deep concern for

these people moving to the cities,

and not only expressed a concern,

but has enlarged the home mission
budget and established two city

churches. The home missions com-
mittee has made other surveys and
I believe if there is to be growth
and expansion in the Mennonite
Church, we will need to put more
and more effort into this phase of

conference work." Albrecht is pas-

tor of the Bethlehem Church, and
secretary of the ministry committee.

But city work is a two way street.
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This is the way John Gaeddert saw
it. He felt a need to "acquaint our-

selves with and recognize our ur-

banization movement and find ways
to strengthen the dwindling, small

rural churches." It was as necessary

to do this as to "move with those

who find their way into the cities."

Wiebe summed up what several

others had mentioned. "We are now
involved deeply in two significant

projects—Sioux Falls and Minne-

, apolis. The long pull is still ahead.

We need to see these through, and
already other similar challenges

await us in other cities of our area.

Something that is less dramatic, but

just as difficult, is our need to share

the problems facing some of our

smaller, struggling, and isolated

communities."

Achievements noted by others in-

cluded stewardship and enlarge-

ment of the conference's retreat

grounds.

Bruno Penner, Glendive, Mont.,

the district's president praised the

conference for "the good financial

support of the district program with

its $22,105 budget. I think more
churches are giving toward the to-

tal budget." Penner is pastor of the

First Church of Glendive.

Herbert M. Dalke, Marion, S. D.,

saw progress in the district's camp-
ing program. He reported, "Last

year the conference authorized the

purchase of twelve additional ad-

joining acres at Swan Lake Retreat

Grounds, Viborg, S. D. The retreat

committee has made good progress
in its work." Dalke is pastor of the

Bethesda Church, and secretary of

the education committee.

Among other needs expressed was
a concern for help for ministers and
more light on social problems. Paul
F. Goossen, the district's vice-presi-

dent said he would like to see "a

seminar which will be informative

and teaching in nature as a short

refresher course for the ministers."

Goossen is pastor of the Hutter-

thal Church, Carpenter, S. D., which
will be host for the Northern Dis-

trict Conference when it meets June
20 to 23.

William G. Unrau, Freeman, saw
the need for study as one including

all members. "Somehow we need to

become more concerned about tak-

ing a stand on some of the great

social issues. Race and peace are

the only social issues this district

has taken a stand on. Perhaps be-

fore we can take a stand we need

to study, discuss, and understand

more." Unrau is pastor of the Beth-

AFRICA CHURCHES UNITE For the first time Africa's Christians—twenty percent

of the population—have a continent-wide organization, the All Africa Conference

of Churches. The first meeting of delegates from forty countries took place in

Uganda in April. One report called for the "africanization" of the church. This

includes indigenous music and forms of piety. The 420 delegates worked in small

study groups. In this group in the first row are: Pastor E. Mallo. Reformed

Church, Cameroun, the co-chairman of the conference, and Archbishop Petros,

Ethiopian Orthodox Church.

any Church and chairman of the

peace committee.

Both Goossen and Unrau called

for action beyond study. Goossen
saw a need to "develop a greater

interest in being witnesses here at

home in home mission projects and

in home communities."

Said Unrau, "We do too much
theorizing instead of getting in-

volved in meaningful service. All

we can do at conference is to re-

port on our seeming aloofness. I

myself share the blame in the com-
mittee that I serve."

Theme of the annual conference

will be "Call and Recruitment of

Christian Workers." Special speak-

ers include George Groening, Win-
nipeg, Man.; Andrew R. Shelly, and
Verney Unruh, Newton, Kan.

ONTARIO PEACE RETREAT

Seventy representatives from eight

Mennonite and Amish groups met
in May for a Peace Retreat at Paris,

Ontario. Frank Epp, editor of the

Canadian Mennonite, was guest

speaker. Bible studies were led by
David Janzen, E. J. Swalm, and
Orlando Gingerich. In a letter sent

to the congregations the representa-

tives said they "felt a deep concern

that Christian pacifism must be re-

emphasized amongst us if we as

God's people are to be true to the

light which the Spirit has seen fit

to give us, and to fulfill the historic

role that we as a people must fulfill

if we are to be true to this light."

The participants "agreed that non-

resistance is not to be understood

merely as a teaching against war,

or participation of Christians in the

national armed services in wartime.

It is much more a way of life,

which, stated positively must issue

forth in a loving relationship in

everyday affairs; whether in the

home, the neighborhood, the shop or

office."

WORKERS NEEDED IN ARIZONA

A nursing supervisor, a coach, and

elementary and secondary school

teachers are needed by Indian Am-
erican schools in Arizona. A num-
ber of Mennonites employed by the

government in Arizona, are giving

time away from their jobs to help

in the General Conference missions

at Oraibi and Moencopi.

Gerald Yost is a medical doctor in

Tuba City and finds a way to help
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Indian Christians by serving as co-

treasurer of the church with an

Indian Christian, thus helping the

Indian church to learn to take care

of its affairs. William Regehr teach-

es science in seventh and eighth

grades in the Oraibi public school.

Helen Penner is a teacher and li-

brarian in Tuba City. Vern Pre-

heim, associate executive secretary

of the Board of Christian Service,

returning from exploring service

opportunities, expressed enthusiasm

over the contributions these people

are making to the work of the

church in Arizona.

There are currently a number of

openings in government schools and
hospitals for Indian Americans. Per-

sons interested in serving Indians

should complete Form 57, which can

be obtained from a post office.

Nurses should write to the Tuba
City Hospital. Applications for

teaching in Hopi government schools

should be sent to U.S. Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Indian

Affairs, Box 7007, Phoenix, Ariz.

For teaching in public school on
the Navajo Reservation, applica-

tions should be sent to State Depart-

ment of Public Instruction, 165

Capitol Building, Phoenix, Ariz.

JAVA RESTAURANTS

Church-sponsored "restaurants" help

to feed the poor in Indonesia. The
"restaurants" (waning pertolongan
geredja) are really just bamboo
shacks where a rice mixture is

served on banana leaves by mem-
bers of the Javanese Mennonite
Church. About 27 warung are now
in operation.

Sponsored by service committees
in the Muria area of the church,

this interesting development was in-

itiated at a meeting in October, 1962,

in which the churches voted in favor
of organizing a deacons committee
to take care of the needs of the
poor. By January 1962 local com-
mittees had been formed in prac-

tically all the churches and started

as their initial task, milk distribu-

tion to pregnant women and all

children under six years of age.

The restaurant idea is a new
form of feeding station which elim-

inates the problem, sometimes en-

countered in foreign food distribu-

tion, of food supplies going into

illegal channels. The food is con-

sumed on the spot by the hungry.
The food served is a mixture of

rice supplied by German and Amer-
ican Mennonites, and multipurpose

food topped with some beans and
canned meat for the price of five

rupiah or less and gratis to all who
cannot pay, regardless of religion.

Because the mixture is new and
unusual, some doubted an enthusi-

astic consumption of the foodstuffs.

However, it has been remarkably
successful. Writes Dr. Marthe Ropp:
"It is going over with a minimum
amount of complications. Perhaps
one reason is the Indonesian name
we have given is (Makanan Penuh
Faeday) which made sense to the

people because they connected it

with vitamins, which everyone is

very conscious of here. It was made
clear that these aid restaurants

were more interested in putting out

healthy, nourishing food than very
tasty food. If taste were empha-
sized there would be more coming
who may not need the assistance so

much."
A fitting way to feed the hungry

in the local situation, it has been
financially workable too, in spite of

the very high food transportation

costs. Because the restaurants op-

erate at a loss the churches have
been asked to contribute. The only

paid help are the cooks, and they

are usually very needy people, often

widows, who get their meals at the

restaurant. Serving is done by local

church members voluntarily.

The Javanese Church has been

aware of the possibilities given her

to channel the help given by church-

es abroad to the needy people

around here. There is already con-

cern and signs that it should not

only be a channel, but that even in

their poverty, there can be an active

sharing of goods. In some churches

each woman, in preparing rice to

cook for her family, puts aside a

spoonful which will be brought to

the church on Sunday and later

used in the restaurants.

"Some fear that the project is

dangerous, suggesting that it stifles

the initiative of the people. Yet, it is

not this small amount of help which
will strangle initiative. The causes

of underdevelopment and economic
troubles lie much deeper and have
to be managed on a national and
international level," reports Dr.

Ropp.
Though the local church fed 26,000

a month, they could feed more if

supplies were available. The rice

supply is quickly exhausted, and
inevitable floods are impending with

the threat of more hunger.

The economical situation in Indo-

nesia is bad and has been getting

increasingly worse. There is a very
thin layer of very rich people but

millions lack the necessary daily

food. Though always acute, the food

situation becomes tragic during
drought or flooding. In early 1962

hunger edema struck the area.

DUTCH HELP OBJECTORS

The Netherlands has 125 war ob-

jectors working in alternative serv-

ice. Most of these have been helped

by the Dutch Peace Bureau. This

group is the work of the Dutch
Mennonite Peace Group and the
Dutch Fellowship of Reconciliation.

During 1962 the bureau helped 221

young men with their military serv-

ice problems. The religious member-
ship of these men indicates an op-

position to war in a wide range of

churches. The Reformed Church is

ahead of the Mennonite with fifty-

six as against twenty-six. Other re-

ligions included: Christian Reform-
ed, Baptist, Remonstrant, Luther-

an, Roman Catholic, Full Evangel-

ical, Salvation Army, Church of the

Believers, Pentecostal, and Budd-
hist. Seventy-eight had no church
affiliation.

The Dutch Mennonite Peace Group
has 557 members. It publishes a
monthly newsletter and sponsors

special meetings. Two recent meet-

ings discussed "Reality and Chris-

tianity" and "Peace and the Ballot

Box."

The Dutch Peace Bureau is simi-

lar to the National Service Board
for Religious Objectors which is sup-

ported in part by Mennonites in the

United Sates.

CONGO NEEDS BOOKS

The people in Congo want more
books than Christian bookstores can

supply. Stores may go out of busi-

ness, not because they have no cus-

tomers, but because they have no
stock.

Archie Graber, Mennonite mis-

sionary has completed a large

bookstore in Bakwanga. He is fear-

ful that he will not be able to keep
it stocked.

Al Seougal is in charge of the

central depot for Librairie Protes-

tant du Kasai in Luluabourg. He
supplies eighteen bookstores and
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sixteen colporteurs with books in

Tshiluba (the preferred language in

central Congo) and French. He finds

it all but impossible to keep enough
books on his shelf.

In April the group sold over 23,000

pieces of Christian literature. In one

city a large number of government
and civic leaders bought French Bi-

bles at two local bookstores. This

had a noticeable effect on church at-

tendance, inquiries on religion, and
membership in catechism classes.

Levi Keidel says that it is diffi-

cult for bookstores to get material

in adequate volume. "The problem

is aggravated by inadequate pro-

duction facilities." He indicates that

a Presbyterian print shop has two
dozen books to print. It will not be

able to begin until it gets new equip-

ment later this year. Keidel, as di-

rector of literature distribution in

central Congo, has six Tshiluba

manuscripts waiting to be proc-

essed. Robert Bontrager, working
with LECO Press, an interdenom-

inational publisher in Leopoldville,

reports thirty titles waiting to be

printed.

Says Keidel, "I estimate that the

present volume of buying will de-

plete our existing stocks in the fore-

seeable future. It will threaten our

entire distribution network with

breakdown, unless we shortly get

production wheels rolling that will

put freshly-printed stock onto our

shelves."

OKLAHOMA CHURCHES MEET

The future direction of the Indian

American work was the topic of

discussion at a meeting in Canton,

Okla., on May 11. Fifteen Indian

church leaders, eight missionaries,

and two representatives of the

Board of Missions attended — An-

drew R. Shelly, executive secretary;

and Malcolm Wenger, Indian Amer-
ican representative. One Indian lead-

er expressed the general feeling of

the meeting when he said, "We
should not give up." Shelly reports

that the Indian congregations are

taking over more and more respon-

sibility for the work.

CATHOLICS NEED FREEDOM

The Roman Catholic Church lags

behind Protestant theology. The
Catholic press is boring. Veneration

of Mary has been exaggerated by
Catholics in the last century.

These startling statements and

MENNO-HEIM: SYMBOL OF HOPE Nine years before the erection or the Berlin

"wall," the Internationales Mennonitisches Hilfsvverk (IMH) purchased a building

for the Mennonites of Berlin. This home, called Menno-Heim, is now used as a
church building and also for various social activities. Here East German children

are seen playing in back of the building during summer Bible school in 1960.

With the division of the city of Berlin came also the division of the Mennonite
congregation. Contact continues from Menno-Heim, despite the physical barriers.

Food and clothing parcels, religious radio programs, and personal correspondence

provide means of communication. IMH is a combined effort of German Menno-
nites, Dutch Mennonites, and MCC.

many others continue to come from
Hans Kung, Swiss-born Catholic

theologian. Currently visiting in the

United States, he is dean of the

University of Tubingen in Germany.
His addresses to large audiences

are giving Protestants and Catho-

lics alike a new insight into the

nature of the Roman Catholicism.

The above statements were made
to an audience in Collegeville, Minn.

The Catholic Church lags behind

Protestant theology in many fields

because of "a lack of freedom."

The fields of theology he was think-

ing of include exegesis, history of

dogma, and comparative religion.

He found freedom lacking in

many areas. "If the Catholic press

is often more boring and less hon-

est than the secular press, this is

usually not due to lack of imagina-

tion or integrity in Catholic editors,

but again to lack of freedom.

"The more the Catholic Church

makes freedom a reality within her

—freedom of thought, of speech, of

writing, and of action — the more
this freedom . . . will represent an

advance toward the Christians sep-

arated from her."

Replying to questions from the

audience, he made these comments:

On Mariology: Mary, as the

mother of Jesus, has an important

place in the church, but veneration

of her has been exaggerated in the

past century, "The Son is infinitely

more important than the mother."

On relation of Scripture and tra-

dition: "The church has always to

see what God is saying through

Scripture. Often canon law has

been more important than the

(Gospel).

On reforms needed in liturgy:

It is a "scandal" that the words of

the consecration of the mass are

not said aloud and so that they are

understandable to everyone.

MEXICANS BUILD CHURCH

Mennonites in Mexico have laid the

foundation for a church and school

building. Primarily a church build-

ing, but also a school, it will be

one and one-half miles from Cuauh-

temoc in Chihuahua. Members
pledged $1,000 for the building fund,

total of which is to be $4,000. Gen-

eral Conference workers in Mexico

have asked the Board of Missions

for a loan to help the new congre-

gation. The church is to accommo-
date all Mennonites in the area.
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CALENDAR

Conferences

June 20-23—Northern District Con

ference, Carpenter, S. D.

July 14-18 — Writers Conference

Canadian Mennonite Bible College,

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference

Gretna, Manitoba
Nov. 1-5—Western District Con

ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer

ence.

Canadian
June 30—Staff reunion at Menno-

nite Youth Farm, Rosthern, Sask.

Central

June 22-23—Central District Men's

Retreat, Camp Friedenswald, Cas-

sopolis, Mich.

Eastern
June 23—Dedication Service, First

Church, Philadelphia, Pa.

June 28-30—Fiftieth anniversary

celebration, Napier Church, Manns
Choice, Pa., Andrew Shelly and

Willard Claassen speakers.

Nortiwrn
June 30-July 3—Youth Conference,

Salem Church, Munich, N. D.

Western
Aug. 2 — Commencement, Bethel

Hospital School of Nursing, New-
ton, Kan.

MINISTERS

David F. Friesen and Albert

Schmidt, Altona, Man., were elected

ministers of the Altona Bergthaler

Church on May 8.

Reuben Siemens, Rosthern, Sask.,

becomes the pastor of the New
Westminster (B.C.) Church on Sept.

1. He has served churches at Ran-
som, Kan.; Pierceland, Sask.; and
Etna Green, Ind.

WORKERS
J. J. Enz, professor of Old Testa-

ment and Hebrew at Mennonite
Biblical Seminary, has been award-
ed a grant to study in Israel this

summer as a part of his sabbatical

leave from the seminary. He will

attend the Hebrew Union College

Biblical and Archaelogical School

in Jerusalem from June 28 to Aug.
26.

Dick Nenfeld, has resigned his

teaching position at Seven Persons,

Alta., to become the principal of

Menno Bible Institute in Didsbury,

Alta.

MARRIAGES

Wayne Bergen and Barbara Joan
Schmidt, both of Faith Church,

Newton, Kan., on May 3.

Adeline Jean Hiebert, Lehigh
(Kan.) Church, to Charles Eugene
Mills, Faith Temple, Wichita, Kan.,

on June 2.

Bill E. Joe Jantzen, New Hopedale
Church, Meno, Okla., and Joan Dee
Ferris, First Baptist Church, Pond
Creek, Okla., on May 4.

Ronald Koehn, New Hopedale
Church, Meno, Okla., and Lois

Wedel, Ringwood, Okla., March 10.

Glenda Riggenbach, First Church,

Wadsworth, Ohio, to Neal Howell,

Church of God, Smithville, Ohio.

Ger al d Tschiegg, Ebenezer
Church, Bluffton, Ohio, to Leta

The Church
Camp Program

-m THE
CHURCH CAMP

"

PROGRAM £
J

|T9 PLANNING AND OEVeUOPME

In camp young people find Christ and

His way of life. Camp leaders need this

help to train workers and plan a pro-

gram. By Betty van der Smissen. $1.50

at Mennonite Bookstores
Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Flood, Immanuel Baptist Church,
Wilmington, Del., on May 13.

Elvima Buller, Bethel Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn., to Dennis J. Harder,

First Church, Mt. Lake, Minn., on
March 23.

Jerri Kaufman, Emmaus Church,

Whitewater, Kan., to Dvoight Kruse,

Marion, Kan., on April 12.

Jocelyn Neufeld, Bethel Church,

Mt. Lake, Minn., to Wayne Palmer,
on Apr. 6.

Glennice Pankratz, Bethel Church,

Mt. Lake, Minn., to Richard Hoek,
on May 4.

Margaret Sawatzky, Bethel
Church, Mt. Lake, Minn., to Abra-

ham Harder, First Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn., on May 18.

Orvin Voth, Hoffnungsau Church,

Inman, Kan., and Janet Klassen,

First Church, Hillsboro, Kan., on

May 31.

Norma Wienss, First Church,

Beatrice, Neb., to Willard Friesen,

First Church, Hutchinson, Kan., on

May 5.

Virgiele Hiebert, First Church,

Hillsboro, Kan., to Johnnie Edward
Siles on April 6.

Celia Ann Cox, Methodist Church,

Wellington, Kan., to Glen M. Goer-

ing, Eden Church, Moundridge,

Kan., June 2.

GIFTS

Sixteen oil paintings by Marie
Birkholz - Bestvater, formerly of

Eastern Germany, now of Buenos
Aires, Argentina, have been acquired

for the permanent art collection of

Bethel College. They are a gift of

H. E. Suderman and sons, Carl and

John, of Newton. The artist grew up
on a Mennonite estate in West Prus-

sia. While in West Prussia it be-

came her ambition to portray the

cultural history of the Mennonites

along the Vistula River. She suc-

ceeded in portraying the history of

the region on canvasses from the

days of the Ice Age to the time

when the Red Army swept through

the territory. She and her husband
escaped with their lives and the

most important canvasses as they

fled with thousands of refugees.

School Desks from Wichita, Kan.

have been received in Filadelfla

Paraguay. Mennonite Central Com
mittee purchased the used desks al

very low rates from Kansas schools

The desks were dismembered for

shipping. A total of 810 desks were
collected. To date only half have
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been sent. They are badly needed

by schools in the colonies.

Two and one-half tons of fertiliz-

er from the Anderson Clayton Com-
pany of Mexico have been given to

the service unit at Cuauhtemoc,

Mexico. Valued at $280, the fer-

tilizer will be used on the experi-

mental plots at Cuauhtemoc.

NEW ADDRESSES

British Columbia
Jacob H. Ens, Box 17, East Ke-

lowna
Waldo Klassen, 758 Reeder Rd.,

Richmond
Art Kropp, South Bank
Frank Sawatzky, 27790 River Rd.,

RR 6, Langley
California

Clara Bates, 317 Du Four St.,

Santa Cruz
Kenneth L. Deckert, 1515 Mar-

burg Way Fll, San Jose 33

Henry Derksen, 9817 B. San Ga-

briel, South Gate
Daniel L. Lehman, 7764 Nelson

Lane, Citrus Heights

Mrs. Gus Mueller, 4414 W. Kamm
Ave., Caruthers

Rupert Penner, 10309 Aldrich,

Whittier

Mario Reimer, 14641 Mountain
Spring, Hacienda Heights
Margaret Koehn Revell, 2040 Ver-

ano St., Sacramento 18

Ray Suter, 12549 Old River School

Rd., Downey
Colorado
Henry Buhler, Route 1, Box 81,

Loma
Hugo Hildebrand, 6244 W. 62 Ave.,

Arvada
Willis Nickel, 561 S. Forest, Den-

ver
Paul R. Winkelmann, 114 Cornell

(Widefleld), Boulder
Kansas
Esther Mae Andres, 201 E. First

St., Newton
Gladwin Bartel, 824 W. 8 St.,

Newton
Dr. Emil L. Goering, 12 Prairie

Dunes Dr., Hutchinson
Arlan Kaufman, 914 State Ave.,

Kansas City

George Kaufman, 7424 State Line,

Shawnee Mission

Glendon J. Klaassen, % Dan D.

Kaufman, Peabody
Lyle J. Smith, 729 S. Clay, Liberal

LeRoy Unruh, 8607 W. 69 St.,

Merriam
Dorothy Xouris, 1337 Fairmount,

Wichita

DEATHS

Leonard, H. Bartel, First Church,

Mt. Lake, Minn., born March 2, 1903,

and died May 7. His wife, one son

and one daughter survive.

Neil Beachy, Goshen, Ind., was
killed in an auto accident May 18.

He was the director of field re-

search for Mennonite Mutual Aid.

Surviving are his wife and six child-

ren.

Ben F. Decker, New Hopedale
Church, Meno, Okla., born in Oster-

og, Poland, on Sept. 14, 1869, and
died March 2. One daughter and
three sons survive.

Elmer R. Flickner, First Church,

Pretty Prairie, Kan., born June 21,

1919, and died May 14. Survivors

include his wife, a son, and a

daughter.

Peter Nusbaum, Ebenezer Church
Pandora, Ohio, born Oct. 5, 1872,

and died May 7.

Mrs. Eva Rasper Schroeder, Le-

high (Kan.) Church, born Sept. 25,

1879, and died May 14. Three child-

ren survive.

Emma V. Stutzman, Calvary
Church, Barlow, Ore., born Oct. 19,

1883, and died May 15.

David B. Unruh, New Hopedale
Church, Meno, Okla., born Feb. 11,

1877, and died Feb. 16. Three sons

and two daughters survive.

Mrs. Eynerson Unruh, New Hope-
dale Church, Meno, Okla., born Jan.

29, 1897, and died April 11. Two
daughters survive.

BAPTISMS

First Church, Hutchinson, Kan.,

on June 2: Mrs. Erwin Schrag, Jr.

Charles Dyson, Perry Ensz, Kenneth
McMillen.

First Church, McPherson, Kan.,

on June 2: Carol Ann Kaufman,
Peter Kaufman, Donna Sue Kauf-

man, Michael Ross Krehbiel, Merle
Allen Lawler, Mary Kathleen Kauf-

man, Jeanette Rae Stucky, Peggy
Lou Stucky, Sandra Stucky, Toby
John Stucky, Beulah Diane Reichert,

Karen Ann Goering.

First Church, Nappanee, Ind., on

June 2: Stephanie Clouse, Kathye
Cripe, Becky Guard, Bryan Guard,

Maria Mullett, Charles Hochstetler,

Tim Osborne, Sam Schmucker,

Karen Strauss, Jane Stump, Jim
Stump.

First, Newton, Kan., on May 19:

Carol Buller, Barbara Epp, Norma
Hiebert, Sherrill Koehn, Janene

J. J. En/. (Workers).

Reimer, Sandra Schmidt, Kay
Smith, Connie Unruh, Robert Ander-

son, John Bachman, Dickie Ediger,

James Enz, Kenneth Fast, Dickie

Goertzen, Allen Jantz, Gerhard Neu-

feld, Donald Ratzloff, Kenneth Re-

gier, Vyron Schmidt, Douglas Smith,

Robert Sperling, Donald Warkentin.

First Church, Pretty Prairie,

Kan., on June 9: Donna Jean Soft,

Bernice Jo Graber, Alice Faire

Graber, Randy Bruce Graber, Jerry

Lee Stucky, Gary Lee Graber, Ger-

ald Wayne Stucky.

First Church, Reedley, Calif., on

June 2: Ty J. Bartel, Dean H.

Bergthold, Donna J. Butts, Cor-

nelius Dick, Chris Dick, Sharon Dar-

lene Dick, Gayle Fisher, Jeffrey K.

Flaming, Sandra J. Goertzen, Janet

Harder, Larry Harder, Karen Elaine

Hinz, Mark V. Janzen, Myrna D.

Klingenberg, Lois J. Preheim, Clare

Ann Ruth, Dale W. Schmidt, Galen

R. Schmidt.

Goessel (Kan.) Church on June 2:

Darrel Dirksen, Jerry Schmidt.

Gospel Church, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

on May 26: Rachel Dick, Arlene

Friesen, Carolyn Rahn, Darryl Re-

gehr.

Lorraine Ave. Church, Wichita,

Kan., on June 2: Sharon Decker,

Helen Foster, John Gaeddert, Carol

Franz, Anita Mitzner, Michael

Reimer, Kathryn Richert. Jim

Schmidt, Gregory Stucky.

Ro st hern United Church

Rosthern, Saskatchewan, on June

2: Dorothea Elaine Dyck, Ruth

Marie Dyck, Willard James Dyck.

Mervin Frank Dyck, Freda Mary
Epp, Mary Elias, Henry Ens, Dawn
Marie Friesen, Carol Anne Friesen,

Hilda Elsie Fast, Erieka Goertzen.

Agnes Anne Heese, Peter W. Hamm,
Henry Hiebert, Mary Margaret Hie-

bert, Larry David Krahn. Rudy Dick

Krahn, Catherine Loepky. Harvey

Edward Martens, Henry James Neu-

dorf, Mary Lou Neuman. Lloyd

Neufeld, Marvin George Neufeld,

Mary Louise Penner. Joylyn Penner.
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Eleanor Helen Schapansky, Allan

Wiens, Arley Allan Wieler, Elvira

Louise Zacharias.

Springstein (Man.) Church on

June 2: Irmgard Dyck, Victor Dyck,

Hedy Epp, Leonard Epp, Linda Epp,

Esther Schliehting, Paul Unrau.

Swiss Church, Alsen, N. D., on

May 5: Douglas Dean Klein.

Upper Milford Church, Zionsville,

Pa., on June 2: Bruce Mohr, Larry
Mohr, Sylvia Mohr.

West Zion Church, Moundridge,
Kan., on June 2: Steven M. Koehn,
Douglas Huxman, Joel Krehbiel,

Karen Krehbiel, John B. Huxman,
Donna Raye Thomas, Phyllis Ann
Unruh, Kathy Louise Regier, David
Wedel.
Zion Church, Elbing, Kan., on

June 2: Duane Buller.

First Church, Phoenix, Ariz., on
May 19: Sandra Sue Stucky, Mary
Beth Taylor.

Tabor Church, Newton, Kan., on
June 2: Bonnie Frey, Marcia Klas-

sen, Geneva Schmidt, Kathy
Schmidt, Merrell Schmidt, Janet
Thiesen, Richard Voth, and Max
Wiens.

Bethesda Church, Marion, S. D.,

on May 26: Bonnie Ford, Janice

Kehn, Judith Hofer, Bonnie Schmidt.
Vancouver Mission Church, B. C,

on May 26: Myrna Regier and Jacob
Wiebe.

YOUTH WORK IN GERMANY
We are sending our church paper

to a few church workers in Europe.

One of them responds with a re-

port and a concern.

Dear Editor: I feel worse and worse
getting all The Mennonites and not

writing to you a thank you. But
now when I got a plan to get all

the letters done I should write, I

am also ready to say 'thank you' to

you. If there is some possibility to

know the author of sending me The
Mennonite, I should like to know it.

But for you some more of the

situation in our youth work in Ger-

many, especially in North Germany.
The Mennonites here live in a dias-

pora situation, a situation which is

killing much of the life and efforts

we try to keep on. Some of our

youth living far away from the next

Mennonite congregation have only

two times in the year an opportu-

nity to visit camps: in the summer
and around Christmas and Easter.

During the year most of them join

in some work in other youth-groups

and churches. There are also youth
groups in our churches at least in

the bigger congregations, but most-

ly just of a preserving kind as the

state churches are, keeping young
people from forgetting everything

about the church and their faith. . . .

But it is good that the social is not

everything, for God and His acts

are greater and if we ask for it we
will get it. But you probably can-

not imagine what a young Christian

is without a congregation, a steady
group, and without a good Christian

training on Bible and faith which
is adequate to his mental training

and schooling.

The life in our youth work is

very dry, seems sometimes to die,

but if we think it over it really had
to come. The work was built up by
MCC workers and it was a good
work, but when the spine is with-

drawn the body is paralyzed. It was
not quite so bad when MCC moved
out of the work here, but if you
have no example for what you want
to do, you take the nearest one and
that is the example of the state

church— the pastor's church— and
that does not work with untrained

leaders.

But now instead of all hindrances

there is some real good ground
for hope; more and more young peo-

ple of our area go as trainees to

America and when they come back
often go to the European Mennonite
Bible School in Basel, Switzerland,

There are more and more in-

dividuals uphappy with the situa-

tion and attitude of our congrega-

tions. That is a ground which gives

the possibility to start some work.
In the Hamburg area we have

some special problem: that is the

meeting is socials grounded on ro-

mantic feelings which come from
singing a special type of songs,

mostly of a good quality folks-tunes

out of all countries to texts which
praise nature, virtue, heroes, things

out of fairy tales or myths like

ghosts, great trees, old houses. In

the whole following existential phi-

losophy, finding existentials of man
which are equal in all men. There-

fore not needing the binding power
of Jesus Christ in the congregation

they build up a group that has

Christian and nonchristian mem-
bers. Slowly there comes the know-
ledge to some that this will kill the

Christian faith, but this summer we
have to expect again some weekend
outings which will have this spirit.

It is hard to fight against it, for it

needs to open the eye of the neigh-

bor, that is a difficult job. But I

have much hope in our Lord Jesus

Christ. Lothar Fromm, Graudenzer
Weg 10, 2 Hamburg lf3, Germany.

NOAH'S CURSE

Dear Editor: It puzzles me when
one of the contributors to The Men-
nonite believes that according to the

Bible there is supposed to be a

curse on the Negroes [Letters, June
4]. It wasn't God who cursed Ca-

naan. It was Noah after he came
out of his drunken stupor. God says,

"The fathers shall not be put to

death for the children, nor shall

the children be put to death for the

fathers; every man shall be put to

death for his own sin." Deuteronomy
23:16, and in Jeremiach 31:30 is the

same idea. "But every one shall die

for his own sin; each man who eats

sour grapes, his teeth shall be set

on edge." How can we possibly be-

lieve that through all these cen-

turies up to the present day, the

Negroes should suffer because of

an indecency committed by their

forefather Canaan. And I don't be-

lieve we can accuse God of anything
like that either.

But even if the Negroes were un-

der a curse, that would be no rea-

son why Jesus could not be born of

them. Didn't Jesus become a curse

for us? Galatians 3:13. You see that

is quite scriptural. To be born of a
race that is under a curse would be

very symbolical then. Marie J. Re-

gier, Whitewater, Kan.
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A true story that will disturb you

reported by Paul V. Coates

he^broke

the color

barrier

Male, White, American. Age 40.

Born, Dallas, Texas. College gradu-
ate. Married. Three children. Talks
with slight Southern drawl.
These are the statistics that de-

scribe John Howard Griffin.

And with them, as his lot, his

heritage, he became a successful
citizen of the United States. He was
a respected man of comfortable
means.
Then, last fall, he changed one of

his vital statistics.

He became a Negro.
Through pills, ultravioletray

treatments, and dyes, he changed
the color of his skin. That's all he
changed.

Next, leaving his wife and three
children at home in Mansfield.
Texas, he walked into the streets

of New Orleans to begin a bizarre
new life.

As a Southerner, an author with
a probing mind, and an individual

of keen sensibilities, he wanted to

sort the fact from the fiction about
the Southern Negro and his plight.

He wanted answers — both ec-

onomical and psychological—that no
white man ever found, because no
white man can really know what it

means to be a Negro.
In six weeks of traveling through

The only thing John Howard Griffin

changed was the color of his skin.
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X

John Howard Griffin: White

the South—working as a shoeshine

boy, menial laborer, earning an
average of $1.50 a day, being re-

fused job after job for which he was
qualified—he visited the business

districts, the slums, the backwoods
country.

And he got his answers.

Some were stark and immediate.

The restrictions. The fears. The
white man's "hate stare." The ani-

mal fight for survival.

In his first twenty-four hours he

learned that basic human needs can

become daily crises for the South-

ern Negro, unless he plots his every

move in advance—when to "keep
moving," to sit, to smile; where to

get his next drink of water, his next
mouthful of food.

Other realizations came more
subtly, more slowly.

The existence of a protective

Negro "underground," similar to

that which the Jews built up two
and a half decades ago in Nazi
Germany. The new and powerful
economic purge of the Southern
Negro.
John Howard Griffin's skin once

again is white, but as he recounted
his story to me recently, I got the

feeling that he could never again

look upon the insane bigotry of the

South with white man's eyes.

"When I undertook the project,"

he said, "I made myself one promise
—to report the truth whether it

showed either or both races in a

bad light.

"I feel I can do it, but there were
times during my experience when I

wonder whether some of the emo-
tional experiences I had could ever
fall into proper perspective in my
mind."

Griffin prepared for his mas-
querade with the help of a New
Orleans skin doctor. In an accelerat-

ed treatment program of seven

days, he was given pills which dark-

en the skin pigmentation (a medi-

cation, incidentally, which can have
harmful effects on the kidneys) and
ultraviolet ray baths. His head was
shaved to a burr beforehand, and
final touches were made with a

vegetable dye.

"The transformation was horrify-

ing," he said. "I was inside the

flesh of a stranger—and not a very
pretty one at that. A fierce-looking,

bald-headed Negro."
He had walked into the small

rented room where the treatments

were given as a rather distinguished

looking first-class citizen of the

South. At midnight of the seventh

day, he made his exit out the back
door, with the feelings of loneliness

and fear his black shadow already.

He caught a bus—careful to take

a seat near the rear, even though
the buses in New Orleans aren't

segregated—to the Negro section

of town and registered at a Negro
hotel.

The next morning he caught an-

other bus downtown. On it, he got

his first lesson on how to behave as

a Southern Negro.
As the bus filled up approaching

town, a few whites were standing

in the aisle but the seat next to him
remained vacant.

He nodded to a woman in her
forties who was standing next to it,

as if to offer her the seat.

She gave him what he came to

know as the "hate stare." "What,"
she demanded loudly, "are you look-

ing at me like that for?"

"I'm sorry," he said, "I'm not

from here."

She turned, commented to a

stranger, "They're getting sassier

every day," and launched into an
easily audible discourse about "up-

pity niggers."

Arriving at the French Quarter,

he returned to a shoeshine stand

which, as a white man, he had visit-

ed a few times before in his pre-

liminary reconnaissance of New
Orleans.

The stand's proprietor did not

recognize him, and after a brief

conversation, Griffin the Negro had
his first job: bootlack.

In New Orleans, he applied for a

variety of jobs, but was hired for

none, except those of common la-

borer, in spite of the fact that he
went for his interviews in suit,

white shirt, and tie.

He learned that the markets were
good about giving the colored folk

catfish heads to eat and that green

bananas, taken from markets' gar-

bage cans, would ripen in a few
days if wrapped in newspapers.

On the sidewalk near the shoe-

shine stand, he cooked over a small

stove and ate coon, turnips, rice,

and other delicacies with his co-

workers.

This was one of the privileges

which the people of New Orleans

extended to their second-class citi-

zens.

After a week there, living and eat-

ing off the streets, Griffin decided

to explore the meaning of his new
life in the grim country where they

lynched Mack Parker. He bought

a bus ticket to Mississippi.

It was then that the full, brutal

impact of being a Deep-South Negro
hit him after an incredible ex-

perience.

His bus made a "comfort" stop

some miles from his destination,

Hattiesburg. The white passengers

filed off. Griffin followed, but at the

bus door, the driver blocked him
with his arm.
"Where do you think you're goin',

boy?" the driver demanded.
"Wanted to get off and go to the

bathroom," Griffin replied.

"Your ticket's straight through
to Hattiesburg. Don't say nothing

on it about you getting off this bus
before then." The driver pointed a

commanding finger to the rear of

the bus, where the rest of the Negro
passengers had remained seated.

"Now you get back there and
don't move till we get to Hatties-

burg. I can't be bothered rounding

up you people when we're ready to

go."

John Howard Griffin had been

frightened as a Negro trying to
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exist in the relatively cosmopolitan

city of New Orleans. But now he
was a Negro in the backwoods of

Mississippi. And suddenly, he felt

the terror of what that meant.

Arriving in Hattiesburg, he found
real reason for his terror. Off the

bus less than five minutes, he was a

target of jeers and rotten fruit

tossed by a carload of teen-age first-

class citizens.

It was this incident that won him
his introduction to the state's Negro
"underground." A local Negro, spot-

ing him as a newcomer, took him
aside.

He outlined some of the "rules"

by which a Negro lives in the state

where the mob got Mack Parker.

Two were:

—Don't ever look at a white wom-
an. Turn your head. Look down at

the ground.

—If white boys holler at you, just

keep walking. Don't let them stop

you and start asking questions.

The punishment, if you make
yourself obvious in any way, could

be disfigurement, jail, or death—de-

pending on the whimseys of those

whom your presence offended.

With no overture for assistance

by Griffin, the stranger gave him
an address of a man who specialized

in helping new Negroes slip into

the city. From that man, he was
directed to another and another,

until he found himself in a Negro
drugstore on Mobile Street.

The druggist addressed him by
name and shuttled him a few blocks

farther, where lodging in a room
over a Negro bar was awaiting him.

As he sat in the frightening lone-

liness of his room, he could hear the

lost voices in the bar below im-

provising a ballad

:

"Poor Mack Parker . . . his body
in the creek."

From Hattiesburg, traveling by
bus and hitchhiking, Griffin roamed
back to Louisiana, again into south-

ern Mississippi and through Ala-

bama and Georgia.

He began filling notebooks.

He wrote: "The Southern white

sees the Negro not as good or bad,

intelligent or stupid, but only as

black."

He wrote: "I have looked diligent-

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

ly for all aspects of 'inferiority'

among the Negro and I have not

found them."

The hardest blow to Griffin's

sensitivities came in the backwoods
of Alabama, when a Negro factory

worker gave him a ride, sensed his

loneliness, and insisted that he rest

the night in his shack by the

swamps.
Sharing the two-room shack were

the factory worker's wife and six

children. They were decent, intelli-

gent, hard-working, clean, church-

going, highly moral people.

The children magnificently loved

and magnificently behaved.

Swamp alligators outside their

front door were well fed, but the

family was near starvation.

[Griffin pointed out to me that

alligator tails would have made a

delicious supplement to the family's

diet, but the state—in its open-face

effort to starve out or subjugate the

Negro—has made killing alligators

an offense carrying a $100 fine.]

The supper which the family

shared with Griffin consisted en-

tirely of a pot of boiled yellow

beans.

Afterward, Griffin removed a

Milky Way bar from his jacket to

offer as his contribution. It was
sliced—a piece for everybody, and
the children were ecstatic over the

treat.

That's when Griffin had to excuse

himself and go outside to cry.

He had mentioned to one of the

little girls that he had a daughter

just her age and that today was
her birthday.

"Will she have a piece of a Milky
Way?" the girl asked. "Will she

have a party like we did?"

The drama of Griffin's life as a

Southern Negro lasted from the

moment he walked out of his rented

room in New Orleans at midnight

to the day, six weeks later, when he

stopped taking his pigment-darken-

ing pills and pulled out of the South.

In a series of articles in Sepia,

Negro news-picture magazine, he

personally recounts the loneliness,

the pity, the utter despair, flecked

with hope.

But he says he will never forget

the Southern Negro's passive dig-

nity, the incongruous forgiving pity

which the Negro secretly lavishes

on the bigoted Southern white who
tortures him economically, socially,

and personally.
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Second class postage paid at North Newton, Kan.

by Karl A. Olsson _

Now and then in our official responsibilities we are

called upon to attend dinners which have been pre-

ceded by cocktail hours. In American society cock-

tails have become a depressurization technique. Over
the fumes of innumerable martinis hostilities evapo-

rate, tensions relax, and insecurities are overcome.

As a no-cocktail and hence unfumed man, I have a

chance to observe my friends in the early or late

stages of this anesthesia. I am supposed to do this

compassionately and even cheerfully. They do not

insist that I join them, but they don't want me to

spoil their fun. They want the right to deteriorate

to any level of incoherence without strictures from me.

As they become soggier, I am supposed to stand

around looking animated and involved and perhaps

a little envious. It makes me mad.
I know that it is now considered bad taste even in

Christian circles to say anything about this. Christi-

anity, we are told, is not moralistic. Jesus drank wine

with His disciples, Paul prescribed it for Timothy's

jittery stomach. Saint Benedict permitted his monks
to have a small quanity of wine daily. Luther was
fond of beer. Karl Barth was recently photographed

with a wine bottle. C. S. Lewis drinks the cup that

cheers—in moderation. And a popular college presi-

dent recently told a conference of Christian chaplains

that the way to involve themselves redemptively with

students was to join them in a tankard at the local pub.

I know all this. Moreover, since I was very young,

I have been given all the arguments about the inno-

cent German with his foaming stein and the innocent

Italian with his glass of blood-red vintage against the

backdrop of loaded grape trellises and barefoot girls.

I have been lectured ad nauseam about the differ-

ence between abstinence and moderation. With great

patience and gentleness some of my Christian breth-

ren have tried to convince me that if Jesus were on

earth, He would have a martini before dinner.

I am not interested in arguing. I am just getting

tired. I am tired of going to a party with intelligent

people and having them fade away before my eyes.

I am tired of chemical loquacity, and chemical lust.

I am tired of telling a charming but half-loaded

woman that I am not John L. Lewis or Sid Caesar.

I am tired of the half-focused eyes of the half-inebri-

ated and the fruity flush and the bandaged tongue.

I am tired of seeing adults face the unbearable con-

fusion of the time with an induced confusion. I saw

semi-intoxicated American officers in World War II

make bad decisions because their average-to-good

brains were varnished with alcohol. They were like

surgeons before surgery anaesthetizing themselves

rather than the patient.

But perhaps the things that wearies me most of all

is what might be called the gospel of the bottle. Peo-

ple who drink inevitably talk about it and witness to

it like a religious experience. There is a koinonia

which springs up around the glass; there is a leer of

belongingness and a culture of secrecy. Wrapped
and hidden bottles are smuggled like contraband into

restaurants and planes and sporting events. There is

a sacral language, "Do you have it?" "Did you bring

it?" "What did you pay for it?" or "Hey, Joe, where

did you hide the rest of it?"

It is sobering to realize that Islam, which almost

swept Christianity from the face of Europe, was an

abstinent people. From pragmatic, if not from Chris-

tian premises, it is safe to conclude that it will be the

same again. The beatitude may well be re-written,

"Blessed are the sober, for they shall inherit the earth."
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LISTEN HERE,
LONELY MAN

Stay 'way,

Lonely man.

Stay 'way

From my insides,

Makin, me lost

And hurtin' me so.

I'm runnin' fast,

Lonely man,

So's the thump, thump

Of my poundin' feet

Drowns out your

Rotten silence.

I'm singin' loud,

Lonely Man.

Hear my cryin' song

Sayin' "No room here

For Lonely Man."

MARION CLARK DANNERT



Time Is Not on Our Side

Cecil Northcott

The world is moving fast. Drastic

action is demanded from the Chris-

tian church.

If Christianity could begin its

mission in the world again with a

clear map of the world before it,

free of institutions, inherited ideas,

and the clutter of corners that we
all like to defend, it would no

doubt do many things differently.

Fortunately we are the heirs to

an inheritance. Two thousand years

of Christian expansion lie behind

us. The story of those years is

filled with glory and misery, nobil-

ity and shame. We cannot wipe the

slate clean. We have an inherit-

ance to be reckoned with, and a

number of dilemmas which condi-

tion our thinking and planning.

The East in the West

The first of those dilemmas is

that Christianity—a religion born

in the east—has its main sphere of

power in the west. There are many
historical reasons for this. Some
of them are associated with that

remarkable man, the Apostle Paul,

his Roman citizenship and his activ-

ity in Europe. He looked westward
rather than eastward.

Another reason was the presence

in the pathway of an expanding
Christianity of Islam, a foe which
is as mighty and unconquered as

ever it was. Islam turned the

flanks of the Christian faith away
from the east toward the west, and
helped to confirm it in its task of

Christianizing Europe.

Then came the New World, and
a whole hemisphere for Christian-

ity to occupy. But again it was a

western world based roughly on
the same laws, customs, and beliefs

as the old west in Europe. Chris-

tianity moved in to conquer it and
to enthrone western man in his

most powerful citadel of all—the

United States of America.

Christian power still lies pre-

dominantly in the western world.

Even though Europe is no longer

the strongest powerhouse of the

Christian faith, its customs, laws,

convictions, and traditions are

Christian in origin. Even though
the great Christian heritage of

Europe appears to be a wasting

asset, nevertheless Europe is not

wholly pagan nor has it been con-

quered by communism or moved
into the orbit of Islam.

We can still speak of a Christian

west, although for over forty years

Russia in Europe has been actively

propagating a teaching which de-

nies the basic tenets of the Chris-

tian faith. It has now moved its

authority into part of Germany, a

onetime stronghold of the Refor-

mation churches. It has control of

the Eastern European countries,

and counts adherents by the mil-

lion in France and Italy.

In the last fifty years the United

States has moved into world Chris-

tian leadership. It is predominant
in numbers and its ability to pro-

vide liberally in money. But it

leads because of the quality and
devotion of the Christian faith it

has nurtured in the life of its

churches. No longer is it depend-

ent in scholarship on the output of

the universities and colleges of Eu-

rope and Britain. The United States

has taken a lead which has shifted

the center of the Christian enterprise

from Europe to its own continent.

The weakening of one part of the

west, and the strengthening of an-

other have gone on at various

speeds. Another parallel, and even

more rapid, movement has been

proceeding in Asia and Africa. An
older missionary generation could

do missionary work without hesi-

tancy knowing that the west was
in every way superior. It held the

keys to the Christian way of life. No
longer is that a clear commission.

The West in the East

Since the end of World War II

the balance of cultural and political

power between the nations of Eu-

rope and America and those of the

rest of the world has changed pro-

foundly and finally. New nations

—India, Ceylon, Burma, Indonesia,

Malaya, Ghana, Nigeria, Congo-
have been born. They are sensi-

tively attached to their own cul-

tures, traditions, and religions. This

wave of nationalism has swept

through Asia and Africa with ir-

resistible power. In doing so it has

helped to change the face of the

Christian mission.

The Christian dilemma is a deep

one. How to offer the gospel from
a still powerful western base, and
yet not offend the nationhood of the

new peoples? How to provide men
and money for the churches of Asia

and Africa and yet not suggest in

any way that they are dependent

on this provision? How to live as

Christians in the lands of the east,

yet not be considered as only be-

longing to the west, and speaking

and thinking in western terms?

It is easy enough to say, "Let's

abandon all the old forms of the

missionary enterprise, all that

we've inherited, and start afresh."
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The church everywhere is living

in a swiftly moving era.

Man's life is bewildering in

its complexity. Political, economic

and social changes are profound.



You cannot start afresh in the ex-

pansion of Christianity. You make
a move from where you are. The

western man is inclined to make
short cuts, to reduce his losses and

generally appear as businesslike as

possible. But in dealing with the

Christian church, such methods don't

work. Patience is called for, and

time is needed.

But it is just here that urgency

enters in. The church everywhere

is living in a swiftly moving era in

which man's equipment for life is

bewildering in its complexity. Po-

litical, economic, and social changes

are immense and profound. The
church is caught in this web of

wonder and dilemma. Time is not

on our side. The danger is that

the forces of political and economic

change will sweep past the forces

of religion and leave small pockets

of Christian believers sleepily re-

mote and indifferent to the revolu-

tion round them.

Fresh Start

Those who argue for "fresh
starts" for missions are usually

those venturous missions which
move with vigor into "the regions

beyond." They look for fresh fields

for evangelism untrammeled by the

machinery of the settled church.

Their emphasis on evangelism and
conversion is clear-cut and attrac-

tive. It stimulates the provision of

ample resources from supporting

churches in the western world, par-

ticularly in the United States. It

often looks as if this is the authen-

tic missionary drive and propul-

sion, patterned on the familiar

lines of a previous century and ful-

filling the urgency of the gospel.

Here is a challenge to meet in the

name of Christ. The more arduous
and remote the area of service, the

more fascinating it appears.

Two things must be said about
this striking eruption of mission-

ary evangelism. The supply of re-

gions beyond is not limitless in this

world of a contracted geography.
The second fact is that the free-

lance missions tend to ignore the

necessity of the church and its pri-

mary place in the preaching of the

gospel. In their eagerness to wit-

ness to the power of Christ they
overlook the long haul that is need-

ed to bring a believing community
into responsible membership and im-
plant in them the sense of mission.

These free-lance mission enter-

prises have taught the churches

some useful lessons. One is the les-

son of mobility and new experi-

mental methods. They have an-

swered calls of service with the aid

of modern equipment in transport

and building. They have moved,
often dramatically, into the lives of

simple people with medical and
welfare aid demonstrating that the

Christian succor can meet human
needs. They have used radio as an
evangelistic weapon far more effec-

tively than the orthodox Christian

mission organization. Their imagi-

native use of literature and lan-

guages has shown that the block in

the use of these instruments can be
broken through.

But this very activity, dedicated

and admirable in many ways, is

only further evidence of western

power in missions and in the Chris-

tian faith at a time when Chris-

tianity in Asia and Africa needs

strengthening by more subtle

means. Direct action looks decisive

and needful. But is it the best way
of helping to develop the life of the

church when nationalistic independ-

ence, a growing sense of responsi-

bility, and a healthy freedom from
western aid and direction provide

signs of a genuine churchmanship
in Asia and Africa?

What is needed is a fresh focus

for the whole missionary enter-

prise which will make it as compel-

ling in its realism and as demand-
ing in its responses as missions

were in the last century. Here a-

gain is a dilemma. We cannot re-

peat history. It never is the same.

The mandate of missions is found-

ed on the eternal gospel, but in the

application and proclamation of the

gospel we learn from time and cir-

cumstance.

Three aspects of this attempt to

have a fresh look at the church's

mission ought to be emphasized.

Partners, Not Puppets

Missions means partnership. The
last hundred years have seen the

birth of scores of new churches in

all parts of the world. The World
Council of Churches counts 178 of

them in its membership. They vary
in size and resources. Those in Asia

and Africa live within civilizations

whose culture is non-Christian. As
minorities they are open to many
pressures and inequalities. But if

the total mission of the church is

to have a fresh focus, they must
come within the partnership of all

the churches.

There are dilemmas in the prac-

tical working of this partnership.

Nearly every church in Asia and
Africa looks to some church mis-

sion organization in the west as

"parent" or "promoter." It is still

partly dependent on it for money.
Mission boards have handed over
property, channeled finances direct-

ly to the church and not to the mis-

sion, and given complete freedom
to deal with the money. In spite

of these attempts, the air of de-

pendency has not been dispelled.

On their side the western church-

es see these resources as part of

their expression of mission. They
would be poorer in spirit them-
selves if they did not give them.
The giving is a necessary discipline

and education for the west.

A healthy partnership must, how-
ever, provide activity for all the

partners. At this point .the dilem-

ma is most acute for the younger
churches. How do they express

their partnership in mission? Their

resources are small in man power
and money, but somehow they

must take part in the mission

which is outside their own imme-
diate life. In a few cases they have
already begun to do so. The oppor-

tunities for this must be widened
in order to provide an outlet for

their own urge to share in the mis-

sion of the whole church. They
must experience the inside prob-

lems of "Christian management"
when it is faced with the personal

and financial issues associated with

the establishment of a partnership.

A healthy partnership would also

move away from the too ready ac-

quiescence of dependence on the

Christian west which is noticeable

in some parts of Asia and Africa.

The long tradition of receiving aid

from the powerful west, and being

dependent on it dies hard. The
church's partnership must be seen

to be equitable with giving and re-

ceiving going on through all its

branches, a process which has bare-

ly started and which will be one of

the marks of the missionary enter-

prise through the next century.

Mobility, Not Stations

Missions means mobility. An-

other mark of the future will be in
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A church school in India: Nearly every church in Asia and Africa

looks to the west for help. The air of dependency has not been dispelled.

the mobility of missions. The chief

word associated with missions of

the past century has been the word
"station." It suggests a stationary

object, a settled community, a per-

son resident and immovable. Per-

haps the words "mission station"

will pass away entirely from the

church's vocabulary as the person

called missionary is integrated

within the life of the church, and
the arrangements made for him
in his place of residence give place

to a new view of his activities.

But it is not only a new view of

"the missionary" that is needed.

Movement, invention, and initiative

are central to the church's exist-

ence. So much of the vitality of

the present missionary organiza-

tion appears to be exhausted in

maintaining itself just where it is.

The church is living in a day of

movement of more profound signif-

icance than at any time in its his-

tory. Yet it appears unable to re-

lease within its own life fresh pow-
ers to keep up with those changes
and above all to direct and mold
them for good.

In the west the church's mobility

in the past led to its acknowledged
leadership in education, welfare,

human care, and an immense range

of concerns which placed its fellow-

ship first amongst the fellowships

of the human race. That same sort

of mobility is needed in the "mis-

sion of the church" today, particu-

larly in the lands where Christian-

ity is only beginning. It must be

in the van of social progress, of

educational ventures, of concerns

for human need; and above all its

own fellowship must appear to

have that extra quality of depth

and dedication that will attract

men to it.

Mobility also means a readiness

to surrender some activities be-

cause they do not belong inevitably

to the life of the church. Because

of their very pioneering spirit, mis-

sions of the past were compelled

to do many of the things that the

modern state now does for the peo-

ple. This may mean a surrender

of many favorite and precious un-

dertakings which have developed a

life of their own and in doing so

have attracted support from the

mission supporters of the west.

The discipline of surrender is

part of the mobility of a spirit that

is demanded of the church today.

Mobility is also concerned with

ideas. The churches which have
grown up in Asia and Africa dur-

ing the last one hundred years have
naturally copied many of the cus-

toms and traditions of the western

churches whose children they were.

This has led to the planting of the

style of worship of western Chris-

tianity, imitations in dross, in

speech, in literature, in forms of

conduct.

It is no criticism of the past to

admit that this was inevitable as

the imported types of Christianity

were the only ones known and
readily available to copy. Mobility

means an ability to have a fresh

look at old institutions and old

fashions, and to be ready to ques-

tion them as to their usefulness

now.

Service and Evangelism

Mission means service. Since

World War II the whole church

has rediscovered itself as an instru-

ment of service. With the aid of

communication and transport the

church has been able to serve the

homeless, the refugee, and the un-

wanted in a manner unprecedent-

ed. This experience has added a

new dimension to the conception

of the mission of the church which

has always been there, but has not

always been recognized as part of

the missionary activity of the

church. The word "evangelism"

has dominated the thought of the

church in relation to its mission

often to the exclusion of the word
"service," but the New Testament

kept them together and made the

two an integral part of the total

ministry, and we must avoid sepa-

rating them.

Evangelism and service march
together. The church's deeds of

love, which it offers to all mankind
in the name of Christ, are fully

part of the church's total mission,

and any narrowing down of the

word mission is surely a misunder-

standing of the character of the

church as a saving community
which is the salt of the earth.

Evangelism and service must be

held together in the mission of the

church, and must not be regarded

as competitors or rivals. They need

each other, and are poorer without

their close partnership. The church

is only at the beginning of a new
fruitful era of the close association

of evangelism and service.
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Harding Aided Birmingham Conciliation

Vincent Harding reports below on

his participation in the forty day

racial struggle in Birmingham in

April and. July. A more detailed

account will appear in our July 9

issue. Harding leads a peace and
service project in Atlanta.

Protest demonstration in Birm-

ingham began on Wednesday, April

3. Though we were out of Atlanta

at the time, we had been informed

of their imminence and signifi-

cance and had been pondering our

possible role in the situation.

On Sunday evening, April 7, we
returned to Atlanta in time for my
wife, Rosemarie, to attend a bap-

tismal service at Ebenezer Baptist

Church, where Martin King, Jr.

serves as co-pastor with his father.

King had come in from Birming-

ham for the service, and when it

was over he called to Rosemarie
over the public address system.

When she went to him he urged us

to come to Birmingham, primarily

to try to help establish some cre-

ative communications between the

Negro and white leaders of the

community. (This kind of encoun-

ter between Negroes and whites is

one of the primary goals of nonvio-

lent direct action as King inter-

prets it.)

We remained in Atlanta for the

next two days, partly to fulfill

previous commitments and partly

to consider more carefully our call-

ing to Birmingham. In the course

of those days several persons in

Atlanta and Birmingham urged us

to go to the Alabama city.

On Wednesday afternoon, April

10, we drove—with no little fear

and trembling—the 165 miles from
Atlanta to Birmingham. As is us-

ual in these situations, we were not

sure how long we might have to

stay. We (Rosemarie, our daugh-

ter Rachel, and I) stayed on the

campus of Miles College, a Negro
school, rather than at the motel

which served as headquarters for

King and the Birmingham leaders.

We wanted to operate as long as

possible without being totally iden-

tified with them. They understood

this. At the outset, however, we
needed to spend much of our time

simply getting to know some of the

local Negro leaders and assessing

the direction and depth of the pro-

test movement.
Then, we began to make contact

with a variety of white persons. In

the course of the next week (April

14-20) we were regularly in confer-

ence with white clergymen, law-

yers, businessmen, and political

leaders. Initially, our main pur-

pose was fourfold: to give them
a chance to talk with Negroes, in

mutual confrontation; to interpret

the mood and requests of Birming-

ham's Negroes to them; to under-

stand their point of view; and to

bring them in direct face to face

contact with local and national

Negro leaders. All of these were
necessary before fruitful negotia-

tions could begin. With the one

notable exception of Commissioner
Eugene "Bull" Conner we were able

to see all the persons we contacted

by phone. Sometimes, the fear of

reprisal made it necessary for the

meetings to be held in secret

places.

By Saturday, April 20, it ap-

peared as if the path were open for

fruitful conversation between Ne-

groes and whites. Some had al-

ready taken place, and more prom-

ising ones seemed imminent. There-

fore, we felt a little less guilty

about leaving Birmingham on Sat-

urday afternoon, April 20, to keep

a long standing preaching engage-

ment the next day.

During the days immediately fol-

lowing, other commitments kept us

away from Birmingham. Then,

news of the impounding of our car

by the police sent me back to that

city on Thursday morning, April 25.

Another commitment in southern

Georgia took me away the next

afternoon, but I had had some op-

portunity to work briefly at the

problem of creative communica-

tions before I left. Things were

not moving as speedily as we had

hoped. The merchants of the city

were rather reticent to move ahead

in negotiations without a city gov-

ernment clearly established.

I was ordered to bed by the doc-

tor for a week, April 28 - May 5.

On Tuesday, May 7—the day of the

most potentially dangerous demon-
stration—I returned to Birming-

ham. Negotiations began to move
with a greater sense of urgency

that day and I was asked to stay

and take part. First, though, I had

to go out on the streets that after-

noon and help stop the battle be-

tween the fire hoses and the Negro
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crowd. I remained in the city until

Friday, May 10, participating in ne-

gotiations and trying continually

to interpret the two groups to each

other when negotiations were not

in session. The last details of an

agreement were ironed out by a

small group of us late Thursday

and early Friday. Later in the day,

May 10, an announcement was
made to the press.

Unfortunately, I decided to leave

Birmingham on that evening and

was not there the next night (May
11-12) when the bombs and the

crowd exploded. However, I was
in constant contact with Negroes

and whites by phone, urging a con-

tinued commitment to the agree-

ment. By the grace of God, re-

sponsible men on both sides kept

their heads, and the agreement

was not broken.

TRAINEE LIST GROWS
The European trainee exchange pro-

gram began with farm boys. Later

girls were added. All of them were

Mennonites. Now other Protestants,

Roman Catholics, Greek Orthodox,

and Moslems want to take part.

The trainee program brings Euro-

pean young people to North Amer-

ica to live in Mennonite homes for

one year. It intends to build con-

tact between European and Amer-

ican Mennonites.

Willliam Keenny, Bluffton, Ohio,

met recently with the European

Trainee Selection Committee. He
says, "We have not stretched our-

selves as far as we can go when
we take only those who claim to be

Christians. We must also decide on

applicants who are not Christians.

Keeney, who serves the Mennonite

Central Committee on special as-

signment in the Netherlands, says

that the committee had sixty-seven

applicants this year.

"These persons came largely

through our relief programs. They
are people who work as interpret-

ers or helpers. They have been

loyal in Greece or Algeria."

Other contacts come through

workcamps in Europe. But the re-

turned trainees themselves provide

the most stimulation. Says Keeney,

"Some have found it such a great

experience that they share it with

whomever they learn to know. They
have not only told other Menno-
nites; they have told all their

friends, colleagues, and co-workers."

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

Received Needed

by May 31 by May 31

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$41 2,075

31.2%

$551,374

4 1 .7 %

Receipts for May followed what
now appears to be a well estab-

lished pattern for 1963. In none of

the months thus far have receipts

equaled what they were in the cor-

responding months a year ago. In

May, budget receipts for the four

boards totaled $76,617. Last year

the total amount for May was
$80,541. For the five-month period,

budget receipts total $412,075

whereas in 1962 the total was
$456,488 for the same period. This

is indeed a sobering reality, espe-

cially when one views the many
doors open to our workers. Wm. L.

Friesen, Conference Treasurer

TONGUE WARNING FROM PIKE

Speaking in tongues has been in-

vading the Episcopal Church. One
bishop has taken a stern stand

against it. He is James A. Pike, San
Francisco. He finds it "dangerous

to the peace and unity of the

church and a threat to sound doc-

trine and polity."

Glossolalia is the Greek term for

speaking in tongues. It is a kind of

religious enthusiasm practiced by

Pentecostalists. Pike defined it as

an experience in which the subject

regards the Holy Spirit as speaking

through him words of praise and

prayer as he utters expressions in

an unknown tongue or in a known
language which the subject has not

learned."

Recently some twenty Yale stu-

dents reported experiencing it. Oth-

er expressions have turned up in

Presbyterian, Lutheran, Methodist,

and Baptist groups. According to

Pike some persons claim "such ben-

eficial results as physical cures, per-

sonal integration, marital reconcili-

ation, the elimination of alcoholic

addiction and greater devotion to

the work of Christ in the world."

Biblical scholars are puzzled by the

phenomena. It appeared in the New
Testament. Paul saw fit to limit it.

Pike has asked the pastors under

him not to lead or take part in

gatherings promoting the speaking

in tongues. He said that "at least,

glossolalia is a psychological phe-

nomenon which has been known
over many, many centuries quite

apart from any particular religious

orientation; in more extreme forms

it is associated with schizophrenia."

GERMANS GO TO RUSSIA

Two German volunteers will help

build a school this summer. The
school is in Russia. The two Ger-

mans are members of the Evan-

gelical Church in Germany. They
are taking part in their church's

program called the Token of Re-

pentance Action.

Under this project, West German
volunteers work abroad as an ex-

pression of repentance for the suf-

fering caused by the Nazis in

World War II. Over three hundred

young men and women have erect-

ed eleven tokens of repentance in

six different countries — Holland,

Norway, England, France, Israel,

and Greece. This summer's proj-

ect in Russia marks the first time

any communist country has al-

lowed a repentance action group

to work within its borders.

SEMINARY FINANCIAL CRISIS

Mennonite Biblical Seminary is fac-

ing its most serious financial crisis

since its relocation at Elkhart, Ind.,

five years ago. Contributions have

fallen below operating needs for

the last several months. Condi-

tions made it necessary to borrow

$5,000. in May to meet monthly

obligations.

The school's business committee

has issued a special appeal to mem-
bers of the General Conference for

contributions. Decrease in giving

is partly due to the completion of

the first phase of the seminary's;

development program. During the

early years at Elkhart special ef-

forts were made to develop the

camps and retire the building debt.
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CALENDAR

Conferences
July 14-18 — Writers Conference

Canadian Mennonite Bible College

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference

Altona, Manitoba.

Nov. 1-5—Western District Con
ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer
ence.

Canadian
June 30—Staff reunion at Menno-

nite Youth Farm, Rosthern, Sask.

Northern
June 30-July 3—Youth Conference,

Salem Church, Munich, N. D.

Western
Aug. 2 — Commencement, Bethel

Hospital School of Nursing, New-
ton, Kan.

WORKERS
Menno and Esther Bergen ar-

rived in Cuauhtemoc, Mexico, the
middle of June. This is their sec-

ond term of service in Cuauhtemoc.
They have four children.

Paul and Laverne Boschman ar-

rived in Canada on June 19 for

their second furlough. They have
served two terms as missionaries
in Japan. Paul comes from Petai-

gan, Sask., and Laverne from Aber-
deen, Idaho. They will make their

home in Aberdeen, Idaho, during
their furlough.

Susan Martens arrived in Eye-
brow, Sask., on June 16 for her
first furlough. She has been serv-

ing as a missionary nurse in Tai-

wan. She will be itinerating in dif-

ferent churches and also has plans

for further study.

Mr. and Mrs. John Preheim,
Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., began
their 1-W service at the Carter
Memorial Hospital in Indianapolis,

Ind., on June 17.

MINISTERS

Donavin Diller will become pas-

tor of the First Church, Phoenix,

Ariz., on Sept. 1. He has served as

interim pastor of First Church,
Aberdeen, Idaho, for the past year.

Elmer Ensz has resigned from
the Deer Creek (Okla.) Church ef-

fective in August. He served the

church there for two years.

Norman Schmidt has resigned as

pastor of Faith Memorial Church,
Filer, Idaho. The resignation takes

effect August 31.

A. C. Siebert resigned as pastor

of the Saron Church, Orienta, Okla.

He will go to Sweet Home, Ore.,

the end of July where he will serve

the Mennonite Community Chapel.

Peter Peters was formerly the pas-

tor of the Community Chapel.

Roger Siebert has accepted a call

from the Inman (Kan.) Church,
and will begin service there on July

14. He is a recent graduate of the

Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
Harris Waltner has accepted the

pastorate of the Menno Church,
Ritzville, Wash. He is the secretary

of the General Conference and has
served as pastor of the West Zion
Church, Moundridge, Kan. for ten

years. He will go to Washington
the early part of September.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES

A unit leader and matron for the
Mennonite House in Atlanta, Ga.
are urgently needed there. Also
teachers, nurses, recreation super-

visors, people to work with Good-
will Industries, etc., are also need-

ed to serve in Atlanta. Contact the

Personnel Office, MCC, Akron, Pa.
Short-term doctors are badly

needed to serve in the Congo. This
is an opportunity for young doctors
to quickly get a varied experience
and for more experienced doctors
to enrich their knowledge of tropi-

cal and nutritional ailments. And
it is a way to give service in the
name of Christ in an area that
badly needs it. Contact the Person-
nel Office, MCC, Akron, Pa.

Teachers are still needed to serve
under the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee's Teachers Abroad Program
in Africa. Applications can still be
sent to TAP, MCC, Akron, Pa.

DEATHS

Cornelius L. Ediger, Bergthal
Church, Corn, Okla., born May 31,

1900, and died May 18.

Therasia Wedel Ediger (Mrs.
Cornelius), Bergthal Church, Corn,
Okla., born Dec. 7, 1902, and died

May 18. Three children survive.

Gerhard B. Ensz, First Church,
Beatrice, Neb., born Dec. 18, 1885,

in Russia and died June 1.

Mrs. Helena Friesen, Bethesda
Church, Henderson, Neb., born
Sept. 29, 1884, and died May 30.

Peter B. Schmidt, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., born May
10, 1894, died June 7. His wife, three
sons and two daughters survive.

Peter J. Pankratz, Fullerton,

Calif., was born Sept. 24, 1906, and
died June 10. From March 1956
to Dec. 1959 he served as a medical
missionary in Formosa. He prac-

ticed medicine in Mountain Lake,
Minn., from 1934 to 1956 and in

California after 1960. He was plan-

ning to return to his practice in

Minnesota when he became ill and
died. Formerly a member of the

Bethel Church, Mountain Lake, he
was at his death a member of the

Bethel Church, Santa Fe Springs,

Calif. He is survived by his wife,

and three daughters.

Menno and Esther Bergen
(Workers); Peter J.

Pankratz (Deaths)

;

Donavin Diller, Harris
Waltner (Ministers).
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Cursed and

Redeemed

The following letter was written

in behalf of the Woodlawn Menno-
nite Church, 46 and South Wood-
lawn Ave., Chicago 53, III.

Dear Editor: After several mem-
bers of our congregation came
across the letter in the June 4

issue of The Mennonite by Mr.
Burkholder, a growing concern

prompted the members to discuss

his views on race at a congrega-

tional meeting. Concern was ex-

pressed not only because of the

views of one man, but because it

seems likely that there may be a

larger number within our Menno-
nite Brotherhood who have still not

come to understand and accept a

Christian attitude toward the Negro.
First of all, the congregation was

deeply troubled that he should be-

lieve the "present dilemma" of the

Negro people to be unchangeable
because this is a "part of the ful-

Ifillment of God's Word." The first

step we wish to encourage on the

part of all who are "committed to

the infallible Scriptures" is an ac-

curate and careful reading of the

Scriptures and then an honest ef-

fort to make an unbiased interpre-

tation of the Scriptures in the spir-

lit and light of Christ. Let us not

derive comfort from "the Ham
story" which continues to be per-

petuated as an explanation for the

Negro race. The argument goes

that God cursed Ham and Ham
thus became a slave (black). Sure-

ly this explanation for the origin

of the Negro must be recognized

as myth rather than fact.

In the first place, a careful read-

ing of Genesis 9:18-27 will reveal

that Noah placed the curse and not

God. Secondly, Noah was awak-
ening from drunkenness and was
probably not in a fit condition to

be God's spokeman at that mo-
ment. Thirdly, the curse was not

placed upon Ham but upon Canaan.
Fourthly, the passage says nothing

whatever about color or race.

Even if it were- possible to inter-

pret the Genesis passage as having
any reference to a racial group,

and even if we accept the curse

pronounced as valid, the biblical

emphasis is not one of condemning
future generations to the suffering

of serfdom and injustice because

of the sins of the fathers. Whether
one considers the new life offered

by Christ in the New Testament or

the" revelation which came to vari-

ous Old Testament prophets, the

biblical emphasis is upon God's

constant offer of a new life. The
prophet Ezekiel asserts: "The soul

that sins shall die. The son shall

not suffer for the iniquity of the

father . . . the wickedness of the

wicked shall be upon himself." The
"curse" which the Negro people are

still experiencing in our country

can certainly not be ascribed to

"The Bible which has pronounced

a curse." To transfer the cause for

injustices and inequal opportunities

("the present dilemma") being ex-

perienced by the Negro people all

the way back to the days of Noah,

would be going far out of our way
to avoid what is so clearly a con-

sequence of the sinful pride and
disobedience of the Caucasian race,

and more specifically the sinful

neglect of the Christian Church
during the past 400 years and even

more the last 100 years.

If we are concerned for "the ful-

fillment of God's Word" as Mr.
Burkholder emphasizes, should we
not join together in bringing about
the fulfillment of the prayer of our
Lord, uttered in the presence of His
disciples on the night before He
was crucified: "...that they may
all be one"?

In a time when even our federal

government has acknowledged (he

moral issues involved in the state

of inequality that has been allowed
to continue between the races, and
when the nation is taking genuine
steps to correct these injustices, it

seems a tragedy that Christians

should be even less clear on the

moral issues at stake.

Our hearts are heavy when we
recognize the ease with which the

Christian people of our time have
relaxed in the face of unjustice and
oppression being suffered by God's
children. We are grieved when we
see, with what intellectual rational-

ization men have used the Scrip-

tures to accept and approve of the

oppression Christ came to change.
Jesus, quoting from the Old Testa-

ment, announced the very purpose
of His ministry in these words:
"The spirit of the Lord is upon me
because he has anointed me to

preach the Gospel to the poor. He
has sent me to heal the broken-
hearted, to preach deliverance to

the captives and recovering of sight

to the blind, to set at liberty those

that are oppressed, to proclaim a
year when man may find accept-

ance with the Lord."

As a congregation we would hope
that our brother who "respects"

us, might go further and accept us.

We would dare to hope and to pray
that you might see us as we be-

lieve God sees us, not as cursed but

as redeemed. We believe that the

need for redemption from the curs-

es of sin is not our unique need,

but that, as the Scriptures remind
us, who the descendants of Canaan
might be. But whether they be
light skinned or dark, whether
they be you or us, we believe that

they are seen in no different light

by the God and Father of us all

than any other of His children. For
as the Apostle Paul understood,

"There is neither Jew nor Greek,
there is neither slave nor free . .

.

for you are all one in Christ

Jesus." Mrs. John A. Taylor, Chair-

man, Woodlawn Mennonite Church,
If625 S. Lake Park Ave., Chicago 53.
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Dear Mr. Shelly: In Life maga-

zine, October 1, 1956, Billy Graham
pleas for an end to intolerance. With

reference to Genesis 9 he writes:

"Let's look at the facts. First of

all, Shem, Ham and Japheth were

blood brothers, and the Bible says

that from these all the earth was
peopled. They had the same father

and mother, and there was no dis-

crimination among them. Second:

God never cursed Canaan. It was
Noah. And Noah had been drunk.

Third: Most scholars agree that the

Canaanites, the descendants of Ca-

naan, were all white tribes, and
that the Negro peoples are de-

scended from Canaan's brothers,

whom Canaan was to serve. . .
."

The question which comes to me
is not concerning racial or tribal

origins but rather this: "Why
should a moral, righteous God hon-

or a curse pronounced by a man
who had just made a drunken spec-

tacle of himself?" During several

milleniums, we all have had many
ancestors. Perhaps, in a moment
of mortification and shattered

pride, some ancestor pronounced a

curse upon me, passed down from
generation to generation.

Mr. Graham continues: "The his-

tory of the Hebrew people is

marked by repeated command-
ments concerning the purity of

their lives. In every case the stand-

ard of separation and segregation

was religious, not racial. God's ob-

ject always was to prevent His peo-

ple from adopting heathen practices.

Jesus put no color bar on the Gold-

en Rule. There is no evidence of

discrimination in the early church.

James wrote: 'If you commit par-

tiality, you commit sin.' There may
be reasons that men give for prac-

ticing racial discrimination, but

let's not make the mistake of plead-

ing the Bible to defend it." Mrs.

Gilbert H. Suter, Pandora, Ohio

Activity Suggestions
Many church activities are sus-

pended during the summer months.

For many men summer is the busy

time; for others it represents the

slack period of the year. In any
case it is a good time to do some
planning for the fall activities.

The following is a suggested

guide of activities used by the lo-

cal men's fellowship of the Breth-

ren Church. These suggestions are

equally applicable to local Menno-
nite Men groups.

1. Assist in morning worship on

Laymen's Sunday, October 20, 1963,

2. Hold one inspirational meeting
during the year, 3. Sponsor a week-

end retreat for all the men or for

one or more vocational groups such

as farmers, businessmen, wage-
and-hour workers, etc., 4. Sponsor
a father-son banquet, 5. Hold one
Sunday early morning laymen's

breakfast with short program, 6.

Offer services of men to the pastor

and board for one necessary work
activity such as painting and repair

job, 7. Offer services of men to the

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

mm

pastor and board for one visitation

activity, 8. Offer services of men to

the pastor and board for one com-
munity, Brethren Service, social

service, overseas or other activity.

Many additional activities, such

as the following, can be carried out

by energetic groups: 1. Sponsor
picnics, 2. Sponsor family night pro-

grams, 3. Offer services in Every
Member Canvass, 4. Help in neigh-

borhood resettlement or other ac-

tivity, 5. Work at district camp,
6. Serve a mother-daughter ban-

quet, 7. Supplement (not procure

basic funds) church income through

a variety of activities, 8. Establish

a series of small fellowship groups

for study, prayer and discussion,

9. Call meetings of vocational

groups such as meetings to discuss

"Serving God Through My Voca-

tion," 10. Hold monthly study

groups on the Bible, doctrine,

church program, how to serve in

our divided world, and many oth-

ers, 11. Promote the reading of

special books for the laity on the-

ology, the church program, and the

like. (Develop a "Laymen's Book
Club.") Released by Church of tlie

Brethren General Offices Men's
Fellowship Department, 1^51 Dim-
dee Avenue, Elgin, Illinois.

BUDGET REMINDER

In the February 26 and the April

30 issues of The Mennonite projects

and budget items of General Con-

ference Mennonite Men were de-

scribed in detail. These items are

here listed as a reminder that Men-
nonite Men have work to do.

Administrative Expense $1500

Boys League 1500

MDS National Office 4500

Paraguay Indian

Resettlement 3000

East Harlem Youth
Rehabilitation Program 500

Mexico Public Health
Service 2000

Vocational Trainee from
Paraguay 1000

Bible and Christian

Literature 1000

$15,000

This budget is to be raised in a

three year period. One year of the

triennium has almost elapsed

which means that one-third of the

budget or $5000 should be on hand.

So far the $1000 that was budgeted

for the vocational Trainee has been
disbursed. Heinrich Wiens of Fern-

heim, Paraguay, is now receiving

practical bookkeeping training in a

Canadian credit union partially as

a result of this Mennonite Men con-

tribution.

In addition there is approximate-
ly $2700 available in the treasury

at present for the other seven items

of the budget. Local and district

men's groups need to keep plan-

ning and working to meet the go;il

by '65.
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What

Can

I Do?

William L. Woodall

The shadows of night were beginning to rise from the

shores of the Sea of Galilee and threatened to envelop the

surrounding hills. A kind of restlessness stirred the great

multitude of people. The Master saw anxiety beginning to

creep into the expressions of His disciples. Jesus turned

to Philip.

"Where shall we buy bread, that these may eat?" He

asked the disciple.

Philip looked at the crowd of people, numbering about

five thousand, and replied that even if they had two hundred

denarii (about forty dollars) in their treasury, that would

not be enough to feed such a crowd even if there was a place

where they could buy enough bread.

But the situation was not hopeless. Andrew came to

Jesus and announced: "There is a lad here, with five

barley loaves, and two small fishes." Jesus and that un-

named lad saved the day. With the boy's five loaves and

two fishes, Jesus fed the multitude and had food to spare.

Now, many wise things have been said and written about

how Jesus went about making a handful of food stretch

so far. But let's look at the story from another angle-

that of a small lad who was all but lost in that adult crowd.

We cannot go so far as to say that without this lad the

miracle could not have been performed. But we do read

that it was this boy's lunch that Jesus used. This boy

whom probably no one had even noticed that whole day

was the only one from that whole multitude who was

prepared to meet an emergency. Whether or not Jesus

could have fed the crowd without this lad's help is not so

important here as the fact that He didn't. It was the

boy's contribution that Jesus turned into a miracle.



Charles M. Schulz, © l°fi3, by Warner Press, Inc.

"We disagree theologically,

and I think he isn'tl"

. He thinks he's perfect.

So often we catch ourselves say-

ing: "What can I do? I'm only a
teen-ager in an adult-ruled world.

They used to tell me that children

should be seen and not heard.

What chance have I to do anything
for the world?" And it is a good
question. What cam, I do?
One thing comes out about the

lad with the lunch. He was pre-

pared. Five thousand full-grown

men came across the lake unpre-
pared to nourish themselves physi-

cally against the pangs of hunger
and weakness resulting from hun-
ger. The small lad carried a lunch.

And when the time was right, he
came forth with his lunch and of-

fered what he had. In the hands
of Jesus of Nazareth the "what he
had" proved more than enough.

Can't you just imagine him run-
ning into the house that night,

breathless and excited? He didn't

even hear his mother ask him why
he was so late. "The Master and
I performed a miracle, Mother!
Jesus took my lunch and fed five

thousand people with it!"

In the eyes of Jesus there are no
unimportant people. Each one of

us has a place in God's plan. Jesus
made it plain to all who followed
Him and to those who felt that
they were too big to follow Him
that all people are important in the
sight of God.

He used the example of a poor

widow, giving the smallest piece of

money her country minted, as one

who gave more than those whose
contributions made a loud "clink."

The man with one talent was not

despised by Jesus as He told His

famous parable, but the fact that

the man failed to use the talent he

had was why he drew the condem-

nation of the Master.

Jesus does not call us to do

things that are greater than we
are equipped to do. But He does

expect that we will do the best with

what we have. Jesus does not look

upon the size, age, education, bank

account, or high position of a per-

son but upon that person's willing-

ness to use what he has or to be

used according to his ability.

The lad's mother in the story

comes in for a share of the glory,

too. She was probably not among
those present who came to see and

hear Jesus. But she took time out

from her homemaking to see that

her son had something to hold body

and soul together until he returned

home. She saw to it that the boy

would not be unprepared by an

emergency or that he would have

to depend upon someone else to

take care of him in the emergency.

She, too, is unsung and unnamed.
What are we waiting for? The

big moment? The right time? The
"breaks"? We make the big mo-

ment oftentimes. The time is al-

ways now. The breaks are what
the "crybaby" always claims the

other fellow gets.

Was it breaks when James Watt
applied the principle of steam pres-

sure to a machine he designed and

made that machine run by steam?

No, for James used to sit for hours

and contemplate the work of steam

in his mother's water kettle as it

swung over the fire. When the

time came, Watt was ready to ap-

ply this steam to a useful purpose.

Nor was it luck that Thomas Edi-

son discovered the right combina-

tion of things that made up the

first light bulb. That great dis-

covery was the result of years of

planning and research. To be sure

the phonograph was the result of

an accident in Edison's workshop,

but the great inventor was ready

to use what he learned from the

mistake of something practical.

Maybe Christopher Columbus
was lost when he landed in the

New World, thinking he was in

India. But the important thing

was that he at least planned to

make the trip westward—some-
thing that no one else in his day
was prepared to do.

What can I do? I can prepare
myself in the best way I know how
to be ready to act or serve when
my time comes. That lad had no
idea what the day would bring

when he started out from home
that morning. But he was prepared
to do what he knew he would have
to do—eat when he became hungry.

We never know when we may be
called upon to act in one capacity

or other. If you plan to write the

great American literary master-

piece someday, don't scorn an as-

signment to write an announce-
ment for the ice cream social.

Paul advised his friend Timothy,
"Let no one despise your youth,

but set the believers an example
in speech and conduct, in love, in

faith, in purity." As Milton said,

"They also serve who only stand

and wait." Be ready and you "can

do."

PRSBLEM
Karl Miller and his parents took
the chairs offered to them by the

high school guidance counselor.

"I'm so happy you found time to

come in for a talk, Mr. and Mrs.

Miller. Karl tells me you have been
very busy at the store this past

month."
"We surely have, Mr. Wilson.

Spring is the busiest season for

seed and fertilizer men. We've been
wanting to talk with you about
Karl's college education, however."

"Actually we are wondering how
we can finance Karl's four years

in college," Mrs. Miller added. "We
want the best for Karl, Barbara
Sue, and Jimmy, but frankly col-

lege costs are pretty staggering

when you read about them."

"I'm going to try for a summer
job. But that won't take care of

everything," put in Karl.

ran
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Mr. Wilson leaned back in his

chair. "What you are really ask-

ing me is how much should we help

our children financially in obtain-

ing their college education, is it

not?"

The first reaction to this situa-

tion is that the Millers are show-

ing good judgment in making the

financing of Karl's education a mat-

ter of family concern. Karl will

understand and appreciate the in-

vestment his family is making in

an education. This knowledge
should provide him with adequate
motivation to spend his time wise-

ly in college.

The second reaction is that the

Millers are getting a late start on
solving a long-range problem. If

Karl will enter college in the fall,

time is short to do anything con-

structive about Karl's finances.

Thus, I would advise them to plan

for Barbara and Jimmy today.

Mrs. Miller feels that college

costs are staggering. When viewed
from the perspective of spending
four years on hot dogs and ham-
burgers in order to pay the bills,

it may well be. But one has to

look upon it as a lifetime invest-

ment. It may cost as much as

three automobiles, but it has a high

rate of return on the initial invest-

ment. Furthermore, it does not de-

preciate but rather appreciates

with age. Karl can work on the

campus and earn as much as one
fifth of the cost. During the sum-
mer many fellows earn one half of

the annual cost. By his own indus-

triousness he might cut the total

cost to the price of only one auto-

mobile.

With student loans, jobs and
grants-in-aid available, there is no
reason why the Millers cannot

work out a reasonable financial

schedule. The College Scholarship

Service (CSS) asks that the par-

ents file a Parent's Confidential

Statement. Through a formula de-

vised from experience they try to

determine how much the family

should pay toward the education of

the student. Included also are sum-
mer earnings of the student.

With this statement available the

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

college has a base upon which to

grant financial aid because it has a

fair estimate of need. From schol-

arships, grants-in-aid, work grants

and loan funds, the college can at-

tempt to meet the financial need of

the applicant.

CSS is based on the theory that

whatever limited financial aid a

college possesses should be distrib-

uted according to need to those

students who have the academic
potential to succeed in college, but

who lack adequate finances. The
family does what it can; the stu-

dent helps with summer earnings

and the college gives what it can

to those whose need is greatest.

There are commercial plans

which the Millers might investi-

gate for the younger children.

Many banks and insurance com-
panies have monthly payment
plans.

Aside from getting a late start,

the Millers are approaching the

situation wisely. More people
should take advantage of the ex-

perience and training of secondary-

school counselors. John H. Purves,

Admissions Counselor, Bluffton Col-

lege, Bluffton, Ohio.

The Miller problem is one that

confronts all of us with average
children. If parents feel that they

had it too rough getting an educa-

tion and bitter feelings resulted

they will want to spare their child

or children that phase of experi-

ence. If, however, parents feel quite

at home with their struggles of get-

ting an education they will want
to help as much as possible and
yet not stifle their child's ingenuity.

Most of us appreciate the things

we've earned more than what was
given to us. Whatever sacrifices

which are to be made might have
to be made jointly by the family.

It is not a matter of "What I can

get?" but "What have I to share?"

It might mean additional hours for

father, a part time job for mother,

savings by the other children, part

time and summer work by the stu-

dent, or possibly loans—private or

governmental—by the student.

The end result must not only pro-

vide units of credit and quality of

grades for the student but a posi-

tive and enriching experience for

all involved. George Dick, pastor

of Bethel Church, Winton, Calif.,

and father of eight children.
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"That's the third time I passed him, and
he hasn't waved to me. I think he's mad
at me." All this happened on a busy

street. The parties were in automobiles.

One went north at thirty miles per hour. The other went south at thirty

miles an hour. So the speed at passing was sixty miles an hour. While
this is not fast enough to break the sound barrier, it is a reason for failing

to see someone else sitting behind a dark windshield. Especially if the

person is wrapped up in his own thoughts, as most of us too often are.

"He's mad at me." This is a self-centered judgment. I judge another

person by myself. I think he is always thinking about me just as I'm

always thinking about me. But it isn't so. He is thinking about himself.

He scarcely knows I exist. He never thinks about me unless I stand in

front of him. And then he only thinks about me in terms of himself.

But I blunder on. I live as though the world revolves around me. I

think that I can judge. As a man, I think I can understand how a woman
feels. As a Mennonite, I think I know how Catholics feel. As an Ameri-

can, I think I know how Russians feel. But these are always measured by

my own feelings. I seldom think it necessary to check. "Are you mad at

me?" I don't need any other evidence. I have made up my own mind.

(And it makes a mighty small package.

)

"He's plotting against me." This is down the road from "He's mad
at me." It is too far down. Henry Ford once believed that the Jews

were conspiring to take over the business world. There was no truth in

it at all. It turned out later that the conspiracy was in Henry's mind. But

he spent plenty of money in Europe and America fighting something that

was only three inches from his eyebrows.

"He's plotting against me." I'm all wrapped up in my little fears. I

organize my fears into great marching armies. The socialists, the com-

munists, the modernists are at the door, the window, and the chimney.

I know because I have looked into myself and I know it is so. But is it?

If I can't tell how someone in the car passing me feels how can I tell

what someone else wants to do? If what he knows about me is as skimpy

as what I know about him, he doesn't know much. Frankly, I don't

believe that there are great world conspiracies trying to engulf all of us.

Henry Ford was wrong. Most other people who follow this train of

thinking have been wrong.

Senator Richard Russell of Georgia says integration is a socialist-com-

munist plot. It is interesting, isn't it? Where I should see God, I see the

devil. It says a lot more about me than I know about myself.

"He's plotting against me." Who? The conference, the church, the

school, the government, our relatives? These are self-centered judgments.

I came across a secret, that I'll share with you. I'm not that important

that anyone would want to plot against me. Those guys I am talking

about are too concerned about themselves to waste time on me. Believe it.
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"Remember always that

the nonviolent

movement in

Birmingham seeks justice

and reconciliation—
not victory."

mn wHn ssw&

Birmingham
For the first few hours of Sunday,

May 12, it appeared that everything

gained in Birmingham was lost. As the

bombs exploded and flames burst out

in a half dozen places, the angry crowd

of Negroes that surged against the po-

lice, the firemen, and even their own
leaders, seemed to be a frightful repeti-

tion in reverse of that other May Sun-

day in 1961 when the Freedom Riders

were savagely attacked and beaten by

a white mob in front of the city's Trail-

way bus station. Certainly it looked

as if the new desegregation agreement

between the Negroes and the white

business-industrial leaders had been

wrecked.

However, after the first shock of the

bombings was over, several of the Negro

negotiators were saying "This won't de-

stroy the agreements; this kind of thing

didn't come from the men we were

dealing with." Among (hose whose con-

fidence had not been broken was A.D.

King, brother of "the leader," whose

own house had been the first to be

bombed.

A new conviction had been born

among them—a conviction that neither

Commissioner of Public Safety "Bull"

Conner, the Klan, nor any persons of

savage, racist mentality could ultimately

prevail among the white citizens of

Birmingham. This conviction was far

more important than the failure to con-

trol the retaliatory violence of the Negro

crowd (that crowd had too many vivid

memories of harassment, bmtality, and

injustice to be contained).

That conviction has not yet been de-

stroyed. It was the result of long days

and nights of painful, growing, under-

standing between Negroes and whites

—

the kind of deepening communication

that many other communities (Albany,

Georgia, for instance) had never really

known, the kind of encounter that is

necessary before men can become more

than stereotyped shadows to each other.

I was present on April 15 when (lie
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first effective contact between the Ne-

groes and whites was made. As a lay

minister I had already served as a me-

| diator in Albany, and I was called to

1 Birmingham to act again as a bridge

between Negroes and whites.

This was not the first attempt at

negotiations. Meetings were held be-

ll tween white businessmen and Negroes

as far back as September last year, after

}
I the leader of the Alabama Christian

Movement for Human Rights, Fred

Shuttlesworth, had announced the im-

minence of protest demonstrations

against the city's rigid patterns of segre-

;
gation. The focus of the announced

demonstration was to be the lunch

counters and other customer facilities in

J

the downtown stores, along with dis-

criminatory employment policies.

Though the merchants were afraid to

challenge Connor and the city ordi-

; nances by acting openly for desegrega-

tion, they did agree at least to take

I down the Colored and White signs over

their rest rooms and water fountains as

a trial step.

Almost immediately building in-

spectors were on the scene, threatening

to close several stores for alleged code

infractions. They forced one proprietor

to make $9,000 worth of repairs on his

elevator system. At the same time a

steady stream of charge-account can-

cellations began. This assault caused

most of these harassed merchants to

lose whatever of their courage remained,

and a series of misunderstandings led

to the breakdown of the first attempt at

communication between the activist

Negro leaders and the whites.

Some of the Negroes were frankly

discouraged by the fact that the busi-

nessmen had not been willing to stand

beside them for what they knew was

right. Some white business leaders, on

the other hand, were hopeful that the

upcoming referendum to change the

city government might prove helpful.

The referendum was to decide on the

replacing of the three commissioner

system by a city council of nine mem-
bers and a mayor. The aim was to get

rid of Commissioner Connor and en-

large the number of responsible repre-

sentatives. For twenty-five years, Bir-

mingham had been, as one white busi-

ness put it, a "leader-less city." In this

vacuum of responsible leadership, Con-

nor has been exercising an amazing

power, based mainly on fear.

But the November referendum did

not bring an immediate victory. The
city voted to dismiss the commissioners,

but Connor did not give up. He ran

for mayor under the new system, and
though defeated by Albert Boutwcll

after a runoff election April 2, he re-

fused to give up office and filed suit

(alone, with the other commissioners)

to maintain his position until the origi-

nal term expires in 1965. The state

supreme court did not decide the mat-

ter until May 23, when it ruled Bout-

well in.

Since the first announcement of pro-

test action in September, Shuttlesworth

had been urged by white moderates to

hold off demonstrations for one reason

or another. First it was the attempt at

negotiations that failed; then the refer-

endum; then the municipal elections.

Each time, the nervously intense but

popular leader had informed his friend,

Martin Luther King, Jr., whom he had

invited to Birmingham, that it would

be advisable to put off his visit.

Privately, both men put their hope in

negotiations, since they had every rea-

son to believe that protest marches in

Birmingham—no matter how orderly

—

would lead to violence.

The uneasy waiting period stretched

for months. Negros supported the new
form of city government in November
and gave the majority of their meager

9,500 votes (there are 145,000 Negroes

in the city) to Boutwell in April. Nev-

ertheless, many saw the new mayor as

only a refined version of an outright

segregationist, and several of his cam-

paign statements seemed to support this

image. It seemed clear that voting for

him would not be enough. The Negroes

finally decided to hold the long de-

ferred demonstration.

To the criticism of "untimeliness"

(which came from Negroes as well as

whites), the leaders gave several telling

answers. In the first place, they said,

there will always be people ready to

call "untimely" any public protest

against segregation. Second, there was

no available evidence that the Bout-

well government would move at a

pace that would satisfy the rising ex-

pectations of the long-suffering Negro

population. Third, in focusing their at-

tention on the merchants and business-

men, they could directly ask for the

specific improvements these people

could make on their own. Moreover,

they had seen how negotiations unac-

companied by demonstrations had

bogged down last fall. Finally, the

Easter season seemed a good time for

two important reasons. One was that a

Negro boycott would be most effective

in this crucial buying period. The other

—intensely important for some of the

Vincent Harding gives the

behind-the-scenes story of

a city's search for racial

peace in a report reprint-

ed from Reporter. Illus-

trations by Tom Feelings.
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Negro leaders—was the religious signifi-

cance of Easter. (It was not by accident

thai Martin Luther King and Ralph

Abernathy went to jail on Good Fri-

day.)

The demonstrations began April 3

with picketing and sit-ins. Most of the

picketers were arrested. Some of the

sit-ins at lunch counters were allowed

to stay without being served, and with-

out being arrested. To the astonishment

of both Negroes and whites, there was

no violence as the first days passed. In-

deed, even the police—with a long

record of documented brutality—seemed

to be making conscious efforts at re-

straint. (For instance, when the crowds

gathered, instead of the old refrain,

"O.K., you niggers, get back!," it was

often, "Will you people please move

along?" A small but significant change

in Birmingham.)

"I'm So Glad You Came"

Moreover, there were even white per-

sons in the community who seemed to

support the cause for which the Negroes

were acting. Several called the motel

which served as headquarters to offer

their moral support, and more than

once sit-in demonstrators caught a warm
smile. One white lady went so far as

to whisper, "Please stay, don't go away."

On the street a police lieutenant shared

a sandwich with a protestant leader,

and refused to move away when Con-

nor saw them. On the first Sunday that

Negroes visited white congregations

some were actually welcomed, and told

more than once, "I'm so glad you

came." These were small signs, but they

were eagerly received, and many Ne-

groes began to wonder if the climate

of the city had begun to change.

At the outset of the demonstrations

it was not easy to find whites of stature

and influence who were eager to dis-

cuss the city's difficulties. Many I ap-

proached said they would not talk with

"outsiders." Others claimed they would

not talk while demonstrations were go-

ing on. Some were simply afraid.

After the demonstrations on Good
Friday, however, when King and Aber-

nathy were jailed, several groups of

white and Negro ministers began meet-

ing. Often these encounters—so rare

before—were painful, but they were

never without profit. In one, a leading

white minister, who may have spoken

for his fellow clergymen, said, "The

time has come, and I'm ready now to

commit myself to work to find a solu-

tion. What can I do?"

Finally, through the help of a white

member of the Alabama Council of

Human Relations, contact was made

with one of the city's young professional

men who turned out to be all-important.

He had the ear and the confidence of

both business leaders and the city ad-

ministration-elect. Late on April 15,

the night after Easter, he met in a

minister's home with one of King's co-

workers, the Council's representative,

and my wife and me. The movement

toward real negotiations now began.

King's aide found almost immediately

that the young man's concern was not

limited to ending the demonstrations

but with working out just and meaning-

ful solutions. Moreover, he was well

trained, like many of the protest lead-

ers, and personal bonds began to be

developed. If credit for bringing about

a settlement in Birmingham ever were

to go to any one person, it should be

to this native Southerner. (At this time,

he is better left unidentified.)

For the next two weeks semi-secret

meetings were called, usually early in

the morning or late at night. They were

held in churches, homes, deserted office

buildings; and in their course a network

of relationships began to build up.

Meanwhile, mayor-elect Boutwell made

several cautious but effective public

statements which seemed to indicate

his own personal willingness to work

for just solutions after assuming office.

However, he was advised not to say

anything that would possibly prejudice

the Alabama supreme court against him,

for no one engaged in negotiations cared

even to think about what would happen

if the Boutwell government were not

sustained. Yet the merchants were hes-

itant to move without broader support

from the business community or from

an established city government. Real

efforts were made, therefore, to provide

this necessary backing.

At this point—the beginning of May
—several things happened on the streets

of Birmingham that more than likely

had a marked effect on the negotiations.

With close to a thousand persons having

been arrested, the protest leaders found

that a new group of demonstrators was

urging itself upon them. At the outset of

the public protests, no one younger than

fourteen had been allowed to partici-

pate in activities that might lead to jail.

Each day their insistence upon not be-

ing spared that risk became increasingly

forceful and moving. Thus, when the

decision was finally made to use them,

it was almost unnecessary to pass out;

the leaflets that read: "Go to jail to

free your parents, your teachers, and

yourself." The students responded by the {>

hundreds and then by the thousands. On *

Thursday, May 2, they began to march.

With the inflexibility that is so often

seen in a dying system, the Connor

forces went so far as to bring both dogs

and fire hoses against the students, some

of whom were not yet in their teens.

They took the youngsters off to jail. In

Birmingham many white parents shud-

dered to think of children facing this

ordeal. Throughout the nation, and the

world, the picture of a police dog

jumping at a defenseless boy brought

immeasurable sympathy. The pressure

for change mounted.

The dogs and fire hoses convinced

some that Birmingham could change

without violence. Others concluded that

certain forces in the city and the rest

of Alabama—especially in the state-

house in Montgomery—wanted to force

the Negroes into violence and give

Governor George Wallace an excuse to

move in with state troopers and even

the National Guard. Consequently, the

demonstrators were again rehearsed in

their version of the Ten Command-
ments. "Refrain from the violence of

fist, tongue, or heart. . . . Observe with

both friend and foe the ordinary rules

of courtesy. . . . Remember always that

the nonviolent movement in Birming-

ham seeks justice and reconciliation

—

not victory." To make obedience easier

for some of the hot headed, the demon-

stration leaders confiscated their knives

before they left the churches.

Despite the temperate reaction to the

hoses and dogs, the merchants still

balked. Moreover, when Burke Mar-

shall, Robert Kennedy's assistant for

civil rights, arrived shortly thereafter

on May 4, he encountered a number of

whites who said they preferred martial

law to making concessions to the Ne-

groes. Marshall realized that there was

a determination among the Negro lead-

ers to persevere until their relatively

minor demands were met. He met at

once with several business and industrial

leaders, while higher members of the
j

Kennedy administration made important j
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The rising expectations of the

long-SU jfcring Negro

population cannot bt

jiosl poned.

both inside and outside thecontacts

city.

On Tuesday morning, May 7, Mar-

shall urged the merchants, and other

businessmen as well, to meet the de-

mands of the Negroes. There was still

hesitancy, and several thought the Na-

tional Guard should be brought in to

stop all protest activity.

However, on that Tuesday, the

demonstrations reached an intensity they

had not known before. A larger number

of students responded than had been

expected. Thousands were on hand, and

not all were subject to the control of

demonstration leaders. They broke

through the barricades the city police

had erected and ran into the downtown

area. Some who were under control

marched into several downtown stores,

and in one—owned by the most re-

calcitrant merchant—they sat on the

floor and sang freedom songs. Mean-

while, the police and firemen had begun

to use their hoses even more indiscrim-

inately and the crowds of onlookers re-

ceived the same treatment as the stu-

dents. Some in the crowd fought back

with bricks and bottles. Tempers were

rising in the area around the motel—an

area not famous for its amenability to

the discipline of nonviolence—and only

the constant urgings of Negro leaders

finally convinced the crowd to disperse.

Many walked off with their soaking

clothes steaming under the afternoon

sun. For some of the students it was

obviously fun to be doused—from a dis-

tance — in Birmingham's eighty-seven

degree temperature. Indeed, they shout-

ed to the firemen: "We'll be back to-

morrow, with soap." Until May 12,

this was as close to real violence as the

demonstrations would come.

An Accord with Conscience

Against this background, a meeting

of whites was held that afternoon. It

was due, in part, to the effectiveness of

Burke Marshall and the power he rep-

resented; in part to the thousands of

running, singing students; and in part

to the firm determination of more than

fifty Birmingham whites to finally begin

dealing in all seriousness with the

problem. None of these three elements

can be neglected in understanding the

gathering.

Among the whiles were men of high

influence in Birmingham, and as a

group they came as close to representing

the economic power structure as any

group could. Included were merchants,

industrialists, corporation and bank

presidents, prominent insurance and

real-estate men. Also present was mayor-

elect Boutwell and several persons high

in his administration.

While there was a sense of urgency

about the session, there was also a

certain sense of self-satisfaction, for

these men had finally decided to stand

together in defiance of the racist senti-

ment that had so long ruled the city.

Together, they represented—by their

own estimate—more than eighty per-

cent of the hiring power of the Bir-

mingham area. They proceeded to offer

a timetable for store desegregation and

a plan for extensive upgrading and re-

form in hiring practices. Just as im-

portant, they decided to name a com-

mittee headed by a real-estate man. Sid-

ney Smyer, that would take public re-

sponsibility for any agreement reached.

When a standing vote on this action was

called for, there was a unanimous favor-

able response. They fell thai they had

accomplished something—and the) had.

Late that afternoon they made contact

with the chairman df the Negro ne-

gotiating team and asked for a meeting

that night. They wanted no wasted

motion now. and hoped for a settlement

by the next day.

Shortly before 8 p.m.. the committee

appointed by the business-industrial

leaders and the Negro negotiators gath-

ered in the downtown offices of one of

the city's leading insurance brokers.

Burke Marshall and Joe Dolon of the

Justice Department were present. Again.
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"Negro leadership is now largely determined by

the willingness of a man to suffer for the people.

"

someone close to Boutwell was present.

As bank presidents, insurance executives,

lawyers and clergymen sat there in the

room, it seemed sad that men with so

many interests in common should have

needed a crisis to bring them together.

However, the important thing was that

they had come. Within a few hours, the

two basic items, desegregation and em-

ployment, were tentatively accepted by

the Negro negotiators. (They would

present them to their steering committee

the next morning.) The meeting broke

up with the hope that Birmingham had

begun a new day. The Negroes sensed

that they were dealing with men who
would not back down on their, word.

Nevertheless, some difficult terrain

yet remained to be covered, and a sub-

committee (which included Marshall)

left the dark office building and went

to the residence of a Negro for further

work. A key problem was wording the

agreement for public consumption. It

narrowed down to this: How could a

settlement be announced in terms spe-

cific enough for the Negroes to know

that their demands were being fairly

met, and yet vague enough so that

white leaders would not be subject to

attacks and their stores not subject to

demonstration from the other side?

Especially difficult here was the problem

of protecting influential persons until

the Alabama supreme court's decision

concerning the new government had

been reached. As one Negro leader put

it, "I know that these men are indi-

viduals of good will and real stature

and will keep their promises, but how
can I pass on this assurance to the

people without revealing exact names

and promises?" Another pressing matter

was the fate of the demonstrators still

in jail. The Negroes said they could

accept no settlement that did not some-

how deal with this—even if charges

were not dropped. As much as $200,000

would be needed for bail unless some

way could be found to have them re-

leased on their own signature. This

latter solution seemed unlikely, for Bull

Connor still had control over the opera-

tion of the city jail. Finally, there was

the question being asked by hundreds of

anxious parents: will my child be read-

mitted to school? It was after two a.m.

when the group finally dispersed, be-

lieving that they were on the way for

some solutions on these last problems.

The following day, Wednesday, May
8, the Negro negotiating committee pre-

sented its report to the steering com-

mittee, and the larger group was satis-

fied with the results. They voted al-

most unanimously to accept the terms

that had been offered. King, Abernathy,

and Shuttlesworth announced to the

press their satisfaction with the progress

of negotiations, and said there would

be no "massive demonstrations'' that

day. Later, a difference of opinion mo-

mentarily arose whether or not there

should be a small demonstration but a

call from the Attorney General's office

in Washington came in, and all demon-

strations, massive or otherwise, were

called off for the day. (One of the

national Negro leaders in Birmingham

said several times during these hours

that he was sadly convinced that the

Justice Department and the Attorney

General's office were far more concerned

with ending demonstrations than in

working toward a real solution in Bir-

mingham.
)

However, that Wednesday afternoon

an unexpected setback came when King

and Abernathy and several others who
had marched on Good Friday were

placed under $2,500 bond each for

parading without a permit. They chose

to go to jail rather than pay the ex-

cessive amount. Some immediately in-

terpreted the sentence and high bond

as a betrayal, and one of the local Negro

leaders actually told the press that

demonstrations would likely begin again.

Those who had worked for long hours

with the white negotiators, however,

counseled watchful waiting: it was

simply another attempt to embarrass

the whole negotiation process, they said.

They reached Marshall and some of

the key white residents and arranged a

meeting for the next morning. King

and Abernathy's bonds were paid in the

meantime, without their knowledge, by

a wealthy Negro businessman who later

said he thought the moment was tool

crucial for both of them to be in jail.

At the next meeting, the negotiators

discussed the most vexing problem re-l

maining—the hundreds of Negroes still

in jail. Despite the "betrayal" the day

before, the tension was relaxed enough

for one of the Negro representatives to

say that he knew a certain Republican

named Rockefeller who might be in-

terested in putting up the necessary

bail money. Another said that President

Kennedy had encountered no difficulty

in raising ransom money for Cuban

prisoners, and should therefore be able

to ransom the Birmingham prisoners

without batting an eyelash. By noon-

time that day it was clear that the

money would be available, and almost

$200,000 was actually in Birmingham

late that afternoon. No one seemed to

know exactly where it came from, even

though the word "unions" was men-

tioned several times. It was later af-

firmed that the United Auto Workers

had contributed part of it.

An Amazing Leap

Late Thursday night, May 9, I

worked with one Negro and one white

lawyer and a representative of King's

on the wording of the four-point agree-

ment to be given to the press. The next

morning the prisoners began to be re-

leased, even before the last negotiating

session. The phrasing of the agreement

was settled, and firm assurances were

given that the school children would

be readmitted on Monday. Early that

afternoon, the final press conference was

held, and Fred Shuttlesworth an-

nounced: "The city of Birmingham has

reached an accord with its conscience."

Before scores of cameras, Martin King

was so moved that he said: "Birming-

ham now stands on the threshold of be-

coming a great, enlightened symbol,

shedding the radiance of its example

throughout the entire nation."

Even before the final agreement had

been announced, both city governments

disavowed any participation in negotia-

tions (as was expected), and less than

thirty-six hours later the bombs explod-

ed; but neither King nor Shuttlesworth

took back their words, nor did the

spokesman for the white negotiators.

On both sides there appeared to be a

determination to hold fast to the con-

fidence they had gained in each other.

Basically, this is a confidence not

only in each other but in the possibilities

of Birmingham, for neither King nor

Shuttlesworth was dealing in pure
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rhetoric when they made their climactic

statements to the press. They are actual-

ly convinced, despite the tentative na-

ture of the agreements, that Birming-

ham now has the potential to pass even

Atlanta in the realm of just and hu-

mane race relations—an amazing leap,

but not impossible. If we can get

through this difficult testing period, the

two men say, win a favorable state

supreme court decision, and begin the

first token steps of desegregation, then

the city is at least on its way.

I share this hopefulness for several

reasons.

The very confidence that the Negro

leaders have in the good faith of the

white negotiators is in itself heartening.

(Of course, one of these leaders quietly

revealed the fact that his confidence was

greatly bolstered by the presence of

Burke Marshall at all of the final stages

of negotiations) They will be less

tempted to stage impulsive demonstra-

tions, even when sorely tried by situa-

tions like the May 12 bombings or the

Connor-appointed school board's action

in expelling or suspending 1,081 stu-

dents. Moreover, I, too, felt that the

men who represented the white business

and industrial leaders were men of

good will, men who had been certainly

affected by the demonstrations, but also

men who were doing more than merely

trying to stop marches. They were con-

cerned with setting right at least some

of the inequities of the system in which

they too were trapped.

The respect and trust was not one-

sided, though. It grew among the whites

in painful, sometimes clumsy motions.

At first they wanted to be the ones to

decide who would and who would not

be accepted as a Negro leader, but soon

found they had to take seriously the

young minister who explained that

"Negro leadership is now largely de-

termined by the willingness of a man to

suffer for the people." They had to

learn to deal with activists and "jail-

birds," as well as Negro businessmen

and educators, and among them all

they found men who cared deeply

about the city of Birmingham, men who
sought the things that made for its

peace. Now that these white and black

men know each other (even to sharing

private, unlisted phone numbers in

some cases), there is far less danger of

a breakdown in communications than

ever before.

The broad base of the white leaders

represented in the agreement is, I

think, unique in the South and holds

excellent possibilities for future action.

Representing eighty percent of the hir-

ing power, they are in a position to

deliver on their promises in the eco-

nomic field; if they stand together they

cannot be made to back down on the

desegregation promises. In Albany,

Georgia, the white community was able

to hide behind the city commissioners,

who in turn hid behind the police chief,

and the Negroes have not yet been able

to penetrate to the core of the white

populace. But in Birmingham, there

was no government to hide behind, and

the economic and civic leaders were

simply forced to move forward. A bet-

ter time for the demonstrations could

not have been chosen.

The key figure among the Negroes

of Birmingham is Fred Shuttlesworth.

Not everyone is happy about that fact,

but it is a fact, and no estimate of

future possibilities can be made without

taking him into consideration. While he

has often defied predictability, his power

to move the broad base of the Negro

population is undisputed. Forty-eight

hours after the bombings Shuttlesworth

was able to say that there would be no

demonstrations until the period de-

signated for desegregation had been

given a fair chance. He prides himself

on his ability to keep his word. It is

worth noting that on May 14, when he

called for the removal of state troop-

ers from Birmingham, Shuttlesworth

said: ".
. . we want the city police,

whom we respect, to take charge."

When the battle-scarred Fred Shuttles-

worth can say this about the city police,

there is reason to believe a change is

afoot.

Though nothing definite can be stated

at this time, I have firm reason to be-

lieve that the Boutwell administration

will not oppose the agreement that has

been made. They recognize the fact

that Birmingham can never solve its

economic and political problems (and

they are legion) without first dealing

with the issue of racial justice. If they

are established in office, the city will

not go backward from its present

moment of expectation.

But, this general hopefulness must be

tempered by several disturbing possibili-

ties. One of them may lurk within the

business-industrial group itself, for these

men could conceivably interpret the

present agreement as the farthest they

could possibly go, and would stop after

these limited goals were reached. Such

an attitude would eventually lead them

again into open conflict with the ex-

pectations of the city's Negro population,

expectations which are forever speed-

ing out beyond moderate white action,

Such a conflict might set bat k the

progress in Birmingham. Though this

possibilit) must always lie hired. I

think the men involved have learned

too much and have gone loo far lo be

caught in such .i backwash. Indeed, the

gains they have made in a < it\ like

Birmingham can be measured by the

fact that they were finally willing to

reveal their names lour days alter the

bombings. During those weeks I saw

their fears and now count this open

identification as a sign of their determi-

nation to move forward.

A major source of possible frustration,

of course, is Governor Wallace. This

avowed segregationist might be deter-

mined to maintain his foothold in Bir-

mingham through the occupation l>\

state troopers. (It was one of these

men who cracked the butt of his carbine

against a woman's head on May 12

because she walked in the wrong direc-

tion, looking for her children.)

Finally, I have been aware of a

possibly disturbing factor in the

presence of some of the national re-

porters who remain in Birmingham.

There is almost a sense of disappoint-

ment present among some of them

—

disappointment that there is no more

copy-producing excitement. As a result,

there is a tendency to try to generate

excitement by probing among the white

and Negro leaders for areas of disagree-

ment. If this were pressed long enough,

a series of ill-considered statements

could lead to unnecessary difficulties.

Nevertheless, in spite of these real

possibilities, I share the conviction of

the scores who have said, "Whatever

happens from here on, Birmingham

will never be the same again." Even

though it may be long deferred, a

change lies ahead. Indeed, it has already

begun within the minds of men

—

black and w hite.
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the wor6s of his Life

"He gave his life to the

church. He was never in the

bleachers." C. J. Dyck and

Harold S. Bender at work for the

Institute of Mennonite Studies.

July 19 will be the sixty-sixth anni-

versary of the birth of Harold S.

Bender, a man who left a large

spiritual legacy to the Mennonite

church.

I first met Harold Bender eighteen

years ago. At that time I was a

guest in his home for two weeks.

This was to be the first of many
encounters with him.

To many of us he was more than a

friend and eo-worker. Though he
had only two daughters by blood

relationship he had many sons in

the spirit and the mind. Where these

sons from time to time could not

follow him in his position they were
nevertheless, even in their protest,

indebted to him. Frequently they

made such protest in his terms, on
ground he had prepared, and issues

he himself had raised. He was a

scholar, a statesman of the church,

and a humble believer.

As a scholar he wrote numerous
books. At the time of his death in

1962, he was working on two more,

a history of American Mennonitism
and a comprehensive history of Ana-
baptism. The latter was to be his

magnum opus. From his books and
innumerable journal articles we
know his vision for the Anabaptist-

Mennonites.

But his uniqueness as a scholar

goes much further. I consider the

historical library he built, the en-

cyclopedia he produced as editor-

in-chief, and the bibliographies he
initiated as his most significant

scholarly legacy. One of these bibli-

ographies has just been printed and
the other is in preparation. In these,

the library, and the encyclopedia,

he has made it possible for us to

stand upon his shoulders, to con-

tinue where he left off. To write a
good book is a great achievement,
but to make it possible for hundreds
of good books to be written is far

greater. No book on Anabaptism
will be written for years to come
without being indebted to him.

He was also a statesman of the

church. To endure as many com-
mittee meetings as he did, and to

remain creative in them is, I think,

a sign of love for the church. He
seems to have been secretary of

most of these committees. All con-

cerned had learned to respect his

ability to penetrate to the heart

of a matter and to grasp intuitively

the sense of the meeting. He was
concerned for the total Mennonite
church throughout the world. He
knew most Mennonite leaders at

home and abroad from Russia to

Paraguay to Altona.

One of his greatest satisfactions

was the overwhelming response to

the Seventh Mennonite World Con-
ference. When he referred to this on
numerous occasions after the con-

ference, I was reminded of the

words of Simeon (Luke 2:29) when
he said "Now lettest thou thy serv-

ant depart in peace." In sharing

his vision for the world Mennonite
brotherhood he said that if it was
a sin to love the brotherhood, he
stood guilty. Sometimes his love and
zeal for the church led to tension

and misunderstanding, but he loved

the church, the body of Christ.

Those who would be critics must
cross this threshold first! He gave
his life to the church. He was never
in the bleachers.

But above all he was a humble
believer. He had a simple faith.

Listen to the recording of his prayer

with which he closed the Menno-
nite World Conference in Kitchener
last summer. Read his keynote
address to this same conference on
"Who Is the Lord."

The spirit in which he carried his

final illness was another illustration

of this faith. Some gave him up at

the first mention of the diagnosis.

They considered him unrealistic for

continuing to make plans for future

activities. But the medical report

indicates that the malignancy had
indeed been brought under control.

I became discouraged and a little

angry with those who waited for

him to give up in despair. He needed

no one to tell him how sick he was.

It was his faith which kept him op-

timistic.

In a discussion he said, "Yes, I've

made a good many mistakes in my
life." But by faith he was assured

of the grace of forgiveness, and so

could carry on. This, it seems to me,
is the function of faith.

This is not an analysis of his life

and thought. We will spend many
years discovering the scope of his

legacy to the Mennonite church.

What I have said is simply to pro-

vide the context for a question I

have asked myself. What has he,

by his life and work, been saying

to us about the nature of our own
life and work? His life said many
things to me which he never put in

words.

He said, "A right relationship
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Cornelius J. Dyck

with God leads to happiness and
freedom." How concerned he was
about the necessity of conversion

for true happiness and discipleship.

You can see this in his biography
of Menno Simons. With our central

loyalties clear and strong, he is

saying to us, we cannot but be

happy and free.

He was a happy man in the deep-

est sense of the word. He was a

man at peace. He knew how to

enjoy the good things of life. He
told me with delight about the

evening of chamber music a wealthy
friend in Heilbroon had arranged
for him last summer. I often mar-
velled at the amount of ice cream
or rolls and coffee he enjoyed. Last
summer he tried in vain to intro-

duce me to the Waterloo County
dish of roasted pigtails with sauer-

kraut. He was happy.
He was also free, that is, he was

not dependent upon the passing

fancies of others nor frustrated by
any fear of the consequences of

action that seemed right to him. By
freedom I mean the ability to give

oneself completely to the work of

the moment without undue pres-

sures robbing us of our efficiency.

In this freedom, rooted in the faith

he held and the gifts God had given

him lay, I think, the secret of his

tremendous capacity for work. Into

his sixty-five years he packed sev-

eral lifetimes of achievement by be-

ing free to establish his priorities

and setting out to meet them. A
right relationship with God leads to

happiness and freedom.

He seems also to be saying to us,

"When God gives you a vision, pur-

sue it," Some people considered him
intractable. He had a strong will.

Yet no one was more ready to pur-

sue a new road than he, once he be-

came convinced that it led to good
ends, in practical affairs and in

theology. It took a persistent vision

to keep the idea of a Mennonite
World Conference alive almost

single-handedly for many years. Per-

sistent vision was required to launch
and edit a scholarly journal for over
thirty years, to establish a seminary
and promote an associated semi-

naries program, and to prepare bib-

liographies. When he became con-

vinced that a man needed help he
spared no effort to give it. No detail

was too small to pursue if it fur-

thered the fruition of his vision.

So he is telling us to dream
dreams and to pursue them in spite

of opposition and loneliness; to let

our convictions be dynamic and
strong. There are many ways to

achieve a goal if the goal is clear

and if we persist.

And then, "Be willing to sacrifice."

While I do not have specific infor-

mation, I do not think that Harold
Bender ever had much money. He
lived simply. He said that he should

get less salary as he grew older in

order that younger faculty members
with families could receive more.

If a brother could not come to

World Conference for financial rea-

sons, he helped him. When the In-

stitute of Mennonite Studies budget

was depleted he wrote a check.

Though he was president, he paid

his own way to the World Con-

ference at Kitchener. In our day of

materialism this is a language peo-

ple understand.

But even more than money, he is

telling us that the servant of God
must be ready to sacrifice in other

areas: the luxury of a regular

schedule and pre-determined hours

at home, the quasi-luxury of a

planned vacation once a year, the

tranquility of the scholars desk un-

hampered by the seemingly mudane
demands of administrative duties.

In a visit with him two weeks be-

fore his death I became aware of

the tension he experienced all his

life between giving himself to his

family and giving himself to the

call of duty. Every minister and

public servant knows this tension.

Through him, it raises for me the

question of what Jesus meant in

Matthew 10:37 when He said that

he who loves father or mother, son

or daughter more than He is not

worthy of me. What does it mean
to be willing to sacrifice, in relation

to the duties to our family? What,
in this case, as in financial steward-

ship, are the requirements of dis-

cipleship?

And finally, "Love the brethren."

Harold Bender loved the church. It

is impossible to really love a group
of people if we cannot love them
individually. In his World Confer-

ence prayer he said "And we would
not finish our thanksgiving without

thanking Thee for all the brethren,

and how much they mean to us. . . .

We thank Thee for the brethren;

increase our love for the brethren,

and for the brotherhood."

We know that he exerted great

influence wherever he went. People

loved him and listened to him. How
did this come about? Was it con-

ferred upon him administratively?

No, he won it for himself, to the

glory of God, by what he was!

When he came for supper to the

Peter Dyck home in Frankfurt, he

brought for Mrs. Dyck. though ho

had a thousand things to think

about, a bouquet of roses. When his

minister was ill he came to him
with the words, "Who visits the

pastor when he is sick?" To love

the church without loving and giv-

ing oneself to individuals in the

church is to love an abstraction, an

ideal. It is impossible to love a

group of people if we cannot love

them individually. He is saying to

us, I think we cannot serve the

brotherhood unless we love the

brethren, not sentimentally but in a

sacrificial, self-giving way, in things

great and small.

May we learn increasingly to un-

derstand what we are saying to each

other verbally and in non-verbal

forms in our relationships. Next to

God, we are each other's greatest

resource for the successful living

of the life that is ours to live.
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BROKEN WALLS

Safe and protected by walls

That took much time and effort to build

—

And to make strong.

I had completely surrounded

Myself

With these walls to hide behind.

And when people on the outside would cry

—

"Where are you?"

"Let me in"

I would not answer

But

Would build my walls higher and stronger

Lest they might find me.

One day I found myself

Discontented

—

With an overwhelming desire

To escape

—

To be free.

I was growing tired of my small world.

Surely

There must be more to living than this!

Finally I ventured to take a brief glimpse at

Myself.

I couldn't see too clearly

—

I needed light—it was too dark.

And air

—



Doris Brinker

I felt as if I were being smothered.

Indeed

I was being suffocated

by my own walls . . .

by my own self.

OH—I had many questions and doubts

About making any holes in my walls.

They were my protection

And if I were to destroy them

I would be as a man
Standing in an open field

For all who cared to see

With nothing for a shield.

Is it worth it?

Is the price too great?

What difference would this mean for my life?

Is it really that important?

To each question

Came
Another question

—

Did I really want to know myself?

But

Most of all

Am I willing to let others know the real me?

I soon discovered that once I began

Questioning

I could not be satisfied

Without

Exploring more and more.

At first

It was only in the

Safety

Of my own closet

That I dared to peek at

Myself.

This is a very painful struggle,

To bring yourself

To stand before the mirror of

Your own image

And be able to open your

Eyes

And look at yourself as you are.

How many times I

Stood

Before my mirror and could not

Make myself respond to the

Command
To open my eyes and to look

—

I was too afraid.

And in my fear and desperation

I at last cried out

—

"O God—help me"
And together—side by side

We looked at the real me.

Not the image I had created

But

The person I was created to be.

It has been a long

Hard path

With

Many detours and dead-ends.

But
'

I have found some guides who helped me.

Their names are

Love and Concern.

These guides found their way into

My life through various

People

Who are also traveling this path

To know and accept themselves.

Yes . . .

Walls have crumbled,

Valleys have given way to

Hills

And the hills have led to the

Mountain tops

Where for a short time

With the help of Love and Concern

You are completely

Free

To be yourself.

But

All too quickly—it seems

We must leave the mountain

And find our way in the

Great mass of people

That have no desire to be confronted

By the real you.

But to know and see you as they

Want to.

Because

They too are afraid as I was afraid

To turn their eyes inward

And see what is there.

Is it really enough then

To find and accept ourself

And say this is all?

No
I think not.

For having done this

Then
My name too must

Become
Love and Concern

For all the others who are seeking

To find the person they were

Created to be.
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Canadian Churches Marking Changes

The Conference of Mennonites in

Canada represents the largest re-

gional association in the General
Conference Mennonite Church. It

equals almost one-third of the Gen-
eral Conference total. It is an active

group. It struggles with the same
forces that confront the churches in

the United States.

But it has special problems. It is

a diverse group. While most of its

members are from Mennonite set-

tlements in Russia, their time in

Canada varies. The original groups
came almost one hundred years ago.

Many have come only within the

last decade or two. This puts them
at different points in their response
to their community and their church.
Language—whether it is to be Ger-

man or English or both—is a factor.

New ways meet the old ways.
All these things will add color to

the conference when it meets in Al-

tona, Manitoba, July 18 to 23. In its

diversity, it will be seeking to build

its union. Its leaders feel that

there has been progress. Paul
Schroeder, Drake, Sask., the presi-

dent sees "a greater appreciation
for each other's view points in mat-
ters of theology and basic beliefs."

"Language," he adds, "is not too
much of a barrier as a whole in our
conference."

John H. Derksen, Clearbrook,
B. C, says, "I believe we are more
and more becoming realistic— en-

countering problems squarely as
they confront us and working to-

ward a more unified effort for

Christ." Derksen is secretary of the

six-man board of finance.

P. R. Harder, Winnipeg, secretary
of the conference is encouraged by

an "openness to discuss controver-

sial issues, for example, the elder-

ship question."

The secretary of the board of mis-

sions expanded on this. Said H. J.

Gerbrandt, "I think we have passed

the crisis in our transition expe-

rience. This does not mean that the

older people have accepted the

change to the English language and
many other changes that belong to

this pattern, nor does it mean that

the younger people have suddenly

become less critical. But there is a
pronounced atmosphere of mutual
appreciation."

Gerbrandt sees the possibility of

the Mennonites in Canada becom-

ing a people with two cultures.

"With the Canadian government's

emphasis on bi-culturalism and the

recognition of all cultures, our Can-

adian Conference can make its big-

gest contribution to our people, our

nations, and Mennonitism at large

by remaining bi-lingual."

Others saw need to realize more
unity. Sometimes this was measured
in terms of support for the confer-

ence. Said J. K. Klassen, Altona,

Man., "Conference unity must grow.

Too many churches do not feel their

own responsibilities to the confer-

ence projects enough and therefore

the response financially is often so

weak." Klassen is a mission board
member.
Another mission board member

measured the church in much the

same way. Said Gerhard I. Peters,

Sardis, B. C, "We should get all the

members of our churches more
mission-minded. We are doing more
than we did years ago, but there is

so much work before us. We must

go ahead as long as there is an op-

portunity to work."
Paul Schroeder saw the strength

of the conference in its ability to

face change. During the last year
the conference has studied its min-
istry and eldership patterns. Prob-
lems here have been faced frankly.

Said Schroeder, "It seems to me
the question concerning the elder-

ship has received much attention
and the discussions have resulted in

a better understanding on the whole
question among the younger and
older brethren concerned."

He does add, "This does not mean
that they see eye to eye."

But these are matters related to

the inner life of the church. The
future tests of strength will come
from without. How will the church
respond to its world is the question.

Henry P. Epp, the conference vice
president defines this new area. He
feels that there has been "a grow-
ing awareness of our responsibility

to the society in which we live. It

is perhaps because of this that many
have urged a greater outreach pro-
gram into our communities and the
various organizations within our
areas to enable us to witness to
our faith." Epp lives in St. Catha-
rines, Ont.

A number of other leaders see
this as the large need of the church.
They pinpoint a number of needs.

Says Henry A. Wiens, Langham,
Sask., "I should like to see our con-
ference stepping more and more
into the role of a conscience to so-

ciety, its many problems and ills."

Wiens is chairman of the board of

Christian service.

But this is a new role. Not every-
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one is agreed what to do and how
to act. Another member of the board
of Christian Service Nickolas W.
Dick, Toronto, says, "Board mem-
bers themselves are not quite agreed
on the degree to which we should
speak on issues such as capital pun-
ishment, nuclear warfare, immigra-
tion, discrimination, etc."

Peter Schroeder, Winnipeg, feels

that the conference should go be-

yond speaking and study. He calls

for "more actual work on some of

the social problems facing the
church, like juvenile delinquency,

premature marriages, and foster

homes." Schroeder is a member of

the Christian service board.

The conference is not without its

projects. Notable among these are
its honorarium pension plan which
will provide a measure of retirement
aid for ministers who served during
the non-salaried era. The group has
also developed a manuscript for a

new German hymnal and extended
its mission work in frontier commu-
nities and among the Indians. It has
enlarged facilities of Canadian Men-

i nonite Bible College in Winnipeg.
It has also centralized many of

its operations with the service of an
executive secretary and treasurer.

New patterns of organization and
operation are in the process of be-

ing developed.

An example of one of these is a
quarterly publication developed to

promote the conference program. It

is called Conference Highlights. It

has been published experimentally
during the last year. While reactions

to it have been mixed, most leaders
agree that it or something like it

must be continued.

Says John H. Derksen, "I would
like to see the conference accept

. . . Conference Highlights as a reg-

ular quarterly publication going to

all churches, paid by the Canadian
Conference. This can always be
changed at some future date to be-

come a part of The Mennonite or
the Canadian Mennonite."
Derksen feels that support for

the Conference program will im-
prove if people have better and regu-
lar information. He is supported in

this by David Schroeder, Winnipeg,
chairman of the board of education
and publication.

He says, "We are continuing to

experience an increase in giving
and an awakened sense of steward-
ship. If our channels of information

would reach all members this could
be stepped up even more."
Evaluating all the channels avail-

able to the conference, Schroeder
puts his weight behind the Cana-
dian Mennonite. "Personally," he
says, "I would like to see the con-
ference move to place the Canadian
Mennonite into every home in Can-
ada. We need to get the news of the
conference out to every home and
none of the existing media present
a better option at the present time."

The Canadian Mennonite is an
independent weekly published by a
nonprofit organization. Schroeder is

its president.

Other organizational problems will

absorb the interest of the confer-
ence at Altona. Relations of the con-
ference to its provincial counter-
parts may be discussed. Relations
to other Mennonite bodies will also
pull attention.

On this matter, Nickolas Dick
said, "The Canadian Conference will

have to take seriously and come to

terms with the trend toward inter-

Mennonite cooperation, with the pos-

sibility of appointing a commission
to study this trend and suggest
plans of eventual union."

Dick makes some specific sugges-
tions. "The Conference should also

entertain plans to accept churches
in an associate capacity that do not
wish to fully unite with any one
conference since their membership
is made up of personnel who come
from various Mennonite groups. Im-
mersion baptism might be recom-
mended by the Conference as an
acceptable mode, to remove the
stumbling block from between the
Conference of Mennonites in Can-
ada and the Mennonite Brethren
Conference."

The conference in Altona will be-

gin with board meetings on July
18 and a ministers conference on
the following day. Sessions begin on
Friday evening, July 19 and con-

tinue to Tuesday, July 23. Special

speakers include Ed Riddick, Chi-

cago; Andrew Shelly, Newton, Kan.;
and Paul Boschman, Aberdeen, Ida.

HARDING AT WHITE HOUSE
Mennonites were represented by
Vincent Harding at President Ken-
nedy's June 17 White House meet-
ing with 250 churchmen to discuss

certain aspects of the nation's civil

rights problem, chiefly racial dis-

crimination.

The President appealed to the

interfaith group to try to "make a

significant breakthrough this sum-
mer . . . church by church . . . com-
munity by community" in the racial

problem. He stressed the oppor-
tunities of local churchmen to exer-

cise spiritual and moral leadership.

At his suggestion an Advisory Com-
mittee on Racial Equality was estab-

lished to spearhead the struggle
against racial discrimination.

During the nearly hour-long meet-
ing, President Kennedy outlined the
areas where he felt the influence of

the religious leaders could be help-

ful in assisting with the civil rights

issue. He was reported as soliciting

their aid in getting church people
throughout the country to express
their concern to congressmen to

spur legislative action.

After the meeting with the Presi-

dent, Harding stated that one of

t h e greatest contributions the
churches of the North could make
in the present situation would be to

relate themselves to their counter-
part churches in the South—Presby-
terian to Presbyterian, Episcopalian
to Episcopalian, Mennonite to Men-
nonite, etc. This should be done in

a churchly, brother to brother, way,
suggested Harding. He also advo-
cated the establishment of small
church teams to work with congre-
gations in troubled communities of

the South.

INDIANS BUY GOSPELS

In India in the area where the Gen-
eral Conference Church operates its

missions, two Gospel distribution

workshops in April prompted the
sale of almost 2,000 Gospels. Many
New Testaments and at least one
Bible were sold. The three-day work-
shops were conducted by Max Jahn.

In the Saraipali area, where vil-

lages are just attaining a degree of

literacy, about twenty Christian

workers sold 550 Gospels during the

time of the workshop. In the Korba
area workers sold 1,178 Gospels,

thirty-three New Testaments, and
one Bible.

A gospel team from the Assembly
of God seminary in Bangalore also

sold Scripture portions in this area
during April. Total sales of these
efforts amounted to 2,500 Gospels
and forty-one New Testaments.
Most of these went to non-Christian

homes.
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Catholics Choose

Another Streamliner

During June Roman Catholics lost

one pope and gained another. The
new pope will pick up where the old

one left off. The direction will not
change, but speed may be added.

Where Pope John was over 80, Car-

dinal Montini, now Pope Paul VI, is

only 65. The next years should show
some vigorous action along the lines

started by John.

Cardinal Montini is no stranger
to the operation of the papacy. He
almost got elected the last time
around. He lost out to Pope John
partly because he wasn't a cardinal

at the time. A non-cardinal could
have been elected, but it seldom
happens. The first act of Pope John
was to give a red hat Giovanni
Battista (John the Baptist) Montini.
Earlier he had served Pope Pius XII
for seventeen years (1937-54) as the
latter's right hand man. The sniff-

ings of Vatican politics put him
outside of the church's central gov-

ernment during Pope John's reign.

He served as Archbishop of Milan
which gave him important pastoral
experience in one of his church's

largest dioceses.

Like his predecessor, he is an
Italian. He will probably continue
the work of streamlining the church
begun by John. He has already re-

convened the second session of the
Vatican Council for September.
{The Vatican Council died with
Pope John. The new pope has called

it back to life.)

Montini will continue John's
warm approach to Protestants and
other non-Catholics. Obviously no
important compromises on doctrine
can be expected. The new pope is a
solid Roman Catholic. If he were
not, he would never have been
elected. But it is possible that things
that irritate Protestants may be de-

emphasized. One observer saw in

the choice of the papal name of
Paul an indirect appeal to Protes-
tants who have a high regard for
the Apostle Paul's theology and the
Bible.

Pope John XXIII died on June 3.

His was one of the briefest reigns

in the history of the papacy—less

than five years. Yet as his body was
laid to rest in Rome, it was evident

that he had accomplished much. He
has opened a door that let "a breath

of fresh air" into the Roman Cath-

olic Church. The door was called the
Vatican Council. He was concerned
about bringing the church up to

date. He moved the Catholic Church
beyond the Reformation by accept-

ing Protestants as brethren—sepa-

rated, perhaps, but still brethren.

Protestants were not slow to re-

spond to the man who showed con-

cern for them. The tributes of

Protestants indicate that by many
his love was returned.

Franklin Clark Fry, New York,
speaking for the Lutheran World
Federation, said, "All of us would
have wished for him to live on,

throwing open the doors of under-
standing and thawing the antag-

onisms that have separated Chris-

tian brethren."

Charles Westphal, president of

the Protestant Federation of France,
said: "We respected and loved Pope
John. We loved him for the fervor
of his faith and the authenticity

of his Christian love and especially

for the evangelical simplicity he
showed in all situations.

"The decision he made to call a
Council in a truly ecumenical spirit

appeared to us to be inspired by
God. The authority and spiritual dis-

cernment which he showed during
the preparation and proceedings of
the Council, his refusal to accept
hardening measures which would
make the divisions of Christendom
more serious, his desire to make a
real dialogue possible, as well as
[his desire for] new relations with
non-Roman churches, his great con-
cern for the renewal of the church
and its opening to the world, and
finally, what must be called his pas-
sion for peace and unity, filled us
with respect and gratitude."

Roger Schutz, prior of the Prot-

estant brotherhood community at

Taize, France, said: "John XXIII
has been able through his generous
welcoming attitude towards others
to create a climate of peace and rec-

onciliation. A man of deep piety, he
took his decisions in simple, direct

prayer. As he told me recently . . .

T have conversation with God, very
humbly and very simply.' This trust

that Christ was standing at his side,

this true humanity, mixed with gen-

erosity to all, are the secrets of a
man who will leave his mark on
contemporary history. This provi-

dential man by the name of John,
hoping against hope, has truly in-

itiated the processes of reconcilia-

tion."

Other tributes came from the
World Council of Churches ("con-

tributed so greatly to the new
brotherly relationships of the
churches believing in the One
Lord"), the World Presbyterian Al-

liance ("his constant efforts for . . .

world peace"), the Archbishop of

Canterbury ("a great Christian of

our time"), the Federation of Swiss
Protestant Churches ("a leader be-

loved and admired by the whole
world"), the National Council of

Churches ("his heritage a reawak-
ened spirit of unity and love"), and
the Russian Orthodox Church ("zeal-

ous efforts . . . for . . . peace on
earth").

ECUMENICAL GROUPS MEET

There are two major approaches to

church cooperation. On the inter-

national level they are represented
by the World Council of Churches
and the World Evangelical Fellow-

ship. These differences are usually
present in each country. In the Unit-

ed States it is the National Council
of Churches and the National Asso-

ciation of Evangelicals. In Canada
there is only the Canadian Council
of Churches, but an evangelical

group is in the process of formation.
During the first week in June the

two groups got together for two
days in Geneva. Here the staff of

the World Council of Churches met i

with representatives of the Euro-
pean Evangelical Alliance. This lat-

ter group is the European section of
the World Evangelical Fellowship,
once called the World Evangelical
Alliance. The meeting was held at

the suggestion of the Alliance.
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Discussions dealt with theological

as well as practical concerns and
included the question of the nature

of the church and the Week of

Prayer for Christian Unity. Both
groups agreed that closer contacts

are necessary.

Representatives of the Alliance at-

tending were: Rolf Brockhaus,

Wuppertal, Germany; Paul Deiten-

beck, Ludenscheid, Germany; George
Dolman, Davos, Switzerland; Paul
Schmidt, Berlin; and Werner Wagen
of Hallau bei Schaffhausen, Switzer-

land.

World Council representatives in-

cluded W. A. Visser 't Hooft, gen-

eral secretary, and Norman Good-
all, Paul S. Minear, Bishop Lesslie

Newbigin, Lukas Vischer, H. H.
Wolf, and Hans-Reudi Weber.

WORDS AND DEEDS

Billy Graham said to a Paris

audience: "What happens before

1970 will determine the future of the

world." Addressing more than 10,000

persons in a huge tent at the Porte

de Clignancourt, he added: "The
human race will be called upon to

make terrifying and frightful

hoices. Mankind will have to make
a choice with implications as great

as those of the choice which Adam
and Eve made in the Garden of

Eden. If we choose the wrong road,

most of the world's population could

be wiped out, leaving only a rem-
nant to struggle in a new Dark Age.

[f the world should suddenly turn to

od and make His Son Jesus Christ

its Lord and Master we could enter

a new era which could bring para-

lise on earth. Scientific man with
lis heart yielded to Christ could

achieve a new destiny for the hu-

man race."

SUMMER SERVICE PROGRAM
Dver one hundred people are par-

:icipating in voluntary service proj-

ects under the Board of Christian

Service this summer. The projects

are carried on in eighteen locations

n the United States and Canada.
Married couples as well as single

rellows and girls will be serving in

>uch places as Loyalty Mission,

Kansas City; Silver Lake Camp,
Ontario; Northern Cheyenne Men-
lonite Mission, Busby, Mont.
.Voodlawn, Chicago; and Camp
andon, Gulfport, Miss.

Of special interest to teenagers
vill be the two-week work camp at

Camp Squeeh near Hope, B. C.

"Squeeh" is an Indian term for

"place of refuge." Twenty teen-

agers will help develop camp sites

there from June 15 to 28. Sixteen
teenagers will join the youth cara-

van on July 1. They will spend
three weeks working at the Pali-

sades Mennonite Church Camp in

Idaho and at the Ashland, Busby,
and Birney, Mont., mission church-

es. Some time will also be spent
visiting points of interest.

Additional General Conference
volunteers are serving under the

Mennonite Central Committee's
summer service program.

SUMMER CLASSES AT CMBC
A two week course in Christian

ethics will be offered August 5-16.

Instructors are Clarence Bauman,
professor at Mennonite Biblical

Seminary, and David Schroeder,

dean at Canadian Mennonite Bible

College. Special arrangements for

college credit can be made through
the Canadian Mennonite Bible

College. The courses are also offered

A Legacy of Faith

THE HSRJTACS 0? MENNO S

The Heritage of Menno Simons. The doc-

trine of Menno made its mark on the

Reformation. It also touched Dutch mu-

sic and art. Thirteen scholars show

how. Edited by Cornelius J. Dyck. $5.50.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

as non-credit courses. Classes will

be held at Mennonite Educational
Institute, Clearbrook, B.C. A regis-

tration fee of ten dollars is charged.
Further information may be ob-

tained by writing to: Summer Ses-

sion, CMBC, 600 University Blvd.,

Tuxedo, Winnipeg 29, Man.

PACIFIC-NORTHERN OFFICERS

Both the Pacific and Northern Dis-

trict Conferences chose new presi-

dents during the month of June.

Meeting at Dallas, Oregon, the Pa-

cific District chose Lyman Hofstet-

ter, pastor of the Bethel Church,
Santa Fe Springs, Calif. In Carpen-
ter, S.D., the Northern District

chose Paul Goossen. He is pastor
of the Hutterthal Church of Car-

penter. Both men previously served
their districts as vice presidents.

Hofstetter follows Lester E. Janzen,
Ritzville, Wash. Former president

of the Northern District was Bruno
Penner, Glendive, Mont.
Other new officers in the Pacific

District are: Roland Goering, Reed-
ley, Calif., vice president; and
Robert A. Franz, Ritzville, Wash.,
treasurer. Earl I Eymann, Reedley,

was re-elected secretary.

New committee members in the
Pacific are: David Habegger, Up-
land, Calif., program; Joe Jantz,

Ritzville, trustee; James Gingerich,

Warden, Wash., Christian service;

Robert Suderman, Paso Robles,

Calif., education. W. J. Flickinger,

Dallas, was re-elected to the home
missions committee and J. H. Ensz,

was re-elected as a Bethel College
trustee.

In the Northern District Malcolm
Wenger, Lame Deer, Mont., was
chosen as vice president and Arnold
Regier, Mountain Lake, Minn., as
financial secretary. Re-elected as

secretary and as statistician were
Richard H. Graber, Freeman, S.D.,

and Wilbur Schmidt, Doland, S.D.

New committee members chosen
were: Abe M. Wiebe, Freeman, busi-

ness; Daniel G. Regier, Mountain
Lake and Arthur Ortmann, War-
road, Minn., ministry; Ted Schmidt,
Henderson, and Albert M. Gaeddert,
Mountain Lake, missions. Re-elected

to the education and to the peace
committees were Gerhard Buhler,

Freeman, and Paul Isaak. Hender-
son. Nominated to the Freeman
Junior College Board were Henry
M. Harder, Mountain Lake, and
Peter Regier, Madrid, Neb.
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CALENDAR
Conferences

July 14-18 — Writers Conference
Canadian Mennonite Bible College

Winnipeg
July 18-23—Canadian Conference

Altona, Manitoba.

Nov. 1-5—Western District Con
ference, North Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Western
Aug. 2 — Commencement, Bethel

Hospital School of Nursing, New-
ton, Kan.

WORKERS
James Andres, Newton, Kan., has

been appointed shop instructor at

Rosthern Junior College, Rosthern,
Sask. He Will also help develop the
physical education program.
David L. Bower, Hereford Church,

Bally, Pa., will enter Pax Service
in East Pakistan for three years
beginning this summer. He recent-

ly graduated from Bluffton College.

Peter Duerksen, Neuland, Para-
guay, has been given a full expense
pail trip to Europe by the Neuland
colony. This is in recognition of his

fifteen years of service to the col-

ony. On his return he will visit

friends and relatives in Canada and
the United States.

Ernest Epp, Didsbury, Alta, has
been appointed as instructor of Ger-
man at Rosthern Junior College,

Rosthern, Sask. He received his

training at the University of Al-

berta.

Dennis Franz, Bethel Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn., has begun his 1-W
service at the General Hospital,

Madison, Wis.

Daniel Gerber, Dalton, Ohio,

along with two Christian and Mis-

sionary Alliance missionaries was
captured by the Viet Cong Com-
munists in May of last year. Some-
what different efforts are now be-

ing made for their release. The
MCC under which Gerber served
as a Paxman has asked for prayers
that the Lord's highest purpose will

be realized in regard to these efforts.

Betty May Janzen, Rosthern,

Sask., will become an instructor of

home economics and librarian at

Rosthern Junior College, Rosthern,
Sask. She will serve one year on a

modified Voluntary Service basis.

Edmund J. Miller, director of de-

velopment at Bethel College, North
Newton, Kan., will be the speaker
for the Bethel Deaconess Hospital

of Nursing Commencement at First

Church, Newton, Kan., on Aug. 2.

John S. Preheim, Marion, S.D.

entered 1-W service in June at

Larue Carter Memorial Hospital,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Joe and Mary Lou Duerksen will

return to India on June 15 for their

second term of service. Most of their

furlough time was spent in Kansas
City, Mo., where Joe took advanced
studies in medicine.

Arnold J. Regier, chaplain of

Bethel Deaconess Hospital and
Home for Aged, has enrolled in a
clinical training program for chap-
lains at Topeka State Hospital, To-

peka, Kan. This is a twelve week
course. James H. Waltner, pastor
of Tabor Church, Newton, Kan.,

will serve as associate chaplain on
a part time basis.

Dennis F. Rupel, a psychiatrist,

will join the staff of the Oaklawn
Center, Elkhart, Ind., on July 1. He
is currently completing his train-

ing at the Menninger School of

Psychiatry at Topeka, Kan.

MINISTERS

Donald Emmert recently re-

signed as pastor of Silver Street
Church, Goshen, Ind. He plans to

continue work on his MA degree
this fall.

Edward Enns will become the
minister of the First Mennonite
Church, Saskatoon, Sask., on Aug.
1. He has been an instructor at

Rosthern Junior College, Rosthern,
Sask.

Arthur Reiser for reasons of

health is unable to serve the Grace
Church, Enid, Okla., as previously
had been announced.

BAPTISMS

Altona Church, Altona, Man., on
June 2: Cathleen Friesen, Marilyn
Stobbe, Eric Friesen, David Fries-

en, Reginald Parker.

Bethel Lustre Church, Frazer,
Mont., on June 2: Howard Eitzen,

Donald Huebert, Elmer Wedel.
Burrton (Kan.) Church on Dec.

16: Bonnie Jean Darling.

First Church, Beatrice, Neb., on
June 2: David Jantzen, Gordon
Reimer, Norman Reimer, Steven
von Riesen, Maria Louise Wiebe.

First Church, Burns, Kan., on
June 2: Judith Ann Stucky, Ber-
neda Schmidt, Jennifer Stucky,
Florene Boese, Karen Stucky, Mel-
vin Sommerfeld, Joseph Stucky,
Ralph Pankratz.

Friedensfeld Church, T u r p i n,

Okla., on June 9: Raylene Hinz,
Donna Faye Schmidt, Jerry Becker.

Silver Street Church, Goshen,
Ind., on April 7: Connie Hersh-
berger, James Yoder, Eric Rens-
berger, Sally McKibbin.
Immanuel Church, Downey, Calif.,

on June 2: Steven Dyck, Susan
Guengerich, Debbie Hamilton, Bob
Heinze, Ruth Norton, Ann Quen-
zer, Mary Quillin, Martha Rediger,
Karen Sommer, Lee Valvano, Con-
nie Voth.

James Andres, Peter Duerksen, Ernest Epp, Daniel Gerber, Betty Mae Janzen, Edmund Mille
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Willow Creek Church, Paso Ro-

bles, Calif., on June 2: Mrs. Lowell
B. Claassen, Anna Lynette Dyck,
Beverly Elaine Wiebe, Everett John
Scantlin.

Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., on
June 2: Nancy Becker, Marlene
Doerksen, Dickie Froese, Martin
Doerksen, Eldon Goering, Delbert

Kroeker, Freddie Neufeld, Jeanette
Pauls, Karla Pauls, Margaret Plett,

Wayne Regehr, Sharon Thiessen.

Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., on May
26: Lois I. King, Marjorie Wolfer.
Bethany Church, Freeman, S.D.,

on June 2: Martha June Hofer,
Mary Katherine Mettler, Mary Ruth
Pollman, Dianne Joy Tschetter,

Janice Elaine Walter, James Doug-
las Waltner, Judy Ann Walter,
Linda Kay Wollman.
Bethany Church, Kingman, Kan.,

on June 2: Judy Graber, Kenneth
Krehbiel.

Bethany Church, Quakertown,
Pa., on Apr. 7: Deborah Learner,

Dora Hillegas, Susan Schantz,

William Walker.
Bethel College Church, North

Newton, Kan., on June 2: Judith
Bartel, Ruth Ann Friesen, Camille
Gross, Cheryl Gross, Connie Koehn,
Sherri Koehn, Karla Krahn, Barbara
Koppes, Timothy Preheim, William
Rich, Roger Rutschman, Javan
Shelly, Judy Suderman, Carol Walt-
ner, Tony Wedel.
Deep Run Church, Bedminster,

Pa., on June 2: Sandra Derstine,

Charlotte Yost, Kathleen Lear, Bev-
erly Derstine, Susan Detweiler,

Linda Heacock, Elaine Widmer, Al-

oert Swartz.

Deer Creek (Okla.) Church on
June 2: Elsie Mae Reusser, Linda
fR. e u s s e r, Robert Dester, Carol
Dester, James Lichti, John Moyer,
Keith Krehbiel.

Ebenfeld Church, Herschel, Sask.,

m June 2: Linda Krahn, Gertrude
Plett, Bernie Wiens, George Wiens,
rtudy Wiens, Irene Bergen, Hilda
?ast, and Lydia Krahn.
Eden Church, Moundridge, Kan.,

>n June 2: Fenton Goering, Frances
\rlene Goering, Marietta Kay Goer-
ng, Robert Charles Graber, Rozetta
raye Kaufman, Amy Beth Klaassen,
Dwight Anthony Krehbiel, Greta
Taye Krehbiel, DeLonna Kay Re-
jier, LaDonna May Regier, Dale
iichard Schrag, Lonnie Eugene
Schrag, Randall Eugene Schrag,
?arol Strausz, Christine Ann
Stucky, Donna Joyce Stucky, Mar-

Joe and Mary Lou Duerksen (Workers), Edward Enns (Ministers). Paul Goosen (News.
Pacific-Northern Officers).

jorie Ann Stucky, Robert Keith

Stucky, Wayne Keith Vogt, Donna
Lou Waltner, Richard Paul Zerger.

First Church, Hillsboro, Kan., on
June 2: Nancy Unruh, Lora Toews,
Dorothy Bartel, Michael Knak, Jack
Hiebert, Dean Lindteigen, and Philip

Koontz.

MARRIAGES

Mary Ann Claassen, First Church,
Newton, Kan., to Gary Franz,

Friedenstal Church, Turpin, Okla.,

on June 1.

Nancy Dilhnan, First Methodist

Church, Newton, Kan., to Dalice

Franz, First Church, Newton, Kan.
on June 7.

Marlene Jo Dyck to Edwin Lee
Schrag, both of Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., on June 7.

Janet Klaassen, First Church
Hillsboro, Kan., to Orvin Voth. Huff-

nungsau Church, Inman, Kan., on

May 31.

Jeanne Patricia Crissley, Napier
Church, Manns Choice, Pa., to David
L. Cameron on June 16.

JoAnn Doerksen, Bethel Church,
Inman, Kan., to John Preheim,
Salem Church, Freeman, S.D., on
June 1.

Carl Dyck, Springstein (Man.)

Church and Lilian Warkentin, Nord-
heim Church, Winnipegosis, Man.,

on May 4.

Lillian Ediger and Irvin Enns,
Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., on
June 4.

Bernard Feldt, Trenton, 111., to

Gwendolyn Ruth, First Church,
Summerfield, 111., on June 1.

Dale Fertig, Methodist Church, St.

Louis, Mo., to Sylvia Jean Korte,

First Church, Summerfield, 111., on

June 15.

Joann Elaine Flickner, and James
Paul Stucky, both of First Church,
Pretty Prairie, Kan., on May 31.

Sandra Gehman, Grace Church,
Lansdale, Pa., and David Alderfer

on May 11.

Deanne Goering, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Gerald Duerk-

sen, Hillsboro, Kan., on June 1.

Kathleen Joyce Goering, Eden
Church, Moundridge, Kan., to J.

Randall Goering, First Church, Mc-

Pherson, Kan., on May 25.

Lee Harrah to Esther Stucky,

both of First Church, Hutchinson,

Kansas., on June 1.

Brenda Friesen to LaRoy Hieb-

ner, both members of Bethesda

Church, Henderson, Neb., June 8.

Judilee Goering, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Merle Jantz,

West Zion Church, Moundridge,

Kan., on June 8.

Anita Peters, First Church, New-
ton, Kan., to Vernon Jantz, Church

of the Brethren, Newton, Kan., on

May 29.

Donna Lee Pohler, Willow Creek

Church, Paso Robles, Calif., to

Monte Carroll Davis, Paso Robles,

Calif., on May 25.

Richard Rempel, Grace Hill

Church, Whitewater, Kan., to Erna
Thiessen, Henderson, Neb., June 7.

Eldon Schmidt, Grace Hill

Church, Whitewater, Kan., to Lor-

aine Duncan, Great Bend, Kan., on

June 1.

Mary Elaine Unrau, First Church,

Newton, Kan., to Dwight Birkey,

Pryor Church, Pryor, Okla.

Juliette Unruh, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., and Jay Hill,

Methodist Church, Newton, Kan.,

on June 16.

Thomas W. Yoder, Silver Street

Church, Goshen, Ind.. to Karen
Warble, Methodist Church, New
Paris, Ind., on May 29.

NEW ADDRESSES
Massachusetts
Gordon D. Kaufman, 4 Thoreau Rd..

Lexington
Warren D. Siemens. 54 Magret St.,

Arlington

Michigan
Willis Voran, 1701-104 Ave.. Zeeland
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Saskatchewan
Alvin Friesen, Box 627, Meadow
Lake

Peter Funk, Box 87, Laird

South Dakota
Mrs. Gary Jorgensen, Chancellor

James L. Kissel, 4934 Pierre St.,

Rapid City

Max E. Miller, 3101 S. Menlo, Sioux

Falls

Peter Stahl, 208 N. Wind St.,

Flandreau
Virginia

Bertha Bergen, 4829 E. Seminary
Ave., Richmond 27

Kay Kratz, Apt. B-10, 1116 Abingdon
Dr., Alexandria

Washington
Samuel Hiebert, Newport
Gerald Senner, Box 935, Malone

PUBLISHED
Finding Faith and Fellowship,

a new publication designed to ac-

quaint people with Mennonite Chris-

tians, is now available. Copies may
be given to prospective church mem-
bers who come from other denomi-
nations. Members of catechism
classes will find this a refreshing re-

view of their class studies. Copies

will be available from Faith and

The Christian Mission

•t he » mii = r

An informal account of the

mission work of one Men-

nonite group with facts, fig-

ures, names and pictures. $1.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Life Press and local bookstores for

twenty cents per copy, $4.50 for

twenty-five copies, or $16 per
hundred.

Films for Churches, School, and
Community Groups, is the title of

the new audio-visual catalog put

out by the General Conference Men-
nonite Church. The films catalogued

are a gift of William and Edith
Zehr of Portland, Oregon. The col-

lection includes such subjects as

"The Bible," "Christian Faith and
Life," "Church History," "Evange-
lism," "Family Life," "Racial and
Cultural Relations," "Sunday School
Training," "Worship," and others.

Questions for discussion are includ-

ed with many of the films. Copies

of the catalog will be mailed to

every General Conference church
in the United States. (A number of

the same films are available from
the Rosthern Library in Canada.)
Additional copies may be obtained

by writing the Audio-Visual Library,

720 Main, Newton, Kan.

DEDICATIONS

Zion Church, Elbing, Kan., dedi-

cated its new building on June 9.

Maplewood Church, Fort Wayne,
Ind., dedicated the first unit of its

new church on May 26. A sanctuary
will be added later. The congrega-

tion began in 1960 and has received

support from the First Church,
Berne, Ind.

DEATHS
Peter T. Claassen, First Church,

Beatrice, Neb., born Feb. 23, 1883,

and died June 17.

Jacob B. Flickner, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., born Nov. 27,

1906, and died June 7. His wife and
four children survive.

Mrs. Elsie Gunsaules, First

Church, Wadsworth, Ohio, died May
27, Surviving are two daughters.

Mrs. F. B. (Tina Buhler) Hiebert,

born March 6, 1895, and died May 29.

She is survived by her husband,
three sons, and one daughter.

Richard Hostetler, First Church,
Sugarcreek, Ohio, born March 25,

1951, and died June 11.

Mrs. Mattie Miller, First Church,
Glendive, Mont., born Aug. 11, 1874,

and died June 13. A son and
daughter survive.

Ida Mosiman, Apostolic Church,
Trenton, Ohio, born in 1884, and
died June 11.

Mrs. Sussie E. Potter, Apostolic

Church, Trenton, Ohio, born Aug.
19, 1872, and died Apr. 17.

Mrs. Art V. Regier, Hoffnungsau
Church, Inman, Kan., born Feb. 15,

1911, and died May 31. Her husband
and two sons survive.

Heinrich G. Epp, Springstein
(Man.) Church, born Feb. 11, 1880,

in Rosenthal, Chortitzer Colony,
Russia, and died April 1.

J. Clarence Fretz, Grace Church
Lansdale, Pa., died May 27. He was
84. His wife and eight children sur-

vive.

Myrtle Baer, First Church, Sum-
merfield, 111., born July 3, 1879 and
died April 30, 1963.

Christian Heer, First Church,
Summerfield, 111., born Sept. 26, 1880,

and died May 1.

Theodore Hirstein, First Church,
Summerfield, 111., born Dec. 7, 1905,

and died Feb. 10.

Cornelius G. Pankratz, West Zion
Church, Moundridge, Kan., born
June 9, 1872 in South Russia and
died May 18. He leaves his wife,

six daughters and four sons.

Jacob J. Regier, First Church,

Newton, Kan., born Oct. 10, 1886,

and died May 15. Surviving are his

wife, two daughters and three sons.

Norman Shelly, Bethany Church,

Quakertown, Pa., born June 15, 1887,

and died May 9.

Amos H. Stutzman, Topeka (Ind.)

Church, born March 8, 1881, and
died May 22. Three sons and two
daughters survive.

Henry B. Neufeld, Hoffnungsau
Church, Inman, Kan., born Sept. 20,

1890, and died May 14. His wife,

two sons, four daughters survive.

Helena Butter Ratzlaff, Fairview,

Okla., born Feb. 25, 1874, in Niehof,

Poland, and died May 10. She was
the mother of six daughters and
one son.

Loren Schelle, Carlock (111.)

Church, born 1911 and died May 16.

His wife, two daughters, and one
son survive.

Lydia Smoker, Eighth Street

Church, Goshen, Ind., born June 24,

1879 and died May 15.

Alfred Wiebe, First Church, Beat-

rice, Neb., born Aug. 25, 1894, and
died May 15.

Gerhardt R. Wiebe, First Church,

Beatrice, Neb., born Dec. 16, 1887,

and died May 14.

Arthur Joseph Walter, Bethany
Church, Freeman, S.D., born Oct.

9, 1900, and died June 2. His wife
survives.
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NOAH AND THE NEGRO
Following are excerpts from letters

received commenting on the letter

from Harold Burkholder (June k)

commenting on the editorial for

March 26 which was an interpreta-

tion of that issue's cover drawing,

a Negro crucifixion. The letter

called attention to Noah's curse in

Genesis 9.

Gentlemen: I also believed that

Noah's curse on Canaan was for all

generations. It would be greatly ap-

preciated to have a minister discuss

this. Most Negroes aren't Muslims
but the Negro Muslim seems to be

out to destroy and not to build.

Without Jesus Christ, his is a lost

cause. There are good and bad, inno-

cent and guilty in both the white

and Negro races. John Bestvater,

lfl3 S. Mulberry, Ottawa, Kan.

Dear Editor: The thing that dis-

turbs me is how he reads and
teaches his Bible. Neither God nor
the Bible pronounced a curse on the

Negroes. The Bible records in Gen.
9:20-27, Noah awaking from a
drunken stuper, and pronouncing a

curse; not on Ham, but on Canaan
the son of Ham, who is considered

to be the father of the Canaanites
and Phoenicians and not the Negro
race at all. It was not God or the

Bible pronouncing a curse on the

Negro race, but rather man. Man,
awaking from a drunken stuper.

Man is still drunk with the age old

myth of white supremacy. Let us

sober up to the biblical message of

spiritual unity and equality.
"Where there is neither Greek nor
Jew, circumcision nor uncircum-
cism, barbarian, Scythian, bond nor
free; but Christ is all and in all."

Glen L. Boese, Springfield, S. D.

Dear Editor: I feel that the "curse"

placed upon the descendants of

Ham is really an obligation upon
'us" for, if we can reach these
brothers of ours, if we can channel
to them the love that flows through
js, then it shall be not only his sal-

tation but our own as well. Michael
h Gramlich, Lake Road No. 95,

Valley Cottage, N.Y.
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Dear Editor: I am not interested
in what color of skin Jesus had, I

am interested in His spirit. When
we become so committed to the be-

lief in an infallible scripture that
we accept as God's word, what
Noah said (probably in anger) after

he woke up from a drunk, even
though it is contrary to the spirit

and teaching of Christ, are we not
worshiping the Bible instead of the
God of Jesus Christ? A Layman,
Oklahoma.

To the Editor: ... to bring the Ne-
gro into it is forcing upon the scrip-

ture an interpretation which seeks
to find justification for prejudice
and discrimination. ... It appears
to me that we must reject this

forced interpretation in our Men-
nonite church, and by doing so we
might remove a bit of the prejudice
that is still all too present in Men-
nonite circles. Orlo Kaufman, Route
1, Box 382, Gulfport, Miss.

Dear Editor: The dilemma of the
Negro in the South is the fault of

the white race. . . . The only thing

they are seeking for is equal oppor-
tunities for themselves and their

children which they rightfully de-

serve. Martin Luther King is doing
a remarkable job in keeping Ne-
groes from committing violence.

After being in bondage for so many
years, they deserve a break William
G. Leber, 67 S. 5 St., Souderton, Pa.

INFALLIBLE, INERRANT, INSPIRED

The continuing discussion in these

columns related to the curse of
Noah on Ham and Canaan (Gen. 9)

began with the publication of a

letter (June k) from the writer of

the letter below. His contention that

his letter was not submitted for
publication was obvious to us. Be-
lieving that the biblical question

raised was representative of a con-

cern that others had, we notified the
writer of our intent to use his letter

for publication. We interpreted the

absence of a response as permission.

We are sorry for this misunder-
standing relating to the use of pri-

vate correspondence in public. Edi-

tor.

Dear Mr. Editor: Since you have
seen fit to publish a handwritten

note which I addressed to you re-

garding the "color of Christ," I

find it necessary to answer the

charges of "segregationist" and

"race discrimination" by giving you
my personal testimony. The race
issue has been used like a "red
herring" to distract attention from
the vital issue of Biblical inspira-

tion which I wanted to discuss with
you personally as a Christian broth-

er.

During my twenty-five years of

ministry I have advocated racial

equality. I am convinced that God
is no respecter of persons. The Gos-
pel of Christ is for all, including the
white race. I loved the Negro peo-

ple. I pray and work with them in

the city of Omaha. I have them in

my classrooms and I conduct pe-

riodic counseling seminars for the
Negro pastors of our city. My heart
is torn by the unchristian attitudes
of the American people. God knows
my heart on this issue and I rest

my case in His hands.

The real issue, relative to the
color of Christ has nothing to do
with the race problem. As a Menno-
nite pastor who has dedicated his

life to the Lord Jesus Christ and to

the preaching of His infallible Word,
I am greatly disturbed by remarks
which reflect on the integrity of my
Saviour and the Holy Scriptures
which He said cannot be broken.
According to God's eternal plan, re-

vealed by Him in His inerrant Word,
the Messiah was to come as Abra-
ham's seed (Gen. 12:1-3); of the
tribe of Judah (Gen. 49:10); as
David's son (II Sam. 7:8-16). The
prophet Isaiah declared that He
would sit on David's throne (Isa.

9:6, 7).

As a former member of the Gen-

eral Conference Commission on In-

spiration I am deeply concerned

that we as a Conference < including

every pastor) should mean what we
say and say what we mean when
we state that the Holy Scriptures

are infallible. (See Souderton state-

ment of faith.) In this connection

let me conclude by saying that I am
personally convinced that our Bible-

believing constituency will agree
with me 100 percent that the

Messiah could only come out of the

Jewish race. God's Word records

it and that settles it. Call it a

"paper-pope" if you will. I accept

it as the infallible, inerrant and
verbally inspired Word of the Liv-

ing God. This is where I stand. I

can do nothing else, God helping

me. H. D. Burkfwlder, 1515 South
10 St., Omaha 8, Neb.
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Had the Reverend John Bradshaw,
B.A., D.D., borne a more than mere-

ly physical resemblance to his twin

brother James, the famous Judge,

he would in all likelihood have been
something more than rector of the

sleepy little village of Etchingham
for the past twenty-five years.

Identical twins, they had been born
in Etchingham, but there all like-

ness ended.

Always aggressive, James had set

his course, found his way through
grammar school, and after making
a start in Lawyer Geddes' dusty
office, had never looked back. Vow-
ing that Etchingham would never
hold him, he went ahead to prove it.

John, quieter, but studious in a

Sydney Bushell

THE JUDGE'S

SERMON

different way, "went in" for the

church, and when, owing to (accord-

ing to his own way of thinking) a

fortunate series of happenings, he

found himself rector of the parish

of his birth, he had been content to

settle down, serving the people he

knew and loved, to his books and
his writing.

The village of Etchingham, like

its church and rectory, was a placid

backwater. Set up on a hill, about a

mile from th? main highway, the

church was reached by a hedge-

lined, winding road of yellow gravel,

where it, and the ivy-covered rectory

alongside, drowsed through the long

summers, undisturbed, excepting for

occasional tourists, who, roaring up
between the blossoming hedges, took

a cursory glance at the quaint tow-

er, the black-faced clock with the

gold hands and numerals, and with-

out pausing long enough to appre-

ciate the beauty of the surround-

ings, or to hear the faint, raucous

clamor of the high-dwelling rooks,

noted only the time, and whined on

down the road, back to the mad
hustle of the paved highway.

It was thirty years since the

Judge had left his birthplace, and
he had never been back. Reports

of his fame filtered through from
time to time, faint echoes from the

outer world, to the village whose
inhabitants associated them with a

sort of proprietary pride, with their

beloved rector. A definitely stronger

reverberation was felt when, at the

termination of a long-drawn-out and
notorious murder trial, Judge Brad-

shaw had pronounced the death sen-

tence. For some reason—it probably

started at "The Gate" inn, where, be-

tween games in the dart tourna-

ments, all village affairs and politics

were discussed—this latest echo re-

sulted in James being referred to as

the "hanging Judge." Now, after all

those years, at the close of a bril-

liant career, it became known that

Judge Bradshaw was coming to visit

his brother at the rectory.

One late-summer morning the

presence of a big car, on which the

mountain sun picked out the glitter-

ing highlights, a car that seemed
to be entirely too big for the small,

gravelled space where it was parked

beside the rectory, confirmed a ru-

mor that the Judge had arrived over-

night.

As to just how a "hanging Judge"

differed in appearance from other

men no one in the village ventured

an opinion. The rector's famous
brother was the subject of a great

deal of talk and speculation. As
usual, Jim Smallish, the old village

cobbler, who had known the Brad-

shaw twins when they were boys,

clinched the debate. Only a few

days ago, the rector had asked him
to call for his winter boots, which

were in need of attention before the

wet weather of autumn set in.

"I'll be goin' up to the rectory my-
self some time tomorrer," he said,

"an' I'll see 'im. As I remember 'im,

'e was the spitt'n image o' John, and

I don't see as 'ow bein' a Judge

—

even a 'angin' Judge, would change

'im much. 'Course, John was alwis

quieter-like — but after all, they're

still twins, an' my guess is that bein'

a Judge is only another sort of a

job—like bein' a parson—or even

cobblin', for that, matter. An' as

f'r 'im bein' a 'angin' Judge—when
I see a bad bit o' leather on a sole,

I rip it off."

His listeners nodded silent agree-

ment, as if they conceded that, as

usual, Jim Smallish knew what he

was talking about, and went about

their business.

Although they were close friends,

Jim Smallish was not of the Rev-

erend John's flock. He belonged to

what he always referred to as "The
Brethren," and although he was the

sole survivor of a small coterie that

at one time "broke bread" in a room
over Jell the saddler's shop on Sun-
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day mornings, he clung tenaciously

to his austere principles and beliefs.

Occasionally, he would go to hear
[the Reverend John, and the next
morning would be likely to call at

the rectory to argue fiercely regard-

ing some involved point of doctrine

emerging from something he had
heard from the pulpit the previous
day.

These arguments may have been
the cement that bound their friend-

ihip. Certainly, they were a great
source of pleasure and interest to

the Reverend John, who delighted
at times so to confound Jim Small-
ish by his wider theological knowl-
2dge, training and education, as to

3rive him to speechless exaspera-
tion. But there were other times,

when the old cobbler was more than
a match for the Reverend John in

another way. He knew his Bible, and
Irew heavily on this knowledge for

ammunition. Many a time he had
floored the rector with an apt quo-
ation, that, as Jim would say with
a cackle of laughter when recapitu-

ating later, took him " 'twixt wind
ind water."

The big car stood unmoved in the
-ectory yard. No one reported hav-
ng seen the Judge, either at the
-ectory or abroad.

Next evening after supper, mak-
ng the Reverend John's boots an
xcuse, Jim Smallish decided to call.

There was a short, sharp hill lead-

ng up to the church and rectory,

he lawns of which were protected

>y a continuation of the closely-

*rown road hedge. As he mounted
he slope, Jim Smallish heard voices,

fhe rector's he recognized immedi-
itely. The other, deeper and more
•esonant, he took to be that of the
fudge. He walked slowly until he
cached the rectory gate and came
n sight of the verandah, where, in

in easy chair beside the rector, sat

\
slightly bigger man who bore a

tartling resemblance to the Rever-
end John.

As Jim Smallish opened the gate
he rector arose from his chair:

"That's right, Jim, come on in.

've been looking for you to call. I

vant you to meet my brother James,
im Smallish, James. You won't
emember him, but I will wager
hat he remembers you."
The slowly proffered hand of the

eated and immobile-featured Judge
ontrasted in a chilling manner with
he friendly voice and warm smile

of his brother. This was not a man
that you could speak to about hav-
ing known him as a boy.

Jim Smallish felt his slightly lame
left leg (his "thorn in the flesh"
he sometimes called it) the relic of
an unsuspected slight attack of
"polio" in infancy, stiffen up, as it

always did in situations that made
him self-conscious. He stepped awk-
wardly forward and took the Judge's
hand. Turning immediately to the
rector, "I've come for those boots
you want me to look at, John" he
said.

The Judge glanced up quickly at
this familiarity with his brother's
first name, but seeing nothing un-
usual, turned his eyes back to Jim
Smallish, noting his soiled working
clothes and dungarees. Then, while
the Reverend John was gone for the
boots, he sat silently taking in the
view, beautiful in the setting sun.
"There you are then, Jim," said

the rector, returning, the boots
dangling from his hand by their
laces. "There's no hurry for them.
I expect we'll have fine weather for
a while yet. Would you care to sit

a while?"

"Not tonight thanks, John," re-

turned Jim Smallish, the name com-
ing easy from his lips, although he
felt the Judge's eyes on him again.
He knew that John would explain
after he was gone. He took the
boots, nodded, and limped off down
the path.

"Like he alwis was," he said, when
it become known that he had seen
the Judge, "cold as a fish!"

A week went by, and the village

heard that the Judge was leaving
in the morning. Nobody but Jim
Smallish had really seen him. It had
been noted with disappointment that
he had attended neither service in

the church on Sunday, but had spent
most of the fine day, it was said,

reading, or striding up and down
the verandah looking at the view.

Jim Smallish was waiting impatient-
ly to question the rector regarding
his brother, why he hadn't attended
church, and other things. Rumor
had got around that he was an ag-

nostic—by some, a vaguely under-
stood, but nevertheless opprobrious
epithet. Late in the afternoon of

the next day the big car was no
longer in the rectory yard.

Jim Smallish could scarcely wait

to get through his supper. The rec-

tor's boots had been ready for sev-

eral days.

The evening was calm and still.

Sounds could easily be heard com-
ing up from the village below the
hill leading up to the church. When
Jim Smallish neared the rectory he
heard the Reverend John talking,
and then, to his astonishment, the
voice of the Judge. So, he hadn't
left, after all. Perhaps the car had
only been taken to the garage for

a check-over.

Hidden by the hedge, Jim Smallish
stood for a moment. The brothers
were arguing about something. Pres-
ently, the Judge spoke again. His
raised voice carried to where Jim
Smallish was standing, the rector's

boots dangling from his hand.
"It's no use your trying to argue,

John, your job is nothing at all.

Anybody can preach a sermon,
given a text. It's all cut and dried,

and you can't go wrong. Up there
in your pulpit, even if you do say
something that isn't so, nobody is

going to challenge it."

"You don't know my friend Jim
Smallish," chuckled the rector to

himself.

"You take the judging of a legal

case—a trial for murder, say," con-
tinued the Judge. "That's where you
can't afford to be wrong. You have
to have all the evidence possible to

guide you, and," here he cocked an
eye at his brother, a look which, of
course, was missed by the listener

behind the hedge, "you have to

know and understand exactly what
you're talking about, and how many
of you parsons do that! In Law,
where every case is different, it's

witnesses and evidence that count.
That's where Law differs from the
Church. In the Church, everything
is written down for you; you can't

go wrong; and even if you do, as I

said just now. what does it matter?
Nobody is going to catch you up,

and that's why I maintain that,

given a text, anybody can preach a
sermon, and without any prepara-
tion at all."

There was silence for a few mo-
ments. Jim Smallish began to fear
that his friend the rector had no
reply. He sought a spot in the hedge
where he could peer through and
see the verandah. The Judge was
out of sight, but he could see the
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Reverend John. To his relief the

rector said:

"I'll take you up on that, James.

Let's see now . . . here's your text

. . . something in your own line, too,

perhaps—'The wages of sin is death.'

See what you can do with that."

The Judge rose slowly to his feet

and moved forward to where Jim
Smallish could see him. He stood

for a few moments, then, in the

usual manner announced his text.

It was soon evident to his brother,

and to the unsuspected listener, that

he had not boasted in vain. There
was no doubt of his eloquence. Jim
Smallish behind the hedge listened

in amazement, held by the magnifi-

cent voice and by the Judge's skilled

handling of the text. He spoke for

about fifteen minutes. It was a

clever and learned discourse, at

times soaring far above the spell-

bound cobbler's comprehension.

The voice of the Judge rolled on.

As far as Jim Smallish could see,

there wasn't a chink in the argu-

ment that could be pierced. He lis-

tened, solemnly shaking his head
from time to time. He peered
through the hedge, trying to see

how the rector was taking it, but
dusk was falling and the Verandah
was now in shadow. He was also

astonished to discover how well the

Leon Malinga is a South African,

from the Cape Town area. His
father died many years ago. With
his mother Leon had been engaged
in a small trade in Katanga. But
during the time of the Congo-Ka-
tanga strife his mother was killed

at Albertville. At the moment Leon
is homeless and jobless in Leopold-
ville, hoping to arrange a way back
to his home country.

Honore Matondo is a teacher and
father of five children. He became a
Christian in a Swedish mission in

the interior, and there also he
learned to know two Mennonite Pax-
men. In fact he was their French
teacher while they helped him learn

English. Now he and his family are
in Leopoldville where he is teaching

Judge knew his Bible. The quota-

tions he used were damning, notably

those with reference to sin and sin-

ners.

The impressive voice thundered

on to a masterly summing up. All

had sinned, therefore, all were
damned. The closing sentences gave

an impression of the gates of heav-

en slowly but relentlessly closing

in the face of all sinners, for ever:

".
. . The wages of sin ... is death!"

Slowly, the Judge resumed his

seat.

"Well," he challenged, after a long

silence.

The Reverend John was in trou-

ble. He wanted to reply, but was
finding it difficult. He felt that he

would have to admit the justice of

his brother's claim. He had preached

a magnificent sermon. He caught
himself wishing that his friend Jim
Smallish had heard it.

The Judge was about to speak,

when their attention was attracted

to a figure approaching by the path

from the gate. His pronounced
lameness gave him away. Jim Small-

ish was hurrying with more than
his customary limp, kicking up the

gravel occasionally with the toe of

his left foot. A pair of boots dang-

ling from one hand by their laces

jerked up and down with every er-

and attending evening school.

Artur da Costa is a Angolan. His
father was killed in Angola when
fighting broke out between the An-
golans and the Portuguese in March
of 1961. Artur escaped to the
Congo like thousands of others.

Now he is in Leopoldville working
with the Jeunesse Protestante (Pro-

testant Youth). He is a fine Chris-

tian and an industrious young man.
He speaks Kikongo, Portuguese, and
French, and is now studying Eng-
lish.

Ephraim Kayumba is a pastor in

a thoroughly African Pentecostal

church. He is an able leader and
has been serving as General Secre-

tary of the Protestant Council in

Katanga. Pastor Kayumba has tra-

ratic stride. He came straight to the

verandah until he was face to face

with the Judge. Even in the dusk his

eyes shone. The Judge looked at him
in astonishment.

"I heared y'r fine sermon," he

said, "a mighty clever one it were,

too—as good a sermon as y'r brother

ever preached—but ye never finished

it! Ye didn't give the poor sinner

his proper chance, and condemned
him out o' hand. That ain't God's
way, an' it ain't true neither, an'

I'll give ye a text to prove it, from
the same blessed Book. I'd like t'

hear ye preach a sermon on that,

too: Romans 8, it is: 'There is

therefore now no condemnation for

them that are in Christ Jesus!'"

His voice shot to an aging falsetto

as he repeated, unconsciously hold-

ing aloft the swinging boots, "No
condemnation. An, there's the part
ye' didn't mention at all when ye
announced y'r text, an' that is, 'The
gift of God

—

the gift of God is eter-

nal life!"

He turned suddenly away, and
before the astonished brothers could

say anything, Jim Smallish limped
away down the gravel path towards
the gate, the boots still dangling
from his hand, jerking up and
down, barely visible in the growing
darkness.

Elmer Neufeld

veled widely in Europe, and recently

on his return from Europe he spent
some time in Leopoldville. Here we
were able to give him some help

also in his travel arrangements.
One of the little things we have

been trying to do as a family in

our work in Africa is to build bridg-

es where there are still barriers.

And this is something that young
people—especially young people

—

can do in most any part of the

world.

Everyone knows that since the

time of the slave trade, barriers

have been built between the white
man and the African. Missionaries

have done much to repair the dam-
age done. But often today there are

still subtle barriers even between

Bridges of Understanding
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white Christians and black Chris-

tians. And today it is terribly im-

portant that we make clear to the

world—a world in which there is

much strife—that in Christ we have
real oneness, regardless of nation,

race, or culture.

Leon, Artur, Pastor Kayumba,
and Mr. Matondo and his family,

like many others have been with
us in our home—usually about the
table that you have helped to pro-

vide — to share experiences and
Christian fellowship. We pray that
through these little efforts God will

make bridges grow, not only among
us as His children, but especially

also to himself.

his poster showing Elmer Neufeld at work has been sent to all youth groups.
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Letter to a Member of Congress This will be a long

hard summer for you. I can see it coming. Besides

all your other duties in the swamps of the District of

Columbia, you now face the matter of civil rights of

our citizens. I guess we all knew that it couldn't be

put off forever. It had to happen sometime. But
what?

A number of summers ago another group of Amer-
icans put together a document. It talked about
"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." What
has been happening since then? We all know that

there is a big gap between the ideal and the real.

We face it in our own lives. We are certainly not

the people we know we should be. But we could be
if we wanted to be.

This hasn't been the country we wanted it to be.

We always knew it. Unfortunately, the rest of the

world now knows it too. The people in Africa and
Asia are watching us. They are looking to see what
you down in the foggy bottoms of Washington are

going to do. And, I suppose, you are wondering
what the rest of us in the plains and hills and woods
are going to say if you act, don't act, or muddle
through the middle.

I can't speak for everyone. I do want to speak for

myself and I hope for many other Christians. We
hope that you will have the courage to do what your
conscience says is the right thing to do. We elected

you because we thought you knew more about the

law than we did. We still agree that you do. But
we want you to be more concerned about future

generations than about the next election. We believe

that President Kennedy has shown some fresh new
courage in his profile by asking for new legislation

on civil rights. You may disagree, but I think the

Supreme Court has been shown considerable courage
during the last nine years. Somehow I don't get the

same wave length when I tune in on Congress. It

could be that I am missing some things that you and
your colleagues have been doing behind the scenes.

But I would wish that this summer Congress could

give itself a bit more of the courage image by passing

some positive civil rights laws.

Yes, I know that President Kennedy's popularity

has been slipping since his civil rights talk, but then
we elected him to be president, not popular. This
applies to other public servants, too, I feel.

Just now it looks as if there is going to be a lot of

discussion about property rights. Does a business-

man have a right to keep certain customers out of

his shop and off his property? There are many good
arguments to support this action. You know the

law better than I do. But I would feel that human
rights come before property rights. I could find quite

a few texts in the Bible to help me here. Being a

politician, I'm sure you would also find a quotation

from the 1960 Republican platform of interest. It

says, "Equality under law promises more than the

equal right to vote and transcends mere relief from
discrimination by government. It becomes a reality

only when all persons have equal opportunity, with-

out distinction of race, religion, color or national

origin, to acquire the essentials of life—housing, edu-
cation, and employment. .

." I am glad that the

Republican party in agreement with President Ken-
nedy doesn't ask for human rights "except when in

conflict with property rights." It does say that "this

nation was created to give expression, validity, and
purpose to our spiritual heritage—the supreme worth
of the individual." By the time you come home next

fall, I hope that we will have made a new effort in
]

this direction.

It is fair for you to ask what the church is doing
in this area. I admit that here also there is a gap

J

between the ideal and the real. We aren't doing as

good as we know. But we are involved in these prob-

lems in many ways. We have worked with the needs

of people in Asia, Africa, and many other places.

Yes, these are far away. But these experiences have
made us aware of the needs in our own hometowns.
We are working on them. That's really one of the

\
reasons I am writing.





Richard D. Reimer

POOR PEOPLE IN
POOR

COUNTRIES

The church alone cannot

solve the problem of

poverty. But it can help.

A Christian college

overseas is a contribution

Mennonites could make.

What is life like in an underdeveloped country? If

you should happen to be a citizen of such a country
your average per capita income is less than $100 per
year. You have heard that in America the average
income is more than twenty times this. You wonder
why. You live in a country which has just received
its independence. You have heard that in the colonial

power, which has just granted you your independence,
the average income is more than ten times what yours
is. You wonder if their high income isn't partly the
cause of your low income. But you really can't get
any information. You see, like most of your friends
and neighbors you can neither read nor write.

Your life expectancy is about thirty years, less

than one-half of what it is in the developed countries.

Already two or three of your brothers and sisters

have died before maturity. Although your mother
had fewer children than did your grandmother more
of them did live to maturity thanks to imported
medicines. But now you must compete with them
for the meager living available.

You live in a large city. You came here looking
for work because the ancestral farm could no longer
support all of your uncles, brothers, cousins, and their

families. You are able to find work only a few weeks
out of the year and then at pitifully low wages. You
live in a tiny hut. Here you are more fortunate than
your friends because many of them live in the streets.

But your hut has no electricity, no running water, or
bathroom facilities. The street in front of your hut,

in which your children play, serves as a sewer which
leads to the river where you get drinking water.
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A. college in an underdeveloped country should train teachers for elementary and secondary schools.

The main source of power where you work is human
or animal. And since you have little or no machinery
to work with, you produce only about one-twentieth

as much as the people in America or western Europe.
You used to feel that nothing could be done about your
situation although you didn't like it. This was your
fate. But lately you have heard about conditions in

other countries and you too would like to have some
of the things that other people consider to be basic

necessities of life. You are no longer content with
your situation and you wonder what can be done.

Who Is Underdeveloped ?

An underdeveloped country is one in which per

capita real income is low compared with per capita

real incomes of the United States, Canada, Australia,

and western Europe. In this sense it is a poor country.

A poor country is one where their per capita in-

comes are below $500. This is about one-fourth of the

per capita income in the United States.

Which countries fall into the underdeveloped cate-

gory? Actually it is easier to list those countries that

can be considered developed, namely: the United
States, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, most of the

countries of western Europe and possibly Soviet

Russia. All the rest are underdeveloped.
Of the three billion people in the world today, three-

fourths live in underdeveloped areas. These countries

include all those in Africa, the Middle East, all of

Asia (except Russia), and Latin America, The follow-

ing countries have a per capita income of less than
$100: Thailand, Korea, Pakistan, India, Burma, Congo,

Kenya, and Uganda.
All underdeveloped countries have these things in

common: a high proportion of the population in agri-

culture with low crop yields per acre; low incomes
with the major proportion spent for basic necessities;

very little capital equipment or machinery; high birth

rates, short life expectancy, inadequate nutrition and
poor sanitation; inadequate and crude communication
and transportation; and no adequate training facilities

for technicians and engineers.

How Does a Poor Country Grow?

No one really knows how economic development
takes place. We know some factors that contribute

to growth. But it is impossible for anyone to say
that if country X wishes to achieve an certain rate

of growth it must do A, B, and C and growth will

automatically follow.

Despite this word of warning, there are some things

we do know. The country must use the resources it

has. It must increase their supply and improve them.
There are three kinds of resources: natural re-

sources like land, climate, and minerals; human
resources; and capital resources such as factories,

machinery, equipment, roads, and communication
facilities.

We who live in the United States or Canada ap-

preciate our natural resources. Western Europe and
Soviet Russia also have many natural resources.

Most underdeveloped nations could use their re-

sources more efficiently. Agricultural land divided

into parcels of less than an acre apiece does not make
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for efficient land use. The concentration of land own-

ership in the hands of an individual who has little or

no interest in the land itself and who rents the land to

the peasants in small plots with high rents is also

bad. For (his reason land reform is an essential

first step for most underdeveloped nations.

As to human resources, it is fair to say that most
underdeveloped countries are over populated. They
have large amounts of disguised unemployment. Their

labor force is of low quality.

Ironically, some of the nations with the most
meager resources have the largest population to sup-

port. For them any improvement in national income

is immediately followed by an increase in population.

Thus the standard of living continues low. Improve-

ments in medicine have led to longer life. This

rggravates the population problem.

Another problem is disguised unemployment. This

means that the same output could be produced with

fewer workers. This is particularly true in farming
where land holdings are small. The peasant farmer

actually spends much of his time in forced idleness.

Some way must be found to put these people to work
in productive employment. Most of these people are

poorly qualified to work in a modern factory.

Malnutrition, poor medical care, and lack of educa-

tion all combine to make the task of finding good
workers extremely difficult. As long as a society re-

mains largely illiterate its rate of economic growth
will be slow. More education is needed at all levels.

All underdeveloped countries suffer from a serious

shortage of capital goods. Without proper equipment
productivity per worker will remain low in agriculture

and industry. The underdeveloped countries must
increase their stock of capital if they wish to increase

their incomes. A society only accumulates capital if

it consumes less than it produces. It must save.

If saving is this important, why isn't there more sav-

ing in the underdeveloped areas? Most people exist

on a subsistence income. They simply have nothing

to save. Those few people able to save often use

their funds to buy a costly jewel collection or to in-

crease their land holdings. They fail to invest their

funds in capital equipment—equipment that could

produce income. Some countries, particularly the

Soviet Union and now China have been able to force

their people to save. Thus they have been able to

produce more capital goods. However, this saving

has been accomplished only at a tremendous cost

in terms of lives lost due to starvation.

How Can We Help ?

While the push for development must come from
the poor countries themselves, the advanced nations

of the world can help. Several international agencies

have been established just for this purpose. These
are: the Food and Agricultural Organization of the

United Nations, the International Bank for Recon-

struction and Development, the Economic Develop-

ment Institute, and the International Monetary Fund.
Many countries can make grants and loans to the

underdeveloped nations. Chief among them, of course,

is the United States. While the United States has
spent billions of dollars on foreign aid since World
War II, it should be remembered that much of this

has been military aid. Currently we are spending
about $2 billion a year on economic aid or less than
four-tenths of one percent of our gross national
product. This amount could and should be increased.

United States aid has been given in the form of loans,

grants, and technical aid, originally through the
Marshall Plan and the Point Four Program and now
through the Agency for International Development.
Another agency helping poor countries is, of course,

the Peace Corps.

But what can the church do to aid the people in

underdeveloped countries? Many people feel that it

is the function of the church to save men's souls and
to minister to spiritual needs. They feel that the
church has no business concerning itself with social

problems. The church is simply an uninterested
bystander to world problems.

I do not share this view. The ministry of Jesus was
a ministry to the whole of man. So let it be with the
Christian ministry of today. The Christian ministry
must emphasize the development of the spiritual,

mental, and physical aspects of man to the fullest

extent possible for greater service to God. We do
not know how large an income one must have in

order for this balanced growth of the individual to

occur. It cannot take place when men are starving.

Our task is not to make everyone rich or even well
to do. Rather we must eliminate the extreme poverty
that exists in the world. If the church needs to be
concerned, what can it do?

A College Overseas

The underdeveloped nations could easily use $10
billion every year. The few million which the church
could raise for this purpose would be but a drop in

the bucket. But the church does have other resources
which are not available to government agencies.

The church has thousands of young men and women
who are dedicated to the cause of brotherhood and
who are willing to put this feeling of brotherhood into

action. The Peace Corps, wonderful as it is, would
never have come into being if the churches, and par-

ticularly the historic peace churches, had not led the
way. Much more could be done even within the Men-
nonite Church. More people, old as well as young
should be encouraged to participate.

Some countries are closing their doors to mis-
sionaries from capitalist countries. The church will

need to re-examine its program of missionary out-

reach. The missionary of the future may well be an
agricultural expert, a teacher, a nurse or a doctor
rather than one who has been trained in the more
traditional manner.

In view of the fact that the more traditional forms
of missionary outreach may well be a thing of the

past and if we accept the view that the Christian
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In Libya a farmer plows with a camel: "Without proper equipment,
productivity per worker will remain low in agriculture and industry."

ministry must be a ministry to the whole of man, I

propose that the General Conference in cooperation

with the greater Mennonite fellowship, and all other

interested Christians, establish a college abroad.

The Teachers Abroad Program is helping to fill a

tremendous need for qualified teachers. However,
these countries cannot rely on teachers from abroad
indefinitely. They need to train their own teachers as

well as leaders for business and government. A
Mennonite college abroad could make a valuable con-

tribution in these areas besides training Christian

workers.

We have within the greater Mennonite fellowship

hundreds of qualified college teachers. Every year
more of our college graduates are continuing their

education in graduate school. A Mennonite college

abroad would have an ample source of qualified

personnel from which to select its faculty, a faculty

which should in no manner be limited to Mennonites,

but open to all who would be interested.

As with any church project the financing of such a

project would be a problem. This is not insurmount-
able. In the past six years the General Conference
alone has constructed and virtually paid for a new
seminary campus at a cost of over half a million

dollars. Surely the larger Mennonite fellowship could

do as much. Furthermore, the buildings if construct-

ed in one of the underdeveloped countries could

probably be constructed at a fraction of what it would
cost here. In part it might be constructed with the

help of national workers and volunteers from the

United States and Canada. Salaries for faculty mem-
bers could be kept to a minimum; including trans-

portation from and back to the United States and a

reasonably small allowance for the two to five years

that would be spent abroad. Funds for this purpose

could be allocated from the Board of Missions or a

special board could be set up within the conference

structure. To be sure the cost of operating such a

college might well be hundreds of thousands of dollars,

but in view of the fact that conference giving sur-

passed the one million dollar mark last year, this

is not an insurmountable hurdle.

Such a college should be located where the Menno-
nite church already has a number of missionaries in

the field. The first place that comes to mind is the

Congo. To be sure if located in the Congo there would
be a language problem, and if this should be too great

a problem, then a country like Nigeria or one of the

east African countries where English is the official

language might be a more appropriate place. (I would
hate to think that people qualified to teach in an
American college were not capable of learning another

language. However, a more serious problem might
be the lack of suitable textbooks in some languages.)

Finally, a word about the type of school this would
need to be. Any college worthy of the name must
provide its students with a background in the arts and
literature. At the same time I would suggest that

it provide the type of training necessary for careers

in the teaching profession both at the elementary and
secondary levels. In addition, it should seek to train

men and women for positions of leadership in business

and government as well as other types of vocations

including agriculture.

The problems of the underdeveloped countries are

serious. They are becoming worse. The church alone

cannot solve the problems. But it can help. If it

is to take seriously the very reason for its existence

then it must offer its aid. One of the areas where
the Mennonite church is particularly well qualified to

help is in the area of Christian education.
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Billy Graham

Wine
is a

Mocker
One of the great social problems

that all great cities wrestle with is

alcoholism. Alcoholics are being pro-

duced in the United States at the

rate of more than twelve hundred

a day—over fifty an hour—around

the clock. A noted authority on al-

coholism, Dr. Ivey of the Depart-

ment of Clinical Sciences of the

University of Illinois, stated in

Washington recently, "More than

eight million Americans are affect-

ed with alcoholism." He said that

350,000 alcoholics die each year with
an average life span of fifty-one

years compared to seventy years for

nonalcoholics. More than half of the

adults in the United States drink

alcoholic beverages, and according
to Ivey, excessive and habitual

drinking ranks third in the nation's

killers immediately behind heart
disease and cancer.

Drunkenness poses a major prob-

lem for police, sociologists, and min-
isters of the gospel. So grave is the
problem that many of them are
unable to cope with the rising tide

of drunkenness and its side effects

on the populace.

In 1960 the U.S.A. spent nine bil-

lion dollars on legal liquor, another
four billion dollars on illegal liquor,

five billion dollars on "cures," five

billion more dollars on work stop-

page due to drunkenness, and five

billion more for crimes in which
drunkenness figured. The creeping
paralysis of drunkenness is sapping
our morals, wrecking our homes,
and luring people away from the
church. To a thinking person, there
is no argument for insobriety.

Most people have been too indif-

ferent concerning this problem of
excessive drinking.

The Bible is not silent about any
force which threatens the soul of
men. It lashes out against any and
all of Satan's tricks and devices,
and it is very clear in its denuncia-
tion of drunkenness.

The Bible says, "Woe to the crown

of pride, to the drunkards of Eph-

raim" (Isa. 28:1).

"Woe unto them that rise up early

in the morning, that they may fol-

low strong drink; that continue un-

til night" (Isa. 5:11).

Again the Bible says, "Be not

drunk with wine, wherein is excess"

(Eph. 5:18).

Drunkenness is one of the oldest

sins and is considered one of the

most destructive. The sands of his-

tory are strewn with the wreckage
of lives and nations ruined by
drunkenness. It has left its mark
upon history.

Drunkenness brought moral dis-

grace to Lot and his family.

Drunkenness became King Elah's

"Waterloo" when he got drunk in

Tirzah, and his chief chariot cap-

tain, Zimri, conspired against him,

murdered him, and set himself up
as a king.

Drunkenness paralyzed Belshaz-

zar and his lords and delivered

them into the hands of their ene-

mies. Drunkenness and other kin-

dred sins caused God to write upon
the gilded walls of the palace, "Thou
art weighed in the balances, and
art found wanting" (Dan. 5:27).

Drunkenness plagued the Caesars
and was one of the major causes

of Rome's debauch and downfall.

Drunkenness tripped up Alexan-

der the Great who, although he had
conquered the world, died in a

drunken stupor, a pathetic figure of

his own appetite and lust.

Drunkenness is clearly renounced
and denounced in the Bible. In the
Tribunal of Sacred Writ and in the

Court of Reason, drunkenness is

given an irrefutable verdict of

"guilty," and stands condemned as
a menace of society, an insult to

God, and a disgrace to man.
Arrests for driving while intoxi-

cated have increased 175 percent in

the past twenty years. Federal

Judge Luther W. Youngdahl, for-

mer governor of Minnesota, recent-

ly declared that drunken driving

was doing more harm than Com-
munism.
This evil strikes at the very heart

of idealism. It gives our enemies

choice material for propaganda, is

a waster of time, money and en-

ergy, and is eating at the very foun-

dation of our home life.

The Bible puts drunkenness in

the same category with other vi-

cious sins. Listen: "Nor thieves, nor

covetous, nor drunkards, nor revil-

ers nor extortioners, shall inherit

the kingdom of God" (1 Cor. 6:10).

I am duty bound to stand with

the Bible on the question of drunk-

enness. Any sin that can keep a

man out of the kingdom of God
must be earnestly denounced by the

preacher of the Gospel. It plainly

says ". . . no drunkard . . . shall in-

herit the kingdom of God."

Why does the Bible so clearly

denounce drunkenness? First, be-

cause it is an enemy of human life.

Anything that is against man and
his welfare, God is against. At least

10,000 people die every year, and
another 250,000 are wounded in ac-

cidents on our streets and highways
involving people who are drunk or

drinking. Our prisons are populat-

ed today with thousands of men and
women who committed crimes
against society while under the in-

fluence of strong drink. Most of

those teenage murders in New York
were committed by young men who
had been drinking.

Our crime rate, oddly enough, has
increased in exact ratio to our
mounting alcoholic consumption. I'm
not saying that nondrinking persons
do not commit crime, but I am say-

ing that drunkenness preconditions

a man for crime and evil, and the

facts bear me out. No wonder the

Bible says, "Wine is a mocker,
strong drink is raging; and whoso-
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ever is deceived thereby is not wise"

(Prov. 20:1).

Secondly, drunkenness goes hand
in hand with juvenile delinquency.

In Nassau County in New York, a

scientifically conducted survey was
conducted with 29,000 students, and

it was revealed that ninety percent

of them drank alcoholic beverages

at some time or another.

But what can you expect when
fifty-five percent of modern parents

are either social or habitual drink-

ers? A juvenile judge recently ob-

served that in three out of five

cases of teenage crime, either the

fathers or the mothers were ex-

cessive drinkers.

Thirdly, drunkenness is related to

immorality and sin. "Let us not walk
in rioting and drunkenness, in

chambering and wantonness" (Rom.
13:13). Drunkenness awakens the

passions and puts the soul to sleep.

It dulls the reason, but sharpens

the lustful spirit of man.
One prominent judge recently

said, "In nineteen out of twenty-

one divorce cases reviewed in my
court, drinking had something to

do with them."

I realize that many of you will

say, "But Billy Graham, don't you
know that alcoholism is a disease?"

I've heard that; and it may be part-

ly true, but not altogether. A man
may not be responsible for his last

drink, but he certainly was for the

first. No disease germ is powerful

enough to lead a man to a saloon

for his first drink. Drinking was a

sin first, and a disease last.

The simple truth is this—man's
heart without God is like a vacuum.
In our self-sufficiency we try to

make it alone without God. When
the going gets rough, however, we
need outside help. If we refuse to

turn to God who has promised to

be a "present help in time of trou-

ble," we must resort to all sorts of

things—pleasure, lust, drunkenness,

revelings, and wantonness.

But thousands of people are find-

ing that these things cannot fill

the vacuum. Scores have found

Christ adequate. We've seen homes
brought together; we've seen drunk-

ards' lives changed and transformed

by the redeeming power of Jesus

Christ. He will give you happiness

without a headache; joy without a

hangover; and a thrill without the

dark brown taste in the morning.

Christ alone can satisfy your deep-

est longing. Make Him Lord and
Master of your life today. Come to

the cross where He died and shed

His blood for your sins. Repent of

your sins and He will forgive you.

Receive Christ as your Lord and
Saviour.

He will give you a new dimension,

a new power, and a new strength

to overcome the temptations of life,

and certainly the temptation of ex-

cessive drinking. Ask God, this mo-
ment, to open your heart, and let

Jesus Christ come in. The Bible

says: "For whosoever shall call

upon the name of the Lord shall

be saved" (Rom. 10:13).
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A Forgotten Dimension in our Stewardship

A Gift

for the

Church

Harry E. Martens

A minister sits down to write his

resignation. He is ready to quit the

ministry. He nas done this twice

before. Before he is done writing,

he will reconsider.

But why did he think of quitting?

Is it because he is underpaid or

overworked? No. It is true that he

has the normal frustrations. There
was too little time for personal

study and meditation.

This minister who had served

forty years had deeper frustrations.

He was brought to despair by "peo-

ple who want all the privileges of

church membership and contribute

little or nothing in terms of time

or money to meet the church's

need."

I talk to many church groups
about stewardship and estate plan-

ning. Before the meeting starts

someone is sure to warn me, say-

ing, "In our church the question of

money is a sensitive subject." I

know what he means: "When we
are in church, let us have church,

but don't touch my pocketbook."

Milo Kauffman made a thorough
study of the biblical teachings con-

cerning the Christian and his pos-

sessions. He does not imply that it

is wrong to have possessions. But
those with possessions have a great

responsibility.

In his book, The Challenge of

Christian Stewardship, Kauffman
points out that Jesus taught much
about material wealth. Jesus saw
this as the major obstacle to win-

ning men to His way of life. Jesus
taught more about property than He
talked about regeneration, prayer,

faith, or the future life. "Sixteen

of His thirty-eight parables, one
verse out of every seven in the four
Gospels—in fact, one-half of His
teachings—relate to this subject."

Kauffman continues: "One can
preach on nothing more related to

spiritual life than money or posses-

sions. If the love of money is the

root of all kinds of evil, if riches

choke out the Word, if it is hard

for a rich man to enter the king-

dom of God, and, on the other hand,

if by right use of money one can
lay up treasures in heaven and can
make friends of the mammon of

unrighteousness, then upon what
more important or greater theme
can a minister of the Gospel preach
than money?"
Our stewardship has many dimen-

sions. One dimension that I am con-

cerned about is estate planning. It

is an undeveloped frontier in our
conference.

When I talk about estate plan-

ning in a public meeting I get many
reactions. Following are some of the

things I hear.

"This matter of estate planning
is a private matter. It is really no-

body's business but my own."
"This matter is important but

not for me; talk to my father or

grandfather about it."

"This only applies to those who
have no close or direct heirs." "This

is only for the wealthy and those

with a lot of possessions."

There are those who are ready to

listen, but, really most of them
have the question in their hearts,

"Why should this be of any special

concern to me?"
Then finally there are those who

have a strong central commitment
to Christ. They are interested.

In my opinion, we have taken
this matter of estate planning too

lightly much too long. The laws of

our land are such that we can and
should consider seriously the ques-

tion of making a last will and testa-

ment. Every Christian adult with
even the most modest holdings

should have a will providing for an
orderly and acceptable way of trans-

fer of property upon his death.

This indeed is our stewardship re-

sponsibility, which we assume when
we acquire possessions. (One def-

inition of stewardship is to "man-
age" or to "properly administer"

something entrusted to us.)

If every adult Christian should
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>. have a will, then he should make
I

some provision in that will for

n
church causes. The term "church

n
causes" includes conference boards,

f
homes for the aged, hospitals, psy-

t
chiatric centers, colleges, seminary,

e
local church or other similar causes,

i
Perhaps only a small portion of the

estate can be designated for the

i.

church causes, especially if there

are a number of immediate heirs

t
and if the holdings are small. The

r
point is that church causes of one
type or another should be included.

The reasons for remembering the

j work of the church of Jesus Christ

i seem obvious. It is only proper that

after our lips have been silenced

, we should say thank you to God
'. for the church of Jesus Christ that

meant so much to us in our life-

l

time. Then, too, to remember the

. church in this way will serve as

an example to those who survive.

,
It acknowledges that material sup-

.

j

port of the work of the church is

,
important and, indeed, part of the

Christian commitment. If we give

,

to the church, we are really giving

!

to our children and heirs in a spe-

cial way. Certainly we will remem-

I

ber them in our wills with a ma-
terial gift. In the gift we give to

I

the church we are remembering
. those we love in a spiritual way.

The portion designated for the

church causes could be small, may-

!

be only a $1000. Many would want
to designate larger portions of the

I

estate. If only one hundred of those

called to their reward in a given

year would make an average pro-

vision of $1000 each for church
causes, this alone would equal

$100,000 annually to help further
the work of our Lord.

Some should allow a tithe of their

estate for the Lord's work. An-
other measure used by some of my
friends is to adopt the church as

an additional "child." Thus, if a

family has three children, the estate

would be divided into four parts in-

stead of three. The fourth portion

would be for the church.

Then again there are circum-

stances where nearly all of the es-

tate should be designated for Chris-

tian causes.

This then is the other dimension
to our normally accepted responsi-

bility in Christian stewardship. We
are often reminded of our responsi-

bility in "giving while we are liv-

ing." Let us also consider leaving a
living testimony after our death. It

will serve as a witness to our faith

and concern for the church of Jesus
Christ.

As in other areas of life, let us
seek God's will in this matter. With
His help it is for each of us to de-

cide what the amount should be. It

is for each of us to decide what
particular cause or phase of the
church and conference program we
may wish to remember in this spe-

cial way. It should be God's will for

your will.

As in the preparation of all im-
portant and legal documents, it is

good to seek the advice of some au-

thority like a banker, an attorney,

or another informed friend. If the
will is worth writing, it certainly is

worth doing properly so it may
serve as an acceptable document be-

fore the law. Once written, the will

needs to be reviewed, at least, once
in five years, and always when new
conditions develop or there is a

change in circumstances.

All of us are guilty of singing
and speaking so glibly of our grati-

tude to God and Jesus Christ for

what His church has meant to us.

So often, however, we fail to see

the added responsibilities that have
come with our privileges. The
church of Jesus Christ was not born
without price, and indeed, it will

not be carried forward without
price. For those of us who enjoy
the privileges of church member-
ship, we have, indeed, an important
responsibility to contribute in terms
of time and money to meet the
needs of the church of Jesus Christ.

ON MONDAY NOON

On Monday noon the sirens go.

From week to week one forgets

And at the first insistent whrrr stands tense

To wonder what human tragedy is summoning

Ambulance, policeman, fireman.

Then a smile of relief.

It is the civil defense alert:

No tragedy at all.

Except a nation of people that once believed

They had nothing to fear but fear itself

Now practicing fear

On Monday noon.

Ruby Woelk Baresch
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Mississippi Workers Join Race Drive

Biloxi and Gulfport are neighboring

communities in Mississippi. Both

have racial problems. But there is a

difference. In Biloxi on June 23 there

was a wade-in demonstration by

Negroes and some whites at a local

beach. The act was the result of

failure of efforts to improve race

relations. The wade-in ended with

the arrest of seventy-one persons.

On June 29, eight of the leaders

were given the maximum penalty

of $100 fine and thirty days in jail.

Thirty-six adult participants were

fined $50 and given a suspended

jail sentence. Said the judge, "I

believe you were led" into the

demonstration. The stiff sentences

complicate the chances for future

solutions in race relations.

In Gulfport the picture is more
hopeful. On June 24, six hundred

Negroes crowded into a North Gulf-

port Church for a meeting with the

city's mayor. A request was made
and granted to establish a biracial

committee to iron out racial griev-

ances. Active in the Gulfport effort

have been two Mennonite workers.

Why is the human climate dif-

ferent in Biloxi and Gulfport?

The mayors of the two cities may
be symbolic of the difference. In

Biloxi, Mayor Daniel Guice is a

member of the White Citizens

Council, a segregationist organiza-

tion. Efforts to have him appoint

a biracial committee met with re-

peated failure. When a beach wade-

in was proposed, the mayor tenta-

tively promised to appoint the com-
mittee. It soon became evident that

this was a stalling tactic. The wade-

in demonstration and further com-

plications followed.

In Gulfport, the mayor was asked

before his election to appoint a

biracial committee. He promised he

would if elected. After election hefear was expressed.

did not yield to prodding in this

direction. He said he had promised

only to consider such an appoint-

ment. Increased activity in the

Negro community encouraged a

more active consideration.

On May 13 the National Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Colored

People began a drive in Gulfport.

This was attended by Orlo Kauf-

man, director of the General Con-

ference mission and service pro-

gram in Gulfport. Aim of the meet-

ing was to form a group to work
on racial grievances. Demonstra-

tions would be used only as a last

resort. The main goal was to secure

the appointment of a biracial com-

mittee.

The NAACP formed a youth

auxiliary. Harold Regier, another

worker in the General Conference

program, was invited to attend its

first meeting on June 13. In speak-

ing to the group he shared his con-

viction that violence must be avoid-

ed. In addressing a later session

he spoke about the immorality of

discrimination and segregation. He
said, "I am opposed to it because it

is not Christian."

During a discussion with the

youth group, Regier asked the

young people what they wanted.

They listed three things: removal
of segregation signs, fair employ-

ment, non-discriminatory housing

("to live where you want to live").

Regier asked why they wanted
these things. They said that these

were their rights and that they

should have the same privileges as

anyone else. The young people dis-

cussed nonviolence. The group ap-

proved the method, but felt they
would not be able to stay non-

violent. In other contacts this same

Kaufman and Regier have also

worked with the Interdenomina-
tional {Negro] Ministerial Alliance

of Gulfport and its Vicinity. Both
are members of the alliance. The
ministers adopted a statement for

approval by other Negro groups.

Addressed to the mayor it said:

"Everyone is aware of the ten-

sions existing in our world between
the Negro and white races. These
tensions also are present on our
Gulf Coast. Therefore, we, the mem-
bers of the Interdenominational

Ministerial Alliance of Gulfport

issue the following statement:

"We gratefully acknowledge that

progress has been made on the

Coast in such areas as voting and
impartial police protection.

"We have grievances in other

areas, however, and therefore re-

quest that the mayor appoint a

biracial committee to consider the

following grievances: unequal em-
ployment opportunities; inequalities

in public education; discriminatory
signs and practices in public areas;

and segregation of public facilities.

"We feel that in light of the Judeo-

Christian theology and the Ameri-
can tradition of liberty and justice

for all that these are just grievances
and worthy of immediate attention."

This resolution was read to the
mass meeting of Gulfport Negroes
on June 24. The body moved and
seconded its adoption in the pres-

ence of the mayor and city attorney.

The question was called for. With
the united voice of hundreds of peo-

ple, the "aye" resounded through the

auditorium telling the mayor and
the city attorney what the Negro
community wanted.
When the negative vote was

called for, there was a penetrating
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silence. The Negro community had
spoken. The mayor heard.

The mayor was given an oppor-

tunity to speak. He promised to ap-

point the committee. He recognized

that there were inequities that need-

ed correction. He promised to do all

he could to see to it that grievances

be worked out across the conference

table. In the words of the mayor, he

said, "I don't think we have any
problem, racial or otherwise, that

we can't work out." He asked for

patience, but promised progress.

Such an approach is not welcomed
by all in Gulfport. Dr. Dunn, leader

of the Gulfport NAACP, has re-

ceived intimidating telephone calls.

A firecracker was thrown on his

lawn late that same evening. The
following night a heavy firecracker

was thrown through the plate glass

window of his office next door to

his home, breaking the window and

doing minor damage to the interior

of his waiting room. The FBI has

been asked to investigate. The
mayor has received unkind calls as

a result of his stand to appoint the

biracial committee.

A rare meeting of the white and
Negro ministerial associations was
arranged during June. The topic

for discussion was "The Work of

the Holy Spirit Today." White min-

isters are not yet willing to meet
to discuss the race issue.

On June 16, Regier used his week-

ly radio discussion of the Sunday
school lesson, to explore the race

issue. (For excerpts see the back
page of this issue.) He attempted

to interpret the role of nonviolence.

He felt that demonstrations would
be unnecessary if immediate steps

were taken to correct injustices

which exist. Telephone calls received

by the station were not sympathetic.

Regier feels that Gulfport can be

an example to Mississippi on how
to handle racial difficulties in a

responsible, progressive way. He
says, "We feel the city is off to the

right start. The biracial committee
has been appointed. The members
are responsible, leading citizens of

the community. The real crises, how-
ever, will come as requests for

change are made. The Negro com-
munity will settle for nothing less

than substantial progress, but as

long as definite progress is being

made it is exercising an amazing
amount of patience, and has no
desire to stage demonstrations."

Speak to Government

Two important issues facing the United States are disarmament

and civil rights. The government will struggle with these issues this

summer. Do Mennonites have anything to say on them?

The President is proposing a ban on nuclear testing. He has uni-

laterally declared that the United States will not test in the atmos-

phere as long as other countries refrain from such tests. He has

also announced that a meeting will be held in Moscow to attempt

once again to come to a test ban treaty. If we support such a

policy we should inform the President, senators, and congressmen.

The executive secretary of the American Friends Service Com-

mittee suggests that each individual should state in his own words

the following ideas:

A test ban now can be an important first step toward peace and

general disarmament. No nation has the right to base its security

on the threat of nuclear retaliation against the helpless people of

another nation. Every nation has the obligation to disarm in a

spirit of mutual trust. The risks of disarmament based on trust are

better than the risks of a nuclear arms race. The testing of nuclear

weapons by any country ought to be condemned.

At least one church of our conference has prepared a letter urging

a test ban on nuclear bombs. Interested members signed this letter.

(This is acceptable but it is more effective for individuals to send

personal letters to their congressmen and senators.)

The second issue confronting us is that of race relations. The

Negro is pressing for his rights. He cannot be held back. Civil

rights legislation has already been introduced in congress this year.

Chances for effective legislation on civil rights are not very good.

We agree that not all our race problems will be solved with legis-

lation. Laws cannot remove race prejudice. This does not negate

the value of laws which help guarantee the rights and dignities of

every human being regardless of race.

Civil rights legislation may well depend on whether filibuster can

be controlled in the senate when this legislation is under considera-

tion. It is acknowledged that the support of Republican senators is

needed to block filibuster and to pass effective civil rights laws.

Some influential Republican senators are from states with a sizable

Mennonite population. Letters to these men urging them to support

civil rights legislation might make a difference in the final outcome.

People have been asking, "What can we do about the race situa-

tion?" In 1959 we spoke to our Conference through the Declaration

on Race Relations which was adopted at the Bluffton Conference.

In 1963 it may be time to speak as individuals to our government

leaders

!

The men in congress take note of the voice of the people. Some

spend ninety percent of their energy gathering information from or

demanding action of a Federal agency for members of their constitu-

ency. A congressman reported receiving 15,000 letters a year. A

senator reports 60,000 letters a month of which ten percent is "fright"

mail. One letter may seem insignificant among the thousands, but it

is important. If several hundred write, an impact is definitely made.

Vern Preheim, associate executive secretary, Board of Christian

Service.
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VATICAN COUNCIL REPRINT

"Protestant Report on the Vatican

Council" was published in the

March 26 issue of The Mennonite.

This was the transcript of a report

on the Roman Catholic Church's

historic Second Vatican Council by

a Protestant observer. James Hast-

ings Nichols, Princeton, N. J., was

one of forty non-Catholic observers

that attended the meeting of

bishops and cardinals in Rome last

fall. He gave his observations to a

Bethel College audience in January.

The gist of this report was reprint-

ed in The Mennonite.

This six-page report has now been

reprinted and is available for gen-

eral distribution. Single copies are

free. Copies for bulk distribution are

available at the rate of $3 per hun-

dred, if ordered in divisibles of 25.

Requests will be filled by The Men-
nonite, 722 Main St., Newton,
Kansas.

In addition to the article on the

Vatican Council, the reprint con-

tains information on the Mennonites
and an evangelistic statement. The
latter is a reprint of an editorial

from the March 26 issue which com-
bines the Mennonite concern for

social justice and individual salva-

tion. This editorial is a further inter-

pretation of the woodblock of the

Negro crucifix by Fritz Eichenberg
which is reproduced in the reprint.

The reprint has been prepared as

the result of spontaneous interest

expressed in this article by a

Newton (Kan.) Catholic layman. He
eagerly gathered extra copies of the

March 26 issue to share with his

Catholic friends, lay and religious.

Seeing this as an opportunity to

witness and build understanding
with Catholics, the staff of The Men-
nonite decided to reprint this article.

The article will help Catholics

see themselves as others see them.
It will also help them understand
Protestants and Mennonites better.

Response from Catholic scholars

and clergymen has been favorable
to the report. Said John J. Krol,

archbishop of Philadelphia: "May
I compliment you for giving your
readers such a lengthy report from
one of the official observers. Pro-

fessor Nichols merits a compliment
for a sympathetic and sincere pres-

entation of his views on the ac-

tivity of the Council."

John King Mussio, bishop of

Steubenville, Ohio, was encouraged

by the article. He said: "I have read

with great interest and much en-

lightenment the fine article of Dr.

Nichol's which appears in your mag-
azine. I concur, with all my heart,

in his desire to bring us all together

in better understanding and in a

deep respect for the honest religious

convictions of all. I am sure that a

fine magazine such as The Menno-

nite can do much to bring about

this universal spirit of understand-

ing and respect by continuing its

Christian policy of fair reporting of

the best thought in the Christian

church on matters of ecumenism."

So also was the expression of

Paul F. Tanner, general secretary

of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference: "The report was per-

ceptive and certainly in a very kind-

ly vein. It reflects the general good
will so noticeable in all appraisals

of the Council."

More cautious, but still positive,

was Leo A. Pursley, bishop of Fort

Wayne, Ind. "On the whole I con-

sider it most satisfactory. Here and
there, I found a phrase which would
probably be stated differently by a

Catholic author. These are minor
considerations and do not affect the

overall fair and fine spirit of the

article."

John B. Franz, bishop of Peoria,

felt that there were places where he
would disagree also, but he found
this helpful, nevertheless. Said he,

"As one of the bishops who attend-

ed the first session of the Second
Vatican Council last fall, I found
James Hastings Nichols' article in

The Mennonite quite interesting. Of
course it is only to be expected that

his background would give him
some reactions different from my
own. Nevertheless I do appreciate

his sincerity and his candor in giv-

ing just what he calls his article:

'Protestant Report.' It is only by
penetrating the mind of others that

we make any progress toward a

meeting of minds. I sincerely hope
that the Nichols article will inspire

some of your readers to pray for us

who are engaged in the work of the

Second Vatican Council."

Edward Duff, a member of the

Society of Jesus, Weston (Mass.)

College wrote: "Professor Nichol's

unabashed candor is most attractive,

his sincere efforts to comprehend
most appealing, his evident surprise

at what he encountered is somewhat

surprising. One is reminded of the

remark of the late Monsignor
Ronald Knox apropos of Arnold
Lunn's book on Catholicism entitled

"Now I See." A better title, the

witty Monsignor suggested, would
have been, "Oh! I See.'"

It was also Duff who noted to an
audience of Protestant editors in

April his concern that some seg-

ments of the Catholic press were
not adequately reporting on the
Vatican Council.

BROOK LANE WORK CAMP
Eleven persons have thus far been

accepted to participate in a work
camp at Brook Lane Farm Hospital
near Hagerstown, Maryland, from
August 3 to 24.

Arnold Wyse, assistant dean of

men at Goshen College, Indiana
will serve as director of the work
camp. Campers provide their own
travel to and from the camp. The
hospital provides room and board.

Additional participants are wel-

comed. As many as twenty can be
accommodated. Interested persons
should make application to the Sum-
mer Service Office, Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee, Akron, Pa.

RED CHINA CHRISTIANS

Christians live in Red China. They
are active. The evidence is indirect,

but reliable.

In one case a Chinese communist
paper attacks the Bible and Chris-

tianity. It would not do this if these

were not obstacles to the communist
cause. Another report tells of re-

ligious revivals in China.

A major Chinese communist
organ, Jenmin Jih Pao, has pub-

lished a long editorial condemning
the Bible and Christianity as tools

of the "exploiting class" to under-

mine Marxism.
The editorial recommended that

readers study a communist treatise

on religion published in the Soviet

Union forty years ago and issued by
the Chinese under the title, "What
Kind of Book the Bible Is."

Reports of a small revival of re-

ligious activity in certain parts of

Red China have been heard in Hong
Kong. One report indicated that the

communist government, was no
longer interfering in the religious

affairs of this particular Christian

community. It has even assisted in

maintaining church properties. This

is a rare situation.
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For the past three to five years

nearly all church activity had

I

H ceased at this place. Now there is

an increasing interest in Christian-

ity in that area. There are many in-

quiries despite a great lack of

clergy and lay leadership.

The shortage of church workers
is due to the severe government and
financial pressure which has made
it necessary for the clergy to take

up manual work. Some churches are

able to continue under the guidance

of men like one pastor who supports

himself by raising goats and goes

into a nearby town each Sunday
to conduct services. In another in-

stance a Christian family which
lives in a commune takes the re-

sponsibility for services in a local

church. Many converts were report-

ed there and the attendance at the

services is good.

Baptisms are continuing, the re-

port said, with more than 100 being

baptized in one church. Though
meetings have been stopped in

many churches, still Christianity is

| spreading almost spontaneously.

People do not wait for trained lead-

ers to guide them, but gather for

worship in groups in the villages

wherever they find it convenient or

possible to do so.

JAPAN PEACE GROUPS

The majority of Japan's twenty-five

or so Christian peace groups will

soon merge to form the Japan
Christian's Peace Council. Its first

general assembly will be held in

May. The three major aims of

the new body will, be: "To act in

the political, social and economic
spheres as well as in the church; to

exert effort to secure an ordered so-

ciety and a peaceful world; and to

oppose rearmament and protest our
democratic 'peace constitution'."

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP MEETING

Mennonite graduate students will

neet at Harvard University during
:he 1963 Christmas vacation. The
opic for discussion will be "The
Relevance and Meaning of the Bi-

Dle for the Modern Scholar." The
banning committee is contacting
•ertain scholars to present papers
•elated to the theme. Students are

dso encouraged to volunteer papers.

These papers may be related or un-

•elated to the theme. If you are
vorking on a paper, or dissertation,

>r article which you would like to

share with the larger Mennonite
graduate fellowship, contact the
chairman of Mennonite Graduate
Fellowship, Leo Driedger, 1403 G
Spartan Village, East Lansing, Mich.
The 1962 papers of the Water-

loo Mennonite Graduate Fellowship
meeting are now available. The pa-

pers sell for $1.50 per set (7 per
set). The Waterloo sessions centered
around "The Vocation of the Men-
nonite Scholar."

Papers from the 1959 and 1961
conferences are also available at

$1.50 per set (seven papers). Send
orders to Mrs. Mary Martin, 1711
Prairie Street, Elkhart, Ind.

SUMMER SERVICE WORKERS
Fifty-nine summer service work-
ers are serving in eleven Mennonite
Central Committee units in the
United States this summer. The
group includes fourteen men and
forty-six women. There are forty-

eight persons from the United
States, eleven from Canada, and one
from Germany.
Denominationally, six non-Menno-

Mennonite
Encyclopedia

/ ^ \

The only reference work that covers

400 years of world Mennonite history.

It contains 14,000 articles, 463 illus-

trations, and over 100 maps. Edited

by Harold S. Bender and C. Henry

Smith. $42.50 for the four-volume set.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

nite groups are represented—Breth-
ren, Methodist, Presbyterian, Bap-
tist, Lutheran, and Evangelical Unit-

ed Brethren. Mennonite bodies repre-

sented are General Conference with
twenty-six; (Old) Mennonite, fifteen;

Mennonite Brethren, five; and
Brethren in Christ, one. (Over 100
General Conference summer volun-

teers serve in projects sponsored by
the General Conference.)

Workers are involved in one of

five types of work—children's work,
community service projects, mental
health, medical research, and mi-

grant ministry. Most projects run
from June to the third week of

August, many for the entire month
of August, and a few continue into

September.

SECOND BUILDING PURCHASED

The Board of Missions recently pur-

chased the property at 4626 South
Woodlawn in Chicago. For the past
fifteen years the board and Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary while located

in Chicago, have rented the building

which is only a few doors from the
Woodlawn Church. The price of the

building was $18,000.

Andrew R. Shelly, executive sec-

retary of the Board of Missions,

stated that about 25,000 people live

in the immediate area of these build-

ings. He believes that the church
has an important part to play in the

witness to these people who are

currently experiencing economical
difficulties. Reports say that about
forty percent of the people are un-

employed. The house used to house
volunteers and other workers in

Chicago.

TWO GERMANYS HERE TO STAY

Germany is permanently divided.

The people in Germany and else-

where might as well get used to

the idea.

These were the sentiments ex-

pressed recently by a bishop of the

Evangelical Church of Pomerania.
Frederich W. Krummacher said

that Germans must rid themselves

of "the illusion that the existence

of the two separate German states

and the present German frontier is

only temporary, instead of facing

these facts soberly, whether we like

them or not."

Krummacher is a member of the

World Council's Commission of the

Churches on International Affairs.

In an interview at Greifswald in
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an investment
in the chupeh
Investing in the General Conference Annuity Plan assures abid-

ing satisfaction. In this way you can help further the world-

wide work of the General Conference Mennonite Church. You

are also assured of more income, freedom from anxiety, and

other benefits:

Your investment is permanent. You do not need to worry about

maturity dates. Your income is steady and not affected by ups

and downs in market values.

Convenience. Payments are sent regularly twice each year. For

over 35 years the General Conference has had annuity contracts

in force and payments have always been made as agreed.

The yield is attractive. Depending on your age, rates run as

high as 7.4 percent.

Tax advantage. You reduce your income tax by reporting the

gift portion of your invested total the first year, and by reporting

only the very small portion that is taxable of your yearly annuity

income.

No limit. You may invest any amount at any time without

expense of fees and commissions.

Economy. Expensive financial or legal counsel is not necessary.

An annuity contract may not be contested in court like a will.

Specific causes. You may name one of the four boards of the

conference as the specific recipient of your gift if you wish.

Wm. L. Friesen, Treasurer

General Conference Mennonite Church

722 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Please send information on the General Conference Annuity Plan.

My name :

My address:

My birth date:

If interested in a contract to include a second person, please give

his (or her) birth date also:

East Germany he said that it was
necessary to "do away with the

many rigid political doctrines and
prejudices based on illusions."

In an earlier statement, he had
said that it may be "time on the

basis of reason and goodwill to

examine the proposals for reap-

proachment between the peoples in

the two German states more seri-

ously than is being done now by our

brothers in western Germany."

PARAGUAY BISHOPS ASK REFORM

The Roman Catholic bishops of Par-

aguay wrote a joint pastoral letter.

It was a long one. They asked for

a social reform program. Paraguay
needs one badly. The annual income

per person is the lowest in Latin

America. The country is backward
in agriculture and industry. Unem-
ployment and illiteracy are major
problems. The country is just plain

underdeveloped.

The bishops complain about the

"unconsciousness and indifference in

the face of the gravity of this prob-

lem." They blame the "liberal cap-

italist mentality" and "the incapac-

ity to discern the needs and prob-

lems of the common welfare." Be-

sides reform, they see a need for a

renewal of morals and faith.

They pinpoint the problem of in-

vesting Paraguayan money outside

of the country. "The exodus of na-

tional capital constitutes a grave

sin of pride and a clear lack of love

for one's country. It is not right

that, in countries on the road to de-

velopment, capital created by na-

tional cooperation should give its

services and bear fruit abroad."

CHAPEL AT DACHAU
How can Christians respond to the

crimes of the Nazi concentration

camps? The Hitler regime killed

300,000 at Dachau. Most of them
were Jews, but more than 1,000 were
Catholic and Protestant clergymen.

The Council of the Evangelical

Church in Germany has decided to

build a "repentance church" at

Dachau. It will be a memorial shrine

to all of the camp victims.

A Catholic Agony of Christ Chapel

was dedicated at Dachau in 1960.

In addition Catholics have just be-

gun a Monastery of Repentance
which will be maintained by clois-

tered Carmelite nuns.

Jews are also planning a memo-
rial temple for Dachau.
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NEW PENNSYLVANIA CHURCH

Twelve persons in State College,

Pa., have organized the University

Mennonite Church. The charter was
signed on June 16.

Objectives of the congregation are

to provide a church home for Men-
nonite students and faculty mem-
bers at Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity and to provide an evangelis-

tic outreach to non-Christian stu-

dents on the campus.
Leader of the group is R. C.

Laurie Mitton, 116 Walnut St., Belle-

ville, Pa. Eloise Hostetler and Tru-

man Hershberger are secretary and
treasurer.

CATHOLIC MIXED MARRIAGES
Richard Cardinal Cushing, Roman
Catholic archbishop of Boston, has

suggested that many of the restric-

tions imposed by the Roman Catho-

lic Church on mixed marriages
should be abolished.

He made the suggestion in an ar-

ticle published in America, an un-

official, but influential Roman Cath-

olic periodical.

He mentioned particularly as

needing to be changed the promise
that children of mixed marriages
be raised in the Catholic faith.

His article represents the first

time that a member of the United
States hierarchy has taken such a

firm position on the question. Sim-
ilar comments, however, have been
published recently by Hans Kung,
Swiss born Roman Catholic theo-

logian who is a member of the fac-

ulty of Tubingen University, Ger-

many. (See The Mennonite, May 7.)

DIALOGUE IN COLOMBIA
Colombia is a Roman Catholic coun-

try. Relations of Protestants and
Catholics have not always been
good. In fact, they have often been
bad. Protestants have often felt har-

assed and persecuted.

Thus it was unusual recently for
fifteen Protestants and eleven Cath-
olics to meet in Bogota and talk

about their problems. It was the
first time it had ever happened.
Some of the twenty-six were lay-

men, but most were ministers and
priests. It was an "informal and
friendly exchange of ideas" on re-

ligious matters. Topics discussed in-

cluded evangelization of nominal
Christians and non-Christians, pros-

elyting, and anti-Protestant and
anti-Catholic literature.

The meeting was held in the home
of Arnfeld C. Morck, president of

the Evangelical Lutheran Church

—

Colombia Synod.
There will be other meetings. Al-

fred Morin, rector of Bogota's arch-

diocesan Major Seminary, invited

the Protestants to attend a similar

meeting at the seminary later.

DUTCH OPPOSE A-ARMS
The Dutch Reformed Church op-

poses all use of nuclear weapons.
The group recognizes the right of

the government to have and use
arms. But they believe that nuclear

weapons cannot accomplish the pur-

poses for which conventional weap-
ons may legitimately be used.

A government needs to defend its

people. The destructive power of

nuclear weapons is so great that

they cannot do this. Their use will

likely result in a destructive war
that makes all conditions for life

impossible.

The Dutch Reformed Church has
called on its government to take
the responsible risk of refusing to

use all nuclear arms. Dutch Men-
nonites, in a discussion of the Re-
formed action, expressed agreement.

MISSIONS AND RELIEF ARE ONE
Mission work, relief work, and
peace are all related. They are part

of total obedience, happy obedience
to Jesus Christ. This was the con-

clusion of discussions held by the

Dutch Mennonite Mission Council

in June.

The conference which met at Els-

peet, Holland, adopted this state-

ment: "The Missions Conference
held on June 8 and 9, 1963, at

Elspeet, has consulted about the re-

lationship between mission work, re-

lief work and peace testimony.

From this it appeared that everyone
agreed that all three are expres-

sions of being a Christian, that is to

say, signs of obedience to and fol-

lowing after Christ.

"Organizationally and functional-

ly this work can and must perhaps
be attempted by institutions that

exist alongside one another (Men-
nonite Mission Council, Foundation
for Special Needs, Fellowship for

Mennonite Brotherhood Work and
the Mennonite Peace Group), but

the one internal basis of all this

work must find its expression in a

spirit of mutual appreciation, con-

sultation, and, where possible, co-

operation. In any event it is desir-

able that to make this possible a
meeting of the boards of the insti-

tutions involved shall take place at

least once a year. The conference in-

vites the Mennonite Mission Coun-
cil to take the initiative for this

purpose."

WORDS AND DEEDS

Church World Service has reset-

tled 10,000 Cuban refugees. More
than fifty "Flights in Freedom"
have taken Cubans from Miami to

thirty-five American cities.

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

Received Needed

by June 30 by June 30

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$478,040

36.1 %

$661 ,1 20

50%

As has been reported at the end of

every month so far this year, bud-

get receipts for June also fell far

short of what they were for June
of 1962. Last year 46.7% of the

budgeted amount was received in

the first six months. Presently,

at the end of six months, 36.2%
of the budgeted amount has come
in. Actually, with 50% of the

year gone, it is evident that receipts

will have to be much better during
the second half of the year if we
are to realize anywhere near the

amount budgeted. In actual dollars,

the amounts are as follows:

January to June 1962 1963

Missions $398,126 $345,728

Christian Service 110,490 96,288

Education and
Publication 35,121 29,409

Business
Administration 6.805

Totals

6.615

$550,542 $478,040

Wm. L. Friesen, Conf. Treasurer
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WORKERS—SUMMER VS

Following is a partial listing of per-

sons serving in voluntary service

projects during tlw summer months.

Other names will be listed as they

become available.

Sister Dorothy Albrecht, Newton,

Kan.; Mennoscah
Margaret Albrecht, Beatrice, Neb.;

Mennoscah
Vivian Baehr, Henderson, Neb.;

Minnesota State Hospital

Nancy Bartel, Hillsboro, Kan.;

British Columbia work camp
Elsie Bergdolt, Trenton, 111.; Ok-

lahoma Mission

Mary Lou Bleam, Quakertown,

Pa.; the Woods School

Jeanne Burns, Pulaski, Iowa; Ari-

zona
Connie Davis, Gulfport, Miss.;

youth caravan
Mary M. Dick, Mt. Lake, Minn.;

British Columbia work camp
Marvin and Ruthann Dirks, New-

ton, Kan.; youth caravan
Loma and Philip Dirksen, Flag-

staff, Ariz.; Fresno
Ronald Dueck, Laird, Sask.

;
youth

caravan
Janett Duerksen, Hillsboro, Kan.;

National Institutes of Health
Kenneth Dunn, Partridge, Kan.;

Mennoscah
Paul and Elfrieda Enns, Osier,

Sask.; Gulfport, Miss.

Evelyn Epp, Hillsboro, Kan.; Min-
nesota State Hospital

Menno Epp, Clearbrook, B. C;
British Columbia work camp
Sharon Epp, Youth Farm, Sask.

Horton and Elsie Flaming, Augus-
ta, Kan.; Silver Lake, Ont.

Carol Floyd, Gulfport, Miss.;

youth caravan

Janet Friesen, Buhler, Kan.; Ok-

lahoma Mission

Joan Friesen, Henderson, Neb.;

the Woods School

Kathleen Friesen, Aurora, Neb.;

Woodlawn and Maplewood Church,

Ft. Wayne
Rudolph and Ruth Friesen, Ros-

thern, Sask.; Gulfport, Miss.

Myrna Gaede, Hillsboro, Kan.;

youth caravan

Jane Gaeddert, Buhler, Kan.;

Friendship House, Washington, D.C.

Kathryn Gaeddert, Mt. Lake,

Minn.; British Columbia work camp
Glenn Geissinger, Zionsville, Pa.;

British Columbia work camp
Darlene Gerber, Berne, Ind. ;

youth

caravan
Gayle Gerber, Bluffton, Ohio;

youth caravan
Carol Goering, McPherson, Kan.;

Mennoscah and Oklahoma Mission

Danielle Goering, Moundridge,

Kan.; Portland

DeLores Goering, McPherson,

Kan.; Maplewood Church, Ft.

Wayne; Woodlawn; Camp Friedens-

wald
Steve Goering, McPherson, Kan.;

youth caravan
Willene Goering, Moundridge,

Kan.; Hydro, Okla.; Mennoscah
Mary Graber, Pretty Prairie,

Kan.; Junior Village, Washington,

D. C.

Norma Graber, Newton, Kan.;

Friendship House, Washington, D.C.

Rita Graber, Wayland, Iowa;

British Columbia work camp
Helen Harder, Gouldtown, Sask.;

Montana Cheyenne Mission

Jane Harder, Mt. Lake, Minn.;

Youth Farm, Sask.

Rachel Heidebrecht, Inman, Kan.;

Gulfport, Miss.

Alfred and Annelur Heinrichs,

Halbstadt, Man.; Atlanta

Eudora Herschberger, Topeka,
Ind.; youth caravan

David Hersh, Lexington, Pa.; Men
O-Lan
Arleta Hinz, Fresno, Calif.

;
Hydro

Okla.; Mennoscah
Annie Janzen, Winnipeg, Man.

youth caravan
Nola Janzen, Liberal, Kan.; Loy

alty Mission, Kansas City

John Jungas, Jr., Mt. Lake, Minn
Men-O-Lan
LeRoy Kaufman, Marion, S. D

National Institutes of Health

Sue Kmgsley, Berne, Ind.; Brit

ish Columbia work camp
Gerald Klassen, Burns Lake, B.C.

British Columbia work camp
Ann Koop, St. Catharines, Ont.

Gulfport, Miss.

Mary Kay Koop, Fresno, Calif.

Mennoscah; Hydro, Okla.

Betty Krehbiel, Kingman, Kan.
Minnesota State Hospital

Michael Krehbiel, McPherson
Kan.; youth caravan
James Larimer, Goshen, Ind.; Na

tional Institutes of Health
Marjorie Leichty, Berne, Ind.

Woodlawn
Janice Linsenmeyer, Beatrice

Neb.; Gulfport, Miss.

Gary Lora, Columbus Grove
Ohio; Arizona

Otto Martens, Burns Lake, B. C.

British Columbia work camp
Marilyn Mierau, Henderson, Neb.

Friendship House, Washington, D.C
Barbara Moser, Berne, Ind.; Min

nesota State Hospital

Diane Nachtigal, Buhler, Kan.
Arizona

Judith Nickel, Hillsboro, Kan.
British Columbia work camp
Barbara Pankratz, Mt. Lake

Minn.; British Columbia work camp
Marianne Peters, Aberdeen, Ida

Portland

Anne Marie Peterson, Mt. Pleas
ant, Iowa; Nashville

Amelia Petter, Ashland, Mont.
Montana Cheyenne Mission

Judith Preheim, Marion, S. D.

Loyalty Mission, Kansas City

Leona Cressman, Peter

Falk, Glendon and Rietha

Klaassen. (Workers).
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Frances Ratzlaff, Hillsboro, Kan.;

Minnesota State Hospital

Mary Ann Ratzlaff, Goessel, Kan.;

the Woods School

Betty Regier, Buhler, Kan.; Ari-

zona
Charles Regier, Clinton, Okla.;

Hydro, Okla.

Richard and Erna Rempel, New-
ton, Kan.; Woodlawn

K. Dale Ritchey, Albuquerque,

New Mex.; migrant ministry, Ham-
ilton, N. Y.

Sharon Roth, Rosthern, Sask.;

Minnesota State Hospital

Rachel Roundstone, Busby, Mont.

;

Montana Cheyenne Mission

Elaine Schirmer, Busby, Mont.;

Montana Cheyenne Mission

Deanna Schmidt, Whitewater,

Kan.; Camp Friedenswald

Evelyn Schmidt, Canton, Kan.;

Minnesota State Hospital

Mary Jo Schmidt, Buhler, Kan.;

Oklahoma Mission

Mae Ardene Schrag, Marion, S. D.;

Gulfport, Miss.

Sandra Schrag, McPherson, Kan.;

Camp Friedenswald
Merle Schwartz, Normal, 111.;

youth caravan
Lu Shetler, Bluffton, Ohio; Brit-

ish Columbia work camp
Lois Shoup, Wadsworth, Ohio;

National Institutes of Health
Betsy Siemens, Buhler, Kan.; Min-

nesota State Hospital

Louise Souder, Souderton, Pa.;

British Columbia work camp
Donna Sprunger, Dalton, Ohio;

Minnesota State Hospital

Diane Stucky, McPherson, Kan.;
Silver Lake, Ont.

Eldeen Stucky, Moundridge, Kan.;
Nashville

Janice Stucky, McPherson, Kan.;

Maplewood Church, Ft. Wayne;
Woodlawn
Susan Stucky, McPherson, Kan.;

youth caravan
Barbara Suter, Pandora, Ohio;

Men-O-Lan
Carol Terpstra, Chicago, 111.;

Camp Friedenswald
Ted Terpstra, Chicago, 111.; youth

caravan
Muriel Thiessen, Newton, Kan.;

Woodlawn, British Columbia work
:amp
Renette Thiessen, Summerfield,

111.; Silver Lake, Ont.; Montana
Cheyenne Mission
Thomas B. Topham, Newton,

Kan.; youth caravan
Jean Unruh, Hillsboro, Kan.;

Lorraine Sehroeder,

John Thiessen

(Workers)

;

Ernest Porzelius

(Ministers)

.

youth caravan
Richard Voth, Hesston, Kan.;

British Columbia work camp
Mr. and Mrs. Art Waltner, Hutch-

inson, Kan.; Grace Church, Chicago

Edna Waltner, Hurley, S. D.; Brit-

ish Columbia work camp
Irene Waltner, Elkhart, Ind.; Sil-

ver Lake, Ont.

Irene Wiens, Saskatoon, Sask.;

migrant ministry, Hoopeston, 111.

Max Wiens, Walton, Kan.; British

Columbia work camp
Kenneth Williams, Gulfport, Miss.

;

youth caravan
Carol Woelk, Hillsboro, Kan.;

British Columbia work camp
Amy Beth Wyse, Wayland, Iowa;

British Columbia work camp
Byrdalene Wyse, Archbold, Ohio;

Colombia
Laura Yoder, Bluffton, Ohio; Mon-

tana Cheyenne Mission; youth cara-

van
David Zeiset, Hatfield, Pa.; Brit-

ish Columbia work camp

MINISTERS

Otto Dirks became pastor of the

First Church, Lima, Ohio, on July

1. He is a 1963 graduate of Men-
nonite Seminary, Elkhart, Ind.

Don Emmert, Goshen, Ind., has

resigned from the Silver Street

Church, Goshen, effective Aug. 31,

where he served for four years. He
is moving to Oregon to enter grad-

uate school.

Grace Church, Meadow Lake,

Sask., is seeking a full-time pastor

to begin Sept. 1. Inquiries should be

addressed to A. O. Harder, Meadow
Lake, Sask.

Ernest Porzelius recently resigned

as pastor of Bethel Church, For-

tuna, Mo. He will go to Zion Church,

Donnellson, Iowa. He served the

church at Fortuna for five years.

WORKERS
Ervin E. Brenneman, Hesston,

Kan., graduated from the Bethel

Deaconess Hospital School of Med-

ical Technology, Newton, Kan., on

June 30. He will become medical

technologist at the Lebanon County
Hospital, Lebanon, Ore.

Harry E. Buller, Louisville, Ky.,

joined the staff of Prairie View
Hospital, Newton, Kan., on July 1

as a social worker. He is a member
of the Baptist Church and is a

graduate of the social work school

of the University of Louisville.

Robert Carlson, North Newton,
Kan., associate pastor of the Bethel

College Church, will serve as part-

time interim chaplain at Prairie

View Hospital, Newton, Kan.

Leona Cressman, Kitchener, Ont.,

returned from India in June. She
needed to take an early furlough

because of an eye ailment.

Harold K. Duerksen, Ann Arbor,

Mich., will become assistant director

of the University of Iowa School of

Religion, Iowa City, on July 31.

Since 1956 he has been director of

religious affairs for the University

of Michigan. His wife, Rosella

Reimer Duerksen will become min-

ister of music for the First Luth-

eran Church, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Peter Falk, missionary to Congo
who has been studying at Princeton

University during an extended fur-

lough, has completed requirements

for the Master of Theology degree.

He and his wife will return to the

Congo on August 7.

Levi Keidel is the editor of Tuy-

aya Kunyi, a new magazine in the

Tshiluba language. Printed by the

American Protestant Congo Mission

press at Luebo. the July-August edi-

tion is the first edition.

Glendon and Rtetha Klaassen be-

gan their furlough the end of June.

They have served in Colombia for

one term. While in the United States

they will make their home with
Mrs. Klaassen's parents, the Dan D.

Kaufmans, Peabody, Kansas.

Lorraine Sehroeder arrived in
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Wichita, Kan., on July 19. Having

completed her second term in India,

she has traveled in Europe and

South America before returning to

the United States. After consulta-

tions in the Newton, Kan., area, she

will go to her home in Pico Rivera,

Calif., to complete work on her

master's degree. She has been a

teacher at the Woodstock School,

Landour, India.

Reuben Short, Lafayette, Ind., will

become executive secretary of the

Congo Inland Mission, Elkhart, Ind.,

in September. A minister of the

Evangelical Mennonite Church, he

follows Vernon Sprunger who is

returning to the Congo.

John Thiessen, Moundridge, Kan.,

for many years a missionary in

India and for ten years prior to

1960 executive secretary of the

Board of Missions, was called to

Mexico to officiate at the baptism

of seven persons in Cuauhtemoc on
June 23. He also served at the com-
munion service for the Mennonite
fellowship at Cuauhtemoc.

G. Douglas Warner became staff

psychologist for Brook Lane Farm
Hospital, Hagerstown, Md., on July

1. He received his doctorate from
Temple University, Philadelphia,

and has taught at Washington and
Jefferson College, Washington, Pa.,

and conducted a private practice at

Canonsburg, Pa. Most recently he
was director of psychological serv-

ices at Mayview (Pa.) State Hos-
pital.

David T. Whitcomb, Paramount,
Md., became medical director of

Brook Lane Farm Hospital, Hagers-
town, Md., on July 1. He received

his doctorate in medicine from Ohio
State University and did his psychi-

atric residency at Walter Reed
Army Hospital, Washington, D. C.

He was chief of neurology and psy-

chiatric service, U. S. Army Hos-
pital, Munich, and later associated

with the Mental Health Bureau of

the Department of Public Health.

Most recently he was instructor in

the department of psychiatry at the

University of West Virginia School
of Medicine.

P. B. Wiens, Herschel, Sask., will

serve as interim editor of Der Bote
beginning Sept. 1, following the re-

tirement of Walter Quiring, editor

since 1955. Wiens is a member of

the paper's editorial board and has
been a frequent contributor to its

pages.

BAPTISMS

Bethel Community Church, Santa
Fe Springs, Calif., on May 26: Mrs.

Carol Lauree Ryan, Mr. and Mrs.

Gene Kringel. On June 2: Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Calidonna.

Eden Church, Inola, Okla., on
June 2: Bobby Plett, Esther Voth,

Alice Ann Froese.

First Church, Wadsworth, Ohio,

on June 2: Colleen O'Neal, Carol

Bury, Susan Brenneman, Patricia

Charles, Francis Kreider, Diane
Martin, Karen Rigginbach, Adele

Friedt.

Grace Church, Brandon, Man., on
June 9: James Penner, Henry Hard-
er, Margaret Harder.

Grace Church, St. Catharines,

Ont., on June 9: Richard Dyck,

Gwendolyn Epp, Dorothy Fisher,

Connie Giesbrecht, Carol Janzen,

Richard Lepp, Beverly Mathies,

Nancy Williams.

Hoffnungsau C h urc h, Inman,
Kan., on June 2: Donna Ediger,

Marilyn Schmidt, Gerald Ratzlaff,

Paul Ratzlaff.

Hutterthal Church, Freeman, S.D.,

on June 16: Judy Pullman, June
Hofer, Elaine Hofer, Lether Hofer,

Dallas Hofer, Rodney Hofer, James
Hofer, Errol Walter, Lavern Walter,

Stanley Graber.

North Star Church, Drake, Sask.,

on June 2: William Bergen, Theodor

Our Family Worships

OUR fAMlLY WORsl HPS

A devotional magazine for families with

children. The readings follow the Liv-

ing Faith Graded Bible Lessons. Pub-

lished quarterly with articles on fam-

ily life. 35 cents per copy in bulk

subscriptions; $1.60 per year, single sub-

scription. Order from Faith and Life

Press, 720 Main St., Newton, Kansas.

Ewert, Francis Wiebe, June Ewert,
Rita Hamm, Doreen Funk, Erica

Martens, Gaye Friesen.

First, Mt. Lake, Minn., on June
2: Harry Adrian, Richard Adrian,

Donna Falk, Steve Friesen, Jake
Harder, Jack Janzen, Darlene Klas-

sen, Loren Klassen, Elva Loewen,
Loretta Loewen, Melroy Loewen,
Richard Martens, Arlene Nickel,

Carol Penner, Allen Teichroew.

MARRIAGES

Lawrence Becker, Friedensberg

Church, Avon, S.D., to Frances
Forbes, South Park Church, Park
Ridge, 111., on June 8.

Betty Brown, Bethel Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn., to Bedford E. Stares-

berry, Minn., on June 1.

Harold M. Friesen, Vancouver
Mission, Vancouver, B.C., to Doreen
Friesen, Emmanuel Mission, Stein-

bach, Man., on May 31.

Judith Graber, Bethel College

Church, North Newton, Kan., to

Melvin Friesen, First Church, Aber-

deen Idaho, on June 15.

Gladys Hiebert, Swiss Church,

Whitewater, Kan., to Tom Walling,

on June 7.

Harold Isaak to Elizabeth Penner,

born members of the Springstein

(Man.) Church, on June 15.

James Johnson, Methodist Church
Middletown, Ohio, to Donna Schu-

bert, Apostolic Church, Trenton,

Ohio, on June 8.

Emily Grace Latshaw, Hereford
Church, Bally, Pa., to W. Harold
Zern on June 8.

Robert Mutschelknaus, First, Sug-

arcreek, Ohio, to Marilyn Bendele,

St. Joseph's Church, Paulding, Ohio,

on June 8.

Louise Pankratz, Bethel Church,

Mt. Lake, Minn., to L. Emil Kreider,

First Church, Wadsworth, Ohio, on
June 10.

Marilyn Penner, to Riclmrd J.

Epp, both of First Church, Beatrice,

Neb., on June 19.

Susan Peters, Bethel Church, Mt.
Lake, Minn., to Maynard Newville
on June 9.

Jolm S. Preheim, Freeman, S.D.,

Salem Church, to JoAnn Doerksen,
Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., on
June 1.

Loren Re gier, Hoffnungsau
Church, Inman, Kan., to Carolyn
Brown, Christian Church. Quinter,

Kan., on June 9.

Rosalind Regier, Bethel College
Church, North Newton, Kan., to
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Michael Sizemore, St. Matthew's
Episcopal Church, Newton, Kan., on
June 10.

Arthur Schutz, Grace Church,
Pandora, Ohio, to Carolyn Messick,

Baptist Church, Ada, Ohio, June 1.

Richard Sprunger, First Church,

Wadsworth, Ohio, to Georgetta Ei-

leen Foster, Chippewa Lake, Ohio.

Vivian Veer, Bethel Church, Dres-

den, N.D., to Robert Welsh, Stilwell

Community Church, Langdon, N.D.,

on Apr. 26.

Eldon Schmidt, Grace Hill Church,

Whitewater, Kan., and Lorraine

Duncan, Presbyterian Church, Great

Bend, Kan., on June 1.

Sharon W a I dne r, Hutterthal

Church, Freeman, S.D., and Gordon
Waltner, Salem Church, Freeman,
S.D., on June 9.

Eldon Wiens, Bethel Church, Mt.
Lake, Minn., to Mary Louise Vos-

berg, Presbyterian Church, Windom,
Minn., on June 15.

Howard Wohlge m u t h, Swiss
Church, Whitewater Kan., to Caro-

lyn Voran, Garden Township
Church, Hesston, Kan., on June 11.

CALENDAR

Conferences

July 18-23—Canadian Conference,
Altona, Manitoba.

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North
Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Western
Aug. 2—Commencement, Bethel

Hospital School of Nursing, New-
ton, Kan.
Aug. 4-9—Goessel Community Out-

door Services, Tabor Church Park;
Vincent Harding, speaker.

Aug. 10-11—Summer Peace Rally,

Y Ranch, Arlington, Kan., 3:00 p.m.;

Vincent Harding, Speaker.

WORKERS WANTED
Registered nurse is needed to fill

position of charge nurse and work
with practical nurse on floor duty.

Living quarters on grounds; within
walking distance of an (Old) Men-
nonite Church; six miles to another
Mennonite Church (G.C.). Write to:

Administrator, Mennonite Home for

the Aged, Frederick, Pa.

UNSOLICITED SUPPORT

Dear Brethren in Christ: Through
the courtesy of a brother, I was for-

tunate enough to become acquaint-

ed with your excellent publication

The Mennonite, over a period of ap-

proximately two years. You may
be sure that I appreciated this cour-

tesy on his part exceedingly as I

did enjoy your magazine so very
much, finding much in it which
helped me in my life as a Christian

as well as informing me on the

varied activities of the Mennonite
brotherhood.

However, I regret to report that

I am no longer able to read The
Mennonite, since this same brother

has discontinued passing his copies

on to me, and the result is that I

miss your journal exceedingly.

I have decided, therefore, to take

out a subscription in my own name,
if it could be arranged. You see,

I am in desperate financial straits,

and it would be impossible for me
to pay a year's subscription in one
payment, so I was wondering if

you could accept a partial payment
say of $1.00 each until the entire

amount was paid. In this way I

would be able to receive your mag-
azine which would, you may be
sure, bring much joy to my heart.

Would you please, therefore, in-

form me if such an arrangement
for payment could be made, and
then send me The Mennonite im-

mediately, so that I can again en-

joy the inspiring articles which are

brought to your readers each week?
For this favor my heartfelt thanks.

I shall look forward to hearing
from you. Saskatchewan

RADICAL CHRISTIAN

To the Editor: I always like to read
The Mennonite and in particular

your Editorials (and like to look

what Bob Regier has to present to

us by way of art). But this time I

feel compelled to write to you right

away, having received the last Men-
nonite (May 21) only half an hour
ago. Your editorial is such that it

deserves a double bravo, and well

done. I was deeply impressed by
what you had to say concerning
Billy Graham and the way a Paul
or Silas would react to the situation

down South today. I thoroughly

agree with your point and think it

is truly apostolic, if not rather

prophetic. I am proud that the

Mennonite church subscribes to such
talks—and beyond that to deeds (I

think here of my dear friend Vin-

cent Harding) and testimonies of

a truly Christian spirit. You are

right, Billy Graham spoke as a

humanist and not as a radical Chris-

tian. To be a radical Christian

means sometimes to risk to be

unpopular with the crowd, and even

sometimes being compelled to go to

jail—as is the case with Martin
Luther King. Robert Friedmann,
2109 Glenwood Drive, Kalamazoo,
Michigan.

COLOR BARRIER

To tlw Editor: I appreciated this

report by Paul V. Coates ("He
Broke the Color Barrier," The Men-
nonite, June 18). Having read Grif-

fin's series of articles in Sepia Maga-
zine, I agree with you that this is

a story "that will disturb you."

Readers will be interested in know-
ing that it has been republished in

paperback by Signet and is avail-

able for 50 cents. The name of the

paperback is Black Like Me. Adolf
Ens, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

Dear Sir: Will you please give my
thanks and God's blessings to Marie
J. Regier for her letter in The Men-
nonite June 18, 1963. I, too, was
taught to read the Old Testament
through the eyes of the New Testa-

ment. Columbus Grove, Ohio.

BAPTISM AND PENTECOST

To the Editor: I agree with Broth-

er J. F. Sawatzky (May 28) on the

importance of Pentecost and the

Holy Spirit. A man from a cult in

Africa distorting the teachings of

Scripture on the Holy Spirit had

made this remark: "The mission-

aries have the Holy Spirit, but they

do not teach the doctrine to their
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converts." So this subject brings

also to me a searching of heart.

Because the teaching on the Holy

Spirit has been abused and distort-

ed, should we be reticent about it,

or rather give it more emphasis by

clear Biblical teaching? Observing

the church year with its holidays

helps us to give proper emphasis

to the different aspects of our faith

and doctrines. Pentecost is the op-

portune time to teach about the

Holy Spirit. A custom in many of

our churches is to have baptismal

services on Pentecost day. The bap-

tismal service is so important that

not much time is left to stress the

importance of the Holy Spirit in

our lives. In former years when
baptismal services were held on the

first day of Pentecost there was, in

many communities, still the second

(and perhaps the third) day of

Pentecost to speak about the Holy
Spirit. When we changed this tra-

dition, did we re-think our tradition

of baptism on Pentecost? Now that

we observe Pentecost one day only,

would emphasis on the Holy Spirit

be better served if the baptismal

services were not always held on

that day? I think perhaps it would.

By this I do not want to minimize
the importance of baptism, only 1

give more honor to the Holy Spirit.

I agree that on two great days of

outpouring of the Holy Spirit, on

Jews Acts 2, and on Gentiles Acts

10, there were also water baptisms.

Water baptisms followed conver-

sion and the gift of the Holy Spir-

it. Today baptisms are planned
after conversion and the gift of the

Holy Spirit. Frank J. Enns, In-

man, Kan.

Gossiping of the Gospel

This meditation was written by
Wong Lai Yuen. Wong is the Lay
Leader of the Malaya Annual Con-

ference in the Methodist Church.

One of the greatest problems fac-

ing the Church today is the trans-

lation of the gospel into everyday
life. This problem cannot be solved

in its committees and conferences,

but in the common life of the sec-

ular world; in factories, shops and
offices, in political parties and
governmental agencies, in countless

homes, in the press, in the schools

and in the relationship of nations.

Here is where the vital decisions

of the world are being made. Here
is where the layman is the church.

In the present world of ours, a
layman should not try to confine

his ministry within the church. I

do not minimize the service

rendered by our men or women in

the Sunday school. I would not dis-

courage the services of ushers, choir

singers, persons who are officially

chosen to welcome strangers. But
the real ministry of the church is

in large measure the ministry of the

laymen outside the church.

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

The ministry of the laymen to

the secular world is one which the

professional church worker cannot
adequately perform. In the first

place, he is not there. He simply

does not have the contacts in suffi-

cient measure. In the second place,

the secular world today will not

listen to the man or woman who
makes his living from his religion

as it will listen to the nonprofes-

sional.

Insufficient Contacts

Quite often laymen are called to

witness for Christ. When speaking
about the Church's witness to Christ

one tends to think first of the work
of ministers and missionaries, or

organized evangelism campaigns,
evangelistic house visitations, etc.

All of this is certainly an im-

portant part of witness. Some
Christians are called to be Christ's

witnesses to certain groups, and
participation in organized evange-
listic activities is often the best

schooling for witness.

But there is another equally im-

portant, and perhaps even more im-

portant, part of the witness of the

Church, although it is far less spec-

tacular and cannot be expressed by
statistics. It is the quite informal
and spontaneous "gossiping of the
gospel" which occurs in the daily

conversations of ordinary Christians

in whose neighborhood they live,

with whom they work or whose
hobbies they share.

Missionary Dialogues

It is true that most of these con-

versations are mere gossip, where
the Gospel never comes in. But we
should not judge too quickly, be-

cause this "gossiping of the gospel"

happens mostly in quite unreligious

terms and without quoting many
Bible passages. In the end it gives

hope that it will awaken or arouse

the interest of non-believers which
may lead into true missionary dia-

logues.

The ministry of the laymen may
take many other forms besides be-

ing a spoken witness to Jesus

Christ: integrity in business, a for-

giving spirit, a keen social con-

science, simple kindliness and so on.

We need hundreds and thousands

of dedicated laymen. Laymen who
know that their influence, on the

public, the things they stand for,

the things they admire, preach

daily of their Christian convictions.

Laymen who in their personal life,

whether in a place that is very
humble, or a place of community
leadership will walk in the light of

the Master.

We look forward to the day when
we might ordain the Christian lay-

men in all walks of life; lawyers,

doctors, teachers, for it is our deep
conviction that divine service is not
only on Sunday mornings but that

it, in fact, does begin on Monday
morning when a man or woman
begins to confront the needs of liv-

ing in today's world.
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TAIWAN
NEIGHBOR
Sometimes fate conspires to play
all her pranks on one family or on
one member of a family. She could
hardly have been more malicious
than she has been to one little boy
in Taiwan. But in spite of his lowly
beginning and harsh surroundings,
this little gentleman has fought
back lustily against poverty, para-
sites, misfortune, and malnutrition.
Next door to the residence of the

Taiwan Paxmen is a rude hut of

wood and tin construction. Under
the same roof are sheltered a fam-
ily of squatters and a family of

pigs. One of the wonders of the
world is that the shack has not yet
succumbed to the lashing winds and
rains of summer typhoons.
The mother of the three children

is a deaf-mute who can communi-
cate only through sign language.
She readily puts many homemakers
to shame with her alert supervision
of children and home. Almost night-

ly she busies herself with bathing
the children or washing the clothes.

The father tries to provide for his

own by peddling early morning
breakfast foods and by retrieving

driftwood. Along with 300,000 other

families on the island, they are

registered with the Family Feeding
Program and receive rations of oil,

flour, and wheat.
The latest calamity to strike the

family is the discovery that the

father has active tuberculosis. Need-
ing a year for rest, treatment, and
recovery, he has been admitted to

Mennonite Christian Hospital in

Hwalien.
The member of the family whom

we know most intimately is a little

boy of roughly four years. Early
we discovered that his bulging ab-

domen is an indication of parasites

and that his brownish hair is a

sign of malnutrition. He too has
made the trip to the Mennonite
hospital for medical treatment.

The little gentleman has a heavy
daily routine. Sifting through the

rubbish for the treasures waiting
there, he goes to work on one of the

several garbage heaps that lie in

close range of his house. Occasion-

ally he is rewarded with scraps of

paper, metal, glass, wood, or cloth,

all of which are useful and some
of which can be sold to junk collec-

tors. For play our little capitalist

has a bamboo pole to ride, stones,

and the peelings from various fruits.

These latter make novel hats, clogs,

or even boats to be towed at the

end of a string. Recently, before

Chinese New Year (the season for

Martin Buhr

new clothes and gifts), he received

a Christmas bundle from Menno-
nite Central Committee. The little

fellow took huge delight in the col-

orful rubber ball which he found in

his bundle.

Whenever one of us comes or goes

he receives or dismisses us with

grins and wavings of the hand. Hav-
ing taken us into his confidence,

he will stop to show us his scratch-

es if we chance to meet him bleed-

ing from a tumble.

One cold winter evening I came
upon him as I was returning to our

house for supper. He was clad in a

black coat and was barefoot. As
usual, he had spent a hectic day and
was covered with smears and
blotches from grubbing in the gar-

bage. Seeing me he stopped, clutch-

ing a grimy ball of rice in his

clenched fist. When asked, "Ni chyu
nale?" (Where are you going?) he

reflected soberly and then showed
me where with a grand sweep of

the hand. Following that the little

imp trotted off to a candy booth.

Watching him, bemused, I knew
that he had completely stolen my
heart with his innocent charm and
adventuresome spirit while living

little better than a pauper. Pausing

under the spell of that magic mo-
ment, I was moved to pray Him in

heaven to take me into His eternal

heart like I took this little boy into

mine. Somehow I felt undressed

and beggarly in that illuminating

flash, realizing that culture, refine-

ment, education, the middle class

are only fleeting attainments and
that, after all, His eye is on the

sparrow.

,3
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PRoBLEM
Dean picked up another rock and
threw it angrily down the driveway.

"Hey, be careful there," Marsha
called as she wheeled her bike

around the corner. "What's wrong,
Dean? Why the long face?"

Dean looked up with disgust as

Marsha sat down beside him.

"It's my parents," he said. "They
won't let me go with the guys to

the movie tonight. What's wrong
with movies anyway?"

Choose With Care

I don't know what Marsha told you,

Dean, but I am inclined to think
that your parents may be right.

You see, the question is not so

much, "What's wrong with the

movies?" as it is "What is right or
wrong about seeing a particular

motion picture?" There are good and
bad movies both in the movie the-

aters and on television. This pre-

sents us with the difficult problem
of finding the good ones.

The easiest and not the worst
way out is to say "no" to all movies,
also on TV. Conscientious Christian

parents know that it is difficult for
young people to be discriminating
about seeing movies, especially

when going "with the rest of the
guys," like you say. Many parents
protect their children by saying
"no" to all movies.

Next time a real good movie
comes to town (you may need to

wait quite a while for one) try
making a good case for seeing this

particular motion picture when ask-

ing your parents. What would you
learn by seeing the picture or why
do you think it would be wholesome
entertainment?

It could be that your parents
would allow you to see movies if

you can convince them of your abil-

ity and willingness to make good
choices. You might try inviting your
parents to see a film with you and
then together decide whether or not
a good movie can be helpful.

Your parents are also rightly con-

cerned about the kind of company
you would keep when going to the

movies. If you would always go
with Christian friends whom your
parents trust, this would further re-

assure them and it would also help

you to make good choices.

If after all your efforts to prove
yourself your parents still will not
let you go to the movies, accept

their judgment on the matter. They
know you and the attitude of your
church and community on movies
better than you do. Fussing and
fuming about their decision will not
help you to win their confidence.

But if your parents should let you
go, be careful that you do not be-

tray the confidence which they have
placed in you. Milton J. Harder,
Editor of Curriculum, Newton, Kan.

What Is tlw Question?

Is Dean's question really "What's
wrong with movies?" or is it

"What's wrong with parents?" This

hankering to be free from parental

regulations starts at about three

years of age, and gets a booster

shot at about twelve and again at

about tv/enty-one. If it isn't movies
then something else will form the

battle ground between the genera-

tions. This is why we have so much
feeling about some of these argu-

ments and why we are so resistant

to reason.

In a way there is also a struggle

for young people to free themselves
from their "inherited" Christian be-

lief so that they may really have a

faith in Christ that is their own.
Too often the secondary things in

life, like movies (automobiles, danc-
ing, and television) become the

center of attention between the
church and the young person. You
could get the idea that these are
the most important ethical issues in

Christianity. But personally accept-

ing the Lordship of Christ, learning
how to treat other people, and how
to overcome the barriers that sep-

arate us from those in the church
who could help us—these are the
more critical issues.

But let's face it—you are largely

free now! The decision whether or
not you are to see a movie is not
really up to your parents or the
church. It might be on a given oc-

casion—but if you really want to

see a movie you will find a way to

do it in a theater or on television.

However, if you have done it

against your parents' wishes you
may have to struggle with what de-

ception and guilt do to a person.

This is probably more serious than
the impression the movie may have
made on you.

Some people think the impact of

movies on forming our moral stand-

ards is less than we might have
suspected because people go to

movies and know that the celluloid

world is make believe. Even if this

is true it raises the question of

how right it is to too frequently

run away from the real world of

God's creation to the fairy land pro-

duced by film.

Of course there are "good" and
"bad" movies. The good movies can
be very beneficial. Which category

a movie is in is not to be judged
by the title ("The Children's Hour"
is not for children), nor by the ad-

vertising, nor by where the film was
made ("La Dolce Vita" was not a

"Hollywood movie" but "Judgment
at Nuremberg" was), nor by the

subject under discussion (a Bible

movie may be vulgar and material-

istic). "Goodness" and "badness"
may better be determined by the

honesty with which a subject is dis-

cussed and by the central standard

of values portrayed. If you can't tell

by the label whether a movie is up
to Christian standards, how then

can you know? Reading reliable re-

views is some help, but since the

"packaging" is so deceptive anyone
who attends movies is going to see

some bad movies along with the

good. So it is important that you
learn personally to judge: What is

the point of the whole movie? What
seems to be important to these peo-

ple in the movie? Are these the

things that really count in life? Are
their values materialistic, sensually

oriented, and self-centered?

It may seem like asking such
questions of yourself spoils the

"fun" but it protects you from hav-

ing your freedom destroyed by
subtle things happening to you
while you think you were just hav-
ing fun. It takes a lot of nerve to

walk out of a movie in the middle
(or to turn off the TV set) because
the feature isn't worth your time.

But if you really want to preserve
the freedom you so deeply desire

it is necessary to be able to resist

something that is judged inadequate
by more important standards. Rob-
ert Carlson, Associate Pastor, Beth-
el College Church, North Newton,
Kan.
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YOUTH DISPLAY AT FAIR

Nomaco Five is an organization of

five General Conference youth
groups in Northern Marion County.
Nomaco's planning committee which
is composed of the president and
an elected representative from each
youth group met a few weeks be-

fore the Marion County Fair in

1962 to plan a display booth. They
first received permission from the
Fair Committee to have a booth in

the 4-H barn and were also told

they would be entered in the judg-
ing.

A group of willing volunteers

YOUNG ADULT RETREAT

"A terrific weekend!" "A tremen-
dous time." "Refreshing." These are
some of the comments heard at the
close of the young adult retreat

held May 3-5 at Camp Friedens-
wald. The twenty-two campers con-

sisted of single, post high school age
adults. Many professions were rep-

resented, including teachers, secre-

taries, nurses, interior decorators,
banders, florists, and others, each
taking their turn with the shovel
and paint brush to help prepare

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's
Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.
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gathered on the Saturday before
the fair to construct the booth. It

was awarded a red ribbon for which
Nomaco received a $5.00 prize.

The aim was to bring the indi-

vidual Christian to realize his great
responsibility in witnessing through
Christian homes, vocation, prayer
and visitation, and church outreach.
The people at the fair didn't take
very much of the free literature

offered but nevertheless Nomaco
Five hopes the message of the
booth made an impact upon those
who saw it.

the camp for the coming summer.
Peter Ediger was the discussion

leader and guided thinking together
on faith. The campers discussed
problems and then applied some of

the solutions in role playing situa-

tions.

The weekend was outstanding in

providing for spiritual growth and
recreation. It was definitely a time
that will be remembered and the
campers desired another time in the
future together. The date for the
next retreat is set for August 15-17.

Every single person who is post
high school age should keep this

weekend open to attend the retreat.
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The following is an excerpt from a radio message

delivered over WGCM, Gulfport, Mississippi, on June

16, by Harold R. Regier.

The oppressed all over the world are giving expres-

sion to their impatience in being subjected to the

insults of discrimination. We in the United States

can be thankful that the expression of this impa-

tience has, for the most part, been in nonviolent

forms. Were there not those who taught and in-

sisted on nonviolent action to express dissatisfaction

with the status quo, there would have been, and

would be, much more bloodshed than there is. Peace-

ful nonviolent action has become a mighty force to

demonstrate dissatisfaction at the injustice that we
see on every hand. When negotiations to correct

injustices fail, direct nonviolent action becomes the

only answer. When such expression is given in a

spirit of love—love for the oppressor as well as for

the oppressed—it is a Christian expression of opposi-

tion to evil. Evil cannot be fought with evil. Retali-

ation is never a Christian act.

The four basic steps in any nonviolent campaign
are: collection of the facts to determine whether

injustices exist, negotiation, self-purification, direct

action. Doesn't this sound fair? Well thought

through nonviolent campaigns are not hate cam-
paigns. They are honest attempts to be fair and
solve problems outside of direct action.

Notice the important step of self-purification. This

means we've got to have right motives and methods.

Under no circumstance can we resort to hate.

Under no circumstance can we resort to violence

—

angry words, rock throwing, striking back, or any
other form of violence. This takes spiritual prepara-

tion. It takes the purifying resources of the Christian

faith. It means we've got to love as Jesus loved.

The burning question we ask locally is, "Is direct

action necessary in Gulfport to correct the injustices

that exist here?" The answer is no! But, this means
that there must be honest attempts made to nego-

tiate differences that exist, and some definite, imme-
diate steps taken to protect the rights and privileges

of all. A biracial committee must be appointed im-
mediately to work out some of these problems. Busi-

nessmen must be willing to sit down to seek peaceful

solutions to the problems that exist. Demonstrations

are absolutely unnecessary. But they are unnecessary

only if some definite forward steps are taken to insure

justice and progress in this city. Not to do so is to

ask for demonstrations and to encourage the frightful

doctrine of the Black Muslims.

God pleads for justice and mercy in Psalm 82. In

verse 5 the psalmist notes the plight of the oppressed.

The psalmist says that injustice and oppression breed

perverted knowledge and misunderstanding. For in-

stance, a person that is reminded on every hand that

he is nobody, finally believes it—at least subconscious-

ly. Poor education and jobs which keep a person

from becoming his best make others begin to believe

the inferiority-superiority lie as well. There is no

honest communication, so this myth is not challenged.

As the novelist, James Baldwin said, "We're taught

from grammar school up, to accept segregation as a

way of life. You lied to me, because you never in-

tended that I should be free, and I lied to you because

I pretended that was all right. Small wonder our

children are emotionally bankrupt and drifting toward

disaster."

Just this week I was told by a Negro, "They say

we don't want integration. Nothing could be farther

from the truth. I don't know how they found out.

At least they didn't ask me."

Yes, the psalmist was right in his insight that

oppression and injustice cause a perversion of knowl-

edge. Verses 6 and 7 show the end of the earthly

rulers or judges. They, like every one else, will die.

They, too, must be subject to the supreme Judge.

The Barnetts and Wallaces do not have the last say.

God is still in His court of justice. And so the psalm-

ist ends with the triumphant note, "Arise, O God,
judge the earth; for to thee belong all the nations!"

Thank God, He is the final Judge!
I plead with you, my fellow citizens of Gulfport.

Let's solve our racial tensions honestly, fairly, and
squarely. Under no circumstance let there be vio-

lence from either side. Let differences be resolved

around the conference table. Let them be resolved

in a spirit of Christian love.
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A Strange Answer to Prayer

The
Came
to
Us

Gerhard Dollinger

On September 10, 1958, Missionary

Kornelius Isaak tca« murdered by
a Moro Indian band in the Para-

guayan jungle. Since that day Men-
nonites in both North and South
America have been praying for
ways to contact America's most
primitive tribe. The door opened
suddenly. .

Two hundred yards from our hos-

pital in the little Paraguayan town
of Filadelfia, is the jungle. It is the

home of the Moro Indians.

The Moros are a wild, primitive,

blood-thirsty tribe. Ever since the

Mennonite settlement was estab-

lished about thirty years ago, the

Moros were the terror of the set-

tlers as well as of the other Indian

tribes roaming the bush. No one
knows anything certain about the

Moros. Most of those who met them
in the past were killed.

They come out of the bush in a

flash, attack a Mennonite village

or an Indian toldo, stage a huge
massacre and disappear as quickly

as they came. They smear their

bodies with tiger fat. The farmers'
dogs hide in fear and allow the

Moros to reach the houses unno-
ticed.

After such an attack our hospital

looks like a military hospital in

wartime. There are wounded people
with crushed skulls, broken legs



or arms, arrows or spears in their

bellies, and scalps hanging down in

shreds.

Once they brought an Indian

woman of the Chulupi tribe to our

hospital. She held part of her skull

in her hand; the brain lay bare

and was partially damaged. The
scalp hung down in tattered flaps.

Since she gave only weak signs of

life, I told the nurse, "Just give her

a shot of morphine; she'll die any-

way, so why let her suffer?" But
after a while the nurse came and
.said that the woman wanted to

nurse her baby and drink. So, we
took her to our operating room,

where I removed the smashed brain

sections, replaced the skull (which

she had brought with her), and
sutured as well as possible the dam-
aged scalp. After twelve days she

left the hospital in excellent health,

fresh and gay. Of course, I was in-

terested in knowing what would be-

come of her. Would she show par-

alysis, amnesia, epileptic fits, seeing

or hearing deficiencies? None what-

ever! She now lives at a mission

station where I have had occasion

I to see her once in a while. She
bears the heaviest water jugs on
her head. When she sees me she

comes laughing and lets me exam-
ine her.

Many missionaries, Roman Cath-

olic as well as Protestant, have

tried to penetrate the Moro area.

They have had no success. They
killed Kornelius Isaak, a young mis-

sionary, when he went to meet

them in 1958. [See "Modern Martyr,"

The Mennonite, Nov. 14, 1961, page

723.]

On the border of the jungles, the

Indians station guards high in the

trees. Little tree houses, with rope

ladders hanging down, serve as

lookouts. When the guards see the

Moros approach, they ring a bell

and everybody knows: The Moros
are coming! Once discovered the

Moros flee. They never fight open-

ly. They only make surprise at-

tacks.

The Moros Are Here!

Who can describe, therefore, my
feelings when some time ago I came
home from a journey and my wife

told me: "We have visitors; they

have their quarters in the garage.

You know who they are? The
Moros!"

"The Moros? Don't joke with me,"

I said, "how could it be possible?"

"Yes, yes, Daddy," my children

shouted in excitement; "real Moros,

Daddy. And they are all naked ex-

cept for a small G-string."

They were so excited that they

all spoke at the same time. Our

children, of course, are accustomed

to the Chulupi Indians, having

grown up among them. They speak

to them in the queer pidgin Low
German which the Indian tribes

hereabout use between themselves

and in conversation with the Ger-

man settlers.

My wife told me that one eve-

ning a group of Moros had arrived

in Filadelfia. Nobody knew what
to do with them, how to handle

them, or where to give them shel-

ter. So they brought them to our

garage.

Of course, my wife feared being

alone with the children in the

house with the Moros nearby. But

when she saw their friendly grin-

ning faces, she lost her fear and

took the risk of housing them. They
stayed three days, walking through

our little town, and looking into

the house.

On Sunday morning, when the

church bells rang, and everybody

went to church, the Moros went

too. I can imagine no bigger con-

trast. These naked, painted human
beings, who come out of another

age, sit in the church together with

the well-kept blond settlers. They
look astonished and listen atten-

tively, not understanding anything.

They fold their hands and keep

quiet.
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Mrs. Kornelius Isaak and her children: the Moros who
killed Kornelius Isaak have come looking for a new life.

Their women have no tattooing.

They only "make up" with black

and red. The men have long braid-

ed hair. They wear no clothes ex-

cept for a G-string. Both sexes wear
necklaces of several strands. They
also wear the typical Indian feather

decoration around their heads,

wrists, and ankles. In contrast to

the Chulupi and other domestic In-

dians they are strong and robust.

We wondered why they didn't

bring any children. The Chulupi
Indian women always carry at least

two, one in a sack on the back or

nursing at the breast, the other sit-

ting on the hip. We found out later

why the Moros were without chil-

dren.

We don't lock doors in our town.

The Chulupis never enter a house,

and the white settlers don't steal.

But it became impossible to let the
Moros move around freely. We could

never see what they were up to. It

gave me a strange feeling to find

such primitive people standing in

my bedroom, even if they do no
harm. So, we decided to take them
back to the jungle. They were put

on the truck, provided with food,

and told that missionaries would
soon come to visit them. The driv-

er took them as far as he could,

unloaded them, and drove away.
After two days they were back,

only in larger numbers. The same
procedure began again. We could

not get rid of them. They showed,
by gestures, that they wanted to

stay forever. A small camp was
organized at the edge of the little

town and they were told not to

leave, otherwise they would not get

food and would be sent to the jungle
again.

In that camp we observed how
they live. They are not shy. They
act openly and without regard to

spectators.

Once the cacique (chief) threw
a woman to the ground and began
trampling her with both feet. He
beat her like an animal. "She must
be obedient," he explained as we
stopped him from killing her.

It is plain that they do not prac-

tice marriage. They indulge in sex-

ual relations openly, any woman
with any man. Only the cacique

has a wife of his own. No other

man may touch her, while all the

other women are at his conveni-

ence.

Ethnologists agree that there is

no promiscuity among the primi-

tives; therefore, it seems possible

that the legend is true which the

Chulupis tell. They say that the
Moros came out of the jungle 300

years ago, under the Jesuits. They
then had a much higher standard.

After a battle, when they killed

all the Jesuits, they returned to the

jungle and made a vow to kill every
white human being they would
meet. In the jungle they must have
degenerated to their present low
state. They themselves do not know
anything about their own history.

They live like animals. Children
are common property. Fathers or

mothers do not exist for the chil-

dren. The mother instinct seems to

vanish as soon as the lactation

period is over. There must be a lot

of incest because nobody knows
who his brothers and sisters are.

That they are, in spite of the in-

cest, so sound and healthy can only
be explained by the fact that all

who are weak and sickly die and
only the strong ones survive.

We know that some tribes had a
custom of killing all unwanted chil-

dren at birth. The grandmother
put a handful of sand in the mouth
of the newborn and pinched his

nose so that he choked. Sometimes
a baby was simply left behind in

the bushes when the tribe moved in

their nomadic wandering and was
eaten by wild animals.

The same custom probably ex-

ists among the Moros, who do not
have permanent living sites and
possess only bows and arrows,
spears and axes of hardwood. For
that reason the group which visit-

ed us, which is quite large, had no
children with them. They could not
use them when they undertook their

adventures, thus they left them be-

hind.

A lively bartering was initiated

in the camp between Mennonite
children and the Moros. The chil-

dren were interested in bows and
arrows, spears, feather decorations,

and necklaces, while the Moros
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A lively bartering between
Mennonite children and
the Indians began. The
Moros wanted clothes.

G. B. Giesbrecht and Anne Klassen in an

early meeting with one of the Moros.

wanted clothes. The men got a pair

of scissors and cut their hair—right

down to the scalp.

It is logical that by their using

our articles some casualties cannot

be avoided. The director of the ex-

perimental farm brought an ado-

lescent Moro boy to the hospital.

The latter had used an empty ant

poison tin to drink water. We feared

that it would poison him. Quickly

we inserted a stomach tube. This

procedure is no pleasure, as any-

one will confirm who has expe-

rienced it. I can still see his wide

open eyes, full of horror, looking

at the nurses in their white gowns

and caps and at me, the doctor. The
tube was blocked because the boy

had eaten too much watermelon,

and I had to remove it. Shall I in-

sert it again? The answer to my
gesture was a decisive, "Hm-mm."
He shook his head negatively as

we do. "Then is everything okay?"

"Uh-huh," he said, nodding his

head. Hm-mm and Uh-huh are a

universal language.

After a couple of days some of

the Moros disappeared. Were they

tired of us? Will they go back to

the jungle? Or are they making
further investigations in new vil-

lages and settlements? No, soon

they came back and brought new

people from their tribe. On their

return to the jungle they had been

attacked by the "conservatives." It

must have been quite a massacre.

Some of those who did not come
back were killed. In spite of this

opposition, more and more come ev-

ery week.

What is the secret power which

forces them to give up their old

way of life? Why do they come to

the white settlers whom until re-

cently they attacked and killed as

soon as they could get hold of

them? This power is civilization.

Nobody can stop it; it penetrates

to the remotest corners of the

globe. Soon we will have no place

where savages can live undisturbed.

For us the Moros are a big prob-

lem. We are hardly able to keep

the tribes who live with us now
from starving. And now new ones

are coming. The Indian as a no-

mad cannot be made to settle down
in a day. It takes years until he is

willing and fit for settling. In the

meantime he is seminomadic. Part

of the time he works with the farm-

ers on the crops, where he gets food

and water. Then he runs back to the

jungle again, hunting and gather-

ing wild fruit. From the point of

nourishment, he was better off as a

nomad. . . . Note the well-fed and

muscular Moros.

The interim between the nomadic

life and the settling is the most

difficult. While the nomadic Indian

burned all his possessions, huts and

everything, when he started wan-

dering, now his tolderias (camps)

are permanent headquarters which

become potential incubators for tu-

berculosis, hookworm, and malaria.

Medical treatment becomes sense-

less when the Indian doesn't have

enough food. We start to combat
tuberculosis with streptomycin and

neoteben, but when the patient (in

search of food again and again)

escapes the treatment and only

comes back when he spits blood,

treatment is in vain. The Indian

can earn his food as a cropper only

for a short time during the year,

but this short time makes him
unfit to hunt or gather fruits. He
wants our nourishment. But, where

to find it?

The missionaries do whatever

they can, but they are not here to

feed people permanently without

work; that would even be wrong,

because the savages could infer that

to become a Christian means to be

cared for without doing anything.

All of us hope the Moros will

find what they are looking for with

us. We will try to do what we can.
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CONGRESSIONAL
RESPONSE i I

Members of Congress from "Mennonite" states re-

ceived copies of the July 9 issue and its editorial,

"Letter to a Member of Congress." We invited

them to comment on the civil rights legislation.

California

Since I have been in the Congress I have voted

favorably on all civil rights bills on which we have

had an opportunity to vote. We do not know as

yet just what kind of a bill is going to be reported

by the House Committee on the Judiciary. The
President's recommendations will undoubtedly be

amended in some respects, but I for one do not

want to give to the executive powers under the

present emergency and duress which the Congress

would not be willing to grant under normal condi-

tions and when not under pressure. J. Arthur

Younger, House of Representatives.

Idaho

Your editorial on the civil rights question strikes

me as an interesting evaluation of the situation writ-

ten without rancor or contentiousness. At this time I

have no opinion to offer on the pending legislation

because it will probably come out of committee in

a modified or at least a changed version. I assure

you it is a subject that will have my closest interest

when it comes before the house for debate. Compton
I. White, Jr., House of Representatives.

Illlinois

I share your hope that effective civil rights legisla-

tion will be enacted in this session. Donald Rums-
feld, House of Representatives.

Indiana
Representative John Brademas entered the editorial

in the Appendix of the Congressional Record for

July 22, page A4584.

Kansas
Civil rights has become a serious problem for our
nation and is one that must be solved. As a matter
of fact, we are late in dealing with this problem.

To me, civil rights is a moral issue and in my
opinion must be dealt with as a moral issue. We
can pass laws and will do so in this session of con-

gress, but the problem goes much deeper than that.

Public opinion and human relationship cannot be
legislated. Given equal opportunity for education

and employment, the minority groups will make
their own place of responsibility. It is up to us to

help them, and I know of no group that can be
more helpful than our churches. Frank Carlson,
Senate.

[Senator Carlson entered the editorial in the July 15

Congressional Record, page 11858.]

Further, in view of your statement in the editorial

about President Kennedy having shown "some fresh

new courage in his profile" I am enclosing a copy
of a speech I made on the floor of the house approxi-

mately a year ago. Virtually any well informed
Negro leader today will tell you that one of the
major causes for the violence and unrest on the

part of the Negro community is the bitterness en-

gendered by the contrast between Senator Ken-
nedy's campaign promises and the nonperformances
of his administration. Robert F. Ellsworth, House
of Representatives.

Minnesota

Congratulations on a fine editorial. I am enclosing

several recent statements I have made in the Senate
that reflect, I believe, the same spirit and sentiments

found in your editorial. We will have a long, hard
summer and a long, hard fall, and will need all the
support and assistance we can get. Keep up the

good work ! Hubert Humphrey, Senate.

As a Republican I applaud your mention of the 1960

Republican platform and I am gratified that my
party has put forth solid legislative proposals sup-

porting that platform. And I am confident that

reasonable men of both parties will now be able to

work constructively together for the achievement
of effective civil rights legislation as so properly
encouraged in your editorial. Clark MacGregor,
House of Representatives.

Missouri

I was pleased to have your letter of July 5th, and
enclosure, stating your views relative to the civil

rights issue. Let me say at the outset that during
World War I, I served in Camp Pike, Ark., at

which time I learned much about the colored prob-

lem in the South. I decided then very definitely

that we who do not live with the problem day in

and day out, had best leave the problem to the
respective communities and states to handle, and I

have not found it in my heart to change my posi-

tion since coming to congress because of the follow-

ing reasons:

First, let us never forget that one of our most
cherished American rights is the right to choose
our friends, our associates, and our professions,

whether it be farmer, clergyman, wage earner,
businessman, yes or housewife, under our constitu-

tional, competitive, free private enterprise system
of government, all of which has made America, the
richest, the freest, the most blessed land on the
face of the earth.
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Second, the fair-minded, patriotic Negroes know

and tell us how they resent being used by many
politicians in congress and out, to further their

political ambitions. Sure, they want the right to

vote, and I want them to have that American right,

but above all, I want to abide by the constitution

which places the responsibility of establishing the

election laws in the legislatures of their respective

states.

Third, the patron saint of the colored people,

Booker T. Washington, said in part in one of his

great speeches to his people: I admonish you, never

demand legislation to force integration, it must

come gradually and by degrees as time goes on.

Fourth, I do not want an all-powerful govern-

ment to dictate to the people of my state and yours

by armed force who shall vote and who shall em-

ploy who in this free America of ours. Ben F. Jen-

sen, House of Representatives.

Apparently the course that will be followed by any

civil rights legislation during this session of con-

gress will be an arduous one. Unquestionably there

will be long and serious debates on these matters.

I hope that the people of Missouri's second district

and, indeed, the people throughout the United States

will follow the congressional study and debate of

these matters very carefully. This will help bring

an understanding of and impress upon our society

the importance of this question of civil rights. In

this way we can achieve in the United States the

great goal of equality of rights and equality of

opportunity for all people. Thomas B. Curtis, House

of Representatives.

Can assure you we find ourselves in complete agree-

ment concerning the need for the enactment of a

sound civil rights bill such as the one recommend-

ed by the President. Edward V. Long, Senate.

Montana
Thank you for sharing with me your moving and

eloquent editorial on civil rights. Lee Metcalf,

Senate.

North Dakota

I have your letter of July 5, with a copy of The

Mennonite attached containing your editorial en-

titled "First Steps in Birmingham" [article by Vin-

cent Harding].

This is a very good editorial, and appears to be

written with a sensitive understanding of the prob-

lems faced by both the Negro and white popula-

tion, in this groping for a solution to the race issue.

It seems to me it would apply equally well to al-

most any other city in the United States faced with

a similar situation.

It was patricularly good to learn of the sympathy

many of the white citizens held for the Negroes in

their efforts to break the rigid pattern of segrega-

tion. I believe the average person of good will

would react in about the same manner, if given

the proper opportunity to do so, in an atmosphere

of calm negotiation. Those who would deal in

cruelty or inhumane treatment are, I feel, moti-

vated largely by fear, and I hope they are in the

minority. Naturally they are the ones who get the

attention of the press because the moderate traits

of character aren't particularly good copy if the

newspaper happens to deal more in sensational

news. And of course we have to remember that

the newspaper reporters are paid to write articles

which will result in more newspapers being sold,

regardless of the subject at hand. Don L. Short,

House of Representatives.

Pennsylvania

I've read with interest your fine editorial. I com-

mend you on the contents and assure you that my
sentiments are identical in all respects. John H.

Dent, House of Representatives.

South Dakota

I agree with what you say. I am a co-sponsor of

the pending legislation which incorporates the Presi-

dent's civil rights program. I intend to speak and

vote for these measures, and to support cloture

when there has been a reasonable period of debate.

Permit me to thank you and your church for

your support of this important effort. George Mc-

Govern, Senate.

Further acknowledgments came from'. Represent-

ative Harlan Hagen, California; Representative Wil-

liam H. Avery, Kansas; Senator Milton R. Young,

Ohio; Representative Robert Taft, Jr., Ohio; Rep-

resentative Robert T. Secrest, Ohio; Representative

William M. McCulloch, Ohio; Representative Edith

Green, Oregon; Senator Garner E. Shriver, Kansas;

Senator Joseph S. Clark, Pennsylvania; Representa-

tive Frank T. Bow, Ohio.

THE HAPPY CHILD

I saw this day sweet floivers grow thick-

But not one like the child did pick.

I heard, the packhounds in green park—
But no dog like the child heard bark,

I heard this day bird after bird—

But not one like the child has heard.

A hundred butterflies saw I—
But not one like the child saw fly.

I saw the horses roll in grass—
But no horse like the child saw pass.

My world this day has lovely been—
But not like what the child lias seen.

WM. H. DAVIS

]
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Schoolmen Aid Race Witness

Three faculty members from Men-
nonite colleges have accepted short-

term assignments with the Menno-
nite Central Committee's Peace
Section and the Mennonite Church's

Peace Problems Committee this

summer. They will work in the

area of race relations.

Guy F. Hershberger, author and
professor of history and sociology

at Goshen (Ind.) College, will be

making a three-week tour of Men-
nonite congregations in the South.

One of the main purposes of his

visit will be to discuss with the

churches of the South ways in which
the total brotherhood—North and
South—can more fully express that

unity of the church which tran-

scends color and race.

A Bluffton (Ohio) College history

instructor and former peace section

administrative assistant, John Un-
ruh, Jr., will represent the peace
section in Washington, D. C, dur-

ing August. He will assist with a
witness to government on civil

rights legislation. He will keep
abreast of legislative developments,
maintain a close liaison with other
church groups and their efforts,

and assist Mennonite delegations

desiring to speak to legislative lead-

ers on civil rights.

C. Norman Kraus, professor of

Bible at Goshen College and a na-

tive of Virginia, began a month's
service with Vincent Harding on
July 15. One of his objectives will

be to gain a better understanding
of the moral and ethical dilemma
of the white southern churches.
Appointment of the three school-

men was made by Edgar Metzler,
peace section executive. He said:

"The moral urgency of this mo-
ment in history has captured the

ethical attention of the churches

more than any development in re-

cent years."

Metzler noted several responses

of church people to the racial crisis.

Some feel things are moving too

fast. Racial equality could be

achieved better if Negro leaders

would move more slowly. Comment-
ing that it has been one hundred
years since the Emancipation
Proclamation, Metzler said, "It ill

behooves white Christians who have
not known the sting and humilia-

tion of discrimination to urge the

victims of prejudice to endure it

further."

Another response has been in

words. Statements and resolutions

have been adopted. "But words are

not enough," says Metzler, "unless

they are accommodated by commit-
ment and action."

Metzler reported that the recon-

ciliation witness of Vincent and
Rosemarie Harding would continue.

For almost two years the Hardings
have lived in Atlanta, working
there and elsewhere in the South,

expressing the mutual concern of

the Mennonite brotherhood to wit-

ness to the way of love in race

relations. The emphasis has been
on contacts with the churches in

the South and on service as a bridge

between the white and Negro com-
munities. Recently the Hardings
agreed to continue their term of

service at least until June, 1964.

C. Norman Kraus will be based
in Atlanta. He will live with the

voluntary service unit. His assign-

ment is to work with Harding in

any activities that may develop dur-

ing the assignment where a white

co-worker would be useful. He will

try to understand the moral and
ethical dilemma of the white south-

ern churches.

In Washington, Unruh will work
on legislation. Speaking about this

assignment, Metzler said: "There
may be difference of opinion about

details of the legislation now be-

fore Congress, but Christians should

be the first to support the goal of

insuring that equal opportunity for

all citizens which is guaranteed by
the constitution and which the ma-
jority, including most Mennonites,

have enjoyed."

Some Mennonite committees and
communities have indicated inter-

est in sending a delegation of two
or three to Washington to talk to

their representatives about civil

rights legislation. "Such delega-

tions from many Mennonite com-
munities," says Metzler, "would be

a tangible expression of the con-

victions already agreed upon in of-

ficial church statements."

Hershberger's trip to the South
seeks to express the mutual concern
of the brotherhood with the church-

es of the South. Its mission is to

find the way of discipleship and
obedience in the present racial rev-

olution.

Through personal conversation

and observation, Hershberger will

share the vision of reconciliation in

Christ which must go beyond the

requirements of law and justice.

A conference of Mennonite con-

gregations in the South on race re-

lations is envisioned.

Metzler cited Hershberger's par-
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I aphrase of the words of a Negro
I! leader: ".

. . if the American Men-

I nonites . . . fail to discharge their

I obligation now, history may have to

j
record that one of the great trag-

1 edies of our time was not the stri-

I dent clamor of the bad people, but

the apalling silence of the good peo-

ple. Our generation will have to

I repent not only for the acts and

| words of the children of darkness,

but also for the fears and apathy

of the children of light."

j
CHURCHES RESPOND TO RACE

jlRace relations in the United States

have come to a crisis stage. Not the

last to realize this was President

Kennedy. In June he made the most
impassioned address of his career.

r It was an appeal to the nation for
le for civil rights action.

" Shortly thereafter, Kennedy called
d

! a White House conference of church
* leaders to discuss race problems.

An inter-faith advisory committee
k on race equality was organized as
's a result of this meeting. (See The
e Mennonite, July 9, page 449.) To
11 the church leaders Kennedy said,

;- "Let us see if we can make a sig-

(I nificant breakthrough this summer
'f —church by church and community
r by community."
}' Other church groups have been

,

active in various ways.
>i The General Assembly of the

Presbyterian Inter-racial Council "to

d mobilize concerned Presbyterians to

involve themselves vigorously and
o responsibly as instruments for in-

0 tegration within the Church, the
il communities in which they live,

!• and the whole nation."

i- In Detroit, Michigan, twenty-one
e Protestant, Roman Catholic, Ortho-

i- dox, and Jewish clergymen issued a

statement calling for individual ex-

amination of conscience in the wake
1 of the Birmingham situation. They
i declared that "fundamental affirma-

t titons of religion have been flouted

3 and repudiated [in Birmingham] by
1 actions, official and unofficial, which

have been issued in violence and
disorder. . . . Each of us involved in

l the sin that has been committed;
1 each of us is guilty of complicity

i in the wrong that has been done."

! I In Oklahoma City, Protestant and
I Roman Catholic churchmen issued

I a statement strongly protesting seg-

regation practices still existing in

certain clubs and eating places in

the city.

In North Tulsa, Oklahoma, the

ministerial association endorsed pe-

titions calling for a city ordinance

making segregation of public fa-

cilities unlawful.

The American Baptist Conven-

tion started a fund with donations

of $4,276 to rebuild the home of the

A. D. King, brother of Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. Mr. King's home
was shattered in the Birmingham
bombings.

In Raleigh, North Carolina, Ro-

man Catholic and Protestant Epis-

copal church leaders issued a joint

letter calling for the end to racial

barriers.

In New York leaders of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church's New York
diocese called for prayers and finan-

cial aid for the extension of equal

rights in Birmingham and other

southern cities.

In Massachusetts the council of

churches started a campaign to "re-

lieve the plight of thousands of Ne-

groes near starvation in the Mis-

sissippi delta area." They asked

food, clothing, and funds to aid

sharecroppers in the eighteen-coun-

ty area, many of whom, they said,

have been the target of "punitive

action" by segregationists wishing

to discourage their attempts to vote.

In Wyoming the Methodist Con-

ference appealed for better treat-

ment of the Negroes in the North.

It said churches should work to

provide equal housing and employ-

ment opportunities for all persons.

In Little Rock, Arkansas, scene

in 1957 of the first major racial

disturbances in the United States

following the school integration

order, representatives of forty

churches and synagogues called for

an end to racial discrimination.

On June 28, the National Council

of Churches held the first meeting

of its Commission on Race and Re-

ligion. They adopted a statement

supporting the pending civil rights

legislation. The commission will

meet monthly during the racial

crisis.

During the Birmingham demon-

strations in May, the Akron (Pa.)

Mennonite Church sent a letter to

the churches of Birmingham. The
statement said: "I believe that ev-

ery person has the moral right to

rent, buy or build a home anywhere
without restrictions which are based

on race, religion or national origin.

Therefore, I will welcome into my

neighborhood any law-abiding and
responsible person of whatever

race, religion, or national origin;

and will work with him to build,

to improve, and to maintain a com-

munity which is good for all."

The Virginia Annual Conference

of the Methodist Church set the

academic year 1964-65 as an "abso-

lute deadline" for the integration of

its colleges.

Trustees of the House of Mercy,

a home for unwed mothers affiliat-

ed with the Washington, D. C, Prot-

estant Episcopal Diocese, voted to

disregard race in future admissions.

In its seventy years the home has

never admitted a Negro woman, but

the diocese had threatened to cut

off aid if it failed to integrate.

Protestant Episcopal Bishop Ar-

thur Banyard of New Jersey con-

firmed the excommunication of a

Berlin, N. J., parishioner who "re-

fused to retract statements of mal-

ice toward Negroes and has not

been willing to repent his attitude."

In Raleigh, N. C, a group of Ne-

gro and white Episcopal ministers

attempted to eat dinner at a down-

town cafeteria. When policemen

barred their way, they said prayers

and waited outside till the cafeteria

closed.

A Linden, Ala., Baptist minister

resigned when deacons in his con-

gregation objected to his recom-

mendation that Negroes be allowed

to worship in the church. His house

was stoned and a cross was burned

in his lawn.

On Sunday, June 16, sermons in

many churches reflected deep wor-

ry about the church's own guilt

with regard to racial injustice. In

New York City, Metropolitan Com-
munity Methodist Church, William

James said President Kennedy, in

his civil rights speech to the na-

tion, was more of a Christian spokes-

man "than this minister."

In Hickory, N. C, the Lutheran
Church in America's Lenoir Rhyne
College enrolled its first Negro stu-

dents — five of them — without in-

cident. In Greensboro, the North
Carolina Synod of the Presbyterian

Church in the U.S. voted praise to

President Kennedy's "moral leader-

ship"; sympathy to Medgar Evers'

widow; and commendation to busi-

nesses that have already lowered

racial bars. The Synod urged other

businesses to take similar steps, and
directed its annual collection, nor-
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mally used to defray meeting costs,

to be forwarded to Mrs. Evers and

her children.

Fredrik A. Schiotz, president of

the American Lutheran Church,

wrote personally to each of the

5,000 pastors and parishes of his

denomination asking them to sup-

port President Kennedy's civil

rights efforts.

On June 18 the newly-formed in-

terfaith North Carolina Council on

Religion and Race appealed to the

state's conscience on the "whole

issue of race relations," declaring

that "bigotry, hated, violence and

doctrines of racial superiority have

no place in our religious traditions."

Ben H. Herbster, president of the

1,400,000-member United Church of

Christ, called for a "courageous pro-

gram of action" in a letter to min-

isters of the denomination's 6,899

churches, announcing his intention

to ask the forthcoming biennial

General Synod meeting in Denver
for "the means to act swiftly and
surely ... to eliminate in our fel-

lowship every vestige of segrega-

tion, discrimination, injustice and
intolerance." Such action would re-

quire changes in the church at all

levels, he said.

In Danville, Ky., a joint meeting

of the Kentucky synods of the Pres-

byterian Church in the U.S. (south-

ern) and the United Presbyterian

Church in the U.S.A. (northern)

urged the state's governor and "all

Presbtyerians" to press legislation

outlawing segregation in licensed

facilities serving the public.

On June 19 in New York City,

the National Council's Commission
on Religion and Race announced
the appointment of a youth direc-

tor, calling on adult Christians to

"learn the true meaning of com-
mitment from" nonviolent student

movements such as CORE.
The same day in Salem, Va., the

president of the Luther League, a

youth group of the Lutheran
Church in America, urged members
to participate this summer in

League-sponsored work camps held

in areas of racial tension. The
younger generation must not inherit

a "frightened aura of responsibil-

ity," from its elders, he warned.
In Minneapolis, Minn., three Epis-

copal churches with predominantly
different racial congregations —
white, Negro, and Japanese Amer-
ican—agreed to hold common mid-

week services of Holy Communion,
create formal and informal oppor-

tunities for their congregations to

meet together, and encourage other

Episcopalians throughout Minnesota
to take part.

On June 20 in Indianapolis, Ind.,

the Disciples of Christ's United

Christian Missionary Society formed
an emergency committee to work
for racial justice. The committee
will work with the National Coun-

cil's commission and also with the

tri-faith National Conference on Re-

ligion and Race.

At an Albuquerque, N. M., City

Commission meeting, Protestant

and Roman Catholic leaders suc-

cessfully urged passage of a city

ordinance prohibiting discrimina-

tion in housing.

In Chicago, white and Negro
Methodists held a week-long prayer

vigil; Presbyterians founded a Chi-

cago Chapter of the Presbyterian

Interracial Council; Missouri Synod
Lutherans adopted a resolution call-

ing for Illinois fair housing legis-

lation; and Evangelical Covenant
Church of American ministers is-

sued a pastoral letter urging Chris-

tians to prayer and repentance for

Prairie Pioneer

Prairie
Pioneer

The Christian Krehbiel Story. The pulse, the

spirit, and the humor of life in Iowa, Illi-

nois, and Kansas in the last century. $3.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

their failure to reduce racial ten-

sions.

The Missouri Synod Lutheran dis-
j

trict conventions — thirty-four in

all — are rapidly going on record

in calls for action to end segrega-

tion and with pledges of financial

support of the independent Luther-

an Human Relations Association to

further the cause of racial justice.

On June 24 the Southern Cali-

fornia-Arizona Methodist Confer-

ence announced the appointment of

a Negro minister to the all-white

Pueblo Gardens Church in Tucson,

Ariz. Meanwhile in Minneapolis,

the Board of American Missions of

the Lutheran Church in America
announced it would push for recruit-

ment of additional Negro clergy-

men.
The following day saw the forma-

tion by Protestant, Catholic, Ortho-

dox, and Jewish leaders of a Bos-

ton, Mass., Conference on Religion

and Race.

And on June 26 in Austin, Tex.,

the white Cumberland Presbyterian

Church and its Negro counterpart,

the Second Cumberland Presbyteri-

an church, began negotiations for

an "immediate" merger. It was re-

ported the same day that church

integration in Amarillo, Tex., was
progressing smoothly.

Also on June 26—a week and a

day after the Danville, Ky., Presby-

terian plea for anti-segregation

legislation — Kentucky's governor

answered this and similar requests

from other church and civil rights

groups with an executive order bar-

ring racial discrimination in all

businesses licensed by the state.

FOOD FOR TYPHOON SHIRLEY

On June 19 and 20 Typhoon Shirley

struck southwest Korea. It left 220

dead and 42,500 homeless. The tor-

rential rains that followed the ty-

phoon heightened the damage with

floods and landslides. The areas hit

produce most of the country's rice.

In response to the immediate

need, Church World Service sent a

million and a half pounds of food.

Beans, bulgar wheat, cornmeal,

flour, powdered milk, and rolled

wheat came from agricultural com-

modities surplus supply. Other re-

lief was given by the Korean gov-

ernment, United States Army. Red
Cross, and other relief groups in

the country.
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:alendar

Conferences
Nov. 1-5—Western District, North

Newton, Kan.

1965. July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Western
Aug. 2 — Commencement, Bethel

Hospital School of Nursing, New-
ton, Kan.
Aug. 4-9—Goessel Community Out-

door Services, Tabor Church Park;

Vincent Harding, speaker.

Aug. 10-11—Summer Peace Rally,

Y Ranch, Arlington, Kan., 3:00 p.m.;

Vincent Harding, Speaker.

NEW ADDRESSES

Arizona
Rebecca Nickel, Route 1, Box 252,

Eloy
Leo H. Wienss, Box 232, Tuba City

California

Mrs. Clara Bates, 1944 Freedom
Blvd., Freedom

Joe Krehbiel, 2519 W. Grand Ave.,

Alhambra
Frank Rempel, 424 College St., Palo

Alto

A. J. Richert, General Delivery,

Glendale
John E. Wetzel, 2030 California St.,

Apt. 4, Mountain View
Florida

Kenneth Wedel, 197 Moore Dr.,

Tallahassee

Idaho
Paul W. Boschman, Aberdeen

Illinois

Mrs. Ralph Brown, 528 E. Wash-
ington, Morris

James Dester, 320 Somanauh, Syca-

more
Frank Gaylord, Good Hope
Raymond Hamlet, 111 Orchard Ave.,

Pekin
Mrs. Kenneth Van Nattan, 617 N.

Johnson, Macomb
Ella C. Salzman, Route 3, Hey-
worth

Indiana

J. Herbert Fretz, 620 S. 6 St.,

Goshen
Diane Haines, Route 5, Logansport

Leland Harder, 3703 Prairie St.,

Elkhart

John B. Jantzen, Apt. 401, Campus
View House, Indiana University,

Bloomington
Mrs. Maxine Newcomer, 119 E. Cal-

vert, South Bend
Latin America
Menno I. Bergen, Apartado 238,

Cuauhtemoc, Chih., Mexico
Joe W. Goossen, Nova Russas,

Ceara, Brazil

Maryland
Kenneth Wedel, Rosewood Box 214,

Owings Mill

Minnesota
Jac. M. Duerksen, Route 2, Box 37A,

Mt. Lake
Abram Baerg, 3922 Thomas N,
Minneapolis

DEDICATIONS

First Church, Glendive, Mont.,

dedicated its new building July 21.

BAPTISMS

United Church, Black Creek, B.C.,

on June 9: Audrey Halbe, Wanda
Durksen.

United Church, Waterloo, Ont, on

June 2: Peter Enns, Margaret
Poetker, Karin Rempel, Christine

Wiens.
Faith, Newton, Kan., on June 2:

Max Dyck, Ladene Janzen, Sherry

Schroeder, Darlene Schmidt, Jon

Woelk.
First, Aberdeen, Idaho, on June

23: Theodore Creason, Shirley Gam-
ble, Dennis Gossen, Sandra Hoffer,

Loren Huse, Leonard Isaak, Shirley

Isaak, James Lehman, Margo Mat-

thies, Shareen Moser, Ralph Rich-

ard.

Goessel, Goessel, Kan., on June 2:

Jerry Lynn Schmidt, Darrel Dwight
Dirksen.

Salem, Kidron, Ohio, on June 2:

Dorothy Hershberger, Sandra
Sprunger, Beatrice Moser.

Four girls and two fellows were bap-

tized upon their confession of faith

in the Meilun Church, Taiwan, on

May 12. Three of the girls are stu-

dent nurses at the Mennonite Chris-

tian Hospital. The other girl is the

receptionist at the hospital and the

young man is the pharmacist. One
of the girls is a refugee and orphan
from mainland China. Her relatives

brought her to Taiwan when the

communists came to power in China.

Evangelist Chhoa brought the

message and Peter Kehler was in

charge of the baptismal service.

Forty-two believers took part in the

Lord's Supper which followed.

MARRIAGES

Ivan Hunsinger and Connie Jeanne
Funk, members of First Church,

Aberdeen, Ida., on June 14.

James Martens and Kathleen Dick,

both members of First Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn., on June 14.

LaVeme Ray Schmidt, Alexan-

derwohl, Goessel, Kan., and Agnes
Esther Funk, Beaverdale Mennonite
Church, Dorintosh, Sask., on July 3

in the Beaverdale Church.

Walter Fredric Sprunger, Salem
Church, Kidron, Ohio, and Sarah
Ellen Hostetler, Oak Grove Church,

Smithville, Ohio, on June 22.

Robert Sweet, First Methodist,

and Patricia Jean Schmidt, Faith

Church, Newton, Kan., on June 15.

Jeanette Schmidt, Bethesda
Church, Marion, S. D., to Allen

Kosboth, Lutheran Church, Canis-

tota, S. D., on June 28.

Marlene Jo Stucky, First Church,

McPherson, Kan., to Darrell Lee
Waite, Wichita, Kan., on June 16.

Joanne Winton, Comins (Mich.)

Church, to Douglas Neil Moyei;
Bruce, Wis., on July 5.

Nancy Yod&r, West Swamp Church.

Quakertown, Pa., to William Lewis,

on June 22.
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UNANSWERED QUESTION

Dear Editor: Does Mr. Burkholder

[Letters, July 9} still believe that

Noah's curse on Canaan was God's

curse on the Negro? He has not

answered that question. Would his

theory of inspiration make that nec-

essary? Marie J. Regier, White-

water, Kan.

DEFENDING THE BIBLE

Dear Editor: In response to Mr.

Burkholder's letter of July 9, it

would seem that the issue of the

color of Christ and the inspiration

of the Bible need not be separated.

They can both fit into our under-

standing of God and of the Bible

and not conflict with each other.

In trying to come to a more ma-

ture understanding of the Bible, it

has been helpful to hear that the

Bible is a signpost to point us to

God, and that we too often are

guilty of falling down at the sign-

post instead of looking beyond it

to God himself.

The conviction has also been grow-

ing on us that when we look for

scriptural backing for all of our

pet beliefs and for everything we
do, we become too legalistic and
narrow, too defensive and, regret-

tably, loveless. We encourage peo-

ple to doggedly hold to a teaching

we have set forth rather than to

cultivate the spirit of Christ, which
is love. This spirit caused Christ to

supersede the "inerrant, infallible

scripture" of the Old Testament
(such as regarding the Sabbath,

shewbread, etc.) and invoke the

wrath of the orthodox upon him-

self. Is Jesus concerned that we be-

lieve word for word all that people

have written about their experience

in growing to know God? Or is He
more concerned that we grow in

His own likeness and image, which
is true humility and understand-

ing? When we accept literally ev-

ery statement and teaching in the

Bible out of context of the love of

God itself, are we not as much in

danger of rejecting the true and
living Christ as were the scribes

and Pharisees in Jesus' time?
Does God need us to defend the

Bible for Him? Spurgeon once said

in effect, "I can no more defend

the Bible than I can defend a

lion." Teaching the true love of

God (which implies being open to

the possibility that Christ would

indeed be willing to be born of

any race) will bring its results.

Trying to defend the Bible seems

to imply that we are greater than

God; that He needs our protection

rather than that we need His. Jane
and Jake Friesen, Ilk N. 9th St.,

Akron, Pa.

FATHERS AND SONS

Dear Editor: What amazed me is

how many of Mr. Burkholder's

critics, (concerning his letter of

June 4th) made void the curse of

Noah on Canaan and on his de-

scendants, even though Canaan's

father brought dishonor upon Noah.
The way in which Ham's brothers

covered Noah's nakedness proves

the seriousness of the offense.

No doubt, the curse he put on

Canaan was to be a perpetual re-

minder to all generations that a

son never dishonor his father.

If we are going to make void the

curse of Noah on his son's sons, by

the same line of reasoning, do we
not also make void the blessings

of Isaac to Jacob, and the blessings

of Jacob to some of his sons, and
the denouncement of some of the

other sons, plus countless other in-

cidents in the Old Testament?
But as far as who the present

descendants of Canaan are, I am no
authority. For all I know I may be

one of them. Since we as Christians

are to serve one another in meek-
ness and lowliness, I can't see

where it can hinder me in my Chris-

tian witness. Edwin Jantzen, Mar-
ion, S. D.

TIME AND ETERNITY

To the Editor: I want to congratu-

late the lady from Chicago on the

splendid presentation of her side

on the Noah's curse controversy

{Letters, June 26) ; I agree with her
completely.

However I cannot condone the

methods employed by the leaders

of the colored people in gaining

their ends. What they want actual-

ly is a social revolution; and revolu-

tions are not completed in a day
or month or year: unless you want
to institute a reign of terror as the

French mobs did in 1792-93; how
the heads rolled!

After all what is time in a great

movement as that? Yes, the colored

people must have and eventually

will have equality; but when? It

took the church of Jesus Christ 300

years before it finally achieved,

what we please to call, equality.

It may be that history will write

this epitaph over the struggle of

this decade: "The operation was
successful, but the patient died."

Henry Hege, 109 E. 7th St., Hydro,

Okla.

CORRECTION

Dear Sir: We appreciate your pub-

lishing the letter written to the

editor by Mrs. John A. Taylor on

behalf of the Woodlawn Menno-
nite Church, in the June 26 issue.

There is, however, one error in the

last paragraph which should have
read:

'We believe that the need for

redemption from the curses of sin

is not our unique need, but that,

as the Scriptures remind us, 'all

have sinned, and all have fallen

short of the glory of God.' We are

not certain who the descendants of

Canaan might be."

This paragraph, correctly print-

ed, makes for a clearer meaning
of what was intended. Delton Franz,

46 and S. Woodlawn, Chicago 53,

III.

TEST BAN NEED

Dear Editor: What? No great

world conspiracies? I'd rather say

that Mao Tse-Tung should not be

allowed to divert us from our in-

ternal problems or get the credit

for abolishing segregation. Anyway,
thanks for your courageous edito-

rial policy.

Another comment on the world

situation: Let's instruct our sen-

ators to support a test-ban treaty!

This affects a lot more people than
American segregation or capital

punishment, although we should

work on all of them. Ronald Rich,

Box 57, Route k, Kokomo, Ind.

SUNDAY SCHOOL HELP

To the Editor: May I also take this

advantage to praise you for the

growth you are bringing about in

The Mennonite. The times I have
been able to use material from it to

enrich my Sunday school, to say
nothing of my personal life, are

innumerable. Mrs. Ernie J. Voth.

Box 147, Goessel, Kan.
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Glenn D. Everett

WANTED — Young, skinny, wiry
fellows not over eighteen. Must be
expert riders willing to risk death
daily. Orphans preferred. Wages
$25 a week. Apply Central Overland
Express, Alta Bldg., Montgomery
Street.

This advertisement appeared in

San Francisco newspapers one hun-
dred years ago.

A similar advertisement appeared
in newspapers in St. Louis, Mo. It

marked the beginning of one of

America's most daring adventures,
the Pony Express.

In 1960 the centennial of the Pony
Express was observed with histori-

cal pageants at many points along
the 1,800-mile route of the ponies
from St. Joseph to Sacramento,
Calif.

On the morning after the adver-

tisements appeared, a crowd of

eager young fellows descended upon
the express company offices. There
they learned the firm of Russell,

Majors, and Waddell intended to

establish a fast-service for mail be-

tween the western terminal of the
railroad at St. Joseph on the

Missouri River and the head of

steamship navigation at Sacramento
in order to link the new state of

California with the East.

The young men who were en-

gaged to ride the fast-running

ponies were selected with care. They
had to be tough and wiry, for com-

forts were few out on the plains and
mountains, and they had to be
skinny because the less weight the

fast little horse had to carry, the

better he would run. One other re-

quirement was insisted upon by the

company: the boys hired had to be
polite and well-behaved. No drink-

ing, quarreling roustabouts were
wanted. Life was going to be hard
out on the lonely stations and the

boys selected had to get along with
one another and keep themselves at

all times in topnotch physical con-

dition.

The company could afford to be
selective. The wages offered, $25 a

week and board, were better, in

buying power of that day, than

would be $100 a week now. And
there were lots of fellows eager for

the jobs. They loved to ride fast

horses, and here was a chance to get

paid for doing it!

Those who passed their riding

tests and impressed the company
with their intelligence and decent

manners were hired. Here was the

oath each was required to take as

he entered the service of the Pony
Express

:

"I hereby swear, before the Great

and Living God, that during my en-

T
JL

gagement, and while I am an em-
ployee of Russell, Majors, and Wad-
dell, I will, under no circumstances,
use profane language; that I will

drink no intoxicating liquors, that I

will not quarrel or fight with any
other employee of the firm, and that

in every respect I will conduct my-
self honestly, be faithful to my
duties and so direct all my acts as
to win the confidence of my em-
ployers. So help me God."
The proprietors of the Pony Ex-

press were devout, church-going
men and to each rider they gave a

little Bible suitably inscribed. Today
these are known as the Pony Ex-
press Bibles. They are rare and
priceless. Many of the young men
employed on the Express kept them
throughout life and passed them on,

well-worn, to their descendants.

Several of them are now in

museums.
Weight of the packets of mail and

newspapers given the riders to

carry was very carefully measured.
The original fare was five dollars

an ounce! That rate would still seem
prohibitive today and the fact that

men were willing to pay it shows
how badly the fast mail service was
needed.

Only one extra piece of baggage
was allowed each rider, the little

Bible which he was encouraged to

carry with him at all times so that

during the lonely hours out in the

mountains or desert waiting for the
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Postage on this Pony Express envelope was five dollars, plus the ten cent

postage stamp which took it on from St. Joseph, Mo., to New York City.

next dispatch to ride, he would have
something useful to read. Many of

the boys read through their Bibles

several times while waiting out on
the range, and anxiously keeping
an eye out for smoke signals of

hostile Indians.

If Messrs. Russell, Majors and
Waddell had not been honest, God-

fearing men to whom a contract,

once made, was a binding obligation

the Pony Express would never have
come into being at all. For, despite

the fares it charged (later reduced
to two dollars an ounce to attract

more business) and a government
subsidy of nearly $1,000,000 the ex-

press service was so expensive that

it was the ruin of them.

The idea of the Pony Express is

credited to United States Senator
W. M. Gwin of California. One day
he was bumping along in a stage-

coach on the old Overland Trail, en
route to his duties in Washington,
D.C., when he conceived the idea of

a line of stations about ten miles

apart with fast horses, passing the

mail bag from one rider to another,

and keeping the mail pouch moving
at top speed continuously twenty-
four hours a day. A horse could run
at top speed for about ten miles, he
argues, and the rider, leaping from
his winded mount to a fresh horse,

could keep on going and make about

100 miles in twelve hours.

A fresh rider could then take over
and make the next 100 miles in an-

other twelve hours, riding ever on-

ward on fresh mounts, whether it

be midnight, dawn or noon. And in

that way the mail could get to

California in ten days at an average
speed of nearly ten miles an hour.

When California was annexed to

the United States in 1848, follow-

ing the Mexican War there were
only a few settlers strung out in

farms and ranches along the coast,

around the old Spanish missions.

To get there, one had to sail around
stormy, treacherous Cape Horn, a

voyage of three to six months, or

risk the long wagon trail across

mountain and desert through hostile

Indian lands. Subsequently, a road
was cut across the steaming ma-
laria-infested jungle of the Isthmus
of Panama and by sailing there,

transferring goods and baggage
across the jungle trail and catching

another ship up the west coast, one
could hope to reach California in

sixty days.

After the gold rush of 1849, the
Forty-Niner's and those who fol-

lowed quickly gave California a
population of 300,000 and it was ad-

mitted as a state. But it was a hard

job to keep in touch with its distant

outpost. Settlers who went to Cali-

fornia found it took the better part

of a year to send a letter home and
get an answer back. Businessmen
were frustrated by the fact that it

took months and years to get goods
they ordered from the East.

Senator Gwin thought ruefully

of the prevalent joke in Washington
that a congressman from California

would not receive advice from his

constituents on how to vote on con-

troversial issues until his term was
ended. Then he would find out what
the sentiment was back home and
be defeated.

On the other hand, California had
a hard time finding out what was
going on in the rest of the Union.

They were toasting the health of

President Zachary Taylor for a

month after he died in July, 1850,

before they found out. As the Civil

War neared, partisans of the South
were trying to foment discontent

in California, hoping to have it join

the South in secession or become an
independent Republic, as it had been
for a short time during the Mexican
War.
Thus, the establishment of closer

communication with the rest of the

nation was a critical need.

The best that had been done by
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the Post Office department, how-

h ever, was establishment of the Over-

1 land Stage operated by John Butter-

I field, linking Missouri with Cali-

y fornia by way of Santa Fe, Tucson
and San Diego. From thence, the

mail went north to San Francisco,

|

requiring twenty-five days for the

2,800-mile journey, provided Indians

or bandits did not set upon the But-

terfield Stage en route.

In Washington, Senator Gwin met
William H. Russell who had gone

I west in the early days and when
gold was discovered in Colorado

joined with Alexander Majors and
William Bardford Waddell to estab-

lish the Central Overland California

and Pike's Peak Express to serve

the growing village of Denver and
other new settlements. The wagon
road they established, with its sta-

tions for changing horses, was the

most direct route across what maps
then called "The Great American
Desert."

To Russell, the California senator

expounded his idea. By using the

existing stations, and establishing a

few more along the road, he argued,

Russell's firm could establish a fast

Pony Express and cut two weeks
' or more off the time it took to get
( letters to California,
d

I Russell gave his word to a tenta-
n Jtive agreement with the Post Office

" Ibefore he left Washington. When
's Ihe returned to St. Joseph, he found

1 his partners less enthusiastic. Think
5' of how much it would cost to main-
11

I tain 175 stations along the route,
a they argued, how expensive it would
s be to haul hay and oats for 750
>' ponies to those stations in Nevada
s where the sagebrush and sand pro-
lt vided no forage. The Indians were
d becoming angry at the white man's

invasion of their last buffalo-hunting
d domain and there would be the con-
s stant danger of raids on stations
1 and riders.

>f Would there be enough mail to

a pay for such a service and all the

4 riders and station attendants that
'1 would be hired? They doubted it.

h But Russell told his partners he had
i' given his word in Washington that
n they would attempt it. He argued
n that the country needed the new
n service to keep California in the
ii anion. Well, his partners said, they

were men of their word and if

i Russell had committed the company
e they were obligated.

Thus, on April 3, 1860, Johnny

1 Frey, a fifteen year old Missouri

farm boy, who weighed only 125

pounds, took off from St. Joseph
with the first dispatch. "Though
small in stature, he was every inch

a man," said an observer. He carried

the mail to Seneca, Kansas, a dis-

tance of eighty-five miles in less

than seven hours, averaging twelve

and a half miles an hour, including

stops.

Meanwhile, another rider started

East from the steamboat dock in

Sacramento, heading up in the

Sierra Mountains toward Placerville.

It was a dark night, pouring rain.

This did not slow the rider and he
established the tradition that noth-

ing stopped the Pony Express.

But the end for the heroic riders

was soon to come. The contract

with the government provided that

the postal subsidy would continue

only until the transcontinental tele-

graph line was completed. A crew
was pushing east through Nevada
desert with poles and wire. West-
ward, another crew was racing for

Salt Lake City with its string of

poles. The Pony Express riders took

an eager interest in the progress

and brought each crew daily reports

on the progress of the other.

"Pony Express discontinued as of

this date," said the advertisement

in next day's San Francisco papers.

On October 2, 1861, its last letter

was delivered. A little later the last

ponies were sold at auction, for

Russell, Majors, and Waddell were
bankrupt. Russell and Waddell both

died in 1872, impoverished by their

Western adventures. Majors estab-

lished a successful business and
lived until 1900 and wrote the first

book on the history of the Pony Ex-

press adventure.

The Pony Express lasted only a

year and a half. But nothing before

or since has so captured the imagi-

nation of the American public. We
can still share the thrill of those

who saw it in operation.

It was an immortal sage that

these teenaged riders and their

swift ponies wrote on the pages of

history, one that will forever stir

men's admiration. Could they have
done it without the inspiration of

the Bible in their saddlebag, without

the strong force of faith and cour-

age it gave them? We doubt it. They
were faithful to that Bible and the

oath they took upon it. Today the

nation reveres the memory of as

hardy a band of teenagers as the

world has ever known.
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Last August we stood knee-deep in the Mennonite

World Conference. Kitchener, Ontario, was the

meeting ground for Mennonites. So many folks

came that there should be no Mennonite who, if he

wasn't there himself, doesn't know someone who was.

What has happened since that time? The con-

ference addresses were printed in a book called "The

Lordship of Christ." It weighs two pounds.

The conference adopted a statement on the Lord-

ship of Christ. This has also been published. (See

The Mennonite, Oct. 2, 1962.) What did we say

in this statement? Let's read a few of the words.

We said, "We pray also that the day of Christ's

ultimate Lordship over the world may be hastened."

Have we done anything besides pray? Perhaps this

needs more than human effort. But has our faith

been showing through?

Last fall the Evangelical Mennonite Brethren Con-

ference and the Evangelical Mennonite Church

(U.S.) dissolved a nine-year union. The affiliation

had been called the Conference of Evangelical Men-
nonites. Both groups are small. Geography slowed

the hoped-for growth. Timidity and feelings of in-

feriority dragged it down.

This spring seventy Mennonite ministers met in

Chicago. It was the first North American Menno-
nite Ministers Conference. Eight brands of Men-
nonites sent ministers. It was a cautious encounter.

Like a courtship's first date, no one wanted to talk

about what each was thinking about. Like a reluc-

tant bridegroom, the small groups and conservative

factions were concerned about commitment. Rather

they professed noncommitment. They hesitated to

study the Bible with others lest they might become

involved in deeper waters. (Of course, the fact

that I measure their interest in Mennonite unity in

this language shows that their fears have ground.)

Mennonite co-operation moves ahead at a good

pace. But we learn every day that it is easier to talk

about Lordship than to practice its brotherhood.

We said, "We believe that by deeds of love ... a

climate can be created in which the world may be-

come more receptive to the gospel." The most

exciting event during the year was the blanket drive

for Algeria. The response in November was great.

During the same months the Mennonite Brethren

Church in Canada was having problems with a novel

published by one of its editors. In Peace Shall

Destroy Many, Rudy H. Wiebe sympathetically por-

trayed the struggles of a young man to understand

his Mennonite faith. The book disturbed church

leaders with its honest account of Mennonite weak-

ness and imperfection. The ground rules of church

politics do not allow the description of problems in

personal terms.

It was also a problem of art and prophecy. Though
this group acted with characteristic rigidity and lack

of urbanity in ousting a friendly critic, other Men-

nonites would have responded in much the same

way. Actually, Weibe's novel applies with equal

force to all Mennonite groups. Since the prophet

doesn't live with us, we can smirk.

General Conference Mennonites don't have a high

score on being able to digest art. Witness the letters

we received during the winter months. If a modern

novel dealing with General Conference life should

ever hit us, we would belch.

So when it comes to climate, we prefer to use

blankets instead of art. But art may reach as many
people as blankets.

And then the conference said, "We believe that

our recognition of the Lordship of Christ over all

men will help to prevent us from falling into the sin

of racial and cultural discrimination." Fresh from

a jail in Albany, Ga., Vincent Harding told the

World Conference last August: "I considered seri-

ously staying in my four-man cell and sending you a

short, gracious note of invitation, urging you to come

down to Albany to share the experience with me."

Harding was on a segregation protest charge. No
Mennonites have taken the hint so far. On July 4,

Eugene Carson Blake, chief executive officer of the

United Presbyterian Church cooled his heels in a

Baltimore jail for a similar protest. At last report,

our executive secretary was still free.

Reports in our news columns in this issue show

that Mennonites are not sitting on their hands. Re-

cent items in our letters department show that we
still have to search our hearts.

The Lordship of Christ is an all-consuming lire.





OASIS OF
RECONCILIATION

New Ways in Missions

Hugh Samson

KlTWE, NORTHERN RHODESIA is at

the vortex of the African whirlpool.

Here the Christian church is taking

its stand against the powerful cur-

rents of racialism.

The Christian Council of Northern
Rhodesia protests the country's con-

stitution. It frustrates fair repre-

sentation of the African in his

government. But while the political

struggle between white and black

goes on, the Ecumenical Center at

Mindolo serves everyone.

Extremists, moderates, Africans,

Europeans, political and industrial

leaders, trade union officials, repre-

sentatives of management, employ-
ees and trainees, all pass through
the modern conference room and
comfortable dormitories of Mindolo.

It was built with church funds from
many parts of the world. It is an
oasis of reconciliation in a desert of

prejudice and suspicion.

When Peter Mathews, the Cen-

ter's Australian director, arrived

here he looked with distaste at the

crumbling mud huts. Mindolo had
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ionce been a mission station. He
threw himself zealously into the

task of demolishing the lot. From
that moment he earned for himself

the nickname of Bulldozer Mathews.
"It was a dump," he says with

characteristic bluntness. If the

planned center was to represent the

outward and onward-looking church,

it would need a visual expression of

onfidence and unity. So the shabby
ymbols of impoverishment and dis-

integration were levelled to the

ground.

"When the first dormitory block

was built," he recalls, "Africans

simply could not believe that this

was for them as much as for Euro-

peans." Today the Mindolo Ecumeni-
cal Center is not an inter-racial ex-

periment: it is a non-racial fact.

Leaders from most sectors of

Northern Rhodesia's turbulent life

arrive at the center for the first

time reluctant, suspicious, bigoted.

Their attitudes of prejudice may
persist for a day or even longer, but

when they leave they almost invar-

iably say:

"We didn't know it would be like

this; let's have more of it." Christian

therapy, the expertise of specialists,

and the atmosphere of relaxation de-

riving from pleasant environments,

have done their healing work.
Once they have heard Bulldozer

Mathews blow off steam with splen-

did impartiality about church and
state alike, frankness becomes the

keynote of their discussions. The

fears and suspicions which have

poisoned their relationships are

brought into the open and recog-

nized for what they are.

Guidance and skilled help toward
mutual understanding and tolera-

tion in the fields of politics and race

are only one aspect of the reconcil-

ing work being vigorously carried

out from this Christian foundation.

There is a more technical task.

Politically-conscious Africans must
be reconciled to the arduous re-

sponsibilities of democracy and
eventual self-government. This will

happen sooner or later.

And there is the gigantic task of

helping African families. Once they
lived by subsistence farming in bush
and forest. Now they are wage-earn-

ers in the mining company town-

ships, where half a million Africans
in Northern Rhodesia live and work.
The Christian churches are reaching
out into the tumultuous world of

emergent Africa.

The Mindolo Center is in the

middle of it all, even geographically.

Kitwe is a focal point in the Central

African Copperbelt, the world's

second biggest copper-producing

area. From the Mindolo Center you
hear the muffled thump of ex-

plosives as the miners blast their

way deeper into the earth. You hear
the wail of hooters as shifts of mine-

workers change places underground
and in the smelting plants. It goes
on without pause all day and all

night, seven days a week.

African families have been catapulted

through the centuries into the industrial age

The turning wheels atop the mine-
shafts, the belching smokestacks,
the smoldering slag-heaps are the

skyline of the new Africa as you
approach mining towns like Kitwe
from the old. And it is from primi-

tive life in the mud-hutted villages

of Old Africa that men, women, and
children are catapulted through the
centuries into the industrial age.

This social upheaval, shocking in its

suddenness, brutal in its effect upon
an essentially simple people, tests

family life almost to a breaking
point, and sometimes beyond. It

brings the human mind often dan-

gerously close to derangement.

In the change-over from rural to

urban life, it is the women who
suffer most. They lose traditional

responsibilities and do not know
what is now required of them. At
the Mindolo Ecumenical Center
there is a residential block where
women, each bringing her youngest
child, can come for a four-month
course. During the last week of the

course their husbands live with
them to be shown what their wives
have been taught. The gratitude of

the men and the renewed con-

fidence of the women is all the testi-

mony required by any Christian of

the great service which has been
rendered.

A great deal has been done, more
in a paternalistic than a fraternal

way, by the giant mining corpora-

tions in the Copperbelt. The serried

ranks of windowless boxlike houses

in which they store their African

labor are slowly being replaced by
four-room bungalows. Recreation

grounds are being provided for the

children. While the men are trained

for their work in the mines the

women are given short courses to

ease their precipitation into the

twentieth century.

Great interest is now being shown
in the methods introduced and suc-

cessfully proven. The Mindolo
Center does in depth what the min-

ing companies have attempted in

their short crash-programs.

Thus yesterday and tomorrow
telescope into one another, in the

greatest revolution yet seen by Afri-

ca and perhaps even the world. And
at the center of it all are the church-

es, showing what has to be done in

the short time remaining to the

white man as "ruler and father of

the African."
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Roy L. Lauriri

The church has tools more powerful

Revival Is Not the Answer
Revival is the unusual. It is not

the normal operation of the Spirit

of God. By revival I mean what is

usually meant by the term, a great

revolutionary spiritual movement
in the nation.

Jesus wrought miracles which
were abnormal works of power.

But what He did normally far ex-

ceeded the miracles He performed.

Pentecost produced 3,000 converts

plus great city awakenings under
Philip. But these were exceeded
by the day-by-day conversions

through lip-to-ear witnessing of lay-

men.
Revivals have been few in the

course of church history. The first

great revival movement in America,
the "Great Awakening," began in

1734 with the preaching of Jona-

than Edwards. Finney's revivals

were in the first part of the nine-

teenth century and Moody's in the
last part of the same century. The
greatest year of revival in America
was in 1858, when an estimated
500,000 were added to the churches,

approximately ten percent of the
total church membership at that

time. This was a great thing, but
what about the intervening years?
What about the fruits from the or-

dinary methods of church evange-
lism?

There has been only one Refor-
mation while there have been un-

counted situations which have am-
plified the gains begun at the Ref-

ormation. The Wesleys, Whiteflelds,

Moodys, and Grahams are num-
bered only by the fingers of the

hand. The unknown preachers and
evangelists who have faithfully

preached God's Word have account-

ed for vastly more converts than
all the revivals put together.

Spectacular and Unusual

We pray for revivals because we
love the spectacular. We assume
that the effects of mass evange-

lism will meet the needs of our
generation. This is a false hope.

Revivals are like sales in a de-

partment store. The periodic efforts

of mass merchandising account for

only a fraction of yearly sales.

We prefer revival stimulation to

effective organization. Revival pray-

ing may be a cover-up for sheer

spiritual laziness in doing the or-

dinary work of the church. Con-
sider the effects of a normal Sun-

day's preaching. Some 184,000

preachers deliver from one to two
sermons each Sunday. While no
figures exist to show the number
of converts, it is safe to assume
that they exceed all revival efforts

combined. Furthermore, not all

churches employ the invitation

method of evangelizing. Some use
catechizing and communicant class-

es with planned instruction for

youth and adult evangelism.
The Sunday school is another

source for unspectacular evangeliz-

ing. Probably more converts are
won in this agency of the church

than any other. Nor must we over-

look personal witnessing. Another
great bloc of converts are won to

Christ in this manner.
We say that it is revival or revo-

lution. We sound our tocsins of

doom and claim that unless we have
a national revival in America we
are lost. Well, we have not had the

revival and we are still here.

All-night prayer meetings, pub-

licity campaigns, and vast sums
have been invested to stimulate

revivals. Have we dared to con-

sider that this might be ill ad-

vised? It is not wrong to pray for

revivals. But it might be better

if we invested the same amount of

time and prayer in the normal
procedures for winning men to God,

such as week-by-week gospel preach-

ing, personal evangelism, Christian

education, tract distribution, class

instruction, and the Sunday school.

God teaches us that harvests re-

quire time, method, and organiza-

tion. Plowing, sowing, and cultivat-

ing precede harvesting. Jesus lik-

ened the work of the Kingdom of

God to fields and vineyards. Re-

vivals are incidental to the normal
process of sowing and reaping.

Jesus gave the disciples a lesson

in fishing for men by the miracu-

lous draught of fishes, but this was
the unusual rather than the usual.

There was only one Paul, one
Apollos, and one Peter, but uncount-

ed numbers of the nameless who
have faithfully labored without no-
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tice. Their converts were never

counted, but when the totals are

finally noted in the Lamb's book
of life, they will exceed the num-
bers of great "name" preachers.

Revival Perspective

Let the average pastor take com-

fort in knowing that when his

plodding day-by-day and week-by-

week preaching, visiting, teaching,

and praying are added to the ef-

forts of his uncounted colleagues

they will account for more than the

fruit of history's occasional spec-

tacular revivals.

Let the average Christian remem-
ber that day-by-day applied Chris-

tianity accounts for an impact that

can not be equaled by professional

services which make headlines.

Let the Sunday school teacher

remember that faithful and prayer-

ful teaching, supported by a con-

sistent life, can produce what no

other effort can possibly achieve. Let

Christian parents remember that a

godly home and a family altar can

exert more influence on growing

lives than anything else.

Let's give more consistent at-

tention to consecrated and intelli-

gent planning of daily and weekly

church work and we will produce

prodigious results.

Churches were established for the

purpose of channeling divine grace

and power into day-by-day effort.

After Pentecost they "added daily

such as were being saved." The
church was established to perform

more than to seek occasional re-

vivals. It has a social responsibil-

ity. It has an educational responsi-

bility. It has a moral influence re-

sponsibility. Let none disparage or

eliminate revivals and revival ef-

forts, but let's put them in per-

spective.

Few preachers can produce great

preaching, but it does not take great

preaching to win souls to Christ.

Few choirs can produce fine music,

but it does not take fine music to

win souls to Christ. Winning souls

is the work of the Spirit of God,

not the result of advertising, music,

preaching, or even invitations. When
our dependence is on the mechan-

Let no one disparage

revivals: but let's

put them in perspective.



ics of revivalism we may win con-

verts but wo do not make Chris-

tians.

Let equal attention be given pas-

toral preaching, personal witness-

ing, Sunday school teaching, and

so forth, and we then command the

great channels of divine use for

world evangelism.

Not a single revival is recorded

in our Lord's ministry. Revivals do

not begin until we get into the Acts

of the Apostles and these are not

frequent. We have spent the efforts

of a generation holding evangelis-

tic meetings in the hope of seeding

the clouds to produce a revival.

The travail of this mountainous ef-

fort has brought forth a mere
trickle. While these efforts to pro-

duce a great world-shaking revival

have gained headlines the real

work of the church has gone large-

ly unnoticed. Our greatest heroes

of grace are in that vast army of

people and preachers and mission-

aries who perform the ordinary

work of the church which has pro-

duced the largest results.

Think of the tremendous force

for evangelism latently existing in

the thousands of churches in our

continent. We already have the

buildings, personnel, literature, and
machinery. Let's improve these.

Let's center our prayers at this

point. God will take care of the

revivals if we will take care of the

facilities that can handle revival

results.

If we had a national revival now
we could not take care of the re-

sults. In Elisha's experience they

first dug ditches and then God sent

the rain. Our ditches are our church-

es, and when we have done some
constructive work in preparing our
facilities, we are in a more logical

position to receive a heaven-sent

revival. It is a comparatively easy
thing to pray for a revival. It is a

different matter to do the work that

is necessary to sustain the results

of a revival.

Aren't the frustrated efforts of

the past generation to produce a

national revival a sufficient rebuke?
The ordinary functions of the church
when prayerfully pursued could be
the answer. Without discouraging

prayer in any direction, let's pray
and plan for church-wide action in

the everyday functions of the

church.

Mary B. More

Why I Went to

India
Missionaries, being part of fallen

mankind, share in the mixed mo-
tives which are part of human na-

ture. If we missionaries were able

to analyze why we became mission-

aries many of us would be shaken.

We might be perplexed and humbled
but not totally cast down. Mission-

aries choose their work in the hon-

est belief that the one God was in

Jesus Christ and that He is calling

all men to himself and all have to

be told.

Missionaries also believe that in

India there is human need which
they can help to meet. Undergird-

ing these two reasons is the invita-

tion of the Indian church which,

despite the mixed motives involved

in that invitation, we value. With
these credentials we come.

However it manifests itself—and
its manifestations are legion—the

missionary movement of the church-

es is the mission of the one church.

It is the same in all countries. It

is to speak. Christianity is not a
religion in the accepted sense. It is

a message which speaks, and it is

a way of life which speaks.

The message is that the one God,

Creator of the universe, came in

Jesus Christ to call all men to be
His children. His nature is love. He
himself paid the price of recon-

ciliation. The way of life that He
has ordained for man and illum-

ined beyond all possibility of mis-

understanding is Christ. Men should

live as a fellowship, a community
of people, bearing one another's

burdens, going the extra mile, shar-

ing, loving, suffering, forgiving,

and forbearing. They should love

their neighbor with imagination. It

should be something beyond the

ordinary, something extravagant,

adventurous, reckless, and joyful.
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[t is a life lived exactly where you

are. It is only possible when you

believe so that you will stake your

life on the fact that God first

loved us.

The difference between the Chris-

tian and one who is not is that the

Christian knows about this, and

must speak.

Speaking with the tongue is some-

times empty and void because the

life is not lived. Can the gospel of

Jesus of Nazareth be preached by

the sick to the poor? A church

living as though it staked its life on

its message is shouting from the

d jj housetops in any land. So to shout

«• by word and by life is the mission

a of the Church.
If But there is another question. It

n is not so much why do we come in

if the first instance — there is a sim-

i plicity about that. Rather, why do

n! I continue as a missionary in India?

n] India is competent and independent,

in It has influence in world affairs. Its

IS attitude to nuclear power is sane,

to iThe church has been established

in Indian life. The Christian jour-

ffl nals of the world quote and heed

ill its leaders. I see and rejoice in its

J obedience in church unity in which

j' it leads the world church. I have re-

h, turned to the West (and in this

i West I include Russia) and have

thi seen its greed and selfishness which

has plunged the world into two

id wars and now threatens it with

le another. I have seen the turning

h' aside from Christian obedience.

1 These are reasons why we must

It speak in the West. Why then do I

a presume to continue as a mission-

is ary in India?

is The oneness of the church per-

|
mits me. The invitation of the In-

i dian Church encourages me. It

to wants to so much. This is my pres-

J ent home, where I have been given

ie work to do. But, it is the inter-

il
dependence, the necessary inter-

le change of insights and of obedi-

r]
ence between the different parts of

J the church that are to me real

Id credentials. I need and I covet a

i share in the treasures committed

's
by God into the hands of the church

J in India for the health of the whole

g,
church. I hope that in some small

;e
measure I may be used to channel

It
them to the needy West.

,e
We all may see different needs

it,
and different treasures: I covet a

J share in four.

Poverty. I would not see this

church poor in the crippling sense.

At present it possesses the precious

secret of how to live with simple

needs. If it keeps and shares that

secret, then the increase of mate-

rial wealth will not endanger her

entry into the Kingdom. This rather

enables it to cope imaginatively

with the grinding and real poverty

that prevails in the world. I have

shared something of this secret by

the kindness of my Indian col-

leagues in our small community of

Christian families in a Maharash-
trian village.

Its Neighbor is so near to the In-

dian church—the leper, the hungry,

the ignorant, the fearful—they are

all at hand, waiting to be lived

with and loved and served.

Obedience towards Christian unity

is the third God-given treasure.

And last, this land of great reli-

gions is a land where people still

believe there is a God—not only Ma-

hatma Gandhi, but leading thinkers

in India today are challenging the

followers of Christ to show forth

this way of which they speak. I do

not presume; I ask, I beg to be al-

lowed to be a part of this church

which is and which must be pre-

paring to meet that challenge—show

us the life.

Thanksgiving service in India; The church in

India has learned to cope with grinding poverty.
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Drugs in Religious Feeling

The Aztec Indians ate divine mush-
rooms that gave them a spiritual

ecstasy. They called the mushroom
God's flesh. Peyote is another
vegetable drug used by some Indian
Americans to produce a religious

feeling. Ancient history has many
other records of sacred foods and
religious visions.

But religion regards chemicals
with suspicion. Church groups in

New England put up great opposi-

tion to smallpox vaccination when
it was first introduced. The hue and
cry against fluoridation of drinking
water carries religious overtones.

In spite of this, scientists feel

compelled to study these things. In
1960 psychologists at Harvard Uni-
versity started to look at these "re-

ligious" drugs. Three had already
been identified by other scientists.

They include psilocybin, mescaline,

and LSO. The latter is the most
powerful of the consciousness-ex-

panding drugs. Psilocybin, taken
from the sacred Mexican mushroom
was chosen for further testing.

Timothy Leary of Harvard has
reported on experiments with the
drugs on students, professors, art-

ists, and prisoners. Religious Edu-
cation published the report in its

May-June issue.

Leary found that more than half
of his non-prisoner subjects received
"dramatic insights" from the drug.
They reported "learning a great
deal" and felt that their lives were
changed for the better.

Even though most of the students
were not orthodox believers or
churchgoers, they used religious
terms to describe their experience

with the drug. Terms like "God,"

"divine," "deep religious experience,"

and "meeting the infinite" turned
up in over half the reports.

To get a better understanding of

the drug, it was tested on prisoners.

Thirty-six men in the Massachusetts
Correctional Institute, Concord, took
part in a 1951 test. If the drug
could produce a change, it should be
most evident here.

After one hour psilocybin makes
things more sharp and clear. One
inmate, a former jazz musician,

murmured ecstatically and fell to a
cot to listen to recorded music. Ob-
servers thought his raptured gasps
showed discomfort. He later report-

ed the deepest aesthetic experience
of his life.

The testing psychologist took the
drug along with the prisoners. He
felt suddenly stripped of his per-

sonal defenses. He lost his role and
status as a scientist. He felt

frightened and helpless. He asked
an inmate how he felt.

"O.K., I guess, Doc," he said with
a forced smile.

"Well, I'm scared, I feel lousy!"

the psychologist replied.

The two men looked at each other.

"Well, Doc. now that you mention
it, I'm scared too!"

Laughter, relaxation, and trust

filled the room. Scientists and
prisoners had found a bond of fel-

lowship. Says Leary, "Caught to-

gether in dark, limitless space and
then the recognition of the basic

paradox and the basic resolution

—

we are all one—we're all in it to-

gether—trust and share, it's the
only way out."

Even after the drug wore off, the
bond between the men remained.

Psilocybin gives a person a chance
to stand outside of himself. He sees

himself from a different point of

view. There is a sudden insight. A
person sees that he has been living

in a narrow space-time-self context.

Said one convict, "It's all a game,
Doc, cops and robbers—we're such
tough guys. We take it so seriously

as though that's all there is to life."

Some of the men who took the
drug had an experience best

described as a death-rebirth ex-

perience. Words to describe this

feeling were hard to find. The men
had no religious vocabulary. But
they tried.

"I went into the john and sat in

the shower and died."

"I was out there looking back at

my body lying on the bed, free of

that whole business."

"I felt helpless and wanted to

murder you guys who did it to me;
then I realized it was my own mind
doing it; it's always been my own
mind imaging trouble and enemies."

"I saw fire everywhere. All of life

was fire. I was scared. Then I knew
it was all right. I was part of it.

I relaxed and went with it."

One tough guy leaped from his

cot shouting, "Doc, this is it! This
is what life is all about! We'll never
live more than we are right now,
this minute."

About one-half of these "hard-
ened" cynics reported classic mystic,

conversion reactions. "All is one."

"Thy will be done." Some reached
this point and drew back. "My
mind. My will be done." On the
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threshold of a religious experience,

they drew back.

But the test of any religious ex-

perience is whether it lasts. And
does it change behavior? The amaz-

ing thing about the men who took

psilocybin is that their behavior

was changed. Men released from

prison return in fifty to seventy

percent of the cases. Of the men in

the psilocybin group only twenty-

five percent returned to prison after

one year on the street. But even

these were not convicted for new
crimes. Their violations were techni-

cal parole violations: drinking,

failure, or inability to find and hold

a job.

Walter Houston Clark, of Andov-

er (Mass.) Theological Seminary,

commented on this experiment. He
said, "The results cannot be ignored

by scholars, theologians, or leaders

of organized religion."

He saw that psilocybin and other

consciousness expanding drugs

could be used to study religious ex-

periences and their sources. It is

already known that many drug-free

experiences produce chemicals in

the body known as indoles. These

biochemical substances are ap-

parently related to chemicals in

psilocybin and other drugs. The
question that needs study is, "Does

the chemistry in our bodies in-

fluence our religious feelings?" The
opposite question needs to be tested.

"Do religious experiences produce

chemical changes in the body?"

Clark compares these drugs to

organ music. They are "not in them-

selves sacred or religious any more
than organ music is. Given the

proper setting and attitudes on the

part of listeners, organ music may
be a means to the stimulation of a

religious experience on the part of

some people."

These drugs, like organ music and

other devices, may help to release

hidden religious feelings. But these

are things already in the person.

The drug only serves to bring them
out. Says Clark, "The essential ca-

pacity to reach out toward or be

grasped by the divine resides with-

in the person."

Thus psilocybin and its brothers

can help in self-discovery and self-

awakening. They may also help to

break down some of the artificial

barriers that hamper fellowship.

There is, of course, the word of

caution. Psilocybin is a new drug.

It has only been tested on thirty-

six prisoners. It cannot be used with-

out medical and psychological super-

vision.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETS
The goals adopted by the General

Conference in 1962 were the focus

of discussion when the Executive

Committee of the Conference met
in Mountain Lake, Minn., on July 4

and 5. Guided by Walter Gering,

president of the General Confer-

ence, members of the committee
sought to determine priorities in

their work.
A major item of concern was the

financial problem of the seminary.

A resolution was passed recom-

mending that Orlando A. Waltner,

executive secretary of the Confer-

ence, together with Gering or Sec-

retary Harris Waltner, in consulta-

tion with seminary personnel plan

to meet with ministers and leaders

of district conferences to set up a

program to meet seminary needs.

The committee agreed to extend

invitations to a number of Menno-
nite fellowships and non-Mennonite
fellowships to send fraternal guests

to the 1965 General Conference ses-

sions in Colorado.

Erwin Goering was appointed to

represent the General Conference

as observer to the triennial gen-

eral assembly of the National Coun-
cil of Churches to be held in Phila-

delphia in December. Orlando Walt-

ner reported on the sessions of the

National Association of Evangeli-

cals which he attended at Buffalo,

New York, in April. The committee
also heard a report by the Com-
mittee on Constitution and Polity.

Other items of business included

plans for a personnel office and
for the establishment and location

of Conference archives.

MISSIONS FUNDS LOW
The Board of Missions has received

$53,000 less in contributions the

first six months of this year than

the amount received during the

same period in 1962. This plus the

usually lower income during the

summer has necessitated adjust-

ments in the work of missions. The
payment of field budgets is delayed

pending receipt of further funds.

A large expense item each sum-

mer is transportation of mission-

aries to and from their fields. Since

these costs must be promptly paid,

contributions toward this phase of

the work are urgently needed.

Andrew R. Shelly, executive sec-

retary of the Board of Missions, is

convinced that if congregations un-

derstood the challenge involved in

mission outreach there would be no

problem in meeting the summer ac-

counts. "I feel confident that no

one in our church would want mis-

sionary activity curtailed because

of lack of funds," one minister

wrote in his church paper. One
congregation with a membership
between 300 and 500 received over

$4,000 in offerings. A layman said,

"During prosperous times is not the

time to cut back in missions."

Shelly says that if many congre-

gations put forth a special effort

the accounts can be paid. He so-

licits the prayers of the brotherhood.

1-W ADVISERS APPOINTED

The Board of Christian Service has
released a new list of 1-W advisers.

Located in all parts of the United

States, they are in a position to

counsel prospective 1-W men on
types of service open to the 1-W
program and can give information

on draft procedures. Men contem-

plating 1-W service should contact

the nearest person named.
The list includes the following:

Jacob A. Dick, Mountain Lake,

Minn.; Gordon Dyck, Nappanee,
Ind.; Walter H. Dyck, Arvada, Col.;

Albert Epp, Downey, Calif.; Albert

Gaeddert, Mountain Lake, Minn.;

Virgil Gerig, Pandora, Ohio; James
Gingerich, Warden, Wash.; Roland
Goering, Reedley, Calif.; H. N.
Harder, Bloomington, 111.; John J.

Hofer, Munich, N.D.; Harry Howard,
Aurora, Ore.; Arthur Isaak, Souder-

ton, Pa.; Paul Isaak, Henderson,

Neb.; Walter Neufeld, Hillsboro,

Kan.; Omar Nisely, Wayland, Iowa;

Bruno Penner, Glendive, Mont.; H.

B. Schmidt, Moundridge, Kan.;

William Unrau, Freeman, S.D.; and
Henry H. Unruh, Meno. Okla.

Others that may be contacted for

advice on 1-W service are members
of the Board of Christian Service

and especially members of the

Voluntary Service and 1-W Com-
mittee. The latter are Gordon Dyck,

Nappanee, Ind.; Milton J. Harder,

Newton, Kan.; Vincent Harding. At-

lanta, Ga.; Larry Kehler, Akron,

Pa.; D. P. Neufeld, Winnipeg, Man.;

H. B. Schmidt. Moundridge. Kan.;

and William T. Snyder, Akron, Pa.
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Mennonite
Country Boy

The . Early Years of C. Henry Smith.

What happens when a boy leaves the

farm to go to school? One boy found

the greatness of the folks back home. $4.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

CANADIAN CONFERENCE
Paul Schroeder, Drake, Sask., was
re-elected as chairman of the Can-
adian Conference held in Altona,

Man., on July 18-23. Also re-elected

were H. P. Epp, St. Catharines,

Ont., vice-chairman, and P. R. Har-
der, Winnipeg, Man., secretary.

Re-elected to the Board of Chris-

tian Service were P. G. Sawatzky,
Saskatoon, Sask.; H. H. Funk, Wald-
heim, Sask.; J. Krause, Vauxhall,

Alta. J. F. Pauls, Morden, Man.,

was newly elected to the committee.
A. A. Wall, St. Catharines, Ont.,

and J. J. Thiessen, Saskatoon, Sask.,

were re-elected to the Canadian
Mennonite Relief Immigration Coun-
cil. New members were T. Friesen,

Altona, Man.; D. P. Wiebe, Abbots-

ford, B. C; and Rudy Janzen, Cal-

gary, Alta.

Paul Schaefer, Gretna, Man.,

was chosen to replace G. Lohrenze
on the Program Committee.
Newly elected members of the

Board of Education and Publica-

tion were John Neufeld, Aldergrove,

B. C, and J. D. Penner. William
Pauls, Didsbury, Alta.; Arthur

Wiens, Herschel, Sask.; and A. B.

Koop, Sardis, B. C, were re-elected

to the board.

H. J. Gerbrandt, Altona, Man.,

was re-elected to the Board of Mis-

sions. H. H. Epp, Waterloo, Ont.,

and C. G. Neufeld, Didsbury, Alta.,

were chosen as new members.

Re-elected to the Canadian Men-

nonite Bible College Board were

William Block, Vancouver, B.C.; H.

T. Klassen, Winnipeg, Man.; Peter

Froese, Mission City, B. C; and C.

K. Neufeld, Niagara-on-the-Lake,

Ont.

J. J. Klassen, Coaldale, Alta., was
re-elected to the Board of Finance.

New churches accepted by the

conference were the Altona (Man.)

Church, Frank H. Epp, pastor;

Grace Church, Winkler, Man., B.

Loeppky, pastor; Grace Church,

Steinbach, Man., G. S. Rempel, pas-

tor; United Church, Hamilton, Ont.,

Herman Enns, pastor; and North

Hill Church, Calgary, Alta., Jacob

Nickel, pastor.

WRITERS CONFERENCE HELD

The Mennonite Writers Conference

met on the campus of the Canadian

Bible College in Winnipeg, Man.,

from July 14 to 18. The conference

was sponsored by five groups: the

General Conference Church, the

Christian Press (Mennonite Breth-

ren), the Canadian Mennonite Bible

College, the Canadian Mennonite

Association, and the Alberta-Sas-

katchewan Mennonite District Mis-

sion Board.

Forty-seven people from Canada
and the United States registered.

Of the eight denominations repre-

sented twenty-eight people were

members of the General Confer-

ence. The Mennonite Brethren

Church had the second largest en-

rollment with eleven people regis-

tered, followed by five from the

Evangelical Mennonite Conference,

five from the Evangelical Menno-
nite Missionary Conference, five

from the United Church of Canada,

and one each from the Evangelical

Mennonite Brethren, Mennonite
Church, and Christian Missionary

Alliance Church.
Courses in writing fiction, articles,

news, poetry, and devotional mate-

rial were taught by Margaret Epp,
George Derksen, Frank H. Epp, and
Paul Erb. Lloyd Siemens and May-
nard Shelly taught a class on "Ele-

ments in Plain Writing." Manu-
scripts were submitted for criticism

in afternoon sessions. Henry Poett-

cker led a worship period each eve-

ning. Paul H. Bartel and Mrs. Ar-

nold Mathews lectured in the eve-

ning sessions.

MISSIONARY APPOINTMENTS

The Board of Missions office reports

that 110 appointments have been

made engaging missionaries on fur-

lough, retired missionaries, and
other missions personnel for fall

mission rallies and harvest festi-

vals. Andrew R. Shelly, executive

secretary of the board, indicated

that congregations wishing to se-

cure the services of a missionary

should make arrangements right

away by writing to the Board of

Missions, General Conference Men-
nonite Church, 722 Main Street,

Newton, Kan.

BELGIAN AND FRENCH CO. LAWS

Legislation on conscientious objec-

tors is being considered by the

governments of Belgium and
France.

The Belgian Senate, by a vote of

105 to 21, with two abstentions, has

passed a bill which would provide

for alternate service for conscien-

tious objectors.

The bill provides that objectors

be questioned by a board consisting

of three persons. If their good faith

is proved, those who refuse to do

military service will be placed in

units in which they will not be re-

quired to bear arms. Those sta-

tioned in Germany would do twelve

months' service. Those in Belgium
would serve for fifteen months.

Objectors who refuse to wear uni-

form, if their motives are accepted,

would be incorporated into the civil

defense service. They would be re-

quired to serve one year longer than
the other conscripts.

In France, a draft statute relating

to objectors, drawn up by the Min-

istry of the Armed Forces, has been
submitted to the cabinet.

Broadly speaking, the statute pro-

vides for: the setting up of a com-
mission to examine the cases and to

give an opinion about them; and the

possible use of conscientious ob-

jectors for civil defense purposes.

The number of objectors in

France at present is about 130. Most
of them are Jehovah's Witnesses.
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CALENDAR
Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North

Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Central

Sept. 20 — Dedication, Oaklawn
Psychiatric Center, Elkhart, Ind.

MARRIAGES

Eldoris Fast, Community Church,

Fresno, Calif., to Roy Peak, First

Baptist Church, Selma, Calif., on

June 14.

Glen Eldon Frey, First Church,

Newton, Kan., to Ardette Kay In-

ghram, Newton, Kan., on July 5.

Janella Friesen, to Herbert Sper-

ling, both of Community Church,

Fresno, Calif., on July 26.

Gary Graber, and Vera Wedel,

both of First Church, Pretty Prai-

rie, Kan., on July 19.

Carol Harder and Ernest D. Falde,

both of Salem Church, Munich, N.

D., on June 12.

Joy Hilty, Ebenezer Church, Pan-

dora, Ohio, to Robert Baderstcher,

United Church of Christ, Bluffton,

Ohio, on June 23.

Lorna Jonsen, Burrton (Kan.)

Church, to Alvin Fuls, Zoar Church,

Inman, Kan., on June 23.

Doris Helene Janzen, Zion Church,

Elbing, Kan., to Paul M. Longacre,

(Old) Mennonite Church, Barto,

Pa., on July 12.

Judith Janzen, Salem Church,

Munich, N. D., to Harold Lee, Luth-

eran Church, Reynolds, N. D., on

James Goering, Walter Klaassen, Marlene

June 14.

Ray Norr, Salem Church, Kidron,

Ohio, to Mary Gerber, Millersburg,

Ohio, on July 7.

WORKERS

James Goering, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., has begun a

term of voluntary service at Wheat
Ridge State Home and training

school, Wheat Ridge, Colo.

Harold and Gladys Graber are

returning to Africa for their third

term with the Congo Inland Mis-

sion. For the past one and one-half

years the Grabers have served the

Hutterthal Church at Freeman, S.D.

Vincent Harding will speak at

the Summer Peace Rally at Camp
Mennoscah, Kan., on Aug. 10 and

11. The rally is sponsored by the

Western District Conference's Peace

and Service Committee for young

people of the district.

Elda Hiebert, Elbing, Kan., left

on July 24 for the Congo. She will

serve as a nurse at Tshikapa while

studying an African language.

Gene and Virginia Kaufman, Sa-

lem Church, Freeman, S. D., will

serve at Kings View Hospital, Reed-

ley, Calif., with MCC's Voluntary

Service program.

Peter and Ella Kehler, Olivet

Church, Clearbrook, B. C, are be-

ginning a two-year term of service

with MCC in Asuncion, Paraguay.

They will serve as houseparents.

Walter Klaassen, professor of Bi-

ble and Director of Religious Life

at Bethel College, North Newton,

Kan., has been appointed as Chap-

lain and Associate Professor of Re-

ligion at Conrad Grebel College,

Waterloo, Ont. The appointment is

effective in September, 1964.

Paul Lin, pastor at Hualien, Tai-

wan, has been invited to visit in

Japan from July 24 to Sept. 3.

Elaine Mishler, Salem Church,

Kidron, Ohio, has entered the MCC

Penner, Dan Peters. Elma Peters, Ursula

Voluntary Service program. She
will serve at Kings View Hospital,

Reedley, Calif.

John Neil feld, Carrot River

(Sask.) Church, has entered the

European Pax program under MCC.
Marlene Penner, Mordin (Man.)

Bergthaler Church, has begun a

term of service at Gulfport, Miss.

She will teach released time Bible

classes in the public schools and

work in the Community Center.

Dan and Elma Peters and their

four daughters of Gretna, Man., left

for Mexico in July. They are being

sent by the Board of Missions in

response to a call from Mennonites

in Souceto, north of Cuauhtemoc.
Peters will be a minister-teacher.

Ronald and Bertha Lois Preheim,

Salem Church, Freeman, S. D., are

beginning a two-year assignment

with the Voluntary Service program
of MCC. They will be at Ailsa Craig

Boys' Farm, Ailsa Craig, Ont.

Fremont and Sara Regier have
completed two years of service in

Mexico. Serving under the Board of

Christian Service, Fremont has co-

operated with Mexico's Department
of Agriculture, representatives of

the Quaker Oats Company in Mex-
ico, and the Rockefeller Founda-
tion. The Regiers are scheduled to

go to the Congo in January.

Ursula Renter will serve a one-

year period as Instructor in Mathe-

matics and Physics at Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, Kan. She re-

places Arnold Wedel who is on a

sabbatical leave. A native of Mun-
ster, Germany, she was an exchange
student at Bethel College in 1955-56.

Gerald Stucky was elected presi-

dent of the Colombia church con-

ference at the annual assembly on

July 1 and 2. Jaime Caro was elect-

ed vice-president, Virginia Terreros

secretary, and Hulda Myers treas-

urer. Members analyzed the pres-

ent mission and church program
and outlined new strategy at the

Reuter (Workers).
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William Klassen, Helen Kornelsen, Carl Liechty, Sandra Lie:hty, Peter Voran, Lois Voran (Workers).

conference. The churches decided to

seek incorporation.

Donovan and Naomi Unruh, Paw-
nee Rock, Kan., are beginning a

three-year assignment with Menno
Travel Service in Leopoldville,

Congo. They will serve as host and
hostess of the Union Mission Home.
William Klassen, associate pro-

fessor of New Testament at Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary, Elkhart,

Ind., has been granted an eighteen-

month leave of absence beginning
January, 1964. He will take an in-

terim appointment on the faculty

of the Biblical Seminary in New

York as associate professor of Bible

and New Testament Greek, after

which he is to return again to Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary. This as-

signment will allow for special re-

search in some of the large theo-

logical libraries in the N.Y. area.

Avon and Kathryn Jantzen ar-

rived in United States on August 12.

Jantzen has served as superinten-

dent of the Bethesda Leprosy Hos-

pital. They will be in Pasadena,

Calif., during their furlough.

Helen Kornelsen, Watrous, Sask.,

returned to India for her third

term on August 15. She will again

be active in women's work and in

the translation and distribution of

literature during her third term.

Carl and Sandra Liechty, Bluff-

ton, Ohio, will begin a short term
in the Voluntary Service program in

Japan. Carl will teach English at

Miyazaki University as well as Eng-
lish and New Testament to children

in nearby mission schools. Sandra
will teach elementary music.

Peter W. and Lois Voran, Hope-
field Church, Moundridge, Kan.,

sailed for Japan on Aug. 17 where
they will begin their third term of

service.

PREPARED TO SERVE

The Board of Missions received the

following letter of gratitude from
students of the Menno Colony
Vereinsschule in Paraguay. The stu-

dents were recipients of financial

assistance to enable them to study.

Because we received the privilege

of attending the Vereinsschule in

Loma Plata in 1962 through the

General Conference Mission Board,

we want to give our sincerest

thanks to the board.

Since we had a total crop failure

in the Chaco this past year, we
would never have had the oppor-

tunity of receiving this schooling.

We feel the urgency of helping in

the work here, which we cannot do
without the necessary preparation.

Many Indians live here who know
nothing about Jesus or God. That is

why we want to prepare ourselves

to tell these people about Jesus.

We are glad and thank God that

last year during hard times He pro-

vided contributors who made it pos-

sible that we could study. Today we
can only say, May God reward you.

Our prayer is that God will bless

your work in the future. Abram F.

Unrau and Trudy Broun.

SOUTH AMERICA TALK

To the Editor: You cannot imag-
ine how much I appreciated reading

The Mennonite this week! Due to a

change in jobs recently I didn't

get too many articles read, but

happened onto the one, "Colombia
School Opens," page 217 of the

March 26 edition. Then Sunday, I

read the bulletin announcements
for this week of the Puyallup Pres-

byterian Church which I often at-

tend. It contained the announcement
that James Goff would speak. Well,

the result was I attended. I'm so

glad I could get a report on South
America which represented a true

picture and an admonition for

Christians to get busy and do some-
thing to warn those people what
to expect if a revolution should

come to their country as it has to

Cuba. His statement (the most out-

standing one) was Christians are

failing in South America in their

task. Here's hoping Mennonites do

their share. I pray to that end.

I'm in a town that doesn't have
a Mennonite church but it does

have several strong Christian

churches. I enjoy getting The Men-
nonite. Dorothy Jahnke, 319-9th St.,

S.W., Puyallup, Wash.

THE WOMAN IN WHITE

To the Editor: The following lines

are thoughts expressed during my
three weeks' stay in Bethel Dea-

coness Hospital: The woman in

white,/ Called angel of mercy,/ No
nobler career, a woman could

choose,/ Her work's never ended,/

Through day and through night,

/

The door lights are flashing,/ The
footsteps are many,/ Her friendly

face and soothing hands/ Bring
such relief from pain,/ And in re-

turn the patient cries/ A thousand
thanks! Is that enough?/ O, no, at

least a million more! Mrs. Adina
Goering, North Newton, Kan.
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Bergo Christie

catch as
catch

can
I watched them for some time out

of my window. They were down
there on the railroad tracks behind

the grain elevator, bending over an

old orange-crate. Then, when I saw
the flashlight and realized what
they were doing—but let me give

you the whole picture.

Here in River Bend, I own and

operate Townsend's Poultry House.

I'm Grant Townsend. My father

built the building years ago—all

out of grey fieldstone. My friends

around town, when they want to

rib me, call it Townsend's Tower.

That's because the building is like

a tower, five stories high and then

some.

In the basement are all the rooms

for dressing poultry for market.

Then, on the first floor, there's a

refrigerated room for dairy storage,

a big room where the egg candlers

do their work, and two loading

docks—one out the front to the

street for trucks and the other out

the back to the railroad siding.

Above this floor rise four floors of

lofts where we keep the live poul-

try between shipments. There aren't

many windows in these loft floors

because the chickens are more quiet

in dark rooms. This is what gives

the building the look of a stone

tower.

Also, up on the roof, my father

built himself a unique private of-

fice. It's actually a penthouse with

big windows on all sides. The build-

ing elevator comes up in one corner.

And, of course, there's a wonderful
view of the whole town from there
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in any direction.

Well, about the middle of every

afternoon, when I've had about as

much of egg prices and poultry

orders as I can stand, I have a hab-

it of dropping everything at my
desk and going over to one or the

other of my windows to have a

quarter hour or so with the Lord.

You see, I'm a Christian. Some-

times I read a few verses from my
pocket Testament to meditate over,

but very often I just look out at the

view and quietly thank God that

Jesus saved my soul.

So, I was around at the back

window that afternoon, looking

down onto the railroad siding. On

the other side of the tracks there's

a big grain elevator, painted barn

red and been there for years. And

I saw these two boys, teen-agers,

bending over an old ornage-crate.

They had on ragged jeans and dirty

T-shirts. It was one of those sultry

August afternoons when the air

just hangs dead.

Well, I watched a while almost

without thinking what they were

doing. I'd actually not come to the

window for that, you see. But then

I saw this big flashlight they had

and I realized they were catching

our stray chickens from under the

grain elevator.

Every so often a chicken crate

breaks open in shipment and a bird

or two will get away from us on

the loading dock. When they do,

they usually bee-line over to the

grain elevator. Those birds are

smart! They're out of easy reach

under that old building, and there's

enough grain there that's sifted

through the floorboards to make
them a regular feast.

Well, I watched while the taller

of the boys crawled under the ele-

vator with the flashlight. Obviously

they were blinding the chickens

with the strong beam and catching

them that way. And, sure enough,

a little later the boy backed out

on his hands and knees, dragging

a fat hen by the legs, her wings

flapping and beating up dust. Then

they stuffed the hen in the orange-

crate and picked it up between

them.
Well, somehow, I more or less

expected them to bring the crate

up to the loading dock, but they

went off down the tracks and out

of sight. So I right off picked up

the intercom to talk with my fore-

man, Lem Saunders, down below.

"Did you see that, Lem?"
"I sure did."

"They must have made off with

half a dozen. Did you make some
arrangement with them?"
"No ... I thought you had, boss."

"Well, it doesn't matter, but who
are those boys?"

"They both of them live down on
the Flats. The tallest one's Henry
Heggler's boy, Peter. They call him
Pete. The other one's Richie Sparks.

. . . They're. . .
."

"They're what, Lem?"
"Well, around town, they're pret-

ty tough customers. . .
."

"Oh, I see. . .
."

"But look, boss, I more or less

know Henry Heggler. I could get

word on to him about this—that is,

if you want them to bring the birds

back. . .
."

"Yes ... do that, Lem. But go

very easy. Don't get them to think-

ing I'm cross, or anything, because

I'm not. I'd just like to talk with

those boys."

"Sure, boss, I'll do my best. . .
."

So, Lem got word to them, all

right, and little before noon the

next day the intercom buzzed. It

was Lem.
"Thought you'd like to know, boss,

Pete and Richie are on the way up
the tracks."

I went to my back window and

watched. There they came, lugging

the orange-crate between them. And
once again I expected them to bring

it to the loading dock. But, instead

they set the crate down on the

tracks, tore off the top slats, and
kicked the sides with their feet

until all the chickens flew out of

it! Every last bird bee-lined to the

grain elevator and disappeared un-

derneath!

But the boys didnt' run away, like

I thought they would. Instead, they

each planted a foot up on the emp-
ty crate and stood there, facing the

loading dock, defiant.

I quick got on the intercom. . . .

"Did you see that, Lem?"
"See it!? Listen, boss, I've seen

meanness and spite, but. . .
!"

"Hold it, Lem. Save all that. I

want those boys up here."

"Ha! What you aim to do—throw
a net over them?"

"No, don't make any move toward
them or they're sure to run."

"Well, boss, it's a hot day, maybe
we could invite them in for a nice i

glass of pink lemonade!"
"Lem, you may think you're jok-

ing, but I think you've hit on a way
that may get them up here."

"I've what . .
."

"Look, ease out on the dock and
ask them, for me, real nice-like, if

they've had lunch. If they say no

and go for it, send them up in the

elevator with a half dozen eggs, a

quarter pound of butter, and a

bottle of milk."

"All right, boss, it's your party."

"And remember now, Lem, easy

does it. I think this is a case of the

less said, the better."

So, I waited. And I didn't quite

know what I was doing, so I prayed.

I prayed that I might reach these

boys. And what came to my mind
was what I'd just told Lem—"the

less said, the better."

Then, I was getting the hot plate

and skillet out of the lower drawer
of the filing cabinet when I heard
the elevator in the building rising

to my office. The door opened and
out stepped Pete with a carton of

eggs and Richie with the milk and
butter. They were still plenty de-

fiant—they moved with a sort of

swagger — but the defiance was
clouded over somewhat with bewil-

derment. Still, seeing that cocky
swagger, something nagged in me
to whale right into them about
those chickens, but I held it in.

".
. . Uh . . ." Pete began, ". . . He

told us to bring this stuff."

I took the things from their

hands with a little nod. Then I

melted some butter in the skillet

and commenced scrambling up the

eggs for sandwiches. I could see

they were expecting me to say
something, and the silence began
getting pretty strained, but I just

let them stand there.

Then, while I was fixing the

bread, they shifted a little and I

could see they were getting pretty

curious about my penthouse office.

And before long they both wan-
dered around and looked out all

the windows.
"Say," said Pete, "this sure is

some place you've got up here."

"Yeah," added Richie, "you can
see all over."

Something nagged at me again to

tell them I'd watched them out of
those very windows while they were
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catching my chickens—also while

they were spitefully letting them
go again, but I bit my tongue and
said nothing.

Then I poured up glasses of milk

and set out the lunch around one

end of my desk. I motioned to them
to bring chairs and we sat down.

I folded my hands on the edge

of the desk, lowered my head, and

waited a little. They got the idea

and bowed their heads, too. I longed

to ask a blessing aloud, but some-

thing told me to keep it silent. And
just before I prayed, I thought in

a flash that they'd either respect

me for this act, or else think me
foolish and revert to their swag-

gering defiance.

When I'd prayed, I raised my
head and they raised theirs. I could

see that respect had won out. I

could tell by a certain sober look

in their faces. It was like as though
they were thinking that a grown
man praying before eating was

—

well

—

really grown up.

So we ate our sandwiches and
drank milk. They were good—Lem
had sent the best eggs in the house.

And in the thickening silence I be-

gan to picture these two in my teen-

ager's group at Sunday school.

Something in me wanted to bring

it up and ask them outright, but I

knew they might very well draw
back if I did. Then Pete spoke be-

tween mouthfuls.

"Sure are a lot of chickens down
there. . .

"

"Yeah!" agreed Richie.

I pretended to think that they

meant the chickens down in the

poultry house, not the ones under
the grain elevator. I picked up a
shipping invoice from the work on

jmy desk and threw it down by
Pete's plate, as if to say—"that will

give you a rough idea."

And he was a sharp one and got

my meaning right off. He spoke

right through a mouthful.

"No!" he blurted, "I don't mean
down here in the poultry house! I

mean down . . . ah . . . down below
there, under the grain elevator. . .

."

So he was forced to finish it,

having blurted out that way, but

his voice trailed off some when he
got to "grain elevator." And we
fell silent again, then, with me near-

ly strangling on things I could say

but wouldn't. Like — would they

want to catch those hens for me if

I paid them? Or, in another direc-
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tion, how would they like to come
with my Sunday school group on

the hayride we had planned for

Friday? But I kept silent. Then
Richie spoke.

"Don't you ever catch those

chickens?"

But Pete never gave me time to

answer. He turned on Richie.

"What you want to ask that for?

You know they don't. Why don't

you ask him if we can do it for so

much a chicken?"

"Well. .
." said Richie.

And since Pete had said it, Richie

didn't bother repeating. They both

turned to me with hopeful, expect-

ant faces. I shrugged my shoulders

in a way that could have meant
anything and began gathering up
the lunch dishes.

They just stood there while I put

the hot plate away and rearranged

my desk for work. I began feeling

terribly sorry for them. I'd given

them a good lunch, but a pretty

hard time, to boot. And I knew now
that I liked them both. They were

good fellows, really, but just bored

with summer vacation and poking

around for whatever monkeyshines

they could get into. I thought how
maybe I could use them when fall

came, nailing together our wooden,

egg crates after school. I wanted
to tell them, but I was determined

to see the silent treatment through.

Finally, they shuffled over and

pressed the elevator button. I kept

on with the papers at my desk.

While they waited for the elevator,

I heard them having a whispered

conference. Then Pete turned to

me and spoke.

"Maybe we could drop around to-

morrow and see . . . uh . . . see what
you think about catching those

chickens."

But before I could answer, the

elevator arrived and the door slid

open. Richie held it with his hand

and they had another conference of

whispers. This time, Richie turned.

"If you decide," he said, "we'll

catch the first five for nothing."

"Yeah," said Pete, "we sort of

owe you those, anyhow. . .
."

So they left. But I knew I'd see

them again. I'd been allowed to

reach these boys, and I hadn't said

a word, not once. And as they were

going down in the elevator, I had

the feeling I should be going down
on my knees. God is good, and I

simply had to tell Him so.
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by Everek R. Storms

It is not so much how long we live that matters, as

much as how we live. Methuselah lived 969 years,

but we aren't told one worthwhile thing which he did.

Each age has its own peculiarities and differences.

The present generation is no exception. The follow-

ing are some of the tendencies of our time:

The tendency to non-participation. We like to

watch a basketball or hockey game, but do not want

to take part ourselves. We enjoy seeing others par-

ticipate in a contest, a quiz, a program, or some sports

event, but refuse to have anything to do with it

ourselves. •

It is the same in spiritual matters. We want to

go to church and Sunday school but we do not wish

to take an active part. We like listening to the spe-

cial singing in church, the testimonies in prayer meet-

ing, and the discussion in Sunday school; but we

would rather see the church suffer than put our own

shoulder to the wheel and help carry the responsi-

bility.

Yes, we realize the job has to be done. "But don't

call on me," we say.

The tendency is to conformity. All men dress

alike. All women have to have the hem of their

dress at the same place. We all have to wear the

same style of shoes, the same hair-do, the same color

of clothes.

We want a transistor radio, a portable TV, a boat,

and a host of other things just because everybody

else has them.

We lower our moral standards, compromise, burn

the candle at both ends and do many things that are

wrong simply because others do them.

We hate to be different. We don't want anyone

to think we are peculiar. So we do what the rest

are doing, and follow the majority even though wc

know they are wrong. What poor Daniels we would

make

!

Like the ancient Israelites who desired a king be-

cause the other nations had one, we want certain

things just because other Christians and other church-

es have them. Somehow we have acquired the idea

that if enough Christians do a thing, it must be accept-

able even to God.

The tendency not to associate ourselves with reality.

There are so many .unpleasant situations in life that

we want to get awayjrom it all and live in another

world. We enjoy television because it' helps us to

forget the realities of our own life as we become ab-

sorbed in the problems of others.

We like to think that the world is getting better,

that communism is on the verge of collapse, that there

will never be another war Or depression, and that no

matter how dark the picture may be, everything

somehow will turn out all right.

We like to believe that: we can sin day after day

without paying the consequences, that there is no

such place as hell, that death ends all, and that there

will be no judgment day when we will be called upon

to give an account of our deeds done in the flesh.

What an awakening some of us will have one of

these days

!

The tendency to give God the left-overs. We keep

the best for ourselves and give God what is left over

—just the same way we treat the dog.

We seem to think that anything is good enough for

the church. Our own home is landscaped beautifully

but there isn't a shrub around God's house. It hasn't

seen paint for years. We buy only the best equip-

ment for ourselves but the cheapest supplies we can

get for the church. ^

We don't read our Bibles or pray until the end of

the day, when we are too tired or worn out to get

much out of what we are doing.

We rush into church at the last minute, ill pre-

pared to worship God or teach those precious chil-

dren entrusted to our care.

We only go to prayer meeting when we can think

of nothing else to do, or are ashamed to stay away

any longer.

It is the same with our money, our time, and our

talents. We look after our own "needs" first, and

then, if we have anything left, we think about God.

No wonder the man on the street sees nothing to

challenge him in the average church. We are all too

willing to feast on the riches of God's love and give

Him in return nothing but wanned over potatoes.

May God help us to awake before it is too late

!
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stood in front of the modern brick

uilding wondering which door to

ike. The sign on the outside said,

nited Auto Workers Headquarters.

tried the door to the gymnasium
oping it would lead to the offices,

tried the door near the bowling

lley. It led to a hallway down
'hich I could go to the lounge and

ance floor. I turned around and
rent outside to make another effort

t getting inside the building.

I went around the building, into

side door and up the stairs to a

ow of offices. It reminded me of

lodern school building. It was nice-

/ constructed but modest. It was
ne headquarters for 11,000 union

members. As I walked down the hall

d meet the public relations man
recalled reading that labor union

dministration is now big business

1 itself. The organization perpetu-

tes itself. It must show its mem-
ers that something is being ac-

omplished. In smaller unions the

rganization may develop to a point

/here the president has complete

ower and elections are only for-

malities.

Labor spokesmen admit the abuse

f power. But they also point to the

ifference in the sizes of business

nd labor scandals. A Congression-

1 committee uncovered scandals of

mbezzlement in labor union funds

mounting to ten million dollars

ver ten years. Embezzlements in

lusiness totaled more than five bil-

ion dollars in the same period,

^abor tried to clean its house (with

he exception of Jimmy Hoffa)

vhile business hardly blushed at

ts corruption.

Five railroad unions may lose

0,000 jobs because of automation

>n the railroads. The unions threat-

;n to tie up businesses and indus-

ry and put thousands of people out

>f work by striking. So intent are

he unions on holding their jobs

hat neither the unions nor busi-

less have made any effort to set

jip re-training centers or relocation

ervices for workers.

After reading the literature I

)icked up at the union headquar-

ters I was impressed by the good
hat the unions are trying to do for

;ociety. On the other hand, to pick

ap the morning paper makes me
sick and ashamed of the labor move-
nent. The home of the manager of

i plant being struck by members
i)f a labor union was damaged with

a shotgun bullet fired into the bed-

room window of their son.

Not many people in Portland, Ore-

gon, can forget the bombed trucks

and the ugly attitudes of labor un-

ions when the newspapers were
struck. One newspaperman was
shot. Business broke off negotiations

with labor and brought in non-

union people to work. All we can say

is, "Can you blame them?"

Is the Church Involved?

So, as I walked down that hall I

had mixed emotions about labor.

The labor unions have secured

higher wages and better working
conditions for its members. Even in

non-union plants employers keep

one eye on union wage scales while

they set wages for their employees.

Unions and their insistence on safe

jobs and conditions have improved
factory work a hundredfold since

the turn of the century.

What I wanted to know was,

"How much is the church involved

in union activities?"

The union officer seemed open

and free. I began the discussion

with easy questions about civil

rights. Why are unions so often

segregated? He replied, "Manage-
ment does the hiring. All we can do

is watch for opportunities. For in-

stance, for a long time manage-
ment hired Negroes only as sweep-

ers. But the unions insisted that

they be eligible for promotion just

like anyone else, so we have
achieved some integration. But the

unions most affected by the prob-

lem are the building trades. There

the union itself does the dispatch-

ing of workers to a job when they

receive a request. They can dis-

criminate."

I tried to work into the religious

issue easily. Can you name some
people in your labor movement who
are active churchmen? He thought

for a moment and mentioned only

one. Later I found out why. Union

meetings are held on Sunday.

The official, a young man in his

late twenties or early thirties and
dressed in a sport shirt, spoke care-

fully. He wanted to convey a good

picture of the labor movement. He
told me of a man who refused to

work on Sunday. The foreman
threatened to fire him if he did not,

but the rest of the workers in the

shop protested to the foreman (al-

though they had no contractual

rights to do so). They helped the

man keep his job.

Then I asked, "How do the church-

es participate in the labor move-
ment?" He thought a minute. "Well,

we asked the ministerial group here
to provide us with a minister to

deliver the invocation at our meet-

ings, but we didn't have much co-

opertion. I suppose this is because
we meet on Sundays. But ministers

are very cooperative when we meet
during the week in schools and in

some of our committees."

When I left I assured the gentle-

men I would return for another
talk. (Rest assured I will if he reads

this article!) But all the way home
I could not shake the impact of

such a shallow idea of what the

church meant. A minister deliver-

ing an invocation at a meeting!

Bravo for American tradition!

Ethical Blind Spots

I remember the uncertain sound
of a labor convention that met a

few months ago. They invited sem-
inary students as observers. The
excellent treatment we received set

us in a good frame of mind. The
representative of the Religion and
Labor Council was on hand to lead

us in some seminars. We were
briefed on labor's view of all the

legislation they were supporting:

federal aid to education, medical

care for the aged, and higher min-

imum wages. Labor had to get into

legislative work when the Taft-

Hartley bill was passed because

more of such legislation "threat-

ened to hurt labor."

In our discussions we accused

labor of being self-centered. We had
listened to convention speakers sup-

port a political candidate by virtue

of his promises to do this and that

for the labor organization. "We
want . . . We want," was the echo-

ing cry. (I did not realize at the

time that the state's minimum wage
law for hotel and restaurant work-
ers is less than fifty cents an hour!)

Labor leaders answered by point-

ing out that they gave heavily to

United Funds and other community
charities. When improvements in

community services were demanded,
the laboring man paid for them
through taxes.

But they could not answer the

charge that unions are segregated.

The state in which the convention

met has a large concentration of

i
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The minimum wage for hotel and restaurant workers

in certain states is less than fifty cents an hour.

colored people. Not one delegate

was a Negro.
The practice of democracy was

certainly in doubt. The incumbent
president was voted the right to

live across the state line while hold-

ing office. He was voted a raise in

salary for part-time work which
was more than most executives

make at full-time work. All this

took place before the election for

the next term of president.

A Conscience for the Unions

Does the church have a voice

here? Don't the ethics of Jesus ap-

ply also to the labor union move-
ment? They should, for because as

much as any other organization

the labor union will reflect public

feelings about standards of moral-
ity and procedures. More potential

power is wrapped up in a labor
union than ever existed with big
government. A labor union can de-

stroy a man's business, or his job.

It can put pressure on a legislature,

and demand equal share for labor.

There are 100 million church
members in the United States. Sure-
ly there are enough union members
among them to create harmony be-

tween employer and worker. Surely
they can persuade unions to meet
some other time than on Sundays.
Surely they can put on the kind of

moral pressure that would make
union violence a lot less common.
A movement needs to take plae

among concerned laymen to change
and guide the conduct of the unions
to which they belong. This concern
can show itself in several ways.

Christians who live what they
believe can communicate something
wonderful and positive to their fel-

low workers. They can inspire the
kind of following that will allow
them to share leadership in the lo-

cals. In large unions they can work
on committees and run for office.

They can become candidates for

section spokesmen in labor-manage-
ment meetings.

Christians must direct the atten-

tion of the labor leaders and work-
ers to the ethical involvements and
to the long-range effects of what
they are doing. Management, of

course, has the same need. For in-

stance not all labor leaders are ex-

cited about the profit-sharing deal

of American Motors. It creates prob-

lems in the plants. One worker who
sees another not working as fast

or as skillfully as he, complains,
"Hey, you are cutting down my
profit." In reality the man may be
doing his best.

"We are about through asking for

raises in wages," says an auto un-
ion executive. "We are now concen-

trating on better insurance plans,

longer vacations, and improved
working relations."

In times of change like this,

churchmen can make themselves
heard. Opinions are now being

formed. Christians lending a sym-
pathetic ear to one another and pull-

ing together will set the situation

straight sooner than harsh words,

violence, and doubtful tactics.

Christians can be the conscience

for the union. Christians should be
indignant when anyone is discrim-

inated against. Christians should

be the first to spot unethical labor

or management packaging or proc-

essing procedures and the first to

expect that abundance will be

shared that all may live as God has
provided. The Christian goes into

his society saying with Jesus "I am
come that they might have life, and
that they might have it more
abundantly."

THE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom. It is published weekly except
biweekly during July and August at North Newton, Kansas, by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second
class postage paid at North Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 per year : foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to 720 Main Street, Newton,
Kansas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main Street, Newton. Kansas. Postmaster. Send form 3579 to 720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas.
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When are you the loneliest? When
you are alone and far from other

people? When you are with many
people who do not know you and

pay no attention to you? When you

have been deserted by someone you

needed and trusted?

Perhaps one of the loneliest places

can be the midweek prayer meeting.

At such a meeting you are usual-

ly surrounded by people who should

be interested in you, but who you

feel are not interested in the things

that really matter to you. The things

that really hurt and burden you can-

not be talked about in such a meet-

ing. You are in the presence of the

people you need and trust the most,

yet when a real need presses upon

you, you cannot count on them.

Why should there be so many
"unknown requests"? (In case you

don't have them in your church, it

works this way: instead of naming



the prayer request, a person says

he has an "unspoken request." Or
t lie leader may ask if there are

any "unknown requests," and peo-

ple raise their hands. They want
prayers, but they do not want to say

what one is to pray about.) You
dare not trust your brethren with

the personal things—they are too

"touchy" to be mentioned.

There are several reasons. One is

that you are too proud to expose

your inmost selves and deepest

weaknesses before others. The
things on which you need help most
urgently are kept secret, and there-

fore, usually unhelped.

Another reason is that your breth-

ren cannot be trusted. They would

use your secrets against you and
destroy you. As long as such things

are true, Christians will be lonely

in the time of their deepest need

—

deserted by those whom they most
need—alone in the midst of the

crowd.

Fewer and fewer of our intimate,

personal needs find their way into

the prayers of the brethren these

days. The church becomes increas-

ingly weaker because the brethren

cannot count on each other for sup-

port. What can we do about it?

Rigid with Fear

Are our prayer groups too large,

and too casually thrown together?
Would we confess our weaknesses
more freely in smaller, well-known,
friendlier groups? Do we focus
prayer meetings too much on "big
issues" and ignore the deep issues?

Are ministers and elders really the
gossips that people tell me they
are? Have we forgotten how to

"bear one another's burdens, and so
fulfill the law of Christ"?

People cannot pray openly with
one another because they have be-

come rigid with fear.

The fear is that they will be
found out to be sinners. This seems
strange, since the Christian church
has always taught that "there is

none righteous, no not one." Every
Christian has confessed his sinful-

ness in order to receive the for-

giveness of Christ. Indeed, Christ
cannot be a savior unless there is

something from which we need to

be saved.

We get positions of leadership.

We get the reputation that we are
"good" church-going people. Thus
it becomes more and more difficult

to admit to others (and to ourselves)

that we are just sinful people in

desperate need. We actually begin
to think of ourselves as "examples,"
and feel that if we fail, the rest of

the world will lose faith in God.
So, it becomes difficult to mention

the really great inner difficulties. If

someone else should find out that
we are troubled by these things, it

might tumble us off the pedestal

of "holiness" on which we have
placed ourselves. The higher this

pedestal has become the more rig-

idly one must behave to stay there.

How can you ask others to pray
for you when you are tempted by
greed, or anger, or adultery, or
jealousy? In fact, how can you even
admit to yourself that you are
troubled by such things? It becomes
necessary for you to make sure that

nobody finds out about it. It also

is necessary to watch every piece
of behavior and every word with
great care, lest these betray the
inner struggle. It is most important
that you hide the dreadful truth
even from yourself. Thus you be-

come rigid from fear as you try to
keep the tiger that lives within you
safely cooped up.

How wonderful if you could find

a friend, or better, several friends,

with whom you could open up the
blackness and filthiness of the pit
that is within you. What a relief it

would be to be weak! How wonder-
ful to be able to be a sinner, and
to weep, and confess! How restful it

would be to be a child and have
others who would bear you up to
the throne of grace! How sweet it

would be to be forgiven!
Yes, for many of us it has been

our very "goodness" which has been
destroying us. It has put a barrier
between ourselves and our fellow-
Christians, and between ourselves
and God. "If my people, who are
called by my name, will humble
themselves, and seek my face, and
pray, then will I hear" says the
Lord.

Listening Prayer Partners

It takes a great deal of humility
to be a good listener.

If the church is going to have
effective prayer cells, then it is nec-
essary that people learn how to
listen to each other in such a way
that others will be able to talk
about the things that really should
be prayed about.

Let's give a few rules.

Don't be shocked. Be sympathetic,
Remember: If you are going to be!

honest, you will have worse things
to confess than this. You'll need
that sympathy soon yourself.

If you are so good that you don't
have dreadful things to confess
yourself, you can probably not be
a good listener, because you are dis-

honest about yourself and cannot
be trusted with the secrets of oth-
ers. "If we say we have no sin we
deceive ourselves, and the truth is

not in us." 1 John 1:8.

Never try to minimize a problem.
Never say, "Oh, that's not serious."
If it's serious enough to this person
that he feels he should talk about
it, that makes it serious.

It's not the kind or size of prob-
lem that matters. What matters is

that to this person it is serious.
If you make it look as though it

isn't really a problem, this person
will not be helped, he will only feel
that you don't understand his need.
Don't play God. There is a terrible

temptation to want to give the solu-
tions. Avoid it whenever possible.
The person who is talking to you
goes to church, he reads the Bible,
he listens to the preacher, and be-
sides, he has thought about this
problem more than you have. He al-

ready knows all the answers you are
going to give him.

What he needs is the one thing
he has not been able to get—a per-
son who will listen with sympathy,
and will love him in spite of what
he is. If you can be such a person,
you will give him the strength to
work out the problem for himself.
Naturally, what you can do is to
pray with him, and for him.

If he finds such a person he may
finally be able to face the truth
himself instead of being afraid of
it; and he may begin to work on
the problem creatively.

Be patient. You may be hearing
about this problem for years to
come. After all, isn't there at least
one problem which has been with
you all your life, and which you
still haven't overcome? This is part
of what it means to "bear one an-
other's burdens." He has lost pa-
tience with himself long ago. You
and God must not lose patience, or
there will be no one to help him.
Only God must hear what you

heard. When your prayer partner
confides in you, you must never tell
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t to another person—you must only

ell it to God. This is an absolute

ule.

If husband and wife do not belong

0 the same prayer circle, they

hould begin with a spoken agree-

nent that they will not tell each

>ther what they have heard; and

ach prayer circle should know what

igreement has been reached by the

narried people in the group. Cer-

ain problems will not come out for

>rayer unless this is done. If you

|)oth belong to the same group,

hen, of course, you both know.

This is not the kind of secret that

jvill disturb a marriage. The prom-

se that you would keep nothing

:rom each other does not apply to

:his. This is not your secret. It's

someone else's secret. If your mar-

riage is so shaky that this becomes

problem, then withdraw from

/our prayer cells, and join another

me in which you can both pray

od to repair your marriage.

Know what can't be done. It takes

humility to know when there is

nothing you can do. Be careful that

you do not try to help someone

through prayer alone when he really

needs other help. No method that

God has given us is effective for

everything. Preaching will not ac-

:omplish everything, nor medicine,

nor testifying, nor Bible reading,

nor prayer.

Often, the greatest thing you can

do is to recommend someone else,

and then help your prayer partner

get the courage to go to that per-

son. If he needs to see the pastor,

t0
|encourage him to do so. If this

seems to be a very severe emotional

disturbance, you can help him to

iget the courage to visit a clinical

psychologist or a mental health

clinic.

One precaution: Do not go and

consult the pastor, the psychologist,

or anyone else about your prayer

partner. That is betraying his se-

cret, and it is taking too much into

iyour own hands. Help cannot be

given secondhand, and the pastor

or psychologist cannot tell you what
to tell him. It is your obligation to

get your partner to go for help. If

he does not go for help himself,

1 no one else can give it to him.

Share your burdens. You must tell

| your problems, and make your

prayer requests also, or the prayer

circle will stop being effective. This

sharing will keep you all humble,

and strengthen each of you.

These are easy to remember, and
hard to do.

The simplest way is just to go to

several friends and ask if they

would like to join you regularly

for prayer. Keep the group small.

I think ten is too many. It would
seem that about five is a good size,

but you may want to start with

three, and then let the group decide

who else shall be asked to join.

Getting Started

Two people are usually too few.

One of the things one wants to

avoid is a clique, which is a sort

of "inner circle" that keeps others

out. Such a group doesn't really ac-

complish what a prayer group is in-

tended for.

The meeting place and the time

should be decided as it may be con-

venient, but it should preferably be

done in addition to what one al-

ready does at the church—not in

place of it. We also need the larger

fellowship of the church.

If the members of the circle are

unmarried then there should be only

one sex in the group. If they are

married it would seem best, as a

rule, to include both husbands and

wives, but this would need to be

determined by the circumstances.

Groups of both sexes other than hus-

bands and wives are not advisable.

If a large group wanted to sub-

divide into prayer cells, they might

begin by having each person make
a list of about five people whom he

would like to have in the same
group. Each person, then could hand

this list in to the pastor, or some
one other person who can be trust-

ed not to tell secrets. This person

can then arrange the groups accord-

ing to the preferences which they

have secretly expressed. If this is

done, each person should first pri-

vately be given the privilege of

eliminating any names which are

not acceptable. All this should be

done in such a way that only the

central person (possibly the pastor)

and the party who is involved

knows who made what choices. In

this way no one knows who didn't

want him, and each person in each

cell knows that he was wanted by

all the rest. (Sociologists call this

a sociogram.)

Churches would do well to experi-

ment with something like this and

share their experiences with other

churches.

THE MOSCOW MUSEUM

The Pausellanos Christ

meditates from a corner wall

on Kiev farmers who sacrificed

their night at the Bolshoi as a small

payment on the collective loss;

and on the few peasants who came

attesting to His Cross

and Sacrament, and the name

(silently now) of God whose love

was superseded by an official dove.

Strange that those who undo

the social heddle from its warp left

Christ's untiring eye to gaze out through

the reconversion. In the theft

and parricide and races exiled

does His love still warm and dismay

their consciences? Reviled,

some prayed last night, and play

today's deadly cold down in the heart.

Would He be executioner to that heart?

BRUCE CUTLER

,3
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Muddy Waters

At Montrea

The following news story is reprint-

ed from the Covenant Companion, a
publication of the Evangelical Cove-

nant Church.

The frustrations and challenges of

the fourth world conference on
faith and order held last month in

Montreal have been appraised by
participants and observers.

One of the staff responsible for

the World Council of Churches-

sponsored event, Paul S. Minear of

Yale Divinity School, referred to the

"remarkable success" in the area
of ecumenical dialogue.

"We have been open to one an-

other, listening acutely, sharing
fully the resources of mind and
heart. . . . All churches have re-

joiced in the presence of other
churches. No one has challenged the
right of any other church to be here.

And this has not been due to

sponge-like tolerance, to a vague
benevolence which delights in com-
promise, for the vigor of debates
has proved the opposite to be true."

Chief frustration, the newly elect-

ed chairman of the faith and order
commission observed, was due to the
"difficulties of turning multilateral

conversations into a verbal state-

ment, only because procedures are
not fully adapted to the needs of

such conversations."

Minear admitted that as meas-
ured against other faith and order
conferences "we have failed." The
last such conference was held in

Lund, Sweden, in 1952.

"Why have we failed? We have
failed because having drawn all the

major traditions in Christendom to-

gether we have insisted on dealing

with the deepest divisions among us.

We have not been content with glib

words, with forced agreements, with

easy but artificial compromise.
"We have failed because we

brought with us certain notions con-

cerning what this conference should

be, what its report should contain,

what advances should be made, and
the Holy Spirit has disorganized our
neat schemes."

He said the failure was due to

attempting too much too quickly,

"refusing to give up our goal of

mutual understanding and at the

same time insisting on dealing with
ecumenical reality which resists im-

prisonment in dogmatic formula-
tions."

Patrick Rodger, executive secre-

tary of the World Council's depart-

ment of faith and order studies, also

referred to the pressures of time,

business, language, words, and ideas

that cannot be properly expressed
under which the delegates worked
in the fourteen-day conference.

He observed that human beings
hate pressure, and the scholar hates
it most of all. But he raised the
question: "How far does the kind
of pressure that we experience not
only at Montreal in so much modern
ecumenical work reflect truly the
pressure under which the whole

Christian church must live today?"
"I have a horrid suspicion," he

said, "that the pressure is with us

to stay and that we may not refuse

or evade it. And if that is so, then
I know too that we are going to

need all the resources we can draw
together from the power of the Holy
Spirit."

Rodger affirmed that despite the

tremendous task facing faith and
order he was not "in the least dis-

couraged. And I know it can be
done only if we continue to edify

one another—to build up the whole
body—through at least two great
means of grace that are open to us:

I mean prayer and correspondence."

Carl F. H. Henry, editor of Chris-

tianity Today, who attended the con-

ference as an "advisor," called the
results "paltry."

Montreal had "positive values" in

the way of "fringe benefits," he said,

but failed to produce a desired "the
ological breakthrough."
He chided independent evangeli-

cals who seem to keep theological

discussion "at a comfortable but

unscriptural arm's length. . . . The
Montreal fiasco had to its credit the

fact that the ecumenical movement
was at least willing to assume the
risks of theological dialogue."

Henry's report declared that "no-

body was more indignant over the
paltry achievements of Montreal
than the theologians themselves."
The editor criticized "the delib-

erate incorporation of verbal gener-

alities." These, he said, "yielded a
hasty production of a pseudo-ecu-

menical document acceptable to the
conference leadership but distaste-

ful to professional theologians, since

mutual acceptability was possible

only because the divergent commun-
ions gave different interpretations

to identical formulas. "

Associate Editor Martin E. Marty
of The Christian Century called the
conference "creative but unsatisfy-

ing." Montreal, he wrote, "has seen
the good ship Oikoumene through
the muddiest waters it has had to

navigate to date."

He stated that the conference
"was unsatisfying in that in sub-

stance it hardly advanced unity con-

versations; it was creative in the
way it assimilated Orthodox, Ro-
man Catholic, and 'evangelical' in-

terests and corrected some past em-
phases in the ecumenical movement
which had made or would make
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such assimilation difficult."

He continued: "The sessions pro-

duced no administrative genius to

clarify the mechanisms by which

faith and order are related to the

whole World Council enterprise, or

how it can be related to the con-

stituencies of the churches and,

through them, to the world. It gave

us no theological genius capable of

pointing out the directions in which

the faith and order conversation

might lead the church. It is in these

respects that the conference and its

reports were unsatisfying."

Marty summarized what Montreal

said.

"The first section, dissatisfied with

Lund's method (comparing what
churches say, seeking to under-

stand) and its central point (that

Christology, the doctrine of Christ,

is the inclusive ecumenical focus),

was restive over the faith and order

commission's Lund-to-Montreal dec-

ade of work. It politely dismissed

much of what had been done and

set out on its own to relate the ecu-

menical question to more inclusive

formulas such as those having to

do with the Trinity, to more diffuse

emphases such as 'nature and grace,'

and to more 'worldly' concerns in

the life of the church.

"This section, assigned the task of

defining the nature of the World
Council of Churches, could hardly

hope to offer a satisfying answer
this year, and it did not do so. The
World Council, it said, 'is neither

the fulfillment of the hope of unity,

nor merely an instrument of cooper-

ation'—a tantalizing conclusion in-

deed. What, then, is the World Coun-

cil? Obviously, less than 'the

church,' though many in the coun

cil would like to guard their own
doctrines of the church by holding

that it is 'not the church.' Boxed in

between these two interests, Mon-
treal did the next best thing: it

asked the churches to study, reap-

praise, and comment. 'We have
come to a point ... at which we
must ask ourselves whether our

common life in the Council partici-

pates in the reality of the Church.'

"In the section on tradition the

participants elevated 'the tradition'

to what will be seen as a new prom-
inence in Protestant thinking. The
heavy stamp of Orthodoxy, the en-

during weight of Anglicanism, and
the shadow of Roman Catholicism
were felt here; but the newer Prot-

estant biblical and historical studies

of the relation of Scripture to tra-

dition were also recognized. I am
afraid that Montreal did such a good
job of isolating 'tradition' that it pro-

vided much good homework on the

topic of 'Scripture'! (To illustrate

how 'far out' deliberation over
words can wander: at one point a

study subsection was more than

half seriously urging the formula
—carefully defined and inoffensive

in context but eheu! what an embar-
rassment out of context!

—

sola tra-

ditione, 'by tradition alone does the

church live.') Of the five sections

and their reports, this one offers

most newness to Protestant schol-

ars and churchmen.

Delegates to the Montreal Faith and Order
came from East and West.

"In a third section, dealing with

the complex questions of ministry,

the theologians were most mindful

of the revolutionary nature of the

times, and what the times have done

to traditional ministries. The report

came up with little that was new or

startling, though its comments on
exceptional ministries in 'boundary

situations' — emergency, 'younger

church' life, etc.—will raise ques-

tions among those for whom tradi-

tional ministries are decisive marks
of the church.

"The section concerned with wor-

ship ranged widely. It produced a

statement on intercommunion at

ecumenical gatherings on which the

plenary session was unable to agree.

"The fifth section report, which
began by affirming the New Delhi

formula (which seeks a unity that

would bring 'all in each place to

confess Christ Jesus as Lord into a

fully committed fellowship with one
another . . .'), offers the most sub-

stance for study in local churches.

A call for a radical reappraisal of

denominationalism and competition

is implied in the report: 'We ack-

nowledge that many of God's gifts

to His whole Church cannot be

shared by us in our local churches

until we recognize ourselves as the

one people of God in each place,

and are prepared to embody this

fact in new and bold ventures of

living faith today.'
"

The concluding "word to the

churches" issued by conference offi-

cials noted that "openings" can be
seen today "which only faith could

discern yesterday."

AID TO VIRGINIA SCHOOL

In 1959 Prince Edward County. Vir-

ginia, closed its schools to avoid in-

tegration. For four years, sixty-one

percent of the nearly 17,000 school-

age Negro children have not had
formal schooling. Voluntary Service

director, Edgar Stoesz, visited the

county in early July to explore pos-

sibilities of sending teachers into

the area.

At the time of Stoesz's visit, co-

ordination meetings were being held

in Washington to set up a substitute

school program under the direction

of a school board comprised of per-

sons and organizations involved.

Stoesz reported that if such a pro-

gram were initiated, organizations

would also be invited to provide

teachers. He concluded that to set

up a program apart from such a co-

ordinated plan would be inadvis-

able.

On August 14, it was announced
that temporary schools, financed by

private foundations, would be

opened for Negroes this fall. The
Mennonite Central Committee will

await further word from leaders

in the county before recruiting

teachers for the new program.

HYMNAL REVISION MEETING

Representatives of the music com-
mittees of the General Conference

Mennonite Church and the Menno-
nite Church met at Goshen College.

Goshen, Ind., July 29 to August 3.
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Tlieir main task was to complete a

suitable list of hymns for a possible

common hymnal.

The Worship and Music Commit-

tees of both churches have both

been working separately on the re-

vision of their respective hymnals.

Each group brought to the Goshen

meeting a list of between 800 and

1,000 songs for review in relation

to a common hymnal.

The persons who met at Goshen

College in this cooperative work
were as follows: Vernon Neufeld,

Harold Moyer, Lester Hostetler,

George Wiebe, and Willard Claas-

sen from the General Conference

Mennonite Church and Walter E.

Yoder, Chester K. Lehman, Mary
Oyer, and Ellrose Zook from the

Mennonite Church. Walter Jost at-

tended the meeting as an observer.

Among other questions considered

by the group were the worship aids

for a common hymnal and further

research in gospel songs, chorales,

tunes, and psalmody. According to

present plans the new revised

hymnal should be published in 1969.

SAFETY MEASURES IN HAITI

Following the invasion of Haiti by
Haitian exiles on August 4 and 5,

the magistrate advised the Grande
Riviere du Nord Mennonite volun-

tary service unit to evacuate. A
national army escort was secured

for the trip to Cap Haitian on Wed-
nesday, August 7. One soldier was
placed in each car. Several days

later the unit was escorted back to

Grande Riviere at the request of

the government.
Information of the evacuation was

received from unit leader, Arlin

Hunsberger, who telephoned the

Akron (Pa.) office of the Menno-
nite Central Committee office on
August 13. The trip to Cap Haitian

was a measure taken by local Hai-

tian authorities to insure the safety

of the group.

Hunsberger asked the Akron of-

fice to continue with plans to send

the two nurses to Haiti who were
scheduled to leave on Thursday,
August 15. Both units—Hospital Al-

bert Schweitzer and Grande Riviere

de Nord—plan to remain at their

posts. None of the workers feel they

should leave their assignments.

The August 19 Newsweek report

of the crisis seemed to indicate

that the invasion was not too seri-

ous. Two days after the invasion,

President Duvalier announced that

he "had the rebels on the run." An
Esso official agreed and stated: "We
have the impression that only a

small hit-and-run force was in-

volved." The number was estimated

to be from fifteen to one hundred.

According to a report in the New
York Times, August 14, the Organi-

zation of American States is work-

ing on a plan to avert another

crisis in relations between Haiti and
and the Dominican Republic.

Although many Americans left

Haiti in May due to the political

upheaval, Mennonite units remained
because of the desperate need and
the fact that the units were not in

danger. However, the Mennonite
Central Committee is keeping alert

to happenings there and will take

all precautions to insure the safety

of its workers.

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

Received Needed

by July 31 by July 31

Judget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

$584,176

44.2 %

$770,886

58.3 %

For the first time this year we can

report that receipts for a given

month exceeded receipts for the

corresponding month last year. In

other words, less money was re-

ceived in support of the Conference

program this year in all months ex-

cept July. To have greater support

come in July is especially helpful

because of the "summer slump" we
usually experience. It will be neces-

sary, however, to continue to receive

good support in the remaining
months of the year if the budget

is to be met. The mission board par-

ticularly, is in need of additional

support at this time since it has not

remitted to the fields all that was
budgeted. Wrn. L. Friesen

EARTHQUAKE OPENING
Mennonite Central Committee rep-

resentatives were in Skoplje, Yugo-
slavia, less than two days after an
earthquake devastated this city of

170,000 in July.

John Wieler of Niverville, Man.,

director of the program in Greece,

and Paxman Aden Troyer, Sugar-
creek, Ohio, reported from the

scene of the disaster that seventy-

five percent of the city was de-

stroyed. They will report on service

and relief opportunities after they

have surveyed the disaster area.

The Mennonite Central Committee
stands ready to send men and sup-

plies to Skoplje if recommended.
Skoplje, located in southern Yugo-

slavia, is only eighty miles from the

Aridea Valley in Greece where Men-
nonites have an experimental farm
and community development pro-

gram.
Persons who have traveled through

southern Yugoslavia report that this

section of the country is extremely

poor. Mennonites have tried to lo-

cate a unit in Yugoslavia, on a

number of occasions during the past

few years, but without success. The
Skoplje earthquake may be the open
door.

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION SEMINAR
About forty persons met in North
Newton, Kan., for the week of July

22-26 to study the needs of the

church in Christian education. Spon-

sored jointly by the (Old) Menno-
nite Church and the General Con-

ference Church, with observers

from the Mennonite Brethren con-

ference, the seminar called for in-

tensive study of the present situa-

tion in the church and for the form-

ulation of an objective.

The following papers were pre-

sented for discussion: "The Situa-

tion in Our Churches" by Arnold

Cressman and Maynard Shelly;

"Trends in Christian Education,"

Paul M. Lederach; "Life and Its

Setting," Ross Bender and J. How-
ard Kauffman; "Revelation and
Christian Education," David Schroe-

der; "Sonship and Vocation," Le-

land Harder; "The Church," Law-
rence Burkholder; "The Objective

of Christian Education," Willard

Claassen; "The Program of Chris-

tian Education in the Local Congre-
gation," Paul Shelly; and "The Cur-

riculum Undergirding the Pro-

gram," Paul M. Lederach.
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CALENDAR

Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North
Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Central

Sept. 8 — Church building and

organ dedication, West Swamp
Church, Quakertown, Pa.

Sept. 20 — Dedication, Oaklawn
Psychiatric Center, Elkhart, Ind.

Oct. 17—Fall Missionary Rally of

the Illinois Mennonite Women's
Fellowship, Meadows (111.) Church.

Northern
Sept. 15—Harvest Festival, Beth-

el Church, Dresden, N. D., LuVerne
Mulvhill, speaker.

Western
Sept. 10—Gift and Fellowship Day

for Bethel Deaconess Hospital and

Bethel Home for Aged.

Sept. 23—Music in Worship Work-
shop, Faith Church, Newton, Kan.,

sponsored by Mennonite Song Fes-

tival Society.

Oct. 6—Harvest Mission Festival,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church.

Oct. 6—Western District Confer-

ence Sunday School Convention,

Tabor College Auditorium, Hills-

boro, Kan.
Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church, Walter
Dyck, speaker.

MINISTERS

Jaime Caro, La Mesa, Colombia,

was licensed a minister in the Men-
nonite churches of Colombia on

July 3. He will be minister of the

La Mesa congregation.

Heinz Janzen has resigned as pas-

tor of Calvary Church, Washington,
111., and has accepted a call from
Salem Church, Kidron, Ohio.

MARRIAGES
Darla Albrecht and Delmer

Schrag, both of Salem-Zion Church,

Freeman, S. D., on June 28.

Connie Epp, Community Church,

Fresno, Calif., to Larry Franz, He-

bron Church, Buhler, Kan., May 28.

Jerry Ewy, Garden Township
Church, Hesston, Kan., to Ruth
Schneider, Moundridge, Kan., on

June 8.

WORKERS
Tom and Jeannette Bechtel, Eighth

Street Church, Goshen, Ind., are

beginning a two-year service as-

signment in Leopoldville, Congo.

They will serve under MCC.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Enns, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan., left for Gulf-

port, Miss., where they will spend

two years in voluntary service.

James Faul will teach instru-

mental music at Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan. He graduated

from Augsburg College, Minneapo-

lis, Minn., and the University of

Minnesota. For three years he was
instructor in music at Freeman Jun-

ior College, Freeman, S. D. He will

teach half-time at Bethel and half-

time in Walton (Kan.) High School.

Hugo and Jean Friesen, Yarrow,

B. C, have been assigned to a three-

year term under MCC in Hong
Kong. Hugo will become the direc-

tor of the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee program there.

J. Odgen and Elizabeth Augspur-

ger, Pulaski Church, Pulaski, Iowa,

have been assigned by the MCC to

Africa. They will serve in the Teach-

ers Abroad Program.
Anna Baerg returned to her work

at Oraibi, Ariz., on July 1 after a

year's furlough. She is from Frazer,

Mont., and has been in missions to

Indian Americans since 1945.

David Bower, Hereford Church,

Bally, Pa., was assigned to Dacca,

East Pakistan, where he will serve

for three years under MCC's Pax
program.
Katie Froese, United Church,

Leamington, Ont., began a two-year

term of voluntary service on Aug.
1. She will serve at the Wheat Ridge
(Colo.) State Home and Training

School.

William and Barbara Martens,

Leamington United Church, Leam-
ington, Ont., will be serving three

years under the MCC's Teachers

Abroad Program in Africa.

August and Esther Schmidt, Can-

ton, Okla., have retired from mis-

sionary service in Oklahoma. Their

retirement was announced two years

ago but because of the great need
for workers they continued work-
ing part time. Schmidt also taught

at Menno Bible Academy.
Eldon Schmidt, Canton, Kan., be-

gan his two years of service in the

1-W program on Aug. 1. He will

serve at the Wheat Ridge (Colo.)

State Home and Training School.

Selma Unruh, Friedenstal Church,

Tampa, Kan., left Aug. 28 for the

Congo. She will again teach in an
elementary school there.

Verney and Belva Unruh, Bloom-
field, Mont., left on Aug. 17 for

Japan. They have previously served

two terms in Japan.

PUBLISHED
Torchbearer's Guidebook, a man-

ual for boys (88 pages, $1.25), and
Torchbearer's Manual (40 pages,

$1.00), were published by Faith and
Life Press on August 23. Menno-
nite Men, sponsors of the boys

league program in the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church, also

sponsored the publication. The
Guidebook features an achievement

James Faul, Katie Froese, Eldon Schmidt, Selma Unruh, Verney and Belva Unruh (Workers).
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program for Mennonite Boys

League. By completing projects in

the areas of home, community, and

self the boys in the league can

earn achievement ranks and merit

badges. The leader's manual gives

organizational and program infor-

mation for adult leaders of the pro-

gram. These books will be available

from Mennonite Bookstores. Infor-

mation on the boys league program
may be had by writing to Milton

Harder, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

BAPTISMS

Community Church, Fresno, Calif.,

on May 26: Charles Hinz, Randy
Schmidt.

Ebenezer Church, Pandora, Ohio,

on July 7: Francine Diller, Pat

Jones, Shirlene Sommer, Joyce Wil-

liams, Michael Allgire, Jim Bas-

inger, Mark Spallinger, Mrs. David

Burkholder, Mrs. Marlin Burkhold-

er, Mrs. Marvin Garmatter.

Salem-Zion Church, Freeman, S.

D., on June 2: Ila Friesen, Carol

Mierau, Erna Schmidt, Candace
Schrag, Ronald Burge, Loren Glan-

zer, Douglas Schrag.

United Church, Wolf Point, Mont.,

on June 16: Carolyn Heidner, Judy
Heidner, Mrs. Bill Remmich; on
July 7: Nina Buller, Molly Toavs.

Coaldale (Alta.) Church, on June
2: Marie Dueck, Evelyn Dyck, Ellie

Klassen, Sarah Klassen, Petra Sie-

bert, Ruth Unrah, David Martins,

Leonard Siemens.

Comins (Mich.) Church, on July

18: Barry Shantz, Jerry Yoder, Don-
ald Emig, Kathy Layman, Larry

Yoder, Mrs. Clara Zenker and Mr.

and Mrs. Dick Kauffman.

Selling (Okla.) Church: Five

young people were baptized in April.

DEATHS

Rudolph Boese, Bergthal Church,

Pawnee Rock, Kan., born Sept. 7,

1887, and died July 19. His widow
and one son survive.

Mrs. Helena A. Buller, First

Church, Newtcn, Kan., born April

9, 1874, in South Russia, and died

June 27.

John W. Ewert, Lehigh (Kan.)

Church, born Dec. 27, 1875, and died

July 13. His wife and two children

survive.

Mrs. Mary Jane Hager, Comins

(Mich.) Church, died July 10, at

the age of 82.

Mrs. Katie Keil, Butterfield

(Minn.) Church, born Mar. 20, 1880,

in Austria, and died June 18.

Frank, Mohr, West Swamp Church,

Quakertown, Pa., born July 22,

1868, and died June 26.

David Neff, Wayland (Iowa)

Church, died May 30 at the age of

29 in a car accident.

Warren Oberholtzer, West Swamp
Church, Quakertown, Pa., born May
21, 1884, and died July 6.

Henry A. Wiebe, First Church,

Paso Robles, Calif., born in Lysan-

derhoeh, Russia, on March 14, 1882,

and died July 25. Five children

survive.

Crus Oberholtzer, West Swamp
Church, Quakertown, Pa., born on

July 7, 1886, and died June 18.

Mrs. Norman Renner, Springfield

Church, Pleasant Valley, Pa., born

July 6, 1912, and died June 28. Her
husband, one son, and one daughter

survive.

Menno S. Rosenberger, West
Swamp Church, Quakertown, Pa.,

born Mar. 6, 1877, and died June 5.

Mrs. Irvin Stahly, First Church,

Nappanee, Ind., born Oct. 30, 1885,

and died July 2. Her husband, one

son, and one daughter survive.

Glen Howard Voth, First Church
of Christian, Moundridge, Kan., born

May 9, 1950, and died June 30.

Ella D. Fretz, a charter member
of Grace Church, Lansdale, Pa., died

on June 10, 1963.

Kathryn Leigh Froese was born

Feb. 16, 1963, and died June 22. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs. K. Lyle

Froese, Kansas City, Kan.
Peter N. Harder, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

was born Aug. 18, 1898 at Mt. Lake,

and died June 19. He was a member
of the First Church.

Albert Jantz, Rosthern, was born

Sept. 30, 1906 and died June 11. He
was a member of the Eigenheim
congregation.

Melroy Loewen, Mt. Lake, Minn.,

was born Mar. 4, 1947, and died

June 8.

Mrs. Mary Moyer, Frederick, Pa.,

was born July 2, 1924, and died June

18. She was a member of the Here-

ford Church, Bally, Pa.

Nick Schmidt, Tabor Church, New-
ton, Kan., was born Jan. 12, 1903,

and died May 6.

Mrs. Sara Schroeder Janzen, Ta-

bor Church, Newton, Kan., was born

Nov. 12, 1878, and died June 28.

BLANKETS AND ART

Dear Editor: Received our Menno-
nite . . . today. I read it from cover

to cover. Many articles have come
along in the last year that I have
answered, but only to myself or to

my family. We have had The Men-
nonite for many years.

The August six number the editor

made a remarkable remark. Permit
me to quote it. "But art may reach

as many people as blankets. . .
."

I . . . cannot feature someone com-

ing to our dwelling place, dirty,

hungry and in need of clothing, that

I should show that human being a
pretty work of art and that would
be satisfying. Or if I would have a

plate of food standing and ask,

which do you prefer? Which would
sustain the world the longest? Or
would you do as we read in James
2:15,16? Dora Sukau, 7735 Atlantic

Blvd., Space 10, Caduhy, Calif.

A WELCOME WITNESS

Dear Editor: I enjoy reading The
Mennonite as it presents the whole
counsel of God and witnesses to

man's need of the whole being. A

well-known radio pastor made a
statement as follows: why feed men
for many years and then send them
to hell? This is not the message of

James 2.

I only regret to report that for

years our family was deprived of

this paper by the church and its

leaders where we worshiped. Is it

possible to support and pray for

our mission work when the brother-

hood can't hear about it? Now we
receive this Christian paper by way
of another Mennonite church whose
pastor and laymen further Christ's

cause to which He has called them.
It is more important than a daily

paper in our home. Kansas.
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Are Teachers BaallyHuman?

' .....

Between THii innocence of baby-

hood and the conquest of the adult

world lies a teacher. They are as

ancient as Adam, as modern as

television, and available in all sizes,

male and female, from college-fresh

twenty-two to experienced seventy-

five years of age.

Teachers are found everywhere

—

in classrooms and cars, at football

games, bowling, and after school.

Little girls love them, little boys

hate them, sophomores ignore them,

older students tolerate them, and

graduates appreciate them.

Nobody knows so much and is

credited with knowing so little. No-

body else is a mind reader, prose-

cuting attorney, master of tactical

warfare, counsel, bureau of informa-

tion, and is still known as a slave

driver supreme.

Teachers like neat papers, quiet

Christmas cards, combed hair, lunch,

and snack periods; clean black-

boards, perfect attendance, rapt at-

tention, and vacations. They don't

like spit wads, nameless papers,

tardy slips, low-slung pants, too

much make-up, fire or earthquake

drills, tight clothes, smart alecks,

or chewing gum.
A teacher is happiest when every-

one understands the lesson; saddest

when there is a huge stack of

smudgy tests to correct; slowest

when the bell-to-go rings; fastest

when not one is ready for the test,

yet; nicest when you've just decid-

ed to hate him; and the most long-

winded when keeping you after

school.

God endowed teachers with many
animal instincts for classroom sur-

vival. He gave them the slyness of

a fox, the voice of a parrot, the

memory of an elephant, the stub-

bornness of a mule, the quickness

of a gazelle, the keen sight of an

eagle, and the life span of a turtle.

Who else can cause more grief,

embarrassment, irritation, and de-

spair; be hated, ignored, knocked,

gossiped about, yet seem so won-

derfully sympathetic, and tolerant

when the world is a mess and your

self-confidence is tumbling?

Yes, teachers are nerve-racking

nuisances, just taskmasters to be

endured; but when commencement
is over and it's time to face the

world, we are thankful so much for

the knowledge and understanding of

the most influential and dedicated

people in the world, teachers.



Gene Church Schulz

Tactics

for Taming
the Tough
Teacher

Does any teacher at your school

seem determined to get your goat?
Does one teacher "bug" you regard-

less of what you do?
As you have learned, there is no

magic formula for getting along
with other people. For a few it's

easy to be friends with everyone
they meet. The rest of us may have
difficulty understanding and win-

ning the friendship of everyone,

teachers included. But being on good
terms with them, although it may
not help your grades, can certainly

make your life a happier one.

As everyone knows, teachers like

students who cooperate with them,

pay attention in class, behave in a
courteous manner, and turn in as-

signments on time.

Put yourself in the teacher's

place. Would you be impressed with
a student who didn't cooperate,

wasn't attentive in class, or did

poor or slipshod work?
Try to understand your teacher

as a person. If he feels that you
like and respect him, he is very apt

to like vou in return. And your at-

titude toward him can have an in-

fluence on your school work and ac-

tions in class.

You may not have thought of it

this way, but teachers are like you
in that some days they don't feel

like coming to school. But as adults

they must discipline themselves to

do the job they're paid for. Students

need such discipline, too.

Even though your teacher likes

you as a person, he must also act

toward you as only one member of

the class. He shouldn't give you
time or attention that rightfully

belongs to others. So if you feel

neglected, try to understand that his

time must be spread among every
member of the class.

You've been around long enough
to realize, too, that teachers are not

all cut from the same pattern. They
are as different from each other
as you are from your classmates.

What goes with one teacher may be
sudden death with another. Your
bright saying may be welcome in

one class and earn you demerits
somewhere else.

If your teacher's explanation
seems too fast or over your head,
he'll appreciate your telling him.
Only remember, he's a human being
with feelings just like yours. Be
tactful in explaning why his teach-

ing isn't getting through to you.

If you feel you've done all these

things and still can't seem to get

"in" with one of your teachers, one
of these tactics may help you im-

prove the relationship.

Have a short conference with him
(or her) before or after class and
ask for help. Try to choose a time
when he seems to be at his best

and you are, too. A conference will

give you both a chance to become
better acquainted, and the problem
may automatically solve itself.

Offer your assistance. Teachers
have many outside responsibilities

which take up their time, and stu-

dents can help. Maybe you can pre-

pare an exhibit for the bulletin

board, run errands before school,

erase blackboards, or help with
other chores. Whatever job you un-

dertake, be sure to show up on
schedule and perform to the best

of your ability.

You may want to ask another
teacher what you have done to get
off on the wrong foot. The answer
may be that the difficult teacher has
illness at home or other problems
which make him act harshly at

times.

If all else fails, cooperate com-
pletely and stay out of the teach-

er's way. Do everything he asks of

you promptly and well and be care-

ful not to make a nuisance of your-
self with extra demands on his time.

Copyright 1963, All rights reserved.

"Could you hold the line for just a moment? I think I'm

about to be hit on the head with my own shoel"
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[Reedley Youth

Service Project

This summer the youth group of

First Church, Reedley, Calif., made
up its own voluntary service unit

and spent a week working in Hoopa,

Calif. Our pastor, Roland Goering,

gave us the idea. When he showed

pictures of a similar project with

the youth group of his former

church in Halstead, Kan., we knew
we wanted to do something like it.

Of course, the most necessary

thing when undertaking a work
project is money. We raised money
in several ways. We cooked and

served the annual Brotherhood ban-

quet and kept all the profits from
it. A pancake supper was tried next.

We sold tickets for $1.25 per person

and let the people eat as much as

they wanted. We also served Ger-

man sausage, peaches, and coffee.

This brought the greatest amount
of money for the least amount of

effort.

Later we had a spaghetti dinner

and a carwash. With a large church,

members who care, and adequate

publicity, money raising projects of

this type are quite successful.

We chartered a bus to take us

the five hundred miles to Hoopa. A
pickup and a station wagon also

came along. The thirty of us left

early June 10.

Hoopa is in northern California,

about 120 miles west of Redding.

The location of our project was the

Klamath-Trinity Hospital. This is a

community hospital but Ken Peters,

Glenn and Betty Fredrick, and for-

merly Merlin Schrock serve there

through the MCC.
The girls slept in a shed and the

boys and sponsors slept in tents.

The nurses' quarters housed several

of our members and also served as

our kitchen. The picnic area served

as our dining room.

The girls painted a shed, the

nurses' quarters, a washroom, a

small storage shed, a short fence,

and the tables, benches, and swings

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonite

Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

in the picnic area. Some cleaned

the unit house and others did some
paper work in the hospital.

We boys spent most of our time

clearing brush. We chopped small

trees down, removed rotten stumps
and unnecessary vegetation, and
hauled it away in the pickup. There

was considerable poison oak and
we had our casualties! We also fixed

the benches, the tables, and did

other odd jobs. We even made one

table and a short fence.

But all of our time wasn't spent

working. We were the invited

guests of the hospital for a picnic

highlighted by roasted corn and a

talk by one of the board members
of the hospital.

We had a birthday party for Mrs.

Goering, complete with cake, ice

cream, gifts, and picture taking.

Ken Peters led us on a hike on a

mountain road. We ended up sing-

ing songs, German ones at that.

The last evening included a talk

by Mrs. Rickless, an Indian lady.

She told us of the ways of her peo-

ple, both past and present. She
sang Indian songs, one of which we
would have liked to learn. That

was the "Money Song." You get up

at four in the morning and sing this

song for good luck.

Close by was the Trinity River in

which we swam every day. It was
cool but refreshing. Places were
shallow enough to wade in but

other places were deep. At these

places five steps from shore put

your head under water.

We also visited a veneer plant,

toured the inside of the hospital,

and just sat around talking.

Spiritually the whole week was
rewarding. Each morning we took

turns leading the devotions and in

the evenings we had inspirationals

given by various young people. The
splendor of the countryside seemed

to draw us nearer to God. The proj-

ect was planned to be one that

would help others. It helped us just

as much we are sure. Ricluird

Friesen.
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Dean Rusk played a game of badminton with Nikita

Khrushchev. He lost. What's wrong? Why can't

the streamlined Secretary of State keep up with the

portly Russian? Physical fitness, after all, is a key-

note of the New Frontier. The members of the

Cabinet exercise faithfully, we understand.

Proud Americans hang their heads in shame. First,

Sputnik; now out-birded in badminton. We could

slip through the slats of our rockers in remorse.

But, wait ! There is a news leak from the Depart-

ment of State. The New York Times reported on

the meeting of Rusk and Khrushchev to explore fu-

ture steps toward disarmament. The limited nuclear

test ban treaty had just been finished by the foreign

ministers of Britain, the United States, and Russia.

President Kennedy has called the treaty "this hopeful

step" to impose limits on the nuclear arms race. But

it is only a first step. There is much to be done be-

fore the cold war turns to peace. Rusk discovered

in his talks that the next steps will be hard ones.

Before he left for home, Rusk met the Russian for a

friendly game of badminton. Says the Times (Sun-

day, Aug. 11), "Mr. Rusk was reported to have lost,

perhaps taking care to do so."

Losers always have their excuses. But perhaps it

was a diplomatic loss. If so, it seems to us a smart

move. It is a wise man who gives up unimportant

pleasures to capture the highest prize. In the cold

war there are things more important than national

pride. We reach for life itself and for the lives of

our children.

The fate of the nuclear test ban hangs in balance

before the United States Senate. Will it approve?

We hope it will give its endorsement. The treaty does

not mean disarmament. We wish it did. It does not

even mean an end to the arms race. Hopefully, it

will slow it down.

The treaty can stop the pollution of the air that our

grandchildren will breathe. The radiation already in

the air from eighteen years of atomic explosions and
tests will mark generations yet unborn. The American
bombs in New Mexico and Japan started it all. Now,
says Kennedy, the treaty is "an important opening

wedge in our effort to 'get the genie back in the

bottle.'
"

An argument against the treaty says that it will

weaken the defenses of the United States. We can

see that a slowdown in military preparations is a

matter of concern, if there was a real reason for arms

in the first place. But we feel the risk of a continued

buildup in arms is more serious than a cutback in the

preparation for war. We agree with Secretary of

Defense McNamara when he says, "The sheer mul-

tiplication of a nation's destructive nuclear capability

does not necessarily produce a net increase in its

security."

There is a further argument that says, "The Rus-

sians cannot be trusted." If they do not keep their

agreements, why make them in the first place? We
believe the Russians will keep any agreement that is

in their own best interest. At the moment they agree

that a ban of nuclear tests protects them more than

it does us. We agree it does the same for every other

nation. An agreement that benefits everyone is not

too hard to keep. Thus we believe the Russians will

keep the treaty as long as we keep it. There are risks

in trusting the Russians. But the risks of distrusting

them are much greater.

Yes, we give up some of our pride by agreeing to

the test ban treaty. We admit that we can't do it

alone. We need the cooperation of others to live on
this troubled globe. But it is a sacrifice a strong man
makes willingly.

Badminton, anyone?





John D. Unruh, Jr., and Esko Loewen

THIS OU
America is in the midst of a social ferment.

Christians? What are they doing?

Where are the

In 1959 the public schools in Prince
Edward County, Va., closed their

doors. This was done to evade court-

ordered segregation. White citizens

set up a private, segregated school

system for the county's 1,200 white
youngsters. They built a $250,000

twenty-eight classroom building.

They are now adding a six room
addition.

But for the 1,700 Negro children

there have been no schools for the
past four years. Though some have
left the county to attend school,

since 1959 sixty-one percent have
had no formal schooling at all. Re-
searchers report alarming results.

In administering their tests they
even had to show seven, eight, and
nine-year-old children how to hold
a pencil.

In recent testimony before a sen-

ate committee, Attorney General
Robert Kennedy quoted a tourist

guidebook. It showed that a travel-

ing Negro can find overnight lodg-

ing in only one place in Montgom-
ery, Ala. Nowhere at all in Dan-
ville, Va., can he find a place to

sleep. A dog traveling with a white
person is welcome to spend the
night in at least five establish-

ments in Montgomery and four in

Danville.

These illustrations come from the
South—but prejudice and discrim-
ination have no boundaries. Presi-

dent Kennedy says that "the Negro
baby born in America today has

about one-half as much chance of

completing high school as a white
baby, born in the same place, on
the same day; one-third as much
chance of becoming a professional

man; twice as much chance of be-

coming unemployed."
We have a real opportunity for

making progress in American race

relations. In the first place, the

churches of America are seeing the

sin of their segregated sanctuaries.

They know they should have spoken
more clearly against racial discrim-

ination and for the brotherhood of

all men. Many churches are now
lending support and leadership to

the civil rights movement. Several
Mennonite conferences have adopt-

ed statements confessing our own
past guilt and affirming our faith

that in Christ all men are one.

Secondly, there is a social revolu-

tion under way in America. It can
neither be stopped nor delayed. It

is an opportunity for constructive

action and change. A recent na-

tional survey showed that half of

the nineteen million American Ne-
groes would join a demonstration
or go to jail for their cause—fuller

integration into American society

and the equality so long denied

them. On July 31 the Assistant At-

torney General of the United States

reported that since the Birmingham
riots this spring there have been
599 demonstrations in 169 cities in

thirty-two states and the District

534 September 10, 1963
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(EVOLUTION?
Columbia. And the demonstra-

ons continue every day. The mass
arch on Washington on August

I dramatizes the urgency of the

oment.

Finally, 1963 is a time of oppor-

tnity because the great national

bate was started by the Presi-

nt's civil rights proposals. These

re the most comprehensive ever

> receive serious study by House
nd Senate committees. A myriad

i organizations are presently cen-

.'red in Washington lending their

sources to the support on the ad-

linistration's proposals.

What should Mennonites be do-

lg as the winds of change begin to

low against the blight of racial

rejudice? We must not overlook

le daily business, social, and rec-

^ational contacts we have with in-

ividuals of other racial groups.

»ur churches have special oppor-

inities, especially in urban areas,

.nother possible avenue of action is

direct witness to government it-

feif.

The question of witnessing to gov-

rnment is a difficult one. Several

tudy conferences have failed to re-

Dlve the theological implications,

fevertheless, there is a growing
?eling on the part of many Menno-
ites that we should urge the gov-

rnment to fulfill its responsibilities

n a higher level.

With respect to civil rights, this

light mean that we encourage Con-

ress to enact legislation to deal

dth the present injustices of racial

iscrimination. Laws will not solve

111 problems, but they do provide

ecessary guidelines. The Presi-
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There is a social revolution under way in America. It can

neither be stopped nor delayed. It is an opportunity for

constructive action and change. . . . What should Menno-

nites be doing as the winds of change begin to blow against

the blight of racial prejudice? We must not overlook the

daily business, social, and recreational contacts we have

with individuals of other racial groups. Our churches have

special opportunities, especially in urban areas.

dent's proposals would insure prog-

ress in voter registration of all

groups. They would make it pos-

sible for all persons to enjoy most

public accommodations. Further
progress in school desegregation

would be possible. The President

could withhold federal funds from

projects where discrimination is

practiced if the bill now being stud-

ied becomes law.

Because of concern about preju-

dice and discrimination, a delegation

representing the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church went to

Washington. On August 8, Vern

Preheim of the Board of Christian

Service; John D. Unruh, Jr., a mem-
ber of the Bluffton College faculty

and a Mennonite Central Committee

Peace Section representative; and

Esko Loewen, a member of the

Committee on Peace and Social

Concerns, visited congressmen and

senators. We sought to lay before

them our concern as a church for

fair legislation regardless of race.

We cited our history, and our mis-

sions, relief, and church outreach

to other races and nationalities. We
referred to the statement on race

the General Conference had adopt-

ed in 1959 and which we recently

sent to every congressman and sen-

ator.

Our visits were cordial. The law-

makers reflected varying degrees of

understanding and concern for the

problem. One man—a half-Indian

who had grown up on a reservation

—was quite clear about the needs

of minority groups in American so-

ciety. Others felt the competitive

political need for party prestige in

civil rights legislation. Some showed

a fine sense of statesmanship. They
want to do for the Negro what is

right.

We saw the complex problems

these men face in writing this law.

There is concern that the adminis-

trative branch of government does

not become its own judicial agent.

The question of infringing on the

rights of private property is a point

repeatedly raised by Southern con-

gressmen. And then there are the

personal relations of the legislators.

"A good friend of mine who is south-

ern and opposes civil rights legisla-

tion is committee chairman of the

Committee on Indian Affairs. When
I vote my conviction on civil rights

there will be a strain in our rela-

tionship since it will be against his

interest. Yet I need his support for

good legislation for the Indian mi-

nority in which I am interested."

One senator, from a state in which
there are many Mennonites, indi-

cated that his mail was running

two to one against civil rights legis-

lation. He was of the conviction that

this law needs to be passed in spite

of his mail barometer. Our support

is helpful to these men of conviction

who face all kinds of pressure.

We need more personal encount-

ers with our legislators. They are

people; they seek to make wise de-

illSi

Ai

cisions. We cannot criticize their ac

tion in a valid way unless we entei

into their decision-making process

by sharing our concerns with them

To do this we need to examine our

selves and our motives. We do not

go as a pressure group demanding

our way or a denial of our support

at the next election. This may hap

pen, but it is not the basis for con-

versation. Rather, we need to share

our concern for the welfare of the

national and world community
We need, in addition, to be duly

humble about our mission. The
J'

church's voice needs to be hearcf
1

in legislative halls, but in perspec

tive. The prime business of the"

church remains the gathering of the f

believing fellowship around the
ia*

word of Christ. Those things thai

impede this central task need to be

dealt with. One such impediment i:

our day is the lack of legal protec

tion of the Negro and his statu;

as a person.

Though the enactment of Ken
nedy's moderate proposals is quit<

j

obviously necessary, it is not at al~

likely. Southern congressmen an

powerful lobbying groups are utiliz

ing tactics of delay and have prom
ised endless softening amendment
and a filibuster in the Senate. Espef

daily crucial to final passage wil

be the votes of midwestern an

western Republican senators an<

representatives. If and when a civi

rights bill is passed, it is likely tha

it will be a relatively weak bill

especially the public accommoda 1

tions provisions.

Through letters and telegrams w
can encourage our congressmen t

support legislation which will hel;

provide full equality for the Negr
and other minority races. (Repre

sentatives can be contacted at th

House Office Building, Washingto

25, D. C; Senators at the Senat

Office Building, Washington 2\

D. C.)

Many legislators say that the

have not heard from their constiti

ents on this matter. One of the chie

civil rights sponsors in the Senat

did not receive a single letter fror

a minister supporting civil right

during the first two weeks of Jun

when this issue was front pag

news.
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Reinhard H. Vogt

EVANGEUSM'S STUMBLINGBLOCK
We can't witness because we don't know what the Christian faith is all about.

iuring a recent one-year stay in

ermany I found that there are

lany things about America which

luropeans admire.

Most of all they admire our ro-

ust and practical spirit. An Amer-

:an is optimistic and generous. He
as a method for everything.

At the same time Europeans feel

aat many Americans are unbeliev-

bly naive. Americans seemingly

eel that differences between na-

ions, and problems within individ-

als, are usually surface differences,

'hey can easily be dealt with. An
jjjnemy can be changed through a

Jriendly slap on the back, a neigh-

sorly chat, and a generous gift. A
ierson can be changed through pos-

tive thinking or through a radical

ecision. In brief, Americans think

hat "conversion" is a sudden and

Relatively simple process, whether

a nations or in individuals.

A German Christian once told

ne: "You in America have noticed

ur empty churches. You have right -

I concluded that Christianity is in

i dismal state in our country. How-

ever, you have wrongly decided that

n obvious failure has no deep

•oots. In your zeal and optimism

rou have come to us with quick

cures' and flashy answers. You

vork for quick conversions and

(nass change. You have failed to

iee the depth of our problem."

He went on: "Many of our people

mve seen their highest ideals being

lestroyed, twice in one lifetime.

Everything that they felt was holy

ind worth giving their life for has

turned to dust.

"In the midst of this disaster

stands the church. It blessed so

many of these vain efforts that it

itoo has fallen in the dust. Surely

;God can raise it again. But it will

be a long and hard road. The peo-

ple mistrust our voice. They have

m
been deluded too often. They are

» wary of gimmicks and emotional

appeals. We as Christians will have

to walk with them, showing them
from day to day that in our love

there is something permanent, pow-

erful, and holy. This is the only way
in which revival will come."

These remarks moved me. I think

that this criticism must also be ap-

plied to our Christian efforts in

America. We have failed in our own
midst to be effective witnesses to

the gospel.

One of the easiest things to do

is to come up with new evangelistic

methods. This appeals to our sense

of the practical. There is something

straightforward and decisive about

"coffee-shop evangelism" and "vis-

itation evangelism."

But I am convinced that little

needs to be done consciously about

methods if the basic conviction is

there. If each one of us was firmly

convinced that the Christian faith

is worth sharing, that the Christian

gospel is absolutely crucial for the

life of each individual, then we
would be witnesses to this gospel

and we would spontaneously create

the proper methods.

We have not failed in evange-

listic methods. We have failed to

appropriate the gospel for our-

selves in such a way that we feel

compelled to share it with others.

I see reasons why few Christians

today feel motivated to witness.

First, we present the gospel as

though it is primarily meant for

emergencies or for a future life.

As a result, the Christian faith

seems to have little to say to the

daily experiences of life.

We need to recapture the "world-

liness" of the Christian faith. This

is not easy, but it is crucial.

Second, we have to show our peo-

ple that amidst the relativities of

life, the Christian faith makes a

distinct difference in our behavior

and attitudes. Christianity is a

"works religion" in the best sense

of the word. Let's avoid those here-

sies which separate faith from

works and tell us that the Chris-

tian is saved by faith alone. The
best proof of Christianity is still in

its works. Therefore, it is a deep

part of our evangelistic task to

spearhead movements of social jus-

tice and righteousness in our soci-

ety. There is something devastating

about the criticism which we often

hear that "Christians are less con-

cerned about justice and righteous-

ness than non-Christians. Let's

take this criticism seriously.

Third, we should work hard to

make the Christian faith more in-

telligible to our people. One of the

most frequent questions that I en-

counter in the church is this: "Why
did Jesus really have to die?" These

people do not want the old cliches.

They find these meaningless. What
they want is an honest appraisal

of the faith, one that makes the

faith meaningful to them.

Recently I spent a pleasant eve-

ning with a young Christian couple.

The conversation drifted to the

Christian faith. Suddenly the wife

turned to me and said: "You know,

I am not really sure why a person

should believe in Christ. What dif-

ference does it really make?"
This was not a question of unbe-

lief but a sincere expression of

doubt. It is an expression which we
should not condemn. We should

work with it seriously.

Many persons in our churches

have questions of this kind. One of

our main evangelistic tasks lies in

helping them.

Recently I have been asked to

speak to different Christian groups.

Often the topic suggested is: "What
is Christianity?"

We face a tremendous challenge

in our church. Let us create wit-

nesses by helping our people to a

new and more meaningful under-

standing of the Christian faith.

Then they will be witnesses, wheth-

er we supply them with new meth-

ods or not.
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Paraguay Renames its President

Alfredo Stroessner has set a record

for long life as president of Para-

guay. From 1948 to 1954 six presi-

dents were overthrown by military

plots. In 1954 General Stroessner,

son of a German immigrant, came

to power. On August 15 he began

his second full term as president.

The fifty-year-old leader was

named in a controlled election in

February. Stroessner' s Colorado

party was opposed by the Liberal

party. The government has not al-

lowed any major opposition party

or newspaper to flourish. During

the last two years there was some

relaxation in these restrictions.

Members of opposition parties are

harassed if they involve themselves

in poitics.

Stroessner has pushed through a

broad program of public works. He

boasts that since he came to power

in 1954 an average of one school per

week has been built. Also a source

of pride is the Chaco road built

with United States and Mennonite

assistance. The road connects the

capital, Asuncion, with the virgin

lands being developed by Mennonite

colonists.

Edward C. Burks, New York

Times correspondent, notes that sev-

eral years ago Filadelfia, a Menno-

nite settlement 270 miles from Asun-

cion was not even "labeled the end

of the road." The road finally

reached there in 1961.

"Now Filadelfia has an Esso gas-

oline station, four-times-a-week bus

service to Asuncion, and a sprink-

ling of motor vehicles along with

its horse-drawn buggies.

"A twenty-five-foot-wide dirt road

being built across the Chaco by

Williams Brothers of Tulsa, Okla.,

has moved far beyond Filadelfia to-

ward its scheduled ending on the

Bolivian border."

The same road is being extended

eastward to the Brazilian border.

These roads will reduce Paraguay

and Asuncion's isolation from the

rest of South America.

Paraguay is about the size of

California. It has 1,800,000 people.

Asuncion was founded 426 years

ago. Until five years ago it had no

municipal water system. A recent

addition to the city has been a four-

teen-story first-class hotel.

Stroessner's opponents accuse
him of arbitrary arrests. The cap-

ital city abounds with well equipped

police although there is no notice-

able tension. The president, who has

been considerate of the needs of

the Mennonite colonists, points out

that Paraguay's currency and cost

of living have been quite stable in

comparison to those of Argentina,

Uruguay, and Brazil.

Editorializing on Stroessner's re-

election, the New York Times said

on August 16: "The Stroessner re-

gime, whatever its guise, has been

and will remain an old-fashioned

one-man military dictatorship.

"It can be argued that Paraguay
has never known anything else and
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cannot change in the foreseeable fu

ture. There is no solid basis for

hope that if the Stroessner govern

ment were overthrown by the Lib-

erals the situation would be any

different. Nevertheless, the feudal,

militaristic structure has been de-

veloping cracks. Economic and, es

pecially, educational advances ar

creating more and more people who
do not want to keep on living in)

the nineteenth century.

"General Stroessner has been a

iron-handed dictator since he en

gineered an army coup in 1954. H
has at least brought internal sta

bility, although at a high price

Under its umbrella, the people of

Paraguay are inching toward the

twentieth century."

GERMAN ALTERNATIVE SERVICE

Nearly 23,000 men born between

the years 1920-43 had applied tc

West Germany's Ministry of Labor

and Social Affairs for conscientious

objector status as of July 31, 1962

Of this number, 6,257 applicants

had been officially recognized as

COs and 10,317 were still waiting

for their cases to appear before th<

examining boards.

One thousand and one of the rec

ognized COs had already complet

ed their alternative service and 56]

were doing their service at the tim<

of the report. The number of mer

from the birth years 1940 and 4

available for alternative service a

that time was 1,360.
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HURCHMEN MARCH ON CAPITAL

ore than 40,000 churchmen from

|l parts of the United States were

'cpected to converge on the nation's

Ijipital August 28. They swelled par-

|

cipation in the March to Washing-

\>n of civil rights organizations to

Lore than 100,000 persons. Individ-

al congregations and council of

lurches in many parts of the coun-

ty chartered planes and buses.

I The purpose of the churchmen's

articipation in the March is "to

emonstrate our solidarity in sup-

ort of racial justice implemented

trough civil rights legislation and

witness to the fact that this (the

acial crisis) is a national moral

isue and not a regional problem."

'hus spoke Robert W. Spike, Na-

onal Council of Churches execu-

ive leading Protestant efforts in

ehalf of the March.

The National Council of Churches

ailed for a Church Assembly in the

.ation's capital to demonstrate

how deeply the conscience of the

American people is troubled about

acial injustice." When the six lead-

ing civil rights groups reached

agreement on sponsoring a "March

on Washington for Jobs and Free-

dom" August 28, the Council joined

"in sponsoring this massive witness

to the nation's most important com-

mitment—racial justice now," Spike

said.

Main sponsors of the March on

Washington—in addition to the na-

tional Protestant, Roman Catholic,

and Jewish religious organizations

—are the Congress of Racial Equal-

ity, the Southern Christian Leader-

ship Conference, the Student Non-

Violent Coordinating Committee,

the Negro American Labor Council,

the National Association for the Ad-

vancement of Colored People, the

National Urban League, and impor-

tant segments of the country's ma-

jor labor unions.

One hundred thousand poeple were

expected to move in one body from

the Washington Monument to the

Lincoln Memorial at noon on Aug.

28. Leaders of the civil rights move-

ment were joined there by Congress-

men and Senators who witnessed

the major addresses to be given.

EVANGELICALS DISCUSS WAR
Thirty evangelicals discussed the

topic "The Evangelical Christian

and Modern War" at a Winona

Lake, Ind., seminar on August 26-28.

The seminar, initiated by the MCC
Peace Section, was arranged and

planned by a seven-man ad hoc

committee consisting of Kenneth

Kantzer, Trinity Evangelical Divin-

ity School; Lloyd Kalland, Gordon

Divinity School; Vernon Grounds,

Conservative Baptist Theological

Seminary; Frank Farrell, Christi-

anity Today; Arthur Glasser, China

Inland Mission; and C. N. Hostet-

ter, Jr., and Edgar Metzler. MCC
Peace Section.

The program was divided into

three areas: biblical perspectives,

war and the Christian witness, and

theological perspectives.

The thirty participants came pri-

marily from evangelical colleges

and seminaries, but there were also

representatives from journals and

other evangelical organizations.

The major part of the seminar

costs will be covered by a grant

from the Schowalter Foundation.

Als Ihre Zeit Erfiillt War portrays in photographs the life and work

of Mennonites in Russia. The book concentrates on the one

hundred and fifty year history of Mennonite settlements in

South Russia. Pictures have been assembled from the families

who have immigrated from Russia. The book has been edited

by Walter Quiring, editor of Der Bote and now instructor at

United College, Winnipeg. Designer of the book is Helen

Bartel, Saskatoon. The book will be published on November 1.

Its size will be ten by eleven inches. It will have 216 pages and

1,500 pictures on all phases of life in Mennonite Russia. Cost of

the book after December 31 will be $9.95 in hard cover and $7.95

in soft cover. Pre-publication prices in effect until December 31

will be $8.95 and $6.95. Gift copies to be sent to persons in

South America are available at one dollar less than the publica-

tion price All orders should be sent to the Mennonite Book-

store Rosthern, Sask. Quiring has edited two other picture

books- "Itn Schweisse Deines Angesichts" (about the Menno-

nites in Paraguay) and "Der Canadische Mennonit" (about the

Mennonites in Canada). The latter book was also designed by

Helen Bartel.
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Mennonite Brethren Act

on Race and Baptism

The gospel of Christ should be

preached to all men "irrespective of

any national or race makeup." This

was the gist of a resolution on race

relations adopted in Winnipeg by

the Mennonite Brethren in August.

More than two-thirds of the seven

hundred word statement dealt with

the availability of the gospel to all

people. Delegates called on Menno-
nite Brethren congregations to "re-

gard all persons regardless of race

or ethnic origin ... as individuals

whom God would reach with the

Gospel of His saving grace. . .
."

Congregations in communities un-

dergoing racial transition were en-

couraged to stay and continue a

ministry to the community. The pur-

pose of this strategy is "so that the

souls in those communities, regard-

less of race or ethnic grouping, may
be won and served."

The closing paragraphs mentioned
discrimination and social justice.

The first asked that "conference

institutions, agencies and offices

make no distinction based upon
race or color, in their entrance re-

quirements or employment policies."

The call to social action said "that

since Christians are constrained to

do justice and love mercy, we ac-

knowledge our responsibility as a

church to provide guidance for our
members to work in the capacity

of Christian citizens for the elimin-

ation of discrimination wherever it

may exist, in community, city, state,

nation, and the world."

The statement did not concede
any involvement on behalf of the
church or its members in acts of

discrimination.

In another noteworthy action, the

Winnipeg conference dealt with the
problem of ecclesiastical discrimina-

tion. By a seven-to-three vote dele-

gates approved a resolution to ad-

mit non-immersed believers to mem-
bership in Mennonite Brethren
Churches.

The acceptance has qualifications.

Local congregations may accept non-

immersed persons but such mem-
bers are not eligible for ordination

and their membership cannot be

transferred by letter.

The conference affirmed its be-

lief that believers should "upon
their personal request, be baptized

by immersion." It added, "We rec-

ognize that the body of Jesus Christ

is one and we fellowship with all

truly born-again believers who fol-

low Jesus Christ in obedience to

the Word of God." This affirms fel-

lowship between Christians in spite

of mode of baptism.

But this point of view must be
qualified in a specific denomination.

"But we further recognize that a
working fellowship always necessi-

tates agreement on major issues of

doctrine and ethics. This is espe-

cially true with respect to those who
are called to teach and give guid-

ance in the church."

The acceptance of non-immersed
members was placed in a condition-

al context. It asked that "they will

be baptized by immersion as soon
as they receive such light through
the Word and in fellowship with
others who hold that conviction."

The United States Mennonite
Brethren Conference met in Moun-
tain Lake, Minn., several days be-

fore the Winnipeg session. Among
actions taken was one to join with
Canadian Mennonite Brethren to

produce a joint hymnal.
The Tabor College Bulletin for

September noted that 300 copies of

the Mennonite Hymnary had been
placed in the Tabor College chapel.

Among designated gifts for this

purpose was one from the hymn-
book committee of the Mennonite
Brethren Conference.

JOBS NEED PEOPLE
The church needs workers. Each
day brings reports of jobs that need
people. The following requests are
from the Personnel Office, Menno-
nite Central Committee, Akron, Pa.

An editorial assistant is urgently
needed for the Information Services
department. This opening is avail-

able immediately. The duties of thej

editorial assistant are writing news
releases, editing script writing, and
preparing promotional materials
such as folders, booklets, etc.

Secretaries will be needed in five

offices between August and Decem-
ber. There are positions available
in Menno Travel Service, Mennonite
Mental Health Services, Foreign Re-
lief and Services, Information Serv-
ices, and Central Stenographic Serv-
ice. A Canadian secretary is needed
to assist the director in India.

Unit leaders are needed at Junior
Village, Washington, D. C. This
couple will have the opportunity to
serve in custodial care, recreation-

al leadership, and shopwork, in ad-

dition to unit leadership responsi-

bility. At Boys Village near Smith-
ville, Ohio, a home for thirty-six

emotionally maladjusted boys, ages
twelve to eighteen years, a matron
is needed for the service unit.

A medical doctor is needed in Al-

geria to serve in the medical pro-

gram. On the island of Timor in In-

donesia a doctor is needed by Jan-
uary, 1964, to succeed Dr. Samuel
Stover.

An elementary teacher is needed
in Ontario's Ailsa Craig Boys Farm
before the new school year opens.

Electricians are needed immedi-
ately to teach electricity. On the
island of Crete, a man is needed at

the Klaus-Richard School, a tech-

nical school where boys are taught
basic mechanical and electrical

skills. Another electrician is needed
at Fernheim Colony in Paraguay.

Vocational training director is

needed in East Algeria. He will

plan and supervise the courses,

teach elementary science (arith-

metic, physics, and related subjects),

try to relate to the appropriate Al-

gerian educational institutions or to

the department of education, and
help Pax or European volunteer
teachers to achieve maximum train-

ing and experience.

A Canadian Pax poultry man is

needed in Calcutta. His duties will

include helping in the refugee as-

sistance program. Another poultry-

man is needed in Greece.
Volunteers for National Institutes

of Health at Bethesda, Md., are
needed to serve as normal control

patients in its medical research pro-
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jram. Ten persons are needed to

serve at this institution from Sep-

ember to Christmas, and ten more
:o serve from Christmas to spring.

The volunteer may work in a "ca-

reer opportunity" program in a lab-

>ratory or in other research.

A printer is needed in Congo to

je in charge of mission press which

publishes literature for one of Con-

go's main vernacular areas. The
>ress publishes literature jointly

'or the Congo Inland Mission, the

American Presbyterian Congo Mis-

don, and the Westcott Mission, and

js located at Leubo, Kasai Province,

I!ongo. Its equipment includes two

latbed-cylinder presses, one 11 x 14'

lutomatic Heidelberg press, one job

press, font caster, Monotype caster,

lower cutter, automatic folder, pow-

ered by diesel-generated electricity.

Contact Congo Inland Mission, 251

West Hively Ave., Elkhart, Ind.

VtUSIC WORKSHOP
\ Music in Worship Workshop for

ninisters and church musicians will

oe held at the Faith Church, New-
:on, Kan., on Monday, Sept. 23. Ses-

sions begin at 4:30 p.m. and close

it 9:15 p.m.

Speakers for the event are Vernon
Ivfeufeld, President of Bethel Col-

ege, North Newton, Kan., and Or-

ando Schmidt, Professor of Church
Vlusic at Mennonite Biblical Semi-

lary, Elkhart, Ind. Neufeld will pre-

sent a paper on "What Is Worship
is Viewed by the General Confer-

;nce Mennonite Church?" and
Schmidt's subject is "How Does Mu-
sic Contribute to Worship?"
The workshop is being sponsored

)y the Mennonite Song Festival So-

:iety in cooperation with the Min-

sterial Committee of the Western
District Conference.

TRAINEE SPONSORS NEEDED

rlave you ever considered opening

/our home to a young person from
mother country? An opportunity is

igain being provided for American
ind Canadian Mennonites to enjoy

:he friendship of Christian young
people from abroad. Fifty-one

:rainees arrived on August 15. Spon-

sors are still needed for ten girls

who would like to work in a house-

told taking care of children and
ioing housework.

A trainee spends one year in

America, working half a year in one
place and half a year in another

place. The sponsor provides a home
and work for the trainee and pays
into the MCC trainee fund, from
which transportation costs are paid.

For further information write MCC,
Akron, Pa.

INSTITUTIONS RECEIVE STATUS

The General Conference has added

three names to its list of welfare

institutions. The Executive Commit-
tee at its recent meeting recognized

the Mennonite Home for the Aged,

Frederick, Pa.; the Bethesda Home,
and the Bethesda Hospital, Goessel,

Kan., as affiliated institutions. Af-

filiation is through the Board of

Christian Service.

The home at Frederick is owned
by the Eastern District Conference,

which is part of the General Con-

ference. The Bethesda Home and
Hospital were recognized as institu-

tions of Mennonite character (inter-

Mennonite)

.

Affiliation with the Board of Chris-

tian Service entitles them to what-

ever service the board renders in

this area, whether that is by way
of personnel recruitment or in keep-

ing them informed of developments

in geriatrics and hospital care.

NEW LEPROSY MYTHS

New myths about leprosy are just

as harmful as the traditional ones.

O. W. Hasselblad, M.D., president

of American Leprosy Missions, says

that myths have always been bar-

riers to understanding leprosy.

The traditional myths—leprosy is

unclean, a punishment for evil, high-

ly contagious, inherited, though still

believed by some people, have been

pretty successfully dissipated, Has-

selblad said. (See "Leprosy Misin-

terpreted," The Mennonite, Jan. 22.)

"The real danger lies in the present

day myths that are rapidly taking

the place of the old ones."

First among the harmful new
myths is the belief that the prob-

lem of leprosy has been solved, he

pointed out. "Actually, in many
countries of the world today lep-

rosy is one of the major public

health problems."

Many public health specialists

working in Africa, he said, see lep-

rosy as "one of the biggest and

most complex of the many prob-

lems confronting the medical serv-

ices in Africa today."

Of the fifteen million or more
cases estimated by the World Health

Organization as the total world in-

cidence, fewer than five percent can

be accommodated in existing in-

stitutions, Dr. Hasselblad said. "The
vast majority are living in their

own homes and probably not more
than twenty percent are receiving

treatment of any kind. He said the

figure of twenty-five percent given

for the number of leprosy patients

with some degree of disability "is

undoubtedly conservative because

in many surveys anesthesia of hands

and feet which constitute a severe

disability is not recorded except

when accompanied by deformity."

Another misleading myth said

Hasselblad, is that the sulfone drugs

are the answer to leprosy and all

we have to do is hand out pills.

"The sad truth is that despite

their effectiveness the sulfones are

not the perfect answer. Action of

the drug is slow. It may initiate or

prolong leprosy reaction or cause

undesirable side effects. The search

is still on for a better remedy."

The Impact of

Atomic Energy

The atom tells its history for the lay

reader. Scientists, politicians, and re-

ligious leaders speak for and against

disarmament. By Eru in N. Hiebert. $4.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas
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CALENDAR

Conferences

Nov. 1-5^-Western District, North

Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

1967—Mennonite World Confer-

ence.

Central

Sept. 20 — Dedication, Oaklawn
Psychiatric Center, Elkhart, Ind.

Sept. 28—Central Illinois Youth

Rally, Meadows (111.) Church.

Oct. 3-Nov. 7—Fall Study Series,

First Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Oct. 13—Program of Sacred Mu-
sic, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., Mr.

and Mrs. John Purvis and children,

guest soloists.

Oct. 7—Illinois Fall Women's Mis-

sionary Rally, Meadows (Illinois)

Church.

Northern

Sept. 15—Harvest Festival, Beth-

el Church, Dresden, N. D., LuVerne
Mulvhill, speaker.

Pacific

Sept. 13, 14—Church and Sunday
School Leaders Retreat, Camp Pil-

grim Pines, Yucaipa, Calif., spon-

sor, First Church, Upland, Calif.

Western

Sept. 9-15—Evangelistic Meetings,

First Church of Garden Township,
L. R. Amstutz speaker.

Sept. 15—Seventy-fifth anniver-

sary celebration, First Church of

Garden Township.
Sept. 23—Music in Worship Work-

shop, Faith Church, Newton, Kan.,

sponsored by Mennonite Song Fes-

tival Society.

Oct. 6—Harvest Mission Festival,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church.
Oct. 6—Western District Confer-

ence Sunday School Convention,

Tabor College Auditorium, Hills-

boro, Kan.

Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,
Beatrice (Neb.) Church, Walter
Dyck, speaker.

WORKERS—SUMMER VS

Tina Braun, Rhineland, Sask.;

North Battleford

Laura Brucke, Abbotsford, B. C;
Clearwater Lake Hospital

Edna Norma Dyck, Duck Lake,

Sask. ; Clearwater Lake Hospital

John Elias, Rosthern, Sask.; Stu-

dents in Industry

Dolores Friesen, Rosthern, Sask.;

Camp Belwood, Ont.

George Friesen, Coaldale, Alta.;

North Battleford

Henry Friesen, Saskatoon, Sask.;

Students in Industry

Walter Friesen, Manitou, Man.;

Students in Industry

Herta Funk, Abbotsford, B. C;
Manitoba Sanatorium

Geraldine Heppner, Waldheim,

Sask. ; North Battleford

Elsie Hiebert, Hague, Sask. ; North

Battleford

Doug Hildebrand, Saskaoon, Sask.

Students in Industry

Martfia Hildebrand, Winkler
Man.; Camp Belwood, Ont.

Ruby Isaak, Rosthern, Sask.

North Battleford

David Janzen, Newton, Kan.; Stu

dents in Industry

Janet Juhnke, McPherson, Kan.

Students in Industry

Janet Klassen, Carstairs, Alta.

North Battleford

Helen Krueger, Vancouver, B. C.

Manitoba Sanatorium
Anne Neudorf, Hague, Sask.

North Battleford

Alvin Poettcker, Vancouver, B. C.

Work Camp
Dennis Regier, Burnaby, B. C.

B. C. Work Camp
Marianne Regier, Watrous, Sask.

North Battleford

Eleanore Rempel, St. Anne, Man.
Manitoba Sanatorium

Elsie Marie Rempel, Hague
Sask.; Clearwater Lake Hospital

Hans Sawatzky, Calgary, Alta

North Battleford

Lea Sawatzky, Medicine Hat, Alta

North Battleford

Linda Marie Schellenberg, Kelow-

na, B. C; The Manitoba School

Sigmund Schroeder, Abbotsford,

B. C; Grande Prairie

Beverly Thiessen, Aberdeen, Sask.;

Camp Belwood, Ont.

Rosilyn Thiessen, Summerfield,

111.; Silver Lake
Loretta Unger, Abbotsford, B. C;

Clearwater Lake Hospital

John Richard Unrau, Aldergrove
;

B. C; Clearwater Lake Hospital

Peter George Woelk, Gouldtown,

Sask.; Clearwater Lake Hospital

Joanne Zerger, McPherson, Kan.;

Students in Industry

MINISTERS

August Ewert is now serving as

pastor of Bethel Church, Marion,

S. D. He had served the Fellowship

Church at Macksburg, Iowa, for

the past three years. Ralph Graber

was the former pastor of Bethel

Church.
Frank Ewert, pastor of Bethel

Church, Dresden, N. D., is also serv-

ing the Swiss Church, Alsen, N. D.,

while they are without a minister.

Herbert Dalke was formerly pastor

of the Swiss Church.

Frank D. Huebert moved to the

Saron Church, Orienta, Okla., the

end of August. He served as pastor

of the Bethel Church at Wolf Point,

Mont., for six years.

Norman J. Schmidt became the

minister of East Swamp Church,

Quakertown, Pa., on Sept. 8. He had

been serving Faith Memorial

Church, Filer, Idaho.

Elmer Wall became minister of

the Good Shepherd Church, Sioux

Falls', S. D., in August. He has

served a Mennonite church in Mid-

dlebury, Ind., and the Church of

the Brethren, Middletown, Ohio.

WORKERS
Menno and Esther Bergen and

Margaret Dueck are taking a two-

months Spanish course in Mexico

City. Margaret went to Mexico un-

der the Voluntary Service program
of the Board of Christian Service in

February this year. The Bergens

are beginning their second term un-

der the Board of Missions.

Henry and Tina Dirks and their

five children sailed for the Congo
on August 28. This is their first term

of service. Henry was in the print-

ing business in Virgil, Ont., and will

serve at LECO Press in Leopold-

ville. The Congo Inland Mission is

part owner of this press which

serves all Protestant missions in

the Congo.

Velma Enns and Sharon Doerk-

sen, Bethel Church, Inman, Kan.,

spent six weeks teaching Bible

school at the Rescue Mission, Wich-

ita, Kan.
Robert and Ann Epp, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan., left Aug. 8

for 1-W service in Evanston, 111.
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lenry and Tina Dirks, Barbara Lehman, Vernon and Irena Sprunger (Workers); Frank D. Huebert (Ministers).

Vincent Harding, MCC Peace Sec-

lion representative in the South will

)e a guest on the Mennonite Hour

>n Sunday, Sept. 22. He will be in-

erviewed on the subject of race re-

lations by David Augsburger of the

Vlennonite Hour staff.

Elda Hiebert, Elbing, Kan., and

Selma Unruh, Hillsboro, Kan., were

cheduled to sail for the Congo on

July 24. Plans were changed and

cheir sailing date was Aug. 28.

John Hiebert, Newton, Kan., be-

:ame art director of The Mennonite

with last week's issue. He follows

Robert W. Regier who will do grad-

aate study in art at the University

}f Illinois. Hiebert continues as a

designer for Mennonite Press, North

Newton, Kan., a post he has held

for the last nine years. He is a na-

tive of Mountain Lake, Minn.

Barbara Lehman, Salem Church,

Kidron, Ohio, has joined Informa-

tion Services at MCC headquarters,

Akron, Pa. She will become a lay-

out artist.

Jacob Loewen, an anthropologist

from Tabor College, Hillsboro, Kan.,

1 left July 11 for Paraguay to make
a six month study of the Chaco In-

dians. Since September, 1961, an

Indian settlement board has admin-

istered the program of resettlement

of the 4,500 Indians who live near

the Mennonite colonies. The need

for Loewen's visit grew out of the

board's concern for preserving the

[good traits of the Indians' way of

life, rather than forcing them to

adopt Mennonite patterns and cul-

ture. Upon completion of his study,

Loewen will make recommendations
to the board.

John and Elizabeth Miller, Zion

Church, Souderton, Pa., have ac-

cepted a two year assignment in At-

lanta, Ga. They will serve under

the MCC-VS program.

Arnold and Lorene Nickel, First

Church, Saskatoon, Sask., will serve

a two year term at the Congo In-

land Mission Hospital, Mukedi, Con-

go. Nickel is a doctor and will work
through MCC.
Bernard Peters of British Colum-

bia, Canada, joined the foreign lan-

guage department at Bluffton (O.

)

College. He has been completing a

doctoral program in German and

linguistics at the University of Mar-

burg, Germany, and will be the

assistant professor of German.
Olus Schaaf was appointed as-

sistant professor of education at

Bluffton (Ohio) College. He recently

retired as Superintendent of Schools

of Garfield Heights, Ohio.

LaVerne Schirch is the new as-

sistant professor of chemistry at

Bluffton (Ohio) College. He re-

ceived his doctorate at the Univer-

sity of Michigan in bio-chemistry

and has been studying at the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley.

Aaron and Elizabeth Smith, First

Church, Newton, Kan., will be leav-

ing soon for service under the West
Indies Mission.

Kermit and Marilyn Nikkei, Alex-

anderwohl Church, Goessel, Kan.,

are serving a 1-W assignment at the

Evanston (111.) Hospital.

Anne Penner reports from India

that the price of rice is rising con-

tinually and it is getting increas-

ingly more difficult to obtain. Rice

is the staple food in Madhya Pra-

desh and many people are in need.

Kathryn Schmidt, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., left Sept. 6

for Europe where she will spend

one year in the MCC American

Trainee to Europe program.

Vernon and Irena Sprunger sailed

for the Congo on Aug. 28. Vernon

has served as executive secretary

of the Congo Inland Mission in Elk-

hart, Ind., for the past four years.

Prior to this he spent twenty-eight

years in the Congo. Irena has spent

ten years in the Congo. During her

furlough she was editor of the

Congo Missionary Messenger.

GIFTS

An unrestricted grant of $1000

from the United States Steel Foun-

dation, Inc., has been given to

Bethel College, North Newton, Kan.

Bethel is one of thirteen Kansas

colleges receiving the grant.

A $1500 grant has been received

by the Board of Christian Service

from the Schowalter Foundation

for the promotion of peace. The

money will be used in two projects.

Peace teams will be sent out to

churches to conduct seminars. The

second project is the publication of

more peace literature.

BAPTISM
First Church, Halstead, Kan., on

June 2: Kenneth Ewy, Karen Keller,

Timothy Nightengale, Rita Ortman,

Robert Quiring, Marlene Regier,

Kirby Stucky, Michael Westerman,

Albert Wiens.

MARRIAGES

Linda Jeanne Blacksmith, Presby-

terian Church, Donnellson, Iowa, to

Dean M. Krebill, Zion Church, Don-

nellson, Iowa, on Aug. 3.

Patricia Claassen and Gene Allen

Penner, both of First Church, Beat-

rice, Neb.

Ann Doerksen to Robert Epp, both

of Bethel Church, Inman, July 28.

Nancy Elder, Wayland (Iowa)

Church and Wendell Olson, Denver,

Iowa, on Aug. 6.

Jack Elias, Bethel Church, Winni-

peg, Man., and Elizabeth Wiebe,

Springstein (Man.) Church, July 3.

Virgil Epp, Zion Church, Elbing,

Kan., to Nadine Nikkei, Alexander-

wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., July 28.

Richard Fast, Bethel College

Church, North Newton, Kan., to

Joyce Ewing, Zion Lutheran Church,.

Newton, Kan., on July 26.

Lowell Goering, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Judy Schmidt,.

Hoffnungsau Church, Inman, Kan.,

on August 11.
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Darleen Goosen, Bcthesda Church,

Marion, S. D., to Vernon Ortman,

Mennonite Brethren Church, Dolton,

S. D., on August 2.

Edward Harder and Irmgard

Dyck, both of Springstein (Man.)

Church, on July 19.

Kathryn Henss, Wayland (Iowa)

Church and Stanley Meyer, member
of Sugarcreek (Ohio) Church, on

Aug. 25.

Harold Isaak, Springstein (Man.)

Church, Springstein, and Elizabeth

Penner, Whitewater, Man., June 15.

Twila Kay Klaassen, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Harold Gene

Gerrey, First Baptist, Hutchinson,

Kan., on Aug. 11.

Sandra Kay Kindred, Eminence

Christian Church, Atlanta, 111., to

W. James Litwiller, Boynton Church,

Hopedale, 111., on Aug. 4.

Daniel Koehler, Springfield Church,

Pleasant Valley, Pa., to Patricia

Beard, Lutheran Church, Almont,

Pa., on July 27.

Janice Lvnsenmeyer and John

Blosser, both of Beatrice (Neb.)

Church, on Aug. 16.

Helen Ruth Miller, First Church,

Hutchinson, Kan., to Robert Frie-

sen, Hutchinson, Kan., on Aug. 4.

Doris Diane Penner, Bethel

Church, Dresden, N. D., and Vernon

Clark, Jamestown, N. D., June 18.

Marilyn Penner and Richard Epp,

both of First Church, Beatrice, Neb.

Marlm Lou Ratzlaff, Alexander-

wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., and

Anita Louise Shurtleff, Baptist

Church, Lakewood, Colo., on Aug. 24.

Mary Ratzlaff, Friedensberg
Church, Avon, S. D., to Lonnie Walt-

ner, Salem Church, Freeman, S. D.,

on July 26.

Melvin Ratzlaff, Good Shepherd

Church, Sioux Falls, S. D., and Cath-

erine Locke, Zion Lutheran Church,

Garretson, S. D., on June 8.

Paula Ann Ratzlaff, Burrton

(Kan.) Church to Kenneth Jack

Goering, Eden Church, Moundridge,

Kan., on July 27.

Cliarles Regier, First Church,

Clinton, Okla., to Carol Zielke, E.M.

B. Church, Meade, Kan.

Jerold Regier, First Church,

Hutchinson, Kan., to Bonnie Wiens,

Hutchinson, Kan., on Aug. 2.

Esther Lois Schmidt, Bethel Col-

lege Church, North Newton, Kan.,

to Edward M. Springer, Methodist

Church, Newton, Kan., on July 28.

Gerald Schrag, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Evelyn Claas-

sen, First Church, Beatrice, Neb.,

on Aug. 5.

Delano Dean Stucky, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Rozan Kay,
Free Methodist Church, McPher-

son, Kan., on Aug. 10.

Marlene Jo Stucky, First Church,

McPherson, Kan., to Darrell Lee
Waite, Wichita, Kan., on June 16.

Evelyn Stucky, Zion Church, El-

bing, Kan., to Harvey Pankratz,

Alexanderwohl Church, Goessel,

Kan., on July 20.

Robert E. Unruh, Bethel College

Church, North Newton, Kan., to

Barbara Site Swim, First Baptist

Church, Newton, Kan., on July 27.

Evelyn Wiebe, Beatrice (Neb.)

Church, and Wilburn Dillon, Metho-

dist Church, Newton, Kan.

Nancy Heiks and Robert Suter,

First Church, Bluffton, Ohio, Aug. 25.

REVIVAL TRUTH

To the Editor: Thank you for Pas-

tor Roy L. Laurin's article "Revival

Is Not the Answer" (Aug. 20). He
has given us very much to think

about. And it is such an uncomfort-

able truth! We dread to face it, I

believe, because we hate to change

our ways even when we know that

we should change some.

For some time I have felt that

our efforts in time, prayer, money,

et cetera, are so channeled in the

direction of mass evangelism that

we forget unknown and lesser serv-

ants of God . . . "average" preach-

ers, Sunday school teachers, dea-

cons, organists, librarians, janitors,

et cetera. Consequently, our inter-

ests are in the "spectacular" rather

than in the "ordinary." With this

background, how can God bless us

in the way that we should be

blessed?

Everek R. Storms has also chal-

lenged us. May we heed his warn-

ings and take them as coming from
God. Paul Liechty, 265 Buckeye St.,

Berne, Ind.

REVIVAL SLANDER

To the Editor: The splendid edi-

torial by Everek R. Storms [Aug.

20] deserves much commendation.

Each tendency that he portrays hits

home with amazing accuracy when
one reads the editorial in a spirit

of true self-analysis. It certainly be-

hooves us to take greater care on
how we live and what values we
cherish, that they be values with

eternal worth, and not just empty
and broken cisterns.

On the other hand, the article by
Roy L. Laurin "Revival is Not the

Answer," is a clear case of blowing
out the other man's candle, in order

to let our own shine brighter.

We of the General Conference are

extremely weak in our evangelistic

effort, and would do well to learn

from those who have done great

things for God within the context

of "revivals," rather than to dis-

credit their efforts. Merely because
we are too complacent or too "re-

spectable" to resort to such "un-

orthodox methods as revival meet-

ings, is no reason why we should

heap slander or ridicule on those

who use these methods that "they

might by all means save some."

John D. Wiebe, Rt. 1, Beatrice, Neb.

DRUG SURPRISE

Dear Sir: I am appalled at the lack

of responsibility shown by The Men-
nonite in allowing an article such as

"Drugs in Religious Feeling" [Aug.

20] to be printed. Those of us who
have worked among the Indians

know that the use of one of the

drugs mentioned leads only to de-

pravity and insanity.

While I agree with the main prem-

ise in another article in the same
issue, "Revival is not the Answer,"

I am astonished that you would
score one at least convention-sanc-

tioned method of heightening reli-

gious feeling, and then give at least

tacit approval to a highly dubious

form of getting similar results.

Mennonites have a message for a

drug-crazed and troubled world.

Let's not muddle it by giving ap-

proval to esoteric methods. Inez

Unruh, Box 483, Chinle, Ariz.
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la Scudder celebrating her eighty-sev-

ith birthday at her hospital in India.

T
JL

The teen-age singles champion,

daughter of an Indian doctor,

frowned when she drew her oppo-

nent at the tournament in Vellore.

She liked a good game of tennis,

one which took all her skill to win.

But her opponent? Dr. Ida Scudder,

an old maid American missionary

crowing seventy!

"I drew a grannie," she grumbled

to her mother.

When the mother repeated the

remark to Ida, the famous founder

of the Vellore Hospital in South

India replied, "I'll teach her to

grannie me!"
White-haired Ida had a wicked

serve and a habit of smashing a

curve ball just over the net and

into the opposite corner from her

opponent. There were times the ball

didn't even bounce, and her accuracy

was pinpoint sharp.

The game was pure slaughter.

Fifteen love; thirty love; forty

love; game. Fifteen love; thirty

love; forty love; game. The doc-

tor's daughter didn't have a chance.

Ida won every game of the two

sets. And you can be very sure

that this older lady felt a great

deal of satisfaction when she went

up to the net and shook the former

champion's hand. However, Dr. Ida's

greatest satisfaction in life did not

come from winning tennis matches.

She was used to that. Her greatest

satisfaction came from having given

her life to the cause of Christ in

India. She felt profoundly thankful

that God used her to establish the

vast network of healing stations

that spread out to a radius of fifty

miles and that minister to almost a

quarter of a million people yearly.

This huge healing center includes

roadside dispensaries, branch hos-

pitals, a leper camp, a mental health

center, a medical college, and a host

of other things. It is the largest

medical enterprise in all of Asia,

and it is supported by forty denom-

inations.

God worked great miracles through

Dr. Ida, and all of Asia is thankful.

But Ida almost missed all these

blessings, and the reason is quite

simple. When Ida Scudder was a

teen-ager she was stubborn. Very

stubborn. She knew what she want-

ed to do, and no one was going to

stop her—not even God.

Being a missionary's daughter in

the late 1800's was no fun, and Ida

knew all about it. In those days

there were no suitable schools for

American children on the field, and

this meant that parents were forced

to leave their young ones in Amer-

ica or England for long periods of

time.

Ida never forgot the time when

as a fourteen-year-old she parted in

Chicago from her India-bound moth-

er. Those who were to care for her

refused to let her see her parents

off at the station. In desperation

she had flung her arms around her

mother's neck and refused to let go.

Force had to be used, and as her

parents rattled away in their car-

riage, she rushed upstairs to spend

the night sobbing in her mother's

pillow.

Her nerves shattered, she locked

her room and refused to eat. When
a plate of food was pushed into the

room, she threw it out the window.

For this last act she was severely

punished and deep wounds were

made in her heart that only the

grace of God could remove.

Besides all this, there was the

pain of growing up with other girls

whose outlook on life could not be

as broad as hers, for many of them

had never been out of the country

where they were born. Moreover,

they were always tantalizing her

with questions about India—a coun-

try she wanted to forget as hurried-

ly as possible.

One of her pet hates was the fact

that her friends could not get

through their thick skulls the sim-

ple truth that she was not—definite-

ly not—going to India as a mission-

ary. "Oh, you'll change your mind,"

they'd answer with a knowing smile.

"Anyone who is a Scudder just has

to be a missionary to India!" Even

her parents felt that the only thing

that stood between their daughter

and India was her schooling. With

great confidence her mother wrote,

"I bought a little organ in New
York. It will serve for you to use,

Ida, when you come. ... Do keep
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up your piano practice, darling.

Music is such a help on the mission

field."

Ida was proud of what the Scud-

ders had done for India. Thoughts
of their faithfulness gave her cour-

age to adjust to America and to

keep at her studies. Nevertheless,

she insisted that she was one Scud-

der who was going to remain in the

United States. And this she pro-

claimed at the slightest provocation.

Her grandfather, John Scudder,

had been a successful New York
doctor. One day in 1819 he chanced
to read a pamphlet that described

India's need. He was so moved he
gave up his practice and sailed for

Ceylon with his wife, Harriet, and
two-year-old child. The child died

on the six-month-long voyage and
was buried in Calcutta. Two more
children were born in the next
eighteen months, and they also died.

But in spite of this discouraging
beginning, they had ten more chil-

dren, eight of them sons. All of

these sons, with the exception of

the one who died while he was study-

ing for the ministry, became mis-

sionaries to India.

Dr. John Scudder II, Ida's father,

was the youngest of these seven
brothers. Altogether, these remark-
able Scudders had given nearly one
thousand years of their lives to

missionary work in India. Quite an
achievement!

One night, shortly after she had
been graduated from a ladies' semi-

nary in Northfield, Mass., Ida re-

ceived a cable from India. Her
fingers trembled as she ripped it

open. Then her heart sank, for she
read, "COME IMMEDIATELY.

YOUR MOTHER ILL AND NEEDS
YOU."
When her friend "Spook" heard

about it, she said, "Oh, you'll go to

India, Pussy Willow, and be a mis-

sionary like all of the rest of your

precious Scudders. We'll never see

you again."

"I will not!" replied Ida, stamp-

ing her foot in terrible fury. "Don't

you ever say I will because I won't.

Never, never, never!"

But as Ida considered the cable-

gram, she knew that she should go

and see her mother. This was her

duty.

With her lips repeating that she

would never, under any circum-

stances, serve in India, she boarded

the City of Berlin and sailed for

India. The date was July 30, 1890.

As she watched the cool phos-

phorus gleam in the water behind

the ship as it tossed along, she

hoped that India would be different

than it was when she was a child.

She could never forget the horrors

of those days, and especially the

time her parents helped feed the

masses during one of the terrible

famines. The history books said

that 5,250,000 people perished at

that time. But to Ida, the zeros in

those figures were not just cold sta-

tistics. To her they were long push-

ing lines of empty mouths. She tried

to forget the memory, but she

couldn't. She thought of it every
night, even as she thought of the

children she had seen lying dead
and unattended in the streets.

Ida was a great help to her moth-
er. She planned the meals, helped

her mother in the schools, and
worked with the children. Some-

Dr. Ida preparing to operate. This was taken in 1910 in Vellore.

times she found her eyes resting

on the little Hindu girls with their

gold-thread saris, bright earrings,

and raven hair. But whenever she
did so, she said to herself, "Look
out, Ida. You can't fall in love with
these people even though they are
so sweet."

Ida took special pains to guard
her heart. She surrounded it with
the dreadful horrors of long ago,

and when she saw something that

was really appealing, she framed
it with these horrors.

She was not going to be a mis-

sionary! Never, never, never!

Then one night a tall Brahmin
stood at the door. "What is it?"

asked Ida, as she studied the trou-

bled man's face from the glow of

the lantern.

"I desperately need your help,"

replied the twice-born Hindu in

crisp, cultured tones. "My wife, a
young girl of only fourteen, is dying
in childbirth. The barber woman
can do nothing for her and says
she must die. And she is such a love-

ly girl. I heard that you came from
America to help—

"

"Oh, it's my father that you
want," replied Ida. "He's the doc-

tor."

"What! Take a man into my house
to care for my wife? That's im-

possible! No other man but mem-
bers of the family have ever seen
her face. It's better that she should
die!"

Ida followed his form as it disap-

peared into the shadows. She wished
she could help, but she knew noth-
ing of obstetrics. It was too bad.

Sometime later that evening there
was another knock at the door.

Ida hoped that it was the Brahmin,
that he had changed his mind, that
he would allow her to call her fa-

ther in the study next door. She
was confident that he could save
her life. He was a man of great
skill. But she was mistaken. The
man before her was a follower of

the Prophet.

"Salaam, Madam. May Allah give
you peace."

"What can I do for you?"
"My wife has had other children.

They were born without difficulty.

But this one does not come. The
only one who is helping her is an
ignorant, untrained woman. I am
afraid she is dying. Will you come?"

"Lei me call my father. He has
delivered many babies. He will help.
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Graduation ceremonies at Dr. Scudder's nu:

Hie will save her life."

"Madam," replied the man as he

adjusted his turban, "you do not

anderstand our customs. Only men
)f the immediate family can enter

i woman's apartment."

"But I can't help you. I've no

:raining. I'm not even a nurse. Let

ine call my father. He's in the next

'oora."

"Then my wife must die," replied

;he man sadly. "It is the will of

\llah."

Ida returned to her room blind-

?d by tears. Oh, if she could only

lelp! A lump clogged in her throat.

Then there was another call at the

3oor.

She hurried from her room. May-
be the follower of Muhammad had
thought it over and returned. Or
Imaybe— wonderful thought — both

men had returned. But again she

was mistaken.

The man who faced her on the

porch was the father of one of her

pupils in the Hindu Girls' School.

He was a member of the Mudaliar

:aste.

"Is Kamala ill?" asked Ida, think-

ing of the dark-eyed girl about her

age.

"It's my wife. She much sick

—

very sick." Suddenly, impulsively, he
prostrated himself on the floor with

his hands at her feet. "Will you
come?"
"Let me call my father," replied

Ida, her lips hot and dry and a hol-

low feeling in her stomach. "He's

the doctor. Maybe he can save her

life."

ing school in Vellore.

The man refused. It was against

his religion for another man to see

his wife.

Ida went sobbing into her father's

room and told him about it. "But

don't cry, Ida. There's nothing you
can do. Wise people learn to forget,

and this you must do."

Ida returned to her room. But she

did not sleep. Instead, she wrestled

with herself. She felt the call of

America with its glamor. She felt

the call of India. She knew the sac-

rifice that was involved. It was a

long, hard, emotional battle.

The next morning she sent a serv-

ant to investigate. All three of the

women had died. She ran to the

street and watched the Hindu fu-

neral procession. She watched it as

it followed the old path to the burn-

ing place by the river. Then her

eyes caught the bright cloth on the

bier. She thought of the pile of

sandalwood that would soon go up
in flames, and she remembered that

the girl was only fourteen.

Suddenly she could see no more.

The tears she wiped away were
followed by more tears. She felt

like Jeremiah.

Returning to her room, she

washed her face and straightened

her hair. Then she went into her

parents' bedroom-study. As they lift-

ed their eyes from their work, she

said quietly, "I'm going to America
and study to be a doctor, so that I

can come back here and help the

women of India."

Christ had won the battle, and
today the entire world is thankful!
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Joseph Sitler, a Chicago Lutheran theologian, said, "There are many signs

that the theological roof is about to fall in." He set the date within ten

years.

That was two years ago. That means we have only eight years to go.

More than likely the ten years have passed in two. It happened on August

28. The March on Washington, for Jobs and Freedom was the rooftree

coming down on the heads of those immune to plaster dust.

For the world is going through change. No. Change is hardly the

word. Convulsion is more like it.

We will see more happen in the next ten years than used to happen in

a century. Wasn't this the experience of the last ten?

And is the church ready? Yes and no. It depends on the direction

we face.

No, if we spend more time facing inward than outward. This seems to

be our danger. We are overwhelmed with our historical infatuations. We
spend a lot of time answering questions nobody is asking. The Vatican

Council last year was absorbed in a debate on the place of Joseph in

Catholic piety. Said one Roman Catholic, "Here we are arguing about

Saint Joseph, when over half the world hasn't heard about Jesus Christ."

Exactly. Let's add to this our debates on modes of baptism. A great

user of time is dividing Christians into various brands—liberals, funda-

mentalists, modernists, evangelicals, orthodox, conservatives, plus all too

many prefixes and suffixes. It may be a mediocre party game but it

doesn't put much balm on the world's wounds. It has nothing to do with
the Great Commission.

Yes, if we are ready to let the Holy Spirit take hold of us. Most
Protestants have been fascinated with the Vatican Council. (The second
session under a second pope begins this month.) The yeast of the Holy
Spirit is moving in a hard lump of dough. Karl Barth, master theologian

of Europe plus the world and assorted provinces, warns Protestants from
becoming charmed by the Vatican Council. Unless Protestants open them-
selves up to the Holy Spirit, He may work only though the Catholic

Church and pass the Protestants by. Double exactly.

And how can we make the Holy Spirit work? Nothing less than radical

openness to the Word of God. This means faith which is obedience. It

means a commitment to learning and growth which goes beyond self-

preservation. (Our efforts to preserve our traditions and an imagined
purity can get in the way of our obedience.

)

It is not clear what the next years will bring. The last few months have
been startling enough. We are obviously in for more of the same.
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Judson Mkmohial Church stands at

the south end of Washington Square.
This is in the heart of New York
City's famous Greenwich Village.

The village is still the haunt of

bearded artists, "beat" poets, and
aspiring actresses. It also draws
narcotic addicts and alcoholics. New
York University and modern apart-

ment buildings have attracted stu-

dents and the families of Wall
Street lawyers. All live within a
few blocks of one another.

Not too long ago Judson Memo-
rial was a dying church in a chang-
ing area. But that day is past thanks
to the leadership of two young en-

terprising pastors.

The present minister is Texas-
bred Howard Russell Moody. He
believes that religion should be just
as effective in the street as in the
pulpit.

"If the church of Jesus Christ

passes by on the other side of the
street and fails to stop and help
bind the wounds and hurts of our
divided community," he says, "then
it is not worthy to bear the name
of Him who took the form of a
servant and ministered to those in

need."

The actions of his congregation
support Howard Moody's words. For
more than a decade, Judson Memo-
rial has been changing "the public
image of the church from irrele-

vant stuffiness to an acute, sensi-

tive involvement in modern life."

It does so in many ways.
Judson's barnlike gymnasium and

club center provide a place where
rootless boys from New York's as-

phalt jungle are welcome without
question. Its coeducational, inter-

racial, and international student

house provides a home for thirty
young people attending New York
University and the New School for
Social Research. Its Village Aid and
Service Center offers assistance to
those addicted to drugs. It has also
established an art gallery. It has
sought to take seriously the work of
writers who live in the community.

Political leaders, narcotics pushers
and slumlords have discovered that
members of the church can be stiff]

opponents as they drive to uplift
the moral and social climate of the
village. Howard Moody himself is]

chairman of the Citizens Emergency
Committee, a watchdog group.
Judson Memorial is just one of

many churches that has re-examined
the meaning of evangelism. It has
come to the conclusion that the
church must enter into all aspects
of community life if it is to make
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Howard Moody and a former associate, Bud Scott, on the street in front of Judson Memorial Church. "Since Christ
is the living Lord, He was on those streets. I did not have to introduce Him because He was there in spirit."



|s witness effective. This same

flaed was mentioned by Theodore O.

fedel in an address at Evanston,

|., in 1954.

"Every chiselled stone in our

othic shrines, every carving on

jr pews, every cushioned parish

lurch stands under judgment it it

not serving the apostolic calling

E the Church—a Church on mission

?nt," he told delegates at the Sec-

nd Assembly of the World Council

E Churches. Wedel is chairman of

te department on evangelism.

"Within the churches," he confin-

ed, "[the outsider] often sees the

ime competitive success-worship

lat he meets in business—the com-

lercialized bazaar, the fashionable

'edding, the treadmill of guilds and
nmmittees—not a true evangelistic

nurch, humble in the knowledge

iat it acts only as steward of a

lessage that belongs to all men."

So it was that the Evanston as-

?mbly challenged the churches to

titer into a bold encounter with the

'orld about them. The report said:

The church must break out of its

;olation and introversion, meeting

le individual where he is with the

Dmpassion and comprehension of

hrist. While this initial demand ap-

lies to all evangelism, it is particu-

irly relevant to workers and in-

jllectuals, many of whom are con-

picuously outside the life of the

hurch. No social group lies outside

he orbit of the compassion of

'hrist."

N Evangelistic efforts often are im-

lortant because they have not been

Imbodied in works of service, com-
assion and identification. "It is not

nough for the Church to speak out

f its security. Following our incar-

late and crucified Lord, we must
ve in such identification with man,
/1th his sin, his hopes and fears,

is misery and needs, that we be-

ome his brother and can witness

rom his place and condition to

lod's love for him.

"Those outside the church," he
dded, "make little distinction be-

ween faith and works."

Hans J. Margull, executive sec-

etary of the department on evan-

elism, learned the truth of this

tatement while still serving as a

?cturer in missions and ecumenics
t the University of Hamburg.
Looking at the faces of those who

/alked the streets of this impor-

nt German port city, Margull was
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struck. A Christian witness must be

made to these people, the majority

of whom were completely outside

the life of the Church.

Dock Workers

"Since Christ is the living Lord,

He was on those streets," Margull
said. "I did not have to introduce
Him because He was there in spirit.

My obligation—or my privilege

—

was simply to articulate what was
already there."

Margull was well aware that the

nearest saloon was the first stop

for most dock workers after they
left their jobs. So often he would
join them just to chat about the

affairs of the day.

Although religion was not a topic

of conversation at the outset, Mar-
gull was surprised one day when all

of the men made contributions to a
Salvation Army lassie who had en-

tered the pub. When he inquired

why they had made the donations,

the men replied: "Because they are
the only Christians who look us up
in our everyday life."

"Through long contacts, the men
found that other Christians cared
about them other than on Sundays
or when their children were bap-

tized," Margull recalled. "I was in-

vited to their homes and asked ques-

tions about politics, labor conditions,

but first of all, about family life.

"They did not ask me how they

could escape hell," he said, "but

how they could escape hell in their

own families."

"What hit them was the fact that

they could talk to a man who him-

self had hope. The lords of the world

come and go. But there is one Lord
who comes."

In time, many of these men came
to accept Christ, although they

could not yet accept the church

their fathers had left years ago.

This fact made it clear to Margull
that it was necessary to establish

a new congregation in a secular,

atheistic environment and allow

Christ to work in His way among
these new Christians.

"If a bishop or minister agrees

to this procedure, I am sure that

his view of evangelism is free of

proselytism and self-aggrandize-

ment," Margull says. "And if this

course is followed, there eventually

will be a reconciliation between the

church and these men—since they

already are in the faith—and they

will turn out to be the best evange-

lists."

Out of his experiences in Ham-
burg, Margull has come to certain

basic conclusions regarding the

Judson's cooperative dormitory for graduate students. "The church



evangelistic task of the church.

"If it is true that Jesus Christ

is himself the evangelist—and I

emphasize Christ to distinguish Him
from just a teacher or prophet

—

then every Christian congregation
is not just another religious group,

but a colony of heaven where the
Kingdom of God begins," says Mar-
gull.

"The Word of God cannot be lim-

ited to a visible congregation, since

it is meant to be believed and fol-

lowed by all mankind. The congre-
gation is meant to be the city on
the hill and the salt of the earth,

making witness the most obvious
task of every one of its members."
To Margull, the fact that church-

es sometimes feel that they have to

schedule special evangelistic cam-
paigns means that something is

wrong with the congregation. "If

all was well," he points out, "they
would be fulfilling their own mis-
sionary task.

"We have congregations that are
spoiled by an institutionalized min-
istry and by the erroneous idea that
the pastor is the specialist in reli-

gion. The minister should be the
servant of his congregation, not
that this relieves the congregation
of its own duties, but that it helps
the congregation to carry out its

own responsibilities."

For Christians to be members of
a witnessing congregation does not
necessarily mean that they preach
on the street corner. Jesus Christ
rather uses the whole community
for the ministry of evangelism by
giving special charismata or gifts
of grace to individual members, thus
giving them a special mission and
responsibility.

This means that within the wit-
nessing community there are indi-

viduals who have a particular abil-
ity in proclaiming the gospel to non-
Christians on differing occasions
and in many different settings. But,
in any case, personal encounter with
the world is always involved.

The House Church

The story of Halton Parish in
Leeds, England, serves as an ex-
ample. There are some 12,000 people
who live on the ninety-nine streets
within the confines of the parish.

It is an area far too large to en-

courage church attendance.

However, the former pastor, Er-

nest Southcott, says, "We have dis-

covered that we must stop talking

about getting people inside the

church building and that we must
start talking about how to get on
speaking terms with the vast ma-
jority of people who are almost
completely outside the worshiping
community. We have discovered

again and again that it is no use
trying to take people from where
they are not to where they don't

want to be."

Halton's answer to this dilemma
has been the "house church," such
as that which came into being in

the home of Philemon. The justifi-

cation for taking the church into

the home lies in the belief that

where Christ is, there is the church.

This belief has met with outstand-

ing results.

"What is happening is a revolu-

tion in the way we do things," says
Southcott. "It is a revolution that is

leading to meeting—not meetings

—

in fresh ways. Meeting of regular
worshipers, from house to house;
of regular worshipers with irregu-

lar worshipers, of regular worship-
ers with outsiders and of regular
worshipers of one confession with
regular worshipers of another."
A somewhat different approach

is paying dividends in Crooswijk,
one of the poorest Dutch Reformed
parishes in Rotterdam. An over-
whelming majority of its 15,000 in-

habitants live completely outside the
life of the church, although efforts

have been made in the past to wit-

ness to the people of this area.

"Never has the gospel been total-

ly lost at Crooswijk," says the pas-
tor, Gijs van Veldhuizen. "Many
have remained vaguely conscious of
the hidden presence of God. It is

this rumor, this dim consciousness,
that gives us the first point of
contact with people in speaking
about matters of faith."

Van Veldhuizen and his associ-

ates have found it wise to work
quietly within existing social groups
rather than try to form new groups.
Today, some 3,000 people are re-

ceived in the five parish houses
every week, including children, the

aged, and members of street cor-

ner societies, trade unions, sport
clubs, and bands.

"It has been useful to wait," he
says. "We refrain from trying to

Christianize those visitors after our
own manner. We wait for the time
when they come and ask us to ren-

der an account of the faith that is

in us.

"The fellowship is near to the
agape of the first centuries, with a
deep understanding of one another
and a permanent demonstration of
love of God and of one's neighbor,"
he adds.

It becomes clear that evangelism
is the task of the whole Church and
not the delegated responsibility of
any particular denomination. On
more than one occasion, the World
Council has drawn attention to the
fact that ecumenism and proselyt-
ism are mutually exclusive. The
same can be said for proselytism
and evangelism.

"Evangelism in the biblical sense
is always ecumenical," says Mar-
gull. "It is never sectarian."

"To identify evangelism with]
'church membership promotion' can
lead to grave misunderstandings of
the gospel itself and of the church's
primary witnessing vocation," he re-

marks. "Christians do often give
the impression that they are in-

terested in the man in the street
only insofar as he may become a
man in the pew."
Margull concedes that it is natur-

al for an Anglican or a Pentecostal-
ist to expect others to share their
own religious experience. A Luther-
an might well be disturbed if a new
convert joined the Salvation Army.
"But we must allow him to make

his own choice," he says. "Otherwise,
J

we distort the meaning of evange-
lism and interfere with the work
of God. We must always examine
our motives: Do we really care

i

about the man, or are we primar-
ily interested in filling our pews?" !

"Jesus Christ is the gospel we pro-
j

claim. He is also himself the Evan- ,

gelist." His followers are simply the
instruments through which He ,

makes His love known to the world
as they seek to be obedient to His
will through unity, witness and
service.
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The Church

That Prints

Christian Literature is your assistant pastor. A. J. Metzler, an

experienced Mennonite publisher tells us what it means for a

church to produce the printed page.

Literature is the assistant pastor

in every congregation. Every pas-

tor realizes he needs help in out-

reach and nurture. For his own
needs and the good of his congre-

gation he constantly seeks the lit-

erature that will best help them in

this service and in their ministry.

The same is true of parents. The
wise parent knows well the power-

ful influence of literature. It helps

build strong homes.

A denomination's literature min-

istry is a service arm of the church.

Your publishing house is not in mis-

sions, education, relief, pastoral

work, or parental training, but it

works hand in hand with all. How-
ever it is more than a service agen-

cy. It goes beyond the call of these

various agencies of the brotherhood.

It is ever alert to plan literature

for the good of the church.

Church publishers produce three

types of publications: books and

pamphlets; periodicals; and curric-

ulum.
How does a church publisher

work? First, he must know and

understand the church and its needs.

This in itself is a gigantic and con-

tinuing task. It means that those

responsible, administratively and ed-

itorially must constantly be in touch

with the life of the church.

Against this background, we come
to the heart of the task. This is to

select or produce the materials to

meet these needs.

Producing literature is a tremen-

dously expensive and involved task.

The church should resort to this

only if and when there is not al-

ready available literature that rea-

sonably meets the needs of the

brotherhood. We should use our re-

sources only in those areas where

there is no material available.

The average member of our broth-

erhood probably uses far more liter-

ature from other sources than from
his own denomination. However,

there is some literature which a

denomination needs for its own nur-

ture. Other sources cannot supply

it. It can only come from its own
strong publishing organization. Pub-

lishing is the communicating of

truth by means of the printed page

from the heart and mind of one to

hearts and minds of multitudes.

You should understand something

about publishing if you are to give

intelligent, sympathetic, and whole-

hearted support to the church's pub-

lishing program.
There are three major areas in

publishing. They are editorial, pro-

duction, and distribution.

Editorial, Distribution, Production

Editorial includes the whole proc-

ess of getting the manuscript ready

for the printer. It includes planning.

This may involve one or more com-

mittees and numerous meetings. It

requires research. A writer must be

selected and instructed. Then comes

the actual heart of the work as the

writer produces the materials.

Planning and writing are under

the supervision of the editor. Later

he and his assistants work on the

manuscript. Illustrations are also

the editor's responsibility.

Of the three areas in publishing,

the editorial function is the most

important. It deals with content,

the heart of the message. A denom-

ination must have competent skills

and an organization to do the total

editorial work. It cannot hire this

done by an outside agency.

The second most important part

of church publishing is distribution.

Here the publisher must be sure

that all phases of this are provided

for. In the case of periodicals and

curriculums he must be fully re-

sponsible for the entire job of dis-

tribution including storing, selling,

shipping, billing, and collecting.

Then there is the more important

task of interpreting and promoting

this material among the people.

The third phase is production.

Many church publishers feel as one

successful publisher told me "one

thing we know about publishing and

that is that a publisher should never

own a printing press." Of course,

there is a divided opinion on this

matter. Some publishers own print-

ing plants; others do not. I am in-

clined to think that publishers are

wise if they send their printing to

commercial plants. However, when
a church owns a plant such as some

of our denominations do, it may not

be wise to dispose of them.
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The Kinds of Materials

Let's look at the importance of a

church literature service. First there

is curriculum.

A church must make full provi-

sion for its teaching materials for

pupils and teachers. This may be

done cooperatively with other de-

nominations, but it must be re-

sponsible for planning the content

of these materials. Denominational

leaders are quite jealous here. They
have good grounds to resent outside

materials coming into the brother-

hood. Think of the Sunday school.

Next to the Sunday morning preach-

ing service, all of us consider the

Sunday school the most important
weekly service in our congregations.

Next to the pulpit ministry this de-

termines more than anything else

the life, the growth, and the wit-

ness of the members in the local

congregations. It should be almost
as unthinkable to use other than
denominational materials in our
Sunday school as it would be to

employ the services of a pastor of

another faith whether it be Metho-
dist, Lutheran, Presbyterian, or

otherwise. The pastoral services of

a congregation normally must be
rendered by one who is a loyal com-
mitted member of the denomination.
Likewise it is essential that the

teaching materials and particularly

the Sunday school materials be
those which are planned and pro-

duced by the denomination.
The church's periodicals and their

service to our congregations are im-

portant to the brotherhood. Here
we would not want to say that the
use of Christian periodicals in our
homes should be confined as exclu-

sively to those of our own produc-
tion as in the case of curriculum
materials. Certainly the denomina-
tional magazines should be used by
all members and every home. They
are planned and intended to be used.
You have a good official organ in

The Mennonite. Sister Metzler and
I would be lost if it did not come to
our home weekly. Certainly no par-

ent, pastor, district or denomination-
al leader should rest easy as long
as there is a single home in your
brotherhood not being blessed by
the weekly visit of The Mennonite.

In books and pamphlets we will

draw more largely from other Chris-
tian publishers. Most smaller de-

nominational publishing houses pub-

lish few books other than music,

doctrine, catechism, and history.

It seems to me that the two serv-

ices of a denomination which more
than anything else determine its

life today and its future destiny

under God are the seminary and the

publishing house. You need good
literature and a sound publishing

program to assure the doctrinal

soundness of your brotherhood. You
need this literature to develop the

spiritual maturity of your brother-

hood. A strong publishing program
is needed for good interpretation

and enlistment of support for the

total program and work of your
brotherhood at home and abroad.
It is the right literature which will

promote and strengthen the unity
of our brotherhood and help it to

find its place and make its signifi-

cant contribution to the wider Men-
nonite fellowship around the world
and to the larger world community
of Christendom. Where you find a
dynamic literature program you
have one of the most potent unify-

ing forces available.

The Church Has a Part

But the church has a part in pub-
lishing. In the first place the church
must be well informed regarding
the nature, the importance, and the
responsibility of the literature min-
istry. The cooperative support of
any phase of the church's ministry
depends upon an enlightened broth-
erhood. It is also important because
this is one field in which a constitu-
ency is likely least familiar. Most
of us are familiar with schools,
hospitals, homes for the aged, and
other institutions. But when it comes
to the great task of publishing, few
folks understand all that is neces-
sary for the church to carry on this

type of a program. The brotherhood
needs good management for pub-
lishing. This includes stated objec-
tives. Policies and principles which
will guide the work must be estab-
lished. A publishing program needs
to be developed which will make
possible the achieving of the ob-
jectives set up. Resources for carry-
ing out the objectives must be as-

sembled. These resources include:
an adequate organization, sufficient,

and competent personnel, equip-
ment, and finances.

Denominational leaders must see
the significant role which must be
given to literature. I believe your

key denomination executives are
conscious of this and are ready to

do their part.

Pastors, you have a job too. You
know that the job you have is en-

tirely too big for you. You may be
well trained and qualified, giving
full time to your ministerial duties
and yet you know that you must
enlist every effective means to aid

you in accomplishing your sacred
responsibilities. Literature is the
head of that list. You must not only
be a lover and a wise user of lit-

erature yourself, but you must be
ready to give constant encourage-
ment from the pulpit, in your vis-

itation, and at every opportunity to

your folks to wisely select and use
your church literature for their own
good. Does your church have a good
and growing church library with a
competent librarian? Are you watch-
ing the library tables and the book-
shelves in the homes of your mem-
bers to see what they are reading?
You need to be concerned about this.

No doubt most of you are.

When it comes to providing re-

sources we think of personnel and
finance. I am aware of the charges
sometimes leveled at church organ-
izations and institutions for taking
some of the best men from pastor-
ates and into general church work.
We are all reluctant to see this in

the light of the urgent need of pas-

tors. Yet we want folks leading our
church organizations and institu-

tions who are acquainted with the
work of the local congregation.
While we should be ever alert to

enlist the services of the layman in-

sofar as possible, there are however,
times and places where the ordained
brethren need to be taken from the
local task to places of leadership in I

the denominational program and
thus enlarge their opportunity of

service for the good of all.

As to finances, whether it is the
budget of the denomination or in

the local congregation, when funds
are needed for the publishing pro-

gram, there should be no hesitancy.

True, publishing is an expensive
business in a smaller denomination

J

where circulation is limited. Because
of this the church must provide
subsidy for some material.

In planning for the growth and
ministry of your brotherhood in the
future, you will do well to give high
priority to the literature service of

your church.
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Washington March Presses Equality Now

,oren Preheim, administrative as-

istant for the Mennonite Central

'ommittee's peace secion, and John

). Unruh, Jr., Bluffton College in-

fractor, participated in the Aug. 28

larch on Washington for jobs and
reedom as private individuals. Be-

jw they report on this experience.

In almost all areas the march
nust be termed successful. There

vere more participants than antici-

tated—nearly a quarter of a million

lersons. Most were Negroes, per-

taps one-third were white. The
narch was more orderly than any-

>ne dared hope—there were no riots,

here was no violence. The demon-

trators conducted themselves with

iiscipline and dignity. Not even the

>redicted traffic problem material-

zed, even though the city was
ammed with thousands of buses

oid cars. The button which almost

?very marcher wore characterized

:he day's spirit—a white hand and

i black hand clasped together in

iriendship.

We marched with this great sea

)f humanity. We did so because we
:elt that this was the right thing

:o do—to openly indicate our belief

n the equality of all men and to

express our support of legislation

>vhich would call a halt to the racial

iiscrimination still practiced in

America.

The occasion lacked the tension

and hostility which have character-

ized many previous civil rights dem-
onstrations. The marchers evidenced

a relaxed, almost festive spirit.

There were so many, the program
was so well planned, that the dem-

onstrator felt more like a spectator

than a participant—though his pres-

ence indicated his belief in the cause.

Several themes were prevalent in

the speeches delivered by the dig-

nitaries—leading Negroes, spokes-

men for Protestants, Catholics,

Jews, and for other organizations

promoting equality and justice for

all minority groups. Religious lead-

ers, in program speeches, noted that

the church bears guilt for having

been silent too long about social

prejudices and discriminations. The
Negroes repeatedly expressed their

belief that "now is the time" for

achieving their rightful equality and

that the Washington march marked
the beginning and not the climax

of the movement. The crowd chant-

ed "pass the bill" when the approxi-

mately 150 Congressmen in attend-

ance were introduced. The Negroes,

though, see the President's civil

rights bill as too moderate and

made persistent appeals for strong-

er, more inclusive legislation. This

indicates that the movement will

become more intense until full jus-

tice and equality prevail.

That the march itself was success-

ful is obvious, however, its long

range implications are still difficult

to evaluate. Early indications are

that congressional views have not

been substantially altered by the

march and that the passage of ade-

quate civil rights legislation re-

mains unlikely. Nevertheless, the

demonstration's full impact will

only be realized as the enthusiastic

participants return to their church-

es and communities to continue the

effort.

While many well-known individ-

uals from the entertainment world

were enthusiastically received by

the marchers, it was clear that Mar-

tin Luther King was recognized as

the moral and spiritual leader of

the entire movement. King ex-

pressed his dream that "one day . . .

little black boys and little black

girls will be able to go hand in hand

together with little white boys and

little white girls as brothers and

sisters, that one day this nation will

rise up to live up to its creed, 'we

hold these truths to be self-evident

that all men are created equal.'

"

This has been the dream of the Ne-

gro through centuries of bondage

and it was fitting that this historic

demonstration was held in the

shadows of the Lincoln Memorial,

for exactly 100 years ago Abraham
Lincoln signed the Emancipation

Proclamation. The demonstration

was the largest of its kind in Amer-

ican history and it underlined the

great urgency of fulfilling this

dream without further delay.

CONGO UNIVERSITY OPENS

The first Protestant unversity in

the Congo is scheduled to open in

Stanleyville this fall.

Missionaries and nationals have

cooperated during the past three

years to lay plans for the institu-

tion to train qualified ministers,

teachers, nurses, doctors and other

professional people.

The new university will be open

to all who have completed a six-

year secondary (high school) course.

Designed to serve the entire com-

munity of Central Africa, the uni-
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versity will have classes conducted

in both English and French.

Although an intensive financial

campaign has begun in the Congo,
most of the financing of the univer-

sity must come from American and
European churches.

FIRST TRAINEES TO EUROPE

Acceptance of seventeen Canadian
and U.S. trainees has been con-

firmed by the trainee committee of

the Diakonie-Werk der Mennoniten
(DWM) in Europe. Scheduled to

sail for Europe September 6, 1963,

most of the six men and eleven girls

will serve in Germany, with the
possibility of a few going to Lux-
emburg and France.

Since 1950, MCC has sponsored
403 trainees from Europe to Amer-
ica, but until 1962 no two-way pro-

gram was carried on. In 1962, as a

forerunner of the present DWM
program, Paxmen were given op-

portunity to live with European
Mennonite families as trainees by
adding six months to their normal
two-year service period.

The new trainee program is car-

ried on very much in the same way
as the MCC program for trainees
who came from Europe to America
for the past thirteen years. The
trainee committee of the DWM
handles trainee and sponsor appli-

cations, makes assignments, and
gets the trainees and sponsors to-

gether. The family which sponsors
the trainee and for whom the trainee
works, pays into the trainee fund,
from which transportation costs
are paid.

Included in this first group of
European trainees are Judy Alle-
man, Morrison, 111.; Constance
Beachy, Darien Center, N. Y.; Edith
Derstine, Harleysville, Pa.; Victor
Ewert, Elm Creek, Man.; Myra
Friesen, Henderson, Neb.; John
Harms, Snowflake, Man.; Ruth Ann
Lehman, West Liberty, Ohio; Ra-
chel Meyers, Souderton, Pa.; Car-
olyn Nofziger, Lebanon, Ore.; Ger-
ald H. Plett, Winnipeg, Man.;
George Reimer, Crystal City, Man.;
Norma Riehl, Harrington, Del.;
Kathryn Schmidt, Emporia, Kan.;
James Sensenig, Ephrata, Pa.; Wil-
ma, Teuscher, Midland, Mich.; John
Wiebe, Winnipeg, Man.; and Joyce
Zehr, Bridgeville, Del.

The purpose of the trainee pro-
gram is to "promote goodwill and

a better understanding and closer

relationship between people of var-

ious countries; to give Christian

young people from abroad an op-

portunity to participate in life in

Mennonite communities here; to en-

able us to become mutually ac-

quainted; and to cement ties of

brotherhood."

It is planned that each trainee

will be assigned to two families or
institutions in different geographi-
cal locations. Most of the trainees

will probably be involved in farm
work, although word of definite as-

signments has not yet been received.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
STUDY RELIGIOUS PROBLEMS
From Aug. 12 to 23, twenty-eight
graduate students from various uni-

versities in Canada and the United
States met at the Associated Men-
nonite Seminaries campus at 3003
Benham Avenue. The meeting,
called a "Seminar for University
Students" was sponsored by three

Leaders for the University student sem-
inar included Lawrence Burkholder, Har-
vard Divinity School.

denominations and sought to assist
the university students in integrat-
ing their religious beliefs with their
studies.

Seminar leaders were Lawrence
Burkholder, Department of the
Church, Harvard Divinity School;
John Howard Yoder, Goshen Semi-
nary; Albert Meyer, Bethel College
(North Newton, Kansas). Special
seminars on the behavioral sciences
and Christianity were led by Otto
Klassen, Melvin Funk, and Don
Munn of the Oaklawn Psychiatric
Center. Lecturer in theology and
history and also director of the sem-
inar was William Klassen of Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary. Other
members of the Associated Semi-

naries staff served as lecturers and
resource persons, including John C.
Wenger, Leland Harder, Orlando
Schmidt, Mary Oyer, Norman Kraus,
and Erland Waltner. The Bible lec-

turers were Millard Lind of Goshen
Seminary and David Ewert of the
Mennonite Brethren Bible College,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Student participants included Ay-

han Doganc, a Mohammedan stu-

dent from Turkey who has just com-
pleted a doctoral degree in folklore
at the Indiana University, three
clinical psychologists, two psychi-
atric social workers, five medical
students, a research chemist work-
ing in-biochemistry, and people from
various other fields of study. In ad-
dition to a daily hour of Bible study,

concentrated attention was given to
areas of apparent tension between
the Christian faith and graduate
studies. The purpose of the seminar
was not only to help these partici-

pants to creatively work at the res-

olution of these tensions but also to
prepare them for some leadership
roles in the universities where they
will continue to study.

Of the twenty-eight students, five

were Mennonite Brethren, nine
members of the (Old) Mennonite
Church, and fourteen members of
the General Conference Church.
General Conference members in

eluded: Stanley and Jo Clemens
Bloomington, Ind.; William Dick
Ottawa, Ont; Peter J. Dyck, Win
nipeg; George Dyck, Winnipeg
Carl H. Epp, Saskatoon; Frank H
Epp, Altona, Man.; Alfred Habeg
ger, Stanford, Calif.; Judith Harms
Oklahoma City; Thelma Harms
Boulder, Colo.; Erla Hoover, St
Louis; Arnold Schellenberg, Thomp
son, Man.; Leslie and Winona Sen
ner, Pierre, S. D.

PENNSYLVANIA MENNONITES
TAKE BRITISH HONDURAS
The Mennonite assistance program
in British Honduras changed ad-

ministrative hands as of June 1.

The work begun by the Mennonite
Central Committee will be contin-

ued and in some areas expanded by
the Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions and Charities, Salunga, Pa.
This transfer was approved by the
boards of the two agencies after
hearing reports and recommenda-
tions from Orie O. Miller and Ira

J. Buckwalter, representatives of

the two organizations, who had re-
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ently returned from a deputation

risit to British Honduras.

From the first, the Mennonite

Central Committee and the eastern

ooard worked conjointly in develop-

ing an assistance and witness pro-

gram in British Honduras. Primar-

ily MCC provides the general ad-

ministration with the board sup-

plying personnel and some funds.

Mennonites from Mexico began

settling in British Honduras in 1958.

The immigrants were from two
groups, the Rheinland and the

Kleine Gemeinde. They have a long

history of rugged migrations from
Germany, to Russia, to Canada, to

Mexico, and to British Honduras.

Visits made to British Honduras in-

dicated that their most urgent needs

were to develop credit facilities, to

develop a market for their farm
products, and to receive medical aid.

In October, 1960, the first North
American couple arrived in Belize,

British Honduras capital, to set up
a hostel to accommodate the Men-
nonite farmers from the Old Col-

ony and Kleine Gemeinde settle-

ments while they were in the city

selling their farm products and con-

ducting their matters of business.

As a means of further aid to the

Mennonite farmers in marketing
their products, the Mennonite Cen-

ter store was opened in January,

1961. The center served as a market
lor the dressed chickens, eggs and
vegetables produced primarily by
the Kleine Gemeinde Spanish Look-

out Colonists, who are located sixty-

five miles west of Belize.

At Orange Walk, sixty miles north

of Belize, MCC had placed a nurse

to minister to Old Colony Menno-
nites at Blue Creek and at Ship-

yard communities. Agricultural ex-

perimental work was also begun by
a Pax man.
Hurricane Hattie smashed through

Belize in late October, 1960, flatten-

ing houses and unroofing others.

The concurrent tidal wave washed
many houses off their foundations,

and swept others completely away.
Mennonite Disaster Service re-

sponded to the need for reconstruc-

tion work by sending a team of

twelve men. These were joined later

by sixteen others. Part of the group
helped in constructing shelters for

the homeless at Hattieville, sixteen

miles west of the city.

The Amish Mennonite Aid Com-
mittee responded to the need in hur-

The chorus of Mennonite Seminary, Montevideo, toured churches in South America
in June. The choir represents a student body of forty-five from seven countries:

Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil. Colombia, Mexico, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Ernst

Harder and Laverne Rutschman are General Conference members on the inter-

Mennonite faculty. Members of the chorus are (first row, left to right) : Helga

Dueck, Paraguay; Ana Byler, librarian; Leni Federau, Else Dyck. Susis Janzen.

Maria Dirks, Paraguay: Justine Wiens, Bolivia; Elba Gianini, Ines Guevara.

Argentina; Selma Boschman, Helly Wilms. Paraguay; (back row) Merle Som-
mers, director; Luis Correa, Colombia; Harry Dueck, Paraguay; B. Frank Byler,

New Testament instructor; Gerardo Enns, Helmut Isaak, Paraguay; Juan Kroeker,

Uruguay; Teodoro Penner, Brazil: Vladimiro Zachariewicz, Uruguay; Sieghard

Schartner, Paraguay.

ricane-wrecked Belize by sending a

couple to distribute clothing in Hat-

tieville to needy people.

The Eastern Mission Board has

agreed to continue and expand the

service program. A branch trading

and hostel facility will be built at

Orange Walk to serve that locality.

A couple is needed to assume re-

sponsibility there. A doctor and

several nurses are being offered by

the Eastern Board and Amish Aid

to staff the small medical centers

at Hattieville and San Filipe. And
several 1-W men will be channeled

into the already existing but small

agricultural demonstration program.

The further programming of the

Eastern Board will continue in close

cooperation with the Amish Menno-

nite Aid folks, whose work has de-

veloped into a missionary witness.

TB PROGRAM FOR INDIANS

Tuberculosis is the number one

health concern of the nurses work-

ing with the Indians in the Para-

guayan Chaco.

It is estimated that ten percent

of the Indians are under treatment

or have recently completed a course

of treatment for TB. Contributing

to the high incidence of this disease

are congested and poor living con-

ditions. Most of the 4,500 Indians

living among the Mennonites live

with up to three generations in a

one-room hut. Their bed is a deer

or goat skin laid on the ground.

Medical needs are great. At pres-

ent the only means of diagnosis is

by a close observation of patients,

clinical findings, and erythrocyte

sedimentation rate. The colonies are

unable to support a full-time doctor

and nurses for the Indians and to

supply the medications needed. The
Indians can only pay a token amount
for their own medications.

Interest in this work is growing
among local Mennonites who sup-

ply funds and workers. Full-time

missionaries, nurses, and teachers

from the colonies supply the largest

number of workers.

The three doctors, who work in

the three Mennonite colony hos-

pitals each contribute a little time
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to the Indians' health program.
However, attention to the needs

of the 9,000 Mennonites leaves little

time for work with the Indians or

supervising the work of the nurses.

While the Indians are welcome to

hospital treatment, it will be many
years before they feel "at home" in

a hospital ward. They are best

treated in their own environment,

reports Dr. Willms, MCC-appointed
doctor from Abbotsford, B. C.

Medications used in this work are

donations which the North Ameri-
can nurses receive from friends

and churches at home, sample med-
ications from Germany, MCC, and
local hospitals.

The doctors, missionaries and
leaders list the following as press-

ing needs of the program: A better

method of TB case finding through
bacteriological examination and cul-

tures. A mobile X-ray unit would
be ideal, but is too costly for the

colonies. More intensive treatment
and better follow-up work could

be achieved through small hospitals

built near the mission stations.

These could be built at relatively

Look to Your Faith

\ LOOK TO YOUR

\
FAITH

C J
N. SMUCKfcR

A book of short devotional meditations

on challenging tenets of the Christian

faith. The meditations are selected edi-

torials of the past editor of The Men-

nonite. By Jesse N. Smucker, $2.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

low cost and Indian labor could

be utilized. A full-time doctor and
several nurses should be employed.

A sure source of medications needs

to be established. Food is needed
for families during illness. The In-

dians should be taught better health

habits, a better way of life accept-

able to them, and should be helped

to cure their diseases.

FRAUDULENT MISSIONS

Most religious groups doing over-

seas work are honest and sincere.

But there are always a few who
use this work as a means of lining

their own pockets. Investigators

have found that Ralph E. Baney,
director of the Holy Land Christian

Approach Mission, is one.

He claimed among other things

to have a home for the blind, a

work among lepers, a mobile clinic

unit, a trade school, and an orphan-

age all in Jordan. Of these only the

orphanage existed. Conditions in

the Baney orphanage were so bad
that many of the children left of

their own accord. Staff members
also resigned after realizing what
was happening.

The press in Jordan has attacked

Baney for his superficial interest in

the welfare of the children. To ob-

tain money Jewish names have been
given to the Arab children and false

histories are written about their

background. Baney explained to his

objectors that he "cannot get mon-
ey to support Arab children but the

American people will give gener-

ously to the support of Jewish chil-

dren." The adoption system he uses
is on commercial basis. Most chil-

dren have two or more sponsors in

America.

Baney's moral character has been
called into question. Government
authorities have investigated a

crime he attempted to commit in

the orphanage. He has also been
sued for adultery. He is reported
to have been seen drinking and
dancing in various hotels. As a re-

sult of investigation of the Jordan
Government the Baneys are no long-

er allowed to enter or work in the
Holy Land. He did enter illegally a
few years ago by obtaining a Brit-

ish passport and by bribing some
Jordan politicians.

Baney sends 250,000 Christmas
greetings and other literature all

over America every year. Some en-

ter Mennonite homes. A Mennonite

lady in eastern Pennsylvania who
received much of this literature

wrote to the Mennonite Central
Committee to see if the organiza-
tion was worthy of support. As a
result the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee obtained the above informa-
tion from officials in Jordan.

AFRICA PATTERNS QUERIED

"The Unfinished Revolution—Congo
History and Missionary African Re-
lations Today" is the title of an es-

say by Elmer Neufeld in the current
issue of the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee's quarterly Report.

Among the problems and criti-

cisms raised by the author are the
following: Does the emphasis on
manifesting our unity in Christ in

our social practices lead to a mutila-
tion of African culture? How do we
avoid artificiality in our attempt to
love in unity and mutuality? Hollow
works, not born out of faith and
love, will do more harm than good.
Why do paternalistic patterns per-

sist in spite of the awareness and
intent of many missionaries? Is it

really possible to become an inte-

gral part of a church group in a
foreign culture, as long as our finan-

cial support, our citizenship, and our
cultural ties remain primarily root-

ed in another nation?
Neufeld writes: "I have a deep

—and growing—appreciation for the
patient and sacrificial response of
many missionaries who are often
faced with extremely frustrating
situations in this time of revolu-
tion and anti-colonialism. But I do
not believe we serve the Lord's
cause by overlooking the problems
.... It is for the purpose of foster-

ing discussion, especially among
those directly related to our mis-
sionary work, that the manuscript
is written and that even certain con-

troversial parts are allowed to

stand."

Elmer Neufeld is the Mennonite
Central Committee's director and
peace section representative in sub-

Sahara Africa. He is a member of

the General Conference mission
board and serves as secretary of
the Limuru Conference continuation
committee. The Limuru Conference
was a meeting of Christians from
the Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ missions in Africa.

Report may be ordered free of
charge from MCC Information Serv-
ices, Akron, Pa.
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ALENDAR
'onferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North

Tewton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

nce, Estes Park, Colo.

entral

Sept. 20 — Dedication, Oaklawn
>sychiatric Center, Elkhart, Ind.

Sept. 28—Central Illinois Youth

tally, Meadows (111.) Church.

Oct. 3-Nov. 7—Fall Study Series,

"irst Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Oct. 13—Program of Sacred Mu-

le, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., Mr.

nd Mrs. John Purvis and children,

;uest soloists.

Oct. 7—Illinois Fall Women's Mis-

ionary Rally, Meadows (Illinois)

Church.

Oct. 6-13—Fall Meetings, Pulaski

Iowa) Church, L. L. Ramseyer,

peaker.

Vestern

Sept. 23—Music in Worship Work-

hop, Faith Church, Newton, Kan.,

ponsored by Mennonite Song Fes-

tival Society.

Oct. 6—Harvest Mission Festival,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church.

Oct. 6—Western District Confer-

ence Sunday School Convention,

.^abor College Auditorium, Hills-

|»oro, Kan.
Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church, Walter

Dyck, speaker.

VORKERS
Phyllis Bixler, Dalton, Ohio, has

oined the faculty of Bethel College,

sTorth Newton, Kan., for a one-year

term as instructor in English. She is

a graduate of Bluffton College and
has studied at the Divinity School

of the University of Chicago.

Victor H. Bock, First Church, Ed-

monton, Alta., will serve a three

year Pax term in Nepal.

Robert Boyer, Fairfield (Pa.)

Church, will be in charge of audio-

visual aids in the Information Serv-

ices Department at the MCC head-

quarters, Akron, Pa.

J. M. Day will teach instrumental

music at Bluffton (Ohio) College.

Day holds a master's degree from
Ohio State University.

Arthur and Kathleen Driedger,

Leamington (Ont. ) United Church,

have been appointed as relief direc-

tors in Bolivia by MCC. They will

serve for three years.

George R. and Margaret Ediger,

Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., left

Aug. 27 for Moencopi, Ariz. They
will work with the American In-

dians under the General Conference
Board of Missions.

Norman and Rosella Epp, Lehigh
(Kan.) Church, have accepted a

teaching assignment in Newfound-
land under the MCC-VS program.
William D. Nofziger, Archbold,

Ohio, has been selected as the first

chaplain resident to participate in

the new chaplaincy training pro-

gram being sponsored jointly by the

Department of Pastoral Care of

Brook Lane Farm Hospital and the

Washington County (Md.) Council

of Churches through its chaplain's

committee. This project is a co-

operative effort with Brook Lane
Farm Hospital, Washington County
Hospital, Hagerstown, Md., and
Western Maryland State Hospital,

Hagerstown, participating. Chester

A. Reber is the supervisor.

Takese Naruse and Yorifumi Ya-

guchi, Japanese students at the Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary, Elkhart,

Ind., spent the past summer pre-

paring peace literature for Japan-

ese Mennonite churches.

MARRIAGES

Ronald Dean, First Church, Nap-
panee, Ind., to Ruth Ellen Salzman,
Hively Avenue Church, Elkhart,

Ind., on Aug. 11.

Suzanne Diller, Grace Church,

Pandora, Ohio, to Bruce Baldwin
Stauffer, First Church, Sugarcreek,

Ohio, on Aug. 17.

Evelyn Dyck, First Church, Hal-

stead, Kan., to Howard Stenzel,

Baptist Church, Marion, Kan., on
Aug. 9.

Cheryl Geiser, First Church, Su-

garcreek, Ohio, to Thomas Marshall,

Gipsy, Pa., on July 26.

NEW ADDRESSES

Africa

Elda Hiebert, B.P. 1, Tshikapa via

Leopoldville, Congo
Peter Falk, B.P. 81, Kikwit par

Leopoldville, Congo
California

John J. Gruhlke, 6500 Sonama Hi-

way, Santa Rosa
F. C. Loganbill, 1209 E. Virginia

Way, Barstow
A. J. Richert, 630 W. Bonita, Apt.

6-D, Claremont
Travis Worsham, 814 W. 7 St.,

Corona
Indiana

J. R. Burkholder, Rt. 4, Box 321,

Goshen
Ruth Conway, 256 S. 3 and A, Rich-

mond
Peter J. Ediger, 2927 S. 6 St., Elk-

hart

Kansas
Betty Bartel, 468 New York, Wich-

ita

Menno S. Harder, 136 Red Bud Dr.,

Winfield

Paul Jantzen, 1201 Kentucky, Law-
rence

Emil Kreider, 210 S. 8 St., Inde-

pendence

'hyllis Bixler, George and Margaret Ediger, William D. Nofziger, Takese Naruse, Yorifumi Yaguchi (Workers).
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Mrs. Robert Leach, 2753 N. 23 St.,

Kansas City

Dallas Macklin, 711 E. 8 St., Hutch-

inson

Mrs. Paul McKnab, Apt. 9, 140 N.

Hydraulic, Wichita 14

Orval Schwartz, 109 E. 4 St., Valley

Center
Keith Sprunger, Box 287, North
Newton

Kenneth K. Stucky, Clearwater

Missouri

A. Theodore Mueller, 720 Caruthers
St., Cape Girardeau

Richard A. Schmidt, 5151 Winches-
ter St., Kansas City 19

Vernard Unruh, Box 712, Excelsior

Springs

Montana
Ray Richert, Bloomfield

Nebraska
Robert Engbrecht, 2749 South 12 St.,

Omaha 8

Ben Boehr, 3542 S. 51 St., Lincoln 6

Dave F. Funk, 4133 St. 46, Lincoln
Graydon D. Peters, 646 Garfield St.,

Lincoln

Rheinhart L. Peters, 2409 N. Custer,

Grand Island

North Dakota

Albert Beck, Velva

Oklahoma
Albert Unruh, 328 W. Cherry St.,

Enid
Ontario

Leona Cressman, 79 Scott St.,

Kitchener

Peter Hildebrand, 119 C Kehl St.,

Kitchener

Oregon
DeVera Schmidt, 616 NE Fargo,

Portland

Ohio
Claude F. Boyer, 309 Maple St.,

Sugarcreek
Otto Dirks, 710 E. Albert St., Lima
William Keeney, 246 S. Lawn Ave.,

Bluffton

Henry Rempel, 250 E. Oakland Ave.,

Columbus 1

Gary Sprunger, 7041 E. 96, Apt.

22A, Cleveland 6

Eldred A. Thierstein, 207 Chamber-
lain, Hamilton

Robert Beck, 1000 Chestnut St.,

Grafton
Eldon W. Graber, 145 S. Spring St.,

Bluffton

Roger Schmucker, 1656 Eddington
St., Cleveland Heights 18

Wilmer S. Shelly, 226 S. Lawn Ave.,

Bluffton

Pennsylvania
Dr. Harvey Bauman, Route 1, Qua-
kertown

Elizabeth Landis, 4 S. George St.,

Millersville

Edward Meron, 1908 S. Delaware
St., Allentown

Paul Nyce, 880 Tilghman St., Coop-
ersburg

Lawrence Gustav Andres, Quarry-
ville

George Deri, 1624 N. 20 St., Allen-

town
Leonard Metzker, 1528 Chew St.,

Allentown
Irvin E. Richert, 1019 Brookfield

Circle, Quakertown
Saskatchewan
Peter G. Epp, Rosthern
Oscar Hamm, 2014 Sommerfeld

Ave., Saskatoon
John D. Heese, 1016 Ave. B North,
Saskatoon

Melvin Heintz, 210 Ave. E North,

Saskatoon
Elsie Heppner, 515 Dufferin Ave.,

Saskatoon
Jake Reimer, Mayfair

L JL J

SELF-CRITICISM

The following article appeared in

Der Bote for 1936 (No. 26) and in

Bibel und Pflug, Aug. 16, 1961. It

was translated and submitted by
E. G. Claassen, Whitewater, Kan.

We Mennonites are extraordinar-

ily difficult to deal with. We are eas-

ily hurt. We are immensely sensi-

tive. We accept no correction. We
will not tolerate instruction. We
have not learned to obey. We rec-

ognize no authority. Sometimes we
unilaterally refuse all responsibility.

And since we inconsiderately shake
off any restraint, many things are
making inroads and will finally be
our downfall.

Why have we no outstanding
men? Because we agree with none
and will tolerate none. Because we
cannot bear to see anyone growing
above the multitude. If someone at-

tempts it he instantly becomes a

target. "Down with you! Humble
yourself! You are no better than I!"

The majority makes our decisions,

not the best minds. We are accus-

tomed to deciding things by vote.

Our leaders have only to carry out

the resolutions of the majority. But
we still throw the responsibility on
them. If the majority resolution hap-
pens to turn out right, we are satis-

fied with the one who executed it.

But if the matter miscarries, then
naturally he is to blame and must
suffer for all of us.

This false conception of democ-
racy is one reason for our so com-
plete degeneration. It could be our
ruin. If we insist on being handled
as gently as raw eggs, we will not
make any progress. The task that
lies before us is so great, and so

important that we will accomplish
nothing with our old methods.
We must once more learn to walk

a straight path, unswervingly. It

will also be the shortest way. We
must permit our leading men to

call things by their right name, with-
out coloring the truth or sugareoat-
ing it. Yes-yes, no-no. Formerly that

was characteristic of the Menno-
nites. Only the direct way leads to

a goal that is pleasing to God; the

crooked ways, the zigzag courses

lead in quite a different direction.

Only he who can bear plain speech

can improve, can change, can make
progress. J. Vogt.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSIBILITY

The following quotation, supplied

by Sam Regier, North Newton, Kan.,

is from an address by a former
president of Bethel College.

We must Christianize our inter-

national thinking or our interna-

tional thinking will paganize our
Christianity. We must either grasp
the opportunities as they flit by or

clear the field for other forces. We
must win the world for Christian

living or it will go to the devil.

And let us not think that we care-

lessly look on as it goes that way
and piously compliment ourselves

that we at least are bound for

heaven. We are not. We are headed
in the same direction if we are in-

different and inactive. J. W, KUewer,
Jan. 5, 1919.
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Cordell Geissinger

riMOR is at the eastern end of the

cesser Sunda Islands of Indonesia,

is you look on your map it appears

/ery small and insignificant in this

}ig world of ours. Many folks won-
Jer why I am serving "way over

here."

I entered Pax service definitely

eeling this was the little corner

vhere I could, and should, serve my
5od. It is my prayer and hope that

nany more young people may be

ed to serve Him in this manner.
At twenty-one, giving up the com-

:orts of home, being separated from
:amily, relatives, home church, and
eaving the girl who has won my
leart, is a real test of my faith and
liscipleship. The kind of Christian

vitness I will be to the people of

rimor is up to me. But any Pax
:ellow or VS'er will do the best

ob when he knows he has the con-

iistent prayer support of his girl,

'amily, home congregation and dis-

TP
L

T
JL

trict young people.

According to U.S. standards most
everything in Timor is primitive. In

size it is approximately 11,000 sq.

mi. with one million very polite peo-

ple. Many of these people are under-

privileged and hungry. They are a

people who need an extra dividend

of love.

Only about one-fifteenth of the

land area is arable. This land is on

five major plains. The island is not

overcrowded, but there is an annual

problem of food shortage, the rea-

son being that the native prefers

to farm the hillsides instead of the

plains. Due to cattle overgrazing and

the practice of burning the hillsides

for fields, Timor's biggest problem

is soil erosion.

Our MCC unit is farming on one

of the plains where the soil is ex-

cellent. We have our discourage-

ments, disappointments, and even

defeats at times. We must learn

what disease organisms are preva-

lent, how to work with soil never

cultivated before, and what new
crops will grow in a climate that is

hot and dry or wet and humid in

long intervals.

Learning the language so that I

am able to converse with the boys

at the agriculture school is a slow,

painful process. To look at life from
their viewpoint and be one of them
is my aim. I have learned to plant

and hoe, patch grass roofs and build

bamboo fences with them. We walk
barefoot through the warm rain;

we play, eat and worship together.

As I travel to the villages I see that

home to many is a little grass hut.

Their diet is largely tea and corn.

A rocky field and a few clothes are

their possessions.

Timor with its rice paddies, tall

stately palm trees, lush jungle

growth and beautiful wild flowers

sort of "grows" on you. It has be-

come home to me. The little chil-

dren with their dark skin and black

hair are just as lovable as my own
fair brothers and sister. They too

like having a big brother.

Weekends, my Pax buddy and I

go to the MCC house in town. Here
we can spend time reading maga-
zines and our anxiously awaited

mail. The mail boat comes in every

three or four weeks usually. We also

attend a few government functions.

On a Sunday we go to worship
service and later enjoy an hour or

two in the ocean or take a ride in a

native outrigger. This is just a bird's

eye view of Pax in Timor.
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B. C. Workcamp photos (top to
bottom): Sue Kingsley, Berne,
Ind., painting steps. A group
discussion in the kitchen. Alvin
Poettcker, Vancouver, B. C, and
Max Wiens, Walton, Kan., try
out their carpentry abilities.

Seven fellows and twelve girls

took part in the workcamp. Le-
Anna Shetler, Bluffton, Ohio,
takes advantage of a free minute.

We Met

at Camp Squeah
The British Columbia Workcamp

The beautiful Fraser River Valley

is the setting for Camp Squeah.

Here in this productive valley are

grown raspberries, huckleberries,

strawberries, potatoes, hops, and

other products to make this valley

one of the richest in Canada.

The newly purchased grounds lo-

cated approximately 100 miles from
Vancouver, B. C, were appropriate-

ly named Squeah or "place of ref-

uge" by the Mennonite young people

of that area.

The camp was surrounded by the

snowcapped peaks of the Canadian
Rockies. Masses of pine, fir, spruce

and evergreen forests covered the

mountains and the Fraser River

served as a boundary for the camp.
The beauty of nature that we saw

every day gave us spiritual inspira-

tion for it made us ever mindful of

the power and the majesty of God.

Barbara Pankratz

We developed tired muscles

The nineteen campers were very
tired each evening. We were tired

because of the six hours we had
worked. We worked five days a



I When our work camp began on

June 15, several cabins had al-

leady been built. Since the camp
tad previously been used, four cab-

ns, a dining hall, kitchen, tool

Louse, and an office had been pro-

ided.

We did many different jobs dur-

ng our two week stay at Camp
Uqueah, but outstanding in my mind
re the gas line ditches we dug and

[he painting we did. The gas line

.itches were dug so that hot water

puld be installed. This was a hard

Job because the soil was rocky,

kany days were spent painting cab-

as, benches, signs, water barrels

nd water pails. The cabins all re-

eived a good cleaning. Some car-

ienter techniques were employed in

he construction of the "fire water

tation" and the shingling of the

reezer house. We helped build new
abins and did most of the finishi-

ng work on the other buildings.

Every camp needs a chapel and
beautiful outdoor chapel was

leared on the mountainside. Many
rees and shrubs needed to be re-

noved, but the final result was re-

garding. Several trails were blazed

long the mountainside to connect

he campgrounds with the various

ampfire spots. Along with the ma-
or jobs, were many smaller, less

ignificant jobs such as mowing the

awn, erecting a baseball diamond
nd volleyball court. Several light

toles were erected to provide better

ight for the camp. We removed
nany nails from boards, cleaned the

wimming pool, shoveled gravel, as-

embled bunkbeds and pulled weeds.

udy Nickel

Ve shared our faith

lharing with one another strength-

ns our faith in God and makes us

nore aware of His love. Spending
wo weeks at the British Columbia
/orkcamp proved this to me.
We shared in many ways: organ-

:ed discussion groups, cabin dis-

ussion, and a simple chat between
wo friends. I participated in each

nd found each one different, yet

II equally beneficial. So many peo-

>le brought out things I'd never
ven thought of, and I soon found
lyself searching my soul to come

OUTH is sponsored by the Young People's

nion of the General Conference Mennonite
hurch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

up with a few "profound" thoughts
to supplement my diet of thought-
provoking questions. I doubt if I

would have done so otherwise.

Many times I stood on a ridge

and looked at the sky in wonder-
ment of God. The towering moun-
tains and lush evergreens; such
beautiful pleasures were constant

reminders of God's love for us. In

short, His whole world, His great
creations, were definite verifications,

constant reminders of God, thus

forcing us to think and talk about
Him.
Our eampfires, alternated nightly

with Bible study, usually provided
a fitting close to a rigorous day of

work and fellowship. An appointed

committee was in charge of scrip-

ture, songs, worship, and prayer,

and each group put a conscientious

effort into the service, trying to

make it as meaningful and inspir-

ing as possible. This provided some-
thing that was often lacking in my
daily worship.

Our Bible study, conducted by
Muriel Thiessen, also gave us quite

a bit of "food for thought." Many
times we would get into lively dis-

cussions on a subject and would
find the Bible so interesting it was
hard to stop talking! Amy Wyse

We had our play, too

Since the campers worked six hours
a day and five days a week, we
had some spare time. During the

day, we had a little time between
work hours and this was usually

spent in sleep. After the work was
finished and the supper dishes were
washed, we had time for recreation.

When the weather was good we
would play softball, volleyball, or

prisoners base, and one night we
drove to a lake down the road for

a swim. If the weather wasn't so

good, we would stay in the "mess
hall" and play games.

We all went to Vancouver one
weekend and had a picnic by the

ocean, and, although the tide was
out, we got to swim. In a beautiful

spot called Lynn Valley Park, we
went across a suspension bridge and
in the evening we had a wiener
roast with some Vancouver Men-
nonite young people. On Sunday we
went to see Hell's Gate Canyon, a

narrow gorge through which the

mighty Fraser River flows. Tired

and hot, we returned to the lake

for another swim. Sue Kingsley
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Last spring we asked 600 readers about our paper.

Right away we want to report that a majority of those

who volunteered opinions were positive. But there were

people who had problems. So we'd like to answer

some of the questions raised.

We've wondered if it should be so provocative that

it accents those things which sometimes divide us.

We try to limit controversy, believe it or not. But it

is hard to deal with important issues without causing

disagreement. If we all agreed, then these things

wouldn't be issues.

We enjoy The Mennonite although we cannot whole-

heartedly agree with everything.

A half-hearted agreement is sometimes good enough.

We,don't expect everybody to agree. Ideas that are new

(to us) are always regarded with suspicion. They should

be. That's part of the learning process.

/ would like to have The Mennonite more positive

instead of having such questionable articles where read-

ers have to constantly challenge the writers.

Don't assume that the writer is wrong because some-

one tries to correct him. The reader is trying to learn.

Of course, the writer is learning too. The process of

stating convictions is part of learning.

If you prove too daring for the average, please keep

it up. Let other firms publish average magazines for the

average.

I've always believed that the average Mennonite is

above the average.

/ would enjoy The Mennonite more if there [weren't]

so many highly educated articles that have so many big

words and sentences that you can't understand.

We work hard on readability. Another reader says:

"When The Mennonite came out at first, I found it

bard to understand as I felt the writings seemed to be

more for the higher educated. But I have enjoyed

reading it later on as it seemed the writers came down
a step or two and did not use so many big words."

Our paper should help us to grow deeper spiritually

not discuss world events so much.

Part of Christian growth involves understanding the

world that needs our witness.

The only thing I think it lacks is more devotional

material. I feel we need more Bible study articles.

We agree. But good devotional material is hard to

find. We also have a large investment in our Sunday

school publications which are filling this need. We feel

we should supplement them rather than duplicate.

We have been under the impression from the begin-

ning that the editor has no positive convictions—just

trying to find out what others think or say, which too

often has been rather disgusting and causing confusion.

I have a conviction that when the Holy Spirit speaks

to me He speaks through other Christians.

Editorials should be more unified, but I guess the

editor's jack rabbit style is a permanent institution.

Oh, Dorothy, where did you file my extra jar of car-

rot marmalade?

/ do not feel that letters of criticism should be the

central point of interest in a religious periodical. . . .
j

/ do not like the bickering and criticizing letters.

Yes, there's a lot of hostility in our churches. Too

long we have tried to suppress it. It is better to open

ourselves up and admit that we feel bad than to pre-

tend to be something we aren't. Let's seek that for-

giving spirit toward ourselves and others that is willing

to accept people not because they are agreeable but

because they are worth loving as creatures for whom
Christ died.

Too many controversial issues discussed by readers

have been permitted to appear in The Mennonite. They

have accented the cleavage between the liberal and con-

servative elements instead of mitigating it.

We will never mitigate our differences until we come

eyeball to eyeball with each other. If we start writing

letters, that, at least, is a first step.

I appreciate mostly your prophetic pen—your warm

humor (that bothers some) and your steady nerve. And

you can quote me, too!

You made me do it.

What we don't like about The Mennonite is the

modern art pictures. Some cover pictures are awful.

In one of our surveys we asked point blank, "Modern

art—do you like it?" Forty percent said yes; forty per-

cent had no feeling. Only twenty percent said no.

Obviously, this is a field where people have strong con-

victions. We use art because it is part of the language

of our world. But we respect the feelings of people.

We are conservative in our use of art. Count the visual

pieces used during the year and see if you don't agree.

We dislike the quality of paper because of the glare.

Try reading under a stronger and more diffuse light.

This will minimize the glare.

It seems that length of articles is well controlled.

You have no idea how well.

The contents of The Mennonite are such that it wouldl

be too embarrassing to expose to other church people}

We feel that the strongest evangelistic impact of

our paper lies in its effort toward honesty. Here are

Christians actively seeking God's will. If I weren't a

Christian, I'd hope I'd say, "I want to join those folks."

/ am a fairly "new" Mennonite, and enjoy The Men-

nonite so much more than any other publication of al

church-sponsored nature. Not only is it newsy but vem
thought-provoking.

Exhibit A.





Our Children Hear the Gospel

The Miracle of God's Grace

On Sunday, September 29, we
should be conscious of a miracle of

God's grace. On that morning 28,549

persons between the ages of three

and fourteen in Sunday schools in

the General Conference Mennonite
Church throughout the United
States, Canada, and South America
will have completed the first three-

year cycle of the Living Faith Grad-
ed Sunday School Curriculum. This
number includes 20,505 persons who
used the materials in English and
8,044 who used them in German.
During these three years our chil-

dren and young people have stud-

ied about God's redemption as it

is revealed both in the Old and the
New Testaments. They not only
learned the facts in the Bible but
have seen God's mighty acts in the
Old Testament culminating in God's
action for us in Jesus Christ. More
than that, they experienced this ac-

tion of God supremely in Jesus
Christ in their own lives as they
responded to Him.
They learned about the church.

Through a study of the Acts of the
Apostles they know how the church
was formed. They saw how this

group of people became the church
in the fullest sense as they were
scattered throughout the Roman
Empire in witness and service. More
than this, they realize that they
really only become the church as
they too become the people of God
and then go out in mission in a
life of witness and service.

Beyond this, they learned about
discipleship. They have seen in a
new way the life and work of Jesus
Christ. They have had an encounter
with Jesus Christ. They experienced
what it really meant to be a dis-

ciple in our day. They now know
that we have opportunities to wit-
ness in our day even as the early
Christians did in the first century.

All this has become real through
these three years. The miracle of

God's grace is that this message
has come to us in this curriculum
for children in the various age
groups. Now these age groups "hear
in [their] own tongues the mighty
works of God" (Acts 2:11).

After One Hundred Years

Did you know that this is the first

time in the more than a hundred
years of our existence as a General
Conference that we have provided
material for the primary age—chil-

dren in grades one, two, and three?
How the Master must condemn us
for neglecting our children in this

way for so long. He says with un-
mistakable clarity: "Let the chil-

dren come to me, do not hinder
them, for to such belongs the king-
dom of God" (Mark 10:15).

Children learn about God's re-

demptive love, the church, and dis-

cipleship? Why not? As in the pub-
lic schools they don't comprehend
everything about science, but they
learn much. Who can tell at exactly
what age a child can respond to
God's love? At least we are aware
that as Christians we must com-
municate His love to children. We
know too that children in this age
have made responses.
These children are not for the

most part members of a visible
church. Yet, if the kingdom belongs
to children, dare we exclude them?
Dare we say that they are not a
part of the church? Yes, I believe
in baptism on confession of faith.

Yet, I also believe in the church in
the broadest sense.

Dare we talk about discipleship
to children? If we believe that pri-

Paul R. Shelly

mary children have responded to

God's grace, even though sometimes
only in part, yes. If we believe that]

they belong to the church in tha
ultimate sense, then the primary]
child is ready to respond in pari
in discipleship.

Juniors Hear in Their Own Tongue

The juniors too in grades four,]

five and six are "hearing ... in]

[their] own tongues the mighty]
works of God" (Acts 2:11). Do yoJ
have juniors in your homes? Do]
you teach juniors? Do you hava
grandchildren, nieces, or nephews
who are juniors? For me this is]

again a miracle of God's grace, that]

we have the materials now that arel

based on the fact that juniors need]

to know things in their tongue—

1

not the tongues of the primary!
or junior high age groups. Juniors!

have their particular needs, inter-

ests, and abilities.

Juniors have learned much more
about God's redemptive work as]

revealed through His Word than the]

primary children. They have studied]

many facts. They have memorized]
some of the Word. They have under-

stood in part the complete story]

and have also related the story to]

its geographical setting. We dare]

not limit or hurry the Holy Spirit.

Juniors are responding to God's
love through Christ as revealed]

throughout the entire Bible, start-]

ing in the Old Testament and cul-

minating in the New Testament.
We must be ready to share the
Word with them and then permit
the Holy Spirit to guide us and
them.

The juniors have found meaning
in the church. This response for

many is not complete. Yet the re-

sponse frequently went beyond that

of the primary age group. As the

juniors participated in the junior

choir, in the junior fellowship, in

projects — they increasingly found
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moaning in the church of Jesus

Christ. Some juniors responded to

Jesus Christ as Saviour and, conse-

quently, found a fuller meaning in

the church. Again we must remem-
ber that this experience has to be

in their tongue and not in the

tongues of other age groups.

The juniors also began to find a

deeper meaning in the area of dis-

cipleship than the primary age

group. This did not mean that dis-

cipleship simply became a code of

rules or a kind of "moralism" in

which juniors were told to be good.

Juniors were ready to think through

the meaning of discipleship even

though they did not always apply

this concept to a conversion expe-

rience; the conversion experience

for some juniors will occur later.

Junior Highs Make Major Decisions

The junior high school persons

also need to know what it means
to hear "in [their] own tongues the

mighty works of God." This is a

unique manifestation of the miracle

of God's grace. Here at a time
when youth experience the greatest

tensions in life—when they are nei-

ther children nor adults; neither in

elementary school nor in high

school, neither bound to authority

nor old enough to assume author-

ity—it is at this very point that

many of their major decisions are
made.
The Living Faith Graded Sunday

School Curriculum played its role

in helping more than 16,000 persons
in the seventh, eighth, and ninth

grades to make decisions during
the past three years. Many of these
young people came to realize that
as God revealed himself through
His mighty acts in the Old Testa-
ment and the New Testament, so

He also entered into their lives

through a study of the Word and
in their personal response to Jesus
Christ. They became new creatures
in Christ.

In a real and vital way many of

the junior high school persons have
become a part of the visible church.
After having a real encounter with
Jesus Christ through the graded
materials in a class situation that

became a redemptive community,
decisions have been made to re-

spond to God's offer of salvation.

These young persons voluntarily

became a part of the people of God
through baptism on their own con-

fession of faith. No, this still did

not mean that they understood all

the response involved. Nor did it

mean that they experienced fully

their potential in the redemptive

community. Yet, the experience was
real! They are now the church.

Many of them have also respond-

ed to Jesus Christ as Lord. The
idea and practice of discipleship ac-

tually became a living reality for

after these persons in junior high

school have accepted Jesus Christ

as Saviour, they are ready to also

accept Him as Lord. There is a real

sense in which we cannot separate
salvation and discipleship. Thus,
when these persons accepted Jesus
Christ as Saviour they also received

the gift of the Holy Spirit and be-

came new creatures. At that point

they accepted Jesus Christ as Lord.
Yet, the junior high school persons
through the ages of twelve to four-

teen were constantly facing new is-

sues. Decisions could not be cast

aside; they had to be made. Here
is where the Lordship of Christ be-

came meaningful as the junior high
age persons examined the Lordship
of Christ in relation to all areas of

life.

Double Dividend in German

The miracle of God's grace is also

evident in the fact that persons
through the Living Faith Graded
Curriculum literally "hear ... in

their own [language] the mighty
works of God." The miracle at Pen-
tecost was that persons from all

over the world understood the mes-
sage of Peter in their own tongues.

From the time when we started

to think about the Living Faith
Graded Sunday School Curriculum
the Canadian churches felt that a
German edition of the curriculum
would be needed. Committees, as

well as the Board of Education and
Publication, thought about this.

They felt that it would be impos-
sible to produce this curriculum in

German, because of the lack of both
personnel and finances. To produce
a new curriculum in one language
is more than a group our size nor-

mally attempts. To produce the new
curriculum in German too was pre-

posterous. Yet, despite the practical

issues involved, the committees and
the Board of Education and Publi-

cation became increasingly commit-
ted to translate all of the pupils'

materials into the German. Were
not the people who used German a

part of our conference too? God
moved. God moved insurmountable
obstacles. Yet, why shouldn't He do
this for He has promised "to do
exceedingly abundantly above all

that we ask or think" (Eph. 3:20).

So, books for pupils rolled off the
presses both in English and German.
But what about materials for the

teachers? Churches in South Amer-
ica began using the German mate-
rials. They felt an urgent need for
teachers' materials in German. Are
not these people in South America
a part of the General Conference
Church too? Do not their children
also need to know God's redemptive
acts, become a part of the church,
and follow Jesus Christ as Lord?
Gradually God led the conference

boards to see the need for materials
in German for teachers and now
the Board of Missions and the Board
of Christian Service have been co-

operating with the Board of Edu-
cation and Publication in making
it possible to translate the teach-

ers' books so that the people there
too are now hearing "in [their] own
tongues the mighty works of God."

Grace in Cooperation

The miracle of God's grace is also

demonstrated in the fact that this

curriculum is a cooperative one be-

tween the (Old) Mennonite Church
and the General Conference Menno-
nite Church. All of the details were
decided jointly. God revealed His
plan a step at a time. This is the only
way we would permit Him to work.
Actually, in a sense this is the only
way He ever does work. He never
shows us the end from the begin-

ning. This He alone knows.
To those of us who were involved
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i this project during the past elev-

n years this work was one of the

igh continuing spiritual experiences

1 our lives as we were led to de-

end on Him in faith for each next

tep. Truly a miracle of God's grace.

The discussion about the new cur-

iculum began one hundred years

fter a group was separated from

le Franconia Conference in 1847.

'his group later came to be known
s the Eastern District Conference,

letween 1947 and 1952 members of

hie (Old) Mennonite Church and

tie General Conference Mennonite

hurches met on a number of occa-

ions. We worked together in part

n a number of projects during this

eriod.

It was not, however, until De-

ember 1952 that we really launched

n this new project. This again was
miracle of God's grace! From a

luman point of view there seemed

o be insurmountable obstacles to

his joint project. Yet, if God want-

d to act in this way why shouldn't

le choose to do this? He did! He
lad to break down barriers; He had

0 remove walls. Yet, He has done

his through the past. He is still

Jod. He continued to act.

The miracle of God's grace was
tlso apparent as He worked through

tersons. At the beginning each of

J he groups had fears about the

nembers of the other group. As we
net, quite frequently the first few
'ears, God showed us that there

vere actually no differences between

he basic ideas and outlook of the

wo groups. As we discussed all the

)hases involved: our ideas about

k)d, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit,

he Bible, salvation, the Christian

ife—we discovered that differences

hat were evident were always dif-

erences between persons and never

)etween two denominations.

Practical problems still loomed
arge. Where do you find persons

:o carry out the enormous task of

)roducing a curriculum? Editors

vere needed, but so were writers

md artists. Where would the sup-

sort come from to produce such a

curriculum? Actually coming to a

>lace where we felt our oneness

vas achieved easier than the work-

ng out of the practical details. But
f God really reveals himself to

persons and tells them to perform
1 task, He can also help them
ichieve it. Obstacle after obstacle

vas overcome and you have expe-

rienced His marvelous grace in your
church as you used the Living Faith

Graded Sunday School Curriculum.

The Mennonite Brethren Church
has also been involved in this proj-

ect using imprint editions. Some of

these materials are used both in

the United States and Canada.

The Work Goes On

What about God's grace for the

future? Members of the (Old) Men-
nonite Church and of the General
Conference Mennonite Church met
for five days in July 1963 at Bethel

College, North Newton, Kan. Here
about thirty-four persons, including

two persons from the Mennonite
Brethren, one from the United

States and one from Canada, dis-

cussed our beliefs and our future

needs in curriculum materials. This

was a new group—for only four of

these persons were involved in the

work of the previous project—wait-

ing for the guidance of the Holy
Spirit.

Has God stopped working now
that our churches have used the

Living Faith Sunday School Cur-

riculum in its entirety? God spoke
throughout the week. He always
speaks with clarity. Barriers again
had to be broken down before we
could hear. For more than half of

the week we discussed our approach
to the Bible, the nature of man, our

sonship and discipleship, and the

nature of the Church. Again the

miracle occurred—occurred with un-

mistaken clearness—as we realized

that we did not differ in the basic

beliefs we had. During the latter

part of the week the miracle of

God's grace moved beyond this—the

joint group also agreed on what
our next needs are in the area of

curriculum.

God has performed His task again
saying that He wants to continue

to work His miracle of grace among
us. Now again the practical ques-

tions are being raised. We again
raise the question of how much we
can do together. We again raise the

questions of leadership and person-

nel. We again raise the question

of finances. Being human, I suppose
we always hesitate in the area of

the practical questions.

Dare we say no to God? Dare we
lack faith? Dare we follow with
less courage than the group did a

little more than a decade ago?
Dare we lack faith that the God
who provided the funds and leader-

ship throughout the current project,

who had led His people throughout
history, that God will not lead

among His people again? God has
not stopped working. He has not

stopped calling. He wants to con-

tinue to speak "in our own tongues

the mighty works of God."

Extravagance

There is no reason for a rose to be

:

It doesn't feed the hungry, clothe the poor.

Why does a drop of dew become a lure

To catch the sunshine in its opal sea?

What reason for a spider to crochet

A web of lace to give the rose decor?

Can any mortal give a reason for

The way the rose leaves make a graceful spray?

A spot of uselessness on useful sod

—

In days beginning was it thus? He stood

And looked upon his world where all was good.

"Let there be Beauty," said a lavish God.

Ruth Unrau-

to
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Help Given to Pakistan Cyclone Victims*
pi

Vernon Reimer, Niverville, Man., re-

ports on the aid given by American

and Indian Mennonites in Pakistan.

Reimer is director for Mennonite

Central Committee in India.

A devastating cyclone and a twenty

foot high tidal wave hit the coastal

area near Chittagong, East Pakis-

tan, May 28 and 29. Approximately

20,000 people were killed and 300,000

left homeless. The disaster struck

an area about fifteen miles wide

and one hundred and sixty miles

long. Wind velocities reached one

hundred and fifty to one hundred

and seventy miles per hour.

I visited the area June 7 to 12 to

survey the damage done. Arrange-

ments were then made for the Men-

nonite Central Committee to work
together with the East Pakistan

Christian Council in an area as-

signed to it by the government. This

area is a fifteen-mile coastal strip,

one of the more inaccessible areas,

which reportedly did not have so

much loss of life but a great loss of

property.

On Sunday, June 9, a Pakistani

worker and I hired a scooter and

traveled forty miles north along the

trunk road from Chittagong. The
disaster and damage done has to be

seen to be believed. Houses by the

thousand were completely destroyed,

and people were crawling under any
kind of shelter to find protection

from the rain. All along the road
„

were people, many of them naked.
§

begging for help. In a few places
;r

groups of people stood in the middlf i

of the road and stopped all vehicles
|

to beg for help.

Forty miles from Chittagong w<
^

came to a Red Cross center where .

a guide volunteered to take us tc
|

some of the worst hit coastal vil

lages. When we asked him how thej
|

had fared, he broke down and cried
^

Later he told us his story.

He came from a village that was
o(

completely washed away. He him
|

self had been a prosperous man 1

Now he had nothing. Even th<
((!

clothes he wore had been given t<
SJ

him. Furthermore, nearly all of th< 1

members of his family had beei

killed. He had saved himself onb.

by clinging to a tree when the tida
^

wave struck.
p

We walked for five miles toward: I

the coast and passed through on< *

village after another which ha< I

been completely wrecked. Peopli
'

were standing around, dazed an< .

discouraged, even ten days aftej .

the storm. Some had already gon| |.

to relief centers to see if there wall,

food, but all too often there wal
not enough.

On our return we met a polio]

group which was burying deal .,

bodies. Fish were lying along thl

.

roadside wherever we walked. Thl ,

stench was dreadful. Even the citj

of Chittagong had few houses thai

were not destroyed or damaged ti ,,

some extent.

Following this survey I consulted

with Murray Milner of Churc I

World Service and members of th
(

East Pakistan Christian Council an
„

Floyd Bauman, MCC worker, and Murray Milner, CWS relief director, handing out wages

in the form of food to workers who are rebuilding homes destroyed by the cyclone.
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iffered that the Mennonite Central

Jommittee would provide workers

n their program. They had decided

o do relief for three to six months

ind to organize local groups to

lean up rubble and rebuild homes.

Members of these groups would be

>aid with surplus foods brought in

>y Church World Service. We have

igreed to set aside $1000 for this

ooperative relief effort. The money
s being used for equipment and

ransportation for workers.

On June 16 John Weber went to

Chittagong and was followed by

.^loyd Bauman on June 20. Weber

Ij s in charge of the motor boat to

Iteep up communications and sup-

)lies between Chittagong and the

irea in which the churches are

vorking. Bauman is in charge of

me of the centers where work
groups are organized to rebuild

aouses and build up embankments.

Some clothing has been distributed

it these centers. To date eighty-

hree houses have been rebuilt and

sections of embankment to keep

jut flood waters have been repaired.

During the first month of relief

ictivities the work was hampered

oy incessant rains. Further, a sec-

ond flood caused the death of an-

other thousand people as well as a

:Ot of property damage. During one

Jaf his trips to the relief area Weber,

Hvho was driving the motor boat,

aw a number of people up in the

trees shouting for help.

The heavy rainfall during the past

month—sixty-five inches in twelve

days—while hampering relief activ-

ities and causing suffering to many
thousands, is really a blessing in

disguise. Shortly after the storm it

was believed that practically no

crops would be obtained this year

due to salinity of the water. Now,
with the many rains, much of this

has been washed out and prospects

for crops are much better. In fact,

many fields at present have a lus-

cious green color and look quite

promising. Further, it seems as

™' though this abundant rain has also

helped to keep down the incidence

of disease.
lJ

|
When the need of the Chittagong

a'area was presented to the India

Mennonite churches at their meet-

ing on July 10 and 11, they re-

sponded by offering to send in vol-

unteers to help with the work. Two
men, M. Kumar of Seraipali and F.

aIi(fBenn of Champa, have already gone

urn

to help with the relief activities for

the next two months. It was cer-

tainly thrilling and gratifying to

note the response on the part of

the Indian brethren, who themselves

often have a real struggle to main-

tain their own families.

INDIA MENNONITES UNITE

The first two volunteers to serve

under the newly organized Menno-
nite Central Committee of India

flew to Chittagong on Sunday, July

28, to help with the relief activities

in the cyclone disaster area. The
two volunteers are a young pastor,

M. Kumar, from Seraipali, and a

driver-mechanic, F. Benn, from the

Champa mission workshop.

Pastor Kumar's church will con-

tinue to pay his salary while he is

doing relief work for the next two

months. Even though the church

members have a struggle to make
their own living, they responded to

the call of a people in distress and

were willing to have Pastor Kumar
leave them for two months. Mrs.

Kumar and their one child are re-

maining at home. Kumar will like-

ly be in charge of a relief center in

which he will be organizing groups

to reconstruct public buildings, work
on embankments, etc. These work-

ers will be paid with food supplied

by Church World Service.

F. Benn, driver-mechanic, has

been employed by the Champa mis-

sion workshop for a number of

years and is well acquainted with

the repairing and driving of ve-

hicles. The mission has released

Benn to carry on relief activities

for two months. Since he has expe-

rience and skill in driving and re-

pairing motors, he will most likely

be operating one of the communi-

cation boats between Chittagong

and the relief centers. This is a dis-

tance of about thirty to forty miles

along small and large canals. The

Benns have eight children.

On February 1 and 2 delegates

from the six Mennonite and Breth-

ren in Christ churches in India met

in Calcutta to discuss a closer work-

ing relationship. In January, Orie

O. Miller and Vernon Reimer, MCC
Director in Calcutta, had visited all

the Mennonite areas and discussed

such a plan. Miller had received

prior sanction for such a move
from the different mission board

secretaries in America. The idea

was well accepted by all groups

and they responded by sending their

delegates to the February meeting.

At the organizational meeting. P.

J. Malagar of Dhamtari was ap-

pointed director of this program in

India. He began his duties in Cal-

cutta on July 1. The next meeting,

called by Malagar, was held in Cal-

cutta on July 10 and 11 for the

purpose of outlining future work
and for appointing an executive

committee. The newly elected execu-

tive committee consists of P. J. Mal-

agar, chairman; Vernon Reimer,

treasurer; Jacob Flisher, Mennonite

Church, M.P.; Ben Sawatzky, Gen-

eral Conference; Theo Kujur, Bihar

Mennonite Church; T. S. Devasaha-

yan, Mennonite Brethren; Arthur

Pye, Brethren in Christ; and S. M.

Hembrom, United Missionary

Church. One of the committee's du-

ties will be to draft a constitution.

The questions of peace and volun-

tary service were discussed at the

July meeting. One of the results of

this discussion was that the church-

es were prepared to send volunteers

to help in the Chittagong, Pakistan,

disaster. Two men have already

been sent.

A second project, a hostel, a joint

undertaking by the United Mission-

ary Church in Calcutta and MCCI.
was also approved at this meeting.

The hostel was dedicated Aug. 15.

GIFT LIST AVAILABLE

A list of suggestions for Christmas

"white gifts" is being prepared for

Sunday schools, youth and women's
organizations, and other groups by

the MCC Information Services. The
list will contain ideas for relief,

service, and Peace Section projects.

Requests for the list should be sent

to MCC, Information Services, Ak-

ron, Pa.

CAPTIVE PAXMAN SEEN

Paxman Dan Gerber of Dalton.

Ohio, and the two Christian and
Missionary Alliance workers, Elean-

or A. Vietti and Archie Mitchell,

who were taken captive by the Viet

Cong at Banmethout, Vietnam, in

May, 1962, were reported seen re-

cently by South Vietnamese folk.

The three workers were said to be

safe and well.

The report stated that Dr. Vietti

is being guarded closely, presum-

ably to render medical aid to Viet
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Cong troops. The two men were said

to have had a number of opportu-

nities to escape, but had chosen to

remain for the sake of her well-

being. Mitchell reportedly has op-

portunities to preach and to witness

in other ways.

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

Received Needed

by Aug. 31 by Aug. 31

f 880,61 2

66.6 %

$654,567

49.5 %

Budget for

1963 is

$1 ,322,240

Receipts for the month of August

in support of the budget of the four

boards totaled $70,391. This is about

$2,500 less than was received in Aug-

ust of 1962. For the year thus far,

the total stands at $654,567. Last

year at the end of August the figure

was $704,935. Every attempt is being

made to limit disbursements to the

amount received and not increase

indebtedness. This, of course, makes
budget adjustments necessary and a

curtailment in the program at some
points. Wm. L. Friesen, Conference

Treasurer

GRAHAM GETS HIGH RESPONSE

Los Angeles, where Billy Graham
first came to national attention four-

teen years ago, was almost all

smooth sailing. The jolts were few.

On September 8, Graham closed a

three-week preaching mission in Los
Angeles. The closing rally brought

an overflow crowd of 154,000 to Me-
morial Coliseum. Nightly attend-

ance averaged 44,302. Graham's
average attendance for meetings
previous to 1963 is 15,859.

Response in terms of inquirers

who came to repent, receive Christ

"as your personal Savior and com-
mit your life to Him" ran high. The
36,486 commitments represented

four percent of the total attendance.

In all previous meetings, the Gra-

ham teams averaged 3.2. percent.

Five of the Los Angeles meetings

were televised. Two hundred televi-

sion stations in the United States

and Canada carried the services.

On September 24, Graham will

make another type of television ap-

pearance. He will play a major role

on Jack Benny's comedy program.

The evangelist will play himself,

but will recite "some funny lines"

written by Benny's joke writers.

Graham will receive no pay for the

appearance. Benny will make a con-

tribution to the Billy Graham Evan-

gelistic Association. In a concession

to Graham, the program which is

usually taped on Sunday, was taped

on Saturday, September 14.

The only two negative notes

coming out of the California cru-

sade were an encounter with the

Peace Corps and a brush with fund-

amentalist Negroes.

About the Corps, Graham said in

a sermon, "So far, it is almost com-
pletely materialistic in its aims.

Without God at its center it cannot

accomplish all that we might hope
for."

From Minneapolis, R. Sargent
Shriver, director of the corps, re-

torted with two words, "He's

wrong." Shriver pointed to endorse-

ment of the corps by Southern Bap-
tists (Graham's denomination) as

proof of the group's idealism.

Negro evangelicals were riled

when in another sermon Graham
said, "Forced integration will never
work." He added that integration

"must come from the heart if it is

to be successful." He expressed
alarm at the efforts of "extremists"

who were either pushing integration

too quickly or were preaching racial

prejudice.

The cry of distress came from the

National Negro Evangelical Asso-

ciation, an affiliate of the National
Association of Evangelicals. (See

"Evangelical Race Stand," The
Mennonite, June 4, for information
on this group.) Said Marvil L. Pren-
tis, a spokesman for the Negro
group: "Dr. Graham consistently

fails to appreciate the intensity of

this great social dilemma which
cries out to be met head-on."

Graham will make a minor con-

tribution to race relations. On his

television appearance he will appeal
to Jack Benny for more considerate
treatment for Rochester.

WORLD LITERATURE SUNDAY

"Impact Through Literature" is the

theme for World Literature Sunday,

which will be observed around the

world on Sunday, October 13. The
Board of Missions is cooperating

with this by sending posters and

literature to all congregations.

Approximately $45,000 of 1963

budgets (including workers' allow-

ances) went for this phase of mis-

sion outreach, according to the

Board of Missions. The challenge is:

not only the distribution of liter-

ature but the use of it in the spread

of the gospel and in establishing

churches. "Millions can receive the]

Word of Life if Christians will give

as much for missionary literature

as they do for their own papers,

magazines, and books."

CONTEST WINNERS ANNOUNCED
Winners of the evangelism sermon

contest were announced at a recent

Evangelism Committee meeting in

Chicago. They were Roland Goering,

Reedley, Calif.; Albert Epp, Downey,

Calif.; and Peter Neufeld, Kingman,
Kan. The contest was part of a

"Speak for Youth Faith" emphasis

sponsored by the Evangelism Com-
mittee. Winning sermons will ap-

pear in The Mennonite, and other

entries will be duplicated.

The Evangelism Committee plan-

ned at its Chicago meeting to ex-

tend the "Speak for Your Faith"

effort. Since then materials have

been sent to the churches, and

schools have been contacted, and
materials are being prepared to

help the local church stress evange-

lism. The Committee also heard a

report on "Evangelism in Our
Schools," and re-elected Ward Shelly

of the Bethel Church, Lancaster,

Pa., as committee chairman.

CONFUSION IN THE MAILS

Many Mennonites have received lit-

erature from the Roman Catholic

St. Labre's Mission at Ashland,

Montana, and some have contrib-

uted in the belief that they were

furthering our own Indian mission

work there. To clear up this con-

fusion: both the Roman Catholic

work and the Ashland Mennonite

Church have the same mailing ad-

dress: Ashland, Montana. There the

resemblance ends, as the work of

each is different. You can be sure

your contribution will support mis-
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ion work by our Montana Cheyenne

hurches and by missionaries there

jc you mail it in care of the Board

f Missions, 722 Main, Newton,

Ian., or give through your local

hurch's mission offerings.

IFTEEN YEARS OF VS

Rhe Voluntary Service program of

|he General Conference is now fif-

een years old. What has happened

uring these years? What has hap-

ened to the volunteers? What has

appened to the church because of

he program? These are questions

he Board of Christian Service is

sking after its experience in di-

ecting this phase of work for the

Conference.

The board and the Institute of

/Iennonite Studies are sponsoring

n analysis of the voluntary serv-

ce program. They have authorized

Vilfred Unruh to make a detailed

tudy on various aspects of this

vork. Unruh is on leave of absence

rom the Board of Christian Serv-

ce office for study at Mennonite

Jiblical Seminary.

Unruh's study is expected to in-

lude such items as the number
nd type of projects engaged in,

;eographical locations, type of peo-

ile entering the service program,

iow financed, and how the program
ias changed through the years. It

ml follow up the vocational

hanges that have taken place in

he lives of those who have given

ime to the program. It will at-

empt to measure the spiritual

rowth of volunteers during their

eriod of service, their attention to

luman needs and to the church, and

t will also seek to determine re-

ations between the volunteer and

ds family. In regard to the effect

f the voluntary service program
n the church, the study will dis-

over how the church accepts vol-

nteers when they return to their

ome congregations, its sensitivity

o human need and to its own mis-

ion as a church.

RESBYTERIAN RADIO JINGLES

'resbyterians are going to preach

he gospel with radio jingles. The
erselets have been written by Stan

"reberg, California comedian.

The series will be tested soon on
lidwest radio stations. One of the

yrics reads: "Doesn't it get a little

>nely sometimes/ Out on that

mb without Him?/ . . . Why try

OAKLAWN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER Dedication and the formal opening of Oaklawn
Psychiatric Center, Elkhart, Ind., was held on Sept. 20. Primarily an outpatient

clinic. Oaklawn is staffed by eight professional people. This is the fourth and
newest of Mennonite Central Committee mental health facilities. The Center

was built with four objectives in mind. First, the staff will seek to understand

the troubled patient. Then ways of helping the patient will be sought. The
prevention of emotional disability is the third objective. And finally research

projects designed to enlarge the understanding of factors which affect mental

health will be carried on.

and go it alone?/ The blessings

you lose may be your own."

Presbyterian officers say that the

jingles are part of a test campaign
to interest more people in religion.

If the radio ads are successful in

the first test, they will be used na-

tionwide.

Freberg, the son of a Baptist min-

ister, has created ads for Chun
King Chinese foods, Contadina

tomato paste, and other products.

He has also written lively spoofs

of radio commercials. He claims he

is intensely serious about the Pres-

byterian jingles. He believes they

will bring more people into the

church.

In 1959 Presbyterians ran an am-
bitious newspaper campaign. After

a twenty-four week test run in

Rochester, N. Y., they discontinued

the project. The campaign concen-

trated on personal problems. Ads
carried headlines as: "Religion

saved me from cracking up" and

"Alcohol had him down." Church-

men did not feel the newspaper
campaign attracted enough people.

It produced only 720 requests for

further information.

Jehovah's Witnesses, Swedenborg
Society, and the Episcopal Church
are also testing mass media adver-

tising for evangelistic purposes.

RECORD NUMBER OF BUNDLES

A record number of Christmas bun-

dles—37,500 of them—were prepared

by Mennonites in the United States

and Canada in 1963 for distribution

to needy children. This year's total

exceeds last year's, the previous

high, by 2,000.

Three- to sixteen-year-old children

in the following countries will be

receiving bundles this Christmas:

Algeria, Burundi, Congo. Haiti,

Hong Kong, India, Indonesia. Jor-

dan, Korea, Paraguay, Taiwan, and
Vietnam.
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CALENDAR

Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North

Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Central

Sept. 28—Central Illinois Youth

Rally, Meadows (111.) Church.

Sept. 29—Mission Festival, Eicher

Church, Wayland, Iowa. Esther Mae
Andres, speaker.

Oct. 3-Nov. 7—Fall Study Series,

First Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Oct. 13—Program of Sacred Mu-

sic, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., Mr.

and Mrs. John Purvis and children,

guest soloists.

Oct. 7—Illinois Fall Women's Mis-

sionary Rally, Meadows (Illinois)

Church.
Oct. 6-13—Fall Meetings, Pulaski

(Iowa) Church, L. L. Ramseyer,

speaker.

Oct. 17—Indiana Fall Mennonite

Women's Rally, Community Park
Pavilion, Nappanee, Ind.

Northern
Sept. 23-29—Bible and Missionary

Conference, Bethel Church, Wolf
Point, Mont.; Peter Tschetter, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Roth, speakers.

Sept. 27 — Missionary Service,

Friedensberg Church, Avon, S. D.,

Marie Duerksen, speaker.

Oct. 6-13 — Evangelistic Bible

Teaching Series, Friedensberg

Church, Avon, S.D.

Oct. 13—Harvest Mission Festival,

Friedensberg Church, Avon, S.D.,

Harold Burkholder, speaker.

Pacific

Sept. 21-22—Washington General

Conference Sunday School Conven-

tion, Glendale Church, Lynden,

Wash.
Western

Oct. 3 — Kansas All-Mennonite

Women Meeting, Brown Auditorium,

McPherson, Kan.
Oct. 6—Harvest Mission Festival,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church.

Oct. 6—Western District Confer-

ence Sunday School Convention,

Tabor College Auditorium, Hills-

boro, Kan.

Lubin and Tillie Jantzen (Workers).

Oct. 11—Don Cossack Chorus, Me-

morial Hall Series, Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan.

Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church, Walter

Dyck, speaker.

MINISTERS

Ray Reimer will be interim min-

ister at Salem Church, Freeman,

S. D., until spring of 1964. Abe
Wiebe and Ralph Graber will also

assist.

John Thiessen, Moundridge, Kan.,

former missionary and executive

secretary of the Board of Missions,

will assist in pastoral duties at the

Bethesda Church, Henderson, Neb.,

during the next nine months while

the pastor, John Gaeddert, com-

pletes his seminary work.

WORKERS
Mildred Derksen, First Church,

Mountain Lake, Minn., left Sept. 16,

for Gulfport, Miss., for two years of

voluntary service. She will do secre-

tarial work, serve in the commu-
nity library, and teach Bible study

classes.

Albert and Wilma Jantzen have

returned to Hotevilla, Ariz., after

a three-month furlough at Flagstaff.

During the past summer they man-

aged the Southwest Bible Confer-

ence campgrounds for a series of

summer retreats.

Lubin and Tillie Jantzen flew Sept.

2 to Delhi, India. The address for

their third term of service is Janj-

gir, M.P., India.

William and Barbara Martens,

Leamington, Ont., will serve a

three year term under MCC-TAP.
They have been assigned to the

Boy's Secondary School in Borakin

Ladi, Nigeria.

Ralph and Helen Shelly, Quaker-

town, Pa., will teach at St. Faith's

College in Kaduna, Nigeria. They
are serving under MCC's Teachers

Abroad Program.
Gordon and, LaDeen Stucky, First

Church, Newton, Kan., will be serv-

ing in the 1-W program in Denver.

Elvera Voth, Anchorage, Alaska,

received significant acclaim as di-

rector of the Anchorage Community

Chorus in its presentation of Bach's

Mass in B Minor in June. Robert

Shaw was guest conductor.

Robert Warren will head the phys-

ical education program at Bluffton

(Ohio) College. He has his M.A.

degree from Bowling Green State

University and has had coaching

experience.

Frieda Wiens, Kelowna Mission

Church, Kelowna, B. C, will serve

as a nurse in the MCC-VS program

in Newfoundland.

DEATHS

Mrs. Isaac (Anna) Androes, First

Church, Newton, Kan., born June

15, 1897, and died July 13.

Mrs. William (Catherine) Baum-
gartner, Grace Church, Pandora,

Ohio, born April 16, 1878, and died

Aug. 15. Her husband, one daughter

and three sons survive.

Isaac H. Habegger, First Church,

Upland, Calif., born Aug. 15, 1883,

and died Aug. 24.

Gustav P. Regier, First Church,

Newton, Kan., born July 14, 1883,

and died Aug. 20.

Henry J. Albright, First Church,

Pretty Prairie, Kan., born Oct. 5,

1886, and died Aug. 3. Survivors

include his wife, three daughters,

and two sons.

Marie Auernlveimer, Immanuel

Church, Downey, Calif., born Oct. 4,

1880, and died July 20.

Lydia Baughman, First Church,

Normal, 111., born Jan. 5, 1871, and

died July 30. Two sons and a daugh-

ter survive.

Mrs. John Boshart, Wayland (la.)

Church, died June 13, at age 76.

Mrs. Helen Claassen, Beatrice.

(Neb.) Church, borri March 12, 1879.

in Russia and died July 26.

John Jacob Funk, Coaldale (Alta.)

Church, born Aug. 9, 1893, in Oster
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wich, Russia, and died June 26. His
wife, four sons and one daughter
survive.

Mrs. Sarah Giesbrecht, Coaldale
(Alta.) Church, born Oct. 23, 1895
in Olgafeld, Russia, and died July
4. Three sons and four daughters
survive.

Mrs. Helen Jantzen, First Church,
Beatrice, Neb., born Oct. 14, 1878,

in Russia, and died July 18.

Aaron Liechty, Wayland (Iowa)
Church died July 14 at the age of 69.

Adolph H. Buhler, Deer Creek
(Okla.) Church, born Jan. 20, 1883,

and died Aug. 31. His wife, three
sons and three daughters survive.

Mrs. George P. Eitzen, Bethel
Church, Mt. Lake, Minn., born Feb-
ruary 15, 1895, and died Aug. 11.

Dietrich D. Esau, Bethel Church,

STEWARDSHIP HOPE

The following letter was sent by a
Lutheran layman to his church pa-

per. We asked him for his permis-

sion to use his letter here and share
his concerns with our readers.

Over the shoulder of a fellow-

:ommuter on a suburban train sev-

eral months ago I saw a copy of

Our Sunday Visitor, the National
Catholic Action Weekly. Spread
across the title page in letters three

nches high were the words "Titli-

ng, Five Separate Views." Remem-
bering my own repeated and futile

efforts over the past forty-five years
:o interest us Lutherans in tithing,
' was most grateful when the gen-
leman passed it on to me after he
vas through with it. Eagerly I read
the five articles].

Something like this was what I

lad in mind when I presented to

he ULCA convention in Seattle in

[963 a resolution urging a church-
ride study of tithing, which to my
;nowledge has had little, if any, im-
>lementation.

This issue contained also "A Prot-

stant Looks at Church Support,"

y Dr. T. K. Thompson, who is di-

tector of the Department of Stew-
rdship and Benevolence of the Na-
onal Council of Churches. Although
kst year Protestants gave $2,708,-

Mt. Lake, Minn., born Jan. 4, 1888,

and died July 10.

Katie Pankratz Froese, Eden
Church, Inola, Okla., born Dec. 14,

1905, and died Aug. 13. Four chil-

dren survive.

Henry F. Jungas, Bethel Church,
Mt. Lake, Minn., born March 6,

1897, and died Aug. 9.

P. M. Klaassen, Bethel Church,
Mt. Lake, Minn., born Aug. 20, 1897,

and died Aug. 1.

G. G. Quiring, Bethel Church, Mt.
Lake, Minn., born Feb. 9, 1904, and
died July 25.

Mrs. P. A. Rempel, Bethel Church,
Mt. Lake, Minn., born June 7, 1886,

and died June 30.

Josephine Widmer Wenger, Eicher
Church, Wayland, Iowa, born June
9, 1877, and died July 30.

722,264 or $69 per member, a very
sizable sum, he considers it a poor
record, as it represents slightly over
one percent of income and a far
call from anything that could be
considered "sacrificial" or big
enough to cause a significant change
in the standard of living of the
giver. And we Lutherans continue
to occupy the same unenviable posi-

tion among the other denomina-
tions that we did forty-five years
ago when I first began to look into

Lutheran giving.

This special issue, the largest in

page content, went to 1,775,000

readers and must represent a mass
assault upon Catholic indifference

in giving in support of their church.
I had long hoped that our stew-

ardship agencies might sponsor a
campaign to enlighten our people
about tithing. I am convinced that
if each of the synods of our LCA
would do this, our church would
speedily solve our financial prob-
lems and the spiritual life would be
quickened.

A Colorado Presbyterian minister
several years ago supplied kits of
appropriate tithing material for cir-

culation among his people. When
he began, there were only two tith-

ers in his congregation. When the
campaign closed three months later,

there were 102. Deficits became bal-

ances and the whole atmosphere of
his parish was changed.
A storehouse of such material is

available here in Chicago free of
charge. I should be happy to help

MARRIAGES
Norman Dale Busenitz, First

Church, Newton, Kan., to Mildred
Irene Jackson, Wichita, Kan., on
July 26.

Mary Ann Heidebrecht, First
Church, Halstead, Kan., to Donald
L. Drum, Grace Methodist Church,
Winfield, Kan., on July 28.

James Juhnke, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., to Anna Kreider,
First Church, Wadsworth, Ohio, on
Aug. 31.

Thomas E. Kelly, First Church,
Newton, Kan., to Susan Maureen
Byrd, Plymouth Congregational
Church, Wichita, Kan., on July 26.

Ctiarles Lyman, Grace Church,
Pandora, Ohio, to Wanda Lehman,
Hively Avenue Church, Elkhart,
Ind., on Aug. 3.

any congregation to make this con-
tact if desired.

Let us not hesitate to emulate our
good friends, the Roman Catholics,
for many of our parishes suffer from
the same problem, inadequate finan-
cial support and there is abundant
evidence that tithing will offer much
needed help. H. S. Bechtott, Room
1418, 19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago 3.

BLANKETS AND ART— II

Dear Editor: Dora Sukau's inter-

pretation (Letters, Sept. 3) of your
remark that "art may reach as
many people as blankets" is quite
different from my own. You did
not say that art would reach the
same people as blankets, or in the
same way. Surely there is no sub-

stitute for food and clothing for the
human being who is starving and
freezing. But man does not live by
bread alone, and we who have ade-
quate food and clothing have still

a need to find and understand our-

selves and others and God. Here it

is that art may reach us. It may in-

spire a devout soul to seek God on
still a deeper level; it may goad a

satisfied soul to a deeper searching;
it may stir a weary soul to one more
attempt to understand another's
need. It may even lead us to more
effective sharing of our blankets
and bread.

I quite agree that art may reach
as many people as blankets. Ruby
Baresch, Valley Ho No. 23, Grand
Forks, N. D.
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CROP
Drives

The gathering of the harvest is a

reminder of the annual CROP
drives, particularly in the rural

areas. CROP is the abbreviation

for Christian Rural Overseas Pro-

gram. This relief agency originated

shortly after World War II when
many refugees and displaced people

were destitute of food and clothing.

CROP, today, operates all over the

world wherever disaster or hunger
is found.

In the early years of the program,

volunteer workers gathered grains

from individual farmers as they

were willing to give. The grain was
gathered by trucks and hauled to

local elevators. It was then trans-

ported to mills where it was ground
into flour or meal. This was then

packaged and shipped overseas to

feed hungry people.

The CROP program has grown
since its origin. Today it is no longer

strictly a rural program since ur-

ban people are given the opportu-

nity and are urged to contribute.

Today most of the contributions are

received in cash which is used to

purchase foods to be shipped to

areas of need all over the world;

however, many farmers still make
their contribution by hauling grain

to a local elevator and designating

it for CROP.

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

Some years ago the U. S. Govern-

ment adopted the policy of contrib-

uting surplus food to Church relief

agencies on a match basis. In past

years, the government has furnished

surplus food valued from twenty to

to twenty-five times the amount of

the total CROP contribution.

Most of the larger denominations

of the United States cooperate in

the CROP Program. The Mennonite

Central Committee is one of the

cooperating church agencies. Most
of the food that is contributed is

distributed through Church World
Service (CWS); however, all funds

channeled through Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee are distributed by
MCC personnel.

CROP drives are held in rural

areas as soon after harvest as pos-

sible. In the cities the drives are

usually held in late fall. In many
Mennonite communities sizable con-

tributions have been made to the

CROP-MCC drives. The 1963 goal for

the state of Kansas is $250,000 of

which a large percentage will be
channeled through MCC.
The CROP program merits the

encouragement and support of Men-
nonite Men everywhere, perhaps not

in an official or organizational ef-

fort but as individual or community
efforts.

CAMP MENNOSCAH IMPROVED

Several new facilities were added
to Camp Mennoscah for the 1963

Summer Retreat Program. Menno-
nite Men of the Western District,

although not directly responsible for

these new facilities, have budgeted
substantial sums for Camp Men-
noscah. Local men's fellowships

have also contributed a great deal
of labor and service for most of the
existing facilities. Recently, a new
swimming pool was constructed by

a Wichita, Kan., firm. Also two new
cabin tents were added to the sleep-

ing quarters of the camp. These
tents were designed by Harold Loh-
rentz. They were designed in such
a nature that they could be assem-
bled and disassembled easily and
quickly. They also were constructed

so that they could be easily moved
from one site to another.

The floors of these tents are hex-

agon in shape and are constructed

of wood joist and flooring. Men of

the Halstead Church were respon-

sible for the construction of the

floors.

The frames were made from two-

inch metal pipe. These with the

other necessary hardware were
built by men of the First Church
of Christian, Moundridge.

After the tents were transported

to Camp Mennoscah, men of the

Eden Church of Moundridge assem-
bled the frames to the floor and at-

tached the canvas material to the

frames to complete the project.

These tent cabins will accommodate
at least ten campers each, increas-

ing the lodging facilities to approxi-

mately 120 for Camp Mennoscah.

N. D. MEN HOLD MEETING

Mennonite Men of the Northern Dis-

trict met for their annual meeting
on June 21 at the James Valley audi-

torioum in Carpenter, S. D. This

meeting was held in connection

with the seventieth session of the

Northern District Conference. The
featured speaker of the public pro-

gram was Andrew Shelly. His mes-
sage was entitled "The Christian

Layman's Total Commitment to

Christ and the Church."
At the business session the men

voted to divide the offering and
project money among three causes:

Swan Lake Retreat Ground Devel-

opment, General Conference Menno-
nite Men projects, and Resettle-

ment of Indians in Paraguay. C. L.

Graber of Goshen, Ind., reported on
the difficulties connected with the

Indian resettlement in Paraguay.
Following is a list of the officers

that guide the affairs of the North-

ern District Mennonite Men: presi-

dent, J. T. Rempel, Henderson,
Neb.; vice-president, Clarence Pet-

ers, Henderson, Neb.; secretary-

treasurer, E. P. Graber, Freeman,
S. D.; program committee members.
Palmer Graber, Freeman, S. D.; and
Wilbur Friesen, Marion, S. D.
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Janet couldn't stand the thought of prying eyes searching her arms for needle marks.

One
Small

Part

of

Living

Phyllis Naylor

Dr. Carpenter stood up and helped
his patient on with her coat. Notic-

ing that his remark about the rain

had gone unanswered, he glanced
down at the young girl and saw the
grim set of her lips.

"Janet, is it really as bad as all

that?"

"It's worse."

"Only if you make it that way.
Come on, now. Cheer up. I'll see you
in a week." He tried to get her to

smile, but Janet trudged out through
the waiting room and disappeared
down the hall.

The rain had settled to a slow,

monotonous drizzle, drifting down
from a thick, gray sky. The cars
made wet smacking sounds as they
sped past the curb, and Janet didn't

even bother to dodge the spashing.
She boarded a bus at the corner and
sank down in a back seat, survey-
ing her reflection in the glass.

Janet Hodges, her eyes told her.

Diabetic, they added. She stared for

a moment at the round face, the
blue eyes and brown hair. The
strange angry feeling swelled up in

her again and she quickly turned
her head away.
She just couldn't be! Diabetics

were old people or sick people or
. . . anybody else but herself. She'd
never been ill before—hardly a day
in her life until two months ago,
and even then it hadn't seemed
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like much. She'd been losing weight

(wonderful she'd thought) but was
feeling weak and thirsty. When Dr.

Carpenter made his diagnosis and

told her about the daily injections

and the diet, she'd been annoyed

more than anything else.

"How long do I have to do all

this?" she'd asked.

The doctor stopped and looked at

her intently for a moment. Then
in a quiet voice he'd said, "Janet,

this is something you've got to learn

to live with."

All her life! It had finally sunk
in. Sixty more years maybe! A hor-

rible diet not even a cow would
like, and injections before every

meal!

Three girls got on and waved at

Janet.

"Don't come back here," Janet

murmured under her breath. "I

don't want to talk to anyone." As
if by magic, the girls hesitated and
then took a seat behind the driver.

The magic was working. It seemed
to Janet she could almost will what
would happen. In the cafeteria she

always wished she would be left

alone, and took a table in the cor-

ner. And always, no one bothered

her. She couldn't stand the thought
of prying eyes searching her arms
for needle marks or staring at her
food.

All the embarrassing things that

happened at school those first few
weeks! The day she collapsed after

a strenuous game of baseball. The
time she'd been discovered giving

herself an injection in the rest-

room before she learned she could

use the nurse's office.

And all the things people thought
up to help her forget—like the time
the pastor called to see if Janet
would take another girl, recovering
from polio, under her wing.

"Oh, no," she'd thought, politely

refusing. "You can't get my mind
off the problem by making me
worry about someone else. I've got

enough worries of my own!"
She hated her body as though it

were a traitor.

Janet decided to get off at Fifth

Street and walk down to the drug-

store for a magazine. Escape into

the world of reading was what she

wanted.

"Janet!" It was a masculine
voice, and even before she turned

around, Janet knew it was Bill Lam-
bert.

No, she thought, wishing he would

stop coming. But this time the mag-
ic wasn't working and a second

later Bill smiled down at her from
his height of six foot one.

"Hi! Where you been lately?

Seems I don't see you anymore."

Janet faked a smile. "You saw
me yesterday in French."

"Yeah, but where do you disap-

pear to after class? I mean, do I

need a new toothpaste or some-

thing?"

Her laugh was real this time, and
Bill joined in. Then he said, "I'm

going down to the drugstore for a

Coke. I'll treat you. How's the amps
and volts assignment coming?"
Something bolted inside Janet but

there was nothing she could do.

He hadn't asked her to have a

Coke, he'd simply assumed it. Then
she heard herself talking about the

physics lesson and wondered how
in the world she'd handle the Coke
bit.

It would have to happen this

way! For a year she'd admired Bill

Lambert, and felt like shouting

when she found herself in the same
French class with him. And now. . . .

"Didn't see you at the Senior Ban-
quet last week," Bill was saying.

"Don't you like fried chicken?"
"I don't . . . don't go places much,"

Janet murmured, and added defen-

sively, "I'm a diabetic."

Bill looked down at her. He didn't

look shocked or sorry or embar-
rassed—just curious.

"Is that all?" he said.

"What do you mean?"
"I mean, is that all you are?"

Bill stuck his hands in the pockets

of his jacket and sauntered on.

"You're not a singer or a golfer or

an honor student or a baby-sitter

or anything?"
Janet looked at him sideways, her

mouth half open. Was he making
fun of her? Bill caught her look and
gave her a friendly smile.

"I'm not trying to be rude," he
said. "I just mean, well—I'm near-

sighted, but I like to think I'm a lot

of others things too. I suppose dia-

betes is a lot more serious than
nearsightedness, but I'm sure there's

more to you than that."

"He's absolutely nuts," Janet
thought as they slid into a booth in

the drugstore. Bill ordered a Coke,
she asked for coffee, and they were
back on the amps and volts assign-

ment old Pederton had assigned all

his physics classes. Two couples
came in the door, recognized Bill,

and came over.

"Hi, y'all," said Harry Ellis, pull-

ing some chairs from a neighbor-
ing table. He placed one behind the
dark-haired girl he was with. "Mind
if we join?"

Bill moved over so Ted Bailey
could sit down, and Janet squeezed
in her corner to make room for
Marie. The four newcomers ordered
sundaes and then launched into a

discussion of the coming basketball
game.
The ice cream arrived. Harry had

ordered a new peanut-marshmallow
topping that he insisted everybody
try. Janet cringed. This always hap-
pened. The two or three times she'd
dated since Dr. Carpenter's diag-

nosis, something always happened
to put the spotlight on her. She
hated it. And suddenly, the spoon-
ful of ice cream and syrup was
being shoved toward her, when Bill

said, "I'll eat that for her, Harry.
She's diabetic."

Janet stared at Bill in horror.
Why did he have to broadcast it?

How cruel could you get? Yet Bill

didn't look cruel at all.

"Oh?" Harry said. "Nothing sweet,
huh?"
Marie and Ted and the dark-

haired girl were looking at her too.

"That's awful!" Marie said. "No
sundaes or Cokes or stuff?"

"That's it," Janet said uneomfort-
ably. She sipped her coffee, her eves

down.
But Harry continued. "That all

you have to do- leave off sugar and
sweets? I thought diabetics had lo
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take shots."

"I won't answer you," Janet pro-

tested inwardly. "Why should I en-

tertain you?" But she said, "Yes, I

have to take shots."

"When?" Marie asked.

"Before meals."

"Does it hurt?" the dark-haired

girl was saying. "Where do you take

them—on your arms?"
Suddenly Janet couldn't stand it.

"You can read all about it in

books," she said stiffly, clunking

down her coffee cup. Then she felt

around for her purse and half rose

to go.

The others were surprised, and

I

Harry looked apologetic. "Honest,

Janet, I didn't mean to sound nosey,

i I'm just curious, that's all."

Bill leaned his long arms on the

table. "I guess I know how she feels.

I've got what the doc calls divergent

eyes or some dumb thing like that.

Twice a day I've got to go through
an exercise of looking cross-eyed at

one finger—twenty times. I mean,
how do you think that looks in

study hall?"

Everybody laughed, and Janet
smiled in spite of her anger.

"You think you've got troubles,"

Marie said. "I've got to massage
Imy gums fifteen minutes in the

morning and fifteen minutes at

night or the dentist says all my
Iteeth will fall out before I'm forty."

"No kidding?" Ted looked across

the table at Marie. "I've got the

same trouble!"

"I always knew we had a lot in

:ommon," Marie quipped, and this

:ime Janet led the laughter.

"Well, since this is confession
lay," said Harry, "I've got a shoul-

3er defect for which I have to sleep

m a bed board. Now imagine me
?oing on a trip with that thing."

ie turned to the girl beside him.
'And what is your affliction?"

The dark-haired girl thought for
t moment. "I ... I guess I don't
lave anything—yet," she said. "And
ook how out of step that makes
me."

Bill turned back to Janet. "Sorry,
ud, but you're not unique. We've all

jot a drag on us somewhere. But
ell us fascinating things and we'll

isten."

OUTH is sponsored by the Young People's
Inion of the General Conference Mennonite
Virch. Editor, Elvero Baumgartner.

"Well . . . I . . . what do you want
to know?"
The questions came and Janet an-

swered. And as she talked, it seemed
far easier than she had imagined.
Her friends wanted to know what
diabetes was and how she knew
she had it. They wanted to know
about the insulin and why it was
important. And before she knew
it they were talking about Marie's

gums again and Bill's nearsighted-

ness and what happened when he
forgot to take his glasses on a bi-

cycle tour. Then they were off on
basketball, and when they finally

broke up, it was agreed that the
six of them were going together to

the next game.
Bill had to shop for a pair of

shoes so Janet walked home by
herself. "What else are you?" Bill

had asked. She thought about all

the things she had given up or
forgotten since her first visit to

Dr. Carpenter— the piano lessons,

the sketching, the bowling team

—

all for no good reason. Janet Hodges
was many things, and diabetes was
just one small part of living.

She stopped suddenly and realized

she'd passed the church parsonage.
She retraced her steps and rang the
bell on the porch. The pastor opened
the door and smiled when he saw
her.

"Come in, Janet! Good to see you!"
Janet smiled back. "Oh, I can't

stay. I just wanted to know if that
girl with polio still needs encourage-
ment. I'd be glad to see what I can
do."

NO RUSSIAN YOUTH GROUPS

Russia's churches do not have youth
organizations, a visiting Russian
clergyman said here, adding that in

his country it is up to the parents
to give their children religious in-

struction.

The Rev. A. I. Mitzkevitch, asso-

ciate general secretary of the Union
of Evangelical Christians (Baptists),

made the comment in reply to a
question at a press conference.

He was one of four Russian
churchmen who visited Atlanta as
part of the U. S. tour by sixteen

Soviet religious leaders.
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, flJt I, Class Hostage

Diogenes lived in a tub. He was a Greek beat-

nik. He is best known for carrying a lantern

through the streets. It "was three hundred years

before the Christian era. He said he was "look-

ing for an honest man.
1

' He implied that it

was hard to find one. A current ad by one of

our giant utilities suggests that he should have

looked in the yellow pages. Such a listing would

be helpful, but it isn't in our book. It skips

from Homes—Nursing to Hospital Equipment.

So until the telephone company comes to our

rescue, where will we find an honest man? Let's

look around with Diogenes. Before I visited a

prison, I thought that there should be some hon-

est men in prison. (By honesty I mean the bib-

lical type of honesty whereby a man knows him-

self to be a sinner. See Romans 3:23.) But I

was disappointed. Though judged by their peers

as sinners, they do not admit their guilt. Their

fault was getting caught. They are victims of

persecution and social unrest. Here is none of

the insight that divides the joints and marrow.

So where do we look? The yellow pages do

list the church. Do you think we dare dial the

number? I'd rather have you do the talking.

(Better you than Diogenes. Let's keep this

among friends.) I'm afraid my voice would

betray disappointment. I can't see why the

churches don't have a better record. After all

you have to admit that you're a sinner to join.

But afterward we forget about it. Becoming a

church member is supposed to have made us

good. So we spend our time trying to prove

our goodness. This is the biggest dishonesty

that the folklore of the church has foisted on us.

( I say folklore, because this is not found in the

theology of the church. The church does not

teach this. But, in spite of all, this is the popu-

lar view of what it means to be a Christian.)

And so wc Christians live the big lie. We pre-

tend to be good examples—something we really

aren't. And we do it all for God's sake. As

though God needed our defense. As though, if

we admitted that we were less than perfect, this

would reflect on God's power to save us or any-

one else. God doesn't need this kind of help.

He's still trying to get Romans 3 : 23 across to

us. "All have sinned and fall short of the glory

of God." Somehow we have supposed this has

something to do with people outside of the

church. We drowsed through the sermon. That

light in your eyes, could it be a lantern?

I'm glad Diogenes stalked around before the

time of the church. It would have been too

embarrassing. He might have been more suc-

cessful in prison. For honesty is our world's

basic moral issue. We fret about drinking,

druss, and adulterv. Fret on. These deserve

attention. But until the church is a haven for

sinners instead of a brood for hypocrites, we

have only a tinfoil armor to fight the fiery drag-

ons of this age. Our churches have been raising

moral cripples instead of warriors. For without

honesty we are unable to preach the gospel

which begins with "All have sinned."

We could have honest churches if we wanted

them. But we need to return to the gospel.

Like a dog we have returned too often to the

vomit of our own press releases. So many
Christmas bundles, so much money given to

worthy causes, so many good words from out-

siders about our fellowship and four-part har-

mony—all these smell like good fruit. They

have lured us into a pretense of goodness that

isn't real. We are still dying men in a dying

world. And where is the church or Sunday

school class where I dare admit that I am a

sinner? Where can I find sympathy and under-

standing? Where can I find a place where it

is safe to be honest? We want no one else to

speak the truth lest the light should shine on our

hearts too. Is this the church of Peter and Paul?
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TALK
FROM
A TV
SET
Walter Neufeld gives a ma-

ligned member of our society

a chance to speak for itself.

I am a television set. Recently your minister attacked me.
Today he has given me a chance to speak myself. We have
agreed to let you judge my worth and station in your life.

I am a television set. I am a machine. With glass and
metal and wires. I take a picture and a voice out of thin
air. I bring both of these to your eyes and ears.

I am a powerful machine. Experts say I am the most
influential of all gadgets. I not only tell things; I also
show things. I have more influence than many people;
even more than preachers. I command the attention of
some people for endless hours.

I used to be sin. When I first came to Kansas some fifteen

years ago, some pointed their fingers at me. They said,

"You are bad." If people took me into their homes, others
would say to my friends, "You are evil. You have an evil

machine in your house."

But time has changed things. I am not sin anymore.
Even those people who talk about the simple life, the Men-
nonites, have accepted me. Today I am in. Everywhere I

go, people defend me. They tell how much good I can bring
into their homes. People talk about me to their neighbors
and friends. They speak about all the educational and
religious programs that I carry. Of course, they do not
always listen to these programs. But then it is a good point.

People give me a lot of attention. Even if I am old,

dilapidated, and scratched, when my face lights up and my
voice speaks, they sit at attention for endless hours, and
even longer. In some homes I get more attention than the
children. I steal time from people. They do not really know
how much of their time I am stealing. I steal it from right
under their noses. I cannot help but smile as I look at their

simple eager, worshipful eyes.

But I am not evil. I am neutral. As a matter of fact, I

could go one step farther and say that basically I am good.
I have scripture to back me up. God made everything, and
when He stepped back to look it over, He said that all of

it was good. So you see, that includes me. Remember one
thing about me. I never harm any person against his will.

If I bring harm to someone, it is only because he has chosen
to have me do this to him. I was made to serve people. I

cannot help it, if people turn around to serve and worship me.
Let me tell you a little about my work. I am a busy ma-

chine. I hardly have time to speak to you this morning. I

am badly needed at home. My main work is to carry mes-
sages. I take a message from one person to another, from
one place to another. My work is important. I know this,

because people spend a lot of time and money on me. Most
people spend more on me than they do on their church and
school put together.

What kind of messages do I carry? This is not mine to

decide. Sometimes I have been severely criticized for the
kind of messages I bring. But I have no mind. I do not
decide which message to bring. I just bring them.

A Baby-sitter

For some people I am a baby-sitter. One difference be-

tween me and other baby-sitters is that I take care of

babies of all ages. Some parents who are too busy for their
own children, turn to me for help. They do not have time
to spend with children. They give me the job of teaching
their children during their formative years.

I don't like to be a baby-sitter, because I don't think I

make a very good substitute for parents. You see, I have
no mind, I have no hands, I make no decisions, and I cannot
reach the switch myself. Some days when I bring little
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children those messages about im-

morality, liquor, tobacco, guns, and

death, I almost die of shame. But,

I am only a machine. Those parents

who use me as a substitute for

themselves may some day find them-

selves paying a big price for my
services. They may lose their own
children. You see, children are

strange creatures. They tend to fall

in love with anyone who will have

time for them.

A Salesman

For other people I am nothing

more than a salesman. What do I

sell? I sell lots of things. I sell

whatever people want to sell. Much
of my time is spent selling things

like beer, wine, and cigarettes. And
of course, pills. I believe I sell more
pills than all the other salesmen

put together. I don't know just why
this is. Perhaps it is because there

is more money in these products.

Perhaps it is because people have

no other place to turn with their

troubles than to these products.

I sell other things too. I sell a lot

of violence. At least, I dish it out.

My constant picture of violence and

easy death does things to people.

When I give them violence day after

day, I soon begin to see results. Life

becomes cheap. People become cal-

loused and hardened in their hearts.

They see so much violence on my
face, that they become immune to

the misery and tragedy in real life.

They lose their love and compas-

sion for men in trouble.

A Noisemaker

For still other people, I am noth-

ing more than a lot of noise. The

noise level in America is rising. I

am being used as a drug to help

people escape from their silence. I

help people escape from the terror

of being alone with their miserable

selves. As my noise level increases,

the need to think and meditate is

removed. As a matter of fact, real

meditation and reflection is well

nigh impossible. Lots of people like

it this way. I am an escape.

My noise makes other things

seem out of place. It takes the place

of fellowship in the family. Family

worship is pushed from one corner

to another, until it is finally given

up altogether.

A Thief

For other people I am a monster,

one who has come to steal and de-

stroy. No, I do not take money,

and I do not destroy property. I

steal and destroy because I become

an entertainment center. People

who do not know how to use me,

soon begin to depend on me to en-

tertain them all the time. The more
they depend on me, the less they

depend on themselves. They become
lazy. It does not take long until

their minds have become so lazy,

they cannot think for themselves.

They have lost all ability to be

creative. The less creative they be-

come, the more they depend upon
my services.

And so the snowball builds up.

Man has become a vegetable. He
just exists. He has no purpose great-

er than to be entertained. Perhaps

I will some day change even thej

physical features of men. If men do

nothing but watch me, they will

soon develop a head with a brain

the size of a split pea, and eyes asi

big as saucers! Well, physically this:

may never happen. Psychologically

it may even be true already.

I am a thief and a robber for|»

those who do not know where myfW-

switch is. I steal their minds, theis

initiative, their motivation. I ste^
their time, their reading habits, ana
ther ability to think and be creative,
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A Servant
Or

To some men I am a servant. Ifw

can bring messages of good news>P«

and wholesome information — even

the good news of the gospel of Jesus )nce

Christ. I don't know why I didn't

mention this sooner. Perhaps it is

because this is one of my lesser

roles. But I think it could be an im
;

portant one. Actually you see, I cann

carry good news just as easily as Jlj

the bad. You didn't know this? Welf
it is true—I can preach the gospel

of Jesus Christ just as freely as the

gospel of the pills. I know, I haven't

been doing this enough in the past|i

but then, I make no decisions.

Anyhow, as far as preaching good

news is concerned, I am at a dia

tinct disadvantage. I don't know
why it is, but it usually takes the

church and the forces of good,

about ten years to accept a new idea

The only thing holding me back oj

course, is that the forces for gooi

news have not been willing to

spend the money on me that thj

forces of evil have been willing to

spend.

Well, thanks for listening to raM

My time is far gone. I've got toN

get back home before my family

gets home from church or else theyfn

will get real impatient with me
What I am, is in your hands. Whatjiirii

I do, depends on you. I do nothing

good for people, unless they want|iai

me to. I do nothing wrong to peJT

pie against their will. Remember,

if you make me evil, it is not I

that will go to hell.
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Tongues and the Holy Spirit

Tohn Mackay, former president of
3rinceton Theological Seminary,
mce called the ministry of the Holy
spirit "the forgotten factor" in
:hristian thought and life. He could
lardly use that phrase today. In all

lectors of the church—and often in
inexpected places—the doctrine of
he Holy Spirit is now at the very
enter of interest.

One facet of this revival is a re-

lewed interest in the "gifts of the
ipirit" (1 Cor. 12:4-11), particularly
he gift of tongues and of healing.
)nce felt to be a peculiarity of the
ringe movements and sects, the
henomenon of "speaking in strange
angues" has appeared in several
f the old-line denominations. Dur-
fig 1959 and 1960 it became gener-
lly apparent that these "gifts of
ie Spirit" were coming to expres-
ion with increasing frequency in
ie life of the historic churches.
The press has taken note of this
evelopment, particularly among
piscopalians and Lutherans. Time
lagazine has carried reports of the
ppearance of charismatic gifts
mong students at Yale University
ad on other college campuses.
A number of well-trained and theo-
igically sensitive ministers are de-
sting themselves to the movement,
hey hope that it will bring about
spiritual renewal of the historic

lurches.

This unexpected and startling ap-
?arance of glassolalia (speaking in
her tongues) in otherwise sedate
id well-ordered churches has left
any Christians bewildered and
mfused. They know that at Pente-
>st, after the descent of the Holy
pit, the disciples "began to speak
other tongues." They know also

at something akin to this con-
iued in the early church, for Paul
rites about it in his Letter to the
irinthians. They are aware that
ch phenomena have appeared
om time to time in the life of the
urch, particularly in times of
ress. They find themselves asking
rious questions. Is this present

Donald C. Frisk

movement a work of God? Are we
remiss in our spiritual obligations
if we do not give full assent to it?

What should our attitude as re-

sponsible Christians be toward it?

Paul says, "Concerning spiritual
gifts, brethren, I do not want you
to be uninformed" (1 Cor. 12:1). In
the spirit of that injunction, our
first responsibility as believers is

to take time for study of this move-
ment and particularly of the New
Testament understanding of the
"gifts of the Spirit."

A New Relationship

Let's approach this task with rev-
erent and open minds, for we do
not wish to quench any work which
may be an expression of the Spirit's

will for our day. On the other hand,
let's proceed with caution. We may
find ourselves captivated by dra-
matic and extraordinary happenings
which seem highly spiritual but in

the long run may bring misunder-
standing and division to the body
of Christ.

Much can be said in support of the
contemporary interest in tongues.
Students of the movement are gen-
erally convinced that it desires to

avoid the extreme and extravagant
emphases which have often accom-
panied its appearance in the past.

There is no attempt to let tongues
replace the more ordered forms of

worship. Supporters of the move-
ment are concerned that all things
be done "decently and in order"
(1 Cor. 14:10).

The experience of speaking in
strange tongues has often brought
a sense of release and joy, a new
awareness of sin, a greater earnest-
ness in prayer, a deepened apprecia-
tion of and devotion to the Scrip-
tures, an increased desire to witness,
and in general, a spiritual renewal
of the personality. Of course, this
kind of renewal may come through
any experience which involves a
fresh encounter with the Holy
Spirit. The decisive happening is

not the speaking in tongues but a
new relationship with the Spirit.

Divisive and Obsessive

On the negative side a number of
things have been pointed out by
biblical scholars and by earnest and
devoted Christians. Perhaps these
criticisms may be summed up in
two major comments:
However strongly the leaders

warn against it, the tendency to
create "a false aristocracy of the
Spirit" is almost irresistible. The
church tends to divide into two
groups—those who have had the ex-
perience and those who have not.
And the assumption arises that
those who have spoken in tongues
are therefore "more spiritual."

Again, in spite of its own words
of warning, the movement almost
inevitably tends to stress the gift
rather than the Giver. In the New
Testament the range and variety
of gifts given to the church are
astonishing. They are all used by
the one Holy Spirit in complemen-
tary fashion for the building up of
the body of Christ. "To each is giv-

en the manifestation of the Spirit
for the common good" (1 Cor. 12:7).

It is unfortunate that emphasis
falls upon this one gift which for
Paul is the least of all gifts. More
in keeping with the New Testament
is a longing to be indwelt by the
Spirit himself, who will express
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The experience of speaking in strange tongues has

often brought a sense of release and joy, a new

awareness of sin, a greater earnestness in prayer, a

deepened appreciation of and devotion to the Scrip-

tures, an increased desire to witness, and in general,

a spiritual renewal of the personality.

himself in whatever manner He
chooses.

What then ought our attitude be?

It can best be determined in the

light of the ministry of the Holy
Spirit in the totality of our Chris-

tian life.

In the New Testament, and par-

ticularly the writing of John and

Paul, the work of the Holy Spirit is

subservient to that of Christ. The
Spirit is the gift sent down by the

risen Christ to be the sign, the seal,

and the mediator of His continuing

ministry among men.
While the earthly ministry of

Jesus was accomplished in conjunc-

tion with the Holy Spirit, there was
no abiding presence of the Spirit

among men until after Jesus' death

and resurrection. As John 7:39 de-

clares, "For as yet the Spirit had
not been given, because Jesus was
not yet glorified." It is when Jesus

is glorified, i.e., "lifted up," cruci-

fied, raised, and ascended, that the

Spirit comes like the dawn or spring.

Through His death and resurrec-

tion the messianic kingdom has ar-

rived and the promise, "I will pour
out my spirit on all flesh" (Joel

2:28), is fulfilled. The age to come
is here, and the great proof of its

arrival is the presence of the Holy
Spirit in our midst. While we wait
for the final consummation of the

kingdom, we know now the Spirit

as "the guarantee of our inherit-

ance" (Eph. 1:14).

The Unoriginal Spirit

Through the Holy Spirit the re-

deeming ministry of the risen Christ

is carried on. Through the Spirit

the gospel is made present and
powerful, and Christ becomes con-

temporary and real. Every deed,

every thought, every aspiration

which is spiritually significant is

accomplished through the Spirit.

There is no Christian life without
Him. We do not need to pray for

the coming of the Spirit; He has

come. What we do need is to pray

that He may fill us and work might-

ily through us.

The primary function of the Holy
Spirit is to bear witness to Christ.

He adds nothing new to the truth

which was revealed in Jesus. He
simply takes the things of Jesus

and declares them to us (John 16:

14). His work is curiously unorig-

inal. He calls attention to Jesus

Christ.

That this work of the Holy Spirit

is sometimes accompanied by start-

ling signs, such as speaking in

tongues, is evident in Scripture.

Such phenomena occurred in the

Corinthian church. Paul does not

deny that these occurrences may be

manifestations of the Spirit, nor

does he discourage their appearance.

He does, however, insist that they

are not of great importance in com-
parison with other gifts of the

Spirit. He asks the Corinthian Chris-

tians to set their hearts on the high-

est gifts.

The burden of Chapter 14 of Paul's

epistle is that the gift of prophecy,

i.e., the Spirit-moved declaration of

the will of God with respect to a

current situation, is more impor-

tant than tongues. One who speaks
in a tongue is understood only by
God, but the man who prophesies

"speaks to men for their upbuilding

and encouragement and consola-

tion" (1 Cor. 14:3). Speaking in

tongues may edify the speaker, but

prophecy edifies both speaker and
hearer.

If one does speak in a tongue, he
should, Paul says, pray for the pow-
er to interpret. In public meetings
Paul suggests that only two, at

most three, speak in a tongue, that

each speak in turn and then only if

there be an interpreter. He does

not deny that tongues may have
value for private edification (1 Cor.

14:15, 18), but, he says, "in church

I would rather speak five words
with my mind . . . than ten thou-

sand words in a tongue" (1 Cor.

14:19). He recognizes also that

tongues may be a sign to unbeliev-

ers but insists that prophecy is a

much more effective sign (1 Cor.

14:22-25).

The More Excellent Way

Rightly to discern the biblical

evaluation of tongues one must see

the perspective and emphasis of the

New Testament as a whole with re-

spect to the work of the Spirit and
His gifts. Paul in the Corinthian

letter is developing a line of thought

which characterizes the entire Bible.

He moves from the "merely super-

natural" evidences of the divine to

the "supernaturally ethical" evi-

dences, to quote Stephen Neill. He
is concerned to show the Corinthi-

ans "a more excellent way" (1 Cor.

12:31).

The more excellent way is the way
of love, which for Paul is not mere-

ly an emotion. It is a Spirit-quick-

ened concern for one's fellowman
which expresses itself in such prac-

tical everyday things as humility,

patience, tenderness, and sacrificial

service. Such qualities are not at

first glance as noticeable as tongues,

but, says Paul, they are the things

that really matter. When every-

thing else has passed away, faith,

hope, and love will abide, and the

greatest of these is love.

When the Holy Spirit is mightily

present in the life of the church

and of the believer, the most char-

acteristic expression will be a life

of Christ-like love. In such love

will be found the accents of Cal-

vary. A sense of awe in the pres-

ence of transcendent and holy pow-

er is no less evident here than in

the more spectacular gifts.

One does not need to have the gift

of tongues to know that he is filled

with the Holy Spirit. Rather than

concentrating attention on one of

the gifts, let us pray for an infilling

by the Spirit himself that those prac-j

tical and ethical qualities referred

to in Galatians 5:22 as the fruit of?

the Spirit may characterize o\xw

lives. And let us also pray that the

full energizing power of the Spirit

of God may grip us and use us in
significant witness to a world that

sadly needs to see the freshness and

vitality which the Holy Spirit carl

bring to Christ's church.
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After the Birmingham Bomb
'Christian people throughout this

and feel a terrible sense of sorrow
ind shock at the bombing of the
Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in

Jirmingham, Sunday, September 15,

yhich brought about the tragic
leath of four children."

Thus spoke Robert W. Spike, ex-

cutive director of the National
Council's Commission on Religion
nd Race on the day after the bomb-
jtg-

Spike called for prayer that the
our deaths would not be in vain,

le said, "The passage of a really

ffective civil rights bill and the
awn of a new day in race relations

re the most eloquent memorials
/hich this land can erect to their

lemory."

As an expression of the concern
£ General Conference Mennonites,
[. A. Fast, attended a memorial
srvice for the four children in

iirmingham on Sept. 18. The bomb
last victims were Cynthia Wesley,

U Denise McNair, 11; Carol Robert-
Dn, 14; and Addie Mae Collins, 14.

Fast is executive secretary of the
eneral Conference's Board of
hristian Service.

The bombing came eighteen days
fter the historic March on Wash-
igton for Jobs and Freedom,
ilt was here that church leaders
^pressed their concern for future

I

ice relations.

Eugene Carson Blake, addressing
le stirring mass of 200,000 Negro
id white Americans in the mass
liy, said that it is "partly because
h churches of America have failed

put their own house in order that
to years after the Emancipation

Proclamation . . . the United States
still faces a racial crisis."

Dr. Blake, a "founding chairman"
of the March, was one of the ten
speakers, including a Roman Cath-
olic and a Jewish leader, who spoke
to the March from the steps of the
Lincoln Memorial.

"I wish indeed that I were able
to speak for all Protestant, Angli-
can, and Orthodox Christians as I

speak on behalf of full justice and
freedom for all born or living un-

der the American flag," Dr. Blake
said.

"But that is precisely the point. If

all the members and all the min-
isters of the constituency I repre-

sent here today were indeed ready
to stand and march with you for
jobs and freedom for the Negro
people, together with all the Roman
Catholic Church and all the syna-
gogues in America the battle for
full rights and dignity would be
already won."

Blake, who is chairman of the
Commission on Religion and Race,
noted that through the years the
churches have "said all the right
things about civil rights," but that
Christian churches as well as the
community at large were still guilty

of practicing segregation.

In his post-bomb statement, Spike
added, "It is time for the white
Christian people of Birmingham to

arise and speak out openly and
forcefully against the madness
which has swept their city, a mad-
ness which was allowed to take
root and grow by their silence and
which has been encouraged and in-

flamed by the reckless and irrespon-

sible statements of open defiance

made by their Governor. Let them
now acknowledge that the only way
to prevent such senseless tragedies
is by wholehearted public support
of a society where all men, both
white and Negro, are truly free."

ASIA IS MISSIONS THEME
Mission study groups in most Prot-
estant churches next year will again
study a foreign and a home mis-

sions theme. Selected by Friendship
Press, the topics are "The Chris-

tian Issue in Southern Asia" and
"The Changing City Challenges the
Church." The Women's Missionary
Association of the General Confer-
ence Church recently published its

Guide to Mission Study on these
themes. Special attention will be
given to India since it is the only
country in Southern Asia in which
the General Conference carries on
a mission. Because the city church
was more or less recently studied,

one session has been planned on the
Indian Americans instead.

Mrs. Lotus Troyer, chairman of

the Literature Committee, is editor

of the study guide. Committee
members are Mrs. Gerhard Buhler
and Mrs. John Gaeddert.

SEMINARY FINANCING PLANNED
Because eighty percent of Menno-
nite Biblical Seminary expenses
must be met from contributions,

the Executive Committee is arrang-
ing for long-term seminary financ-

ing through church giving. The Con-
ference executive secretary and the
Conference president or secretary
are meeting with seminary repre-
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sentatives and district ministers and

officers throughout the rest of 1963

to plan seminary support.

Northern District meetings on

seminary financing were held at

Bloomfield, Mont., Sept. 17; Arena,

N. D., Sept. 18. Other meetings are:

Mountain Lake, Minn., Nov. 19; and

Freeman, S. D., Nov. 20. Executive

Secretary Orlando Waltner and

Seminary board chairman Olin

Krehbiel attended as Conference

and seminary representatives. Cen-

tral District meetings began with

a meeting at Fort Wayne, Sept. 30.

The Canadian Conference is sched-

uling seminary finance meetings in

Ontario, Oct. 5 and at Morden, Man.,

Oct. 7. Other area meetings will fol-

low in October.

TRAIN CHURCH LEADERS

This October a leadership training

publication, Learning to Lead, will

be ready for churches who would
like to train teachers and other

church leaders. The ten-lesson

course with teacher's manual and
pupil's book is designed to help

everyone who says "I'm not a lead-

er" when asked to fill a church
office. Interested churches can be-

gin now to schedule teacher-leader

training in the 1963-64 church year.

Learning to Lead is for teachers,

church officers, committee members,
and for all church members who
would participate in the church pro-

gram if they had some leadership

training. The material explains

kinds of leadership, how people

communicate, how a mature group
functions and makes decisions, etc.

The manual is the first of a series

of six publications on leadership

training, one of which will come out
every year for the next five years.

Others in the series are: Learning
to Teach, Learning to Understand
Pupils, Learning to Know the Bible,

Learning to Understand Administra-
tion, Learning to Understand the

Life and Mission of the Church.
These will enable churches to con-

duct leadership training sessions

every year. The courses are a joint

project of the General Conference
Mennonite Church and the (Old)

Mennonite Church.

BOTE CHANGES EDITOR

Walter Quiring, editor since April 1,

1955, of Der Bote (the General
Conference Mennonite German-lan-
guage weekly once described as "the

best German paper in North Amer-

ica") retired in September. He is

succeeded by Peter B. Wiens of

Herschel, Sask., who has been asked

by the Conference to serve for the

coming year as interim editor.

Der Bote was born January 16,

1924, as Der Mennonitische Immi-
grantenbote, serving Mennonite im-

migrants to Canada from Russia.

Founder-publisher Dietrich H. Epp
edited the weekly at Rosthern, Sask.,

until his death in 1955, when he was
succeeded by Walter Quiring.

The paper became a Conference

publication when it merged with

Christlicher Bundesbote in 1947, and
it has continued to serve German-
speaking Mennonite immigrants
through the years (about 2,450

copies go to South America and
western Europe). (The Bundesbote
includes in its ancestry the Reli-

gioeser Botschafter, the first suc-

cessful Mennonite church paper in

North America, founded by John H.

Oberholtzer, Milford Square, Pa., in

1852. Under Quiring's capable editor-

ship the paper expanded to twelve

pages and 9,000 circulation. It is

expected that this represents the

paper's peak circulation, as second-

and third-generation Mennonites
also read English papers.

During his editorship Quiring also

produced several illustrated books
on Mennonite immigrants: Im
Schioeisse Deines Angesichts, 1953,

on Mennonites in Latin America;
Mennonites in Canada, 1961, and his

forthcoming Als Hire Zeit erfuelt

war on Mennonite immigration
from Russia, available this Novem-
ber. Following his retirement as

editor, Quiring will be teaching lan-

guage at United College, affiliated

with the University of Manitoba.
Peter B. Wiens, Der Bote's new

editor, was before his appointment
a member of the paper's editorial

board and a frequent contributor.

NO CHANGE IN 1-W PROGRAM
When President Kennedy stopped

the drafting of childless married
men (married men with children

have not been drafted since 1956)

on September 10, about 340,000 men
were exempted from the draft. This

change will not greatly affect the

1-W program. The number of Men-
nonite young men being drafted has

declined in the past few years.

With renewed emphasis on volun-

tary service and Pax, the church is

hoping for a higher percentage of

1-Ws in church programs in the

future. Earning 1-W service is not

a church program, though it has
possibilities for creative Christian

service. The church is responsible

for the earning 1-W as a church
member.

Alternative church programs are

voluntary service and Pax. These
projects are administered by the

Conference Board of Christian Serv-

ice and by Mennonite Central Com-
mittee. They offer greater oppor-

tunities for witness than do 1-W pro-

grams not under church administra-

tion, because of sacrificial living,

discipline, and the rendering of

greatly needed services.

Vern Preheim, General Confer-

ence service director, adds this re-

minder: "Responsibility for peace
witness is not, however, up to con-

scientious objectors and volunteers

alone but rests with the entire

church as members live peaceably
with one another and act as peace-

makers as situations arise."

NEW MENNONITE ARTICLES

A new confession of faith in modern
language has been adopted by the

(Old) Mennonite Church's biennial

General Conference which met in

Kalona, Iowa, in August. It was the

first revision of such a statement in

more than forty years. Some twen-

ty articles in the statement deal

with items including the nature,

function, discipline, and ceremonies
of the Mennonite church, the mis-

sion of the church, Christian integ-

rity, and marriage and the home.

WORKERS FOR YUGOSLAVIA

Mennonite Disaster Service wants
three skilled workers for two
months of service at Skopje, Yugo-
slavia, scene of an earthquake which
virtually demolished the city of

170,000 on July 26.

The three Mennonite volunteers

will join three Brethren Service

Commission and six European work
ers in helping to erect 150 prefabri

cated houses donated to Skopje by
the World Council of Churches. The
twelve-man unit will include electri-

cians, plumbers, and men skilled

in the erection of prefabricate^

houses.

The Mennonite Central Committee
will cover travel expenses and the

Yugoslav Red Cross will provide

room and board.
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f U.B.S. IS GRADUATE SCHOOL

Union Biblical Seminary is to be a
graduate school for students in mis-
sion Bible schools in Africa and
Asia. This was the recommendation
made by representatives of the Co-

operating Home Boards of the semi-

nary as they met in Winona Lake,
Ind., June 13.

The seminary is now becoming
well renowned through Africa and
Asia for its combination of academic
excellence and intense evangelistic

zeal. Even during the hot season,

teams of students are out witness-

ing, distributing literature, reaching
India and nearby countries for

Christ, the head office reports.

Representatives of the cooperating
boards heard the report that of the

present five-year $125,000 building

program, men's residences, a chapel,

and a library-administration build-

ing have been completed. A new
program projected for 1965 was pre-

sented, but approval is pending com-
pletion of the current building

schedule and more detailed plans

from Dr. Kline, the president. The
first building, an $8,000 dormitory
for women, was approved and con-

struction will begin as soon as plans
are completed and finances are

available.

Union Biblical Seminary at Yeot-

mal, India, is sponsored by nineteen

evangelical mission groups, includ-

ing the Board of Missions of the

General Conference. General Con-
ference representative on the board
is S. T. Moyer, retired missionary
to India, who was elected chairman
of the Endowment Committee at

the June meeting. Kenneth Bauman,
General Conference missionary, is

urrently on the seminary faculty.

Tina Block recently completed two
years of service as secretary-

treasurer of the seminary.

HELP FOR RETARDED

Jem Preheim of the Board of Chris-

ian Service visited the Denver,
Jolo., unit September 6. Here, at

•Vheat Ridge State Home and Train-

ng School, an institution located
lalf a mile from the Arvada Church,
our volunteers serve retarded per-

:ons ranging in age from approxi-
nately two to seventy. Katie Froese
if Leamington, Ont., helps in the
lietary department; James Goering
>f Moundridge, Kan., is an orderly
n charge of a boys' ward; Eldon
Schmidt of Goessel, Kan., and John

DEMONSTRATION FARM IN GREECE Pax fellows hand up cement for the top of
the house on the demonstration farm in the Aridea Valley of Greece. The house
will be a general building used for shop, garage, office, hatchery, and battery
room for chicks. The Mennonite Central Committee agricultural experiment farm
was dedicated June 30. Two hundred people were present for the dedication.
Speeches were given by the representative of the mayor of Aridea, the Nomark
of Nomos Pelles (similar to a state governor in the U.S.), Mr. Chisos. the
director of agriculture for Nomos Pelles, and Peter Dyek, European MCC director.

Wehmuller of Okarche, Okla., serve
on the grounds crew. The volun-

teers live at the institution. They
have also been active in the Arvada
Church program.

KANSAS PEACE SEMINAR

Five Kansas churches—Buhler, He-
bron, Hoffnungsau, Bethel, and In-

man—conducted a peace seminar
September 21-22 at Buhler, Kan.
The seminar was limited to about

fifty persons who considered, with
the help of resource persons Elmer
Ediger, Esko Loewen, and Maynard
Shelly, the question: "Jesus' way of
love and peace—is it relevant to-

day?" The seminar included Bible
study, presentation of Anabaptist
thinking, discussions on how biblical

concepts of love and peace relate
to issues today, and study of what
can be done in communities, church-
es, and families.
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CALENDAR

Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North

Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Central

Oct. 3-Nov. 7—Fall Study Series,

First Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Oct. 7—Illinois Fall Women's Mis-

sionary Rally, Meadows (Illinois)

Church.

Oct. 6-13—Fall Meetings, Pulaski

(Iowa) Church, L. L. Ramseyer,

speaker.

Oct. 13—Program of Sacred Mu-
sic, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., Mr.

and Mrs. John Purvis and children,

guest soloists.

Oct. 15—Iowa Women's Fellow-

ship Meeting, Zion Church, Donnell-

son, Iowa. Mrs. Clara Bernice Mil-

ler, speaker.

Oct. 17—Indiana Fall Mennonite
Women's Rally, Community Park
Pavilion, Nappanee, Ind.

Eastern

Oct. 6—Eastern District Organists'

Workshop, West Swamp Church,

Quakertown, Pa.

Oct. 12—Father and Son Fellow-

ship Supper, Grace Church, Lans-

dale, Pa. Eastern District Mennonite
Men, sponsors.

Oct. 12—Mennonite Men Work-
shop, Grace Church, Lansdale, Pa.

Northern
Oct. 6-13 — Evangelistic Bible

Teaching Series, Friedensberg

Church, Avon, S.D.

Oct. 13—Harvest Mission Festival,

Friedensberg Church, Avon, S.D.,

Harold Burkholder, speaker.

Oct. 20-27—Evangelistic meetings

and Harvest Festival, Bethlehem
Church, Bloomfield, Mont. Victor

Sawatzky, speaker.

Pacific

Nov. 3-8—Young People's Bible

Conference, First Church, Aberdeen,

Idaho, Paul F. Goossen, speaker.

Western
Oct. 3 — Kansas All-Mennonite

Women Meeting, Brown Auditorium,

McPherson, Kan.
Oct. 6—Harvest Mission Festival,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church.

Oct. 6—Western District Confer-

ence Sunday School Convention,

Tabor College Auditorium, Hills-

boro, Kan.
Oct. 11—Don Cossack Chorus, Me-

morial Hall Series, Bethel College,

North Newton, Kan.
Oct. 20—Mission Festival, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan., Mr. and Mrs.

Glendon Klassen, Tina Block, Esther

Mae Andres, and Vern Preheim,

speakers.

Nov. 1—Western District Women's
Missionary Organization Conference,

Bethel Church, Inman, Kan.

Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,
Beatrice (Neb.) Church, Walter
Dyck, speaker.

WORKERS
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Andres, Loon

Straits, Man., have served the Me-
tis Indians at Loon Straits the past

year and have returned to continue

their service there after a vacation

at Glidden, Sask.

Leo and Sylvia Epp, Henderson,

Neb., are beginning a two-year

Christianity and

Communism

christian™

fine communism

What is Communism? Behind the

charges and countercharges there is a

call to Christians to witness in a chang-

ing world. By Russell L. Mast. 50 cents.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

term of Voluntary Service at Wheat
Ridge State Home and Training

School, Denver, Colo.

Henry Fast, Kindersley, Sask., re-

turned home Sept. 4, from a two-

year term in Pax in Greece.

Geraldine Freed, Lansdale, Pa.,

will replace Janet Soldner as a mis-

sionary nurse in Colombia. Janet

Soldner will return in November
for her fourth furlough.

Eleanor A. Mathies, Leamington,

Ont., will leave Asuncion, Paraguay,

Nov. 13 for her first furlough after

five years of service at the Menno
Colony.

Ronald Pauls, Bethel Church, In-

man, Kan., began his 1-W service

at the Presbyterian Hospital in Den-

ver, Colo.

Kay Vogt, Winnipeg, Man., has

joined the office staff of the Confer-

ence of Mennonites in Canada, as

secretary. She has done voluntary

service at Wiltwyck School for

Boys, New York.

Maria Froese, Bergthaler Church,

Winnipeg, Man., has been appointed

to a one-year term at Children's

Center, Laurel, Md. She will serve

under the MCC-VS program.

Verna Funk, Steinbach Bergthal-

er Church, Steinbach, Man., will

serve in the MCC-VS program in

Newfoundland. She is a teacher.

Eva Heinrichs, Zion Church, Swift

Current, Sask., has accepted teach-

ing assignment in Newfoundland
under the MCC-VS program.

Maurice Kaufmann is the new as-

sistant professor of biology at Bluff-

ton (Ohio) College. He received his

doctorate from the University of

Illinois and has been in Paraguay
under the MCC.
Evelyn Kirchhofer, First Church,

Berne, Ind., willl serve a one year

term at MCC headquarters in Ak-

ron, Pa.

Omar L. Voran resigned as as-

sistant administrator of Bethel Dea-

coness Hospital and Bethel Homei
for Aged. He has been accepted byfl

the University of Minnesota where
he will study toward a master's de-

gree in hospital administration.

MINISTERS

Isaac and Margaret Froese have]

entered a pastorate at the Oraibil

(Ariz.) Church.

Jacob J. Mierau has become thel

pastor of the Silver Street Church,!

Goshen, Ind. He is also a studcntl

at Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
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H. C. Scheffler resigned as pastor
of Clearbrook (B. C.) Church. He
will work with the Bienenberg, Swit-

zerland, Bible School. J. L. Zacha-

rias succeeds him as minister.

PUBLISHED
An Organ Handbook, prepared by

the Worship and Music Committee
of the Board of Education and Pub-

lication has been published. The
paperback manual includes helps for

choosing an organ, features of both

pipe and electronic organs, use of

the organ in worship, historical

background, and lists of music and
publications. The Handbook will be

helpful to churches thinking of buy-

ing a new organ as well as to

church organists. Free copies may
be obtained by writing to the Board
of Education and Publication, 722

Main, Newton, Kan.
Choice—A Study of Teenage Is-

sues is a 140-page illustrated book-

let with thirteen study lessons for

senior highs on having a good time,

dating and courtship, getting along
with parents, vocations, use of

money, and related subjects. With
a publication date of October 1,

CHOICE is available for your YPU
fellowships, midweek meetings, Sun-

day evening groups, and senior high
Sunday school classes. Writer Mrs.
3'Ray Graber has provided not

only material for study and lively

discussion on issues relevant to teen-

agers but a bibliography at the end
bf each chapter listing additional

/outh material for further study.

5APTISMS
Bethlehem Church, Bloomfield,

Mont., on Aug. 11: Mrs. Jack Fuller,

Vlrs. Jonathan Unruh.

\AARRIAGES
Dorothy Marie Bergen, Vancouver,
B.C.) Mission Church to Henry
Zempel, Eden Church, Chilliwack,

3.C., on Aug. 23.

Margie Mae Krehbiel, Bethany
Church, Kingman, Kan., to Gilbert
Tutzy, Yoder (Kan.) Mennonite

Church, on Sept. 7.

Roger Lohrenz, Bethel Church, Mt.
Lake, Minn., to Bobbye Kennedy,
Bladsoe, Texas, on July 28.

Mary Ann Quiring, Bethel Lustre
Church, Frazer, Mont., to Donald
Ray Hostetler, Little White Chapel,
Glendive, Mont., on Aug. 2.

Orpha Schrag, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., to Edward Mur-
ray, Church of the Brethren, on
Aug. 24.

Marianne Stucky, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., to Kenroy Jan-
zen, Salem Church, Bridgewater,
S. D., on Aug. 18.

Don Voth, Eden Church, Inola,

Okla., to Elnora Weaver, Gulliver,

Mich., on Aug. 31.

Thelma Ann Voth, Eden Church,
Inola, Okla., to Omer R. Nunley,
Jr., Locust Grove, Okla., on Sept. 6.

Larry Wilson, Meadows (111.)

Church, to Jane Krabill, Baptist

Church, Piqua, Ohio, on Aug. 23.

Henry Penner, First Church, Beat-
rice, Neb., and Darlene Buss, St.

John's Lutheran Church, Beatrice,

Neb., on Aug. 4.

Douglas Reichenbach and Patri-

cia Holster, First Church, Bluffton,

Ohio, on Sept. 1.

Ada Schmitt, First Church, Hal-
stead, Kan., to George R. Hess,
Methodist Church, Burrton, Kan.,

on Aug. 30.

Gerald Schrag, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., and Evelyn
Claassen, First Church, Beatrice,

Neb., on Aug. 5.

LaDeen Voth and Gordon Stucky,
both of First Church, Newton, Kan.,

on Aug. 17.

Erna Remple and Edward Wilson
Adamache, both of Grace Church,
Regina, Sask., on Aug. 10.

Jerry Tiahrt and Bonnie Ford,
both of Bethesda Church, Marion,
S. D., on Aug. 31.

Dennis Wiens, Bethesda Church,
Marion, S. D., to Lavida DeBoer,
First Baptist Church, Corona, S. D.,

on Aug. 16.

VISUAL AID
A sixty-seven-frame filmstrip de-

scribing the work of the Mennonite
Central Committee in India, Pakis-
tan, Nepal, and Vietnam has been
prepared for use in this year's mis-
sion study on South Asia. The
filmstrip is available with a printed
script and a twenty-minute tape re-

corded narration. Orders should be
sent to the MCC in Akron, Pa., or
Kitchener, Ont. It is also available
from the larger conference offices.

NEW ADDRESSES

Africa
Harold Graber, Kandala via Gungu,
Congo

Vernon J. Sprunger, B.P. 1, Tshika-
pa via Leopoldville, Congo

R. F. Schnell, B.P. 1, Tshikapa via

Leopoldville, Congo
Selma Unruh, Kandada via Gungu,

Kikwit, Leopoldville, Congo

Asia
Ruth Bixel, Box 235, Beirut, Leb-
anon

J. J. Duerksen, Champa, M.P., India
Verney Unruh, 5330 Namiki, Miya-

konojo, Miyazaki, Japan

Alberta

M. D. Goerzen, Box 367, Beaverlodge
John C. Kraft, Box 186, Edmonton
Arizona

Ben J. Albright, 1280 E. Allen St.,

Tucson
Mrs. Eugene Doyle, Box 347, Mesa
George R. Ediger, Box 232, Tuba
City

Ray Yoder, 9847 N. 7 Place, Phoenix
Mrs. Everett Weesner, 1512 E. Oak

St., Phoenix

California

Elwin Claassen, 4644 E. Orleans,
Fresno

Valeria Chapman, 4 Harrison St.,

Novato
D. W. Edmonds, 432 Del Mar Court,
Chula Vista

Mrs. Viola Montgomery, 6259 N.
Villa, Clovis

Otto P. Schmidt, 323 James St.,

Livermore

Mr. and Mrs. Orville Andres.

Leo and Sylvia Epp (Workers).
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No Freedom

Until All Are Free

"Freedom," chanted thousands of

voices at the base of the Lincoln

Memorial in Washington, D. C.

"Now," came the response from un-

der the trees. It was August 28, and

the March on Washington for Jobs

and Freedom had brought over

200,000 Americans to the nation's

capital. They had come to demon-
strate their support for the Presi-

dent's civil rights legislation and to

press for first-class citizenship for

all Americans.

Singing "We shall overcome!" the

petitioners marched from the Wash-
ington Monument to the Lincoln

Memorial. There they were ad-

dressed by leaders of the civil rights

movement and entertained by scores

of performers who came as con-

cerned citizens to show their sup-

port for the Negro cause.

The marchers had come from all

parts of the country and from all

walks of life. There were house-

wives and clergymen, students and
professors, maids and movie stars.

From Harlem came a delegation

of unemployed Negroes for whom
civil rights legislation might mean
jobs. Parents came with the hope

that their children would no longer

have to attend Jim Crow schools.

Some government workers, Con-

gressmen, and Senators took the

day off to attend the program at

the Lincoln Memorial. Afterward
Negro leaders met with President

Kennedy who said that the March
on Washington had advanced the

cause of America's Negroes and
made a significant contribution to

all mankind.
Most of the delegations were from

civil rights organizations, labor un-

ions, or church groups. The Nation-

al Council of Churches' delegation

included some of the most promi-

nent clergymen of America. The
unity of the religious bodies in the

civil rights cause was expressed by

a placard reading, "We march to-

gether—Catholics, Jews, Protestants

—for dignity and brotherhood of all

men under God, Now."
What brought Kansas Mennonites

to a demonstration of this kind?

Why were white people involved in

the Negroes' struggle? I joined the

March on Washington for Jobs and
Freedom because I believed, with

one of the speakers at the Lincoln

Memorial, that until all our people

are free, none is truly free. I

marched because, as a Christian, I

am ashamed of our "segregated

Sunday mornings." I marched be-

cause I believed it to be the way
of Christ.

As I marched, I thought of the

only Negro I had known as a child.

His name was symbolic of the de-

sire of Negroes through the cen-

turies, for he was called Kansas
Freeman. I was nearly grown before

I realized that the freedom which
had been his was not the same as

the freedom which white Americans
could claim. In the March on Wash-
ington for Jobs and Freedom, tak-

ing place in the centennial year of

the emancipation of slaves, Negroes
were laying claim to a share in that

freedom which other Americans
have long enjoyed.

Over thirty percent of the march-
ers were white people. We marched
to show our faith in the Negroes'
just cause. It was a march for all

Americans, and our "salt and pep-

per" crowd, as one Negro enter-

tainer described it, showed a unity

that must accompany the goal of

first-class citizenship for everyone.

The marchers were of all ages,

but there were comparatively few

children. There were teenagers and

young adults, with a look toward

the future full of ambition and

longing. There were middle-aged

people from all economic levels.

Here and there were a few people

who must have been marching for

the sake of their grandchildren. But

from whatever station in life, nearly

all were neat, well-mannered, pleas-

ant people.

In everyone there seemed a calm

determination, and a knowledge ofj

the way to go. Now and then there

was a reference to Medgar Evers

or William Moore, never with a

sense of revenge for their deaths,

but rather with a willingness to

emulate their sacrifices, if neces-

sary, to gain "Freedom—Now."

The March on Washington for

Jobs and Freedom was a truly im-

portant event, not so much because

of the numbers who came, but be-j

cause of the way in which they took]

part. They did not march in a mili-

,

tary fashion, but they walked with

order and with purpose. They were

determined people, deeply involved I

in a cause, but they were gracious,

happy, and self-confident.

The day was a highlight in the

civil rights movement. Yet those

who marched pledged to make it

not a climax, but a new beginning

in the struggle for jobs and free-1

dom for all Americans.

Perhaps more than anyone else,

Martin Luther King spoke for thej

marchers when he repeated again

and again, "I have a dream," look-
,

ing forward to the nation living upj

to its creed that all men are cre-

ated equal. "I have a dream!" he

cried, that the sons of former slaves!

and the sons of former slave own-j

ers "will sit down at the table ofj

brotherhood." Then firmly he re-i

peated, "I have a dream," and 200,-

,

000 fellow Americans dreamed with!

him.

Standing in the shadows of the!

Lincoln Memorial, one could not

help but wonder if the dreams ofj

the great emancipator of 1863 might

be coming true as the nation in 1963

begins to listen when the Negrol
demands, "Freedom — Now." Lo-{

Vonne Piatt, Route 2, Newton, Kan.
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Mary Jo Goering

THE CITY:

GOD'S GIFT

A new experiment in youth camp-
ing was made this year. Seventeen
senior high young people attended
a city camp sponsored by the West-

ern District Retreat Committee. The
purpose of the camp was to wel-

come our transition to the city as

God's gift and not as an evil to be

escaped. Other districts are talking

of holding similar retreats.

'The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me to

preach good news to the poor. He
las sent me to proclaim release to

he captives and recovery of sight

:o the blind, to set at liberty those

vho are oppressed, to proclaim the

icceptable year of the Lord" (Luke
: 18-19).

With these verses as our guide,

seventeen senior high city campers
:pent a week in Kansas City study-

ng the problems of Christians and
he church in the city. Stanley Bonn,
vith his firsthand knowledge of

ity problems and his dynamic lead-

rship, was an excellent director.

Upon arrival at the Kansas City
Mennonite Church on Monday after-

noon, July 29, we set about convert-

ing the church basement into camp
headquarters. It's surprising how
comfortable a Sunday school table

can be to sleep on when you pad it

with blankets or an air mattress!
We divided into committees and

did our own meal planning and
preparation. The camp staff was al-

ways ready and willing to help us
with any problems we encountered,
and they led us in many meaning-
ful discussions and experiences
throughout the week. Every morn-
ing we gathered for a presentation
of a specific city problem, and in

the evening we discussed it further
in the light of the day's experiences.
Leola Schultz of Kansas City, and
Larry Voth of Markham, 111., were
discussion leaders. The main ques-
tion was, "How can we share our
faith?" We studied the problem of

overcoming barriers caused by dif-

ferences in background, education,
language, customs; the problem of

dealing with ourselves when our
first reaction to an unpleasant situ-

ation is to turn our heads and to

pretend not to notice. We soon
found that we have a duty as Chris-
tians to do our part in solving these
problems. We agreed that we can't

sit around and wait for answers to

drop into our laps; we must share
our search for a strong faith. In
the fellowship of searching togeth-
er, we are drawn closer to Christ
and may draw others to Him also.

One of the highlights of camp
was the play, "He Who Is Wound-
ed," which five of our group pre-

sented, once for the campers and
again for the members of the Kan-
sas City Church. Nola Janzen, girls'

counselor, served as an excellent di-

rector. The play deals with over-
coming racial prejudice, which fitted

in nicely with the camp theme since
racial problems are quite distinct
in Kansas City.

Our activities were varied, inter-

esting, and educational. One after-

noon we painted the outside and
one room inside of the home of a
widow who lives in the slum dis-

trict. While we worked we talked
to the lady about her encounter
with Christ. She is not highly edu-
cated, but she does have a simple,
direct faith.

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People's
Union of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

Wednesday afternoon, on a tour

of the city, we saw slum districts

and slum clearance projects, as well

as homes of the extremely wealthy.

Such a contrast! That evening, we
drove and walked down Twelfth
Street and the surrounding area

and saw, many of us for the first

time, drunks lying in the streets

and block after block of night clubs

and taverns. The next morning we
visited city court, where we heard
cases of alleged drunkenness, gam-
bling, theft, and disturbing of peace.

Our first reaction to all this was
pity for these lost people. Then we
realized that, in our own way, we
who are of a so-called Christian

background are perhaps just as lost.

We are often complacent, and apa-

thetic toward the problems of oth-

ers; we prefer to ignore them rath-

er than to try to help.

One evening we attended a board
meeting of the Kansas City chapter

of the NAACP, and heard discus-

sion of plans for a nation-wide

march by NAACP members on
Washington, D. C, to urge passage
of President Kennedy's Civil Rights

bill. Another evening we had op-

portunity either to attend a base-

ball game between the Kansas City

Athletics and the Minnesota Twins,
or to see a stage play at the Star-

lite Theatre.

Recreational opportunities includ-

ed swimming, volleyball, tennis (in

nearby Rosedale Park), and just

plain walking. Beautiful Swope
Park provided excellent picnic fa-

cilities. There we swam in one of

Kansas City's few integrated pools

where whites were in the minority.

This for many of us was a new ex-

perience.

Saturday afternoon we moved to

Camp Washita, where we joined a

college-age group for the weekend.
Our Sunday morning worship and
camp evaluation was led by Larry
Voth. After lunch we packed and
broke up camp. It was hard to say
good-by to the friends with whom
we had spent such a meaningful
week. Our one reget was that camp
didn't last longer.
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Youth caravan photos: caravaners

painting the mission house, Ash-

land, Mont. ; Ron Dueck, Laird,

Sask., removing paint from a door;

caravan members playing ball with

Lame Deer. Mont., young people;

Ken Williams. Gulfport, Miss., Mike
Krehbiel, and Steve Goering, both

of McPherson, Kan., putting canvas

tops over cabin frames at the Men-
nonite Camp in Palisades. Idaho.

WHAT
IS A

YOUTH
CARAVAN?

Gayle Louise Gerber
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What is our caravan? A groaning,
overloaded station wagon, a squash-
ed V-W, a battered green Mercury,
three tired and patient drivers-coun-

selors-friends-directors-co-workers, a
wonderful cook, and sixteen excited,

energetic caravaners—all of us rid-

ing, working, laughing, singing,
watching, giving, and feeling.

What is our caravan? It is riding
along a bumpy dirt road with eleven
in a car, trying to breathe in the
dusty air. It's climbing a mountain
by moonlight at Palisades and feel-

ing so tired you never want to move
again. It's pulling on a two man
saw and slapping mosquitoes at the
same time. It's the luxury of a hot
shower after a day of shoveling
gravel. It's buying a cowboy hat
and rolling up the brim. It's the ex-
citement of a mouse in your sleep-
ing bag and the sighing of pines as
the wind breathes.

Our caravan is sensitivity to beau-
ty. The beauty of a strong, majestic
mountain, of a foaming waterfall,
of a Western sunset, of a bed with
springs, of a star plastered sky. The
beauty of a horse galloping across
the field with one of us on its back,
of swimming in the Tongue River
when we were hot, of a small per-
fectly formed rock, of a good laugh
at the dinner table, of an enor-
mous and misty rainbow, of sing-
ing spirituals around a crackling
campfire.

Our caravan is sensitivity to peo-
ple. It's the good feeling one has
when the director says the job's
well done. It's talking to others
about your life vocation. It's seeing
the movie "Hunger" and wanting to
iive of yourself. It's group singing
with the uke, it's playing with little

Indian children and listening to

John Stands-in-Timber relate the
history of the Cheyennes. It's laugh-
ing with people at spontaneous
jokes. It's presenting a program at

the one-room Mennonite mission
church and smiling back at the In-

dians. It's telling someone you're
sorry you said something you didn't

mean.
Our caravan is sensitivity to

work. It's digging out a cattle

guard and falling in yourself.

It's overcoming your fears of tree

climbing to saw down dead branch-
es. It's painting a house yellow and
gray from a twelve-foot scaffold.

It's pulling nails and oiling floors.

It's digging fence post holes and
painting outhouses. It's fixing lawn-
mowers and leveling a dirt dining
hall floor. It's washing clothes in

an old wringer washing machine.
Our caravan is sensitivity to God

in all things. We saw God in beauty
—the streak of a falling star, a
placid mountain lake, the songs of

birds in the morning. We saw God
through people - - the understood
feeling when someone helps to set

our thinking straight, the smile of
a friend when we help them in some
way, and what we say when we
give others our advice. We saw God
in our work — our hands that
chopped and dug and washed dishes,

our talents that we used for the en-

joyment of others, and in our will-

ing attitudes.

What is our caravan? It's a group
of people, each one impressed by
the many phases of our three weeks
together. It's growing and learning
by our mistakes. It's feeling that we
have grasped something that we
will never lose nor forget.

Vlyrna Gaede, Hillsboro, Kan., Eudora Herschberger, Topeka, Ind., Gayle Gerber
Puffton, Ohio, and Bob Swartz, Carlock, 111., resting after mountain climbing!
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The office rocked with laughter. The

visitor was Claude Boyer, one of our

associate editors. Business brought him

a thousand miles from the outlying

provinces to our town. There was much to talk about. We had no sooner

started our discussion than someone said that there was a man outside to see me.

So I left Claude to chat with a co-worker and went to greet my second visitor.

It was Sam Regier from North Newton, a nearby village. I thought, "I'll see

what Sam wants and then I'll get back to Claude.'
1

It wasn't what I thought

that was so bad. It was the way I thought it. Of course, I was flattered to have

the halls flooded with people wanting to see me. Makes a person feel important.

I could hear Claude talking happily away in the next room. I planned to agree

with everything Sam would say and then he'd leave and I would go back and

exchange some more wisecracks. Sam had a clipping he thought was of interest.

He read it to me. It wasn't too long. Yes, very interesting. Yes, we might be

able to use it sometime, some place. Thanks a lot. With that subject taken care

of we passed on to another. Yes, that's interesting. But this could get involved.

I heard no voices in the other room. Perhaps they've run out of conversation.

Sam was still talking. I was smiling and looking interested—I thought. He was

talking about a man he had heard speak. Then he stopped. He leaned forward

in his chair as if to rise and said, "Well, you're not interested in long stories."

My smile stayed hanging in space and I fell right out from behind it. The pain

on Sam's face flew right to my heart. And then I confessed what I should have

confessed in the first place. Yes, there's this fellow here from the east and I

should be talking to him. I was stretching the truth as far as it would go, but

when you only have a little bit of sackcloth for cover you grasp at any little bit

of straw. I had depended on my slickness to take care of the interruption. I

should have leveled with Sam from the beginning. I could have said that be-

cause I have another visitor I can only give you ten minutes now. Next time

we probably can talk a half-hour. Sam might have wished for more time, but

it would have been a compromise. At least, we would have both known the score.

People are more imortant than things. Back in the office with Claude I kept

thinking about how often I had preached this. I also noticed that I had just

now flunked my own test. It had happened too many times before. There

were the meetings where I had a leading part. Early arrivals wanted to talk to

me. I didn't have time. I had to set up chairs. Are chairs more important

than people? Of course not. But a fellow has to be concerned about his repu-

tation as an organizer. You've got to show people that you know how to run a

show. And you show that status is more important than people. And so it goes.

People are more important than things. Jesus came to put this message across.

And it dawns slowly. We see ourselves as worthy of God's love. And then we

see that other people are just as worthy. The world lights up.





Lois Franz Bartel

There are two ways of getting rid

of an enemy—kill him or love him.

While during World War II the

world killed its enemies, Frank Lau-

bach prepared to use love.

Laubach developed a formula for

showing love by teaching illiterates

how to read. It came about quite by
accident. That is, he hadn't planned

it that way.
Laubach and his wife went to the

Philippines in 1940 as missionaries

under the American Board in the

Philippines to convert the pagans.

It was not as easy as they had
thought. After trying with his en-

tire being to be a success Laubach
had an experience that changed his

life. It changed others as well.

The idea seized him while he was
at prayer. Utterly discouraged and
tearful, he told God how he could

not reach the people no matter how
he tried. Why had he been a failure?

Then God showed him the an-

swer. Quit trying to reach down to

them. Go down to them. Begin at

their level. He began living his

Christianity—not preaching it.

The next question was how? He
began talking to the people about
life. He studied their religion with
them. He found that "when we seek

to serve groups outside our own,
we must prove our friendship and
patiently wait for this initial sus-

picion to disappear and this re-

quires self-control." Yet as a re-

sult, Laubach became increasingly

aware of a major need that would
have to be alleviated before prog-

TheABC
Missionary
ress could be made. These people

must be helped to learn to read.

Can we dare imagine how void

our lives would be if the world of

print where taken away from us.

To illiterates the world of print is

useless. Any learning that is done

must be done by ear. In 1927 only

two out of five human beings could

read. The number of people able to

read has surely increased in the

past three decades, but so have the

nonreaders.

Problems resulting from illiter-

acy are hard for us to grasp. In the

first place an illiterate feels in-

ferior—a factor which makes it

more difficult to teach him. He
falls easy prey to the crafty reader.

This is true especially in the case

of money lenders in India, where
Laubach did much of his work. The
illiterate is poor and often lured

into borrowing money. Not being

able to read the agreement he is

at the mercy of the lenders. An-

other sad result of his illiteracy is

that he has no way of being repre-

sented. He has no way of letting

people know of his suffering.

Obstacle to Christian Faith

Illiteracy hampers Christianity.

How could we grow in the faith if

we couldn't read and study the

Bible? If we win new Christians

and leave them illiterate we cheat

them. We also risk the future of

the church. Literacy must be one of

the first projects in a Protestant

mass movement. A reading church

is a strong church.

Literacy was far from Laubach's

original intentions, but he saw hova

missionaries must be adaptable.

They must do what they find call

be done. In Laubach's case, he

found himself teaching ABCs toj

adults.

Encouragement came from thd

great Indian leader, Gandhi, whcj

asked "Should we first feed and

clothe the hungry, or should we]

teach them to read?" He felt tha

making people literate would be bji

far the best. As a man learns td

help himself, he grows strong. In]

debtedness to others for aid weak-

ens him.

Laubach faced a staggering

lem. He returned to his Maker an
Master for guidance. He was fort

years old when the great plan wa
shown to him. Pictures aid a man'
memory. Why not associate famil

iar pictures with the words hd

wanted to teach? Out of this greva

his famous "pieture-word-syllable'j

method. He prepared charts usina

key words from the language along

with picture associations. The com]

mon man could quickly learn enougra

words to be able to read simplq

texts.

Experiments showed that peoplej

learned best when they were taught

individually. Says Laubach, "Teachj

ing illiterates is a wonderful was
to bring people to Christ. If you

sit down beside an illiterate as youa

equal, your heart overflowing witH

love for him, and with a prayer oil
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// you sit down beside an illit-

erate as your equal, your heart
overflowing with love for him,
and with a prayer on your lips

that you may help him to a
new vision; if you never frown
or criticize, but look pleased
and surprised, and praise him
for his progress, a thousand
silver threads wind about his

heart and yours.

Frank Laubach.

your lips that you may help him
to a new vision; if you never frown
or criticize, but look pleased and
surprised, and praise him for his
progress, a thousand silver threads
wind about his heart and yours.
You are the first educated man
who ever looked at him except to
swindle him, and he will be so mys-
tified by your unusual kindness
that he is likely to ask, 'How do you
expect to get paid for this? I have
no money.' Then you have a chance
to say, 'I do not want any pay. I

have learned this from Jesus.'
"

He spent all his time helping
people free of charge. He adds,
"Love in action is the only irresist-

ible gospel."

As the program showed more
promise a serious problem ap-
peared. It was just too much for
Laubach and his small staff. Re-
membering his own school days,
an old education principle came to
his aid. It is always beneficial for
a new student to try to explain
what he has learned in his own
words to see if he has assimilated
it. Why not use this as a device for
making the lesson take a greater
hold—ask a new reader to teach
what he knows to an illiterate?

Each One Teach One

Along with fixing the lesson well
in his own mind, the new teacher
benefits in other ways. Teaching
gives him new status and self-re-

spect evolves. The cost of operating
the program is low. Education con-



tinues by geometric progression.

That is, if each one who learns to

read will teach one illiterate each

year the number of literates will

double each year. Perhaps the best

way to show the fantastic potential

of this is to use an example which

would apply to our everyday lives.

If you agreed with your employer

to begin work for one cent the first

day, but that each succeeding day

the amount would be doubled, you

would be earning $163.84 on the fif-

teenth day and $5242.88 the twen-

tieth day.

Using this in literacy programs,

in Africa in 1938 it was estimated

that eight percent of the popula-

tion was literate. If these people

each taught one illiterate the next

year there would be sixteen per-

cent literate. If each literate taught

one the following year thirty-two

would be literate, then sixty-four

percent and by 1942, ideally, 128

percent should have been reading.

(Laubach went to 128 percent to ac-

commodate population increase.)

To have each one teach one fos-

ters the spirit of sharing and this

lays the groundwork for accepting

Christ. Laubach's famous motto

grew out of this program—"Each
one teach one." Christian teachers

add, "Each one teach one and win

one to Christ." Teachers in this

program so often have the oppor-

tunity to explain that the method

is based on Christ's teaching, "Thou

shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

Over seventy-five countries and

230 languages use the Laubach meth-

od. Dramatic as this is, the pro-

gram is not without problems. Lit-

eracy becomes a bridge for agricul-

tural reform, a health program, or

a new governmental form. The writ-

ten word travels quicker than oral

communication. But in a backward

area, resistance to change is great.

You can tell a group it is better to

drink clean water, but you cannot

make them drink it. This is especi-

ally true when it is a foreigner who
suggests the change.

Books can break this barrier. One
book shows a hero like the people

of the area. The story is simple. He
does everything right and comes

out on top. New literates identify

with the native hero and are will-

ing to try the idea because he is

one of them.

Another problem existed long be-

fore Laubach lived. It is the age-

old feud between the vernacular

language and the literacy language.

Scholars insist that anyone learn-

ing to read must be taught the prop-

er language. But the illiterate

masses didn't even understand the

literary language, so there was no

value in teaching it. Laubach was
supported in using the vernacular

by Tagore, who, as an Indian phi-

losopher, proved it could be used

with clarity and beauty. Gandhi also

encouraged him. He used his own
tongue, which was not highly liter-

ary, in his writing. To appeal to the

'masses even the vernacular lang-

uage had to be written in an easy

and interesting form, however.

Discouragement plagued the teach-

ers. Was it worth the effort?

(One rule for teachers was never

to scold, frown, or yawn.) Many
students were dirty and slow learn-

ing. Illiterates almost always feel

inferior. This makes the job of con-

vincing them that they can learn

a difficult one. Sitting by them
rather than standing over them
helped but didn't always conquer.

Trying to show that women actu-

ally had brains to learn was a prob-

lem in itself. Yet, assurance always

came to Laubach when a new lit-

erate glowed with excitement after

reading some words. Or, when an

ignorant man would call him his

"good uncle," he would know a

little love had been created.

Observers feel the secret of Lau-

bach's success is just that — love.

Everyone with whom he came in

contact was surprised at his new
method which was to teach by

love rather than scolding. Perhaps

this German-born Pennsylvanian's

greatest secret was his conviction

that a dedicated will was impera-

tive. He was always asking, "Where
next, Lord?"

His dedicated life was emulated
by someone very close to him—his

only son, Bob. Professor Bob Lau-

bach was born on the mission field

and helped his father from youth.

Today he is undergirding his fa-

ther's work by training literacy

journalists in Syracuse, New York,

and publishing their work for new
literates. He is the co-author of a

text, Toward World Literacy.

Bob sums up his philosophy well

when he says, "Any person who has

any advantage, through birth, edu-

cation, or other circumstances, can

find no better way to serve God,

than by using this advantage to

help others." It reminds us of Luke
12:48, "Unto whom much is given,

much is required." In this way Bob
is helping his father in the final,

yet greatest and most urgent prob-

lem encountered in the literacy

program. As Bob puts it, "I've seen

literary campaigns get a good start,

only to falter as no literature was
available."

When the elder Laubach once vi-

sited with Gandhi they shared this

concern: What will new literates

read? There is so much potential in

a literate mass of people—for the

good or for the evil. Laubach saysl

"God pity the future if the masses

become educated with the pagan

ideal." Literacy, he says, "will be]

wonderful or terrifying—depending

on whether these vast multitudes

awaken with their hearts full oJj

Christ's love or with hearts full oh

hate. They will bless or blast thi

world." Here is where the role ol

the church is so important. In somd

areas the communists put out fifty

pieces of literature to the Christian

church's one. If Christian writers

don't fill the need, anti-Christian

forces will.

Putting the right kind of readj

ing into' their hands is a "stagger-l

ing task." It is an extremely chalJ

lenging and urgent matter. It is

challenging to Christians in afl

areas of life. Some can share theia

ability to communicate their knowl

edge in a simple way with new lit

erates; others can share their finan

cial resources to help publish an<|

distribute the literature.

Tremendous satisfaction can b4

gained in helping in a progranj

which "enables millions to nourish

their faith and deepen their under-]

standing by reading of the life and

death and risen glory of Christ"!

Perhaps this is what Frank Lau
bach was referring to when h

said, "the way to stop hatred is toj

start a backfire of love."
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// Your Child is Silent about Sex

\rmin Grams

Kate Bradley was thoughtful as she
dipped out of the compact car and
-vent up the walk to their semidark-

,

med ranch house. Husband Jim
lumrned a tune as he waited in the
?ar. Kate paid the girl who had sat
vith the children while the parents
vere away at the P.T.A. meeting.

,

With a gay "Good night," the girl

•an out to the car, to be driven to
ler own house a block and a half
iway.

As the taillights went out of sight
tround the corner, Kate hung up
ier things and settled into Jim's
avorite chair. She tried hard to

emember. Had Marsha ever asked
ne of those questions, or had she
:ot? Minutes later, as Jim came in
hrough the side door, she decided
he'd better check her recollection
nth his.

"Jim," she inquired, "did Marsha
ver say anything to you that
ounded as if she were wondering
bout sex? I've been trying to re-

lember whether she's asked me
nything, but I don't think she has."
"Well, no, now that you mention

I she hasn't," came his somewhat
arprised answer. "But isn't it more

natural for girls to ask their moth-
ers about that kind of thing? Why
do you ask?"
"Well, I'm still thinking about that

panel discussion we had at the
P.T.A. meeting."

" 'How To Answer Your Child's
Questions About Sex,' " her husband
repeated the title of the topic. "Yes,
it ought to help us a lot when
Marsha begins to ask questions. So
what's on your mind?"
"What if our children never ask?"

worried Kate. "Oh, I don't expect
it from the little fellow, but
Marsha's almost eight. I didn't have
the courage to bring it up at the
meeting, but I wonder whether any
of the others in the group are in
the same situation. Just think!
Betty's little boy is only five, and
she tells me he's been asking ques-
tions. Do you suppose we're doing
something wrong?"
"Or not doing something we ought

to be doing?" Jim added.

Why tongues are tied

The Bradleys are not the only
ones who ponder over their chil-

dren's silence about sex. Many chil-

dren do not seem to be curious, and
many parents wonder why.
Once upon a time most children

didn't dare ask their parents for
sex information; at least, children
in "nice" families did not. Con-
veniently, their parents dismissed
the silence as a sign of innocence,
though there is good reason to doubt
that children were any more inno-
cent then than now.
Today we know for a fact that

every child is amply exposed to sit-

uations that ought to provoke ques-
tions about sex differences and func-
tions. In all likelihood most children,
including preschoolers, are interest-

ed in sex, even if some may feel no
particular impulse to find out about
it. This rather easygoing attitude
is all right for a time, but eventually
every child will be exposed to more
detailed information whether he
wants it or not. When this happens
it will be to his advantage to have
already acquired the facts from his
parents in a cheerful, relaxed sort
of way.

Silence may also signify a re-

luctance to be inquisitive in this

area. Such reticence usually de-



velops gradually out of a complex

network of attitudes and actions in

the family. Fear of mentioning any-

thing related to sex is a real possi-

bility, even in this so-called age of

enlightenment.

A third reason for silence may be

that the child already knows, or

thinks he knows, all he needs to

know. This reason increases in prob-

ability as the years roll by. With

tongue in cheek, I often suggest to

parents who inquire whether nine or

ten is too early an age at which to

begin giving children sex informa-

tion, that if they do not hurry, their

children will be able to teach them.

Youngsters learn from each other.

A mother once wrote Sidonie Gruen-

berg, author of The Wonderful

Story of How You Were Born, that

when her husband brought up the

subject with their son, the boy said,

"Aw, Dad, I know all about that

stuff. We all talk about it, me and

the older kids." This family's ex-

perience is confirmed by a number

of studies revealing that boys often

get most of their information about

sex from other boys.

Knowing that as children grow

older they are less likely to confide

in their parents, especially on a sub-

ject that has never been broached

before, we may profitably inquire

just what we can do when our child

is silent about sex.

LooTc inward, parent

First of all, we need to clarify

our own attitudes and feelings.

Some of us may be so reluctant to

talk about this highly personal sub-

ject that we are glad when our

children do not ask too many ques-

tions. Or perhaps we may feel some-

what inadequate. Answering chil-

dren's questions takes time and
thought, and it can be embarrassing

if they ask about things we do not

ourselves understand or would rath-

er not discuss with them. Why this

fear that our children's estimation

of us will suffer drastically if they

discover we do not know all about

everything? What is there about sex

that makes it a distasteful subject

to us? These are questions of atti-

tude that we ourselves need to

answer, because they may have
much to do with our child's silence

about sex.

Still other parents may wonder,

as Kate and Jim did, what they

could have done wrong, or may

Silence isn't golden when a major area of human experience

is involved. Here are ways to get your child's unspoken

questions into the open, where they can be answered.

blame themselves severely. Now
genuine concern is of course a good

thing, but anxious brooding and

guilt feelings are far from healthy.

It is quite unfair to suppose that

everything that is not just right in

a home is due to parents' ignorance

or mismanagement.
Since this is not only a time for

re-examination of attitudes but also

a time for action, what we do will

partly depend on what we believe

about the role of sex in human life.

It will reflect, too, some rather pow-

erful group opinions and expecta-

tions. Today, for example, it is a

widely held belief that the sex edu-

cation of children is the primary

responsibility of parents. Either we
accept this responsibility or we
don't. If we do, we will want to

carry it through, whether our chil-

dren bring up the subject or not.

If we accept sex as an important

human function, we are likely to

be eager for our children to under-

stand and treasure this endowment
of theirs just as much as they do

other remarkable human attributes

and capacities. If, on the other hand,

we feel that sex is something less

than decent, perhaps even immoral
or sinful, conflict is bound to arise,

and our best efforts will not get us

very far until we resolve it. To do

so we may require outside help.

Let us suppose that you are a

parent with a positive, accepting

attitude toward sex. Let us also

suppose that you have a preschool

youngster who hasn't yet asked

where babies come from or posed

any other questions that so often

pop into children's minds as their

world expands. What opportunities

can you provide for bringing those

questions to light?

It goes without saying that your

approach will depend on the child

himself, his personality and his

interests. Some children seem less

curious than others. They need to

be stimulated to wonder about

things—to inquire about the people,

sights, and sounds that fill their

IV

everyday lives. Sometimes children

want to be assured that it is all

right to explore and investigate.

Perhaps too they need to learn from
us that we welcome their questions

on any subject, that their inquisi-

tiveness can lead them where it may
—without barriers or taboos or the

hurried, sharp retorts that often cut

off communication.
Sometimes, we must admit, we

find it almost impossible not to

smile or laugh outright, even though

we know that there is nothing like

ridicule to stifle a child's spon

taneity. But we must be prepared

to accept respectfully, even serious

ly, such queries as "How old was
I when you and Daddy were mar
ried?" "Why wasn't I at your wed'

ding?" "Why didn't I grow in Dad-|

dy's stomach?" or "When I grow up
can I marry you?" Answering the

big-eyed youngster, giving him no

more information than he can ae

cept, calls for a high order of skill

and imagination. And nobody can

give you a ready-made reply for a

question that catches you off guard

like "Does it hurt to have a baby?
We have one thing to help us: th<

strong interest of even very young

children, nowadays, in science. Satel

lites, jets, rockets, space research-

all these are TV fare and school as

signments, and all help to shape 11

children's thinking along scientific

lines. If we take account of each *
youngster's prevailing interest in

some phase of science, simple

though it may be, we may be able »

to encourage a flow, even a flood

of questions. And when the ques

tions enter the field of sex, we car

use much the same casual, informa

tive tone that we use when discuss

ing rocket launchings or possible

life on planets. We will be just as

careful, too, to key our information k

to the child's level of understanding

and, still more important, of in

terest.

Parents of some young children *

may feel it wiser to bring up the tyl

thus-far-unmentioned subject them *n
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selves. As in all sex education the
[underlying idea is not so much to

|
talk to the child as to get the child

himself to talk. The parents' task is

to follow the youngster's thoughts
as he gradually reveals the puzzling
queries he has perhaps not yet put
into words.

The art of conversation

Select a time when he is not ab-

sorbed in his own concerns and
olans and when your questions will

;eem wholly suitable. If your little

?irl is watching you bathe her six-

nonth-old brother, what would seem
nore natural than to say something
ibout the differences between boys
md girls? You might ask, "What
ire all the ways that boys and girls

ire different from each other?"
3robably the child will start with a
catalogue of clothes or hair styles,

>ut gradually other differences can
>e introduced.

Again, the question "Have you
•ver wondered where babies come
rom?" can be brought up ap-

propriately when—or shortly after

—

hildren have been "playing house."
^t least three basic ingredients are
>resent in nearly every version of

his time-honored game: a mommy,
i daddy, and a baby. It's a simple
natter, then, to use the events of
he game as a way of getting the
hildren to talk a bit about parent-
ood and family life.

Another opportunity is offered by
he observation of nature. The
birds and bees" approach can often
timulate discussion, but we must be
/ary of assuming that children
/ho learn about the bee's role in

lant pollination will automatically
raw the correct conclusions about
uraan reproductions. A relatively

irect approach is best in most
ases. Certainly before a child enters
rrhool he is ready for correct in-

jrmation about anatomical dif-

?rences between boys and girls and
bout the origin of babies.

This information-giving should be
piecemeal process that goes on,

it by bit and step by step, during
le preschool years. For sex educa-
©n cannot be dismissed with a
ngle session. We must be prepared
» come back to the subject period-
ally, to review what the child has
arned already (both from us and
'om others), and to delve more
?eply into the story as his age and
terests grow.

Frequently even a highly intelli-

gent youngster astonishes his par-
ents by repeating, at intervals, a
question that they thought had al-

ready been answered to his satis-

faction. It's all part of each child's

effort to relate what he learns to

what he already knows. Sometimes
he can't quite get all of it in at one
time; possibly it doesn't fit with
some of his imaginings, so he must,
later on, try again.

This leads to a word of caution;
children who have not asked about
sex may be disinclined to talk about
it, even when you bring up the sub-
ject. To force too much information
on them all at once may upset them.
So for the first time you may wish
to content yourself with showing
that this is a legitimate subject to
talk about—an important and neces-
sary step.

Books can be bait

Useful springboards to conversa-
tion about sex are the many excel-
lent children's books on the wonders
of the human body. These can be
purchased, or borrowed from the

public library, and read to the child

if he isn't able to read them himself.

As Sidonie Gruenberg reminds us.

"The book is never a substitute for
the parent" because it doesn't allow
the child to "get things off his

chest." But for the silent child a
book may spare him the effort of

making inquiries that may come
hard.

The mother of a preschool child,

a precocious reader, left a copy of
The Wonderful Story of Why You
Were Born on the coffee table. Thus
far the youngster had shown little

interest in sex, and she hoped he
would pick it up and at least browse
through it. Several days went by,

with no evidence that the boy had
ever noticed the book. Then one day
came a question which left no doubt
that he had so to speak, taken the
bait: "Mommy, do you have any
seeds in you?" As she listened to

the rather unexpected query, the
mother knew that from now on her
youngster had broken the sound
barrier and would no longer be
silent about sex.

Reprinted by permission from the PTA Magazine,

November 1961.

Suicide Cliff (Okinawa)

We watch them leap to wet rocks of death

and our eyes peep from behind masks
where moist winds cannot touch

debris of frightened lives return to scatter

tempted back to beaches where we living stand

as fascinated soldiers sampling doom

a girl with body full of warm gold earth

darts her quick dolphin dive with a baby cry

that pierces the air like a shriek of glass

now she floats in salt of green sponge sea

the fear washed naked from her young skin

her thighs cold as dead old hones

the ocean moans dark mourning frowns

as currents ripple with fury of flying crows

and a girl's wild hair forever wailing in the waves

Leslie Wool] Hedley
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Birmingham Troubles

Mennonite Conscience

"Who did it?" This question occu-

pies fifteen FBI men now search-

ing the rubble of bombed Sixteenth

Street Baptist Church, Birmingham,

Ala. They are looking for clues to

the September 15 blast that killed

four Negro girls. Whatever they

find, and no matter who planted

the bomb, Christian laymen and

responsible citizens of North and

South have found the real answer.

"We did it," said thirty-three-year

old Charles Morgan, Jr., Birming-

ham lawyer. Who is guilty? "The
moderate mayor . . . who moves so

slowly . . . the business community
which shrugs its shoulders ... a

newspaper which . . . still finds it

necessary to lecture Negroes every

time a Negro home is bombed . .

.

a governor who . . . [fails] to pre-

serve . . . law and order . . . lawyers

and politicians that counsel people

. . . liberals [who] condemn those

with whom they disagree for speak-

ing, while they sit in silence."

"We did it," Mennonites say, "be-

cause we are guilty of the same
sins. We scorned our non-Menno-
nite, non-German neighbors. We
disparaged other Mennonite groups
that differed from us. Our country

fenced in the Indians, limited im-

migration of Orientals, herded Ne-

sei together during World War II.

We still discriminate against Mexi-

cans, Negroes, Jews, and others,

and we can speak viciously about

the people of the Soviet Union. We
have for years been the priest and
the Levite, passing by in the area

of race relations hurt and wounded
fellow human beings. We have

gone our own way, too busy prid-

ing ourselves on not being the mur-

derous thieves of the parable to

realize that neither were we the

Good Samaritan."

The need for such a Mennonite

confession is suggested by H. A.

Fast. He feels every community,

church, and home must face up to

its guilt today. Fast, executive

secretary of the Board of Chris-

tian Service, recently returned to

Newton, Kan., from the mass fu-

neral and memorial service in Bir-

mingham for the four girls killed

in the explosion.

Fast was one of a delegation of

ministers and national religious

leaders who attended the Birming-

ham funeral on Wednesday, Sep-

tember 18. The service itself, last-

ing from about an hour and half,

was dignified and quiet. Choir mu-
sic, Scripture passages, prayer, and
hymns preceded an expression by
Martin Luther King. The children,

said King, did not die in vain, for

their deaths speak to pastors, poli-

ticians, the government, to all, both

Negro and white, who profess

principles of democracy and justice

and freedom for all, and the truths

of the Christian faith—and who
then placidly stand aside when
these principles and truths are vio-

lated. The blood of the four in-

nocent victims may be redemptive

to all.

King appealed to the congrega-

tion not to become bitter or venge-

ful nor to lose faith in white breth-

ren. Roy Wilkins of the National

Association for the Advancement of

Colored People underlined these

thoughts, saying that, "All things

work together for good to them
that love the Lord."

Pastor Cross of the bombed Six

teenth Street Baptist Church therj

spoke words of comfort, remindjlt,

ing his physically and spiritually I

,

bruised people that though there

sometimes seems to be more dark

ness than light in the world, w«
must remember there is a powei

greater than evil.

During the recessional, the crowc

outside sang freedom songs, anc

eventually the whole crowd in th

street, which was predominantly

teen-age, began to move toward th<

center of the city. At the same tim<

a young man with hand megaphon<
pleaded with the crowd to disperse

saying, "This is a funeral . . . Mar
tin Luther King asks you not U
demonstrate." Soon the people qui

etly went their way.
The next day Fast met with Ne

gro minister John Porter and learn

ed that Birmingham Negroes liv<

in a crowded Negro section, par

of which consists of old woodei

shacks, "unbelievably unlivable.

Since Negroes are not given th

better jobs, and since they receiv<

less pay for what they do tha

whites doing the same work, the?

of necessity take what they can ge

and what they can pay for.

There are professional Negroei

in Birmingham—teachers, doctors

lawyers—who live in the hill sec

tion of the city. This section is nov

called dynamite hill because of re-

peated bombings (of forty bomt
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ings in the city, none has ever been
solved). The recent church bomb-
ing involved children of this more
well-to-do group. As a result,

though the professionals had not
taken much part in demonstrations
and sitdowns, they became over-

night deeply involved in the racial
struggle.

Porter suggested as the basis of
white attitudes: Whites have nev-
er understood the Negro. (He be-

lieves the majority are not even
aware of problems.) Whites hold
on to their status. (The sign "For
Whites Only" gives every white a
superior status.) Low wages and
high rents are profitable for whites,
and there is little competition for
the better jobs. Politically, whites
are afraid to give Negroes the vote.

What can be done to improve
conditions both in Birmingham and
elsewhere? It is largely up to the
whites. They can provide for truly
representative government and
equal employment opportunity.
(Birmingham policemen and State
troopers are, for example, all

white. Negroes feel they are sent
to control Negroes, not protect
them and after the bombing police
patrolled white sections while Ne-
igroes voluntarily patrolled their
[own areas.) They can reassure busi-
ness owners and managers that they
will continue their patronage if

doors are opened to all persons.
They can change the housing situa-
tion by enlisting the support of real-
tors, bankers, and insurance com-
panies. (In Birmingham, after some
retaliatory Negro rioting and burn-
ing, insurance companies gave five
day notice that they were cutting
Negro coverage one-half.

)

EVANGELICAL READERS BLOCK
EVANGELISTIC LITERATURE

3ne big problem Christian publi-
shers face is how to produce litera-

ure which is true to life without
iffending evangelical book buyers.
This was the feeling of two speak-
ers at the Christian Booksellers
Convention held recently at Wash-

;

(i ngton, D.C.

\

F1°yd W. Thatcher, president of

*|Cowman Publishing Co., Los Ange-
rs, said that publishers often hold
ack on publishing books which
do not use evangelical cliches on
very page" because they cannot
fford to irritate either the seller

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES IN MEXICO Five voluntary service workers are serving
under the Mennonite Central Committee in Mexico. Two are with the Heifer
Project. Inc., in Mexico City and three are stationed at Atlacomulco where varied
agricultural experiments are being carried on. Cabbage, beans, lettuce, and peas
are a few of the vegetables grown in the garden projects. Varieties of potatoes
oats, barley, wheat, and corn are being tested with the help of the state experi-
ment station in Toluca. One of the most recent developments is a chicken house
in the village of San Lorenzo. Fifty heavy type pullets and fifty leghorn tvpe
are cared for by a village boy and his parents. Much of the work is extension
type where the MCC worker discusses problems with individual farmers

or the buyer. He said a survey of
booksellers revealed that most of
them are serving primarily the pro-
fessional church workers, thus leav-
ing nine out of ten people in their
communities unreached through
their stores.

"We must decide," Thatcher said,

"if we are going to communicate to

the man on the street in our lan-

guage or his. We have been doing
the former with an astounding lack
of success and it seems to me it is

time we tried the latter."

William F. Moore, executive sec-

retary of the Christian Booksellers
Association, Chicago, declared that
not many Christians recognize the
need for different writing and pub-
lishing techniques in reaching the lit-

erate and cultured American pagan.
"We must get away from direct

preaching, which this group vigor-
ously resists, if we are to reach
them," Moore said. "But the evan-
gelical public has not shown itself

ready to accept books which com-
municate the good news of Christ
through real life situations."

Both Thatcher and Moore ex-

pressed disappointment that the
kind of Christian fiction which a
publisher can afford to produce is

usually of such poor quality that
non Christians will not buy it. They
blamed writers partly for what
they called "the sad state of Chris-
tian fiction."

They were optimistic, however,
about the broadening attitudes on
the part of both store owners and
readers.

TSHILUBA PERIODICAL LAUNCHED
Missionary Levi Keidel writes that
there have been all sorts of ob-
stacles in getting the first issue of
the new Tshiluba periodical off the
press but that the new magazine
was (in July) nearly ready. Named
Tuyaya Kunyi (Where Are We
Headed?), the magazine's purpose
is "to tie Tshiluba-speaking Congo-
lese together in Christ."

To accomplish this purpose Tuya-
ya Kunyi has general-appeal articles
to bring non-Christian readers into
its pages, evangelistic articles, and
articles to stimulate Christian
growth, plus pertinent news."
"We came here to . . . lend what

help we could in seeing that these
old presses turn out a job which is

first-class and of which we can be
proud," wrote Keidel. "In these
three days all forms have been
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locked up and proofread, we've

given a bit of cram instruction on

ink and impression control for good

half-tone printing, and the job looks

good. . . .

"Because of disrupted postal serv-

ices in rural areas and unreliable

mail service in larger population

centers, most distribution will be

handled through our thirty-five or

so established sellers who are visit-

ed [about] once every six weeks. . . .

We're keenly interested in the im-

pact a widely circulated vernacular

magazine like this will have on

shaping public opinion for Christ

and righteousness."

The sixteen-page periodical's first

issue was 7200 copies; it will come

out, for the time being, every other

month. Tuyaya Kunyi is sponsored

by the General Conference Menno-

nites and other Protestant churches.

MENNONITES GIVE DISASTER

AID TO COMMUNIST COUNTRY

Three men — from Pennsylvania,

Kansas, and Ontario—are scheduled

to leave New York Oct. 2 for two-

month assignments in Yugoslavia.

They will help to erect prefabri-

cated houses at quake-devastated

Skopje.

This will be the second time in

two years that Mennonite Disaster

Service has given overseas aid. In

1961 Mennonite Disaster Service

sent twenty-seven workers to Be-

lize, British Honduras, after Hurri-

cane Hattie had ripped through

that community and left thousands

houseless.

The three men—Curt Regehr, In-

man Kan.; Chester Steffy, Millers-

ville, Pa.; and John Schmucker,

Ringwood, Ont.—will join three
volunteers from the Brethren Serv-

ice Commission and several from

European churches in helping to

assemble 150 prefab houses donated

to Skopje by the Division of Inter-

church Aid of the World Council

of Churches.

Curt Regehr, 46, a member of the

Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., is a

carpenter. He has worked as a fore-

man on a variety of construction

projects in the Hesston area.

Chester Steffy, 44, a carpenter,

was one of the volunteers who went

to British Honduras in 1961. He is

employed by the Eastern Menno-

nite Board of Missions and Chari-

ties, mission and relief arm of the

Lancaster Mennonite Conference.

The Slackwater Mennonite Church,

Millersville, Pa., is his home con-

gregation.

The Canadian representative on

the team is John Schmucker, 33,

an electrician and plumber. He is

a member of the Hagerman Men-

nonite Church, Miliken, Ont.

The three will be working under

the administration of the foreign

relief and services department of

the Mennonite Central Committee.

Their support will come from the

relief department and the Yugo-

slav Red Cross.

Mennonites were able to respond

quickly to the call from Yugoslavia

for skilled workers because of the

preparedness of the local disaster

service units and the coordinator's

office which was established at

Akron, Pa., a year ago. The latter

arrangement enables Mennonite

Disaster Service and the relief de-

partment to work together in re-

cruiting workers with specific skills.

The World Council's housing proj-

ect at Skopje is expected to cost

$500,000. By August 22, $398,000 had

already been pledged by the church-

es of western Europe, Australia,

New Zealand, and the United

States. An Austrian firm has been

given the job of manufacturing the

prefab houses, the first five of

which were to arrive in Skopje on

September 11. The other units are

slated to follow at a rate of forty

per week.

SECOND MILE IN CONGO
Archie Graber reports that travel-

ing conditions in the Congo are pres-

ently very unpleasant, due to the

unreasonable demands of some Con-

golese soldiers.

Graber, a Congo Inland Mission

missionary, is presently on loan to

Mennonite Central Committee and

the Congo Protestant Relief Agency

to work with refugees.

Commenting on recent experi-

ences, Graber wrote: "After unload-

ing a truck load of food and build-

ing material in Kabeya village,

where all are refugees, we were on

our way to Luluabourg. After driv-

ing some twenty miles, we were

made to stop by six armed soldiers.

We handed each a Gospel of John.

The commander asked if he could

go with us to the crossroad. We
were glad to oblige. He requested

that the chauffeur helper, who was

The Church,

the State

and the Offender

A discussion of the questions on how

the Christian ministry of redemp-

tion can speak to .the problem of

criminal law and punishment. .50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

riding in the front seat with us,

get out and give him the seat.

"When we arrived at the cross-

road we were to turn right for

Luluabourg, but the commander

said, 'Turn to the left and take me
to my camp.' I said that it was five

o'clock and that Luluabourg was

very far away. He replied, T am
an officer and a commander; do as

I tell you.' 'How far?' I asked him.

'Only four kilometers,' he said. But

it was seven, and the roads were

terrible. I thought of the words of

Matthew 5:41, 'Whosoever shall

compel thee to go a mile, go with

him twain.'

"The last trip, one of our chauf-

feurs was made to go forty miles

out of his way with a load of sol-

diers. Some of the VIP's may call

this the glory of independence when
^

they can command with their trig-

ger-happy soldiers to make people

do just what they want, them to |j'

do. But I will say, it makes travel

ing anything but pleasant."
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CALENDAR

Canadian
Oct. 13— Thanksgiving Services,

Grace Church, Brandon, Man., Jake
Harms, speaker.

Dec. 5-8—Mission Service, Grace
Church and Oak Lake Church, Bran-
don, Man., Paul Boschman and Ed-
win Brandt, speakers.

Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North
Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Central

Oct. 3-Nov. 7—Fall Study Series

First Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Oct. 6-13—Fall Meetings, Pulaski
(Iowa) Church. L. L. Ramseyer
speaker.

Oct. 13—Program of Sacred Mu
sic, Bethel Church, Pekin, 111., Mr
and Mrs. John Purvis and children
guest soloists.

Oct. 15—Iowa Women's Fellow-
ship Meeting, Zion Church, Donnell-
son, Iowa. Mrs. Clara Bernice Mil-

ler, speaker.

Oct. 17—Indiana Fall Mennonite
Women's Rally, Community Park
Pavilion, Nappanee, Ind.

Oct. 17—Illinois Fall Women's
Missionary Rally, Meadows (111.)

Church.

Oct. 31—Vesper service, Bluffton
(Ohio) College, L. L. Ramseyer,
speaker.

Nov. 3—Vesper service, Bluffton
(Ohio) College, Russell Mast, speak-
er.

Nov. 3—Harvest Home Services,
Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa.
lendon Klaassen, speaker.
Nov. 17-21—Bible Lectures, Bluff-

on (Ohio) College, Edwin T. Dahl-
oerg, speaker.

Eastern

Oct. 12—Father and Son Fellow-
hip Supper, Grace Church, Lans-
lale, Pa. Eastern District Menno-
lite Men, sponsors.

Oct. 12— Mennonite Men Work-
shop, Grace Church, Lansdale, Pa.
Northern

Oct. 6-13 — Evangelistic Bible
teaching Series, Friedensberg

Church, Avon, S. D.
Oct. 13—Harvest Mission Festival,

Friedensberg Church, Avon, S. D.,

Harold Burkholder, speaker.
Oct. 20-27—Evangelistic meetings

and Harvest Festival, Bethlehem
Church, Bloomfield, Mont. Victor
Sawatzky, speaker.

Pacific

Nov. 3-8 — Young People's Bible
Conference, First Church, Aberdeen,
Idaho, Paul F. Goossen, speaker.
Western

Oct. 13—Harvest Mission Festival,
First Church, Pretty Prairie, Kan.

Oct. 20-27 - Revival meetings,
Bethany Church, Kingman, Kan.
Homer Moutett, speaker.
Nov. 10—Harvest Festival, Eden

Church, Moundridge, Kan., Lotus
Troyer, speaker.

Nov. 11-15—Fall services, Eden
Church, Moundridge, Kan., Lotus
Troyer, speaker.

Nov. 17-24—Evangelistic services,
First Church, Pretty Prairie, J. J.

Esau, speaker.

Oct. 11—Don Cossack Chorus, Me-
morial Hall Series, Bethel College,
North Newton, Kan.

Oct. 20—Mission Festival, Bethel
Church, Inman, Kan., Mr. and Mrs.
Glendon Klassen, Tina Block, Esther
Mae Andres, and Vern Preheim,
speakers.

Nov. 1—Western District Women's
Missionary Organization Conference,
Bethel Church, Inman, Kan.
Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,

Beatrice (Neb.) Church, Walter
Dyck, speaker.

MINISTERS

Lawrence Hart began the pastor-
ate at the Clinton, Okla., Indian
Church in September.
Samuel Ummel is serving as in-

terim pastor of Calvary Church,
Washington, 111.

MARRIAGES

Jerry Blough to Betty Unruh,
Bethlehem Church, Bloomfield,
Mont., on Sept. 21.

Florence Deckert, B e t h e s d a
Church, Marion, S. D., to Dennis
Miller, Salem Church, Freeman, S.

D„ on Aug. 30.

Elaine Engehnan and Leon Propst
both of the West Swamp Church,
Quakertown, Pa., Aug. 24.

Mary Ewert, Zoar Church, Lang-
ham, Sask., to Jake Giesbrecht on
July 27.

Beatrice Giesbrecht, Clearbrook

(B.C.) Church, and Henry Friesen,
on Aug. 3.

Melita Helen Hildebrandt, First
Church, Saskatoon, Sask., to Archi-
bald William Epp, Zoar Church,
Langham, Sask., on Aug. 10.

Shirley Moser, Salem Church,
Kidron (Ohio) to Melvin Wyse, Kid-
ron, (Ohio) Church, on Sept. 14.

John Henry Reimer, Alexander-
wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., and Ju-
dith Laureen Tempel, Diamond Lake
(111.) Methodist Church, on Sept. 12.

Florence Thiesen and Abe Unrau,
both of Olivet Mission Church,
Clearbrook, B. C, on Aug. 31.

Leo Epp, Bethesda Church, Hen-
derson, Neb., and Sylvia Hiebert,
Spring Valley Church, Newport,
Wash., on Aug. 16.

Marlyce Friesen, Bethesda Church,
Henderson, Neb., and Max E. Miller,
Good Shepherd Church, Sioux Falls,
S. D., on Aug. 10.

Roger D. Friesen, Bethesda
Church, Henderson, Nab., and Nancy
Adams, Bethany Methodist, Denver,
Colo., on Aug. 10.

PUBLISHED

A Study on Baptism, written by
Henry Poettcker at the request of
the Committee on Education in

Church, Home, and Community, is

available at twenty cents a copy to

pastors and other students of Men-
nonite faith. The study covers the
origin, development, and meaning
of Christian baptism and suggests
an approach to understanding and
practicing it.
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GIFTS

As the result of the benevolence of

William P. Tieszen, deceased, for-

merly of Marion, S. D., an eating

establishment willed to the Confer-

ence is being sold so that proceeds

can be invested in Church Exten-

sion Service, Inc.

DEDICATIONS

The Indian congregation at Ham-
mon, Okla., dedicated an electric

organ in memory of Jennie Hart,

deceased wife of Pastor Homer
Hart, who has served in the Ham-
mon mission work for many years.

The organ was a gift to the church

by the Hart family.

DEATHS

Peter W. Battel, First Church,

Aberdeen, Idaho, born Dec. 16, 1880,

and died Sept. 3. His wife and five

children survive.

Mrs. Margaretha Folk, Clear-

brook (B. C.) Church, born Nov. 15,

1913, in Russia and died Aug. 28.

Henry J. C. Gehring, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., born Feb. 6, 1892,

and died Sept. 5.

Mrs. Justina Janzen, Zion Church,

Swift Current, Sask., died July 29

at the age of 76.

Abram Friesen, Grace Church,

Regina, Sask., born Nov. 22, 1921,

and died July 21.

Jacob G. Hiebert, Tabor Church,

Newton, Kan., born Oct. 28, 1882,

and died Aug. 13.

Clarence Janzen, Tabor Church,

Newton, Kan., born Oct. 21, 1935,

and died Sept. 6.

Esther Helen Mueller, First

Church, Halstead, Kan., born Feb.

3, 1901, and died Sept. 9.

Solomon E. Nafziger, First Church,

Normal, 111., born May 21, 1870, and

died Sept. 4. His wife, one daughter,

and one son survive.

Mrs. Celia Kohler Patton, First

Church, Normal, 111., born July 15,

1879, in Danvers, 111., and died Aug.

27. Two sons survive.

Henry Sommer, Eicher Church,

Wayland, Iowa, died July 25 at the

age of 87.

NEW ADDRESSES

Colorado

Glen Waltner, 3715 Yukon St.,

Wheatridge
Leland Thiessen, 1690 Upham, Lake-

wood

Europe
Leroy Penner, Pax Services, Rifer

SJiedlung, Hallien, Austria

Illinois

Orlin Frey, Orion

Walter Fuller, Bath
L. LeVon Mann, Hodgson Apts.,

Dakota
Robert W. Regier, Apt. 201, 1807

Orchard Place, Urbana
Bill Schuller, 9005 S. Natonia St.,

Oaklawn
Paul Selman, 166 W. 14 St., Chicago

Heights

Kenneth J. Stucky, 1223 Dewey Ave.,

Evanston

Idaho

Wilfred D. Ulrich, Aberdeen

Indiana

John W. Gaeddert, 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart

Eugene Slagbaugh, Box 37, Elletts-

ville

Dora Soldner, 365 Wabash Sreet,

Berne
Mrs. George Smucker, Box 4, Paoti

Joseph Zimmerman, Rt. 2, Renssel-

ner

Louisiana

Mrs. David Tice, 215 State St., New
Orleans

L JL J

FINDING COUNSEL
Dear Editor: One day while visiting

in our old home town I was reading

a book with an answer to a young

Christian man as to how to serve

his country best and still obey God.

Youth is seeking for truth and de-

siring to be soldiers of the cross

yet theologians tell them that ac-

cording to 1 Peter 2:13-14 man isn't

responsible for taking life in battle.

Often this is brushed aside by call-

ing it legalism or traditional teach-

ing, or if you hate your brother

you are a murderer, or an army ca-

reer is just another job as others

are. A more positive gospel is

taught in the rest of chapter 2 of

1 Peter. Who is greater, he that is

chief or he that serveth as Christ

served?

Such theology fits in very well

also with the liberal trends and im-

peaceful tones in the local auton-

omy of some churches. Christian

men and women cast their lots

prayerfully but it isn't accepted as

God's will when the count falls in

the wrong column—yes or no. Then
they have submitted to evil thoughts

and deserted the faith. A revote be-

comes necessary and thereby the

laymen lose their freedoms and

must submit to the yoke of indi-

vidualism.

Under these conditions we have

proud churchianity but not much
Christianity. (See Col. 3:22-25.) Joe

Eck, Sedgwick, Kan.

BURDENED BY FRAUD

Dear Sirs: Referring to The Men-
nonite, September 17 issue, "Fraudu-

lent Missions" [page 558]: After

reading above information I scarce-

ly know how to write and explain

my utter disappointment if such

statement is true, for I have sup-

ported the mission with a sincere

heart. I receive the Palestine Pic-

torial News . . . and gifts are de-

ductible. If this is a fraud should

not the proper' authorities put a stop

to them sending Christmas cards,

etc.? I am really burdened since I

can't give in His name to anything

that is not used as advertised.

Should I return cards, etc., at above

information? Also received Baney's

book on Dead Sea expedition. Please

advise me. Thank you. Pennsyl-

vania.

Our advice is that no one should

give to an agency without knowing

something about the reputation of

the people responsible for the work.

A good rule to follow is to support

those agencies related to the Men-

nonite church. These are under the
l

direct control of tlw people in oui

congregations or the Conference

Agencies independent of such church

control should be checked with the

Board of Missions, 122 Main St..

Newton, Kan., or the Evangelical

Foreign Missions Association, llfOfy

G St. NW, Washington 5, D. C. Per-'

sons wishing more document alien

on the organisation referred to in

our September 17 article may re

quest it from, The Mennonito. 7 .'

|

Main St., Norton, Kan. Editor.
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For a new project, try this: Ask any six people
how much one Intercontinental Ballistic Missile
(ICBM) costs. Or ask how many of them the United
States has. Or ask how many are held by Canada,
Great Britain, and America's other allies.

You'll draw wild guesses and blank stares but sel-
dom a right answer. What's more, unless your friends
are an unusual group, they will probably never have
thought about such questions.
The point is clear; when the public doesn't like the

answer, it avoids the question.

The Day of Overpay

The truth is that the Defense Department each
year spends $227 of your money, whether you're a
man, woman, youth, or newborn baby. The fact that
you personally never had the money isn't the point, the
department is spending it for you before it gets to you.

Let's suppose that people want their money's worth.
To pacifists, of course, there is no such thing as value
in military spending, but let's leave that question aside
for now. Most Americans expect full value for their
defense dollar.

We're not getting it.

Last year Congress heard testimony involving mil-
lions of dollars in questionable contracts. One com-
pany was charged with making a profit of a million
dollars on an investment of $3,500. That was in mis-
siles. Boeing Aircraft, it was pointed out from the
company's own figures, had made profits ranging up
to 108 percent on its government contracts. Witnesses
testified that taxpayers faced a loss of $450,956,100
on tungsten first bought up and stockpiled by the
government, then sold to private companies.
Not all the big losses come like this. The nation

suffered $18,500,000 in loss when spacecraft Mariner I
veered off course and had to be blown up—"due to a
misplaced hyphen in the mathematical data." Yet
most newspapers ignored the financial loss; why waste



their valuable space on a mere
eighteen million dollars?

Losses from errors and inefficien-

cy are difficult to determine. B. G.

McNabb, production chief at Con-

vair, has said that the work output

at Cape Canaveral has been only

forty percent of potential.

If your report card showed forty

percent in algebra, there would be

some questions asked. Why is every-

body so silent, even unconcerned,

when it happens in national defense?

Among the reasons are these:

If you've got to lose money, it

hurts less to lose what you never

had. If someone stole a few thou-

sand from your local bank, the

whole town would explode. But in

the strange and mysterious halls of

the Pentagon, the loss of public

funds that we never saw doesn't

seem important.

The amounts involved are too big

to understand anyway. Most of us

can grasp the meaning of thirteen

dollars pretty readily — sometimes

we have that much. Thirteen hun-

dred dollars may be a bit harder,

but it's not impossible. But how
much is thirteen billion dollars?

One wonders whether even Con-

gressmen know what that amount
means. Yet last year the House
passed a bill authorizing military

spending totaling thirteen billion

dollars, and did it in one minute
flat. If much of it represents loss,

the problem is too gigantic to grap-

ple with.

The Age of Overkill

Big money is important, but

there's a more basic question.

This problem, being new, needs a

new word to describe it. That word
is "overkill." It points to the sur-

plus of death-dealing power a na-

tion may possess.

The United State has such a sur-

plus. A few years ago we were told

we needed more firepower, enough
to strike back at the Soviet Union
if they attacked first. We got it.

We increased our killing power un-

til we could wipe the Soviet Union
right out of existence.

Did we stop there? Today we can

kill all the people living in a coun-

try like Russia, and do it at least

twenty-five times. That's overkill.

That figure, by the way, comes from
a man who ought to know: Ralph
E. Lapp, who was director of the

University of Chicago laboratory

that produced the first chain-reactor

pile, and who later headed the Atom-
ic Research and Development Board
for the Defense Department.

Some men who know set the fig-

ure even higher: There are enough
nuclear weapons now stockpiled,

they say, to kill every human being

on this planet thirty-five times.

Here's your chance for another

guess; will we call it quits now?
Will we decide that killing people

again and again is a bit foolish?

By the end of this year our atomic

striking strength may be double

what it was at the end of 1962.

Can We Still Be Sane?

Here and there, men who have

never been known as pacifists may
be overheard to say that our em-

phasis on armaments is both insane

and unchristian. Military strength,

they say, is always to be related to

military objectives: What you canl

do must be tied to what you may
have to do. But what we can do

today—overkill—has absolutely no

connection, they claim, with any-

thing we could be called on to do. I

The net result is that the Soviets,

like us, build up killing power of

terribly nonsensical size.

How long can the crazy race goj

on?
Once we measured nuclear weap-

ons in terms of TNT. As they grew!

more destructive, the word became,

megatons, meaning millions of tons!

of TNT. Similarly, we used to speak;

of death in war; shall we now speak!

of megadeath? If so, how long be-]

fore we have to expand even thai!

concept and speak of multi-mega-'

death?

Hands over eyes,

Hands over ears,

Hands over mouth

—

That's how some people, seem-

ingly, want to live. But if we neven

see what's going on, never listen td

the thinking men, never ask the;

probing questions, how do we find i™

telligent answers? And if we aren'tj

searching for answers to the bia

questions of our time, including lifd

and death and love and hate and

right action under God, are we act!

ing as Christians ought to act?

Even everyday good citizenship—

Christian or not—demands that w«
face big issues. Have you ever nol

ticed that the national anthem open
with a question?
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It year ago we had a column called "Meet The Officers:' The Young[eople s Union officers of each district were introduced. At that time the
Canadian youth group was in the process of reorganizing itself. Noiv that
the reorganization has been completed

MEET THE OFFICERS - Canadian

rERN TOEWS, president
t.R. 2, Ruthven, Ontario
Jccupation: greenhouse business
]ducation: B.S.A. degree, Ontario Agricultural College
'uture Plans: undecided
[lobbies: baseball, swimming, hunting, football

ILL THIESSEN, vice-president

210 - 13th Street East, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
iccupation: Student
Iducation: one year, Canadian Mennoite Bible College;

three years, University of Saskatchewan
'uture Plans: resume teaching high school and eventu-

ally enter the Christian ministry on full time basis

ORNIE HILDEBRANDT, secretary
tox 544, Didsbury, Alberta
ccupation: teacher of industrial arts
ducation: two and one-half years, University of Alberta
uture Plans: continue teaching
obbies: woodwork

IS

n~3

Lkjl

ARVIN KEHLER, member-at-large
267 Marshall Rd., R.R. 5, Abbotsford, British Columbia
cupation: manager of a wholesale egg produce
lucation: four terms, Canadian Mennonite Bible
College

Uture Plans: to go into full time Christian service
)bbies: golf, ball, riding, flying

IRNIE THIESSEN, member-at-large
4 - 606 Corydon, Winnipeg 13, Manitoba

cupation: student
ucation: B.Chr.Ed., Canadian Mennonite Bible College
ture Plans: more college
bbies: photography, water sports
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H. A. Fast

All of us were shocked by the bombing of the Bir-

mingham Negro church which crushed four little

Negro girls and wounded some twenty-three more.

What were we shocked about? Did we focus on

how wicked Birmingham really was? Did we con-

centrate on the outrage that violated all decency?

Was our condemnation vehement because we in the

Middlewest were far away from the problems of

Birmineham and in our sheltered comfortable white
O

homes, churches and communities felt quite superior

that we never had such race prejudices or in any

case had outgrown such immature attitudes and con-

duct? Did we vehemently insist that the perpetrators

of this crime be caught and fittingly punished?

But are the people of Birmingham and of other

southern cities sinners above all others? Perhaps Jesus

might say to us as He did to His generation: "Except

ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish" (Luke 13: 1-5).

Are we entirely free of the sin which in this case built

itself up to a point where it became so hateful and

vicious that it could brutally attack even a group of

innocent children? How is it possible that this could

happen in an enlightened, cultured country like ours,

full of churches and schools? Perhaps we are all

more guilty than we realize.

How well I remember during the days of my boy-

hood how scornfully many of our Mennonite people

regarded their non-Mennonite and non-German

neighbors. A young Mennonite marrying one of

them was regarded as "lost" and automatically

dropped from the church roll. I also recall how

quick we as Mennonite groups have been (perhaps

still are) to disparage other Mennonite groups. The

Lord Jesus Christ has difficulty getting us to acknowl-

edge members of another group as truly a brother.

The Lord still has difficulty getting us to sit down

together at His table in commemoration of His aton-

ing death.

This train of thought is getting a little depressing

but let's go down this memory road a little further.

The story of how we in America have treated the

Indians is not very commendable. They were re-

garded as savages not human beings. So we fenced

them in. We still treat them with condescension and

discrimination. They are not priceless persons for

whom Christ died and for whom and with whom we

seek to make available the good we desire for our-

selves and our children.

Not so many decades ago the United States Con-,

gress passed the Chinese-Japanese Exclusion Act dras-

tically limiting immigration from these nations be-

cause we were afraid of and did not like these yellow

races. I recall what bitterness and resentment this

scornful attitude on our part awakened in these people.

Do you recall as I do how the United States dealt

with the Nisei, our Japanese neighbors, during the

World War II years? We pushed them around as if

they were a herd of cattle. Do you know the long

history of our scornful treatment of our Mexican

neighbors who sought a livelihood in our midst? They

were gringos not human beings and we herded them

into a Mexican ghetto. These incidents happened in

our own communities.

Finally, I wonder whether Mennonites really ex

emplify the love of Christ in their relations to all

kinds of people, the lovable and the unlovely. Can

they say they are actively, consistently and imagina-

tively emissaries of the gospel of reconciliation? Have

Mennonites been among those who could sec human

beings being hurt and go their way as if to say:

"This is no concern of ours?"

I had gone to Birmingham to express our horror

at the ugly crime of Birmingham. And then I dis-^

covered that the road to Birmingham led back tcj

every community, church, home, and individual. This

is not to ease the guilt of Birmingham. That citM

must repent if it would live.

You see, Birmingham should call forth rightly anj

outpouring of indignation. But most of all it should

call forth confession and repentance and a genuind

transformation of life through a new and unreserve!

commitment to Christ. What we need is not pri

marily protest and legislation but dedicated disciples

who roll up their sleeves and go to work on th

unhappy relations that exist. This means vvorkin

with ourselves, our families and churches, and om
community agencies. If this involves suffering, as i

certainlv will then let it he a cross rather than a bomb





Before me lies the "First Annual

Report of the Directors of the Pro-

posed Bethel College, Newton, Kan-

sas, of the Mennonite Church of

North America." It is full and com-

plete. It represents a worthy proj-

ect that can accomplish much good.

As we read the clear explanations

of the directors, we grasp the urgent

need for the proposed Bethel Col-

lege.

Need for All Mennonites

Mennonites in North America ur-

gently need this school. This convic-

tion is based not only on what the

building of the school can accom-

plish. It has developed out of our

past experiences. Here I think of

the fact that a considerable num-

ber of Mennonite young people study

at various denominational institu-

tions of higher learning. We find

their names on the rolls of the Bap-

tist Seminary in Rochester, New
York; the Lutheran Seminary near

St. Louis, Missouri; Union Semi-

nary, New York; the Presbyterian

Seminary in New Jersey; and sev-

eral Methodist schools in Iowa

(Mount Pleasant) and Missouri

(Warrentown) and in other states;

and in Oberlin, Ohio. Besides this

there are others in state schools

like the normal school at Emporia

and the university at Lawrence,

Kansas. There are many in private

and state schools in both the east-

ern and western states.

Many of our dear brethren feel

that a higher education for Menno-

nite youth is unnecessary. They feel

that it is only the rare young man
or—rarer still—young woman who
really wants such an education.

They would be amazed to know that

so many of our young people are

already seeking an education at

different schools in North America.

Up until now it has not been pos-

sible to secure such an education in

the Mennonite church.

This one fact alone is overwhelm-

ing proof that our Mennonite young

people need facilities for a better

education immediately. Their attend-!

ance at other colleges speaks conl

vincingly of their desire for more]

education. If they were to be mor<

emphatic, they would turn thei:

the vision

David Goerz, a founder of Bethel

College, saw the need for a Men-
nonite college. Here is his state-

ment of seventy-five years ago.

An early student body: "Can we repress the desire for a better education by ignoring it?'

o . ... .. ....



"HAT BUILT A SCHOOL

David Goerz served as business
manager of Bethel College
from its beginning until 1910.

Graduating class of 1897
(Otto Lichti. J. B. Epp. Hen-
ry Bachman. P. A. Penner)

:

"A man with a good educa-
tion is in a much better po-
sition to serve his fellowman
and the kingdom of God."



J. H. Doell, professor of biology: "No ma
with a sound education will want to preven

another from achieving what he has achieved.'

An early art class: "If God as the Creator has given the desire and capacity

to develop gifts, man as the creature should not smother this desire."

backs on our fellowship completely.

We don't want this to happen. And
if we don't want it to happen then

we must reckon with conditions as

they are now, not as they once

were, or as we imagine them to be.

Can we repress this desire for a

better education by ignoring it? The
experience of the past says, "No."

The future holds no different pros-

pect. No ruling by a congregation

and no conference resolution will

stop our young people from getting

an education by their own means
if we deny them the opportunity.

The Gift of Curiosity

The desire to know more and to

learn more is a gift of God. We go

against His will for us if we do not

satisfy this desire. The spirit of man
must search (Ps. 77:6). To develop

his spiritual abilities he must re-

kindle the gift of God within him
(2 Tim. 1:6). If God as the Creator

has given the desire and capacity

to develop gifts, man as the creature

should not smother this desire.

Much more he should be challenged

to use every proper means to find

knowledge and hold on to it.

A good education is a goal worth

striving for. A man with a good

education is in a much better posi-

tion to serve his fellowman and the

kingdom of God than a man who
has learned little, if both are equally

sincere and dedicated. Since our

young people know the value of a

good education and seek after it,

we should greet this endeavor joy-

fully and promote it rather than

hinder it.

Some argue that it is only in ex-

ceptional cases that our young peo-

ple seek a better education. The
facts that I have already pointed

out refute this argument. In the fu-

ture the exceptions will become the

rule. The Mennonite who does not

value a better education will cer-

tainly become the exception.

Education Attracts

A proper spiritual and intellectual

education does not repel, rather it

attracts. No man with a sound edu-

cation will want to prevent another

from achieving what he ha

achieved. Instead he will be more

willing to assist a young person to ie
J

reach even higher than he himself

has attained. If it had been the rul

that the children should never learnf 10

more than their fathers or forefa

thers had an opportunity to learn in

their times, we would be in a pitifu

condition.

A Luther would never have beer

able to translate the Bible, if h<

had not been allowed to learn mor<

than his father knew. And men lik(

our reformer Menno, Balthasai

Hubmaier, Hans Denk, and other! e«

would not have been able to exer m
such a singular influence on th< tl(«i

establishment and development of^i'

our faith, if they had not learned *
more than their elders and forefa »

thers. Since that time, ChristianfNf

have continued to turn to learnet

men for support and defense when We

ever their faith was under attack. * >

Even today we recall with plea
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school to provide for Mennonite young people the education they desire.

je these men of faith. What was
that made them so appealing?

ley attracted multitudes who fol-

ded them willingly, because be-

ies their faith, they had the abil-

|
to give the right interpretation

word and deed. And this they had
learn.

%r Debt to Others

We Mennonites are already great-

indebted to the colleges of other
urch groups. We use Luther's Bi-

|i In order to make the transla-

te a thorough knowledge of He-
ew and Greek was needed. Luther
irned these languages in an insti-

ion of higher learning.

We willingly make use of the
itings of Menno, Hans Denk, and
ner educated men. The composi-
h. of these works required a high-
education.

We sing songs whose poets had
;ir spirits and minds trained in

ler schools. There they learned
put their thoughts into verse.

The melodies of our hymns came
m composers schooled in music.
each case they needed a better
ierstanding of music than is

taught in any present Mennonite
school.

The missionaries from our own
congregations had to get their edu-
cation at other schools. We have
ministers, home mission workers,
teachers, and other workers in our
churches who were trained in non-
Mennonite schools. Since we have
been blessed with so much fruit
from other schools, isn't it time for
us to plant in our own garden the
tree whose fruit we enjoy so much?
The power of a good school has

oft been felt in Mennonite experi-
ence. It has not been to the honor
of our own congregations for these
schools have not been ours but the
schools of other churches. Well
known is the strength of the schools
of the Moravians both in Europe
and America. Mennonite families de-
siring a good education for their
children have sent them to their
schools.

The same is true of other schools
in America. Mennonites have al-

ready benefited from the fact that
the schools of other denominations
are open to receive Mennonite young
people. If instead of being open,

these schools should deny entrance
to our young people in the same way
that some of our brethren think
that a strong Mennonite school
should be open only to Mennonites
and closed to non-Mennonites—then
we would be much worse off today
than we really are.

While the schools of other denom-
inations have served us gladly when
we needed their help, they will not
blame us for wanting our own
schools. Instead each denomination
interested in education can only re-

joice with us when our desire to

have our own school is realized.

The power of a good college is

not confined to its own students,
but rather extends to the denomina-
tion to which the school belongs.
Young people are most frequently
attracted to the place where their

legitimate desires are best met. Even
a child turns his affection toward
the place where he receives a gift.

As with children, so are we able to

bind young men and women to us
by helping them achieve their de-

sires. On the other hand, parents
have discovered how easy it is to

alienate their own children by
blocking their wishes, especially if

such a denial is arbitrary and ca-

pricious and not soundly motivated.
We have a choice. We can allow

our young people to drift away from
the influence of our church. Or we
can build an attractive school in

Bethel College which will draw our
young people and others to us.

A good college will unite our
church. The workers it trains will

have much more in common as they
serve the church. Workers from dif-

ferent schools carrying differing

points of view to their fields of

service.

Relations between congregations
will be improved. Our leaders will

not need to seek their education
from many different schools. Dif-

ferent schools have different ideas
and views. To a greater or lesser

degree these may be in conflict with
the traditions of our church.

According to the stated aims, the
high and worthy goal of Bethel Col-

lege will be to provide for Menno-
nite young people the good educa-
tion which they desire and deserve.
Besides this the school will be open
to serve those members of other de-

nominations who until now have
served us in their schools by wel-
coming our young people so openly.
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Paxmen Build Christian

Community in Israe

Christian efforts to convert the

Jews have had little success. These

only widen the gulf of suspicion be-

tween the two groups. Jews have

problems with the Christian gos-

pel. It stands in painful contrast to

persecution and hatred they have
received in Europe and America.

Small groups of Christians in

Switzerland and the Netherlands

have decided that a new approach

is necessary. A deep sense of guilt

troubles them. They also desire to

restore brotherhood with the Jews.

The new approach calls for Prot-

estant Christians to work side by
side with Jews in developing their

new nation. The conviction is that

only a determined moral and spirit-

ual effort can reconcile the people

of these two religions.

The effort will be called Nes Am-

mim. It will be a Christian commu-
nity. Nes Ammim, a Hebrew expres-

sion found in Isaiah 11:10, can be

translated "a sign to the peoples" or

"a wonder of the nations." Both of

these phrases are appropriate for

the new project in Israel. Nes Am-
mim is full of Messianic meaning
and stresses the kinship of Israel

and the nations.

Two Paxmen — Robert Hoover,

Denver, Pa., a member of the Lan-

caster, Mennonite Conference, and
Martin Miller, Uniontown, Ohio, a

member of the Conservative Men-
nonite Church—are scheduled to

join this inter-Protestant venture

as soon as they get their visas.

Their assignment will be to help

with the construction of buildings

at the village which will be the cen-

ter of Nes Ammim activities.

Two hundred and sixty acres of

good farm land fifteen miles north

of Haifa were purchased for the

establishment of this new commu-
nity in June, 1962. The location and
quality of them make farming Nes
Ammim's first activity. Water is

available from a public pipeline

running across the property.

After the community becomes es

tablished it plans to branch out in-

to industry. Nonfertile land is avail

able near the farm for the develop-

ment of factories and shops which
will eventually form the backbone
of the settlement's economy.
This type of assistance will be a

direct contribution to Israel's eco

nomic development. Although the

project is a business venture, car-

ried out along strictly economic

lines, it is prompted by spiritual

Pioneer Village

Living barracks

School

Store house

Kitchen

Dining hall

Activity room

Water tower

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Pump house

Shower house

Work shop

Administration

Garages

Laundry

Fifteen miles north ol Haifa lies Nes
Ammim. Paxmen will construct the build-

ings in the Moshav, the central village in

the community.
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jj
The community will witness by assisting

I

.Israel in its economic development.

s

motive. Nes Ammim was approved

|

by the Israeli government early

j in 1963. The decision came three
years after a memorandum of pur-

^
pose had been presented to the gov-

|
ernment.

Nes Ammim began as a project of

Dutch and Swiss lay Christians, but

^
;t has expanded now to include

groups from Germany and the
i Jnited States. Swedish, Danish,

.|

English, and French groups are al-

so considering membership. Each
country has its own committee
vhich sends representatives to the
nternational Nes Ammim organiza-
:ion. Each participating national
jroup is responsible for a specified
share of the committee's expenses
ind investments.

The United States Nes Ammim
•ommittee is composed of interest-

!d and concerned individuals from
he Near East Committee of the
division of Foreign Missions, Na-
ional Council of Churches; the Na-
ional Association of Evangelicals,
he Southern Baptists, the Chris-
ian Reformed Church, the Cove-
nant Church, and the Israel Evan-
:elism Committee of the Mennonite
Soard of Missions and Charities
Elkhart) and the Eastern Menno-
ite Board of Missions and Chari-
ties (Salunga, Pa.). Addison J. East-

man of the Near East Committee is

chairman and Orie O. Miller of the
Israel Evangelism Committee is sec-

retary.

Five workers from the United
States, including the two Mennonite
Paxmen, are expected to be sent to

Nes Ammim before the end of 1963.

It is envisioned that $500,000 in

investment funds will be needed to

establish the basic Nes Ammim fa-

cility in Israel. Approximately half

of this amount has been raised by
the Dutch and Swiss committees.
The United States committee hopes
to participate on a twenty-five per-

cent basis in the total project.

WINTER WORKERS NEEDED

Some varied voluntary service op-

portunities are now opening up in

church institutions across the coun-
try. Volunteers receive board, room,
and a fifteen dollar monthly allow-

ance but provide their own trans-

portation to and from the project.

Northern Arizona Mennonite Mis-

sion needs one man or a couple to

paint trim and windows on most
of the mission houses at Oraibi,

Bacavi, and Moencopi. The work
would begin now and last about a
month. One or two men are also

needed to build and equip a rest-

room for the Oraibi church, a one-

or two-week job this winter.

Brook Lane Farm, Hagerstown,
Md., needs one or more men with
some skill in carpentry to assist in

construction of an addition to the
office building. Construction begins
in mid-October and will last three
or four months. Couples are wel-
come.

Meadows Mennonite Home, Mead-
ows, 111., wants a lady to help with
fall house cleaning for four to six

months, beginning any time in Oc-
tober. Two men are needed to assist

in construction of a fourteen-bed
nursing wing and a new kitchen.

Some experience in either carpen-
try, masonry, plumbing, or electri-

cal work is preferred. The work
begins March 1, 1964, and couples
are welcome.
Bethel Hospital and Eventide

Home, Mountain Lake, Minn., re-

quest two volunteers to paint out-

side trim and interior of Eventide
Rest Home for several weeks or
months, beginning now. An orderly
for assistance in the Home, to help
patients walk, lifting patients out of

bed, and do general orderly work

for several months is also needed,
the work beginning now.
Canadian Mennonite Bible Col-

lege, Winnipeg, Man., can use one
unskilled worker for general labor
assignments, including clean-up and
rough carpentry, and for assisting

in construction of a new residence
facility. The work begins now and
will last several months. A skilled

carpenter is needed for inside finish

work such as hanging doors, as-

sembling cabinets, fitting locks, etc.,

for one or more months, beginning
about Nov. 1.

Mennonite Hospital, Bloomington,
111., requests one or more men, or
couples, to do painting and general
redecorating within the hospital for
two weeks to two months. The
work, which is open now, could in-

volve wallpapering, patch plaster-

ing adding fixtures such as mirrors,
and other tasks depending on skills.

The wife of a volunteer could serve
either in the dietary department or
in the laundry or linen room.
The Mennonite Benevolent So-

ciety, Winnipeg, Man., wants female
help as nurses and nurses' aides
(uncertified). There is no objection

of payment of fees or salaries on
the current schedule.

Bethel College, North Newton,
Kan., needs two or three men volun-
teers for all or any part of the
winter to do general maintenance
and repair. In mid-October, volun-
teers are welcomed to help con-

struct the Fine Arts Building.

If interested, write to Board of

Christian Service, 722 Main, New-
ton, Kan.

DIFFICULTIES IN MEXICO WORK
The Mexico work is at this time
going through some critical expe-
riences. In recent weeks a complaint
was lodged with Mexican immigra-
tion officials by a Cuauhtemoc resi-

dent, and as a result work has been
severely curtailed.

The Mexico work began in 1947
under the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee and was in 1956 transferred
to the General Conference Church.
Through the years an agricultural

program was developed to assist

both Mexicans and Mennonites and
a hospital ministers to many people.

More recently a radio program has
been broadcast over two stations in

three languages. A school and
church program are conducted in

Cuauhtemoc, and two years ago re-
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treats were added to special youth

activities.

Now, as the Mexico work is be-

ing increasingly accepted by Old

Colony brethren and Cuauhtemoc

Mexican neighbors, a complaint

against the unit has been initiated,

apparently to disperse the unit and

halt work. Following the complaint,

Mexican immigration officials ap-

peared in Cuauhtemoc, checked on

visas of all workers, the nature of

their work, and the source of their

support. On technical grounds in-

volving visas, two women workers

were ordered to leave within twenty-

four hours, and all were ordered to

discontinue certain phases of work.

The order did not include medical

services, agricultural experimenta-

tion or teaching in Cuauhtemoc pub-

lic schools. Workers are now waiting

word from Mexico City officials be-

fore taking further steps.

Menno Colony leaders have as-

sured the unit that they have no

complaint to the government con-

cerning the work. The government
also appears to be friendly, and a

delegation from the Cuauhtemoc
unit plans to leave for Mexico City

to negotiate with top government
officials, having requested a person-

al audience to explain the nature,

purpose, and support of Conference
work in Mexico.

Board of Missions and Board of

Christian Service offices report that

everything possible is being done to

reach a solution to this problem.

COUNCIL MEETS IN KANSAS

The Council of Boards, which will

be held December 4-6 at the Bethel

College Church, North Newton,
Kan., is a meeting of the four Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite boards
—Missions, Christian Service, Edu-
cation and Publication, Business Ad-
ministration—with elected commit-
tees and presidents of district and
area conferences.

This year the Council of Boards
may make final the appointment of

a personnel secretary. This person
will establish a personnel office to

serve all four boards in recruitment

of workers for full- and part-time

Christian service. The personnel sec-

retary would contact students and
others in the interest of Christian

service. This would benefit church
and mission work directly and
be of indirect benefit to Conference-

related schools and hospitals.

Other Council of Board concerns

will include a special report by the

Constitution and Polity Committee.

To prepare for this report the Com-
mittee met in Chicago on Oct. 5 to

study needed revisions in the Con-

ference constitution and possible

polity changes. The committee's re-

port to the Council of Boards will

be a guide to further preparation

for the triennial Conference session

in 1965.

The Board of Business Administra-

tion plans to examine personal

stewardship at Council of Boards

meetings, and the Board of Chris-

tian Service will take up racial con-

cerns, inter-cultural relations on the

mission and service fields, and race

relations as they affect the local

community.

FAMILY WORSHIP IDEAS

Family crafts, variety in family

prayers, and temperance are some
of the topics discussed in the Octo-

ber-December quarter of Our Fam-
ily Worships. Lola Miller describes

various activities for families to do

together, including some ideas for

making Christmas gifts. Elaine Rich

gives variations for family prayers,

suggesting written prayers to be

filed for use at certain times and
extemporaneous prayers in which
even the small child can partici-

pate. The article on temperance by
Elda Bachman is the last in a series

on developing attitudes in children.

The Sunday school theme for the

quarter, which begins a new church

school year, is "The Church." Wil-

lard Claassen discusses the topic on

the different age levels. Cornelia

Lehn interprets the spirit of Christ-

mas as it is generally experienced

through symbols and customs.

Meditations for daily use by fam-
ilies with young children were writ-

ten by Christine Waltner, Marion
Preheim, and Marian Franz.

Families who are not on the regu-

lar subscription list may still obtain

a copy of this quarterly magazine
(for 40 cents) from Mennonite Pub-

lication Office, 720 Main Street,

Newton, Kan.

USED MAGAZINES NEEDED

Americans read and discard about

thirty-seven million magazines a

month. A small number of these

used magazines are sent each month
to people in free Asia.

Many Asians have warped ideas

about America and Americans from
our movies and comic books. But
far more serious is the story of

America being told to them by Com-
munist China. Much of this propa-

ganda is being circulated in Eng-

lish, a language understood by many
Indians and Southeast Asians. When
these readers receive an American
magazine they have an opportunity

to read about the real America. Such
magazines as Life, Look, Readers'

Digest, Newsweek, Good Housekeep
ing, Popular Mechanics and scores

of others give a reasonably true

picture of what America is like. The
magazines are sent directly from
the donor to an Asian who has re-

quested them.

Anyone interested in putting his

old magazines to good use should

write to Magazines from Americans,

People-to-People Workshop, 2444 Sil

ver Ridge Ave., Los Angeles 39,

Calif., for more information.

The Christian Salvage Mission,

144 North State St., Howell, Mich.,

is interested in used religious maga-
zines, Sunday school papers, etc

This agency requests the magazines

be bundled up and sent to them
They make any necessary repairs

and add a decision card for the

reader to fill out. Write to them foi |<

further details before sending any

used materials.

Sfri

K

H
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DEFENDS POLYGAMY
Jean Kotto, an African church lead

er, has questioned church disciplined i

against polygamy in Africa. Kottc |S

is general secretary of the Evangel

ical Church in Cameroun.
He laments "the categorical re

fusal to admit polygamists as churclfw

members even if they have accepted 9

Jesus Christ as Lord and Savioui

and are begging to be accepted intc

the church."

He argues by saying, "The big

copper-magnate who exploits 40,00(

underpaid, badly-housed laborers is

a good church member. But the

polygamist who remains faithful tc fo

his wives, all working peacefull> In

together for the good of the fam
ily, is not allowed to join th#s

church. His wives are also exclud

ed, and even his children; the churellt*

refuses to baptize them at all, ever i

later in their lifetime, unless tin

man sends all his wives away excep1

one.

"What is to happen to these wives

who are sent away, and to theii

•
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children separated from the affec-

tion of the family, in these rapidly
changing societies? They can only
become prostitutes and outcasts
who are hostile to the church.
"The roots of polygamy in Africa

go too deep to be destroyed by a
general ruling, which attempts to
force people into monogamy," Mr.
Kotto said. "We complain about the
secularization of society. But we do
not complain about the narrowness
and weakness of our own church
regulations, which try to force peo-
ple instead of educating them."
Mr. Kotto said that in this gen-

eration the African "is playing his
part in the process of change. Never-
theless subconsciously, and even con-
sciously, he is still attached to a
faith, Christian or non-Christian; he
hias not yet placed his faith in tech-
nology. There is therefore a cleav-
age between his nature and his en-
/ironment.

"The campaigns of evangelism,"
VIr. Kotto asserted, "have taught us
i great deal: not to be hasty in con-
temning the attitude of these citi-

zens of the new societies. They need
o be helped, guided and strength-
'ned. The only thing which can do
his is the Christian gospel. It is a
racial moment for the future of
Africa."

Kotto calls the church a "deter-
nining factor" in Africa "whether
t is present or absent." In speak-
ag to the World Council of Church-
s' Central Committee in Rochester,
e said that even though the church
/ithdraws into itself, "clinging to
:s traditional forms and to its ob-
blete message, its role is funda-
aental for all who come in con-
ict with it."

jEACHERS SHORT IN CONGO
[issionaries from every General
onference mission station in the
tongo wrestled with a problem at
iieir annual conference, held this
?ar at Nyanga. The problem: with
dependence has come a widespread
>sire for more and better educa-
3n, and there just aren't enough
ission teachers to go around.
In the past the government de-
eded almost entirely in Prot-
tant and Catholic missions to fur-
sh schools, and the missions were
>iPPy to do this as schools were
so a fruitful evangelistic field and
means of building the church. To-
y Congolese staff the primary

schools but the government is still

depending on trained Europeans to
staff post primary schools. If Prot-
estant mission schools aren't avail-
able, young people in our mission
fields will go elsewhere to school
to Catholic schools well-staffed by
priests and nuns or to schools staffed
by non-Christian teachers from
other countries such as Egypt.

Naturally, points out the mission-
ary Elmer J. Dicks, who share these
concerns in a report from Tshikapa,
many Congolese young people are
being lost to the mission as a result.
Needed are French-speaking high
school mission teachers who will
continue the witness and outreach
begun by our missionaries.

SOCIETY OUTCASTS MORE
NEEDY THAN QUAKE VICTIMS

People who get in trouble through
no fault of their own get plenty of
help. An earthquake in Yugoslavia,
a famine in Congo, and a typhoon
in Pakistan, bring help from all

over the world. But other disaster
victims go forgotten. They are the
outcasts of society.

A West German broadcaster says
the church must make a greater ef-

fort to stretch out a loving hand
to the rejected and unloved.
"The church should do more to

help the unpopular cases and leave
the great catastrophes to the organ-
izations which can always raise a
large number of volunteer helpers,"
says Klaus von Bismarck, Cologne.

"For although the sympathy felt
in the latter cases is undoubtedly
genuine," he noted, "it nevertheless
includes a pagan streak—the idea
of bringing a thank-offering and
thus persuading the gods not to
send evil on one's own head."
Bismarck said the Church should

show particular interest in those
unaided by the "network of official

social welfare" because of personal
failure or "the blows of fate."

He singles out criminals, "fallen"
girls, illegitimate children and or-

phans, the mentally impaired, and
those unemployed because of phys-
ical handicaps.

Such people "particularly need
our affection because they cannot
find their place in the world alone,"
he said. "Often there is no loving
hand to look after the individual
cases."

Bismarck was also critical of the
tendency to retain "an obsolete
petty-bourgeois code of ethics" in

the midst of changing social situ-

ations.

"The individual bourgeois virtues
which were formerly praised . . .

are no longer the sole criteria for
correct Christian behavior," he said.

"They can even become a hindrance
if Christians are to take their place
in society under entirely different
conditions."

Bismarck's remarks were con-
tained in an address to the Central
Committee for the World Council
of Churches when it met at Roches-
ter, N. Y., in August.

HIRSCHY HALL, a new men's dormitory at Bluffton College, Bluffton, Ohio was
dedicated on Sept. 29. The building housing 100 men carries the name of N C
Hirschy, the school's first president. It was built at a cost of $£58 500 plus
$18,500 for furnishings and equipment. i*2f
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Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North

Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Central

Oct. 17—Indiana Fall Mennonite

Women's Rally, Community Park

Pavilion, Nappanee, Ind.

Oct. 17—Illinois Fall Women's
Missionary Rally, Meadows (111.)

Church.

Oct. 31—Vesper service, Bluffton

(Ohio) College, L. L. Ramseyer,

speaker.

Oct. 27-30—Annual Fall Confer-

ence, First Church, Wadsworth;

Hope Church, Columbiana; First

Church, Sugarcreek; Salem Church,

Kidron; and Oak Grove Church,

Smithville, Ohio. J. Herbert Fretz,

Peter Ediger, Bill Bullard, and Carl

Yoder, speakers.

Eastern
Oct. 27-30—Fall Bible Series, Deep

Run Church, Bedminster, Pa., Gor-

don Ceperly, speaker.

Our Family Worships

A devotional magazine for families with

children. The readings follow the Liv-

ing Faith Graded Bible Lessons. Pub-

lished quarterly with articles on fam-

ily life. 35 cents per copy in bulk

subscriptions; $1.60 per year, single sub-

scription. Order from Faith and Life

Press, 120 Main St., Newton, Kansas.

Northern
Oct. 14-18—Fall Meetings, Bethel

Lustre Church, Frazer, Mont. Wil-

lard Wiebe, speaker.

Oct. 20-27—Evangelistic meetings

and Harvest Festival, Bethlehem

Church, Bloomfield, Mont. Victor

Sawatzky, speaker.

Western
Oct. 20—Mission Festival, Bethel

Church, Inman, Kan., Mr. and Mrs,

Glendon Klassen, Tina Block, Esther

Mae Andres, and Vern Preheim,

speakers.

Oct. 20-27 — Revival meetings,

Bethany Church, Kingman, Kan.

Homer Moutett, speaker.

Oct. 20—Twenty-fifth anniversary

celebration of Grace Church, Enid,

Okla.

Oct. 20-22—Harvest Festival, First

Church, McPherson, Kan. Russell

Mast, speaker.

Nov. 1—Western District Minis-

ters' Conference, West Zion Church,

Moundridge, Kan.

ITINERATIONS

Palmer Becker, First Church,

Lima, Ohio, on Oct. 20.

Paul Boschman, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., on Oct. 20.

Marie Duerksen, W.M.S. Confer-

ence, Meadows (111.) Church, on

Oct. 17.

Aron and Kathryn Jantzen, First

Church, Clinton, Okla., on Oct. 20-23.

Glendon and Reitha Klassen,

Esther Mae Andres, and Tina Block,

Bethel Church, Inman, Kan., Oct. 20.

Sue Martens, First Church, Eye-

brow, Sask., on Oct. 20. Swift Cur-

rent, Sask., on Oct. 22-23.

Fremont Regier, First Church,

Halstead, Kan., on Oct. 20.

Marie J. Regier, Tabor Church,

Newton, Kan., on Oct. 16.

WORKERS
Peter Ediger, Elkhart, Ind., field

secretary of the Committee of City

Churches, left the first week of

October for Gulfport, Miss., where

he will undertake a special study

of the Gulfport program. The study

will help the Board of Christian

Service and the Mission Board in

planning future work in the area.

Lydia Hiebert, New Westminster,

B. C, recently joined the Board of

Missions staff as a general office

worker. Her husband, John, former-

ly pastor of the New Westminster

Church, is a senior at Bethel Col-

lege this year.

Dale Martin, Haven, Kan., be-

came the minister of music at the

Burrton (Kan.) Church on Sept. 1.

An instructor of music at Haven

High School he taught previously at

Henderson, Neb., and Attica, Kan.

John Harold McCombe, Jr., has

been appointed Executive Secretary

of the American Bible Society. He
formerly served as the Society's

Secretary for Asia. He is an or-

dained Methodist minister.

Millard Moser, Berne, Ind., has

been accorded recognition for fine

work by the American Consulate

General in Hong Kong, where he

has been serving under MCC. He
was also commended for good serv-

ice by Robert Aylward, Chief of

the Consulate's Refugee and Migra

tion Unit. Moser terminated his

service at the end of September. On
Oct. 13 he will begin a series of

j

visits to churches in 111., Iowa, Minn.,

S. D., Neb., and Kan.

Gene A. Penner, First Church

Beatrice, Neb., recently began his

1-W service in Indianapolis, Ind

Henry Penner, First Church,
jer

Beatrice, Neb., recently began his

1-W service in Bloomington, 111.

Martha Peters, Olivet Mission

Church, Clearbrook, B. C, joined the

staff of Canadian Mennonite Bible

College as a stenographer. She wil

work on a voluntary service basis
f

for one year.

Don Reimer, First Church, Saska
j

toon, Sask., returned from two years

of service in Pax. He served ir

Switzerland.
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PUBLISHED

Pri

The Church in tlie City by Pau

Peachey of Washington, D. C, ha

been published by the Institute o|
a]

Mennonite Studies. The booklet dis

cusses the question of how men cai
ai

be won to Christ amidst the cuf

tural and economic influences of ou

urban communities, and how the;

can be led to a meaningful membei

ship in the church. Selling for $1.1

the booklet can be obtained fror

any Mennonite bookstore.
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NEW ADDRESSES
CORRECTION: The address of Ha
vey Bauman (incorrectly listed

the Sept. 17 issue) should be Rt

Coopersburg, Pa.

Manitoba
Henry W. Goerzen, Box 907, Killa

ney
H. A. Friesen, Box 1048, Thompso

^
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ie North Dakota
15 Mrs. Ernest Baresch, Valley Ho Mo

bile Home Court, No. 23, Grand
Forks

Ontario

J. W. Fretz, 225 Lourds, Waterloo
Take Fransen, 16 Seneca Crescent,
Brantford

Ihode Island

Garland Pankratz, 76 Grotto Ave.,
Providence 6

outh Dakota
August Ewert, Marion
Idgar Ensz, 904 Park St., Sturgis
5almer Becker, Marion
Virginia

Cay Kratz, 4311 Duke St., Arlington
iansas

Marvin Bartel, 409 SE 4, Newton
W. Bergen, Tampa

/Trs. Charles Frank, 621 Lakeview,
Emporia

tonald M. Friesen, Box 1037, Hugo-
ton

arraine Galle, 619 Taylor St., To-
peka

Villiam M. Gering, 1020 E. 8 St.,

Newton
lerbert Goering, 521 Leroy St., Osa-
watomie

Lichard Holzrichter, 7228 Greely
St., Bethel

Lester E. Janzen, 625 E. 4, Newton
yilhelmina Kuyf, 222 S. Pine, New-

ton

:enneth Lindteigen, Westside Trail-
er Court, Abilene
[azel McQuire, 222 V2 Durham,
Ulysses

'firs. Will Nimz, 321 Fourth Street,
Wakeeney
ernon Pauls, 215 S. Lincoln, Hills-

boro

C. O. Sperling, Prairie Sunset
Home, Pretty Prairie
al Harvey Wiens, 1422 Holyoke,
Wichita

:a|arrell Zielke, 110 N. Pratt, Apt. 4,

!?J

Pratt

?| anitoba
lejartin Buhr, New Bothwell
^izabeth Elias, 14-124 Lewis St.,

Saqunnary Apts., Winnipeg 13
agar W. Epp, 637 Cambridge St.,

Winnipeg 9

rter I. Friesen, 554 Cedar Crest
Dr., Winnipeg 16
hn Harder, Thompson
zbraska
•ed A. Epp, 4925 Greenwood, Apt.
202, Lincoln
xentin Groves, 1417 Missouri Ave.,
Omaha
irold C. Lohrentz, 6165 Hickory

st St., Omaha

511

John McCombe, Jr.,

(Workers)
; M'Della

Moon, (Deaths); Paul
Peachey, (Published).

John Thiessen, Henderson
Ohio
Albert S. Bauman, 4663 Kenny Rd.,
Columbus 21

Edwin Hollinger, 307 N. Metzger
St., Rittman

Daniel Donovan Hostetler, 5895
Woolmans Court, Whitehall Man-
or, Parma 30

Carl R. Jantzen, 4391 East St. (Darr-
town), Rt. 2, Oxford

Heinz Janzen, Rt. 1, Dalton
Abraham H. Mast, Box 63, Pleasant
City

A. T. Schwartz, 4827 Winton Ridge
La., Cincinnati 32

Pennsylvania
V. C. Backensto, Home for the Aged,
Frederick

Cheryl Geiser, Box 73, Gipsy
Samir A. Khabbaz, Rt. 2, Box 214,

Bethlehem
Walter M. Shelly, 810 Seneca St.,

Bethlehem
John F. Sprunger, 964 Holland Rd.,

Holland
David Whitermore, 802 Derstine

Ave., Lansdale
Saskatchewan
C. Boldt, Park Valley
Jacob A. Brown, 3614 Argyle Road,
Regina

Edward Enns, 1676 Alexandria Ave.,
Saskatoon

Peter Peters, Waldheim

MARRIAGES

Mrs. Julee Amstutz, and Kenneth
Chidester, both of Ebenezer Church,
Bluffton, Ohio, on Aug. 10.

Geneva Bixel, Ebenezer Church,
Bluffton, Ohio, and David Sturman,
South Baptist Church, Lansing,
Mich., on Aug. 24.

David Butler, Grace Church, Dal-
las, Ore., to Diana Grace, Dallas,
Ore., on Aug. 23.

Carolyn Garamatter, Ebenezer
Church, Bluffton, Ohio, to Alan Fry-
singer, United Church of Christ, Go-
mer, Ohio, on Sept. 7.

Betty Lou Loewen, First Church,

Mt. Lake, Minn., to Jaynes Jackson,
Minneapolis, Minn., on Sept. 28.

Linda Meyers, Deep Run Church,
Bedminster, Pa., and Dale Rosen-
berger, Doylestown, Pa., on July 27.
Esther Moyer, Grace Church, Lans-

dale, Pa., to Lester Hedrick, Aug. 24.
Clinton Schmidt, and Betty Hos-

tetler Kauffman, both of Kansas
City (Kan.) Church on Sept. 28.

Dorothy Schmidt, Tabor Church,
Newton, Kan., to LaVern Unruh,
Alexanderwohl Church, Newton!
Kan., on Sept. 20.

Susan Walter, United Church of
Christ, Quakertown, Pa., and Joel
Detweiler, Deep Run Church, Bed-
minster, Pa., on Sept. 21.

Jane Elaine Krehbiel, First Church,
Pretty Prairie, Kan., to Clemon
Kaufman, Bethany Church, King-
man, Kan., on Oct. 4.

Janet Unruh, First Church, Mon-
roe, Wash., and Larry Whalen, Sno-
homish, Wash., on Aug. 9.

Ronald I. Friesen, Bethesda
Church, Henderson, Neb., and Vesta
Schneider, College Hill Methodist,
Wichita, Kan., on Sept. 1.

Shirley Friesen, Bethesda Church,
Henderson, Neb., and Ardean Goert-
zen, Mennonite Brethren Church,
Henderson, Neb., on Aug. 23.

Frank L. Fast, Glendale Church,
Lynden, Wash., to Carolyn Pan-
kratz, Salem Church, Munich, N. D.,
on Aug. 9.

Darleen Goosen, Bethesda Church,
Dolton, S. D., to Vernon Ortman,
Mennonite Brethren Church, Dolton,
S. D., on Aug. 30.

Sandra Kroeker, Bethesda Church,
Henderson, Neb., and Orville
Schmidt, Evangelical Mennonite
Brethren Church, Marion, S. D., on
Aug. 18.

Velma Kroeker, Bethesda Church,
Henderson. Neb., and Erunn Reimer,
Emmanuel Church, Meade, Kan., on
Aug. 24.

Dennis Miller, Salem Church,
Freeman, S. D., to Florence Deckert,
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Bethesda Church, Marion, S. D., on

Aug. 30.

Lanora Rempel, Bethesda Church,

Henderson, Neb., •• and Raymond
Heiser, Evangelical Mennonite
Church, Henderson, Neb., Aug. 31.

GIFTS

Five thousayid dollars was given

to the Board of Missions by Anna
P. Krehbiel, Eden Church, Mound-

ridge, Kan. Mrs. Krehbiel died in

1961. Final settlement of the estate

has been made.

BAPTISMS

First Church, Beatrice, Neb., on

Sept. 1: Darlene Buss Penner.

Waters Church, Copper Cliff, Ont.,

on June 30: Mrs. Marilyn Fillim-

chuck, Vivian Moxam, Ruth Mar-

tins, Mary Martins, Arthur Bast.

RELIEF RESTAURANTS

Dear Mr. Shelly: I have followed

with interest the various concerns

voiced in and by The Mennonite,

not least of these is the race ques-

tion. Since it is feared that law en-

actment will not be sufficient, I

have what may be, together with

witnessing, a partial solution. Would
it be possible, through an agency like

MCC or Mutual Aid, to set up cafes,

restaurants, eating places where all

races are served and several em-

ployed? It seems that, even if van-

dalism and other acts of hostility

would eat up the profits, these

places could be subsidized by Men-

nonites everywhere, and thus be-

come nuclei of goodwill and Chris-

tian example: bookstores work, why
not eating places? Clarence Penner,

Box 1723, Weyburn, Sask.

APPRECIATION

We would also like to express our

appreciation of the paper. It is ex-

cellent. The editor is doing his job

well! May the Lord continue to

guide this publication. Leonard Har-

der, 161045 St. SW, Calgary, Alta.

TELL PLUS ACT
Dear Editor: Reading the reprint

of the article by J. Vogt [Letters,

MINISTERS

Ray Linberger became the interim

minister of the Second Church, Phil-

adelphia, Pa. He will serve the

school year while their pastor, Er-

nest Neufeld, attends the Seminary.

DEATHS

Jacob G. Folk, First Church, Mt.

Lake, Minn., born Feb. 21, 1898, and

died Aug. 30. His wife, two sons,

and one daughter survive.

Bernice L. Gross, Bethany Church,

Freeman, S. D., born July 20, 1923,

and died September 27. Survivors

are her father, one brother, and one

sister.

Norewood King, First Church,

McPherson, Kan., born Dec. 18, 1928,

and passed away on Sept. 15.

M'Della Moon, Apostolic Church,

Trenton, Ohio, born Sept. 9, 1890,

Sept. 17] on self-criticism I can read-

ily see that Mr. Vogt must have had
unfortunate experiences connected

with the fellowship. The reason we
are sensitive and easily hurt is

commendable. It is the result of the

doctrine of love that we preach.

Where there is love there is also

hurt when love is not present.

From infancy to manhood we teach

in the church, "Do unto others as

you would have them do unto you,"

"He who would be first shall be

last," "Love your enemies," etc. We
come to see the body of believers

(the church) as ideal. This is again

commendable.
But alas, we get into difficult sit-

uations and to our great disappoint-

ment the body of believers is not

filled with love, issues are not dealt

with in love to another. You desper-

ately long for the functioning of the

love we preach, but the issues are

resolved with regard to pressures

and standards not in common with

the church. Mr. Vogt says the task

is so great we will not accomplish

it with our old methods. Let me il-

lustrate it this way. The pharisees

in Jesus' day were very religious

and zealous. But they had lost the

gospel because they put man-made
laws with the divine laws till it was
no longer the law of God. Some
Mennonite groups over-emphasize

certain areas coloring it with man-
made interpretations till it no long-

er is the law of Cod. An example

and died Sept. 16. She taught bio-

logical sciences at Bluffton College

for over forty years.

Daniel Orendorf, Sugarcreek
Church, Wayland, Iowa, died Sept.

24 at the age of 84. Two daughters

survive.

M. B. Shantz, Stirling Avenue
Church, Kitchener, Ont., died July

18 at the age of 81.

Mrs. D. H. (Sarah) Thiessen, Ta-

bor Church, Newton, Kan., born

May 3, 1893, and died Sept. 12.

Mrs. John (Louise) Graber, First

Church, Pretty Prarie, Kan., born

Jan. 28, 1889, and died Sept. 20. Sur-

vivors are her husband and one

daughter.

Caroline Stucky, First Church,

Monroe, Wash., born Sept. 27, 1889,

died Sept. 13. Her husband and two

daughters survive.
Fl-

it

s

is that cigarettes are not permis- s

sible because of the fancy white I

paper. Cigars are O.K. (I am a non- 1

smoker and I am not defending rc

smoking. This is a true illustration.)
|

Rubber tires are not permissible but s

bolting rubber carcasses over the!

steel rims is O.K. I think you get the i

point.

Now in our own churches we have \i

become passive to evil. We take! >:,

Christ's teaching of love and inter 1

pret it so we can take the road ofj I

least resistance, for isn't it easier*
i

not to face evil? We just live co I

existent with it. We find ourselves «

praying that God may make good It

to triumph forgetting that Goc ay

needs the Christian to accomplish! I

that prayer. The early Christiar

had a conviction, "Here I stand, 1 »

can do no other." Christ commis 4

sioned His disciples, "Go and speak'

If people will not hear you, shak( I

the dust from your feet and mov< U

on." Today's disciple is also com ti

missioned. Tell plus act in the situa k

tion you find yourself. Neither on< h

alone can do the job. Elmer Schmidt *>r

Rt. 2, Peabody, Kan.
H

TV TALK

To the Editor: Thanks for the ar «

tide "Back Talk from a TV Set.
1

H

(Oct. 1). Praise the Lord for mei k

that are not afraid to point out tto
J

evil that we Christians have in ou 1

homes! Alvin Voth, Box 21, Abet \\

deen, Idaho.
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Dorothy Best Rains

why

build

For three years Ronnie and Norm
tvere the best of friends. They stud-
ed together and owned a jalopy to-

gether. If their church crowd had a
oarty, either they both went or nei-

:her of them did. When the gang
vent skating they both had dates,
md doubled, or they stagged it to-

gether.

Then it happened. Norm's dad was
ransferred to the southern part of
he state. The boys said goodbye.

W> tneY didn't cry. They were too
j)ig for that. But Ronnie had a mis-
erable year. No one at school or
:hurch seemed to want to be his
pecial friend. He'd made it pretty
lear he only enjoyed Norm's com-

pany, for three years. Why should
he other fellows do any more than
ay "hello" to him now?
Karen and Pam were best friends,

oo. They told each other every-
fhing—even private family affairs
/hich their parents had asked them
ot to discuss with anyone!
Then Karen and Pam had a fight.

Veil, not a fight really. It was just
silly argument. But after that, al-

hough they both said "I'm sorry,"
fiey still weren't best friends any-
lore. Karen began to tell other
iris some of the things Pam had
)ld her. When Pam heard about it,

He promptly told all the secrets
:aren had confided to her.

The funny thing was, none of the
ther girls at Roosevelt School want-
i to be best friends with either
:aren or Pam. They were afraid
), really.

Ronnie and Norm, Karen and Pam,

a fence?
all looked back later and realized
their big mistake was in limiting
themselves to just one friend. It's

always sad to see two young people
enjoy each other so much that they
build a fence around themselves
and say to all other people "Keep
out—you're not wanted."
Mark was a natural leader. Presi-

dent of his class, captain of the ball
team, he was chosen to represent his
school at an all-city leadership
council. "What does Mark have that
the other fellows don't have?" one
of the teachers asked.

"Well, everybody is his friend," a
classmate of Mark's replied. "Mark
doesn't pal around with just one
person, he's nice to the whole
crowd."

Linda wasn't even pretty. She had
transferred the year before from a
school in northern Oregon. Yet she
was voted "best liked girl at Para-
mount High." Linda's secret? A
bright smile and a gay hello for
everyone from the elderly neighbor
woman to Nancy's six-year-old broth-
er who'd just lost his front teeth.
"Linda always looks like she's swal-
lowed a happiness pill," one of the
high school senior fellows remarked.
Think of some really popular fel-

low you know. Does he limit his

¥
A.

friendship to one person? Does the
best liked girl at your church cling
to just one girl?

Certainly not. Why do young peo-
ple fence themselves in that way,
then? Well, psychologists tell us
that when we're unsure of ourselves,
we find someone to "cling" to. Now
all of us lack confidence in ourselves
sometimes, and it is nice to have a
friend to go places with us instead
of going alone. But isn't it a mis-
take to always choose the same
person?
Think of it this way. The other

people your age have all had dif-

ferent experiences in life. They can
contribute something to your life.

While you're young you're still

growing—your attitudes as well as
your body. So with all the young
people for you to learn from, and
have fun with, and enjoy, why fence
yourself in with one best friend?
Look at the example the Lord

Jesus gave us. He went about doing
good, the scripture tells us. Read the
four Gospels sometime and write
down all the names of the people
Jesus took time to talk to, to eat
with, to perform a miracle for them.
You'll have a long list. Ever won-
der too just how slowly the early
church would have developed if

each disciple had just spent his time
with one best friend?

You don't know yet, perhaps, what
place of Christian service you'll

have when you're older. Maybe it

will be a small place. Or maybe
the Lord would like to use you in a
large, important place where you'll
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deal with hundreds of people.

Will you be ready for a big task

when it comes? Not if you haven't

formed a warm, friendly person-

ality. The Lord needs winsome, gra-

cious likable people to do His work
in winning others.

Perhaps someone reading this ar-

ticle has already fenced himself in.

He'd like to break down the fence

and get to know other people but

he isn't sure quite how to start. Here
are three suggestions for placing

your feet on the path of friendli-

ness.

In a recreation period at school

—

maybe at lunch time—watch for

someone who's by himself and looks

lonely. Walk right up and ask him
a question. Any kind of a question.

"Do you think our history test will

be hard?" or "What's the name of

the new fellow? I didn't hear it."

Retreat in

Taiwan

I joined seventy Taiwanese Menno-
nite Young People, representing

seven churches, at their annual

island-wide retreat this past sum-

mer. The site was the campus of

the Presbyterian Bible School at

Hsinchu on the west coast of Tai-

wan.
For those young people who came

from our two churches in Hualien

on the east coast, the experience

was an exciting one even before re-

treat began. Since a recent typhoon

PRoBLEM
Mary Beth stayed after school to

help Mrs. Hutchens put the home
economics room in order for PTA

Listen to the answer. Then com-

ment on it. You've started a con-

versation! Spend the rest of the

period with your new friend. Smile

when the bell rings which is a nice

way of saying "I've enjoyed talking

to you." Whenever you see him, in

the weeks which follow, greet him
warmly. Ask him questions about

himself. Listen to his replies. Invite

him to go to the game with you,

sometime. Later, you can take him
to church if he doesn't go to church

someplace else.

Every week try to form one new
friendship. Not just a casual "hi" to

those you see every day. Really get

to know someone new. And don't

lose track of last week's friend—or

the friend you made the week be-

fore that. Include them all.

Consider everyone a possible

friend no matter what their age

had washed out part of the Pacific

Precipice Highway to Taipei, we had

to go there by plane instead of by
bus as planned. For many, this was
the very first plane ride.

An all-Taiwanese planning com-

mittee had worked out a well-round-

ed program of devotions, singing,

messages, discussion periods and
recreation. Except for one Mandarin
(Chinese) speaker, everything from
"Good morning" to "It's too hot in

this room to sleep" was in Taiwa-

nese. For me, the only foreign girl

present and a student of the Tai-

wanese language for the past ten

months, this was a valuable expe-

rience.

A series of three messages dealt

with "Young People and the

Church." The problems of young

that evening.

"Mrs. Hutchins," she said break-

ing the companionable silence, "I've

got a problem. John asked me to go
steady last night, but I'm not sure

I like him well enough for that."

"I don't want to sound uninter-

ested, Mary Beth, but isn't this

something you should talk over

with your parents?"

Mary Beth gave the bookshelf a

heavy swipe with her dust cloth

and position in life. Remember Lin-

da. She took time to be nice to ev-

eryone—youngsters and older peo-

ple too. Your minister, the man who
drives the bakery truck, your little

sister's playmates in first grade

—

capture them all as real friends.

Give a "lift" to the lives of those

you know. No one enjoys a "gloomy
Gus." Swallow a "happiness pill"

yourself and scatter sunshine. Re-

member God's Word says "A mer-

ry heart doeth good like a medi-

cine."

But what about the best friend

you have now? Get rid of him?
No! Just include others. Make the

circle so wide no fence will con-

tain it. Will your best friend re-

sent it? At first, perhaps. But hav
ing lots of friends is a wonderful

adventure, and once you start it, it

spreads—like measles!

people, the work of the church, what
young people have to offer to the

church, and ways in which young
people and the church can help each

other were discussed.

On the third evening, a number
of young people gave testimonies of

the Lord's working in their lives.

Then the speaker again presented

the challenge: "Behold, now is the

day of salvation." When he called

for decisions to accept Christ and to

follow Him more closely, a number
of young people responded.

In the afternoons we had table

tennis and basketball tournaments,

went boating on a nearby lake, andj

had a session of games where eachj

youth group introduced several o|

their favorite games and contests.

Shirley Hildebrand.

before replying.

"My parents? Honestly, Mrs,

Hutchens. if you only knew how
hard it is to talk with them about

anything."

Learn to think together

Let's fact it! Parents are hard to

talk to. Twenty years age differ-

ence is a big gap. Your parents \,u

were adults before you arrived,

When they were young they fell
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"Someday when I get to be rich and famous, I wonder
if I'll still be the same sweet, lovable, humble person

you feel now. When they try to un-
derstand you, they try to recall
how they felt. This is a serious er-
ror. There is no accurate way to
recall how a person felt twenty
/ears ago. Comparisons with twenty
/ears ago only confuse issues. How-
ever, don't criticize your parents
lor this. Recognize what they face.
Since they are not teen-agers today
Lhey have real difficulty hearing ex-
ictly what you are saying.
Another fact to remember is that

J'our parents had to take care of
'ou from birth. You were complete-
y dependent on them and came to
hem for everything. You wanted
his help until recently. Now your
)arents must make a big shift. This
s not automatic. It comes with prac-
ice and patience. It comes easier
or some than others. Parents must
tow think with rather than for you.
If they have tried to do this even
/hen you were younger, this will
ome easily. If not, it is as new and
ifficult as learning a foreign lan-
uage.

What can you do about it? Don't
)se your head, use it. Think seri-

usly what your parents face. Prac-
ee talking with your parents on
)pics that are not personal or con-
•oversial. Discuss the news. Fol-
>w statements of your father with
why?" Ask your mother how she
looses her friends, how she de-
ides between right and wrong. The
>pics are endless. Nothing worth

doing comes easily. Learn to listen.

Both you and your parents are
learning to think together.
On that special problem of yours,

you may want to think this through
with another adult and then come
to your parents with a well thought
out conclusion. This may impress
them with your ability to make ma-
ture decisions. Yours is a problem
of communication. There are no
tricks or shortcuts. Sometimes
agree, sometimes disagree, but don't
get mad. All the effort and pain is

worth it. This is the price of grow-
ing up. Jacob T. Friesen, Pastor,
First Church, Bluffton, Ohio.

Find a right time and a right way

Have you tried to explain your
feelings about your parents? Per-
haps they have undergone a change
now that you are almost grown. Do
you remember that you once thought
that your mother and father seemed
perfect? They could do no wrong.
But now all that is gone—you al-

most feel like apologizing for them.
Yes, Mary, deep down underneath

you feel that you would like to talk
things over with your parents. Isn't

it possible that they also want very
much to talk to you? Your parents
want what is best for you and they
can be of real help.

But you wonder how to get start-

ed. Maybe you and I could talk over
your situation and find ways to ex-

plore your problem. There may be
a right time and a right way to

talk to your parents. Just as you
found it possible to mention this

problem to your teacher, you may
be able to find a time when your
parents can listen to you.

Who should make your decisions?
Yes, of course, it should be you—
and with someone to share and dis-

cuss — someone who really cares
makes this become easier.

Had you thought of discussing
your problem first with your pas-
tor? or perhaps with your guidance
counselor here in school? He may
be able to arrange an interview with
your parents and make some sug-
gestions.

In just a few years your attitude

toward your parents will change. If

you share your ideas with them,
they will accept you as an adult.

Before long talking it over will

come naturally. Eldon W. Graber,
Professor of psychology and educa-
tion, Bluffton College, Bluffton, O.
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[1 The question goes round and round.

A\ "Why am I a Mennonite?" It doesn't
rT-1'—1 seem quite right to admit, "I was born

one." Yet the reason may have value.

It does seem better to say, "I wasn't born a Mennonite, but I chose to

become one." We are honored by those who can say this. Of course, the

rest of us also chose to become Mennonites. It was an act of our will.

But the fact that we were born among or near Mennonites increased the

outcome of our choice, we admit, sometimes too apologetically. If we

can't say, "I chose to become a Mennonite" it is still possible to say, "God

chose me to become a Mennonite." Too often we regard birth as an

accident. This only reflects the kind of gossip we listen to. Theologically

we must say that birth and life are the will of God. (See Gen.—Rev.)

And if He has caused us to be born Mennonites, this is a sobering fact.

But the story doesn't end here. If God has chosen us to live with a small

community of believers, He has also chosen the larger world for us too.

The clues are strong. God wants us to live with other people. To deny

this is to deny the will of God. And there are many such denials.

Juvenile delinquency, racism, nationalism, and even denominationalism

(when practiced as an end in itself) are denials of the community of God.

Juvenile (and adult) delinquency is individualism at its extreme. Here

individuals declare war on society. People are meant to be responsible

members of their community. Racism draws artificial lines through a com-

munity. Communities are expressions of need. We need others. They

need us. Nationalism is also a denial of community when it fails to recog-

nize the needs of others. Once the nation was the largest expression of

community. Each nation was a law unto itself. But radioactive fallout

changed all that. The ratification of the test ban treaty on September 24

by the United States Senate was recognition that there is a larger com-

munity. The treaty implies that the world is to small for exploding atomic

weapons and people both. Now if we can only see that there is no room

for unexploded weapons, then we'll have made a great step forward.

Nationalism is a hardy ideal.

But denominationalism is a tough nut too. We can and ought to say,

"To be a Mennonite is the will of God for me." But we cannot say it if we

intend to deny the inner unity of the church of Christ. We cannot say it,

if we mean that this is the only will of God or the only (part of the) body

of Christ. To allow that there can be other particles of truth is to have

come full circle in our understanding. For honesty ( Editorial, Sept. 17),

personality (Editorial, Sept. 24), and community (See above.) are the

positive moral issues of our world. Honesty reveals the beam in our own
eyes. As we find ourselves worthy of God's love in Christ, we see other

persons as people worthy for our communications. And when we com*

municate we have community.





The United Nations

AN

ANSWER

TO

WAR
At a feeding center in Barrio Fugoso, Manila, a small

boy relished his rice and milk porridge provided by

Unicef—the United Nations Children's Fund—which is

financed by voluntary contributions from governments and

individuals, not through the regular United Nations budget.

In 1962 more than one billion dol-

lars was loaned by three United

Nations institutions. But do not be

alarmed. The cost to you personally

was little more than ten cents. The
International Bank for Reconstruc-

tion and Development, the Interna-

tional Development Association, and

the International Finance Corpora-

tion loaned the money for economic

development projects in the coun-

tries of Africa, Asia, the Middle

East and the Western Hemisphere.

This money was loaned, and like

bread sent over the water, will come
back to us with rewards more than

we deserve.

The names of these organizations

sound strange to most of us. The
amount of money is so large. It all

indicates the colossal activity gen-

erated by the United Nations. It

goes practically unheeded in the

world's press.

Here are some of the things these

self-help loan funds do: generate

electric power in Mexico (130 mil-

lion dollars worth) ; build the

Snowy Mountains hydro-electric

scheme in Australia; extend railway

networks in Pakistan (for twenty-

three million dollars) ; build high-

ways in Israel, Mexico, and Uru
guay; bring telecommunications to

Ethiopia; industrialize Austria and

India; utilize hot water from natur

al springs in Iceland; provide mu
nicipal water supplies in Jordan

and Taiwan; bring secondary school
~

education in Tunisia; assist the steel

industry in Mexico; manufacture

cement in Pakistan; and manufac
ture electrical components in Spain

These projects generate employ

ment, industrial development, anc

government and private enterprise

everywhere. Goods instead of ar

mies will cross the frontiers of the

world.

Faith, Hope, and Charity

These projects come under th<

aegis of the Economic and Socia

Council of the United Nations. It i!

a body whose function is to preven

war by alleviating the economic

causes of war.

There are three such bodies ii

the United Nations—councils thej

are called. Besides the Economii

and Social Council there is the So

curity Council and the Trusteeship

Council.

The Security Council was intend!

cd to be the most important am
,

esu
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A power plant was built on India's Konar River by money
loaned from the International Bank for Reconstruction and De-
velopment. "These projects generate employment, industrial de-
velopment, and government and private enterprise everywhere."

x
Alvin Thiessen, a librarian at

l, I

the United Nations, describes

k
|

the peacekeeping activities of

j

1 an organization that began
1 eighteen years aero.
ii
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I nost powerful of all international
Tgans. It was supposed to deal

|f

vith the political causes of war.
The Trusteeship Council was to

|
>e the "brother's keeper." Under it

0

vere placed certain non-self-govern-

|
tig territories. These were then as-

|
igned to the tutelage of one or

|
ther of the big brother powers.
"his supervision was to last until
hey were strong enough to manage

y n their own.

|
The Congo was one of these placed

|
nder the fostering care of Bel-
ium. When freedom came it ex-
loded in the face of the world. It

'as the greatest failure experienced
y the United Nations to date, but

h(

^suiting, eventually, we hope, in

,

s greatest success.

.
In any case, this Council is work-

1
ig itself out of a job, as self-

I stermination takes the place of
)lonialism. (Russia regards this

,

rocess as partly her contribution to

f)

orld peace and welfare.) One after
I nother of the former colonies is

|
^coming an independent sovereign
:ate with a voice in the affairs of
le world.

j
As the trust territories become in-

ipendent, the Economic and Social
ouncil takes over. With technical

assistance and aid in its many forms
it encourages economic and social

development to accompany political

independence. The Aswan Dam in

Egypt is spectacular and has
reached the headlines. The hydro-
electric development in India and
Pakistan, which saved from starva-
tion a population approximately
equal to that of Canada, probably
attracts the attention of many for
the first time in this sentence.

The world placed its faith in the
peace-restoring power of the Secur-
ity Council. The downtrodden and
oppressed and underdeveloped coun-
tries of the world looked with hope
to their ultimate redemption as in-

dependent, sovereign states through
the skilled and watchful tutelage
of the Trusteeship Council. But the
charity of the world found expres-
sion in the Economic and Social
Council. Human rights, the rights of
the child, women's status, economic
development, and social welfare
found expression here in terms of
billions of dollars made available
for projects to do more than talk

about these things. The enemies of
the United Nations can chatter on
about how it chatters on and like

the chatterers does nothing.

But the charity of the United Na-
tions is not charity. The millions
loaned by its affiliated institutions

mentioned in the first paragraph
(whose names you have already
forgotten) was only loaned. It was
loaned to governments. In nearly
every instance, these governments
matched the funds loaned and guar-
anteed the loan. The self-liquidating

projects which these loans support
enrich the world with economic en-

terprise and make abundance avail-

able to all.

A Library Helps Countries

Projects arising out of these ac-

tivities occupy the time of the li-

brarians of the United Nations. Ten
thousand periodicals from all parts
of the world and in many languages
report on the life and work, the
hopes and fears of the peoples of

the world. They want freedom from
fear, from want, from hunger, and
from disease. They want freedom of

expression and of religion. They
want to be able to live and move
and have their being in peace and
prosperity without political or eco-

nomic restraint.

Economists and engineers, admin-
istrators, educationists, and experts
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of all kinds, make the results of

their investigations available in re-

ports and articles, books and docu-

ments. I can think of no greater

satisfaction than that which comes

from digging up a bit of informa-

tion that will actually be used to

increase well-being somewhere in

the world, fn a school or university

library a student may be improving

himself, and this is important. The

information sought at the library

of the United Nations is vital. It

may be used in Africa or Asia to im-

prove the lot of whole countries of

human beings till now denied these

things.

Hunger Will Not Wait

Only by cooperating on political,

social, and economic projects, can

the United States and Russia regard

themselves as neighbors in a devel-

oping economy rather than as com-

petitors in a cold war. The fact that

half the world's people are victims

of hunger should be reason enough

for these two giants to make their

abundant scientific know-how avail-

able for the battle against want and

hunger.

The people of Russia and of the

United States are, as someone said

of Julius Caesar to Mark Antony

upon his stay in Egypt, "grown fat

through feasting there." They can

well afford to let Lazarus have at

least the crumbs that fall from their

sumptuous tables. In fact, they can-

not afford not to feed the hungry.

Too long have we been parading

our riches before the hungry. Revo-

lution is standing in the wings and

may '"jump his cue." The dogs are

licking the sores of Lazarus only

ninety miles from one rich man's

door. The New Testament, didn't

call these dogs Communists, but

that is what the rich man calls them
today.

Is it relevant? As I recall it, Jesus

called the man who came to the

rescue of him that fell among
thieves, a Samaritan. It was a slur-

word. For it we have substituted

our own quaint innovation. That is

why Paul said, "and the greatest of

these is charity." Jesus did not say,

"When the Cubans ask for bread,

blockade them!" Charity might well

begin close to home. And the decade

of United Nations development is

concerned precisely with substitut-

ing bread for stones (nuclear weap-

ons) in undeveloped and underde-

veloped countries.

"Until death us do part" are the

words of the marriage vow. They
apply as well to the world and the

atom bomb. World War II began

without the existence of this ulti-

mate weapon. World War III will

begin and, with the world, end with

it. Out of the fear that this situa-

tion engenders has come the ces-

sation of nuclear testing and the

movement for world disarmament.

Each side fears to take the initia-

tive. The librarians at the United

Nations are reminded daily of the

irony of talks on disarmament by

the sight of the hundreds of feet of

shelving devoted to the reports of

the League of Nations on disarma-

ment. The League died gasping "dis-

armament."
Since the close of World War II

the world has acquired atomic weap-

ons, which, if they were available

in the form of TNT up to equiva-

lent strength and lethal power,

would fill a freight train stretching

fifteen times from the earth to the

moon and back. It is not surprising,

therefore, that the part of the Unit-

ed Nations, in which, I hinted, the

world had placed its faith, namely
the Security Council, has turned out

to be its least effective part. Faith,

obviously, reposes in Operation

Overkill.

Why the League Failed

The League of Nations, which the

Soviet Union joined belatedly and

the United States not at all, was,

after all, only a European club. The
black man was still the forgotten

man.
All that is changed now. The

white man must now account for

his imperialism. The sins of our fa-

thers are being visited upon us, their

children. May we endure it with the

same patience we have always advo-

cated so piously to the oppressed

peoples of the world.

The world is now a different

place. The big powers can no longer

pursue their economic policies ac-

cording to their own narrow inter-

ests. World opinion becoming more

and more well-informed glares down
on them. Statesman after statesman

is being compelled to attend the

liquidation of his country's empire.

The world is learning that the best

government is worse than self-gov-

ernment, and that democracy is the

worst form of government except

all the others.

When Japan walked out of the

League of Nations because of Man-
churia, her parting shot was, "Let

him who is without sin cast the

first stone." When Mussolini over-

ran Ethiopia the imperialist powers

of the West were afraid to see a

colony liberated. The one sanction

against oil supplies, which might

have prevented the aggression, was
never effectively applied. The fanat-

ics of that period yammered "Bombs
on Addis Ababa mean bombs on

London and Berlin." But who listens

to fanatics? Later, Lidice and Guer
nica became forerunners of Ham
burg, Coventry, and Hiroshima.

One of the great obstacles tcl

peace is the miltary mind. Thera

are people in the Kremlin and tha

Pentagon who make their living bel

ing soldiers. Killing for their counl

try is their living. They cannoi

imagine a world without war. Thejl

cannot get used to the idea thai

the only alternative to a worl

without war is a war without

world.

The taxpayer pays his money an

the militarist takes his choice. I

spite of the fact that war is no

impossible if we wish to survive

we are spending more than evei

before in the history of the work
preparing for it. What fools thes<

mortals be! Or rather, how morta

can you get? As Eisenhower said

"There is no alternative to peace.'

Meanwhile we go on playing th<

game of chicken which John Foste;

Dulles called brinkmanship. He im

plied that he was prepared to usi

massive retaliation, but. This wa
at a time when America, but no

the Soviet Union had the Bomb.

Amid, the Rumors of War

Against this curtain music o

wars and rumors of wars the Seer

tariat of the United Nations does it

work. The Councils of the Unite

Nations conduct their meeting
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A young man in Laos learns to operate a print-
ing press under the direction of a French instruc-
tor from the International Labor Organization.

In Morocco a doctor looks for conjunctivitis. The United Nations Children's
Fund and the World Health Organization seek to control trachoma and related
eye diseases that threaten blindness. Children are the chief sufferers



These meetings may concern the

law of the sea, rules and laws for

outer space, agreements concerning

the use of international rivers, or

the drafting of rules and principles

for the way place names are to be

indicated on maps. Many interna-

tional institutions such as the Inter-

national Red Cross and the Univer-

sal Postal Union, for example, con-

tinued their activities right through

both world wars. The nations re-

mained united, even then, in the

conviction that international cooper-

ation must somehow be maintained,

despite hostilities.

Considering the speed with which

modern airplanes fly—600 miles an

hour now, 1000 miles an hour soon

—it is not surprising that few planes

can fly without crossing interna-

tional frontiers. An international or-

ganization, the International Civil

Aviation Organization, devotes full

time to the problems that arise in

conducting international aviation.

Weather is no respecter of na-

tional boundaries. No reliable weath-

er forecast can be made without data

from the other half of the world.

Consequently, the Soviet Union has

worked faithfully and wholeheart-

edly with the World Meteorological

Organization from the very begin-

ning.

Disease germs, too, are demo-

cratic and international. When it

comes to disease, all men are creat-

ed equal, even if some are more
equal than others. Hence, for the

control of epidemics and communi-

cable diseases and health regula-

tion generally, an organization like

the World Health Organization is

essential.

Letters (Universal Postal Union),

telegrams ( International TelegrapJ '»

ic Union), jobs (International Labc •*

Organization), food (Food and A; *

ricultural Organization), educatic IIJ

(United Nations Educational, S( >ai

entific, and Cultural Organization u

and maritime shipping (Intergo ,J!

ernmental Maritime Consultatn llf

Organization) fall under intern 11

tional surveillance in the work <
e

an intergovernmental institution. *

Now that we have let the gen P

out of the bottle, we must get hi: I

to work for us and not let him d 1

stroy us. Medicine and industi I
1

could be greatly advanced by th I

greatest of twentieth century mir lf

cles, if we observed the comman I

ment that was new two thousar 1(1

years ago, namely, "A new cor r,s

mandment I give unto you, that
j f

love one another." But collaboratic
|

is the peaceful use and intern !il

tional control of atomic energy 1,1

the International Atomic Enerf
|

Agency, whose initials, when pr

nounced, sound like the braying
j

r

a jackass: IAEA, whether you s£ I

them in English, French, Germa f

Italian, or Russian. Well, the co

trol of atomic energy is our po r
, I

asinorum, and we'd better cross *

lit

Opposition to the UN

There is considerable oppositio I

even hostility, toward the Unit< in

Nations as an organization. Unft i

tunately, this chain of peoples ai >e

their governments that make i ml

this unholy non-Roman empire is ] w

stronger than the weak links th B

make it up. The member natior lio

like a team of wild donkeys, pi It:

each in his own direction. Eat >
s

country, in turn, but fortunately n tt

all of them, like Belgium in the Cc rtr

go; Israel, France, and the Unit its

Kingdom in Suez; and Russia it

Hungary, having been condemn n

by their fellow member states lit

the United Nations, object to payii 1

the cost of their transgression. Th «j

fumble until somebody else "pic ik

up the check." ifli

South Africa objects to havi) »

South West Africa called a trust! iti<

ship territory. It prefers the wo II

|

mandate, invented by Jan Smi ft

after World War I as a euphemis \\\

perhaps, for colony. Apartheid ft

another exercise in semantics, (

signed to cover a multitude of si v

and to save the black multitudes ttt

Africa from "the tyranny of t r

THE COST OF WAR AND PEACE

To the United States military budget you as an

individual will pay this year over $300.00

If there are five in your family, the family will

pay for armaments this yeaf $1,500.00

(In 1961, just the increase in our military budget

in the "Berlin crisis" amounted to $33.00 for each

man, woman and child in this country.)

Our government's payments to all activities of the

United Nations cost you this year $1.11

If there are five in your family, the UN costs you

this year $5.55

(Over the seventeen UN years, its cost has aver-

aged 75 cents per American per year.)

For the UN Congo project, which has restored

peace and resisted communism in central Africa,

you spent to date $0.76

For U.S. military aid in Vietnam—not a UN
project—you have spent a total to date of $11.00

(Not one US soldier is in the Congo; in Vietnam US sol-

diers are dying—put into the impossible position of white

westerners interfering in affairs of colored Asians.)

Above figures are abstracted from official transcript of a

hearing before Senate Subcommittee on International Or-

ganization Affairs, March 13, 1963. As one Senator com-

mented, the UN looks like a pretty good bargain for the

United States. George G. Hill.
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ote," whatever that may mean.

| However, if the United Nations
/ere guilty of doing nothing it

.tjl/ould not be making enemies. It

S /as the tragedy of the League of

Jations that all member States

assed the money vote regularly in

leir parliaments with barely a

wd of dissent. The League failed

ecause it received too little criti-

sm. The world was not well enough
lformed about it to take it seri-

hlusly, that is, to make it work.
The Congo is being pacified in

stfpite of stiff opposition from many
nportant quarters. Africa and Asia

re being developed. A settlement

as been reached for what was
fetherlands New Guinea, now West
ian, that, by the year 1970, it is

oped, will result in the peaceful

tjlevelopment of this territory. It is

jj
jeing moved from the stone age
lto the atomic era in a decade.

I*

he Seat of Danger

There is, at the United Nations

eadquarters in New York, a Jap-

nese pagoda with a bell made of

Jbins contributed by the children

: the originally fifty member states,

ach year Japan sends a new silk

>rd with which to toll this bell,

t least once this peace bell has

mg. It was in 1957, when, after

tiflie Security Council, whose deci-

ons must be practically unanimous,

if! ad failed to reach a solution for

a <ie crisis over Lebanon, the Gen-

ial Assembly, which needs only a
TO-thirds majority on substantive

lestions, voted a unanimous reso-

tion.

The pot in the Middle East may
simmering, but since 1957 it has

at boiled over again. Fortunately,

erybody at the United Nations
ys he is for peace.

It is for all of us to play as if

e meant it. We have no other
loice. This is what Hammarskjold
d. Knowing that for the Congo
erybody wanted peace, using force

achieve it if necessary, he flew

the area hoping to find a som-
an that would enable the United
ations to bring peace and not to

11 people in the process. He paid
ith his own life, having occupied
the fabled Table Round of King

~thur the Siege Perilous, the seat

served for the most worthy of

lights, and which is interpreted in

odern English, "the seat of dan-
r."

Expectant mothers in the Gaza Beach refugee camp
in Jordan receive instructions on how to sew their
own layettes. The problems of these long term
refugees have been the concern of the United Nations
Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees.

A school room in Nouakchott. Mauritania, Africa:
"It is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace
must be constructed," says the preamble of Unesco.
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Pope Asks Forgiveness

for Separated Church

It was the first time a pope of the

Roman Catholic Church acknowl-

edged fault for the schisms in the

Christian church. Pope Paul VI
made the confession in his opening

address to the second session of the

Second Vatican Council on Sept. 29.

It was just another of many signs

that Paul will continue the liberal

reformation of the Roman Catholic

Church begun by Pope John XXIII.

In fact he has already gone far be-

yond John.

In an address to the Curia, the

church's central administrative body,

he called for the Curia's reform
and modernization. This would in-

clude giving greater authority to

the diocesan bishops. This would
mean more local initiative and few-

er orders from Rome.
In his address to the Vatican

Council, in speaking about the sep-

arations in the Christian church,

Pope Paul said, "If we are in any
way to blame for that separation,

we humbly beg God's forgiveness

and ask pardon, too, of our breth-

ren who feel themselves to have
been injured by us.

"For our part, we willingly for-

give the injuries the Catholic

Church has suffered, and forget the

grief endured during the long series

of dissensions and separations. May
the heavenly Father deign to hear
our prayers and grant us true broth-

erly peace."

Sources in Rome said it was the

first time a Pope had ever made
official amends for whatever blame
the Roman Catholic Church should

shoulder for the schism of Protes-

tants and Orthodox.

"Aware of the enormous difficul-

ties still in the way of desired union,

we shall continue to pray," he add-

ed. "We shall try to give proof of

our intentions by leading genuine

Christian lives and practicing fra-

ternal charity. And should histor-

ical reality tend to weaken our

hopes of union we shall recall the

comforting words of Christ: 'What
is impossible to man's powers is

possible to God.'
"

He said that "recent movements,
at present in full development in

bodies of Christians separated from
us, show clearly two things.

"The first is that the Church of

Christ is one alone, and therefore

must be unique. The second is that

this mystic and visible union can-

not be attained save in identity of

faith and by participation in the

same sacraments and in the organic

harmony of a single ecclesiastical

control even though this allows for

a great variety of verbal expres-

sions, movements, lawful institu-

tions and preference with regards to

modes of acting."

Some sixty observers from Prot-

estant, Anglican, and Orthodox
churches are attending the sessions.

Council sessions opened with the

discussion of the nature of the

church. A number of "qualified rep-

resentatives of the Catholic laity"

are attending the sessions—the first

time in the history of the Roman
Catholic Church that laymen have
been admitted to such a Council.

They are attending as auditors and
as consultants to the commissions.

Indications that the bishops are

following the lead of Pope Paul

came from the Archbishop

Rio de Janeiro. In a letter to h

fellow bishops, Archbishop Heldf

Pessoa Camara appealed for t!

dropping of such titles as "exce

lency" and "eminence." He aske

that they also give up expensh

crosses, rings, and high-powere

limousines.

He felt that this action wou
help toward union with "our sep

rated brethren." He said that a r

turn to poverty is "more impo
tant than the examination of poin

of doctrine."

The archbishop proposed that

the closing mass of the Vatica

Council that all the bishops pla(

at the feet of the Pope their go.

and silver pectoral crosses — tl

cross a bishop wears about his nec
In exchange each bishop would r

ceive a bronze or wooden cross

He noted that the silver buckk
shoes worn by bishops are "ridic

lous and out of place today."

He advised against using cars i

a symbol of status. "There are sma
and simple cars, the use of whic

everyone understands and accepts

he observed, and "there are cai

that scandalize and revolt."

He called for a new image
leadership. "Let us end once and f(

all the impression of a Bisho

Prince, residing in a palace, isolate

from his clergy whom he trea

distantly and coldly.

'Let us end once and for all tr

impression of authority which i:

sists more, in practice, in making i ^

self more feared, than loved, (

making itself served rather than i
T

serving." "or

It!
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HAITI, CUBA STORM AID STUDIED

Ivan Martin, chairman of Menno-
nite Disaster Service, a department
of the Mennonite Central Commit-
tee, left for Haiti Saturday, October
12, to survey the disaster caused by
Hurricane Flora and to investigate
the possibility of sending short-term
volunteers to that country.

Arlin Hunsberger, director in Hai-
ti, phoned October 8 that builders
are needed, but he was not sure
how they would be related to the
special commission established by
the Haitian government to admin-
ister the rehabilitative efforts.

Hunsberger reported that 900,000
Haitians were directly and indirect-

ly harmed by the storm. An esti-

mated 4,000 died. The hurricane hit

hardest at Haiti's southern penin-
sula. Its main force missed both
Saint Marc (Hospital Albert Sch-
weitzer) and Grande Riviere du
Nord where Mennonite volunteers
are serving in medical and commu-
nity development projects. Petit
Goave, where volunteers were serv-
ing until a few months ago, lay di-

rectly in the storm's path.
Ivan Martin, a businessman from

Blue Ball, Pa., was in charge of
the twenty-seven man disaster unit
which served in British Honduras
in 1961 after Hurricane Hattie. He
will be joined shortly by Orie O.
Miller who will be making a regu-
larly scheduled visit to the Domin-
ican Republic and Haiti at that time.
The Mennonite Central Commit-

tee is also studying the possibility
of sending aid to Cuba, which was
battered by the same storm.

FRENCH TEACHER NEEDED
The Mennonite Central Committee
is seeking a French-speaking volun-
teer to take charge of its vocation-
al school at Henchir Toumghani,
Algeria.

This worker's assignment will be
to plan and supervise the school's
curriculum, teach some elementary
science, serve as liaison between the
school and the Department of Edu-
ction and other Algerian educa-
tional institutions, and help Paxmen
and other volunteers with language
training and their relationships with
the Algerians. The vocational school
tias an enrollment of thirty-five at
present.

There are approximately fifteen
Vorth American and European re-
ief workers at Henchir Toumghani.

HOPEFUL STIRRING OF CONSCIENCE A series of meetings are being held through-
out the United States to bring the weight of the "whole church" into the na-
tional movement for civil rights. One of these meetings was held in Lincoln
Neb., in September. Said Robert W. Spike, director of the Commission on Re-
ligion and Race of the National Council: "The Negro's fight must become thewhole church s fight, so he will no longer be put in the embarrassing and poten-
tially unhealthy position of having to fight for his rights alone." Support for
civil rights legislation is especially needed from people in the midwestern stateswhose Congressmen hold the key civil rights votes.

They are engaged in such activities

as agricultural extension, nursing,
elementary school teaching, food
and clothing distribution, and home
economics and vocational training.

SEMINARY ENROLLS 105

One hundred five students are now
registered in the member schools
of the Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries this year.

S. F. Pannabecker, dean of Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary, announc-
ed that fifty-one students enrolled
in the Elkhart seminary. Geograph-
ically thirty-three of these students
come from the United States, eleven
from Canada and one each from
Brazil, Indonesia, Korea, India, Ja-
pan, Switzerland, and Greece.
William F. Miller, registrar at

Goshen College reports that there
are fifty-four students enrolled in

the Goshen College Biblical Semi-
nary. Several nationalities are also

"HE MENNONITE

represented in this student body.
President Paul Mininger of Go-

shen College Biblical Seminary in-

terpreted the cooperative relation-
ship of the Goshen and Elkhart
seminaries to the students at the
year's first joint chapel service Sep-
tember 17. "Substantial advantages
have come to both schools," he said.
"The values of doing some work on
a joint basis have been far greater
than we had envisioned when co-

operation began in 1958."

Only fifteen hours of joint class
work were offered in 1958. The pro-
gram was then limited to elective
courses. This semester joint work
has expanded to include thirty
hours of instruction. Whereas in-

struction was done on two half days
per week five years ago. two full

days have now been set aside for
this purpose. Students from the
two seminaries now also have the
added advantage of fellowship dur-
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The Christian Mission

i h it ; mus i AN MISSION

An informal account of the

mission work of one Men-

nonite group with facts, fig-

ures, names and pictures. $1.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

LARGE RELIEF SHIPMENTS
August and September were the

Mennonite Central Committee's peak

months for overseas relief ship-

ments. Over 200 tons of bedding,

clothing, meat, and other supplies

were sent from five clothing cen-

ters in the United States and Can-

ada. The goods were sent in late

summer for distribution during the

winter months.

Shipments went to Algeria, Con-

go, Greece, Haiti, Hong Kong, In-

donesia, Jordan, Paraguay, and

Vietnam.

John Hostetler, director of the

material aid program, stated recent-

ly that the quantity and quality of

the relief goods contributed to the

relief program during the past year

have been very encouraging. As an

aid to contributors, Hostetler clas-

sified relief goods according to need.

The present list of "most needed"

items differs markedly from a list

which might have been prepared

after World War II when most re-

lief items were sent to Europe. Now
most shipments go to Asia and Af-

rica, where clothes, styles and con-

ditions are different.

Category I, items urgently need-

ed: bandages, bedding, Christmas

bundles, clothing for infants and

ing noon meals and worshiping to-

gether in joint chapels twice each

week.

Both the Elkhart and Goshen

seminaries are retaining academic,

organizational, and financial inde-

pendence of each other. The coop-

eration is primarily in the areas of

conjoint instruction and a joint li-

brary which catalogs all books in

the Elkhart and Goshen seminary

libraries plus the Mennonite His-

torical Library collection.

Mennonite Biblical Seminary and

Goshen College Biblical Seminary

are now the only member institu-

tions in the Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries' program which

has its central offices at 3Q03 Ben-

ham Avenue in Elkhart, Ind.

MDS ANNUAL MEETING

Mennonite Disaster Service will
hold its annual meeting next Febru-

ary 13-14. The meeting will be held

in the group's Region I, or the

Eastern United States. Program
and place will be determined by the

officers of the region. All MDS
members are welcome to attend.

children under ten, laundry and toi-

let soap, layette bundles, bundles

for leprosy patients, school sup-

plies, sheets, towels, yard material.

Category II, items in limited de-

mand: aprons, belts, coats, general

clothing for all ages, gloves, hand-

kerchiefs, infants' and children's

shoes, mittens, needles, pajamas,

pillow cases, plain clothing, scarves,

slips, socks, sweaters, thread, toys,

underclothing, washcloths, yarn.

Category III, items not needed:

caps, embroidery work, eye glasses,

frilly dresses, handbags, heavy fur

coats, high heeled shoes, Levis,

neckties, old books, old magazines,

purses, sleeveless dresses, suspend-

ers, swim suits, used greeting cards,

women's shorts, hats.

The relief department suggests

that men's and boys' shirts and

trousers may be purchased at clear-

ance sales for the material aid pro-

gram, but women's and girls' cloth-

ing and shoes should not be pur-

chased for this purpose. Women's

shoes are not needed, except for a

few used, low heeled shoes.

Further information on the items

in Category I is available from the

Mennonite Central Committee, Ak-

ron, Pa., or 187 King Street East,

Kitchener, Ont.

CONFERENCE NEEDS $588,000

Receipts for General Conference

Boards during September were bet-

ter than last year. They received al-

most $80,000 which is $13,000 more

than during September 1962. But it

was also $30,000 short of the $110,000

that the Conference needs to carry

on its mission and service programs.

Total receipts for 1963 have been

$734,433. This is $587,807 short of

the amount that is needed by De-

cember 31. The Conference budget

is $1,322,240. Special gifts are need-

ed and welcome. Contributions may
be sent to: William L. Friesen, Con-

ference Treasurer, 722 Main St.,

Newton, Kan.

Missions

Service

Education
Administration

Budget

$ 931,200

252,000

96,240

42,800

$1,322,240

Received

by Sept. 30

$734,433

55.5 %

Needed

by Sept. 30

$991,680

75%

Budget for

1963 is

$1,322,240

Jan.-Sept
Receipts

$529,602

147,239

47,369

10,223

$734,433

638

Percent of
Receipts Rev d.

56.9

58.4

49.2

23.9

55.5

Needed hy
Dec. 31

$401,598

104,761

•18.871

32,577

$587,807

October 22, 1963
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CALENDAR

Conferences

Nov. 1-5—Western District, North
Newton, Kan.

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Central

Oct. 27-30—Annual Fall Confer-
ence, First Church, Wadsworth;
Hope Church, Columbiana; First
Church, Sugarcreek; Salem Church,
Kidron; and Oak Grove Church,
Smithville, Ohio. J. Herbert Fretz,
Peter Ediger, Bill Bullard, and Carl
Yoder, speakers.

Eastern

Oct. 27-30—Fall Bible Series, Deep
Run Church, Bedminster, Pa., Gor-
don Ceperly, speaker.

Pacific

Nov. 3-8 — Young People's Bible
Conference, First Church, Aberdeen,
Idaho, Paul F. Goossen, speaker.
Western

Oct. 23-27—Fall Meetings, New
Hopedale Church, Meno, Okla.

Oct. 27—Harvest Mission Festival,

Johannestal Church, Hillsboro, Kan.
Oct. 27—Seventy-fifth Anniversary,

First Church, Hanston. J. W. Ber-
gen and P. K. Regier, speakers.
Nov. 1—Western District Minis-

ters' Conference, West Zion Church,
Moundridge, Kan.
Nov. 1—Western District Women's

Missionary Organization Conference,
Bethel Church, Inman, Kan.

DEATHS

Lydia Reusser Goebel, First
Church of Christian, Moundridge,
Kan., born July 19, 1869, and died
Oct. 6.

Christian H. Goering, First Church
of Christian, Moundridge, Kan.,
born March 24, 1883, and died Oct. 1.

A banker, he was a member of the
Board of Business Administration
and its predecessors from 1938 to
1962.

Mrs. Lena Sawatzky, First Church,
Clinton, Okla., born Sept. 4, 1893,
and died Sept. 29.

Henry N. Harder, Bloomington,
111., born Apr. 5, 1905, in Pordenau,
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South Russia, and died on Oct. 13.

He had been a teacher at Menno-
nite Collegiate Institute, Gretna,
Man., and Rosthern, (Sask.) Junior
College. He served pastorates at
Enid, Okla., Aberdeen, Ida., and Nor-
mal, 111. From 1950 to 1956 he was
vice-president of the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church. Since
1956 he was a member of the Board
of Christian Service.

ITINERATIONS

Paul Boschman, Bethany Church,
Lost River, Sask., Oct. 27-30.

Marie Duerksen, Inman (Kan.)
Church, Oct. 27-30.

Glendon Klaassen, West New Hope-
dale Church, Meno, Okla., Oct. 27-30.

Reitha Klaassen, Berean Academy
Tea, Elbing, Kan., Oct. 25.

Sue Martens, Rosthern (Sask.)
Junior College, Oct. 24, 25.

Aron Jantzen, Johannestal Church,
Hillsboro, Kan., Oct. 27-30.

Fremont Regier, Hebron Church,
Buhler, Kan., Oct. 27-30.

WORKERS
Alvin J. Beachy, Souderton, Pa.,

lectured at Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inary on Oct. 21 and 22 on "Ana-
baptist Insights into the Nature of

Grace and Salvation." He is the
pastor of the Zion Church, Souder-
ton, Pa.

Allen Busenitz, Emmaus Church,
Whitewater, Kan., has accepted a
three-year assignment under MCC
to Tumutuma College in Kenya,
East Africa.

Frederick Dick, Bethel Church,
Winton, Calif., has been assigned
by MCC to Junior Village, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Lola Eisenbeis, Salem-Zion Church,
Freeman, S. D., has been assigned
by MCC to Twillingate, Newfound-
land. She is a nurse.

Ken Enns, Bergthaler Church,
Winkler, Man., has a two-year Pax

assignment to the Congo under
MCC.
Berniece Forthman, Andrews, Md.,

has been appointed psychiatric so-

cial worker on the staff of Brook
Lane Farm Hospital, Hagerstown,
Md. She is a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania School of So-
cial Work, Philadelphia. Pa.
H. A. Fast of the Board of Chris-

tian Service went to Honduras to
study work there and possible needs.
He plans to visit the new Mennonite
settlement and General Conference
MCC workers, learn what work is

now being carried on by Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities, and evaluate Old Colony
contacts.

Mrs. Vincent (Rosemarie) Hard-
ing, Atlanta, Ga., spoke at the Kan-
sas All-Mennonite Women's meet-
ing at McPherson on Oct. 3 and was
the guest of honor at a tea in North
Newton the following Saturday
afternoon. The service unit at At-
lanta, Ga., she said, is in need of a
retired couple to serve as host and
hostess at the unit house, and would
also welcome nurses and teachers
who would like to work in Negro
and interracial hospitals and schools
in the area.

Paul Lin of the Taipei, Taiwan,
church visited Japanese Mennonite
churches in August, speaking and
showing slides of the Taiwan work.
Pastor Lin speaks Japanese.

Clate A. Risley, Chicago, 111., has
resigned as executive secretary of
the National Sunday School Asso-
ciation, a post he has held since 1952.
Walter Unrau, Newton, Kan.,

business manager of the Board of
Education and Publication, visited
the Rosthern, Sask., Mennonite
bookstore following a committee
meeting in Winnipeg, Man. David
Reimer is the manager of the Ros-
thern bookstore.

Rosemary Wyse, Archbold, Ohio,

Alvin J. Beachy, Frederick Dick, Berniece Forthman (Workers): H. N. Harder (Deaths).



left in September for voluntary

service at the General Conference

mission in Colombia, S. A. Rose-

mary speaks and teaches Spanish

and has library science training.

She is a member of the (Old) Men-

nonite Church and was assigned by

the Mennonite Central Committee.

NEW ADDRESSES

British Columbia
R. L. Siemens, 10745 - 128 St. North

Surrey
Connecticut

Ed Smoker, 75 Sparrowbush La.,

Milford 06460

Melvin D. Schmidt, Apt. 614, 430

Canner St., New Haven 06511

Samir A. Khabbaz, 4 Jamaica Ct,

East Haven 06027

Europe
Ralph Ewert, 54 de Francques lei,

Deurne-Nord, Antwerpen, Belgium
Cornelius Krahn, Lorsbachstrasse

12a, Oberursel i.t. Germany
Sol Yoder, Koningslaan 58, Amster-

dam Z, The Netherlands

Florida

Glen Rupp, 559 Midway Lane, Jack-

sonville 32200

Kenneth Wedel, 35 NE 17 St., Miami
33132

Georgia
Walter Paetkau, 671 Beckwith St.,

SW, Atlanta 30314

Douglas Reynolds, Rt. 2, Box 201A,

Fairburn 30213

Maine
Wm. J. Penner, Bethel 04217

Massachusetts
Ronald Rich, 75 Westminster Ave.,

Arlington Heights 01810

Minnesota
Kenneth Buller, 2164 St. Anthony

Ave., St. Paul 55100

Mrs. Wallace Christenson, 1341

Sheridan Ave., Minneapolis 55400

Mrs. Edward Nowaczek, 3033 Sylon

Ave., S., Minneapolis 55426

Velma Teichroew, 6412 Cedar Ave.,

Minneapolis 55423

Omar Voran, 350 26 Ave. NE, Apt.

6, Minneapolis 55418

Missouri

Mrs. Edward M. Springer, 5401

Brookside Blvd., Kansas City 64100

Robert Eugene Voran, 4915 Uclid

Ave., Kansas City 64130

Montana
Dwane Klassen, 2660 George St.,

Butte 59701

New Jersey

Harold W. Friesen, 199 High St.,

Metuchen 08840

New Mexico
Glen Goering, 1300 Bryn Mawr, NE,
Albuquerque 87100

New York
Stuart S. Keller, 930 Jefferson St.,

Buffalo 14204

James Bean, 85 Jordan, Skaneateles

13152

Arnold M. Wedel, 409 Hanshaw Rd.,

Ithaca 14850

Oklahoma
Elmer Ensz, 1810 West Oklahoma

Ave., Enid 73701

Delbert Heidebrecht, 1011 E. Main
St., Edmond 73034

Gerlof Homan, 1018 Idaho St., Nor-

man 73069

Frank D. Huebert, Orienta 73765

Mrs. Louis Nickel, 1205 North Ash,

Ponca City 74601

Marjorie Scheffe, 316 S. 10 St., Enid

73701

MINISTERS

Roger Siebert, pastor of the Inman
(Kan.) Church, was ordained to the

ministry on October 20. The ordina-

tion was held at the Bergthal

Church, Pawnee Rock, Kan. Erland

Waltner, Ralph Weber, Elmer Frie-

sen and Gary Stenson will take part

in the service.

PRAISEWORTHY FOUR

To the Editor: Having criticized

some of the articles in The Menno-

nite from time to time, I feel for

the sake of fairness I need to ex-

press my appreciation for some
things appearing in The Mennonite

which are praiseworthy. In refer-

ring to two of your editorials in re-

cent issues (Sept. 10 and Sept. 24)

some of the issues you raise hit

home with devastating accuracy.

And well they may! We as a Men-
nonite people need to be jarred out

of our smugness and self-infatua-

tion. It can truly be said of us also

"unless ye repent, ye shall all like-

wise perish!"

Also the two articles "Evange-

lism's Stumblingblocks" (Sept. 10)

and "Out of the Church, Into the

World" (Sept. 17) are excellent!

They point up one of the greatest

needs in our world today: to make
our faith relevant to our daily liv-

ing and not just something to be

discussed in Sunday school or some-

thing for the hereafter. We need to

apply Christ's teachings wherever

we go, in our shops, in our offices,

and on the street. If we can't do

that, then our religion is just so

much dead weight!

Keep up your battle "for the truth

and for the right," and may God
continue to bless your effective min-

istry. Name withheld.

This letter was submitted as a per-

sonal letter with a signature, but

we publish it without a signature so

that more people can claim credit

for it. Editor

DIOGENES AND THE SAINTS

Dear Editor Shelly: I have been
acutely impressed recently by the

high quality of editorials I find in

The Mennonite. Just now I have in

mind the one in the Sept. 24 issue.

Some of the best things in life

must be sought out and recognized

for what they are. Diogenes did not

get his high concept of honesty on

the street or in the market place.

If so, he would have found it in the

first beatnik that came down the

path. Surely, there are some traces

of honesty in such people. He was
not content with traces of honesty.

In this he was a true forerunner

of the Great Teacher who came sev-

eral hundred years later and whose
concepts of life, virtue and duty far

exceeded that of others. When we
enter on his way of life we are never

content with our attainments. There

is no place to stop. The greatest

saints have always been the great-

est confessors, not because they

were in the grip of the highest con-

cepts of virtue.

But I would not attempt to gild

the lily. In these editorials I find

excellent provender for mind and
soul. Keep them coming. W. W.
Oesch, 3910 Main St., Go&ken, Tn<M
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Lawrence Lowell Gruman

On the fourth day after the opera
tion, I was allowed to leave my
room in a wheelchair. Even
though there was nothing wrong
with my arms, the nurse insisted on
pushing me around the corner and
Dnto the sun porch. Out through the
sun-bathed windows I could look
iicross the treetops and see the
iowntown buildings. From the fifth-

3oor porch I had a real panorama
/iew.

When the nurse walked out and
shut the door against the sounds
ind smells of the hospital corridor,

: experienced a feeling of being sus-
)ended for a moment in time and
pace. The early fall day was wind-
ess—sunshine poured through the
vindows ceaselessly. Then all in a
noment, I discovered I was not
done on the porch. There, in the
ar corner of the room, another
vheelchair stood, its back turned
oward me. The occupant, for all I

ould see of him, was a stout grey-
ng man who was either sleeping or
lse silently surveying the landscape
s I was.

I ventured a quiet "hello" and he
lodded. Ah, I thought, he's not
sleep. "Nice day," I continued,
igain a nod. "You can see all the
/ay to the lake this afternoon," I

dded. Now he straightened in his
'heelchair and slowly turned it

round until he faced me. With a
ave of embarrassment I saw he
ad bandages taped on both eyes.
That is the way I began my ac-
uaintance with George Lawson. He
jrned out to be a businessman of
"hat you'd call politely "middle
ge." Despite his being unable to
ee, he enjoyed talking—and listen-
ig too, the real mark of a good

¥

conversationalist. Best of all, he
asked interesting questions, and it

was one of these that began our
real friendship.

There were a few pleasantries
passed besides finding out that we
both lived in the city and had enter-

ed the hospital on the same day. I

was saying that the food in the hos-
pital was good when he asked,
"What makes you say that?" I had
to venture that it was tasty and
there was plenty of it.

"You are saying that it pleases
you?" I assented. He went on, "But
I thought the purpose of food is to

nourish you. Food can satisfy your
appetite and still not sustain your
body."

He had me, of course.

"You sound like a food expert.

Is food your business?" I asked.
"Not at all," he replied. "I am

just interested in your use of that
word good in describing food. I've

always been interested in words,
and now with my eyes bandaged,
I find words more important than
ever. Perhaps the most troubling
word of all is this word good."

I could see that in George Lawson
I was to have a stimulating com-
panion, one who would catch me in

my casual habit of using protective
phrases like "kind of" and "more or
less." Returning to the subject of

food, I said, "I suppose you'd say
that food is good when it performs
its basic function of nourishing the
body. That makes the tastiness and
the quantity incidental."

George shifted in his chair. "Quite
so, but something else occurs to me
here. While you are eating the food,

you know whether it is tasty, and
you know whether there is sufficient

supply—but do you know at the
moment you eat it whether it is

really nourishing?"

The question surprised me. "I

don't know why you ask, but I'd say
no, you never know whether it is

nourishing until hours or days later

when you either have strength or
you don't."

"Then," continued George, "the
proof of the pudding is not in the
eating but in the physical well-being
you get from it long hours after the
eating." He leaned forward as if

looking directly at me. "You see,

what makes food good . .
." he be-

gan to say when the nurse who had
just opened the door finished it for
him. "What makes food good is

suppertime—and that's what it is

right now!" She wheeled George out
as I took a lingering look at the
skyline, orange in the late afternoon
sun. I thought it would be good, that
is pleasant, to share the sight with
George. But his insight was more
intriguing in the matter of good.
Next afternoon we met again on

the porch. This time there was an
elderly woman there as well; but
she was busy digesting some digest
or other, so George and I picked up
where we'd left off.

"I've been thinking, George, about
our conversation on what makes
food good. We said that if it per-

forms its basic function well, it is

good. Do you think the same thing
can be said about people?"
"Go on," he said.

"Well, a good plumber performs
his plumbing work well, and the
better he does it, the better he is."

George: "Now you have raised
the real issue. For it is easy enough
to do a particular job well, like

being a good plumber, but I am not
sure that makes one a better man.
That is to say, a highly trained tech-

nician is just that, a good tech-

nician, and who is to say that he is

a good man?"
"Are you saying that there is a

difference between a plumber and
a man?" I asked smiling.

"No. of course not. But their pur-
poses may be quite different. A
plumber is good if he does a compe-
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tent job with pipes and joints. But

what makes a man a good man?"
Now I was on unfamiliar ground.

"The better he performs his pur-

pose, the better man he is," I said.

But this was an evasive answer

and I knew it.

George caught me with it too.

"And what would you say a man's

purpose is in this life?"

I was about to say "To do good,"

but that was a bit foolish. Then I

began to say "To have a full rich

life," but that didn't say anything

new. What was there so penetrating

about George that his sightless gaze

cut through every cheap answer I

was used to? Whatever it was, it

wouldn't allow anything shallow.

I stalled for time: "Man's purpose

in this life is to do well at his most

distinctive talent!"

George countered, "That is? . .
."

Here we suddenly discovered that

the woman with her nose in the

digest had her ears well trained on

our conversation. She spoke up:

"Why do you men discuss such a

theoretical problem? Lord knows

there are enough practical needs

about without your complicating the

picture. Why right here in the 'Di-

gest' it tells about the dangers of

fallout. . .
."

George looked impassive. "I did

not know anyone else was listening,

Madam. But I appreciate being

brought down to earth by your

question of theoretical considera-

tion. What we are asking is, is

there any use in eliminating fallout

to protect men—and if so, what is

the use?"

The directness of George's ques-

tion vexed the lady. "Why, so we
can go on living—that's why!" she

replied.

I entered here with the rejoinder:

"And what's the use of living?"

This was the same question George

had put to me, and I thought she

might help me out a bit.

She answered, "Don't ask silly

questions. If you had lived as long

as I have, you wouldn't have to

wonder about the use of living."

George patiently explained: "Soc-

rates said that the unexamined life

is not worth living. That is true, I

believe, not just because he said it

—

he said it because it is true. Now
my friend here suggested we ex-

amine the makings of a good man

—

for only a good man will do good

things and have a good life. He has

said that a good man does well

whatever human beings are pe-

culiarly fitted for, and we're trying

to put our finger on what it is that

men do best."

She resigned from the debate by

a concluding remark: "There isn't

anything you can do that some ani-

mal or some machine can't do bet-

ter." With that she withdrew behind

her protective magazine after clear-

ing her throat with finality.

But her remark had given me an

idea. "She's quite right about a lot

of things we do," I went on. "But

we human beings look back into the

past and forward into the future

and we make decisions. No animal

and no machine can do that."

George smiled, "So men can make
decisions?"

I said, "Not only can but mustl

We must decide whether to take

certain actions, whether to vote or

not, whether to get married or not.

We can't drift along like an animal

or simply register data like a

machine. We are responsible—we
must make decisions!"

George folded his hands in his

lap: "And to whom are we respon-

sible? Certainly not to ourselves for

that would wind us up in an end-

less circle. Nor are we responsible

to our family or friends alone, for

that is a tight little clique that is

hardly worthy of our total loyalty.

Granted we're responsible, to whom
are we?"
The nurse who had been stand-

ing quietly in the doorway saw her

chance. "To me, boys—to me. Let's

get off to supper now."

George waved her off. "Just a

minute. Let me give my friend

something to sleep on." Turning

again to me he added, "A man does

good things, true—but why does

he do them? Is it for love of recog-

nition, for hope of reward? No so!

A man does good things for nothing

at all! What do you think of that?"

The nurse said, "Time's up," and

wheeled him off the porch. I ma-

neuvered my own chair now, and as

I turned to follow, I came face to

face with my lady friend.

"Some ideas, eh?" I asked.

"Some foolishness," she replied.

"If I had to stop and think out

everything I do, I'd never get any-

thing done. I could spend a whole
day just studying how I breathe!"

"But George is saying that things

like breathing and such don't re-

in-

quire a decision. You don't have to

worry about how to breathe . . I

just why you do! It's his idea of

being good for no reason at all that

stumps me."

As I wheeled out into the corridor,

she got off her parting remark:

"I could tell you a lot about being

good for nothing!" That was theP
note that kept ringing in my mind

all evening—being good for nothing

The phrase kept turning over and

over in my mind—it seemed to

mean that the good man is good

because he wants to be, and not for

any other reason. You might sayf'

just that it's good to be good!

That's where my thinking was
when the doctor came around. He
saw I was preoccupied with some
thing and asked what I was think

ing about. Not wanting to start the

whole debate over again, I asked p
if he knew the patient who had had

an eye operation the same day a

my own surgery.

"You mean the big fellow with thel

bandages on his eyes?" he asked. 1

nodded. The doctor went on, "You

must have missed the newspaper

account of his accident the day you

came in here. This man, Lawson
has been setting up some equipment)

at the atomic research center over

at the university. Last Tuesday the

director of the center had a hearl

attack in the 'hot' room while Law
son was watching him through £

tiny glass window. When the di

rector keeled over, Lawson rushecR?

in and dragged him out of the room|liai

He undoubtedly saved his life, bu

Lawson was pretty badly burneci

by the radiation. He'll never be abl

to see again."

"Good Lord," I gasped, "does h#«

know that?"

"I'm sure he does," said the doc

tor. He got up to leave the room
"But you look pretty good to me
I'd say another day or so and yoilsie

can go home. Good night!"

Frankly, I was stunned; not si

much by the account of Lawson']

impulsive heroism, as I was sur

prised at how serious our casua tan

conversation about the good mal

suddenly became. My end of th sn,

discussion seemed to be an intej

lectual game, but I saw now tha

George Lawson, for all his seemin

nonchalance, was fighting a des

perate battle with his own col

science over his action. Was hi

blindness and all that followed fron c
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t the reward of his goodness? And
vas it a good act that brought on
uch tragic consequences? What
;ood is being good if that is what
ollows? No, this debate was no
ontest of wits. And I began to see

he cynicism in that statement of

is about being good for nothing!

'or if some bad result follows

ome well-intentioned act, then you
ave been good for no purpose.

I wanted to get right out of bed
nd go over to George Lawson's

olfoom, but I knew there was no
se in hurrying—George would be
round for a long time to come, and
n overly eager argument now
light just add to his cynicism. So
resolved to be patient and wait

ntil the next day at the time of our
sual visit. In the meantime, I mar-

hflialed arguments against the use-

ssness of doing good.

This time I hobbled out onto the

Jn porch on crutches. I beat
eorge to the porch, but he ap-

eared before long, and we took up
jr debate.

"I can't buy this idea that being
3od is for nothing," I began.
Weighing good against bad and
len choosing might be said to be
tan's unique talent that I couldn't

at my finger on the other day."
"You are quite right about that,"

eorge answered. "For making
oral decisions is something no ani-

al or machine can do. But I

eant something different by say-

g we should be good for nothing,
'hat I meant to say was that a
an does a good thing because it

ypears good to him, not because
makes him comfortable or popu-

r. He does what he thinks is right,

en if it costs him something."
I thought of George and the act
at cost him his eyesight. "But,
Jorge," I said, "what if the cost
high, and protecting yourself is

sier than taking a risk to do
mething good? Preserving our-
lves is surely important too."

George thought a moment.
>idn't you just say that a person's
pacity for making moral decisions
what makes him a man? Then if

knows the right thing to do and
ils to do it, doesn't he downgrade
; manhood? Or put it this way:
it worth living if you can make
moral decision and then cannot
: on it?"

'I see," I said. "But how do you
?r know that your decision is the

right one? Couldn't you make a
mistake?"

George smiled and said, "Do you
remember our discussion on what
makes food good? And how you
couldn't be sure whether food is

nourishing until some later date
when you either get strength from
it or you don't?"

"Surely that doesn't apply here,"
I said.

"But it does," George continued.
"You put all your conviction and
your faith into an act, but you can't
know the act is right or good until

some later date when it is far too
late to change your mind. You could
not possibly anticipate all the re-

sults of any action you take. But
if you fail to take action you pas-
sionately believe to be right, you
really deny your own manhood.
You can still live with others, but
how can you live with yourself?"

"If I get you," I replied, "you
mean that doing the good thing
may be costly, but it's even more
costly not to do it."

"That's it, exactly," said George.
"Any animal eats, drinks and makes
merry, but only a man weighs
right and wrong in the balance

—

and there's where his glory lies."

I went on. "Then, our human
task is to sensitize ourselves to the
issues involved in any decision so
we'll decide correctly when the time
comes—is that it?"

"Well, that's part of it but not
the hardest part," George replied.

"It seems to me that knowing the
good isn't as hard as doing it."

I pondered this a bit. Then an idea
came to me. "George," I said, "I

like to think of myself as a follower
of Christ. But it's not easy to think
out what Christ would do in any of
our modern situations, so I've often
been stumped to know how to fol-

low Him. But you've given me a
new picture of what following Him
means."

"How's that?" queried George.
"Here's how I see it now," I said.

"Christ studied and prayed until He
saw what was good to do—then He
did it regardless of the cost. And
He kept on doing good until He
had to sacrifice His life to keep it

up. But the loss of life wasn't as
discouraging as giving up the good
would have been. So being a follow-
er of Christ is to keep on doing
good without counting the cost."

"Amen," he whispered.
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SUM
Let's talk politics today. The politics in question are

those of the General Conference Mennonite Church.

The word has many shades of meaning. It refers to

the art and science of government. We have tried to

make government in our conference invisible, but per-

haps it is still present. Politics refers to the art of ad-

justing relationships between individuals and groups.

No one will deny that we need adjusting. And the

word applies also to the competition for power and

leadership between groups and individuals. And again

we have competition. Much of it is defined in pious

terms. We hope it is always polite.

But enough about politics in general. Let's be specific

about the General Conference. The constitution says,

The General Conference believes firmly in the congre-

gational form of church government, whereby the local

church retains maximum freedom of self-determination.

Nothing could be clearer. We rate freedom high. Local

initiative is sometimes abused, it is true. Freedom for

individuals and groups sometimes seems overemphasized.

This is especially true when congregations forget that

the basic Christian virtue is not freedom but disciple-

ship. The kingdom of God is still a kingdom and it

retains some of the characteristics of a kingdom. It is

a kingdom that has a Lord.

Back to politics. The second sentence in the con-

stitution on organization says, For this reason the con-

ference organization is strongly democratic in form and
function. Sentence two is a quick jump from sentence

one. It assumes that the child should be like its parents.

But is this reasonable or necessary? We believe that

the conference organization should function democrat-

ically. But what is a democratic form?

The conference organization has four boards—Mis-

sions, Education and Publication, Christian Service, and

Business Administration. Prominent in each is its high

degree of independence. Each board employs without

consultation its own personnel. Each board prepares

its own budget and though called on to defend it,

accepts few outside suggestions. Efforts to coordinate

or question policies of any board are usually greeted

with the coldness appropriate from the guardian of a

personal preserve. Do you feel this is a harsh picture?

Go back over these three sentences and substitute con-

gregation for board. Is this not the picture of any

group of General Conference Mennonite congregations

anywhere on the face of the earth? We have succeeded

in creating in the four conference boards four congrega-

tions practicing a congregational form of government.

The parents have reproduced images of themselves.

In theory, the executive committee keeps the boards

working together. The conference executive committee

is made up of two members from each board plus the

conference officers. The creative work it has been able

to do in the last decade has been limited. It has served

as a referee in conflicts of interest. It has had little

influence on the independence of the boards since each

executive committee member serves largely as a watch-

dog of his own board's interest (which is, of course, per-

fectly proper, except that it keeps things pretty much
at dead center). And it must be admitted that being

a board member is in itself an exhausting job. To make
a man a member of the executive committee in addition

is to double an already heavy load. We have no right

to expect creative leadership under these circumstances

except that this is what we thought this arrangement

would give us. What has been said for the executive!

committee could also be said for the council of boards.

Yes, this is painting with a broad brush. And admit-

tedly we have toned up the negative. We would noa

ignore the positive sides of the organization. At least,j

the four boards are closeted in one building in one town]

in one state (with only a minor exception or so) . This,

is a triumph unmatched by any other Mennonite group

This is a great aid to the fragile art of communication

What cannot be discovered directly can be picked up by

snooping. (No one has really improved on the grape

vine as a means of spreading important facts around.

In spite of tension, the boards have carried out their

separate tasks with perhaps more efficiency and effective

ness per drop of sweat than almost any other church

group (give or take a few dozen) . Day after day they've

been doing what the congregations wanted done—anc

more besides. And the cooperative achievements of th

boards are impressive, not the least of which is th

publication you now hold in your hands. That th

boards have been willing to give to its official pape:

freedom to criticize them (as we are doing now) is ade

quale testimony to their vitality. (Of course, freedom o!

the press should be no different than freedom of th

pulpit. The fact that we are surprised when either

exercised is worthy of further reflection.)

If in spite of its alleged weaknesses, the Conferen

has been ringing the bell, why tamper with it? Eve

though the hand operated washing machine was far

superior to Inviting clothes on rocks, this has not km
any housewife away from an electric washer. Wh
serves us well today may not be good enough tomorrow.





opening the see-

of Vatican II.

The Vatican Council will have far-reaching consequences for

future relations between Roman Catholics and Protestants.

Observing the anniversary of the

Protestant Reformation on October

31, Protestants of many lands re-

affirm their loyalty to Jesus Christ.

Accepting Christ for what He claim-

ed to be—Son of God, Lord, and
Saviour — Protestants declare that

faith in Christ saves—a favorite

word in Protestant vocabularies.

Other Protestants prefer the more
theological and more precise expres-

sion, "justification by faith." They
take their cue from Paul: "There-

fore we conclude that a man is justi-

fied by faith without the deeds of

the law" (Rom. 3:28).

The New Testament doctrine of

justification was singled out by Mar-

tin Luther as the one upon which
the church either stands or falls.

The historic Protestant understand-

ing of justification by faith was cor-

rectly set forth, and condemned, in

the decrees of the Roman Catholic

Council of Trent. It convened in 1545

just before Luther's death and con-

tinued for the next two decades. It

said, "If anyone saith that justify-

ing faith is nothing else but confi-

dence in the divine mercy which re-

mits sins for Christ's sake or that

this confidence alone is that where-

by we are justified, let him be an-

athema." (Session VI, Canon 12).

Giovanni del Monte, soon to be

elected Pope Julius III, declared at

the Council of Trent: "He that will

establish the body of Catholic doc-

trine must overthrow the heresy of

justification by faith only."

The sharp division thus begun

between Protestants and Roman
Catholics has continued to the pres-

ent time. It centers in the "means
of grace"—the way in which a man
comes to know his God, receives di-

vine forgiveness, and arrives at

peace of soul.

The councils and the decrees of

the Roman Catholic Church since

Trent, in the Protestant view, have

only enlarged the Reformation dif-

ferences. The Vatican Council of

1870 (now called Vatican I) is ond
example. It defined as a "divinely

revealed dogma" the infallibility

of the Roman pontiff. This means
that whenever he speaks ex cathe-

dra to the whole church on some
doctrine of faith or morals "in his

public and official capacity as pas>

tor and doctor of all Christians, not;

merely in his private capacity as a

theologian, preacher of allouction-

ist, nor in his capacity as a temporal

prince or as a mere ordinary of the

diocese of Rome" he is infallible

Historically, Protestants recognize

the Scriptures as God's Word. It

has the final and only right to im
pose divine authority upon men'sflitill

consciences. Therefore, they find the i\

definition of Vatican I unacceptable are

and even repugnant. It runs counterflti

to every idea of divine grace and

truth encountered in the New Testa

ment.

Fresh Air of Vatican II

No Protestant, however, is una-

ware that Vatican II has begun, lot!

This latest Vatican meeting cannot leha

be called truly "ecumenical" or lal

world-wide. It does not grant vote In

or voice to Protestants and other pee

large Christian groups. But person-

VATICAN II

AND THE

HI

PROTESTANT REFORMATION



al consideration and courtesy hith-

erto unknown have been shown to

Protestant and other observers. Vat-
ican II has let some fresh air into

Protestant-Roman Catholic relation-

ships. The first stirring of a new
breath has not yet become a breeze.

Pope John XXIII will probably go
f

i down in history as the first Roman
Mpontiff in over 400 years who made
<t|a genuine attempt to forget the
ilifrustrations and anger which sur-

al rounded conferees at the Council of
iij Trent.

l| Anger breeds anger. Molten emo-
tltions eventually cool and harden
J mto positions. No one dares even
ipxamine or discuss these attitudes

jEor fear of being accused of weak-
laess by friends or of double-dealing

Jpy foes. In this respect, both Prot-

olpstants and Roman Catholics are
/ictims of their own history,

nl This year we commemorate the
Jlramatic results of a rather undra-
Jmatic event—the posting of ninety-

live Latin theses by Martin Luther
pn the eve of All Saints' Day, 1517.

Protestants come to this annual ob-

servance of Reformation Day faced
vith the need of taking a new look
it Roman Catholics. They, of course,
ire not ready to abandon their his-

oric protest against Roman Catho-
ic dogma and the ecclesiastical

>ower based upon it.

What is taking place behind the
loors of St. Peter's Basilica in the
essions of Vatican II is not yet
lear. Perhaps it is not even clear
o the bishops themselves. They are
lebating the relative values of rev-

lation (Scripture) and tradition Un-
hiding decisions of councils and
ecrees of popes). The results of
hese discussions may not be im-

mediately apparent. In one way or
another, they will have far-reaching
consequences for future relations be-

tween Roman Catholics and Prot-
estants.

In recent years Catholic theolo-

gians have had kind things to say
about Luther's piety and even about
his understanding of the New Testa-
ment doctrine of justification by
faith. But it is too much to expect
that these men will deny the con-
demnations pronounced by the Coun-
cil of Trent. An outright declaration
of the primacy of Scriptural author-
ity in the doctrine and life of the
Roman Catholic Church, however,
would establish common ground for
the discussion of other differences.

A Brotherly Change

Protestants could not fail to note
the change following the first ses-

sion of Vatican II. For the first time
since the Reformation Catholic bish-

ops returned to their dioceses ready
to accept, and sometimes seeking op-

portunities to talk to other Chris-
tians. Though they described them
as "separated brethren," they soft-

ened the harsh sound of this patron-
izing phrase, in certain instances, by
referring to Protestants as "broth-
ers in Christ."

Many Protestants have taken
these professions at face value.

Their doctrine of justification by
faith calls upon them to take God
at His Word in His gracious declara-
tion of intent to grant forgiveness
to all men. Having themselves been
forgiven by a good God, they do
not feel they can refuse to honor
the good intentions of fellow-Chris-

tians despite a long history of bit-

terness and misunderstanding. In-

deed, generosity of spirit on the part
of Protestants may be a demonstra-
tion to Roman Catholics that gen-
uine trust in the saving merits of
Christ really does produce good
works pleasing to God.

If Vatican II wants to demonstrate
its good faith, it need look no far-

ther than present Catholic regula-
tions on marriage between Protes-
tants and Catholics. Neither church
looks upon such mixed marriages
as an unmixed blessing. "Brothers
in Christ," however, would acquire
genuine meaning for Protestants if

Roman Catholic regulations now
preventing free choice of marriage
partners, where one is Roman Cath-
olic and the other Protestant, were
modified in a reasonable manner or
repealed altogether.

For most Protestants, the healing
of a historic schism requires more
than an organizational solution. A
United Christian front against com-
munism seems desirable. But forma-
tion of one world-wide church is not
the answer a divided Christendom
seeks. Mere submission to authority,
if it ignores the basic issues of faith,

will not prevent the rise of another
Luther asking his historic question:
How can I get right with God and
be at peace?
The answer of the gospel of Christ

to this question must be found in

the evangelical truth stated in the
first great Protestant confession of
faith: "Conscience cannot come to
rest and peace through works, but
only through faith; that is, when it

is assured and knows that for
Christ's sake it has a gracious God
as Paul says in Romans 5:1: 'Since
we are justified by faith, we have
peace with God.' "

)swald C. J. Hoffmann



Twenty-four Christian asked, "How Can We Become More Faithful and

Obedient in Doing That Which We Know to Be the Way of Christ?"

On September lk twenty-tour people

met in Elkhart, Indiana, to explore

together the course which the Men-

nonite Church should follow in this

time of racial and civil rights ten-

sion. They came from both the

(Old) Mennonite General Confer-

ence and General Conference Men-

nonite churches in Ohio, Illinois,

and Indiana. Several came from

deep involvement in the South, one

from Africa. A practical rather than

a doctrinal problem brought them
together. They asked not, "What
should be our theological position?"

but "How can we become more
faithful and obedient in doing that

which we know to be the way of

Christ?" And what did they talk

about? Listen to their conversation.

The following material has been par-

aphrased and condensed by C. J.

Dyck.

Ed Riddick, Chicago: As Menno-

nites we have drafted a number of

very fine and probably adequate

statements on this issue, such as

'The Way of Christian Love in Race
Relations.' These statements are

deep, and intelligent, and honest.

But this integrity can be preserved

only if it leads to action. Such action

might consist in establishing truly

interracial congregations through-

out our constituencies; in encourag-

ing our colleges to strengthen their

offerings in the social sciences, in-

cluding field trips and seminars; in

establishing training centers in the

South where students might learn

vocational pursuits; in striving for

a ministry to the whole man, know-
ing that the gospel alone can liber-

ate the person to become what God
intended him to become.

Gerald Hughes, Cleveland: Many
of our people, particularly the young
people, seem to feel that we have
enough statements. At one of our

young people's meetings recently

we decided instead to prepare a lit-

any of worship. This we did. It led

us in worship, in confession, and in

commitment. Many of our young

people know very little about the

agonies of the racial problem.

Curtis Burrell, Jr., Goshen, In-

diana: Mennonites are concerned,

but the problem of race and civil

liberties is new in a way and frus-

trates them because they do not

know where to go or what to do, at

least within the traditional frame-

work of thought and action. Many
Mennonites do not understand the

colored brethren any better than

other Americans. Perhaps they even

have a hidden fear of the Negro.

On the other hand, the Negro is

not always sensitive enough to the

repentance of the white brethren.

We need a new perspective, to see

ourselves as Christians and what

this means in obedience.

Warren Moore, Elkhart: Participa-

tion in interracial ministries such as

the one in Kansas City this past sum-

mer, which included pulpit exchange

and other sharing. We tend to let

small core groups do the work and

give them our blessing. While we
are thankful for these faithful ones

it must be our aim to all get in-

volved, to get the church on the

move and avoid complacency
through vicarious representation.

Vincent Harding, Atlanta: Per-

haps it is too late for pulpit ex-

changes. The time is past for that

type of effort. Perhaps the Negro

is now saying "Give me jobs, hous-

ing, equality and then we can, per-

haps, again talk about love and pul-

pit exchanges." The Mennonite God

is too much a God of order and

peace. It may be that God is ready

to use revolution as a prelude to

resurrection. We are defending the

status quo. Most of our people will

never be ready for the requirements

of the hour, and we cannot longer

wait for them.

Norman Kraus, Goshen: We know
each other more as Negro and

white than as Christians. We have

many misconceptions at the sim-

plest levels. We should like to fee

the Negro's hair to find out whett

er it is stiff or soft. We don't know

We don't understand each othei

What we, therefore, need, is a ma
sive program of education at th

grass roots level—in our churches

in our day schools, colleges.

Vern L. Miller, Cleveland: Ou
concern today is to struggle wit

practical issues. Perhaps we shoul

help prepare a handbook containin

basic convictions, tried procedure;

and guides to literature which ou

churches could use in their effort

to work out these problems.

Roy S. Koch, West Liberty, Ohic

We need, it seems to me, a massiv

program of education at the gras

roots level. Our church papers ai

eager to help us. Church librark- can

can become very effective instri

ments since people often prefer 1

read about these issues quietly an

alone rather than enter into discu

sion or hear controversial speaker

Mark N. Lehman, St. Anne, 111!

Church visitations can be helpfu

one church visiting with anoth<

to share their experiences in que

tions of race and civil rights,

encourage each other to obediencj Si

through frank, brotherly discussic^

and through prayer. Our church h;

done this twice with good resultj|«p

Real discussion followed.

Peter Ediger, Elkhart: How oB
of step can we become with 01 *

churches and still minister to the

needs? The status quo ideal

strong among our people. Is tl

Mennonite church ready for vigc

ous action? Will it ever be ready,

do we move ahead wherever bret

ren feel the leading of the Spiri

C. J. Dyck, Elkhart: We need

move forward as a church wherev

possible, but need to stand by ea I

other also, spiritually and practic; l«

ly. We cannot ignore the probler ft

many of our members face in bu

ness, real estate, or the professiol

simply calling them to obedieB

;.r.
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DIALOGUE ON RACE

without helping to carry their bur-

dens. Sometimes severe economic
loss may be at stake, for which mu-
tual aid may be the spiritual-prac-

tical answer.

Miller: Could MEDA be en-

ouraged to investigate the possi-

Dility of establishing small indus-

tries in tension areas in our land,

just as they do in South America,
n order that such communities
Tiight be stabilized and open to our
otal ministry? Perhaps we need to

oilvork more with those industries

iifvhich are in these areas as the solu-

ion to unemployment and poverty.

Delton Franz, Chicago: We are not

:oncerned enough for civil rights. We
aJnust work with the individual. We
alnust move as fast and as far as we
tan move in our ministry as a church.

tr|3ut we must also see the very close

•elationship between having a job,

)eing able to eat where you want
o eat, and spiritual well-being.

Dyck: The civil rights is a
rery confusing problem. We have

ffnade and are making repre-

entation in Washington and other

ilaces to influence legislation, but
ve are a drop in the bucket. The

« egislative process has and will

ii|nove where it will largely without
is. We need to do more at the local

evels— church action committees,
aayor's committees, school boards,

mall interracial community "block"
neetings, church nights together,

ating in each others' homes. For
he Anabaptist the way to his neigh-

or seldom goes over Washington
nd Ottawa. But when we do these
iiings at the local level as we are
ble, our Negro brothers often think
re are doing too little, too late,

"hey want legislation. In urging
hem to give the soft answer, to

raw upon their one hundred years
f suffering for depth of endurance
'e appear as their worst enemy as

Martin Luther King himself has
said directly. If legislation is the big
answer, perhaps the Mennonites do
not have the answer theologically.

Perhaps Mennonite uniqueness is

exhausted primarily at the local

level of effort?

Harding: But Mennonites quick-

ly run to Washington when draft

issues are at stake. Is the very life

and soul of our Negro brethren not
equally important? Would Menno-
nites patronize a grocery which sold

liquor and ran a house of prostitu-

tion? No. Is the agony of this cause
any less urgent? If you will pardon
a rather earthy illustration — tell-

ing the Negro to wait and suffer a
little longer is like telling a Negro
waiting before a white restroom to

be patient for a few years yet and
the sign will surely change. Perhaps
the Negro cannot wait any longer!

Koch: Would the Anabaptists,

or the early Christians have
gone to jail for their brethren, or

would they have comforted them
and encouraged them to persevere
in view of the coming end? Did
Christ seek to modify or end Ro-
man legislation? I'm not saying I

won't march or go to jail, but be-

fore I do I want to know what this

means for me as an expression of

faith and what the significance of

what I am doing really is.

Dyck: Work at the legisla-

tive level is important, but that at

the local level is also, and can be
more effective; working with hous-

ing and employment problems, with
school situations, with churches in

the community, inviting fearful

families into our homes to give

them a sympathetic hearing as the
first step to renewal, breaking
bread with Negroes.

Franz: To end patronage giv-

en to merchants and businesses
which practice segregation is nei-

ther a boycott nor unchristian pres-

sure. It is simply a way of saying
that if you will not listen to my
pleas in behalf of my brethren and
continue doing evil we cannot help

you. If we help you we become co-

guilty of your sin. Therefore we
cannot do business with you.

Rosemary Harding (Mrs. V. ):

First, however, every effort must be
made at reconciliation in a spirit of

love similar to that exercised so

wonderfully by Clarence Jordan of

Koinonia Farm over the years. It

may be that some businesses want
to be challenged in the courts in

order that they may escape charges

of compromise and simply plead to

their competitors that they were
forced to do business with Negroes,

or to employ them.

Harding: Much of our think-

ing is conditioned by the images
built in us unconsciously through
the media of communication. To cap-

italize on this our understanding

would be strengthened if, for exam-
ple, our publications including our
Sunday school materials would have
Negroes appear as part of the visual

material, not only when the lesson

or news items is on race.

Harding: When we talk of the

inter-marriage of races the question

for us is not really whether Negroes
want to marry whites, or whether
they should, but what the Bible

teaches about marriage. The 1955

statement on race rightly states un-

der point seven "that the only Scrip-

tural requirement for marriage is

that it be 'in the Lord.'
"

Kraus: The racial issue is

really an issue which will decide

the survival or extinction of many
of our churches. Not that they
should become Christian simply in

order to survive, but if they don't

they won't.

HE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom. It is published weekly except
iweekly during July and August at North Newton, Kansas, by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second
ass postage paid at North Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 per 'year: foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to 720 Main Street, Newton,
ansas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main Street, Newton. Kansas. Postmaster. Send form 3579 to 720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas!
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Western District

Sharpens it's Strategy

The western district Conference

has a well-oiled organization. This

is, at least, by comparison to the

programs of other General Con-

ference regional associations. In

mail interviews, twenty-eight of its

officers and committee members
listed over twenty separate achieve-

ments.

High on the list was the building

of a new church at Liberal, Kan.,

—

the third built by the district in

three years. The district has broad-

ened its social witness. A peace

booth last summer at two fairs in

Kansas put Mennonites in the mar-

ket place to talk about their faith.

Statements, studies, and meetings

on social issues mark an increase

in sensitivity to world problems.

Leadership has been strengthened

at all levels. A school for ministers

last winter received wide apprecia-

tion. Also appreciated has been the

effort to increase ministers' salaries.

The conference has experimented

with various forms of camping.

Stimulating was a camp in Kansas
City last summer for young people.

Facilities at Mennoscah, the group's

campgrounds near Murdock, Kan-

sas, were improved with the ad-

dition of a swimming pool.

The conference has broadened its

contacts with other Mennonite and
Protestant groups. Both the peace

booth and the school for ministers

were jointly sponsored with the

(Old) Mennonite Church.

Receiving most comment were the

efforts to improve working relations

between conference committees. The
major encounter was between the

Home Missions Committee and the

Board of Trustees. The meeting

tried to clear up areas of responsi-

bility in the raising of funds and

building new church buildings.

Some advances have been made.

The interviews with conference

workers indicated that the organiza-

tional wheels still need more grease.

Other areas of concern include

ministers and other persons in lead-

ership, and future strategy of evan-

gelism and witness. Many of these

items will be discussed when the

conference meets this week on the

Bethel College campus, North New-
ton, Kan.
One of the issues at stake is to

involve more people in conference

activities. This is an oft expressed

wish. Says Arnold Funk, Halstead,

Kan., a member of the Home Mis-

sions Committee: "There is a defi-

nite need for an increased aware-

ness on the part of all church mem-
bers that the conference is not a

sort of private ecclesiastical tea

party made possible by our offer-

ings for the benefit and enjoyment

of some four or five dozen elected

officers and committeemen."
But the involvement of more peo-

ple raises questions about former
procedures. One of these comes
from Sam Ediger, Buhler, Kan., also

a member of the Home Missions

Committee.
"I would like to see," he says,

"more of the responsibilities con-

cerning business matters such as

building churches, buying and sell-

ing properties for church buildings,

financing new projects turned over

to the Board of Trustees."

The desire to see the Board of

Trustees assume more responsibility

was echoed also by Harold C. Loh-

rentz, Omaha, another member of

the Home Missions Committee. Heft™

feels laymen should be more di

rectly involved. He says, "The lay

man leadership in the Western Dis

trict Conference positions could be

enlarged so that fifty to sixty-sis

percent of all elected and appointed

positions would be held by laymer

thus relieving the ministers foi

more spiritual work and less or

ganizational work with the confer

ence. The layman has respondec

very well to the call for physica Hell

labor. . . . There are also many lay

men qualified for other tasks in th(

church."

Other officers wanted more or

ganization in financing. Lamonfll'al

Woelk, Inman, Kan., chairman o

the Education Committee was one Ian

He called for "steps in workinj
j

toward a unified budget so tha

committees are not competing wit

each other for the giving of ou

churches."

Walter Neufeld, Hillsboro, Kan
broadened the appeal to call fo

integration between the districts an

the General Conference. He saic

"In the end we cannot have corrfrt

peting appeals for the four board

and the various committees withi

the districts, plus hospital and higl

er education all making separat van

financial appeals. This will huJ

us very much very soon, and i

much more urgent than any of ou

General Conference boards seem t

Sir
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recognize at this point."

The second area of concern re-

lates to church leadership. While
Ralph K. Weber, Moundridge, Kan-
president of the conference is heart-
ened by the quality of leadership
developing in the conference he is

:oncerned about the state of the
hurch.

Says Weber, "The local church
needs attention badly. Our congrega-
tional polity often serves as an ex-
:use for churches to stay in the
ame old rut. But unless district

'hurches can work together to bring
ibout spiritual renewal in our con-
gregations we will miss our mission
is Mennonite people. Not enough
exciting things happen in our tradi-

ional churches. The future of con-
erence work depends on the home
sase."

Weber points to the need for the
ninisters of the conference to join
'orces. "There is also an evident de-

;ire on the part of many ministers
o understand each other better and

jjvork more unitedly," he says. "In
:he past each minister has been an
solated individual, more or less at

'he mercy of his congregation. Pas-
ors will be able to give more tell-

ng leadership in our churches only
f they get their heads together and
rovide a united witness."

The witness of the conference was
he burden of the concern of a num-
>er of other workers.
Says Stanley Bohn, Kansas City,

letreat Committee member, "I

vould like to see the conference help
hjocal churches recapture the vision

•f a church in mission."

This concern was echoed by James
Valtner, Newton, who said, "I am
lot sure that we have yet taken
•vangelism seriously in the Western

i
district. Perhaps we have still been
oo concerned about conserving our

it| hurches, cultural traditions, people
nth a Mennonite name, rather than
haring our faith and hope with
>eople among whom we live and
/ork."

Strategy for this type of witness

ill
5 varied. The suggestion from Mrs.

ufa-t Wedel, Halstead, a member of
ie Historical Committee is to

stress evangelism more. We need

; |j

vangelists. We need more old time
vangelistic meetings."
There was the concern to organ-

:e fellowship groups among migrat-
fig Mennonites. Says Sol Ediger,
uhler, a member of the Board of

SIX CONTRACTORS from the United States are going to Yugoslavia to contribute
their urgently needed skills to rebuilding quake-shattered Skopje, Yugoslavia.
(See "Mennonites Give Disaster Aid to Communist Country," Oct. 8. page 606.)
Pictured with R. H. Edwin Espy, general secretary of the National Council of
Churches, who pinpoints the disaster area on the map, the volunteers are. left to
right: John Schmucker of Unionville, Ont.. electrician-plumber, Mennonite:
Chester Steffy, Millervile. Pa., carpenter-plumber, Mennonite. who two years ago
volunteered for disaster service in hurricane-swept Belize, British Honduras; Dale
Kessler, North Manchester, Ind., electrician-plumber. Brethren: Curt Regehr,
Inman, Kan., general contractor, Mennonite; Howard Ten Brink, Modesto, Calif.,
contractor-carpenter. Brethren; and Laverne Worley, Hanover. Pa., plumber,
Brethren. At far right is Sreten Babic, deputy director of the Yugoslav Infor-
mation Center. The volunteers' denominations are underwriting their travel ex-
penses. Church World Service, the overseas relief agency of major Protestant
and Eastern Orthodox denominations, made arrangements for the project.

Trustees, "Jobs take our young peo-

ple to scattered cities. If we don't

bring the church to them there is a
good chance that we lose them."

Instead of following the migra-
tion, O'Ray Graber, Buhler, another
member of the Retreat Committee,
suggests that the people follow the
church. He thinks the conference
should "experiment with counseling
families (Mennonite couples) who
live in communities where there are
few Mennonites and no Mennonite
churches to relocate in cities or
villages where a Mennonite church
needs their help, or where there are
about enough to organize a new
church."

The need for witness at home was
noted by Mrs. Willard Unruh, North
Newton, a member of the Creden-
tials and Statistics Committee. "It's

so easy," she said, "to send aid (mis-

sionaries and finances) to other
countries but we find it difficult to

become involved right here at

home."
As a specific suggestion Mrs. Un-

ruh felt the conference should "help
other racial groups in our district

attain their freedom. Colored peo-

ple in Newton must go out of town
for a haircut."

The need for action in the home
communities was lifted out also by
Peter J. Neufeld, Kingman, Kan., a

member of the Education Commit-
tee. "I feel very strongly," he said,

"that in the coming year the West-
ern District needs to face and con-

cretely attack the problem of mak-
ing not only our city churches, but
also our rural churches 'mission

churches.' In our so-called rural

Mennonite communities there are
many people not only going to hell

but living in hell. . . . Are we not
responsible for them? To date, most
of our rural Mennonite churches
have not assumed this responsibil-

ity. We have not been truly mis-

sionary even though we have sup-

ported missions."

The Western District Conference
will begin on Friday evening, No-
vember 1 in the Bethel College
Church, North Newton. Special lec-

tures during the conference will be
given by Dean G. McKee, professor
of biblical exposition at Columbia
Theological Seminary, Decatur. Ga.
The conference closes on Nov. 5.
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ENROLLMENTS IN GENERAL CONFERENCE MENNONITE SCHOOLS

Mennonite Biblical Seminary

Bethel College

Bluffton College

Canadian Mennonite Bible College

Freeman Junior College

Mennonite Collegiate Institute

Rosthern Junior College
United Mennonite Educational

Institute

1963 1962

Full Part Fresh- Full Part Fresh
men time time men

43 9 23 46 20 19

437 37 155 429 54 151

525 19 180 479 24 167

9 92 1 46

75 46 53 40

157 71 167 74

175 84 172 88

102 32 97 33

MostEnrollments in General Conference schools is up by four percent,

schools show an increase over last year at this time. Largest gains were

shown by Bluffton (Ohio) College (9%) and Freeman (S. D.) Junior Col-

lege (41%). Bluffton College has the largest student body and the largest

entering class. Mennonite Collegiate Institute, Gretna, Man.; Rosthern

(Sask.) Junior College; and United Mennonite Educational Institute, Leam-

ington, Ont.; as well as Freeman Junior College include students below

college rank. Total enrollment for all schools is 1616 as compared to

1550 in 1962.

CHILDREN SUPPORT MISSIONS

The Mennonite Men of the Hope-

field Church, Moundridge, Kan.,

have again sponsored a children's

mission project this year. Children

have such projects as calves, chick-

ens, swine, sheep, turkeys, rabbits,

gardening, etc. Each summer a tour

is made to see all the projects. At

this time pictures are taken of each

child and his project. The pictures

are shown at the program held

after the projects are completed and

the proceeds collected. The money
collected this year will buy Chris-

tian literature for Colombia. In the

past the children have purchased a

motor scooter for missionary use in

Japan and have made a water well

possible in India. The Mennonite

Men in Hopefield find this helps

in making children feel a part of the

churches' mission program.

MISSION BOARDS PUBLISH 350
TITLES IN NINE TONGUES
Representatives from mission
boards of six Mennonite groups

gathered September 29 at Winona
Lake, Ind., for the meeting of Coun-

cil of Mission Board Secretaries.

Andrew Shelly and S. F. Panna-

becker attended for the General

Conference Board of Missions.

Paul Kraybill, secretary, present-

ed a combined study of mission lit-

erature available where more than

one Mennonite mission board works.

A total of about 350 titles in nine

different languages — French, Ger-

man, Hindi, Japanese, Kituba, Man-

darin, Navajo, Portuguese, and

Spanish — were listed so that all

the Mennonite mission boards would

have access to the information.

Kraybill also reported on the meet-

ing he attended in Europe of Euro-

pean Mennonite Evangelization

Committee, a group which unites

Mennonite mission boards in Swit-

zerland, Germany, France, and Hol-

land. This is the first time that

American mission boards have been

thus represented.

One joint mission board function

is to study possible new areas of

missionary outreach. In consultation

with each other, mission boards de-

termine which boards should enter

various fields. Accordingly, follow-

ing a previous agreement that Men-
nonite Brethren and Brethren in

Christ mission boards should enter

into work in Jordan, the council

heard at the September meeting a

report that this mission program
was under way.
The mission board secretaries pro-

vided for joint representation at the

Inter-Varsity Fellowship Student

Missionary Convention in 1964. Pro-

vision was also made for coopera-

tive consultation with Mennonite
Central Committee officials regard-

ing missions and relief, so that bet-

ter use can be made of both aspects

of Mennonite outreach in the serv-

ice of Christ. In addition, mission-

ary support was discussed and a

study of this is planned prior to the

next COMBS meeting in December.
Those attending the sessions in

addition to Shelly and Pannabecker

were: P. J. Funk and H. R. Wiens

of the Mennonite Brethren Mission

Board; H. Ernest Bennett, J. D. Gra-

ber, and John Howard Yoder of the

Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities; Reuben Short of Congo
Inland Mission and the Evangelical

Mennonite Church Mission Board;

Henry N. Hostetter of the Brethren

in Christ World Mission; Paul N.i

Kraybill and Paul M. Gingerich of

the Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions and Charities. Andrew
Shelly serves as chairman, Reuben
Short as vice-chairman, and Paul;

Kraybill as secretary.

PEACE SUNDAY NOVEMBER 10

Conference Peace Sunday falls on

November 10 this year, and can be

celebrated in Mennonite churches

with the help of peace material and

a special church bulletin.

"Frontiers for Peace" is a folder

prepared by the Mennonite Central

Committee Peace Section and

mailed to all General Conference

churches by the Board of Christian

Service. It presents such peace fron-

tiers as reconciliation where there

is hostility between races, inter-

national dialogues on peace between

churches of various countries, inter-

denominational peace dialogues inj

this country, and witness to govern

ment on draft legislation and civil|

rights. Other peace frontiers include

translating peace literature into Jap

anese and Hindi, providing resource!)

persons for peace conferences, print-

ing and distributing peace literature,

preparing listings of peace litera-

ture, and assisting young men ol

draft age.

Churches and individuals wishin

to support the work of the Mennoiw

nite Central Committee Peace Secleiin

tion in a special way may send con-Ion

tributions for this purpose through||Th

the General Conference Board ofln

Christian Service, 722 Main, Newiervi

ton, Kan., or 600 University Boulepe

vard, Winnipeg 29, Man.

iei

Tip:'

•fe-
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WORLD COUNCIL ADDS NINE

Nine more churches have beer

Ms

h

more
added to full membership in thi

World Council of Churches. On<

church became an associcate mem|ki

ber.

The new constituents, who wil

bring the council's tally up to 20! ft

full members and four associat* k v

members, are: the Czechosloval or

Tor
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1 Church (750,000 members); the
s" Methodist Church of Nigeria (143,000
members); the Evangelical Church
of Ghana (27,300 members); the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in

Chile (26,000 members); the Evan-
gelical Church of the Congo (47,274
members); the Cameroun Presby-
terian Church (85,000 members;
the Coptic Evangelical Church,
Egypt (30,000 members); the Slo-

vak Evangelical Church in Yugo-
slavia (57,000 members); and the
Tahitian Church (45,800 members)
vvhich was founded 160 years ago.
The new associate member is the

Korean Christian Church in Japan
with 1,417 members. Associate
nember churches of the World
buncil are those whose member-
ship is substantially below 10,000
3ut with which the World Council

«i maintains intimate contact. Some of
he new member churches were
bunded by missionaries but they
lave now achieved autonomy. The
hurches were accepted at the
"ouncil's meeting in Rochester in

August.

It was reported that since the last

entral Committee meeting in Paris
ast year, one church—the Union of

l3aptist Congregations in the Ne-
therlands—had withdrawn from
Inembership.

1 An estimated 350,000,000 Protes-
iant, Orthodox, and Anglican Chris-
ifians in about eighty countries are
"low in the fellowship of the World
Council.

MISSION STRATEGY STUDIED

it the annual Council of Boards
neeting this December, the Board
i Missions will be studying a num-
ber of questions, the most central
eing the question of future direc-
ion in missions.

The problem is that while needs
or Christian witness and Christian
ervice in non-Christian countries
re still with us and we have mis-
ionaries to send overseas, living
osts have skyrocketed in newly
eveloping countries. At home the
ost of living has gone up one per-
ent at the same time that in one
3reign country the cost of living
hot up thirty percent; in another
ountry basic commodities were up
rom fifty to 100 percent. This is

ecause the standard of living in

nese countries has been very low
jr hundreds of years, and only now

in our own time is the standard of
living beginning to rise as these
countries develop their industry and
resources. Thus the situation for
mission boards gets progressively
more difficult as they rejoice that
once underprivileged countries have
it better. Today overseas mission
work costs more—and will continue
to cost more.
At the same time, Christian homes,

churches, and Conference schools
are presenting the challenge of

Christian witness and service

throughout the world. As a natural
result young people are called to

serve as missionaries in non-Chris-
tian countries. This means that the
General Conference Church will

need, at the Council of Boards meet-
ing, to decide the future of our
present mission work and of twelve
long-term and short-term mission-
ary candidates, in order that a
budget can be worked out for 1964.

Other questions to be considered
by the Board of Missions in De-
cember will include progress of

churches in other countries, the
Mexico work, the future direction

of the Gulfport work, and the co-

operative ministry of General Con-
ference Mennonites in the inter-

Mennonite missions committee.

SEMINARY WORKS ON RACE

Students at Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inary are concerned with the moral
and spiritual problems which the
race revolution of 1963 has uncov-
ered. Warren Moore, exchange stu-

dent from the International Theo-
logical Seminary of Atlanta, Ga.,

has made a general survey of the
race problems as they are found in

Elkhart. On Wednesday October 2

while presenting some of his find-

ings to the student body he said,

"Discrimination is on three levels;

job opportunities, housing, and ed-

ucation." Only six of the city's 2,500

Negro citizens have been offered

professional or semi-professional
jobs. Almost all of the Negroes live

in a district about one mile from the
seminary where housing is of a low
standard. Levels of educational
achievement are low and the num-
ber of drop-outs from the public
school system is unusually high.

The students and faculty went into

further discussion of the problems
with Mrs. S. M. Pasley who is vice-

chairman of the Elkhart chapter

A Legacy of Faith

The Heritage of Menno Simons. The doc-

trine of Menno made its mark on the

Reformation. It also touched Dutch mu-

sic and art. Thirteen scholars show-

how. Edited by Cornelius J. Dyck. $5.50.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People. She
spoke to the group Friday, Oct. 11.

Upon the suggestion of Moore,
consideration is being given to es-

tablishing an educational center
which would give booster courses
for drop-out students. This would
enable them to re-enter the public
school system. Other individuals
might be given training so they
could pass the civil exams for gov-
ernment positions or meet the stand-
ards and requirements of other em-
ployment agencies. Various students
would teach at the center.

Should such a center develop, it

likely would be co-sponsored togeth-

er with the Hively Avenue Church
which has shown similar interests.

William Turner, pastor of the
Canaan Baptist Church, is engaged
in giving spiritual counsel to the
people of the area of concern. David
Ewert is assisting him in working
specifically with youth. Both Turner
and Ewert are students at the semi-
nary.
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Balancing

the Budget

People everywhere are budget con-

scious. It is becoming increasingly

more difficult to balance the budget.

This is true in the family, school,

institutions, state or federal govern-

ment budgets.

The difficulty of operating within

a fixed income is due largely to in-

creasing inflation. Rising costs year

by year shrink the buying power of

the dollar. However, another factor

that makes the budget hard to bal-

ance is the demand for more and
better services, more conveniences,

more gadgets and equipment, and
more entertainment and amuse-
ments. These also add to the cost

of modern living.

Local church congregations and
conference agencies are also har-

assed with the problem of balancing

the budget. This condition is particu-

larly true of the smaller congrega-

tions who must struggle to raise

the local operating budget. Unfor-

tunately local expenses are not pro-

portional to membership. The 150-

member congregation must budget

nearly as much money for operat-

ing their church as the 400-member

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridrje, Kan.

mm

congregation, and have less than

one-half as many incomes from
which to draw.

This undoubtedly means that the

giving of the small congregation is

used largely in raising the operating

budget, and little is left for confer-

ence or institutional support. With
increasing costs of local operation

the small church will be in an in-

creasingly poorer position to give

to the broader outreach of Christian

service.

In every congregation there must
be an interest or concern beyond

the local group. If there is no con-

cern for the needs of unfortunate

and lost people in and beyond the

community, the local congregation

will soon lose its vision and will

die in selfish complacency.

It is not the purpose of this article

to define the ideal sized congrega-

tion, but it is significant to note

that nearly fifty percent of the Gen-

eral Conference churches have mem-
berships of 150 or less and a good

portion have memberships of less

than 100. Many have grown but

little in the past years.

What is the future of the small

church in the light of skyrocketing

costs? The future of some depends

on growth. To others the answer
may be consolidation. Many of the

small struggling congregations are

found in communities where other

General Conference churches exist.

Can we justify the existence of

three, four, or five Mennonite con-

gregations in one community when

most of them are struggling to meet
the operating budget?

In the area of business and edu-

cation, consolidation has been tak-

ing place at a rapid rate in the last

decade or two with good success.

Consolidation has made it possible

to operate schools and businesses

more efficiently, and offer more and
better service. Could local congrega-

tions use consolidation to solve some
of the problems of the small church?

Consolidation is not an easy proc-

ess, nor can it be brought about

without much effort
;
however, merg-

ing two or more congregations in

a community may be wise and nec-

essary. Even larger congregations

could work cooperatively with other

churches in the same area in such

fields as youth work, Christian edu-

cation, church music and choirs, and
counseling service. Congregations

working together can effect a great-

er witness to the community and
beyond, than trying independently

to do it alone.

Consolidation and cooperation are

tools that the secular world has

used with success in reducing oper-

ating costs. These are tools that the

church can also use to balance their

budget and increase their efficiency.

PACIFIC MEN'S REPORT

Pacific District Mennonite Men re-

viewed their activities at the Pacific

District Conference in June. They
disbursed over $2,000 for district

and General Conference projects

during the year.

On the district level, they con-

tributed $400 to the Phoenix, Ariz.,

fellowship for the purchase of a

piano. They accumulated funds for

the third annual Scholarship of $500

to be awarded soon. The first two

scholarships were awarded to Wen-
del Rempel, and Duane K. Friesen.

They contributed to General Confer-

ence projects such as Boys League,

1000 Bibles, and Christian Litera-

ture projects. They also assisted

Alvin Friesen who is doing volun-

tary service work in Algeria.

Officers of the Pacific District Men-

nonite Men are: President, Harry

Harder, Reedley, Calif.; Vice-Presi-

dent, Maurice Wedel, Aberdeen,

Idaho; Secretary, Clarence Schmidt,

Ferndale, Wash.; Treasurer, Glad-

wyn Schmidt, Dallas, Ore.; Chair

man of Scholarship Committee,

Alvin L. Funk, Aberdeen, Idaho.
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REFORMATION MONDAY
It has been brought to the attention

of the Board of the Last Church,
Wittenberg, that the church's as-

sistant minister, Mr. Luther, nailed

ninety-five theses to the door of the
sanctuary one evening recently. This
incident occurred the night after

the monthly Board meeting and
thus did not come to our attention

until now. The Board therefore di-

rects the attention of the congrega-
tion to the following:

(1) Mr. Luther's action severely
damaged Last Church's beautiful

mahogany portal. This door was
part of the original church built in

1801, and was preserved when the
new $1.5 million sanctuary was built

last year. The cost of replacing the
door was $413.43, including labor.
The Board strongly reprimands Mr.
Luther for his action and demands
that he pay the cost.

(2) Mr. Luther's action is clearly
in violation of local and national
church policy. He circumvented the
Board, instead of submitting his

theses to the New Life Committee

and its subcommittee on Publicity
and Promotion. This violation is,

therefore, referred to the District's

Rules Committee for further prose-
cution.

(3i Mr. Luther's action brings his

character into question. In light of
such abnormal behavior the Board
suggests that he submit to a psy-
chiatric examination.

(4) The Board also suggests that
Mr. Luther's action is revolutionary,
and we detect leftist tendencies in

his comportment and attitude.

Ronald Ohlson



(5) The Board has drafted a letter

to the City Planning Commission to

apologize for the violation of the

Building Code, which forbids con-

struction by means of hammers
without a permit. Another was sent

to the local police to apologize for

posting a public notice without writ-

ten consent. Finally, an apology was
sent to Carpenter's Local No. 407

for the church's failure to hire a

union carpenter to construct the

notice.

Since a great deal of trouble has

resulted from Mr. Luther's action,

and since several members of the

congregation cherish the sanctuary

door's heritage, the Board hereby

asks Mr. Luther (1) to apologize

and pay damages, (2) in the future

AN ECUMENICAL WEEK
Nearly 120 young people arrived on
the Kenyon College campus in little

Gambier, Ohio, Saturday, August 24.

We gathered that evening for the

first meeting of the Ecumenical
Youth Study Conference.

Why was this conference held?

What was it to do? We had not,

said Mai Maccubbin, Associate Ex-

ecutive Secretary of the United

Christian Youth Movement, come to-

gether as a legislative body trying

to hammer out unity in hopes that

we could then convince the ten mil-

lion young people whom we repre-

sented of the Tightness of a particu-

lar way. But, acknowledging the

present unity we have in Jesus

Christ, we had assembled to articu-

late the movement of God's Spirit

among us. We were asked to sub-

mit our personal concepts and preju-

dices to question and to be wholly
subject to Christ.

The first two days I was confused

—and discouraged and disappointed.

The very liturgical worship service

on Sunday was strange to me. Our
small discussion group didn't seem
to be coming to grips with anything.

Some of the delegates seemed more
concerned with the social life than

with the gathered Church. And part

of my discouragement lay with my
own attitudes—my unwillingness to

submit myself completely to Christ's

leading.

But as the week progressed, par-

ticipants became more involved.

Our discussion became more seri-

ous and sincere. By the end of the

week I felt that we had, in some
small but real way, experienced the

leading of the Holy Spirit.

"Blond lover"

The climax of the entire confer-

ence came, somewhat unexpectedly,

on Thursday evening. Here is how
I described it at the time.

"At the meeting tonight all the

blond-haired people were set apart

in a separate group. The rest of us

met in small groups to discuss what
we could do about human relations

in our communities. Before we con-

tinued with the program, the blond

group left the building. I thought

(as did most of those remaining)

that they were playing the role of

a minority group. Merlyn Kettering,

playing the role of the concerned

'white person,' protested their sep-

aration. At this, several of the re-

maining group yelled 'blond lover'

at him.

"Near the end of the program the

blond group returned but sat to-

gether off in a corner. Up to this

point, I thought the whole thing

was planned and merely role-play-

ing, but it soon became obvious that

this group had actually felt spurned.

They thought we had purposely ig-

nored them and continued the eve-

ning's program without them.

"They had been playing a role at

the beginning, and so had we, but

through a series of misunderstand-
ings, the situation had become seri-

ous for the 'blonds.' When they re-

turned, it became serious for us. At
this point individuals from both

groups began to speak out trying

to clarify things and show concern.

Then someone from our group
moved over to the blond group.

Many of the rest of us followed

suit. This was a tremendously mov-
ing gesture and more than one
broke out in tears. By this time it

was apparent that all that had hap-

pened was unintentional. But this

didn't alter the fact that many of

kindly to refrain from conduct un-

becoming to a minister of the gos-

pel, and (3) to refer all future pro-

posals to the Board for proper con-

stitutional action. We regret the sit-

uation and sincerely hope that, ill

the interests of congregational tran-

quility, it will not happen again.
Reprinted from The Christian Century by per-

mission. Copyright 1962.

us had experienced something we
had never felt before. Several of

the 'blonds' said they could never

be the same. They had felt trag-

ically rejected and ignored. Many
of us in the remaining group had

felt an utter helplessness about how
we could reconcile our two groups.

"The entire group reconvened

about 10:45, and before retiring we
joined hands in a huge circle and

sang 'We Shall Overcome.' We
sang with a great deal of feeling,

with a new understanding of Chris-

tian reconciliation, and with a new
hope that in Christ we shall over-I

come the barriers that separate

man from man."

Talk—then act

On the bus out of Columbus after

the conference closed I felt as peo-

ple often do when a meaningful ex-

perience ends—the sadness of part-

ing with new friends, a nostalgic

memory of the week's events. I have

felt this way before, after a week's

camping experience or at the endj

of a college year. It's always dej

pressing for me. But somehow there

was more meaning in this partingi

Although we left knowing many on

us would never see each otheEj

again, I felt a sense of purpose in

our going. So much had been sail

during the conference about out;

being under the Lordship of Christ!

So much had been said about thfl

Church's place and mission in thi

world. But throughout the confer^

ence it was continually emphasizes

that after we had talked, then wfl

must act. We had been gathered in

a rather unreal situation for a weekj

Now we were returning to ouf

homes. We were going back into tin

world. But we were going with
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ijsense of exhibiting Christ's Lordship
lover our lives, each in his own pe-

culiar situation. I was reminded of

f several lines from the liturgy of the
Sunday worship service: "When

)
Christ calls a man he bids him
.pome and die: Which being inter-

preted means: that every dimension
)f our living, every corner of our
peing, is demanded of us as the

Imly

worthy response in accepting
he cost of discipleship."

"In your opinion, what is an ecu-
nenical study conference?" "What
lo you hope will happen in this
me?" I answered these two ques-
ions a week before the conference.

VIy Tanganyikan

Vhen writing a character sketch
n a European, we like to begin
nth characteristics like color of
{air, color of eyes, and complexion;
ut when writing about a Bantu Af-

|

ican these features are of little

Ialue

because they seldom distin-

uish one person from another,
[annerisms are an important dis-

nguishing feature and are many
mes used to differentiate between
idividuals similar in appearance,
et us pierce behind two ebony-
)lored faces, whose minds think in
wahili, to catch a glimpse of their
ickgrounds.

Shadrack Kaudambi entered Liv-
:gstone College with sixty-seven
:her Form I boys. He is of average
5ight and carries a bright look on
s face which readily breaks into
smile. His home is in a village

tiled Chabutwa. The house which
s parents live in is rectangular
shape, with mud walls and a

•ass roof. A few villagers can af-

rd to cover their houses with a
etal roof which is much more
ater-resistant. When his father
as still able to work he was a
rmer. Now Shadrack's older broth-

, a teacher, is providing for the
mily. His oldest sister is more
rtunate than most African girls

cause she had the privilege of
mpleting Form VI last year. An-

UTH is sponsored by the Young People's
ion of the General Conference Mennonite
jrch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

Now as I read over the answers I

gave, I realize that they are super-
ficial, they lack conviction, and they
probably reflect an all too prevalent
concept of ecumenicity. I had al-

ways thought of ecumenical con-
frontation as a gathering of indi-

viduals representing a variety of
denominations with the purpose of
ironing out major differences and
seeking a sort of interdenomina-
tional unity. But now I reflect back
on the week and I have a new under-
standing of ecumenicity. I have ex-

perienced "oikumene"—the house of
faith. Keith Kingsley

Pupils

other sister is in primary school.
When Shadrack is asked what oc-

cupation he wants to enter, his face
lights up with the answer: a doctor.
His desire is to help his fellow coun-
trymen conquer one of Tanganyika's
dreaded enemies—disease. There are
many years of school before him
and a large task after that. If he
retains his determination and shows
the resolution of the ancient Shad-
rack, this work will be accomplished.

Secondly we shall glimpse behind
the ebony-colored face of Martin
Mkombo. He is short of stature but
this need not be a limiting factor.
His fine work won the approval of
the science teacher last year so that
he was appointed to be a laboratory
monitor. This somewhat quiet boy
comes from a family whose roots
are in the soil which they till to
produce some rice, corn, and cas-
sava. Martin has three younger
brothers and one sister who are at-

tending primary school. As Martin
sits in the back row of the Form II

classroom and answers questions in

a medium-toned voice, one senses
a confidence which is based upon
the assurance that the question he
is about to answer is within the lim-
its of his knowledge. Martin hopes
to become a teacher or possibly an
executive officer in the Education
Department. This second enemy of
Tanganyika— ignorance —certainly
is a fierce foe and needs confident
people like Martin to struggle
against it Willard Dyck
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Bible Words—I: Create. "Look what I

made!!" These words burst out of every child

—give or take a few exclamation points. The

joy of creating continues as a driving force

throughout life for many of us. It is the big

push in art. The painter produces something

new. The writer takes old words and creates a

new expression. His highest goal may be to

write a novel—a word which means a new thing.

Sermons and editorials are also efforts to put

eternal ideas in new clothes. Motherhood is a

creative experience. It brings to the light of

day a new human being. The creative flame

burns in the businessman, cook, farmer, garden-

er, mechanic, and in every worker. Creativity

is a human desire.

But in the Bible, creative activity is limited to

God. At least, the use of the word is. In

Genesis 1 the word is used five times. First God

created the heavens and the earth (Gen. 1:1).

This covers a lot of territory as we discover in-

creasingly each year. After this big act God

did not have to create until He came down to

"the great sea monsters and every living creature

that moves" (Gen. 1:21). The word is used

sparingly in the creation account. So sparingly,

that when it is used for the third, fourth, and

fifth time in the same sentence, it deserves spe-

cial note. The verse is Genesis 1:27: "God

created man in his own image, in the image of

God he created him ; male and female he created

them." Even the hard of hearing can sense the

heel-clicking, hand-clapping sounds in this di-

vine hymn. The creation of heaven, earth, and

its creatures was work well done. But there is

something routine about it. It is the work you

would expect from any competent Creator. Or
rather, it was the pedestal on which the sculp-

tured masterpiece was to be placed, the frame

that should encircle the master's painting. But

when God created man, He achieved the highest

that His skill could reach. For this He created

. . . created . . . created. We hear the Creator

rushing up and down the corridors of the uni-

verse calling with glee, "Look what I made!

Look what I made! Look what I made!"

And why did God rejoice? The clue may be

in another verb in Genesis 1. Where create is

used sparingly, the verbs "said" and "called"

are used fifteen times. God is a talking God.

Words were the active ingredient in the model-

ing clay of the universe. "By the word of the

Lord the heavens were made,/' and all their

hosts by the breath of his mouth," says Psalm

33:6. John puts it more directly: "In the be-

ginning was the Word ... all things were made

through him" (John 1:1,3). The Word im-

plies conversation for in a more precise transla-

tion John 1 : 1 might read, "the Word was to-

ward God." Jesus Christ was that Word. And

He does all those things a word must do.

God the creating God could not help but give

us the thirst to create. We know that our new-

ness is not to be compared with Him. Yet the

new things we make and discover do come from

Him. He works through us and then we do

create. For creation is God's activity. And

creation is an open-ended job. The prayer of

Psalm 51 is adequate reminder: "Create in me
a clean heart, O God,/ and put a new and

right spirit within me."

God the speaking God created us the only

creatures who can speak. He created man and

woman so that there could be a community of

speaking and hearing. He created us also with

the power of speech so that we could speak to

Him and He could speak to us. We speak and

hear through Jesus Christ.





QUESTIONS FOR A SOLDIER

The New Testament knows only one way

of life. It draws no clear line between

individual and group acts, between pri-

vate and political ethic. The New Testa-

ment challenges the Christian to a con-

sistent kind of behavior in every area of

life.

The obedience of the Christian is found-

ed in gratitude. Sanctiflcation is the an-

swer to justification. The response to the

salvation given in Christ is grateful

praise. Gratitude is not only the founda-

tion and the motive of obedience. It is

also the content and the test.

Is the action of a soldier grateful

praise? Is the inner attitude of a soldier

an attitude of grateful praise? Does it

call forth in those toward whom he acts

an attitude of grateful praise? Or does

it call forth blasphemy?
The Christian ethic is an ethic of com-

munion. The branch can only live as part

of the vine. If the branch does not bear

fruit it is cut off and dries up and is de-

stroyed. This communion, though, is not

only with the Father (vertically) but also

with the neighbor (horizontally). This

right angle is unbreakable. One side is

only present with the other. For this

reason Jesus taught in the Lord's Prayer

forgiveness "as we forgive those who
have trespassed against us."

Does the soldier maintain this total

communion with the neighbor? Doesn't

the soldier's vocation mean a breach of

communion with the enemy? But when
my neighbor refuses communion with me
I remain nevertheless in communion with

him. This is the sense of the instructions,

for instance, concerning the right and the

left cheek and the second mile. This is

central to the gospel message.

The Christian ethic is an ethic of wit-

ness. The Christian's commission is to

pass on the message of forgiveness which

he has received. Doesn't the soldier's

work make witnessing to this grace im-

possible?

The Christian ethic is an ethic founded

on the word — the living word which

Christ speaks to His disciple. Any kind

of legalism or normalism or system-build-

ing is a ridiculous caricature of the Chris-

tian ethic.

Isn't any other system—situation ethics,

an ethic of history, an ethic of responsi-

bility—equally in danger of padlocking

the mouth of the living Lord? There is

only one way to decide conduct. It grows

out of the constant dialogue between dis-

ciple and Lord, between child and Father.

The Christian ethic is an ethic of vic-

tory. Its basis is the victory of the resur-

rection of Christ. Each Christian act testi-

fies to this victory and builds upon it.

The army seeks a kind of victory which

has nothing to do with the resurrection

of Christ. Its presuppositions are pagan
and fatalistic. Doesn't a Christian who
joins the army place himself in a position

which denies the resurrection or does not

count on it as a victory?

Tlie Christian ethic is an ethic of hope.

It lives from the expectation of the return

of Christ. An ethic is only Christian if its

actions presuppose, illuminate, call forth,

suggest expectation. All human values

and kingdoms and institutions must re-

late to this hope. The Christian can only

look at them with a kind of humor, a

kind of detachment, which refuses to

make them absolute. To take life whether
in the form of the death penalty or on
the battlefield is not compatible with hu-

man values and human institutions relat-

ed to hope. It assumes that the state in

whose commission this action is carried

out has made itself an absolute, that it is

the kingdom which is ultimate.

If the Christian accepts killing, does

this not mean that he makes the state

absolute in its claims over the life of the

criminal or the enemy? Does he not

thereby say that Jesus Christ will not

come?
I needn't argue that the Christian ethic

is an ethic of love answering the love of

God toward us. But I do want to say that

our love is addressed to man with a small

m. Jesus concerned himself with the wom-
an at the well, He concerned himself with

Zacchaeus in spite of the fact that he was
a collaborator, He concerned himself with

the servant of the centurion in spite of

the fact that this man was a part of the

occupation force. He looks at a man as

human creature whom we are to love

without measuring him in terms of his

place in the social and political situation

or his worthiness.

Can the church support a war ethic

contrary in each aspect to the Christian

ethic and still be proclaiming the gospel

of Christ? Is there really any hope of

avoiding the guilt and horror of nuclear

war except in the possibility that the

church may even yet repent—turn? Jean
Lasserre



"Fathers and Sons" by Benton Spmance

Speech of the Perpetual Soldier

"Always I have been victor & victim

I was there when crosses were cut
to stifle the nonconformist
and added my personal stroke

I raped through Europe with Charlemagne
then paused to build churches
as refreshment after robbery

I looted with Genghis Khan
until his tribe became a dried flower
rotted between pages of history

always I was present at bonfires
always I was drafted into armies
always I prepared for hot crusades

I repeat the time of my father
and his father before him

and his father's father
back into nomad loins of time

always I recognize my spear my gun
always I know my uniform my corpse

over & over again I continue this destiny
then f lie quietly for a while forgotten

When I am in your presence shudder
for I am a despicable doom

I am the shadow over your love

I am the end of everything beautiful

I am the last barbarian. . .
."

Leslie Woolf Hedley



War and Rumors of War
Five men and one woman speak about war and its meaning for us.

Children and the Bomb

It happened one evening recently

in a Norwalk, Connecticut, home. A
boy of six called from his bedroom
for Mommy. He had just closed the

window himself and now wanted an-

other heavy blanket. It was a mild

evening; the mother felt the child's

head. He had neither chills nor

fever. The mother spread another

blanket on the bed, tucked in the

child, and said goodnight. Less than

an hour later the mother returned

upstairs. She discovered that the

child had ransacked all the closets

for extra blankets, pillows, coats,

and heavy clothes, which he had
piled high on his bed. The mother
found the child at the bottom of

the mound, close to suffocation.

Next day the cause became clear.

The child had been talking to some
school friends about nuclear war
and fallout shelters. One of them
had reported that she had over-

heard her father tell a friend to be

sure to stock his fallout shelter

with plenty of blankets—no one

knew what time of day or night he

would need extra protection.

In Chicago, a mother narrowly

averted a grisly family tragedy. Her
four-year-old son was in the act of

choking his two-year-old sister when
the mother came upon them in the

bathroom. It developed that the boy

had heard somebody say that there

wouldn't be enough room in the fall-

out shelters for everybody and the

people who came later would be

killed if they tried to get in—even
if they were close friends. The
youngster had nightmares about be-

ing unable to get into the family

shelter because he had so many
brothers and sisters— (four).

In Boston, a high school student

told his friends that his ambition in

life was to be the bombardier of the

plane that would drop a hydrogen

bomb on the enemy. His father had
told him that the American people

were already being slowly murdered

:
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by the enemy, who had put pois

chemicals in the reservoirs. He wa
ed to get even.

And so it goes. Almost
family has its story to tell. A vl

lent morbidity has seized the natk

and children are its most vuln

able targets. It's far more seric

than disease epidemics, for scier

can keep these killers in check,

when a child suffers shattering ha

mer blows of fear to the mir

when his absolute need for bel

in the sanity of grownups is si

denly and grossly violated

harm is deep-seated and the effe

may be visible over a lifetime.

Every once in a while, there is

happy glimmering that the need :

such an approach is seen at a hi

station. Such was most certaii

the case when the President of 1

United States spoke recently ab<

alternatives to force and terror. 1

effect on one of our own children

aged eleven, was a remarkable o

"Daddy," she said, "I just, he!
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the President talk about helping the
U.N. become stronger. It was won-
derful. Now I really think I may
live to be twenty years old. Isn't it

neat?" Norman Cousins.

Fallout Shelter Etiquette

Suppose the attack comes at a
dinner party. You had invited some
friends for dinner, but not for par-
ticipation in the fallout shelter. The
bomb falls, let us say, before the
lessert, just when the women are
bearing the dishes. But then just

[flow do you go about getting them
Dut into the radioactive air? I

Tiean without hurting their feel-

ngs? Just how do you put that into
vords? Or as they say now, "How
lo you verbalize that one, big boy."
Perhaps the jovial approach is

he best. "Pardon me, but I must
!eave for my hide-out, because my
jloctor told me radioactive dust is

jiot good for my sinus. Ha ha." That
:hould bring out a roar of laughter
psily. Nothing like danger to bring
>n a fit of the giggles,

j

Of course, there are some who
hink that if the guests follow in

>anic, it is kinder to get to the
helter first and shoot before they
large in. Quicker that way. Neater.
dove merciful. After all, a fallout
helter is private property. Guests
re not invited. Didn't they read in
he lower right corner of my invita-

ion card, under RSVP the initials

'SNA, which stand for "Fallout
helter not available"? Our shelter
as room and supplies for my fam-
y only. Since the corner police-

lan retired to his shelter, I have
> defend myself.

The farm folks are lucky. Recent-
on TV a Nebraska farmer was

riown building a shelter for 135 of
is best stock. It has taken man
liree hundred years to breed such
tie steak and we do not want to
>se our advanced civilization. These
ill be the roaming buffalo of the
rairies for men of Mars when they
?t here. Leo Driedger

ow Much Does Peace Cost?

In speaking to a young man home
i furlough from Fort Leonard
food, Missouri, I asked of him
jhat he thought was expected of
le who claimed to be a conscien-
>us objector to war. What would

he expect of such a person, especial-
ly a drafted person, who would be
trying to make an effective peace
witness in this day? He did not have
an answer either but he did point
out that "the first requirement would
be that he lived his faith." And he
went on to say that nothing so
quickly liquidated the effectiveness
of his witness as the failure to live
up to what he professed. He said
even the Pax fellow (whose posi-
tion he highly respected) could with
a single act—like a shady business
deal—negate the good witness he
had made with his sacrificial serv-
ice. ... I want to point out that
we make our best witness where the
witness costs us something. It is

then that we begin to look again at
the real basis for this conviction;
it is then that the purpose of our
witness is sharpened for us. I re-

call rather vividly World War I.

The witness given in those days
lacked a positive thrust. (Some who
felt that the experience had been
altogether too negative later went
into relief work.) But the cost of
this experience in terms of agony
to the families whose sons were
among the first to be called out
was terrific. The anxiety that pre-
vailed in these families and in the
church from which these young
men came stands out very closely
in my mind. The farewell services
for these young men who were first

ordered to camp were like the sad-
dest of funeral services; they were
not certain but what this might be
the last time they would see their
sons alive; they feared they would
meet execution.

The cost to them was great. The
prayers offered in the home and in
the church are still vivid in one's
mind. But this cost bore fruit. It

was this that awakened the Men-
nonite church to the fact that theirs
was a mission of peace. It was out
of this that the Mennonite Central
Committee was born. . . .

In the time in which we live it is

one of the requirements that we
should ask ourselves exactly what a
peace witness should include. Where
are we most needed? Ought we to

be in more places where we have a
job of reconciliation to do? What
can we do together with our church-

es? Should the churches be polled
whether they would be willing to go
into an all-out program of witness-
ing now in two or three areas: a)
among the homeless Arabs or the
millions in Hong Kong; b) whether
we ought to have more projects
engaged in the Negro-White con-
flict areas; c) or whether we ought
to make our presence felt among
orphans or institutions where we
would work with children, restoring
them to health or helping them to
grow up in Christian environments
and homes. Albert M. Gaeddert.

Myths About Disarmament

First and basic is the "Utopia"
stereotype: "Disarmament will nev-
er come to pass because it never
has; it is simply a Utopian dream."
Here our essential task is to dem-

onstrate that disarmament is real—
to rescue it from the long habit of
pale Utopianism. We need to show
that it is an achieveable, though dif-

ficult goal. The place to start is to
recognize that the skeptical attitude
is a perfectly natural reaction aris-
ing from the years of stalemate.
The next step is the proposition that
there has been a quantum jump be-

tween the past and the present, so
that the dismal history signifies
little. The key point, it seems to me,
is that all negotiation and intensive
study since World War II have been
discouraging in a sense, but em-
phatically not useless: these were
actually tremendously valuable
years because the accumulation of
realistic expert knowledge is now
at an all-time high. Also, of course,
the incentive for all nations to dis-

arm constantly increases, in the
form of the nuclear arms race with
its risk of war and economic bur-
dens. But the best persuasion poten-
tial is in showing that disarmament
is a practical possibility: that we
know many of the answers and are
started on the road to the rest. Over-
emphasis on the mysteries and un-
knowns fast leads to hopelessness.

This basic "Utopia" stereotype has
collected a family of sub-myths
around it. For example, people say
that disarmament cannot happen be-

cause it requires trust between na-
tions, which obviously does not
exist. The answer here is easy: any
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sound disarmament agreement is

based not on trust but on self-en-

forcing verification measures which

both replace trust and begin to

build trust through nations working
together.

A second variant is that nothing

can be done until the cold war stops,

outstanding political problems are

settled and tension relaxes. It is not

too hard to explain that, in the early

stage, disarmament and political

settlements should go hand in hand,

each helping the other. There is no
logical reason why one should stop

to let the other catch up. In the

later stages of disarming, interna-

tional settlement would be a regular

function of the peacekeeping ma-
chinery. Joseph O. Hanson, Jr.

Peace in Evangelism

Peace through service is a reward-
ing enterprise because it actually

removes the obstacles in the path
to harmony in personal relations. I

have heard it from the lips of Ger-
mans in recent months that the de-

struction that rained down upon
them from British and American
planes brought fierce bitterness and
deep hatred to their hearts. But the
voluntary love-service of young men
who could say that they refused to

join in the diabolical slaughter be-

cause their Bible-oriented conscience
said, "No!" destroyed that bitter-

ness and laid the spiritual basis for
genuine peace between persons and
even nations. This is the high call-

ing of service in the name of Christ.

Born in the peace that God creates
in us through faith, it follows peace
with all men. We have said previ-

ously that service must not be mo-
tivated by the "bait-for-the-Gospel"

factor. We would clearly empha-
size, however, that only love-service
in the name of Christ can create
the atmosphere which makes atten-

tive hearing of the Gospel possible.

It should be superfluous to repeat
that the great principles of love
and peace as taught by Christ must
never for a moment lose first place
in evangelism. The peace that comes
through responding to the love of
God must be underscored, but also
the peace among men that becomes
a reality when the love of God is

shed abroad in the hearts of men
who believe in Christ as Saviour
and Lord. Much evangelism today
has misunderstood the first assump-

tion and has overlooked the second.

The greatest sin of many evange-

listic movements and of "fundamen-
talism" is that they have smugly
and uncompromisingly (one might
add, subjectively) preached their

"fundamentalist" Gospel and utter-

ly failed to serve or preach in real

love, while constantly and belliger-

ently condemning those who hon-

estly proclaimed a "social" Gospel.

They condemned the communists
and their system but did very little

for the victims of communism.
They have prayed passionately for

the destruction of the communist
system while supporting with all

means at their disposal the capital-

ist system with its countless cor-

rupt practices, which have often

been perpetuated in the name of the

Christian religion. No wonder that

Carl F. H. Henry felt constrained

to write a book on The Uneasy
Conscience of Modern Fundamental-
ism. Mennonites have remained free

of this deadening scourge only to

the extent that they have refused

to become immeshed in the fruitless

theological controversy between the

fundamentalist and liberal diehards

and have maintained a flexible,

workable position of biblicism. True
biblicism forces the evangelist to

preach the whole gospel, which, in

turn, leads to the salvation of the

whole man, bringing peace on all

levels of human experience. It is of

such that the prophet said: "How
beautiful upon the mountains are
the feet of him that bringeth good
tidings, that publisheth peace" (Isa.

52:7). Hugo Jantz

Alternative to Violence

I am not suggesting that imagina-
tion alone will get us out of the

trenches, nor underestimating our
inclinations toward murder and
maiming. The Elizabethan who had
not dulled his senses to the bloody
realities of violence was still capa-
ble of committing it. Any reader of

history must face up to the fact

that our life on earth has been one
of violence. Our history is murder-
ous. We have survived (and per-

ished) for hundreds of thousands of

years through our use of weapons.
Yet the truth is not only that we

are killers and makers of weapons
but that we are weapons makers
who band together; we are also

makers of civilization. We are

equipped simultaneously to produce
Shakespeares and atomic blasts.

While we owe our evolution in part

to our aggressions, we owe it even
more to our ability to band together,

to keep faith, to sacrifice, to love.

"The command to love is as deeply
buried in our nature as the com-
mand to hate."

Our only hope in an age of vio-

lence is conscientiously to cultivate,

in addition to imagination, this

other gift from the past: our am-
ity, our bone-deep desire to persist,

and our bone-deep experience in do-

ing so by banding together in an
ever-larger civilization.

William Penn, a handsome,
wealthy, well-born young man, be-

came one of the early Quakers. It

was his practice, as it was of every!

other man of his time and class, ||The

to wear a sword. This ever-ready
striking power was one of the waysfliar

in which you showed you were a
gentleman. Faced with the Quakerital

belief in nonviolence, he was trou-pt

bled by the presence of his sword
and by the prospect of appearingfcis

improperly dressed without it.

"What," he asked George Fox,
whose convictions were those thei

people called Quakers adopted, |2I(

"shall I do about my sword?"
George Fox's answer, tradition

has it, was: "Wear thy sword as]

long as thee can, William."
Penn had no doubt hoped for an ate

easier way out of his dilemma—

a

Quaker rule that said, "Swords
strictly forbidden." That is not the

Quaker way. A man's morality be
gins in his imagination—or he has pi

none. The man who acts by rule is

not moral, only legal. George Fox ri»

knew that as long as a man had a la\

sword in his heart he would in an
emergency find one, or a likely sub
stitute, in his hand.

We must if we are to survive put
aside those acts of murderous oij

maiming intent that the word "vioj

lence" covers—from the inside out
We must unbuckle our small per-|

sonal swords. We must learn to feel,|

through the use of imagination, that

there is no inconsequential suffer-

ing. It is a small beginning. It may1

be too little and too late. But tha
time is now, and this as individuals

is what we can do. It is the way noli

only to survival, but to being ablefs*

to put survival (if we are luckjj

enough to achieve it) to some good
use. Jessamyn West.
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Protestant Ministers

Choose Military Service

rHE AVERAGE AMERICAN Protestant
ninister, although he believes that
Var is contrary to the will of God,
vould accept military service if

Irafted, according to a survey taken
y the Fellowship of Reconciliation.
Tie survey was taken to test minis-
ers' attitudes toward war and
ieace.

Questionnaires were sent to a
lijcientiflcally selected sampling of
2,000 ministers, to which 1,850 re-

ponded fully. While significant per-
entages indicate real doubts about
lie present direction of military and
oreign policy in the USA, many
ike positions indistinguishable
rom members of their congrega-
on. In fact, about half do not re-

ard themselves as more concerned
lan most Americans about the
resent nuclear crisis.

The Fellowship of Reconciliation
riginated the survey, conducted by
averford College under the direc-
on of Herbert Blumberg and
harles Thrall, a graduate student.
With some significant qualifica-
ons due to the sampling method,
ultiple choice requested, and the
otivation of those who did or did
)t respond, the following are high-
£hts of the minister's survey. The
'erage American Protestant minis-

I
is likely to believe that the

iristian approach is inappropriate
r "atheist" Communists. He (with
ime qualifications) would rather
"dead" than "red." And he does

l»t feel that the present nuclear
isis is the most important problem
the day. On the prospects for a
ooting war, an interesting three-

W split showed up. One-third of

those responding felt war is coming,
a third doubted it, another third
gave us "even chances." A similar
division exists in thoughts about
"winning" a nuclear war: one-third
thinks it possible, another third
would say "not much better than
fair chance of winning" and a
slightly larger than third agree that
nobody would win.

Some other random facts the sur-
vey revealed:

The more pacifist among the
clergy are on the average 3.5 years
older than those who don't consider
themselves pacifist.

The United Church of Christ was
shown, according to measurements
set up by Blumberg and Thrall, to
have the largest percentages of pac-
ifists in its clergy. Down the scale
they rated, Methodists, Evangelical
United Brethren, Disciples of Christ,
American Baptists, Episcopalians,
American Lutherans.

About half of those responding
objected that the phrase "better
dead than red" is not "meaningful."
Sixty percent responding wanted

their denomination to explore re-

visions of their "moral and social"
positions.

Ministers with city churches were
clearly more concerned and better
informed about nuclear war than
those with village and country
churches.

While forty percent felt a "prop-
erly equipped" fallout shelter
meant relative safety, only ten per-
cent would use force to prevent
"overcrowding."

Only fifteen percent felt that, if

all-out war should occur. "Chris-

tians should urge cease-fire, if neces-
sary on the enemy's terms, and re-

sort to nonviolent resistance."
The directors' analysis of return

is that among the clergy the less

educated and with lower economic
status are more likely to be fatalis-

tic about war and less concerned
about its prevention.

BOOKS SELL FAST IN JAPAN

Ninety-nine percent of the people in

Japan can read. The country has
500 colleges and universities, over
12,000 high schools, and a fast-mov-
ing book trade supplying a billion

magazines and 200 million books
yearly. Twenty-six million news-
papers are sold daily.

The interest in reading extends
to Christian literature. General Con-
ference churches in Japan are each
equipped with a miniature book-
store—a few shelves of well-chosen
books and Bibles—which can be re-

stocked from the Mennonite book-
stores in Miyazaki and Nobeoka.
In the Japan mission field paper.

Japan Witness, Esther Patkau gives
an account of a day in a mission
bookstore:

"At 9 a.m. the shutters are rolled

open, and with the regular routine
of dusting and tidying, the new
work day is initiated. Morning
prayer is not a mere request for a
large sale of books or a number of
customers. It is a sincere asking
that each book may be the answer
to the buyer's . . . need, and that
each customer may leave with the
knowledge that God is here."

Among customers is a man who
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came to pick up literature for his

friends, and a woman who comes

to share a joyful answer to prayer:

she had felt depressed because she

had been able to interset no one in

Christianity, but after prayer her

roommate asked to attend the Sun-

day evening service.

Besides the two General Confer-

ence bookstores in Japan, there are

about ninety Christian bookstores

through which Christian literature

is distributed. In addition 240 Chris-

tian periodicals, most with small cir-

culation, and 1500 Christian titles

published to date reach Japanese

with the gospel. The Bible con-

tinues to be a non-fiction best seller.

Another avenue of outreach is

home-to-home visitation by Japan-

ese laymen who give, read, and ex-

plain Christian tracts. Missionary

Bernard Thiessen writes in Japan
Witness: "Trekking along the

mountain path while trying to find

the last house in a certain area,

Tsuno and I came upon a new
grave. 'We have come too late for

that soul,' I told him. However in a

house nearby we found an old man
who had been baptized many years

ago. He was so glad to see us that

he opened the doors wide."

Mrs. Peter Derksen tells of driv-

ing, then walking, to far moun-
tain homes to reach small villages

in the Shiba Dam area. "People

were friendly and eagerly accepted

tracts. After the first surprise at

seeing foreigners wore off, several

children ventured to make friends

with ours." But there still are, Mrs.

Derksen says, "hundreds of moun-
tain villages plus thousands of iso-

lated homes where the name of

Christ has never yet been heard."

Mrs. George Janzen was one of

another visitation party which in-

cluded students, housewives, a

teacher, and two missionaries. The
group took a bus into the country
and went two by two to visit vari-

ous villages along the route. "Along
winding paths we walked, entering

each home. . . . Some registered sur-

prise, especially when they saw the

towering foreigner on their door-

step. Some accepted tracts eagerly,

others were indifferent, and some
said, 'We have our own religions, we
don't need yours.'

"

Through the efforts of Japanese
Christians and Conference mission-

aries, areas are now being reached
with literature that have never be-

fore heard the gospel. Because of

continuing opportunity in a literate

country like Japan, the Board of

Missions welcomes your gifts to

promote Christian literature there.

VOLUNTEERS TO HAITI

A fifteen-man Mennonite Disaster

Service team, recruited from var-

ious parts of the United States, flew

to Haiti Wednesday, October 30.

For two months they will build new
homes in a community of 1,500

which was almost completely de-

stroyed by Hurricane Flora. Mem-
bers of the team are Marvin

Landis, Souderton, Pa.; J. P.

Nikkei, North Newton, Kan.; Har-

old Froese, Buhler, Kan.; J. C. Un-

ruh, Halstead, Kan.; Arlo Raid,

Denmark, Iowa; Randy Ratzlaff,

Henderson, Neb.; Arthur H. Miller,

Landisville, Pa.; Jacob Nauman,
Manheim, Pa.

;
Roy Detwiler, Logan,

Ohio; Glen Martin, Dalton, Ohio;

T. D. Martin, Orrville, Ohio; Jer-

rold Hershberger, Wellman, Iowa;

Wilbur Schmucker, Tishkilwa, 111.;

Aden Yoder, Sarasota, Fla.; and

Chester Byler, Cave Creek Stage,

Ariz.

All the buildings, except one, in

the little town near Jacmel, were
battered to the ground by the re-

lentless Flora, which was said to

be the Caribbean's worst storm in

a century.

This is the second time within a

few weeks that MDS has been re-

quested to recruit skilled volunteers

for overseas disaster service. Ear-

lier in October three men were sent

to Yugoslavia to help in Skopje's

rebuilding program.
The team is being sent to Haiti

on the recommendation of Ivan

Martin, North American MDS chair-

man, and Arlin Hunsberger, MCC
director in Haiti, who together sur-

veyed the disaster area during the

week of October 14.

Approximately 150 tons of build-

ing supplies and equipment will be

shipped to Haiti by MCC for the

building program. The shipment

left New York October 25 and ar-

rived at Port-au-Prince November 1.

The project will be administered

by the Voluntary Service depart-

ment, which already has community
development and medical work in

Haiti.

The emergency assistance pro-

gram is expected to cost approxi-

mately $10,000. Some of this money

is available from funds which hav«|

been established for emergencie

such as this, but additional fund

will be needed. Contributions foi

Haiti disaster service should be sen

through the regular relief and serv

ice channels.

KOINONIA UNDER FIRE

Long a favorite target of local seg

regationists, the interracial Chris

tian community established by Clar

ence Jordan at Koinonia Farm
Americus, Ga., is facing even mor<

difficult days. In a recent report

Jordan writes: "The past year ha:

been one of deep searching as t(

whether or not to continue here

Frequent bombings and shootini

frays at the farm's buildings an(

fruit and vegetable stands hav<

caused several members to give u}

so that "our group is now so smal

that the burdens carried by the re

maining few are very heavy," say

Jordan. Support for the communit;

comes exclusively from the nation)

wide sale of shelled pecan nuts am
homemade fruit cake. Following

crop failure last year, however, "tb

last pecan crop in history" is expect

ed this year, he reports.

Koinonia Farm made its facilitie

available to members of the Studen

Non-Violent Coordinating Committer

(SNCC) for some months, says Jew

dan, before they were finally a

rested. Three whites and one Negri

now in Sumter County jail charge*

with insurrection, are being hel

without bond. The report continues

"Over 200 Negro young people hav

been arrested in this county an

some accounts of their treatmen

are reminiscent of the infamou

Civil War prison in Andersonvilk

also located in this county."

The Sumter County Movemen
Box 91, Americus, is seeking to hel

them, says Jordan, and "we hav

done what little we could to ai

in the struggle for freedom for all

MEDICAL MISSIONS TESTED

Two church groups are taking a se<

ond look at medical mission worl

The mission units of the World Coui

cil of Churches and the Luthera

World Federation will spend the firs

five months of 1964 on this subjec

The study on the healing ministi

in the mission of the church is t

culminate with a consultation

experts on May 19-25 at Tubingei

Germany.
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ave "It is felt," say its sponsors, "that
:ies|the present day calls for a reap-
praisal of the missionary medical
foijprogram in light of the changing
^situations and changing understand-

ing of the task of medical mission-
ary work in Africa, Asia, and Latin
\merica."

In preparation for the consulta-
ion, Erling Kayser, head of the

risBethesda Lutheran Hospital in Seri-

mdolok (Sumatra), Indonesia, will

)e employed by the two agencies
orej'ull-time beginning in January, mak-
ng a thorough advance survey of
he subject.

The thirty-seven year-old Nor-
vegian doctor, who has been doing

ingnedical work in Indonesia's Batak
'rotestant Christian Church for the
-utherans since 1957, is to start his
urvey with a trip of about five

]|feeks through southeast Asia, to
-btain a first-hand view of what is

eing done in this sphere.

Approximately fifteen "carefully
elected persons with knowledge

mdjnd experience in the field of Chris-
tian medicine in Africa, Asia, and

|,atin America will come to Tubm-
en's German Institute of Medical
lissions for the May consultation,"

jesjie spokesman said.

HAMPA PROVIDES HEALING
rthur Thiessen is medical director
f Bethesda Leprosy Hospital and
tomes, Champa, India. He notes

Jie variety of services performed.
The outpatient department is

radually expanding and now in-

udes about 1,000 patients. This
iinic work can be expanded still

irther now that a trained para-
ledical worker has joined the staff,

eanwhile the inpatient census re-

ams at around 500, 100 of these
itients being children. With cot-

ges used as ulcer and tuberculosis
ards, the hospital can provide for
0 patients needing medical or sur-
cal treatment and nursing care.
Mission superintendent Aron Jant-
n and family left in July for the
aited States, having delayed their
rlough two years so that their
ughter Cynthia might graduate
om Woodstock School. Meanwhile
aul I. Dyck has taken up admin-
rative duties at Champa.
Other staff additions or replace-
snts include Pastor T. Phillips as
ministrative assistant, Keshao
io as middle-school teacher,
/arnlata Nag as nurse, and Bar-

CHURCH CENTER AT THE UNITED NATIONS More than 2.000 people were present
for the consecration of the new church center for the United Nations in New
York City. The Center was built by the Methodist Church and directed by the
National Council of Churches' Department of International Affairs. The twelve
story tower of bronze and glass houses UN-related offices of churches and church
commissions on international affairs. The building has sixteen conference rooms
wired to receive official UN debates over a closed-circuit system. The chapel has
a massive stained glass window symbolizing man's struggle for peace and justice.

kat Chandu as paramedical worker.
(Chandu is the son of Indian Chris-
tian Philip Chandu, a senior worker
at Champa.)
Extensive repairs were needed on

the hospital and several of the older
cottages, but no new construction
was undertaken.

The hospital emphasis on occu-
pational rehabilitation of healed
patients is continuing with crafts
and trades training, physiotherapy
and surgery for correction and pre-

vention of deformities, and a shoe
department which was improved re-

cently when the hospital cobbler re-

ceived special training in his field.

A new Christian home was estab-

lished when a Christian woman who
had come to the hospital with her
two small children was reunited
with her non-Christian husband; he
became a Christian a few weeks
later. The wife had been baptized
at Champa while a patient.

Pastor Joel Asna continues to
bring Christ to Bethesda patients,
and his work was augmented this

past August and September by the
annual Bible study course, in which
staff members led patients in les-

sons. "Our prayer is," concludes
Thiessen, "that our witness in word
and deed will clearly reveal the
claims of Christ and that many
more will respond to His call."
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AFRICA WANTS TEACHERS

"The need for short-term Christian

secondary school teachers in Africa

is very great. The opportunity for

them to make a significant contribu-

tion to the Christian witness in Af-

rica is one of the greatest oppor-

tunities facing the church in this

century," said Paul Mininger, presi-

dent of Goshen College, after a tour

of Africa this summer. Mininger's

tour touched at most of the schools

where Teachers Abroad Program
personnel are serving.

"The teachers are getting along

well in their assignments," he re-

ported, "and are making excellent

contributions to the schools in which

they are serving as well as to the

Christian witness of the church in

their communities. They are enthu-

siastic about TAP and cannot under-

stand why more young people are

not coming to help meet the tre-

mendous need of which they are

aware. . . . They have a reputation

for being young people with a Chris-

tian witness as well as being profes-

sionally competent."

Mennonite
Encyclopedia

L \
The only reference work that covers

400 years of world Mennonite history.

It contains 14,000 articles, 463 illus-

trations, and over 100 maps. Edited

by Harold 8. Bender and C. Henry

Smith. $42.50 for the four-volume set.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Speaking about the opportunity

confronting TAP, Mininger said:

"The young nations see education

as one of the greatest needs if they

are to defeat the enemies of poverty,

disease, and ignorance. The develop-

ment of secondary schools is being

given major attention. Existing sec-

ondary schools are being enlarged

and many new schools are being

established.

"Education was brought to Af-

rica by Christian missions. A large

percentage of secondary schools are

now under the management of the

missions or the African churches.

"There are relatively few college

graduates in all African countries.

Most of them who are now available

are given responsibilities in govern-

ment and civil service. . . . The re-

sult is that there are relatively few

African secondary school teachers

available.

"The problem is further com-

pounded by the fact that with the

number of secondary schools in-

creasing, the demand for teachers

will increase much more rapidly

than the supply of college gradu-

ates who will go into teaching. . . .

It has been estimated that sub-Sa-

hara Africa will need 7,000 expatri-

ate secondary school teachers in the

next five years and will be able to

train only about a fourth of them.

"The major point I wish to make
is that there is a need for Christian

teachers in secondary schools . . .

and that outside of TAP there are

no organizations recruiting short-

term Christian secondary school

teachers for placement in the mis-

sionary secondary schools in Africa.

"The need is urgent," emphasized

Mininger. "The opportunity is un-

limited. TAP has come to the king-

dom for such a time as this."

RADIO PROGRAM FOR MEN
A new approach to reach the man
on the street is now being tested by
Mennonite Broadcasts, Inc., Har-

risonburg, Va. Men between the ages

of eighteen and forty have been

singled out as the target audience

for two separate campaigns now
under way.
On August 19 the first campaign

started using one-minute sermon-

ettes. They were prepared by Stan-

ley Shenk, Souderton, Pa., a Menno-
nite minister, and recorded by Roy
Umble, professor at Goshen (Ind.)

College. These sermonettes are

I."

broadcast once a day for six months
on four stations in a chosen test city.

Another city in a different state

has been chosen to test thirty second

spot programs which, in contrast

to the minute programs, are more
promotional in technique. Spots are

on a saturation schedule of 120 per[_

week on three radio stations for

nine weeks which began Sept. 8.

The format of the messages in

the two cities vary although both

stress the basic theme, "When a

man accepts Christ as sin-forgivei

and leader, he gets a whole new out

look on life."

Audience research was done ir

each test area to measure the aware
ness attitudes toward this selected

basic Christian truth. Following th<

campaign, research will study whicr

attiudes have been changed.

Henry Weaver, chairman of th.4

minute program committee, says

"We, along with other broadcasters

have long been aware that the usua
|

religious broadcast program attract:

an audience which already has somfc
tendency toward spiritual orienta

tion. Such a program serves a worth

while purpose, but we also feel w< ^
have a mandate to reach the un

churched. It is our hope that thi

test will guide the way toward es|
(

panded future efforts in this direc

tion."

No

NEW MCC BUILDINGS

Construction of a kitchen-dining hall

seating 114-130 people began on Oc1

1

1. The sixty-two by one hundre

and four foot structure will be buil

east of the agency's office buildinj

on Twelfth Street. The facility wils in

be used the year around for appro
imately three dozen of the stai

members who work at the clothin

center in Ephrata and at the offic

in Akron. It will also be used fo

the seven two-week orientatio ft

schools which are held each yeajpted

for newly assigned volunteer

These schools have as many as fift

members.
A new office and warehouse built

ing is being constructed for th

Mennonite Central Committee i 1%

Kitchener, Ont. The building site i rvi,.,

OP

slv

on Kent Ave., near the First Md
nonite Church. Arrangements hav

(

been made with the contractor

receive credit for donated labc

and materials in the construct™

of the center. Construction begfljj

on Sept. 23.
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ALENDAR

in
onferences

,ti]
1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

a
ice, Estes Park, Colo.

'6i entral

ut Nov. 12—College Chamber Play-
's, Bluffton (Ohio) College.

11 astern
re Nov. 10—Harvest Festival, First
eti hurch, Hutchinson, Kan., Fremont
hl egier and Tina Block, speakers.
ct Nov. 10—Eighty-fifth anniversary
'lebration of First Church, New-

;6 n, Kan.
T' Nov. 10—Harvest Mission Festi-
IS

il, Bergthal Church, Corn, Okia.,
13 id Bethel Church, Hydro, Okla.
ct ndrew Shelly and Myriam Ramirez,
11 makers.
[i Nov. 10-14—Spiritual Life Week,
11 ?atrice (Neb.) Church, Walter
w yck, speaker.

I Nov. 10—Harvest Festival, Eden
to lurch, Moundridge, Kan., Lotus
e! 'oyer, speaker.
« Nov. 11-15—Fall services, Eden
lurch, Moundridge, Kan., Lotus
•oyer, speaker.

Nov. 10-15 — Mission Services,
a len Church, Inola, Okla., Aron
lc ntzen, speaker.
e

li
ORKERS

n Margaret Jahnke, Topeka, Kan.,
n s joined the staff of Oaklawn Psy-
0 iatric Center, Elkhart, Ind., as
a :ial worker. She is a graduate of
in thel College, the University of Ne-
il iska, and did post-graduate study
fi Menninger Foundation.
1 %ay Keim, Kokomo, Ind., has ac-
)ted a position as social worker

il :h Oaklawn Psychiatric Center,
i chart, Ind. He graduated from
shen College and the University
Pennsylvania.
Tern Preheim, associate executive
retary of the Board of Christian
vice, spoke on WBBM-TV in Chi-

,

ro, Oct. 18. He was interviewed by
arm program interested in CROP
iristian Rural Overseas Pro-
m) and in Preheim's experiences
Algeria distributing MCC-CROP
ds.

ixteen General Conference 1-W

Men in Downey and Los Angeles,
Calif., have decided to give offerings
and tithes to special projects each
quarter of the year. The first proj-
ect was Paraguay resettlement, to
which the 1-Ws gave $250.

Bernard and Ruby Thiessen, mis-
sionaries in Miyazaki, Japan, will
be coming to the United States in

December for a year's furlough,
during which Bernard will study at
Mennonite Biblical Seminary Elk-
hart, Ind.

Franzie and Dorothy Loepp, serv-
ing in Missions Pax in Japan, spent
a part of their summer at the
YMCA International Work Camp
near Taegu, Korea.. They joined
students from six countries in build-
ing a small dam for a village of ex-
lepers.

ITINERATIONS

Paul B o schman, Friedensfeld
Church, Turpin, Okla., Nov. 11; Cal-
vary Church, Liberal, Kan., Nov.
8-10.

Marie Duerksen, Emmanuel
Church, Moundridge, Kan., Nov. 7;
Bethesda Hospital and Home, Goes-
sel, Kan., Nov. 8.

Aron Jantzen, Eden Church,
Inola, Okla., Nov. 10-15.

Glendon Klaassen, Gospel Church,
Mt. Lake, Minn., Nov. 6-10.

Sue Martens, Grace Church,
Prince Albert, Sask., Nov. 5, 6;
Nordheim Church, Winnipegosis,
Man., Nov. 8-10.

Myriam Ramirez, Bethel Church,
Hydro, Okla., and Bergthal Church,
Corn, Okla., Nov. 10.

Fremont Regier and Tina Block,
First Church, Hutchinson, Kan
Nov. 10.

Andrew Shelly, Bethel Church,
Hydro, Okla., and Bergthal Church,
Corn, Okla., Nov. 10.

MINISTERS

Fred Heese, Grunthal, Man., be-
came the minister of Grace Mission
Church, Meadow Lake, Sask., on

Margaret Jahnke,

Ray Keim (Workers).

Oct. 1. David Friesen was their
former minister.

Kenneth Smoker, Newton, Kan.,
is serving as pastor of Zion Church,
Kingman, Kan. Smoker is also em-
ployed by the Mennonite Bookstore
in Newton.

PUBLISHED

Learning to Lead, the first unit

in a new series of a leadership
course designed to help the church
train leaders—Sunday school teach-

ers, church officers, and committee
members—is now off the press. One
of the ten lessons examines com-
munication—getting across to oth-

ers. Other lessons study how groups
work and arrive at decisions, and
what immature and mature groups
are like. The lessons are designed to

help any group of Christians meet-
ing together regularly to become a
redemptive fellowship in Christ. The
training leader's manual is fifty

cents a copy, and the Learning to

Lead student text is $1.25. They
may be obtained from your nearest
Mennonite Bookstore.

WORK OPPORTUNITIES
Registered Nurse for hospital.

Also, scholarship available to stu-

dent nurse. Contact: Mrs. Erma
Hanks, Supt., Grissell Memorial
Hospital, Ransom, Kan.

MARRIAGES
Priscilla Dick, Bethel Church,

Winton, Calif., to Jim Neufeld,
Corona Del Mar, Calif., on Aug. 24.

Donald Klassen, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., to Roine
Mierau, Bethesda Church, Hender-
son, Neb., on Oct. 12.

Barbara McDowell, First Church,
Sugarcreek, Ohio, to George S7nuck-
er, Peoli, Ind., on Sept. 21.

Donna Miller, Salem Church, Free-
man, S. D., to Ellroy Koerner, Re-
formed Church, on Sept. 28.

Lawrence Penner, Johannestal
Church, Hillsboro, Kan., to Kathryn
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Pauls, Hoffnungsau Church, Inman,

Kan., on Sept. 1.

Daniel R. Schrag, Hopefleld Church,

Moundridge, Kan., to Elizabeth

Kroeker, E.M.B. Church, Dallas,

Ore., on Aug. 9.

Marlow Henry Unruh, Alexander-

wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., to Jan-

ice Kay Goering, First Church, Pret-

ty Prairie, Kan., on Oct. 18.

Gwendolyn Entz, First Church,

Newton, Kan., to Donald Peterson,

Denver, Colo., on Sept. 27.

Carolyn Fitch, First Church, New-
ton, Kan., to Stan Schmidt, Tabor
Church, Newton, Kan., on Sept. 7.

Phyllis Hunt to Ronald Penner,

Mt. Lake, Minn., on Sept. 14.

Ronald E. Van Pelb, Hope Church,

Columbiana, Ohio, to Varona Dar-

lene McDevitt on Aug. 10.

Sharon Ann Vogt, First Church,

Newton, Kan., to Galen Hiebert, Ta-

bor Church, Newton, Kan., Sept. 21.

Irvin R. Penner, Emmaus Church,

Whitewater, Kan., and Martha Jam-
ison, First Baptist, Wichita, Kan.,

on Aug. 31.

Lois Marie Peters and James R.

L JL J

MOTIVES FOR GIVING
Dear Editor: Cheers for your brave

"politics" article [Editorial, Oct. 22].

You have been doing a marvelous

job of creative thinking and writing

and your prophetic messages have

been appreciated.

This editorial might well have

included what our type of organi-

zational structure does to local

stewardship efforts. Not only are

the four boards involved in the

scramble for recognition and funds,

but the competition goes on in the

larger Conference family of insti-

tutions and causes on a district

level. This "everyone for himself"

pattern has some serious repercus-

sions.

First it tends to create the wrong
kinds of loyalties. We now have

those who are loyal to a cause, pro-

ject or board, but think little of

loyalty to Christ and the total work
of His Church. There are even those

who would stop giving if their "fa-

vorite" had to be discontinued.

Loflin, both of First Church, Fre-

donia, Kan., on Aug. 11.

Mrs. Anna Wiens, First Church,

Newton, Kan., to Abe G. Thiessen,

Inman, Kan., on Oct. 12.

BAPTISMS

Friedensberg Church, Avon, S. D.,

on Oct. 6: Linda Koehn, Theran
Koehn, Ronald Ratzlaff.

Glendale Church, Lynden, Wash.,

on Sept. 29: Ronald Reimer.

Johannestal Church, Hillsboro,

Kan., on Sept. 22: Leonard Frantz,

Delbert Gaede, Wanda Guhr, Joan
Klassen, and Dwight Plenert.

DEATHS

Mrs. Anna Ernst, Carlock (111.)

Church, born Oct. 8, 1870, and died

Oct. 2.

Jacob W. Krehbiel, Eden Church,

Moundridge, Kan., born in Kotasuf-

ka, Russia, Dec. 20, 1866, and died

Oct. 3.

Elmer Reimer, Lorraine Avenue
Church, Wichita, Kan., born Oct.

24, 1925, and died Oct. 10. His wife

and five children survive.

Somewhere we have failed to com-
municate that every aspect of

Christ's work is important. In order

to survive, the various groups have
had to develop this loyalty, but I

feel that such loyalty is badly mis-

placed!

Second, this system has subjected

us to a constant appeal for funds

from within the Conference. These
appeals have conditioned us to feel

that our giving must be in response

to some "need." Forgotten, in our
minds, is the real reason for giving:

A response to God's love in Christ

for us. Our motive for giving is not

based upon a relationship to Christ

as much as an appeal to a need. In

this way our giving Conference-wide
is on the same level as the man on
the street who is moved to give to

the needs represented by the heart

or cancer funds. As a result, we
have had to rely more and more
heavily upon promotion and fund
raising in the same manner as non-

church groups! I know the various

Conference groups have tried hard
to teach stewardship and its basic

motivation, but their constant com-
petition for our money has had a

much different effect!

NEW ADDRESSES

Manitoba
Canadian Mennonite Board of Col-

onization, 104 Princess St., Winni-

peg 2

Jake Harms, Altona
Alfred Heinrichs, Box 1135, Morden

Puerto Rico

Richard Weaver, 470 Jaime Drew
St., Villa Los Maestros, Rio Pie

dras, 00745

Quebec
Shirley Bauer, 1117 St. Mathiev,

Montreal

Saskatchewan
Ramon H. Jantz, 80 Portland Cres-

cent, Regina
South America
Alice Bachert, Anolaima, Cund.,

Colombia
South Dakota
Elias D. Tieszen, 900 Burleigh St.,

Yankton 57078

J. W. Kleinsasser, Freeman 57029

Johnnie J. Walter, Herreid 57632

Tennessee
Burton G. Yost, 93A University

Court, Nashville 37210

E

lis!

ler:

Finally, our way of doing it has
^

developed an attitude of "I'll give

only when it is necessary." We
know that sooner or later someone

will ask (or even more flattering

to our egos: beg) us to donate. It is

really no surprise, therefore, when
our boards and institutions must

J

put more and more efforts into pro

motion in order to raise their ani

nual budgets. We feel we are doing

someone a great favor by contribu

ting to his cause, forgetting tha|r(

giving should be "unto the Lord"

and should be done without bein

asked or begged for.

Solutions? Why not a "president's

board" with the responsibility oi

making and carrying out Cod

ference policies? Existing board

could have the same relationship ti

this new board as do members q
the President's cabinet to the Pre:

ident in our U.S. government. Thl

President has their help and coun

sel, but he has final say, and the]

carry out his directives. This waj^
we could have one treasury, and onj

group responsible for all G.C. w
and still have the various arms
ing the work. Omer Nisley, Box
Wayland, Iowa

" J

I
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Ward L. Kaiser

What's Happening To Our

MORALS?
Are American morals skidding?
No less a person than Dwight D.

Eisenhower, former president, is

asking.

Let's get the picture. Mr. Eisen-

hower was in Abilene, Kansas, to

open the Eisenhower Library. Tribal
ustom says there ought to be a
speech. But a speech about what?
Politics? Always appropriate for

a former president, surely.

Space exploration? "Good," his ad-

visors might comment. "People will

?o for that."

The farmer as the most important
aerson in the world? Maybe. In
Kansas, why not?
Race relations? World commu-

lism? The need for more and bet-

er schools?

At a library, a person might even
alk about books.

Mr. Eisenhower turned his back
>n all that. He spoke about skidding
norals.

If he believes there is a problem,
le has company. "Many people,"
iedbook magazine points out, "have
oncluded that we are less moral
:nd more dishonest than any pre-
ious generation."

ire things so bad?

A Roman Catholic friend, a gradu-
te of a well-known college of his
enomination, was speaking. "I'm
lmost afraid to pick up the sports
age of the paper," he said. "The
eadlines may reveal another scan-
al—like the basketball bribes-
rid next time it may be my school."
In 1961, a grand jury inquiry
lowed twenty-eight colleges in-

ived in basketball fixes. Five of
tern were Catholic. Two other
atholic teams were mentioned as

L7

<ZJ U
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also guilty, but to a lesser extent.

Are Catholic colleges more vul-

nerable than others? No. It could
happen to any school that floors a

team.

The University of Missouri bas-

ketball coach, Wilbur Stalcup points
out that sixteen U.S. states and ter-

ritories have no law at all on sports
dishonesty. Some have laws that
apply only to baseball and horse
racing. In Iowa it is a crime to

bribe a player, but the law says
nothing about the player who ac-

cepts the bribe.

"You can't count on people's con-

sciences," said our friend. "Until
there are laws to stop this thing, no
school is safe from scandal."

Where are the people who are
demanding such laws? Or don't peo-

ple really care? Have our standards
slid so far that now we shrug our
shoulders when gamblers pay play-
ers thousands to throw a big game?

Is shoplifting a sin?

Many retail sales managers are
reporting that shoplifting is on the
increase. "Our losses are up five

percent over last year," figured one
department store executive.

A nation-wide food chain listed

152,000 persons arrested last year
in its 400 stores. But a judge told a
grand jury that there are three
persons guilty of shoplifting for
every one who gets caught.

Is stealing from stores a sin? If

so, why do people do it? Not be-

cause their helpless infants are
starving, that's for certain. Most of
those convicted are getting along.
They just want more.

In a society that stresses things,
things, things, people may finally
come to think that what they have
is more important than what they
are. So they trade their honesty
for a chrome-plated gadget or an
album of Dick Clark records, and
think they got a bargain.
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Even at school

"Everybody cheats," said a mid-

dle-teen recently. "Only some peo-

ple do it more than others."

Do you agree?
According to the Gallup Poll peo-

ple, three quarters of America's

young people say cheating on ex-

ams does exist. Even more goes on

in high school than in college.

Yet eighty percent of the high-

schoolers polled would not report it

if they saw cheating with their own
eyes.

Why? Is it only because they like

the person who did it and want to

protect him from being punished?

Or is it also because they're not

really sure that cheating is so bad?

In that case, whose standards are

skidding?

Proud of our problem

Sometimes dishonesty operates

quietly, as if we're ashamed of

what we're doing. But sometimes it

comes out in the open, as if we're

proud of our shame.
That's when we're in real danger:

when we no longer shudder at

wrongdoing but begin to parade

our slipping standards.

Rogers Hornsby, Casey Stengel's

batting coach for the New York
Mets, says "You've Got to Cheat to

Win." That is the title he gives to

"Congratulations, Mom. . . . You're the only mother I

know who has a son who has studied his Sunday school

lessons for seven years in advance!"

a chapter in his new book, My War
with Baseball. And he really means
cheat. Break the rules. Play dirty.

He even calls one player a misfit in

the game—"he didn't like cheating."

His own motto as a manager, he
says, is: "Do anything you can get

away with."

Maybe Mr. Eisenhower was right

Why talk about unimportant things

like politics or space probes or

farmers and food or communism
when there are fundamental ques-

tions of human behavior to be dealt

with?
Anyone for higher standards?
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PRSBLEM
The air was heavy with tension

when Dan Friesen walked into the

house.

"Hey, what's going on anyway?"
Dan asked looking at his wife and
son who had evidently been arguing.

"Mabe you can pump some sense

into this boy," his wife answered.

"Ronnie seems to think he's grown
up enough now that he no longer

has to go to Sunday school class."

"Sunday school is for kids," Ron-
nie put in defiantly. "Besides does a

fellow have to go to Sunday school?

Going to church doesn't make one
a Christian."

Status race or Jesus Christ?

Mr. Friesen could bombard Ron-
nie with tracts on "Why I Go to

Church" and "Ten Valid Reasons
for Attending Church School," plus

dropping a few names of quarter-

backs, astronauts and millionaires

who attend every Sunday. But if Mr.
Friesen doesn't try to argue, he
might get to hear more of Ron-
nie's ideas.

Maybe Ronnie sees adults go to

Sunday school without preparation

or interest, hears teachers criticized,

and never hears anyone talking

about an exciting idea discussed in

class. Maybe his own teacher feels

no preparation is needed for this

age level and "talks down" to the

class, communicating loud and clea

that Sunday school is for kids.

Also, we would have to admit Sun
day school isn't helpful for every

body: if I'm committed to follow]

ing Christ in the lonely, hard anojspoi

puzzling way this often entails

am eager for the help and encour

agement a class of others in similai

struggles can give me to go out

the world and serve again.

But Ronnie and few others in his

Sunday school class are that dedi

cated to Christ. Sunday school is am

hindrance to and an imposition or

their endeavors. If he is a norma
teen-ager, he is dedicated to surviva

and maybe success in the statusfe

race. He is not likely to easily switch

to Jesus Christ. He has looked aduli

life over carefully and chosen whaj

he thinks is important.

What should Ronnie's dad do il

IIU

tool
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lis son looks around the adult world
and chooses a status-race life as the
oest he can see? We have already
>aid arguing is no help. Also saying
authoritatively, "It's for your own
jood—no more using the car if you
lon't go—so let's stop this non-
iense" only further convinces Ron-
lie that people believe he is only a
tid and he will be given kid Sun-
lay school lessons.

Mr. Friesen, however, can admit
0 Ronnie he is troubled about Ron-
lie's rejection of Sunday school. He
an try to find out from Ronnie
/hat direction in life he plans to

ake (helping Ronnie also find out
/hich way he is going). If he thinks
Lonnie's goals are wrong, he can
sll what he thinks are better goals,
laybe they agree. Maybe they do
ot. But they might understand each
ther and both get some correction.
This understanding by no means
elieves Ronnie's dad of his job as
father. If they don't agree, Ron-

ie's dad can say "I can see how
ou feel and you may be right. I

ave to do what I think right. So
m insisting you go to Sunday
rhool until you are eighteen and

Jope you see the value in it I see."
And since this is the Youth See-
on read by youth, we should add
lat a teen-ager cannot count on
aving his hatred of Sunday school
lderstood and feel cheated if it

n't. It is nice to be understood
id we should be grateful when
e are; but we cannot expect oth-

1 to be any more understanding
an we are. We may have to stop
mplaining about Sunday school
id get into a fight for an adult
/el class or for one that meets
ore than just on Sunday morning,
ir Sunday school class is our
sponsibility. Stanley Bohn, Pastor,
msas City (Kan.) Church

ore responsibility needed

Maybe Ronnie has a point in re-

lling against going to Sunday
100I. If he attends a Sunday
aool where his class is held in an
attractive room and has an un-
ined teacher, it would be quite
:ome-down from the public or pri-

te school he attends during the
*k.

3e outgrows certain phases just
he outgrows last season's clothes.

JTH is sponsored by the Young People's
on of the General Conference Mennonlte
frch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

He cannot go without clothes just
because he has grown too big for
them—he needs new ones to fit him.
He must find Sunday school inter-

esting, challenging, and satisfying
to his mental, social, emotional, and
spiritual needs. Perhaps he needs
more responsibility, some way in

which he can get the recognition
and attention which he needs.
Ronnie is not nearly so apt to

think Sunday school kid-stuff if he
has attended regularly from child-

hood together with his parents and
other members of the family who
still attend.

Roy Rogers, when asked by
youngsters if he did not think it's

pretty sissy to go to Sunday school
says ".

. . it isn't sissy at all. I

think that going to Sunday school
is one of the best things any child
can do. When your parents tell you
to brush your teeth, they know what
they're saying. Brushing your teeth
will help you to good strong teeth.

When they tell you to eat spinach
and drink orange juice, they're try-

ing to get your bodies ready to stay
strong and healthy, and when they
tell you to go to Sunday school,
they're trying to help you grow
strong in spirit."

Intermediates and early teen-agers
are very susceptible to influence. De-
cisions made in adolescence are
often made for time and eternity.

It is up to Christian parents to ex-

pose their children to everything
that will contribute to their Chris-
tian growth.
At a certain growing period it

may seem like a dose of bitter medi-
cine to be forced to attend Sunday
school every Sunday, but if it is for
his spiritual health he must take it

like a man. If the church and home
can work together to detect the
needs of our young people and pro-
vide avenues for expression, they
usually fall in line and meet our
expectations of them.
At times we compromise with our

children in order to give them a
voice in deciding certain things, as
did the father who gave his son a
choice of attending either the morn-
ing or the evening service. At other
times when we know it is for their
best welfare, we decide for them.
Have we ever heard of anyone

who regretted having gone to Sun-
day school? Gerhard Buhler, prin-

cipal, Freeman Jr. College, Free-
man, S. D.
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tesy of Galerie St. Etienne, New York.
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ing to its doom but to be the messengers
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Nuclear War" by Church Peace Mission.
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Bible Words—II: Covenant. "I'll

give, but I won't pledge." If every fund

raiser had ten dollars for every time he

heard those words he could balance the

budget twice over. Many people before my time have pointed out the weak-

nesses in this dodge. It has many. Obviously people pledge themselves to pay

for many things—cars, houses, telephones, freezers, education, and vacations.

That they do not pledge themselves to pay for God's work only shows what they

think is more important. But even a sick argument deserves a good word. Slow-

ness to pledge may reveal a high view of making a promise. A promise to pay or

a promise to live is a solemn promise. It is good that we take it seriously-

All promises are patterned after God's promises. There is the covenant God
made with Noah (Gen. 9:8-17). It was a pledge that nature should never again

overpower us as it did in the flood. God made a pact with man and "every

living creature of all flesh." The promise reads: "The waters shall never again

become a flood to destroy all flesh." And the covenant has a symbol by way of

reminder: a rainbow. It is good to know that creation is a part of God's pur-

pose. This is a safe and friendly world. It is the kind of world we can live in.

But this is not the promise of the Old Testament (which might also read, Old

Covenant, or Old Promise).

The Old Covenant is the one made with Abraham (Gen. 12:1-3) and with

Israel (Exod. 19: 1-6). Like all promises it is based completely on trust. God
trusted Abraham. He believed that he would be obedient. God says, "Go from

your country and your kindred." He goes. Abraham had faith in God. This

same kind of obedience is part of the pact with Israel: "If you will obey my
voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my own possession among all peoples"

(Exod. 19:5). This covenant has its signs. Circumcision is one (Gen. 17: 10-14).

And there is another sign of blood. It is the blood with which Moses sprinkles

the people (Exod. 24:1-8). The covenant forms a community: "You shall be

to me a kingdom of priests and a holy nation" (Exod. 19:6).

But faith and obedience fail in Israel. The old promise lies broken. A new
one is needed. This new covenant is promised in Jeremiah 31 : 31-34. It is like

the old covenant, but with a difference. The law will not be written on stone.

"I will put my law within them, and I will write it upon their hearts" (Jer.

31:33). Paul noted this difference. In 2 Corinthians 3 : 6 he speaks of the

"ministers of a new covenant, not in a written code but in the Spirit: for the

written code kills, but the Spirit gives life."

But Jeremiah is only a prophecy. The full covenant is made known in Jesus

Christ. This is the testimony of all Christian tradition because the part of the

Bible that deals with Christ and the church is called the New Testament—the

new promise. Christ was obedient. He was wholly devoted to God and His

will. God put His faith in Christ. It was a costly covenant made in blood-

Christ's life was offered up. We enter into that covenant by receiving this out-

pouring of the blood of Christ into our hearts by faith and thanksgiving. The
communion service repeats the formal act of thanksgiving which is part of our

pledge making with God. It is communion. We have a common life in His body.

This covenant is a solemn thing. It demands much from us. It demands all.





Walter M. Shelly

My wife and I recently spent two
years in the Congo as medical doc-

tors. Our experiences lett a far

deeper impression on our lives than
any equal period of study could

have. We will never be the same.
We received more than we gave.

Those two years went by quickly.

We didn't have adequate facilities,

talent, or time. We saw many dis-

eases we will likely never see again
unless we return to Congo. By
necessity we did many things re-

served in America only for medical
specialists. We are thankful for the
number of people we were able to

help, although we know this didn't

make a significant dent in the total

medical need in Congo.
We missed some equipment and

supplies, certain drugs, and an abun-
dant supply of good clean water.

Most of all we missed X ray. We
were most thankful for the drugs
supplied by the Congo Protestant
Relief Agency. Without this aid we
would have been really handicapped.
All in all, these experiences ma-
tured us in our medical profession.

All the responsibility was ours, a
position we would have gladly re-

linquished at times.

As we learned to use what we
had in our medical work, so we
learned to do the same in our per-

sonal lives. Actually we were never
deprived of any basic needs. We suf-

fered no real hardship. We learned
to live on a restricted diet. We

learned to use a broom to do all

our cleaning, a hand washer for our

clothes, a wood stove for all our

cooking and baking, and flat irons

for our ironing. The limited supply

of water was not always pleasant.

During the rainy season we caught
water from the roof. In the dry
season we carried it from the river.

But missionaries have always lived

like this. They have lived with even
less. Compared with the life of most
Congolese, we lived in luxury.

Trials of a Missionary

We soon learned that the mission-

ary spends much of his time with
many everyday tasks. He transports

food and supplies. He repairs build-

ings, vehicles, and other equipment.
Would we have the patience and de-

termination to endure the trials and
obstacles our predecessors must
have encountered?

The missionary always confronts
a great cultural gulf between him-
self and the Congolese. By our
scale of values, the average Congo-
lese is very poor. His diet has little

variety and balance. Some of his

food is cultivated, the rest is found
growing, running, or crawling wild.

Most villagers have little clothing.

Children often have nothing to wear.
Houses are small, thatched stick

and mud huts with two or three
dark, musty rooms. Furniture is

rare. This great contrast in culture
and economics between these people
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and the missionary affects the gos

pel proclamation. I'm sure the mis
sion attracts some people who de
sire to get some of the apparently
unlimited wealth they see.

I was struck by the people's at

titudes toward the service and saciv

flee of the missionary doctor orfcd

teacher. Certainly they are thankful
for everyone that comes and for

what he does for them. But theyj

are not as impressed with our sacri

fice as we are ourselves. When theyflfeci

see our standard of living, they
can't imagine anything much better.

They feel that this is a result of

the salary we receive for this work.
Even though we deny it, they have
little doubt that we receive a large

salary from the government as well
as from the mission. As far as they
are concerned our presence among am,

them is not a great expression of

brotherly love.

Language causes difficulties. Wei
struggled with two different lan
guages, the local dialect and thcsl

official language. During our twd
years we always felt inadequate td

express ourselves well. When wa
did express our thoughts we feared

being laughed at by the Congolese,

Trials of a Young Church

We valued the opportunity during

these two years to learn to know
the young Congo church, its leaders,!

and its problems. Many of these

young Christians, have remained
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§ is no easier to reach people in Africa than it is in America,

m fact, it is even harder, as a young physician discovered.

is uthful during difficult times. But
is le church faces many problems.

Many young Christian leaders

rid their people are immature. Bap-
sm seems to have lost its meaning
> them. It has become a status sym-
M. Many young people are admit-

d to the church each year through
iptism without the associated sin-

)|?re, dedicated, changed heart. So,

?spite its numerical growth, the
lurch is becoming weaker and less

Jfective each year. This isn't an
lusual problem in other areas of

le world. It happens in America.
We expected to find a close fel-

wship between Congolese Chris-

ans and missionaries. We regretted
find this lacking. Certain differ-

ences have arisen between the two
groups which cause the young
Christians to distrust the missionary.

For example, all over the Congo
people clamor for education. They
hold the exaggerated belief that if

they will get enough education soon
enough, all other things will be add-

ed unto them with little effort. They
put the mission under great pres-

sure to provide teachers and schools.

If this isn't forthcoming they feel

the missionary is trying to prevent
their progress. So they seek educa-
tion elsewhere, regardless of wheth-
er it is offered by the Catholics or
Communists. Thus, today all avail-

able personnel are recruited for

teaching positions and many evange-

. Walter Shelly at Mukedi Hospital with its director, Kajabi Paul, and Dr. Elizabeth
luman Shelly treating a small patient: "I was struck by the people's attitude
y are not as impressed with our sacrifice as we are ourselves."

listic positions remain vacant.

This problem has no easy solu-

tion. Congo is today an unlimited

field for teachers and medical per-

sonnel. Although the need is more
than we can fill, we need to train

Congo Christians for positions of

responsibility besides sending work-
ers to the field just to guide the

young church leaders.

We must break down the barriers

of culture, language, and distrust.

We must find a closer fellowship

with the Congolese as Christian

brothers, not as children. Some of

these things might require changes
in our mission setup to be effective.

Although the preaching of the gos-

pel is still important, more impor-

tant is a dedicated life living the

gospel in all areas of life and loving

the often unlovable neighbors.

Two years spent in the Congo
are history for us. We now see more
clearly the needs around us as well

as the needs in our own lives. The
need for medical assistance and spir-

itual help is as great as ever be-

fore. The needs and problems of the

Congo church may seem different

from those of the church here at

home, their solutions are not too

different. We have learned that the

missionary is not such an unusual
person in what he does or what he
should do. We are all missionaries

to our neighbors where love and a

living gospel expressed through a

dedicated life is the only answer.
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A SHELTERED
COMMUNITY
for RETARDED
CHILDREN

Yoi
The family with a retarded child has two hard

choices—an institution or home care. Now fro

a leading psychiatrist comes a plan for a shelte"
'

ed community that Mennonites might develop

)m 11

er-

About a quarter of a million men-
tally retarded persons live in pub-

lic institutions in the United States

today. Another million just as re-

tarded live outside institutions. An
untold greater number suffer lesser

degrees of mental disability.

Some studies estimate that one-

fourth of all school children are re-

tarded to the degree that they are
failing to maintain their expected
educational level. In brief, the num-
ber of severely and marginally re-

tarded people represent a large

portion of our population. Among
our thirty-five million school-age

children, four or five million are
retarded to a degree which deserves
special attention.

Although we find many examples
of well-run programs to help the
marginally retarded, the actual

number of children in these pro-

grams is small. As a result a rapid-

ly expanding group of children

grows up to face an adult world
with little preparation. The increase
in numbers is due to two factors be-

sides the general population in-

crease. Medical advances enable a
higher percent of retarded people
to survive than in the past. And the
increasing complexity of life makes
adjustment more difficult for this

group. This means more retarded
persons must depend on society for
survival, either in institutions or un-
der various welfare programs.

In the past, society had many
more opportunities for marginally
retarded people, as farm laborers
and in other fields of activity which
did not demand much intellectual

skill. Such opportunities, today, are
not only rare, but have also lost

the status they used to have. This
leaves few opportunities for retard-

ed persons to find a place of dig-

nity in society. These trends will

become even more striking in the

future.

At the present time, families with
retarded children have only a few
alternatives for help, and these al-

ternatives are often unsatisfactory.

These alternatives usually represent

opposite extremes with no middle-

ground choices. These extremes re-

flect the prevailing American atti-

tude which too often takes an all-

or-none approach to the solution of

social problems.

Two Unsatisfactory Choices

One of the extreme choices avail-

able is to place the child in a public

or private institution. These insti-

tutions are generally located in re-

mote, distant places. They tend to

be large, poorly staffed and financed,

and generally insensitive to the hu-

man needs of the children. Once in

an institution, the child is over-

whelmed by many strong forces

which slow down rather than en-

courage his growth. The institution

itself erodes any sign of resource^

fulness in the child. In addition,

nearly impenetrable obstacles dilute

any beneficial influence by the fam-
ily. These dehumanizing trends turn
these children into lifeless, colorless

adults who remain forever depen-
dent upon the institution for sur-

vival.

Only through great efforts on the
part of interested members of the
family can this sort of deteriora-

tion be reversed and the child re-

turned to a useful place in society.

Most often, this effort is not made.
The dreary and pessimistic prospect
of placing a child in an institution

demands such an agonizing decision

on the part of parents that once it

is made, it tends to become irrevers-

ible. A study in a New England state
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Charles E. Goshen

recently showed that one-third of

the parents of children in an insti-

tution for the retarded moved out

of the state following commitment,
thus abandoning children.

The other choice for parents ofj

retarded children is also unsatis-

factory. Some parents will recognize Q
that a retarded child can only get

the kind of warmth and attention

needed to encourage his develop-

ment through interested members
of the family. Therefore they avoid

institutionalization. The price of

this decision, however, is to produce

a great burden on the rest of the

family, a burden so great that the

family itself is sometimes destroyed.

The stigma of the retarded child as

well as the difficulties in providing

him with some sort of training add
to the burden. Some progressive

school systems provide special class-

es for these children. These are few
in number, however, and they usual-

ly limit their service to the more
promising group.

I estimate that the total retarded

population could be grouped into

three categories. One-fourth of the

total is so severely handicapped that

lifelong institutionalization or con-

stant nursing care is needed for

their survival. Another one-fourth is

made up of the least handicapped
who could profit from special train-

ing in the public school system. The
middle group is probably the larg-

est, making up one-half of the total.

This group is too retarded to profit

from public school and not sufficient-

ly handicapped to warrant institu-

tionalization. This is the group for

which almost no facilities exist out-

side the family. Our attention needs

to be addressed to this group, for

they are the ones for which we]
have provided the least, and whaj
are most numerous.

THE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom. It is published weekly except
i

biweekly during July and August at North Newton, Kansas, by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second!
class postage paid at North Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 peryean foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to 720 Main Street, Newton,]
Kansas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main Street, Newton, Kansas. Postmaster. Send form 3579 to 720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas.
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Younger children need the interest
id warmth of family more than
3er children do. For much the
me reasons, the retarded child

eds these influences even more
an a normal child of the same age.
ng before any child is ready to

irn the social skills and academic
bjects taught in school, he needs
learn simple, commonplace skills

self-care and daily living. Such
ills are learned best by imitation,
e very young child and the re-

dded child learn best in close, in-

flate contact with others interest-

in sharing their activities.

Controlled Mixture of Two Worlds

Dnce a child has developed a

Iindation of commonplace skills,

can venture into the more ab-
^act type of learning which takes
ce in schools. The retarded child,

refore, needs close daily contact
h interested family members as
lecessary base from which to de-

v| op adjustment skills just as all

ldren do, except that he needs

this contact for a longer period.

For retarded children, the usual
public school methods are generally
ineffective. Special facilities and
methods can be designed which
achieve a great deal of effectiveness,

but only when geared specifically to

the limitations of the retarded child.

Competition with normal children
may stimulate the learning of a re-

tarded child. More often it is a
hindrance if not carefully regulated.
Association with normal children in

some areas and exclusive contact
with other retarded children in oth-

ers is what is needed. These should
always be the areas in which retard-
ed chldren stand a chance of success.
For example, in many games and

play activities, the retarded child
may have a status comparable to

the normal child. On the other hand,
in the more scholastic types of ac-

tivities, the retarded child could
have an equal status with other re-

tarded children.

In other words, a retarded child
can grow best in a carefully con-

trolled mixture of two worlds—one
a sheltered non-competitive world
inhabited mostly by others like him
and by adults trained to deal with
his unique problems, and the other
the more normal outside world
which he can sample enough to pro-
vide him with some incentive, but
not at the price of repeated failure
to compete. This means we need a
community with a two-world envi-

ronment made up of both retarded
and normal people in which each
has its own circle of activities, but
in which these two circles intersect
at certain strategic points.

Design for a Sheltered Community

It would be almost impossible to
find the kind of "ideal" situation
for the retarded child described
above. An "ideal" situation would
be one in which the child would
have the benefit of participating in

family life and having some degree
of contact with the "normal" world,
and, at the same time, having the
benefits of the specially structured

DESIGN FOR A SHELTERED COMMUNITY FOR RETARDED CHILDREN

Seal*:

100 (I.
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training facilities needed for ad-

vanced development. One way of

making a step toward achieving

such an "ideal" community would

be to concentrate a large number
of families with retarded children in

one area. The combined resources of

these families could make a shel-

tered community possible.

Such a community would present

its outer face to the world. Most of

its people would be engaged in the

standard pursuits of life. In addi-

tion, however, a portion of the com-

munity would be retarded children

for whom an inner world would be

especially created. These two worlds

come together in the homes, but

would otherwise be separated. The
sheltered world would contain facil-

ities needed for the training, and
some part of the total care, of the

retarded portion of the population.

With this help for families in the

care and training of their children,

it would be much easier for these

families to avoid the tragedy of in-

stitutionalization and/or family dis-

ruption. The nearness of other fam-
ilies coopertively engaged in the so-

lution of a common problem would
have vast benefits to all concerned,

particularly in the way in which it

would help minimize the stigmatiz-

ing effects of housing a retarded

child.

To make such a pilot community
possible, a great deal of planning
and initiative would need to be un-

dertaken by some interested organ-
ization, and a sizable number of

families of retarded children would
need to make a considerable change
in their present lives. It would re-

quire them, for instance, to move
from many parts of the country to

one location, to organize a coopera-
tive venture, to re-establish their

occupational pursuits, etc.

Perhaps the Mennonite church
groups have a working organization
with the tradition and the dynamic
to sponsor such a movement. If not,

this skeleton outline may become a
stimulus to provide such an agency.
It is hoped that it will evoke dis-

cussion. Those interested in pursu-
ing the study further should com-
municate with this periodical or
with the leaders of their church
service programs. The number and
nature of the responses will guide
those in a position to further direct

the church in its mission.

Responses to the Sheltered

Community Proposal I

The Conscience of Society

Dr. Goshen has opened our eyes to a need about which we can no
longer be unconcerned. It is less dramatic than the relief of storm
or famine but probably just as erosive of human values and energies;

It would seem to me that (among other things) it is the church's imj

perative to be the eyes and conscience of society. What we might do
would be only a drop in the bucket toward meeting the total neeq
but it might help to blaze the way.
Something like this happened in a limited way when the Mennonite

church became involved in the field of mental illness, except that here

we became concerned rather late and only participated in the final

breakthrough. However it has given us as a fellowship some solid

experience which would be helpful in this suggested work with rej

tarded children. Proximity to one of the present Mennonite spon
sored clinical centers would seem to be indicated. I believe that the

contribution of the Mennonite church would be primarily in taking
the initiative, supplying administrative skills, and maintaining a zeal

to carry through rather than to be the chief source of capital funds
An imaginative well planned project under trained leadership should

attract financial support from other social agencies without comprol
mising the church's role. Howard Musselman, Orrtanna, Pa.
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Benefits for Child and Family

We like the idea very much and envision many benefits to th?

retarded child, and also to families. Too often in movements which
have sprung up in the past ten or twelve years the parents havt
been forgotten in the desire to train the retarded child. And as Dn
Goshen states in his article only the bottom twenty-five percent who
need to be placed in institutions and the top twenty-five percent whici

can be benefitted by attending classes in the public school system

have been considered. As our daughter is in the larger middle groua
she has never had opportunity for training except what we as parents

could give her. This is not enough. I think my wife has done ai

excellent job, but our daughter would have also benefitted from assoj

ciation with other children of her mental capabilities.

We like the ideas in Dr. Goshen's article and believe it could be

worked out with God's help. The biggest obstacle that comes td

mind would be in relocating the families and providing the bread- ?n ;

winner with an opportunity for employment good enough to carry d

out the obligations involved in the formation of the community. In

my opinion it would have to be located near enough to some larg?

urban center where the head of the family could find employment
There is also the problem which some (not all) families might havf
with their normal children in living in such a community. It hai

been our observation that not all families can adjust to having a

retarded person in the family circle. Among our friends here whl
have several normal children with a retarded child in the familj

most of them adjust well, but we know of several where the norma|
child might resent living in such a community.
Perhaps the other benefits which would accrue to the whole family

in such a community would balance the resentment felt by son!
normal children toward the retarded child. This would have to bj

worked out, and, this does not answer the one question which is ol

every parent's heart as to what becomes of the child when they paffl

on. If some plan could be arranged whereby the child could remail
in the community after the death of the parents, we could unreserve!

ly subscribe 100 percent to the idea. Holmes H. J. Raudenbush ,
:UH5

French St., Erie, Pa.
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PPROXIMATELY 1,500 GENERAL Con-
rence Mennonites are attending
m-Mennonite colleges and univer-
ties this year.

This does not mean, however, that
ey are now out of contact with the
urch, unless they prefer it that
ay. Alert home pastors and con-
egations may write and visit; a
ennonite church near the univer-

y may welcome students into its

llowship, and, if sufficiently con-
rned, seek them out. The General
mference Church has a student
treach through its active and
mparatively young Student Serv-
s Committee.
At the same time, interested stu-

|nts may form inter-Mennonite
ident fellowships (the earliest

own Mennonite student fellow-
Lps were organized at Lawrence,
in., in 1949 and at Winnipeg,

i in., in 1950), sometimes on their

n initiative and sometimes with
; help of non-student Mennonite
ders. Since the first Student Serv-
s Committee was organized in

: 58, the number of fellowships has
reased from fifteen to twenty-
le. Eight of these are in Canada,
:teen are in the United States east
the Mississippi, and five in the
ited States west of the Mississip-

There are perhaps another twen-
t five locations with concentrations
Mennonite students which do not
: have organized and functioning
nnonite student fellowships. In
ne cases a nearby Mennonite
xrch fills this need,

^.s other Mennonite denomina-
ns have an equal concern for
ir students, a joint ministry has
•n growing in the last few years.
3ay the General Conference Men-
lite, (Old) Mennonite, and Men-

tjiite Brethren churches, cooperate
provide a variety of services to
nnonite students.

iJach of the three Mennonite
ups makes an annual survey of
Mennonite students beyond high
ool, using the same survey form.

1 dents at non-Mennonite schools
eive yearly several issues of a

3 dent Services Newsletter, a joint

) »lication. Mennonite pastors in
versify cities are provided with

i mes and addresses of Mennonite
3ents in their community. A list

mown Mennonite student fellow-
3s is kept up to date, and where
ropriate the formation of new
owships is encouraged.

Church Helps

Many Students

Another important joint effort is

the help given to students in inte-

grating their academic studies with
their Christian faith. Recently an
annotated bibliography was pub-
lished on "The Basis of Christian
Beliefs" as a source of stimulating
reading for students. An inter-Men-
nonite list of speakers qualified to

deal with a variety of subjects of

interest to students is also provided.

Last August 1963 the first gradu-
ate seminar was held at Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in

the Goshen-Elkhart, Ind., area.

(There are about 400 Mennonite
graduate students in the United
States and Canada.) Twenty-six stu-

dents attended seminars on Ana-
baptist-Mennonite beliefs, special-

interest seminars, Bible study, chap-
els, special lectures and discussions,

did research and reading in spare
time, and enjoyed fellowship, rec-

reation, and exchange of ideas.

Less extended programs take
place annually during the Christ-
mas vacation when the Mennonite
Graduate Fellowship meets. This
school year, from December 30,

1963, to January 1, 1964, Mennonite
graduate students will gather at
Harvard University in Cambridge,
Mass., to probe "The Meaning and
Relevance of the Bible for the

Modern Scholar." Presentations, re-

sponses, panels, floor discussion, and
small group discussions will face the
question from many points of view.
A number of travel scholarships are
available.

To facilitate joint administration
of this inter-Mennonite student pro-
gram, the three participating Men-
nonite Student Services Committees
meet regularly to share planning.
On October 16 the committee secre-

taries met to make recommenda-
tions to their respective committees.
The (Old) Mennonite Church was
represented by Virgil Brenneman,
of Goshen, Ind.; the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church by Adolf
Ens, Newton, Kan.; and the Menno-
nite Brethren Church by Vernon
Wiebe, of Hillsboro, Kan.

Besides the joint ministry, each
denomination's student outreach in-

volves field work. Recently. Adolf
Ens met with Mennonite students
in Winnipeg, Man., where well over
500 Mennonites are attending either
the University of Manitoba and its

affiliated colleges, Manitoba Teach-
er's College, various nursing
schools, or a business college. He
also met with representatives of the
Student Christian Movement and
the Intervarsity Christian Fellow-
ship and with denominational chap-
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lains to discuss a common goal,

Christian witness on campus, and

the unified effort to achieve this.

On the same field trip Ens visited

Brandon College at Brandon, Man.,

a university-affiliated college which

has four Mennonite professors on

its faculty and a number of Menno-

nite students; and United College,

affiliated with the United Church

of Canada and also a part of the

University of Manitoba.

In all these endeavors, denomina-

tional, inter-Mennonite, or inter-de-

nominational, the goal of student

ministry is to encourage discussion

and communication, to help students

relate new knowledge to their faith,

to provide Christian fellowship and

opportunity for growth in church

responsibility, and to promote Chris-

tian witness. Without understand-

ing and help from the church a

student may be lost to the church

during his school years; with under-

standing and help he may find that

his Christian faith deepens as he

faces new questions and that the

Christian can witness to his beliefs

by sharing his own ideas in every-

day contacts with other students.

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP TO STUDY

BIBLE AT HARVARD MEETING

Mennonite graduate students will

meet at Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Mass., to study the meaning
of the Bible for modern scholars.

Dates of the meeting are December
30 through January 1.

Papers will be presented by gradu-

ate students representing such var-

ied disciplines as sociology, theology,

engineering, medicine, Bible, and
biochemistry. Among the papers to

be presented are "The Biblical

World View" by G. Ernest Wright,

Harvard; "The Authority of the Bi-

ble in the Context of Pragmatic
Relativism" by J. Lawrence Burk-

holder, Harvard ; "The Relevance of

the Bible for a Crucial Professional

Decision" by Jan Clemens, Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology;
and "What Biblical Authority in a

Power World Means" by Gordon
Kaufman, Harvard.
Others appearing on the program

are: Merlin Jeschke, Goshen, Ind.;

Owen Gingerich, Smithsonian Astro-

physical Observatory; Ed Riddick,

University of Chicago; David Gar-

ber, Princeton Theological Semi-

nary; W. Shellenberger, Indiana

University; Robert Jungas, Harvard
Medical School; Theron Schlabach,

University of Wisconsin; Harry Le-

Fever, Eastern Mennonite College;

Joe Smucker, Michigan State Uni-

versity; Paul Shenk, Boston Uni-

versity; and Leo Driedger, Michigan
State University.

A panel will discuss The Faith of

a Heretic by Walter Kaufmann.
Lodging and meals will be available

for ten dollars per person. Several

travel scholarships of twenty and
thirty dollars are available. Persons

interested in scholarships or further

information on the meeting spon-

sored by the Mennonite Graduate
Fellowship should write to: Leo
Driedger, 1403 G Spartan Village,

East Lansing, Mich.

WORLD MISSION MEETING IN

MEXICO CITY

The first full meeting of the Com-
mission on World Mission and Evan-

gelism of the World Council of

Churches will meet in Mexico City,

Dec. 8-20, to look at the missionary

task from a new angle.

The general theme for the meet-

ing is "God's Mission and Our Task."

About two hundred participants

from six continents are expected to

attend the meeting to be held at

Union Theological Seminary and at

Sarah Alarcon Methodist Girls

School.

Delegates are appointed by the

national Christian councils affiliated

with the Commission and by the

Central Committee of the World
Council of Churches. Advisers, ob-

servers from other world Christian

bodies, youth delegates and staff

will also attend.

The meeting in Mexico will "not

only represent six continents, but it

will face six continents," conference

planners state. "It will be concerned
as much with the witness of the

Christian church in Detroit as in

Dahomey, as much with pagans in

Europe as with pagans in New
Guinea."

Lesslie Newbigin, Geneva, Swit-

zerland, director of the Division of

World Mission and Evangelism, has
observed that the image the word
"missions" still evokes in the minds
of many is "that of a white man
going to Asia, Africa, or perhaps
Latin America."

"It is still an image shaped by

the experience of the colonial era,'!

Bishop Newbigin says. "When wa
use the word 'missions' we do nofl

normally see, for instance, some oS

those deeply committed Christiansilite

from Jamaica going to work in thepSe

pagan slums of industrial cities irJ

England.

"We do not have a picture of the]

missionaries of the Asian churchesJ

more than 200 of them now, going

out from their own countries tc]

work in other parts of Asia," he]

says.

The Commission on World MisJ

sion and Evangelism came into be]

ing in 1961 when the International

Missionary Council and the Worldjry

Council of Churches became a sin

gle organization. Until that time

Orthodox churches had not partici-lid

pated in the co-operative efforts of ara;

the world Christian missionary By

body. en

At mid-day the conference will e t

!

pray for the evangelization of the I in

world. Afternoons will be devoted mill

to specific work of the Division ot sts

World Mission and Evangelism such lef?

as: the program for "Joint Actior ed

for Mission" which calls for experi aid

mental action in selected areas di lich

rected to the more effective mobili der

zation of total resources for the task Ian

of evangelism; examination of how il fi

the present practices in the field of peel

missionary education can be geared diii

to more effective participation in the The

world-wide missionary task undei peril

new conditions; development of mis iian

sionary potential in the millions oi ! co

Christian laymen who work in coun reai

tries outside their own; proposals spel

for a world strategy for Christian t is

literature which would involve i Iian:

joint program totaling several mil ns
I

lion dollars. nbe

PARAGUAYAN INDIANS RESETTLED

Mission work among the Paraguay nhei

an Indians began soon alter the first lupi

Mennonite colonists arrived in 1927 live

At present there are 1,000 Indians ne \

living in the Fernheim area. An col

evangelistic effort is also being car- \
,

ried on among Indians in and neal Inij

the Menno and Neuland colonies. «],

As they heard the gospel an< lfia

came into contact with the Menno n n

nites, the Indians became increas akin

ingly interested in settling down. At ^
first the missionaries helped to set led

tie any Christian families that need
tenil

ed help. It soon became evident thai n \

the missions would not be able t< ^
|
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arry on this work by themselves.
i settlement board, with represent-
tives from the missions, the col-

nies, the Indians, and the Menno-
ite Central Committee, was formed
1 September, 1961. In January, 1962,
le MCC agreed to underwrite sev-
ity-five percent of the board's
30,000 three-year budget. The board
as asked to be responsible for all

le Indian settlement projects in
ie vicinity of the Chaco colonies—
ernheim, Menno, and Neuland.
The six-man executive committee
hich administers the on-going pro-
am, consists of Robert Unruh,
lairman; G. B. Giesbrecht, secre-
ry-treasurer; Peter Derksen, Hein-
h Duerksen, and Jacob Reimer,
Derschultze of the three colonies;
id Frank Wiens, MCC director in
iraguay.

By March 1963, 182 families had
en helped by the board. When
e three-year program is complet-
in 1964, it is expected that 300

milies will have received help. It
sts an average of $300 to settle
e family. Some families, of course,
ed more help than others. The
ard has drawn up a list of items
lich they feel a family needs in
ier to get started—a few acres
land, implements, fencing, mate-
1 for wells, etc. The Indians are

lioected to erect their own homes
i clear several acres of land.
The Mennonites in the Chaco are

£ aeriencing a growing concern for
il lians living beyond the borders of

colonies. Their intensive effort
tj reach the savage Moros with the
>pel is an indication of concern,

is estimated that 20,000-30,000
I (ians live in the Chaco. The In-
ns living in or near the colonies
nber approximately 4,500. Half
these are at Fernheim, 1,350 at
nno, and 750 at Neuland. This

g
nber includes both Lengua and
lupis. Additionally, 150 Sanapan-
live in that vicinity. Recently
ie Moros have also come to visit

colonies.

'he impact of the Mennonites on
:1 Inians is illustrated in a recent

g
v York Times story: "Here in Fil-

Ifia one is surprised to hear In-

1 employees of the Mennonites
1 iking the German dialect."
he Indians' impatience to get
led was graphically shown in
tember 1962 when 250 Chilupis
n Neuland broke camp and
'ed to Fernheim in the hope of

IZr^^T"* GROUNDBREAKING David H. Richert. Bethel College professoremeritus breaks ground for the school's fine arts building on the occasion of thecolleges seventy-fifth anniversary in October. Richert was present when thecornerstone for the college administration building was laid in 1888 (See TheMennomte, Oct. 15.) Others who atended the services both in 1888 and 1963 wereHerman E. Suderman and J. B. Dickey. Newton. Kan. In the photo with Richertare David H. Suderman, professor of music, and Vernon Neufeld President

being settled. When they began to
experience some hardship there,
they moved west to Mariscal Esta-
garribia, where some Roman Cath-
olic padres had promised settlement
possibilities. A large group of Chi-
lupis from Fernheim, feeling the
tug of tribal loyalty, joined the trek

to Mariscal Estagarribia. A total of
500-700 Indians made the move.
A wave of pessimism swept the

colonies following this incident, but
after colony and church leaders had
had an opportunity to look at this
turn of events more objectively,
they made plans to move ahead
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more rapidly with the settlement of

those who remained.

The story doesn't end there. The
Indians who left for Mariscal Esta-

garribia have all returned to the

Mennonite colonies, and they're hap-

py to be back. The padres were un-

able to fulfill the promises.

The Indians are still nomads at

heart. It is quite possible that other

groups will move, even after they

have been settled.

The board is concerned about pre-

serving the good traits of the In-

dians' way of life. Jacob Loewen,

an anthropologist on the Tabor Col-

lege faculty, is making a six-month

study of the Indian problem. After

his investigation, he will make rec-

ommendations to the board.

The Indians may not want to set-

tle precisely in the pattern estab-

lished by the Mennonites. There

will have to be modifications in the

program to make allowance for the

Indians' needs and background.

Some of the Indians' ways are too

good to be sacrificed. For example,

they share what they have with

others, even if they do not have as

much as they need for themselves.

It would be unfortunate if such a

commendable trait would not be car-

ried over to their new way of living.

The food shortage in 1962 and the

opening of the Trans Chaco road

brought the Indian problem to the

people of Paraguay. Several Chaco
Indian delegations have gone to As-

uncion to speak with the govern-

ment's Indian affairs minister.

The Paraguayan government has

been approached about giving finan-

cial support to the Mennonite set-

tlement program, but they declared

themselves unable to enter into such

an undertaking at present. They
did, however, encourage the Men-
nonites in this work. United States

and West Germany will also be

asked for assistance.

The purpose of the Indian settle-

ment work is to help settle as many
Indian families as possible and to

develop good settlement techniques

which other South American organ-

izations and governments may want
to use in their countries. What the

Mennonites do with the Indians will

be watched with a great deal of in-

terest by the rest of the country

and the continent. Persons wishing

to make a special contribution to

this project should do so through

their regular relief channels.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND MEN
NEEDED FOR HAITI RELIEF

The following comment on special

relief for Haiti comes from H. A.

Fast, Executive Secretary of the

Board of Christian Service.

The damage inflicted by Hurricane

Flora in Haiti and Cuba is ap-

parently even more devastating

than papers have reported. In Cotes

de Fer, for instance, a town of 1500

in Haiti, every house was destroyed

except one concrete structure. The
suffering and anxiety such devasta-

tion brings upon a family with chil-

dren, especially in a country of dire

poverty, only those understand who
have experienced the horrors of a

tornado or a flood.

The Mennonite Central Commit-
tee has already sent a team of fif-

teen builders to help restore this

destroyed town. MCC did this in the

confidence that our churches would

respond quickly with liberal contri-

butions to this emergency. It is ur-

gent that volunteers for another

team of builders be assembled and

sent forth to aid in this service, but

this the MCC can do only if suffi-

cient funds become available. A
minimum of $25,000 is urgently

The Christian and

Capital Punishment

THE
CHRISTIAN

AND
CAPITAL

PUNISHMENT

What can Christians do about

capital punishment? Why? By

John Howard Yoder. 50 cents.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street,' Newton, Kansas

needed to meet present needs and t

determine whether a second team
can be sent.

As contributions to the work o

the Board of Christian Service o

the General Conference Mennonit
Church are lagging two months be

hind budget requirements, th

Board is unable to advance the Con
ference share of disaster service ex

penses. Churches are urged to rally #
promptly to this need by sending 196

contributions to the Conference ice.

Treasurer, 722 Main Street, Newton, fesh

Kan., clearly designating what the No'

gifts are for. Canadian contributors m u

should send their gifts to D. P. Neu- jg,

feld, 600 University Blvd., Tuxedo,

Winnipeg 29, Man., clearly designate

ing the purpose of the gifts.

CANADIANS SURVEY CUBA

Harvey Taves, director of the Ca-j

nadian MCC office, and Elven Snyj

der, a Canadian missionary serving

on the Caribbean island of Puertd

Rico, left for Cuba Sunday, October]

20, to survey the damage caused by|

Hurricane Flora and to seek waya
in which Canadian Mennonites card

assist the disaster victims.

Cuba's Oriente province suffered

extensive loss of life and property

damage when Flora crossed and rej

crossed it early in October.

[an.
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GOVERNOR ATTENDS FIELD DAY

At the Second Field Day at Cuauhtel

moc, Mexico, on October 15, somejm

350 Mexicans and Mennonitef
turned out to see the agricultural

demonstrations and experimental

field plots. Present were the Gov!

ernor and Secretary of Agricultural

of the State of Chihuahua, agricuf

tural leaders from the regiona

office, and Dr. Naravaez, head o

the Cereals Department of Mexicj

City's Department of Agriculture

The leaders from the regional Da

partment of Agriculture at Deliciaj

explained the experimental plot!

varieties of seed, fertilizer used

weed control, and insect control

They also gave tribute to the Gen

eral Conference Mennonites whj
j

have directed this program.

The experimental agriculture pM\\

gram, which works with wheat, oats

corn, beans and sorghums, is undei ^

the direction of Maylon Peters, Hej

derson, Neb. Maylon is substitute

for Philip Dyck, of Mission Citj

B.C., who is at present studyi

Spanish in Mexico City.
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ALENDAR

inferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
lce, Estes Park, Colo.

estern

Nov. 17-21—Bible Lectures, Bluff-
n (Ohio) College, Edwin T. Dahl-
rg, speaker.

Nov. 17-24—Evangelistic services,
rst Church, Pretty Prairie, J. J.

;au, speaker.

Nov. 17-24—Spiritual Life meet-
gs, Bethel Church, Hydro, Okla.,
ilph Weber, speaker.
Nov. 17—Mission Festival, Burr-
n (Kan.) Church, Esther Mae An-
es and Marie Duerksen speakers.

NERATIONS

Esther Mae Andres, B u r r t o n
:an.) Church, Nov. 17.

Tina Bock, Emmanuel Church,
mndridge, Kan., Nov. 17.

'aul Boschman, Bergthal Church,
wnee Rock, Kan., on Nov. 12;
nston (Kan.) Church, Nov. 13-15;
d Herold Church, Cordell, Okla.,
Nov. 17-18.

Warie Duerksen, Burrton (Kan.)
urch, Nov. 17; Herold Church,
rdell, Okla., Nov. 18, 19.

iron Jantzen, First Church, Lima,
io, Nov. 17.

rlendon Klaassen, West Zion
urch, Moundridge, Kan., Nov. 17.
'ue Martens, Springstein (Man.)
urch, Nov. 12; North Kildonan
jrch, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 13
inbach (Man.) Church, Nov. 14
•erville (Man.) Church, Nov. 15.
iwood Bethel Church and Bethel
arch, both in Winnipeg, Man.,

| 17; and Rivers (Man.) Church,

I
18.

reemont and Sara Regier, South-
Hills Church, Topeka, Kan.,

'. 17.

ndrew R. Shelly, Emmanuel
rch, Moundridge, Kan., Nov. 17.

RKERS

oland Brown, Mennonite Chris-
Hospital, Hwalien, Taiwan, was
icted October 31 as a new Fel-
of the American College of Sur-
ls. The Fellowship degree is

awarded to those surgeons "who ful-

fill comprehensive requirements of
acceptable medical education and
advanced training as specialists in
one or another of the branches of
surgery, and who give evidence of
good moral character and ethical
practice."

George L. Ford, Wheaton, 111.,

has resigned as general director of
the National Association of Evan-
gelicals as of Jan. 1, 1964, after ten
years of service. He will become
president of the Winona Lake (Ind.)
Christian Assembly conference cen-
ter. His successor is not expected to
be named until the association
meets next spring in Chicago.
Ken Peters, Henderson, Neb., has

entered voluntary service at Wood-
lawn in Chicago. His wife Kay will
be working in Chicago as a nurse.
Marie Regier, Whitewater, Kan.,

who returned from Taiwan mission
service in 1962, will serve one year
in voluntary service. Beginning No-
vember 1 she will serve at Wood-
lawn in Chicago. She first entered
mission work in the fall of 1926
when she went to the China mission
field. She served two terms in
China, then worked in Paraguay
under the Board of Missions, and in
1955 entered mission service in Tai-
wan.
Janet Soldner, missionary nurse

at Cachipay, Colombia, will arrive
home in Berne, Ind., November 26
or 27 for her fourth furlough.

MARRIAGES

Henry William Braul, Rosemary
(Alta.) Church, and Mary Eleonore
Laewen, Gretna, Man., on Oct. 12.

Mary Ann Yeakel, F 1 a 1 1 a n d
Church, Quakertown, Pa., to Rich-
ard Atkinson, Lenape Valley Pres-
byterian Church.
Jerry Darnell, First Church,

Hutchinson, Kan., to Carol Thiessen,
Beloit, Kan., on Sept. 22.

Evonne Ann Dick and Harris O.
Rouse, both of Salem Church, Mun-
ich, N. D., on Oct. 18.

Dale Jerome Janzen, Salem
Church, Munich, N.D., to Eileen
Faye Larson, Zoar Lutheran
Church, Hampden, N.D., on Oct. 26.
Sharon McQueen, Baptist Church,

Kingman, Kan., to Ellis Flickner,
Bethany Church, Kingman, Kan., on
Oct. 26.

Judith Preheim, Salem Church,
Freeman, S.D., to Quentin Kauf-
man, Salem Zion Church, Freeman,
S.D., on Nov. 2.

William Preheim, Bethel College
Church, North Newton, Kan., to
Marilyn Rodgers, St. Matthew's
Episcopal Church, Newton, Kan on
Oct. 26.

Lois Regier, Zion Church, Elbing,
Kan., to Willard Wiens, Baptist
Church, Newton, Kan., on Oct. 25.

Jerol Schmidt and Delome
Schmidt, both of Tabor Church,
Newton, Kan., on Oct. 27.

BAPTISMS

Zion Church, Donnellson, Iowa, on
Oct. 27: Eva Neff.

DEATHS

David Balzer, Tabor Church, New-
ton, Kan., born March 19, 1886, and
died Oct. 23.

Mrs. Francis (Lulu M.) Clemmer,
Hereford Church, Bally, Pa., born
May 25, 1899, and died Oct. 13.

Frances Gering, Menno Church,
Ritzville, Wash., born Dec. 31, 1863,
and died Oct. 13. Seven children sur-
vive.

Raymond V. Stubbs, Pine Grove
Church, Bowmansville, Pa., born
Aug. 3, 1890, and died Oct. 14. His
wife and two sons survive. He was a
retired minister of the Eastern Dis-
trict Conference.
Peter S. Heiser, Calvary Church,

Washington, 111., born Jan. 1, 1878,

Roland Brown, Marie Regier, Janet Soldner (Workers).

* f *
*

4 .*
X
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and died Oct. 14. One son and one

daughter survive.

Lydia Musselman Horsch, First

Church, Upland, Calif., born Jan. 28,

1880, and died Oct. 16. Her husband

was a former pastor of the Upland

Church.
Christian C. Lichti, First Church,

Upland, Calif., born Feb. 7, 1882,

and died Oct. 16.

Mrs. Louella Engle Rich, Calvary

Church, Washington, 111., born Apr.

22, 1886, and died Oct. 15.

Helena S o mm erf did, Goessel

(Kan.) Church, born June 3, 1884,

and died Oct. 3.

Owen B. Maust, First Church,

Sugarcreek, Ohio, born Oct. 30, 1897,

and died Oct. 12.

NEW ADDRESSES

Africa

Tom Bechtel, B. P. 3101, Leopold-

ville, Kalina, Congo

L JL J

UNITED NATIONS SUPPORT

Dear Editor: Thank you for the fine

articles concerning the civil rights

movement sweeping our country.

Also thank you for keeping us in-

formed of the changes taking place

in the Roman Catholic Church as

they conduct the Second Vatican

Council session. Also, thank you for

the article, "An Answer to War."

I never miss reading The Menno-

nite from cover to cover. Agnes

Burkhard, 916 S. 6 St., Goshen, Ind.

Dear Brother in Christ: May I

commend you and the writer, Alvin

Thiessen for the article, "An Answer
to War," which appeared in your

issue of October 22. For the observ-

ance of the eighteenth anniversary

of the United Nations Organization

it was most appropriate, and in its

comprehensions, told much about the

activities of this organization. De-

spite the fact that much has been

written and spoken about the work
of the U.N.O., people in general still

know comparatively little about it,

and criticism of every variety is con-

stantly levelled against it. I am con-

Elmer J. Dick, Mutena, B.P. 1, Tshi-

kapa via Leopoldville, Congo

Mrs. Martel Fennig, Africa Inland

Mission, Kangundo via Machokos,

Kenya
Llda Hiebert, Mukedi, via Gungu,

Kikwit, Leopoldville, Congo

Anna V. Lieehty, B.P. 1, Tshikapa

via Leopoldville, Congo
Leroy Penner, Centre de Reeduca-

tion, Fkin Ben Salah, Morocco

Betty Quiring, Mukedi, via Gungu,

Kikwit, Leopoldville, Congo

Alberta

J. D. Harder, 5208 114 St., Edmonton
Herman Walde, 8921 79 Ave., Ed-

monton

Arizona
Alvin Bachman, 1810 Miracle Mile,

Tucson 85705

Donavin Diller, 7034 N. 23 Lane,

Phoenix 85021

Calvin Flickinger, 6344 W. Rose

Lane, Glendale 85301

fident that with articles such as this

one, a more enlightened public will

look with pride on the U.N.O., and

we will admire more the efforts of

the delegates and members of the

various councils to preserve peace

through this group.

I hope and pray, therefore, that

you will continue to publish articles

of this nature in your magazine, for,

be assured, they are not only valu-

able and interesting, but also they

are gratefully read. John C. Deis,

Box 1333, Weyburn, Sask.

EMERGING MENNONITES

To the Editor: It is my contention

that there has been, and is, a great

cultural lag between Mennonites as

an ethnic group and Western soci-

ety in general. As a consequence,

Mennonites are just now beginning

to emerge from a form of scholasti-

cism similar to the scholasticism in

which Western society was buried

way back in the fifteenth century.

Since that time Western society has

absorbed, in succession, the scien-

tific enlightenment, or the Age of

Reason, during which science and

reason became its gods; the Roman-
tic revolt, during which man at-

tempted to re-assert his psychic in-

dividuality; the breakdown of Ro-

manticism, when Western man sad-

ly discovered that his optimism had

Erland Friesen, 2204 E. Van Buren,

Phoenix 85000

Asia
Lubin W. Jantzen, Janjgir, M.P.J

India

California

Ronald Bertsche, 1247 M St., Reed-|

ley 93654

Jake Dyck, 1699 Taylor St., San
Francisco 94100

Donald S. Goering, 6190 Nevada Dr.,

Hollydale 95023

Lyman Hofstetter, 9845 Orr and

Day Road, Santa Fe Springs 90670

Mrs. Robert Kately, 200 Goodrich

Dr., Riverside 92501

Walter C. Thomas, 1112 E. Carson

St., Long Beach 90807

Benno Toews, 3948 W. 135 St., Hawj
thorne 90250

Harry V. Wall, 17013 Alwood St.,

West Covina 91790

Mrs. O. C. Wehmuller, 932 E. Hollj

Blvd., Ontario 91761

outstripped his spirit; and finally,

the Existentialism and despair of]

our twentieth century, out of whichl

man is trying to rebuild his mora]]

foundations and once again affirm!

the meaning of life.

If, as I have contended, Menno-

nites are just now emerging from!

their scholasticism, and are begin!

ning to enjoy the optimism of enl

lightened reason, then is it a forel

gone conclusion that we must alsol

like Western society in general, pasa

through the stages of growth and
change outlined above? Or must wel

like some of the cultures of Africal

who are moving directly from a hoJ

culture to a complex technological

culture attempt to make one gil

gantic leap from our outdated schoj

lasticism to an updated affirmaj

tion of life in the twentieth cenj

tury? As Africa proves, the pricl

of attempting such a leap can easilj

be the shattering of cherished cul

tural values and a temporary disinl

tegration of society. Perhaps thil

has already happened among man!
of our Mennonite youth.

In short, I am asking the quea

tion, "Are we as Mennonites awarl

of the larger contexts in which oul

changes and progresses are takinJ

place, and are we willing to exarJ

ine these contexts and learn fron

them?" Larry A. Unruh, Tabor Cfll

lege, Hillsboro, Kan.
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Present
From
Aunt
Audrey

Catherine Brandt

There wasn't anyone Phyllis had
a better time with than Joe—tall,

fun-loving Joe, who from the first
time they'd met called her "Brown-
eyes." He had just returned from
the service and was finishing up at
the university. It hadn't taken them
long to discover they liked the same
things—hiking, golfing, good music,
books, sunsets, wild flowers at the
edge of the woods, and the river
that twisted through town. Most of
all, Phyllis delighted in shared opin-
ions. They agreed on everything.
Well, almost everything.
Soon after she started going with

Joe, Phyllis decided his diffidence
for God and the church was because
he'd grown up in a family where
God was ignored and church attend-
ance neglected. She was sure he
would decide for Christ when he be-
came more used to the idea.

Listening to him sing on their
dates, she knew Joe had a good
voice.

"Joe, come to church and help us
sing. We need a good bass."
Joe laughed. "If you need a good

bass, why ask me?"

"You can sing," she insisted.
"Please—come with me."
And all winter he had gone with

her to church. Joe was popular with
the others in the crowd, too. She
couldn't help being proud of him,
and she came to have a feeling that
Joe expected her to spend the rest
of her life with him.
Even Aunt Audrey had been fa-

vorably impressed at a family gath-
ering. She'd taken Phyllis aside and
whispered, "I like your young man."

Phyllis had the same birth date
as Aunt Audrey. Perhaps that was
why her aunt liked her so much and
gave her lavish presents at Christ-
mas and for her birthday.
"Very likeable young man," Aunt

Audrey repeated. Then she looked
at Phyllis closely. "Is Joe a Chris-
tian?" she asked.

"No, but I'm sure he will decide
for Christ," Phyllis said.

As spring came on Phyllis was a
little surprised to find Joe would
rather play golf on Sunday morn-
ing than go to church.

"Let's go to Fairhaven tomorrow
morning," he coaxed. "We can get



Phyllis' heart pounded and her face felt hot.

This is costing Aunt Audrey a lot, she thought.

a lot of practice in before the after-

noon crowd."

Phyllis was disturbed. "Not Sun-

day morning, Joe. What about

church?"
Joe was firm. "Listen, Brown-

eyes, I've gone to church all winter.

Sunday's the only time I have to

play, and I intend to play all sum-

mer."

"I can't, Joe," Phyllis said unhap-

pily and there was a nagging fear

inside her.

Joe was angry. "O.K. I'll see you

Wednesday night for Bible study."

He turned and left her. A scowl

marked his handsome dark face and

he slammed the car door unneces-

sarily hard. He pulled away from

the curb as if the car were jet-

propelled.

It wasn't easy for Phyllis to keep

her mind on the worship service the

next day. Joe had a part-time job

afternoons and Saturdays, she knew,

which didn't leave him much time

for his favorite game. It was almost

as if they'd quarreled—their first

one, too. Still Joe had said he would

see her Wednesday. He couldn't be

too angry, but she missed his deep

voice beside her in the Sunday

service.

She knew the minute she saw him
Wednesday evening that something

had set him up. He sang with gusto,

letting his rich voice roll on the low

notes. Several times when she

glanced his way, she caught his

special smile for her.

Afterwards, at home, he asked

her to marry him, and he was as

happy and excited as she at the

surprise. Marry Joe? Somehow she

had known that sometime he would

ask her to marry him. Now that he

had, it must be because he had come
over to her way of thinking about

God and the church. Joe knew how
she stood.

The first person she wanted to

tell, besides her parents, was Aunt

Audrey. For some reason she want-

ed Aunt Audrey's approval.

The next day after classes she

walked toward her aunt's. She had

been so excited all day keeping her

secret that she hadn't been able to

keep her mind on her classwork.

She'd let Aunt Audrey know and

then she'd go home and study.

The spring sun was warm and

the trees beginning to leaf out. She

wished she were walking along the

river with Joe, but instead she

turned in at Aunt Audrey's brick

house. Aunt Audrey had piles of

money and a maid and her own

car. She was always buying some-

thing new for the big house or hav-

ing some room redecorated. She

was busy with the Women's Club

and the state political party. But

Phyllis remembered that Aunt Aud-

rey was often too busy to go to

church, especially if Uncle Burt

wanted her to go to the lake for

the weekend. Still she always had

time for her favorite niece, Phyllis

knew.
Aunt Audrey greeted her enthusi-

astically and invited her into the

fashionably correct living room.

They talked for a while. Then Phyl-

lis told her news.

"I'm engaged to Joe, Aunt Aud-

rey."

Her aunt threw up her hands in

surprise and then looked at her

niece. "Joe? Hmm—

"

Phyllis nodded. "He wants me to

marry him as soon as we graduate."

"Seems like an up-and-coming

young man."
"He already has several job

offers."

"You'll make a beautiful bride."

Her aunt watched her through half-

closed eyes. "Is Joe a Christian?"

Phyllis hesitated. "Joe isn't really

what you'd call a Christian—yet."

Then the words spilled out. "But he

goes to church with me and just

as soon as the opportunity comes I

know he'll make a stand for Christ.

You see, the way it is now, it's not

really important to Joe to be in

church on Sunday mornings. He'd

rather play golf. I wish—" She

stopped.

"Is it important to you to be in

church?" Aunt Audrey asked sharp-

ly-

"Yes, it is. When I accepted Christ

and joined the church I promised

to be there. I want to be there."

Aunt Audrey sat up stiffly on thj

sofa. She leaned over to rearrange

the magazines on the table befori

her. Then she spoke. "You'll jusi

have to get used to going to churdj

alone then. You'll never change hirl

after marriage."

"I'd hate to go to church without.m
Joe if we were married," Phyllis

u its

115

said. She felt baffled. "I wouldn^

want to marry Joe—" Phyllis
^

straightened up and looked around

the room. "But you've had a happj

life. Everything's so nice, even

Burt doesn't care for church

God—" Her voice trailed off

01

Aunt Audrey stood up and went
sm

over to the window. "No, my deal

IV not had a happy life. I though!

more of a man than I did of God.j

Phyllis was startled. Was her aunj

trying to tell her that she hadn'

been able to change Uncle Burtj

But Uncle Burt was old and grumpjj

Not like Joe.

"You can't change anybody

takes God." Aunt Audrey's word

dominated the room as if they wer|

alive.

Phyllis' heart pounded and hel

face felt hot. This is costing AuiJ

Audrey a lot, she thought. Like

flash the barrenness of her auntj

life came to her. She saw wh|

she had never seen before. Au|

Audrey was alone—cut off from h|

church by a husband who was sel

ish, her children grown and awl

from home, Aunt Audrey herseH

selfish and hard. Now she was stei

ping out of her shell to warn hi

favorite nieces-giving her somethiii

better than any Christmas or birtt

day present she had ever bought hf

Phyllis bent her head in swil

silent prayer. Help me put You ftri

You can change Joe if we are meal

to marry. Then she stood up. S|

tried to smile

"Thanks, Aunt Audrey. Youj

helped me. 'Bye."

"Bye," her aunt said without tu:

ing away from the window.

At home Phyllis slipped to

knees beside her bed. It had ta

her blocks of slow walking aj

thinking, but now she knew w'

to do. She couldn't marry Joe I

less he was willing to put God fllT

too. She'd tell him tonight.
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b Teenagers Who Smoke

illiam H. Stringer

r

. [is column is addressed mainly
1 teenagers who smoke—and to any
£ ults who might be reading over
t >ir shoulders.

J't
has a single message: Friend,

I're being exploited. In the lan-

ige of old Broadway, Hello
•ker

!

Exploited? Sure, the tobacco com-
lies have been trying to get you
smoke. And you've succumbed.
Jow the companies seem to be
[uiring "morals." In a recent
tement George V. Allen, presi-
it of the Tobacco Institute, said
industry's position is that "smok-
is a custom for adults." That's

mt.

ecause here's a last month's mag-
le for hot rodders, the young en-
siasts who build up, beef up,
it up old automobiles. Most kids
drive at sixteen. Hot rodders

le in sizes fourteen-year-old and
On the back of this magazine is

garette ad. The fellow smoking
lit be twenty, or sixteen. To
>m do you think this advertise-
it is addressed? You answer,
lese people have been trying to
en a habit on you. And millions
ou have been lapping it up.
ist now, six major cigarette man-

want to meet me after school but before Hi-Y
Hi-Y but before Student Council, or after Student
jut before Youth Fellowship?"

ufacturers have met and issued a
statement that "it is not the intent
of the industry to promote or en-
courage smoking among youth."
They said that persons featured in
advertising "should be, and should
appear to be, adults."

Sen. Maurine Neuberger (D) of
Oregon, who's bringing out a book
on smoking this fall, calls this a
modest action. She says that "The
American law courts are moving in-

exorably toward cigarette manufac-
turer liability to lung cancer vic-

tims" and sees the time when the
industry will have to issue warnings
to the customers, to avoid lawsuits.
Last month Canadian tobacco

manufacturers announced that they
would not run cigarette commer-
cials on radio or television before
9:00 p.m. In May the National Con-
gress of Parents and Teachers voted
to step up its campaign against
teenage smoking. The American
Cancer Society is taking similiar
action. In some high schools, clubs,
and groups have been formed to
discourage smoking.
What gave you the idea, first of

all, that it was hep and sophisti-
cated to smoke? Maybe it was the
example of your parents. Maybe
others in the crowd smoke. Maybe
you're just showing your freedom
from society, or from parental dis-

cipline. But you're being exploited,
just the same. Smoking isn't going
to do you any good. And there's
very strong physical evidence that
it does you harm. That isn't scare
talk, it's common sense, like telling
you not to drink DDT.
Why do the Congress of Parents

and Teachers, and other groups, not
want you to smoke? Because they'd
like to have you grow up strong and
pure, mentally and physically.

Is abstinence a worthy objective?
Think it over. And think of all those
ads picturing young athletes and
youth's folk heroes, all smoking.
Even some liquor companies urge
moderation in their ads. Ever see a
cigarette ad urging moderation?
These companies will have a ris-

ing public health concern to deal
with. You've got only yourself to
handle.
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~\ n Bible Words—III: Reconciliation. As

j\\ winter approaches, the mailman stuffs our
r^'—1 boxes with catalogs. One small boy found

a colorful sales booklet listing over two

thousand toys. He was overwhelmed with joy. He took it to his father and

said, "This is my letter to Santa Claus." It was father's turn to be overwhelmed.

But grownups have catalog eyes, too. Whether they look to Sears or Eatons,

to the shop windows or the television commercials, they say, "This is what I

want most of all." The needs of twentieth century man most always carry a

dollar sign whether in America, Africa, or Asia. And many people all over the

world need the things that money can buy. Let's not forget it. But it is helpful

to look at other catalogs and study other offers. Perhaps we have missed the

things we really need.

And God says that the thing we need most is reconciliation. It's a big word.

It deserves to be because it covers a big idea. It includes peace. For reconcilia-

tion means finding peace with God, with ourselves, and with our fellows. And

as we shut the mail order catalog, we must admit that this is the kind of peace

we don't have. A war goes on day after day and night after night in the inner

darkness of our breasts. Like the Old Testament man who sought to cover his

sin with the blood of animals, we seek something to hide our real nature. And

all our efforts carry the symbol of truth. They admit a warlike nature. They

confess that something must be done about the wrestling match that goes on in-

side our souls. But what?

The Old Testament was right. It is a life and death struggle. And there is

no life without death. "For the life of the flesh is in the blood . . . for it is the

blood that makes atonement, by reason of the life" (Lev. 17:11). But whose

blood? A man who lived under the new covenant said, "For it is impossible that

the blood of bulls and goats should take away sins" (Heb. 10:4). No, not the

blood of animals, but the blood of a man, the man: "For in him all the fullness

of God was pleased to dwell, and through him to reconcile to himself all things,

whether on earth or in heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross" (Col.

1 : 19, 20) . And how do we get this peace? All attempts at logical explanation

finally fail. We accept it by faith. Others found peace by faith. Theirs is the

best example we have. "Let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance of

faith, with our hearts sprinkled clean from an evil conscience and our bodies

washed with pure water" (Heb. 10: 22) . In the drawing near we show our faith.

In this faith we find reconciliation.

Reconciliation is not a one-time thing. Like a mountain stream it flows across

the plateaus and countryside. It brings healing and life wherever it goes. It

breaks down barriers between people. Reconciliation breeds reconciliation.

Listen to Paul: "But now in Christ Jesus you who once were far off have been

brought near in the blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who has made us both

one, and has broken down the dividing wall of hostility" (Eph. 2: 13, 14). And
listen to John: "Beloved, if God so loved us, we also ought to love one another"

(1 John 4: II).

We need this peace more than we need electric trains or pogo sticks. It is a

peace that costs a lot—the blood of Christ is on its price tag. God wanted it for

us so much that He paid the bill.
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THE READING EXPLOSION

Anand, the wise man, learned to

read. He learned to read good books.

Anand read these good books to his

wife. He said to her, "There are

good things in these books. We will

do these good things."

Anand read what vegetables were

good to eat. He read about itch,

flies, sore eyes, cholera, malaria,

T.B., and leprosy. He read about the

importance of vaccination. He read

how to make fertilizer, grow better

crops, make a garden, and raise bet-

ter chickens. He read how his

daughter-in-law should feed her

baby and when to see the doctor.

Best of all, Anand learned about

Jesus, and how he could be a good

Christian, a good neighbor and a

good citizen.

Anand learned to read, as do mil-

lions of other people around the

globe today. Literacy is rapidly

gaining momentum. More than a

million people learn to read every

week, eighty million a year. Frank
C. Laubach, the "apostle to the il-

literates," speaks of the one billion

illiterates in the world, the "silent

victims," who will probably become
literate in this century. "This," says

Laubach, "is the most stupendous,

the most arresting, the most omi-

nous fact on this planet. Nothing
can stop it now."

These millions are crying out,

"Give us something to read."

They are a reading-hungry peo-

ple. An impelling hunger for new
ideas and knowledge drives them to

grasp whatever literature comes
within their reach. Their emergence
out of illiteracy into a world of

print, a world that promises them
release from ignorance, poverty,

superstition, fear, and exploitation,

a world that offers them new hope,

light and life, is one of the greatest

Helen Kornelsen

revolutions of today. What an oppor-

tunity for the Christian church to

give to these reading-hungry people

the right kind of literature!

Reading-Hungry Millions

Here is a world-wide call to the

church of Jesus Christ to meet the

need of the reading-hungry millions.

The call is for gospel booklets, cor-

respondence courses, commentaries,

Bible study aids, tracts to lead men
to the Christ of the Scriptures.

A reading explosion has hit the

entire world. Those who can read,

want more books to read; those who
cannot read, seek to learn to read.

Everywhere there is apparent a

deep reading hunger.

Book sales in America have, in

the past twenty years, increased

more than ten times the growth of

its population—an incredible in-

crease of 445 percent! Whereas the

average American bought one book

a year in 1940, he now buys five

books a year.

The Amplified New Testament in

Japanese was published on Decem-
ber 7, 1962, by the Word of Life

Press in Tokyo. Within less than

three weeks, the first edition of 5,000

copies was sold out. Preparations

are under way to print a second

edition of 5,000 copies.

Levi Keidel reports from the

Congo: "Preindependence experi-

ence of selling literature convinced

us that, while the Congolese were
comparatively poor, the market
they offered for literature far out-

stripped our supply. Post independ-

ence economic and political develop-

ments have served to greatly in-

crease that market."

In India, literacy rates are jump-
ing far ahead of missionary vision.

In 1931, literacy was eight percent;

today it is approximately twenty

five percent. This has been accom
plished in the face of a greatly in

creased population, seventy-nine mil

lion in a ten-year period!

With the introduction of compul
sory education, the establishment oi|

thousands of new schools, the em
phasis on specialized training fo

remunerative employment, and fift

percent of her 450 million peopl

under twenty-five years of age
India's potential for an educate

and hungry reading public is tre

mendous. It is great already.

And it is estimated that seventj

percent of the literature on the

Indian market is communistic!

An insatiable thirst for educatior

in the new India is creating a read

ing public that presents a paradis*

for book sellers. This not only ap 1

plies to big cities where the dense

populace surges up and down the

pavements, but now back in remote

villages and jungles children can b

seen sauntering along the oxcar

trails with schoolbooks under then

arms. Bookstores, newsstands anc

railway stalls are stacked with lit

erature—attractive, cheap, printec |*

behind iron and bamboo curtains

The tragic thing is, that in spite

of a constantly growing literacj

rate, Christianity is losing grounc

instead of gaining converts prq

portionately. After 250 years o

modern missionary movement, n(

more than two percent of Africa

India and the Orient are even nomiL
nally Christian. Missions Tomorrow
reports that all evangelical group:

together are not yet reaching twe

percent of the new readers. Th<

ELO Bulletin (August 1963) states 0|

"Never in the history of the churcl «

have there been so many missionar
,

ies (42,500), but the mushrooming

i

Many millions of people are saying "Give us something to read.
1

II*



orld population is growing non-
iristian at the rate of fifty-seven
illion annually!"
G. Christian Weiss, in Floodtime
agazme, pinpoints the problem
us: "Time is not what we need
evangelize the world. If we do

t accelerate our endeavors, time
ill produce such an explosion of
pulation as to overwhelm and de-
at us. Obviously the world cannot
evangelized gradually, it must
done in a single generation. If it

not done in this generation, what
pe is there for the next one which
11 be larger still?"

Weiss answers his own question.
: is easy to see that unless we use
me means of mass communication
Df which literature is one of the
eatest—that our task is utterly
peless. Literature is a must for
r generation."

m recent years, thank God, there
s been an increasing awareness
it literature is the most powerful

tool for evangelism. It may well
take the lead as the most effective
mode of spreading the gospel. Chris-
tian literature, with the Scriptures
as central, must be made available
to the mighty host of new readers
in quantities commensurate with
the challenge.

A Powerful Tool in Evangelism

Levi Keidel expresses himself
thus: "I cannot help but feel that
if God measures responsibility in

terms of opportunity, we'll some-
day suffer awful regret if we fail

now."
The communist slogan, "Litera-

ture molds minds" is all too true.

Opinions are shaped and achieve-
ments are made through the kind
of books people read. Characters
are formed and attitudes are de-

termined through reading. People
want to be informed. They want to
know what is going on, not only in

their own country, but all over the

world. The world has shrunk to a
comprehensible brotherhood—what
affects one side of the globe affects
the other, too. Therefore it is im-
portant to know world events, what
the future is going to be like. Peo-
ple want to know what voice they
will have in the affairs of the na-
tions. They want to be able to think
clearly and make right choices.
Consciously, or unconsciously, peo-
ple are guided by the maxim, "If
it is in print, it must be true."

Literature does mold minds. The
printed page is powerful. The com-
munists recognize it, and capitalize
upon it. So do others. The Jehovah's
Witnesses produce more than forty-
five million copies annually of their
magazine The Watchtoiver in sixty-

five different languages. For them
the results are seen in an annual
membership increase of 400 percent.
The Seventh-Day Adventists oper-

ate on a twenty-one million dollar
literature budget a year, and pro-
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Reading class in Upper Volta: "Literacy rates

are jumping far ahead of missionary vision."

duce Signs of the Times in 200 dif-

ferent languages. From a literary

and publishing standpoint, their ma-

terials are of the highest quality in

the entire religious field. Multitudes

buy Seventh-Day Adventist litera-

ture because of its attractiveness

and high eye-appeal.

Christian Science, a cult which

caters to intellectuals, produces the

only daily church newspaper in the

world today. It has a massive world-

wide circulation.

In Uruguay, one hundred Mor-

mon missionaries—almost the equal

of the combined total of evangelical

workers—swept through the coun-

try distributing their literature with

great effectiveness.

The Muslims, long noted for their

zeal, have recently formed the Ko-

ran Society, patterned after the oc-

cidental Bible Societies, for publish-

ing and distribution of the Koran.

All are engaged in the battle for

the minds of men. Each group, in

its own way, is answering the cry of

the reading-hungry millions, "Give
us something to read."

Evening was drawing nigh. The
place was a desert place. Still Jesus

was teaching the multitudes. The
disciples were worried. The people

had been with Jesus all day, surely

they must be hungry by now.

The disciples came to Jesus and

said, "This is a lonely place and it

is getting very late; send the people

off to the farms and villages round

about, to buy themselves something

to eat."

Jesus turned to them, and said,

"Give ye them to eat."

This took the disciples by sur-

prise. "Are we to go and spend

twenty pounds on bread to give

them a meal?" they asked.

The multitude was fed. Five thou-

sand people were fed with five

loaves of bread and two fishes. They
all ate to their hearts' content. And
there was food left over.

To the cry of the millions, "Give

us something to read," Jesus is say-

ing, "Give ye them to eat."

Martin Luther did it. He used
his pen. It is reported that he hurled

an ink bottle at the devil. "Such a

missile," says Fred Cloud, "could

do little damage to Satan, even if

it struck him. But the ink with
which Luther and other writers

across the nineteen centuries have

used to expound the Christian faith

has been a major factor in winning
men to Christ."

Martin Luther's inkpot has be
come the weapon for truth imprint-

ed on millions of pages. The Bible
|

today, four centuries after the first

moveable printer's type produced
the Scriptures for the masses, is

still the most translated book ir

the world, according to Index o)

Translations, produced by UNESCO
The American Bible Society reports

that by the end of 1962 some portior

of the Bible had been translated

into 1,200 languages and dialects.

William Carey and Adoniram Jud
son devoted most of their time tc

translation and literature work
Their successors have not consis

tently maintained the vision or pat
tern, but in recent years this is be
ing revived. For generations, mis
sions has been considered to con
sist of medical, educational anc

evangelistic outreach. Today, misj

sions is a four-dimensional spear
head. Literature has become th<

fourth friend to help carry a sin

sick world to Jesus.

Millions of people are learning t(

read. Millions of new literates an
crying out, "Give us something t<

read." And Jesus' reply is, "Give y<

them to eat."

The Methodist women of th<

United States have responded witl

a $500,000 pledge toward a five-yea;

one million ecumenical program o

Christian literature production ii

fifty-four overseas countries.

Laubach has initiated "Companie
of Compassion." Each member give

one dollar per week. One hundre
people can thus support a couple o

the field.

There are many ways in whic
we can respond. We can be "exten

ed hands" in training personnel, ii

subsidizing literature production, o

in providing facilities for distrib' 1

tion. The tremendous challenge

good Christian literature in our da

cannot be met abroad apart froi

the guidance and blessing of Go
Nor can it be done without t

vision, prayers, and contributio

of the church at home.
"Give us something to read."

"Give ye them to eat."
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Right in the middle of the Missis-
sippi Gulf Coast and "the world's
longest man-made sand beach"
(twenty-eight miles), lies Gulfport
(population 30,204) named for its

deep-water port. According to its

Chamber of Commerce, Gulfport is

'Mississippi's gateway to the seven
seas" and the center of "the Old
South's all-year playground," an
American Riviera.

Gulfport has another asset not yet
plugged by the Chamber of Com-
merce: the Camp Landon mission
Drogram, administered by the

Boards of Missions and Christian
Service of the General Conference
Mennonite Church. Camp Landon is

located about four miles north of
Gulfport itself, and about three
miles from North Gulfport (popula-
tion 4,000), the Negro community
just next to Gulfport's city limits.

Today this mission-service work
is at a crossroads, and decisions
must be made now which will deter-
mine the direction of future work at
Gulfport. The need for decision-mak-
ing comes in large part from the
racial revolution now sweeping

Gulfport

„ at the

Crossroads
Esther Groves

Our mission and
service program in the South must answer

the same problems that other church

groups face. How will we decide?

North and South alike.

Decision-making is not new to
Gulfport service units. Back in the
1940s a Civilian Public Service hook-
worm control project was set up at
Gulfport. After the war CPS men
were discharged. The Gulfport work
was at its first crossroads.
A new direction was established

and Christian service continued
when the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee decided to take over the
work as a voluntary service project.
Homes were repaired or built for
needy families, and school buildings
and school equipment. There were
religious education classes in Negro
public schools, summer Bible class-
es, and such youth activities as shop
and sewing classes. As time went
on, a camp program and community
center program were added. When
it was necessary to reduce staff in

1954 because of financial difficulty,

building-repair and work with white
youth were dropped.
The next large decision was made

in 1957 when the General Con-
ference Mennonite mission board
took over the program. Again the
Gulfport work was enlarged. A Sun-
day School Class of the Air (a

radio program), a Fresh Air Pro-
gram (camping), and night Bible
classes were started. Two years ago
the North Gulfport Good Deeds As-
sociation was organized and with
Camp Landon workers opened the
Community Library and the Thrift
Shop, a store providing used cloth-

ing and toys.

To Integrate or Not

One of the biggest decisions Gulf-
port workers have had to face ever
since the beginning of work here
has been the one of whether to es-

tablish a church or to lose them-
selves in strengthening the lives of
individuals and churches in the com-
munity. It has never been an easy
question to answer. A mission spon-
sored church fellowship could turn
into a Negro church with white
leadership—hardly the answer to

the racial revolution which will soon
involve Gulfport. Such a fellowship
would also alter relationships be-

tween Camp Landon and Negro
churches in North Gulfport. For
this reason Bible classes have aimed
to strengthen existing churches with
committed Christians.

About four miles from North
Gulfport is a white (Old) Mennonite



Is our Gulfport program called only to preach the Good News'

church, the Crossroads congrega-

tion, and about fifteen miles away
is another white (Old) Mennonite
church at Gulf Haven. The Cross-

roads Church, attended by Camp
Landon workers, may soon be at its

spiritual crossroads: whether or not

to integrate as Negro Bible class

students become interested in Men-
nonite church membership. To date,

no one alternative has been decided

on, though one direction must be

chosen in the near future.

Another problem relates to the

segregated camp location in the

country, about four miles from Ne-

gro North Gulfport where most of

their work is carried on. Should
some or all of the workers move in-

to North Gulfport? Probably the

work would be more effective and
fellowship more meaningful if work-
ers were more readily available. In

both the church question and the

living quarters question is the issue

of Christian witness to the new
family created by God in baptism:
we are one body in Christ.

The racial revolution will even-

tually touch every community in the

United States and it is only a mat-
ter of time before it reaches Gulf-

port. Already Gulfport has a bi-

racial committee—the only biracial

committee in Mississippi, perhaps,
on which Negro members are

named by the Negro community. In

contrast, the nearby city of Biloxi

has not yet appointed a biracial

committee, and responsible com-
munication between the Biloxi Negro
community and city officials has not
yet been established. A Negro move

A community library was opened in coop-
eration with the North Gulfport Good
Deeds Association.

to use the Biloxi beach resulted in

arrests, fines, jail sentences, and
bitterness toward the city adminis-

tration.

Thus the Camp Landon unit sees

the reconciliation of Negroes and
whites in Gulfport now and in the
future as a part of its mission. It

wants to prevent a recurrence of

the Biloxi situation and to witness
to brotherhood in Christ. But this

service of Christian reconciliation

raises further questions. Is our Gulf-

port program called only to preach
the Good News? Should it also

identify itself with the oppressed
and victimized? Should workers not
only negotiate and offer Christian
counsel but sit in and go to jail with
Negro brethren? Again, no decisions

have yet been made but situations

calling for one direction or another
are bound to rise soon.

These are some of the major con-

cerns. Last year Board of Missions'

executive secretary, Andrew Shelly,

visited the Gulfport work; and in

March of this year, Vern Preheim,
associate executive secretary of the

Board of Christian Service, and Vin-

cent Harding, Mennonite Central

Committee representative in the

South, studied Camp Landon's min-
istry. Peter Ediger, field secretary

of the City Churches Committee, is

making a detailed study-report. Out
of these studies and the recommen-
dations of Camp Landon director

Orlo Kaufman and associate direc-

tor Harold Regier will eventually

come the choices which will shape
the future of the Gulfport work.
Meanwhile the work continues

with a program which is carried on
at present by Orlo and Edna Kauf-
man, who 1 have been at Gulfport
about fourteen years; Harold and
Rosella Regier, who have served at

Gulfport since 1961 (Harold was
previously at Gulfport in a volun-

teer program) ; Irvin and Lillian

Enns, serving since July 1963 (he

has charge of Camp Landon's main-
tenance and drives the school bus,

and both work at the community
center) ; Marlene Penner, serving

since August 1963 as teacher of re-

leased time Bible classes and other

Bible classes; and Mildred Derksen,
serving since September 1963 as sec-

retary, librarian, and Bible teacher.

A Many-Sided Program
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The Kaufmans and Regiers serve

under the Board of Missions as per-

manent staff; the others are 1-W's

or volunteers serving short terms
under the Board of Christian Serv-

ice. At present there are no Negro
workers, which is a lack.

The Christian Community Center,

located in North Gulfport two
blocks from a cluster of thriving

night clubs, was itself formerly
night club. It provides the only

wholesome recreation facilities in

the community for children and
young people: inside games, play-

ground equipment, and basketball

courts. The center is open three

afternoons and three nights a week,

and has had crowds as large as 125.

Working at the center provides

many opportunities for contact and
witness.

Twelve Bible clubs are held at

Camp Landon every week during

the winter, taught by Camp Landon
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staff and five local Negro leaders.

Total enrollment of students
(grades seven through twelve) is

around 150. A camp bus picks up
Bible club members from North
Gulfport and another nearby Negro
community, Turkey Creek. Enroll-
ment is restricted to committed
Christians and those seriously in-

terested in becoming Christians.

More would like to join, but at
present the size of the bus and the
number of teachers limits enroll-

ment. Sunday school lessons serve
as the basis of study, and once a
month there is an evening of games
ind fellowship, with closing devo-
ionals or speaker.

The Adult Bible Class was begun
four years ago at the request of
Darents who felt their children had
nore Bible training than they. The
;lass is usually small, about six to
welve, and members are also mem-
>ers of the North Gulfport Good
Deeds Association.

At Pass Christian, a predominant-
y Catholic town about ten miles
vest of Gulfport, released-time re-

igious education classes are held
n a Negro public school. Nearly
150 children thus receive Bible train-

ng once a week. In addition, a Bi-

ue Story Hour is conducted in a
'rivate kindergarten.

Camp Landon and the Negro In-

erdenominational Ministerial Alli-

nce of North Gulfport (of which
)rlo Kaufman and Harold Regier
re members) together sponsor a
fteen-minute Sunday morning
roadcast, The Sunday School Class
f the Air. Harold Regier plans
/eekly expositions on the Sunday
chool lesson for teachers and stu-

ents, giving lesson background in

n interesting fashion, pointing up
?sson ideas and relating them to
arrent life in North Gulfport. Most
f the listening audience are mem-
?rs of local Negro churches.
The North Gulfport Good Deeds
ssociation is a fairly new organiza-
on, composed of interested Chris-
an citizens who have organized
promote activities and projects
the community which will be for

te physical and spiritual better-
em of its people. Since there is no
ablic swimming pool on the Gulf
>ast area that is open to Negroes,
id the Gulf beach itself is not
>en to them, the immediate inter-
t and largest concern of the as-

ciation was the construction of a
Imming pool.

The North Gulfport swimming
pool project was sparked by a me-
morial gift in memory of a former
volunteer who was killed in an auto
accident and who had often spoken
of the need for a swimming pool in

North Gulfport. It was at first

hoped that enough money could be
raised by this past May so that the
pool could be built for use the sum-
mer of 1963, but the goal was not
reached.

Two other projects which the As-
sociation and Camp Landon have
worked on together have been the
Community Library and the Thrift
Shop. A Bible school program is

carried on by Camp Landon staff

in local Negro communities, boosted
by the addition of summer volun-
teer teachers. When the program
opened fifteen years ago, the Negro
churches had no summer Bible
schools; today there are some fif-

teen churches carrying on summer
Bible school classes without outside
assistance. At the beginning of the
summer a teacher training work-
shop is held which is quite well at-

tended by Negro teachers.

The first youth camp was opened
by Camp Landon in 1953. Now the
Negro Ministerial Alliance, together
with Camp Landon, sponsors an
annual camp which is held near
Jackson, Mississippi, 160 miles
north. A number of Negro youth
have entered the Christian life at

these retreats.

The summer of 1960 saw the first

Fresh Air program, in which chil-

dren, from North Gulfport are tak-

en to Kansas to live in Mennonite
homes for ten days to two weeks.
In the course of normal family liv-

ing the children for the first time
enter the doors of a white church
and swim in a public pool. The pro-

gram has been a tremendous ex-

perience in understanding and
friendship for both Kansans and
Mississippians.

Orlo Kaufman and Harold Regier
are members of both the Negro and
white ministerial alliances and in

this way serve in an unofficial liai-

son position. There are compara-
tively few Christians in the South
who have taken a stand on race,

but there continue to be those who
speak for Christian truths. Of
twenty-eight Methodist ministers in

Mississippi who made a public state-

ment on race in The Advocate, Mis-
sissippi's Methodist paper, five have

already been forced to leave Mis-

sissippi. At the same time, however,
other Christians are beginning to

speak out.

Another activity of Camp Landon
staff is the writing and distribution
of study manuals for evening Bible
classes, based on the International
Sunday School Lessons. Another
witness has been through home visi-

tation. Camp Landon ladies find

that community women appreciate
visits and are frequently open for
spiritual help.

The opportunities to do welfare
work in the area are numerous but
often depend on volunteers. In Feb-
ruary 1961, for example, a group of
men from Kansas churches helped
build a home for a widow with eight
children. Winter short-term volun-
tary service has been one answer to

work projects. One winter two car-

loads of men arrived to remodel
one barracks into the Regier home
and another barracks into class-

rooms. Other individuals or couples
have helped for a week up to six
weeks at a time, and made many
improvements that could not be
made otherwise.

Still another aspect of the Gulf-
port work is student support. Three
students from North Gulfport have
graduated from Mennonite colleges,

and several are presently enrolled
in Mennonite schools. All have re-

ceived aid either from Camp Lan-
don mission funds, from the schools
they attend, or from interested
Mennonites. It cannot be said, how-
ever, that all students attending
Mennonite colleges have had con-
sistently happy experiences. Occa-
sionally a Mennonite community
discovers that it has prejudices with-
in itself which were not known to

exist. As a result the student sup-
port program has sometimes been
a learning experience for both the
student, college, and community in-

volved.

Which way for the Gulfport
work? This year and next are the
crucial ones as Camp Landon once
more stands at a crossroads. The
whole social structure of our society

is changing under the impact of the
race revolution—sometimes smooth-
ly, sometimes with upheaval and
unexpected violence. Mennonites.
too, must think through their own
role in this change in the light of

their Christian faith, and the issues

facing Gulfport now are not basical-

ly different from the issues facing
all of us.
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India Conference Extends its Witness

At the Seventy-second Annual Con-

ference of the General Conference

Mennonite Mission in India, held at

Champa October 11-17, chairman

Arthur Thiessen announced the for-

mation of a new Christian Nurture

Board. The new board, reporting

for the first time, listed as its work:

camps for village women and girls,

a Scripture memory work program

in primary schools, a short-term

course for primary teachers, daily

vacation Bible schools during the

rainy season and cold season, boys'

camps, and a pastors' and workers'

retreat. There are now four India

mission boards, which may some-

time be combined into a council.

The missionaries gave thanks for

the 1963 dedication of the new
Champa Church building, for a re-

vival of spiritual life and unity at

Janjgir, and for missionary Mary
Bauman's recovery to health after

serious illness.

A joint Executive - Personnel

Committee reported a need for

maintenance workers and that de-

velopment of a Community Church
in Korba is being considered. The
Building Committee noted that one
new building has been constructed:

the dispensary and caretaker's

house at Saraipali Station. Founda-
tions have been put in for an exten-

sion of the Jagdeeshpur girls' hos-

tel, for a doctor's house at Champa,
and for a laundry-drying unit at

Sewa Bhawan Hospital, Jagdeesh-
pur. Necessary future work includes

a nurses' quarters and water tower
at Sewa Bhawan Hospital and a
tuberculosis ward at Christian Hos-
pital, Champa.

The Higher Education Committee
listed loans to ten students and rec-

ommended a few further loans to

needy students. The Education Com-
mittee suggested, among other

items, that children below six years

of age not be accepted in primary

schools but that churches should

consider kindergarten classes.

The Literature Board reported:

"During the past year a book shop

has been started in Basna. ... In

Saraipali, an extension library has

been started with a worker visiting

five rural centers each week. This is

an effort to give children in mission

primary schools an opportunity to

read Christian books for children.

It is hoped that this same kind of

project can be started from the Bas-

na reading room. ... A plot of land
was purchased in September 1963

for the building of a new reading
room (in Korba). The location is

very satisfactory, since it is more in

the center of Korba . . . but still off

the main street. Plans are also going
ahead for a mobile literature van.
Membership of the Korba reading
room as of Aug. 1, 1963, was eighty-

five, with an average attendance of
thirty." The Literature Board re-

ported two Scripture distribution

workshops, purchase of vacation
Bible school materials, and progress
on a Sunday school project.

The Personnel Committee recom-
mended Helen Kornelsen as Direc-
tor of Literature Projects for 1964-

1966; appointed Paul Dyck to super-
vise the Champa workshop, recom-
mended that missionary candidates
Daniel and Dale Souder be sta-

tioned at Jagdeeshpur; and consid-

ered the possibility of an MCC nurse

serving on loan at Bethesda Lep-

rosy Hospital and Homes.
The Medical Board appointed Mrs.

Olga Claassen to the Hospital Man-
aging Committee and noted that

four young men from the mission

are now in medical training: Cor-

nelius Walter, Satish Ram, Stephen
Mathai, and Vijendra Tirkey. After

a study of the present salary scale

for hospital workers, the committee
recommended a number of revisions.

Other reports included these items:

Bethesda Leprosy Hospital and
Homes had 671 sanitarium in-pa-

tients during the year, with ninety-

eight cases discharged as healed or

arrested. Out-patients totaled 1,276,

and there was a total of sixty-nine

major operations and 724 minor op-j

orations. Christian Hospital noted a

small-pox epidemic and a shortage
of doctors but reported an uninter-

rupted ministry to a total of 12,925

patients (this includes both in-pa-

tients and out-patients).

Sewa Bhawan Hospital reported

3,829 in-patients and 2,941 out-pa-

tients, with a total of nearly a thou]

sand major and minor surgical pro-]

cedures. The TB ward has been overJ

crowded, and an active building pro-!

gram continues to be necessary. Tha
hospital is looking for a suitably!

trained chaplain. Two reading desks
were set up, one in the TB ward
and the other in the general war<|
area, each with a Hindi New Testaj

ment attached. A tract rack waa
also added to the hospital's main
verandah.

Jansen Memorial Higher Second-

ary School reported that Vijai Pra-
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kash was the evangelistic speaker
for a series of services this year,
and that the school continues its

spiritual emphasis through daily
chapel services, Bible classes, prayer
meetings, and Sunday school classes
for students. Total enrollment was
421 with approximately eighty per-
cent from Christian families.

The Mission Middle School had a
peak enrollment of 393. Teaching
and the annual examinations rec-

ords have given the school some
prestige in Korba. Some students
2ome five miles to attend the school.
"Thirty-two teachers work in ten

primary schools in the Jagdeeshpur-
Saraipali area," began the Mission
'rimary Schools report. "The total

nrollment of the ten schools is 904."

Teachers also serve in their villages
is Sunday school teachers, church
ouncil members, and counselors, as
veil as teachers in more remote
ireas. New school buildings have
rone up in Rajpur and Palsabhardi
idth the help of village people. All
he schools use Bible courses trans-
ited by the Christian Nurture
Soard, and students are encouraged
3 learn Bible verses in addition.
The interdenominational Bhilai
hristian Community Church Board
sported that the Bhilai Church has
ivo branches, one at Nandani which
being served by a young evange-

st, and one at Jharandali which is

?rved by Pastor Haider, formerly
i the (Old) Mennonite Church at
hamtari. A motor scooter was pur-
lased for Pastor Pannalal (brother
Mrs. Samuel Stephen) of the

hilai Christian Community Church
enable him to travel to Bhilai

id Nandani.
Other reports were made to the
mual India conference by the
mdour Community Hospital, Mad-
'a Pradesh Christian Council, the
ennonite Central Committee in In-
a, Ellengowan House, where Gen-
al Conference Mennonite mission-
ies stay in Landour, Pendra Road
natorium, Union Biblical Semi-
iry at Yeotmal, Christian Medical
liege and Hospital at Vellore,
3odstock School, and the Mission-
y Language Board.
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•LIONS FOR DEFENSE

September 24 the United States
:ified the Test Ban Treaty, which
s later signed by the President
3 went into effect October 10.

Also on September 24 the same Sen-
ate passed HR7179, a bill appropri-
ating $47,371,407,000 for the Depart-
ment of Defense 1964 budget. At-
tempted amendments to reduce mili-
tary appropriations by 175 million
to five billion dollars were rejected.
The passing of this bill involved
little debate, considering that it rep-

resented about half the whole na-
tional budget.

The greatest reduction of defense
spending was proposed in an amend-
ment by Senator McGovern from
South Dakota who suggested a ten
percent reduction in titles III and
IV of the bill (procurement, re-
search, development, tests, and eval-
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uation) and authorizing adjustments

and transfers between such appro-

priations. The only other vote in fa-

vor of the McGovern amendment

came from Senator Randolph of

West Virginia. Other reduction

amendments that were also defeat-

ed came from Senator Saltonstall

and Senator Proxmire. Instead, the

Senate increased the bill which had

come from the House by $289 mil-

lion dollars.

GERMAN HYMNAL PRINTED
IN EUROPE

The General Conference Mennonite

Church is publishing a new German
hymnal for use by German-speak-

ing Mennonites in Canada, South

America, and elsewhere. To be ready

for sale a year from now, the Ge-

sangbach will include 546 chorales,

hymns, and gospel songs. Five are

Anabaptist hymns and all have

modern annotation. Being printed in

Basel, Switzerland, the book will

be pocket-size with thin paper.

The Canadian committee of editors

working on the German hymnal
are: H. H. Epp, chairman; J. Wich-

ert, and J. H. Enns, all of Ontario;

George Wiebe and Peter Krahn of

Manitoba; Henry Wiens, Peter B.

Wiens, and Walter Thiessen of Sas-

katchewan; Andrew Sawatsky of

Alberta; and Henry Wiebe of Brit-

ish Columbia.

JAPAN FALL CONFERENCE

The Japan Fall Conference, held

October 22-25 at Aoidake, was a
noteworthy one because Japanese
Mennonite Christians and Menno-
nite missionaries met together to

carry on conference business togeth-

er for the first time. The joint

missionary-national conference had
been in operation for one year and
this is its first conference session.

WENGER VISITS ARIZONA

Missionary Malcolm Wenger of

Lame Deer, Mont., visited with Ari-

zona Mennonite mission staff at

Oraibi, October 14. Other October

highlights were the October 7 Day
of Prayer and Fellowship, when
Christians from six Mennonite and

Baptist mission stations met at Ba-

cavi, and an October 19 mission

school teachers' meeting at Bloom-
field, N. M., where instructors from
Hopi and Navajo mission schools

discussed common concerns.

Norma Nickel, primary school

teacher at the Hopi Mission School

at Oraibi, reports that the school

has fifty-seven pupils enrolled. Prin-

cipal Harold Nussbaum teaches sev-

enth and eighth grades; Margaret

Thiessen teaches second and third

grades; and Rita Klassen teaches

first grade.

The Oraibi congregation welcomed

new pastor Isaac Froese and family

with a potluck supper in Septem-

ber. On October 2 church members
gathered in the church yard for a

hoeing party to cut down weeds

nourished by fall rains. Communion
was observed October 6 with Albert

Janzen of the Bacavi Church ad-

ministering the sacraments. Novem-
ber 3-8 the Oraibi and Bacavi church-

es held a week of special meetings

with Bruce Yazzi, a Navajo Chris-

tian, as the speaker.

MINNESOTA PEACE SEMINAR

Seven Minnesota churches met for a

peace seminar at Mountain Lake,

Minnesota, November 15-17. Re-

source leaders Esko Loewen, May-
nard Shelly, Vern Preheim, and

William Unrau presented such

topics as biblical response to con-

OCTOBER RECEIPTS STEADY

The following comment on General

Conference finances comes from
Wm. L. Friesen, Treasurer.

October receipts have been credited

to the various boards as specified

by donors, and we can once again

give you a summarization.

Last year in October we received

$144,562; this year $144, 196. How-
ever this comparison does not hold

for the individual boards. Christian

Service received considerably less,

whereas the other three boards re-

ceived more. In total receipts for the

ten months past we have to report a

decrease of about $39,000 as com-
pared to 1962. March, April, and
June were particularly poor months
from the standpoint of budget sup-

port. There does not seem to be any
clearly discernible reason for this.

flict, the Mennonite church's inter-

pretation and application of Bible

teachings on love and peace, how
these teachings apply to contem-

porary issues, and what church

members can do locally for peace.

Panels, role plays, discussions, and

sharing of experience and insights

completed the program, which was
held at Mountain Lake's Bethel

Church. Other churches participat-

ing were Gospel and First churches

of Mountain Lake, Butterfield and

First churches of Butterfield, Im-

manuel Church of Delft, and Faith

Church of Minneapolis.

HYMN CONTEST

The Mennonite Song Festival So-

ciety is sponsoring its sixth annual

Hymn Contest. This year's contest

consists of writing a hymn tune for

one of the winning texts from the

1963 contest. Awards totaling fifty

dollars will be given to the three

best hymn tunes as judged by the

Hymn Society of America. Contest

information may be obtained by

writing to Hymn Contest, North

Newton, Kan. The deadline for en-

tries will be February 15, 1964.

Received

by Oct. 31

$878,628

66.4 %

Needed

by Oct. 31

$1 ,101 ,426

83.3 %

Budget for

1963 is

$1 ,322,240

Jan.-Ort. Percent 0

Budget Receipts Budget

Missions $ 931,200 $640,307 68.8

Service 252,000 169,469 67.2

Education and Publication. 96,240 57,299 59.5

42,800 11,553 27.0

$1,322,240 $878,628 66.4
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CALENDAR

Con/erewces

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Northern
Nov. 28—Harvest Mission Festi-

val, Bethesda Church, Marion, S.D.,
Marie Duerksen, speaker.
Pacific

Nov. 24-28—Bible Week Services,
Vlenno Church, Ritzville, Wash.,
Mbbel Sack, speaker.
~Nestern

Nov. 24 — Thanksgiving Mission
festival; Bethel College Church,
\Torth Newton, Kan., Tina Block,
peaker.

Nov. 24—Harvest Festival, First
:hurch, Hillsboro, Kan., Glendon
nd Reitha Klaassen and Marie J.

legier, speakers.

Nov. 24-28—Fall meetings, First
hurch, Hillsboro, Kan., Arnold
ftckel, speaker.

Nov. 24-30—Evangelistic Services,
ethel Church, Inman, Kan., Irvin
/edel, speaker.

Nov. 17-21—Fall meetings, Berg-
lal Church, Pawnee Rock, Kan.,
hilip A. Wedel, speaker.
Nov. 24-28—Fall meetings, Lester
mzen, speaker. Hopefield Church,
oundridge, Kan.
Nov. 29—Children's Mission Proj-
t Program, Hopefield Church,
oundridge, Kan.

NERATIONS
Palmer Becker, North Danvers
lurch, Danvers, 111., Nov. 24.

Vina Block, Bethel College Church,
>rth Newton, Kan., Nov. 24; Med-
*d (Okla.) Church, Nov. 26.

'aul Boschman, Hammon and
nton (Okla.) churches, Nov. 19
enezer Church, Gotebo, Okla.
>v. 20; First Church, Geary, Okla.
'v. 21; Deer Creek (Okla.) Church
v. 22; Brudertal Church, Hills
•o, Kan., Nov. 24-28.

lara Ann Claassen, Burrton
an.) Church, Nov. 24.

Uvin T. Friesen, First Church,
me, Ind., Nov. 24.

iron Jantzen, Mennonite Memo-
1 Home, Bluffton, Ohio, Nov. 20;
ffton College (Ohio) Chapel,

Nov. 22; First Church, Berne, Ind
Nov. 24-28.

Glendon Klaassen, First Church,
Hillsboro, Kan., Nov. 24.

Sue Martens, Boissevain (Man.)
Church, Nov. 19; Lena (Man.)
Church, Nov. 20; Mather (Man.)
Church, Nov. 21; Crystal City
(Man.) Church, Nov. 22; Manitou
(Man.) Church, Nov. 23; Bergthaler
Church, Plum Coulee, Man., Nov.
24; Bergthaler Church, Morden,
Man., Nov. 26.

Marie J. Regier, First Church,
Hillsboro, Kan., Nov. 24.

Andrew R. Shelly, Goessel (Kan.)
area churches, Nov. 24-29.

WORKERS
Ethel J. Alpenfels, New York

University anthropologist visited
Bethel College on Nov. 18 and 19
as a Danforth Visiting lecturer. She
has done research on the racial ori-

gins of Europeans and studied the
life of the Modoc Indians and the
Naida Indians, Queen Charlotte Is-

land, B. C. In 1959 she was named
Woman of the Year by the Nation-
al Association for Negro Women.
Peter Ediger, Elkhart, Ind., field

Look to Your Faith

2 LOOK TO YOL/R

I FAITH
C I N. SMUCKK

A book of short devotional meditations

on challenging tenets of the Christian

faith. The meditations are selected edi-

torials of the past editor of The Men-
nonite. By Jesse N. Smucker, $2.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

secretary of the City Church Com-
mittee, under the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Board of Missions,
was in Canada Nov. 4-16 to at-

tend meetings of city workers, an
evangelism workshop in Aldergrove,
B. C, and other meetings with mis-
sion workers and students.
Jacob and Gertrude Heinrichs and

Tina Fehr, workers at Cuauhtemoc,
Mexico, attended the Western Dis-
trict Conference sessions at North
Newton, Kan., the first weekend in
November. The Mennonite fellow-
ship at Cuauhtemoc is a member of
the Western District Conference.

J. Harold Moyer, Associate Pro-
fessor of Music at Bethel College,
North Newton, Kan., has recently
received word that his anthem for
mixed voices "O Come Let Us Sing
to the Lord" has been accepted for
publication by the Golden Music
Publishers of Golden, Colo., in 1964.

NEW ADDRESSES

Colorado
Robert D. Bartel, 11800 W. Colfax

1, Lakewood 80827
Elmer V. Frantz, 2237 Zinnia St.
Golden 80401

Marlin Ratzlaff, 1931 Clinton Ave.,
Aurora 80010

Thomas Schrag, 23 Northvale, Long-
mont 80501

Leslie Senner, Bldg. C, 402, 3700 E.
Sewell, Denver 80210

Marlene Stucky, Apt. 207, 970 Penn-
sylvania Ave., Denver 80200

Clark Wiebe, 5565 Federal Blvd.,
Denver 80221

Illinois

L. Levon Mann, Hodgson Apts., Da-
kota 61018

Henry Penner, 206 E. Kelsey St.,

Bloomington 61701
John E. Wetzel, Dept. of Math, Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana 61801
Orpha Mae Wiens, 8513 Milwaukee

Niles 62551

Indiana
Mrs. James Diss, 1623 Cherokee, N.

Hillands, Fort Wayne 46800
Magdalen Friesen, 902 Mervin Ave.,
Goshen, 46526

LaRoy Hiebner, 5428 J
2 East 10 St..

Indianapolis 46200
Jacob Mierau, Route 1, Box 64,
Goshen 46526

Ernest W. Neufeld, 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart, 46514

George R. Salisbury, Jr., 2031 Bayer
Ave, Fort Wayne 46805

Mrs. Robert Wechter, Route 2, Box
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172, Shipshewana 46565

Lamonl A. Woelk, 635 West Wolf

St., Elkhart, 46514

Iowa
Harold Duerksen, 2820 Eastwood

Dr., Iowa City 52240

Paul Holzworth, Colonial Acres, Rt.

3, Clarion 50525

Walter Juhnke, 275 Highland Dr.,

NW, Cedar Rapids 52400

Ted Mueller, 1127 Broad St., Grinnell

Jesse W. Nisly, Box 158, Route 3,

Iowa City 52240

Archie Penner, Box 105, Route 1,

Kalona 52247

Ernest E. Porzelius, Donnellson

52625

Kansis
John Frank Enns, 2800 E. 50 Ter-

race, Shawnee Mission 66200

John W. Ewert, Home for Aged,

Hillsboro 67063

Mrs. Helena Ewert, 325 W. 11 St.,

Hutchinson 67501

Henry E. Gaeddert, Clearwater

67026

Mrs. W. F. Fiedler, 716 N. Bluff,

Anthony 67003

LJU

END OF HOSTILITY

Dear Editor: Since I have been

quite outspoken in my criticism of

your paper, I do not want to miss

the opportunity to commend you for

an article printed in the Oct. 29

issue of The Mennonite.

I can say a hearty "amen" to the

article written by Oswald C. J. Hoff-

mann. The last two paragraphs es-

pecially impressed me as the answer

to a genuine healing of the schism

between the Roman Catholic Church

and Protestantism as such. I quote

his words for emphasis. The italics

are mine.

"For most Protestants, the heal-

ing of a historic schism requires

more than an organizational solu-

tion. A United Christian front

against communism seems desirable.

But formation of one world-wide

church is not the answer a divided

Christendom seeks. Mere submis-

sion to authority, if it ignores the

basic issues of faith, will not pre-

sent the rise of another Luther ask-

Leo Goertz, 6340 Ash St., Prairie

Village 67664

Elgin J. Hiebert, 1001 Second Ave.,

Dodge City, 67801

Glendon J. Klaassen, 506 SE 2 St.,

Newton 67114

Robert K. Ratzlaff, 2513 Somerset,

Wichita 67200

Arnold Regier, 212 Pine St., Newton
67114

Eldon Schmidt, 120 S. Park St.,

Stafford 67578

Merle K. Schroeder, 803 N. Main St.,

McPherson 67460

Muriel Thiessen, 915 Lawrence Ave.,

Lawrence 66044

Louisiana

Mrs. James Berry, 926 Gladstone

St., Shreveport 71100

Christ Braun, 4531 Utopia St., Me-

tarie, 70001

Michigan
Donald Wismer, 1509 Chandler, Ann
Arbor 48103

Nebraska
Alfred Hamm, Box 211, Mitchell

69357

Mrs. Lester Unruh, 3019 Fowler

ing his question: How can I get

right with God and be at peace?

"The answer of the gospel of

Christ to this question must be

found in the evangelical truth stat-

ed in the first great Protestant con-

fession of faith, Conscience cannot

come to rest and peace through

works, but only through faith; that

is when it is assured and knows
that for Christ's sake it has a gra-

cious God as Paul says in Romans
5:1: 'Since we are justified by faith,

we have peace with God.'
"

To me, this answer is the solution

not only for the Roman Catholic

Protestant divisions, but also for the

Mennonite divisions. In fact, all di-

visions of humanity would be solved

on this principle. If we experience

the justification by faith through

our Lord Jesus Christ spoken by

Paul and defended by Luther, we
have peace with God, and would
certainly have a basis on which to

develop peace with one another. I

am convinced that all hostility ends

at the Cross.

"For he is our peace, who hath

made both one, and hath broken
down the middle wall of partition

between us . . . and that he might
reconcile both unto God in one body

Ave., Omaha 68100

50112

Ohio

Boyd Acker, Route 1, Sterling 44276

Bonnie Bristol, 28465 Spruce Ave.,

North Olmstead 44070

Otto Holtkamp, 1001 Woodside Dr.,

Findlay 45840

Emil Kreider, 340 E. 18 St., Colum-

bus 43201

Willis Nickel, 416 Orangewood Dr.,

Dayton 45400

Laverne Schirch, 136 N. Spring St.,

Bluffton 45817

Robert Schmucker, 5210 Zwich Ave.,

Louisville 44641

Pennsylvania
Adelaide Benner, Mennonite Home,

Frederick 19435

Arthur W. Keiser, 17 Petunia Road,

Levittown 19053

Stuart Richert, 1012 Knorr St., Phil-

adelphia 19100

Norman Schmidt, 25 East Swamp ^
Road, Quakertown 18951

Anna G. Stauffer, Mennonite Home, ^
Frederick, 19435

as i

trad

sam

by the cross, having slain the en- (pre;

mity thereby:" (KJV, Eph. 2:14,16).

LeRoy J. Stucky, 1$20 M St ,
Aurora,%»

Neb.

WHO ANSWERS THE POPE?

To the Editor: Your news item:

Pope Asks Forgiveness for Sepa-

rated Church, warms our hearts and
J

calls for a response from the Prot-
jj

estants, especially from the Menno-*^

nites. Who on our side should assure

the Catholic Church of our willing-

ness to forgive? Can we speak fan

those many Anabaptist-Mennonit©

martyrs who were killed for tha

faith we hold to this day? Can wd
assure the Catholic Church whichj

encouraged such killings of our fori

giveness? Could we not on the basid

of what we know about the spiriti

and writings of the Anabaptist-MenJ

nonite martyrs say that they, anJ

we who share their faith, gladljj

forgive and stand ready to expresf

our forgiving spirit in further dial

logue? Should we not ask the ofl

fleers of the General Conference ol

the Council of Boards to express ll

the Pope and the Vatican Counc^

our response to his request for pa

don? Who can speak for us? W.
Unruh, Box 11/7, N. Newton, Km

less

Wi

M;

la;
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in
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Howard Grimes

There is a story which I remember
from my childhood about one of the
first of the modern Protestant mis-
jtonaries, the Englishman William
Carey. Prior to his going to India
as a missionary, he worked at his
rade as a shoemaker and at the
same time ran a school and
^reached. One day, according to the
'•tory, he was asked, "What is your
>usiness?" His reply was: "I make

Vo matter what one's occupation, everyone's vocation is to serve God.

Liwe up to Your Calling
living making shoes, but my busi-

iess is to serve God."
With a somewhat different inter-
retation, this is what we mean to-
ay when we say, "I am a lawyer
y profession, but my vocation is to
srve God." This need not mean, as
did for William Carey, that we

lust preach or work for the church
i some special capacity in addition
) being a lawyer. Rather, it means
mt the vocation of every Christian,
he clergyman or layman, adult

: teenager, is his call from God to

|
a Christian or a disciple of Jesus

T
JL

Christ. His occupation or profession
is to do some particular kind of
work by which he earns a living
and in which he expresses by con-
crete acts and decisions his call
from God to be a Christian.

This understanding of Christian
vocation is based on the New Tes-
tament. The word which is trans-
lated into English as "call," "call-
ing," or "vocation" is most often
used to refer to the call which
every follower of Jesus Christ has
to be faithful in his service to God
and to his fellowmen. One New
Testament reference will illustrate
this meaning. Ephesians 4:1 reads
as follows: "I therefore, a prisoner
for the Lord, beg you to lead a life

worthy of the calling (vocation) to
which you have been called."

The Greek word which is trans-
lated as calling or vocation is kl'e-

seos. We also see this in the Greek
word which is translated as church
in the New English New Testament.
That word in Greek is ekklesia,
which means "those who are called
out and assembled together." (Ek
means "out of.") This word for
church clearly is applied to all
Christians, not just some particular
segment such as the clergy.
What does it mean then, that

each of us, regardless of what his
occupation is now or may be, is

engaged in a Christian vocation?
Let us look at three implications.

First, it means that we ought not
to use the term Christian vocation
to refer only to church-related vo-
cations. The former is the responsi-
bility of all Christians; the latter—
that is, church-related work—is the
responsibility of those few who feel
moved to enter the set-apart minis-
try and make their occupation that
of pastor, director of Christian edu-
cation, minister of music, mission-
ary, and so on.

IE MENNONITE 705



Docs this moan that there is no

such thing as a special "call to

preach" or to enter some other

church-related occupation? Some
people have said that this is the

case, but I think not. Paul was not

only conscious of the general call

to all but also of his special call to

be an apostle.

It does mean, however, that one

should examine himself carefully,

and submit to the examination of

others, prior to entering a church-

related occupation. This will help

him see whether, in the words of

John Wesley, he has the "gifts and
graces" suitable to that type of

ministry. And if he, or some respon-

sible church agency, concludes that

his gifts are not suited for the set-

apart ministry, then he should not

feel that he cannot carry out his

Christian vocation in ways other

than as pastor, director of Christian

education, or some other kind of

special church worker.

It also means that some young
people should give serious consid-

eration to entering church-related

vocations which they are not now
doing. They need not wait for a

"bolt from the blue" to convince

them that they should enter upon
such a course of action. Having ex-

amined themselves and submitted to

the counsel of responsible church

people, they should feel free to do

so if it appears that this is the

avenue through which they can best

serve God and their fellowmen. The
church is badly in need of capable

persons who will enter church-re-

lated vocations, and some people

ought to be encouraged to answer
this special call if they feel any
inclination at all to do so.

Second, this understanding of

Christian vocation means that all

of us, regardless of what kind of

work we do, should seek to make
this work a means by which we
serve God and our fellowmen. In-

deed it is not work alone through
which our Christian vocation can be
expressed but rather in all of our
relationships with people. Martin
Luther had a way of saying this

which has helped me understand
this broader meaning of Christian

vocation. Every Christian, he said,

must serve God in the stations of

life where he finds himself. By a

station in life he meant any place

where our life touches that of an-

other. This might be as student, as

friends, as son or daughter, as pres-

ident of an organization, as parent,

as workman, and so on. It is the

Christian's responsibility to be faith-

ful in all these relationships.

In other words, you as a high

school student do not have to wait

until you enter your life's work to

carry out your Christian vocation.

Your vocation right now is to be a

good student, to be the best pos-

sible member or officer of an organ-

ization, to be a good son or daugh-

ter and brother or sister, to be a

good member of your youth fellow-

ship, and so on.

Also, as you enter into relation-

ships with teachers, fellow students,

parents, brothers and sisters, and
other people, you have the oppor-

tunity to exercise your Christian

vocation. How do you react to an

unpopular teacher? or to a student

who is rejected by other students?

If your school has students of races

other than your own, how do you
react to them? Do you act as a

Christian through your attitudes

toward others? through your re-

fusal to cheat on examinations?

through your acceptance of every

person for who he is? Do you speak

a word of witness concerning your
Christian faith when the opportu-

nity presents itself? How long has

it been since you invited someone
to go to youth fellowship with you?

"I received this set of Bible commentaries for my birth-

day. They're so beautiful I'm almost tempted to go Into

the ministry!"

Your answer to questions such as

these helps to determine whether
you are fulfilling your Christian vo-

cation right now. For fundamental-

ly, carrying out your Christian vo-

cation is to act according to your

Christian commitment in the daily

decisions you make in all the re-

lationships of life.

A third thing that this broader

understanding of Christian vocation

means for the teenager concerns

his plans for how he will make a

living in the future. As you begin

to think about what occupation you

will follow, it is important that you

ask and seek an answer to the ques-

tion: "In what occupation, with my
abilities and limitations, can I best

carry out my Christian vocation?"

For some teenagers, this will

mean seriously considering a church-

related vocation. For others it may
mean one of the service professions,

such as that of doctor, nurse, social

worker, teacher, and so on. For

others it will mean being an engi-

neer, a workman, a mechanic, or a

salesman. Under God all occupa-

tions are equal, but we ought to

choose one that uses our abilities.

And we ought to base our choice

on something other than how much
money there is in it. Having chosen

it, we ought to see it as a means of

fulfilling our Christian commitment.

We must recognize also that there

are factors that enter into our

choice which sometimes make it im-

possible for us to follow the occu-

pation we desire. Perhaps we can-

not afford the education necessary

—though there are ways of secur-

ing help in this—or perhaps our

grades are not good enough for us

to enter the professional school to

which we apply. There are other

complicating factors in our choice.

It is important that we accept these

disappointments and still use the!

opportunities which our occupation

affords us for service to God and!

our fellowmen.

Your vocation is to serve God and

your fellowmen. You are called to;

do this. It is up to you to use the

situations in which you live to carrjj

out this call. "I entreat you, then

... as God has called you, live up

to your calling" (Eph. 4:1, NEB).
Copyright 19f>3, All rights reserved,

YOUTH is sponsored by the Youny People's

Union of the General Conference Mennonit*

Church. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.
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Carlyle Groves

'Send me a man who reads" is a
slogan which has appeared in a
series of ads in national magazines
recently. The man who reads is in-
terested in other people and what
they do. He wants to know the opin-
ons, the ideas, the habits, and the
lobbies of others in this populous
vorld. He has learned to be re-
ourceful in finding the information
m wants to know and for this rea-
son "we want him."
"Send me the man who reads" is

ilso the cry of the church today.
Vhen service opportunities call
'oung people to all parts of the
vorld, and the physical world is

rowding people closer together, the
eed to be closer together intellectu-
lly is very urgent. A varied and

lonsistent program of reading is

ossible only through a plan to ap-
ortion time for it.

The following books are recom-
lended for serious reading as well

j

reading for pastime.
Guilt and Grace by Paul Tournier,
1.75. Tournier is a practicing phy-
cian whose writing has become
est appreciated for its pertinence
the human condition and its rele-
mce for living today. Other books
I him are: The Meaning of Per-
ms, $3.75; Escape from Loneli-
iss, $4.00; The Strong and the
eak, $4.00; and The Meaning of
fts, $2.00. This last title is sym-
thetically and simply written. It
amines the motives we have for
e giving and wanting of gifts.
Look to Your Faith by J. N.
lucker, $2.50, is a book that in-
|s reading any time you have a
v minutes. It is comprised of
ief devotional and inspirational
ditations on the Christian life,

:ellent for personal use.

4 Little Exercise for Young Theo-
'ians by Helmut Thielicke. This
le ninety-five cent paperback is

book of theological instruction
ipled with "fatherly" advice from

5.

a popular theologian-minister-profes-
sor. Thielicke is widely read in
Europe and the U.S. by liberal and
conservative alike. He is the author
of at least a dozen books now in
print.

The Desegregated Heart by Sarah
Boyle, $5.00. Martin Luther King
Jr., says of this book, "The Desegre-
gated Heart is a great book. To
miss reading it is to miss one of the
most eloquent and captivating docu-
ments that has emerged from the
southern situation. ... it should be
read by everyone who is concerned
with the brotherhood of man."
The Angel of Hell's Kitchen by

Bernice Offenberg, $4.50. No fiction-
al adventure story could match the
suspense and drama you will find
in this true account of a young wel-
fare worker in America's toughest
slum. It is the story of a young
woman who works in love and com-
passion among many of the unlove-
ly in New York City.

Another remarkable personal nar-
rative is the story of David Wilker-
son, a country preacher who accom-
plished many miracles of human
reclamation. The Cross and the
Switchblade is his story of work
with delinquent youth and narcotic
addicts, and of the Teen Challenge
movements which he has begun in
large cities. $4.95.

Prayers from the Ark by Carmen
De Gasztold, translated by Rumer
Godden, $3.50, were written at a
time of hardship, privation, and sick-
ness by a French woman during
World War II. These brief prayers,
spoken by animals of the ark, re-
veal an uncommon understanding
of human strengths and frailties,
and utmost respect for human dig-
nity and worth in the sight of the
Creator. All ages will appreciate
this book. An excellent gift book.
Any of these books may be ob-

tained from your nearest Mennonite
bookstore.
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Bible Words—IV: Mighty acts. One musician

burdened my soul when in a rhapsody on the power

of congregational singing he said, "Our Mennonite

forefathers didn't believe you could be a true Chris-

tian if you couldn't sing in harmony." That did it.

I was throttled between the pharynx and the larynx

by a pitchpipe. All I know is that the piano has

white keys and black keys and I always sing in the

cracks. But I will not suffer humiliation in silence

any longer. I will sound my forte and wheeze,

"But can you be a good Christian and not be a

historian?"

Surely, the historians stand shoulder to shoulder

with all other specialists in the faith. Christianity

is a history religion. Joshua was a historian as he

recited the mighty acts of God. (See Josh. 24.) He

caps his survey with, "It is the Lord who brought us

and our fathers up from the land of Egypt, out of the

house of bondage, and who did great signs in our

sight, and preserved us in all the way we went, and

among all the peoples through whom we passed."

And we find that the musicians were historians too.

The refrain is strong in Psalms. "I will meditate on

all thy work,/ and muse in thy mighty acts" (77:12).

To know the past was to have something to sing-

about. God showed His faithfulness to His covenant

through the great things He did. The result was

proclamation: "O give thanks to the Lord, call on

his name,/ make known his deeds among the peo-

ples!/ Sing to him, sing praises to him,/ tell of all

his wonderful works" ( 105 : 1, 2 )

.

It seems so easy in the Old Testament. God's

mighty acts are so obvious. But in the New Testa-

ment the acts of triumph are mixed with defeat.

God's greatest sign was the resurrection of Jesus Christ.

But the crucifixion came first.

The apostles and those who heard the preaching

of the resurrection had a problem. When is a sign

not a sign? Or when is a not-sign a sign? Paul

lays it out neatly : "For since, in the wisdom of God,

the world did not know God through wisdom, it

pleased God through the folly of what we preach to

save those who believe. For Jews demand signs and

Greeks seek wisdom, but we preach Christ crucified,

a stumbling block to the Jews and folly to the Gen-

1

tiles, but to those who are called, both Jews and

Greeks, Christ the power [or sign] of God and thej

wisdom of God" (1 Cor. 1:21-24).

Christ was the mighty act of God. But now every-

one saw it. Even Paul didn't see at first that the

signs of God bear the double mark of defeat and,

victory. He chafed at all his frustrations. He strug-|

gled with that thorn in his flesh. Finally, he saw it.j

"But he said to me, 'My grace is sufficient for you,'

for my power is made perfect in weakness.' I will all

the more gladly boast of my weaknesses, that the

power of Christ may rest upon me. For the sake of

Christ, then, I am content with weaknesses, insults,!

hardships, persecutions, and calamities; for when I!

am weak, then I am strong" (2 Cor. 12:9, 10).

Can we see the mighty acts that God is doing!

among us? Looking back we have no trouble seeing!

the "?nighty works and wonders and signs which God

did through Christ" as Peter has shown us (Acts

2 : 22) . But the historian's task has been done for usi

The problem is in our own lives with the promise

(or covenant) Jesus left us: "Truly, truly, I say to

you, he who believes in me will also do the works

that I do; and greater works than these will he do,

because I go to the Father" (John 14:12).

And where are these greater works? The age oj

miracles is past, we say. But is it? As it takes the

skills of the historian to trace mighty works of God in

Mennonite history, so it takes the gift of reflection

(and perhaps revelation) of all of us to see the might)!

works that God is doing in us and through us today!

God is, I am convinced, working out His mighty acti

in our day. We can rely on His covenant. Where!

are the greater works? They surely are not in thJ>

things we call our victories and triumphs. Perhapa

we need to look again to the places where we have

suffered defeat—in missions, in evangelism, in churclj|

unity, in education, in stewardship. Here. God mal

yet break through with His mightiest of mighty acts.

Where have we failed in our efforts at Christian wit-

ness? Have we tasted defeat? Then God may just

now be ready to pick us up to use us for His victory!

The day of God's mighty acts is not past.







ME
SIN OF

fHANKSGIVING

lany of us will be

uilty of being grateful for

le wrong things.

Imer F. Suderman

Thanksgiving in America this year
ought to be, if we can believe the
gospel of the advertisers, a flavor-

ful and luxurious affair. There will

be no dearth of succulent foods, ar-

omatic smells, or downy resting

places for which the American can
sing a hymn of praise.

On Thanksgiving morning he can
be grateful for the ultimate in sleep-

ing comfort, his plump and buoy-
ant, imported, non-allergic, Euro-
pean goose down pillow. He can give
thanks for a restful night of sleep

induced by his luxurious blankets
which make him feel that he owns
his own forest of murmuring pines
—and by his harmless, nonhabit-
forming sleeping pills, which he has
taken every night for the last five

years. While he is doing his heavy
intellectual work for the day—read-
ing the funny paper and the sports
page—he gratefully rests in his

king-sized swivel rocker, drinking
his morning cup of aromatic coffee

with its robust flavor and smoking
a cigarette, big, smooth, and satis-

fying, and tasting not good, but
good, good, good.

As he looks up at his wife, he is

grateful she uses the soap which
completely removes any blemishes
and which washes the natural beau-
ty back into her complexion. His
wife does not know, he acknowl-
edges with gratitude, the poisonous
feeling—"doubt of self"—that has a
sad way of smothering the loveli-

ness of countless women because
she has used the cold cream—I won't
tell you which one—that unlocks "a
power within her which springs
from the working together of her
outer self and inner self, a power
which sets her face sparkling with
happy confidence because she knows
that she is charming to look at."

He is happy, too, that his wife
will not lose her vibrant appear-
ance cooking a bit of heaven for
the Thanksgiving dinner. The sleek,

modern equipment of his kitchen
where the burner with a brain won't
let the food burn and where cooler,

cleaner cooking than ever before
will allow his wife to complete the
meal with cool aplomb. He may
even reflect, with gratitude of
course, that "a spouse around the
house saves the gent many a cent."
When they do sit down to eat, he

is pleased to use his sensitively bal-

anced, hard-finished sterling silver

and to eat from his exceptionally
sturdy, beautiful spode—which he
did not wait to inherit—on a table
covered with an exotic linen im-
ported from Ireland. The food, of
course, is more than delicious; it is

fabulous, exciting, elegant. He can
be thankful that the holiday turkey
on his table has been selected from
the finest flocks in the land and
that it is plump, broad-breasted and
heavy with juicy, tender meat. The
mashed potatoes are gee-whiz good
and the pumpkin pie, well, the
pumpkin pie is the last word in

festive elegance. It is luscious pump-
kin chiffon pie that is golden,
creamy, smooth, and light—light-
light and made especially for fastid-

ious people who are fussy about
foods.

And he is thankful as he sits

down to his abundance that he can
eat heartily, even though he is over-

weight and subject to acid indiges-

tion. He can always go on a diet

—

tomorrow—perhaps using the new
concept of weight control, the ready-
mix liquids in which calories are
limited to 900 a day. Perhaps if he
waits long enough they will find a
way of diet without cutting calories.

As for the upset stomach he can
take "stomach sweeteners," or if his

stomach acts up too much he can
get one of those one-shot nostrums
that not only cure acid indigestion
but sour stomach, heartburn, gas
pain and nervous stomach all at

one time and in only seconds.

He has so much to be grateful for,

the American thinks, as he sips his

after dinner liquor, luxuriating in

its superb flavor and matchless
aroma. He has the enchantment of

a new car which is an open sesame
to a fascinating world filled with
exciting experiences. He can drive

his car with its hum-free, thump-
free tires over super highways
where 66,000 other cars travel every
day. He can buy suits that are iri-

descent and wear shoes that are air-

cushioned and give him the feeling
of walking on pillows. He has a
good job and is soon to be promoted.



He is building an adequate retire-

ment policy and his investments

are sound. He has, indeed, he rumi-

nates, great reasons to be thankful

for his fluffy, creamy world where

the lumps and bumps have even

been taken out of the sugar.

He is moreover, a respectable

person, a man of rectitude and good

standing in his community. He has

always been careful not to ignore

the common standards of decency.

And though he rarely goes to

church, be believes in faith and in

God—as a benevolent and easy-go-

ing father who will surely deal

lightly with his infrequent lapses

from common sense and who will

give him what he needs to continue

his decent and happy life.

Harder Butter on Softer Bread

Of course, this is an overdrawn

picture of the American at Thanks-

giving. There are still many of us

who will find ourselves in the predic-

ament of the man who in speaking

to his investment counselor said,

"I have a problem. I have no money

to invest." Yet, surely, overdrawn as

the picture is, it does, I think, show

us that we can sin even in our

thanksgiving. And many of us will

be guilty this Thanksgiving of the

sin of being grateful for the wrong
things because we value the wrong
things. As long as our great goal

in life is to get harder and harder

butter on softer and softer bread,

we will give thanks for the deep

freeze and the refining processes

of the flour mills. As long as our

great goal is to achieve air-puffed

softness in our life, we will be

thankful for four walls with a plush

carpet, a fireside, a cozy corner, a

recliner chair, a pair of slippers, a

pipe, and something to drink. As

long as our goal in life is to be

personable and successful, we will

be thankful for the toothpaste that

keeps our teeth in shining order

and our breath sweet, for the sham-

poo that keeps our hair beautiful,

for the clothes that keep us immac-
ulately groomed, for the soft drink

that brings out the best in people.

As long as our great goal in life

is to make more profits, we will give

thanks even for the evils of the

profit system, forgetting that we

also ought to be thankful for the

prophets who speak a word of judg-

ment on our often exclusively self-

ish and material concerns. As long

as our great concern in life is to

gain peace of mind, we will be grate-

ful for those who in the name of

religion give us mental sedatives to

ease us to sleep at night and tonics

to stiffen our backs in the morning,

but who do not call us to repent-

ance for our pride and depravity.

On Thanksgiving, 1963, it will be

easy for us to forget that God has

not often called the rich, the wise,

the mighty, the noble, that God has

not often had His dealings with

men by the fireside but on wind-

swept deserts where the bush

burns. That God often speaks to

men whose teeth are not brushed,

whose hair is not combed, and who
might quite likely have b.o. and

halitosis. Indeed He has often

spoken to the most unprepossessing

of men who know nothing of ele-

gance, who know nothing of mak-

ing friends and influencing people.

It is on a stony pillow, not on a

super-cushioned one, where men
have most often dreamed of the

ladder of communication between

earth and heaven.

It will be easy for us to forget

that God speaks to those who are

troubled in mind more often than

to those who have peace of mind.

Not when life is comfortable but

when it is challenging has God
come to men. Perhaps this Thanks-
giving we should pray, as George
Whitefleld did, "When Thou seest

me in danger of nestling—in pity

—

in tender pity—put a thorn in my
nest to prevent me from it." And
perhaps we should include in our

thanksgiving prayer a word of

thanks for our thorns.

Forgetfulness and Pride

The sinfulness of our thanksgiv-

ing becomes apparent in the second

place when we consider that often

our thanksgiving is such that it

keeps us from remembering the two
out of three people in the world
who go to bed hungry every night.

In our gratefulness for the tradi-

tional American table, we so easily

forget the children, chalk-faced and
hunger-thin, over whom the hawk

of death rides high on every wind

Staff Sergeant Irving Feirstein

writing in The New Republic ir

1945, tells how once at lunch Unit

ed States soldiers entered a fenced

in area where they ate while nun

gry, barefoot, dirty mothers witl

their bawling, emaciated childrei

watched with glued eyes, begging

hands, and open mouths ever:

spoonful travel from plate to mouth

"You turned away," Feirsteii

wrote, "trying to hide your sand

wich from those awful eyes an(

those old faces on small bodies

You'd rather not see it."

A lot of people are like that. I

they don't see it, they don't knov

about it, and if they don't knov

about it, it's not their fault, is it

Will we not this Thanksgivini

turn our eyes away from the hunge

of the world so that we can enjo

the munificence of God undisturbe

by the thought of other people'

hunger? Will we be willing even t<

share the five dollars which it take

to give bread to 4,500 persons, th

ten dollars which would give bowl

of cereal to 30,000 children, or evei

the three cents it costs for one mea
for the hungry?

Finally we sin in our thanksgh

ing because we are guilty of th

greatest sin of all, the sin of pridf.

It will be very easy for us to thiri

that we have only ourselves to than

for our creature comforts. Sony

how we feel that we deserve a
these things or that God gives therf'

to us because of our good behavio

and we pray, though perhaps n

as openly as the Pharisee: "O Go
I thank thee that I am not like thff"

rest of mankind, greedy, dishones

impure, or even like that tax co

lector over there."

And then like most of us, t

Pharisee enumerated his own vi:

tues. But the better stance of ma
before God even today — perhap

more than ever today — in on

comfortable, secure, self-righteou

age—is the stance of the tax co

lector who stood in a distant co:

ner, scarcely daring to look up 1

heaven, and with a gesture of d
spair said "God have mercy on

sinner like me."

This surely is the beginning (

true thanksgiving.
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iti Levi Keidel

'JWe have accomplished much in our mission programs—in literature, edu

;ation, radio, and health, but have

The Gospel Gap

we left the evangelistic task undone?

History may prove this period to

De the most critical, the most stra-

:egically important of all, in win-

ding Congo for Christ. Doors of

opportunity have never been so mul-
tiplied. The means of our accom-
plishing the task have never been
so varied. However in situations

such as this, doors swing on hinges

m shifting political winds, and there

s no insurance underwriting the to-

norrows. We must work as if we
nay be struggling against time;

md present gaps in our program
eft unfilled may have a permanent
;rippling effect upon growth of an
ndigenous church, should the doors
iwing shut.

Some former gaps are being filled,

n our central Congo area real prog-
ress is being made in exploiting the
nass media to spread the gospel.

!Ve have set up a distribution sys-

em of thirty-five sellers who are
noving over 20,000 pieces of Chris-

ian literature monthly. We have
aunched a vernacular magazine
hat has been very well received,

ind which has a minimum regular
udience of 15,000 readers. James
tertsche has returned to the field

/ith plans to develop a similar pro-

ram in the Cipende-dialect area.

Charles Sprunger has now assem-
led professional equipment neces-
ary to begin producing taped gos-
el programs for radio broadcast,
iy means of mass media, we are
eginning to sow the land down
ith the gospel.

Upper level pastoral and theolog-
al training is a gap that begins
> be filled. It goes hand in hand
ith a mass media effort by pro-
iding the church with stability and
irection that cannot easily be pro-
ided in mass evangelism efforts,

arold and Gladys Graber have re-

irned to Congo to reopen our upper
vel Bible institute in a politically

stable area which gives them rea-

sonable assurance of completing a
year of work without interruption.

Peter Falks are joining American
Mennonite Brethren missionaries at

Kajiki to establish a joint Menno-
nite Theological Seminary. Two of

our Congolese young men are cur-

rently studying at a similar semi-
nary in distant Stanleyville. Mass
evangelism and upper level Bible
training complement each other,

and are destined to have a far-

reaching impact for Christ and His
cause in Congo.
Yet there is a gap which has al-

ways existed in a sense, but which
is now widening to the proportions
of a yawning breach. Left unfilled,

it will be stereotyped by our future
leaders to the permanent detriment
of a thriving indigenous church. It

is the gap of the itinerant evange-
listic missionary.

The missionary keeps an emerg-
ing church from developing into an
institution, cold, legalistic, dead.
With dogged perseverance, he
strengthens the union between pas-

tors, elders, and evangelists on the
one hand, and the living flesh and
blood of the church, the village

Christians, on the other.

Before Independence there was
generally one missionary on each
of our eight stations who was as-

signed to spend a substantial part
of his time in the bush; he traveled
with church leaders from village

to village, reaching every group of
believers in his geographic area
twice or thrice yearly. He counseled
backslidden believers to return to

Christ; he provided Christians a
rare occasion to feast richly upon
the Word; he ministered the sacra-

ments; he stirred up the church to

increase its giving to support its

own workers. He was the key figure

in the organized church.

I have seven years' experience in

this kind of work. It is a life of

second mile sacrifice. "Batching it"

in the bush and sleeping on a camp
cot every night for weeks on end
are poor substitutes for the com-
forts of family and home. Yet its

rewards are great. I remember
nights I couldn't sleep, not because
the cot was uncomfortable, but be-

cause I'd just come from a service

where we touched heaven—where
fifteen or twenty souls came to

Christ—or where the spirit of Chris-

tian joy and victory was nigh rap-

turous. I couldn't sleep for happi-

ness. And Christians took home
with them an experience they'll

never forget.

Of the fifty-two Mennonite mis-

sionaries now in Congo, all of whom
are doing important work, three or
four are spending a substantial part
of their time in itinerant village

evangelism. The mammoth geo-
graphic areas these few are ex-

pected to cover greatly reduces the
effectiveness of their ministries. We
can urge our pastors to get out into

the villages on their own, as they
should; but the proportion of mis-
sionaries presently available for this

work would hardly convince Congo
church leaders that we believe it to

be of primary importance.
We may inadvertently be impress-

ing our Congo pastors and overseers
with a conviction that the ideal

church is run from distant offices

with purring typewriters, or from
the blackboards of centralized

schools. We may be teaching them
that running the church as an in-

situation is the easier, more com-
fortable way. This gap left unfilled

now, will not be filled if doors to

us should close. It would certainly

have a crippling effect upon the

churches' natural growth by grad-

ually divorcing its leadership from
its grass-roots life.

Since Independence the Congo
Inland Mission has recruited a total

of three new missionaries—one of

them a former Paxman. None of

these is destined for the itinerant

evangelistic ministry. Are there no
recruits for such a spiritually re-

warding ministry? How we would
rejoice to hear that the mission of-

fice is receiving applicants for this

much needed work. Pastors, par-

ents, would you stir up your young
people to help fill this gap?
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Conference Ranks Fourteenth

in Stewardship

More than two billion seven hun-

dred ninety-nine million dollars were

contributed in 1962 by members of

forty-two Protestant churches in the

United States.

The Department of Stewardship

and Benevolence of the National

Council of Churches gives the record

total figure as being $2,799,670,577

in their annual publication of "Sta-

tistics of Church Finances." Benevo-

lences, including home and foreign

missions, amounted to $506,939,086,

which was 18.11 percent of the total.

For all local congregational items

and operatings the sum of $2,292,-

731,491 was reported.

As last year, the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church ranks

fourteenth in per capita gifts for

all purposes in 1962. The average

contribution was $117.42. The figure

for 1961 was $112.84. This was based

on a membership of 36,586. (For

purposes of reporting to the De-

partment of Stewardship and Be-

nevolence this includes the U.S.

membership only.)

The two other Mennonite groups

listed ranked above the General

Conference. The Brethren in Christ

Church with a membership of 8,778

ranked fifth in per capita giving.

The Evangelical Mennonite Church

ranked eight.

The General Conference ranked

fifth in giving for foreign missions.

Figures here are: General Con-

ference, $15.81; Evangelical Men-
nonite, $34.29 (ranking first) ; and
Brethren in Christ, $16.58 (ranking

fourth).

The General Conference ranked

twenty-second in congregational ex-

penses with $62.28 per member.
Since 1958 a trend has begun toward

more benevolent giving and less for

local expenses. Members of General

Conference Churches gave forty

percent for benevolent causes and

sixty percent for local causes ini

1958. In 1962 the figures were 44.4

percent for benevolences and 55.6

for local work.

T. K. Thompson, Executive Di-

rector of the Department, noted

that all forty-two bodies reported

PER MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS FOR ALL PURPOSES

1963 Report for the Calendar Year 1962

1. Free Methodist Church (52,535) $312.58

2. Wesleyan Methodist Church (37,753) 246.40

3. Evangelical Free Church of America (40,375) 222.49

4. Pilgrim Holiness Church (30,603) 219.98

5. Brethren in Christ Church (8,778) 202.92

6. Evangelical Covenant Church of America (62,418) 182.60

7. Ohio Yearly Meeting of Friends (6,140) 164.22

8. Evangelical Mennonite (2,484) 160.77

9. Church of the Nazarene (335,005) 147.78

10. United Brethren in Christ (20,419) 146.00

11. Orthodox Presbyterian Church (7,726) 137.23

12. Church of God (Anderson, Indiana) (141,011) 133.27

13. Pentecostal Holiness Church (57,366) 123.61

14. Mennonite General Conference (36,586) 117.42

15. North American Baptist General Conference (52,073) 113.67

16. Reformed Church in America (232,196) 110.16

17. Presbyterian Church in the U.S. (928,055) 106.96

18. Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod (1,677,943) 100.66

19. Moravian Church, Northern Province (27,331) 91.92

20. United Presbyterian Church in U.S.A. (3,275,560)

21. Lutheran Church in America (2,178,806) 84.98

22. Evangelical Congregational (30,172) 84

23. Lutheran Free Church (60,564) 78.68J

24. Church of the Brethren (187,393) 77

25. Lutheran Evangelical Synod (9,209) 76.68

26. Lutheran Church—Wisconsin Synod (236,404) 74.77

27. Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church (27,879) 73.71

28. Evangelical United Brethren (748,399) 72.91

29. United Church of Christ (2.263,711) 72.81

30. American Lutheran Church (1,585,637) !

31. Synod of Evangelical Lutheran Churches (16,631) 70.71

32. Protestant Episcopal (2,234,372) 69.8i

33. Cumberland Presbyterian Church (82,190) 69.3|

34. Seventh Day Baptist General Conference (5,760) 68.4*

35. American Baptist Convention (1,544,505) 68.42

36. Brethren Church (Ashland, Ohio) (18,391) 67.71

37. Christian Churches (Disciples of Christ) (1,367,323) 67.20

38. Churches of God in North America (36,933) 67.18'

39. Methodist Church (10,234,986) 5&M

40. Southern Baptist Convention (10,193,052) 53.06

41. Moravian, Unity of the Brethren (4,944) 49,41

Note: All membership figures are for the United States.

inrii
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SEVEN HAND-OPERATED MACHINES to make cement blocks were on the list of
necessary supplies needed in the Haiti disaster service project. Two such ma-
chines were found but no more. Charles Bender and Mervin Rutt. general man-
ager and sales manager of the New Holland Concrete Co. heard of the need and
offered to make the additional machines. In addition, nine tons of corrugated
steel roofing and 136 tons of cement were shipped to Haiti on October 25.

figures this year comparable to

those of the previous year. For
these the per member amount of

$68.76 for all causes is a decrease
from the previous year of 0.35 per-

cent. Per member giving for con-

gregational expenses in the forty-

two bodies was $57.18, an increase

of 2.03 percent. For all benevolences,

the per member figure is $12.45 this

year, a decrease of 3.9 percent. The
latter includes a per member gift

for foreign missions of $2.18 for

1962, a loss of 1.4 percent.

The percentage decreases in per
member giving are attributable to

an increase in total membership
without a corresponding increase in

dollars contributed. Thompson noted

that a large part of this is due to

denominational mergers and a con-

sequent change in reporting pro-

cedures. Four of the churches re-

porting a year ago are now merged
in the Lutheran Church in America.

WORKERS HURRY TO
FINISH YUGOSLAV HOUSES

Skopje, Yugoslavia, is struggling

back to its feet after the earth-

quake that wrecked it three months
ago. But authorities estimate that

between 50,000 and 70,000 persons
still need better shelter if they are

to withstand the cold winter which
lis just a few weeks away.

The government and other agen-

cies are building satellite commu-
Inities of prefabricated houses on the

outskirts of the city to meet this

I urgent need.

The houses in one of the satellite

[communities were donated by the
World Council of Churches. Six

I Mennonite and Brethren electricians,

[plumbers, and carpenters from the

[United States and Canada went to

[Yugoslavia early in October to help
[with the erection of these build-

ings. They reported that fifty-five

|>f the houses had been framed up
[and fifteen had roofs on at the end of

[Dctober.

Chester Steffy, a Mennonite vol-

unteer from Millersville, Pa., de-

scribed the homes as "small but
|iice." They have two bedrooms, a
[iving room, kitchen, and bathroom.

Jrhey are insulated and will be
[)lastered.

Concerning the North Americans'
[•elationship to the 150 Yugoslav
[vorkmen on the project, Steffy
aid, "We have very good working

relations. There are a few who can
speak a little German, and by using
our hands, too, we manage to com-
municate quite well."

The team eats in the dining room
with the other workmen. There is

enough to eat, but the men are not
accustomed to having as many on-

ions, hot peppers, and garlics in

their food as Yugoslavs use.

On Sunday, October 27, the team
participated in its first church serv-

ice. The informal service was held
in the ruins of a Methodist church.
Twenty people attended. Serbian,

English, and Macedonian languages
were used during the course of the

service.

Howard Ten Brink of Modesto,
Calif., summed up the feelings of

the group after their first month of

service: "Thus far the project has
been a huge success."

The other Mennonite volunteers

in the team are John Schmucker,
Unionville, Ont., and Curt Regehr,
Inman, Kan.

MISSISSIPPIANS VISIT THE NORTH
Carol Thomas, a North Gulfport
High School student from Mississip-

pi, is currently enrolled in Goessel
(Kan.) High School. She is staying
with the Ernie Voths who visited

the Gulfport work a year ago and
who have been keenly interested

in it ever since. Carol sings in the

girls' glee club, was elected to the
student council, and is a news re-

porter for the junior class.

Last winter Patsy Flowers, also

of North Gulfport, spent the winter
with the Rudy Friesens of Rosthern,
Sask. Patsy appreciated the experi-

ence, in spite of the contrast of Mis-

sissippi and Canadian winters, and
is again with the Friesens for the
1963-64 school year. The girls are in

this way making a real contribution

to the communities in which they
are staying, while Mennonite fam-
ilies in the North have an oppor-

tunity to mix Christian love with
Southern hospitality.

Another Mississippian came to

Kansas last summer when John
Bennett was invited by Western Dis-

trict retreat leaders to serve as

counselor for two junior high re-

treats at Camp Mennoscah. John
afterwards wrote that he was sur-

prised when a few young Mennonite
retreaters descended on camp with
water pistols, as he had thought
pacifistic Mennonites tabooed guns
of every sort! A fellow counselor

was equally enlightened when he
confided to John, "I thought all Ne-
groes ate watermelons!"

Still another interracial exchange
was made when, for the fourth

year, North Gulfport children spent

a ten-day stay with Kansas Menno-
nite farm families. Although the
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twenty-four-hour bus ride was not

easy for the children, they enjoyed

the visit, as later evaluations

showed: "I taught them to cook red

beans and corn bread." "It helped

me to become a better Christian."

"I learned that some people in this

world are real nice and don't like

you only because of your color."

"They helped me and gave me ideas

of having family worship at home."

The host parents also recorded

their reactions to the visit: "He

took to our own children like his

own brothers and sisters. He wrote

us later he felt like one of us, and

he called our three-year-old 'sister'

in his letter." "It made us realize

we are similar—not different." "She

always asked: 'Are you sure I can

go there?' " "We received countless

blessings through this experience

and believe this is a right way to

unity and the only way to stop

racial problems—to show Christian

love."

BLUFFTON COLLEGE

COPES WITH GROWTH

Five years ago Bluffton College,

Bluffton, Ohio, made plans to grow.

A recent review of these plans

showed that the school was growing
twice as fast as originally planned.

Its development program has been

under way since 1959. While progress

has been more than satisfactory in

terms of the ten year goals estab-

lished, the more rapid increase in

the number of students requires re-

vision of the original estimates. It

had been expected that the student

body would reach 600 by 1970 in the

original planning. It is now appar-

ent that this number could be reach-

ed next year, at least five years

ahead of schedule. If the college is

to meet this growing need, new
plans and new goals will have to

be established.

Building programs already
planned for the near future were

considered by the Board of Trustees

at a November meeting. This re-

view included reports of the prog-

ress in the campaign to raise funds

for the Musselman Library addition

and remodeling and expansion of

the Berky Science Building. Con-

tracts for the library will probably

be let during the fall of 1964, and

construction could probably begin

as soon as weather permits in the

spring of 1965.

Dean Robert Kreider reported that

in 1953 the number of full-time stu-

dents was 221 and part-time eight

for a total of 229. Presently 522

full-time students are enrolled and

thirty-nine part-time, for a total of

561. The total number of volumes

in the library has grown to 34,948

catalogued volumes. The library

regularly receives about 800 peri-

odicals. Reports from the National

Research Council of the National

Academy of Sciences reports that

from 1920 to 1962 a total of sixty-

one Bluffton College graduates

earned the doctorate. This figure

compares favorably with other sim-

CONRAD GREBEL COLLEGE GROUNDBREAKING Newton Gingerich. Henry Yantzi,

J. Winfield Fretz, Henry P. Epp, and Douglas Miller turned the sod to signal the

beginning of construction of Conrad Grebel College on October 5. Fretz is the
president of the new college located in Waterloo, Ont. The inter-Mennonite

college is associated with the University of Waterloo.

ilar-sized institutions.

In other action taken by the board

a statement of policy on race and
nationality was adopted and a plan

for establishment of a program for

sabbatical and other types of leaves

for faculty members approved.

The program for sabbatical, spe

cial, and summer leaves is designed

to enable faculty to gain new expe

riences that will improve the quality

of their teaching. Faculty members
who have been on the faculty ten

years or longer may become eligible

for a leave of up to a year. On such

a leave the person would receive

up to a half year of full salary sup-

port to enable him to do further

study or research. Special leaves

without financial support and sum
mer leaves for briefer periods with

continuation of salary were also

provided for under certain condi

tions.

Recognizing the current interest

in the race question the board af-

firmed the policy of considering em
ployment of faculty and staff with

out regard to race or nationality

It also reaffirmed its policy of main
taining stability by encouraging

persons employed by the college tc

live in the community.

WESTERN DISTRICT MOVES
ON CIVIL RIGHTS

y.

0

Delegates from General Conferencf b

churches in Nebraska, Kansas, Ok
lahoma, Colorado, and Mexico at

tended the Western District Con
ference November 1-5 at North New
ton, Kan.
The conference went on record a tin

its November 4 session as opposing a

racial injustices across the natior jn

and supporting strong civil right! |r,

legislation. Mennonite churches ir j

interracial communities are askec kgj

to communicate with congressmen

further fellowship between races »,]

welcome all races into Mennonit<|j

fellowships, and to study race prob

lems, biblical teachings on humai %

relationships, and existing attitude:
;

to minority groups, for the purposi a

of eliminating race prejudices

Another resolution approved b4i
;i

delegates provides for standardiza

tion of ordination procedures am
calling of ministers. The committe

|

on the ministry of the Western Dis m,

trict will examine, license, and or

dain candidates to serve in Genera Sss

Conference churches. District church
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es are requested not to call anyone
to the ministry who is not licensed

or ordained without contacting the
ministerial committee.

A third resolution provides for

closer working together of the Dis-

trict and Bethel College, North
Newton, and for more support of

the College, financial and otherwise.

Delegates also provided for a study
conference on "Materialism and
Standards of Living," to be held
sometime within the next year or
two. The results of this study con-

ference are to be made available to

district sessions by 1964 or at least

by 1965.

The Western District approved
an invitation to the General Con-
ference for its triennial sessions in

1965. The District plans to host the
sltriennial meeting at Estes Park,
Colo. Another conference action was
the discontinuation of the charity
:ommittee after one more year of

;ervice. The work this committee
lid in the past is now done by pub-
ic social welfare agencies or by
listrict committees.

In an opening session, the Bethel
nJVTennonite Church of Hammon,
t|3kla., was received into District

nembership. The church is of

Iheyenne Indian background and is

;erved by Norman Bartel.

Conference delegates elected the
bllowing to various offices: Con-

icierence president, Ralph Weber,
•loundridge, Kan.; vice president,
karon Epp, Goessel, Kan.; secre-

ary, Victor Sawatzky, Newton,
Can.; welfare institutions, P. A.
Vedel, Inman, Kan.; education com-
mittee, Mrs. O'Ray Graber, Buhler,
Can.; Erwin C. Goering, North
Jewton, Kan.; historical committee,
Irs. Anna Linscheid, North New-
>n, Kan.; charity committee, Walter
'.egier, Clinton, Okla.; home mis-
ions committee, Sam Ediger, Buh-
sr, Kan.; Herbert Wiebe, Hillsboro,
.an.; peace and service committee,
en Rahn, Pretty Prairie, Kan.;
Ivin Becker, Burrton, Kan.; cred-

entials and statistics committee,
ed Claassen, Newton, Kan.; pro-
ram committee, Floyd Bartel, To-
leka, Kan.; trustees, Carl J. Claas-

m, Whitewater, Kan.; Solomon
diger, Buhler, Kan. Erwin C. Goer-
ig was appointed to service as
oung People's Adviser.
The Western District Women's
issionary Organization, elected
.rs. A. Adolph Duerksen of Hills-

boro, Kan., as vice president, and
Mrs. Elmer H. Goering of Mound-
ridge, Kan., as secretary.

MENNONITE FOIBLES

The following item appeared in

Christianity Today, November 8

under the above title. Wiebe is a
member of the Mennonite Brethren
Church, though his novel applies
with equal force to all Mennonite
groups. It sells for $4.95.

For a year now, the talk of the
Mennonite community has been a

239-page first novel by Rudy Henry
Wiebe, Peace Shall Destroy Many.
The book fell like a bomb among
Mennonites, and many promptly de-

cided the author had been too frank.
Wiebe probably understates the im-

pact of his novel when he says it

was "a contributing factor" in his

resignation four months ago as ed-

itor of the weekly Mennonite Breth-
ren Herald in Winnipeg.
One thing seems certain: the book

deserves a place on the sparse shelf

of true Christian literature.

Illicit sex, hypocrisy, and preju-

dice apparently play a greater role

in the lives of Mennonites than
many of them like to think, and
these are themes around which the
talented Wiebe weaves his highly
readable tale. As is any young writ-

er, he was doubtless tempted to ex-

ploit the themes. Most literary crit-

ics will agree that he resisted the
temptation.

Wiebe, now twenty-nine, was born
on a farm in northeastern Saskatch-
ewan shortly after his Mennonite
parents had resettled there from
Russia. The family moved to Al-

berta when he was twelve, and
young Wiebe came under the influ-

ence of a high school teacher who
encouraged him to try creative writ-

ing. Later, at the University of Al-

berta, he was taken in tow by an
English professor, Dr. Frederick M.
Falter, who guided him through the
manuscript preparation of Peace
Shall Destroy Many. Meanwhile,
Wiebe was reading Faulkner, Gra-
ham Greene, and Frederick Grove,
a Canadian writer. He found Faulk-
ner overpowering, but he counts
Greene and Grove as two writers
who most influenced his own style.

His education includes a graduate
dip into theology at the University
of Tuebingen.

Wiebe's novel takes place in a

Canadian Mennonite community
during World War II while the
young people are wrestling with tra-

ditional views on pacifism. No Amer-
ican publisher has yet chosen to re-

print the book, but it is hardly more
than a question of time. Once it

wins attention, the story will prob-
ably end up on movie and television

screens as well.

Some who protest the writer's

approach will find it difficult to be-

lieve, but Wiebe is still a dyed-in-

the-wool Mennonite who embraces
pacifism as strongly as ever. He now
teaches English at Goshen (Ind.)

College and is trying to get started
on a second novel—with Mennonites.

LATIN AMERICAN BIBLE

LESSONS PREPARED IN PERU

Some twenty-five Christian educa-
tion specialists from ten Latin
American countries met in Lima,
Peru, recently to map plans for a
new curriculum for rural areas,

town districts, Sunday schools of

small churches, and illiterates.

The meeting was the first con-

ference held under the auspices
of the new continent-wide organi-
zation—Evangelical Commission for
Christian Education in Latin Amer-
ica. It was arranged with the as-

sistance of the Committee on Co-
operation in Latin America, an
agency of the United States Na-
tional Council of Churches.
The new curriculum, which will

be directed especially to persons of

"low intellectual standards," will be
titled "New Life in Christ," and will

extend over a three-year period.

Conference participants drafted the
first lessons and outlined a proposed
program for the entire first year.

Plans were also made for the
establishment of permanent "work-
shops" in ten regions of Latin
America so that other writers can
be trained in the preparation of

material. There will be an experi-

mental period before the material
is finally published. The material
will be fully illustrated. There will

be textbooks for the teachers, exer-

cise books for the students, leaflets

for the children, and supplementary
material to meet regional or na-

tional requirements.

Conference participants came
from Brazil, Peru, Mexico. Argen-
tina, Chile, Bolivia, Trinidad. Costa
Rica. Paraguay, and Uruguay.
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MINISTERS

Elmer G. Dick, Burns, B.C., will

become pastor of the Seven Persons

(Alta.) Mission at the end of De-

cember. Currently he is serving the

First Church in Burns.

CALENDAR

Conferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Canadian
Dec. 5-8—Mission Service, Grace

Church and Oak Lake Church, Bran-

don, Man., Paul Boschman and Ed-

win Brandt, speakers.

Northern
Nov. 28-Dec. 1—Thanksgiving Fes-

tival, Bethesda Church, Henderson,

Nev., Delton Franz, speaker.

Dec. 13—Freeman Junior College

Founder's Day, Freeman, S. D., Ver-

non Neufeld, speaker.

Prairie Pioneer

Prairie

Pioneer

Western
Dec. 1—Annual Harvest Festival,

Grace Church, Enid, Okla. Andrew
Shelly and Paul Boschman, speak-

ers.

BAPTISMS

The Christian Krehbiel Story. The pulse, the

spirit, and the humor of life in Iowa, Illi-

nois, and Kansas in the last century. $3.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

Nan-tun, Taiwan Church held its

first baptismal service on Septem-

ber 22. Eighteen persons were bap-

tized. Missionary Hugh Sprunger is

pictured with the group (second

row, right).

Zion Church, Souderton, Pa., on

Nov. 10: Brian Alderfer, Mr. and

Mrs. Ernest Blank, John Ewer.

ITINERATIONS

Paul Boschman, Tabor Church,

Newton, Kan., Nov. 29; Grace

Church, Enid, Okla., Dec. 1.

Marie Duerksen, Grace Church,

Enid, Okla., Dec. 1.

Glendon Klaassen, Lehigh (Kan.)

Church, Nov. 27; First Church, New-
ton, Kan., and Tabor Church, New-
ton, Kan., Nov. 28; Hopefleld

Church, Moundridge, Kan., Nov. 29;

Baptist Church, Marion, Kan., and

Alexanderwohl Church, Goessel,

Kan., Dec. 1.

Sue Martens, Bergthaler Church,

Winkler, Man., Nov. 27; Bergthaler

Church, Halbstadt, Man., Nov. 29;

Bergthaler Churches, Lowe Farm,
Man., and Altona, Man., Dec. 1.

Myriam Ramirez, First Church,

Berne, Ind., Nov. 27.

Andrew Shelly, Grace Church,

Enid, Okla., Dec. 1.

Janet Soldner First Church,

Berne, Ind., Nov. 28.

WORKERS

Given Chin-Chang, Taiwan, com-

pleted work at Taiwan Theological

College in June. The Chens are now
serving the Ta-Ya Mennonite
Church in a rural area about five

miles from Taichung.
Erna Fast, Steinbach, Man., re-

cently returned from British Hon-
duras. She served as a nurse under

the Mennonite Central Committee

Harold Petkau, Morden, Man., re

cently returned from service at th

Mennonite Center in Belize, Britisl

Honduras.
Herbert Schmidt, physician o

Newton, Kan., leaves December 1

for Africa, India, Taiwan, and pot

sibly South America, on a persona

visit to mission medical schools an
hospitals.

Maynard Shelly, editor of Th
Mennonite, will be in Mexico Cit;

December 7-19 to attend the firs

meeting of the Commission
World Mission and Evangelism o

the World Council of Churches. H
will serve as a press representativ

for Mennonite papers; the Confei

ence has no official delegate to th

meetings.

DEATHS

Mrs. Harry (Gertrude Lenge'l

Detwiler, Zion Church, Soudertoi

Pa., born June 8, 1887, and died Oc

9. She is survived by two sons an

two daughters.

Edith Mae Huser, Bethel Cor

munity Church, Santa Fe Spring

Calif., born March 11, 1887, and die

Oct. 29.

Nelson T. Sell, Zion Church, Sou

erton, Pa., born on March 18, 191
[(

and died Oct. 31. He is survived t
|

his wife, one son and three daug
|

ters.

Mrs. Jolm E. (Nelle L.) To&M
First Church, Aberdeen, Idaho, boi

Jan. 27, 1883, and died Nov. 1. H
husband and three sons survive.

NEW ADDRESSES

Arizona

Anna Baerg, Oraibi 86039

Mrs. L. L. Carlisle, 520 E. Mohaflm

Rd., Tucson 87505

Dwight E. Steiner, 1538 W. Amel

St., Phoenix 85015

California

Roland Bertsche, 16060 Maube
San Leandro 94577

Aron E. Jantzen, 1088 N. Los Roblfljf

Ave., Pasadena

S. H. Smith, 4353 Bellflower Blv
(j

Long Beach 90808

Minnesota
Aganetha Penner, Mt. Lake 56159

P. P. Tschetter, Box 205, Dull

55800

New Mexico
Elma Lehman, 1126 Lead Ave. S

Albuquerque 87101

North Dakota
Frank Ewert, Langdon 58249

i-ii

VI
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"B Washington

Karl Dorsing, Royal Star Route,
Othello 99344

VIrs. Calvin Kemp, 7504 NE 175,

Bothell 98011

Terry van Sickle, Route 1, Box 499,

Kennewick 99336

mil

L JL I

IOLENCE IN AMERICA

Ve arrived in this country a little

ver four months ago. Fortunately,
ecause of our two young daughters,
'e were assigned to an area that
» relatively peaceful. It is an area

ooi rhere people work hard, laugh in

™ie rice paddies, send smiling kids
> school, and sit on the steps to

isit in the evenings. There is little

) disrupt the peaceful routine of
ids crying, dogs barking, men jok-
ig, and women gossiping. The only

ta'|>urce of news is the daily report
'om a powerful transmitter and
te newspapers that arrive by air
vice a week.
The news of our country disturbs
5. It tells of men dying; a shot in

te back, clubbed to death in a dark
reet. We read of protest marches,

|

frenzied, crowded, uncontrolled
lltfmonstrations, of towns which are
cure only when patrolled by the
•my, of confrontations of uncom-
•omising opponents who will settle

e matter only by sheer military
ight, of lonely men brutally beat-
t, and, to increase the terror, of
iled references to underground or-

mizations dedicated solely to the
termination of opponents.
There are pictures. Pictures of

lei

Chen Chin-Chang

and Mrs. Chen

(Workers).

MARRIAGES
Edivard Fast to Tina Neufeld,

both of West Abbotsford (B.C.)

Church on Oct. 19.

Kay Friesen and Kenneth Peters,
both of Bethesda Church, Hender-
son, Neb., on Oct. 19.

screaming, pressing mobs. Pictures
of police pounding the squirming
body with blood streaming down
the face. Pictures of the helpless
men being kicked to submission be-

fore a cheering crowd of people.
Pictures of men (50,000 strong?)
costumed in the mystic garments
of their militant order and dedi-

cated to make mockery of fragile

law and order. There are pictures
of flames, protesting signs, defiant
leaders, and angry officials.

The government, always in a state
of transition, is composed of many
factions. There is one powerful fac-

tion that represents the oppressors.
This faction strives to undermine
all semblance of civil liberties. They
mouth the universally accepted
phrases of "democracy rights of
man and justice." Yet, in the areas
they control the oppression of these
rights of mankind reaches inhuman
limits.

There is another powerful faction
of good men who plead the case
for the "equality of all." These men,
handicapped by principles of law
and order, point accusing fingers at

the oppressors and farsighted men
overlook the "oppression" that often
exists in their own villages.

Throughout the country are brave
citizens who are also struggling for
their rights. These people, because
of their "minority" status, must
mass together in mobs to make their

individual small voices heard above
the pretentious uprightness of the

Esther Siebert, Bethesda Church,
Henderson, Neb., to Lowell Fox,
Methodist Church, Hastings, Neb.,
on Oct. 5.

Steve Edward Kuli and Sonja
Helen Bergen, both of Faith Church,
Leamington, Ont., on Oct. 19.

Glen Busenitz, Emmaus Church,
Whitewater, Kan., to Lorene Ken-
yon Roanoke (111.) Church, Sept. 21.

Kathleen Busenitz, Emmaus
Church, Whitewater, Kan., to Edwin
Veer, Oct. 12.

Irvim, R. Penner, Emmaus Church,
Whitewater, Kan., to Martha Ann
Jemison, First Baptist Church,
Wichita, Kan., on Aug. 31.

Marlene Reichert and Richard
Hardy, both of First Church, Nap-
panee, Ind., on Oct. 12.

oppressors. These people are trying
peaceful means to enlist support for
the obtainment of "human rights."

Recently, the overt actions of the
oppressor group, the inability of the
"equality for all" group to accom-
plish meaningful equality and the
rising desires and frustrations of
the "minor" citizens indicates that
there will not be peace in the coun-
try for many years. In fact, if the
recent trend is not reversed there
may be a crisis that will degenerate
the nation into cataclysms of blood
and terror.

Wait! Do not pray for our safety.
It is you who live in the country
described above. We will pray for
you. Because you still live in "our
country" of the United States of
America! Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Paine, International Voluntary Serv-
ices, Laos.

FOR THE MAN WHO THINKS

To the Editor: The latest "ploy" of

the tobacco companies is to hint
that "Smoking is a custom for
adults" implying that "It is adult
to smoke." What teen-ager could
resist the compliment?

Instead they should rather pay
heed to what a member of the Brit-

ish Medical Association said: "No
intelligent man should smoke."
Any librarian can very quickly

turn up dozens of articles against
smoking, none honestly in favor.
Alvin Thiessen, 51 Clifton Avenue,
Newark, N. J.
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Western District

Men Review

Activities

Convening at Newton in connec-

tion with the Western District Con-

ference, Mennonite Men took a look

at the past year's activities and

made plans for the coming year.

About one hundred men met at the

First Mennonite Church on Novem-

ber 2 to hear the various reports

of the officers and committees.

Edwin J. Schmidt, Buhler, vice-

president, was in charge of the

business session. Louis R. Regier,

Wichita, secretary-treasurer, review-

ed the financial projects for the

year. His report indicated receipt

from district brotherhoods of

$1904.15 and total receipts of $2586.-

49. This was about one-half of the

amount budgeted. It was necessary,

therefore, to limit the support of

the planned projects to fifty percent.

Marlin Kim, Newton, member of

the program committee, presented

the program report. He reviewed

the activities held by the district

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

ran mm

men; the annual business meeting

held in Goessel in October; the

leadership conference held in the

Golden Plains School near Newton
in March; and the men's retreat

held at Camp Mennoscah in April.

The retreat attracted about nine

hundred men and boys.

Albert M. Ediger, Moundridge,

reported for Mennonite Disaster

Service. He reported that the peo-

ple of the area were fortunate be-

cause they experienced no major

disaster. Calls for help occurred

only twice in the area during the

year. MDS responded with eighty

man-days of service in the Gypsum,
Kan., flood and also responded to

the clean-up operation of the Mc-

pherson Mennonite Church after

fire destroyed their building. West-

ern District men also responded

with 175 man-days of service in the

construction of the Liberal Menno-

nite Church building.

Ediger indicated that the MDS
organization has in the past and

will continue in a greater measure
in the future to furnish volunteer

labor for new church building and
institutional facility construction. He
reported that at present there are

five projects in which MDS is ask-

ing Mennonite Men to contribute

volunteer labor. These projects are:

a kitchen at the MCC office at Ak-

ron, the church building of the Mc-

Pherson Mennonite Church, the fine

arts building on the Bethel College

Campus, the construction of prefab

ricated houses to replace some dwell

ings destroyed by an earthquake of.

July 26 in Yugoslavia. (Curt R. Re
gehr of Bethel Church, Inman
Kan., left October 2 for a sixty-da>

job on this project), the construe

tion of new dwellings to replace

those destroyed by Hurricane Flore

in Haiti. (The following men lefl

on October 30 to work on this proj

ect: Arthur H. Miller, Landisville

Pa.; Marvin Landis, Souderton, Pa.

Jacob Nauman, Manheim, Pa.; Roj

Detweiler, Logan, Ohio; Glen Mar
tin, Dalton, Ohio; P. D. Martin, Orr

ville, Ohio; J. P. Nikkei, North New
ton, Kan.; Harold Froese, Buhler

Kan.; J. C. Unruh, Halstead, Kan.

Arlo Raid, Denmark, Iowa; Jerrolc

Hershberger, Wellman, Iowa; Wil

bur Schmucker, Tiskilwa, 111.; Adei

Yoder, Sarasota, Fla.; Chester By
ler, Cactus, Ariz.; and Randy Ratz

laff, Henderson, Neb.)

Jean R. Unruh, Newton, who rep

resented Mennonite Men on the re

treat committee, reported on Cam]

Mennoscah development. Durinj

the year a new swimming pool an<

tent cabins were added. Men of th

Halstead, Whitewater, and Mound

ridge areas were responsible fo;

the construction of the tents.

Arthur C. Waltner, Hutchinson

reported for the committee on th

Minister's Salary Study. He urge*

all local men's brotherhoods t

make a realistic study of their mir

ister's salary, and invited them,

necessary, to call on the member
of his committee for help in pre

senting and working out a sati

factory salary for the minister i

their congregation.

The following budget was adopte

for the coming year: Spotlight an

printing, $500.; Faith and Life R£

dio Series, $100. ;
speakers and othe

operating costs, $300.; educatio

scholarship fund, $300.; Camp Mei

noscah development, $2000.; Genere

Conference Mennonite Men, $200<

The expenses add up to $5200.

The following men will serve a

officers for the next year: pres

dent, Willard Unruh, Newton; via

president, Edwin J. Schmidt, Bui

ler; secretary-treasurer, Walter \l

Goering, Moundridge; program con

mittee, Marlin Kim, Newton, an '

Robert Stucky, McPherson; retre£

committee, Arnold Siemens, Buhlei

and MDS representative, Albert Ed

ger, Moundridge.
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Three heads snapped up and min-
gled looks of surprise greeted my
husband as he said a hasty "Amen"
to his ad lib grace, "Thank You,
God, for peas and cheese," at the
dinner table.

"What's with this peas and cheese
bit?" asked my older son as he gave
himself a liberal helping.

"Very simple—I forgot the words,
and glancing at the casserole in

front of me, I saw macaroni and
cheese and next to it a dish of peas,
so I just thanked God for what we
have on the table."

My younger son regarded his fa-
ther in wonder. He had dared de-
part from the tired old words we
had repeated for years. "I don't
know how you could forget. We say

the same thing every night."

"That is just the problem," I re-

sponded. "We have said the same
words so often, they are no longer
important. They have lost their
meaning. The saying of grace is just
a necessary ritual like washing our
hands before we come to dinner."
The night my husband said,

"Thank You, God, for peas and
cheese," started us on a period of
spiritual growth. The next night,
my older son eyed the food with a
new look. Not to be outdone by his
father he wanted to say a rhyming

Betty R. Sweeny

THANK
YOU
600,

FOR
PEAS AND
CHEESE

grace, "Thank You, God, for pota-
toes and meat. And for the cake we
hope to eat." The third day my
younger son came to me before
dinner and asked if he could say
the grace that evening. An hour
later we sat at the table with bowed
heads and he intoned, "We will now
have a moment of silent prayer."
After which he added "Amen," and
raised his head with a triumphant
gleam in his eye.

My husband had struck a spark
and the kindling was burning, but
unless some logs of understanding
and thought were added, the flame
would soon go out. The next night
I brought a pencil and a pad of
paper to the table.

"I think we should talk about the
meaning of grace," I opened the con-
versation. "We have each tried to be
gay and original, but isn't there
more to it?"

"Well, we are thanking God for
our dinner."

"True, what else could we thank
Him for?"

"Our family—."

"Our dog."

"Yes, these are things we thank
Him for. Should we ask for any-
thing?"

"His help."

"Help in what?"
"In being better."

"Getting along with others."

"We could ask Him to guide us
during the day and care for us at

night."

And so we discussed grace through-
out the meal, deciding it wasn't
important that the words rhymed
or that one person said a better
grace than the other. It was im-
portant that we sincerely thank
God for His care, guidance and
gifts. I wrote down the suggestions.
I found a booklet of mealtime
prayers in a desk drawer. We some-
times used invocations we especially

liked from the Sunday church bul-

letin. We made up our own. To be
sure, we self-consciously stumbled
at first and there were many long
pauses as we searched for words,
but each of us grew spiritually in

an awareness of God and His gifts.

As we grew in an awareness of God
so we grew in an awareness and
appreciation of each other. Our
prayers came from the heart.

We do thank You, God, for peas
and cheese.



PRSBLEM
"Joe I'd like to invite you to our

youth fellowship next Friday. We're

having a hayride and wiener roast.

After that our pastor will lead a

discussion on service opportunities."

"Thanks, Larry, but I already

have plans for Friday night," Joe

answered. "Dad and I are in a fa-

ther-son bowling league. I'd not

want to miss Friday's game."

"That sounds like fun, too, Joe.

Too bad everything happens on the

same night. Since you can't come
then, how about me picking you

up for Sunday school and church

on Sunday morning?"
"No, thank you anyway. I'm

frankly not interested in going to

your church or any other church

for that matter. No offense to you,

Larry, but I think you Christians

are too cliquish. You're always try-

ing to get people to join your group

but I want to be friends with every-

one. I don't want to join a clique."

"Oh come on, Joe. Don't you think

you're being a little hard on us? We
don't say we are perfect but. . .

."

Joe broke in. "Perfect. I'll say

you're not! Back in Fort Scott we
used to go to church. After the

groups in our church had their forty-

ninth feud in one year we said

'good-by church.' Shortly after that

we moved here. I just don't want
to get involved in a church that

has cliques and feuds. And your

church has them too, Larry. You
know that as well as I do."

You're the mam we need

Yes, Joe, I do know that. Ev-

ery organization of human beings

is going to have fingerprints. But

let me give you a good pat on the

back for the high standards which

you have for the church. I guess

sometimes I have been too satisfied

with the way the church, and our

youth fellowship is—you know, say-

ing, "Well, after all, we're human."
And you know, Joe, there is an-

other thing I like about you—you
square away, and give a straight

answer. I've invited some other kids

who say they will come, but they

don't ever show. We need more guys

like you in our youth fellowship

who are willing to call an elephant

an elephant.

I'm really sorry about your expe-

rience in Fort Scott. I think I know

a little of what you're talking about,

because our youth group has had

its misunderstandings too. But I will

have to say that we are some short

yet of the forty-ninth, at least by

my count.

In my own experience, Joe, the

fun we have, the friends I have in

our youth fellowship, and the real

neat programs we have now and

then between the duds, are helping

me discover what some of the most

important things in life are. And
Joe, I have learned some things

from our goofs too. Sure, we have

gotten mad at each other sometimes.

You know how kids are—when so-

and-so didn't pick up his responsi-

bility. But Joe, I still feel like I be-

long to our youth fellowship. I need

Christian friends to grow up with,

and I guess I just haven't thought

of a youth fellowship like you have

—that it's a closed clique that keeps

others out.

Well, what I'm trying to say, and

I can't seem to say it too well —
and forgive the sermon—is that I

want you to know that it is possible

to feel like you belong to a church

just as much as you feel you belong

to a bowling league.

You say you want to be friends

with everyone. So do I, Joe. I hope

you understand. I certainly respect

you for your beefs about the

church's failures. But I am sorry

that these beefs stand in your way
of enjoying some of the important

things I have. Gordon Dyck, pastor,

First Church, Nappanee, Ind.

You are right, Joe

From the conversations you have
had lately with Larry it is quite

apparent that you have done some
thinking about the church, Joe. As
in any other field, our view of a

thing is subject to change as we
become more intimately acquainted

with it. There was a day, I suppose,

when even you had little use for

bowling, simply because you knew
little or nothing about it. Our view

of the church is likewise subject to

change.

We will have to admit that mem-

bers of the church are human, Joe,

just as members of any organiza-

tion are human. Even in such an
organization as the high school foot-

ball team we find group feeling.

Team members pull together; they

are all for one and one for all. This

is what makes a team click. But to

a person outside the group his fel-

low athletes seem very cliquish.

They have an allegiance to some-

thing he knows little about. They
are in, he is out. The same often

applies to scouting, 4-H, or dramat-

ics club.

Allegiance to different goals and
purposes draws a line between us.

Yes, there are those who push this

exclusiveness to the nth degree, be-

cause they want to feel this dif-

ference makes them better. This is

not the attitude of church people

as a whole. You'll know this as you

know them more intimately.

I had to smile, Joe, when I heard

of your discussion with Larry on

"The Imperfect Church." I agree

with you! We are far from perfec-

tion. But this is just the point. We
are called together by God simply

because we are imperfect—sinners.

We come together as a fellowship

to learn more of God's way, and to-

gether we try to live by His guid-

ance and with the strength and love

that He gives.

There are those who feel they

are well-nigh perfect. But really,

Joe, the Christian does see that

he has nothing to brag about in

himself. He simply has the Good
News of Jesus Christ to pass on to

others so that they can know Him
too.

As to the feuding you mentioned,

Joe, I am ashamed and embarrassed

by such troubles. But the best scout

troop in town can have its reputa-

tion ruined by a half-dozen rough
necks who are always fighting. We
have those in the church too, sad

to say.

No, the church is not perfect. We
are cliquish—partly because we have

specific purposes and goals, and

partly because we are not too will

ing to share our knowledge of God
and Christ with others.

Why not join us, Joe, and help

other dedicated (but imperfect)

people in giving a good witness to

the One who created such as yoq

and me? We'd like to have you

Ernest Porselius, <pastor, Zkm
Church, Donnellson, Iowa.
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Have You Heard of Choice?

E. Delphine Martens

"Hi Sue! I hope you are here with
suggestions for the planning ses-

sion. I haven't an idea in my head,

so if it depends on me we may as
well dissolve our youth fellowship

for the next quarter."

"Listen, Chris. I'm full of ideas.

I found something terrific in our
Newton bookstore earlier this week.
Here's a copy."

"Choice. Some name for a book.
What's in it?"

"Positively everything. It has thir-

teen chapters of material on about
every subject kids our age are in-

terested in."

"Wait a minute. First of all I'd

like to know who wrote it."

"The author is Edith Graber. You
know—Mrs. O'Ray Graber. Her hus-
band's the pastor of our Buhler
church. Mrs. Graber has had all

kinds of experience working with
young people. Before she was mar-
ried she was the director of the
voluntary service program in our
Conference. And that's not all, Miss
Skepticism: our own Faith and Life
Press published it—this summer."
"Okay, okay. I'm convinced it's

sound. But tell me. Can you see
hirty kids sitting around reading
i book at a young people's meet-
ng?"
"Don't be silly, Chris. Hopefully

he reading will get done at home,
t's a guide for discussion. Did you
lotice the subtitle of Choice: "a
tudy guide on teen-age issues."
Chere has to be a leader, of course.
!ee, the first part of it is for the
eader. I think kids would welcome
food discussion for a change. We've
ever done anything really serious
ti our meetings. This would give
veryone a chance to air his views
nd get help on a lot of issues."

OUTH is sponsored by the Young People's
mion of the General Conference Mennonite
hurch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

"I thought we should learn to enjoy doing
something together."

"Are you sure that wouldn't be
too much like Sunday school all

over again? I see there's a Scrip-

ture text for each lesson."

"No, I don't think it would be
another Sunday school. And yes,

there is a portion from the Bible
to consider in connection with the
discussion of each topic. It's impor-
tant for Christian young people to

look at their problems and ques-
tions in light of what the Bible
teaches."

"I've been flipping through the
pages. Even cartoons! Sue, they're
hilarious."

"Aren't they! Robert Regier did
the illustrations, so you know
there's a message in each one. Look
at this one. Doesn't it make you
wonder if he's been right here in

our own group? There's a cartoon
in each chapter, I think."

"Know what, Sue? This could be
interesting."

"Did you notice the chapter heads,
Chris? There's something on who is

a Christian, something on dating,
relations with parents, choosing a
career, drinking and smoking, use
of money, reasons for going to

church, and more. See what I mean?
Frank discussion of these topics I

think would be really helpful to all

of us. But we'd have to be sure and
get a capable person to lead the
discussion."

"I'm anxious to hear how the rest
of the kids will respond to your
ideas. I think I hear them coming
now. Thanks for doing the think-
ing for both of us, Sue."
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Fourteenth place is not good enough.

H We've been stuck there for two years.

3 it is time to move upward. A report

elsewhere in this issue shows that our

church ranks fourteenth in the United States in money contributed per

member. This is for the year 1962. This is the same rank that we held

in 1961. In 1961 we gave $112.84 per member. In 1962 we moved up

to $1 17.42. We increased our giving just to stay in fourteenth place.

There are more churches behind us than in front of us. But those in

front make us pause to consider. Three of them give twice as much as we

did—the Free Methodists, the Wesleyan Methodists, and the Evangelical

Free Church. They have about as many members as we do, so there's no

excuse about how easy it is for a small church to give more. These folks

are models for us in giving.

But we do rank high in our giving to benevolences and to missions. Total

benevolences find us fourth on the list. Here we give $52.14 per member.

In giving to foreign missions we are fifth. This also is a good record. And

another good record is our balance between benevolent offerings and local

support. In 1958 we gave forty percent to relief, education, and missions,

and kept sixty percent for use at home. This was a good balance for 1958.

But through the years we have made it even better. In 1962 we gave 44.4

percent of our gifts to missions and other related causes. This is a sign of

healthy interest in the witness outside the local congregation. It testifies to

an active evangelistic concern.

But lest we become proud, there was a report in last week's issue that

should bring us down to earth. The report showed that at the beginning

of November the General Conference still needed $443,612 to pay for its

1964 program. We can't rest on our laurels. We should not even stay in

fourteenth place. Now $443,612 may seem like a lot of money. It is and

it isn't. This comes to about eight dollars per member. This is not an

impossible goal. But many will have to contribute more to bring up even

this small average.

Last year we made a good record. We gave more than ever before and

more than the budget for last year. We must and can do just as good this

year. If each of us will give and encourage someone else to give, we can

certainly make it. Give through your local congregations.

The work of the General Conference Mennonite Church has first claim

on us. It is our work. It is a good work. Government officials in other

countries where we are at work speak highly of our efforts. National

churches continue to invite our workers back. We cannot expect others to

support our work for us. Let us give ourselves first of all to God and to His

work. Let us give ourselves to prayer. And then may we give as the Holy

Spirit leads us.

"Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her" (Eph. 5:25).
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Stewardship's Six Sides

Stewardship means more than the offering plate.

T. K. Thompson

Nowhere in the Bible does it say,

"You are a steward; therefore, give

to the church." Whenever the Bible

speaks of stewardship it says, "You
are a steward; therefore, go be a

good steward of all you possess."

The above observation comes
from Alan Richardson, a British

New Testament scholar. A look at

the New Testament use of the Greek
word for steward, oikonomos, shows
that he is correct.

Stewardship means ordering the

whole of life and not just the mon-
ey we give to the church. There
are six areas where this wider con-

cept of Christian stewardship can
take hold:

Buying Indexes Values

In American life we vote more
at the cash register than at the bal-

lot box. Our society reflects its

values by the way it spends its

money. Americans express their

convictions through their purchases.

A committee of 400 Negro clergy-

men demonstrated this in Philadel-

phia'. They have been seeking to

eliminate racial discrimination in

the executive and sub-executive posts

of the city's industries. This com-
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tives, suggests the number of place s fa
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fixes a reasonable length of tirm *)

for the change to take place. If th * n

industry does not cooperate, they b« »n

gin a pattern of "selective patron fail

age." It does not take long for mos ft a

industries to see the wisdom of uj &r

grading their Negro workers. Somj kioi

might call this blackmail; sensitiv TVii
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and distributed with Christian stand b

ards of social justice.
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Stewardship in buying also implies
* seeking out the best quality. Stew-
1 ardship means "economic order"

—

| economy of line and beauty and use-

|
fulness. It means doing the job

I
aest with the least expenditure of

| :ime and effort. Buying the best
juality requires study. Information
rom government bureaus, consumer

|
nagazines, and general publications

| 'an help us.

I
A Christian philosophy of buying

•an change our spending patterns,
n the struggle for status, the boat
las replaced the automobile as the

I upreme token of success. A boat

I
nay be used only two or three times

J

i year, but to have it sitting in one's

I :arage is the symbol of having
rrived.

laming Confesses Faith

Money must be earned before it

an be spent. Martin Luther can
ive American Protestants a new
lea of Christian vocation. He said
lat the cobbler who made a good
air of shoes was glorifying God in
le same way as a preacher who
reached a good sermon. It is hard-
r to reach this ideal in 1964 than
was in 1564. Today a thousand

-orkers on an assembly line share
le productive process. The worker
as little sense of satisfaction in
ie finished automobile or the can
I peas as representing his skill in
orkmanship.
A man's talents come from God.
man's stewardship demands the
ghest development of these skills,

e must use his small portion of
ad-given time for God's purposes,
i the divine economy it is neces-
xy for men to eat, to have shelter,

serve their fellows. These basic
«ds are a part of Christian stew-
Idship.

A Belgian friend visiting for some
onths in the United States with
s family took his wife to the lead-

? American hospital to have a
by. He found American hospitals
e not as clean as Belgian, Ger-
in, and Swiss hospitals. More im-
rtant, the workers in hospitals
re are far less interested in the
lfare of their patients. In his
inion, they work only for money.
'Doing" is the most important
y of "confessing" the faith. Little
ective witness takes place in
arch or chapel. Christians must
:ness in the labor union, the trade
fociation, and in worker relations

in the office, factory, and field. Do
we have anything to say about
feather-bedding by labor or about
price-rigging by industry? Does
Christian stewardship say anything
about the planned obsolescence of
American products?

Serving Gives Self

The old idea of stewardship asked,
"How much money can I afford to

give to the church?" The new stew-
ardship asks, "How can I give my-
self as well as my money for the
cause of Christ?"

Americans have a large amount
of free time available for civic, so-

cial, and religious work. This comes
from a shorter work day, longer
weekends, longer vacations, and
earlier retirement. At the same time,
voluntary service opportunities in

hospitals, homes for the aged, vis-

itors associations, libraries, schools,

social welfare institutions, and
church agencies expand. Many vol-

unteers give one evening a week
for visiting hospital patients in New
York City. Almost all American
institutions need volunteers to serve
on boards and committees. The
highest expression of Christian stew-
ardship is the giving of self in serv-
ice.

Witnessing Transforms Culture

Mass production on the assembly
line has greatly raised the stand-
ard of living of the American peo-
ple. Mass communication in news-
papers, magazines, radio, and tele-

vision is rapidly producing a con-
formist culture.

Christian stewardship makes the
responsible Christian examine his
role as parent, teacher, friend, seller,

buyer, clubman, churchman. Does
his influence have a transforming
and redeeming quality. This does
not mean soap-box preaching or
handing out tracts on the corner. It

means facing each personal rela-

tionship with the question: "What
does God want me to do in this
situation?"

Voting Makes Decisions

The individualism of the nine-
teenth century has disappeared. The
"corporate" structures of the twen-
tieth century have taken its place.
The worker is organized in a labor
union; the physician has his medical
association; the citizen has his po-
litical party. Most major decisions

are made through group processes.
The basic problems of a nation's
life are often handled through po-
litical channels on local, state, and
national levels. Christian steward-
ship requires that the citizen ex-
press his stewardship through vot-
ing and that he help his fellow citi-

zens of all races and religions ful-

fill their responsibilities at the bal-
lot box.

In our highly organized world
we have called upon our govern-
ment to fill a larger role in provid-
ing for social welfare, economic
planning, and world peace. The cru-
cial question in the survival of man-
kind is the control of nuclear arms.
This overarching problem can only
be handled through constructive
personal and corporate stewardship.

Loving Overcomes Selfishness

All societies, as Reinhold Niebuhr
has pointed out in his classic Moral
Man and Immoral Society, are based
upon some form of selfishness. Most
business is conducted for profit.
Most people understand selfishness
to be the basic motive for all hu-
man endeavor: it is the presupposi-
tion of most literature and history.

Into this universally held prin-
ciple of selfishness, Christianity
throws the challenge of God's love.

The Christian faith makes bold to
say that God is unconditioned love
and because God is love, He gives
this grace gift of the power of love
to those who have faith in Him.
Thus, Christians believe that it is

possible to overcome the innate
tendency to self-love, frequently
called "original sin," and actually
to be channels of the love of God.

In a world built upon selfishness.
Christian love is often a threat. Our
culture does not like "do-gooders."
Notwithstanding, Christian love is

the one thing needed in our world
of machines and impersonal "pro-
cedures." People want to know that
someone cares.

Stewardship originally meant
housekeeping — the ordering of the
household for adequate food, cloth-

ing, and shelter. This basic meaning
was extended to mean the adminis-
tration of the city. Finally, in Paul's
letter to the Ephesians, stewardship
was extended to mean God's order-
ing of the universe.

The Christian steward, by being
a channel of God's love, participates
in God's plan of the ages.
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Commenting on General Conference needs and achieve-

ments are: C. J. Dyck, Leland Harder, William Klassen,

S. F. Pannabecker, Elkhart, Ind.; Earl I. Eymann,

Reedl&y, Calif.; Jacob T. Friesen, Howard Raid, Bluff-

ton, Ohio; Albert M. Gaeddert, Mountain Lake, Minn.;

Henry Poettcker, Winnipeg, Man.; H. R. Schmidt,

Menno Schrag, Andrew R. Shelly, Orlando Waltner,

Newton, Kan.; John P. Suderman, Lynden, Wash.;

Harris Waltner, Ritzville, Wash.

Achievements
Each person was asked to comment on significant

work done since the Bethlehem Conference. This in-

cluded the work of the person's own board or com-

mittee as well as the total conference witness.

New Efforts in Stewardship

Friesen: I think the proposed stewardship emphasis

may well prove to be the most significant move for the

long range witness of our conference.

Schrag: Encouraging is the steadily increased giving

of the churches. But we could still do much better.

Dyck: Without doubt, the securing of a stewardship

secretary is most significant for the Board of Business

Administration. Lester Janzen's coming to this work
in September represented an answer to the prayers of

our board and of many others. It involves the work
of the entire Conference. It is the hope of the Board

of Business Administration that the Stewardship Edu-

cation Program now formally approved and launched,

will lead to a new awareness of our total Christian

commitment, including the financial.

Raid: The stewardship program is not a campaign
to raise more money, but to help us develop the deep

spiritual experience which is to be ours as members
of the Mennonite church.

Poettcker: I feel thrilled at the prospects of a deep

and thorough-going revival as we look anew at our

total stewardship.

Between

Estes Park

This week the Council of Boards meets at Newton,

Kan. Sixteen Conference officers and workers com-

ment on the state of Conference witness sixteen

months after the last General Conference session

(Bethlehem, Pa., Aug. 1962) and twenty months be-

fore the next session (Estes Park, Colo., July 1965).

Seminary and School Support

Dyck: Related to our program of education an

Far

to!

finance has been the assignment of working out

adequate financial relationship for the seminary an

the Conference. The responses seem to me to indicat

a growing maturity on the part of our Conference i

relation to the total mission we all face togethe

Gaeddert: How ready are we to place the seminar

into the center of our Conference? We do not want t

have the seminary become a place of indoctrinatior

the seminary must be free to lead out. It ought not t

become so dependent on funds that it must maintain

popularity wide and broad enough to have everyon

give generously; it needs to lead. For this reason ther

ought to be some kind of cushion for the seminan
which comes almost automatically.

Effectiveness in Missions

Harder: I would feel very uneasy speaking abou

any singular accomplishments of the Board of Mission

since the Bethlehem Conference apart from the wor
of our missionaries, totaling over 200, in Africa, Asi;

Latin America, and North America. I am impresse

by the high quality of the majority of our workers o

the fields. Their reports give evidence of a dynami
response to complex life situations, taking our Lord a

His word when He said, "And lo, I am with you a

ways." On some of our older fields, there was to

much inflexibility, too much apparatus in the face c

changing needs; but the social revolutions such as the

occurring in the Congo have helped our missionarie

everywhere to ask basic questions about mission ol

jectives and strategy; and I am particularly excite

about certain developments on some of our new€

fields, in which the transition from mission to churc

is more apparent, even though precarious.

Shelly: Developing creative patterns to work wit

the church on our various fields has been one of tin

most signicant developments. This has been a graduj

process rather than sudden and dramatic. For exan

pie, in Japan there has been close consultation froi *J|

the beginning. However, in recent years organization?

progress has been made constitutionally. The aim
to work together fully as co-workers in the Lord. Th;

has been the case in other countries too. Progress ha

been made in the application of biblical brotherhoc

patterns in Colombia. Without creating a sense

paternalism, ways have been found to help financ ft

new church buildings. Each of the churches now hsc^1

Colombian pastors.

A second "most significant" accomplishment durin

this period has been accelerated cooperation amon
Mennonite and wider groups. At Yeotmal, India, ov(

one hundred students are studying. India has aroun

23,000 Protestant churches. Here we cooperate wit

twenty-two evangelical bodies. In the inter-Mennonil

realm progress has been rapid. I have been servin

as chairman of the Committee of Mission Board Seer

taries where some eight Mennonite mission boards o

operate. We meet semi-annually in full session.

A third "most significant" accomplishment has bee
|

acceleration in assistance in (raining leadership i

various parts of the world. We are having an nctiv

part in the developments in the Congo. Both the Bib ^
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institute and the theological school are vital in the
training of workers.

Pannabecker: One of the most significant happen-
ings in the work carried on by the Board of Missions
has been the interchange of visitors between Japan
and Taiwan. We have had mission field students come
to America to visit or to study and we have had ex-
change the other way but this adds a new dimension.
When Pastor Yamada went as a Japanese Mennonite

to Taiwan to visit the Chinese churches it was some-
thing new. From him they got a view of Mennonite
and Christian understanding and devotion that no mis-
sionary from North America could have given. Like-
wise when Pastor Lin from Taiwan visited the churches
in Japan as a fellow Christian and Mennonite from a
Far East country he brought to them a new under-
standing. Both took back to their own lands and
churches new ideas and both contributed to the other.
Suderman: The thing that impresses me is the fact

that we have been doing a greater job in itinerating
jjjfurloughed missionaries through the churches of our
constituency. In the northwest where we are residing

;e
just now, we have had more missionary conferences
with more of our missionaries as the main speakers.
There is therefore a greater interest manifested here.

Defining the Work

Poettcker: Helpful has been the review of the total
Jbonference program together with an endeavor to

i]

plan in long range terms regarding coordination, inte-

je
^ration, and determining of specific policies.

H. Waltner: A significant step has been the at-

J tempt to share the concerns and plans of respective
aoards in order to gain a more comprehensive view

p the work of our Conference, and to seek out areas
)f special concern.

" Constitution Revision

O. Waltner: The Executive Committee encouraged
i study and revision of the constitution. It suggested
hat organizationally we must be flexible and ready for
najor constitutional changes so that the church remain
movement rather than become a rigid institution.

Dyck: The appointment of a committee for the revi-

ion of the Conference constitution is noteworthy. We
lave come to the place where we are serving the con-
[titution instead of it serving us and this is not good
or the work. Also, in a day of growing cooperation
mong Mennonites, constitutions have a way of block-
ing progress unless they are kept flexible as tools.

lany Other Achievements

O. Waltner: Significant is the increasing acceptance
f implications of divine love. Increasing readiness
) say and demonstrate that anything which restricts
r denies human dignity is contrary to the creative
urposes of God.
Raid: Our Pension Committee has been very active

I presenting the possibility for pensions to our min-
ters and institutional workers. To date our secre-
iry, August Epp, has visited the ministers of almost
II of our conferences, in the United States. Every

minister should have had the opportunity of enrolling
and a number of them have, so that now our provision
for retirement of our ministers is at the highest level
it has ever been.

Schrag: Advances on a broad front represent a
composite accomplishment for the Board of Education
and Publication. Included in this is the graded Sun-
day school curriculum, work on the inter-Mennonite
hymnbook, publication of the Organ Handbook, Torch-
bearer Guide, and materials for the Boys League.
Gaeddert: The peace seminars that have just gotten

under way are significant. These are taken right to
the communities where our people are, and it is ar-
ranged that small groups come to serious encounter
with the claims of Christ upon His followers.
We have gotten involved in some creative action on

the race question. Volunteers have worked in tension
areas; we have expressed our sympathies with those
whose children were killed in the explosion; we have
made our position known to Congressmen; and we
have tried to arouse the consciences of our own people
in local congregations concerning our own prejudices.
Not to be overlooked is the continuing voluntary

service program, which does so much for the partici-
pants. I have long felt that our great field of need is

often right in our own local congregations. To stir
people; to move them out of their world of self, and
expose them to the needs about them.
Harder: It seems to me we have been in a consoli-

dative, and not an expansionist, period since Bethle-
hem, and probably since Bluffton [1959] or before. The
opening of several new mission fields, the launching of
an inter-Mennonite church school curriculum, the post-
war renewal of efforts to sharpen our nonresistance
stand, the more significant study conferences pointing
us in the direction of renewal, all came prior to Bethle-
hem. Even in the area of city churches, the field seems
noticeably quiet, with little effort currently being in-

vested in starting new projects. Meanwhile, the mobil-
ity of our people continues; and perhaps the efforts of
the Student Services Committee to keep in contact with
our members attending universities all over the map,
shooting on the wing so-to-speak, is as significant as
anything we are attempting to do this triennium.

Needs
Representatives of the Council of Boards were also

asked to comment on things that the Conference needs
to do, possibly before Estes Park.

Discipleship and Witness

Raid: I think that our Mennonite church needs to
realize that we cannot continue to drift in the type of
world in which we find ourselves, that we are going to
have to look to our own particular church and our
own individual congregations and the lives of our own
individual members and how we are responding as
children of God in the secular world of which we are so
much a part. We will need to challenge anew our
people to become followers of the Christ in a world
that is secularized in all of its aspects. To do this it

will be necessary for us to turn the light upon our own

S ,0 witness
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selves and upon our own individual congregations,

using all of the intellectual and emotional and spiritual

powers that we have to withstand the onslaughts of

1 he kind of world with which we are faced.

Dyck: While the Stewardship Education Program

will inevitably lead to church renewal among us, more

is needed to sharpen our witness. It is not just a

matter of becoming more faithful witnesses, though

this is primary, but a problem of theology and culture

—our place in our society and in Christendom. There

is no easy and one sentence answer to the lack of

membership growth in the Conference but we must

find more answers than we have so far for the sake

of the lost and the sake of our own self-image. It may
be that this takes the appointing of a standing com-

mittee, or that it can come to an existing committee as

specific assignment, I don't know. I feel, however,

some among us should give their undivided attention

to this problem from an evangelical, sociological, theo-

logical and financial perspective, leading the Confer-

ence in shaping a theology of culture.

Shelly: I believe the primary need of the General

Conference is spiritual. I believe we have been going

through a cycle of evaluation, self-criticism, and study.

I believe the most important thing for General Con-

ference before Estes Park is to come to the place

where the Holy Spirit can fill us and use us. This

does not mean that we do not need to work on organi-

zational matters, but I believe the positive spiritual

values are our greatest need now.

Schmidt: We must take a new look at the effective-

ness of our communication with the recipients of our

mission efforts the world over.

Klassen: We must spell out concrete ways in which

the General Conference seeks to discharge its responsi-

bility of witnessing to other Christians while it con-

tinues to remain aloof from ecumenical relationships.

Gaeddert: Before Estes Park General Conference I

would like to see us come to grips increasingly with

the question: What should be our Christian peace wit-

ness in our day? And this should not necessarily take

all or many of us away from home. I should like to

see us come to grips locally in our congregations so

that we would get people involved. We pay a great

deal of lip-service, but that is often as far as it goes.

We are just pretty stagnant, pretty complacement, as

long as we have gas in the car, and food on the table.

We should be doing more about the race issue. Here
again it is the local congregations that one would like

to see more involved. There is no good reason why we
should not have two well-qualified Negro teachers

teaching in our schools; we need to work on this here.

Perhaps other areas need it likewise. We ought to

have a few helpers ready to help Vincent and Rosemary
Harding at Atlanta; plus another group ready to go to

Woodlawn. But it is difficult to move them. We may
just have to go ourselves.

Long Range Planning

Schrag: I think that of great urgency is a restudy

of what are the true priorities in Conference work.
Majority sentiment in the Conference probably would
indicate that all funds given for missions should be
used exclusively for that purpose. This would not
necessarily have to apply to other budgets, however.

Gaeddert: As a Conference we ought to take an-

Board of Missions (back row) : Lotus E. Troyer (alternate for
Elmer Keufeld), Meadows, 111.; Esther Wiens, Rosthern, Sask.

;

Ward W. Shelly, Lancaster, Pa.; George Groening, Winnipeg;
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Harder, Elkhart; Henry H. Epp, Waterloo, Ont. ; (front row) John
P. Suderman, Lynden, Wash.; Walter H. Dyck, Arvada, Colo.;
Willard Wiebe, Mountain Lake; S. F. Pannabecker, Elkhart.

Board of Education and Publication (back row): Harold Buller
Beatrice, Neb.; Menno Schrag, Newton; H. T. Klassen, Winnipeg;
Jacob J. Enz. Elkhart; George G. Dick, Winton, Calif.; William
Klassen, Elkhart; John H. Ewert, Freeman, S. D. ; (front row)
Jacob T. Friesen, Paul R. Shelly. Bluffton, Ohio; Vernon Neufeld,
Elmer Friesen, Newton. Missing: D. C. Wedel, Winfield, Kan.

Board of Business Administration (back row) : Peter R. Harder,
Winnipeg; Robert W. Hartzler, Goshen, Ind.; Harry Martens,
Elkhart; Howard Raid, Bluffton; Howard Baumgartner, Berne,
Ind.; Earl I. Eymann, Reedley, Calif.; (front row) C. C. Neufeld,
Winnipeg; C. J. Dyck, Elkhart; Walter A. Yoder, Bloomington,
111.; Carl Lehman, Bluffton. Missing: Ted E. Claassen, Newton;
Henry Pankratz, Mountain Lake, Minn.

Board of Christian Service (back row): Aaron J Epp, Goessel,

Kan.; Peter G. Sawatzky, Saskatoon; Vincent Harding, Atlanta;
Robert A. Franz, Ritzville, Wash.; William T. Snyder, Akron,
Pa. ; J. Winfield Fretz, Waterloo, Ont. ; David L. Habegger, Up-
land, Calif.; (front row) Albert M. Gaeddert, Mountain Lake;
Harry M. Detwiler, Souderton, Pa.; Esko Loewen, North Newton;
Robert Kreider, Bluffton; Missing: David P. Neufeld, Winnipeg.



other look at ourselves. We are four boards each a
little conference in itself; often more than a little bit
jealous for its own program. We have not quite
learned the art of seeing the program in perspective
Can we do this by conscious effort on the part of all of
us? Should someone, or a group, perhaps the Con-
ference officers, lift out a few points on which to
focus, and we just take time to evaluate our work?We will need to do it soon in our stewardship pro-
gram. There is a time coming, perhaps is already
here, when we will need to do a reckoning with our-
selves on just what we can do. We will need to draw
some lines somewhere. We are all enlarging, increas-
ing our budgets, building new institutions, adding here
and adding there, until we are really very widely
spread out; we are not focusing very definitely any-
where. We need direction. Maybe what we need most
is to reach out and develop that program, without at
the same time strengthening ourselves locally' Are
we neglecting the local congregations too much, except
as we cultivate them for more funds? There needs to
be a good balance, a healthy give-and-take: Conference-
to-congregation and congregation-to-Conference. Howm maintain this must ever be the tension that is there,
for only so can we keep that growing edge.
Friesen: We need to accept as fact that the work

and witness of our Conference is one. More unified
planning of total conference program must be achieved
The primary problem is not board competition but
plain ignorance of the total witness and its balance and
priorities to achieve maximum effectiveness.
Poettcker: I would like to see us continuing to work

at our policies so that we actually formulate and expe-
dite them. It is imperative that our policies be adapted
to enable our outreach to speak meaningfully to the
twentieth century.

^Stewardship

Soderman: It seems to me that we need to work out
means whereby we could meet the needs of the world
vhich have increased even during the last few months.
?osts in mission fields have risen. We desire to meet
:hese risen costs so we do not need to retrench in the
work. On the other hand, we need to increase all
missionary activity for the great commandment was to
;over the world with the gospel.
^Dyck: We hope to see the Stewardship Education
program become a growing concern throughout our
Conference to the place where every congregation and
'very family as well as every Conference board and
nstitution will make a self-study of their total steward-
hip, increasing our collective ministry, eliminating
vaste and competition among us, and hitting hard
hose ministries to which we decide to give ourselves
or the years ahead.
Eymann: We must make a real start toward chal-

snging our Conference churches with their steward-
hip opportunities.

Church Unity
H. Waltner: We must explore ways of coordinating
ur efforts with other Mennonite groups and other
enominational groups in the interest of making a
lore efficient and effective Christian witness.
Klassen: We need to make concrete proposals to

ne Old Mennonite Board of Education calling for: the
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merger of the Gospel Herald and The Mennonite; com-
pletely unified efforts in producing Sunday school mate-
rials for all levels; the establishment of a central
archives together with all other Mennonite groups;
undertake the publication of a first-rate theological
journal which would serve all Mennonite groups. We
should make a concrete merger proposal to the General
Council of the Old Mennonite General Conference and
to the Board of Reference and Counsel of the Menno-
nite Brethren Church.

O. Waltner: The Executive Committee should pro-
vide the situation in which discussion can move beyond
the question of whether or not we should plan for
avenues of cooperation and unity with other Menno-
nite groups and actively study and structure the na-
ture of relationships and procedures by which we will
give expression to the "oneness in Jesus Christ."

School's and Students

H. Waltner: We need to give more attention to the
students in colleges and universities, and to the mission
of our institutions of higher education.

Gaeddert: Besides this is the question of an over-all
board which deals with the institutions of higher learn-
ing. It seems to me this is badly needed. The mini-
mum function of such a board would be that of
coordination. The much larger function it ought to
serve is one of giving guidance to the church: keeping
the vision clear; seeing to it that we minister to our
people through our institutions. For example: we
have no institution which deals with those who never
get to college, or who are drop-outs either soon after
enrollment, or later in the first or second year, or even
those not capable of earning a degree. As it is we are
attaching a stigma on those who do not feel them-
selves academically capable of entering, or of finishing;
some may have very good talents along some other
line, but cannot make the grade academically; but we
are making no provision for those.

Many Other Needs

Poettcker: I would like to see every congregation
put its support behind the seminary in particular and
behind all educational institutions as a general course
to pursue in the years ahead.
Klassen: We need to lay the groundwork for a

study of our theology of worship in preparation for the
new ministers handbook and the joint hymnbook.
Suderman: We need a return to a clearer under-

standing of the total inspiration of the Word of God.
Shelly: The overwhelming challenge of the future

in missions will be to avoid either paternalism or aban-
donment and come to the maturity of Christ in pooling
Christian resources for the sake of the kingdom.
Political boundaries cannot be considered limitations
for our partnership efforts. If instead of a central
government in the United States we would have
fifty different nations, certainly we would not think
that every state should be totally indigenous even in
a prosperous country like the United States. It is

important that we realize that in Christ it is not a
matter of "we" and "they" but it is "us." The time
must come when we will consider sharing with those
in great need as normal as we now consider the rather
prosperous sharing with the somewhat less prosperous.
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Cuba Wants Medicine

But Not Men

Cuba is ready to accept medicines

and relief goods, but not personnel,

reported Harvey Taves, director of

the Canadian Mennonite Central

Committee office, after his visit to

Havana in October.

He said Cuba is suffering a se-

rious shortage of medicines. The
names of chronically ill people can

be obtained, and Cuban laws would

permit medicine to be sent without

being confiscated.

The Kitchener Mennonite Central

Committee office is planning an ex-

perimental program of drug ship-

ments in answer to this need. Taves
indicated that they might start with

fifty to one hundred names. He felt

that five dollars would be needed to

supply each of these persons with

medicine for a month.
Contributions for this program

may be sent to< the Kitchener office.

The names of the Cuban recipients

will be made available if donors

wish to correspond with them.
Cuba would also be open to relief

goods, but these materials would be
distributed through the government.
Taves and Elven Snyder, a mis-

sionary in Puerto Rico under the

Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities, went to Cuba to investi-

gate the possibility of sending MDS
personnel and supplies to Oriente

province to help the victims of Hur-
ricane Flora.

Taves reported that the spirit of

Communism is evident in Cuba on

every hand. There are slogans

everywhere. The newsstands and
bookstores carry only literature

from the government press and
from Communist bloc countries.

"The Cubans feel themselves in

possession of a beleaguered island,"

reported Taves. "Most of the young-

er Cubans seem to be enthusiastic

about their leader, and the regime
seems to have confidence in the

people because many of them are

armed. One sees teenagers wearing
pistols, old ladies with rifles across

their laps guarding the doors of

buildings, and young ladies with
tommy guns guarding public and
government buildings."

Speaking about the churches, he
said: "All Protestant groups, and
there are twenty of them, are still

in full operation. Some weeks ago,

Prime Minister Castro made a pub-

lic statement denouncing the Pente-

costals and the Bando Evangelico

de Gideon (not to be confused with
the businessmen's organization)

.

These have been suffering active

persecution (presumably because of

their door-to-door visitation pro-

gram). The Jehovah's Witnesses, of

whom there are said to be 40,000,

are completely underground be-

cause the government is very much
opposed to them.

"My most thrilling experience was
the encounter with members of the

Cuban Protestant ministry. They
are a group of highly intelligent,

well trained, and dedicated men
who have set themselves the task

of making Christ known in a hostile

environment. It was a stimulating

experience to be in the presence of

these men, to watch them fellow-

ship one with another, and to see

their spirit of unity."

MORE TEAMS TO HAITI

lib

Two more teams of Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ volunteers have
gone to Haiti to assist in the Hurri

cane Flora emergency relief pro

gram. They join the fifteen-man

building unit which flew to Haiti

October 30.

John Bender, M.D., of Goshen,

Ind., and Elaine Brubaker, R.N.,

Kitchener, Ont., both of whom have

served in Haiti previously, left for

the Caribbean Thursday, November
7, to provide medical care to the

storm victims in the Cote de Fer

region, the location of the MDS
building project. They were joined

by Ann Eby, R.N., Paradise, Pa.

early in the week of November 17

Bender was released by his clinic

in Goshen, Ind., for one month to

go to Haiti. His associates are look

ing after his patients during his

absence. Elaine Brubaker and Ann
Eby are scheduled to stay a mini

mum of two months.

The second team, consisting oi

five men recruited by Mennonite

Disaster Service, left for the scene

of the disaster on Thursday, No
vember 14. They will be working on

Church World Service building and

sanitation projects. The members of

the team are: Paul A. Hess, Cono ^

wingo, Md.; Henry S. Baerg, But ^
terfield, Minn.; Delmar A. Bender 3

Shakespeare, Ont.; Fred E. WallflC

Winnipeg, Man.; and Lloyd J. Cober

Fordwich, Ont.

With these two teams the number |*

of Mennonite and Brethren in Chrisl

volunteers serving in the Haiti dis

aster area has reached twenty-three

The possibility of sending anothei

team of builders after January

1964, is being studied.

The conferences and relief conj

mittees which are members of th\

Mennonite Central Committee ail

making a special appeal for Haiti

disaster service funds. They hop!

to raise $25,000. The MCC is urginf

contributors to channel their giftj

through congregational treasuries

or to send them to their conferenc*

or relief committee offices.

Dis
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EUROPEANS AID INDONESIA
Faced with drought, rising rice
prices, and imminent starvation, In-
donesians on the island of Java are
to receive forty tons of rice from
European Mennonites in December.
Abnormal dry spells and an ex-

ploding rat population threaten
what remains of the Indonesians'
crop. In some communities rats
have completely destroyed the rice
fields. Adding to the chronic fears
of the people are the mushrooming
prices. Anne Warkentin, Mennonite
Central Committee nurse in Java,
states that the cost of rice has al-

most doubled in a week and will
likely continue to soar.
In 1961, Indonesia suffered wide-

spread starvation but it appears that
conditions now are worse.
Even under normal conditions, In-

donesia is the biggest importer of
rice in the world. The demand for
rice is from December to March.
Mennonites in Germany and Switz-

erland are acting to lessen the dis-
tress in Indonesia. Their cash dona-
tions will pay for most of the 800
bags of rice which are being sent.
The remainder will be paid by Men-
nonite Central Committee. The rice
is being purchased and sacked in
California and will then be sent
from San Francisco to Java.

CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
'The basic stewardship of the Chris-
:ian is the gospel. Each Christian
nust ask himself what it takes to
*et Christianity across to all men in
ill walks of life around the world."
This was the theme of a General
Conference Mennonite Stewardship
Conference held October 15-16 at the
fMCA Hotel in Chicago.
District and area officers and lay-

nen, together with Conference sec-
etaries and officers, studied a
stewardship Education Program. It
vas emphasized that the program is

ot a raise-the-budget campaign but
program to help Mennonite Chris-

ians deepen their commitment in
11 areas of life, as they are
tewards of the gospel of Christ.
Appearing on the program were

|
J. Dyck, Daniel Kauffman, Will-

im Friesen, Andrew Shelly, Harry
Iartens, Carl Lehman, Robert
tartzler, and Lester Janzen.
Paul Schroeder of the Canadian
onference, Lyman Hofstetter of
ie Pacific District, Paul Goossen of
le Northern District, and Elbert

TELEGRAM

Following is the text of a message sent in behalf of the Conference.

Mrs. John F. Kennedy, The White House, Washington, D. C.

In your family's grief and our nation's sorrow at the death of your
husband and the President of our country, may the God of all com-
fort strengthen you and us with His peace and love.

The General Conference Mennonite Church, by Orlando Waltner,
Executive Secretary
November 23, 1963; Newton, Kansas

Koontz of the Western District led
devotional periods for each session.

Other conference participants were
Howard Baumgartner, Ted Claassen,
Earl Eymann, Peter Harder, How-
ard Raid, Henry Pankratz, Jacob T.

Friesen, Rufus Rich, Alvin Eitzen,
Arnold Reimer, Herbert Regier, and
Orlando Waltner.

CHURCH FORMED IN ALBERTA

On October 27 the Tabor Mennonite
Church in Tabor, Alta., was formal-
ly organized with forty-seven char-
ter members. The congregation is

an outgrowth of mission work be-

gun twelve years ago by the Mis-
sion Board of Canada and the Mis-
sion Committee of Alberta. David
Nickel has been the pastor and lead-

er during the entire period. Located
in a rural area, many of the mem-
bers are from Old Colony back-
ground.

David P. Neufeld, Winnipeg, ex-

ecutive secretary of the Canadian
Conference, and Henry Koop, Pinch-
er Creek, Alta., spoke at the serv-

ices. Peter Bergen, an agronomist
for the Alberta Sugar Refinery,
chaired the meeting.

BIBLE TRANSLATION

By the end of 1962, at least one com-
plete book of the Bible had been
translated and published in a total

of 1202 different languages, accord-
ing to the American Bible Society.

The Index Translativnum, Unesco's
international bibliography of trans-

lations, lists the Bible as the world's
most translated work. There were
246 translations made in 1961. Writ-
ings of Lenin (185 translations) and
Tolstoy (115 translations) came in

for second and third place.

Distribution of Bibles by the Amer-

ican Bible Society rose fifteen per-
cent in the United States and forty-
nine percent overseas. Over four
million copies of the Scriptures were
distributed in Brazil alone. More
than three million were passed out
in India and Argentina, and more
than two million copies went to
Japanese readers.

The Society reports large unmet
needs in newly emerging nations.
An Advance Program has been out-
lined to meet these needs. The Ad-
vance Program will end in 1966, the
year of the Society's 150th anniver-
sary. Five hundred thousand dollars
in additional funds are being sought
for the Advance Program.

MISSION PROJECTS

If you, your family, or church group
would like to support a special,
much-needed mission project, you
will be interested in the following
suggestions from the General Con-
ference Board of Missions: the
radio ministry in Japan, effective in
a country where there are not many
broadcasts; Girls Hostel at Jagdee-
shpur, India, where more space is

needed for girls to live while at-
tending the mission school; support
of a Taiwanese evangelist; Chris-
tian literature in Japan; reading
rooms in India at Korba, Basna, and
Saraipali; circulating library in
India which supplies Christian liter-

ature to distant villages; Union
Biblical Seminary at Yeotmal, India,
which trains church workers for
India and other countries; medical
assistance in the Congo, urgently
needed; the student aid program in

Paraguay; joint North American-
South American mission work in

Uruguay; Mennonite Biblical Semi-
nary, Uruguay, training church
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workers for half a dozen South

American countries; bookstore and

literature outreach in Taiwan; edu-

cation of missionary children in

Japan; church literature (includes

Sunday school materials) and pas-

tors' assistance for Paraguay
churches; X-ray rooms at Jagdee-

shpur, India, needed in a ministry

to hundreds of villages; roofs for

schools in three India villages (the

villagers will supply the labor)

;

Christian literature program for

India; missionary travel to and

from fields; scholarships for stu-

dents in Colombia; completion of

the retreat camp at Aoidaka, Japan.

TRAINING OF CHURCH WORKERS

On December 3, representatives

from district and area education

committees will meet in Newton,
Kan., with Board of Education and

Publication representatives of the

General Conference Church to co-

ordinate concerns and to plan fur-

ther work in Christian education.

A major concern of the group is

training church workers. The repre-

sentatives will study the training of

leaders for Sunday school work-
shops (the most recent workshop,
with demonstration classes, was
held November 15-16 for central

Illinois churches) and the promotion

of leadership training in the local

church using the Conference's re-

cently published leadership training

materials.

At this meeting churches and dis-

tricts have opportunity to share

concerns with the Board of Educa-

.

tion and Publication on the use of

graded Sunday school curriculum

materials or on any other aspect of

Board work. Group members will

also share information on new
Christian education publications.

FOTO FILADELFIA EXPANDS

Three-day film service is taken for

granted by many North Americans,

but where can you get pictures de-

veloped and printed in a few days

in Paraguay's Chaco?
When Hans P. Loewen, who had

been doing photography for several

Chaco villages the past six years,

opened Foto Filadelfia in 1962 at

the village of Filadelfia in the

Fernheim Colony, three-day film

service and quality developing and

printing became available to the

Chaco for the first time. But the

new business, hampered by limited

funds and a poor location, could

not expand.

In April 1963 with the help of a

BELL ADDRESSES INDIA MISSIONARIES Missionaries from all General Conference

mission stations in India, met in Champa October 11-17 for their Seventy-second

Annual Conference. Gordon Bell of the Far East Broadcasting Company spoke

to the group gathered in the Ben Sawatzky home. First row. from left to right:

Melva Lehman, Esther Wiebe, Leona and Ben Sawatzky, Lois and Paul Dyck;

second row: Arthur and Jeanette Thiessen, Edward and Ramoth Burkhalter,

Kenneth and Mary Bauman, Anne Penner, Helen Kornelsen; third row: Homer
and Gredi Janzen, Curt and Olga Claassen, Lubin and Tillie Jantzen, Dorothy

and Jake Giesbrecht; fourth row: Mary Lou and Joe Duerksen, John and Mary
Pauls, Ruth and Harold Ratzlaff.

modest Mutual Aid Services, Inc.'

loan, Hans Loewen was able to

move into a new photograph studio

near the center of Filadelfia. Now
he is able both to give prompt film

service and to do studio work, and
often has requests from two neigh-

boring colonies to be the photog-

rapher for special occasions.

In addition, there is room for the

sale of cameras and film at the

shop, and Loewen envisions sale of

radios, records, record players, and
musical instruments in the future,

products which are readily available.

Mutual Aid Services, Inc., which

helped Loewen expand a business

needed by the community, is a cor-

poration operating under the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church.

LUTHERANS MEET CATHOLICS
IN COLOMBIA MEETING

Roman Catholic theologians met
in Bogota, Colombia, on October 24

with Lutheran churchmen from nine

Latin American countries to discuss

the place of the Word of God in

the Christian faith. The encounter

took place during a four-day con

ference of Caribbean-area pastors

sponsored by the Lutheran World
Federation's Committee on Latin

America. About a dozen Catholic

priests, including Jesuits and Don

minicans, responded to the organ
izers' invitation to hear and discuss

:

a Lutheran address on "The Word
of God as Law and Gospel."

This was followed with attend

ance of conference participants a|

an address on "Scripture and Tradi'

tion: Interaction and Interdepend

ence" at the Xavierian University

by a Jesuit priest.

The invitation to the Roman Cath
olics was made through MonsignorlL

"

Alfredo Morin, a Canadian who is|

rector of Bogota's Major Seminary,

Although it was stressed that the
r

resulting dialogue was unofficial,

Morin said that the head of the

Colombian hierarchy, Luis Cardinal

Concha Cordoba, had consented tc ORR

it. Also present were a number oi

Colombian Presbyterian churchmen
The Lutheran lecture was giveii

by Robert T. Hoeferkamp, mission

ary professor of the Lutheralj

Church Synod at the Lutheran Semj

inary in Mexico City. The Romal
Catholic presentation was made bj

Carlos Bravo, professor of HoIJ

Scripture in the Jesuit university's

theological faculty.
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ZALENDAR

Conferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Canadian
Dec. 6—Christmas banquet, Young

pen's Service Organization, First
Church, Saskatoon, Sask.
Dec. 8—Vesper Service, Conrad

5rabel College, Waterloo, Ont, Paul
Vlininger, speaker.

Dec. 28—New Students Day, Con-
rad Grebe! College, Waterloo, Ont.
Central

Dec. 3—Lima Symphony Orches-
ra concert, Bluffton (Ohio) College.
Eastern

Dec. 8—Annual presentation of
"Tie Messiah, Zion Church, Souder-
on, Pa.

Vestern

Dec. 4-6 — General Conference
Council of Boards, North Newton,
Can.

lEATHS

Walter Geiger, Grace Church,
•andora, Ohio, born Dec. 11, 1888,
nd died Nov. 12.

John D. Harder, First Church,
It. Lake, Minn., born Apr. 17, 1871,
l South Russia and died Nov. 10.

[is widow, four sons and four
aughters survive.

Henry Janzen, Glendale Church,
ynden, Wash., born Feb. 9, 1878,
nd died Nov. 10. He is survived by
Ls wife, three sons and three
aughters.

Alvin J. Lang, Salem Church, Mu-
lch, N.D., born Oct. 3, 1917, and
ed Nov. 3. His wife, one son and
iree daughters survive.

'ORKERS

Mary Goerzen, Bergthal Church,
Jmonton, Alta., recently went to
ewfoundland. She will serve as a
irse under MCC-VS.
Sue Martens, Eyebrow, Sask., is

the United States on her first fur-
ugh. She will be attending the
cond quarter at Bethel College,
orth Newton, Kan. She is the di-

ctor of nurses at Mennonite Chris-
n Hospital, Taiwan.

LaVerne Schirch, Professor of

Chemistry at Bluffton College, and
Bluffton College have been awarded
a $26,765 research grant by the
United States Public Health Service
for the comparative study of threo-
nine and serine adolase. The pur-
pose of the investigation is to make
clear the way vitamin B6 reacts to

several enzymes. The money is to

be used to hire additional research
personnel, to purchase equipment
and supplies, and to allow the in-

vestigators to attend scientific meet-
ings. The grant is to be used over
a three-year period.

Pierre Sommermeyer, a French
Mennonite, has been imprisoned be-

cause of his pacifist convictions. He
is the first Mennonite conscientious
objector to be imprisoned.

MARRIAGES

Clark Jay Graber, First Church,
Moundridge, Kan., and Connie Ruth
Hirschler, West Zion Church,
Moundridge, Kan., on Nov. 16.

WORKER WANTED
Editorial Assistant and Youth Edi-
tor—This position will be available
in August 1964. Duties include edit-

ing a weekly three-page youth de-

partment, styling, proofreading,
newswriting, assistance in layout,
and supervision of printing schedule.
Experience in editorial work plus
good background in grammar and
composition preferred. Apply in

writing supplying resume of educa-
tion and experience to: Editor, The
Mennonite, 722 Main St., Newton
Kan.

CHRISTMAS FILMS AVAILABLE

The Audio Visual Library of the
General Conference Publication Of-
fice has the following Christmas
films on hand for use by churches in

December: Brightest Night, 16mm..
color, 14 min., $10 rental; The Great-
est Gift, 16mm., black and white, 25
min., $12.50 rental (four copies of

Mary Goerzen,

LaVerne Schirch

(Workers).

this film are available); and To
Each a Gift, 16 mm., color, 30 min.,
$22.50 rental.

Four filmstrips from The Story of
Jesus series present the annuncia-
tion, the nativity, the presentation
at the Temple, and the visit of the
Wise Men; each is in color, about
fifteen minutes, with 33% record and
study guide, and rents for $2.00.

Orders should be placed now by
church groups wishing to use one
of these. Write to: Audio Visual Li-
brary, 720 Main Street, Newton,
Kan. Descriptions of the films are
in the "Films for Churches" cata-
log, which is a list of films added
to the Library from the William
Zehr collection. This catalog, avail-
able for the asking, lists films in
such areas as Old and New Testa-
ment, Christian faith and life, Chris-
tian service, church history, evan-
gelism, family life, missions, nature,
peace, race, relief, stewardship, and
Sunday school training.

NEW ADDRESSES

Alabama
John Yoder, Rt. 2, Box 59A, Florala
36442

Asia
Verney Unruh, 4447-3 Shimi Sen
Cho, Miyakonojo, Miyazaki. Japan

Europe
Isaac I. Friesen, 16 Nottingham

Place, London Wl, England

SELECTIVE 1-Ws

The folloioing material was ad.pted
from tlie conclusion of a survey of
1-W men. This material uxts submit-
ted by Arnold C. Wedel, North New-
ton, Kan., Bethel College professor
and informal consultant on this
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si itti i) made by Ted Dreier. Before

going to Africa, Dreier spent time

in Denver, a t which time this report

was written.

In this conclusion, I have tried to

bring out some of the general im-

pressions that I got while talking

to the fellows. The thing that 1 am
mainly interested in is how might

we strengthen the 1-W program in

Denver so that it might make a big-

ger and better influence on the sur-

rounding community?
The first thing looked for in the

data was possible correlations be-

tween the answers given and age,

between the understanding of the

Bible and their interpretation of the

1-0 position, and between the under-

standing of the Bible and how the

1-0 position fits in with keeping

America free. Much to my dismay,

I was unable to establish even a

weak correlation between any of

them.

The married people that were in-

terviewed showed a somewhat deep-

er concern about the 1-W program
out here, however, not necessarily

Look to Your Faith

LOOK TO YOUR

FAITH
I. N. SMUCKSK

A book of short devotional meditations

on challenging tenets of the Christian

faith. The meditations are selected edi-

torials of the past editor of The Men-

nonite. By Jesse N. Smucker, $2.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

a deeper understanding of its far-

reaching possibilities.

The fellows that had to go

through court to get their classifica-

tion definitely showed that they had

done a lot more thinking about their

position than had others. These fel-

lows felt that it would be good if

everyone had to go through the ex-

perience of defending their position.

This type of experience makes one

evaluate the position which he holds

and therefore makes it more mean-

ingful. I was told about a fellow

that said he would have gone 1-A

if he would have had to appeal his

case. It is attitudes like this that

disturb the conscientious 1-W.

When making an evaluation of

such a program, one wonders what

part the church plays. One would

have to conclude that the church

plays a big part; however, it proba-

bly does not play as soul-searching

a part as might be hoped. It is

through the influence of the church

that most of the fellows are out

here. They have come from a church

that has stressed the idea of non-

violence. Most of the fellows have

just accepted the idea that when
they were of age they would go into

some kind of alternative service.

The thing one questions is whether

or not these same fellows would

have taken the 1-0 stand if they had

the same convictions they now have,

but would have come from another

church or community that did not

stress the ideal of not bearing arms.

It is interesting to note, that the

doctrine of nonviolence is held to

by these fellows, as far as not going

to the army; however, the other

teachings of the church such as not

smoking and drinking are discarded

by some. It would appear that it

would be easier to stand up for not

drinking and smoking convictions of

the church, in our military minded
country, than to stand up for the

nonviolence aspects of our training.

I don't necessarily feel that the

problem of drinking and smoking
is a major issue except for the fact

that it is against the teachings of

the church just as the bearing of

arms is. . . .

The military service is looked at

as being a hard and cruel type of

training in which one loses a lot of

the freedoms that he is accustomed
to in regular civilian life. Some of

the 1-W fellows mentioned that they
felt this setup out here was actual-

ly an easy way out. Perhaps the

reason it was considered such is be-

cause one can hold the job of a

civilian, receive the pay of a civilian

while at the same time fulfilling his

military obligations.

The thing that really opened my
eyes as to how the 1-W felt out here

was the answers given to the ques
tion asked concerning their feeling

toward the setting up of a program
similar to voluntary service in pay
(say around $10-$20 over living ex
penses). Some of the reactions were
as follows: "I would be against the

low pay because I couldn't go home
every other month." "More would
probably lean to the army because

they couldn't get ahead financially.

"I would object because of not being

able to keep up car payments.'

Others mentioned that they were
sure that quite a few of the fellows

would drop out of the program and

that the program would suffer in

membership.
It is interesting that a program that

is established because of religious

reasons hinges so closely on the fi

nancial situation involved. Some felt

that lowering the pay would develop

a body of fellows that had stronger

convictions and also might make
them feel more important. One fel

low mentioned that some of the fel

lows seemed to feel less importanl

than their fellow 1-W's because oJ

difference in pay.

The more one sacrifices, regard

less whether it is 1-W, pax, army
etc., the more valuable the exper

ience will become. Some feel tha

the sacrificing of an army fellow ii

responsible for his high degree o:

patriotism. Perhaps if a 1-W had t<

sacrifice more then he also woul<

look to his work with more mean
ing. Besides being more meaningfu

for the participant, it would als

probably have a greater influenc

on the outside public, and the;

would be held in higher esteem. Ii

order to make this program ai

effective witness it is necessary I

sacrifice more than we are at th

present time.

To say that all l-W's are not sacri

ficing would not be fair for thei

are some who actually send in mos
of their pay check to support tin

church or a Pax fellow. These ar

the kind of fellows that have thei;

heart and soul in the program am
are helping it grow. Ted Dreier, Bot

236, Blantyre, Nyasalcmd, Africa.
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It was a cold winter day in 1468 in

the city of Mainz, Germany, when a
small group of relatives and friends
laid to rest a poor old pensioner
who had passed away. One of the
mourners was his nephew, Adam
Geltfuss.

Perhaps the only one who shed
real tears was young Adam. The
rest of the world little noticed or
cared that old Johann Gensfleiss,

known as Gutenberg (from the town
where his family originated) had
passed on at the age of sixty-nine.

But if no one appreciated what his

uncle had done, little Adam did, and
someday he vowed he would tell the
world of the heroic struggle which
his uncle waged to print the great
Bible that was on the lectern of the
Cathedral of Mainz, copies of which
were also to be found in many of

n~3T
JL

the other large churches of Europe.
His uncle had spoken often to

Adam with pride of his achievement,
now being widely copied in many
busy printing shops all over Ger-
many. Old Johann had admonished
his nephew that, regardless of what
the world might do, he should al-

ways live by the precepts of that
great Book his uncle had printed.

It was thirty-nine years before
Adam was able to make good his

pledge. He took his uncle's advice
to study the Bible and was led to

dedicate his life to the service of

God. By the time in 1507 that he
finally set down in writing the story
his uncle had lold him about how
printing had come to be invented,
Adam was a prominent clergyman,
bearing the honored title of Mon-
signor.

Adam's claim on behalf of his

uncle created a little flurry of in-

terest—but not much. People were
still too busy copying Johann Guten-
berg's invention to be concerned
about giving claim to the inventor.
As the years passed, Gutenberg's
grave was lost in obscurity when
the marker crumbled away and his

name was all but forgotten. Gather-
ing dust in a library in Mainz was
his nephew's little book.
As a Berlin newspaper recently

reconstructed one of the great "de-

tective stories" of history, it was

The Man History Almost Forgot
His invention was copied so quickly, by so many, the poverty stricken inventor died in obscurity.

a
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not until 250 years after Guten-

berg's death that anyone began to

take a serious interest in him. The
interest arose because of conflicting

claims by libraries as to which had

the oldest book. In order to verify

the claim, someone had to find out

who the first printer really was.

Early Claims

A claim had been staked out un-

challenged for two centuries by one

Johannes Schoeffer who had written

a book attributing to his grandfa-

ther, Johannes Fust, and his father,

Peter Schoeffer, operation of the

first printing shop. Certainly they

were among the earliest printers

—

but were they the inventors?

In 1741, Professor Johann David

Hoehler of the University of Gottin-

gen decided to try to find out. He
examined a number of the oldest

books to be found in libraries and

old Bibles in churches. These old

printed books are called "Incuna-

bila" by scholars, from the Latin

word meaning "cradle" and they are

today prized beyond money by those

who collect them.

Hoehler came across Adam Gelt-

fuss's claim on behalf of his uncle

and was impressed. By studying the

type faces and other clues as to the

technique by which books were
printed, Hoehler came to the con-

clusion that Johann Gutenberg had,

indeed, operated the first print shop.

In 1750, he threw his respected au-

thority and that of the University

of Gottingen behind the Gutenberg
Bibles as authentically the world's

oldest printed books.

It was not until 1804 when he had
been dead 334 years, that a modest
little monument was erected in

Mainz to Gutenberg's memory. On
August 14, 1837, thirty-three years

later, the city, at last alive to its

claim upon world history, erected

a great statue to Gutenberg. A three-

day civic celebration marked what
Mainz claimed was the 400th anni-

versary of the invention of printing.

Alas, they were a little prema-
ture. The best historical evidence

now suggests that, although Guten-

berg returned to Mainz about 1437,

he was not able to open a printing

shop until about 1450, although he
had had the idea for a good many
years.

The date 1452 is now estimated

by scholars as the time he actually

began printing the Bible. It is esti-

mated that the printing job took

Gutenberg and his employees at

least four years to complete. One
illustrator who hand-painted the

capital letters signed his work Aug-

ust 24, 1456.

Records Found in Lawsuits

Unfortunately, most of the rec-

ords left behind of the life and work
of Johann Gutenberg that historians

can find 500 years later were his

name as a defendant in lawsuits.

There is the rather amusing suit

for breach of promise filed against

him in 1425 by the indignant Ense^

len Thier on behalf of his jilted

daughter, Anna. After this incident,

young Herr Gutenberg found it ex-

pedient to leave Mainz and worked
in Strasburg for a number of years.

Later, the records showed his finan-

cial troubles in operating a printing

shop in Mainz, the loans of capital

by Johann Faust in 1450 and 1452

by which we date the start of the

big Bible-printing project, the fail-

ure of Gutenberg to pay, his fore-

closure, and, ultimately, in 1465, the

small pension voted him by the

town council of Mainz. We see a

suit against his heirs filed the day
after his death, February 24, 1568,

laying claim to some printing equip-

ment he still owned to satisfy his

debts.

On the whole, it is a story of a
man with a great dream, a dream
which came true, which revolution-

ized the world, but which left him
penniless and, but for the clues left

to historians by his nephew, com-
pletely forgotten by history.

Putting together the story of Gu-
tenberg from the fragments that

were left, it appears that he began
experimenting in Strasburg about
1436 with the idea of printing books.

Until this time books had to be cre-

ated by the laborious process of

copying each one by hand on heavy
vellum manuscript. To create a fine

book would take a man two years

of intense labor. This made books
extremely expensive and very few
in number. Even those men who
learned how to read found it diffi-

cult to gain access to anything to

read. Only the concert classics were
copied. Few contemporary writers

were considered worth copying.

Thus, there was a slavish depend-
ence on the ideas and thought of

the ancient past. For 1,000 years
since the end of the Roman Empire
intellectual development had virtu-

ally stopped in Europe.

He Opened the Door to Knowledge

Gutenberg, more than any one in-

dividual, got the Middle Ages off

dead center. By providing man with
a rapid and cheap means of com-
munication he opened the door toi

the tremendous increase in knowl-
edge that led to development of the

modern age.

The rapid increase in the number
of Bibles which followed his inven-

tion is widely credited with start-

ing with the intellectual ferment
that in 1517 led to the Protestant
Reformation.
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Gutenberg did not invent print-

ing. The Chinese had done that
J nearly two centuries earlier. But the

|
invention was of no particular bene-

1
fit to the Chinese because they wrote

* by using a different character for
s each word, rather than with an al-
t phabet with only twenty-six char-

acters from which all words can be
J

|

created, as do we. For want of an
ie alphabet, the Chinese became as in-
s tellectually dormant as did Euro-

's
I peans.

* Printing had been attempted in
0 Europe with wooden blocks but they

'j did not take ink satisfactorily, wore
0 away rapidly, and gave uneven im-
' pressions. Carving them was a tedi-

ous job for expert craftsmen which
made the process very expensive.

Inventions Combined

Goldsmiths, however, had learned
the unique property of lead to ex-

pand, rather than contract, when
it cooled. They were using molds to

cast lead and had also learned to

harden lead by adding tin. Lead by
itself would be too soft to use as
printing type, for it would quickly
wear away or become indented.

To do printing, you also have to

lave ink. Textile designs were being
mprinted on cloth by wooden
olocks in Europe by 1440. While the
>locks were unsatisfactory for print-

ng paper, the inks were very useful.

Finally, you had to have a much
arger supply of paper than had
;xisted heretofore. Again, Guten-
)erg was fortunate in that an im-
)roved process for making paper
lad just been developed and a mill
or its production opened in Mainz.
Gutenberg ingeniously put all the

aventions together: the idea of
•rinting, the use of hardened lead
o make the type, ink applied by
oilers, heavy presses such as the
^xtile men had invented, and a
heap supply of paper. To these he

Idded his own unique and indis-

pensable contribution — movable
wpe.
By making up a plate for the
ress from hundreds of individual
otters put together in a form, the
ecessary impression could be made
nd then the type distributed back
lto its cases to be used over again,
ompose the next page and so on.

DUTH is sponsored by the Young People's
lion of the General Conference Mennonite
lurch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

A skilled craftsman had to make
the original type molds, but after
this was done, any journeyman
could take the pieces of type out
of the case and compose a page. As
fast as the pressmen could ink the
forms, they could press down page
after page of paper on them. This
is slow by our modern methods

—

but incredibly fast and cheap com-
pared with the methods that had
gone before.

While Gutenberg experimented, so
did others. At least one page from
a printed almanac for the year 1448
is known. There were three or four
other earlier experiments. But when
Gutenberg printed his Bible, he was
past the state of experimenting and
was demonstrating a complete
process.

There are 1,282 great folio pages
to the Gutenberg Bible, with two
columns to a page, and forty-two
lines of type in each column. To du-
plicate it would be a stubstantial
printing order for a modern print-

ing plant.

Gutenberg printed 150 copies of
the Bible. Fragments of forty-six,

but perfect copies of only eight re-

main. They are valued at up to

$500,000 each. Gutenberg, however,
went bankrupt. The undertaking
was so great that its cost ruined
him. While Gutenberg went through
the pain of bankruptcy and poverty,
his Bibles were studied by others
who quickly copied his printing
method. There were no patents in

those days, no protection for the
inventor from those who stole his

idea and claimed it as their own.

Printed Material Spreads

So rapidly was Gutenberg's idea
of movable lead type copied that by
1500 no less than 40,000 books had
been printed. Europe was bustling
with printing plants and men's
minds were aflame with the educa-
tion which books suddenly brought
within the reach of every man.

Yet Gutenberg, the bankrupt old

printer in Mainz, would have died
unknown to the generations of men
who owe their liberation from ig-

norance to his invention had it not
been for the pledge his broken-
hearted nephew made. It took young
Adam thirty-nine years to write the
story and 200 years more before
anyone seriously believed it, but
Gutenberg's place in world history
is now secure.
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God is our refuge and strength,

a very present help in trouble.

"' Therefore we will not fear though the earth should

change,

though the mountains shake in the heart of the sea;

though its waters roar and foam,

though the mountains tremble with its tumult.

There is a river whose streams make glad the city of God,

the holy habitation of the Most High.

God is in the midst of her, she shall not be moved

;

God will help her right early.

The nations rage, the kingdoms totter

;

he utters his voice, the earth melts.

The Lord of hosts is with us

;

the God of Jacob is our refuge.

Come, behold the works of the Lord,

how he has wrought desolations in the earth.

He makes wars cease to the end of the earth

;

he breaks the bow, and shatters the spear,

he burns the chariots with fire

!

"Be still, and know that I am God.

I am exalted among the nations,

I am exalted in the earth
!"

The Lord of hosts is with us

;

the God of Jacob is our refuge.

Psalm 46





Three ministers and two laymen

took part in this discussion. Their

comments have been adapted from

a recording mads at the Pacific Dis-

trict Conference, Dallas, Ore., June

8. Laymen were August (Steve)

Epp, Newton, Kan., and Ralph

Boese, Ritzville, Wash. Ministers in-

clude Nobel V. Sack, Alberta Com-

munity Church, Portland, Ore., and

Donavin Diller, First Church, Phoe-

nix, Ariz. Also participating as a

minister and serving as chairman of

the discussion was Henry A. Fast,

executive secretary of the Board of

Christian Service, Newton, Kan.

Fast: The topic that was suggested

to us is "What is the responsibility

and duty of laymen in regard to

the total stewardship of our Lord

and the church and the Conference

The church has work for lay-

men. In fact, without laymen

no church could exist. But

what do laymen do and why?

Here are some answers.

outreach?" We talk about steward-

ship here and I will not try to make
a definition of stewardship except

to point out that we're not thinking

merely in terms of money—it's a

stewardship of all life and we talk

here in terms of outreach and serv-

ice. When we talk here about stew-

ardship we try to keep that in mind,

the accountable service of laymen
in the church and in the Conference

outreach.

One of the questions that comes to

us almost immediately is what is a

layman?
Epp—Well, I don't know who's

supposed to answer this. Ralph and

I are laymen and we decided right

from the beginning we're on the

defense with three ministers here.

To get a little something started

here, he's the man who hires the

minister. The layman then sort of

becomes the employer and the min-

ister the employee. Maybe we don't

usually think of it that way, but

I'll see what the rest of you think

of that one.

Sack: Sometimes a layman is

defined as a nonprofessional. In the

medical world he is somebody who:

is not a doctor.

But I understand that as far as

the laymen are concerned they are

the most important part of the

church because about ninety-nine

percent of the church is made up or

laymen. So I would say that the

layman is the most important part

of the church. You see, if we would1

not have laymen we ministers would
not have a job. We wouldn't have

a working force, and we wouldn't

have anybody to challenge to do the

work of the church which needs t

be done.

Fast: Is there more reason to as 7

about the duty of the layman tha

there is to ask what is the duty o

a minister, director of religious edu

cation, choir director?

Diller: Possibly through habit an

custom over the years laymen hav

a clear-cut idea of what the min!

ister is supposed to do. The layma
somehow fears to step over this lin

that he through custom and habii

has set up. Possibly the minister

himself has helped too along tlr

way to set up this borderline. Yod

all know that in the past in old

Mennonite church the pastor wal
selected by lot. And I think that al

one time there was not this demaa
cation that we have now. Througfl
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custom and tradition we now have
well denned areas that this is the
minister's area and the layman says,

"I stay out of this."

Epp: I'm wondering. The laymen
are pretty much a bunch of leaners.
They have a lot of fellows to lean
on. The minister doesn't have any-
one to lean on really so he's got to

take the initiative. I'm wondering
whether that is such a good thing
—to have the ninety-nine percent
leaning on each other and the min-
ister has to take the lead? But our
problem of course is: How do we get
the layman to assume some of this

responsibility?

Fast: Let me ask another ques-
tion. Is layman a good biblical New
Testament term?

Sack: I looked in my New Testa-
ment and tried to recall some of
the things that I had learned and I

think we discover that the church
was first of all made up of all lay-

men. In fact, we can go back fur-

ther than that and say that Jesus
himself was a layman. He certainly
was not a professional religious

leader as the Pharisees were. It is

true that His disciples called Him
Rabbi or Teacher or Master, but in

the eyes of the religious leaders of
His day Jesus was thought of as a
lay person.

And then I think of the first

leaders of the Christian church who
became the disciples. They were first

of all laymen. The fisherman and
the tax collector and perhaps the
businessman — these are men that
Jesus called. He didn't call the pro-
fessional religious leader to disciple-

ship.

And I think of what happened,
for instance, in Acts 6 when the
apostles were not only busy in

teaching and preaching and pray-
ing but they also had the problem
of distribution of alms and they just

couldn't reach all of them. Some of
the Hellenistic Jewish Christians
were being neglected. Remember
that the church at that time ap-

pointed seven men. We sometimes
call them deacons. They are minis-
tering servants appointed to a spe-

cific kind of work but there again
the layman plays an imporant part
in the life of the New Testament
church.

We think that when we go to Acts
8 that the laymen were the ones
who were the special objects of
persecution and we read in Acts 8:4

that wherever these lay people went
they went preaching the gospel.
Well, I'm sure that they didn't set
up a church and stand behind the
pulpit and preach. I think that they
preached in their everyday relation-

ships of life. And we can go to 1

Corinthians 12 where Paul talks
about the body of Christ. It seems
to me here he's talking about the
church made up of laymen with
various gifts and various potentials
and abilities and responsibilities.

Fast: Do you think that the rapid
spread of the early Christian church
is pretty largely due to the fact that
it was a lay movement?
Sack: Definitely.

Fast: Is the layman of today
measuring up to his responsibility
in planning, maintaining, and ad-
ministrating the church and Con-
ference outreach?
Epp: We did a little talking about

this, and someone remarked, "Let's
not be whipping the layman too
much."

Well, I am more and more con-
vinced that he needs a real whip-
ping. I have spent a lot of time in

the district conferences all over the
country and I think if you would
have heard what I have heard you
would agree with me. I think the
women in the church are doing a
much better job than the men. And
I tell them so. And I have proof for
that in that they even raise more
money than the men.
Sack: I'm wondering whether he

isn't too hard on the layman. I'm a
minister, but I'm going to stick up
for the layman.

Boese: If the laymen are as lack-

ing in assuming responsibility as
Steve would have us feel, then there
must be some reason for it. What is

wrong with our total Christian con-
cepts if this is true that we do not
think it worthwhile enough to spend
some more time than we do in Chris-
tian work? Is it customary for men
to leave the church work to the
ladies? I think if you have visited

some of the city churches other
than Mennonite you would notice
that the large percentage of those
attending are ladies. What has hap-
pened? Why is the church work not
important to the layman?

Diller: I think of something that
Howard Raid has written recently.

He said that in the communities he
has checked, people are led more by
the economic pull rather than being



led by the Holy Spirit. In other

words what is more important in

my life—to seek to do God's will?

Or is it this economic pull in which

we are caught in America?

I think he has touched on a vital

point there. We have to decide:

What are we going to be led by,

the Holy Spirit or by this economic

pull?

Fast: Do you think we have suc-

ceeded in properly motivating lay-

men?
Epp: In going about the country I

find that many times the minister is

the spiritual leader of the church

which he always is of course, but

he's also everything else in the

church. Either men don't take hold

of their responsibility because they

haven't got an opportunity or they

are not being led into it. I would

like to see this tried in all churches

—to have the minister say, "Now
I'll be the spiritual leader and you

take care of everything else."

And that is as it should be. Isn't

that right, Dr. Sack?

Sack: That's right.

Epp: All right. But men are not

challenged to that extent so there-

fore they don't do it. If they did do

it I'm sure that men would assume

more responsibility in the churches

than they do now.

Fast: Good, Steve, but should a

layman aggressively seek to find a

place where he can help or should

he wait until he is asked? How can

he keep from being a meddler?

Sometimes ministers react a bit to

a layman who appears to be a little

aggressive or wish he'd keep his

place.

Epp: Well, I think since the min-

ister is, what did you call him, a

professional man, or specialist or

something? —I think he's well cap-

able of holding his own. I've heard

it brought up in some men's meet-

ings that that's the downfall of our

church because the men don't take

hold of it and the minister does

everything. And I know in some
churches they nearly have to.

Boese: I think in most cases a

person who is willing to do work
will soon find that he is overbur-

dened with work rather than not

having enough to do. I think this is

more apt to happen. Now there may
come a time that he's going to ac-

cept too much responsibility that

there may be some people unhappy

with him

—

Epp: Because he does too much?
Boese: Yes. I think there are few

cases where if he does it with the

right attitude and the right spirit

that he will not find anything to do.

Diller: I'm wondering if part of

our failure has been in developing

a real spirit of discipleship. This I

think is an error on our part as

ministers. We should develop a per-

sonal relationship with more of our

members and develop a high spirit

of discipleship so that the individual

men of the congregation will be

followers of Christ from Monday to

Saturday, not only on Sunday. The
doctor in his office will strive to use

Christian ethics in his business. He
will strive to be a witness—he deals

with people all the time—and if he

can do his work in a Christian man-

ner, not only in a professional man-

ner as a medical doctor, it can be

invaluable service. Likewise the

farmer—if he uses the Christian

ethics in all that he does. I think

some of our communities might be

somewhat changed if all the laymen

really followed discipleship. We
might find some neighbors wonder-

ing what happened to John or what
happened to Joe. Why is he a little

different? In this way we can really

be an effective part of church.

Fast: I like this broader empha-

sis. So often when we talk about

the responsibility and duty of the

layman in the church we think of

what happens right in here, pri-

marily on Sunday, maybe midweek
meeting. But you're emphasizing

here the responsibility and duty of

the layman in regard to the total

outreach, the total purpose of the

church which is witness—witness by

life, witness by work, witness by
service. I like that.

I wonder whether laymen don't

need some help in learning how to

be useful in serving the purposes of

the church.

Diller: As I was thinking of this

very thing, I wonder if we some-

times have too general an aim. In

other words this is what you should

do—witnessing. I'm wondering if we
as ministers now should possibly;

give guidance to individual mem-
bers. I would go to some member
of the church and I would say, "Who
do you know that you personally

could become friends with, some-

body that you think needs spiritual

help, and what way can I help you

to get close to him?"
I as a minister may not be able

to get close to that person. However,

one of my members may be able to.

Now he may feel, "Oh, well I can't

witness to that man." That may be

the place where I as a minister can

help him that he might witness to

someone else. We should aim at

something specific, in other words

I go to one person and have him

aim at one other person, instead of

making it often so general we often

don't hit anything.

Fast: Any questions from the au-

dience that you would like to ask

in this connection?

Ron Ropp (Fresno, Calif.) : I'm a

bit perplexed. If I understand cor-

rectly I've sensed a little bit of a

double standard here. The minister

is in charge of the spiritual affairs

the layman should see to the ad-

ministration of the business of the

church. I'm wondering if we really

want to say this? I would like to see

the layman take also a real re

sponsibility for the spiritual aspect

of the church. I think laymen would

feel a greater responsibility for the

church if they really share in the

spiritual aspect and the spiritua;

functions of the church. This mas
mean that he read the Scripture or

Sunday morning or preach once ii

a while. There are many men in am
congregations who could fit this

picture.

Boese: I would like this concept

of sharing. I think this is a verj

fundamental concept of the pasto)

and the layman sharing responsibil

ity all the way down the line. Then
should be no sharp demarcation be

tween the minister and the mem
bers in the congregation each oj

whom has the very special talen

of his own. There should be a shar

ing of these talents in their owl

respected areas all the way dowi

the line — minister and layman.
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Mission work is breaking out of its traditional forms. Almost

every Christian can qualify for some type of mission work.

What is a missionary? This ques-

tion entered the mind of Elizabeth
Elliot as she sat in her shelter in

Auca-land. She knew a little of the
language. She had come in on foot.

She could not preach, or set up a
clinic, or a school, or even teach.

Rather she had to be taught.

Her pot would fall in the fire. She
could not fish with her hands. She
was unable to follow jungle trails.

As she went to the stream for

water she slipped on the logs, bring-

ing gales of laughter from the

Aucas. How ignorant this white
woman was.

Yet, she was a missionary. She
could not even find the word itself

in the Scriptures. But she was
drawn to the word, "witness" in

Isaiah 43:10: "You are my witness-

es, says the Lord,/ and my servant

whom I have chosen,/ that you may
know and believe me/ and under-

stand that I am He. ... I, I am the

Lord,/ and besides me there is no
savior."

The witness must know God.

Elizabeth Elliot also discovered that

the witness must obey. This she

could do, as the martyrs who blazed

the Auca trail had done.

Missionaries are witnesses, but

not all witnesses are missionaries.

It was Sunday evening—the con-

fused, fearful disciples of Jesus of

Nazareth gathered behind locked

doors. During the hushed discussion

suddenly the Master stood in their

midst. His greeting filled them with
joy. Then He said, "As the Father
has sent me, even so I send you"
(John 20:22).

In what manner did Christ come?
Paul wrote in Philippians of Christ
"who . . . made himself of no repu-

tation" (2:7). Can you see Him
going into the house of the clever

grafter Zaccheus? Jesus risked talk-

ing to the woman of "shady char-

acter" by the well in Samaria. And
the whole town received the witness.

Christ took upon himself the form
of a servant. Can you see Him com-
ing down from heaven's glory kneel-

ing down to wash the dusty feet of

a stubborn Peter? He humbled him-
self and became obedient unto
death, even the death of the cross.

Thus He said, "This is the way I

came. Now I send you." He also

said, "If anyone wants to follow in

my footsteps he must give up all

right to himself" (Matt. 16:24,

Phillips).

If we know Jesus Christ we are
"sent ones." Witnessing is not op-

tional. Either I am a witness for

Christ or I am a potential mission
field.

Changing Methods

A missionary in the traditional

sense is a Christian sent out to a

foreign land, supported by Chris-

tians in the homeland. This witness
has been a meaningful part of the
witness but by no means the whole.



As the mission effort has matured,

helpful shifts in our emphasis are

emerging. Gradually the goal of a

well-planned mission station and in-

stitutional program under the direc-

tion of the foreign missionary has

shifted to the more difficult, more
permanent, long range goal of help-

ing local, national Christians plant

their own self-maintaining, self-

supporting church.

When we came to the Tongue
River Indian Reservation in 1944

we did not dig our own well, or haul

things by wagon seventy miles from
the railroad as the Linscheids had
done. The Cheyenne people were no
longer receiving food rations from
the government.

Changing events have forced us

to re-evaluate the witness of mis-

sions around the world. The secure

sometimes aloof position of the mis-

sionary from Europe and America
to their colonies around the globe

has crumbled. Nationals are taking

over their own leadership. Coloni-

alism is disappearing.

In Japan and Colombia, the be-

lievers have felt a need to build the

church. They plan and give for a
place of worship. They choose pas-

tors and teachers from their own
groups. The church increases in re-

sponsibility.

In areas like the Indian American
work the shift to a more permanent
and healthy local church will be
slower. Here the missionary has
been the pastor. He and the build-

ings have been supported by outside

money.
Responsibility brings growth.

When the Risingsuns, the Shoulder-

blades, the Harts, count the offer-

ing, pay the church bills, plan the
repairs, teach Sunday school, plan
the church program, they are grow-
ing. Ultimately this should be their

witness for Christ in their commu-
nity.

Our brothers in many lands will

need a deep sense of responsibility

and discipleship. We need to pray
for them a total dedication to Christ
and a love for their own people yet
without Christ.

We, as missionaries, have often
been at fault in the shallowness of

our love, in the pride and superiority

with which we have forced our own
ideas and our culture, and in the
lack of real identification and under-
standing of the people to whom we
go.

Obedient Witnesses

Brother J. D. Graber of the Men-

nonite Board of Missions and Chari-

ties, in a series of messages on mis-

sions, strongly emphasized this. He
said, "We must go as humble, spirit-

filled witnesses of our crucified Lord.

We will not go out of pity, or for

reward, or for position. We should

go rather in love, the kind of love

that gives itself. After all we go to

live there. These people are our

neighbors, playmates, friends. We
go because God has sent us to be

faithful, through times of failure,

discouragement, as well as in prog-

ress and victory. In this spirit we
can provide the training, guidance,

and fellowship urgently needed by
the infant church, that she may
grow to maturity and fruitfulness."

Obedient witnesses of Christ are

good stewards. They will give of

what they have received from God's

Hand, in proportion to their thank-

fulness for all they have.

C. S. Lewis in Mere Christianity

says, "If our expenditure on com-
forts, luxuries, and amusements is

up to the standard common among
those with the same income as our

own, we are probably giving too

little.

Missionary Opportunities

Francis Steele, home secretary of

North Africa Mission, discusses

"Current Strategy" in a recent issue

of His magazine. He observes: "We
will supplement past operations with
new types of work in order to

strengthen its witness and advance
more realistically toward our goal."

I believe we have done some of

this supplementing in our far-reach-

ing voluntary service program and
the new overseas teaching oppor-

tunities. All of these have provided
marvelous channels for service and
growth. I believe there are other

largely untapped areas. Hundreds of

foreign students in universities live

less than 100 miles from many of

our communities. Dare we let these

able young people return as leaders

to their own countries without a wit-

ness from a believer here?
Some Christian couples are adopt-

ing children. Is there a further

area of Christian witness and serv-

ice in caring for foster children?
Are we willing to accept heartache,
and responsibility in order to give

a child the love and understanding
he desperately needs.

Could we give some of our Indian)

American teenagers the nurture and .

stability of a Christian home dur- 1

ing the school year? Our family had
this rewarding responsibility this

past school year.

Planting Churches

Melvin L. Hodges, Secretary for a

Latin American Mission, in his ar-

ticle, "How God Grows a Church"
stated, "One of our problems is that

we consider the church a storehouse
'

for converts instead of a distribut-

ing agency." I wonder, have we been
"storing" witnesses in our churches? ,

Other Mennonite and Amish church-
[

es have already proven the success '

of "church planting." Families have
voluntarily moved to unchurched
areas to take up work and live a
witness. This is not simply moving.
This means that the Christian un-

£
derstands that Christ is sending him
to earn his livelihood in an area of i

non-Christian neighbors and be v

Christ's witness there.

Several Christian couples in an 1

Indian Service Hospital or school or
local business can leave an impact.

* f

Possibilities in this area are unlim- I

ited. The qualifications demand per-

sonal discipleship and vision.

Could we also distribute some of

our "stored" witnesses on the local
'!'

scene? As the strawberry plant M

sends out runners to reproduce it- w

self, is there not soil somewhere V

within easy driving distance of your !'

local church where you should be
|

distributing witnesses; perhaps, Eni

planting the church?
John Howard Yoder has suggest- m

ed that we could migrate as fami-

lies to foreign lands. He states that F

throughout the history of God's peo- -

t:

pie, the gospel has been brought to ®

new parts of the world primarily ^

by the migration of financially inde- ftl

pendent Christians who took their

faith with them. He gives details *
for his vision of migration evange- n'

lism in a pamphlet titled "As You ^
Go."

In "migration evangelism," as well ^

as local church planting, service ^

projects, and moving to witness, ^

Brother Yoder has summarized the ^
call. "The real challenge is to be *

the kind of person worth being '
11

there." He asks, "Is our faith of ex-

port quality?" and answers, "This " i:

is for him whose concern for the 5
!

least, of his brethren constrains him s

to seek not security but service."
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Honduras Mennonites

Adapt to Frontier Life

Almost straight south of New Or-
leans on the Caribbean Sea is the
Little country of British Honduras
in Central America. Bordering Mex-
ico and Guatemala, the country has
a population of about 90,000 to

100,000 persons, one-third of whom
live in the capital city of Belize.

Next in size come the towns of

Stann Creek (pop., 5,000) and
Orange Walk (pop., 3,000).

The area around Belize is low and
flat, and much of it is swampy be-

cause of the heavy rainfall. To the
south the country is mountainous,
and nearly everywhere is the kind
of dense tropical jungle that is

penetrable only when cut through.
British Honduras' climate is warm
and humid, with temperatures
around 80 to 90 degrees. Principal

xports are citrus fruits, mahogany,
and beef, though none of these in

great quantity.

British Honduras has been at-

tached to the British Common-
wealth, and English is both the of-

ficial and street language. But be-

ginning January 1, 1964, the coun-
ry is scheduled to become an inde-

>endent state. Most citizens are
Ireole Negroes, a number come
rom Near East countries—and over
!,500 are Mennonites.
The Old Colony Mennonite groups

lave migrated here from Mexico,
ittracted by the larger acreages
ivailable and by the opportunity
or establishing remote settlements
vhere it would not be difficult to
ceep traditional religious patterns
ind ways of living. After clearing
md burning off growth, the settlers

planted corn, rice, and other crops,

learning to readjust farming meth-
ods to the unfamiliar climate, soil,

and markets.

H. A. Fast of the Board of Chris-
tian Service recently visited the Old
Colony Mennonite settlements in the
northern and western parts of Brit-

ish Honduras. At Shipyard (once a
loading place on a stream), there
are over 1,000 Mennonites; Blue
Creek on the Mexican border is a
settlement of under 1,000; Pine
Ridge on the Guatemala-Mexico bor-

der has a settlement of about a
dozen large families; and Spanish
Lookout, further south on the Guat-
emala border, numbers about 500
Klein Gemeinde settlers. All the set-

tlements speak Low German.
Fast noted that homes are built

above ground for air circulation,

that colonies are endeavoring to find

crops they can raise and market
and to organize village life effec-

tively, that some farmers have
adapted to the demands of frontier

life by becoming ingenious inventors
and mechanics. (One farmer roasts

fifty gallons of peanuts at a time
in an empty oil barrel.)

The Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions and Charities, which took
over the work formerly done by the

Mennonite Central Committee, is

trying to help Mennonites with mar-
keting problems through a center
in Belize. Cash crops are not now
a large source of income unless an
export trade can be developed.

Mennonites in British Honduras
are continuing the pattern of edu-

cation they had in Mexico, a system

that offers about seven years of lim-

ited education in German. The
Board of Christian Service is inter-

ested in discovering whether any
assistance is needed or desired in

the school program. The Klein Ge-
meinde School offers some English;
other schools do not. Church wor-
ship is strongly traditional.

SAIGON OFFICE UNHURT

Though less than half a block from
the target of attack, the MCC office

in Saigon went unscathed through
bomb and artillery assault on the
President's palace in Vietnam's re-

cent coup d'etat.

During the second day of the coup
Rudolph Lichti, director of the Sai-

gon office, set out to pick up the
pieces of what he imagined would
be left of the office. Directly in

front of the building stood the re-

mains of an army tank gutted by
fire. Concussions from the bombings
had blown in the windows but to

Lichti's surprise he found the office

building intact with no loss of

money or documents.
Lichti also reported that there

was some looting and burning going
on in the nation's capital. This ac-

tivity was chiefly carried on by stu-

dents who were intent on wrecking
Catholic shrines and government
newspaper offices.

One immediate result of the revolt

was freedom for the Buddhists.
Lichti sums up their feelings. "The
court, building (main Buddhist Pa-

goda), and street were jammed with
hundreds of Buddhists, something
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not seen since the raids some

months ago . . . Everywhere people

were jubilant."

Church services were held as us-

ual during the first Sunday under

the rule of the new regime.

WORSHIP FOR OLDER CHILDREN

A mother with several growing-up

girls in the family said, "We started

out using Our Family Worships for

our family devotionals; later we
found the material 'too young' for

our girls." If your children are jun-

ior and senior highs, perhaps this

is sometimes true for your family

also. If so, Our Family Worships

will have something especially writ-

ten for you in the January 1964

issue.

An article, "Planning Your Own
Family Worship," by Esther Groves,

is featured in this issue with a

variety of worship suggestions for

families with older children. After

all, there is no one way to hold

family devotions and the most
meaningful worship is often that

which the family chooses or plans

itself. Perhaps your family will

want to read the article, then hold

a family conference to discuss the

ideas suggested and what your fam-

ily would like to do.

The suggestions include read-

aloud mission books (with a list of

titles provided), discussion of the

Sunday school lesson, ideas for

Bible study, a hymn-learning proj-

ect, study of mission work, and
several pages of ideas, stories, and
discussion questions relating to each

week's Sunday school lesson in the

graded curriculum, with all kinds

of things for junior and senior highs

to do.

EVANGELICAL MISSION MEETING

More than 160 executives of the
Evangelical Foreign Missions and
the Interdenominational Foreign
Missions Associations agreed at a
recent meeting at Winona Lake,
Ind., to cooperate in establishing

mission schools overseas and in pub-

lishing a world missions journal. It

was the first time the two conserva-

tive Protestant missionary groups
had come together for a joint con-

ference. The two organizations, of

about equal size, represent 14,000

missionaries in 110 countries, re-

portedly more than half of all the
North American missionaries in the

world.

NOODLE MACHINES TO ALGERIA Two small machines will soon be producing more)
|

than seven million meals of fortified noodles annually to supplement the diet o:

Algerians engaged in a vast reforestation project. A machine is being demon
strated by an expert (far left) for Church World Service officials (center to right!

Gaither P. Warfield, Jan Van Hoogstraten, and Wilson O. Radway. Church World
Service is donating the machines. Algerians engaged in the reforestation projed
receive—in addition to the on-site meal—rations to take home to their families

When the expanded project gets under way about 42,750 Algerians will be em
ployed twenty-six days each month.

SEMINARY GRADUATES SEVEN

On November 17 the Seminario

Evangelico Menonita de Teologia

of Montevideo, Uruguay, held its

commencement service for seven

students who completed their course

of studies.

The Montevideo seminary's school

term began in March with forty-five

students: seven from Argentina,

one from Bolivia, two from Brazil,

one from Colombia, four from Mex-
ico, twenty-one from Paraguay, and
nine from Uruguay. Of the forty-

five, five are non-Mennonite. Forty-

two students attended the second
semester.

This summer between school terms
twenty singers from the seminary
plus a speaker and choir director

toured German-speaking Mennonite
churches in Paraguay and Brazil.

The venture was, reports Ernst Har-
der, well received and well worth
the cost. One aim of the tour was
to introduce the Seminario Evan-
gelico Menonita to Mennonite
churches.

The first of the chorus' fifteen

programs was given to some 700
persons at Volendam, Paraguay.
After programs at Friesland Colony,
the leper colony at Kilometer 81

and Asuncion, the chorus flew intc

the Paraguayan Chaco to sing foi

over 1,000 persons at Fernheim Col
ony. Capacity audiences again came
to hear the groups at other pro
grams, which were presented rrffl

Menno, Neuland, and Filadelfia. I:

Brazil the chorus sang at Witmar
sum, Curitiba, and Villa Guaria
Between stops the group traveleo

by plane, river boat, horse and bug
gy, ambulance—anything and every
thing available!

Seminario Evangelico Menonit<

de Teologia is an inter-Mennonite

school supported by North Ameri
can General Conference Mennonite
and (Old) Mennonite churches anc

South American Mennonite church
es. LaVerne and Harriet Rutschmar
and Ernst Harder serve on the

seminary faculty. Both Spanish anc

German are used for teaching.

BIBLE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Certain extreme measures taken ir

some local public schools, such aj

the school where the librarian re

moves Bibles from the school

shelves, have been criticized by •<

National Council of Churches' execu
tive as misguided efforts to complj
with the Supreme Court's ruling.
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In a recent address to the Institute
of Religion and The Schools at Pur-
due University, Rolfe Lanier Hunt
noted that "the variations in the
reactions to and interpretations of
the (Court's) decision are endless."
Hut is associate executive director
of the new National Council Depart-
ment of Church and Public School
Relations.

Clarifying the implications of the
Court's decision, Hunt underlined
that its purpose was not to take re-

ligion out of the schools but to
eliminate religious indoctrination
through "required group worship."
He cited some misleading news-

paper headlines concerning the de-
cision, such as "Bible Banned From
Public Schools," and then quoted
the Court's statement: "It certainly
may be said that the Bible is worthy
of study for its literary and historic
qualities. Nothing we have said here
indicates that such study of the
Bible or of religion, when presented
objectively as part of a secular pro-
gram of religion, may not be effect-

ed consistent with the First Amend-
ment."

Continuing, Hunt declared: "I hear
the Court as saying that tax funds
may be used to pay the teacher

^
in public schools for Bible courses,

U1jwhen done for purposes of general
education." He stressed, however,
that "the purposes of the course
must be secular, as for example, to
aid in understanding the religious
beliefs and customs of our neigh-
oors in this pluralistic society, or to
anderstand better our literature,
listory and culture."

_

The Supreme Court's latest de-
cision, Hunt concluded, clearly
neans that courses in religion may
>e offered in the public schools. He
•eferred to the decision's statement:
It might well be said that one's
ducation is not complete without
study of comparative religion

t the history of religion and its

relationship to the advancement of
nlivilization."

hospitals to prepare them for work-
ing with physically and mentally ill

persons.

The committee also reported on
recent Canadian recommendations
for standardization of ordination
practices in Canada, studied the
Western District Ministerial Com-
mittee statement on ordination, and
adopted a Conference statement on
ordination to be submitted to the
Conference Executive Committee.
Several seminary student loans
were approved and it was stated
that a new pamphlet, "Steps in
Calling a Minister," will be off the
press.

Attending the Chicago meeting
wei-e R. L. Hartzler, Lester Janzen,
Erland Waltner, Arthur Regier,
Henry H. Epp, Andrew Shelly, Or-
lando Waltner, and Elmer Friesen.

JIOSPITAL CLINICAL TRAINING

I

OR MINISTERS SUGGESTED
he General Conference Committee
i the Ministry, meeting October
>-31 in Chicago, recommended that
tudy be made of a possible pro-
ram which would make available
ministerial students and minis-

)1] rs some type of clinical training
Conference mental and general

CATHOLICS STUDY PEACE
Clarence Bauman, John H. Yoder,
and Paul Peachey participated in
the Nuclear War Institute at West
Baden Jesuit Seminary in Indian-
apolis, Ind., on November 8-10. The
institute was called to discuss the
moral questions involved in nuclear
warfare. Protestant, Catholic, and
Jewish theologians met with author-
ities in science, industry, and edu-
cation and with Russian, United
States and British government ex-
perts in the three day encounter.

Clarence Bauman is assistant pro-
fessor of theology and Christian eth-
ics at Mennonite Biblical Seminary.
John H. Yoder is from the Goshen
College Biblical Seminary, and Paul
Peachey is the Executive Secretary
of the Church Peace Mission which
has its headquarters in Washington
D. C.

Bauman gave a report of the in-

stitute to the Mennonite Biblical
Seminary student and faculty body
on November 20. He summarized the
views of the eight most outstanding
speakers participating in the meet-
ings and then summed up his im-
pressions of the meetings and the
moral issues involved in nuclear
warfare in five statements

:

The Roman Catholic concept of
the "Just War Theory" was impres-
sively presented and is accepted by
a majority of leaders and people
today.

The question of determent which
is causing people to plan the oblit-

eration of entire cities is seriously
eroding the morals of our nation.

If the means being used to achieve
an end are not right, the end will
almost certainly not be right either.

It is again affirmed that the Chris-
tian's first duty is to obey Jesus
Christ and it is comforting to know
that God is in ultimate control of
the world.

Many Catholic seminarians are not
satisfied with their own church's
positions regarding war and are
showing a keen interest in the Men-
nonite peace position. We should ar-
range discussions with them.

TRAINEE PROGRAM
SEEKS SPONSORS
Change is characteristic of a spir-
ited undertaking. First begun in

1950 for farm youth, the Mennonite
Central Committee trainee program
quickly expanded to include girls.
In the early stages the project was
intended purely as a service to the
Mennonite brotherhoods. While still

chiefly utilizing Mennonite sponsors,
the trainee program recently opened
the door wide enough to receive
from overseas exceptional Moslems,
Greek Orthodox, Roman Catholics,
and a sprinkling of other Protes-
tants, along with the regular flow
of Mennonite trainees.

To keep pace with requests for
job placements, the trainee program
is sending out an urgent call for a
greater variety of sponsors.
MCC pays tribute to the many

farmers and homemakers who over
the years have played such a vital
role in assuring the successful oper-
ation of this program. On one hand,
there is a need for a continuing
supply of sponsors in these two
categories. On the other hand, there
is need for sponsors from a wider
representation of vocations. Not all

of the girls swoon at the sight of a
darling infant nor do all the boys
aspire to play cowboy.
The greater number of trainees

are without special training or lan-
guage skills and are happily placed
in housekeeping or farming voca-
tions. But a significant number have
both training and language skills so
that it is harder for them to be de-
lighted when faced with second or
third choice situations.

Being registered with the govern-
ment, the trainee program is com-
mitted to high standards. Thus it is

crucial to place the trainee in a job
for which he is suited and one in

which he is interested. Frustrated
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trainees are liable to vent their feel-

ings in the hearing of immigration

officials doing routine checking.

Emma Schlichting, administrator

of the trainee program, points to a

serious lack of specific type sponsors

to take trainees with specialized vo-

cational skills. Among the present

group are two girls trained in pho-

tography. Doing housework now,

they would like to get into their

trade during the last six months of

their term. There are two who would

want to work in libraries and also

one trained travel agent who would

prefer to work in a travel office dur-

ing the last half year of his stay.

Several girls have requested to

work in children's homes. In the

entire history of the trainee pro-

gram, MCC has never placed a girl

in a children's home although many
girls have asked for it.

In the absence of more diversified

sponsors, non-farm boys have been

placed with farm families. Had
there been more sponsors offering

skilled and unskilled office work,

fellows would have been placed with

them.

To illustrate to potential sponsors

the diversified skills available, here

is a partial list of the vocations

trainees are capable of handling:

mechanics, carpentry, social work,

lab technology, teaching, nursery

teaching, industry, psychiatric nurs-

ing, nursing, machinist, engineering,

stenography.

In mid February, 1963, the present

group of forty-eight trainees begins

the second half of its year in Amer-

ica. Some sponsors are sought. Di-

rect all inquiries to Emma Schlicht-

ing, MCC Trainee Program, Akron,

Pa.

MDS BLOOD DONOR PLAN

The Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite Dis-

aster Service unit has started a

blood donor program at the Lan-

caster General Hospital. Interest in

such a venture was inspired by

similar clinics in Ontario and else-

where.

Any member of Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ churches within

the Lancaster area will be eligible

to draw upon the MDS blood bank.

The program provides assurance to

the individual patient. It also re-

lieves embarrassment to the pa-

tient's family who, in the absence

of such a plan during the time of

emotional upheaval, needs to secure

replacement of blood units used.

While replacing a unit of blood does

not eliminate the service charge

for transfusions, the $25 charge for

each unit of blood is removed.

CANADIAN STUDENTS MEET

An inter-Mennonite student rally

held at the First Church, Saskatoon,

Sask., November 8, was one of the

major meetings with students which

Student Services representative

Adolf Ens participated in recently

in Canada. The student meeting was

sponsored by the local Mennonite

Pastors' Fellowship for the over 200

Mennonite students attending the

University of Saskatchewan at Sas-

katoon. There is no Mennonite Stu-

dent Fellowship at the university at

present. <

SCOTTISH BAPTISTS DROP WCC
Delegates to the annual assembly of

Scottish Baptists at Glasgow have

voted not to rejoin the World Coun-

cil of Churches. The Baptist Union

of Scotland held membership in the

WCC until 1955. The action came in

a vote of 316 to 59 approving a re-

port prepared by a committee ap-

pointed to study the question.

"The unity which is envisaged in

the New Testament is the gift of

the Holy Spirit," the report said.

"The unity which Christ proposes

for His people is neither external

nor organizational — but spiritual,

and this unity the Christian com-

munity already has in Christ."

It added that "the subject of

Christian unity and its suitable ex-

pression from time to time should

be the earnest concern of our whole

constituency," but declared: "At

this juncture the well-being of the

denomination would be better served

by continuing in disaffiliation." Lat-

est statistics available list some

20,000 communicant members of the

Union.

CAMP WORKSHOPS PLANNED
FOR COLORADO AND ONTARIO

Two regional meetings on camping

will be held early in 1964. The first

one meets at Rocky Mountain Camp,

Divide, Colo., from February 21 to

23. The second one is scheduled for

March 13 and 14 at Emmanuel Bible

College, Kitchener, Ont. Both meet-

ings are sponsored by the Menno-

nite Camping Association, an inter-

Mennonite group. General theme of

the regional conferences will be

"The Unique Ministry of Churchj

Camping."
Planning the western section

weekend are O'Ray Graber, Buhler

Kan.; Marvin Dirks, Newton, Kan.

Marvin Hein, Hillsboro, Kan.; and

Virgil Brenneman, executive secre-

tary of the Mennonite Camping As

sociation. Chairman of the Ontario

meeting is Glenn Brubacher.

Persons desiring further informa

tion may write Virgil J. Brenneman
Route 4, Box 326, Goshen, Ind.

MEDICAL CENTER EXPANDS

About 100 miles south of Leopold

ville in the Congo is located the

Kimpese Medical Center, an inter

denominational project of several

mission boards that are pooling re

sources to train Congolese in medi m

cal work. Hulda Banman, General

Conference Mennonite of Newton
Kan., who has served in the Conge

as a missionary nurse since 1956 |ii

represents the Congo Inland Mis

sion on the Kimpese staff.

Recently the Kimpese Medica

Center made plans for necessary en

largement. The share of the Cong
Inland Mission will be about $10,00C

Last year the Center had eighty
|

two students in training, with

staff of four doctors, one laboratory sJ

technician, seven nurses, one der

tist, one builder, and one chaplair '«

plus a large Congolese staff and a

MCC Paxman who helps with corflfit

struction and maintenance.

4

PARAGUAYANS APPRECIATE
LIVING FAITH LESSONS

Bruno Epp of Asuncion, Paraguaj

writes that 1,877 Paraguayan chi

dren are now using Living Fait *

Sunday school lessons with the Sui

day schools paying twenty-five pei

cent of the cost of materials an

General Conference churches

North America paying the res

"Sunday schools here, in many case

are operating on their own," Ep
states. Churches are now beginnin

to show more interest in support c

Sunday schools.

"At the Sunday school teacher

conference in Neuland . . . the Ge
man teachers' manuals for junio)

and intermediates were introduce

Our teachers were so happy. Ti

now they had used the student

books but were on their own to wot

out the lessons. It is a joy," wriU

Epp, "to witness the blessings of til

literature project. . .
."

:

V:
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CALENDAR

Conferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Canadian
Dec. 28—New Students Day, Con-

rad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont.

ITINERATIONS

Paul Boschman, Zoar Church,
Langham, Sask., Dec. 11; Swift Cur-
ent (Sask.) Bible School, Dec. 12, 13.

Glendon Klaassen, First Church,
Lima, Ohio, Dec. 15.

Reitha Klaassen, Alexanderwohl
Ihurch, Goessel, Kan., Dec. 12.

.A/ORKER WANTED
Editorial Assistant and Youth Edi-
or—This position will be available
n August 1964. Duties include edit-

ng a weekly three-page youth de-
partment, styling, proofreading,
lewswriting, assistance in layout,
md supervision of printing sched-
!e. Experience in editorial work
!>lus good background in grammar
i.nd composition preferred. Apply in

/riting supplying resume of educa-
tion and experience to: Editor, The
lennonite, 722 Main St., Newton,
'an.

USINESS OPPORTUNITY
Excellent opportunity to acquire up-

iit|)-date cabinet and millwork shop in
tennonite community. For particu-
rs write Mutual Aid Services, 722
ain Street, Newton, Kan.

1

ARRIAGES

D. H. Rutschman, Grace Hill
aurch, Whitewater, Kan., and
iith Wedel, Garden Township

tflurch, Hesston, Kan., on Nov. 12.

INISTERS

Adbi Barik, Mahendra Kumar,
aduates of Union Biblical Semi-
ry at Yeotmal, and Yunas Gardia,
aduate of the Oriental Missionary
ciety Seminary in Allahabad, were
iained as elders at the close of
i annual church conference in
lia.

.frank Horst, formerly of Newton,

Kan., will become the pastor of
Faith Memorial Church, Filer, Ida.
He has been an Ozark Mission work-
er for thirteen years.
Willard Stucky, McPherson, Kan.,

a student at Mennonite Biblical
Seminary, will enter a pastorate at
the Deer Creek (Okla.) Church, in
the summer of 1964.

PUBLISHED

Mennonite Church in the City, No-
vember 15, 1963, deals with the
"Mennonite Church and the Race
Revolution" in thirteen pages of ar-
ticles written by Vern Preheim, Law-
rence Voth, David Habegger, Delton
Franz, and Orlo Kauffman. In an
anonymous article called "Another
Side of the Story" a mother tells of
the tensions her family experienced
in living in a community undergo-
ing racial transition, tensions which
forced them to move. Copies of this
issue are available from the Board
of Missions, 722 Main St., Newton,
Kan.

DEATHS

Peter T. Regier, First Church,
Hutchinson, Kan., born Aug. 25,
1885, and died Nov. 11. Two daugh-
ters survive.

Emyna Elda Sprunger, Bethel Com-
munity Church, Santa Fe Springs,
Calif., born Oct. 3, 1892, and died
Nov. 12.

WORKERS
George Buhr, coach at Bethel Col-

lege, North Newton, Kan., was
named an award winner recently by
the Sports Trail Century Club, an
organization maintained by the Bike
Division of the Kendall Comany.
He was made a member of the club
for his record of 108 victories in

basketball. The club is an honorary
group open to all college and high
school coaches whose teams have
won 100 or more contests in any
sport.

J. Esau conducted a week of
meetings in Pretty Prairie, Kan.,
and Hammon, Okla., in November.
Previously he spoke at evangelistic
meetings in Washington, 111.; For-
tuna, Mo.; and Glendive, Mont.
Churches wishing to engage Esau,
who is the Conference evangelistic
speaker, should write to: Ward W.
Shelly, 2110 Birchwood Road, Lan-
caster, Pa.

B. Theodore Friesen, math teacher
in the Menno Colony school, Para-

guay, writes that the school term
ended in November for the school's
seventy-three students. A teachers'
course followed the regular school
term.

Don and Eleanor Kaufman, MCC
workers in Indonesia for the past
three years, have returned to the
United States. They will be speak-
ing to Genera] Conference churches
in December and in 1964.

NEW ADDRESSES

Esther Mae Andres, Elbing, Kan.
John Bertsche, 534 S. Wisconsin,
Oak Park, 111.

Mrs. Esther Buchert, 114 S. Han-
over, Pottstown, Pa. 19464

Mrs. Harvey Corbin, 420 N. Ridge-
wood Dr., Sebring, Fla. 33870

Carl Ens, 1005 - 9 S.t E., Saskatoon,
Sask.

Norman F. Epp, Clarenville, New-
foundland

John Guhr, 333 Arapahoe Ave., Unit
4, Boulder, Colo. 80302

Robert Gundy, 2009 N. Harrison,
Davenport, Iowa 52800

Howard Habegger, Cachipay, Cund.,
Colombia, South America

Carl J. Landes, 4591 Helaine Dr.,
Franklin, Ohio 45005

Clair Longnewan, Drawer C, Smith-
ville, Mo. 64089

W. G. Martens, 607-25 St. N, Leth-
ridge, Alta.

Abram Regier, 435 Newton Ave..
Winnipeg 5, Man.

Marie J. Regier, 4606 Woodlawn
Ave., Chicago, 111. 60653

H. S. Scheffler, Bienenberg Liestal.
Baselland, Switzerland

John Schlatter, 5120-14 St. W.,
Bradenton, Fla. 33505

Emil E. Schmidt, 1224 Edderton
Ave., Winnipeg 19, Man.

Robert B. Tieszen, 4824 Skyline Dr.,
Mission, Kan. 66205

Mrs. Douglas Wallen. 417 North
Roy, St. Paul, Minn. 55100

J. R. Warkentin, Box 332, Rt. 1, In-

dependence, Ore. 97351

George Buhr

( Workers )

.
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HARVEST OF HATE

The wrtier of the following letter

is serving in Missions-Pax in Japan.

Dear Friends: We woke up this Sat-

urday morning about 6:30, I turned

on the radio to the Far East station

which is customary. What I heard

was far from normal. I could not

first believe the report that our

President had been assassinated!

How terrible it is for a "so called"

Christian and civilized nation to suf-

fer these fanatic, senseless, inhuman

events which have now taken place

since we came to Japan. (I am now

talking about the brutal slaying of

four girls in Alabama as well as

this present tragic episode in Amer-

ican history). One can hardly blame

a nation as a whole—yet, I wonder

sometimes if we can't associate

these things with the words that

appear in the Bible often—clearly

in Gal. 6:7 "Be not deceived; God is

not mocked: for whatsoever a man
soweth that shall he also reap."

I am sure in America we have

sown many seeds of hatred, we have

produced a society not interested in

God's will and law but in our own
whims and fancy have we based

life. This is probably true of us all

to a certain degree. It is at times of

serious and tragic happenings, like

the present one, that we are again

made aware of these sins. I pray

that God will have mercy on us for

our shortcomings whatever they

may be—hate feelings or compla-

cency toward those that are hateful,

both attitudes are wrong!
While listening to the details of

President Kennedy's death, I looked

back through some clippings of the

Birmingham bombing: Martin Lu-

ther King said, ". . . to every min-

ister of the gospel who has remained

silent behind the safe security of

stained-glass windows ... to every

politican who has fed his constitu-

ents with the stale bread of hatred

and the spoiled meat of racism . . .

they say to us that we must be con-

cerned not merely about who mur-

dered them but about the system,

the way of life, the philosophy

which produced the murderers. . .
."

Another person said, "Who threw

that bomb? We all did . . . every

little individual who talks about the

'niggers' and spreads the seeds of

hate to his neighbor and his son

. . . the crude oaf whose racial jokes

rock the party with laughter, every

senator who with mock humility

tells the world that things back

home are not really like they are!

. . . Christians who spoke too late

in anguished cries against violence

. . . the coward in each of us who
clucks admonitions." I wonder, are

we beginning to reap the hate we
have sown? Is it partly my fault

that our nation is what I do not

want it to be?

Now, we are confronted with the

hate of a madman who solves noth-

ing by killing the man most Ameri-

cans have chosen to lead our nation

in this crucial hour. Why? What
motivates a person to do this? I be-

lieve once again it is we in a round

about way by allowing our society

to be what it is! I am sick of hear-

ing and reading about "America the

Christian nation" and thereby ab-

solving ourselves from all fault as

individual people. Everything is the

fault of the nation—never do we

Christian
Responsibility

to Society

A biblical basis for the Christian's in-

volvement in the concerns of society. .35

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

involve our personality into the hu-

man drama of our times—except to

criticize (as bystandars) those who
are involving their lives in today's

dilemmas and trying to make this

world a better place to live.

Lately, I have been made aware

of voices saying, America is a Chris

tian nation — we have nothing tc

fear. More and more I am develop

ing my own feelings on this issue

I hear myself say, America is great

It's a grand country, with so mucl

to enjoy but, as a whole, it is no1

Christian. Therefore, we canno

equate Christianity with American
ism because the two are in reality

poles apart in philosophy! One is

based on the history of a great peo

pie—the Jews, and the most wonder

ful story ever told—that of our Lore

Jesus Christ who came to earth no

to overcome nations but to sav<

men's souls! I believe Christianit?

deals with something much deepe:

than politics; it deals with people

their problems and their souls.

America is a great country—it:

history is the story of a great men-
some of them Christians. I believ

in America, but I hope it is neve

said of me: "He did it because th

government told him to." No, I mus
first ask myself, Is it the will of m;

heavenly Father who is on th

throne and in control of all peoplB

and nations everywhere—this mus»
be my first allegiance.

As my mind and thoughts agai

turn to the tragedy of the day,

also am reminded of somethini

learned in college; in life's drams;

good and evil are usually defeated-}

this seems to be the "law of life." Th!

President's death once again mad
me aware of this, for surely he wai

a good man, who gave himself coni

pletely to what he believed in-

America. I'm quite certain the a

sassin too will lose. All this make!

me realize that someday my life o

earth will end. For me it seems in

portant how it ends. I want to be o

the side of good, and to me, the ult

mate good is found in the teaching

of Christ, in whom I believe.

There is in life, however, that va

majority of people neither good n<

evil but rather mediocre toward

all—simply earthbound you migl

say. I wonder, what is their fate

Will it be mine too? Sincerely,

shameful and frustrated Christia

Carl Liechty, 122 Yamamoto Doi

k Chome, Ikuta Ku, Kobe, Japa
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^f* Things will never be the same in my life.

I'll always know what's happened to me whether my friends know or not.
And when I do think about marriage,

I'll have to settle another problem . . .

The Forward Look
Margaret Troutt

my

the k petite, attractive, seventeen-year-
iplold high school senior, whom we
usl shall call Lenna, began dating Don,
:rom a nearby college. She enjoyed

air -he prestige this brought her. Al-
'.ivays popular, she confided in her
inf'riends how much more romantic
ffljind gallant this older boy was than
dJhe "immature" boys in their class.

Hi After a few months, Lenna sus-
aci([>ected she was pregnant but re-

Mi [used to believe it. She tried to put
omjhe thought out of her mind, wore
n-•ight clothing, and attempted to act
als usual. But the gnawing fear was
keflways with her.

She mentioned the possibility of
er pregnancy to Don, but he told
er "not to be silly." By this time
he and Don no longer liked, much

ngpss loved, each other, and this both-
|red her. It was a relief when the

/aichool nurse sent her to a doctor,
n|nd he verified her pregnancy.
i
j
Lenna's parents were shocked and

igl 'anted her to marry Don, but Len-
it|a refused to do it. She knew, of

fi
>urse, that he would be a very un-

iai illing bridegroom. She couldn't go
w ick to school; neither did she want
j»

> stay at home where everyone

would know about the baby.
After consulting their pastor,

Lenna's parents took her to the
Booth Memorial Home and Hospital
in St. Paul, Minnesota, where ar-

rangements were made for her to
stay until after her baby was born.
For several weeks, Lenna refused

to make friends with the other girls
at the Home. She said she "hated
everyone and everybody," accepted
no blame herself, and protested that
life had given her a "raw deal."

The staff at Booth Hospital is

used to having girls come there feel-

ing as Lenna did, and their job is

to help them get new values. Al-
though regretting the experience
that brought them to Booth, most
of the girls return to the realities

of everyday life with some assur-
ance of a happy, normal tomorrow.
Last year five hundred fifty-eight

girls came to this Salvation Army
home for unwed mothers. The St.

T
JL

Paul hospital, with a capacity for
fifty-seven girls, is typical of thirty-
five other Salvation Army-operated
homes and hospitals in the United
States, located in the larger cities.

Lenna was among the thirty-one
percent admitted to the St. Paul
home last year who were fifteen to
seventeen years old, with two per-
cent even younger.
A program has been set up that

provides for continuity in their edu-
cation. School goes on for the girls

—in smaller classes and away from
the conventional school setting

—

but with four qualified teachers
from the public school system who
conduct classes at the Home five

days a week, from nine until three.
Last June Lenna walked up to the

high school principal to be present-
ed with her diploma, proud to know
that she had earned it, even though
she had removed herself from her
own high school class back home.
Fun—often self-generated—is im-

portant, especially to someone like

thirteen-year-old Debbie, who spends
a lot of time crying because she is

so homesick.

Debbie doesn't blame anyone but
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herself for her trouble, and keeps

wishing she could go back a few

months to the time when she want-

ed to date Randy.
"Mother forbade me to go out with

him, and I heard the kids at school

say he was no good, but I didn't

listen to anyone," she says. "I

thought I was being smart and

grown up."

Of course, Debbie never thought

she would face pregnancy when she

began sneaking out to meet Randy.

Special parties and programs are

planned for the girls. Most of them
are teenagers, since only twenty-

eight percent are over twenty-one

years of age.

Birthdays are celebrated monthly

with a birthday cake, small gifts,

and a place of honor at that eve-

ning's festivities.

Picnics, wiener roasts, hikes, bad-

minton, and ball games are popular

during the spring, summer, and fall.

During the cold winter months, girls

learn to sew, knit, and crochet, or

work with ceramics, flowers, paint-

ing, and costume jewelry in handi-

craft classes.

Last winter the girls put their in-

genuity to work fashioning evening

dresses for a "Miss America" con-

test. Each contestant was given two
sheets, some coat hangers, and col-

ored crepe paper with which to

make a dress. The resulting evening

gowns were chic and smart-looking

enough to have been fashioned by
professional couturieres. And the

finalists could have matched con-

testants in the original "Miss Amer-
ica" contest so far as beauty, intelli-

gence, and talent were concerned.

As this reporter watched Helen,

a beautiful blonde girl, being

crowned "Miss America," I could

hardly swallow the lump in my
throat as I thought how all her love-

liness and grace were overshadowed
by the knowledge that within a few
weeks she would be an unmarried
mother.

Some of the girls who are of work-

ing age prefer to work outside the

home for a few months before their

babies are due. Placement of these

girls in a wage home is arranged
by another agency, and the girl is

under that agency's supervision

while in the wage home. However,
she attends the prenatal clinic at

Booth Hospital and then enters the

hospital four to six weeks prior to

delivery.

Spiritual values are stressed at

Booth, and the girls are responsive

to the religious activities. A chapel

service is held Sunday morning and

evening, where a number of girls

sing in the choir. A short midweek
service is held on Thursday eve-

ning. These services are well at-

tended, for most of the girls have

some church background even

though they have not kept their

relationship to God vital and strong.

Who refers the girls to Booth?

Are most of them students? What
happens to the babies?

Almost all of the girls are re-

ferred to the Home by agencies, al-

though doctors and pastors send

about sixteen percent. Another

twelve percent are self-referred or

sent by friends.

About one-fourth of the girls are

students, another one-fourth are of-

fice workers, with the balance about

evenly distributed between profes-

sionals, waitresses, and domestics.

The biggest problem every girl

faces is, "Shall I keep the baby,

place it in a boarding home, or give

it up for adoption?" The answer is

not an easy one, and the decision

leaves scars upon the girl who faces

parenthood without marriage.

However, a staff that is always
available for counseling, and offers

what the girls term "t.l.c." (tender

loving care), goes a long way to-

ward helping find the right answer
for each individual case.

Seventeen percent of the girls

keep their babies. Another twenty-

eight percent place them in board-

ing homes, leaving fifty-five percent

who surrender them for adoption.

The Salvation Army does not place

babies in adoption homes but works
closely with licensed adoption agen-

cies who make plans.

Booth Hospital has a staff of five

doctors on call from the University

of Minnesota hospital with which
Booth is affiliated. Last year in the

United States, five thousand seven

hundred and seventy-eight babies

were delivered in Salvation Army
hospitals for unwed mothers.
The ever-increasing number of

girls who come to Booth Hospital

indicate a social problem that the

Army cannot solve. "But we can
do our best to make the girls happy
while they are here, and try to send
them away from here with new
hope and a forward look at life,"

said Brigadier Mrs. Gunborg Fugel-

sang, the hospital administrator.

When asked whether the girls

themselves have mentioned things

that would help other young peo

pie, the Brigadier said, "Most of

them say, 'I started dating too early.'

"Or, 'Steady dating is no good,

especially when you're alone with

the fellow too much. Kids should

double date, or stick with the

crowd.'

"Another one: 'I thought my mom
and dad were too strict, but they

weren't strict enough!'

"Still another: 'I thought my dad
was neglecting me. I see now if I

had just told him I needed him, he
would have been glad to talk to me
about some of the things that teen

agers face.'

"More than one said, 'The thing

that is more important than any
thing else is to have a strong Chris-

tian faith—something to draw upon
when your emotions threaten to car-

ry you away. Unless you have that|tf(

backlog of Christian experience, it's

too easy to say, So what? Whoflun

cares?'
" 'Or else rationalize that because

so many make light of chastity these

days, it can't really be so impor

tant,' said another girl.

"One said, 'I know now how im
portant it is to have enough will'

power to say "no" and make it

stick.'

" 'Things will never be the same
in my life,' a young college girl ad'

mitted. 'I'll always know what's

happened to me whether my friends M

know or not. And when I do think

about marriage, I'll have to settle

another problem—Shall I tell my
prospective husband that I have had

a baby? And if I do, will he still

want to marry me? And if we do

get married, will he love me as

much as he did before he knew
about the baby?'

"

These are hard questions. Therel,,,,,

is no easy answer. But the officers

and staff at Booth hope that while

at the home, the girls will begin to
j!f

re-evaluate their lives, keeping bib-

lical principles in mind, and see^

direct guidance from God through

prayer and a recommittal to Him.

Then the girls will be better

equipped when they leave to face

the pressures of the world because

they will be in close communication

with the One who will give them

needed grace and strength for the

future.

w

er

h
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So Much Is at Stake

This article poses a whole series
of deeply troublesome questions for
us as Christians. Sexual promis-
cuity may be no worse sin than the
sins of the spirit that afflict many
in high places but its consequences
often are more drastic and touch a
greater number of lives. Young peo-
ple want to be "free" and they re-

sent being controlled by society, par-
ents and the church. Too often we
io not realize that we may make
:hoices in freedom but this may set
in motion inevitable and irrevoca-
ble consequences not of our own
:hoosing.

Society may seem "unfair" in op-
posing sexual intercourse by unmar-
ied young people who are physical-

y mature. But it does so in self-de-

ense. For if we are to have any
;afety or security in tomorrow's
ivorld it cannot be a world that is

•un by people with deep emotional
cars as a result of being unwanted
hildren. Those who assume that
ontraceptive devices avoid this dan-
ger ignore the thousands of unwed
iris who become pregnant every
(ear.

But for the Christian there is

lore at stake than the possibility
f having an unwanted baby. For
Christian having intercourse out-

ide of wedlock is not acting with
le responsible love which is the
Dot of the Christian ethic. And no

i latter how private the act, its im-
a.ct upon the individual's life is

-ill certain. So as a church we are
iced with the difficulty of knowing
ow to make this message clear
ad yet, at the same time to say,
^od, whose will and way you have
>urned, still loves you." (The Sal-
ition Army has made a real at-

mpt to do this.) How can we stand
early for moral responsibility and
al with love toward the irrespon-
We? A deep commitment to find
ad's will in each situation calls

to this difficult but important
isk.

What should young persons do
len they are "in trouble"? There
e many facets to be considered. A
jsted Christian counselor, perhaps
doctor or a minister, is an impor-
nt resource. Should the couple get
rried? Should they keep the
by? Should they tell their

friends? Each person needs help to
find God's will through such pro-
found problems. There are no abso-
lute answers for all occasions, ex-
cept that God does not forsake those
who sin, but pursues them with re-

demptive love. Robert J. Carlson,
Associate Minister, Bethel College
Church, North Newton, Kan.

In responding to the article, "For-
ward Look," there are two things
which I feel could be mentioned
briefly. The first has to do with the
professional help which can be ex-

tremely helpful to the unmarried
mother. The activity program of the
Salvation Army Home was stressed,

but little was said about the purpose
of the activities or the casework
help which is available in such
homes. The unmarried mother may
have a number of emotional prob-
lems which involve feelings about
herself, feelings toward other peo-
ple, or feelings toward life in gen-
eral. Not only the girl, but the fam-
ily as well may need help in deal-

ing with the stresses and strains of
such an experience. The decisions
which need to be made are not easy
and casework help can be extremely
important.

The other thought has to do with
preventive work in this area. The
church can help by setting up homes
for the unmarried mother, but per-

haps it can also consider doing
more in the area of understanding
the problems of family living and
of social disorganization in society

today. The church needs to "be on
the lookout" for adolescents and
parents with problems. Perhaps dis-

cussion groups or seminars provid-

ed by the church for parents would
be helpful in providing the educa-
tion and guidance parents often

seek in understanding their children.

Parents play a key role in a child's

life, and any help the church can
give them in assuming responsibili-

ties they need to assume as parents
of maturing adolescents would be
very significant. Persons who have
erred do not need to be condemned,
they need to be helped and the

church should be the first to concern
itself with helping. Alden Bohn, So-

cial Worker, Oaklawn Psychiatric
Center, Elkhart, Ind.
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[~| Bible Words—V: Reveal. Faced

A\ with a problem as a teenager I decided—1

to find the will of God. I went to a

grove of trees on a hill and sat down

with my New Testament. To find my answer I opened the book at ran-

dom and placed my finger on a verse. (This idea, you will recognize, was

not new with me.
)

Surprisingly, the verse had some meaning for me and

my problem. (After all these years I cannot remember the problem or the

verse.) Was this revelation? Had I caused God or helped God to speak

to me? Was I like Moses in the wilderness by the burning bush? Was

God coming to me across the ages to reveal himself to me because I

opened His book?

We do not know all we would like to know about the way God reveals

himself. We do know that He does. And He reveals himself directly as

with Moses ( Exod. 3 ) . But only God can reveal God to us. We err when

we think that we can make Him reveal himself. Human wisdom or wishful

thinking do not spur Him on or slow Him down.

This we know: God acts and the puprose of His action is to reveal him-

self. As He showed himself to Moses, He is sovereign and reliable: "I am
who I am" (Exod. 3: 14). We can only surrender and express our confi-

dence in Him. God acted in delivering Israel from Egypt so that the people

might know Him. His mighty acts are His revelation. So also are the life,

ministry, and redemptive work of Jesus Christ. God revealed himself.

One other thing we know. God's revealing work is the work of His

Spirit. "But, as it is written,/ 'What no eye has seen, nor ear heard,/

rior the heart of man conceived,/ what God has prepared for those who
love him,/ God has revealed to us through the Spirit" (1 Cor. 2:9, 10).

It isn't man's way. He regards the cross as a "stumblingblock" and as

"folly" (1 Cor. 1:23).

But what is impossible for the mind of man is possible through the mind

of Christ. And can we have this mind of Christ? Paul says we can. In

1 Corinthians 2:16 he asks himself, "For who has known the mind of the

Lord so as to instruct him?" And he answers his own question, "But we

have the mind of Christ." The mind of Christ takes in the cross with its

sacrifice and servanthood. It is a mind that is not understood by everyone.

"The unspiritual man does not receive the gifts of the Spirit of God, for

they are folly to him, and he is not able to understand them because they

are spiritually discerned" (1 Cor. 2: 14).

Revelation is a mystery. We cannot explain how God reveals himself or

how the revealing Spirit is given to us. It is enough for us to look at the

crucified and resurrected Jesus Christ. When we see in Him the deepest

truths of our lives then we know that revelation has taken place. And that's

enough to know.
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O little town of Bethlehem,

How still we see thee lie!

Above thy deep and dreamless sleep

The silent stars go by;

Yet in thy dark streets shineth

The everlasting Light;

Tlve hopes and fears of all the years

Are met in thee tonight.

"And in that region there were shepherds out

the field,

Keeping watch over their flock by night."

In the field

with cacti and caves

and roses and grass among the rocks.

Shepherds in smelly skins and sweaty shoes

and dirty knuckles

and matted uncombed hair

in the field.

While shepherds watched their flocks by night,

All seated on the ground,

Tlve angel of the Lord came down,

And glory shone around.

"Fear not," said he, for mighty dread
Had seized their troubled mind;
"Glad tidings of great joy I bring

To you and all mankind."

There were shepherds out in the field

men in the field, at work.
Men working outside Bethlehem,

in north and west of town,

or was it north and east?

Or south?

Men in the field, somewhere
Men, ordinary, extra-ordinary men.
Go down main street, two blocks, turn right

to the alley, now left, and straight ahead.

It isn't so much of a place. You could miss it.

A few men overhauling engines there

in the shop

down on the ground,

where men work among engines and motors,

and gardens and cement and bricks

and timber and tools and trucks and missiles



Herbert F. Brokering

ind sheep.

pn the ground, In that region, in the field,
he shepherds waited. They watched sheep, and waited.
VIen working and waiting.
Wen fix cars and tractors and they wait.
The psalmists waited. Kings waited.
5arah waited. David waited. Isaiah waited.
Toseph waited. Simeon waited. Israel waited.
David, Joseph, Simeon, men, shepherds, Israel, America.

O come, O come Emmanuel,
ind ransom captive Israel,

hat mourns in lowly exile here
Jntil the Son of God appear,
lejoice, rejoice!

Emmanuel shall come to thee, O Israel.

Christmas comes
n the holy land, in my homeland,
n any land. Among men
nth dirty knuckles and greasy overalls
nd sweaty shoes and perfumes and white collars
nd clerical collars and bow ties and no ties
nd housecoats and uniforms and dress suits
nd sloppy dressing.

Ihristmas doesn't need dressing up,
r decoration. It does not need preparation
ke covering the body just right,

r folded hands, and silence.

: does not depend on keeping watch over sheep,
nd cars and machinery and employees,
nd a section of land, or a store.

he shepherds were just being at work
,'eeping watch over their flock by night
nd He was born!

For Christ is born of Mary
tnd gathered all above,
While mortals sleep and angels keep
fieir watch of wondering love.

morning stars

together proclaim tlie holy birth,

tnd praises sing to God the King,
nd peace to men on earth!

ilendars do not tell when Christmas comes.
an does not read it off a wall, or the face of clocks,
r Christmas appears!
|is in the fields, in the middle of sheep sleeping,
e inn, in the midst of hammers pounding, motors
aring, multitudes walking, and people sleeping, and
eking.

hen man does not have the time, or the power
get ready, it comes!

Iffow silently, how silently,

te wondrous gift is given!

So God imparts to human hearts,
The blessings of His heaven
No ear can hear His coming.
But in this world of sin,

Wlvere meek souls will receive Him, still

The dear Christ enters in.

"And in that region there were shepherds out in the
field,

keeping watch over their flock
BY NIGHT."
And an angel of the Lord
appeared to them

!

Hark! the herald angels sing,

"Glory to the newborn king;
Peace on earth and mercy mild,
God and sinners reconciled!"
Joyful, all ye nations rise,

Join the triumph of the skies,

With angelic liost proclaim,
"Christ is born in Bethlehem."
Hark, tlie herald angels sing,

"Glory to tlie new born king!"

An angel of the Lord appeared.

Where are the newscasters?
Where are the predictors, and waiting crowds,
and engineers and cameras and boom mikes,
and program directors and reporters?
One minute away from the moment that He was born,
and the crowds and engineers and newscasters
were not there. They did not know.
Not even secret intelligence people knew.
Not even the government.
People weren't coming cross-country,

to celebrate. No jammed telegraph wires.



No children counting off weeks and finally minutes,
with excitement. No speeches
with meter and rhyme and nervous parents
in front of congregations. No busy mailman.
No deep freeze stuffed with cookies.

None of all these things,

And the angel op the Lord appears.

No thing on all the earth like speeches
and telegrams and cookies and cards
and human kindness and charity

made Christ to be born. None of this.

It came by itself.

Christmas belongs to God.
He gives it when He wants to,

why He wants, and when He wants to.

Christmas belongs to God. First.

So that human eyes may even see Him,
and ears hear Him, and mouths of men adore Him.
Ordinary mouths of men adore Him

!

0 come all ye faithful, Joyful and triumphant,
0 come ye, 0 come ye to Bethlehem;
Come and behold Him born the King of angels.

0 come, let us adore Him,
O come, let us adore Him.

"The angel of the Lord appeared
saying, 'fear not!' "

Christmas belongs to God, first. Then to man.
To the inside of man. Where shepherds are afraid.

It comes to the hearts of men
with dirty knuckles, and greasy clothes,

white collars and dress suits. To the hearts.

Not to the house, or town, or the city

or the frosted windows, and beautiful main street.

It came to the shepherds, inside

where they carried their fear.

There, in there where men fear. There,

where decorations and cookies don't reach.

There, inside, where every man has a special room
for it, for fear. Fear does not discriminate.

It goes with man, into the sheepfold,

under the grease rack, up the elevator

and into the cathedral.

Fear is no respecter of people. It makes no choice

between rich and poor, sheep herders and royalty,

executives and farmers and teachers,

and the young and the very old.

Fear is no respecter of people.

Nor is Christmas!

Man was ready. The shepherds were ready, ready in

reverse.

They were afraid. That is what Christmas came for,

for fear, and the fearful.

Where men are all the same, where they are afraid,

there He came. Christmas has to do with fear.
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! Fear cast out.

|

0 holy Child of Bethlehem,
Descend to us, we pray;

j

Cast out our sin, and enter in,

Be born in us today.

"And they were filled with fear"
Angels could scare a grown man to death,
if they crept up on him, in the shop,
or the office or on the tractor.

I

Man can be scared by angels, or even by Christmas,
or God, if he doesn't know for sure.
It is where man needs to know for sure,
about something that matters to him,
about everything that matters to him,
that Christmas came. And comes.

Be not afraid.

Afraid not of what the angels would say,
but plain afraid. Be not afraid
of why men are afraid.

Sing, choirs of angels,
Sing in exultation,

Sing, all ye citizens of heaven above!
Glory to God in the Highest.
0 come, let us adore Him,
0 come, let us adore Him, Christ the Lord!

'And the glory of the Lord shone
?ound about them,
vnd they were filled with fear."

The light was on them. On them.
Maybe for five minutes. Maybe one second.
Vlaybe not the way clocks count time.
Chis was not kilowatt, or spot light,

>r flood light. This was the glory of the Lord,
>reaking through and shining
lot on a house, or a colonial door
ir a huge chimney, or on a silver tree.
t was on shepherds. In shepherds. Around shepherds.
«Jb mistake about it.

phristmas is from God, above,

1 people, on earth. People, scared.
Jod's light ignored their knuckles,
md clothes. And reputation.

It did not show they were tired, or poor.
It showed they were scared. Scared men.
For scared shepherds, Christmas was good news.
For now they knew for sure,
what only God knows, and can tell.

They were hearing what no one could find out,
unless God said it.

And God told the angels, to tell people
And to call is "glad tidings." Good news.

"It is a great joy,

WHICH WILL COME TO ALL THE PEOPLE."
All people. Shepherds. Presidents and cooks.
Pole vaulters, and kings and hired hands.
Soldiers. Actors. Depressed. Athletes. Sick men.
Ministers. Meat packers. Alcoholics. Governors.
Fear is no respecter of persons.
Nor is Christmas!
Man. You can turn a gift down,
because you already have one. Or it doesn't fit.

Or you don't like the color.

But what God gave that night,
While they were keeping watch over the sheep,
or what God gives down the alley in the grease pit
it fits!

It fits the fears

of big men, ten year olds,

toddlers, women, young men,
anyman, everyman.
Christmas is for everyman. But it comes from God.
It is not like Christmas presents.
It cannot be bought, or looked at.

It cannot be opened or set on a table.
You cannot hug the One who gave it,

or kiss Him,
or thank Him by phone.
You can do that to people. Not to God.
You can only let Him do this. And be amazed,
and dumbfounded, and wonder and wonder and wonder

He rules the world with truth and grace,
And makes tlie nations prove
The glories of His righteousness,
And wonders of His love,

And wonders of His love,

And wonders, wonders of His love!
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We Can Do No Less!

/ will do my best—that is all that I

can do. I ask for your help and

God's.

It is with these simple, yet deeply

profound words, that the newly

sworn in President began his official

duties as he disembarked from the

plane which had brought him back

from the scene of the tragedy.

Stunned and still paralyzed with dis-

belief in the reality of what had

happened the entire nation waited

for a word from the one who had

suddenly become the man of the

hour; the spokesman for a people

stricken into speechless silence.

Out of the depths of a spirit

moved by the gravity of the respon-

sibilities which had so swiftly and

unexpectedly fallen upon him the

word came: I will do my best—
that is all I can do. I ask for your

help and God's.

The President has spoken; it is

for us to respond. With sincere

humility and recognition of his de-

pendence upon the benediction of

Almighty God he has pledged to

give his best in answer to the chal-

lenge of the hour. The responsi-

bilities in assuming leadership of a

nation in troublous times such as

these are tremendous. His commit-

ment has been made in full knowl-

edge of the demands which are Walter Gering

being thrust upon him; the sacri-

fices which must be made. Yet

quietly and with utter dedication

he has pledged his best. We can

do no less.

As a Conference we will want to

respond to this appeal for support

and have already indicated the

same formally in a telegram sent to

the President. Our prayerful under-

girding of him in his newly assumed

task, invoking the divine blessing of

God upon his endeavors is our

Christian privilege as citizens of the

land.

But far more, we will want to

search our own hearts deeply that

we may discover our responsibility

as we unite with him in leading our

generation to a forward thrust in

righteousness and holiness before

God. There are causes which

clamor for support ; unfinished tasks

which wait for dedicated hands and

hearts for completion. The King-

dom of God must move forward

until the Eternal day of Victory

comes.

"Rise up O men of God! Have
done with lesser things. Give heart

and soul and mind and strength to

serve the King of kings."

We can do no less

!
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The President was shot. The world
stopped. No other single event in

this decade brought more grief and
more heart searching.

In the hour of their grief many
people turned for comfort to their
churches. The statements of church
groups and their leaders deserve at-

tention. One pointed to the implica-
tions of military mind-set of the
nation.

Said the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion: "The outpouring of grief and
sympathy that followed the assassi-

nation of President Kennedy, from
all sorts of people in all places, be-

came our country more than many
of its more pretentious achieve-
ments. We of the Fellowship of
Reconciliation share in that grief,

and we join with full hearts those
who would seek to console the be-

reaved family. Men of good will

everywhere feel a sense of great
loss, and share the prayer that his
[successor may carry on the best of
his hopes and determinations.
'Perhaps this tragedy will move

many of us to re-examine the whole
place of violence in the equation of
ends and means. Barbaric the as-

sassination was, yet presumably the
assassin was able somehow to ra-

tionalize his deed to himself. If we
concentrate on his act alone, as the
aberration of a tormented and twist-

ed human being, we shall miss the
Inost urgent point of the tragedy.
Oiis point is the effect on all of us
of our society's widespread accept-
ince of violence, including murder,
is a valid instrument for achieving
>nds believed to be important. Its

lignificance was underlined with
:osmic irony by the murder of the
illeged assassin forty-eight hours
liter the attack on President Ken-
ledy.

"Much of the paraphernalia of
he modern state, here and else-

where, is directed to the strengthen-
fig of that acceptance. The manu-
acture of nuclear, biological and
hemical weapons and the means of
heir delivery, which absorbs so
irge a part of our national effort,

£ the corporate preparation for
riass murder for political ends. The
par that our country has helped to
page in Vietnam, in which simple
easants have been killed and their
omes and villages wiped out, is

arbaric murder on a large scale,
•he arming and support of invaders
'ho land on the shores of Cuba,

Assassinations

Stun the World

like the economic boycott designed
to starve the people of that island

into submission, is a corporate sanc-

tion of "justified" killing. So deeply
is institutionalized violence imbed-
ded in our culture that the paradox
is hardly noticed when the Presi-

dent's funeral, though impregnated
with corporate horror at the violent

deed, is also almost wholly framed
with the military trappings of the

state's own violence.

"It has seemed to most Americans
that all of these things are sancti-

fied by the presumably good ends
for which they are intended, but

for those who do not judge the ends
by the same standards, they become
the provocation and justification for

counter-violence on the same or a

greater scale.

"The man accused of being Presi-

dent Kennedy's assassin had been
trained to kill in the United States

Marines. Perhaps more importantly,

he had been taught that killing is

permissible when important values

are at stake. Presumably it seemed
to him that important values were
at stake when he murdered the Pres-

ident, and if his judgment was at

variance with that of the country at

large, still it only echoed the large

number of threats of death to

which men in high office are re-

currently exposed. For many of us
are having eroded our sense of the
sanctity of human life and our faith
in the power of love and compassion
to resolve conflict and build a soci-

ety of brothers.

"It is not a new problem, but as
old as history. What is new is that
the assassin's bullet now is supple-

mented by weapons that literally

can destroy the society of man and
all its dreams and hopes. Only in

the rejection of systematized vio-

lence as a legitimate tool of organ-
ized society does there lie the hope
of creating a community in which
the rejected and embittered will not
find ready-made sanction for the
murderous expression of their bit-

terness."

The National Council of Churches
in the United States issued a state-

ment on the death of President Ken-
nedy saying that his assassination

places all living Americans "under
terrible judgment."

"His martyrdom." it declared, "re-

sulted not alone from the dreadful
act of one person, but equally from
the accumulated acts of all of us,

who have hated when we should
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have loved, who have condemned

others only because they failed to

agree with us, who have forgotten

that we are forever called to lose

ourselves for those things which are

right and good for all men, and not

alone for ourselves."

Around the world other church

leaders joined in mourning the

President's death.

Franklin Clark Fry, chairman of

the World Council's Central Com-
mittee and president of the Lutheran

Church in America, declared that

with all the members of his church

he felt "stricken and ashamed at

the outrage that has happened in

our country. We pray for God's

steadying hand on the Republic and

its new leader," he said.

Roswell P. Barnes, executive sec-

retary in the United States of the

World Council, termed the assassi-

nation "a shocking tragedy."

"We express profound sympathy
to his family and to all who shared

his life and responsibilities in in-

timate comradeship. His assassina-

tion is an unmitigated shame to a

nation that prides itself on its high

civilization. May soberness come
upon our nation in its distress and
may we be newly united as a people

in the self-discipline of a mature and
responsible citizenship."

Eugene Carson Blake, chief ex-

ecutive of the United Presbyterian

Church in the USA issued a state-

ment calling the assassination

"stark tragedy."

"Those who have been making
irresponsible attacks upon him and
his policies are as responsible for

his death as the one who pulled the

trigger," he said. Recalling the death
by assassination of President Abra-
ham Lincoln one hundred years ago,

he said it was because the United
States had not followed "the just

and generous policies of Lincoln

that it is still torn in sectional and
racial strife." He added:

"We pray God that John Ken-
nedy's death, tragic though it is,

will be the turning point for which
we have been working and praying:

that the American people in revul-

sion against all hate, violence, and
bitterness will move forward togeth-

er into a new era, and across a new
frontier of freedom and justice for

all Americans."
The Archbishop of Canterbury de-

clared: "I am deeply grieved by the
death of President Kennedy. He was

a statesman of Christian ideals

whose service to his fellows was
inspired by his faith in God, and the

world will be the poorer for his

death and the better for his great

example."

Martin Niemoeller, president of

the church of Nesse-Nassau, Ger-

many, called the death "a trial sent

by God upon mankind." He said the

universal grief felt in the world had
broken down all barriers and differ-

ences between peoples. He described

the late president as "a man and
statesman whose life and work were
dedicated to world peace."

Otto Dibelius, Bishop of Berlin,

declared: "The whole world is deep-

ly stricken. . . . When we recall his

jubilant greeting to Berlin and his

words 'I am a Berliner too,' we share

the grief of the American people

that the career of one of the most
hopeful and influential men in the

world should end so soon."

GRAHAM PRAISES PEACE CORPS

On Sept. 22, the second anniversary

of the Peace Corps, Billy Graham
sent a message to officials of the

organization. He stated: "The Peace

Corps is an imaginative and con-

structive concept. I have encoun-

tered a number of Corps members
in my travels, and I believe they are

doing a superb job in humanitarian
service. It is significant that such a

large amount of American man-
power is being used not in military

operations, but in creating good
will and in rendering helpful serv-

ice around the world. . . .

"One fault of our youth today arises

because the dare, the challenge has

been sapped out of much of modern
society. Youth has always needed a
cause to serve, a song to sing, and
a flag to wave. In my estimation,

the Peace Corps does much more
than achieve a great deal of good
throughout the world. It fills a need
in the lives of many of our young
men and women who are serving in

this compassionate cause.

"Not only do Peace Corps mem-
bers have an opportunity to relieve

some of the suffering, poverty, and
ignorance in the world, but by their

example and their understanding
they can do much to erase the "ugly
American" image which somehow
has been left in certain areas of the

world. . .
."

STUDENTS GOING TO MOSCOW
In a recent report Elmer Neufeld,

Mennonite Central Committee rep-

resentative in Congo and a member
of the Board of Missions noted the

opposing forces in Africa. One of the

fields of struggle is in the area of

education. He reports on contacts

with students during a plane flight

from Congo to Nigeria.

"There is a great struggle for the

power that comes through educa-

tion," he says. "Boarding the plane

with me at Leopoldville were a num-
ber of Congolese students leaving

Africa for study in overseas univer-

sities, several of them for study in

Moscow, going via Ghana. One of

these students I had known as a

leader in our own Congo Mennonite
churches. Whether he will come
back to the work of the church re-

mains to be seen."

While Africans do have communi-
cations with communist bloc na-

tions, Africans are aware that all is

not well in these countries. Neufeld

reports that an African magazine
contracted the racial riots in Amer-
ica and the contemptuous treatment

of African students in communist
countries. The article concludes that

the African students "have found to

their dismay that Marxism-Leninism
does not respect Africans more than

capitalism and imperialism."

BETHEL COLLEGE RATED HIGH

In the September 1963 issue of Col-

lege and Research Libraries, Bethel

College, North Newton, Kan., was
listed among 119 American colleges

in the excellent category.

Robert T. Jordan, writer of the

article, used a list of common stand'

ards of academic excellence in mak
ing this evaluation. These included

the following: "Faculty influence on

students; effectiveness in construc-

tively and fundamentally changing

values of the student, or in provid

ing deeper insight into their presentfliin

values; peculiar potency of some col

leges toward liberal thought; pro-

portion of graduates receiving doc-

toral degrees or other graduate dis-

tinctions; faculty salaries; willing-

ness of the administration to take

a strong position on matters affect

ing basic principles of academic

freedom; emphasis on the academic

program as contrasted with social

status; receptivity to unique or ox

perimental programs, or to the re-
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[suits of educational research; inde-

pendent study groups particularly

those involving freshmen or average
students; intellectual climate; pro-

jportion of faculty in scholarly or
professional organizations; de-em-
phasis or elimination of marks or
grades; elimination of faculty rank;
bromotion of interdisciplinary atmos-
Iphere; average score of entering
Ifreshmen on scholastic aptitude;

ranking in effective scholarship

[money per student enrolled in pro-

portion to total student expense;
strength of continuing education
program."

The colleges and universities were
icored on these criteria in an effort

;o designate a group of about 100
colleges among the several hundred
hat could be called excellent. The
correlation between these schools
|md their library facilities was also

studied. It was found that for a
[college of five hundred or more
jstudents with less than fifty gradu-
ates, a library of fifty books per
;tudent and 50,000 books in the sel-

ection were a minimum required
or high quality colleges. In the ar-

icle Bethel College was listed as
laving sixty volumes per student.

3ENEALOGY COLUMN
\ directory of Mennonite genealo-
gists will be published shortly by
Die Post, a Mennonite weekly pub-
ished in Steinbach, Man. The direct-

>ry will be part of the paper's
nonthly feature, Mennonitische Fa-
nilienkunde (Mennonite Geneal-
>gy). Interested genealogists are
sked to send information on their
/ork and their publications to:

Libert Goertz, 3005 Dover Drive,

Joulder, Colo.

HURCH BECOMES CLINIC

t is mobile clinic day for a num-
er of Ami mountain tribespeople
nd for a large Bunun village in

'aiwan. A team of workers from
Iennonite Christian Hospital in

iwalien is setting up a clinic in a
latched-roofed wood and bamboo
resbyterian church located in one
f Taiwan's mountain villages. Soon
le little village church looks more
ke a hospital than a church as
atients arrive from miles around
»r their once-in-two-weeks oppor-
mity to receive medical aid.

Registration is limited to about
50 patients a day. The mobile clinic

A TELEGRAM AND A RESPONSE

The Honorable President

Lyndon B. Johnson

White House

Washington, D. C.

In God's counsel, grace and strength and in our people's dedication
to righteousness, truth, love and prayer may your presidency exalt
all nations and peoples.

General Conference Mennonite Church
Orlando Waltner, Executive Secretary

November 27, 1963

Mrs. Johnson and I acknowledge with deep appreciation your
thoughtful expression of personal interest and confidence during
the hours of sorrow after the death of President John Fitzgerald

Kennedy. We will cherish your prayers and support in the days
ahead.

Lyndon B. Johnson

The White House

November 1963

workers find that, as usual, illness

because of intestinal parasites heads
the list. Tuberculosis is frequently
seen, as well as considerable Vita-

min B deficiency among the Ami
people. The Amis also have a high
incidence of cancer of the mouth,
jaw, and throat which, observes
missionary doctor Roland Brown, is

probably related to their chewing
of the betel nut. They have, too, a

high incidence of goiters, whereas
nearby Bunun villagers have little

trouble with goiters, a contrast of

interest to medical epidemiologists.

Because of the shortage of doc-

tors, the mobile clinic can go out
from Mennonite Christian Hospital
but one day a week. There are two
stations regularly visited, so the
thatched-roof church dispenses phys-

ical healing only every other Friday.

Next week the mobile clinic team
is on duty at the northern station,

which serves fewer people because
of the narrowness of the strip along
the coast. Here the team—PAXman
team leader, an interpreter and as-

sistant, doctor, dental technician,

evangelist, and two nurses—minis-

ter to Tyal tribespeople. The public

health nurse gives talks, shows
slides, has a well-baby clinic, and
visits homes, while the other nurse

helps with the patients. As always,
the team's day begins early and ends
late.

The mobile clinic first opened in

1948, and for many years the clinic

went into mountain villages for one
or two weeks at a time, going from
village to village. When two teams
were available, the mobile clinic

tried to cover all the aboriginal vil-

lages one day every year. "Natural-

ly," write the Browns, "if you are
at a place only one day, there is

not too much that you can do medi-
cally, but treatments were given for

the various problems that presented
themselves to the doctors, and the
clinic served as an educational effort

both medically and spiritually. A
large number of people received

treatment for trachoma, and almost
everybody in the village got worm
treatment for intestinal parasites.

In addition to the clinic, the evan-
gelist held one or two services, and
usually a public health filmstrip

would be shown on flies or parasites

or some similar subject. In the early
days, this team was frequently the

first to preach the gospel in many
of the villages. As medical facilities

become more available on the west
side of the island and the aborigi-

nes became aware of them, the
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THE CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN dedicated on November 11 a new campus for

Bethany Theological Seminary at Oak Brook, 111. The school was founded in

1905 and since 1908 was housed on an acre and a half lot at 3435 Van Buren St.,

Chicago. From 1945 to 1958 Mennonite Biblical Seminary was affiliated with the
Brethren school, prior to the building of a campus at Elkhart, Ind. The new
Bethany campus on a sixty-acre plot has eleven buildings including the chapel
and administration building seen above. Cost of the new graduate school was

three million dollars.

team on the west side was discon-

tinued and the work continued on
the east side only."

In 1963 Mennonite Christian Hos-

pital changed the mobile clinic pro-

gram. An area about forty miles

south of the hospital, centrally lo-

cated for a number of villages, was
selected to be the southern clinic

station (this is the village with the

Presbyterian church). The northern
rstation is approximately thirty miles

north of the hospital. A shortage of

doctors has limited clinic visits this

year. The Browns write: "We are
in dire need of doctors, and it seems
nearly impossible to challenge well-

trained Taiwanese doctors to come
to this 'Siberia of Taiwan'—most
people consider Hwailien too isolat-

ed to have much to offer."

The Browns report that three

nursing students and the pharma-
cist at Mennonite Christian Hospital

were recently baptized, and ask for

prayers for both these new Chris-

tians and for Taiwanese in the Nung
Chang area who are now being
reached with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.

FROM "BAD MONEY"
TO HEAVENLY TREASURE

Near Taichung, Taiwan, is the small

farming and marketing village of

Hsi-tun. In this village lived Mr.

and Mrs. Tan Phai-Chi; the name
Phai-Chi means bad-money. They
were, writes Taiwan missionary

Hugh D. Sprunger in Taiwan-Home
Bond, "simple, hardworking, illiter-

ate farm people, members of the

Hsi-tun community for over forty

years. They had one daughter and
one adopted son, and life for this

family socially, economically, and
spiritually, was that of an average
Taiwanese farm family.

"But about six years ago, shortly

after the Mennonites began preach-

ing services in that village, the Tans
began to attend services. Deep in

their hearts they had already begun
to question the value and efficacy

of idols, but with nothing better to

take their place, they continued to

follow the old ways of idol worship.

"The good news of Jesus and His
love, however, tugged at their

hearts, and the more they heard of

the 'old, old story,' the more thej

wanted to hear. Before long thej

became more than just hearers:

they became believers." Mr. anc

Mrs. Tan Phai-Chi were among the

first in their village to take this

step.

With the confession of faith ir

Christ came a change in life. Hug!
Sprunger writes: "In a home serv

ice conducted by evangelist Ang ol

the Hsi-tun chapel, the idols anc

god-shelf were taken out anc

burned. A scroll with the Ten Com
mandments was given a promi
nent place in the home where 'othei

gods' had formerly held sway.

"Shortly after this, in April 1958

husband and wife were both bapl

tized on their confession of faith ir

Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviourj

There was much opposition to this

... by the parents." In spite o.

opposition the Tans faithfully at

tended all church services and sup;

ported the church liberally.

"Now came misfortunes, testing

the genuineness of their faith. Thein

water buffalo died suddenly ane

mysteriously, by poison, it seemedi

The blame for this calamity war
placed on their foolish acceptance

of the new faith. Shortly after this

a granddaughter became seriouslj

ill and died. This likewise was

blamed on the parents' conversior

to Christianity. . . .

"Almost a year after being bap
tized, Mr. Tan passed on to hisj

eternal home. This too was a sever*;

test for Mrs. Tan. Shortly before his

death, while being visited by evange
list Ang, Mr. Tan was dressed ir

white, his head was shaved, and h<

said to the evangelist that he was
getting ready to die ... to 'go home
to his eternal home. There was n<

fear of death but rather a joyfu

preparation on his part. He told th<

evangelist that he had prayed tc

God not to take him at night be

cause he wanted, on his death bed

to call in the other believers anc

say goodby to them.

"Mr. Tan's wish to say goodby tc

the brothers and sisters in Chris

was denied him as was a Christiar

burial. Because Mrs. Tan was elder

ly, the son took over . . . arrange
ments and disregarded all the wish

es of the deceased and Mrs. Tan
While Mr. Tan's spirit had alreadj

entered that eternal kingdom hi

corpse was given a full heal 1km

funeral with priests, incense, am
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the burning of paper money.
"The loss of the buffalo, a grand-

daughter, and now her husband did

not daunt Mrs. Tan's faith. Her
smiling face, found regularly in the
group attending services

I there are
now over forty persons in the Hsi-

tun area whose lives have been
changed by the gospel of Christ],

gives constant and silent witness
that the joy of Christ floods her
life and that God's grace is sufficient

for her every need. Her greatest

I desire is that her family will honor
|her wish and grant her a Christian
funeral. . . . This, she feels, would
bear her last testimony to her faith

in the community which knew her
before Christ and after. . .

."

MEXICO BIBLE DAY
The growing cooperation between
f|Roman Catholics and Protestants in

at Mexico was demonstrated recently.

It was during the country's second
National Bible Day.
The campaign was preceded by

!extensive distribution of the Scrip-

tures. The recently formed National
•atholic Bible Society aims at dis-

tributing 500,000 Bibles in Mexico
luring the coming year.

A national Bible competition, in

jivhich preliminary matches were
field in more than a third of the
iioceses of Mexico, was based on
:he Acts of the Apostles.

The Protestants of Mexico shared
n the biblical exhibit installed in

he rooms next to the Cathedral of
Suernavaca. Hundreds of people
vho visited this exhibit were each
pven a small copy of the book of
\kcts in Spanish. This was the first

ime in Mexico that a Catholic
>ishop had invited Protestants to

jlisplay their Bibles in his diocese.

Jishop Mendez Arceo has, by ex-

cess permission of Pope John
CXIII, permitted his followers to
ead "Protestant Bibles."

VORLD CONFERENCE MEETS
M HOLLAND IN 1967

»n November 13-14, 1963 the Gen-

ris
ral Council of the Mennonite World

iaI
inference met at the European
Iennonite Bible School (Bienen-

i|erg) in Switzerland for the first

|
me since Kitchener, 1962. Central
ems on the agenda were the fixing
f the time and place of the Eighth

y /orld Conference, the election of
ew officers, and consideration of
le function of the World Confer-

ence in relation to the Mennonite
brotherhood around the world.

Present at the meeting were repre-

sentatives from each of the par-

ticipating conferences and national

groups. From France, Ernest Hege;
from Switzerland, Theo Loosli;

from Germany, Paul Schowalter
and Adolf Schnebele; from The
Netherlands, J. J. J. van Sluys and
J. A. Oosterbaan; from South Amer-
ica, Peter Wiens. Peter Dyck rep-

resented the Mennonite Brethren
Church; J. R. Barkman the Evan-
gelical Mennonite Brethren; J. C.

Wenger and J. B. Martin the (Old)

Mennonite Church; Erland Waltner
and Walter Gering the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church; and
Archie Penner the Evangelical Men-
nonite Church. Three of the North
American members could not come.
Harold Schmidt, treasurer and Cor-

nelius J. Dyck, assistant secretary

were also present.

It was decided to hold the Eighth
World Conference in The Nether-

lands in July of 1967. It was also

agreed to hold a meeting of the

General Council in South America
in 1966, and to plan for a regional

conference there at that time. This

conference would use the 1967 theme
and would be preparatory while

being complete in itself on a smaller

scale. It was also felt that the full

conference would likely meet in

South America in 1972. The major
factors guiding the decision of lo-

cation were: rotation from region

to region, the number of Mennonites
living in a region or country, the

ministry the Conference could ren-

der to the brethren of that region,

the feelings of the total Mennonite
constituency, physical facilities and
the possible impact upon the non-

Mennonite world.

The organization of the General

Council led to the electing of Erland
Waltner as President, J. A. Ooster-

baan, Peter Wiens, and J. C. Wenger
Vice-Presidents, and B. J. Braun
recording secretary. Cornelius J.

Dyck was appointed executive sec-

retary, Harold Schmidt and Adolf

Schnebele the North American and
European treasurers respectively.

Steps were taken to explore possible

further representation from Africa,

India, and the Far East, as well as

from several North American
groups not now associated with the

World Conference.

The annual assessment of the Con-

ferences for the work of the World
Conference was raised from .seven-

tenths of one cent to one cent per
baptized member, to cover adminis-
trative costs, travel subsidies to

brethren from South America and
other younger churches, and to pre-

vent a deficit in the treasury. It

remained clear that all World Con-
ference work continues to be done
on a gratis basis, and that the mem-
ber groups pay the travel costs of

their own representatives.

PEACE PROJECT FOR INDIA

Missionary Ruth Ratzlaff writes
that an MCC Peace Section grant
of $1,000 will make possible a Peace
Literature project for India, on
which General Conference and (Old)
Mennonites will work together. Two
booklets being considered for trans-

lation into Hindi are John Horsch's
The Principle of Nonresistance as
Held by the Mennonite Church and
Stanley Shenk's Youth and Nonre-
sistance.

The Church,

the State

and the Offender

The Church
The State

ffender

A discussion of the questions on how
the Christian ministry of redemp-

tion can speak to .the problem of

criminal law and punishment. .50

at Mennonite Bookstores
Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas
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Conferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Jan. 23-25—Canadian Board Meet-
ings, Winnipeg.
Central

Jan. 7—College Chamber Players
Concert, Bluffton (Ohio) College.

Eastern

Jan. 13—Eastern District Peace
and Service Representatives and
Pastor's Dinner.

WORKERS
L. L. Ramseyer, president of Bluff-

ton College, is reportedly making
satisfactory progress from his ill-

ness which resulted in hospitaliza-

tion on Wednesday, November 20.

ISAIAH 9:6

The following meditation was writ-

ten by William Miller, 553 W. Somer-
set St., Philadelphia 19133.

Oh! what a Wonderful Savior,/

See what He's done for you and me,/
He went to the Cross/ To recover
our loss;/ And set us poor sinners

free.

Jesus our precious Counselor,/

Left us His word and Spirit,/ He
brought us His love,/ From His
throne up above,/ To save the ones
that will hear it.

Our Mighty God paid the ran-

som,/ suffered and died for our sin,/

he drank of the cup and offered up,/

His life that our lives could begin.

He arose, the Everlasting Father,/
And conquered death once, for all/

So come to His throne/ And never
be alone/ Harken to His beckoning

On November 23, he was moved to

the Lima Memorial Hospital for

tests. These tests have been positive

in their indications that the illness

is not of a serious nature. He seems
to be afflicted with some disturbance

of the inner ear.

DEATHS
Fred J. Caldicott, Hereford Church,

Bally, Pa., born in Rashwood, Eng-
land, Jan. 11, 1894, and died Nov. 20.

Mrs. Clayton (Annie) Feick, Here-

ford Church, Bally, Pa., born Dec.

24, 1892, and died Nov. 22.

MARRIAGES
Annabelle Amstutz, Ebenezer

Church, Bluffton, Ohio, to James
Humphrey, on Oct. 19.

Willard Becker, Bethesda Church,
Marion, S. D., to Bertha Pollman,
New Hutterthal Church, Bridge-
water, S. D., on Nov. 10.

Carol Bixel, Ebenezer Church,
Bluffton, Ohio, to Ronald Kremer,
on Nov. 30.

Patsy Krehbiel, Eden Church,
Moundridge, Kan., to Anton Klas-

call.

The Prince of Peace has ascended/
To sit at the right hand of God/
He loves us still/ If only we will/

Receive Him, Believe Him, Trust
Him, Obey Him/ Worship and adore
Him/ And call Him Our Lord and
Our God.

MAIL ORDER GUNS

Dear Editor: Do we have a special

opportunity or responsibility at this

time to speak to our country about
the easy access to arms? A rash
young man was easily able to ob-

tain a gun from a mail order house
in Chicago for a mere twelve dollars

and seventy-eight cents. And in one
moment he was able to kill the elect-

ed leader of millions of people. The
man charged with this murder had
gone to Russia, intending to stay
there. A friend of Lee Oswald says
that one reason why Oswald became
dissatisfied with life in Russia, was
that he was not permitted to have a
gun unless he was a member of a
shooting club.

sen, Alexanderwohl Church, GoesselJ

Kan., Nov. 23.

James Melchoir, Grace Church
Lansdale, Pa., to Janice Ruth Mc-
Main, Oct. 12.

Vera Moore, Methodist Church,
Albert, Kan., and Sandy Schmidt
Bergthal Church, Pawnee Rock
Kan., on Nov. 17.

Esther Moyer and Richard Mat-
tern, both of Grace Church, Lans-
dale, Pa., Oct. 19.

Joyce Moyer, Grace Church, Lans-

dale, Pa., to James Kump, Nov. 2.

Chris L. Schaer and Mildred
Daum, Calvary Church, Washing-
ton, 111., on Nov. 30.

Betty Smith, Bergthal Church.
Pawnee Rock, Kan., and William
Nicholson, Larned, Kan., on Nov. 29

E. Aryabelle Tschetter, EUB
Church, Bridgewater, S. D., to Lec
Graber, Salem Church, Freeman,
S. D., on Nov. 29.

DEDICATIONS
United Mennonite Church, Black

Creek, B. C, dedicated their newj

church building on Sunday, Dec. 15

it

How can such a great man in

America be shot and killed by one
foolish irresponsible man? Why does

the average American man want
guns, not one but many, and find

them easily available and advertised

in newspapers and mail order cata

logues?

In England guns are not easily

obtained (except shotguns in the

country by farmers). Could some
one make a comparison? How many
British Prime Ministers have been

lllf

assassinated? Could we learn some- ^
thing of value from England on

keeping guns out of our cities, and
j0ll

how could this be put into practice?

Certainly the life of the late Pres

ident Kennedy, and also the lives oi

other men, should be considered

more valuable than the foolish pleas- w
ure of youth or even misguided age ^
who think that guns are "the great-

est." To alter our laws about armrn^,

would require a major constitution-

al change. Can this be done or would
it be worthwhile? Mildred R. Smith,

5^00 University Ave., Chicago 15.
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ill!

"You know what ? ... I think it's

colder in here than it is out there in

the snow. . .
!"

Connie laughed at her little joke,

but heard only her own laughter.

Carter was silent. He drove his car
along, carefully, almost as though
he were a hired chauffeur, waiting
to respond to her directions. He sat

somewhat slumped against his door,

not looking at her, only watching
where he drove and otherwise
throwing side glances out the win-

dow. But it was not like him to be
so silent.

"Perhaps this bores you. .
." Con-

nie began.

"I'll let you know when it does."

"I'd hoped," Connie went on, talk-

ing brightly, but feeling odd at the

J"j
brittle tone in Carter's voice, "I'd

hoped we might have fun with it,

but I'd forgotten your heater was
broken when I asked you to take
your car. Perhaps you're too cold

to. . .
."

"I told you I'm all right, Connie."
She sensed an edge of exaspera-

tion growing in him and a faint des-

peration growing in herself because
3f his mood. And something told

ler that talking was all wrong, that
le was becoming like a silent stran-

ger. So she talked on, like walking
m eggs, hoping he would respond
ike his old self, the Carter she had
|«iown most of her life.

"If it weren't that it's nearly
Christmas and all . . . and those let-

:ers there in the back seat. . .
."

Those letters in the back seat

lefvere the reason for their unusual
Trand, their unusual quest. They
svere letters for Miss Larabee, but
leither Connie nor Carter knew her
lor did they know where she lived.

Connie and her mother had moved
o an apartment on Beaumont Ave-
lue just after Thanksgiving. They

liad never given the former occu-
>ant of the apartment a single
hought until the middle of Decem-
ber when a letter arrived for "Miss
,arabee" at that address. The post-

nan explained that there was no
hange-of-address form filed at the
*>st office and that it might be that
<liss Larabee would call at her old
partment for her mail. So they
greed with him and held the letter.

Jut no Miss Larabee called. Then,
/hen two more letters arrived and
Christmas card, Connie inquired

t the apartment across the hall,

oping they might have known the

Letters For

Miss Larabee

Bergo Christie



woman and perhaps even where she

had moved. Connie was given to

understand that no one had known
Miss Larabee too well. She was,
they said, a tiny, grey-haired lady
who had once taught school and
now was retired on a small pension.

Miss Larabee seemed to know prac-

tically no one, herself. However, the
apartment manager remembered
her saying she "did not have far to
move," so Connie had made a list

of the apartment buildings close

around and, with Carter's help and
car, she was checking each building

on this Saturday morning.
".

. . Those pathetic letters. . . .

How much they'll probably mean to

her if we could only find her! Poor
thing. . .

."

Connie turned to Carter and
touched his sleeve with her hand.
"Where to next?"
Carter lurched upright and cut

right in with his question. His tone
was next to violent ; he clearly want-
ed to interrupt her.

"We can try the big apartments
on Elder Street, if you'll turn here."

Connie spoke evenly, but she felt

confused and crushed inside. Car-
ter's rough reaction had been to her
words "my prayer." She knew that
because she knew Carter, knew his

usual desire to avoid what he called

her "religious stuff." Her own expe-
rience with religion was complete.
Two years ago she had surrendered
her heart to Jesus Christ. She wait-

ed for those moments in which she
could honestly explain her feelings

to Carter.

The car eased to the curb on Elder
Street and Carter pulled the hand
brake a little too abruptly. He
leaned over the steering wheel, gaz-

ing out across the hood to the street.

"I'll hurry so you won't freeze,"

said Connie.

Then she paused a second before
slamming the car door, but Carter
did not turn, made no reply. She
hurried along to each building in-

quiring at the manager's apartment
for Miss Larabee. No one had a
tenant by that name.
The snow fell silent and sad.

Connie returned to the car.

"No ... no good. But, let's call it

off for now. Mother said to bring
you for lunch. Would you like that?"
Carter started up the car, again

without speaking, and drove to Beau-
mont Avenue.
"You two must be icicles," said

Connie's mother at the door, "or

next to it! Get those coats off and
hustle out to the kitchen. I'm baking
out there and it's really toasty. Do
you like vegetable soup, Carter?"
They all settled down in the cozy

breakfast nook.

"Will you ask the blessing, Con-
nie?" asked her mother.

Connie looked at Carter, but he
avoided her ?yes. Then she turned

to her mother.

"Please, Mother, I'd like to hear
you ask the blessing just now."
They all bowed their heads.

"Dear Heavenly Father, bless,

please, this food to our bodies that

we may be nourished and strong

to do Thy Will. How precious it is

to know that there is always Thy
Will for us and that it is good! We
pray now, again, that if it be Thy
Will, we may find Miss Larabee and
give her these Christmas letters.

This we ask in the name of Our
Dear Savior, Jesus. Amen."
The soup was homemade and made

to order for the two who had spent

most of the morning in the cold

car. Carter said little during lunch,

but Connie saw him twice look very

pensively at her mother. Then, with

some reluctance, they bundled up
again and returned to the car to in-

vestigate the last few buildings.

"Suppose we try Oak Street, first,"

said Connie, tucking a quilt around
her legs. "You'll have to turn here."

But Carter did not turn. He stared

straight ahead and drove past Oak
Street to Stanley Avenue. Connie
turned to him, completely puzzled.

"But, Carter, I said. . .
."

"I heard you."

But now his tone had lost the

brittle impatience she had heard all

morning. He spoke quietly, as

though resolved. It came her turn

to be silent, and silently she watched
him slow the car along Stanley Ave-

nue while he checked the house
numbers. Then he parked in front

of 2473. It was a series of bungalow
apartments built around a court.

Carter lowered his head over the
steering wheel. Connie just barely
heard his voice.

"Try Apartment C."

She made no move but sat in a
sort of numb wonder. Words took a
while in forming.

"But . . . you . . . you knew. . .
?"

Then he looked at her steadily

and she knew he would speak his

whole mind.

"Yes, I knew—I've known since

yesterday. I checked with the kid
who used to deliver her newspaper
I just took a chance and he knew,
She'd transferred and he had this

address. First I tried the phone
company and the Teacher's Associ-

ation, but they don't give out that
information."

"But Carter! Why didn't you tell

me. . .
?"

"Why? Well, you've a good right

to ask. ... It was mean and low

—

sure it was. But it was really you
that did it, in a way. . . . No, that's

not right either. . .
."

"Please, Carter, what did I do?"
"It wasn't what you did, Connie,

but what you are. You're good, Con-
nie, and I know that so well now.
Both you and your mother are good.

—It came to me while she prayed
at lunch. But yesterday and this

morning — I thought you were just

one of these do-gooders with all{

your talk of God and praying. I

figured I'd hold out and let you look
for Miss Larabee—even drive you;

around, when you asked me—to see

where your prayers would get

you. . .
."

"But Carter, don't you see. . . a
Our prayers were answered. . . .'|

He blinked his eyes, catching up
with her thinking, with her discov-

ery. Then he nodded his head, smil-

ing, agreeing.

"You're right, Connie, and do you
know what? I've always had a se-

cret hope that you would be. But]

look here, go along back there, now,
and take the letters for Miss Lara-
bee. We'll talk about this later."

j

"Oh, Carter, may we talk about
this later?"

"Yes, Connie, I'd like to. And la

think you'll find me ready to listen."

PRSBLEM
John threw down his tennis shoes

and flopped onto his bed. He watch-

ed his older brother from the corner

of his eyes.

Tom looked up from the loiter he

was writing. "What's the matter,

John? Have you developed a case

ft
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1C( of nerves over the big game to-
N night?"
*r "Oh sure, I always get nervous
* before every game. But that's not
14 really the trouble." John rolled over
"* and stared at the ceiling.
Ic "Well then out with it, man,"
lat Tom answered. "What's bugging

sou if it isn't the game?"
eB "I know this sounds silly, Tom,

>ut have you ever felt lonely? I
1,1 mow, I know, you'll say I shouldn't

'l
'eel that way. I play basketball, I

°j im president of our youth group,
''| ?very minute seems to be filled with
me project or another. And I have
i great family. But so often I feel

ill alone anyway. It's just like no
me really understands me . . . and
guess I don't really understand

>thers for that matter."

*ut loneliness to use

vTo one escapes loneliness. Each per-

on is an individual, separate and
lifferent from others. These differ-

nces set him apart from others
nd alone. Loneliness can be destruc-

ive when it seals a person off from
ealthy relationships with others
nd gives him a feeling of "one
gainst the universe."

But there are good uses of lone-

ness. It can be helpful when we
se our times of loneliness for think-

lg. God did not intend that we be
arbon copies of each other. Lin-
Din developed greatness not be-

ause of much togetherness but in

|e long hours alone with his

loughts. Dr. George Kelsey once
)ld a group of Negro students,
Life, in its greatness and weakness,
a solo, a solitary thing."

Loneliness can be helpful when it

pds us off again in a search for
.eaningful relationship with others,

irface-skimming friendliness can
ast right over loneliness. But when
v'o selves work at bridging the gap
^tween them by sharing things
at are important to them, by un-
'rstanding and "living in the oth-

's shoes," they push loneliness
ide and find richness and relation-

.ip. It takes working at, but it is

3rth it.

Finally, loneliness is a God-creat-
emptiness in our lives that drives
to seek fulfillment and comple-

>n in Him. "Thou hast made us
r Thyself," said Augustine, "and

>UTH is sponsored by the Young People's
ion of the General Conference Mennonite
urch. Editor, Elvera Baumgartner.

our hearts are restless till they find

their rest in Thee." Mrs. O'Ray Gra-
her, pastor's wife, Buhter, Kan.

Loneliness is universal

John, it may help you to know that
loneliness comes to all. People do
not always admit it, as you did, but
loneliness is universal.

Some of the greatest men of God
have revealed their loneliness. "I,

even I only, am left; and they seek
my life, to take it away" (1 Kings
19:10), Elijah said. David wrote,
"Refuge failed me; no man cared
for my soul" (Ps. 142:4). Even the
Apostle Paul confided in Timothy,
".

. . no man stood with me, but all

men forsook me" (2 Tim. 4:16).

When people face a decision they
sense loneliness. There are those
things that no one else can decide
for you. At that point you stand
alone. Men and women in positions
of responsibility sense loneliness.

Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt said dur-
ing the last Presidential election,

"The President of the United States
is a lonely man."
You are maturing, John, and with

this process you are assuming more
and more responsibility for your
life. You come face to face with im-
portant decisions. You feel as David
felt, "I lie awake, I am like a lonely
bird on the housetop" (Ps. 102:7).
Actually, loneliness is a part of life

and is purposeful.

Jesus was lonely. He was the
perfect man. Do you think that
anyone was ever more lonely than
Jesus? Did His loneliness have some-
thing to do with His purpose in

life? Did it have something to do
with decisions and with responsi-
bility?

Now, let's take your Bible, John,
and look up these references: Isaiah
53:1-9, John 16:32, Mark 16:34.

Think of Jesus' responsibility and
purpose in life as you read these.

You have touched upon something
that is significant in understanding
the Christian life. Your loneliness

is but a shadow of the loneliness of

Christ in His work of atonement.
As you see this and as you accept
for yourself the responsibility of

your own faith, you will be lonely.

But in that loneliness you will dis-

cover a new companionship with
the One who knows and understands
your loneliness as no one else can.

Willard Wiebe, pastor, First Church,
Mt. Lake, Minn.
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U ^J/TrxrTTin /~\ n Bible Words — VI: Householders-
When our family came to Newton eight

years ago we had no house to live in.

We did have some possibilities but noth-

ing certain. Lacking a place to call our own, we stayed with friends. So

we turned to the classified ads after our first meal and started tramping the

streets. It was an early spring evening as I walked down the street looking

at prospective rental homes. As I passed one lighted house after another,

I found myself wishing almost in spite of myself that I was on the inside

of any one of many lovely houses. When you are without a home almost

any place looks inviting. Almost any place looks good to a road-weary

traveler. It was only a brief feeling during a brief period of homelessness.

I was without a home for only a few short days. It made me sad. Can
we begin to imagine the feelings of those who spend their lives without a

home?
One of the precious promises of the Bible is framed in the word "house."

The word is used often in the Old Testament. It was a basic part of

Hebrew life. Abraham left his father's house (Gen. 12: 1) and founded a

house of his own (15:2,3). This house becomes the house of Israel, a

phrase used often (Exod. 16:31; Psa. 98:3; Isa. 48:1). It is this house

of Israel that God delivers from the house of bondage (Exod. 13:3) and the

household of Pharaoh (a word which also means house—great house) . The
Ten Commandments protect the integrity of a man's house (Exod. 20: 17)

which includes not only his wife but all his belongings. The place of God's

presence they call God's own house (Gen. 28:17,22; Exod. 23 : 19 ; 34: 26)

.

It will be a house of meeting and prayer for all the nations ( Isa. 2 : 2-5

;

56: 7, 8) when the scattered and broken house of Israel is united once more

(Jer. 31:27-34; Ezek. 37: 1-14). This will be the fulfillment of the new
covenant. And it does happen in the work of Christ through the work of

the Spirit in the apostles and preachers.

The new householders grow together by the working of the Spirit in the

apostles and preachers. Paul sees this vision in Ephesians. The new house-

holders grow together by the working of the Spirit into the house of God.
The passage is long, but bears reading: "So then you are no longer

strangers and sojourners, but you are fellow citizens with the saints and
members of the household of God, built upon the foundation of the apostles

and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the chief cornerstone, in whom the

whole structure is joined together and grows into a holy temple in the Lord

;

in whom you also are built into it for a dwelling place of God in the Spirit"

(Eph. 2: 19-22). It is a great promise. God picks us up—the broken and
divided peoples. And out of the bits and pieces He fashions a new house-

hold. The word itself brings its own feeling of coziness—like lighted win-

dows on a cold winter evening. It is a call to the sojourner who lives in

someone else's home to pack up and come to a home that belongs to him.

And we are all sojourners. We all feel this apart-ness. And here is a

promise that in Christ we can be at home—at home with God, at home
in this world, at home with each other. It is a great promise.
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Charles R. Stinette

n those days

The "days" here are the days of

Caesar Augustus. It is a curious

rony of history. Whereas the year
>f Christ's birth is determined in re-

ation to Caesar Augustus, today
hat emperor is dated in relation to

Christ. The years of his reign are
lesignated, 27 B.C. to A.D. 14.

We are a people keenly conscious

f dates. To be out of date is in-

lerable. We even think we know
/hat will be important a hundred
r a thousand years hence. We are
orever burying capsules of this cul-

ure for some future generation.

The great warriors of ancient civ-

izations likewise commemorated
lemselves and their exploits in

tone and pyramid. In many cases

leir anxious desire to be remem-
ered is about all we know of them
Pay.
How does one determine the im-
ortance of time? Caesar Augustus
>r all his imperial authority fades
ito the background in comparison
) the significance of Christ. What
; it to us today that "a decree went
at from Caesar Augustus"? But it

of great importance to millions

t people that "God sent forth his

on."

Our concern with time is a her-

age of our Hebrew-Christian tradi-

Dns. Indeed, the Christians with
leir biblical background brought a
sw word for time to the Greek
orld. The Greeks used chronos as
le word for the measurement of

me. But now the New Testament
Ided the word kairos to signify

e fulness of time—time packed
ith meaning. Our world has not
>en the same since. Through dark-
;ss and light man has not been
>le to forget that the days of his

tars have meaning and purpose

—

lat something had begun to hap-
•n in those days which gives signif-

ince to every moment in history.

I the world should be enrolled

What teacher can use the word
rolled without thinking of regis-
ition day! Who among us escapes
9 thoughts and feelings which

come crowding in upon us when we
think of our registrations? Bewil-
dered parents and children facing
one of the many steps that must be
lived through before either will

achieve emotional independence
again—all this and more is a part
of that word enrollment.

Shakespeare reflects something of
that feeling in his delightful pic-

ture: "Then the whining school-boy
with his satchel/ And shining morn-
ing face, creeping like a snail,/ Un-
willingly to school."

To be sure enrollment is not all

unwilling progress. For the child it

represents entrance to promising if

sometimes threatening territory. For
the adult preparing to vote and to

pay taxes it represents both the
freedom and the responsibility of

civilization.

In all cases enrollment involves

the use of that name by which each
individual alone is known.
What's in a name? It belongs to

the personhood of man. It is a sym-
bol of that which is unique and
characteristic in each person. It is

a reminder that the crucial task of

our existence is to become, indeed,

a human being—a genuine person.

This is education and nature in its

deepest sense.

So the holy family went trudging
up to Bethlehem in order to be en-

rolled. They shared the fate of

countless refugees in this genera-

tion who have been driven from
their homes by war and the fear

of war. And Bethlehem names
among its native sons, the Prince

of Peace.

She gave birth to her first born child

Sometimes it takes the wonder of

innocence to call us back to the

really important things. Jesus him-
self rejoiced that although His mes-
sage was hidden to "the wise and
prudent" it found a ready response

in those who have a childlike pu-

rity of heart. The little girl who
prayed: "O God, make the bad peo-

ple good, and the good people nice"

had taken unto herself the search-

ing truth of the Bible.

For almost twenty centuries the

artist and the poet have found mys-
tery and awe surrounding the birth
of Christ. Somehow this birth lends
dignity to the birth of every man

—

life is no longer a casual thing.

There is a difference between mys-
tery and magic. The latter implies
an irrational manipulation by out-

side forces. But mystery is a part
of our everyday experience. Birth

—

the very origin of life itself—re-
mains inaccessible to our fullest

knowledge.

Birth and renewal is always the
occasion for rejoicing. The Bible
says simply that "the Word was
made flesh." Thus, when in the
course of our life we behold the
truth becoming a living reality, we
may join in the angel's chorus, and
with God's whole creation, in shout-
ing for joy.

No place for them in the inn

The family of Christ was crowded
out. The feeding trough became a

makeshift cradle. We have no evi-

dence that the family of Christ was
ill-treated. Bethlehem simply didn't

have enough room to care for all

the people. So many people, while
not actively persecuted, get the feel-

ing that they were not planned for

—the world seems indifferent to

their most basic needs.

On the other hand while Christ's

manger reminds us that physical

needs are important, bread and
board are no guarantee of the good
life. Man's spirit must be fed too;

and this nourishment comes only
when the whole man finds a deep
and satisfying relationship which
gives life meaning. We must find

room for this concern in the mani-
fold activities of our lives.

While Americans are among the
world's best fed and housed people,

we suffer from a spiritual impover-
ishment which is appalling. The un-

easiness and the frantic rushing
after brief pleasures are but little

symptoms of the starved spirit of

our people. Even as Christ was
crowded out of that Bethlehem inn.

we may be guilty of finding no
room for Him in our hearts.

(Continued on page 790)
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Chicago Volunteers

People who have donated their

time and service have done

much to extend the witness of

an unusual church in Chicago.

When Lydia Warkentin of Stein-

bach, Man., arrived at Woodlawn
Mennonite Church in 1962 as a vol-

untary service worker, she found
herself in the only fellowship in

the General Conference that has
both Negro and white pastors and
an interracial congregation. In addi-

tion, she was introduced to a city

church with a highly unusual pro-

gram developed to fit the needs of

its members and neighbors.

This year Lydia completes her
term of service, and the Board of

Christian Service is looking for

someone to succeed her as pastor's

secretary and bookstore manager.
You might be interested—let Lydia
introduce you to Woodlawn:
"My coming to Chicago was a big

moment—the large business district,

the express highways, the beautiful

Lake Shore Drive, the dirtiness of

the slum areas, the many many peo-

ple, the elevated public transporta-

tion—all was new to me.
"My first Sunday at Woodlawn

Mennonite Church impressed me

even more than the week of orien-

tation. I sensed an atmosphere of

reverence. Contrary to my previous

Mennonite church experience, we
joined in the reading of a Confes-

sion of our Sins, followed by Words
of Assurance.

"Then the pastor and his assistant

came forward from pulpit and spoke

informally to the congregation, shar-

ing concerns and happenings of the

past week. During this period of con-

cerns, members spoke voluntarily,

mentioning illness, concerns for the

bookstore, announcing meetings,

voicing appreciations. Very intimate-

ly, then, the pastor summed up all

these concerns in a prayer. This im-

pressed me so that I felt a certain

warmth toward my brothers and
sisters whom I did not yet know.
After the sermon the congregation

again expressed friendship in a

handshake to neighbors on left and
right, during the singing of a Negro
spiritual.

"In time I learned that on the

first Sunday of the month a coffee

i

hour follows in the church parlo

During the week the members me<

again in small groups to study tl

same lesson and scripture that tl

pastor will be using the followir

Sunday. On the first Wednesday <

the month these groups share in

pot-luck supper. Members also assi

the pastor in visitation, going o\

by twos to call on individuals ai

families who have visited here.

The Quiet Place is another part <

the church's work, and here Lyd
spends part of her working da

The Quiet Place, she explains,
"

part of the church—the practic

part that we work on during tl

week. Our bookstore and coffe

doughnut shop create an opport

nity for church members to gn

themselves to the community. V\

give an ear to people with problen

and find that many times they ai

willing to share them with anyoi

who will listen. There are stori<

of family troubles, unemploymer

and adultery. The unemploymei

problem is great where the popul
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tion is ninety-nine percent Negro.
Often women work and men re-

main at home; sometimes children

are left on the street to shift for

Ithemselves while both parents work.
'(There are good homes too, where
[(children are taught what is right

land wrong. All this is revealed as I

!sit in the Quiet Place and listen."

;

Other church activities include the

church library, the Boys Club and
Girls Club, an annual family re-

treat to Camp Friedenswald in near-

by southern Michigan, daily vaca-

tion Bible school, the summer day
camping program, and opportunities

to attend junior and senior high re-

treats of the Central District at

Camp Friedenswald. Every summer
for the past twelve years the Coun-
try Fresh Air program of Wood-
lawn Church has brought young-

sters to Kansas and Nebraska farms.

At any time, the regular Wood-
lawn Church program may be stim-

ulated by current events. This hap-

pened in Chicago last April when
che government stopped the Aid for

Dependent Children checks for near-

y a month in order to investigate

;his part of government relief.

Meanwhile churches and other or-

ganizations set up emergency food

irograms so that mothers without

noney could feed their children.

Woodlawn Church participated,

landing out food to hundreds of

leedy families.

The same spring Woodlawn
hurch took on the burdens of its

leighbors in another way. Unem-
iloyment is high in this area, for

'orty-two percent of Chicago's Ne-
;ro population is unemployed. Wood-
awn sponsored a discussion of un-

;mployment problems at the Quiet
3lace, and the community filled the

>ookstore to capacity to hear a State

employment representative, a Chi-

tago Urban League representative,

.nd two social workers from Wood-
awn Church talk about the possi-

bilities of the Federal Manpower
ob Retraining Program and other
ossible solutions to the problem.
How all this varied ministry at

Voodlawn first started is an inter-

sting story in itself. Actually, the
eginning of Woodlawn is part of

nother story: the desire of the
Jeneral Conference Church for a

seminary of its own. In 1945 Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary was opened
in Chicago in affiliation with
Bethany Biblical Seminary, a Breth-
ren school. But the very first year
it became apparent that the post-

war influx of students would leave
little dormitory space at Bethany
for non-Brethren students; the next
school year Mennonite students must
have their own housing.
The hunt for a place was on, and

only a few weeks before school was
to re-open in the fall of 1946, the
property in the 4600 Block of Wood-
lawn Avenue was located and pur-

chased. This became the home of

Mennonite Biblical Seminary; and
for the first time in its history the
General Conference Church had a

seminary located, not in a small
town in a rural community, but in

the big city, where seminary stu-

dents would receive a sort of city

internship preparing them to meet
a variety of problems.
By 1951, when the adjacent

church building was bought by the
Conference and the Woodlawn Men-
nonite Church organized by semi-

nary students and staff, the Wood-
lawn neighborhood was shifting

from "white" to Negro. Pastor Del-

ton Franz was joined in 1957 by
associate pastor Vincent Harding,
the first Negro to be called to a
General Conference congregation.

Today Harding directs interracial

work in Atlanta, Ga., and student

pastor Ray Gillies assists Delton
Franz at Woodlawn.
The pastors and seminary stu-

dents had the vision to develop a

church program not for themselves
but for the community, and it is this

missionary emphasis which makes
Woodlawn different from so many
other Mennonite churches. Thus, by
the time Mennonite Biblical Semi-
nary was ready to proceed from af-

filiation with the Brethren Church
to participation in Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries in co-

operation with the (Old) Mennonite
Church, and to leave Chicago for

Elkhart, Ind., to make this step

possible, the mission program at

Woodlawn had become so important
that it could not be abandoned.

In 1958 the Seminary moved, and
in the same year the Board of Mis-

sions of the General Conference

Church increased its aid, and the

Board of Christian Service began

to supply volunteer workers to re-

place the departed seminary stu-

dents. Today volunteers may serve

full-time in the Woodlawn Church
program, or live at Woodlawn while

working elsewhere in the city and
donating earnings to voluntary

service, or come as summer service

volunteers to teach summer Bible

school and help with other activities.

Pastor Delton Franz says, "From
the standpoint of practical assist-

ance in our church program, volun-

teers are . . . indispensable. . . . We
could not hope to pay for the serv-

ices rendered by a maintenance
man or an office secretary and book-

store manager . . . volunteers have
for the most part proven that they

are able to identify with the people

of our community in such a way
as to strengthen the total mission

and ministry of the church. Gener-

ally speaking, the longer the term
of the volunteer, the more valuable

his or her contribution becomes."

Volunteers serving now at Wood-
lawn include Marvin and Shirley

Thieszen of Henderson, Neb. Mar-
vin does maintenance, directs choirs,

and helps with youth work. Shirley

teaches school, giving her consider-

able earnings to the volunteer pro-

gram, and helps in the church pro-

gram. Elvera Neufeld of East Kil-

donan, Man., is a nursing aide in

a Chicago hospital who also donates
wages to voluntary service; she
works with the Girls Club and in

the Quiet Place during off hours.

Now engaged, Elvera will be re-

turning with her husband in 1964

for another year of voluntary serv-

ice. Two newcomers to Woodlawn
are missionary Marie Regier of

Whitewater, Kan., and Ken and Kay
Peters of Henderson, Neb.
When Lydia Warkentin leaves at

the end of 1963, someone will be
needed to take over her duties as

pastor's secretary and worker in the
Quiet Place. The Board of Christian

Service would like to hear from
persons interested in this kind of

work and in voluntary service at

Woodlawn. Write to: Board of Chris-

tian Service. General Conference
Church, 722 Main, Newton, Kan.

HE MENNONITE seeks to witness, teach, and build the Christian fellowship within the context of Christian love and freedom. It is published weekly except
iweekly during July and August at North Newton, Kansas, by the Board of Education and Publication of the General Conference Mennonite Church. Second
ass postage paid at North Newton, Kansas. Subscriptions $3.50 per'year: foreign $4.00. Send payments and change of address to 720 Main Street. Newton,
onsas; all other correspondence to Maynard Shelly, Editor, 722 Main Street, Newton, Kansas. Postmaster. Send form 3579 to 720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas.
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EXTRA DEDUCTIONS ON BENEVOLENT GIVING

Robert A. Franz

The fact that our General Confer-

ence has difficulty in getting suffi-

cient funds for the work of the king-

dom is certainly a challenge and a

concern co everyone. There is an

avenue of approach that we as farm-

ers and also manufacturers can use

to increase our giving considerably.

It has been voiced by some that

we, as Mennonites, should oppose

paying federal income taxes because

over half of this money goes for the

war effort. We can solve this in part

by using regulation 1.170- (C) of the

Income Tax Law of 1954. It allows

us a double deduction in benevolent

giving, if we give produce.

How does giving produce allow a

double deduction? I, personally,

have given wheat in this manner
for the past six years and will at-

tempt to explain this phase only.

Incidentally, my income tax has

been audited by the Internal Rev-

enue Department and this method, I

know, has been tested in the courts.

How does one proceed to take ad-

vantage of a double deduction in

benevolent giving? It does take a

little effort, but it is well worth-

while in many cases. First, one must
provide an Intermediate Buyers Cer-

tificate from the local A.S.C. office

to the church or conference as

donees. (This may not be necessary

in 1964 with the change in the wheat
program.) When the donee sells the

wheat, he issues the farmer a re-

ceipt which establishes the amount,
or the farmer may use the fair mar-
ket value to determine the amount.
Since the donor didn't sell this

wheat, it does not add to his gross

sales, and he is also allowed to

deduct the gift in the usual manner.
He must be able to determine the

expenses incurred in raising the do-

nated wheat; these expenses are

not deductible on his income tax.

A farmer who does not employ
outside labor perhaps has an ad-

vantage because his labor would
not count as an expense to the cost

of raising donated wheat. The
spread between cost and the market

price on produce is the determining

factor as to whether or not this

procedure will work as a benefit.

The donor may give only one prod-

uct even though he raises several.

Does the donor have to give his

produce separately to the General

Conference, to this favorite school,

and to his church? This may all be

given in one lump sum to the local

church, specifying the percentage

for each cause.

You might ask, "Why have I not

heard of this method of giving be-

fore, as this regulation is ten years

old?" The Internal Revenue Depart-

ment does not explain this in its

instructions or other literature. This

information is found only in the reg-

TWO WAYS OF GIVING PRODUCE

Farmer A wants to give cash.

Income from sale of wheat
Expenses in raising wheat

Net profit before taxes

Contributions in cash

Taxable income

Farmer B wants to give wheat.

Income from sale of wheat
($2,000.00 in wheat given to church)

Expenses in raising wheat
Less expenses for donated wheat

Net expenses for raising wheat sold

Net profit before taxes

Value of wheat donated to church

Taxable income

ulation itself. I found that even our

local Internal Revenue office was
not aware of this. It is also unknown
to many public accountants.

Surely, each one of us individual-

ly should be challenged to thorough

ly study the option of giving pro-

duce. This giving would not only

benefit the individual, but it would
also benefit the church as a whole
I feel that if everyone who could

take advantage of this regulation

would do so, all the budgets of ourfohn

local churches and our conference's

could be increased. This, in turn,

would increase the number of work
ers throughout the world, and, thus,

our witness for Christ would grow^es

tremendously!

Eai

ive

$15,000.00

5,000.00 aid

1N>10,000.00

2,000.00 if r;

is

8,000.00 nadt

md

$13,000.00

$5,000.00

500.00

4,500.00

8,500.00

2,000.00

6,500.00

The following paragraphs are excerpts from a letter received from the

Internal Revenue Office, dated April 10, 1962: "If property is donated to a

church or other qualifying organizations the amount of the donation is
j

the fair market value of the property at the time of the donation. The
name of the donee, a description of the property and its value should be

listed under the heading of contributions on page two of form 1040. Ex-

ample:—Church—400 bu. wheat—® $1.80—$720.00. Costs or other ex

penses incurred in the year of the contribution in raising or producing 1

the wheat must be removed from deductible expenses. The total deduction

of contributions, including donated property is limited generally to twenty li

percent of the adjusted gross income. There is also a deduction of up to 'I

ten percent more for contributions to churches, schools, and hospitals."
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Boards Take a New Look

The Missions, Christian Service,

ducation and Publication, and Busi-

less Administration Boards of the
Jeneral Conference Mennonite
hurch, with the Conference execut-

ive committee and other commit-
ees, met December 4-6 at Bethel
College Church, North Newton,
Can., for the church's annual Coun-
il of Boards sessions. The Decem-
>er 4 meetings opened with a serv-

ce of worship and communion.
The Board of Christian Service

.nd Board of Missions studied the
elation of the church to the race
risis and proposed a joint project

f race relations field work. Speak-
ts and workshops on race will be
nade available to local churches
nd area conferences. The program
lay be not only inter-board but
iter-Mennonite, with possible coop-
'ration between the General Confer-
nce and (Old) Mennonite churches.
>ther suggestions as to possible fu-

jre race projects included review
f the Woodlawn Church program
s a major interracial inner city

roject and consideration of pilot

rojects on interracial relations in

ducation and other areas of con-

srn and help.

A new service unit opportunity
ill open at Markham, 111., in 1964,

hen volunteers can be found to

;aff a city day nursery. The nurs-

y will meet a community need
nd reach city children and their

irents with Christian faith and life,

hree short-term Voluntary Service
pportunities were also approved:
ennonite Pioneer Mission, Mani-
la; a vacation Bible school cara-

m in Ontario; and West Side Chris-

tian Parish, Chicago.

The Board of Christian Service
will continue its Peace Seminar pro-

gram by taking peace workshops to

all district and area conferences.

The Board of Business Adminis-
tration saw its great vision and mis-

sion in its new Stewardship Educa-
tion Program, which is designed to

help every church member, church,

and church organization and insti-

tution examine its own stewardship,

both receiving and spending, and
to re-evaluate it so that all the re-

sources of the General Conference
Church can be used in the most ef-

fective way, as befits a steward of

the gospel. Stewardship secretary

Lester Janzen will help interested

churches develop this program for

their members.
The trustees analyzed trust fund

investments, discussed central office

space problems, reviewed borrowing
apparatus, studied liability insur-

ance, and noted that the active Pen-

sion Committee has enrolled a num-
ber of church workers in the Con-

ference pension program. August
Epp will visit area conferences to

further the pension program.
The Finance Committee examined

the auditor's report and salary

schedules. A budget of $1,492,205

was adopted for 1964 (an increase

of about $17,000 over 1963,' with the

increases being chiefly in the Boards
of Missions and Business Adminis-

tration). It was pointed out that the

1963 budget may be about $100,000

short unless December giving is

much increased over 1962 December
gifts.

The Board of Missions appointed

Aaron Jantzen, missionary to India

now on furlough in the United
States, as assistant to the executive
secretary of the Board of Missions,

a position which was left vacant
when missionary Verney Unruh re-

turned to Japan.

One new Board of Missions project

is the listing of General Conference
congregations overseas, with church
membership and yearly increases.

So far the listing, which is not com-
plete, gives church statistics for

three congregations in Colombia,
South America; nine congregations
in Japan; seven congregations in

Taiwan; and twenty-six Congo pas-

tors ministering to regional congre-
gations, the membership of each
being drawn from up to eight vil-

lages, each with its own Christian
fellowship.

The Board is also studying co-

operative ventures overseas, of

which there are quite a few, both
inter-Mennonite and interdenomina-
tional. The most recent example was
the Board of Missions' approval of

cooperation in the Inter-Mennonite
Missions Committee in Paraguay.
The Board heard a report by Reu-

ben Short of Congo Inland Mission
on cooperative work in the Congo,
and a report by Herbert Schmidt on
his forthcoming visit to mission

medical work. Other Board concerns
included city and rural churches, the

need for making the Bible and Chris-

tian literature available to newly lit-

erate peoples, (to date only a small

part of the budget is allotted for

this) training of native spiritual

leaders overseas, and the need for

experienced mission personnel to
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work al diversified tasks. At pres-

ent (here are 197 missionaries serv-

ing home and abroad, and about

seventy-five subsidized evangelistic

workers. Church establishment con-

tinues to be basic, with emphasis on

the "us" relationship, not "we and

they."

The Board of Education and Pub-

lication took note of recent work:

the new leadership training mate-

rials, a completed three-year cycle

of graded Sunday school curriculum,

a Christian education seminar in co-

operation with the (Old) Menno-

nite Church, new books and publi-

cations in various fields, and P. B.

Wiens' acceptance of editorship for

a year of Der Bote.

1964 will see a new emphasis on

higher education, continued planning

for inter-Mennonite Christian edu-

cation seminars, study of Board

philosophy, re-evaluation of the role

of the Young People's Union and

the work of the Youth Committee,

with new assignments for the latter;

tentative publications for 1964 such

as the Gesangbuch (edited by the

Canadian Conference and published

by the General Conference Board
of Education and Publication), and

revisions of the graded materials.

High priority will be given to co-

operative (General Conference Men-
nonite and [Old] Mennonite) adult

education materials; a survey of

attitudes of young people, to be con-

ducted by the youth worker; a theo-

logical study of worship (also pos-

sibly inter-Mennonite)
;
teacher-pupil

materials for catechetical classes;

and a junior high-age book on Men-
nonite history and heritage. May-
nard Shelly will continue service as

editor of The Mennonite.

The Constitution and Polity Com-
mittee submitted a progress report

which called attention to the fact

that "some boards were overloaded
with committees and that responsi-

bilites were at times assigned to

boards somewhat arbitrarily." The
Committee suggested that the Con-
ference study the possibility of cre-

ating two new boards: one would
be formed by separating the Board
of Education and Publication into

its two areas of work, in the crea-

tion of a Board of Education and a
Board of Publication (or a Board
of Higher Education and a Board
of General Education) ; the other

would be a "life and work" board
responsible for such existing com-

mittees as ministry, church unity,

radio, and so forth. These sugges-

tions and others, such as one that

some board members be elected by

area conferences, will be studied fur-

ther and are subject to change. A
Schowalter Foundation grant will

be used for the Conference's self-

study.

At the final Council session on

the evening of December 6, Confer-

ence secretary Harris Waltner re-

ported on a Schowalter Foundation

project which will provide Scho-

walter memorial speakers at Con-

ference sessions; the establishment

of Conference archives in coopera-

tion with Bethel College; and a new
financial relationship of the Con-

ference to its seminary (Mennonite
Biblical Seminary budget will be-

come part of the Conference budget
for promotional purposes). The Con-

ference will study seminary financ-

ing and relationships.

The Program Committee reported

a tentative program for triennial

Conference sessions July 10-16, 1965,

at Estes Park, Colo. The stream-

lined program again provides for

discussion groups, and some special

meetings will be planned for young
people attending the conference.

The 1964 Council of Boards may
be held in Winnipeg, Man. Two
dates, August and December, are be-

ing considered.

BUDGET FOR 1964

Missions $979,322

Christian Service 254,921

Education and Publication 101,618

Seminary 157,344

$1,493,205

FRENCH CO JAILED

Pierre Sommermeyer, who has been
worshiping at a Mennonite church
in the suburbs of Paris, France, is

in jail as a conscientious objector.

This is the first time in the history

of North American Mennonite work
in France that anyone associated

with their churches has been im-

prisoned for refusing to bear arms.
His address is as follows: Pierre

Sommermeyer, Cellule 255, 3eme di-

vision, Prison de Fresnes (Seine),

France.

Christmas greeting cards can be
sent to him, however, they should

bear only the sender's name and

address: no other message may be

included. All cards sent to Sommer-
meyer must be enclosed in an en-

velope. Illustrated cards are for-

bidden.

Cards sent to men imprisoned in

France will provide valuable dem-
onstration of support for the cam-
paign for legal recognition of con-

scientious objection which is now
taking place in this country.

CHURCH VOCATIONS CONFERENCE

University and college students are

being invited to the Church Voca-
tions Conference to be held at Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary February
7 and 8. The conference under the

theme, "Discipleship and Vocation"
has a twofold purpose: to help stu-

dents clarify God's will for their

lives, and to introduce them to Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary.
The planning committee for the;

conference chaired by Leland Har-
der, Director of Practical Work at

the Seminary, announced that the

program will use over twenty sem-«

inary and church leaders to develop

the conference theme through adl

dresses, discussions, and a sympo-
sium. Through these media the par-

ticipants will be confronted with the

challenges of discipleship in thd
twentieth century.

The conference and travel to it

are being subsidized by the Semi-

nary. For more information contact:

Leland Harder, 3003 Benham, Ella

hart, Ind.

ONTARIO CONFERENCE MEETS

The Grace Church, St. Catharines,

Ont., was host to the Conference of

United Mennonite Churches of On«i

tario on November 9 and 10.

A paper "The Relationship of the

Congregation to the Conference'!

prepared by the conference presi-j

dent, Henry H. Epp, was read and
discussed. Epp, J. C. Neufeld, ana
Nick W. Dick, had been appointed

to a study commission with the pur*

pose of clarifying such a relation]

ship.

The Ottawa Church was made a
member of the conference at this

session. Its pastor, William Dickj

represented the thirty-one membefl
congregation. A building fund for

sanctuary at Hamilton was initiat

Herman W. Enns is the pastor

the young church in Hamilton. Su
port was also granted to a new mil
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sion at Parkhill. The fellowship
there is comprised of families rep-

resenting the Mennonite Conference,
the Western Ontario Mennonite Con-
ference, and the United Mennonite
Conference.

The conference budget was in-

creased by thirty percent. The major
areas of activity are the support of

jnissions especially city missions, as-

sisting and educational projects,

)roviding for relief and service

igencies.

Elected to the executive were
lenry P. Epp, chairman; N. Fran-
:en, vice-chairman; H. H. Enns, sec-

•etary; program committee, Abram
tempel; Finance Committee, George
Jildebrand; Missions Committee, J.

Oyck; Education Committee, Wer-
Jier Fast, Alfred Willms, Henry Epp
^Waterloo) ; Peace Committee, Nick
W. Dick; Military Problems, Henry
I. Epp; Conrad Grebel representa-

ive, H. H. Epp, Jacob Fransen
Brandtford) ; Ontario Relief, A. A.

Vail, John Weier and Peter G.

anzen.

A ministers and deacons confer-

nce was held at the Vineland (Ont.)

mited Church on Nov. 2.

IAITI FIGHTS FOR LIFE

.azed by Hurricane Flora, Haiti

ow battles to regain her precarious
Dothold on life as international

ams take a key role in helping
laitians to live again.

Almost two months have gone
y since the tropic howler unleashed
er fury in the Caribbean leaving
lat area a battered wreck. De-
rived of food and housing, faced
'ith typhoid epidemics, much of the
opulation is numb with fear and
n the verge of hysteria.

Among those attempting to rem-
Jy the squalor are MCC-Mennonite
isaster Service building and medi-
il teams. Both personnel and mate-
als arrived safely on the island,

he mission of mercy is well begun.
Traffic and communications sys-

ms are in a snarl so word has
;en slow trickling out of the hard-
it hit disaster areas. Latest reports
dicate that MCC-MDS volunteers
•e in good health, have enough
'od, and are housed in tents.

The Haitian government has been
^acious in paying all travel ex-

?nses, by air or boat, within the
'untry. Local interpreters have
Jlped our workers surmount lan-

lage barriers.

X-RAY WING DEDICATED Dr. Roland Brown fluoroscoping a patient with the new
X-ray machine at the Mennonite Christian Hospital, Hwalien, Taiwan. The new
facilities were dedicated Oct. 23 in memory of Peter J. Pankratz who served as a
doctor in Taiwan from 1956 to 1959. The X-ray machine was donated by J.C.R.R.
(Joint Commission on Rural Rehabilitation), and the new wing was made possible
by funds donated by the Freedom From Hunger Campaign in New Zealand, the
Sunday school of the Central Methodist Church in Detroit, Mr. C. C. Yang of
Taipei, Mrs. Mary Brown of Freeman, S. D.. and many other friends.

Seventeen of the builders are at

Cote de Fer where the town is giv-

ing full cooperation in helping with
the job. The men have staked out

foundations, have made cement
blocks, and the walls of solid homes
are going up.

Three men are at the town of

Bainet where they are to engage in

a reseeding program.
The medical workers spend their

days in the hills with outstation

clinics and large scale toxoiding.

There have been recurrent heavy
rains, landslides, and flood waters
in the North. These are abnormal
during this season. Even as life ebbs
back in the South, death threatens
in the North.

COUNCIL APPROVES HOMES
Two homes, the Mennonite Memo-
rial Home, at Biuffton, Ohio, and
the Memorial Home for the Aged,
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at Moundridge, Kan., were approved

as Conference-related institutions at

the General Conference Council of

Boards December 4-6.

The 1964 budget, approved at the

same meetings, was originally re-

ported to be $1,492,205. The correct-

ed figure is $1,493,205, to include an

authorized student services item.

The 1964 Council of Boards ses-

sion will be held the third full week

of August instead of in December.

The choice of this date means that

professors need not miss classes to

attend, and that pastors are not

called away at an especially busy

time of year. Also, college facilities

are usually available at this time

to house board members attending

from a distance.

FOSTER RACIAL HARMONY

Cornelius J. Dyck, Professor at Men-

nonite Biblical Seminary, Elkhart,

Ind., tells what Mennonites are do-

ing concerning the race issue in the

Elkhart-Goshen area.

Around here we have first of all,

I think, a certain sense of guilt and

repentance—guilt at not having act-

ed long ago, guilt at our inadequate

response even now, and guilt at

bringing up the rear guard of a

cause we know to be popular and

will succeed with the churches. Mar-

tin Luther King said recently in

South Bend that the issue of racial

discrimination has been decisively

defeated, and that it is now only a

question of how expensive the op-

ponents want to make the funeral.

The real battle has been fought

long ago by the Negroes them-

selves as they disciplined themselves

to acquire an education against real

hardships, as they suffered and wait-

ed patiently for the fullness of time.

Politicians and the courts have also

helped immeasurably. Many social

agencies have done great work. And
now the churches are on the band-

wagon. They should be, but we re-

pent that God had to raise up others

to bring the Good News because His

own children were, by and large, so-

slow in responding. Out of this re-

pentance, however, real help can
come even now. It is badly needed.

I think we in this area believe

that a test of our convictions can
be demanded of us at the local level.

We are convinced that legislation

will not automatically solve the

problem down to the grass roots;

housing will still be discriminatory,

jobs still hard to get, educational

opportunities inadequate. This is

where we see our churches fitting in.

A number of Mennonites in this

area are actively involved in the

local County Council of Churches

and were instrumental in spearhead-

ing a county-wide seminar on race

recently. Sponsored by the County
Council of Churches, the Roman
Catholic Churches, and the Elkhart

Urban League, this seminar drew
together 207 active participants in

a serious discussion of four areas:

a) housing, b) employment, c) youth
incentives and education and d) in-

terracial church policy. The response

of the churches was gratifying and
further progress is being made.
Some of the Mennonites live in

neighborhoods under the pres-

sure of racial transition. In an effort

to stem the restlessness, they be-

gan to convene monthly meetings
in their homes with Negro and
white leaders of the community to

discuss problems. A number of good
things have come out of these meet-
ings. We have learned to know each
other better. Fellowship and bur-

den sharing are important. We have
encouraged some jobless that we

CONFERENCE TREASURER'S REPORT

The year of 1963 will soon be his-

tory. The General Conference pro-

gram of missions, relief, and edu-

cation has been carried to the far

corners of the world. Sometimes in-

sufficient funds curtailed activities

that had been planned. Neverthe-
less, we should be content that

doors continue to open, and that

through faith and commitment on
the part of many Christians mar-
velous works have been possible.

November receipts totaled $155,868

which is almost $14,000 less than
the corresponding month of 1962.

A little over $50,000 less was re-

ceived in the first eleven months
than during the same period in 1962.

stand behind them and will work
with them to find employment. We
have talked a lot about housing and
how to keep up properties.

One of the most recent and prom-
ising efforts by the Mennonite
churches of this area is the arrang-
ing of a tutoring program for Negro*
students who wish to prepare for

college and who need help beyond
that which they are able to secure.

We work together with responsible

school authorities and find Goshen
College very helpful. We have re-

moved some misunderstanding be-

tween the Negro community and
the local school system, I think, by
talking about counseling and other
problems. The Elkhart schools have
an excellent record on the race is-

sue, for which we are grateful.

Last September several of us con-

vened a meeting of two dozen Men-
nonite leaders involved in areas of

racial transition from Illinois to

Ohio. We had a very good meeting
including several points of action,

one of which was a request to our

service and mission agencies for the

establishing of an inter-Mennonite

secretaryship on race. It was there

also that some of us struggled again

with the issue of nonviolence and
the Mennonite doctrine of nonre-
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( distance and withdrawal. Is it true,

t is someone suggested there, that

most Mennonites are no more ready
than members of other churches to

io something about civil rights?

From November 6-10 five Menno-
nite churches in this area had a mis-

sionary conference on the race issue,

rotating five invited speakers. We
lave numerous occasions to speak
:o our sister Negro congregations,

:o have informal church suppers to-

gether, and to invite each other into

)ur homes for meal fellowship.

As Mennonite churches we have
jegun talking about how we can
lelp our businessmen members, in-

cluding realtors and others, in their

Droblems. It is not really fair to

ixpect them to carry their burden
ilone. Perhaps, if there is financial

oss through adherence to Christian

principle, the brotherhood should
stand by with mutual aid. Several
)f our members are serving on a

nayor's Advisory Committee, giving

opportunity to speak up on open oc-

cupancy, employment and other is-

sues at the policy level.

ZONGO SEMINARY OPENS

VTissionary Peter Falk, stationed at

Tshikapa, writes that the Ecole de
rheologie (school of theology, or
ieminary) opened at Kajiji, Congo,
>n September 23. Sixteen men are
;nrolled in the first-year class. All

ire married and are living in Ka-
iji with their families. The semi-
lary, a means of training spiritual

eaders for Congo, is a cooperative
woject with the Mennonite Breth-
ren.

| SUPERINTENDENT'S WORK
lecords and correspondence, rice

arming, balky septic tanks and in-

ractable tractors, clothing distribu-

ion, and building construction —
hese are but a few of the things

hat make up the work of a super-

atendent of the Bethesda Leprosy
lospital and Homes, the General
Conference Mennonite mission to

nany suffering from Hansen's dis-

ase at Champa, India.

Aron Jantzen, Bethesda superin-

endent now on furlough in the Unit-
d States, shared experiences while
t Conference offices in Newton,
Can., November 6. The Jantzens are
tow itinerating in Kansas, Okla-
oma, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois

hurches, presenting the mission
fork at Bethesda. Missionary Paul

Dyck, who succeeds Aaron Jantzen
because of this furlough, is assum-
ing the many responsibilities of

Bethesda superintendent.

One of these responsibilities, says
Aaron Jantzen, is the twice-a-year

clothing distribution to patients,

made possible by the donation of

leprosy Christmas bundles. Clothing
distribution day is a big day at Be-
thesda, and the distribution is fol-

lowed by adjustment of the warm
clothing to the individual patient.

Between clothing distributions

there is plenty to keep a superin-

tendent busy. Over fifty buildings

must be maintained: the large four-

ward hospital, a dispensary build-

ing, a school for about 100 children

under treatment, hostels for fifty

boys and fifty girls, the church
which can seat 800 worshipers,
homes for more than thirty staff

members, and thirty-five cottages

for patients.

Then there is inevitably the finan-

cial supervision of income and ex-

penditures; the purchase of food,

medicines, and clothing for 500 pa-

tients; the supervision of food prep-

aration; the maintenance of elec-

trical equipment and of water pump-
ing and the water system. Any day
may bring a new problem—the trac-

tor is not running, a water line has
burst, or the electricity is off. The
unexpected becomes routine for the
busy superintendent.

Supervision of the agricultural

program includes improved meth-
ods of rice farming, with the intro-

duction of the intensive rice culture

and fertilization long practiced by
Japanese. Large fields, gardens, and
irrigation systems contribute rice

and other foods to the hospital's

kitchen.

The administrative work of a large

institution includes records and cor-

respondence relating to government
affiliation and support, to the co-

operating organization Mission to

Lepers, and to the supporting Gen-
eral Conference Board of Missions.

The superintendent serves on the

Conference Executive and related

committees.

Still another part of a Bethesda
superintendent's work is the hiring

and firing of some thirty staff mem-
bers and the handling of routine

disciplinary problems. Then there is

the settling of land boundary, prop-

erty, and land lease disputes on be-

half of the Mission to Lepers and

the General Conference Mission.

Finally, the superintendent also

participates in Bethesda's spiritual

ministry, a ministry which motivates
all other activities. This ministry is

carried on in cooperation with pas-

tor Joel K. Asna of the Bethesda
Church. Through it all patients can
know that Bethesda Hospital and
Homes is a place of both physical
and spiritual healing, and that

through this institution God is reach-

ing out to them with His love.

INCREASED BIBLE SALES

A Christian bookstore, seven by fif-

teen feet, on the edge of the business

district in Hwalien, Taiwan, is one
outreach of the General Conference
mission in Taiwan. Between October
1962 and September 1963, reports

missionary Peter Kehler, the store

sold 2,010 New Testaments, more
than any of the other thirty Chris-

tian bookstores in the country. The
store's best sellers are the Bible and
the hymnal. It also sells books
printed in Chinese, Taiwanese, Jap-

Christianity and

Communism
r:'? '

.

~

'

i

CHRISTIflfllTV

Riio communism

Rnuii I. in .in

What is Communism? Behind the

charges and countercharges there is a

call to Christians to witness in a chang

ing world. By Russell L. Mast. 50 cents.

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern. Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton. Kansas
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MEMORIAL PEAC2 MARCH Two hundred Negroes and whites took part in a Memo-
rial March and outdoor religious service in Lancaster, Pa., on Sept. 22. This

was a memorial to the death, by bombing, of four Negro children in a Birming-

ham church the week before. Taking part in the March were Edgar Metzler,

Executive Secretary of the Peace Section of the Mennonite Central Committee,
and his four children. (Metzler is just stepping off the curb.) The march was
sponsored by the local NAACP.

anese, Ami, Toroko, and English.

Some of the languages spoken by
the mountain people have not yet

been reduced to writing. This year
another New Testament was added
to the store's list: a Testament in

the Toroko or Sediq language. For
the first time this tribe has the

Word of God in its own language,
says Kehler, and over a thousand

CALENDAR
Conferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-

ence, Estes Park, Colo.

Jan. 23-25—Canadian Board Meet-

ings, Winnipeg.

Central

Jan. 7—College Chamber Players
Concert, Bluffton (Ohio) College.

Eastern

Jan. 13—Eastern District Peace
and Service Representatives and
Pastor's Dinner.

copies of it have been sold.

The store would be more efficient,

Kehler points out, if it were located

nearer the heart of the business dis-

trict, and if there were enough space

for a reading room so that people

could be attracted to buy new books.

Some who would be afraid to buy a

Christian book will stay to read if

assured of some degree of privacy.

MINISTERS

Ernest J. Bohn, Goshen, Ind., will

serve an interim pastorate of six

months or less at First Church, Nor-
mal, 111., beginning in January.

BAPTISMS

Spring Valley Church, Newport,
Wash., on June 16: Marilyn Woelk;
on Oct. 6: Milton Woelk.

MARRIAGES

James Bachman, Low Point, 111.,

and Glenda Schrock, Calvary
Church, Washington, 111., on Nov. 21.

Roe V. Guth, Calvary Church,
Washington, 111., to Anna Blumen-
shine, Rockford, 111., on Nov. 22.

Sylvia Hiebert, Spring Valley

Church, Newport, Wash., and Leo

The store is hoping to find a larger, 1

better-located place to rent before

January 1964.

CONGO PASTORS ORDAINED

Missionaries Elmer and Esther Dick

write from Mutena, Congo, that ten|/oi

new pastors, all graduates of the

Bible Institute, have been ordained

and are taking up their responsi-

bilities.

The Dicks also write that an air

strip for small planes is being built

to facilitate travel. Often it is im-

possible to travel by car because of

a washed-out bridge or impassable

road.

"The situation here is outwardly

calm," they report, "but some ten-

sions still exist. The shelves in the

stores are empty and prices are

continuing to go up. . . . Almost
everybody speaks of his hunger

There seems to be an epidemic of

wild pigs throughout this whole area

[that] destroy whole fields of mani-

oc and corn. The Congolese are

handicapped because they lack the

weapons to hunt wild pig.

"During October we were privi- —
leged to have a pastors' confer-

ence simultaneously with a women's
and a school directors' conference.

These conferences were held at Tshi- —
kapa, and once more all of the tribes

were represented. Each group melj

separately except for Bible study

. . . and fellowship around the Com-
munion table."
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Epp, Bethesda Church, Henderson,

Neb., on Aug. 16.

Kathleen Huenergardt, Commu-
nity Church, Fresno, Calif., to John-

nie Eichler of Fresno, Calif., Nov. 16j

Elizabeth Lehman, Grace Church,

Pandora, Ohio, to Ambrose Basinger,:

St. John's Church, Pandora, Ohio,

on Dec. 4.

Ronald Wayne SchumacJver, Cal-j

vary Church, Barlow, Ore., and

Cheryl Rae Johnson, Eastgate Bible

Chapel, Portland, Ore., on Nov. 23^

DEATHS

Mrs. J. B. Frey, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., born Oct. a
1876, and died Nov. 10. She and hen

husband served as missionaries to

the Hopi Indians over thirty yea™
Three children survive.
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Frank K. Schmidt, First Church,
Newton, Kan., born March 3, 1894,

ind died Nov. 30.

Elizabeth Schutz, Grace Church,
3andora, Ohio, born Dec. 18, 1891,

ind died Dec. 4.

WORKERS
Martin Duerksen, Asuncion, Par-

iguay, a Mennonite pastor, was the
nformal representative of the Prot-
estant churches of Paraguay at the
irst meeting of the Commission of
World Mission and Evangelism, a
lew department of the World Coun-
cil of Churches. The meeting was
leld in Mexico City from December
! to 20. Duerksen was the former
ace president of the Confederation
)f the River Plate (Protestant fel-

owship of Argentina, Paraguay,
md Uruguay) which was dissolved
o form separate councils in Argen-
ina and Uruguay.
Aaron Jantzen, missionary to India

Aaron Jantzen,

Fremont and

Sara Regier

(Workers).

now on furlough, will join the Board
of Missions staff in Newton, Kan.,
the first part of January.
Anton Klassen, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., began his
term of 1-W service at Denver
(Colo.) General Hospital the first of
December.
Ernest Pankratz, Alexanderwohl

Church, Goessel, Kan., has begun
his 1-W service at the Kansas Uni-
versity Medical Center.
Fremont and Sara Regier, of

Whitewater and Elbing, Kan., will

leave January 3 from New York for
Brussels, Belgium, where they will
study French prior to going to the
Congo in the summer of 1964. Fre-
mont will help with the mission
agricultural program in the Congo.
Previously the Regiers served in

Mexico.

Ronald Schroeder, Alexanderwohl
Church, Goessel, Kan., has entered
voluntary service at Kings View
Hospital, Reedley, Calif.

T3^ pj
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AR. PRESIDENT

'he following poem on the presi-

ent's assassination was written by
Irs. Grace Brandt, Route 3, Hills-

oro, Kan.

)ne sunny bright and cloudless day/
is Autumn leaves began to fall,/ My
Resident rode through the streets/

Vith smiling face and waving hand,/
lis countrymen to greet./ And
s he rode a shot rang out!/ His
piling face, it was no more/ His
trong, young body lurched/ Then
radled in the arms of one he loved,/
lood oozing from his wounded
ead,/ His life was ebbing fast
way./ Then as I sat with head in

ands I prayed:/ "Dear God, don't
t him die/ We need him yet so

pen."/ Then through the awful
locking calm/ Came through the
r a faltering, hesitating voice,/
The President is dead!"/ I moved
iout not really knowing what
nail/ chores my hands have done,
nd in my mind not fully compre-
mding this/ tragic, terrible crime./
hen as the realization comes to

me,/ My little world of self and
mind begins to fall apart./ My un-
concern for things outside my own
small world/ begins to fade./ And
then this realization comes to me:/
There must have been a seed of
hate/ That grew, and grew, and
grew/ Until at last it sent a bullet
streaking fast/ Into my President./
It grew through poverty and want,/
Through friendlessness and uncon-
cern./ And now I know this seed of
hate has slain my President./ I

grieve, I mourn and sometimes I do
even weep./ My President is dead!/
My unconcern, my selfish little acts/
Have made this seed of hate to

grow/ Until it slew my President./
I grieve, I mourn and sometimes I

do even weep/ For me and for my
President/ For now I know I've

helped that seed of hate to grow/
Which slew my President.

AN ETERNAL FLAME

To the Editor: Monday, November
25, 1963, our nation mourned the
loss of our president of the United
States of America. Our nation came
to a standstill as we watched on TV,
listened to the radio and read the
press reports of the burial of Presi-

dent Kennedy. I was particularly

impressed as Mrs. Kennedy stretch-

ed out her hand with a lighted torch
and lit the eternal flame that is to
burn beside the grave. It is thrilling
to think that this flame will be seen
by many both night and day as it

sheds a flickering light in Arlington
Cemetery.

It reminds us of how our Master
spoke in the Sermon on the Mount
and to us when He said in Matthew
5:14, ye are the light of the world
and asks us not to hide our lights
but let them shine. We are also re-
minded of His words in Matthew
25:1-13, where He tells us of the ten
virgins, that took their lamps and
went forth to meet the bridegroom,
what a foolish thing the five did
when they failed to take enough oil

to keep their flame alive and burn-
ing till the bridegroom came. Is it

not the prayer of every child of God,
who has an eternal flame lit with-
in his heart and life to keep it

trimmed and burning till our life

on earth shall end, either by natur-
al causes or by meeting the Lord in
the air? Do we not need to watch
therefore for ye know neither the
day nor the hour wherein the Son
of man cometh? Let us as a nation,
as a Conference, as a believer in

Christ keep this flame burning with-
in our lives. Paul Hilty, Versailles
Mo.
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Progress Report

on Projects

As the year, 1963, wanes away, it

is a reminder that inventory time

is here. It is time to examine the

commitments that have been made
in the past.

At Bethlehem, General Conference

Mennonite Men committed them-

selves to a budget of $15,000. for

the 1963-1965 triennium. This budget

is divided in the following manner:

Administrative $1500

Boys League 1500

MDS (National Office) 4500

Paraguay Indian Resettlement 3000

Mexico Public Health Service 2000

Vocational Trainee, S. A. 1000

Bibles, Christian Literature 1000

East Harlem, New York 500

$15,000

About half of the triennium has

elapsed since Bethlehem, and only

about $4,000.00 is available to ful-

fill the budget. This indicates that

three-fourths of the budget will have
to be raised in the last half of the

Editor, Richard F. Graber, Moundridge, Kan.

mm

triennium. Local and district con-

ference Mennonite Men need to in-

crease their efforts so the goal might

be reached at Estes Park.

Two of the items in the budget

have been completed: the vocation-

al trainee from South America, and

Boys League. Heinrich Wiens of

Fernheim, Paraguay, has completed

a period of bookkeeping training in

Canada and has returned to Para-

guay. The funds for the Boys
League project were used in publish-

ing a new "Boys League Manual."

This manual is now available for

distribution.

The East Harlem, New York,

Youth Rehabilitation project did

not materialize this past summer so

the funds budgeted for this year

will not be needed. It is hoped that

next year this work may open up.

The pressing need is then for the

Mennonite Disaster Service, Indian

Resettlement Program, Mexico Pub-

lic Health Service, and the Bibles

and Christian Literature Program.
The Mennonite Disaster Service, as

a separate section under MCC, will

be rounding out its first year next

January. Wayne Clemens, a young
attorney, has served as part-time

Executive Secretary of this program.
He has helped to coordinate the

work, has tried to keep alive the

vision and concern that brought
Mennonite Disaster Service into be-

ing, attended various regional meet-

ings, and has helped to set up serv

ices in disaster areas and to mak<
available needed volunteer work
ers. Noteworthy was the responsi

to the earthquake disaster in Yugo
slavia and the hurricane devastatioi

in Haiti. The reconstruction work i

still going on in both areas. Addi

tional help is urgently needed ii

Haiti, but this is possible onl;

through additional support.

Concerning the Paraguay India]

Resettlement, the Lengua and th
Chulupi Indian tribes have for year;

lived in the immediate proximity o

the Mennonite villages in the Cha
co settlement. Mennonites furnishe*

them work in cultivation of the soi

and in planting and harvesting o

crops. Mennonites have mingle<

with them in work and in the vt

lages. They have taught them man;
practices of good custom and cul

ture. These Indians have a grea

desire for a settled life for then-

selves and their families.

Providing a settled existence fo

5,000 Indians is an undertaking er

tirely beyond the resources of Soutl

American Mennonites and the Chac<

Indians. It involves many factor

other than a plot of ground, a mod
est house, and a few simple tools

Very soon there should be school

and teachers, churches, additiona

medical services, etc. It is estimate

that it would take about $350 mere
ly to settle a family on land wit]

simple accommodations.
In regard to the Mexico Publi

Health Service, the hospital an
nursing service which has been pre

vided for Mennonites and Mexican
in the Cuauhtemoc, Mexico, are

has been a wonderful opportunit

to express Christian love. It ha
significantly helped to lift the leve

of health and health care in th

community. Even more it has helpe

to establish relations of mutualit

and friendship with people who wer
reserved and cautious about estat

lishing close relations with peopl

outside their own group. Erwi
Schrag and Margaret Dueck, R.N
are in charge of this program unde
the general direction of the Mexic
Public Health Service.

The Bibles and Christian Liten

ture project is being administere

by the Board of Missions. The fa<

that reading material is not readil

available and the literacy rate is
jj

creasing rapidly in underprivileged

lands makes this a crucial servio<; s.
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At Ashley-Meers no one speaks of
The Window anymore. Salesgirls
look away, embarrassed.
But because I was one of those

who saw it, and because for a while
no one at Ashley-Meers talked of
anything else, I was able to piece
together the story.

It began in July, this story of the
Christmas window, in the air-condi-
tioned sanctum of Mr. Levy, owner
of Ashley-Meers. Looking more like
a sprightly, white-haired Santa Claus
than the razor-sharp businessman
he was, Mr. Levy peered from un-
der bushy white brows at the young
man before him.
"You remember Mr. Fellowes'

gnomes last year? And Zoo land
the year before? Oh, granted they
were mechanical marvels, the gir-
affe munched leaves and the ele-

phant spewed water from his trunk.
The gnomes even hammered shoes.
But I'm afraid Mr. Fellowes has
found himself in a rut."
The shirt-sleeved young man said

nothing. His hands were streaked
with blue-green from painting fish
for the marine supplies window and
there was a streak of it in his wiry
black hair. His eyes, behind the
black-rimmed glasses, looked like
the paint pots he had used.
"For forty-eight years," the black

eyes snapped, "people have waited
each November to see what the
Ashley-Meers Christmas window
would be. I want it to shout "Christ-
mas." to the city. I want it to say
that Ashley-Meers is Truth to its
customers."

Mr. Levy snapped open a folder
on his desk. "Your name is Thor

Maitten. Your mother was Danish
Protestant and your father French
Catholic. We should"—a mischievous
smile flicked over the handsome
Jewish features—"be able to pro-
duce quite a religious Christmas
window, eh?"
Thor Maitten's head went up.

They were giving him the Christ-
mas window? The window?
"Art major, state university

branch, three exhibits, hired here
a year ago. Good work under Fel-
lowes." Levy closed the folder.
"Maitten, I want you to do the
Christmas window. And, listen.
"Think in terms of the symbols-

bells, arches, candle flame, gifts,
trimmings, stars—oh, you know, the
shapes of Christmas. The image of
Ashley-Meers must inspire. The win-
dow must be of the festival. Right?

the window
Florence Ekstrand

api

—
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Good! You are in full command."

Thor Maitten took an elevator to

Four, Pictures and Frames. A thin

girl with big eyes and sunstreaked

hair piled high on her head looked

up, surprised.

"Sara, you go to church. What's

religion at Christmas time?"

"Why, I suppose it's the same at

at any other time. Want to go with

me to church and find out?" Her

eyes narrowed with pleasure. How
pleased her mother would be that

one of her crowd was respectable

enough to come to church.

"And what are the shapes of

Christmas?"
"Star, church . . . Thor, what's got-

ten into you anyway?"
"Sara, I have the Christmas win-

dow."
"Thor!" The big eyes almost

welled with tears. "Oh, that's mar-

velous! I'm so proud of you! And
you've only been here a year. Oh, is

Mr. Fellowes furious?"

Thor didn't seem to hear her. "I'll

meet you for church Sunday."

Thor barely reached the window-

dressing wing on top floor when
there was a call to the office of

Ashley-Meers' general manager. Mr.

Burgess coughed nervously.

"We all know Mr. Levy is—uh,

something of a sentimentalist. But

you and I, Mr. Maitten, we know
that the Christmas window must do

something more than just 'Christ-

mas' to the city. It must inspire

them to BUY. For instance:

"Aluminum tree sales were up 130

percent last year. So they've dis-

mantled them to use again this

year? So? Why not two trees for

every home? Every suburban home
has a picture window and a patio.

Let's put a spotlighted aluminum
tree on every patio and in every

picture window in the city!"

He stood up and shook Thor's

hand. "Just an idea. You're on your

own."
Church was a confusion to Thor

that Sunday. From somewhere in

the past, before his parents had

separated, Thor remembered a

whitewashed hall where the chil-

dren sang "Jesus loves me." And,

with his father, a cavernous cathe-

dral where he vaguely knew he had

been baptized. Since then there had

been nothing. Today the towering

stark cross above the altar vaguely

disturbed him.

At the door Sara said proudly,

"Thor's going to do the Christmas

window for the store, Pastor Hein-

rich."

"Good! Read Romans before you

start."

"That was an odd thing to say,"

murmured Sara as she slipped a

gloved hand under his arm. "Every-

one knows the nativity story is in

Luke."

As word about The Window
spread through the store, Thor was

the fair-haired boy. Mrs. Berkwitz

of Imports slipped a stout arm

around him. "I haven't shared this

brochure with anyone, but for The

Window—oh, the procelain angels

from the Rhine!"

"I'm glad The Window is to have

a religious theme," fluttered Miss

Smithley of Candles. "So many of

the numbers I ordered are star-stud-

ded this year."

Mr. Burgess coughed in Mr. Levy's

sanctum. "You don't think young

Maiten's feet might be—un, not so

firmly planted on the ground? Fel-

lowes tells me he's reading the Bible

on the job. Now, we know the win-

dow has to
—

"

But Mr. Levy had spoken once on

The Window, and was not inclined

to speak again.

"He reads the Bible at lunch. Did

he go to church with you again?"

the girls in the employee cafeteria

made a little circle around Sara.

Sara's smile was warm and pro-

prietary.

"He has even gone to talk with

my pastor at night. Theology, I

suppose. Philosophy. Thor has a

bright mind, you know."

A week before the window was

to be unveiled, Mr. Burgess coughed

and mentioned the aluminum tree

again. He was amazed at the vehe-

mence of Thor's reply.

"You bet, Mr. Burgess! I'm using

the biggest, most expensive one that

Ashley-Meers carries."

When the store closed on the Fri-

day evening before the unveling,

crates and merchandise were stack-

ed before the entrance to The Win-

dow. Salespeople peered curiously

as they hurried by to the employee

exit. Was Mr. Fellowes helping?

No, Mr. Fellowes had already gone

home. Was young Maitten doing it

all alone? Why, it would take him
all night, till morning. Well, that's

the way these artistic people work-

ed. My, what pretty things he was
using.

"Thor!" Sara came running. "Let

me stay and help you."

"I have to do this one myself."

For just a moment a smile broke

the tired lines of his face. "The

union, you know."

It was a raw, dark morning that

Saturday, with a threat of rain, but

shoppers poured from the buses. On
my way from the bus stop to my
office two blocks away, I saw peo-

ple gathered outside the Ashley-

Meers window. I smiled. It was
worth coming a few minutes late

to work if I could see the unveiling

of the Ashley-Meers Christmas win-

dow. I remembered the quaint

gnomes last year.

The crowd grew quickly. At five

to nine, white-haired Mr. Levy came

out, and the general manager, Mr.

Burgess, and some others from the

store. In spite of the cold, everyone

was jovial. There was a feeling of

Christmas in the air.

At two minutes to nine the white

curtains rolled back on their trav-

erse rods. For a moment there was

a shocked, stunned silence. Then a

gasp, like a quick intake of air from

every throat in the crowd. I could

see Mr. Levy's face turn pink, then

a flaming, livid red. There was con-

fusion as he and a choking Mr.

Burgess bolted for the door, just

being unlocked by an attendant. A
moment later the white curtains

rolled back and closed over The

Window.
As I said, I was one of those who

saw it. I can see it yet. All over the

floor a jumble of Christmas things

in confusion and disarray, the alum-

inum tree tipped in a corner, orna-

ments shattered, procelain angels in

heaps, star-studded candles thrown

helter-skelter. In the center, a man-

ger crudely fashioned of packing-

crate boards. And painted violently

on the back wall, a stark, unbeau-

tiful cross with a stark, unbeautiful

Christ nailed upon it, blood drip-

ping from His hands and side and

brow.

The girl on Fourth in Pictures!

and Frames? They said that angrj

spots of color burned in her cheeks!

"It would have been bad enougH

for an Easter window, dreadful, disj

graceful. But Christmas!"

Where is Thor Maiten? I do noj

know. I only know that I saw The

Window, the shape of Christmas.

And my life has been changed by

what I saw.
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Sir Wilfred Grenfell
Jan Hobkirk

"Be you a real doctor?" was the
question asked many times of Wil-
fred Grenfell when in the year 1892
he first visited the shores of North-
ern Newfoundland and Labrador.
Yes, Wilfred Grenfell was a real
doctor, a Fellow of the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons, London. But he
was also a trained athlete, a mas-
ter mariner, cartographer and mis-
sionary. He it was who obeyed the
command of our Lord, "Be ye fish-

ers of men."
As a boy in England Wilfred

Grenfell loved boats and the sea.
In his early manhood while study-
ing medicine, he became interested
in work among underprivileged boys
and used to take them camping.
Later he joined a fleet of fishing
vessels as both doctor and mission-
ary. When he was twenty-seven
years old the opportunity came for
him to travel to Newfoundland and
Labrador on the ketch-rigged "Al-
bert." He did not hesitate. This was
to be his life work.
The people of Labrador consisted

of Eskimos and Montagnais Indians
who were bitter enemies, and some
settlers from Dorset, England, Scot-
land, and France. They were seal
hunters and fishermen. This part of
Canada had never known a doctor,
and the people were accustomed to
resorting to "old wives" remedies
for their ailments. Many of these
were actually harmful; one such
consisted of dusting sugar into in-

flamed eyes. Even after Grenfell
;ame to their shores, many contin-
ued to apply their own remedies
Irst, because they were too poor
o pay a fee and too proud to seek
lelp otherwise.

Many of the settlements that Gren-
ell served, could only be reached
>y boat. Great were the hardships
e encountered in sailing those
argely uncharted waters, but dur-
m his forty years in Labrador,
Irenfell never refused a call for
>elp. Many times he traveled long
istances overland by komatik (dog
led) to help those who were ill or
) rush aid, when word reached him
f an accident. His charts of those

almost unknown waters were accept-
ed by the Royal Geographical So-
ciety, and through his efforts light-

houses were established at danger-
ous points.

Grenfell did not limit himself to
doctoring the bodies of these poor
folk. He took steps to improve
their material well-being. He organ-
ized cooperative stores to assist in
marketing the people's fish and furs.
He encouraged handicrafts in the
homes as a means of further in-

creasing income. He established hos-
pitals, children's homes and travel-
ing libraries. He fought the liquor
trade with all its degrading influ-

ence. And he always preached the
gospel.

To his specifications, cloth named
Grenfell cloth was especially fabri-
cated by a London manufacturer
and made up into Grenfell jackets,
as the most suitable clothing for
wear in cold climates. Admiral Byrd
on his trip to the Antarctic used this
clothing which is still on the market
today.

Grenfell made many trips home
to England and across Canada and
the United States to raise funds for
his work. Lord Strathcona of Mon-
treal, then President of the Hudson's
Bay Company, the Bank of Mon-
treal and the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way, became one of his ardent sup-
porters. He gave Grenfell his first

ship the "Sir Donald" and in 1899
another hospital ship, "Strathcona."
In the year 1927, King George V

recognized the invaluable work of
Wilfred Grenfell by making him a
Knight Commander of the Order of
St. Michael and St. George. Later
when he was being honored at St.

Andrews University in Scotland,
Professor Blyth Webster referred to
Labrador as being the Land of the
Labourer, and introduced Sir Wil-
fred as "the labourer of Labrador,
toiler of the deep, tiller of human
soil, helper and healer of the lives

of man."
Although Sir Wilfred died in 1940,

his work lives on in the Grenfell
Medical Mission, support for which
is received from all over the world.
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Keeping watch over their flock

Fishermen and shepherds played

important roles in the life of Christ.

They lived close to the realness of

life. They responded wholeheartedly

to the Good News. Simon Peter and

Andrew his brother dropped their

fishnets and followed Christ.

And the shepherds? Well, from

long past they were known as God's

poets, who loved His land and His

people. Who but a shepherd could

see the very mountains and hills

responding to God's deliverance:

"The mountains skipped like rams,/

And the little hills like young
sheep"?

The shepherds knew the hills of

Palestine above the town of Bethle-

hem. If you stood on the highest

point outside that city it would look

like a fertile, green island surround-

ed by barren country. Southward
the wilderness of Sinai stretched in

the distance. To the east beyond the

Jordan River the rough and arid

Moab country rose to impressive

heights and everywhere was the dry

desert land.

It is hardly surprising, then, that

the shepherds kept close to Bethle-

hem while they watched their flocks.

The stage was set for the angels'

message while Bethlehem slept,

little knowing that: "The hopes and
fears of all the years/ Are met in

thee tonight!"

And they were filled with fear

There was an uncomplicated fear

—a fear which quickly turned into

rejoicing. The simplicity of Christ's

coming must have been reassuring

to such men.
Our fears are not so simple. One

fear is the mark of this age of

anxiety—the feeling that we cannot

love ourselves or anyone else be-

cause we ourselves are unlovable.

Self-hatred is at the core of many
other fears. Its symptoms are many.
Chief among them is the fear of

life and a consequent withdrawn,

diminished existence, a restlessness

which keeps us forever from having

deep roots, and the endless tread-

mill of anxiety, guilt, hostility, and
more fear. The hysteria and suspi-

cion which have flooded this land

in recent years have been spawned

in such an environment.

When people are people with fear

real community begins to disappear.

By tradition America is a land of

mutual concern, but the sad truth is

that nowhere is our lack of real

community more bitterly demon-

strated than in our growing every-

man-for-himself philosophy.

The deepest springs of fear lie in

the conviction that no one cares,

and that life is meaningless. It is a

part of our human existence to

struggle with this question. In the

sense that the question forces us to

work through to some practical an-

swer it is a challenge to our deep-

est education. In this sense fear is

the beginning of wisdom: if we
are moved to face it and to gain

knowledge of ourselves in depth.

Good news of great joy

God cares! This is the good news.

It is that God is with us as Isaiah

the prophet had promised. It may
be easier to keep God at a distance,

to think of Him as the Force behind

the universe. But the irrepressible

wonder and mystery of the nativ-

ity is that God is as near as a new-

born child. Thus, "The people who
walked in darkness/ Have seen a

great light." That light has become
the hurricane lantern shining
through the darkness of succeeding

generations, "And the darkness has

not overcome it."

The Christian hope is a present

reality, beginning to come in this

moment and looking beyond the

present for its consummation. It is

more than a pretty story and a love-

ly child inasmuch as Good Friday

and Easter are a part of it. It is

hope which has taken on the flesh

of this life, embodied the peace

which passeth understanding despite

the limitations of existence, and

lives on in the spirit-filled company
of those who hunger and thirst after

God's righteousness.

Glory to God in the highest

The newer and more accurate ren-

dition of this familiar text brings

us closer to the realism of the New

Testament: "Glory to God in the

highest and on earth peace among
men with whom he is pleased."

Man is not on an automatic ele-

vator going up. He must respond to

the divine encounter by assuming

the responsibilities of his sonship

to God. The brokenness and tragedy

of this world will not heal itself.

Nor can men accomplish the task

without the strength of grace. But

with that assured grace and a heart

of joyful thanksgiving, the Gloria

in excelsis becomes a pattern for

man's life on earth.

It should be noted that peace here

is the fruit of man's adoration of

faith. Man's spiritual home has been

shattered—lost in the crossfire of

modern culture. But before he finds

his much sought-after peace, man
will have to discover his real home
again, where he may live and move
and have his being. The significance

of Christ strongly suggests that

man will find his home only when
he has become a part of the com-

munity of praise and thanksgiving.

As T. S. Eliot has said: "What life

have you if you have not life to-

gether?/ There is no life that is

not in community/ And no commu-
nity not lived in praise of God."

Beauty and realism are the com-

ponents of the nativity story. Most

of us like to think that anxiety

can be banished like a headache

—

with a quick-acting powder. The
truth is that mature adults must
learn to tolerate and to live with

anxiety.

It is hard to see how one can live

with anxiety apart from faith and

love in real community. Here we can

learn to tolerate uncertainty. It is

not an easy lesson. Many of us want
magic answers. Note that the heroes

of the comics, radio, and television

are often those who succeed by a

magic gimmick rather than through

human perseverance. But the story

of Christ's birth reminds us again

that the simple and the ordinary

things: travelers in search of a

night's lodging, birth, and gentle

family love, a peaceful countryside

and shepherds keeping watch are

God's way of showing His redeem-

ing love.
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Bible Words—VII: New Creation. Obsolescence

—

that's a big word. It holds special meaning for people

in the twentieth century. And it is a scary word. First

of all, the stuff of our lives is growing obsolete. Cars,

planes, trains, buildings, systems, tools—today we

have them, tomorrow we will have little or no use

for them. Other things will have taken their places.

They will be obsolete all but absolutely. We need

little proof. What was ten years ago like? It was

different than now. My memory span is short for

various reasons, but for its resemblance to today,

twenty years ago might as well have been a hundred

years ago. The tools of two decades are obsolete. We
are partly happy. We now have something better.

But—and here is the scare : If man's tools and every-

thing about him turn obsolete, isn't it possible that

man may some day find himself obsolete?

Shudder awhile. I fear we have gone through a

long period of unplanned obsolescence. Pray only

that it grow no worse. It happened like this. The

road bes;an in the Garden of Eden. And man had

no sooner started out than he made the wrong turn.

He reversed God's purposes, He took his instructions

from the wrong creature. And man who was created

for life before God made himself obsolete. The history

of the house of Israel is our history—always taking

the wrong turns, always losing our use and usefulness

for God. No, do not shudder. Cry. It is sad that man
has missed his purpose. He is no longer fit for God.

But, wait. The Bible has a word. And the word is

written broadly over its pages. It is a promise that

our obsoleteness is not final. Isaiah, that great and

major prophet, sees a Messiah. He will be the super-

man, the nonobsolete man. He will act in the interests

of God and serve the purpose of God—something

Adam should have done, but didn't. He will wash

the obsoleteness out of man and out of creation. It

will be done by the "shoot from the stump of Jesse"

( Isa. 11:1). He will bring wisdom and discernment,

knowledge and reverence, righteousness and truth

(11: 2-4) . If we had these things we would be more

useful to God. So we look for the promised Christ

who picks up the pieces and out of the old makes

something new.

Paul puts the promise in these words: "If any one

is in Christ, he is a new creature; the old has pa"sedj

away, behold, the new has come" (2 Cor. 5:17).

Christ—the crucified and resurrected man—brings the

new creation. And the new creation resembles God's

first creation. It is all from God—"born from above"

(John 3:3). It cuts itself away from the past, present^ i

and future and gives man new ground to stand on:

"For neither circumcision counts for anything, norj

uncircumcision, but a new creation" (Gal. 5:16

And as in the old creation, so in the new creation we|

become partners with God in the work of recreation.

In Christmas we celebrate the new creation that I

came in Christ. We celebrate our entry into it as we

take the promise of Christ. And we celebrate our

place in the new creation. But the old creation is stillj

with us. And we are missionaries to it. We must bring!

to the old creation around us the good news that ita

obsoleteness is over and new life in Christ is already!

available. It is not an easy task to be an ambassador!

of reconciliation. We must step over all the old human!

divisions of the old creation. Christ died for us. So we

offer our lives for others. We have put on the "new|

nature" and new creation in which "Christ is all anc

in all" (Col. 3:9, 11). The old has passed away; thd

new has come. All hail to God's new man !

i





Man speaks spontaneously of that

which means most to him. This is

true in childhood as well as in old

age. A child will often relate, with

great fervor, some experience, which

to us may seem trivial. But it has

left a great impression upon his

little mind. An adult, also will speak

of that which is of interest to his

mind. It may be his work, or his

hobby, or current events.

Whatever is uppermost in a man's

mind at any given moment, of that

will he speak. But how often does

he speak of his faith? How often

do we speak of our faith? How
often do we speak for our faith?

In comparison to other interests

to which our lips give frequent ex-

pression, I fear that we speak for

our faith rather rarely. As Menno-

nites we speak for our faith perhaps

even more rarely than members of

other denominations. This is per-

haps reflected in the fact that our

church also grows more slowly than

other denominations. It is not with-

out reason that the Mennonite peo-

ple have been called Die Stillen Im
Lande (The Quiet People of the

Land ) . Perhaps we've been too much
"Die Stillen Im Lande" and have

remained silent when we should have

spoken. Undoubtedly today also we
often remain silent when we should

speak.

Why do we speak for our faith

so rarely? Is our faith seldom up-

permost in our minds? Are we
ashamed? Do we think it is not

important to speak for our faith?

Do we think such a topic will not

interest others? Or is it, possibly,

that we are not interested in it

ourselves?

Over against this trend of keep-

ing silent concerning our faith, I

cannot help but remember Peter and
John, who on the day they were or-

dered by the high priests and Jewish

council to remain silent, responded

by saying: "We cannot but speak

the things which we have seen and
heard" (Acts 4:20).

I am reminded also of the writer

of the First Epistle of John, who
says: "That which we have seen

and heard, declare we unto you, that

ye also may have fellowship with

us" (1:3). I recall the words of

Paul, written to the powerful city

of Rome: "I am not ashamed of the

Gospel of Christ, for it is the power
of God unto salvation" (Rom. 1:16).

The Samaritan woman, who left her

water pot at Jacob's Well and ran

back to her home town called:

"Come see a man, which told me all

things that ever I did, is not this

the Christ?" (John 4:29). I am also

reminded of the words recorded in

Acts concerning the believers scat-

tered by the persecution that arose

in Jerusalem and resulted in the

stoning of Stephen: "They that were
scattered abroad went everywhere

preaching the word" (Acts 8:4).

Finally, I think of the words of the

author of the First Epistle of Peter,

who advised a suffering, persecuted

body of Christians: "Be ready al-

ways to give an answer to every

man that asketh you a reason of

Why do we speak for our faith so rarely? Is our faith

seldom uppermost in our minds?

SPEAK FOR YOUR FAITH

Roland Goering

"Christ and the Samaritan Woman" by Vincenzo Catena. The Samaritan

woman had an earnest desire to speak for her new found faith: "Come, see a

man who told me all that I ever did" (John 4:29).
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jthe hope that is in you" (3:15).
These passages indicate how men

land women of the first Christian
century readily spoke of their faith.
We, too, must speak for our faith.

Why Should We Speak?

We should speak for the same

I

reason that a little child will re-

late, with fervor, the experience that
has made a deep impression in his

mind. We should speak for the same
reason that Peter and John, facing
the threats of the Jewish Council,
sxclaim: "We cannot but speak of
:he things which we have seen and
leard." We should speak for our
faith because of what it means to

is. If we really cherish this faith,

:or which our forefathers died, we
;hould speak for it.

The persecution against the early
;hurch scattered the believers. And
hey went everywhere preaching the
Word. Now the same thing can also
ruthfully be said concerning Ana-
>aptist forefathers. Severe persecu-
ion scattered them also. They also
^ent everywhere preaching the
Vord. Their faith meant so much
0 them that they spoke of it wher-
ver they went. Sometimes a con-
regation was founded at a given
lace within a few hours after the
rrival of an Anabaptist preacher.
Ernst Crous writes: "Blaurock
nd others did not hesitate to dis-

arb services in established church-
s in order to preach the Anabaptist
octrine to the assembled meeting.
1 Lower Bavaria in 1528 an ar-

isan evangelized a fellow artisan
l the very churchyard with such
Active zeal that he prevailed on
le brother not to attend mass in
le church, but to attend instead the
leeting led by the Anabaptist
readier in a nearby barn. In 1525
nrad Grebel bapized a whole pro-
;ssion of men and women at St.
all. In 1530 Melchior Hofmann
iptized 300 at Emden, and in 1534
Muenster, 1,400 baptisms occurred
one week."
All this indicates how much their
ith meant to our fathers and how
rvently they spoke of it. This took
ace, of course, before the Ana-
ptists acquired the reputation of
ing Die Stillen Im Lande. We too
ould speak for our faith because
what it means to us. How can

? remain silent if it really means
mething to us?

We Are Debtors

A debtor owes another something
in return for gains or values re-

ceived. But when Paul wrote: "I am
debtor both to the Greeks and to the
Barbarians, both to the wise and to

the unwise," he certainly was not
thinking of any great gains he had
received from them. In fact, while
he was writing these lines, his face
was likely haggard and worn from
the effects of a hard life, and his

body showed the scars of beatings
and stoning.

In our day, many, in similar cir-

cumstances, would feel that the
world owes them something. They
would perhaps even attempt to

bring suit for suffering and scars.

Paul, however, even after all these
hardships, did not feel that the
world owed him anything. He still

felt as a debtor to the world.
Why did Paul feel himself to be

a debtor? He felt that he owed
much to his Lord. He felt that the
only way to pay back his Lord was,
as Jesus said, to pay it unto the
least of His brethren.

Paul, perhaps, also felt that he
had gained a certain advantage from
having been born a Roman citizen.

He had also gained something from
the learned men, such as Gamaliel.
Therefore, he felt that, having re-

ceived blessings from some, he in

turn owed it to others. He owed it

to the unlearned, as well as the
learned; to the uncivilized, as well
as to the civilized. We, too, having
received a great faith from our
forefathers, owe it in turn to others.

Paul further felt that under Christ
there is neither Jew nor Greek, bond
nor free, male nor female (Gal. 3:

28). He felt that belonging together
as one brotherhood, he must share
that which he possessed especially
something as valuable as the Chris-
tian faith.

In the Old Testament Cain asks
"Am I my brother's keeper?" The
Bible answers that we are. We
should speak for our faith because
we owe it unto our brothers.

A Reason for Our Hope

Peter advised the persecuted Chris-
tians of the first centuries: "Be
ready always to give an answer to
every man that asketh you a reason
of the hope that is in you." In our
day, as in that day, man is slow to

accept anything unless he under-
stands the reason for it. The world

wants to know not only what you
believe but why you believe it. The
scientist is not content to know how
his experiment reacts. He wants to

know why it reacts as it does. The
psychiatrist wants to know, not only
how his patient behaves, but why
he behaves as he does.

The same is true in religion. Peo-
ple want to know the reason for
the hope that is in us. We need to

speak for our faith in order to in-

terpret that reason.

What is the reason for the hope
that is in us? Is it that in all of
His creation we see the handiwork
of God so clearly that we cannot
doubt His goodness? Is it that be-

hind everything that is, we per-

ceive Him that obviously must be?
Richard Realf has written: "Great
are the symbols of being, but that
which is symboled is greater;/ Vast
the created and beheld, but vaster
the inward creator."

Is it that in the personality of

man we see mirrored the image
of God? Is it that the Bible speaks
its message to our hearts and all

our experiences prove it to be true?
Is it that so many of God's prom-
ises have been fulfilled in our life,

that we cannot doubt that the re-

maining promises too shall see ful-

fillment? Is it that our own inner
experience with the living God gives
us a personal assurance? Are these
some of the reasons for the hope
that is within us? We must speak
for our faith in order to give unto
others the reason for our hope.

Fellowship With Others

John declares: "That which we
have seen and heard declare we
unto you, that ye also may have
fellowship with us, and truly our
fellowship is with the Father, and
with His Son Jesus Christ" (1 John
1:3).

This is a primary reason for

our faith. We desire to have fellow-

ship with others and together enjoy
fellowship with the Father and
with His Son, Jesus Christ. We have
already referred to the fact that

our Mennonite Church is so slow in

its growth. In the past decades we
have not won many into our church
from outside our own heritage. The
primary purpose for evangelism is

to win such into our fellowship. We
have been Die Stillen Im Lande
too long. We need to speak for our
faith.
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Edwin T. Dahlbcrg

AMERICA
NEED
NOT

BE
GODLESS

The Supreme Court decision against devotional practices in public schools did not doom America to become

a godless nation. It was rather a call to the family to resume its historical role in the teaching of religion.
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The United States Supreme Court

recently handed down a historic de-

cision. It ruled as unconstitutional

the reading of the Bible and other

devotional practices in the public

schools. In rendering this judgment,

it has affirmed the view that the

state must be neutral in religion,

and that religious training must be

reserved to the church and to the

home.
Whatever our personal reactions

to this decision by the highest court

in the land, it is a mistake to con-

clude that America is now doomed
to become a godless nation. The

Supreme Court's ruling should rath-

er be accepted by every citizen as

a challenge to become more godly

than before, in complete freedom,

and without any legislative entan-

glements whatsoever.

Instruction in godliness is primar-

ily the responsibility of the family,

with the church as its partner in

religious nurture. The home was his-

torically the first temple, the father

the first priest, and the mother the

first priestess.

It was not without reason that

the Apostle Paul, in his letter to

Philemon, sent greetings "to the

church in your house" (Philemon

1:2). It was intended from the be-

ginning that every home should be

a household of faith, a center of

song and worship, of fellowship and

praise.

Family Tradition

Jewish homes have been notably

faithful to this understanding of re-

ligion. One Sabbath eve in 1956, I

was a guest in the home of a Jew-

ish judge of the Supreme Court in

Israel. Rarely have I been so deeply

moved as I was by the family wor-

ship in that Israeli home when, in

the candlelight, the father blessed

the bread and, following a prayer

by the eldest son, we all joined in

whispered prayer.

It is difficult to write of religious

training in the family without be-

coming autobiographical. When my
grandparents came to this country,

my father was a boy of twelve, the

youngest of four children. They had

come from a European country in

which there was a state church,

with an hour of Bible study and
prayer in the state schools.

When Grandfather Dahlberg tools

up a homestead in western Minne-

sota in 1870, however, his first con-

cern regarding the township school

in which his children were to gel

their education was that the schoo|

should not teach religion. It wal
largely for the privileges of this

public school system that the fam-

ily had come to America.

Grandfather's attitude was by nd]

means that of an atheist or an unj

believer. He was a devout Christian*

and a faithful churchgoer. But, as aj

result of his experience of a formal,

official religion in a state-churcl

system, he was committed to thf

proposition that, in the new worlds

his children were to have the ad-

vantage of a personal religious nulk

ture in the church and in the homei

rather than in the public school

room.
When I was less than ten years

old, he took it upon himself to teacl

me the Swedish language by oU|

reading together from the Swedish

Bible for an hour daily. I am grate-

ful to him for two reasons. First,

cause it made me aware of my hej

itage as a child of two cultures an)
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second, because it made me aware
>f my religious heritage in the faith

if our fathers.

How do we go about establishing

I program of religious training in

he home?
We should begin this not by map-

)ing out a religious program for
|:hildren, but by instituting a pro-
tram of religious education for the
|idult generation. While it is true
hat Jesus said "Let the children
ome to me, and do not hinder them;
or to such belongs the kingdom of
leaven," He began His ministry
pith, a school for twelve adult men.

"amity Responsibility

That is where we need to begin,
'oo many parents make the mis-
ake of adopting something because
it's good for the children," without
dopting it for themselves. The chil-

ren soon catch on to this fraud.
7hy should they, the children, say
ae blessing at the table or kneel
own for their bedtime prayers if

aey never hear the voices of their

ivn father and mother in prayer?
Granted that the adult members

I
the family have accepted their

riestly responsibility, what are the
iost important elements that we
lould include in the religious pro-

•am of the home? I would list

tern as follows:

1. A father and mother who truly
ve each other, and who create a
imate of such affection and disci-

ine that the children may grow
) with a sense of inner security
om their very infancy. No amount
praying can help much if the

lirit of the home is bitter, quarrel-
me, vindictive, and intolerant.

2. A responsibility assigned to

ch member of the famiry for the
>usehold chores: making the beds,
ishing the dishes, cutting the
wn, shoveling the snow, washing
e car, tidying up the house. Work
an important part of religion,

e must not permit electrical gad-
ts, or automation, or television
ograms, or any other modern ad-
ntage to encourage children to be
<;y drones.

3. A time for family recreation
jether, whether it be hiking, swim-
ng, camping, singing, bowling,
iding, or playing games by the
eside after supper. One daughter
rote concerning her memories of

I father, "He did not leave us
iildren much in the way of money.

But he left us something far greater
—the memory of beautiful sunsets
along the shore."

4. A time each morning or eve-
ning for family worship together.
This may include the reading of
helpful selections from the Bible,
the singing of a hymn, and brief
prayer— sometimes by the father,
sometimes by the mother, sometimes
by one or more of the children. At
the very least, there should be a
table blessing before each meal. All
this should not be wished on the
tiniest members of the family alone,
though they, too, should have their
turn. Some time might well be given
to questions, and family discussion
of vital religious issues.

5. Regular worship together in the
church of the family's choice, and
consistent attendance at the Sun-
day church school. In our pluralistic
culture it is not easy for some fam-
ilies to agree upon one church, es-

pecially if it is an interfaith mar-
riage. But it is better to go to some
church, even separately, than to
drift through life without the in-

spiration and fellowship of a wor-
shiping congregation.

6. In addition to all this, that fam-
ily will be blessed which provides
wholesome sex instruction for its

children, and which also sets an

example of conscientious steward-
ship in the dedication of time, talent,
and income to the good causes of
the community, as well as encourag-
ing right attitudes towards the peo-
ple of all races, creeds, and condi-
tions. There should be no room in
a wholesome family religion for
racial arrogance, religious intoler-
ance or social snobbery.

If we are alert, it is not likely
that the communists will ever have
the opportunity to break down the
family life of America. But it is en-
tirely possible that we ourselves
might break it down by the neglect
of those moral and spiritual values
which have made America great.

If we ignore our marriage vows,
farm out our children to others on
the occasion of every selfish whim,
and return to that idolatry of self

which the prophets of Israel fought
against nearly three thousand years
ago, all the armaments in the world
will not save us.

The finest patriotism at this junc-
ture of our history is to restore the
family altars of the republic, to
preach the faith of our fathers in

the language of our children, and
to claim again the biblical blessings
promised to that nation whose God
is the Lord.
Copyright 1963, The National Observer

Fear Not!
Behind the shrubbery of power
Fear, the monster, mocks:

"You think of almost everything,

But, who will wind the clocks?"

The clocks? "The clocks that mark the time
That he may have—and you

—

If yours runs down before his does

He wins! What can you do?"

"Go back, poor man," an angel pleads,

"Back to the shepherds' hill.

Breathe in the beauty of that calm

—

The Holy Night is still.

"In Christ is life. In Christ is peace

No missile can destroy . . .

His love is might. Fear not

!

I bring you tidings of great joy!"

Emma Schwartz
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nter- per for Japan

A decision to publish a united

church paper for the Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ churches in Ja-

pan was made at a meeting of the

Japan Mennonite Literature Associ-

ation (JMLA) in Tokyo, November
12-13. The aims and objectives of

JMLA were also discussed and re-

vised and other literature projects

planned.

Organized in 1958, JMLA includes

representatives of the (Old) Menno-
nite, Brethren in Christ, and Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite missions

and churches, and the Mennonite
Central Committee. Projects com-

pleted so far have included several

pamphlets and booklets related to

Representatives of Japan Mennonite Liter

Unruh, Hiroshi Yanada, Ralph Buckwalter,

Anabaptist-Mennonite history and

teaching and the translation and

publication of Paul Erb's Alpha and

Omega.
Though Mennonite Brethren in

Christ missions have been in Japan

over a decade, only the (Old) Men-

nonite Church in Hokkaido has pub-

lished a church paper. However, this

paper, titled IZUMI (meaning a

spring or fountain) has also con-

tained news about the other church-

es as well as an occasional article

by their pastors. Plans are to make
this paper a joint publication be-

ginning in April 1964.

In discussing the aims of JMLA,
the group reaffirmed the need for

ature Association. Left to right: Verney
Ferd Ediger, Takio Tanase, Thelma Book.

a cooperative literature program
geared to strengthen the local

church in nurture and evangelism.

The following objectives were adopt-

ed: to strengthen the local church

and develop inter-Mennonite fellow-

ship; to promote literature evange-

lism through the local church; to

develop and train Christian writers;

to assist JMLA cooperating groups

in any special projects; and to share

with the larger Christian body the

Anabaptist-Mennonite heritage and P
its application of Christian disciple-j

ship today.

Recognizing the need for giving

more than marginal time to a grow-

ing literature program, the group
|

extended a call to Verney Unruh to

devote halftime to JMLA interests.

Representatives at the meeting

were Ralph Buckwalter and Takio

Tanase, (Old) Mennonite (Hokkai-

do); Ferd Ediger, MCC (Tokyo);

Mrs. Thelma Book, Brethren ini

Christ (Yamaguchi); Verney Unruhj

and Hiroshi Yanada, General Conj

ference Mennonite (Kyushu). Don;

Reber and Masami Homma of Tokyo:

also attended part of the sessions.
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THIRD TEAM TO HAITI

A third team of five MDS volunl

teers flew to Haiti on December 4 tJ

work sixty days in the disaster area!

This brings to twenty-five the nurrl

ber of men sent by MDS to Haiti

since October 30.

Whereas the other men are busy

at Cotes de Fer and Bainet witfl

rebuilding and reseeding programs,

these five are assigned to Petit

Goave. Their work will Include the

reconstruction of houses and publil

to

en,

)f i
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buildings demolished or partially de-

stroyed as a result of the Haiti hur-

ricane disaster.

The men are: Erwin D. Klaassen,
Weatherford, Okla.; Enos J. Miller,

Hutchinson, Kan.; Orville E. Wig-
gers, Newton, Kan.; Dan Miller,

Hartville, Ohio; Marlin Pankratz,
Butterfield, Minn.
The first team of fifteen men is

due home at the end of this month.
There is a strong possibility that

MDS will be sending post-Christmas
teams to Haiti to further alleviate

the misery.

ART FOR RELIGION EXHIBIT

The sixth annual Art for Religion
traveling exhibit will again be
shown at the Eighth Street Church,
Goshen, Ind., February 2-9. Originat-

ing in Indianapolis, the traveling ex-

hibit is sponsored by the Bethlehem
Evangelical Lutheran Church.
Works by Mennonite artists will be
displayed along with the exhibit.

Any interested Mennonite artist

may submit two works for this ex-

hibition. Works submitted must
have a religious connotation which
will be helpful in teaching truths,

inspiring religious thought or feel-

ing thus deepening the spiritual life

Df the community.
Anyone interested in displaying

lis painting, sculpture, prints, or
Irawings, is asked to contact: Ar-
thur Sprunger, Eighth Street Men-
konite Church, Eighth and Purl St.,

joshen, Ind. January 27 is the last

lay works may be submitted.

(ACE AND MENNONITES

'There are those who suggest with
jood reason that the church is

leeping through a revolution when
he church should pioneer on the
facial frontier," writes associate
icretary Vern Preheim of the Board
f Christian Service in an article

a The Mennonite Church in the
'ity, a bimonthly city church paper
ponsored by the Board of Missions
f the General Conference. Preheim
sts a number of things the Con-
srence has already done in this
rea (visits to legislators, Declara-
;on on Race Relations, various proj-

cts, conferences and interracial
leetings) and challenges individu-

ils and churches to further work
gainst prejudice and segregation
1 congregations and communities.

loaern man
CONTEMPORARY GOSPEL OF JOHN In an effort to reach people who have not previ-
ously been interested in the Bible, the American Bible Society is planning a new
series of publications. The series. "God's Word for a New Age" attempts to
emphasize the pertinence of the message of the Bible to contemporary peoples.
The first of the series to be published is called "One Way for Modern Man."
Phillips translation of the Gospel of John is used along with illustrations which
picture life in a modern city. The paperback volume is in digest magazine size
and sells for fifteen cents.

In the same issue, city pastor Law-
rence Voth of Markham, a southern
Chicago suburb, tells about the in-

tegration of church and community;
a mother explains why her family
left a neighborhood in which whites
had become the minority and the

crime rate had risen; California

pastor David Habegger discusses

Mennonite attitudes and appeals
for no discrimination; Delton Franz,

pastor of interracial Woodlawn
Church, Chicago, writes: "If we as a
peace church can find no way to be-

come true peacemakers in this revo-

lution against the evil of segrega-

tion, let us cease to call ourselves a

peace church and hand the title

over to our Negro Christian broth-

ers who have surely earned it . . .

standing on the sidelines is not

obedience to the command: 'Over
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Look to Your Faith

5 LOOK TO YOUR

j FAITH
r | n sMWCKK
8,- .

A book of short devotional meditations

on challenging tenets of the Christian

faith. The meditations are selected edi-

torials of the past editor of The Men-

nonite. By Jesse N. Smucker, $2.50

at Mennonite Bookstores

Berne, Indiana Rosthern, Saskatchewan

720 Main Street, Newton, Kansas

come evil with good' "; and mission-

ary Orlo Kaufman suggests general

broad principles: (1) "The church

ought to be creatively concerned."

(2) "The whole brotherhood ought
to confront the problem and how
it might affect them as individuals

and as a church." (3) "Each member
. . . should be challenged to see his

true attitude toward the Negro." (4)

"Decisions and action as a congrega-

tion ought to be based on an under-

standing of what Christ's will and
purpose are for the congregation."

(5) "We need to realize that the

Negro who has been hurt by past

discrimination and injustice may not

react as we feel he ought when
treated in a kind and loving way."
(6) "We ought to seek the positive

good that can come from this revo-

lution as it reaches our community."
(7) "Congregations ought to seek

ways in which they can be helpful

to sister congregations who are con-

fronted with problems related to the

revolution."

Interviews with writer James
Baldwin, Malcolm X of the Black
Muslim movement, and Martin Luth-

er King of the nonviolent protest

movement, recorded in 1963 for a

television program, are being pub-

lished as a book, The Negro Protest.

Baldwin says, "What white people

have to do is try to find out in their

own hearts why it was necessary to

have a nigger in the first place.

Because I'm not a nigger, I am a

man, but if you think I'm a nigger,

it means you need it." King believes

that "the rolling tide of world opin-

ion . . . the aroused consciences of

many, many white people all over

the country, the growing aware-

ness of religious institutions that

they have not done their job, and
the determination of the Negro him-

self, and the growing industrializa-

tion in the South . . . will conjoin

to make it possible for us to move
on toward the goal of integration."

AFTER THE DELUGE

—CELEBRATE COMMUNION

In Haiti the faithful tend flock and
field with anxious care waiting for

October, the time of harvest, when
their families and God each get a

part from the slim produce. At that

time they go into the chapels with

singing and thanksgiving. Bearing
their gifts into the treasury, grate-

ful Haitians forget the sweat and
toil that nursed life and food from
the unwilling earth. So do men
everywhere serve Jehovah.

It was close to being that way
again in 1963. Until October the

promise was fair. Then a tropical

storm within a few hours changed
the face of Haiti. Lashed by savage
gales, swamped by a deluge of

water; fields, flocks, and chapels lay

devastated by Hurricane Flora.

Death stalked the land.

No more roads flanked by neat

cottages nodding under green shade
trees, but scarred trails twisting

through the ruins of peasant hovels

ground into the dirt by broken trees.

No more robust country people

or gay children, but aged men, tired

women, and stricken youth.

No more hope offered from fruit-

ful pastures, but fear of the plague
and starvation.

Out of this hell on earth comes a
reiteration of faith in God.
The reverend Marco Depestre, in

whose parish twenty-one people

were lost, describes an event that

occurred after the storm.

"There I was, in front of our de-

stroyed temple, the bell tower lean-

ing crazily against a fence wall.

Holy communion ought to have
taken place in the morning. Some-
how news spread among the people
that I had come. Some twenty mem-
bers crawled among the piles of
beams and rafters intermingled with
torn iron sheets in order to meet
and worship under a rough shelter.

The yellow light of a kerosene lamp
replaced the electric light not now
available. I brought the communion
set. Reading the hymn verses was
too much for me. I had to lower my
eyes not to let them see the surging
tears."

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

A recent executive order signed by
the late president changed the order
of call in such a way that married
men will not be drafted under the
present conditions. Although the law
of the land has changed, Mennonite
Central Committee continues to re-

cruit willing and able married men
to help lift the load from suffering

mankind.
It will interest American readers

to note that whereas Canada has
no conscription law at all, Canadian
Mennonites, married and single,

have taken a full share in accept-

ing MCC assignments.

If you wish to try MCC volun-

tary service, you will want to note
the positions that are available.

The MCC foreign relief depart-

ment would like to place one prin-

cipal in a technical school in Al-

geria. He ought to be a married
man with teaching experience and
the abiilty to deal with the Algerian

ministry of education. He should

have knowledge of French and be
able to offer leadership at the school.

MCC would also like to supply a

teacher for Weierhof Boys School,

Germany. The candidate would do-

well to be married, childless, thej

possessor of a teaching certificate,

and experience in that field. Knowl-,

edge of German would be excellent.

Two Paxmen are needed to go toj

Crete. They will be located at the]

Klaus-Richard technical school. Pref-

erably, these two men should be]

college graduates with an aptitude

for teaching, as the school is anx-i

ious to maintain high standards.

TAP is looking for teachers for

both Newfoundland and Africa. Fif»

teen teachers trained in history,

mathematics, English, and the set
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:nces are needed for provincial
chools in Newfoundland. Forty
eachers are required for placement
n secondary and teacher training
chools in Africa.

The Mennonite Mental Health
Services will need eight single men
vithin the next two months to work
I four hospitals as psychiatric
ides.

Voluntary service urgently needs
our married couples to be placed
n MCC units in the U.S.A.
The MCC office at Akron, Pa., will

leed two accountants next summer.
The above named positions need
ttention immediately but there are
.lso numerous other opportunities

APTISAAS

Bethel Church, Lancaster, Pa., on
>ec. 8: Janet (Mrs. John) Rosen-
|d, (Mrs.) Nancy McCall, Paul
imith, Clyde Ranck, Donald Wen-
er, Daryl Charles, Harry Kintzi,

hilip Toews, Elaine Horst, Sharon
nyder, Barbara Shearer, Susan
oth.

ALENDAR
onferences

1965, July 10-16—General Confer-
ice, Estes Park, Colo.

Jan. 23-25—Canadian Board Meet-
gs, Winnipeg.

for service both overseas and at
home that will need volunteers.

Indicate your interest or ask for
a complete description of oppor-
tunities by writing to: Personnel
Office, Mennonite Central Commit-
tee, Akron, Pa.

TEXANS TO PARAGUAY
Twelve families, with a total of
sixty-nine people, originating from
Houston, Texas, recently left to

settle in Paraguay. Under the lead-

ership of James A. St. John, a Bap-
tist minister, the group took all

equipment necessary to support
themselves in the jungle. They plan
to build a self-supporting mission

Central

Jan. 7—College Chamber Players
Concert, Bluffton (Ohio) College.
Eastern

Jan. 13—Eastern District Peace
and Service Representatives and
Pastor's Dinner.

NEW ADDRESSES

Mary C. Diller, Memorial Home,
Bluffton, Ohio 45817

Mrs. Earl Dougherty, 8349 S. Long
Ave., Oaklawn, 111. 60453

Mrs. Russell L. Fellman, 140 W.
Butler Ave., Chalfont, Pa. 18914

John M. Janzen, 5220 Kenwood, Chi-

cago, 111. 60615

John J. Klassen, 57-6121 Willingdon
Ave., Burnaby 1, B. C.

Karl Klassen, 65 Riverside Dr.,

Mount Clemens, Mich. 48043
Howard Knight, 2811 Peerless, Apt.

2, Bakersfield, Calif. 93300

L. Levon Mann, 905 Monroe Dr.,

Freeport, 111. 61032

Mrs. Rodolphe Petter, St. John's

Lutheran Home, Box 619, Billings,

community there. The group calls

themselves Camp Bculah, Inc.

While doing research before mov-
ing, the group learned of the Men-
nonite settlements already in Para-
guay. They wrote to the Mennonite
Central Committee for more infor-

mation. MCC sent them a copy of

Pilgrims in Paraguay by J. Win-
field Fretz and got them into con-

tact with Frank J. Wiens in Asun-
cion. Wiens is the MCC director in

South America.
Members of Camp Beulah, Inc.,

will retain their U. S. citizenship

but have permanent Paraguayan
visas. They look upon this venture
as a call from God.

Mont. 59101

Allen C. Schierling, 6808 University
St., Des Moines, Iowa 50300

DEATHS

Calvin Moser, First Church, Aber-
deen, Idaho, born Dec. 8, 1888, and
died Nov. 24. Survivors are his wife
and two children.

Gerhart Neustadter, Bethel Church,
Lancaster, Pa., born in Tavria, Rus-
sia, March 6, 1893, and died Dec. 8.

His wife, one daughter, and four
sons survive.

WORKERS

Martin Buhr, Niverville (Man.)
Church, has joined the Information
Services Department of the Menno-
nite Central Committee in Akron,
Pa.

Sara Ann Claassen, of Beatrice,

Neb., left on December 28 for

San Jose, Costa Rica, for a year of

Spanish study before beginning
service at Montevideo, Uruguay. She

irtin Buhr, Sara Ann Claassen, Elizabeth Friesen, Randall Kaufman, Dennis Miller, Florence Miller (Workers).

\
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Ronald
Sehroeder

(Workers).

L JL J

ANOTHER SIDE OF THE STORY

The following response was pub-

lished in The Mennonite Church in

the City. Since it is also a response

to materiat published in our paper

we share it here. The writer's name
has been withheld.

How often as I have read the many
onesided articles in The Mennonite

have I had inclinations to write; to

verbalize what I really felt, to tell

a side of this controversial story

that I have never seen in print. This

is a personal story—perhaps too per-

sonal—and yet it must be, to be

factually presented.

I am writing this as the mother

of six children, concerned for their

welfare, safety, and happiness. We
have recently moved from one of

"the most troubled spots on Chicago's

south side. The villain of my story,

the evil that pushed us out from

our home and neighborhood, is

crime.

This crime first started with the

arrival of a certain element of our

new neighbors. First came the wine

and liquor bottles under the via-

ducts en route to the train station.

Next our parks were hit. Bicycles

were taken from children, money
taken from paper boys. It began

fanning out into all of our lives.

At first it was not safe after dark;

then it was not safe in broad day-

light. Taverns sprang up in every

other store. Children were "jumped"

while coming home from school.

Women were robbed and left beat-

en on the sidewalk. Men had their

pockets slit and wallets taken.

will be teaching Christian education

and music at the Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminary there.

Elizabeth Friesen, Eigenheim

Church, Rosthern, Sask., has been

assigned to work in Hoopa, Calif.

She is serving under MCC.
Randall Kaufman, First Church,

McPherson, Kan., has entered MCC-
VS and is serving in community
development work in Haiti.

Indignities were encountered by

all. The discipline at school had

gotten out of hand. Half the day

was spent trying to maintain order

in the class. My children were cau-

tioned several times each day to

steer clear of trouble, urged to use

Christian principles. At home we
kept teaching there are good and

bad of all peoples and "Jesus loves

the little children, all the children of

the world." It was only in living

among these people that my chil-

dren turned against some of them.

(There truly are good and bad of

all races. We meet many fine col-

ored people.)

Not one of us escaped without

some personal involvement. My eld-

est son was chased home while re-

turning from a football game. He
made it home, jumping fences all

the way, ready to collapse from
breathlessness and shaken to the

very core. This was serious business.

Another child was watched in a

grocery store, followed outside, gro-

ceries and money taken. One of the

offenders was white, the other col-

ored. The entire character of our

neighborhood changed with these

people moving in.

My daughter was in seventh grade

at the time. She kept complaining

of a certain girl who seemed to dis-

like her. This girl kept pulling her

hair, sticking her with pins, and
finally one day slapped her in the

face many, many times. This attack

was of such a nature that my daugh-

ter came home nearly hysterical.

The child of a friend of mine ex-

perienced some of the same treat-

ment in a neighborhood nearby. This

child had to suffer the vulgarity of

being urinated upon! It seems this

was the treatment meted out to

the remaining white children.

Dennis and Florence Miller, Sa
lem Church, Freeman, S. D., have

been assigned by MCC to the De
partment of Welfare Training Proj

ect for Aid to dependent children's

parents in Washington, D. C.

Ronald Lee Sehroeder, Alexander

wohl Church, Goessel, Kan., ha:

been assigned for service at King
View Hospital, Reedley, Calif., un
der MCC-VS.

One winter morning, the temper

ature at ten degrees above zero,

v/as but one-half block from home
when an elderly woman called t

me for help. She had been robbei

and beaten, and left lying on th

icy walk. Daylight, busy city streets|

one block from home and yet no

safe.

One summer evening, a beautifu

night with all of the neighbors si

ting out on their porches, two neighj

bors (male) walking to the corner

shouted for help. A group of boys|

all carrying knives, had robbei

them, and thus another chapter oj

the story that had become so f§

miliar to us by now.

Life had turned into a day by da]

nightmare.

Does one wonder why the people

in neighboring areas are so appre

hensive? The ones who soon wil

be caught up in this turmoil? Thes<

people will not be welcomed wit]

less than dark foreboding until pre

vailing conditions are changed.

One last lament if you please

This was a neighborhood of hard

working people—people who lov«

their homes and did not want t(

leave them, people who had thei] tor

homes nearly paid for with manj

years of honest toil. With few ex

ceptions these people had to sell aig|

a loss and assume new mortgages

And so we were forced to leave [

The newsprint calls it "running.^

When living conditions become uq

safe, it is time to leave.

When we moved it was with 1

sorrow for leaving our home anc

»

friends, a relief that we would b< lea

away from this tension, a burdei

of a new indebtedness to sap o«
next twenty years, and above a|

thanks to God for our leaving wi1%

no loss of life!
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C3T

ennonite Artist

think the artist should put ideas,

ories, and teaching into his work,
cannot agree with those modern
"tists who try to show life as mean-
gless and whose works also have
) meaning. This is the philosophy
art expressed by John P. Klas-

n, one of the most capable of

ennonite artists.

Klassen is professor of art, emir-

is, at Bluffton College and has
«nt his life trying to preserve the

ennonite heritage through his

ulpture, painting, and pottery.

Most of his work is on the theme
Mennonite life and people. Hav-

g migrated from Russia himself,

makes most of his works about

Carole Dirks

Russian Mennonites, telling stories

about the persecution, hunger and
fear which the people were forced

to suffer. He also demonstrates the

joy of religious life.

Art, says Klassen should express

real experience and real convictions.

"That is why I make my plow horses
to be beautifully shaped, spirited

animals, instead of plodding, work
horses. Farming among the Rus-

sian Mennonites, and even those to-

day, was a joy and a spiritual wor-

ship. Why should I make them 're-

alistic' and work-worn as though
plowing were a distasteful chore?

I want to give the idea in my work."
One of Klassen's best known sculp-

tures is of a Russian Mcnnonile in

his field with a plow pulled by a

team of fine, strong, and energetic

horses. This work has been bronzed

for permanence and is now in the

Bluffton College art department.
Other of the seventy-five year old

artist's flat work sculptures to be

bronzed include a mother reading to

her children (his wife and children),

women and children agonizing that

their husbands and fathers are be-

ing taken away from them to hard
labor camps in Russia, and Christ

on the cross with a Russian soldier

on one side and a sorrowing man
and wife on the other, symbolizing

the religious conflict at the time of

persecutions of Mennonites in Rus-

sia.

Klassen spent most of his youth
in the Ukraine region of Russia.

At the age of seventeen in 1906

after the Russo-Japanese war which
Russia lost, his parents sent him to

school in Switzerland for four years.

After that, he attended the Acad-

emy of Fine Arts in Munich, Ger-

many, for five years and majored
in sculpture.

Returning to Russia, a wealthy
Mennonite knowing about his talent

commissioned him to prepare plans

for a huge memorial statue to be

given as a gift from the Mennonites
to the people of Russia. This statue

was to be five times life size and
sculptured in granite. Klassen chose

as his figure one of the blind folk

singers, who traveled around the

country. These men were very much
a part of the old Russian life and
so this would be the perfect gift

to the people of Russia.

After working many months to

re-create this figure, to have it per-

fectly balanced to stand the weight

of the stone out of which it was to

be carved, Klassen showed his mod-
el to the man, who in turn went to

the government official for permis-

sion to erect the monument. The
official commended him for the fine

idea and for the artistry of the

work and then said. "No. I'm sorrv

YOUTH is sponsored by the Young People s

Union of the General Conference Mennonite
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thai we can't let you do this. It

would be a fine thing, but these

minstrels have been speaking

against the government and we can't

let you put this up." So after months
of hard labor, all of Klassen's work
on the sculpture was in vain.

In 1923, Klassen left Russia, went
to Canada briefly and then to Bluff-

ton, Ohio, to Bluffton College where
he has been ever since. He says

about his work, "Mennonites have
an important heritage which should

be preserved for later generations

who have not experienced the hard-

ships of their ancestors. I want to

do what I can to help preserve this

heritage." However, his sculptured

pieces originally made of plaster of

paris or cement, were not made to

last. For this reason some of those

who know about professor Klassen

and his work want to help finish his

works to save them for the future.

About twenty of his flat pieces

are being bronzed in a special proj-

ect sponsored by some of these

friends. The pieces are intended to

be movable but will be placed on
display at the college in the art de-

partment, library, or lobbies. Some

experimentation is being done with

new processes of casting to cut costs

and to make the works lighter and
easier to move. It is hoped that cast-

ing in aluminum and coating in

bronze will have the same effect

and permanence as bronze. It is also

hoped that later some of his round
pieces will also be done, although

this is a much more complicated

and expensive process.

In addition to his work on Menno-
nite themes, Klassen has done work
for other local churches, such as

seven bronze plaques for the bap-

tismal font of the St. John's United

Church of Christ in Bluffton. He
has also done some small portraits

of both famous and local people,

including among these a small disc

of S. K. Mosiman, an early presi-

dent of Bluffton College. This one is

imbedded in a large stone just off

the walk near College Hall.

Klassen also is well known for his

pottery demonstration, given to

many groups as a devotional mes-
sage, in which he uses his potters

wheel and clay to show how God
shapes men to be what He wants
them to be.

God Speaks Through a Man
Hugo Peters, editor of the youth
prayer calendar has written month-
ly introductions to help you in your
use of the calendar. Here is the first

installment. Watch for the others

in the last issue of The Mennonite
each month.

Called to be His Servants

youth prayer calendar 1964

The New Year again will enter

your and my life uninvited, unre-

strained, and, once here, forever

gone. Our task is to recognize each
opportunity when it knocks and
make something of it. However, un-

less we meet opportunity in the

light of divine counsel, our own
reasoning, striving, and accomplish-

ments merely become "castles in

the air." At the boundary of our
flnitude we realize our dependence
on God.
As we look into the prayer life

of Samuel may we be inspired to

follow his example throughout 1964.

May ours be an active dependence
as was expressed in the words of

several Texan cowhands who felt

that a church should be established

in their area. Requesting a preacher
from an Eastern Seminary, they re-

ceived the following answer, "We
hear that you have everything big

in Texas. How big do you want this

preacher to be?" The Texans re-

plied, ".
. . one who can reach heav-

en from his knees." Hugo Peters

C3
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stepped his functions as king.

Bible Words—VIII: Holiness. King

Uzziah had leprosy. He was an ener-

getic and able administrator of Judah.

But he made one mistake. He over-

He tried to take over the service of the

priests. As he went into the temple to burn incense the priests could not

stop him. But God did. Leprosy broke out on Uzziah's forehead. And

so Uzziah spent the rest of his years in solitude (2 Chron. 26). He made

only one other contribution. He gave his name to the year in which he

died. It was the year that Isaiah went to the temple and received his call.

Says Isaiah: "In the year that King Uzziah died I saw the Lord. . . And 1

said: 'Woe is me! For I am lost; for I am a man of unclean lips'. . . .

Then flew one of the seraphim to me, having in his hand a burning coal

. . . and said: 'Behold, this has touched your lips; your guilt is taken away,

and your sin forgiven' " (Isa. 6:1, 5, 6, 7)

.

Isaiah struggled with the problem of uncleanness. After all, his king had

been a leper, the biblical symbol of uncleanness (though not to be confused

with modern diseases called by that name). Isaiah felt this uncleanness

about the lips (6:5). This was also the sign of the leper who was instructed

to cover his lips (Lev. 13:45). Isaiah feels the uncleanness of his king.

As he cries out: "Woe is me! ... I am a man of unclean lips" we can al-

most hear the fearsome leper's wail, "Unclean, unclean!" The lips from

which come words expose our uncleanness. It is with words that we sin so

strongly. It is here that we need cleansing. And this Isaiah receives in the

symbolic touch of the coal on his lips.

With his lips purified, Isaiah receives a command to speak
—"Go, and

say to this people" (Isa. 6:9). Isaiah has been restored to fellowship with

God and God's people. He goes to them with a word of judgment and a

word of hope. Isaiah has been made holy which means he is wholly devot-

ed to God and God's will.

Holy, of course, is a word most often applied to God: "Holy, holy, holy

is the Lord of hosts;/ the whole earth is full of his glory" (Isa. 6:3). God
is separate from man. He is separate from creation. He stands alone.

His acts reveal Him. Separate from His creation, He still stands in a deep

relationship to His creation. God is holy.

But if holiness is God's character, He wants it also for man. "Be holy,

for I am holy" is a strong refrain in the Bible (Lev. 11:44,45; 19:1-4;

20:7, 26; 1 Peter 1: 14-16). Paul reminds us, "For God has not called us

for uncleanness, but in holiness" ( 1 Thess. 4:7). And Peter applies holiness

directly to conduct: "But as he who has called you is holy, be holy your-

selves in all your conduct" ( 1 Peter 1:15).

Isaiah sets our pattern, not Uzziah. Our place is within the plan of God.

We offer up our life and work to Him. We serve Him with love for the

household of God and for all men. This is our holiness.














